*JAPAN*

Emperor Meiji (1852-1912) Emperor of Japan (from 1867), during whose reign Japan completely
transformed herself from a decentralized, feudal agglomeration of some 180 autonomous lords over which
the emperor had no authority whatsoever, into a fully industrialized capitalist world power. The New York
Times summed up this transformation at his funeral in 1912, with these words:
“The contrast between that which preceded the funeral car and that which followed it was striking indeed.
Before it went old Japan; after it came new Japan.”
And all of it during his lifetime—from Matthew Perry’s appearance with his fleet in Tokyo harbor (1853) to
the defeat of the Imperial Chinese military and naval forces during the First Sino-Japanese War (18941895), to the defeat of the Imperial Russian military and naval forces during the Russo-Japanese War
(1904-1905), to the annexation of Korea (1910).
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*
(17)—125.107 Excerpt from Tales Of Moonlight And Rain\fn{by Uyeda Akinari (1734-1809)} Sonezaki, Osaka
Prefecture, Japan (M) 36
*
(52)—52.111 Excerpt from A Journey On Foot\fn{by Jippensha Ikku aka Shigeta Sadakazu (1766-1831)} Edo (now
Tokyo), Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (M) 3
(54)—130.91 Excerpt from The Biographies of Eight Dogs: “Shino And Hamaji”\fn{by Takizawa Bakin (17671848)} Edo (now Tokyo), Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (M) 2
*
(56)—130.93 The Biography Of Snowflake\fn{by Rai Sanyō (1780-1832)} Osaka Prefecture, Japan (M) 1
1819
(57)—36.113 The Beefeater\fn{by Kanagaki Robun (1829-1894)} Edo (now Tokyo), Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (M) 1
*
(58)—36.114 The Western Peep Show\fn{by Hattori Busho (1842-1908)} Edo? (now Tokyo), Greater Tokyo Area,
Japan (M) 1
*

1

(59)—104.36 The Boy Who Had A Dream: A Folktale\fn{told by Ishiwara Jiro (1858- )} Koshikijima, Kagoshima
Prefecture, Japan (M?) 1
*
(60)—104.20 The Snake Son: A Folktale\fn{told by Nakamura Kiku (1860- )} Kamoto District, Kumamoto
Prefecture, Japan (F) -1
(60)—104.21 The Fox Wife: A Folktale\fn{told by Fumino Tsugi (1860- )} Izumi, Osaka Prefecture, Japan (F) -1
(61)—104.33 Charcoal Maker Choja: A Folktale\fn{told by Nishimura Mokuzo (1861- )} Takayama, Gifu Prefecture,
Japan (M) 1
(62)—104.31 The Hearthfire On New Year’s Eve: A Folktale\fn{told by Mishimura Mokuzo (1861- )} Mikata
District, Hyogo Prefecture, Japan (M) -1
(62)—130.94 Under Reconstruction\fn{by Mori Ogai (1862-1922)} Tsuwano Prefecture, Japan (M) 3
(65)—104.38 The Poem About Ashes: A Folktale\fn{told by Sato Yazaburo (c.1863- )} Naori District, Oita
Prefecture, Japan (F) -1
(65)—36.115 Excerpt from The Drifting Cloud\fn{by Futabatei Shimei (1864-1909)} Ichigaya, Tokyo, Greater Tokyo
Area, Japan (M) 4
(69)—104.41 Zenemon And The Wild Duck: A Folktale\fn{told by “an old man” (c.1867- )} Sakai District, Fukui
Prefecture, Japan (M) -1
(70)—119.20 Koga Saburo: A Folktale\fn{by Okabe Ichino (1867- )} Sake-mura, Suewa, Nagano Prefecture, Japan
(F) 1
(71)—124.75 Excerpt from Botchan\fn{by Natsume Söseki (1867-1916)} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (M) 28
*
(98)—104.23 Success Through A Bee: A Folktale\fn{told by Nishimura Kuni (c.1870?- )} Mima District, Tokushima
Prefecture, Japan (F) 1
(99)—104.25 The Thousand Ri Boots: A Folktale\fn{told by Kawano Tsume (c.1870?- )} Nishiyatsushiro District,
Yamanashi Prefecture, Japan (F) 1
(100)—104.26 The Cat And The Teakettle Lid: A Folktale\fn{told by Grandmother Sasaki Kizen (c.1870?- )} Kamihei
District, Iwate Prefecture, Japan (F) -1
(100)—104.27 Tea, Sieves, Old Metal 2. The Bird Who Begs For Water 3. The Little Box 4. Why The Silkworm
Is Marked With A Horses’ Hoof: Four Folktales\fn{told by Grandmother Dobashi Riki (c.1870?- )} Nishiyatsushiro
District, Yamanashi Prefecture, Japan (F) 3
(104)—104.30 The Rice Field, The Monkey, And The Pheasant Cultivated Terada: A Folktale\fn{told by
Grandmother Terada Denichiro (c.1870?- )} Hiraga District, Akita Prefecture, Japan (F) 1
(104)—104.35 Kachi Kachi Yama: A Folktale\fn{told by Grandmother Suzuki Tozo (c.1870?- )} Kitamurayama,
Yamagata Prefecture, Japan (F) 1
(105)—104.42 The Carpenter And Oniroku: A Folktale\fn{told by “an old woman” (c.1870?- )} Kanegasaki, Iwate
Prefecture, Japan (F) -1
(106)—130.97 Order Of The White Paulownia\fn{by Tokuda Shüsi (1870-1943)} Kanazawa, Ishikawa Prefecture,
Japan (M) 7
*
(113)—104.36 The Poor Girl And Her Young Brother 2. Hanna-no-sen Matsu And Her Younger Brother: Two
Folktales\fn{told by Soki Shugeta (1871- )} Satsuma District, Kagoshima Prefecture, Japan (F) -1
(114)—130.104 Old Gen\fn{by Kunikida Doppo (1871-1908)} Chosi, Chiba Prefecture, Japan (M) 5
(118)—130.109 Tsugaru Strait\fn{by Shimazaki Toson (1871-1943)} Nakatsugawa, Gifu Prefecture, Japan (M) 5
(122)—104.21 The Girl Without Hands: A Folktale\fn{told by Odajima Sada (1872- )} Heinuki District, Iwate
Prefecture, Japan (F) 2
(124)—37.91 Separate Ways\fn{by Ichiyo Higuchi aka Natsu Higuchi (1872-1896)} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan
(F) 4
(129)—17.46 One Soldier\fn{by Tayama Katai (1872-1930)} Tatebayashi, Gumma Prefecture, Japan (M) 7
(136)—104.39a Monkey And Crab: A Folktale\fn{told by Tomioka Isamu (c.1873- )} Ushizu-machi, Ogi District,
Saga Prefecture, Japan (F) -1
(136)—36.129 A Tale Of Three Who Were Blind\fn{by Izumi Kyoka (1873-1920)} Kanazawa, Ishikawa Prefecture,
Japan (M) 4
(141)—104.41a Jizo Jodo: A Folktale\fn{told by Chikurinji Tachinobe’s “elderly female relative,” (c.1874- )} Sakae
District, Hiroshima Prefecture, Japan (F) 1
(141)—169.121 Excerpt from Etsu Inagaki Sugimoto\fn{by Etsu Inagaki Sugimoto (1874-1950)} Nagaoka, Niigata
Prefecture, Japan (F) 15
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(157)—104.31 The Rabbit’s Wiles: A Folktale\fn{told by Azuma Fuyo (1877- )} Hitoegane, Nagano Prefecture?,
Japan (F) -1
(157)—173.111 Excerpt from Travels In Manchuria And Mongolia\fn{by Yosano Akiko (1878-1942)} Sakai, Osaka
Prefecture, Japan (F) 12
(168)—130.118 Hydrangea\fn{by Nagai Kafū aka Nagai Sokachi (1879-1959)} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (M) 6
*
(173)—104.34 The Letter: A Folktale\fn{told by Grandmother Imamura Katsuomi (c.1880?- )} Migsu District, Okayama
Prefecture, Japan (F) 1
(174)—130.123 The Handstand\fn{by Ogawa Mimei (1882-1961)} Joetsu, Niigata Prefecture, Japan (M) 6
(180)—1.73 The Voice Of The Turtle\fn{by Edythe Squier Draper (1883-1964)} Hakodate, Hokkaido Prefecture, Japan
(F) 3
(184)—130.130 Han’s Crime\fn{by Shiga Naoya (1883-1971)} Ishimaki, Miyagi Prefecture, Japan (M) 5
(188)—117.157 Glory\fn{by Tamura Toshiko (1884-1945)} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (F) 8
(196)—36.119 The Romaji Diary\fn{by Ishikawa Takuboku (1885-1912)} Kiato Village, Iwate Prefecture, Japan (M)
10
(204)—37.1 The Full Moon\fn{by Nogami Yaeko (1885-1985)} Kita-ama, Ôita Prefecture, Japan (F) 10
(214)—130.137 Tattoo\fn{by Junichiro Tanizaki (1886-1965)} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (M) 3
(217)—119.19 Two Daughters Who Became Serpents 2. The Blacksmith’s Wife 3. The Last Of The Aki 4. A
Human Sacrifice At Kono Strand Four Folktales\fn{by Mrs. Hitoshi Kawashima Saito (1888- )} Ueno, Shikoku
Island, Japan (F) 1
(219)—275.188 Seizing The True Body\fn{by Nachii Keido (1888?-after 1956?)} “rural Japan,” Japan (F) 2
(221)—130.140 On The Conduct Of Lord Tadanao\fn{by Kikuchi Kan (1888-1948)} Takamatsu, Kagawa
Prefecture, Japan (M) 16
(236)—130.158 Brother And Sister\fn{by Muro Saisei (1888-1962)} Kanazawa, Ishikawa Prefecture, Japan (M) 7
(242)—37.95 & 173.123 1. The Old Geisha 2. The House Spirit: Two Short Stories\fn{by Kanoko Okamoto (18891942)} “in the villa of her parents,” Aoyama, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (F) 14
(257)—53.109 St. Jerome And The Lion And The Donkey\fn{by Helen Waddell (1889-1965)} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo
Area, Japan (F) 2
*
(258)—104.32 The Priest’s Hat 2. The Hungry Image 3. How The Novice Finally Ate Well 4. The Young Man
Who Could Not Be Taught: Four Folktales\fn{told by Koyama Masao, Sr. (c.1890?- )} Chiisagata, Nagano
Prefecture, Japan (M)
(259)—130.165 The House Of A Spanish Dog\fn{by Sato Haruo (1892-1964)} Shingu, Wakayama Prefecture, Japan
(M) 3
(263)—130.171 One World\fn{by Serizawa Kojiro (1897-1993)} Numazu, Shizuoka Prefecture, Japan (M) 6
(268)—37.39 To Stab\fn{by Uno Chiyo (1897-1996)} Iwakuni, Yamaguchi Prefecture, Japan (F) 6
(274)—130.177 Machine\fn{by Richi Yokomitsu (1898-1947)} Higashiyama Hot Springs, Fukushima Prefecture,
Japan (M) 9
(282)—130.190 The Far-Worshipping Commander\fn{by Ibusé Masuji (1898-1994)} Hiroshima Prefecture, Japan
(M) 11
(293)—130.205 Banshu Plain\fn{by Yuriko Miyamoto (1899-1951)} Koishikawa, Tokyo Prefecture, Japan (F) 4
(296)—130.230 Umbrella On A Moonlit Night\fn{by Tsuboi Sakae (1899-1967)} Sakate Village, Kagawa Prefecture,
Japan (F) 6
(302)—130.201 The Moon On The Water\fn{by Kawabata Yasunari (1899-1972)} Osaka, Osaka Prefecture, Japan
(M) 4
(306)—130.217 A Bell In Fukagawa\fn{by Kawaguchi Matsutaro (1899-1985)} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (M)
9
*
(314)—104.39 The Self-Heal Flower: A Folktale\fn{told by Takada Hisako (late 19th century?- )} Soekam District,
Nara Prefecture, Japan (F) -1
1920
(314)—130.236 Rice Weevils\fn{by Wada Den (1900-1985)} Japan (M) 5
(319)—130.246 Black-Out\fn{by Koyama Itoko aka Ikemoto Ito (1901- )} Koxhi, Kochi Prefecture, Japan (F) 7
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(323)—130.253 Underground Escape\fn{by Tsuji Masanobu (1902-c.1961)} Ishikawa Prefecture, Japan (M) 9
(332)—130.389 Bones\fn{by Fumiko Hayashi (1903-1951)} Shimonoseki, Yamaguchi Prefecture, Japan (F) 9
(340)—130.262 Nightingale\fn{by Itō Einosuké (1903- 1959)} Akita, Akita Prefecture, Japan (M) 19
(358)—37.11 Residues Of Squalor\fn{by Yoko Ota (1903-1963)} “rural Yamagata,” Hiroshima Prefecture, Japan (F)
14
(371)—130.300 The Communist\fn{by Abe Tomoji (1903-1973)} Yunogō, Okayama Prefecture, Japan (M) 3
(373)—130.303 Excerpt from Harp Of Burma\fn{by Takeyama Michio (1903-1984)} Osaka, Osaka Prefecture, Japan
(M) 45
(412)—130.281 These Ten Years: A Story Of Seven Ex-Soldiers\fn{by Kon Hidemi (1903-1984)} Hakodate,
Hokkaidō Prefecture, Japan (M) 13
(424)—55.50 Memoirs Of A Declining Ryukyuan Woman\fn{by Kushi Fusako (1903-1986)} Okinawa, Okinawa
Prefecture, Japan (F) 4
(427)—130.294 The Only One\fn{by Nakamoto Takako (1903-1991)} Yamaguchi Prefecture, Japan (F) 6
(433)—130.362 Morning Mist\fn{by Nagai Tatsuo (1904-1990)} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (M) 8
(440)—130.398 The Black Kimono\fn{by Koda Aya (1904-1990)} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (F) 8
(448)—37.25 Memory Of A Night\fn{by Sata Ineko (1904-1998)} Nagasaki City, Nagasaki Prefecture, Japan (F) 12
(454)—130.376 The Hateful Age\fn{by Niwa Fumio (1904-2005)} Yokkaichi, Mie Prefecture, Japan (M) 13
(465)—130.425 Summer Flower\fn{by Hara Tamiki (1905-1951)} Hiroshima, Hiroshima Prefecture, Japan (M) 4
(469)—130.406 A Man’s Life\fn{by Taiko Hirabayshi (1905-1972)} Nakasu, Naganyo Prefecture, Japan (F) 7
(475)—130.413 The Affair Of The Arabesque Inlay\fn{by Ishikawa Tatsuzo (1905-1985)} Furukawa, Miyagi
Prefecture, Japan (F) 6
(481)—130.429 The Idiot\fn{by Sakaguchi Ango (1906-1955)} Niigata, Niigata Prefecture, Japan (M) 14
(494)—130.443 Black Market Blues\fn{by Koh Haruto (1906-1988)} Yatsushiro, Kumamoto Prefecture, Japan (M) 8
(501)—3.190 Samuel Blane\fn{by (Archibald?) Murray Dyer (1907-1970)} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (M) 6
(506)—130.451 Shotgun\fn{by Yasushi Inoué (1907-1991)} Ishakari, Hokkaido Prefecture, Japan (M) 13
(518)—130.468 The Courtesy Call\fn{by Dazai Osamu (1909-1948)} Kanagi, Aomori Prefecture, Japan (M) 7
(524)—130.475 Wait A Year And A Half\fn{by Matsumoto Seicho (1909-1992)} Kokura, Fukuoka Prefecture, Japan
(M) 9
*
(533)—130.494 Please Not A Word To Anybody\fn{by Mizuki Yoko (1910?-2002)} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area,
Japan (F) 1
(534)—130.489 The Bridge\fn{by Takeda Taijun (1912-1976)} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (M) 5
(539)—130.495 Ups And Downs\fn{by Shibaki Yoshiko (1914-1991)} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (F) 3
(542)—130.501 Sakurajima\fn{by Umezaki Haruo (1915-1965)} Fukuoka, Fukuoka Prefecture, Japan (M) 21
(563)—63.88 Let Us Go And See The Sea\fn{by Lin Hai-ying (1918-2001)} Osaka, Osaka Prefecture, Japan (F) 11
*
(573)—37.118 Unzen\fn{by Endo Shusaku (1923-1996)} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (M) 6
(579)—130.536 Song Of A Dead Girl\fn{by Abe Kobo (1924-1993)} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (M) 6
(585)—130.529 The Priest And His Love\fn{by Yukio Mishima aka Kimitake Hiraoka (1925-1970)} Tokyo, Greaer Tokyo
Area, Japan (M) 7
(591)—37.31 Ants Swarm\fn{by Kono Taeko (1926- )} Osaka City, Osaka Prefecture, Japan (F) 8
(598)—130.542 Evening Bells\fn{by Harada Yasuko (1928-2009)} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area,, Japan (F) 11
(608)—36.141 The Rain At Rokudō Crossroad\fn{by Kazuko Saegusa (1929- )} Kobe, Hyōgo Prefecture, Japan
(F) 5
(613)—55.85 The Rite\fn{by Hiroko Takenishi (1929- )} Hiroshima, Hiroshima Prefecture, Japan (F) 12
(625)—37.126 Mr. Carp\fn{by Mukoda Kuniko (1929-1981)} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (M) 5
*
(630)—36.146 Candle Fish\fn{by Minako Ohba (1930- )} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (F) 8
(637)—37.60 Yellow Sand\fn{by Hayashi Kyoko (1930- )} Nagasaki, Nagasaki Prefecture, Japan (F) 5
(641)—37.131 The Duel\fn{by Kaiko Takeshi aka Ken (1930-1989)} Tenno-ji, Osaka Prefecture, Japan (M) 5
(644)—55.67 Human Ashes\fn{by Katsuzō Oda (1931- )} Osaka, Osaka Prefecture, Japan (M) 8
(653)—290.81 1. Nero (a beloved dog) 2. Two Billion Light-years Of Solitude 3. Scissors 4. Ball Of Yarn 5.
Squash 6. Family Portrait 7. Dad 8. Zoo 9. Growth 10. Listening To Mozart 11. Poem -1- 12. Poem -2- 13. Poem
-3- 14. The River 15. It’s Morning 16. Goodbye 17. Continuing To Write 18. An Impossible Approach To A Glass
19. A Personal View Of Gray 20. Just The Way It Is 21. A Day 22. Poet’s Tomb 23. Song 24. Diary Of Auntie:
Twenty-four Poems\fn{by Shuntaro Tanikawa (1931- )} Tokyo City, Japan (M)
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(666)—130.568 Fuji\fn{by Sono Ayako aka Chizuko Miura (1931- )} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (F) 3
(668)—130.559 The Tomoshibi\fn{by Ariyoshi Sawako (1931-1984)} Wakayama City, Wakayama Prefecture, Japan
(F) 9
(676)—37.45 Congruent Figures\fn{by Takahashi Takako (1932- )} Kyoto, Kyoto Prefecture, Japan (F) 15
(690)—130.580 Lady Of The Evening Faces\fn{by Hiraiwa Yumie (1932- )} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (F)
9
(700)—130.571 A Crane That Cannot Come Back\fn{by Seto Nanako (1932-1959)} Hiroshima?, Hiroshima
PrefectureJapan (F) 9
(706)—36.182 Straw Dogs\fn{by Taeko Tomioka (1935- )} Osaka, Osaka Prefecture, Japan (F) 11
(716)—130.589 The Catch\fn{by Kenzaburo Oe (1935- )} Ose-mura, Ehime Prefecture, Japan (M) 16
(732)—76.142 The Net\fn{by Ou-yang Tzu aka Hung Chih-hui (1939- )} Hiroshima, Hiroshima Prefecture, Japan (F) 7
*
(737)—130.607 1. Be It Ever So Humble 2. Spring Storm: Two Bedtime Stories\fn{by Mori Yōko (1940-1993)}
Shizuoka Prefecture, Japan (F) 7
(745)—16.1 Seoul: Winter 1964\fn{by Kim Sungok (1941- )} Osaka, Osaka Prefecture, Japan (M) 8
(753)—36.169 A Family Party\fn{by Hikari Agata (1943-1992)} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (M) 13
(765)—130.614 In The Pot\fn{by Murata Kiyoko (1945- )} Yahata, Fukuoka Prefecture, Japan (F) 27
(789)—36.105 Rabbits\fn{by Kanai Mieko (1947- )} Takasaki, Gumma Prefecture, Japan (F) 6
(795)—36.193 The Marsh\fn{by Yuko Tsushima (1947- )} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (M) 3
(799)—36.154 Sinking Ground\fn{by Mizuko Masuda (1948- )} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (F) 10
(809)—130.641 The Elephant Vanishes\fn{by Murakami Haruki (1949- )} Ashiya City, Hiyogo Prefecture, Japan
(M) 8
*
(817)—115.21 The Kamui Oina\fn{by an unnamed male “literate reciter” (before 1950- ) } Hidaka Province, Hokkaido
Prefecture, Japan (M) 4
(821)—43.19 Wine\fn{by Hayashi Mariko (1954- )} Yamanashi Prefecture, Japan (F) 6
(826)—36.164 When A Man Loves A Woman\fn{by Eimi Yamada (1959- )} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (F)
6
*
(831)—55.54 Droplets\fn{by Medoruma Shun (1960- )} Nakijin, Okinawa Prefecture, Japan (M) 13
(844)—37.142 Desert Dolphin\fn{by Shimadea Masahiko (1961- )} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (M) 7
(851)—301.65 Excerpt from The Housekeeper And The Professor\fn{by Yoko Ogawa (1963- )} Okayama,
Okayama Prefecture, Japan (F) 14
(864)—130.649 Newlywed\fn{by Mahoko Banana Yoshimoto (1964- )} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (F) 5
*
(868)—301.88 1. Devoted Reader 2. Room 304, spring and I 3. Room 304, tongue and night 4. Room 304,
mother and cherry blossoms 5. A boy 6. Song of confession 7. The bottom of ease 8. myself 9. May all be pain or
love 10. Scarlet in the Darkness 11. ____#12 12. overjoy 13. 250km, kill the merry prostitute in the full throttle
14. twitting 15. Slice Field 16. Street lamp 17. Days 18. bed 19. A model of the human body 12 iinch National TV
20. princible 21. You are lost 22. JUDA 23. Jesus Christ 24. word of silent 25. curvaceousness 26. To you whom I
have never seen 27. I will give it to the purgatorial flames 28. Scaportolono 29. funeral procession 30. A dream is
a ephemeral dream inside a dream 31. Umbrella of a ball 32. slight smile 33. One way to Feel the Freedom 34.
Fade 35. JEKYLL and DIKYLL 36. ID photo 37. organ in the shade 38. Eating Way 39. Dizzy coloured Ferris
wheel 40. silent emotion 41. DEAD MUSIC 42. Under the Navel 43. As a matter of fact 44. Will soon reach the
park 45. Categorize of the growth 46. UNDER THE SUN 47. The Latter Road 48. 8mm 49. A Fly: Forty-nine
Poems\fn{by Kyo (1976- )} Kyoto, Kyoto Prefecture, Japan (M) 14
†
276.185 Seventy-one Haiku\fn{by Fukuda Chiyo-ni (Kaga no Chiyo) aka Soen (1702-1775)} Matto, Ishikawa Prefecture,
Japan (F) 12
1
Fukuwara!
This morn
5

even
the dust is
beautiful.
2
On
New Year’s
day of good omen
shall
birds at my foothills
also
change garments and play?
3
On
a
blossoming spring
shall
I look anew
at
beautiful dreams?
4
Spring blossoms
even
as
I am at
the
end of my being.
5
There
are
seven
types of echoes
from
the sound of water
6
Mountain gods
become
a
thing apart
picking
the young greens.
7
In
spring
as
it falls
6

so
the snow vanishes.
8
Plum fragrance
maks
birds slumber
all
the night
9
Nightingle,
again
even more
do
I
cherish your words!
10
No
matter where
you
plant
blue-green willow,
quiet it becomes.
11
Coming out
to
my garden
I
can see no sky—
spring
rains.
12
Butterflies,
what
dreams do you see,
fluttering your wings?
13
Without
A
sound,
the
parting time—
cat’s
love.
14
7

Here
on
the hut too
blossoms
are
sun-illumined,
then
abandoned
15
Will birds return
to
Yoshino fields?
Peach
blossom wonders.
16
Even falling down
they
but laugh,
the
chicks.
17
Thinking
the
unthinkable,
that’s when
pheasant
cries.
18
What
do
skylarks think
as
they
soar into endless skies?
19
Crouching
and
inquiring
of
sky,
a
frog.
20
Can
8

anyone
view
you
and forget you,
blossoms of the pine?
21
My
earth-realized wish
is
for
gentle
wistaria blossom.
22
Changing garments
I
want to remove
my
wintry wrinkles.
23
In
night breeze,
spider
too
borrows
peony shadows.
24
Every breeze
blows
through its leaves,
the
new bamboo.
25
Stumbling,
vanishing
and
stumbling again,
in
flight
fireflies.
26
A thing with
more
raindrops
than the breeze,
iris
9

at
the eaves.
27
Tomorrow too
there will be
the
rice-planting song
all
along my path.
28
The
day
salt pans
closely
rise
is
hot indeed.
29
In
place
of
ysterday’s
pine tree breeze,
the
ice room.
30
I
feel as cool
as
if
I’ve read
every
leaf of pine.
31
Coolness—
a
sailboat
which
pursues
the sun.
32
At
peak of clouds
are
clouds
10

you fetch while
others
vanish.
33
At
edge
of
mountain and field
the
pure waters
join.
34
I
want to see you off
till
in
waters pure
I
can see your shadow
35
To
the pure waters
there
are
no
inner and outer
surfaces.
36
Along
summer field paths
the
sun’s light is good
as
are
sudden showers.
37
Wind
asks
again and again,
has
autumn started?
38
Someone said
autumn’s come
and
11

I but looked
and
there it came.
39
Morning glory,
is
the
life of a butterfly
reality or dream?
40
Does
lightning
on
the
water
dampen its skirts?
41
Enclose
this
grave of culture
with
your
patterned elegance
O
ladyflower.
42
Blossomed field
knows
not
that
above it are
bodies of the butterflies
43
From trees the
sound
of
falling things—
autumn wind.
44
In
ongoing waters,
pursuing
its
own shadow,
the dragonfly.
12

45
Wearing a
discarded
bamboo hat,
the
crying
grasshopper.
46
Insects
have
insect
stopping places—
morning sun shadows.
47
Famed moon,
unafraid
even
of
disagreeable faces.
48
Famed moon,
placing you
within
my
eyes
I travel far.
49
First wild geese—
I
lose sight of
their
sounds.
50
We
hear it and
the
color
maddens our eyes—
a
quail.
51
Eighth day night I
stroll
13

chrysanthemum fields
in
my dreams.
52
Pulling
the
evening
together,
a deer’s cry.
53
One home
becomes
one
cold season rain
of
sadness.
54
For whom do
bloossoms
revert
to
perilous skies?
55
I
hold leaves as
I
walk along but
till they fall
don’t they
belong to the wind?
56
People
travel on
in
withered field
till
they look small.
57
Parted,
then
parted again
by
blowing wins,
winter tree
stands.
14

58
Snow on pond,
I
open it and
say
to
wild duck
go there and play
59
Imitating
hill
echoes,
a
cold crow.
60
A
thing
afloat water
which
can’t be seen,
the hail.
61
It
doesn’t touch
morning sun’s
skirts—
the cold.
62
First snow
makes
a payment
to
tips of the wheat leaves.
63
Softly coming,
things
become
aware of it;
snow
on
the bamboo.
64
That
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which
must bend,
our
world adrift,
the
bamboo snow.
65
Still
bamboos
play with it,
the
snow this morn.
66
Added
to
the
leaves and dust,
an
umbrella
of
snow blossoms
67
The
only things
impatient
with
ongoing year
are
flowing waters.
68
As
the
year goes on,
what and what
shall
keep it company?
69
Till
there’s
no
tomorrow
this year too
has
played itself out.
70
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Within the year
which
has become defiled,
spring
arrives.
71
I
want to discover
something of spring
within
year’s end.
125.107 Excerpt from Tales Of Moonlight And Rain\fn{by Uyeda Akinari (1734-1809)} Sonezaki, Osaka Prefecture,
Japan (M) 36
1
… In Shimosa Province, in a village called Mama in the district of Katsushika, there lived a man called
Katsushiro. His family, established there since his grandfather’s time, owned considerable farmland and had led
quite a prosperous life. But Katsushiro, by nature a freedom-loving, carefree man who hated the drudgery of
tilling the soil, had neglected the farm, and the family fortune dwindled. A poor man now, Katsushiro felt the
stinging pain of the arrows of scorn shot at him by his many relatives-indeed, so much so that he began devising
various ways and means of recouping the family fortune.
At about this time there was a traveling merchant named Sasabe no Soji, who made annual trips from Kyoto to
Shimosa to purchase supplies of silk cloth made and dyed in the village of Ashikaga, for sale in the capital. Since
Sasabe had relatives in Mama, he often visited the village. Katsushiro thus knew him well, and in the course of a
casual conversation he revealed to Sasabe his desire to become a tradesman and travel to Kyoto. Sasabe, to
Katsushiro’s great delight, readily agreed to help him in such a venture and inquired how soon he would be
prepared to leave.
Katsushiro sold what little farmland he still owned and, with the money, purchased a considerable amount of
Ashikaga silk for sale in Kyoto and made other preparations for his journey.
Katsushiro’s wife, Miyagi, was a beautiful woman who attracted the attention and admiration of everyone. She
was by nature wise, affectionate, and loyal. She had her misgivings about her husband’s plan to go to Kyoto with
trading goods and tried earnestly to talk him out of it. But since Katsushiro was more determined than ever, she
could not stop him. While worrying about her own future livelihood, alone at home during his absence, she
nevertheless bravely helped him in all sorts of ways to prepare for his long journey.
On the last night before he left, they said tender farewells to each other. Miyagi, loath to part even for a short
while, told him,
“For me, a woman, to live alone while you are gone will be like being lost in the wilderness, helpless and
forlorn, with no one to rely on, even though this is our native province. Never, never forget me. And return to me
as soon as you can. Though I expect to be able to keep myself alive, no one can tell what the morrow will bring in
this uncertain world. You may be strong willed and full of confidence, but please remember my helpless
situation.” Katsushiro tried to reassure her:
“How, indeed, could I tarry long in a strange, distant province, insecure as a raft floating on a turbulent sea? I
will surely return in the autumn of this year, when the winds scatter fallen leaves on the ground. Wait for me with
a firm heart.”
The cock crowed as they said their last farewells, and Katsushiro started out from his eastern province in the
early dawn hurrying westward toward Kyoto.
*
In the summer of that year,\fn{1455} civil war broke out in Kamakura at the court of the Ashikaga regent,
Shigeuji, who ruled over the eastern half of the shogun’s domain, and who was reputedly intriguing to seize
control over the whole country. Forces under the high councilor, Lord Uesugi, loyal to the Ashikaga shogun,
Yoshimasa, in Kyoto, rebelled, reducing the regent’s palace to ashes. Shigeuji, defeated in the first clash of arms,
fled to Shimosa, where he put up a strong defense, seeking allies.
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The whole Kanto area thus became enveloped in the flaming ravages of war. Warriors shifted their allegiance
as the fortunes of war seesawed. Old men fled into mountain fortresses. Young men were forced into the service
of battling warlords. Weeping women and children wandered about in confusion and terror, stunned by the blazing
destruction of a village one day, a fresh assault by ruthless plunderers the next.
Katsushiro’s wife, Miyagi, thought of escaping to some likely refuge. But she recalled her husband’s promise
to be back in the autumn. So, although terrified, she kept her nerve and remained at home.
When autumn came, however, there was no word from her husband. Saddened and embittered by the thought
that her husband, like the shifting, desolate world around her, could not be relied upon, she composed this verse in
sheer desperation:
I grieve that there is none
To convey my sorrow
To my husband in the distant land.
Cannot at least the evening songbird
Carry this message to him—
The promised autumn has come and gone.

In truth, there was no way to send a letter across distant provinces to a traveler. As war cries and screams of
terror resounded throughout the area, men became rougher and more ruthless, inspiring fear and dread
everywhere. Some of them, attracted to Miyagi’s beauty, tried to seduce her by deceptive tricks. But she repulsed
them all, firmly and with invincible resolve, thus preserving her virtue and integrity from the lust of evil men. She
locked herself in her home, refusing to see anyone. Even her housemaid left her. What little resources had
remained to sustain life dwindled to almost nothing by the end of the year.
As the new year dawned, the civil war continued unabated. What was more, Shogun Yoshimasa in Kyoto
deputized the lord of Mino province to undertake anew, intensified campaign against the regent in Kamakura. The
lord of Mino proceeded to Shimotsuke province (north of Shimosa), where he handed over the shogun’s
conquering standard to Lord To no Tsuneyori and joined forces with Lord Sanetane of Chiba to attack Shigeuji.
Still the regent resisted strongly, and there was no telling how the war would end.
Bandits built stockades and breastworks in the mountainous districts and razed or plundered villages. In all the
eight provinces of the Kanto area, no place remained where people could find security and live in peace. There
was no end to the misery and the wasteful destruction of life and property.
*
Katsushiro meanwhile had arrived in Kyoto with Sasabe, where he sold all of his stock of silk cloth. Since at
that time fancy, colorful clothing was in great demand in the capital city, he made a big profit on the sale. Then he
began to make preparations to return to the village of Mama, where Miyagi awaited him.
But just then rumors spread to Kyoto about the successful attack of Uesugi’s army upon the regent and about
the war of pursuit and destruction that was going on. He also heard rumors here and there about how his native
Shimosa province had been turned into a fiery battlefield filled with plundering warriors and weapons, mayhem
and massacre.
Rumors are apt to be distorted one way or another, even when they concern events taking place right before
one’s eyes. How much greater indeed must be the horrible possibilities of war in a distant province separated by
many stretches of racing, cloud-banked skies! It was enough to fill Katsushiro’s heart with dire forebodings.
Nevertheless, he started homeward from Kyoto in the beginning of August of the same year, as he had
promised his wife. But as he entered the Kiso highway which passed between towering mountains, he was set
upon at a place called Misaki by marauding highwaymen, who robbed and stripped him of everything he
possessed—money, goods, clothing—sparing only his life.
At the same time he heard from others in the neighborhood that new wartime barriers had been established
here and there along the highway to the east, and that travelers were strictly forbidden to pass. He was struck with
consternation, for he realized that there was now no way to communicate with his wife, let alone return to her. His
house in Mama might have been burned down by plundering warriors. His wife Miyagi might already have been
killed. If so, then returning home would be like plunging into a haunt of devils.
Katsushiro therefore retraced his steps toward Kyoto and went to Omi province. There he fell ill with a high
fever. At a place called Musa, in Omi, there lived a wealthy man called Kodama Kihei, who happened to be
Sasabe’s father-in-law. To him, therefore, Katsushiro appealed for shelter in his illness. Kodama was kindness
itself. Not only did he welcome Katsushiro into his house; he also summoned a physician to provide him with
medical treatment.
When his fever subsided and he began to feel better, Katsushiro thanked his host profusely for his compassion
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and generosity. But it was still difficult for him to walk steadily. And so, contrary to his original intention, he
remained at Kodama’s house for the rest of the year. And thus the new year dawned. Because of his innate good
nature, Katsushiro had made friends with people in the village of Musa, not to speak of Kodama himself. Later he
went to Kyoto to see Sasabe, then returned to Omi to be with Kodama. He remained there for seven years, which
passed so swiftly that it all seemed like a dream.
*
Early in 1461, hostilities broke out in Kawachi among the rival, related heirs of the Hatakeyama clan
leadership, causing frightful disturbances in the neighborhood of Kyoto. This was followed in the spring by the
spread of a virulent epidemic. The streets were filled with the bodies of the dead. Fear rose in the hearts of the
living that the world might be coming to an end. Cries of lamentation rent the air.
All this set Katsushiro to thinking seriously about his own situation. Why should he, bereft of all worldly
possessions, and without any future prospects, continue to tarry in a distant province, dependent on the blessings
and goodwill of people entirely unrelated to him? Must he live out his life relying on their generosity? There had
been no tidings from his wife, Miyagi, whom he had left behind in his native Shimosa province. Though he had
not forgotten her existence, he had spent long months and years away from home.
He realized at long last that this was all due to his own lack of sincerity and honor. Even if his wife were no
longer of this earth, even if his native place were no longer as it had been in the old days, he should at least return
to build a decent grave for his wife, and to pray for the peace of her soul. Or so he decided, upon discussion with
his friends. And so, during a sunny spell in late spring, he bade them farewell, and in about ten days he reached
his home.
*
The sun was sinking in the west. It was quite dark, for rain clouds hovered in the sky and seemed about to
burst into a downpour. But Katsushiro remembered the village of Mama well, having lived there so long. As he
plodded over the early summer grassland, he saw that the spliced bridge he knew so well had fallen into the
stream. The old familiar sound of horses’ hooves could no longer be heard. The farms, destroyed and abandoned,
were utterly desolate. The old roads were gone. Most of the farmhouses that had once stood here and there could
no longer be seen. Those that still stood seemed to be inhabited, but they were no longer the same.
Confused, wondering which of the houses was his, he stood searching for it with bewildered eyes. Then, some
twenty paces away, he saw clearly through the starlight seeping down from rifts in the clouds a towering pine tree,
its trunk split by lightning.
That split pine marked the spot where his house stood. Glad to be home at last, he walked cheerfully on and
found his house seemingly intact, the same, it seemed to him, as it had always been. Someone seemed to be living
in it. From a crack in the old front door, a beam of light could be seen. For a moment he wondered whether some
strangers were now occupying his house.
But then he suddenly thought, could it possibly be that his wife was still alive? How strange indeed that she
had endured, alone, unchanged, in this desolate place! The thought stirred him tremendously. Approaching the
door, he coughed slightly.
It seemed that someone inside the house, sensing that there was a caller, had come to the door. Suddenly a
voice demanded,
“Who’s there?” The voice sounded very old, but Katsushiro realized with a palpitating heart that it was
definitely the voice of Miyagi.
“This is Katsushiro,” he replied. “I have just returned. It is marvelous that you have endured uchanged in this
desolate place.”
Apparently Miyagi, too, remembered her husband’s voice, for the door opened, revealing to him the dark,
grimy figure of a woman with deep-sunken eyes, her tousled hair tumbling down her back-almost unrecognizable
to Katsushiro as his wife Miyagi.
On seeing him, Miyagi uttered not a word but began to weep bitterly. Katsushiro, dazed and groping for words,
said after a while,
“Had I known that you were living here in this condition, would I have spent the long months and years away?
Long ago, in Kyoto, I heard about the rebellion in Kamakura, about how the regent’s forces fled here to Shimosa
to defend themselves, and how they were viciously attacked by the rebellious lord of the province.
“The next day I parted with Sasabe and left Kyoto. It was the first of August. When I reached the Kiso
highway, I was pounced upon by bandits, who robbed me of all my money and my clothing, leaving me nothing
whatsoever. I barely managed to escape with my life. I also heard from the people of the village nearby that new
barriers had been set up on both the Tosando and Tokaido highways, and that a shogunal commander was to go
from Kyoto to the east and join Uesugi in the Kanto war against the regent. Shimosa Province, I was told, had
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long since been despoiled and was being overrun ceaselessly by horses’ hooves. Perhaps, I thought, you had
burned along with the house, or you had drowned yourself in the sea. So I gave up the thought of returning home
and went back to Kyoto.
“Thus for seven years I lived on the kindness of others. Lately, I’ve felt an intense longing for you, so I came
back to see for myself what had happened to you. I did not even dream that you were still alive. But perhaps I’m
only dreaming now.” Miyagi wiped the tears from her eyes and said,
“Soon after we parted, before that autumn you promised to return, this became a fearful place. The people of
the village fled from their farms to the sea, to the mountain fortresses. Most of the few who remained became
bestial in their greed. Taking advantage of my being alone, they tried to attack me, using clever tricks. I resisted
firmly, determined not to surrender my virtue just to prolong my life. Many, many were the times I endured
insufferable tortures.
“The Tanabata,\fn{Festival of Stars} heralding the approach of autumn, came and went, but you did not return. I
waited through the winter, and then spring came. But still there was no word from you. I thought of going to
Kyoto myself to search for you. But the barriers were so strictly closed to travelers that not even the bravest of
men could hope to slip through. How much less could a lone woman hope to succeed in getting past?
“The pine tree standing like a sentinel in front of this house, and the woman sitting and waiting inside—both
have fallen into decay, with only foxes and owls as companions to this day. But now that you have returned, all
the long, lonely, fearful years of bitterness are over, and 1 rejoice to see you again.
“I myself have found happiness by persevering until 1 could be reunited with you, but sad indeed is the lot of a
woman who has died in anger and sorrow, waiting in vain for her husband’s return.” She began to weep again, and
Katsushiro comforted her by putting his arms tenderly around her shoulders.
“The summer night is short,” he said, “and soon it will be dawn.”
Thus they lay down to sleep together.
*
The wind, rustling in the pine grove, wafted in through the torn paper of the window and the night was cool.
Katsushiro, weary from the long journey home, soon fell into a deep sleep.
Then, as dawn began to light the sky, he opened his eyes with a lingering feeling of drowsiness. He felt
somewhat chilly, so he reached for the blanket, to draw it up to his chin. His hand touched instead something
strange and rustling, and he was suddenly wide awake. He felt cold drops on his face. Looking up at the ceiling,
expecting raindrops, he saw that the roof of the house had been blown off, apparently by winds. Through the
opening the last remaining silvery beams of the setting moon were filtering in.
As he got up to look around, he saw that the door of the house, for all practical purposes, might just as well
have been missing. The bamboo fence outside lay crumbled, tall bushes growing wildly amidst the fragments.
Everything seemed wet with dew, so much so that he could have squeezed drops from his sleeve. The walls of the
house were covered with spreading arrowroot and ivy vines. What had once been a garden was now overgrown
with weeds. The house itself was in a state of ruin, like a wild field in the fall.
Suddenly, thinking of his wife, Miyagi, with whom he had slept the night before, he wondered where she could
have gone. She was nowhere to be seen.
Then for a moment the thought occurred to Katsushiro that this morning’s disenchantment must be devilry
perpetrated by the fabled fox. Yet there was no mistake about it. This was the house he had lived in long ago. The
large back room extending from the porch to the paddy crib which he himself had put up remained precisely as he
had built it. Aghast, he almost forgot to watch his step as he walked on.
Thinking the matter over closely, he came to the conclusion that Miyagi must already be dead, and that
bewitching foxes and badgers had taken over the house, making it so desolate. Something mysterious, perhaps
assuming the likeness of Miyagi, must have revealed itself to him last night. Was it possible that the spirit of his
wife, who loved him, had returned to the earth to spend the night with him? Perhaps after all he had not erred in
thinking that she was no longer of this earth. He felt as though he were dreaming, for the tears would not come to
his eyes.
As he walked around the house, smitten with loneliness, bereft of the wife whom he had always loved, he
came upon the section that had once been their bedroom. The floor boards were ripped open and there was a
mound of piled earth, so contrived as to be protected from the rain and dew. Perhaps last night’s spirit had risen
from here. The thought was at once dreadful and reassuring.
Among the holy things placed on the grave mound was a piece of planed wood covered with Nasuno paper on
which were written several words, some of which were faded and scarcely legible but which Katsushiro
recognized as the handwriting of his wife. There was no posthumous holy name, nor the date of death, only thirtyone syllables of poetry expressing her grief just before she died:
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To think that my life
Has lasted to this day.
Deceived by my love,
I have waited, waited vainly,
For my husband’s return.

For the first time Katsushiro was sure that his wife was dead. Crying out loudly and bitterly, he collapsed in
grief.
*
After a while Katsushiro began to feel wretched that he did not know the day, month, and year of Miyagi’s
death. Someone in the village no doubt remembered and could tell him, he thought. Wiping his tears, he walked
out of the house. The sun had risen high in the eastern sky. Going to the first house in the neighborhood, he saw
the master, but he was a man whom Katsushiro had not known in the past. The stranger confronted him with a
brusque demand:
“Who are you, and where did you come from?” Katsushiro made a polite salutation and explained,
“I am the master of the house next door. Seven years ago I went to Kyoto on business. I returned last night and
found my house in ruin, with no one living there anymore. My wife must have died, for there is a grave mound,
but there is nothing to indicate when she died. If you happen to know anything about it, please tell me.”
“I am very sorry for you indeed,” the man replied. “But I have lived here for only about a year. Perhaps your
wife passed away before I came to this village. I have not seen anyone who lived in your house before. Most of
the people who used to live in this village fled when the war broke out. Those living here now have come since
the end of the war. But there is an old man who is said to have been in this village since very long ago. He
sometimes goes to that house of yours to pray. I am sure he can provide the information you seek.”
“And where does he live, may I ask?” Katsushiro said.
“About five hundred paces from here, near the beach, there is a well-planted hemp farm. He lives in a small
house there.”
Katsushiro walked briskly to the place indicated and found an old man of about seventy years of age, his back
considerably bent, sitting on a straw mat in front of a stove in the yard and sipping tea. As soon as the old man
saw Katsushiro, he shouted,
“Well, Katsushiro, why did it take you so long to return?”
Katsushiro recognized him immediately as Uruma, a man who had lived in the village since olden times. He
first congratulated him on his longevity, then told him about how he had been unexpectedly detained at Kyoto,
and about his strange experience the night before. He thanked the old man for burying his wife and for offering
prayers for the peace of her soul, and his eyes filled with tears. Old Uruma said,
“War broke out the summer after you left on that distant journey. The villagers fled in terror. Young men were
seized to serve the fighting forces. Paddy fields, vegetable patches and mulberry farms, all were ruined and
became the haunts of darting foxes and rabbits. Miyagi alone, relying on your promise to return in the autumn,
remained at home, not leaving the house for a moment.
“As for myself, I could hardly walk even a short distance because my legs were weak, so I too resolutely
stayed indoors. This place became desolate, like the dwelling place of fearful demon-like spirits of trees. For a
young and beautiful woman like Miyagi to have had to endure it was the most wretched thing that this old man
has known in his life.
“Autumn came and went, and winter and spring, too. She passed away on the tenth of August. I felt very sorry
for her. I made a coffin for her, dug a grave with my own hands, and buried her. I placed a poem she had written
before she died on the mound as a grave marker, along with the usual religious offerings. I never learned how to
write, so I could not record the date of her death. And there were no temples within reach, so I could not ask a
priest to come and perform the burial rites, or to bestow upon her a posthumous holy name.
“Five years have passed since then. Judging from what you have told me about last night, I guess Miyagi’s
spirit must have returned to the earth to tell you of the long year of suffering she endured. I think you should go
back there and pray for the peace of her soul with all your heart.”
So saying, old Uruma rose to his feet, picked up his staff, and led Katsushiro to Miyagi’s grave. Kneeling
before the grave together, they wept and prayed. And they spent the night in the desolate cottage. Unable to sleep,
old Uruma told Katsushiro this story:
“Long, long ago, before my grandfather’s grandfather was born, there lived in the village of Mama a very
beautiful maiden called Tegona. Her family was poor, and she was dressed in a robe made of hemp, with a green
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neck band. She walked barefoot, her hair uncombed and dangling. But there was a radiance on her face as brilliant
as the near-full moon. When she smiled she looked as pretty as a flower in full bloom, prettier by far than the
courtesans of the city, who wore rich brocades. Not only men of this village but also officials from the city and
even visitors from neighboring provinces came to pay court to her, proposing marriage.
“This made Tegona very sad, for she naïvely regretted that she could not gratify the wishes of all of them. She
finally decided to do away with herself, and so she jumped into the sea at Urawa. And the people mourned for her.
This became a legend celebrated in poetry and song, and I remember that when I was a child my mother often told
me the story. Young as I was, I used to shed tears just on hearing it repeated.
“Compared with Tegona’s naïve spirit, how much greater indeed and how full of sadness was Miyagi’s.”
As he said this he was unable to suppress the tears that came to his eyes. Was this merely because the old are
emotionally frail?
Katsushiro himself, grieving deeply, recited a verse, the spontaneous outpouring of a provincial man’s heart:
Men of long ago
Must have loved
Tegona of Mama,
Just as today
I long for my wife.

A man unskilled in expressing even everyday emotions thus created a more intense statement of sorrow and
pain than could able men of letters. Or so it is said by traders who often visit this province.
2
Some time in the remote past, in the coastal village of Miwagasaki, in the province of Kii, there lived a man
called Oya no Takesuke, who was blessed by the sea. He had a good many fishermen working for him, and he
caught a great deal of fish every day, both big and small. He was very prosperous indeed.
Oya no Takesuke had two sons and a daughter. Taro, the elder son, was honest and rugged, devoted to his
work, and he carried on the family business. The daughter was married to a man in neighboring Yamato province.
Toyo-o, the third child, was a handsome youth with a predilection for learning and cultural pursuits typical of life
in Kyoto, the nation’s capital. He had no desire or inclination to devote his time and efforts to the family
occupation.
Because of this, Toyo-o was something of a problem to his father. Pondering his wayward son’s future welfare,
Oya no Takesuke thought of dividing the family wealth and settling upon Toyo-o his portion so that he could live
serenely the kind of life that suited him. But then Toyo-o was the sort who, once he came into possession of
money, would soon be deceived and robbed of all he owned. If, on the other hand, he were given away for
adoption to another family, there might be endless complaints from that family that he was shiftless and
irresponsible; that too would be inadvisable.
In the end, Toyo-o’s father decided to let him become a scholar or a priest, or whatever his own whims
dictated, and thus to allow him to be a burden on his older brother for the rest of his life. Therefore he did not
object when Toyo-o went daily to study with his tutor, Abe no Yumimaro, the chief priest of the Kumano Shrine.
On this particular day, toward the end of September, the sky was clear and the sea calm. Suddenly, clouds
began to gather over the sea from the southeast and light rain soon began to fall. Toyo-o borrowed an umbrella
from his tutor on his way home. As he reached the spot where he could see the depository of sacred treasures of
the Asuka Shrine, the rain became a real downpour. He therefore sought shelter at a nearby fisherman’s hut. An
old man emerged to greet him:
“Welcome, young master, to this shabby house. Pardon me,” he said, dusting off a cushion, “let me offer this
for you to sit on.”
“Oh, don’t bother, please,” said Toyo-o. “I just came in from the rain to stay awhile,” and he sat down on the
raised tatami. At that moment a voice called from outside, rich as the sound of rolling jewels,
“May we take shelter in this house for a short while?”
No sooner said than, to Toyo-o’s utter amazement, in stepped a beautiful woman less than twenty years of age.
Her features, the way she wore her hair, her colorful robe, the perfume she exuded—all this, Toyo-o noted, made
her bewitchingly voluptuous. With her was a pretty little maid of fourteen or fifteen carrying a bundle. Both were
soaking wet.
*
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Toyo-o felt sorry for the woman. And she seemed surprised to see him. Her face lighted up, blushing modestly.
There was refinement in her look, and Toyo-o felt instantly attracted to her.
At the same time, it occurred to him that he had never heard of such a beautiful, refined-looking woman living
in this neighborhood. She must be a woman from Kyoto, he surmised, who had come on a pilgrimage to the three
famous Kumano shrines and had perhaps been strolling on the beach to view the charming scenery when it began
to rain. Even so, he felt it was rather unseemly that she was not accompanied by a male escort.
“Come sit here,” he invited, making room for her. “The weather will soon clear up, I’m sure.”
“Just for a while then, thank you,” the woman said.
The house was small and there was barely enough room for her to sit beside him. At such close range, she
seemed to Toyo-o more beautiful than ever, almost otherworldly, and his heart leaped with excitement.
“You seem to be a lady of high station in life,” he said. “Did you come here on a pilgrimage to the three
Kumano shrines? Or to visit the Yunomine Hot Spring? But why have you been strolling at such a bare,
unattractive beach as this? An ancient poet once commented:
Oh, how bothersome indeed
The rain, falling suddenly
At Sano in Miwagasaki,
Where there’s no shelter for me.

“He probably got caught by just the kind of miserable weather we are having today. This is only a shabby hut,
but the owner is a man employed by my father. So please be at ease and rest here. Where, by the way, are you
lodging in the village? I should accompany you there—but perhaps that would be too personal and impolite. Why
don’t you take this umbrella with you?”
“Thank you for your hospitality,” the woman replied. “I shall dry my clothes with the warmth of your kindness
and then leave. I am not a visitor from Kyoto. I have lived near this village at Shingu for a long time. Today
started out to be a clear day, so I went to offer prayers at the Nachi Shrine. But the downpour forced me to seek
shelter here without knowing that you had done the same thing. My lodging is not far from here.” Rising, she
continued,
“The sky is already clearing, so I shall take my leave while there is still a light rain falling.” Toyo-o delayed
her, saying,
“The rain has not really stopped yet. Please use this umbrella. You may return it to me whenever it is
convenient for you. Better still, where do you live? I can send someone for the umbrella later.”
“Ask for Agata no Manago’s house in Shingu. It will soon be sundown so I shall have to go now. I will take the
umbrella you so graciously offered.”
And so Toyo-o saw her off as she spread the umbrella and left, watching until she vanished from his sight. He
himself borrowed a straw umbrella\fn{ His original would have been made of oiled paper. } from the old man of the hut and
went home.
*
That night Toyo-o could not sleep, disturbed by the image of the woman which fluttered ceaselessly before his
mind’s eye. Toward morning, however, fitfully hovering on the edge of sleep, he dreamed that he went calling at
Manago’s house.
It was a huge structure, as was the front gate. The shutters and the bamboo blinds indicated that Manago lived
in elegant style. Manago herself came to greet him at the door, saying,
“I cannot forget your kindness, and I love you. Please come in.”
Showing him into an inner chamber, she laid out a feast before him, wine and all kinds of fruit. Made
cheerfully drunk by the excesses of her hospitality, he yielded to her caresses and lay down beside her, talking
intimately.
Came the dawn, however, and the end of his dream. Toyo-o thought, if only what had happened were real and
not just a dream, how happy he would be! He felt so restless that he even forgot to eat his breakfast, and he
literally leaped out of the house, so eager was he to see her. But when he asked around for the house of Agata no
Manago, no one seemed to know about it. He kept on searching until late in the afternoon, when he saw Manago’s
maid coming toward him from the east. Quickly he went to speak to her.
“Say,” he called, “where is the house of your mistress? I came to get the umbrella.” The maid smiled
pleasantly.
“I am glad you came. This way, please,” and she led the way. Soon she pointed and said,
“This is it.”
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Toyo-o saw that the front gate and the house were huge indeed. The shutters and bamboo blinds were just as
impressive as he had imagined in his dream. Strange, he thought, as he walked through the gate. The maid
preceded him into the house, announcing,
“The man who loaned you the umbrella yesterday was coming this way, so I invited him in.”
“Where is he? Bring him here quickly.”
There was no doubt about it. It was Manago herself who came out to greet Toyo-o.
“I happened to be returning from my studies at the house of my tutor, the Shinto priest Abe no Yumimaro, so I
dropped in to get the umbrella. I shall look around your house today and perhaps come again another day.”
Manago pressed him to stay.
“Maroya,” she called to her maid, “don’t let Toyo-o leave the house.” Maroya blocked his way.
“You forced us to accept your umbrella. It is only right that we force you to stay here now." She pushed him
into a room with wooden flooring and a southern exposure, and spread a tatami mat for him to sit on.
It was a splendidly decorated room. The panels on the wall, the shelves, the screens—all seemed to be of
valuable classical vintage. This, thought Toyo-o, must be the home, not of an ordinary person, but of someone
wealthy and of high station in life.
*
Manago entered.
“For certain reasons,” she said, “this house no longer has a master. I cannot therefore offer you anything in the
way of lavish entertainment. I have brought you some poor wine.”
So saying, she placed before him a small table and dishes piled high with seafood delicacies, and wine jars.
Maroya, the maid, offered to pour the wine.
But Toyo-o was racked with doubts and suspicion. Can I still be dreaming, and will it soon come to an end? All
this, however, seemed to be real enough. Still, it was all so mysterious that he could not fathom it.
Guest and hostess drank together immoderately, feeling a pleasant sensation. Manago lifted her wine cup and
spoke coquettishly, with an expression reminiscent of a blooming cherry reflected in the water below while a
spring zephyr brushed its face. In a bewitching voice like that of a nightingale flitting from branch to branch, she
said,
“Perhaps I should not tell you this, for it makes me feel ashamed. But if I should die without confessing,
people might say something preposterous—that I had been put to death by some angry, vengeful god. So listen to
what I have to say without doubting it—trust me that I am not blurting it out on the spur of the moment.
“I was born in Kyoto but my parents died soon afterward and I was brought up by my nurse. Due to family
ties, a minor official named Agata in the governor’s office of this district brought me here as his wife. My
husband died of illness before his term of office expired, and I was left alone and uncared for. My former nurse in
Kyoto had meanwhile become a nun and departed on a devotional journey without a fixed destination. And so,
Kyoto, my birthplace, has become a strange, distant land to me. I have nowhere else to go.
“Yesterday, while seeking shelter from the rain, I enjoyed the blessings of your hospitality and friendship. I felt
certain that you were a sincere man, and that I should devote the rest of my life to you. If you do not dislike me
and are willing to accept my love, please drink the wine in this cup to seal our eternal pledge as husband and
wife.”
Toyo-o hesitated. He himself had felt in his heart the same intention—to marry her, for he was in love with her.
And so her proposal caused his heart to leap with joy, like a bird taking flight from its roost. Still, dependent on
his father and older brother for his livelihood, he realized he was in no position to make a hasty promise on his
own initiative alone—without consulting them and obtaining their consent. Glad though he was, therefore, he told
her he could not give her an immediate reply. Manago, angry and looking miserable, said,
“I am afraid I have spoken rather rashly, like a woman crying out from the depths of her heart, and I regret I
cannot take back what I said. A woman in my miserable situation should perhaps drown herself in the sea. But if I
did, it would weigh heavily on your heart and that, too, would be a serious crime. What I have said is the truth, but
please dismiss it as the foolish talk of a drunken woman and forget about it.”
Toyo-o relented:
“From the beginning I realized you were a cultured woman of Kyoto and I feel now that I have not been
mistaken. Brought up as I have been in this rugged region where whales offshore spout sea water, I could not even
have dreamed of such a fine proposal, bringing me so much happiness. I cannot, however, accept it immediately
because I am still dependent on my parents. I have no property of my own except the hair on my head and the
nails on my fingers. I have no power to earn my own living. How could I support you? I feel wretched in my
present situation. But, if you are willing to accept these conditions, I shall willingly be of service to you.
Confucius said, ‘Even a mountain of love crumbles.’ And as for myself, how can I help but overlook my
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obligations of filial piety and sacrifice myself for your sake?” Manago responded gaily:
“Now that you have given me such happy assurances, come and see me from time to time in this poor abode.
Here is a sword which was a precious possession of my late husband. Wear it constantly,” and she presented it to
Toyo-o.
Toyo-o on examining it saw that it was a magnificent long sword with gold and silver trimmings on the
scabbard. The blade was a sharp and fearsome thing. He realized it would be inauspicious to reject an engagement
gift, so he inserted the sword in his hip sash. He was repeatedly asked to spend the night there, but he rejected the
offer, saying,
“I would be chided by my father and older brother if I spent the night here without their permission. I promise
you I will invent some kind of excuse to put them at their ease and come tomorrow night.”
Thereupon he left without further ado. But at home, the next day dawned before he could sleep soundly. His
older brother Taro got up early to supervise the day’s work for the fishermen in the family’s employ. He peeped
into Toyo-o’s room through a crack in the door, and in the feeble light of the still-sputtering oil lamp he saw the
glittering sword lying beside Toyo-o’s pillow.
Strange, Taro thought. Where in the world could he have gotten such a sword? He slid the door open noisily,
awakening Toyo-o. Surprised to see Taro in the room, Toyo-o stammered,
“Did you call me, Brother?”
“What is that thing glittering beside your pillow?” Taro demanded. “Such a thing is hardly appropriate in a
fisherman’s house. If Father hears about it, he will surely give you a sound scolding.”
“But I didn’t buy it. Someone gave it to me yesterday, so I brought it here.”
“There is no one in this village who has such a precious thing to give away. I have always felt it was a waste of
money for you to buy books written in Chinese characters, but still I have not interfered because Father has been
lenient about it.” He added derisively,
“Are you going to wear that sword to march and show off in the festival parade here? There is a limit to
making a fool of yourself.” Their father heard the loud quarrelsome voice.
“What is that good-for-nothing son up to now? Bring him in here.” Taro shouted back,
“I don’t know where he bought this thing. It is a glittering sword such as a general wears on his hip. To buy
such a thing is unseemly, I think. Talk to him about it. I must go now to oversee the fishermen’s work; otherwise
they would idle their time away.” After Taro left, his mother summoned Toyo-o.
“Why have you bought such a thing?” she demanded. “Everything in this house—food, money, goods—
belongs to Taro. There is nothing you can claim as your own. We have usually let you do as you pleased. But if
you were to incur Taro’s displeasure, I am afraid you would have no place in the whole world to go and live. Why
can’t you, with all your learning, understand this simple truth?”
“I truly did not buy the sword,” Toyo-o insisted. “It was given to me for a good reason. Yet Brother has scolded
me so roughly.” Just on seeing it, his father roared,
“What have you done to deserve such a precious prize? I cannot imagine! Tell us frankly, without holding back
any detail.”
“I am ashamed to tell you about it. Let me tell it through another person.”
“To whom do you intend to reveal something you are ashamed of telling your own parents or your older
brother?”
Taro’s wife, who had been listening patiently, could no longer endure the violence of the family quarrel, so she
interceded.
“Let me hear it from him in his room,” she said, pushing Toyo-o there, “though this may be presumptuous on
my part.” So Toyo-o told the story to his brother’s wife:
“Before being found out and scolded by my brother, I had planned to discuss this matter quietly with you. I
had not expected things to turn out in this explosive way. The truth is that there is a young widow called Agata no
Manago living a lonely life near here, and she asked me to help her, giving me this sword at the same time. As
you know, I am inexperienced in the ways of the world and have no means of making an independent living. If,
because of this incident, I am driven out of this house, it cannot be helped. I do regret what I have done. But
please, Sister, take pity upon me and intercede for me.” His sister-in-law laughed out loud.
“I have always felt sorry that a fine young man like you should remain single so long. 1 think you have done
the normal thing. Yes, I will do whatever I can for you.”
*
That night she explained the situation to her husband, Taro.
“I think it’s about time Toyo-o became involved with a woman, don’t you? Will you speak to Father about it,
so he will approve?” Taro knit his brows.
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“This is strange,” he said. “I have never heard of a minor official called Agata who served as assistant to the
governor of this district. Since our family serves as village headman, we should have been informed if and when
any such official died. Anyway, let me see the sword.” When the sword was brought in, Taro examined it
thoroughly and seemed to be troubled.
“This is no trifling matter,” he said. “Recently ministers of state from the capital arrived at the Kumano
Gongen Shrine for special prayers invoking the blessings of the gods and presented numerous precious gifts to the
shrine. Then all the valuable gifts were stolen from the shrine depository. The chief priest reported the robbery to
the governor’s office. And in order to apprehend the robber, the vice-governor, Bunya no Hiroyuki, is now
conferring with the priest at the priest’s house. I have a feeling this sword was not something worn by a minor
official here. I shall show it to Father and see what he has to say.”
When his father saw the sword and was told about the recent robbery of the precious gifts from the shrine, he
turned pale.
“What a terrible thing to happen to us! That good-for-nothing son is the sort who can’t even pluck a single hair
from another person’s head. How such an evil thought as committing this irreverent crime should have entered his
head, I cannot understand. If news of this affair leaks out, our family is sure to come to ruin because it is a serious
crime, a violation of the code governing shrines. We cannot afford to spare or protect a single member of the
family from his misdeed. We must consider our obligations to our ancestors and to our descendants. Tomorrow let
us make a clean confession to the authorities.”
*
“Yes, indeed,” said the surprised chief priest on examining the sword, “this is one of the precious gifts
presented to this shrine by the state ministers.” The vice-governor, Bunya no Hiroyuki, on receiving the report on
the case, said,
“Now let us go into the robbery of all the other precious gifts.”
He gave orders that Toyo-o be arrested immediately for questioning. A group of some ten samurai, with Taro
leading the way, thus went to the Oya house. Toyo-o, ignorant of what had happened in the meantime, was
reading a book in his room. The samurai stamped in unceremoniously, knocked him down, and bound him like a
prisoner without even explaining the crime for which he was being arrested. His parents and his brother and his
wife wept, saying it was all so sad.
“You have been summoned to the government office,” the samurai said. “Now walk quickly.”
Bound like a common criminal and surrounded by his captors, Toyo-o was taken to the government office.
Bunya, the vice-governor, glared at the prisoner.
“You must understand,” he roared, “that to steal the offering to the gods of the shrine is a serious,
unprecedented crime. Where have you hidden the other precious things you have stolen? Confess the truth
without hedging.”
At last Toyo-o began to understand that he had been accused of the theft of the sword. With tears flowing, he
said,
“I swear before the gods that I did not steal anything.”
He explained how he had been given the sword as a gift by the woman called Manago, who claimed to be the
widow of a certain minor official named Agata who had worn the sword while he was still living.
“To prove my innocence,” Toyo-o urged, “why don’t you arrest that woman at once?” Bunya, the vicegovernor, became even more furious.
“There has been no one in my employ here by the name of Agata. If you keep on evading the truth, I am
warning you that the crime for which you have been arrested will become progressively more serious.”
“Why should I keep on lying to you after being arrested for a crime I did not commit?” Toyo-o insisted.
“Please, for the sake of the truth, bring the woman here for questioning.” Bunya thereupon said to the samurai,
“Where is the house of this Agata no Manago? Go and arrest her.” The samurai, acknowledging the command,
pushed Toyo-o ahead of them to lead them to Manago's house.
*
But what had appeared to Toyo-o as imposing pillars on the front gate of Manago’s house were sagging with
rot; the roof tiles were mostly broken, fallen to the ground. The yard was overgrown with weeds. There were no
signs of anyone living in the house. Toyo-o was amazed, to say the least. The ten samurai searched the
neighborhood and rounded up several men, including an aged woodcutter and a rice thrasher. These men squatted
in fear before the samurai, one of whom demanded,
“Tell me, what manner of people lived here? Is it true that a man called Agata lived in this house?” An old
blacksmith edged forward on his knees and said,
“I have not heard of any person by that name. About three years ago a certain man called Suguri lived
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prosperously in this house. But after his ship loaded with goods bound for Tsukushi was lost at sea, those
remaining in the house left for places unknown. It has been unoccupied since then. But I heard from this old dyer
that yesterday that young man,” he pointed at Toyo-o, “entered the house and left it after a while, which he
thought very mysterious indeed.”
“Very well,” said the samurai. “We shall go into the house and examine it thoroughly to report to the
governor.”
The rest of the samurai, along with Toyo-o, followed the leader through the front gate and into the house itself.
The inside of the building was in a greater state of ruin and desolation than the outside. As they approached the
inner courtyard they found what must once have been a lavishly built garden. The pond had dried up, the
flowering plants were dead. Wild bushes and weeds flourished everywhere. A lone pine tree, broken by strong
winds, looked ghastly.
Opening the latticed door leading to the main hall, they felt a raw-smelling spectral gust of wind and fell back
in fearful excitement. Toyo-o, struck with amazement at the change, could not utter a word. One of the samurai, a
big, burly, daring man called Kose no Kumagashi, shouted, “Follow me in!” and stamped his way roughly into the
wooden-floored room. A carpet of dust about an inch thick covered the floor, with rat droppings strewn
everywhere. And in this filthy room, beside a screen, sat a woman, pretty as a flower.
“In the name of the governor, I arrest you!” shouted Kumagashi. “Come with me!”
But the woman made no answer. As Kumagashi approached to seize her, there was a sudden clap of thunder, so
loud that it seemed as though the earth itself had been split apart. Stunned by the impact, everyone fell to the floor
before they could flee the room. When the rumbling ceased they looked around. The woman had disappeared. Nor
was there any indication where she might have gone.
But scattered on the floor they saw a great many glittering articles—rolls of imported Korean cotton, Chinese
figured silk, colorful linen, katori cloth, metal hoes, as well as valuable weapons such as spears, shields, and
quivers, the offerings that had been made to the shrine by the ministers of state and were stolen from the shrine
depository.
The samurai gathered up the goods and reported back to the vice governor, giving him a detailed description of
what had happened at the mysterious, dilapidated house. Both the vice-governor and the chief priest of the
Kumano Gongen Shrine were convinced that the robbery must have been the work of a spectral monster. The
charge against Toyo-o was therefore reduced, but the fact that he had been in possession of the stolen sword could
not be officially overlooked. He was thrown into jail and chained to the wall. However, the Oya family bribed the
officials with costly gifts, and Toyo-o was released after serving only a hundred days.
*
But Toyo-o felt that his family could never endure the unpleasant notoriety when his involvement in the affair
became the subject of neighborhood gossip. He asked that he be allowed to go to his married sister’s house in
Nara and live there for a while. The family agreed, fearing that otherwise, after that dreadful experience, he might
become seriously ill. And so they sent him off with a traveling companion to look after him.
Toyo-o’s sister lived at a place called Tsubaichi in Nara Province, married to a merchant called Tanabe no
Kanetada. The couple greeted him warmly and, feeling sorry for him after his harrowing experience of the last
few months, told him he could stay with them as long as he wanted.
That year passed without further incident. Soon it was February of the following year. The town of Tsubaichi,
noted for its many temples and shrines, was near the Hasedera, a temple famous for the blessings of the Goddess
of Mercy and known far and wide, even in China. Many were the worshipers from cities and distant villages who
went on pilgrimages there each spring. The pilgrims usually lodged at Tsubaichi, and merchants competed for
their trade.
Since the Tanabe store dealt in candles, lamp wicks, and other lighting goods for religious ceremonies, it
enjoyed a lucrative trade. So many customers crowded the shop that movement inside it was almost impossible.
*
One day in the middle of this prosperous season a woman, seemingly from the city and dazzlingly beautiful,
squeezed herself into the Tanabe store, accompanied by a maid, to purchase incense. The maid, recognizing Toyoo, shouted,
“Here is our master!” Toyo-o, taken completely by surprise, saw it was Maroya, the maid, and her mistress
Manago.
“Oh, how dreadful,” he cried, and ran into the interior of the shop to hide.
“What is the matter?” asked his sister and her husband, Kanetada.
“That devil has come after me here. Keep away from her!” The crowd in the shop began screaming:
“Where is the devil?” At this point Manago herself spoke up.
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“People, you need not fear me. And you, my husband, need not tremble so. I am sorry that I pushed you rashly
into committing a crime. I searched for you after that in order to tell you the truth and put you at ease. Fortunately
I have foundd out where you now live.
“I also ask the people of this house to listen carefully to me. If I were really a devil, would I be walking around
carelessly in broad daylight, in dense crowds? The garments I am wearing have seams. When I walk against the
sun my shadow shows clearly. Consider these things as logical proof and you will be convinced that I am not a
devil. So be relieved of your doubts and suspicion.” Toyo-o at last regained his senses, emerged from his hiding
place, and said,
“I discovered that you are not a human being when I was arrested by the samurai and went back with them to
your house. It was in an amazingly wretched state, completely different from the day before. And in that house
inhabited only by devils I saw you again, and when the samurai tried to seize you there was a clap of thunder on
that sunny day and you disappeared in a flash. I tell you I saw it all with my own eyes. And here you have the
effrontery to come chasing after me again. Get out of here, you devil! At once!” Manago clung to him with tears
in her eyes.
“I cannot blame you entirely for denouncing me. But please listen to what I have to say. I felt very sorry for
you when I heard you were arrested and taken to the government office. So I discussed the matter with an old man
in the neighborhood whom I had befriended and had him quickly reduce the house to its hideous state. The
thunder that seemed to have rolled when I was about to be seized was a trick played by Maroya. I fled by ship
toward Naniwa, but I wanted to find out what had happened to you after that and I prayed to the Goddess of
Mercy of the Hasedera. It was revealed to me during my prayer that I should come to the temple here, where the
three cryptomeria trees of sacred origin stand. I was thus able to trace you here to Tsubaichi, thanks to the infinite
mercy of the goddess Kannon.
“Furthermore, how could a mere woman like me steal and carry away all those precious offerings from the
Gongen Shrine depository? The robbery must have been the work of the spirit of my late husband. Please think all
this over carefully, trusting the sincerity of my love for you.”
Toyo-o, teetering in an ambivalent state of lingering doubt and pity, could find no words to alienate her further.
His sister and her husband, however, were so moved by Manago’s seemingly straightforward, singularly feminine
pleadings that they had no doubt whatever that she had spoken the truth. And although Toyo-o claimed that
Manago was a spectral monster, there could be no such thing in this world, they reasoned. They were impressed
by her zeal—and her pitiful state—having come all the way here to search for him. Even though Toyo-o was not
convinced, they themselves welcomed her into their household and provided her with a room.
In a day or so Manago, ingratiating herself to her host and hostess, pleaded with them tearfully to win back
Toyo-o for her. Completely overcome by her tender pleas, they succeeded in urging Toyo-o to go through with
formal wedding rites. Toyo-o, who, in any event, had first been attracted to Manago’s physical beauty, daily
became less and less intransigent and more attached to her than ever, and finally he pledged eternal love. Now
nothing could separate them even for a day, for such was the intensity of their tender love for each other.
Then came the month of March, and Kanetada proposed that the whole family go on a picnic to the famed
Yoshino.
“This Province of Kii,” he said, “naturally cannot compare with Kyoto in beauty and elegance, but we have
our unrivaled scenic beauties, too. Yoshino is especially beautiful in the spring. You will never tire of seeing
Mount Mifune and the Natsumi River, no matter how often you visit there. At this time of year the cherries are in
bloom, which makes it all the more beautiful.” He urged Toyo-o and Manago, saying
“Let us all go on a picnic together.” Manago smiled and said,
“There is a saying, ‘Yoshino is a good place which good people look upon as good,’” quoting the famous verse
by Emperor Tenmu which paraphrases the literal implications of the word Joshi\fn{Good} in Yoshino. “It is the
envy of the people of Kyoto, I hear. Yes, it must surely be glorious when the cherries are in bloom. But since
childhood I have suffered from a congenital illness which makes me dizzy when I find myself in the midst of a
huge throng, or when I have to walk a long distance on the highway. I am sorry to say I cannot accompany you on
the picnic. But I shall expect a lot of souvenirs of your trip when you return.”
“You need not worry about that,” Kanetada replied. “We would never let you walk to the picnic grounds. We
do not own a private palanquin but we can always hire one for you. Besides, if you do not come along with us,
Toyo-o will be worried and he may refuse to go.” Toyo-o added his encouragement:
“Since he has made this offer out of kindness, I don’t see how we can refuse, even though you might collapse
on the wayside.” Thus Manago reluctantly agreed to go along.
*
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Many people along the picnic route were dressed in colorful finery but none could compare with Manago’s
dazzling beauty. The family first went calling at a certain temple on Mount Yoshino, where the chief priest was a
friend of long standing. In welcoming them the priest said,
“You are rather late this spring. The petals of the cherry blossoms are already scattering, and the warbling of
the nightingale is waning. But I will escort you to some places where cherry trees are still in bloom.”
But first he had a rather tidy supper prepared for them. At dawn the area was thickly covered with mist. But as
the mist cleared they could appreciate the view in all directions, for the temple was situated at a high elevation.
Priests’ quarters scattered here and there in the lower regions could be seen clearly. The warbling of mountain
birds could be heard from hither and yon. Flowers and trees thrived in a riot of colors. The area was so beautiful
as to dazzle one’s eyes.
For those who were visiting this spot for the first time, the view at a waterfall below was said to be the best, so
they were sent in that direction with a guide. As they descended the slope along a circuitous route, they came
upon a site where an ancient imperial detached palace was said to have once stood. Nearby was the waterfall. The
water below formed a foaming, bubbling whirlpool, in which some small fish were leaping, presenting a pleasing
sight.
They sat down to eat their picnic lunch while enjoying the scenery. Presently a man was seen coming from
downstream, stepping from boulder to boulder. His hair was as white as newly spun linen. But his legs seemed to
be still vigorous with health and vitality. As he approached the waterfall, he stood looking at the picnicking group
sitting on the bank. He seemed mystified.
Manago and Maroya deliberately turned their backs on him and pretended not to have seen him standing there.
But the old man had already recognized them.
“You devils!” he grumbled. “Again you are bewitching and deceiving human beings. How can you dare
assume that shape and form before my very eyes!”
Manago and Maroya stood up in a frenzy of confusion and plunged into the waterfall. The swirling waters
suddenly shot up into the air and the two vanished from sight. At the same time a jet black cloud appeared over
the spot like a splash of ink, and rain fell in a torrent, rattling noisily like thin bamboo slats.
*
The old man, seeing that the other picnickers in the group had been thrown into excited confusion, calmed
them and led them down to a village.
“You have been bewitched by that devil who attached itself to you,” he told Toyo-o, fixing him with a steady
gaze. “If I had not been there to save you, it might have taken your life. Beware of it in the future.”
Toyo-o, kneeling on the ground with head bowed in profound thankfulness, revealed to the old man the entire
history of his affair with Manago and pleaded earnestly for future protection from the devil.
“I thought so,” the old man said. “That devil is really a huge old serpent—a lecherous monster. It mates with a
bull and begets a freak calf; it mates with a stallion and begets a freak colt. It has bewitched you because it was
fascinated by your good looks. Its evil attachment to its victims is so tenacious that you must be constantly on
your guard. Otherwise you will lose your life.” All heard the venerable man with fear in their hearts and prayed to
him, saying,
“You must be the incarnation of a god.” He laughed.
“I am not a god. My name is Tagima no Kibito, and I serve at the Yamato Shrine. I will escort you to your
lodging now, so come along.” They rose and followed him.
The next day the family returned to Tsubaichi, where the Yamato Shrine was situated. By way of expressing
their gratitude to the old man, Tagima no Kibito, they presented him with three rolls of Mino silk and bundles of
Tsukushi cotton. They pleaded with him to perform misogi rites to ward off future visitations of the devil. He
accepted the gifts on behalf of the shrine and distributed them among the priests there, without keeping any for his
own use.
“That devil has put you under its spell because you are good looking,” he told Toyo-o. “You have been
bewitched by the beauty of the temporary abode of that serpent. You must develop a more manly, a more
determined spirit, which you now lack, in order to repulse it. By so doing you will not need to rely on my powers
to cast off the devil. You must never yield to temptations of passion and lust.”
Toyo-o felt as though he had just emerged from a dream, and he thanked the old man profusely for his counsel.
To Kanetada, his brother-in-law, he said,
“It was due to my wrong thinking that I was subjected to the spell of that serpent for a whole year. I have been
remiss in my duties to my parents and my older brother. I can no longer complacently place myself under your
roof and favor. I thank you kindly for all you have done for me, and I hope to see you again some time.”
So saying, he left Tsubaichi for his parents’ home in Miwagasaki.
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*
His parents and his older brother, Taro, on hearing from him about his dreadful experience in Tsubaichi,
realized at last that he was in no way to blame for the affair involving Manago and the stolen sword. Pitying him
on the one hand, and dreading the evil tenacity of that devil on the other, they decided that they should not let him
remain a bachelor any longer and discussed plans to get a wife for him.
At a place called Shiba there lived a petty official named Shoji. Shoji had an only daughter, who was then
serving as a lady-in-waiting at the imperial palace in Kyoto. It was said that she would soon be resigning from her
work there to return to her father’s home in Shiba. Her father thus asked a go-between to call at the Oya home in
Miwagasaki with the proposal that Toyo-o become his son-in-law and live in Shiba. The proposal was
immediately accepted as a desirable match.
Tomiko, for such was the girl’s name, was sent for. She gladly returned from Kyoto to become Toyo-o’s bride.
As she was accustomed to the refined manners of court life, there was a glamorous quality in her appearance and
behavior; she looked quite beautiful among provincial girls.
Toyo-o, on taking her as his wife, saw that she had pretty eyes and that she was alert, perspicacious, and
assiduous about everything. He recalled how he had been bewitched by Manago and remembered one thing and
another about their affair. Teasing Tomiko, he told her,
“Since you have been accustomed for years to glamorous court life, surely you must find a provincial like me
wanting in many respects. One day a general, the next day a minister of state must have made romantic love to
you. I feel envious indeed.” Tomiko looked steadily up at him, saying,
“In pampering a woman of no distinction like me and forgetting your own glamorous affair, you force me to be
even more envious than you.”
Though her appearance was different, her words were spoken precisely as Manago, the devil, would have
spoken them. It was her voice!
Toyo-o’s hair bristled with terror. He was amazed by the tenacity of that devil. She laughed.
“My dear husband, there is nothing strange about all this. Even if you have forgotten your pledge to me, made
across the seas and over the mountains, we meet again because it has been predestined. If you continue to believe
in the lies of other people and try to avoid me, vengeance is sure to overtake you. No matter how tall the
mountains of Kii may be, it is easy for me to spatter your blood from the highest peak to the valley below. And I
warn you, don’t ever try to do away with yourself.”
Toyo-o, shivering from head to toe, felt as though he were about to die. In fact, he was feeling more dead than
alive when someone spoke from behind the screen:
“Master, how cross you are tonight on this happy occasion!”
It was Maroya, the devil’s maid. Again Toyo-o felt his stomach turn. He closed his eyes and dropped face
down on the floor. Manago and her maid tried to mollify and threaten him by turns, but he remained deathlike in
this prone position out of sheer terror throughout the night.
*
As the day dawned he leaped out of the bedroom and told his father-in-law about the terrible thing that had
happened during the night.
“Tell me how I can escape from the wrath of that devil,” he said.
Even while he spoke, he feared the devil might be listening behind him, so he lowered his voice. Shoji and his
wife turned pale. But Shoji said,
“There is a priest here from the Kurama Temple in Kyoto, who comes to perform austerities every year. Since
yesterday he has been staying at the temple on the hill across from here. He is particularly effective in invoking
divine help against such visitations as the plague, specters, and swarms of crop-destroying locusts. He is held in
high esteem by the people of this community. Let us ask him to come and help us.”
The priest was sent for in a flurry of excitement, and at length he arrived. When the frightful circumstances
were explained to him, the priest said with a condescending air,
“Don’t worry. It is easy to catch such a devil.”
Thus placated, the people felt less uneasy. He concocted a magic potion consisting of a plant called yu-o and
water, put the mixture in a pot, and proceeded to the bedroom which had now become the devil’s den. As the
people excitedly sought hiding places, the priest grinned, saying,
“Old people and children, you need not hide yourselves out of fear. Stay where you are. I shall seize this
serpent and show it to you.”
No sooner had he opened the door of the bedroom than the serpent thrust out its head toward the priest. It filled
the entire space as the door opened. Glittering whiter than the whitest snowdrift, its eyes like mirrors, its horns
like branches of a huge tree, it opened its three-foot-wide mouth, spat out its crimson-colored tongue, and looked
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as though it would swallow the priest in a mouthful.
“Oh, how terrible!” cried the priest. He dropped the pot of magical potion then and there and fell to the floor.
Unable to rise, he barely succeeded in crawling back.
“Frightful! Frightful! This is indeed a profound curse of evil gods,” he cried. “How can a stupid priest like me
destroy the spell with incantations? Without my hands and feet I could never have come back alive.”
Then he fainted away. When the people lifted him up, they found his body red, hot, and blackened, as though
they were clutching burning wood, perhaps because of the poison spat out by the serpent. His eyes were blinking,
as if he wanted to say something, but his voice failed him. The people dashed cold water on his head to revive
him, but he finally died. And the people wept over him as though they themselves had been bewitched.
Thereupon Toyo-o seemed to have regained some control of himself.
“If the devil is so tenacious as to be impervious to the incantations of such an exalted priest, then it will
continue to pursue me as long as I live,” he said. “It is not right that so many people should suffer on my account.
I will not rely on the help of others any more. I am prepared to die. So please be at ease.”
He then walked toward the bedroom. All the members of the household cried, “Are you mad?” and tried to
stop him. But he pretended not to have heard them and, walking serenely to the devil’s den, opened the door.
There was no sign of disturbance. He found Tomiko seated silently opposite Maroya, the devil’s maid. Tomiko
asked in the devil’s voice,
“What manner of grudge are you holding against me, asking others to put me out of the way? If you persist in
trying to eliminate me, I shall be forced to be cruel not only to you but also to all the people of this community.
Be happy over my undeviating love for you. And never, never transfer your affection to another woman.”
She said this last in a coquettish fashion that was intolerable to Toyo-o. He replied,
“There is a saying that human beings have no intention of hurting the tiger. The tiger, on the other hand, is
predisposed to hurt human beings. Just so, with an inhuman spirit you have bewitched me cruelly so many times.
What is more, over a trifling matter you have threatened me with dire things. There is the worst kind of evil in
you. To pursue me out of love may be normally human, but to inflict cruelty on other people in this household is
abominable. I beg of you to spare the life of this Tomiko. Then you may take me wherever you wish.”
She nodded happily.
*
Toyo-o went out of the bedroom and told Tomiko’s father, Shoji,
“Since I am being pursued so relentlessly, it is wrong for me to remain in this house and thereby to bring
trouble upon others. With your permission, I shall leave forever. That way Tomiko will be free from further
molestation.” Shoji would not hear of it.
“I have the blood of samurai in my veins,” he said. “It would be shameful on my part to submit to such
cowardice, and unfair to your family, the Gyas. Let us plan a better scheme Ohyes, in Komatsubara, at the Dojo
Temple, there is a priest called Hokai Osha who is exalted in the performance of incantations. He is an aged
person and rarely goes out of his study, but I am sure he will not forsake us in this crisis.”
No sooner had he said this than he leaped upon his horse and galloped away. The venerable priest’s temple was
situated some distance away, so it was late that night when he reached it. Hokai Osha came out from the back
room to greet Shoji. When the priest heard Shoji’s story and appeal for help, he said,
“It must be a wretched state of affairs indeed. I am an old man now, so I doubt if there would be any
effectiveness in my prayers. But I cannot remain idle when your household is faced with such a calamity. Return
to your house quickly. I will follow you directly.” He fetched a priest’s surplice stained with burned poppy incense
and gave it to Shoji, saying,
“Try to beguile the monster and coax it into submission, then cover its head with this sacred surplice, pressing
down with all your might. If you don’t press it hard enough, the monster might escape. Say your prayers as you do
it.”
Shoji leaped upon his horse again, and galloped homeward with joy in his heart. He called Toyo-o aside and
gave him the surplice, instructing him, as Hokai Osho had explained, on how to subdue the devil. Toyo-o hid the
surplice in the folds of his robe and entered the bedroom. He told the devil,
“Shoji has agreed to let me go, so let us depart together.”
Tomiko’s body responded by rising, very happily, it seemed. Immediately Toyo-o took out the surplice and
covered her head with it, pressing it down with all his might, and she fell to the floor.
“Oh, how painful,” she cried out, in a muffled voice. “Why are you tormenting me like this? Please quit
pressing me here … and here.” But Toyo-o kept on pressing her down and covering her with all his strength.
Then Hokai Osho arrived in a palanquin. Escorted into Shoji’s house, he kept mumbling an incantation. He
went into the bedroom and, shoving Toyo-o aside, lifted the surplice. A serpent lay coiled atop Tomiko’s prone,
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unconscious body. There was no movement. The priest seized the dead snake and put it into an iron pot carried by
the acolyte who had accompanied him. He was still mumbling some incantations when another snake, only a foot
long, came slithering up from behind the standing screen. This, too, the priest caught and put into the pot, which
he covered tightly with the surplice.
And then he got on his palanquin and returned to his temple. He had a grave dug deep in the temple yard and
buried the pot, together with its contents. In this way he sealed forever the chances of the serpent reemerging to
bedevil and bewitch human beings. Even now, it is said, the serpent’s grave mound may be seen in the temple
yard.
The people at the Shoji household meanwhile prayerfully shed tears of gratitude. But Tomiko, as a
consequence of her horrible experience, became seriously ill and died. Toyo-o, on the other hand, suffered no ill
effects but lived a long and healthy life, it is recorded.
3
Starting out from the barrier midway between Yamashiro and Omi, he could not help but feel the deepening of
autumn reflected in the crimson maples along the countryside. He traced the tracks of plovers on the sandy stretch
of beach at Narumi. Then he paused to take in the glory of the snow on Mount Fuji. He passed through the
hamlets of Ukishimagawara, Kiyomigasaki, Oiso, and Koiso. The purple-splendored flowers on the plain of
Musashino, the morning calm of the sea at Shiogama, the fishermen’s huts at Kisagata, the long fishing piers at
Sano, the Kiso suspension bridge—all impressed him tremendously.
Still unsatiated, however, in his desire for travel and study, he now felt the urge to visit famous historical spots
in the western provinces celebrated in song and story. In the fall of the year 1168, he passed through Naniwa,
where wild rushes abounded along the riverbanks, thence to Suma and Akashi along the Inland Sea, where he was
compelled by the cold winds to take shelter for a few nights. He finally crossed the sea and reached the forested
land of Miozaka in Sanuki province. Here he laid down his staff for the time being, not to rest from his weary
travels, but to stay for a while in a hut for intensive study and meditation.
*
He had heard that in this vicinity, atop a peak called Shiramine, lay the grave of the former emperor Sutoku.
Early in October he climbed the mountain to pray for the peace of the deceased ruler’s soul.
Pine trees and oaks grew so thick and close as to make the forest almost impenetrable all along the slope. A
ceaseless drizzle seemed to fall, keeping the woods uncomfortably damp. This was so even on clear days, it was
said, when white clouds could be seen sailing through the sky. Another steep peak, called Chigogadake, towered
on the other side. And when the dense fog rose from the valley below, darkness enveloped the traveler. Soon it
would be impossible for him to see even right before his eyes, and he would be overcome with a depressing sense
of insecurity.
At a slight clearing in the woods was a low, hard-packed earth mound, on which were placed three slabs of
rock, one on top of the other. It was covered with wild, overgrown vines and prickly shrubs—a desolate sight
indeed. This, then, was the grave of the former emperor Sutoku. As he contemplated it, he felt a sudden confused
stab of grief, as if everything had turned black before his eyes, and he seemed unable to distinguish between
dream and reality.
The last time he had seen the emperor alive was at the royal palace, sitting with precise dignity on his throne
and administering the affairs of the nation by listening to petitions from hundreds of officials who sat in profound
obeisance before him, acknowledging him as their sacred ruler.
Even after Sutoku gave up his throne in favor of Toshihito,\fn{ Emperor Konoye} he had lived in elegant
retirement at the former emperor’s palace. When he died,\fn{ 1163} he was laid to rest atop this mountain covered
with desolate woods and undergrowth, where only the tracks of deer and wild boar could be seen and where no
human being would come to pay his respects. The thought occurred to the man, as he looked at the grave, that no
one who knew about the ancients would even dream of such a miserable end coming to one so exalted.
Predestination—the visitation of the evil deeds of the previous existence on the present—is a fearful retributive
thing indeed. It had attached itself so inexorably to Sutoku’s life on earth that he could not free himself from such
a fate. This led the traveler to the thought that the extraordinary life of the emperor on this earth had been a vain
and inglorious thing. The tears flowed from his eyes like water from a ceaseless spring. And so he sat down on a
flat rock in front of the grave to pass the night in endless prayers for the peace of his soul. In the course of his
scripture reading, he recited the following verse:
The view of the waters on the sea
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At Matsuyama does not change—
Forever the same, now as before—
Yet thou hast gone forever
From life on earth, so vain.\fn{Sutoku had been exiled at Matsuyama on Shikoku Island by his enemies; he died thee unattended and unlamented.}

He continued to recite prayers without relaxing. The evening dew dampened the sleeves of his robe. As the sun
dropped beyond the horizon, he felt keenly the grave solitude of this forested peak where no other human being
would set foot. The mattress of leaves covering the rock he sat on congealed with cold, chilling his bones and his
spirit with unspeakable dread. The moon seemed to have risen, but the surrounding trees were so thickly clustered
together that hardly any light penetrated down to him. He felt as though he were a blind man, shut in by almost
total darkness. Then, though he knew he had not fallen asleep, he heard distinctly a voice calling him by name:
“En-i, En-i.”\fn{The ecclesiastical name of the renowned priest-poet-traveler Saigyo. }
*
Saigyo, his eyes now wide open, concentrated his gaze in the direction from which the voice had come. He
saw a weird figure, tall and emaciated, standing in front of him. He could distinguish neither the face nor the robe
of the phantom figure. But, having been disciplined in the ways of the Buddhist priest, he felt no fear.
“Who are you and why are you here?” he asked. The phantom figure replied,
“I have revealed myself to you in order to respond to the verse you have just recited:
Like a boat buffeted by the waves
Of Matsuyama, I have been
Cast ashore and marooned here.”

It was thus that Priest Saigyo realized that the figure before him was the ghost of the former emperor Sutoku.
Bowing deeply, and with tears in his eyes, he said,
“Why dost thou wander about in this living world in such confusion? I envy thee for quitting this sordid life on
earth, and that is why I have been offering prayers for thee this evening. And though I thank thee for revealing
thyself to me in thy living shape, I must say that for thee to wander about with a strong attachment to the living
world is sad indeed. I suggest that thou renounce all such attachments and proceed at once to Paradise, as an
eternal follower of the Buddha." To this perfervid priestly counsel the ghost of Sutoku responded by cackling
loudly.
“Perhaps you don’t know. The continuous disturbances in the country today are my handiwork. While still
living, I decided to provoke the Heiji uprising in devious ways. After death overtook me, I cast an evil spell over
the imperial court. You’ll see! There will soon be another stormy uprising.”
*
This blasphemy quickly stopped the flow of tears from Saigyo’s eyes.
“Such an intention is despicable indeed,” he remonstrated. “Your Majesty was highly esteemed for thy wisdom
and must therefore be aware of the responsibilities of a ruler. Let me ask thee a question: Didst thou initiate the
Hogen intrigue\fn{In 1156} at the command of the god of heaven? Or was it inspired purely by thine own selfinterest? Please tell me honestly and clearly.” Thereupon the ghost of Sutoku raised its voice in furious anger.
“Listen to me, you! The emperor’s position is at the pinnacle of the human world. When an emperor tries to
disrupt the evil ways of another ruler, it is naturally in conformity with the ways of heaven—to destroy the evil
ways of that other ruler in pursuance of the wishes of the people.
“To begin with,” the ghost continued, “in the first year of Eiji,\fn{ 1141} although I was innocent of any
criminal act, I acted according to the wishes of my retired imperial father\fn{ Emperor Toba, 1108-23} and abdicated
my throne in favor of three-year-old Toshihito.\fn{ Emperor Konoye, 1142-55} You cannot call that an act inspired by
strong and base self-interest. Toshihito died at an early age,\fn{ He was seventeen} and according to the order of
succession my son Shigehito should then have mounted the throne. But due to the jealous machinations of
Bifukumon-in,\fn{The posthumous name of Lady Tokuko, Emperor Toba’s mistress and the mother of Konoye } the throne was
usurped by Masahito\fn{Toba’s fourth son by his mistress Tokuko} as Emperor Goshirakawa.\fn{ 1156-58} Can you blame
me for resenting that?
“My son Shigehito had the talent to rule. Masahito had none whatever. To disregard character and ability in the
order of succession to the throne, and to follow the dictates of his mistress in so important a responsibility as
ruling over a nation, was obviously a mistake on the part of my retired imperial father. Even so, while he was still
living I followed the dictates of filial piety and showed not the least bit of dissatisfaction. But after he died I could
not endure the injustice any longer and tried to repair the damage by resorting to civil war.
“It has been said that, if a subject were to destroy his ruler, it could be called the wish of the people in
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accordance with the mandate of heaven, as was the case of the establishment of the 800-year rule of the Chou
dynasty of China.\fn{1027?-256BC} So you cannot properly denounce as treachery my attempt to reverse an act
wherein a woman interfered with affairs of state—like a hen trying to rule the roost.”
*
Sutoku’s ghost continued to scold the priest harshly.
“As for you, Saigyo, you left home infatuated by the Buddhist way because you selfishly wanted to escape
punishment in the future world and to be reborn in Paradise. Thus, out of self-interest, you tried to take advantage
of the unknown in human affairs. Are you so conceited as to preach to me, mixing Confucian maxims with
Buddhist precepts?” Saigyo moved forward on his seat and replied without fear,
“Your Majesty is borrowing the logic of humanity without renouncing abominable self-interest. There is no
need to quote examples from ancient China. In our own national past, Emperor Ojin set aside Prince Osasagi, son
of his older brother, and appointed Prince Uji, the younger son, as crown prince. Yet, after the emperor died, the
two princely brothers ceded to each other the right to ascend the throne. After three years of this mutual refusal to
claim the throne, Prince Uji, deeply regretting that the continued vacancy was causing prolonged trouble in the
nation, simply because he himself, the officially appointed crown prince, continued to live, decided to end it all by
taking his own life. And so, because of Crown Prince Uji’s self-immolation, his elder brother, Prince Osasagi, was
compelled to ascend the throne in his stead.\fn{ As Emperor Nintoku} This indeed is an example of respect for the
heavenly mission and fulfillment of brotherly love, in which the spirit of devotion is unhampered by human
selfishness. It is the Confucian way. Prince Uji, who studied the Chinese classics under Wani of Kudara, was the
first in our country to adopt the Confucian teachings as an aid to fulfilling kingly duties. And the spirit of his
brotherly devotion may be said to have been the spirit of the sages of ancient China.
“Also, people say it is written in the Book of Mencius that ‘in the beginning of the Chou dynasty the emperor
Wu rose in anger to bring peace to the people. The people should not kill their ruler. Rob a man of his virtue and
you deprive him of his humanity; you will be inflicting the death penalty on him.’
“Books from China covering ancient doctrines, history, and poetry have all arrived in our country with the
exception of the works of Mencius. The ships carrying Mencius’s books, on their way to this country, are said to
have been sunk by kamikaze storms generated by myriads of our native gods, who resented the importation of
such books on the basis of their specious reasoning. For such books might destroy the tradition of our country
originating from the Sun Goddess Amaterasu Omikami, who ordained that the imperial dynastic rulers, coeval
with heaven and earth, shall be perpetuated by an imperishable direct succession of imperial heirs. The
introduction of books opposed to this tradition might give rise to movements to deprive the imperial dynasty of
the right to rule and thus cause the perpetration of crimes in which enemies of the state might plead innocence.
Therefore there might be numerous cases in which books of sermons by foreign sages would be incompatible with
the best interests of our country.
“Also, is there not a Book of Odes which says, ‘Brothers may fight among themselves within their own
precincts but must prevent the invasion of insults from without’?
“Furthermore, to fly war banners and rattle bows and arrows even before the bones of the retired emperor Toba
turned cold in the mortuary, to contend for the right of succession and to ignore ties of kinship and affection is to
commit the most serious and unfortunate crime of all.
“The fate of the nation is determined by the instrumentality of the gods. Even if the ascension of thy son
Shigehito to the throne were the wish of the people, to engage in reckless fighting for control, ignoring thy duty to
establish moral excellence, would alienate those people who only the day before respected Your Majesty. Not only
have Your Majesty’s aims been frustrated but thou hast also suffered a fate without precedent in history—to be
buried in this desolate place. Please forget the past entirely and quickly find thy way to Paradise.”
*
Sutoku’s ghost seemed to take a deep breath. Then it replied,
“Let me now tell you the truth of my ‘crime,’ as you call it. I do not insist that what you have said is altogether
lacking in logic. But after being exiled on this island I was jailed in a hut in distant Matsuyama. Aside from three
meals a day I was given nothing, not even someone to serve me. All I could hear while trying to sleep at night was
the cry of the wild geese. When I realized that the birds were flying toward Kyoto, it made me sad indeed. And
when dawn came, the flapping sound of plovers landing on the sandy beach served only to intensify the sadness in
my heart. Even if the crow’s head should turn white, there was no chance whatsoever for me to return to Kyoto. I
resigned myself to the thought that I must die of loneliness on that beach. Then I copied the entire five sutras of
the Mahayana doctrine to ensure my future life. But there was no Buddhist temple to speak of on that beach. So I
sent the sutras to the Ninna Temple in Kyoto, together with a verse that I had composed:
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Words shaped like plovers’ tracks
On the sand can walk to the capital,
But I, unable, cry alone in sadness
Far away in Matsuyama.

“However, Fujiwara Shinsei, the court official, suspecting there might be a curse implanted in my copies of the
sutras, urged the emperor,\fn{Goshirakawa} to my sorrow, that they be returned to me.
“Since ancient times, both in China and in our country, cases in which brothers fought brothers in feuds for
political mastery have not been uncommon. On thinking it over seriously, I realized that perhaps what I had done
in Kyoto might be regarded as a sin, and it was for this reason that I copied the sutras with sincerity in my heart,
as a means of atoning for my sin. But irrespective of interference of any kind, I now regard the emperor, who
rejected my sutras containing the prelude that one must reconsider censuring one’s close kin, not as a brother but
as an unforgivable foe.
“And so I decided to rededicate those sutras to the devil; avenging my cause would be my sole task from then
on. I bit off my fingertip and, with the blood oozing out, wrote my vow, which, together with the sutras, I threw
into the deep Sea of Shito which laps this province. Since then I have shut myself indoors, meeting no one, and
have prayed continuously that I might be turned into a devil.”
*
“Now see what’s happening!” Sutoku’s ghost continued. “Has not the Heiji uprising\fn{1159) spread
throughout the land?
“To begin with, Nobuyori, driven by his overweening ambition for high office, forced Yoshitomo into service
as his ally. It is this Yoshitomo who was my sworn enemy. His father, Tameyoshi, together with his other brothers
and their soldiers, supported me. Yoshitomo alone turned his arrow against me.
“Tametomo fought bravely, while Tameyoshi and Tadamasa seemed successful for a while but were burned to
death by the southwest forces. So I left my Shirakawa palace headquarters, injuring my leg while climbing the
precipitous trail up Mount Nyoiga. I endured the mountain rain and dew wearing only a woodcutter’s grasswoven raincoat. But I was finally captured and exiled to this island—all as a consequence of Yoshitomo’s
treachery. The curse recoiled, though. Yoshitomo paid for his perfidious ambitions in falling for Nobuyori’s
intrigue. Violating the canons of humanity, Yoshitomo had his own father, Tameyoshi, beheaded, thus committing
the most dastardly crime of all. But he was finally defeated by the tactically less skillful Kiyomori and killed by
one of his own retainers, in fulfillment of a retributive curse for having caused his father’s death.
“As for Fujiwara Shinsei,” Sutoku’s ghost went on, “he was a haughty court official, puffed up with his knowit-all pretensions to scholarship, denying to others the justice of their causes. By serving my enemies Nobuyori
and Yoshitomo as a decoy, he was forced to flee for his life. He dug cave after cave in Ujiyama to hide himself in,
but he was finally ferreted out and killed. His severed head was suspended on a pole on the river bank at Rokujo
as a warning to all scheming rebels. And this indeed was his punishment for blasphemy—for rejecting my sutras.
“In pursuit of my mounting desire for revenge, I also took the life of Lady Tokuko, my imperial father’s
mistress, in the summer of the first year of Oho,\fn{ 1161} and that of Fujiwara Tadamichi, the chief minister, in
the spring of the first year of Chokan.\fn{1163}
“In the fall of that year I myself left the mortal world and became the king of the devils, with more than three
hundred followers, in order to satisfy the flames of anger that still burned within me. Whenever and wherever I
see happiness I turn it into disaster. Where there is peace, I stir up the ravages of war.
“At present Kiyomori is the man most favored by good fortune. With all the high posts in the government
hierarchy in the hands of his relatives and his clan, he is exercising absolute power. Since he is being assisted by
his loyal son Shigemori, the time for me to strike has not yet come. But you’ll see that the power of the Heikes
under Kiyomori will not last long. They will certainly meet the same doom and ignominy that Masahito\fn{ The
Emperor Goshirakawa} thrust upon me.”
The voice of Sutoku’s ghost grew louder and more threatening, reverberating through the surrounding woods,
as he said this.
*
“If Your Majesty has already sunk so low in the world of devils, billions of miles away from the world of the
Buddha, then I shall say no more,” Saigyo announced. And he remained seated in silent confrontation.
Just then the mountain, the precipice, the valley below shook with a terrific force, and a wild wind rose,
sweeping up and whirling in the air stones and clods of earth. It seemed as though all the trees would be blown
down. A ball of fire rose sharply from between the legs of Sutoku’s ghost, lighting up the peak and the valley as if
it were midday. For the first time Saigyo could see, through the light, the ghostly features of Sutoku. His face was
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dark red and his thick hair was in wild disorder, hanging down to his waist. His eyes, slanting up menacingly at
the outer edges, were fierce with hate. But he seemed to be weary, exhaling hot breaths. He wore the robes of
Hell, and his finger- and toenails were long and sharp like those of a monstrous beast. Suddenly the ghost turned
skyward and shouted,
“Sagami! Sagami!”
There was an instant response to the summons. A mysterious birdlike creature resembling a hawk flapped its
wings and flew down to stand before Sutoku’s ghost, awaiting its command. Sutoku addressed this ghost of a bird,
“Why don’t you hurry up—take the life of Shigemori, and torture Masahito and Kiyomori.”
“Masahito’s luck has not yet turned,” the bird replied. “And it is difficult to divert the loyalty and faith of
Shigemori. Twelve years from now Shigemori’s life will come to an end. After his death the entire Heike clan will
be wiped out.”
Sutoku’s ghost clapped its hands and laughed delightedly.
“So be it,” it said in an unspeakably weird voice that resounded through the valley below. “Bury every one of
my enemies in the sea surrounding this island.”
Saigyo could not hold back the tears at the sight of this wretched demonstration of the devil’s despicable ways,
and he recited another verse in a final effort at persuading the devil to return to the Buddha’s way:
Even if thou once sat
On the high imperial throne,
Is it not all useless
Now that thou art dead?

He elaborated on these lines in emphatic tones ringing with sincerity, saying,
“Spiritually there is no difference between an emperor and a beggar; all are equal before universal truth.”
At this point Sutoku’s ghost seemed somehow to have calmed down. Its features gradually softened. The
fireball diminished in intensity, until finally the ghost vanished from Saigyo’s sight entirely. The ghost of the bird,
too, became invisible, leaving behind no trace. The tenth-day moon dropped behind the peak, and intense
darkness returned so that Saigyo could not distinguish the ground on which the trees stood. For him it was now all
like a world of dreams.
*
Soon, however, dawn lighted the sky. Forest birds greeted the new day with song. Saigyo chanted the Kongo
sutra, invoking triumph over the devil. He then descended the mountain and returned to his hut. There he recalled
the frightful nighttime incident and marveled at the remarkable accuracy with which the ghost of Sutoku related
the tale from the beginning of the Heiji uprising on, including the dates of events. But he decided not to repeat the
story to others.
*
Thirteen years later, in the fall of the third year of Chisho,\fn{ 1179) Shigemori died of illness. His father,
Kiyomori, the supreme head of the Taira, or Heike, clan, forced the abdication of Emperor Goshirakawa by
placing him under house arrest in his detached palace at Toba, then tortured him further by imprisoning him in a
miserable hut in Fukuhara. Minamoto no Yoritomo, triumphant in the eastern provinces, raised the standard of
revolt against the Taira clan in the Kanto area, while Kiso Yoshinaka emerged with his forces from the northern
snows\fn{Shinano Province} to converge on Kyoto. The Heike officers and troops retreated to the western sea,
roaming about and finally seeking refuge at Yashima, an island in the Sea of Shito off the coast of Sanuki
Province, where many of them were forced by the pursuing Minamoto forces to become food for the denizens of
the deep. The survivors were driven to Dan-no-Ura off Shimonoseki, where the child emperor\fn{ Antoku, Kiyomori’s
grandson by his daughter Tokuko and the late emperor Takakura, who was adopted by the deposed emperor Goshirakawa as his son and
heir.} was thrown into the sea and drowned, and all the Taira clansmen were annihilated. Thus the frightful

prophecy of the ghost of Sutoku was fulfilled in every detail.
After that, an architecturally magnificent mausoleum was built and consecrated for Sutoku to appease his
spirit. It has become frequented by travelers to Sanuki Province, where Sutoku is worshipped by the pilgrims as a
god.
4
In the Province of Ise, at a place called Auka, there lived a man belonging to the family styling itself Hayashi.
He retired from his business earlier than he might have done, turning over his property to his chosen heir. And
without actually entering the priesthood, he shaved his head like a bonze and assumed the ecclesiastical name of
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Muzen. Since he had no illness to speak of and his legs were still sturdy and strong, he took to the road, to make
the best of his advancing years.
His youngest son, Sakunoji, was a rough and hard-headed youth, which worried his father. In order to instill
refinement into this headstrong boy, Muzen took him to his villa in Nijo, Kyoto, where life was elegant and
graceful. They stayed there for about a month. At the end of March, they went to Yoshino to view the famed
“thousand cherry trees,” spending a week with friends in temples there.
“Having come this far,” Muzen told his son, “we still haven’t seen Mount Koya yet, so let’s make a pilgrimage
to the monastery on that mountain.” And so, father and son traveled through the lush summer vegetation, crossed
the Ten-no-kawa road, and climbed Mount Koya.
The trail up the mountain was steep and precipitous. By the time they reached the top, weary and footsore after
the long climb, it was already evening. This they had not anticipated. Nevertheless, they made the rounds of the
temples, the all souls’ shrine, the cathedral in the vast compound of the holy land, praying devoutly at each. Then
they decided to spend the night there. But no one would offer them accommodations. When they asked a passerby about the regulations governing the holy land, they were told:
“If you are not acquainted with any of the priests here, you might just as well make the descent now and ask
for a night’s lodging at the foot of the mountain. Visitors are not given accommodations here even for a single
night.”
*
Muzen and his son were not only disappointed; they were flabbergasted, particularly since the climb up the
mountain had exhausted them and the place seemed so inhospitable.
“The sun has set and we are footsore,” Sakunoji lamented. “How can we descend the long, steep trail down the
mountain? I am young, so I don’t mind sleeping on the grass here. But I am sorry for you, Father. You might
become ill.”
“This sort of hardship must be expected when one is traveling,” Muzen replied. “It is an interesting experience.
There is no sense in our descending to the foot of the mountain tonight, since we are not returning home directly.
And there is no telling what the morrow will bring. This mountain is famous as the country’s foremost holy place.
Countless people have been blessed by the grace of Saint Kobo, the founder. Since we, too, have climbed up here
to bask in the blessings of the saint, and since I also want to offer prayers for peace in the next world, let us go to
the all souls’ shrine and recite prayers all night through.”
And so they retraced their steps along the dark cryptomeria-lined road toward the shrine building and mounted
the steps of the Torodo, the stone-lantern hall. Spreading their straw raincoats on the floor of the corridor, they sat
down to begin the night-long vigil. Quietly they recited prayers, enveloped by darkness. And the night wore on.
The vast compound, some fifty cho square, with hardly a tree standing and swept clean of every little pebble,
had a pervasive air of purity and solitude. The temples stood quite a distance from where they sat. Neither the
sound of priests chanting the Dahrani mystic incantation, nor the ringing of little bells, nor yet the pounding of
crosiers at the altar could be heard. The trees beyond the fringes of the compound seemed almost to touch the
clouds, and the sound of the little stream flowing by the road came rippling clearly, emphasizing the weird
solemnity of the night. Muzen, unable even to doze, spoke softly to his son:
“The strange thing about the faith of Saint Kobo, who founded this temple, is that the earth and rocks, the grass
and trees—all have been infused with a soul. Eight hundred years have passed since his death, and today his
mystical influence is still meaningful and just as precious. Of all the numerous institutions left by the saint in this
country, this is indeed the greatest. He went to faraway China and was so greatly impressed that he is said to have
cast the sacred Sanko into the air, saying that the spot where it landed would be chosen as the headquarters of his
faith. The Sanko pine tree in front of this holy place marks the spot where the sacred object landed. There is no
tree, no grass, no spring, no stone on this mountain that is without a soul. And it is by no means a coincidence that
we are spending the night here. It has been ordained in the previous world. And so, Sakunoji, you must never
neglect your devotion to this spirit, even though you are young.”
*
Just then, like an echo from the woods behind the shrine building, came the cry of a bird—buppan, buppan.
“Ah, a miracle,” exclaimed Muzen. “That bird is no doubt the bupposo. I have been told that such a bird lives
in this mountain but that no one has ever heard its cry. That we have been privileged to hear it tonight at this
sanctuary could be an omen—a special dispensation releasing us from our earthly sins, and an assurance that
when we die we will be admitted to Paradise.
“That sacred bird is believed to live only in the purest regions—at Kashozan in Kozuke Province, Futarasan in
Shimotsuke Province, Mount Daigo in Yamashiro Province, and Shinagasan in Kawachi Province. It is well
known that the bupposo also lives here in Koyasan because of Saint Kobo’s mystical scripture:
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Kanrin dokuza soda no akatsuki
Sanpo no koe wo itcho ni kiku
Itcho koe ari hito kokoro ari
Seishin unsui tomo ni ryo ryo.
In the cold forested dawn
I sit alone in the temple of grass
And hear the cry of one bird
Announcing the three precious things.\fn{The Buddha, the Doctrine, the Preacher.}
The bird has the voice
And man has the spirit
The purity of which is matched
By that of cloud and water.

“There is also an ancient poem:
In the quiet dawn
From atop Mount Matsuo
I hear the cry of the bupposo.

“In ancient times the priest Enro of Saifuku Temple was such a faithful devotee of the Hokke scripture that the
god of Matsuo Shrine, or so it is written, commanded the sacred bird to serve him at all times. And so the
bupposo lives also in the compound of the Matsuo Shrine, I have heard.”
Now that Muzen himself had heard the sacred bird’s cry, he felt a call from beyond life, and thus he recited a
haiku verse:
The sacred bird chants
To me the holy scripture
In this mystic mountain lush.

He took out his miniature ink slab and wrote it down by the faint light of the stone lantern. Hoping to hear the
bird again, he strained his ears, listening intently, when, all of a sudden, there came instead the harsh voice of a
warrior from the direction of the all souls’ shrine, apparently clearing the way for a lordly approach. Muzen and
his son wondered what manner of people had come on a pilgrimage to the holy place at this hour of the night.
Curiosity turned to fear as the harsh voice drew nearer. Awestruck, they held their breath, as if holding on tightly
to life itself.
Soon the young warrior crossed the wooden bridge nearby, stamping his feet vigorously, and came close.
Muzen and his son tried to hide themselves, crouching in the right-hand side of the Todoro. But the warrior
spotted them quickly and demanded,
“Who are you? The prince is passing by. Come down here at once!”
Excitedly they came down the steps and crouched on the ground, heads bowed in profound respect. Soon came
the sound of footsteps, of many men walking briskly, and particularly the loud tread of someone wearing leather
footwear. A noble-looking man wearing formal robes and headgear mounted the steps of the hall and sat down.
Four or five of his attendant warriors sat beside him.
The nobleman addressed his followers, demanding why so-and-so had not come.
The answer came that he would be arriving shortly. Again footsteps were heard and an elegant-looking
samurai, accompanied by some bald-headed priests, arrived, bowed to the nobleman, and mounted the steps.
“Hitachi, what detained you?” the nobleman demanded. The samurai replied,
“Shirae and Kumagai were hunting for wine to offer to Your Highness, so I went searching for food to go with
the wine.” The wine and food were placed before the nobleman, and he commanded,
“Mansaku, serve the drink.”
The handsome young samurai so addressed moved forward on his knees, picked up the wine jar, and poured
for the nobleman. Wine cups were then passed from one warrior to another in the nobleman’s entourage, and soon
there was merriment all around.
*
Suddenly the nobleman said,
“I have not heard Joha’s stories for a long time. Summon him!”
It seemed that someone communicated with Joha. From behind the spot where Muzen and his son were
crouching, a huge, elegantly robed priest with a broad face and prominent eyes and nose came forth to the edge of
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the crowd. The nobleman asked Joha many questions about ancient poetry, and Joha explained each passage in
detail. The nobleman was so pleased that he said,
“Let him have a reward for this.” One samurai, turning to Joha, said,
“I hear that this holy land was founded by Saint Kobo, and that the earth and stones, grass and trees, all have
souls. Yet there is said to be poison in the Tama stream here. People who drink from the stream die quickly. It is
also said that Saint Kobo himself wrote this poem:
Travelers, forgetting,
Scoop up the waters
Of the Tamagawa
High atop Mount Koya.

“It would seem that even that great monk, for all his mystic virtues, could not dry up the poisonous stream. It is
strange indeed. What do you think?” Joha the priest grinned and replied,
“Yes, the poem does appear in a special anthology. The preface says,
Along the road leading to the temples atop Mount Koya there is a stream called Tamagawa, the surface of which is
full of poisonous insects. It was after warning visitors not to drink the water from that stream that Saint Kobo
composed this poem.

“So it would seem to be as you say. But the suspicion is unfounded. Saint Kobo was invested with occult
powers which he exercised at will, invoking invisible gods to make it easier to dig huge rocks than to dig earth, to
subdue serpents, to command the obedience of specters of birds. All this is well known and accepted as truth by
his devotees. And so this poem has been misinterpreted.
“The name Tamagawa occurs in many provinces. All verses praising such streams state how pure the water is.
The stream on Mount Koya, therefore, does not contain poisonous water. The real intent of Saint Kobo’s poem is
to show that pilgrims who come here scoop up the water from the Tamagawa because it tastes good and pure but
forget the fame of its name. Someone in a later period must have tampered with the poem, injecting the false
implication that the stream contains poison.
“Besides, it is doubtful that the structure and phraseology of this poem reflects the literary norms of the early
part of our era. The ancient poems of this country abound with such expressions as tamakazura [precious
necklace], tamasudare [precious blinds], and tamaginu [precious silk ]—all idioms praising the beauty of shape
and texture. Water is lauded as tamamizu [pure water], tamanoi [pure well water], or tamagawa [pure stream].
How can the prefix lama be used for a stream containing poison? There are countless devotees of Buddhism who
do not comprehend the true meaning of waka poems and thus make such hideous mistakes. You are not a poet, yet
the fact that you have had doubts about this poem testifies to your intelligence.”
All those present, including the nobleman, were highly impressed by this explanation.
*
Just then, from behind the Todoro, came the sacred birdcall—buppan, buppan. The nobleman raised his wine
cup and said,
“That bird had ceased to sing lately, but tonight’s festivity here has been made more meaningful by its cry.
Joha, how about improvising an appropriate verse?” The priest replied,
“My verse making may no longer be of interest to Your Highness. But a worldly traveler spending the evening
in our midst here is bursting with haiku poetry, a medium that seems to be in vogue nowadays. I am sure he has
something interesting to recite for you. Summon him and listen to what he has to say.” A young samurai called to
Muzen,
“It is a command. Come closer.”
Muzen, his mind hovering between dream and reality, trembling out of fear, moved forward on his knees, as
ordered, to face the nobleman.
“Recite to His Highness the verse you were composing a while ago,” the priest Joha told him. Muzen, now
completely terrified, said,
“I remember nothing about such a verse. Please forgive me.”
“Didn’t you write something about ‘The mystic mountain lush’? The prince is waiting for you to recite it to
him. Be quick about it!” Still trembling with fear, Muzen said,
“Who, may I ask, is this nobleman whom you call the prince? And why is he taking part in festivities at this
late hour of the night at such a place?” Joha replied,
“His Highness is the emperor’s regent, Hidetsugu.\fn{ Nephew of Toyotomi Hideyoshi, the warlord who united the feudal
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clans engaged in the civil war of the 16 th century into one nation and who was as a consequence appointed kampaku, or regent. Hideyoshi,
at that time without issue, adopted Hidetsugu as his heir and transferred the title of regent to him. But when his mistress-consort Yodo gave
birth to a son, Hideyori, Hideyoshi sought to transfer his legacy and title from Hidetsugu to his son, Hideyori. Hidetsugu refused to comply,
and the uncle-nephew feud resulted in Hideyoshi ordering Hidetsugu to retire as a monk at the Koya Monastery and then to commit
suicide, which he did; and his faithful followers (who appear with him in this story) were executed to nip in the bud a possible rebellion. }

The others in his group of attendants are Kimura Hitachinosuke, Sasabe Awaji, Shirae Bingo, Kumagai Daizen,
Yamamoto Tonomo, Awano Moku, Hibino Shimotsuke, Yamaguchi Shoun, Marumo Fushin, Ryusai Nyudo,
Yamada Sanjuro, and Fuha Mansaku. I am Joha Hokkyo. You have been summoned to a strange audience indeed.
Now recite that poem of yours quickly.”
Muzen was so frightened that, if he had had any hair left on his head, each individual hair would have bristled
with terror. His heart turned within him, as though he were being hung in the air. He fished out a fresh piece of
paper from the traveling bag slung over his chest and wrote something in disorderly fashion. Tonomo took it and
read aloud:
The cry of the sacred bird
In this mystic mountain lush.

On hearing it, the nobleman said,
“Well composed indeed. Won’t someone add another stanza to it to form a waka verse?” Thereupon Yamada
Sanjuro moved forward on his knees and said,
“I will try, Your Highness.” After thinking for a while, he recited:
Burning the poppy prayerfully
In holy fire—all too brief
This night. ’Tis already dawn.

He handed the sheet of paper containing the whole verse to Joha.
“Well done,” commented Joha, presenting it to the nobleman, who said, “Yes, it is tastefully done,” and
ordered more drinking.
*
Suddenly the man called Awaji, his face turning crimson, called out a warning:
“The time has come for us to return to the land of the dead. I hear the demons of Ashura coming after us. Let
us go.” The entire group stood up, the color of their faces changing, and ran about, shouting,
“Tonight we will punish the wretches led by Ishida and Masuda!” Remembering Muzen and his son, the
nobleman turned to Kimura.
“We have exposed ourselves to petty humans. Take them along to Hell.” Older members of the group
intervened, shouting,
“They are not dead yet! Please refrain from your usual cruelties!” As they spoke, their shouts, like their shapes,
seemed to fade into the clouds above.
Muzen and his son had fainted away. As dawn approached, the coolness of the morning dew revived them. But
the fear aroused by the ghostly meeting still remained to haunt them, and they chanted prayers frantically,
invoking the name of Saint Kobo. As the sun rose, they hastily descended the mountain and proceeded to Kyoto,
where they received medical treatment.
One day Muzen, while crossing the Sanjo Bridge over the river Kamo in Kyoto, was reminded of Hidetsugu’s
“treason grave mound” nearby, and he shivered even in broad daylight. Or so it is recorded that he told his friends.
5
In the village of Niise, in the district of Kaya, Kibi Province, there lived a wealthy farmer named Izawa
Shodayu. His grandfather had been a retainer of the Akamatsu clan of Harima. After the Akamatsu clan’s defeat in
the battle against the shogunal house of Ashikaga in the first year of Kakitsu,\fn{ 1441} his grandfather severed
connections with the clan and settled down in this village with large landholdings. Izawa Shodayu was thus a
third-generation samurai turned farmer. He planted extensive crops in the spring, harvested them in the fall, and
lived a prosperous life.
He had an only son called Shotaro, who was an incurable wastrel. He hated the drudgery of tilling the family
farmland. He wasted away his youth with wine and women against the wishes of his parents. His father, himself a
paragon of abstinence and moral probity, tried in vain to restrain his conduct.
His mother, grieving over Shotaro’s waywardness, agreed with his father that perhaps the best way to reform
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him would be to have him marry, preferably a beautiful girl of good family connections. At least that would keep
him sober at home and would satisfy his cravings for visits to houses of ill repute in the nearby seaport town.
They thus began searching here and there for a likely bride for him. Their inquiries apparently evoking a
desirable response, a marriage go-between arrived shortly and said,
“The Shinto priest Kasada Miki of Kibitsu has a daughter who is not only a born beauty devoted to her parents,
but who also composes poems and plays the koto well. The Kasada family is a distinguished one, descended, it
has been authenticated, from the deified prince Kibitsuhiko no Mikoto. I think she will make an excellent bride
for your son, Shotaro. What do you think?” Izawa Shodayu happily welcomed the proposal, saying,
“Thank you. I think such a match would turn out to be an eternal blessing for my family. But the Kasadas are
related to the lord of Kibitsu and are known far and wide in this province. I, on the other hand, am only a farmer
with no official standing in this community. Because of this difference in social position, I am afraid the young
lady’s parents will not give their consent.” The old marriage go-between laughed.
“You need not be so modest about it. I shall certainly bring about this happy event.” Then he left and reported
to the Kasada family.
Kasada himself was pleased with the proposed match and consulted with his wife. She said,
“I have always felt uneasy about the prospects of having our daughter meet someone who would make a good
husband for her. She is already seventeen. Let us choose a date for the marriage right away and begin exchanging
engagement gifts.”
Inasmuch as the girl’s mother was set on it, the proposal was approved and the Izawas were so informed. Soon
engagement gifts were duly prepared and sent, and a day of good omen was chosen for the nuptial rites.
*
Now, in order to ensure the future happiness of the young couple, fortune-telling rites were conducted by
Shinto priests and shrine maidens in the presence of many guests and after plentiful offerings had been made to
the gods. At the Kibitsu Shrine, this ceremony of divination consisted of boiling water in a cauldron. As the water
came to a boil, the omen would be revealed. If good, the bubbling water in the cauldron would make a loud noise
like the mooing of a cow. If the omen were bad, then there would be no noise. The ceremony was called
mikamabarai.
Unfortunately, as if the Kasada family were not favored by the gods on this occasion, the sound of the boiling
cauldron proved to be no louder than the chirping of tiny insects in the autumn fields. Kasada noted this with
consternation. But his wife, in no way perturbed, announced,
“I suspect that the silence of the boiling cauldron proves that the shrine maidens taking part in this divination
ceremony have impurities in their bodies. But whatever the omen, the bonds of husband and wife have already
been solemnly forged. Such ties, once formed, cannot be broken, even between enemies or people of distant lands.
Besides, the groom’s father, Izawa Shodayu, has samurai blood in his veins and is said to be a man of strict
principles. So it is inconceivable that he will approve of severing the newly formed bonds. Our daughter,
convinced that our son-in-law is an upright man, has looked forward to this day. If she hears about this omen she
may do something rash, and that will irreparably damage the situation for all of us.”
She said this with such conviction and so earnestly that her husband was reassured, thinking that perhaps her
optimism was born of feminine intuition. Or it may have been a womanly desire to rationalize the way out of a
dilemma.
And so festivities were held to celebrate the new relationship between the two families and their kin.
*
The bride, Isora, for such was her name, settled down in the Izawa household as Shotaro’s wife. She got up
early in the morning and went to bed late at night performing chores and devotedly serving her parents-in-law.
Observing closely her husband’s nature and whims, she did the best she could to understand him and look after
his needs, so much so, indeed, that there was satisfaction all around at the Izawa household. Shotaro, appreciating
Isora’s devotion, treated her kindly, and they lived happily together.
But Shotaro’s inborn predilections for wine and women had in no way abated. As a matter of fact, he had
meanwhile been carrying on an affair with a prostitute called Sode. He obtained her release from a brothel in the
seaport town of Tomo and kept her as his concubine in a separate house near his father’s. He stayed with her most
of the time.
This grieved his wife. But though she was angry herself, she tried to mollify his angry parents. After all she
consoled herself by trying to ignore Shotaro’s unfaithful, abominable conduct. When Shotaro continued to stay
away from home for months at a time, his father could no longer endure the injustice his son was doing to the
grief-stricken Isora. Bringing Shotaro back from his concubine’s house by force, he shut him up in a room,
forbidding him to return to that woman. Isora, sympathizing with her husband’s humiliating situation, looked after
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him faithfully in his involuntary confinement. She even sent food and other daily necessities to his concubine’s
house, secretly, out of pity.
*
Left alone in his room while his father was working out in the fields, Shotaro told Isora one day,
“Seeing how loyal you are to me in my adversity, I wish to repent my sins. I have been thinking of soothing
Father’s feelings against me by sending Sode back to her native place. She is an orphan from the village of
Inamino in Harima, and it was because I took pity upon her that all this has come about. If I were to let her shift
for herself: she would no doubt revert to her degrading trade in the seaport town. But I hear that a woman in such
a position is apt to fare better in Kyoto because the people there are more considerate. So I want to send her there
where she can find work in a kindly home. But I am unable to do so. Sode will need traveling expenses and
clothing. There is no way I can get the money to help her. So I am appealing to your generosity. Please contrive
some means of obtaining the money for her.”
Shotaro said all this with such seeming sincerity that Isora’s heart melted.
“Certainly, I will manage it somehow, so be at ease,” she said, reassuring him.
Secretly Isora sold her own robes and other personal effects. She also wrote to her own mother in Kibitsu,
begging for money under one pretext after another. And she turned over the money to Shotaro. With this money
Shotaro escaped from confinement in his father’s house and eloped with Sode in the direction of Kyoto.
The virtuous Isora, realizing that she had been betrayed after doing so much for her husband, now hated him
and grieved over his misconduct, finally becoming gravely ill. The Izawas and Kasadas, denouncing Shotaro for
his act of betrayal, pitied Isora in her misfortune. They prayed that the doctor’s medicine would cure her illness.
But Isora’s ailment sapped her strength to such an extent that she could not even swallow gruel, and it was feared
that she would die.
*
Meanwhile, in Harima province, in the village of Inamino Arai, there lived a man named Hikoroku, who was
Sode’s younger cousin. To Hikoroku’s house, therefore, Shotaro and Sode went to spend a few days on their way
to Kyoto.
“Kyoto is not necessarily an agreeable place to live for everyone,” Hikoroku told Shotaro. “Why don’t you and
Sode stay here? We can all get along somehow with three meals a day.”
Shtaro felt grateful for the offer and decided to remain in the village. Hikoroku rented a shack for them next
door to his, and Shotaro and Sode set up housekeeping. Hikoroku was happy, thinking he had acquired a good
new friend.
Then Sode caught a cold, apparently mild at first, but it gradually developed into a serious ailment, as if her
body had been invaded by an evil spirit. Saddened by such trouble befalling them only a few days after their
arrival in this unfamiliar village, Shotaro, forgetting all thoughts of food, nursed her faithfully. He took her in his
arms. She sobbed continuously, at times feeling a pressure in her chest so intense that she could hardly breathe. At
other times, when the mysterious illness abated, she looked as healthy as could be, as if there were really nothing
the matter with her. And then the illness would attack all over again.
All of a sudden the thought occurred to Shotaro: could this attack be the vengeful visitation of a wraith? Could
the angered spirit of his wife, Isora, whom he had deserted, have wandered all the way here to vent her rage? He
discussed this with Hikoroku.
“That is impossible,” Hikoroku said optimistically. “I have seen many persons suffering from the plague. As
soon as the fever subsided, they looked normal again as though they had awakened and escaped from a bad
dream.”
However, there were no signs of change in Sode’s condition, and on the seventh day of her illness she died.
*
Shotaro cursed heaven and earth, writhing in despair, and crying out that he wanted to die too. Hikoroku tried
in various ways to soothe him. Realizing also that, as long as Sode’s body remained undisposed of, something
worse might happen, he finally convinced Shotaro that the body must be cremated, which was done out in the
field. The ashes were buried and a priest was asked to perform the burial rites. There was no way, of course, for
Shotaro to summon the dead back to life.
He gazed across the skies toward his native place, but he no longer felt a close attachment to his own family
back home. He realized that, if there was no bridge across the river of life before him, neither was there a road
behind him any more. He lay sorrowing all day long in his shack.
One evening, he visited Sode’s grave out in the field, as was his habit. Grass was already growing thickly on
the grave mound, and insects chirping in the vicinity gave him a weird sense of desolation. He alone had been
saddened by tragedy this autumn, he was lamenting, when suddenly he became aware of the presence of another
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person, apparently feeling a similar grief.
There was another grave mound beside Sode’s. He saw a woman, in deep mourning, offering flowers at the
grave and pouring water over it from a wooden bucket.
“What a pity for one so young to be wandering about in this wretched place,” he said. The woman turned.
“I come here every evening to offer prayers for the dead. I have noticed that you always precede me here. You
must have lost someone who was inseparably dear to you. I sympathize with you very much.” She wept bitterly as
she said this.
“Yes,” Shotaro affirmed, “it is as you have said. About ten days ago I lost my dear wife. There is nothing for
me to live for any more in this world, and coming here is the only comfort left to me. I suppose you are in similar
circumstances.”
“I come here,” the woman said, “to pray for the peace of my late master’s soul. He was buried here one day.
My mistress, who remains at home, is grief-stricken with loss, and of late she has become gravely ill. And so I am
offering incense at his grave in her stead.”
“I can certainly understand how your mistress has become ill. What sort of man was your late master and
where did he live?”
“He was a man of noble birth in this province. He fell a victim to the ignoble chicanery of his foes and lost his
property. So he came to live in a lonely spot in this village. My mistress is a lady known for her beauty even in the
neighboring provinces. It was because of her beauty that the family lost its home and landholdings.”
*
Somehow, though he was not deeply moved by the housemaid’s account of the family tragedy, Shotaro’s
curiosity was aroused by the story of the beautiful widow. He inquired further:
“Well, then, is your mistress now living in this neighborhood? I should like to visit her and offer my
condolences. Will you lead me to her, please?”
“Her present abode is situated just a little further down the same lane where you live. I am sure that, bereft and
lonely as she is, she will welcome your company from time to time. She must be waiting for me to return.” So
saying, she led the way.
As if under a spell, Shotaro followed the maid for more than two hundred yards until she turned into the
narrow lane past his own shack. Another hundred yards or so inside the lane there stood a small thatch-roofed
house in a dark. wooded lot. The bamboo latticed door looked shabby. Even the yard looked wild in the light of
the seventh-day moon. A feeble light was streaming out through a crack in the papered wall of the house.
“Please wait here a moment,” said the maid, and she went into the house.
As Shotaro stood waiting near the moss-covered well, he could see, through an opening in what served as a
papered window, candlelight flickering in a draft of air, and a painted black shelf glittering. The maid returned.
“When I told my mistress that you have come to offer condolences, she said you were welcome. She will speak
to you not face to face but from behind a screen. So she has moved to the corner room. Please go there.”
Shotaro was guided to a room on the far side of the yard. It was a combined guest and living room, with a door
that opened so slightly that only one person at a time could crawl in. There was a low screen in the room and he
could see the end of the sleeve of a robe protruding from the shadow beyond it. The lady must be lying sick in bed
there, Shotaro thought as he looked in that direction. He addressed her formally:
“I have been told that after enduring one misfortune after another you have contracted a grave illness. I, too,
have lost my dearly beloved, and so I have taken the liberty of coming to offer my condolences and to inquire
after your condition.”
The reclining lady pushed aside the screen.
“So we meet again! I have never forgiven you for your abominable betrayal of me, and I certainly won’t forego
taking my revenge!”
Taken completely by surprise, Shotaro saw in a second that it was his wife, Isora, whom he had deserted. She
looked pale. Her eyes were dull and ghastly. As she stretched out a bony, emaciated hand and pointed at him, he
cried out and fainted in sheer terror.
After a while he regained his senses. He opened his eyes slightly and looked around. What had seemed like a
house a while ago was actually the funeral hut of the graveyard. There was a solitary black image of the Buddha
before him. Hearing a dog bark in the distance, he seemed to borrow strength from its rhythmic howl and ran
home as fast as his legs could carry him.
*
When Shotaro reported this frightful experience to Hikoroku, his friend scoffed.
“How can such a thing be possible? You must have been fooled by a witching fox. When you are in the
doldrums, weak in spirit, you’re bound to be misled. Your only possible relief is to pray to the gods and to the
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Buddha. Oh yes, there is an exalted exorcist in the village of Toda, famed for exorcising evil spirits, so let’s purify
our bodies with misogi baths and ask him for charms to ward off such mysterious apparitions.”
And so they went together to the exorcist in Toda. After listening to Shotaro’s frightful story from beginning to
end, the exorcist duly administered the magic spell of incantations and said,
“This is a serious case. The spirit of the curse is already approaching and is difficult to evade. Though it has
already taken a woman’s life, it is unsatisfied, bent inexorably on venting its vengeful anger. It is after your life
and may strike tomorrow or the day after. The body of this demonic spirit pursuing you expired just seven days
ago, and so for the next forty-two days, until the forty-ninth day, you must remain constantly indoors with all the
openings in your house tightly closed. Follow my instructions meticulously and perhaps you will be lucky enough
to escape with your life. But the odds are one out of nine. Even a moment’s error may cost you your life.”
With this severe warning, the exorcist took up his writing brush and wrote all sorts of mystic characters on
Shotaro’s body, hands, and feet, down to the very tips of his limbs. He also wrote a great number of charms in red
ink on slips of paper and gave them to Shotaro, saying,
“Paste these charms on every doorway, crack, and crevice in your house and pray for divine help to ward off
the vengeful spirit. Don’t neglect even a slight opening or you will forfeit your life.”
And so Shotaro returned hurriedly home with Hikoroku, leaping all the way instead of just walking, terrified
and at the same time feeling relieved. He pasted a charm on every opening in his shack, shutting himself in
completely.
*
Shortly after midnight that very evening the spirit struck, There was a fearful cry outside, followed by what
sounded to Shotaro’s ears like a whispered curse:
“Oh, how hateful! Here, too, is pasted that sacred paper.”
After that there was complete silence. But Shotaro lay awake all night, fearfully hanging on to dear life. As the
new day dawned, Shotaro, as if regaining his breath, pounded on the wall facing Hikoroku’s house and told him
about what had happened during the night. For the first time Hikoroku seemed to be convinced of the efficacy of
the exorcist’s powers. He, too, he said, had lain awake until midnight.
That night the wind rose violently with a force that could blow down houses, the kind that heralded a big
rainstorm. Shotaro and Hikoroku shouted at each other through the walls of their houses. It was then long past
midnight. Something bright red flashed on the papered window, and a woman’s voice said,
“Oh, how hateful! Here, too, is pasted that sacred paper.” It was a long, seemingly endless night.
The next night and the night after were the same, over and over for forty nights in succession. The days were
spent in reporting to each other through the walls of their houses the fearful visitation, and the nights in frightful
expectations, for so long that it seemed like eternity. Nightly the spirit passed over the roofs of the two houses,
screaming diabolically in threatening tones that grew louder each time.
*
Then came the final, forty-second day. It was feared that the visitation would last all night, and special
precautions were taken. At last came what seemed like the white streaks of dawn, as if a bad dream had come to
an end. Shotaro called to Hikoroku, moving closer to the wall of his house, and Hikoroku shouted back,
“How was it?” Shotaro answered,
“The time of the demonic spirit’s visitation has finally come to a close. Having shut myself in for so long, I am
eager to see you again soon. I also want to talk over my ordeal with you, in order to regain my normal composure.
Get up now. I am going out, too.” Hikoroku replied cheerfully,
“It is already dawn, so it is safe. Come over to my house.”
No sooner had Hikoroku opened his door than a shout sharply penetrated his ears. He slammed the door shut
and put all his weight behind it. Then the thought occurred to him that it might have been Shotaro shouting. So he
grabbed an ax and ran out into the lane.
It was still dark. The moon was at mid-heaven. Shadows still blurred the landscape. And it was chilly. The door
of Shotaro’s shack was wide open. But there were no signs of him. Thinking that Shotaro might have stepped
back into the shack, Hikoroku ran in to search for him. It was such a small house that there was hardly any place
to hide, and there was no sign of Shotaro.
Hikoroku next ran out into the lane, fearing that Shotaro might have been knocked down somewhere. But no
Shotaro could be seen.
Wondering where on earth Shotaro could have fled, and with growing misgivings, Hikoroku fetched a lighted
torch from his own house and began searching here and there. Still Shotaro could not be found.
Suddenly he came upon a track of fresh blood which he traced from Shotaro’s door out into the lane. But there
was no sign of his mangled body or a corpse.
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Then, squinting up at the eaves of Sh6tar6's house in the pale light of the moon, Hikoroku saw something
there. Raising his torch, he discovered the topknot of a man’s hair suspended from the end of the eaves. And
nothing else. As the day finally dawned, Hikoroku went out into the field nearby in search of a corpse. But he
found nothing.
Hikoroku wrote about all this to the Izawa family in Niise, who in turn tearfully reported it to the Kasada
family in Kibitsu. People are said to have marveled at the accuracy of the exorcist’s warning to Shotaro and at the
fact that the prophesy of the boiling cauldron at the Kibitsu Shrine had been fulfilled.
6
Hasebe Samon Was a scholar living in Kako, in Harima Province. He was a poor man but he had a robust
mind. He spent most of his time in his study. And so widely read was he in the classics that he had developed a
philosophy of life patterned after the ancient mores which made sincerity and fidelity the supreme guidelines in
man’s relations with his fellow men.
Aside from the books he loved, there was hardly anything in Samon’s house to suggest that he was a man of
ostentatious taste. He was singularly indifferent to acquiring ornamental objects.
He lived with his aged mother. And she, like the mothers of the Confucian scholars of old, occupied herself
with spinning and weaving at home to provide her son with the wherewithals of life, and tried sedulously to be of
service to him in the pursuit of his aims. Samon also had a younger sister, who had been adopted by the wealthy
Sayo family living in the same village. The Sayos were so highly impressed by the strong family devotion of the
Hasebes that they invented one excuse after another to provide the mother and son with worldly goods. But the
Hasebes disliked being dependent on the generosity of others, or being indebted to them, and thus rejected all
such offers.
One day Samon paid a visit to a friend’s home in the same village and, while discussing all sorts of ancient and
contemporary stories over convivial wine cups, he heard someone groaning in an adjoining room and inquired
about it. His host explained,
“He is a stranger who looks like a traveler from a western province. Separated by chance from his companions,
he asked for a night’s lodging here. Seeing that he was a samurai of distinguished appearance and character, I put
him up for the night. But that night he developed a high fever and could hardly move. Feeling sorry for him, I
have let him remain here since, for about five days. But a stranger is a stranger, and I have realized with dismay
that I have a serious and troublesome burden on my hands.” Samon nodded sympathetically as he heard about his
friend’s dilemma.
“Well, yes, it is sad indeed,” he said. “I can understand your hesitancy to continue caring for a sick stranger.
But consider how much greater must be the anguish of a man who becomes ill while traveling—the forlorn
feeling of aloneness with no one to look after him. Let me go in there to inquire after his condition.”
Then he rose to go. His friend and host stopped him.
“Don’t go in. I hear that the plague is contagious. I have forbidden my children to enter that sickroom. You
might be infected, and I don’t want that to happen.” Samon grinned and said philosophically,
“Life or death, it is said, is the result of heaven’s decree. How can feverish illness be transmitted from one
person to another? We who delve into ancient knowledge do not believe in such heresy.” Then he pushed open the
door of the adjoining room and went in.
He saw, as his friend had said, that the sick man was no ordinary person but a distinguished samurai. Truly the
man was seriously ill. He lay on an old mattress, his face yellowish and withered, his body dark and emaciated.
He looked up wistfully and pleaded,
“Please help me take a warm bath.”
“Samurai, please be at ease,” said Samon with great compassion. “I will do my best to help you.”
Later he discussed with his friend and host such emergency treatment for the sick samurai as could be readily
administered. He himself secured an appropriate herbal drug, measured the proper dosage, boiled it, and helped
the sick man swallow the potion. Next he helped him eat soft gruel and nursed him assiduously. The samurai
thanked him tearfully.
“I am grateful indeed that you have gone out of your way to be kind to a luckless traveler. Before death
overtakes me, I will try to repay you for your kindness.”
“Don’t be so faint-hearted as to speak of death,” Samon replied. “Your fever will subside after a while, without
endangering your life. I will come every day to attend you.”
*
Samon meant this sincerely. For he did go every day to his friend’s house to nurse the sick samurai. Little by
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little the fever subsided, so that the samurai soon felt much better.
The samurai thanked his host profusely for his hospitality. But, above all, he valued Samon’s overflowing
compassion. While inquiring after Samon’s occupation, he openly described his own life:
“I grew up in the village of Matsue, in Izumo Province, as Akana Soemon. Since I had some training in the
martial arts, I was asked to serve as instructor to Enya Kamon no Suke, commander of the Tomita fortress. But
then I was sent as adviser to the distant stronghold of Sasaki Ujitsuna, in Omi Province.
“While I was staying there, the former head of the Tomita fortress, Amako Tsunehisa, connived with his ally,
Yamanaka, and recaptured the fortress back in Izumo, in a sudden raid on the last day of the seventeenth year of
Bunmei.\fn{1485} My lord, Enya Kamon no Suke, was killed in that raid.
“The province of Izumo had always been under the rule of the house of Sasaki, and Enya Kamon no Suke had
been stationed at Tomita as deputy commander. And while staying in Omi I frequently advised Sasaki Ujitsuna to
form a coalition with the Misawa and Mitoya clans in Izumo to overthrow the upstart Amako Tsunehisa. But
Ujitsuna, though outwardly a stalwart warrior chief, was inwardly a coward. He refused to heed my advice,
regarding me instead as a mere retainer. So I saw no reason for remaining in his service in Omi any longer and I
was secretly fleeing from his command when, on my way back to Izumo, I wandered about, became feverish, and
sought shelter here, and thus was honored by your generous hospitality. I am greatly indebted to you. I should like
to dedicate the rest of my life to your service and thus repay my debt.”
“Oh, no. It is only human to give immediate help to a traveler in distress,” said Samon. “I do not deserve such
demonstrations of gratitude and devotion. I urge you to remain here for some time yet until you have fully
recovered your health.”
Akana Soemon accepted Samon’s suggestion, and on closer acquaintance the two became bosom friends.
Samon, feeling he had acquired a good friend, spent days and nights with the samurai in deep conversation.
Soemon himself began discussing the contents of classical books, showing that he, too, was a scholar, well versed
particularly in the martial arts and philosophy. Soon, in their exchange of ideas, they found they were in
agreement on every subject, which made them both happy. Finally the two sealed a brotherhood pact.
*
Soemon, Samon’s senior by five years, became the “elder brother.” Assuming the privilege of this status, he
told Samon,
“I lost my own parents a long time ago. Your mother is now therefore my mother, too. So it is my desire to
adopt the usual mother-child ties. I wonder if Mother will listen to my childish wish.” Samon, overwhelmed by
sentiment, said,
“Mother has always regretted that I had no blood brother. I am sure when she hears about your wish she will be
so happy that she will have the strength to keep on living for a long, long time.” The mother greeted them happily.
“My son Samon,” she told Akana Soemon, “lacks intelligence. What he has learned from books may not be
adequate for these times, and thus he may not succeed in life. I ask that you, Soemon, as his elder brother, be
devoted to him and teach him the worldly ways of this era.” Akana Soemon replied,
“A gentleman above all upholds honor and integrity. Wealth and fame come later in life. Having received your
blessings, I consider it my great good fortune that I, a samurai, am privileged to guide a gentleman and younger
brother like Samon.” And so, with cheerful feeling all around, Akana Soemon lived with Samon and his mother at
their house for quite some time.
*
The cherries that bloomed seemingly only yesterday atop the mountain scattered quickly. The rocks on the
seashore washed by gentle waves in the fresh breeze silently signaled the coming of summer. At about this time,
Akana Soemon appealed to Samon and his mother.
“I must pay a visit to my home province of 1zumo. As a matter of fact, I was on my way there, escaping from
Omi Province, when I came wandering this way instead. I promise you I will return here as soon as I have
fulfilled my mission in Izumo. Then I will begin serving you both with all my heart to repay your kindness.”
“Of course it is your obligation to go to Izumo,” said Samon. “But, Brother, when do you expect to return here
after visiting your native province? I fear it might be a long, long time, and I can hardly wait.” Soemon’s face
turned serious.
“Time flies fast,” he replied. “I promise you I will return here by autumn at the latest.”
“Let us decide on a definite date in the autumn,” Samon insisted, “and we will wait for you on that day. Please
decide on a specific date, Brother.”
“Yes. Well, then, let us decide on the ninth day of September, Chrysanthemum Festival Day.”
“So be it. Please don’t forget that date, Brother. I will prepare chrysanthemum flowers in a vase and some
country wine to welcome you back on that festive day.” Thus the two men made a solemn pledge, and Akana
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Soemon set out on his westward journey to Izumo.
*
Time indeed flew fast. Wild berries soon began to change color on the vines, and daisies in the hedge to bloom,
perfuming the air. Thus came the month of September.
On the ninth day of that month, the day set for Soemon’s return from Izumo, Samon got up earlier than usual.
He swept the house clean of dirt and dust. He cut several chrysanthemums, yellow and white, and arranged them
in a vase. His mother, seeing him emptying his purse to buy wine and delicacies for the feast welcoming Soemon
home, said reprovingly,
“The province of Izumo lies at the end of the San-in highway, more than one hundred ri from here. Even
though he has promised to return today, he may not be able to keep his promise. Why not wait until he gets back?
It will not be too late then to start making preparations for the feast.”
“Soemon is a samurai who values his integrity highly,” Samon replied. “He would never fail to keep his word.
To start frantically making preparations after we see him again would be to betray the shallowness of our faith in
him, and I would be ashamed.”
And so Samon bought good wine and choice, fresh fish, and started preparations in the kitchen, as if he were
preparing a feast for an exalted guest. It was a clear day with not a speck of cloud in the wide sky. Groups of
travelers passing on the highway in front of the house were heard to say:
“Someone will make a grand entry in Kyoto today.”
“This is a fine day to make a smart profit on the sale of goods.” Also, a samurai of about fifty years of age was
heard grumbling to his younger companion of about twenty, who was similarly attired,
“This is such a calm day that travelers by sea from Akashi could row with ease across the Straits of Ushimado.
But young ones, afraid of the winds, will probably travel by land, spending a lot of money.” His companion
commented,
“Our daimyo once traveled by sea from Azuki Island to Murotsu and had a rough time. I heard this from a
member of his entourage. When you think of it, the Inland Sea is after all fraught with peril. So let us walk on
without grumbling. There is a place in Uwogasaki where I shall treat you to a meal of buckwheat noodles.” A
packhorse leader, rearranging the load tied on the animal’s back, was heard complaining angrily,
“Why don’t you open your eyes, you dumb, stumbling beast? You’re no better than dead.” Then he prodded
the horse to move on faster.
The sun leaned toward the west, but the expected man did not return. Then the highway once again became
busy with human traffic, now homeward bound, going the other way. The sun was sinking fast. But the watching
man had eyes only for the lone figure expected any moment from the opposite direction. Samon’s mother called,
“There is no reason for the man’s heart to change like the autumnal sky. And the deep color and scent of the
chrysanthemum are not necessarily limited to this festival day. As long as there has been no change in Soemon’s
wish to return, there should be no cause for regret even if he comes back during the showers at autumn’s end.
Come in and rest.”
Samon could not deny his mother’s insistence that there is always a tomorrow. And so he went back into the
house and persuaded her to go to bed first. Then, moved by a sudden instinctive feeling that Soemon might be
approaching in the dark, Samon opened the door and went outside for one last look. Only the half moon, cold as
ice, shone hazily from the flowing river of heaven, casting its beams earthward to reflect the shadow of a lonely,
waiting man.
The bark of a dog, guardian of the night, reverberated in the distance. The waves on the inlet seemed to be
drawing closer in his direction. Then the moon sank beyond the edge of the mountain and darkness covered the
land.
At last Samon reluctantly gave up hope for the night. He went back into the house and was about to close the
door behind him when he spotted a dark shadow approaching and wavering, as if at the mercy of the wind.
Strange, he thought, and squinted his eyes to peer at the shadow closely. It was Akana Soemon!
Samon was so happy he could have danced with joy.
*
“Brother!” he cried. “I have been waiting for you since early this morning. I am glad you have kept your
promise. Please come in.”
The shadowy figure nodded but said not a word. Samon went in first and invited him to sit on the tatami below
the window with a southern exposure.
“Mother was waiting up for you but finally went to bed, thinking you might return tomorrow instead. I will go
and awaken her.”
Soemon shook his head to stop him. But still he said not a word, his head bent forward.
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“You must be tired, both body and mind, having traveled night and day,” Samon said, bringing food and wine
from the kitchen. He offered a wine cup.
“Please drink and relax.” But Soemon lifted his hand and covered his face with his sleeve, as if he did not like
the smell of the food.
“I prepared this modest repast for you myself. Why don’t you taste it?” urged Samon.
Still Soemon refused to utter a word. Then he sighed deeply and at last began to talk:
“Why should I reject a feast you have prepared for me out of the goodness of your heart? But since I have no
desire to deceive you, I will first confess everything. Don’t be alarmed. I am no longer of this earth. I am
appearing to you in this earthly shape as a spirit still wandering in the defiled world of death—” Amazed, Samon
cried,
“Why do you say such an awful thing? Can I be dreaming?” Soemon continued:
“After I parted with you, I returned to my province, only to learn that all the clansmen of Izumo were
submitting meekly to Amako Tsunehisa’s power. No one seemed even to remember their indebtedness to Enya
Kamon no Suke. I went to see my cousin, Akana Tanji, at the Tomita Castle. Tanji explained that it was useless for
me to turn against Tsunehisa, and in order to make me see the advantages of being loyal to Tsunehisa, he arranged
for me a meeting with Tsunehisa himself. And I attended the meeting as Tanji had urged.
“But upon close scrutiny, I found that, although Tsunehisa was a competent general who had disciplined his
warriors very well indeed, he was deeply distrustful when it came to making the best use of his resources. There
was not a single man who would devote his body and spirit to serving him faithfully. I realized there was no point
in my staying there any more, so I told Tsunehisa about my pledge to rejoin you on the ninth of September and
tried to leave. But this seemed to have incurred his displeasure. He ordered my cousin Tanji to prevent my leaving
the castle—to have me thrown into jail. And into jail I was thrown.
“But I remembered my compact with you. I knew that if I failed to keep my word, you would lose your faith in
me and revile me as a faithless wretch. I tried to think of some way to break out of jail, but there was really
nothing I could do.
“I then recalled the ancient saying, man cannot travel a thousand ri in one day, but a spirit can easily fly a
thousand ri in a day. And so I made up my mind and took my own life. Tonight I have ridden the winds and come
back to keep my promise to observe the Chrysanthemum Festival with you. Please have compassion on me.”
Soemon wept bitterly as he ended his tale. His last words were,
“The time has come for our last parting. I beseech you to be faithful to Mother.” Then he stood up and
vanished from Samon’s sight.
Samon tried vainly to seize what he thought was Soemon’s sleeve. But a raw, spectral gust of wind brushed
past him, blinding him temporarily, so it was impossible for him to chase after the departing spirit. He stumbled,
fell face downward, and sobbed out loud.
His sobs awakened his mother. When she entered the room, she found plates of food and wine flasks on the
tatami and her son lying prostrate alone in the center. She quickly lifted Samon from his prone position.
“What happened?”
There was no coherent reply, only sobs gurgling from his throat. She scolded him.
“If, in this way, you are recklessly blaming your brother, Soemon, for not fulfilling his pledge today, you will
have no excuse to offer to ease your conscience if and when he returns tomorrow. Why are you being so childish,
so foolish?” At last, rallying under the impact of his mother’s rebuke, Samon managed to say between sobs,
“No, no. Brother returned here tonight to keep his pledge to observe the Chrysanthemum Festival with me. No
matter how much I pressed him to have some food and drink he kept on rejecting them. At last he revealed the
trouble he went through in Izumo, which made it impossible for him to keep our tryst. He took his own life there,
so his spirit could fly a hundred ri to be with me. And then he vanished. I am sorry my cries awoke you.”
He continued to sob, his eyes avoiding hers. She remonstrated:
“Convicts chained to their cells are said to dream about being freed. When one goes to bed thirsty, one dreams
about drinking water. You, too, must have dreamed all this. Compose yourself.” Samon shook his head.
“It was not a nightmare. Brother Soemon actually sat there.”
And because he kept on crying aloud, his old mother no longer doubted him but cried together with him the
whole night through, calling Soemon’s name. The next day Samon sat respectfully before his mother and said,
"I have since childhood devoted myself to book learning, not responding to the call of my country, nor serving
our lord. But my brother, Soemon, has devoted his life to truth and loyalty. My own existence has been purely
incidental. Now I want to proceed to Izumo to fulfill my duty as a younger brother, at least to bury Soemon’s
remains. Please let me go. And please, Mother, take good care of yourself while I am away.”
“If that is your sincere wish, Samon, you may go. But be sure to return as soon as you can to comfort your old
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mother. Don’t stay away too long. I might begin to look on today’s parting as an event in the distant past.”
“Life is like a bubble floating on the water,” said Samon. “Who can say what it will be like tomorrow or the
day after that? But I promise you I will return without delay.” Thus, wiping offhis parting tears, Samon went to his
younger sister at the house of Sayo to ask her to look after their mother during his absence from home, and then
set out on his journey.
Along the road to Izumo, Samon endured the pain of hunger and biting cold, and he cried even in his dreams
about Soemon. At the end of ten days he reached the castle town of Tomita.
*
First Samon called at the home of Soemon’s cousin, Akana Tanji, introduced himself and asked for an
interview. Tanji invited him into an inner chamber.
“Strange indeed,” commented Tanji. “A bird couldn’t have carried a message to you in Harima province. How
did you find out about Soemon’s death?” Samon straightened himself and said,
“To a samurai, such things as wealth and fame are of no concern. Nor is misfortune or misery. His concern,
above all, is for truth and loyalty. My brother, Soemon, to fulfill his pledge to me, flew home in spirit across a
hundred ri, and I, in order to repay him for his sincerity, came here walking night and day.
“There is something which I, having studied, wish to ask you, a samurai, to clarify for me. Please reply as
clearly as possible.
“Let me quote from the classics. Prince Shu Tso, prime minister of the ancient kingdom of Chi, lying sick on
his deathbed, was visited by the king of Chi himself. The king took Shu’s hands in his and said,
“‘If the worst happens to you, whom should I appoint as your successor?’ Shu Tso, thinking of the king’s best
interests, replied,
“‘Shang Chu, though still young, has rare talents. If Your Majesty does not choose to appoint him, then do not
let him cross the frontiers of his country. If he were allowed to escape to another country, he would certainly stir
up trouble later.’
“Shu Tso later summoned Shang Chu secretly and informed him that he had recommended him to the king. He
advised Shang Chu that, because the king did not seem pleased, he might not be appointed, in which case he,
Shang Chu, should kill himself. His purpose was to advise Shang Chu that he should regard the interests of the
king above all else, and friendship as secondary. Shu ’Tso next advised Shang Chu to flee the country in order to
avoid a possible tragedy.
“Now in the context of this ancient episode, how do you, Tanji, assess your own affair with Soemon?”
Tanji hung his head and said not a word. Samon pressed him further:
“Soemon, in refusing to serve Amako Tsunehisa, did so because he was a samurai who was loyal and who
remembered his indebtedness to his lord, Enya Kamon no Suke. When you, Tanji, deserted Enya to become a
sycophant of Tsunehisa, your action was not befitting a samurai. When Soemon, in order to fulfill his pledge for
the chrysanthemum tryst, gave up his life and flew a hundred ri as a spirit to be with me, it was the highest, the
ultimate fulfillment of loyalty. You, on the other hand, in playing the role of sycophant to Tsunehisa and treating
your own blood kin Soemon so cruelly, violated the code of loyalty recognized even among friends.
“Even though Amako Tsunehisa tried forcefully to detain Soemon, he should have at least had the
consideration, out of long-standing friendship, that Shu Tso showed toward Shang Chu. To be guided by selfinterest alone, to be lacking in the spirit of the samurai, may, of course, be the tradition of the house of Amako
Tsunehisa. How could an incomparably more upright samurai like Soemon remain in the service of such a corrupt
man?
“I myself came here out of loyalty to my brother, Soemon. As for you, Tanji, you deserve death as a
consequence of disloyalty, and the fate of leaving a tarnished name to posterity.”
No sooner had he said this last than Samon drew his sword and slew Tanji with a single stroke. And while
Tanji’s men ran about, panic stricken, Samon made his escape, leaving no trace.
7
Long ago, during the Encho Era\fn{ The latter half of the reign of Emperor Daigo, 923-931AD } there lived a Buddhist
priest named Kogi who headed the Miidera, a temple at Otsu near Lake Biwa. Kogi was widely known as an
accomplished artist. But he was an eccentric artist. He had no desire to paint Buddhist symbols or flowers and
birds and waterscapes, the conventional subjects of priest-artists. Whenever he found the time he would buy fish
caught by boatmen in the lake and at once release them back into the lake. Then he would sketch them as they
swam about, enjoying their regained freedom. As the years passed he won fame as an artist whose paintings
depicted the minutest details of his chosen subjects.
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When in the course of concentrating on his artistic pursuits he became drowsy, he would dreamily imagine
himself plunging into the lake and swimming about among all sorts of fish, big and small. And as soon as he
awoke from his daydream he would sketch what he had seen of the fish in their natural habitat. He would then
paste the drawings on the wall of the temple. He called them muo no rigyo, or “dream carp.”
His parishioners, amazed by the vivid, lifelike beauty of these drawings, would compete among themselves to
obtain them. But Kogi, though he would give away pictures of birds, flowers, and waterscapes which he painted
when the mood was upon him, would not part with any pictures of carp, so highly did he value them as his own
permanent possessions. And he would say jestingly,
“I will not give away pictures of fish to sacrilegious laymen who kill living things and eat their flesh.”
And for this, too. Kogi gained a wide reputation.
*
One day Kogi suddenly became ill. On the seventh day of his illness he fell into a coma. His disciples and
parishioners, thinking he had passed away, gathered about him, sorrowing and grieving. But they found there was
still some warmth in his body, so they kept vigil at his bedside, hoping he would revive.
On the third day his limbs began to move slightly. Breathing deeply, he opened his eyes. Suddenly he sat bolt
upright and stared at the people sitting at his bedside. The first words he uttered were,
“I suppose several days have passed since I became unconscious.” His disciples replied,
“You passed into a coma three days ago. The workers and parishioners of the temple gathered here and
discussed holding burial services for you. But since there remained some warmth in your body, we decided not to
put you in a coffin but to watch over you. Now that you have regained consciousness. we are glad we did not bury
you.” Kogi nodded. and said,
“Will someone—anyone will do—go on an errand for me to the house of our parishioner Taira no Suke. Please
tell him: ‘Kogi has regained his life. At this moment you are drinking and feasting and having a fresh namasu
salad of fish and vegetables prepared for the feast. Stop your feasting and come to the temple. I have something
strange to tell you.’” He also told the man who agreed to go on this errand,
“Be sure to look around when you enter Taira no Suke’s house. You will note that everything there is exactly as
I have described it.”
The man, incredulous, went to Taira no Suke’s house, and while delivering Kogi’s message he looked around
and was amazed to find the situation precisely as Kogi had described it. Taira no Suke was indeed holding a
banquet with his brother, Juro, and his retainers. Taira no Suke and his retainers, curious about what the priest
Kogi had to say, stopped feasting and went to the temple.
*
Kogi rose from his bed, welcomed Taira no Suke, and thanked him for coming. Taira no Suke congratulated
the priest on his escape from the jaws of death.
“Sir,” Kogi began, “listen to what I have to say as it requires corroboration from you. Did you not buy fish
from Bunshi, the fisherman?”
“Yes, I did,” Taira no Suke replied. “But how did you know?”
“The fisherman entered your house with a carp about three feet long. You were then playing a game of Go with
your brother, Juro, in a room with a southern exposure. Your retainers were sitting nearby, watching your game
and munching big peaches. Everyone welcomed the fisherman’s arrival because he had brought such a big fish.
They gave him the peaches piled high on a platter. You offered him a drink. He drank three cups. Your cook took
the fish with an air of triumph, to carve it for a namasu salad with vinegar sauce. Have I not described everything
exactly as it happened in your house?”
Taira no Suke’s retainers, curious yet nonplussed by the uncanny accuracy of the priest’s description, pressed
him to explain how he had obtained the information. Kogi explained:
“I was suffering from a severe illness, and, without realizing that my end had come, I stepped out of the temple
with my walking stick in order to seek relief from the intolerable fever. Suddenly I felt as though I had forgotten
about my illness, like a caged bird that has flown out to freedom. Over hills and through villages I plodded on
until I reached the shore of the lake. Seeing the placid blue waters of the lake, I thought, as though in a dream, that
I would like to go swimming. So I took off my clothes and plunged into the lake. Although I have never been a
good swimmer, I found myself swimming about freely and amusing myself. Come to think of it now, perhaps it
was crazy daydreaming. A man floating in the water is not like a fish swimming naturally. So I felt envious of the
superior expertise of the fish around me in the water.
“Thereupon, as if reading my thoughts, a huge fish came close to me, saying, ‘Your wish, honorable priest,
shall be granted. It’s a simple matter. Wait here for a while.’
“It then swam away, deep into the lake. Soon a dignified looking figure with a crown on its head appeared
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astride the big fish, accompanied by a huge following of assorted fishes.
“‘This is a decree from the god of the lake,’ the crowned figure told me. ‘Since you, honorable old priest, have
always performed the compassionate deed of releasing hooked fish and returning them to this lake, it is natural for
you to wish now to swim among those you have saved. You are, therefore, permitted to swim about with a
protective covering of scales and to amuse yourself in this lake. One word of warning. Under no circumstances
must you yield to the temptation of nibbling at titillating morsels of food attached to fish hooks and lines. If you
do, you might lose your life.’
“So saying, the figure vanished from my sight. Strangely enough, as I now recall it, I found myself covered
with glittering golden scales, as if I had been transformed in a twinkling into a carp. At the time, however, I did
not think it strange. I wagged my tail, waved my fins, and swam about freely in the lake.
“As I rose on buoyant waves to the surface near the shore of Shiga, I was frightened by the sight of wet hems
of fishermen’s coats as they walked along the shore. So I dived back to the bottom of the lake and swam about
desperately in search of a dark hideaway. Then, at night, the lights of Katada were reflected on the water’s
surface. It all seemed like a dream.
“The midnight moon turned the lake into a vast, silvery mirror, flooding the nearby peaks with light and
illuminating every nook and corner of the numerous inlets on the opposite shore. It was very beautiful indeed,
almost beyond description. Surprising, too, were the crimson walls surrounding the shrines on Okitsushima and
Chikubushima, the islands in the lake.
“As the new day dawned, fishing boats came rowing out from the shore, driven by the winds from the
breathtaking Ibuki mountain range, and the dream of the carp sleeping among the reeds came to an end. Slipping
away from the lines and rods of fishermen at the Yabase crossing, I was chased many a time as far as the Seta
bridge where footsteps could be heard. As the sun rose, bringing warmth to the lake, I swam to the surface; when
the winds lashed the waves, I dove to the fathomless deeps.
“Suddenly I became aware of the gnawing pangs of hunger in my belly. I looked around desperately for food
but could not find any. Then I saw Bunshi with his fishing rod. The morsel of food at the end of his line was
extremely tempting. But I remembered the lake god’s warning. I tried to resist the temptation, saying to myself
that I, a disciple of the Buddha, should not find hunger unbearable, so why would I nibble at food for a fish?
“Soon, however, my hunger became really unendurable. If I were to nibble at this food, I thought, I would not
let myself be so foolish as to get hooked. Anyhow, I had always known Bunshi, the fisherman, so there was no
need to be cautious. I therefore swallowed the tempting morsel, hook and all. Bunshi began pulling in the line and
caught me.
“‘What are you doing to me?’ I shouted at him.
“He did not seem to hear me. He roped me under my gill, tied his boat among the reeds, and dropped me into a
basket.
“And, Taira no Suke, he carried me to your house. You were playing go with your brother in a room with a
southern exposure. Your retainers were sitting near you, munching fruit. When you all saw the huge fish Bunshi
had brought, you were greatly impressed and praised him. At that moment I raised my voice, shouting,
“‘Have you forgotten Kogi? Release me. Let me go back to the temple.’ But no one seemed to listen to me.
“Then your cook put me on a cutting board, pressed his left thumb into my eye, his right hand holding a big,
sharp knife. He was about to carve me. Feeling the pain, I cried out again:
“‘You must not kill a priest! Release me! Release me!’
“But the cook did not seem to hear me. Just as he swung his knife to cut me, my dream came to an end.”
*
Kogi’s audience, hearing all this from his lips, exclaimed,
“What a marvelous tale!” And Taira no Suke said,
“Thinking over what you have said, I remember having seen fish open and shut their mouths, but never have I
heard them cry out. It must have been a strange experience indeed.” He thereupon sent one of his men to run
home and throw the rest of the fish into the lake.
Kogi regained his health and lived to a ripe old age. When death finally approached, his drawings were cast
into the lake, and it is said that the pictures of the fish, detaching themselves from paper or silk, came to life and
swam about in the lake. And this is why Kogi’s paintings have not been handed down through the ages. It was
only when one of his disciples, Narimitsu by name, wrote about Kogi’s mysterious paintings that his fame arose.
It is also written in ancient records that Narimitsu’s painting of a rooster on the interior wall of the Kan-in
Palace in Kyoto was so lifelike that, when a live cock saw it, he leaped forward and furiously sank his claws into
it.
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52.111 Excerpt from A Journey On Foot\fn{by Jippensha Ikku aka Shigeta Sadakazu (1766-1831)} Edo (now Tokyo),
Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (M) 3
… They\fn{Yajirobei, or Yaji; and Kitahachi, or Kita: the book tells of the adventurese of these travelers along the public road
between Edo and Osaka.} went down the hill till they reached Nissaka, the rain coming down harder and harder till it
was impossible to go on, as everything was blotted out. Finally they took refuge under the eaves of an inn.
“How annoying!” said Yaji. “Such terrible rain!”
"Well, we're not willow trees, to be planted by the roadside,” said Kita, “We can’t stand under the eaves of
people’s houses forever. What do you think, Yaji? We’ve crossed the River Oi. Don’t you think we might stop
here for the night?”
“What?” said Yaji. “Don’t talk nonsense! It can’t be two o’clock yet. It would be absurd to stop now.”
Then the old landlady came out of the inn.
“You can’t go on in this rain,” she said. “Please stop here.”
“I think we ought to,” said Kita. “I say, Yaji, look! There are some women stopping in the back room there.”
“Eh?” said Yaji. “Where? That’s interesting.”
“Won’t your honors stop here?” repeated the old woman.
“Well, suppose we do,” said Yaji.
They went in and washed their feet, and were soon conducted to a room at the back next to the one where they
had seen the women …
Then the supper trays were brought in and they set to work to eat, uttering all sorts of jokes.
“By the way,” said Yajito the maid, “the guests in the back room are women, aren’t they? Who are they?”
“They’re witches,” said the maid.
“What, witches?” said Kita. “That's interesting. Let’s call up somebody.”
“It’s too late, isn’t it?” said Yaji. “They won’t come after four o’clock.”
“It’s only a little past two,” said the maid.
“Well, just ask them,” said Yaji. “I’d like to have a talk with my dead wife.”
“Fancy wanting to do that!” said Kita.
“I’ll ask them afterward,” said the maid.
So when the meal was finished she went into the next room to ask the witches. They agreed, and Yaji and Kita
were conducted into their room. There the witches produced the usual box and arranged it, while the maid, who
knew what was wanted, drew some water and brought it.
Yaji, with his mind fixed on his departed wife, poured some water over the anise leaves and the younger witch
began to invoke the gods.
“First of all,” she chanted, “I reverently call upon Bonten and Taishaku and the four gods of Heaven, and in the
underworld the great Emma and the five attendants who wait on him. Of our country’s gods I invoke the seven
gods of Heaven and the five gods of Earth, and of the gods of Ise, Amaterasu Omikami, and the forty descendants
of the Outer Shrine and the eight descendants of the Inner Shrine. I invoke the God of Rain, the God of Wind, the
God of the Moon and the God of the Sun, the God of the North Shrine of the Benku Mirror, and the spirit of the
great Sun Goddess of Ama no iwata, and Kokuzo, the God of Ten Thousand Good Fortunes of Asama ga dake,
and the others in the sixty provinces of Japan, and also in the country of the gods, at the Great Shrine of Izumo.
By the ninety-eight thousand gods of the country and the thirteen thousand Buddhas of the holy places, through
the fearful road of the underworld I come. Ah, horror! The spirits of his ancestors crowd upon me, each couple as
inseparable as the bow and the arrow. The skies may change and the waters may change, but the bow is
unchangeable. One shot from it sends an echo through all the holy places of the temples. Ah! Ah! Oh, joyful sight!
Well have you summoned me. I had for a bedfellow a warrior famous with the bow, but alas! averse to a pure diet,
in life he devoured fish even to the bones, and now, in punishment, is changed into a devil in the shape of an ox,
his duty being to keep the gates of Hell, from which he has no release. Thus have I come alone.”
“Who are you?” asked Yaji. “I don’t understand what it’s all about!”
“I have come for the sake of him who offered me water, the mirror of my body, my child-treasure.”
“Mirror of the body?” said Kita. “I’ll tell you what, Yaji, it’s your mother.”
“My mother, eh?” said Yaji. “I don’t have anything to say to her.”
“Has the mirror of my body nothing to say to me?” continued the witch. “To me, your bedfellow, whom you
have thus without shame summoned from the depths? Ah, what agony I went through when I was married to you
—time and again suffering the pangs of hunger and shivering with cold in the winter. Ah, hateful! Hateful!”
“Forgive me,” said Yaji. “At that time my fortunes were low. How pitiful your lot that you should have been
brought to the grave with care and hardships.”
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“Halloa, Yaji,” said Kita. “Are you crying? Ha, ha, ha! Even devils have tears.”
“I shall never forget it,” the witch went on. “When you were ill you gave your sickness to me. Our only child,
who had to carry on our name, grew weak and thin because there was no rice to fill his empty stomach. Every day
the bill collectors were knocking at the door and the rent remained unpaid. Yet I did not complain—not even when
I slipped in the dogs’ dirt in the lane.”
“Don’t talk of it,” said Yaji. “You’ll break my heart.”
“And then, when through my labors I had saved enough money to buy a kimono, I had to pawn it for your sake
and never saw it again. Never again did it come back to me from the pawnbroker’s.”
“At the same time you must remember what a pleasant place you are in now,” said Yaji, “while I have to worry
along down here.”
“What? What is there pleasant about it? It is true that by the help of your friends you erected a stone over my
grave, but you never go near it, and you never contribute to the temple to get the priests to say prayers for my
soul. I am nothing to you. The stone over my grave has been taken away and put into the wall, where all the dogs
come and make water against it. Not a drop of water is ever placed on my grave. Truly in death we suffer all sorts
of troubles.”
“True, true,” said Yaji.
“But while you thus treat me with neglect,” the witch went on, “lying in my grave I think of nobody but you
and long for the time when you will join me in the underworld. Shall I come to meet you?”
“No, no, don’t do that,” said Yaji. “It’s really too far for you.”
“Well then, I have one request to make.”
“Yes, yes. What is it?”
“Give this witch plenty of money.”
“Of course, of course.”
“How sad the parting!” cried the witch. “I have yet much to tell you, countless questions to ask you, but the
messenger of Hell recalls me!”
Then, recovering from her trance, the witch twanged her bow.
“Thank you very much,” said Yaji. He took out some money and wrapped it in paper, and gave it to her.
“Ha, ha!” laughed Kita. “Now all your hidden shames are revealed to the world. Ha, ha, ha! But I say, Yaji, you
look very downcast. What do you say to a drink?”
Yaji agreed and clapping his hands ordered the maid to bring some sake.
“How far have you come today?” asked the witch.
“We came from Okabe,” answered Yaji.
“How quick you are,” said the witch.
“Oh, that’s nothing,” said Yaji. “We can walk as fast as Idaten.\fn{ A note reads: A Buddhist protecting god, known for
his swiftness.} If we’re put to it we can walk thirty-five miles a day.”
“But then we shouldn’t be fit for anything for ten days after,” put in Kita.
While they were talking the sake was brought in.
“Won’t you have a little?” said Yaji to the young witch.
“I never touch a drop,” she answered.
“Will your companion have any?” asked Yaji.
“Mother, Mother! Come here,” called the young witch.
“Oh, it’s your mother, is it?” said Kita. “I must take care what I say in front of her. But come, do have some.”
Soon they began to drink and enjoy themselves, the cup passing from hand to hand very quickly. Yet strangely
enough, the witches, however much they drank, never seemed to be any the worse for it, while Yaji and Kita got
so drunk they could not speak plainly. After making all sorts of jokes which it would be too tedious to repeat, Kita
at last in a drunken voice said,
“I say, Mother, won’t you lend me your daughter for the night?”
“No, no, she’s going to lend her to me,” said Yaji.
“What an idea!” cried Kita. “You’d better try and be good tonight. Haven't you any pity for your dead wife
who spends her time in thinking of you and hoping you will join her quickly? Didn’t she say she’d come and meet
you after a bit?”
“Here, don’t talk about that,” said Yaji. “What should I do if she did come to meet me?”
“Then you had better be good,” said Kita. “Now, old lady, what do you think?”
Kita here gave the young witch a loving caress, but she pushed him off and ran away, saying “Be quiet.”
“If my daughter doesn’t want to,” said the mother, “what about me?”
“Well, if it comes to that I don’t care who it is,” said Kita, who was lost in a drunken dream.
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While they were talking the supper was brought in and there was a good deal of joking too tedious to repeat,
and finally Yaji and Kita, the effects of the sake having already passed off, went back into their own room where,
as soon as it was dark, they went to bed. In the next room also the witches were apparently going to bed, worn out
by their travels.
“That young witch is sleeping on this side, I know,” said Kita in a low voice. “I’ll creep in to her after a bit.
Yaji, you’d better go to sleep.”
“Get out,” said Yaji. “I’m going to be the one to get her.”
“Isn’t he bold?” said Kita. “It would make a cat laugh.”
Thus talking they crept into bed and fell asleep. It was already about nine o’clock, and the night watchman’s
rattle, as he went round the inn, echoed through the pillows of the travelers. In the kitchen the sound of the
preparations for the next morning’s meal had died away, and all that could be heard was the barking of the dogs. It
was just when night was at its darkest and eeriest that Kitahachi decided the time was right to creep out of bed and
peep into the next room. The night light had gone out, and he felt his way in very softly and crept into the bed
where he thought the young witch was sleeping. To his surprise the witch, without saying anything, caught hold of
his hand and pulled him in. Delighted with his reception, Kitahachi sank down under the coverlet with her arm for
a pillow and soon realized his desire, after which they both fell asleep quite unconscious of their surroundings.
Yajirobei, who was thus left sleeping alone, soon opened his eyes.
“I wonder what time it is,” he muttered. “I must go to the toilet. It’s so dark I can’t see the way.”
Thus pretending that he was going to the toilet he crept into the next room, quite unaware of the fact that
Kitahachi was already in there. Feeling about, he came to the side of the bed where Kita was lying, and thinking
in the darkness that it was the young witch’s lips from which moans were coming, he put his lips to those of
Kitahachi and took a bite.
“Oh! Oh!” yelled Kitahachi.
“Halloa! Is that you, Kitahachi?” said Yaji.
“Oh, it’s Yaji, is it?” said Kita. “Ugh! Ugh! How beastly!” and he began spitting.
At the sound of their voices the witch into whose bed Kita had crept woke up.
“What are you doing?” she said. “Don’t make such a noise. You’ll wake my daughter up.”
This was another surprise for Kita, for it was the old witch’s voice. Cursing himself for his stupidity he got out
of the bed and crept away softly into the next room. Yaji was going to do the same when the old witch caught hold
of him.
“You mustn’t make a fool of an old woman by running away,” she said.
“No, no,” stuttered Yaji. “You’ve made a mistake. It wasn’t me.”
“You mustn’t try to deceive me,” said the old woman. “I don’t make a regular business of this, but when I meet
a traveler on the road and sleep with him I like to get a little just to help me along. It’s a shame to make a fool of
me by running away. There, just go to sleep in my bosom till dawn.”
“What a nuisance you are,” said Yaji. “Here, Kitahachi, Kita-hachi!”
“Take care,” said the old woman. “You mustn’t call so loud.”
“But I don’t know anything about it,” said Yaji. "It’s that Kitahachi that’s got me into all this mess.” Thus
saying Yaji struggled out of her grasp, only to be caught again and thrown down. But at last, after a good deal of
kicking, he managed to get away into the next room, where he repeated to himself:
“By stealth I entered, witch’s love to earn, | But which was witch I could not well discern.” …
130.92 Excerpt from The Biographies Of Eight Dogs: “Shino And Hamaji”\fn{by Takizawa Bakin (1767-1848)} Edo
(now Tokyo), Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (M) 2
... Shino had gone to bed, but could not sleep in his impatience for the dawn. His head was filled with thoughts
about the future. He realized that he was alone, that there was no one to stop him from leaving, but he could not
help feeling unhappy that he was now to go far from the graves of his parents and the place where he was born.
Hamaji, who regretted his departure no less than he, slipped out of bed and, taking care lest her parents now
snoring in the back room should waken, those parents toward whom she felt a resentment she could not voice, she
soundlessly stepped over the threshold of the barrier of her maiden reserve, which had hitherto kept her from
going to Shino. Her knees trembled, and she could scarcely walk. How dreary, sad, bitter, and hateful the
inconstant world now seemed.
When Hamaji came close to Shino’s pillow, he saw that someone had entered his room. He drew his sword to
him and sprang to his feet. “Who is it?” he cried, but no sound answered him. He wondered uneasily whether
some enemy had come to observe whether he was asleep, with the intent of stabbing him to death. He grew more
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and more tense. He flashed the light of the lamp and peered into the darkness. Then he saw that it was Hamaji.
Without warning she had appeared, and now lay motionless on the other side of the mosquito netting, seemingly
shaken by grief but unwilling to reveal it by her tears.
Shino was a brave soldier who would not flinch before the fiercest enemy, but now he was disturbed.
Controlling his emotions, he left the mosquito netting and, unfastening the cords by which the netting hung, drew
his pallet to where she lay. “Hamaji, what has brought you here in the middle of the night, when you should be
sleeping? Have you never heard the proverb, ‘Don’t arouse suspicion by tying your shoes in a melon field or by
lifting your arms to straighten your hat under a plum tree'’?”\fn{ A note reads: That is, the mere fact that Hamaji is in his
room will make people think that they have been making love, just as if a man stoops in a melon field, it is assumed that he is stealing a
melon.}

When he had thus admonished her, Hamaji, brushing away her tears, lifted her head in indignation. “How cruel
of you to ask me in that impersonal way why I have come! If we were joined but casually, and husband and wife
only in name, you might well speak in that way, but were we not wedded with my parents’ consent? Whatever
might be the proper behavior under normal circumstances, it is heartless of you tonight, our last night for
farewells, to order me out with a careless word. You are pretending not to know what I feel because you are afraid
that it might bring discredit to you. How hardhearted of you!”
Shino sighed in spite of himself. “I am not made of wood or stone, and whether I wish it or not, I know what
tender emotions are. But it can serve no purpose for me to voice my feelings—it will only arouse the antipathy of
your parents. I know that you will be true to me, and you must know what lies within my heart. Koga is a bare
forty miles from here—it takes no more than three or four days to make the journey there and back. Please wait
till I return.”
He tried to persuade her, but Hamaji, wiping her eyes, exclaimed, “What you say is false. Once you leave here,
what will ever make you return? The bird in the cage longs for the sky because it misses its friends; when a man
leaves his home it must be because he is thinking of his advancement. You cannot depend on the likes and dislikes
of my parents. They are sending you off now because you are in the way, and they have no desire for your return.
Once you leave here, when will you come back? Tonight is the last we have of parting. …\fn{A note reads: a long
passage is omitted here in which Hamaji describes her real family.}
“Ever since the seventh moon of last year the little stream of our love has been dammed and its passage cut,
but one thing remains unchanged, like the downward flow of water, the sincerity of my heart. Not a day has
passed but that I have prayed morning and night for your safety, success, and prosperity, but you remain
extremely hard of heart. Is it because of duty to your aunt that you are deserting your wife? If you had in you onehundredth of the depth of feeling that I have, you would say to me, ‘For one reason or another the day of my
return may be doubtful. Let us steal off secretly, together.’ We are man and wife—who would slander you as being
my paramour? But however cruel I think you are, I cannot, with my woman’s heart, bear separation from you.
Rather than that I be deserted and left to die of longing for you, kill me with your sword. I shall wait for you in the
world to come, a hundred years if need be.” To these she added many words of persuasion, relating one after
another the painful griefs she bore, and though she kept herself from weeping aloud, a thousand tears coursed
down to soak her sleeves.
Shino could not very well say that it would bring embarrassment if her voice were heard outside the room, and
since there was no way now to undo the ties that bound them, he could only sigh sadly. He said, with his hands
folded on his knees, “Everyone of your reproaches is justified, but what can I do, Hamaji? My departure is by
command of my uncle and aunt. I know that they are really sending me to a distant place so as to get a new
husband for you. The problem is that I am, and yet I am not, your husband.\fn{ A note reads: they have been engaged with
the consent of her foster parents, but a wedding ceremony has not actually taken place .} Your parents probably suspect our true
feelings. However, if now I let myself be guided by my emotions and take you off with me, what man will not say
that it was a deed of lust? It will be painful for you to remain behind, but it will be for my sake. And if I go,
though it is difficult for me to do so, will that not also be for your sake? Even if we are parted for a brief while, as
long as our hearts remain constant a time will surely come when we can be fully married. Please go back to bed
before your parents awaken. Please go quickly.”
His words were in vain; she remained as she was and merely shook her head. “Having gone this far, it doesn’t
matter any 1onger.\fn{A note reads: Hamaji considers that she has already destroyed her reputation.} If my parents waken to
find me here and reprove me for it, I too shall have something to say. I will not move from here unless I hear you
say that you want me to go with you. Otherwise, kill me.” Weak as is a woman’s will, hers was firmly set and
would not alter.
Shino was quite at a loss. A note of irritation came into his voice, although he still kept it low. “You still do not
understand. As long as we remain alive a time will surely come when we can meet. How can death be the proper
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state for man? If you interfere with me, now that I have this rare chance of winning success granted to me by my
aunt and uncle, you are not my wife. Perhaps you are an enemy from a previous existence.”
Hamaji sank deeper in tears. “There is nothing I can do when you make me feel that if I obtain my heart’s
desire I shall become your enemy. If my thoughts are really selfish, I shall put them aside and remain here. May
your journey be a safe one. Be careful lest, these terribly hot days, you get sunstroke on the way. In the winter
months when the wind blows down the northern mountains, send me messages about yourself with the wind. I
shall think only of the fact that you are alive and safe. If the weakening thread of my life should break, now will
be our parting for this existence, and all I shall have to depend upon is the yet unseen world to come. Our ties are
certain to endure through both worlds. Please never change your heart.” Thus she spoke of uncertainties; however
wise her prayers may have seemed, the heart of this innocent maiden was pitiful.
Shino in spite of himself also felt downcast, and unable to comfort her could only nod. There was nothing else
for him to say. Just then the first cock-crow announced the dawn, and Shino, pulling himself together, said, “In a
few moments your parents will waken. Hurry! Hurry!”
Hamaji at last got up, and recited the poem,\fn{ A note reads: quoted from The Tales of Ise. This tale is of a traveler in the
north of Japan who spends one night with a country girl and then leaves her.}
Yo mo akeba Now that dawn has come
Kitsu ni hamenan Perhaps the foxes will eat
Kudakake no Those cursed roosters,
Madaki ni nakite Crowing in the early morn,
Sena wo yaritsutsu Chasing you away from me.

That poem was inspired by the casual love of a traveler, but now is the moment of separation with a departing
husband. If the cocks do not crow the sky will not grow light; if the dawn does not come, no one will waken. Oh,
hateful crowing of the cock! For us only are there no nights of meeting—between us stands an unyielding barrier.
Even the moon at dawn brings only sorrow.
As she murmured these words, about to leave, there was a cough outside the door and a faint rapping on the
door. “The cocks have crowed, are you not awake yet?” It was his servant who called. Shino hastily answered and
the man withdrew to the kitchen. “Quickly, before he returns!” Shino said, pushing her out. Hamaji, her eyelids
swollen from weeping, looked back from the darkness where she stood, but her eyes were too misted with tears
for her to see him. She leant against the wall a moment, and then went to weep in her room.
Sadder even than parting at death is parting in life, than which is nothing sadder. Ah, rare indeed is this
maiden! Yet has she to share a bed-quilt with her husband, yet to range her pillow by his and sleep with entwined
arms. Their love was more admirable than that of a century of ordinary husbands and wives. Shino, though drawn
by love, does not waver in his heart, but by being faithful to his love, maintains the proper separation between
men and women. Those who wander in the maze of the passions show insufficient wisdom and a lack of
discrimination. Few of all the many young people who have once approached the brink have escaped being
drowned. But here we have a case of a righteous husband and a chaste wife. Hamaji’s love was not one of
pleasures and lust. Shino’s sighs were of sorrow, and not of weakness. Hamaji’s love is still to be sought; men like
Shino are rarer than ever. ...
130.94 The Biography Of Snowflake\fn{by Rai Sanyō (1780-1832)} Osaka Prefecture, Japan (M) 1
Snowflake was a lady swashbuckler of Osaka.\fn{ Who died c.1803.} It was in Osaka that General Hideyoshi built
his fortress, and it remains a city of spirited and prodigal people who love to affect a rough and ready manner.
Many citizens of Osaka have made names for themselves as cavaliers, but Snowflake was the only woman among
them. She was the daughter of the mistress of a wealthy merchant, but from an early age was brought up by the
Miyoshi family, who were also rich tradesmen. The Miyoshi family adopted a son whom they wished to marry to
Snowflake, but she despised the boy as a puny weakling, and would have none of it. At this time she took a vow
never to marry. When her foster father died, she inherited the estate.
By nature Snowflake was of a high-spirited, gallant disposition. She devoted little attention to business affairs,
but studied instead calligraphy and painting with the Master of the Willow Stream Garden, and took lessons in
swordsmanship and judo. She was pale, large, and portly, with great strength in her limbs. Two women attendants
named Tortoise (Okame) and Mountain Peak (Oiwa)—both of whom were very strong and brave—constantly
followed Snowflake about. At this time she had just turned sixteen, and her two companions were likewise in the
bloom of their beauty. Young idlers and ruffians meeting them on the street would often tease the girls and
challenge them to a battle. At such times Snowflake would glance meaningfully at her attendants, and they would
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thereupon knock the boys to the ground, often so hard that they could not get up again.
The place called Snake Hill in the southern suburbs was at this time very wild and deserted, and even in the
daytime no one dared walk there. Snowflake once took a short cut through the spot when two robbers came upon
her and tried to seize her sash, but she knocked them flat. In no time the story got around, and everyone stayed out
of her way.
Snowflake, not having a husband, was ambitious to become a lady-in-waiting and to be admitted to the inner
palace. Her excellent calligraphy won her a post as clerk in the palace for five years, where she was engaged in
recording past events of the court. When she gave up this post, she shaved her head and became a nun, living in
the Moon River Temple next door to the Temple of the Heavenly Kings. Snowflake always wore white clerical
robes, but continued as before to go wandering about with her female companions.
Once when the temple was having an unveiling of the inner shrine and a great crowd of men and women had
come to worship, it suddenly began to rain. Snowflake immediately bought over a thousand umbrellas which she
distributed, one to a person. On the occasion of another great ceremony at the temple, she bade the priest in
charge of music to have the ceremony performed with the utmost splendor. When someone asked her the reason,
she replied, “Today is the two hundredth anniversary of the death of my ancestor, Prime Minister Hidetsugu!” She
also presented secretly a sum of money to the Hōkō Temple, asking that it be used as a personal offering to the
spirit of General Hideyoshi. She was always giving herself such absurd airs.
Her fortune eventually ran out, and she built a little house in the village of Namba where she lived out the rest
of her days. She bought a coffin and hung it up by the gate, and spent all day drinking with her friends nearby.
One day she went out in the hot sun and dropped dead in the street. The villagers, recognizing her, carried her
body into the shop where she had always bought her wine, and rushed off to inform her household. Her corpse
was prepared and then laid away in the coffin. They buried her at the Temple of the Secret Spring in Namba. She
was seventy-five when she died. A marker carved like snowflakes was set up for her, along with stones in the
shape of a tortoise and a mountain peak, which are still there. For this reason people say that her two companions
were buried with her.
The story of Snowflake cannot, of course, be taken as a model of conduct. But in her time there were women
who conducted themselves like men, while today we see only men who behave as women. I have hoped herein to
divine the rise and fall of Fortune and to elicit, perhaps, a sigh.
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36.113 The Beefeater\fn{by Kanagaki Robun (1829-1894)} Edo (now Tokyo), Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (M) 1
A man about thirty-jive, rather swarthy it is true, but of clear complexion, thanks apparently to the daily use of
soap, which purges all impurities. His hair, not having been cut for some hundred days, is long and flowing, and
looks as if it is in the process of being let out altogether, in the foreign style. Naturally enough, he uses that scent
called Eau de Cologne to give a sheen to his hair.
He wears a padded silken kimono beneath which a calico undergarment is visible. By his side is his Westernstyle umbrella, covered in gingham. From time to time he removes from his sleeve with a painfully contrived
gesture a cheap watch, and consults the time. As a matter of fact this is merely so much display to impress others,
and the chain is only gold-plate.
He turns to his neighbor, who is also eating beef, and speaks:
“Excuse me, but beef is certainly a most delicious thing, isn’t it? Once you get accustomed to its taste, you can
never go back to deer or wild boar again. I wonder why we in Japan haven’t eaten such a clean thing before? For
over 1000—or is it 1630—years people in the West have been eating huge quantities of beef. Before then, I
understand, beef and mutton were considered the king’s exclusive property, and none ever entered the mouth of a
commoner, unless he happened to be something on the order of a daimyo’s\fn{One of the feudal barons of Japan (16001867), whose fief exceeded 10,000 koku of rice in estimated productivity (about 51,000 bushels) .} chief retainer. We really should
be grateful that even people like ourselves can now eat beef, thanks to the fact that Japan is steadily becoming a
truly civilized country.
“Of course, there are some unenlightened boors who cling to their barbaric superstitions and say that eating
meat defiles you so much that you can’t pray any more before Buddha and the gods. Such nonsense shows they
simply don’t understand natural philosophy. Savages like that should be made to read Fukuzawa’s article on
eating beef. In the West they’re free of superstitions. There it's the custom to do everything scientifically, and
that’s why they’ve invented amazing things like the steamship and the steam engine. Did you know that they
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engrave the plates for printing newspapers with telegraphic needles? And that they bring down wind from the sky
with balloons? Aren’t they wonderful inventions!
“Of course, there are good reasons behind these inventions. If you look at a map of the world you’ll see some
countries marked “tropical,” which means that’s where the sun shines closest. The people in those countries are all
burnt black by the sun. The king of that part of the world tried all kinds of schemes before he hit on what is called
a balloon. That’s a big round bag they fill with air high up in the sky. They bring the bag down and open it,
causing the cooling air inside the bag to spread out all over the country. That’s a great invention.
“On the other hand, in Russia, which is a cold country where the snow falls even in summer and the ice is so
thick that people can’t move, they invented the steam engine. You’ve got to admire them for it. I understand that
they modeled the steam engine after the flamiong chariot of hell, but anyway, what they do is to load a crowd of
people on a wagon and light a fire in a pipe underneath. They keep feeding the fire inside the pipe with coal, so
that the people riding on top can travel a great distance completely oblivious to the cold. Those people in the West
can think up inventions like that, one after the other.
“You must be going? Well, good-bye.
“Waitress! Another small bottle of sake. And some pickled onions to go with it!”
36.114 The Western Peep Show\fn{by Hattori Busho (1842-1908)} Edo? (now Tokyo), Greater Tokyo Area, Japan
(M) 1
No less than the soaring eagle, the dung fly beats its wings; the naked savage parades himself with the airs of
the elegantly clad. Hence it comes about that the peep show has won such popularity and, together with the photograph, proudly flaunts its banners today. It all began when someone opened a place in Asakusa. Within a few
months there were peep-show establishments in a number of localities, particularly in the section formerly dominated by mansions the daimyo. The peep show must have been an invention of those who eat without tilling the
fields and who wear clothes which are not of their own weaving. As yet no respected businessmen seem to be
promoting this entertainment.
The viewing parlors are for the most part small painted shacks, the fronts of which have been given a hasty
coat of whitewash. The rear, however, is neglected, suggesting nothing so much as a slattern who powders her
face but leaves her back dirty. Some of these parlors are several stories tall, and the wooden boards with which
they are built are painted to resemble stone, exactly like the entrance to some quack doctor’s residence. Inside the
building, at intervals several feet apart, are arranged a number of machines, and one goes from one machine to
another peeping at its display. The front of the machine has eyes like a giant snake, each of which neatly fits the
two human eyes. The viewer peeps at the world as through the eye of a needle, and the cost is a mere one sen.
Some machines contain pictures of the scenery of countries allover the world; others are of completely imaginary
subjects:
The steel bridge of London is longer than a rainbow; the palace of Paris is taller than the clouds. An enraged
Russian general pulls out a soldier’s whiskers; a recumbent Italian lady kisses her dog. They have bought an
American conflagration to sell us; they have wrapped up a German war to open here. Warships push through the
waves in droves; merchant ships enter port in a forest of masts. A steam engine climbs a mountain; a balloon flies
in the sky. Seated one may contemplate the Cape of Good Hope; lying down one may gaze at the Mediterranean.
The lion which devours the human being invariably kills from the trunk; the black men who paddle boats remain
stuck for all eternity to the bottom! You look at a picture of a museum and despise the pawnshop next door; you
peep at a great hospital and lament the headaches of others. As the spectator approaches the last peep show he
becomes increasingly aware how cheap the admission price has been.
In the last show, the Goddess of Beauty lies naked in bed. Her skin is pure white, except for a small black mole
under her navel. It is unfortunate that she has one leg lifted, and we cannot admire what lies within. In another
scene we regret that only half the body is exposed and we cannot see the behind; in still another we lament that
though face to face we cannot kiss the lips. This marvel among marvels, novelty among novelties, is quite capable
of startling the eyes of rustics and untutored individuals.
The above are only a few examples of what one can see. Although the peep show is popular entertainment,
when compared to other familiar types it is not without its educational benefits. Unlike the “tigers” of Asakusa,
which are actually dyed cats, or the “dragons” of Yorozuyo Bridge, which are snakes with painted scales—
displays whose falseness becomes apparent in a couple of days, when the paint wears off—the peep shows offer
the latest curiosities of the world and the customs of every nation. It is like touring the world at a glance, and
should broaden men’s knowledge while delighting the eyes.
It may be true, as some say, that we cannot be sure whether these pictures are true or false without going to the
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countries they represent, but they are by no means in the same category with a cat painted like a tiger. But, of
course, they are no more than second-hand articles from some old ragpicker’s shop.
104.36 The Boy Who Had A Dream: A Folktale\fn{told by Ishiwara Jiro (1858- )} Koshikijima, Kagoshima
Prefecture, Japan (M?) 1
In days before there were schools, a tutor of twelve children said to them on the second day of the New Year,
“Those of you who had a First Dream, tell about it.”
One after another boy told what kind of dream he had. One boy said,
“I had a dream, but I will not tell it.” The teacher said,
“It would be rude not to tell us about it.” The boy said,
“I’ll not tell it, no matter what.” The teacher threatened,
“If you don’t tell your dream, I cannot help you. I will put you into a dugout boat and set you adrift. Do you
still refuse?”
The boy still refused, so he was put into a four-sided boat that had metal rods on the four corners to prevent it
from coming up onto a beach. Cycad fruit was set in it for food. The dream the boy had was that he was holding
hands with two girls on a bridge.
Time went by quickly, and by the sixteenth day of the New Year, the boat reached Onigashima. The boat
tumbled over on the sandy beach where it landed. Demons found the boat and were going to seize it, but they saw
what was written on it. On the front of the boat was written, “Whoever rescues this will be killed to the seventh
cousin,” and on the back, “Whoever rescues this will have a happy life to the seventh cousin.”
The demons began to yell and pull the boat. It split into two and the boy came out. They talked of eating him,
but one of them said their leader would be angry if they did. They reported to the leader what had happened
instead. He said,
“Fine! Slice him up like a fish on the chopping board and bring him to me.” The boy said,
“Wait a bit. It won’t do any good for me to be cut up and eaten. I have something to tell your leader. Please
take me to him.” When the boy was taken to the leader, he said,
“There were three of us. One was to go to the Dragon Palace, one to Hell Paradise, and I was to come here to
see treasures. We agreed to meet afterwards. I want to see your treasure before I die. If I see it, I can tell them
about it in the Next World after I die.”
The demon leader brought out three treasures to show the boy. He explained,
“This one is a Thousand-ri Stick. This one is a Life Stick. If a dead person is stroked with it, he will revive.
And this is a Listening Stick. You can understand what the birds say with it.” The boy said,
“Let me hold them so that when the three of us meet again, I can tell them of something they never saw even if
they did return.” The demon said,
“You can hold them in your hand, but don’t say anything.” The boy grasped them and hurriedly said,
“A thousand-ri, a thousand-ri.”
Off he flew to the land of Osaka.
When the boy came to the gate of a certain house, he saw two crows perched there. He put the Listening Stick
to his ear and heard,
“The only daughter of West Choja is about to die. Hurry, hurry!”
The boy went quickly to West Choja’s house. About ten women were polishing rice for the funeral. The boy
said,
“I am a fortune teller. I would like to see the girl who died.”
One of the women stopped polishing the rice and led the boy to the choja. The man was relieved to see a
fortune teller and asked him to see his daughter. The boy said,
“Even if she died just now, I want to examine her.”
He set up screens around the dead girl. When he stroked her with the Life Stick, she came back to life. She got
up and went into the room.
Everyone said that nothing like that had ever happened before. After they gave supper to the girl who had
come back to life, she was just like her former self. The choja declared,
“This boy is the master of my girl’s soul.” He took him as his son-in-law and he lived there as a married man.
In the meantime, the only daughter of East Choja died suddenly. That choja said he had heard that the son-inlaw of West Choja could revive the dead. He said he would ask him to bring his girl back to life, but West Choja
refused to let him go. He said,
“If I let the young man go there, you will want him for a son.”
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East Choja said that he could not hope to have him as his son-in-law. So the young man went to save the girl.
After he brought her back to life with his Life Stick, East Choja kept him and would not let him go home.
West Choja asked the feudal lord to judge the matter. His judgment was that the boy should be son-in-law in
the east for the first fifteen days of the month and son-in-law of the west for the last fifteen days of the month. The
boy thus received two households. On the fifteenth day, one girl would give him up and the other would come to
meet him on a bridge between the two places. In this way the boy’s First Dream came true. He could put his hands
on the shoulders of two girls.
104.20 The Snake Son: A Folktale\fn{told by Nakamura Kiku (1860Japan (F) -1

)}

Kamoto District, Kumamoto Prefecture,

Once upon a time there was an old man and an old woman who were very lonely because they had no child.
One day the old man picked up a snake and brought it home from the mountains. He gathered straw and bird
feathers to make a bed for it and took good care of it. The old couple gave the snake the name Shidoko and petted
him. When they went near and called him, “Shidoko, Shidoko,” the snake soon began to come crawling out right
away.
In the meantime, Shidoko grew gradually until it was about six feet long and as big as a bamboo. It would eat a
wild boar or a small bird every day. That was all it did and otherwise it was very gentle. The old man and woman
were happy with it.
Then one day the villagers came to them and said,
“Shidoko has grown too big, and he might harm children in our village. Please drive him away soon.” The old
couple said,
“We can’t possibly drive this snake out.”
But the villagers made such a clamor that there was nothing else to do but to agree. The old couple called Shidoko, weeping, and explained that he had to go away. Shidoko grieved and shed tears of blood, but it could not be
helped. He left his home and went right up the hill behind the house.
The old man and old woman wondered where Shidoko would go and they followed him. He crossed the back
hill and went to a big rice field where he began to dig up the dirt. They thought it strange and went the next day to
see, but in place of the rice field, a lake had suddenly appeared there. Then grass grew all around it and in the
spring so many lovely flowers bloomed there that the villagers heard about it. They went with their lunches to see
it.
One day the daughter of the choja\fn{One upon whom unexpected good fortune is bestowed—a man or woman, a couple or a
family.} in the village lost her footing by the lake and fell into it. The sightseers from the village milled around in
excitement, trying to save her, but the lake was too deep for them. They could not rescue her.
Then Shidoko appeared suddenly and crawled into the water. He brought the girl up to the surface in his
mouth, much to the delight and astonishment of the villagers.. The girl started to breathe immediately. Her maid
who had accompanied her was sent to tell her master the good news.
The choja gave Shidoko many treasures and thanks for saving his daughter, and, beyond that, he took charge
of the old man and old woman so they could live comfortably wherever they wished. Shidoko went away
somewhere happy. The old couple went to live with the choja and lived happy for the rest of their lives.
104.21 The Fox Wife: A Folktale\fn{told by Fumino Tsugi (1860-

)}

Izumi, Osaka Prefecture, Japan (F) -1

Long ago the wife of Abe no Yasuna returned to her parents’ home for three years because she. was ill. Her
husband was troubled because he could no longer look after the house and things at home.
One day when he was fishing at the stream a wrapping of reeds came floating downstream.
“Another abandoned child,” he thought as he opened it, but he found a white fox. He took her home and built
up a good fire to warm her. She said, “I will surely repay your kindness” as she went off into the hills and
disappeared.
Some days later a woman came to Yasuna’s door and asked to stay as his servant. He let her stay and presently
a little boy was born to them. They called him Dojimaru. One day Dojimaru said,
“Look, Father, my mother is sweeping the yard with her tail.”
He looked but could not see it. Only the child saw it. Then Yasuna climbed up into the rafters to look, and, sure
enough, he was astonished to see that the woman had a tail. He drove her away saying,
“Your disguise has been discovered.”
Then the woman who had been away because she was ill came back.
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When the fox left, she wrote a poem:
If you long for me, come to Shinoda Forest in Izumi
And inquire for regretful Kuzunoha.

Then she went into the hills and was seen no more.
104.33 Charcoal Maker Choja: A Folktale\fn{told by Nishimura Mokuzo (1861Prefecture, Japan (M) 1

)} Takayama,

Mikata District, Gifu

A man whose wife was pregnant went to Koyase Jizo\fn{ The Buddhist bodhisattva known in English as the Protector of
on Tanba hill to pray for her safe delivery. While he was spending the night at the Jizo shrine, a Jizo
from somewhere else came and said,
“There is to be a birth somewhere else, so please go for me.” Koyase Jizo answered,
“I have a guest and can not go. I wish you would go.”
The other Jizo came back toward dawn. Koyase Jizo said,
“I’m sorry to have put you to a lot of trouble.” The other Jizo said,
“I settled his life for eighteen years. The Water Spirit of Katsura River in Kyoto will take him then.”
“You have done well,” came the response.
The man wondered if it could be about his family. He went home worried and found that his wife had given
birth to her child. He learned in that way that Jizo had been talking about his family that morning. He kept his
worry to himself and did not tell his wife. They had no more children after that.
The father became a watchman at the rapids of Katsura River, and his son was a dutiful child. The father loved
his boy greatly and grieved alone over the fact the boy’s life would end when he was eighteen.
It happened that in the year the boy was eighteen, there was a great flood at Katsura River. The son asked his
father to let him go to the rapids for him, but his father was counting the days and was not inclined to let his son
go.
The boy got up anyway and set out without his father knowing. He went without his breakfast. When the father
found out, he was sure his son would be carried off by the Water Spirit. He told his wife to call the relatives and to
prepare for the boy’s funeral. His wife argued with him and said it was stupid to say such things, so the father
went ahead with the preparations at home because his wife would not obey him.
Since the eighteen-year old young man had set out without breakfast, he was hungry and he stopped at a mochi
shop to eat. A beautiful girl came and sat beside him. The young man said,
“Here, Sister, won’t you eat some, too?”
She replied that she would accept some, but she ate and ate an awful lot of it. In the meantime the weather
cleared. The young man decided to go out on watch and asked for his bill. The girl had eaten 100 kan of mochi,
but he did not have any money with him. He said to the shopkeeper,
“I will leave you my umbrella to keep until I come back. If I get killed, keep the umbrella to pay for the 100
kan of mochi.” Then he went to his station. The girl went with him.
At the bank of the Katsura River, the girl said,
“I am the Water Spirit here. You say you are taking the watch for your father and you ignored the fact I ate that
much mochi I will extend your life from eighteen to sixty-one years.”
The young man thought that something wonderful had happened. He stopped at the teahouse on his way home.
He said,
“Just because I am a dutiful son I was told my life would lengthen from eighteen to sixty-one years. I am glad
that girl ate so much.” The owner said,
“Since you were spared, you don’t need to pay for the mochi. You told me to take your umbrella on your bill,
and I wrote it off because I thought you got killed.”
The man excused him from paying the bill for the mochi
When the young man reached home, preparations were going on for his funeral. His parents were overjoyed
when they heard what had happened.
Children.}

104.31 The Hearthfire On New Year’s Eve: A Folktale\fn{told by Mishimura Mokuzo (1861Hyogo Prefecture, Japan (M) -1

)}

Once upon a time there was a maid called Ofujii. Her master said to her on new Year’s Eve,
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Mikata District,

“Tomorrow is the First Day, but don’t think that there is nothing to do. See to it that the fire in the hearth does
not go out.”
Ofuji tried to take care of the fire in the hearth so it would not go out, but it died out when she was not looking
at it. The girl was worried and went to borrow some live coals, but all the neighbors had gone to bed. As she
walked on and on, she saw a fire burning in the hills. When she came to the house, she said,
“The fire in our hearth has gone out and I am sorry for my master. Please give me some live coals.”
The girl was told she could have fire, but she was asked to watch a coffin for a little while. It was not
convenient for Ofuji to stay and watch the coffin, so the thing to do was to take the coffin with her on her back as
she took the live coals home.
After Ofuji started her fire up again, she hid the coffin in an inner corner of the room so her master would not
see it. She was uneasy on New Year’s morning for fear he would see it.
Four or five days passed without the man who had asked Ofuji to watch the coffin coming for it. She was
afraid the corpse was beginning to decay. She lifted the lid of the coffin and found that it was full of gold. She
tired to carry it, but she could not move it. She was surprised and told her master all about what had happened.
She wanted to give the money to him, but he would not accept it. He tried to have her take it, but she refused.
They decided to use the money to build a temple. On the day before the temple would be completed, the two of
them discussed their invitation to attend the completion ceremony. On their way to the temple the next day, Ofuji
stepped onto a purple cloud and rode into the temple. There she turned into Kannon.\fn{A Buddhist deity usually given
feminine attributes; usually enshrined, but can appear in revelations and dreams .} There is this song:
Number Five is the Fujidera in Kawachi.
Pilgrims visit Fujidera to make petitions.
Over the sepals of the flower hangs a purple cloud.\fn{Number Five is the fifth station visited by pilgrims. Ofuji was said to be Toshitokujin, a New
Year Deity.}

130.95 Under Reconstruction\fn{by Mori Ogai (1862-1922)} Tsuwano Prefecture, Japan (M) 3
It has just stopped raining when Councilor Watanabé got off the tram in front of the Kabuki playhouse.
Carefully avoiding the puddles, he hurried through the Kobiki district in the direction of the Department of
Communications. Surely that restaurant was somewhere around here, he thought as he strode along the canal; he
remembered having noticed the signboard on one of these corners.
The street were fairly empty. He passed a group of young men in Western clothes. They were talking noisily
and looked as if they had all just left their office. Then a girl in a kimono and a gaily-colored sash hurried by,
almost bumping into him. She was probably a waitress from some local teahouse, he thought. A rickshaw with his
hood up passed him from behind.
Finally he caught sight of a small signboard with the inscription written horizontally in the Western style:

SEIYOKEN HOTEL
The front of the building facing the canal was covered with scaffolding. The side entrance was on a small
street. There were two oblique flights of stairs outside the restaurant, forming a sort of truncated triangle. At the
head of each stair case was a glass door; after hesitating a moment, Watanabé entered the one on the left on which
were written the characters for “Entrance.”
Inside he found a wide passage. By the door was a pile of little cloths for wiping one’s shoes and next to those
a large Western doormat. Watanabé’s shoes were muddy after the rain and he carefully cleaned them with both
implements. Apparently in this restaurant one was supposed to observe the Western custom and wear one’s shoes
indoors.
There was no sign of life in the passage, but from the distance came a great sound of hammering and sawing.
The place was under reconstruction, thought Watanabé
He waited awhile, but as no one came to receive him, he walked to the end of the passage. Here he stopped,
not knowing which way to turn. Suddenly he noticed a man with a napkin under his arm leaning against the wall a
few yards away. He went up to him.
“I telephoned yesterday for a reservation.”
The man sprang to attention. “Oh yes, sir. A table for two, I believe? It’s on the second floor. Would you mind
coming with me, sir.”
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When they reached the top of the stairs, the waiter hurried past Watanabé and opened a door to the left. It was a
large room overlooking the canal. It seemed rather big for just two people. Round each of the three small tables in
the room were squeezed as many chairs as could possibly be fitted. Under the window was a huge sofa and next
to it a potted vine about three feet high and a dwarfed plant with large hothouse grapes.
The waiter walked across the room and opened another door. “This is your dining room, sir.” Watanabé
followed him. The room was small—just right, in fact, for a couple. In the middle a table was elaborately set with
two covers and a large basket of azaleas and rhododendrons.
With a certain felling of satisfaction, Watanabé returned to the large room. The waiter withdrew and Watanabé
again found himself alone. Abruptly the sound of hammering stopped. He looked at his watch: yes, it was exactly
five o’clock. There was still half an hour till his appointment. Watanabé took a cigar from an open box on the
table, pierced the end, and lit it.
Strangely enough, he did not have the slightest feeling of anticipation. It was as if it did not matter who was to
join him in this room, as if he did not care in the slightest whose face it was that he would soon be seeing across
that flower basket. He was surprised at his own coolness.
Puffing comfortably at his cigar, he walked over to the window and opened it. Directly below where stacked
huge piles of timber. This was the main entrance. The water in the canal appeared completely stationary. On the
other side he could see a row of wooden buildings. They looked like houses of assignation. Except for a woman
with a child on her way, walking slowly back and forth outside one of the houses, there was no one in sight. At the
far right, the massive red-brick structure of the Naval Museum imposingly blocked his view.
Watanabé sat down on the sofa and examined the room. The walls were decorated with an ill-assorted
collection of pictures: nightingales on a palm tree, an illustration from a fairy tale, a hawk. The scrolls were small
and narrow, and on the high walls they looked strangely short as if the bottom portions had been tucked under and
concealed. Over the door was a large framed Buddhist text. And this is meant to be the land of art, thought
Watanabé.
For a while he sat there smoking his cigar and simply enjoying a sensation of physical well-being. Then he
heard the sound of voices in the passage and the door opened. It was she.
She wore a large Anne-Marie straw hat decorated with beads. Under her long gray coat he noticed a white
embroidered baptiste blouse. Her skirt was also gray. She carried a tiny umbrella with a tassel. Watanabé forcerd a
smile to his face. Throwing his cigar in an ashtray, he got up from the sofa.
The German woman removed her veil and glanced back at the waiter, who had followed her into the room and
who was now standing by the door. Then she turned her eyes to Watanabé. They were the large, brtown eyes of a
brunette. They were the eyes in which he had so often gazed in the past. Yet he did not remember those mauve
shadows from their days in Berlin. …
“I’m sorry I kept you waiting,” she said abruptly in German.
She transferred her umbrella to her left hand and stiffly extended the gloved fingers of her right hand. No
doubt all this was for the benefit of the waiter, thought Watanabé as he courteously took the fingers in his hand.
“You can let me know when dinner is ready,” he said, glancing at the door. The waiter bowed and left the
room.
“How delightful to see you,” he said in German.
The woman nonchalantly threw her umbrella on a chair and sat down on the sofa with a slight gasp of
exhaustion. Putting her elbows on the table, she gazed silently at Watanabé. He drew up a chair next to the table
and sat down.
“It’s very quiet here, isn’t it?” she said after a while.
“It’s under reconstruction,” said Watanabé. “They were making a terrible noise when I arrived.”
“Oh, that explains it. The place does give one rather an unsettled feeling. Not that I’m a particular calm sort of
person at best.”
“When did you arrive in Japan?”
“The day before yesterday. And then yesterday I happened to see you on the street.”
“And why did you come?”
“Well, you see, I’ve been in Valadivostok since the end of last year.”
“I suppose you’ve been singing in that hotel there, whatever it’s called.”
“Yes.”
“You obviously weren’t alone. Were you with a company?”
“No, I wasn’t with a company. But I wasn’t alone either. … I was with a man. In fact you know him.” She
hesitated a moment. “I’ve been with Kostinsky.”
“Oh, that Pole. So I suppose you’re called Kosinsdkaya now.”
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“Don’t be silly! It’s simply that I sing and Kosinsky accompanies me.”
“Are you sure that’s all?”
“You mean, do we have a good time together? Well, I can’t say it never happens.”
“That’s hardly surprising. I suppose he’s in Tokyo with you?”
“Yes, we’re both at the Aikokusan Hotel.”
“But he lets you come out alone.”
“My dear friend, I only let him accompany me in singing, you know.” She used the word begleiten. If he
accompanied her on the piano, thought Watanabé, he accompanied her in other ways too.
“I told him that I’d seen you on the Ginza,” she continued, “and he’s very anxious to meet you.”
“Allow me to deprive myself of that pleasure.”
“Don’t worry. He isn’t short of money or anything.”
“No, but he probably will be before long if he stays here,” said Watanabé with a smile. “And where do you
plan to go next?”
“I’m going to America. Everyone tells me that Japan is hopeless, so I’m not going to count on getting work
here.”
“You’re quite right. America is a good place to go after Russia. Japan is still backward. … It’s still under
reconstruction, you see.”
“Good heavens! If you aren’t careful, I’ll tell them in America that a Japanese gentleman admitted his country
was backward. In fact, I’ll say it was a Japanese government official. You are a government official, aren’t you?”
“Yes, I’m in the government.”
“And behaving yourself very correctly, no doubt?”
“Frighteningly so! I’ve become a real Fürst, you know. Tonight’s the only exception.”
“I’m very honored!” She slowly undid the buttons of her long gloves, took them off, and held out her right
hand to Watanabé It was a beautiful, dazzlingly white hand. He clasped it firmly, amazed at its coldness. Without
removing her hand from Watanabé’s grasp, she looked steadily at him. Her large, brown eyes seemed with their
dark shadows to have grown to twice their former size.
“Would you like me to kiss you?” she said.
Watanabé made a wry face. “We are in Japan,” he said.
Without any warning, the door was flung open and the waiter appeared. “Dinner is served, sir.”
“We are in Japan,” repeated Watanabé. He got up and led the woman into the little dining room. The waiter
suddenly turned on the glaring overhead lights.
The woman sat down opposite Watanabé and glanced round the room. “They’ve given us a chambre séparée,”
she said, laughing. “How exciting! She straightened her back and looked directly at Watanabé as if to see how he
would react.
“I’m sure it’s quite by chance,” he said calmly.
Three waiters were in constant attendance on the two of them. One poured sherry, the other served slices of
melon, and the third bustled about ineffectually.
“The place is alive with waiters,” said Watanabé
“Yes, and they seem to be a clumsy lot,” she said, squaring her elbows as she started on her melon. “They’re
just as bad at my hotel.”
“I expect you and Kosinsky find they get ion your way. Always barging in without knocking. …”
“You’re wrong bout all that, you know. Well, the melon is good anyway.”
“In America you’ll be getting stacks of food to eat every morning as soon as you wake up.”
The conversation drifted along lightly. Finally the waiters brought in fruit salad and poured champagne.
“Aren’t you jealous—even a little?” the woman suddenly asked. All the time they had been eating and chatting
away. She had remembered how they used to sit facing each other like this after the theater at the little restaurant
above the Blühr Steps. Sometimes they had quarreled, but they had always made it up in the end. She had meant
to sound as if she were joking; but despite herself, her voice was serious and she felt ashamed.
Watanabé lifted his champagne glass high above the flowers and said in a clear voice: “Kosinsky soll leben!”
The woman silently raised her glass. There was a frozen smile on her face. Under the table her hand trembled
uncontrollably.
*
It was still only half past eight when a solitary, black car drove slowly along the Ginza through an ocean of
flickering lights. In the back sat a woman, her face hidden by a veil.
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104.38 The Poem About Ashes: A Folktale\fn{told by Sato Yazaburo (c.1863Japan (F) -1

)}

Naori District, Oita Prefecture,

Once upon a time a house was vacated. The man living next door would let people stay in it overnight, but
nobody would stay a second night because they would say that a ghost appeared. One night a brave man came
along and said,
“I came to see the ghost.”
He went into the house and built a good fire in the hearth and waited. He heard a sound over by the inner room
around midnight and a ghost came gliding into the room. The ghost sat down by the fire. The man waited,
wondering what it would say. It began to rake the ashes as it said,
“Raked ashes are the color of the seashore …”—and then it burst into tears. It continued to repeat the line and
to weep. The brave man thought,
“If I don’t add the last line, the ghost will come out every night.” The next time the ghost repeated, “Raked
ashes are the color of the seashore,” the man said promptly,
“At the hearth I watch the open sea (live coals).” The ghost said,
“I have tried to think of a closing line, but couldn’t. Now that I have heard one, I can rest and will no longer
come out.”
Then it vanished. It never came again to that house.
36.115 Excerpt from The Drifting Cloud\fn{by Futabatei Shimei (1864-1909)} Ichigaya, Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area,
Japan (M) 4
… Sunday\fn{A note reads: The Drifting Cloud, written 1887-1889, is the first modern Japanese novel both in subject matter and
style: it deals mainly with young Japanese educated under the new “enlightenment,” and it is written in a colloquial style very close to the
actual conversation of the time. The chief character—he can hardly be called the hero—is Utsumi Bunza, a hapless young man who loses
his job in the Civil Service because he does not toady to his superiors. His aunt Omasa, in whose house he lives, at first wishes to marry
her daughter Osci to him, but when he loses his job she shows him only contempt. Osei, a superficially “enlightened” girl, proud of her
education and Western ideas, turns from Bunza to the aggressive sycophant Honda Noboru, the up-and-coming Meiji bureaucrat par
excellence. The novel is full of vivid and amusing scenes which depict life in the eighties in Japan with a sharpness that borders at times
perhaps on caricature. We can only regret that this unprecedented novel was never completed. The following excerpt occurs at a point
where Oset is beginning to be won by the blandishments of Noboru .} was a brilliantly clear day, the likes of which they had
not seen in a long while. The wind was gentle and not a particle of dust stirred. It was the second of November,
the beginning of the “month of chrysanthemums” according to the old calendar, and ideal weather for pleasure
seekers.
The members of the household had been busy since morning with preparations for the excursion to view the
chrysanthemums. Osej fretted so over the fit of her finery that she quite got on Omasa’s nerves. The hairdresser’s
tardiness in arriving, which precipitated another crisis, was naturally enough blamed on the maid. Finally, in rapid
succession, a teapot passed down from remote antiquity acquired a harelip with which it had not been born, an
earthenware mortar firmly placed on a shelf ran away all by itself, and, just when everything was in a state of the
extremest confusion, an unfortunate visitor, one notorious as a long stayer, appeared. They attempted to lay as
much emphasis as they could on the words, “We’re leaving in just a few minutes for Dangosaka,” but these had
no more effect than the remedies of the most arrant quack. The visitor settled down with utter self-possession to a
lengthy chat, with an air of being permanently installed. What a dreadful nuisance! Nevertheless they did as duty
required, and the danger passed more easily than expected. Hardly had the visitor left—which eventually did
occur—than the hairdresser arrived. The preparations for the excursion were duly completed and by eleven the
household had at length calmed down. Occasionally one even heard loud peals of laughter.
Bunzo, the man of misfortune and woe, had nothing about him of chrysanthemum-viewing. If we could
compare Noboru to the cherry blossoms in the pride of their springtime flowering, Bunzo resembled, rather, a
withered cattail in the shade. He had decided that if there was nothing he could do to oppose the excursion, he
would at least not let himself be humiliated by it. He chose to let circumstances take their course and give himself
the airs of a martyr. The day before yesterday when Noboru invited him along, he had resolved to refuse outright.
Since then, he had maintained a detached calm which suggested that whether people were excited or not was a
matter of as little concern to him as the neighbor’s colic. But he was inwardly not quite equal to this feigned
tranquillity. Everything he saw or heard, always with the same expression of serene pleasure on his face, of the
others’ excitement served to remind him again of his happiness of yesterday, and he sighed, his spirits damp as the
sky in May. Which was not very enjoyable.
No, it was not enjoyable. When yesterday Osei asked Bunzo if he were going, he had replied that he was not.
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To which she had said in the coolest possible tone, “Oh, really?”—which was not enjoyable. Bunzo felt that if she
wanted him to go she should have coaxed him. And if he remained obstinate and still would not go, she should
have said something like:
“Unless I can go with you, I won’t go at all.”
“But I am not jealous,” he suddenly recalled, and tried to rationalize his mood to himself. But he still felt a
tickling sensation of uneasiness.
He didn’t want to go, he didn’t want to stay at home either, and this dilemma put him in a bad humor. He was
angry, although at no one in particular. He could not sit still, but kept jumping up as though he had remembered
some urgent business, only to decide that he hadn’t. He could not seem to quiet down, no matter what he did.
Bunzo thought he might be able to distract himself with a little reading, and took the first book from his shelf
that came to hand. He tried reading, but it brought no distraction whatsoever. He glowered at the volume with a
peevish expression as if he were trying to outstare the page. The book was not a bad one, but no matter how many
times he read and reread the opening lines of the first chapter he could not make any sense out of it. With maddening clarity, on the other hand, he could hear Osei’s laughter in the downstairs parlor, and once this sound had
taken possession of his ears, it would not go away for quite some time. With an angry click of his tongue Bunzo
threw away the book, angrily leaned against his desk, angrily propped his head on his hand, angrily glared at
nothing in particular.
Struck by a sudden thought he stood up, a look of resuscitation on his face.
“Maybe they’ll call the whole thing off,” he murmured.
But he came to himself at once and clamped his mouth shut in consternation. He felt surprised, bewildered,
and finally desperate.
“Damn you!” he said, shaking his fists in self-intimidation. But the mischievous worm within him again began
to stir in his heart … perhaps, after all …
Alas, no accident seemed to have occurred to Noboru, who appeared at about one o’clock. In honor of the
occasion, he wore Japanese costume today—a brown silk kimono with a black twilled-silk coat. His sash was also
of something chic: he was attired as usual in the height of fashion. He thundered up the staircase to Bunzo’s room,
and without a preliminary word of greeting plopped himself down. He gave Bunzo an extraordinarily supercilious
look, as if he were examining his own nose, and at length enquired:
“What’s the matter? You look as if you’ve been drowned.”
“I have a little headache.”
“Is that so? The old lady hasn’t by any chance been giving you a rough time, has she?”
This trivial conversation upset Bunzo. He felt somehow offended, but he was too diffident to say anything.
“How about it? Sure you won’t go?”
“I don’t think I will.”
“Obstinate, aren’t you? It’s because you’re so obstinate that you’d like me to plead with you to come, isn’t it?”
He laughed.
“There’s nothing I can do except laugh to myself. Nothing I say will have any effect on you.”
He barked a laugh.
After Noboru had spent a few minutes with Bunzo in this vague chatter which could be termed neither jest nor
slander, Osei suddenly called up from downstairs.
“Mr. Honda!”
“What is it?”
“The rickshaws have come, so if you're ready 0 0 oft i "T - t' " J...c:: S go.\fn{Imperfect scan.}
“Hurry then.”
“Osei?”
“Yes?”
“I told them that it would be all right if the two of us rode together, and it’s arranged that way. You don’t mind,
do you?”
There was no answer, only the sound of feet scampering away.
“It’s charming how she runs off without answering, isn’t it?”
These words served as Noboru’s final salutation to Bunzo, and with them he went downstairs. Bunzo,
following him with his eyes, muttered bitterly:
“The damned fool!”
But even while his voice still wandered in a limbo of its own, he recalled how Osei looked in the spring when
they had gone to see the cherry blossoms, and he sprang to his feet for no reason. After glaring in all directions, he
finally directed his gaze at the fire pan. He collected his thoughts again and returned to where he had been sitting.
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Again he said bitterly, “The damned fool!”
This time he referred to himself.
In the afternoon a light breeze sprang up, but the weather grew only the better. What with the fine weather and
the fact that it was Sunday, the area around Dangosaka was so jammed with people out to see the chrysanthemums that it was scarcely possible to move on the roads.
What a crowd! What a crowd! There were women with their hair done in foreign-style and in the shimada,\fn
{A note reads: The name of the hair style worn by young women.} some in the double-loop coiffure and others in chignons,
girls in the butterfly bun and in bangs. There came Madame X, secretary to a certain learned society, but said to be
really the spook of some old cat, and Miss Y, whose charmingly minute store of wisdom (of the size of a mustard
seed) was concentrated in her feet, and whose very dreams were filled with jumping and prancing. There came
wet nurses and scullery maids, fashionable ladies in semi-foreign style, and women who looked like living proofs
that polygamy was still being practiced.
What a crowd! What a crowd! Shaven-headed priests had come and long-haired men, men with half-shaven
heads and men with topknots. And they too had come, those beloved of the gods, the darlings of destiny, the men
among men and objects of universal esteem, those cynosures of envy—I mean they who in days of yore were
called liegemen, but who now are our so-called officials, and who may in future generations be styled “public
servants.” Businessmen came, and the meek and the humble. There came also exposed politicians, whose
principle is not to look anyone in the face, and who, having forgotten themselves and their families, seem likely
candidates for a prison cell.
The whole world had come. All kinds of faces, hairdos arranged to suit all kinds of fancies, costumes and
scents of every conceivable description—but I have not the leisure to describe them all. Besides, the road is so
narrow here that the congestion is quite unbelievable. And in the midst of all this there are some heartless
individuals who ride through the crowd in their rickshaws two abreast!
The residents of the neighborhood who, in this glorious age, eke out a living from day to day by pasting
together matchboxes, look up from their work only long enough to see the flower-viewers, and never do get to see
any real chrysanthemums. When you stop to think of it, it really does take all sorts to make a world.
Dangosaka was in a state of the wildest confusion. Flower-sellers stood by the usual signboards waving the
flags of their respective establishments in the attempt to lure in customers, and the cries of the barkers at every
shop entrance got mingled quite unintelligibly in the autumn wind. In the midst of the turmoil all one could see
were the feverishly shouting faces of the barkers, who were in the same frantic state no matter how often one
looked at them. Not surprisingly, when one went inside the shops the confusion was exactly the same as outdoors.
If we may be permitted a generalization, the chrysanthemum is a flower which singly gives an impression of
loneliness, but when in the thousands creates a very cheerful effect. Some claim that only when chrysanthemums
are growing in their natural profusion are they worth seeing, and that to see them displayed on such a lavish scale
as at Dangosaka is enough to dampen one’s enthusiasm for chrysanthemums permanently. Here were massed,
with no semblance of discrimination, yellow and white chrysanthemums, those flowers which faithfully bloom
after all the rest of the fragrant species have departed. One or two visitors in a thousand might complain of the
rather stiff appearance of the flowers, which looked like overstarched doll’s clothes and rustled when you touched
them, but there was not a single visitor who did not in fact seem more interested in food than in flowers—alas and
alack.
To the Reader: The above is to be taken as the foolish reflections of a retired gentleman on viewing the
chrysanthemums.
The Reader: What a bore!
To return to our story.
The two rickshaws raced up to Dangosaka and came smartly to a stop. From the rickshaws then emerged our
old friend Noboru, Osei, and her mother.
Noboru’s costume was as previously described. Omasa wore a sash of black Chinese silk over her gray crepe
kimono, underneath which was visible the border of her under-robe, of black crepe with a design of some sort
sewn in glittering gold thread—a very sensible outfit.
Osei wore a yellow kimono with a sash of gray-blue damask filigreed with gold thread. Underneath, of course,
was the customary full-length under-robe of scarlet crepe, and this was graced with a neckband of pale blue with a
design sewn in gold. The cord of the sash was of pink crepe. In short, she was elegantly attired.
However, what caused people to stop and take notice was less Osei’s clothing than her whole appearance.
Although her hair was done up as usual in a European-style bun, it was so cunningly tied as to suggest that it
might be some rare Japanese style of coiffure, and it was ornamented with a large hairpin in the shape of a rose.
She wore only light make-up, preferring its simple neatness to the conventional cosmetics which, she said, went
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against Nature. Evidently she was all refinement, in character no less than appearance.
The envious sightseers who surrounded their party from time to time made quite audible comments:
“They’re sweethearts!”
“No, husband and wife!”
These speculations were accompanied by much gaping and pointing, and with each phrase that came his way
Noboru looked the more pleased. Ostentatiously he paraded the two women through the various exhibits of
chrysanthemums, never letting up his chatter for even an instant. That people nearby could overhear every word
he spoke did not inhibit his usual flow of gossip.
Osei also seemed in unusually fine fettle today. There was something indefinably vivacious in her walk and her
carriage and, of course, her conversation, which rather suggested a little bird who had escaped from its cage, and
her ready wit was in evidence. She laughed ceaselessly, amused by Noboru’s nonsense, but it was not necessarily
because what he said was so funny. It seemed likely that she would have laughed just the same even had he
remained silent, out of natural high spirits.
Omasa was exceedingly cool about the chrysanthemums, confining herself to an occasional, “How pretty!” and
a vague sweeping glance which made no attempt to focus on anything. On the other hand she studied with
meticulous attention the appearance of every girl they passed who happened to be about the same age as Osei.
First she would examine the face, then the clothes, the sash, the feet, and after the girl had gone by, Omasa would
turn back for a final look at her appearance from behind—the sash again, and the hair. This accomplished, Omasa
would dart a glance at Osei from the corner of her eyes and assume an air of serene composure.
Noboru’s party visited last the florists’ booths at the foot of the hill. After examining one after another of the
displays, they stopped in front of one booth. Noboru declared that the face of the doll exhibited there looked
extraordinarily like Bunzo yawning. Osei was highly amused, and delicately putting one sleeve to her face, leaned
over the guardrail, convulsed with laughter. At this a student standing nearby wheeled around in her direction and
stared through his glasses at Osei in amazement. Even her mother felt obliged to reprimand Osei for her
unbecoming behavior.
At length Osei controlled her laughter. She lifted her face, still coquettishly graced with smiles, and looked beside her. Noboru was not there. Startled, she cast wild glances around her, her expression at once becoming quite
serious.
Another glance sufficed to reveal to her Noboru, in front of a booth to the rear, busily engaged in bending his
body quite horizontal in repeated obeisances directed at the back of a gentleman in Western clothes. The gentleman appeared utterly indifferent to Noboru, and continued for some time to face the opposite direction. At length,
after having been the recipient of numerous unacknowledged bows, he deigned to turn his bushily bewhiskered,
grumpy face and look at Noboru. Without a trace of a smile, without even removing his hat, he gave a perfunctory
nod, to which Noboru responded by prostrating himself and making a series of deep reverences, continuing all the
while to pour forth a stream of the usual tedious compliments.
Of the two ladies who appeared to be accompanying the gentleman, one sported a towering coiffure, and the
other wore her hair in an elegant, maidenly bun. They were both exceptionally beautiful and stylish women, and
so well matched that one could not but take them for sisters. Noboru bowed first to the lady in the lofty chignon.
He addressed himself next to the young lady in the bun, who was so embarrassed that she averted her gaze when
she returned his bow, and blushed.
It was not possible for Osei to catch the conversation which ensued, for the other party was at some distance
from her and the people about her were noisy. Whatever it was, a smile never deserted Noboru’s lips as he stood
there chattering, occasionally punctuating his discourse with gestures. Presently he seemed to have uttered something amusing, for the gentleman suddenly opened his enormous mouth and began to laugh uproariously, with
much shaking of the shoulders. The lady in the chignon wrinkled the corners of her mouth as she laughed. The
young lady also started to titter, but quickly hid her mouth with her sleeve. Only her eyes continued to smile as
she gazed demurely at Noboru’s face. Noboru, conscious of an honor too great for his station, permitted a smile of
triumph and contentment to suffuse his entire face. After waiting for the gentleman’s laughter to subside, he again
began to chatter. Noboru had apparently quite forgotten that Osei and her mother were waiting.
Osei paid no attention either to the gentleman or to the distinguished lady, but she observed the girl in the bun
with the minutest, most unwavering, breathless attention, as if intent on drilling a hole in her with her gaze. She
did not respond even when her mother addressed her.
Before long the gentleman’s party gave indications of moving towards where the women stood. Omasa noticed
this and frantically tugged at Osei’s sleeve to rouse her from her trance. They quickly stepped forward to the path
to meet Noboru, who came up a few minutes later with the gentleman. At the wicket he again bowed slightly and,
politely, affably, loquaciously, recited suitable farewells to each of them. After they had departed he took two or
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three tentative steps by himself. An expression, as of sudden recollection, crossed his face, and he gazed around
him in consternation.
“Mr. Honda, we're here.”
Noboru, hearing Omasa’s voice, hurried to the two ladies.
“Sorry to have kept you waiting.”
“Who was that?”
“That was the chief of my department,” he answered smiling broadly, for whatever reason. “I didn’t expect
them to come today.”
“Is the lady in the chignon his wife?”
“Yes, she is.”
“And the one in the bun?”
“Oh, she? She’s …” he began, turned back for another look, and added, “the younger sister of the department
head’s wife. She looks much prettier than when I saw her at their house.”
“Yes, I suppose you might call her pretty, but it’s all in the clothes, isn’t it?”
“Today she’s dressed up like a little lady, but when she’s at home she wears the most nondescript clothes, and
they treat her like a servant.”
“Has she had an education?” Osei suddenly asked.
Noboru was perplexed.
“I’ve never heard anything about that … but she may very well be educated, for all I know. She’s only just
come to live at my department head’s house, and I really don’t know very much about her yet.”
At these words Osei turned around abruptly and, with a derisive expression in her eyes, stared at the young
lady, who was about to enter a florist’s booth halfway down the hill. Osei patted her sash in a moment of nervousness, but quickly regained her composure.
After they had got into rickshaws which were to take them next to Veno Park, Omasa remarked to Osei, who
rode with her:
“You should have worn make-up like that girl.”
“I hate it, all that heavy paint.”
“But why?”
“It’s so unpleasant.”
“But you’re still in your teens. It isn’t the least unpleasant if you wear it. I can’t tell you how much better it
looks. It’s so much more striking.”
“If you like it so much, Mama, you should wear it yourself. It’s funny the way you keep on saying how good it
is when I tell you I hate it.”
“All I meant to say is that I think it’s nice, and I’m surprised you don’t. You really are a funny girl to answer
me back like that.”
Osei appeared to have recognized that verbal attacks had already ceased to be necessary, and did not utter
another word. Without being exactly dispirited or downcast, she had somehow become pensive. Her mother tried
to patch together the fragments of the conversation, but Osei would not be her partner in this attempt. This odd
situation lasted almost until they had reached Veno Park, where Osei began to talk again and was more of her old
self.
104.41 Zenemon And The Wild Duck: A Folktale\fn{told by “an old man” (c.1867Prefecture, Japan (M) -1

)}

Sakai District, Fukui

A rag buyer named Zenemon spent 150 of the 300 mon.\fn{A coin of low monetary value .} He had to save a wild
duck. He had earned an unusual amount of money that day. In the evening a girl came to his house and asked him
to take her as a bride. She started a mochi shop and they became very prosperous.
Since the couple had saved a lot of money the wife asked permission to visit her family. Her husband refused
that, so she gave up the mochi shop and became a weaver. She asked her husband not to look in on her while she
wove. He disregarded her wish and looked in, but pretended he knew nothing.
His wife came out of her room on the seventh day. As she handed her weaving to her husband she said,
“There is a flaw in one place in this because you looked in on me. Even so, it is far better weaving than
anything else. Sell it and live on the money in comfort for the rest of your life.”
When Zenemon went to sell the cloth, his wife left her tail feathers with a note in the wooden measuring box
and went away. The note said only,
“I will be in this place.”
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Since there was a tail\fn{O} in the measure\fn{Masu.} her husband concluded that his wife would be at Masuo
in Osaka. Zenemon went to Masuo Pond and saw many wild ducks there, but one of them had no tail feathers. It
came over to him and caught onto the hem of his garment with its beak. Zenemon gave the pond the name
Konosu so the wild duck would never be forgotten.
119.20 Koga Saburo: A Folktale\fn{by Okabe Ichino (1867-

)}

Sake-mura, Suewa, Nagano Prefecture, Japan (F) 1

Once upon a time there were three brothers, Taro, Jiro, and Saburo. One day they set out together to go hunting
on Mt. Tadeshina. The beautiful daughter of a certain lord heard of their plans and asked them to take her with
them. So the four of them went together.
But when they came to the pond called Futago-ike, the princess suddenly disappeared. The brothers looked
everywhere for her. Finally they discovered a deep cavern in the earth. Saburo, the youngest brother, looked down
the cavern and called out:
“Is Princess Tokiyo down there?” The princess answered from the bottom of the cavern:
“Is Saburo there?”
Still peering into the hole, Saburo saw the princess standing beside a palace. So the three brothers quickly
made a basket with some vines and lowered it into the cavern. They called for the princess to get into the basket,
and then they pulled her up out of the hole. But when she was safe on the ground she said in a sad voice:
“I was in such a hurry that I forgot the precious book of sutras that my parents gave me and left it down in the
hole.”
So Saburo went down into the cavern to get the book for her. In the palace there was a tengu, and he was in
trouble because of the sutra. The brothers waiting up above became impatient when Saburo did not return and
they dropped the vine rope.
The princess was filled with sadness. She said she could not live without Saburo and she threw herself into
Lake Suwa.
Meanwhile Saburo walked on and on underground and finally he came to a beautiful village. Some villagers
saw him and hailed him as a great samurai. Thereafter, Saburo became the son-in-law of a certain house in the
village and had a son.
Thus nine years passed.
One day when Saburo was reading a book alone he shed tears. When his wife questioned him he told her the
story and said he still loved the princess. His wife felt sorry for him and said:
“You may go to search for her with nine rice bowls.”
Saburo was glad. He started on the journey and came to the temple called Shinraku-ji in Onuma-mura. The
village children ran from him, crying:
“Here comes a snake.”
This frightened Saburo, and he began looking for water in which to hide. Suddenly he saw the princess
beckoning to him from Lake Suwa. So he too entered the lake.
One day some years after that Saburo’s underground wife was weeping. Her son saw her and asked why she
wept. She told him about his father.
Then the boy made nine rice bowls for her, and sent her to search for Saburo. After she had looked in many
places, she came at last to Lake Suwa.
Ever since then there always appears across the surface of Lake Suwa as streak of upheaved ice. People call
this the “God Crossing the Lake” and say it marks Saburo’s path down under the lake as he travels back and forth
between the homes there of the princess and his wife.
124.75 Excerpt from Botchan\fn{by Söseki, aka Natsume Söseki (1867-1916)} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (M) 28
Ever since I was a child, my inherent recklessness has brought me nothing but trouble.
Once, when I was at primary school, I jumped out of a second-story window and couldn’t walk for a week.
Some of you may be wondering why I did such a rash thing. There was no particularly deep reason. It was just
that, as I stuck my head out of a second-floor window of the new block, one of my classmates jeered at me and
said,
“You’re always bragging, but I bet you couldn’t jump from there. Yah! Sissy!” When I arrived home on the
caretaker’s back, my father glared at me and said,
“Whoever heard of anyone shaking at the knees after only jumping from the second floor?” To which I replied
that I’d show him. Next time they wouldn’t shake.
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A relation of mine had given me a foreign-made penknife, and I was holding up the beautiful blade to show my
friends how it caught the sunlight when one of them said,
“It shines, all right, but I bet it won’t cut.”
“What do you mean, won’t cut? It’ll cut anything,” I replied, accepting the challenge.
“All right then, let’s see you cut your finger,” he demanded.
“A finger? Huh! It’ll cut a finger as easy as this.”
So saying, I cut diagonally into the back of my right thumb. Fortunately, it was a small knife, and the bone was
hard, so I still have my thumb. But the scar will be with me for life.
If you walked the twenty paces to the eastern end of our garden, you came to a small vegetable plot on a
southern slope, right in the middle of which stood a chestnut tree. This tree meant more to me than life itself.
When the nuts were ripe, I would go out the back door as soon as I got up, collect those that lay on the ground,
and eat them at school.
The west side of the vegetable plot adjoined the garden of the Yamashiroya pawnshop, where there lived a kid
of thirteen or fourteen called Kantaro. Kantaro was, of course, a coward. But, in spite of this, he used to climb
over the trellis fence and steal the chestnuts.
One evening I hid in the shadow of the gate and caught him at last. Having lost his way of escape, he flung
himself at me with all his force. He was about two years older than me and, although he was a coward, he was
strong. As he made a sudden lunge at my chest with his flat-crowned head, it skidded off into the sleeve of my
kimono. Since this prevented me from using my hand, I swung my arm about blindly. Kantaro’s head, trapped in
my sleeve, whipped giddily to left and right. Finally, being in pain, he clamped his teeth onto my upper arm inside
the sleeve. This hurt, so I pushed him up against the fence and threw him backwards with a leg trip. The ground
on the pawnshop side was about six feet lower than the vegetable plot. Kantaro, smashing down half the trellis in
the process, fell headfirst back into his own territory and landed with a groan. As he fell, one of the sleeves of my
kimono was torn off and my hand suddenly came free. That evening my mother went across to apologize and,
while she was there, retrieved my sleeve.
I got into many other kinds of mischief besides this. For instance, there was the time when I ruined Mosaku’s
carrot patch with good old Kane, who worked for the local carpenter, and Kaku, the fishmonger’s boy. An area
where the sprouts had not come out evenly had been covered with straw, so we spent half a day having wrestling
matches on it, and trampled all the carrots.
Another time I caught it in the neck for blocking up the well in Furukawa’s rice field. This was a device
whereby water welled up and out onto the surrounding rice plants through a thick piece of bamboo which had
been sunk deep into the ground, after first having had its joints pierced to make it into a hollow tube. At the time I
didn’t know what kind of device it was, and so stuffed sticks and stones down it. Having made sure that the flow
of water had stopped, I went home, and was having a meal, when Furukawa came roaring in with a face as red as
a beet. As I remember, money had to change hands before the matter was settled.
My father never showed me the slightest affection, and my mother always favored my elder brother. He was
terribly white-skinned and liked to pretend he was an actor, taking the female parts. Every time my father looked
at me, he used to say,
“He’ll never amount to anything.” And my mother used to say,
“He’s so rough and unruly, I worry what’ll become of him.”
In fact, I never have amounted to anything. You can see the result for yourself. It’s no wonder they were
worried what would become of me. The only thing that can be said to my credit is that I have gone through life—
so far—without getting put into penal servitude.
My mother was ill, and two or three days before she died I was turning somersaults in the kitchen and banged
my ribs very painfully on the corner of the cooking stove. My mother was very angry and said she never wanted
to see my face again, so I went to stay with relatives. At last the news came that she had died. I didn’t think she’d
die so soon. I came home thinking that if I’d known she was that seriously ill, I’d have been a little quieter. Then
my brother said that I was a bad son, and that it was because of me that our mother died when she did. I was
terribly upset and slapped him across the face, for which I got into a great deal of trouble.
After my mother died, I lived with my father and brother. My father was the kind of man who did nothing, and
who would only have to catch sight of your face to come out with,
“You’re useless! Useless!”
It was like a habit with him, but I still don’t know what he was referring to. There’s no two ways about it, I had
a strange father.
My brother said he was going into business, and spent all his time studying English. He had always had a
womanish disposition and, since he was also a sneak, we weren’t on good terms. We had a row, on average, about
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once a week. Once, when we were playing Japanese chess, he made a sneaky move and looked very pleased with
himself as he made fun of the position I was in. I was so annoyed that I flung the rook I was holding at his head. It
caught him between the eyes, broke the skin, and drew a little blood. He went and told my father, who said that he
disowned me.
I knew that there was nothing I could do about it and so considered myself disowned as my father had said, but
Kiyo, who had been our maid for ten years, went to him in tears and begged him to forgive me, until eventually
his anger subsided. Nevertheless, I was not particularly frightened of my father. Strangely enough, it was Kiyo I
felt sorry for.
I had heard that Kiyo came from a good family, but that when they were ruined, she had been reduced at last to
going into service. That’s why she was now an old woman and not an elderly lady. I don’t know why, but this old
woman was extremely kind to me. It was very strange. My mother, three days before she died, had given up all
hope for me; my father found me unmanageable the whole year round; and the people in our area looked down on
me as a rough urchin—yet Kiyo, blind to all this, thought I was wonderful. I had resigned myself to the fact that I
was definitely not the kind of person that people liked, and so thought nothing of it when they treated me like dirt.
As a matter of fact, it was Kiyo’s dancing attendance on me that made me suspicious. Sometimes, in the
kitchen, when no one else was about, Kiyo would say,
“You’re straightforward, and you have a nice nature.”
But I didn’t know what she meant. If that were the case, why didn’t other people besides Kiyo treat me well,
too. When Kiyo said things like that, I usually answered that I hated flattery, whereupon she would say, “There,
you see. You do have a nice nature,” and would gaze at me happily. It was as though she took pride in me because
she had created me herself. It was weird.
When my mother died, Kiyo began to show me even more affection. At times my child’s mind would be
suspicious and wonder why she was so kind. I didn’t like it and wished she would stop. I felt sorry for her.
Nevertheless, she continued to fuss over me. Sometimes she would buy me, out of her own money, Kintsuba
cakes shaped like sword-guards, or Kobaiyaki biscuits in the form of plum blossoms. She would quietly buy some
flour and set it aside, and then, on cold nights, without saying anything she would bring me some noodle soup as I
lay in bed. There were times when she would even buy me a bowl of noodles with vegetables.
Her presents didn't stop at food. She bought me socks, pencils, notebooks and once, though this was much
later, even lent me three yen. I didn’t ask for it. She brought the money to my room and said,
“You can’t get along without pocket-money. Here, take this.”
Of course I said I didn’t want it, but, since she insisted, I took it. To tell the truth, I was very glad. I put the
three yen in my purse, and the purse into the breast of my kimono; but then when I went to the lavatory, it
disappeared down the hole. There was nothing I could do about it, so I crept out and told Kiyo what had
happened. She said straight away that she would go and look for a bamboo pole and get the money back for me.
After a while, I heard the sound of running water near the well, and when I went out to look, there was Kiyo
washing the purse, which she had dangling by its string from the end of the bamboo. Afterwards she opened the
purse and examined the one-yen notes. They had turned brown and the pattern was beginning to fade. Kiyo dried
them by our charcoal brazier and held them out to me, saying that they were all right now. I sniffed at them a little
and said that they smelled, so Kiyo said,
“All right, give them here. I’ll go and change them for you.”
I don’t know where she went or who she tricked to do it, but she came back with the three yen in silver coins.
I’ve forgotten what I spent that three yen on. I told her that I’d pay her back soon, but I never did. And now I
can’t, even though I wish I could, ten times over.
Kiyo only gave me things when neither my father nor brother were there. I told her that there was nothing I
disliked more than receiving things on the sly, by myself. Of course I didn’t get on with my brother, but I didn’t
want cakes or crayons from Kiyo behind his back. When I asked Kiyo why she only gave things to me and not my
brother, she answered, completely unperturbed, that it was all right because my father bought things for him. This
was unfair, for although he was stubborn, he was not given to favoritism. But I suppose that’s the way it looked to
Kiyo, since she was obviously infatuated. This kind of attitude couldn’t be helped, because, although she
originally came from a good family, she was just an uneducated old woman.
Her partiality, however, went farther than this. It was, in fact, frightening. She was convinced that someone
like me would get on in life and become a great man, but that my brother, who was always studying, was good for
nothing, in spite of his fair, patrician skin. She was beyond me. If she liked you, you would be a success; if she
didn’t, you were going to be a miserable failure. Although I couldn’t see myself becoming anything, Kiyo kept on
saying, “You will! You will!,” so I thought that perhaps I might after all.
Looking back on it all now, it seems ridiculous. I once asked Kiyo what I was going to be, but even she had no
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special idea beyond the fact that I would undoubtedly ride in my own private rickshaw and build a house with a
fine entrance.
Kiyo wanted to come with me when I had my own house and became independent, and repeatedly asked me if
she could. Since I, too, somehow felt that I would have my own house, I said, “Yes, all right,” and would have left
it at that, but Kiyo had a strong imagination and freely made plans by herself.
“Where would you like to live in Tokyo-Kojimachi or Azabu ?” …
“Do have a swing made in the garden.” …
“I think one Western-style room will be plenty.” …
These were some of the things to which I had to listen. At the time I didn’t have the slightest desire for a house,
and I always answered Kiyo that I didn’t want one, since neither a Western nor a Japanese house was of any use to
me. To this she would reply,
“You’re unselfish, and you’re a good boy.” She praised me whatever I said.
This, then, was my life for the first five or six years after my mother died: getting into trouble with my father,
quarreling with my brother, and having cakes bought for me, and sometimes being praised, by Kiyo. There was
nothing I particularly wanted. I was content with things as they were and thought that that was how most other
children lived too.
Kiyo, however, kept on telling me that I was a poor boy, and that I was unfortunate, so I came to think that
perhaps I was. Apart from that, however, I had nothing to worry me at all—though it did annoy me that my father
didn’t give me any pocket-money.
In January of the sixth year after my mother died, my father died too, of apoplexy. In April of the same year, I
graduated from the private middle school I’d been attending and, in June, my brother graduated from business
school. He said he’d had an offer from the Kyushu branch office of some company or other, and that he had to go
down there. I still had to study in Tokyo. My brother said he was going to sell the house, dispose of the property
and leave. I told him he could do as he pleased. In any case, I had no desire to be under any obligation to him.
Even if he looked after me, I knew we’d quarrel. And, if we did, he wouldn’t hesitate to remind me how much he
was doing for me. So rather than bow and scrape to him for his half-hearted charity, I resolved to look after
myself, even if I had to deliver milk to do it.
This settled, my brother called in a second-hand dealer and sold the rubbish of our forefathers for next to
nothing. The house itself and the land it stood on were made over to a rich man to whom somebody had kindly
introduced us. This, apparently, realized a great deal of money, though I don’t know any of the details because I
had been in lodgings in Ogawamachi in Kanda for the month before this, waiting to see what was going to
happen.
Kiyo was very sad to see the house she had lived in for ten years pass into a stranger’s hands, but since it
wasn’t hers, there was nothing she could do about it. She kept trying to persuade me that if I had been a little
older, I would have inherited the house. If that were the case, I ought to inherit it anyway. Kiyo knew nothing
about the subject and thought the only thing preventing me from getting my brother’s house was my age.
Thus my brother and I parted. But the problem of where Kiyo should go still remained. My brother, of course,
was in no position to take her with him, and besides, Kiyo had no wish whatsoever to go traipsing all the way
down to Kyushu after him. I was cooped up in a nine-by-nine room in a cheap lodging house, and might have to
leave even that if things came to a pinch. Neither of us, then, could help her.
I spoke to Kiyo about the situation and asked her if she wanted to go into service with some other family. She
eventually made up her mind and replied that, since she couldn’t come with me until I had a house of my own and
was married, she would go and live with her nephew temporarily. This nephew was a clerk in the court and,
having always been comfortably off, had two or three times urged Kiyo to come and live with him if she felt so
inclined. She had always refused, saying that she preferred living in the house she had grown accustomed to over
the years, even if it meant being a maid. But in the present circumstances, I suppose, she had decided it would be
better to live with her nephew than to change her job and again go unnecessarily through that period of feeling ill
at ease which a new position would mean. She told me, however, to get myself a wife and buy a house quickly,
and that she would then come and look after me. It seemed that she liked me, an outsider, better than her own
relations.
Two days before he left for Kyushu, my brother came to my lodgings and, handing me six hundred yen, told
me that I could use it as capital and go into business, for school expenses if I wanted to study, or in any way I
wished, but that I was to expect nothing further from him. This, for my brother, was admirable. It wouldn’t have
worried me not to have had a lousy six hundred yen, but I was so taken with the unprecedented generosity of this
act that I thanked him and accepted the money. My brother handed me another fifty yen and told me to give it to
Kiyo, which I readily agreed to do. We parted two days later at Shimbashi station and have never seen each other
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since.
I lay in bed thinking how I should use the six hundred yen. Running a business was a lot of bother and I
wouldn’t make a success of it. Besides, it seemed unlikely that you could start up a business worthy of the name
on a mere six hundred yen. Even if it were possible, I couldn’t, as things stood at the moment, boast to people that
I had had an education, which would mean that it would end in failure. Since, therefore, I didn’t need capital, I
thought I would use the money for school expenses and carry on studying. By using two hundred yen a year, I
would be able to study for three years. And, if I worked really hard for those three years, I would be able to
achieve something.
I next tried to decide which school I should go to, but I had always disliked one subject as much as another. I
particularly wanted no part of languages or literature. I have never been able to understand even one in twenty
lines of those modern poems which imitate Western forms arid thought. Since I disliked everything, it didn’t seem
to matter where I studied. Fortunately, however, as I happened to be passing the Tokyo School of Physics one day,
I saw a notice announcing vacancies for students and, since this seemed providential, I immediately asked for
their prospectus and completed the formalities for entrance. In retrospect, this too seems a blunder caused by my
inherent recklessness.
For three years I did an average amount of work, but having no particular aptitude, it was always more
convenient to reckon my place in class from the bottom. Strangely enough, however, I was able to graduate. I
thought this was curious myself, but since I had no cause for complaint, I held my peace and graduated.
Eight days after graduation, the principal of the school came and asked me to his office, and, thinking that he
might have something important to tell me, I went with him. He said that a middle school down in Shikoku
needed a mathematics teacher. The salary was forty yen a month, and how about my going there? To tell the truth,
although I had studied for three years, I had no wish to become a teacher, nor had I any idea of going to the
country. But since I had no idea of becoming anything other than a teacher, I accepted the offer on the spot. Once
again that impetuosity with which I was cursed.
Having accepted the offer, I had to leave for my new post. For the past three years I had confined myself to my
nine-by-nine room and had not had to listen to anybody nagging even once. I had also got by without any
arguments. This had been a comparatively relaxed period in my life, but now I would have to leave my room. The
only time I had ever set foot outside Tokyo was when I had gone on a class outing to Kamakura, only a stone’s
throw away. This time I had to go a lot farther than Kamakura. On the map, my destination looked no bigger than
a pinprick on the coast. It couldn’t be much of a place. I didn’t know what kind of a town it was, or what kind of
people lived there, but that didn’t matter. I would just go. I must confess, however, that I found it a bit of a
nuisance.
After we had disposed of the house, I had visited Kiyo from time to time. Her nephew turned out to be an
unexpectedly fine person. Whenever I went to the house and he was there, he always made me very welcome in
every way. Kiyo used to make a lot of me and would tell her nephew the various things about me of which she
was proud. She announced that I was soon to graduate and would then buy a large house in the Kojimachi area,
from which I would commute to the government office where I was going to work. Since Kiyo had decided and
announced this of her own accord, it put me in a difficult position and I blushed. It wasn’t only once or twice that
this happened either. Sometimes she used to embarrass me by bringing up how I used to wet the bed when I was
young. I don’t know what her nephew must have thought when he listened to her boasting. But Kiyo, being of the
old school, regarded our relationship as that of master and retainer during the feudal period. It seemed that, as far
as she was concerned, her master was, without doubt, the master of her nephew also. What a position for her
nephew to be in!
The deal was finally made and, three days before I was due to leave, I went to see Kiyo. She had a cold and
was in bed in her six-by-nine room that faced north, but as soon as she saw me she sat up and asked,
“Botchan, when are you going to get your house?”
She was under the impression that all you had to do was graduate for your pockets to be suddenly filled with
money. It really was ridiculous that she should still call someone as eminent as she thought me to be
“Botchan.”\fn{An untranslatable diminutive, Turney says in his Introduction, “because of the many nuances it contains. It is basically a
form of polite address used to refer to the sons, generally while they are children, of well-to-do families … akin to the rather archaic
English phrase the young master.”} When I told her that buying a house was no easy matter, and wouldn’t be for some

time yet, and that I was going down into the country, she looked very dejected and smoothed back the disarray of
gray-flecked hair along both sides of her head. I felt so sorry for her that, to cheer her up, I said,
“I have to go now, but I’ll be back soon. I’ll definitely come back during the summer holidays next year.”
She still looked at me strangely, however, so I said, “I’ll buy you a present. What would you like?” She replied
that she would like “some of those sweets wrapped in bamboo grass that they have in Echigo.” I’d never heard of
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them and, anyway, Echigo was in the other direction. When I told her that I didn’t think they’d have any in the
area I was going to, she asked,
“Oh? Which direction are you going in?”
“West,” I said.
“This side of Hakone or beyond it?” she asked.
Hakone! That’s not much farther than Kamakura. What could you do with a woman like that?
On the day of my departure, Kiyo came to see me in the morning and helped me get ready. She had stopped in
at the haberdasher’s on the way and bought toothpaste, a toothbrush and a towel, which she had put into a canvas
bag. I told her that I didn’t need anything like that, but she wouldn’t listen.
We went to the station side by side in rickshaws, and when we had gone up onto the platform and I had
boarded the train, she gazed at my face intently.
“This may be the last time we’ll see each other. Take great care of yourself,” she said in a small voice.
Her eyes were filled with tears. I didn’t cry, but I was on the verge of it. After the train had moved a fairly good
distance, I thought it would be all right now and, putting my head out of the window, looked back. She was still
standing there. Somehow she looked terribly small.
*
As the boat came to a stop with a deep blast of its siren, a barge pulled away from the shore and made towards
us. The lighter-man was completely naked, except for a red loincloth. What a barbaric place! Though, of course,
nobody could have worn a kimono in that heat. The sun was so strong that its glare on the water dazzled you and
made your head swim. I found out from the purser that this was where I got off. The place was a fishing village
and looked about the size of the Omori area in Tokyo. What a fool they’d taken me for to bring me here! No one
could stand a place like this. Still, it was too late now. I was over the side ahead of everybody else and jumped
briskly down into the barge, followed by five or six other people. Redpants loaded four large boxes on board and
then rowed back for the land.
When we arrived, I was also the first to jump ashore and, grabbing a snotty-nosed kid who was standing there,
I asked him where the middle school was. He looked blank and said he didn’t know. Dimwitted clod! How could
anybody not know where the school was in a pint-sized place like this? A man wearing a strange kimono with
tight-fitting sleeves came up to me and said,
“Come this way.”
I followed him, and he led me to an inn called the Minatoya, or something. Here I was greeted by a group of
horrible women chorusing a coy welcome, which rather put me off going in, so I stood at the gate and asked them
if they could tell me where the middle school was. They told me that I had to go another two miles by train. This
made me even less inclined to go in. I snatched my two bags from the man in the tight-sleeved kimono and crept
out, followed by some funny looks from the inn staff.
I soon found the station and bought a ticket without any difficulty. I boarded the train and found that the
carriage was about the size of a matchbox. We had only been clattering along for what I judged was about five
minutes when I had to get off. No wonder the ticket was so cheap. It only cost three sen. I took a rickshaw to the
school, but by the time I arrived, classes had already finished and no one was there. The caretaker informed me
that the teacher on night duty had just popped out on an errand, which struck me as rather an easygoing attitude
for somebody on night duty.
I thought I might call on the headmaster, but since I was tired, I climbed back into the rickshaw and told the
coolie to take me to a hotel. He went at a good pace and soon drew up in front of an inn called the Yamashiroya. I
was a little amused by the name, because it was the same as that of the pawnshop where Kantaro had lived.
The maid led me to a dark room under the staircase on the second floor. It was intolerably hot. I complained,
but she said that unfortunately all the other rooms were taken and, with that, walked off, leaving my bags where
she had dumped them. There was nothing for it but to go in and sweat in silence. After a while, they called me and
told me that the bath was ready. I went down to the bathroom and had just a quick dip. On the way back to my
room, I snooped around and found that there were many rooms empty, all of which looked cool. Ill-mannered lot!
Liars!
A little later the maid brought my meal. Although the room was hot, the food was a lot better than it had been
in my old lodgings. While the maid was serving, she asked me where I was from, and when I told her “Tokyo,”
she said,
“Tokyo’s a nice place, isn’t it?”
“Of course it is,” I answered.
After she had cleared the dishes away and gone, I heard the sound of loud laughter coming from the direction
of the kitchen. I was disgusted by this and went straight to bed, but I just couldn’t sleep. Not only was it hot, it
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was noisy too: about five times as bad as my lodgings.
When at last I did doze off, I dreamed of Kiyo. She was munching Echigo sweets wrapped in bamboo grass,
wrapping and all. I told her that she’d better stop, because bamboo grass was poisonous, but she said, no, this was
medicine, and really looked as though she were enjoying it. This so took me aback that I opened my mouth and let
out a peal of laughter. I woke up with this, to find the maid opening the shutters. It was another brilliant day,
without a cloud in the sky.
I had heard that you were expected to tip when you were on a trip, and that, if you didn’t, you received bad
service. I supposed that it was because I hadn’t tipped that they’d shoved me into this small, dark room, and also
because I was shabbily dressed, had a canvas bag, and carried an umbrella that was more utilitarian than
decorative. What a cheek, looking down on people when they were only peasants themselves!
All right, I’d give them something they wouldn’t forget in a hurry. In spite of my dress, I had left Tokyo with
thirty yen remaining from the money for my school fees, and after train and boat fares and other incidental
expenses had been paid, I still had fourteen yen left. I could use all that as a tip, because I would soon be getting
my salary. I knew that all country people were tight-fisted, and was sure they’d roll their eyes in surprise at even a
five-yen tip. I’ll show you, I thought, and went with quiet dignity to wash my face, then returned to my room and
waited.
The same maid as on the previous evening brought my breakfast. While she was holding the tray and serving
me, she kept grinning in an unpleasant way. Anyone would think I was a freak in a sideshow. Peasant! My face
may not be much to look at, but it was a lot better than hers. I had intended to give her the tip when the meal was
over, but I was so stung by her behavior that I handed her a five-yen note while I was still eating and told her to
take it down to the front office. She took it with an odd look. When I had finished breakfast, I left for school. They
hadn’t cleaned my shoes.
Having been to the school in a rickshaw the previous day, I had a good idea where it was. I turned two or three
corners and soon came out in front of the gate. The area between the gate and the entrance of the building was
paved with granite, and I remembered how the unduly loud rattling as we drove over it the day before had
disconcerted me a little. On the way, I met many schoolboys wearing uniforms of the local duck-cloth, who all
passed in at this gate. Some of them were taller than me, and looked stronger. The thought that I had to teach them
gave me a funny feeling.
I handed over my visiting card, and was shown into the headmaster’s room. The headmaster reminded me of a
badger, with his sparse side-whiskers, dark skin and big eyes. He was horribly pompous and told me to be diligent
and work hard. He then reverently handed me a certificate of appointment, affixed with a large seal. (On my way
back to Tokyo, I crumpled this certificate up into a ball and threw it into the sea.) The headmaster said that he
would introduce me to the other members of the staff later, and that I was to show the certificate to each of them
in turn. What a waste of effort! It would have been better to pin it up in the staff room for three days.
The other teachers wouldn’t assemble in the staff room until the bugle sounded for the first period, so I had
quite some time to wait. The headmaster pulled out his watch, glanced at it and, saying that he would have a long
talk with me later but that first he just wanted me to understand some salient points, proceeded to deliver a
lengthy lecture on the spirit of education. I, of course, made a show of listening but, halfway through, decided that
I’d made a bad mistake in coming here. I just couldn’t behave in the way the headmaster was telling me to. He
was asking somebody as wild as I was to set an example for the students, and telling me that I had to be looked up
to by the whole school, and that I would never be an educator unless, as an individual, I exerted a good moral
influence on the pupils outside school too.
This was unreasonable. As if anybody with all those virtues would come all the way out into the country to
teach for forty yen a month! I had always thought that all human beings were the same and that they argued if they
lost their temper. But if this was the way things were to be, I would scarcely be able to open my mouth, or even go
for a stroll. It seemed to me that if the job were as difficult as all that, the facts should have been explained to me
before I was taken on.
I hate lies, so I decided to be philosophical about having been tricked into coming here, to speak out and refuse
the job, and go back to Tokyo. I had only nine yen in my purse, having given five yen as a tip at the inn, and that
wouldn’t get me back to Tokyo. I begrudged having given the tip now and wished I hadn’t. But even nine yen
would be of some use. Even if I didn’t have enough money for the fare back, it was better to refuse the job than to
tell lies, so I told the headmaster that I couldn’t behave in the way he had described, and would give him back the
certificate of appointment.
The headmaster blinked his badger-like eyes and looked at my face. Then, eventually, he smiled and replied
that he had been speaking ideally, and that since he knew very well that I wouldn’t be able to live up to this, I
wasn’t to worry. It struck me that, if he knew as well as all that, there was no need to try and scare me in the first
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place.
While we were talking, the bugle sounded and pandemonium suddenly broke out in the direction of the
classrooms. The headmaster said the teachers would now probably be gathered in the staff room and led the way
there.
The room was a wide rectangle, and the teachers sat at desks lined up around the perimeter. When I entered,
they all, as if by a prearranged signal, turned to look at me as one man. It was on the tip of my tongue to ask them
who they thought they were looking at, but I went round to each and everyone of them as I had been told to do
and, introducing myself, presented my certificate of appointment. Most of them just rose from their seats and gave
me a perfunctory bow, but the more scrupulous among them took the certificate, looked at it and passed it back
again reverently. The whole thing was unreal, like one of those plays they perform at shrines. By the time I’d gone
round to fifteen people and come to the sports master, I was becoming rather annoyed at going through the same
performance again and again. It was all right for the others; they only had to do it once, whereas I had to keep
repeating the same action. It was a pity they had no thought for other people’s feelings.
One of the men I met during these preliminaries was the second master, whose name escapes me for the
moment. He was apparently a Bachelor of Arts, which meant that he had graduated from a university and was,
therefore, a distinguished man. He had, however, an oddly feminine voice and, what really surprised me, wore a
red flannel shirt in spite of the heat. He must have been terribly hot, however thin the material was. He was as
fastidious in his dress as you would expect a Bachelor of Arts to be, but his red shirt was insulting. I learned later
that he wore this red shirt the whole year round because of some rare illness. He himself explained to me that he
always ordered red shirts because red was good for the health. It seemed to me that his concern was needless. If
what he said was true, I couldn’t understand why he didn’t have his coat and trousers made in red too, while he
was at it.
Next I met the English master, whose name was something like Koga. He had a dreadful complexion. Most
people who have sallow complexions are thin, but this fellow was sallow and fat. Years ago, when I was at
primary school, there was a boy in my class, Tami Asai, whose father had the same kind of complexion. The Asais
were farmers, and I asked Kiyo if all farmers had faces like that, but she said, no, Mr. Asai was sallow and fat
because he was always eating unripe pumpkins. Ever since then, I have always thought that anybody with a
sallow, fat face got it as a result of eating green pumpkins. There was no doubt that this English master had eaten
a great many. I still haven’t the faintest idea what eating unripe pumpkins has to do with being sallow and fat. I
asked Kiyo once, I remember, but she just laughed and didn’t answer. She probably didn’t know herself.
The next man I met was the other mathematics teacher, by the name of Hotta. He was a strapping fellow, with
closely cropped hair that stood up like the spines on a chestnut burr, and a face like one of those soldier-monks of
the Eizan temple who were always starting revolts at the end of the Heian period. I proferred him the certificate
politely, but without even looking at it he said,
“So you’re the new teacher. Come over to my place some time. Ha, ha, ha!”
And “ha, ha, ha” to you, I thought. You wouldn’t catch me going to visit someone as ill-mannered and ignorant
as him. I nicknamed him “the Porcupine” on the spot.
The teacher of Chinese classics was, as you would expect, formal, and greeted me with,
“You arrived yesterday? You must be exhausted. And you start teaching tomorrow—how diligent!” He was a
charming old gentleman.
The art master looked the part. The coat he wore over his kimono was of the flimsiest, transparent silk, and he
flapped at himself with a fan.
“May one ask where you’re from? I beg your pardon? Oh, Tokyo? Splendid! How nice to have a friend. You
wouldn’t think so, but I’m from Tokyo too,” he simpered.
“Well, if you’re from Tokyo, I wish I wasn’t,” I thought to myself. It would take me forever to write about
everyone I met, so I'd better stop here.
After the introductions had been more or less completed, the headmaster told me I could go now, but should
discuss my classes with the senior mathematics master and start work in two days’ time. I asked who that was and
found it was none other than the Porcupine. Damn! I thought, and my heart sank. How on earth could I work
under a man like him?
“Where are you staying?” he asked. “Yamashiroya? Hmm. I’ll be over soon to have a talk with you.”
With this, he picked up some chalk and walked off to the classroom. Since he was the senior teacher, his
coming to my place to discuss things showed a singular lack of dignity. Still, I admired this more than making me
go to see him.
I walked out of the school gate with the intention of going straight back to the inn, but since I had nothing to
do there, I decided to walk around the town for a while and strolled aimlessly through the streets. I saw the
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prefectural government office, an old buildingg from the last century, and the army barracks. They were no better
than those of the regiment at Azabu in Tokyo. I also saw the main street, which was about half the size of Tokyo’s
Kagurazaka, and whose shops were poorer. This was just a small castle town which in feudal times probably only
yielded its lord a paltry million and a quarter bushels of grain.
I was walking along, pitying those who brag about living in a “castle town,” when I suddenly found myself in
front of the Yamashiroya. The town wasn’t as big as it looked. I had probably already seen most of it. I went in
through the gate, thinking I might as well have something to eat.
As soon as she saw me, the owner came running out from the front office where she had been sitting. She knelt
down and gave me a deep, formal bow, with her forehead touching the floor. When I had taken my shoes off and
stepped up into the entrance hall, she told me that a room had just become vacant, and I was taken up to it by a
maid.
The room was about fifteen feet by eighteen and was at the front of the building on the second floor. It had a
large tokonoma recess for hanging pictures and setting flower arrangements, and was the finest room I had ever
been in in all my life. Not knowing when I would get to stay in such a room again, I took off my Western clothes,
put on a light summer kimono and sprawled out right in the middle of the floor to see what it felt like. It felt
marvelous.
Immediately after lunch I wrote a letter to Kiyo. I hate writing letters, because my composition is poor and I
have only a limited vocabulary. I had never had anyone to write to, anyway. However, I didn’t want Kiyo
worrying and thinking that the ship had gone down and I’d been drowned, so I made an effort and wrote her a
long letter. This is what I wrote.
Dear Kiyo,
I arrived yesterday. It’s a useless place. I’m sleeping in a room fifteen feet by eighteen. I gave a five- yen tip to the
landlady. She got down on her knees and bowed so deeply that her forehead touched the floor. I didn’t sleep well last
night. I dreamed you were eating Echigo sweets, bamboo-grass wrapping and all. I’ll be home next summer. I went to
school today and gave all the teachers nicknames. The headmaster is the Badger, the second master is Redshirt, the
English master is the Green Pumpkin, the mathematics master is the Porcupine and the art master is the Clown. I’ll
write and tell you more news soon.
Goodbye.

Having written the letter, I felt pleasantly drowsy, so I sprawled out in the middle of the floor again and went
to sleep. This time I slept soundly, undisturbed by any dreams.
I was woken up by a loud voice saying, “This the room?” and in walked the Porcupine. To have someone start
straight in with, “Sorry about this morning. Your timetable is …” when you have just opened your eyes is
disconcerting, and it threw me completely. The classes allotted to me, however, didn’t appear to present any
problem, so I didn’t complain. Indeed, I seemed to have got off so lightly that I wouldn’t have been surprised if
he’d told me I had to start first thing the next morning, instead of the day after. When we had finished discussing
classes, Hotta took in the situation and said,
“You can’t possibly intend to stay on here. I know a good place where you can stay. Mind you, they wouldn’t
normally take in anybody, but I’ll put in a good word for you. You’d better move in there as soon as possible. You
can see the place today, move in tomorrow, and start teaching the day after. That’s the way to do it, settle
everything in order.”
Of course he was right. I couldn’t stay in a room this size indefinitely, because even my entire salary probably
wouldn’t cover the cost of it. It went against the grain a little to move so soon after having laid out a five- yen tip,
but if I was going to move, it would be better to do it quickly and settle somewhere. I asked Hotta to go ahead and
arrange it for me. He told me to at least go and see the place with him, which I did.
The house was situated in a very quiet spot, halfway up a hillside just outside the town. The owner was a curio
dealer who, judging by his nickname of Ikagin, was a charlatan. His wife was a woman about four years older
than him. When I was at middle school, I learned the English word “witch,” and the wife’s appearance fitted
exactly with my image of a witch. Still, it didn’t matter to me if she was a witch; she wasn’t my wife.
We eventually settled that I should move in the following day. On the way back, Hotta treated me to a dish of
fruit flavored crushed ice in a part of the town called Toricho. When we had met at the school, I had thought him
over-bearing and ill-mannered, but in the light of all this friendliness, he didn’t seem such a bad sort after all—
although, of course he was impetuous and quick-tempered, like me. I heard later that he was the pupils’ favorite
teacher.
*
The day for me to start teaching came at last. The first time I entered the classroom and mounted the dais, it
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gave me a strange feeling. I kept thinking to myself throughout the lesson,
“Am I really a teacher?”
The pupils were noisy. From time to time, one or other of them would call out, “Sir!” in an exceptionally loud
voice. This began to grate on me. I’d grown used to calling teachers “sir” while I was at the School of Physics, but
there is a world of difference between calling someone “sir,” and being called “sir” yourself. It gave me a kind of
tingling sensation down my spine.
I am neither sneaky nor a coward, but I must confess to a sad lack of audacity; and having someone call me
“sir” in a loud voice gave me the same hollow feeling as hearing the midday cannon fired in the Palace grounds,
on an empty stomach. I muddled through the first hour as best I could and managed to get by without being
stumped by any questions. When I got back to the staff room, Hotta asked me how things had gone. I made some
kind of noncommittal reply, which seemed to reassure him.
I took some chalk and left the staff room for the second class, feeling as though I were marching into enemy
territory. When I reached the room, I found that the boys in this class were all bigger than those in the previous
one. Since I have the typically light, compact build of a Tokyoite, I didn’t feel that I exuded any sense of
authority, even standing on the dais. I’d fight a professional wrestler if it came to it, but seeing those forty louts
arrayed in front of me, I knew that I didn’t have the necessary ability to dominate them with my tongue alone. But
I thought that if I once showed any weakness to these oafs, I would never be able to regain control, so I began the
lesson in a good loud voice and rolled my r’s a bit as we do in Tokyo, to give some body to what I was saying. At
first the pupils just sat there and gaped at me in a befuddled way.
“Aha!” I thought. “Got you!”
And I started using the rough, punchy language of downtown Tokyo, which is my specialty. At this, the boy
right in the middle of the front row, who looked the strongest in the class, suddenly jumped to his feet and said,
“Sir!”
“Here we go,” I thought, but aloud I said, “Yes, what is it?”
“You’re speaking too fast. I can’t understand what you say. If it’s all the same to you, could you speak just a bit
more slower, like?”
“‘If it’s all the same to you’? ‘Like’? What kind of spineless language is that? If I’m speaking too quickly, I’ll
slow down. But I’m from Tokyo and I can’t speak your dialect, so if you don’t understand my accent, you’ll just
have to wait till you get used to it.”
I carried on in this vein, and the second period went better than I had expected. Then, just as I was leaving the
room, one of the boys came up to me and, showing me some impossible-looking problems, asked me, again in
that dreadful dialect, to explain them. I broke out in a cold sweat. All that I could do was to tell him that I didn’t
understand them, but that I’d tell him next time, and beat a hasty retreat. This was the signal for general jeering,
and above the overall din I could distinctly hear shouts of,
“He can’t do it! He can’t do it!”
I went back to the staff room fuming. Damned fools! As if even a teacher could do problems like that! What
was so funny about admitting it when you couldn’t do something? If I’d been that good at mathematics, I
wouldn’t have come down here to the back of beyond for forty yen a month. Again Hotta asked me how things
had gone, and again I gave him the same noncommittal answer, but this time it didn’t satisfy him, so I told him I
thought all the kids in the school were blithering idiots. He gave me an odd look.
The third period, the fourth period and the hour after lunch, too, all passed in much the same fashion. I made
some blunder or other in every class I took that first day. Being a teacher wasn’t as easy as it looked, I realized.
All my classes for the day had finished, but I couldn’t go home yet. I had to wait there by myself until three
o’clock, when, apparently, the pupils had to clean up their rooms. Then I had to go and inspect those of the classes
that were in my charge when they reported to me that they had finished. After that I had to check the attendance
register and then, at last, I would be free. They might have bought my body with their forty-yen salary, but there
was no law that said I had to be tied to the school in my free time, staring at a desk. I put up with it, however,
because I thought that since everybody else was abiding by the rules without complaining it wouldn’t do for me,
the new boy, to make a fuss by myself.
On the way home I complained to Hotta that it was stupid to make us stay at school until after three in the
afternoon, to which he replied with his usual laugh. After a while, however, he became serious and warned me not
to criticize the school too much, or at least to confine my remarks to him, because there were some very strange
people about. We parted at the next corner, so I didn’t have a chance to hear any details.
When I arrived home, my landlord told me that he would make me a “nice cup of tea.” I thought this was very
kind of him, until I found out it was my tea he was going to use, and that he intended to join me in a cup. Seeing
this, I thought that he was probably helping himself to a “nice cup of tea” while I was out.
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He informed me that he had always been very fond of old paintings and curios, and that this had led him at last
to go into business for himself. He then went on to tell me in an obsequious way that I appeared to be “a
gentleman of some refinement,” and wouldn’t I like to begin collecting antiques as a hobby?
What a ridiculous suggestion! It’s true that two years before, when I had been on an errand for someone to the
Imperial Hotel, they had thought I’d come to mend a lock; and that once, even, when I went to Kamakura to see
the great statue of Buddha, wearing a blanket draped over my head, all the rickshaw-boys in the area had taken
me for the chief coolie. In fact, I’ve been mistaken for something I’m not on several occasions, but nobody has
ever suggested that I’m “a gentleman of some refinement.” Generally a man’s clothes and behavior speak for
themselves. You only have to look at pictures to see that a man of refinement either wears a fancy hood or carries
slips of paper for writing down the odes he composes. So only a rogue would call me one to my face.
I told the landlord that, not being an old man living in easy retirement, I had no use for collecting antiques as a
hobby. He gave a cackling laugh at this and said that nobody liked it at first, but that once you started you just
couldn’t give it up. He helped himself to another cup of tea, which he drank holding the cup in a most peculiar
fashion. I had, in fact, asked him to buy me some tea the previous evening, but this tasted horrible. It was too
bitter and strong. One cup and you felt as though your stomach would seize up. I asked him to buy some tea that
wasn’t so bitter next time.
“Yes, of course, sir,” he said, squeezing out the last cup in the pot for himself. It wasn’t costing him anything,
so he was determined to get as many cups of tea as he could. When he had gone, I prepared the next day’s classes
and went to bed.
Thereafter, I went to school every day, did my work, and obeyed all the rules; and every day when I arrived
home my landlord would come and offer to make me a “nice cup of tea.” After about a week, I had more or less
grasped the set-up at school and I understood fairly well what kind of people my landlord and his wife were. The
other teachers told me that for a week to a month after receiving their certificate of appointment most people were
concerned about what the boys thought of them, but this didn’t worry me in the slightest. It’s true that whenever I
made a fool of myself in the classroom I felt bad about it at the time, but the feeling passed in half an hour or so.
I’m constitutionally incapable of worrying about anything for any length of time, even if I wanted to. I was
completely indifferent as to what effect my mistakes would have on the pupils, or as to how either the headmaster
or second master would react to that effect. As I mentioned before, I’m not one of those people with nerves of
steel, but, on the other hand, I’m very decisive. I had made up my mind that if things didn’t work out for me at
this school, I would go somewhere else, so I wasn’t the least bit scared of either the Badger or Redshirt.
Moreover, I certainly couldn’t bring myself to try and charm or flatter the kids in class.
Things were all right, then, at school, but not in my lodgings. I was prepared to put up with the landlord
coming and drinking my tea, providing it stopped there, but he used to bring all kinds of things with him. The first
things he brought were about ten ornamental seals, which he laid out in front of me and asked me to buy. I told
him that I wasn’t a poor itinerant artist and didn’t need them.
Following this he brought a scroll painting in which flowers and birds figured prominently and said it was by
someone called Kazan, or some such name. He held it up in the tokonoma himself and asked me if I didn’t think it
was well executed. I tried not to commit myself and said that it wasn’t bad, whereupon he gave me a stupid
lecture, telling me that there had been two artists named Kazan—Somebody Kazan and Somebody-else Kazan—
and that this picture had been painted by Somebody Kazan. Having finished his lecture he urged me to buy the
picture, saying that, as it was me, I could have it for fifteen yen. I told him that I didn’t have any money, but he
said that I could pay any time. He just wouldn’t take no for an answer, so I told him that I wouldn’t buy it even if I
had the money and finally got rid of him.
Next he came in carrying a dreadful ink-stone, about the size of a ridge tile, on his shoulder.
“This is Tankei stone,” he said. “Tankei. From China.” In fact he “Tankei-ed” me so much that I asked, halfjokingly, what Tankei was. This started him straight off on another lecture.
There are, it seems, three strata of Tankei stone, and the lower the stratum, the higher the value. All the inkstones one saw about at that time, he said, were made from the upper stratum, but this one was definitely from the
middle.
“Look at the ‘eyes,’ sir,” he continued, pointing to the natural markings on the stone. “It’s unusual to find an
ink-stone with three ‘eyes’ on it. It’s wonderful for making ink on too. Just try your ink-stick on it.”
With this, he thrust the large stone in front of me. I asked him how much it was, and he told me that since the
owner had brought it back from China and was really keen to sell it, I could have it cheap, for thirty yen. I was
obviously dealing with a fool. I thought that I might be able to get by at school pretty well, but I couldn’t stand
this torture by antiques very much longer.
It wasn't long before the school got on my nerves too. One evening as I was strolling through a part of the town
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called Omachi, I saw a sign next to the post office which said: Noodles, with the footnote, Tokyo-style. I’ve
always been very fond of noodles, and when I was in Tokyo could never pass a noodle shop and smell that spicy
aroma without going in. Since I had come to this town I had—what with school and antiques—forgotten about
noodles; but now, seeing that sign, I just could not walk past. I thought that I would have a bowl while I was there,
and went in.
The interior didn’t live up to the sign outside. They had announced that this was “Tokyo-style,” so the place
should have been clean, but either from ignorance of Tokyo, or lack of money, it was filthy. The tatami matting
was discolored and, for good measure, it was gritty underfoot. The walls were grimy with soot, and the ceiling,
which was also black from the smoke of an oil-lamp, was so low that you involuntarily ducked your head as you
walked about. The only thing that was plainly new was the sign on the wall which gave the names and prices of
the various dishes. The owner had obviously bought an old building and opened it as a restaurant two or three
days before. The first thing on the menu was noodles with fried prawns.
“Hey! Noodles with fried prawns,” I called in a loud voice.
At this, three people sitting in a corner, who had been eating noodles with a hissing, sucking sound, all looked
across at me together. The inside of the shop was dark and I hadn’t noticed them before, but I now recognized
them as pupils at the school. We said good evening to each other and I got on with my meal. I hadn’t had noodles
for a long time and they tasted good, so I polished off four bowls.
The next day I walked blithely into the classroom, only to be confronted with the words
A FRIED PRAWN FOR THE TEACHER,
written in enormous letters, covering the blackboard. When they saw the look on my face, everyone burst out
laughing. This struck me as absurd, and I asked them what was so funny about fried prawns, to which one of the
pupils replied,
“But four bowls! That’s a bit much, like.”
I told them that it was my money and that it had nothing to do with them whether I ate four bowls or five. I
then went through the lesson as quickly as I could and returned to the staff room.
Ten minutes later I walked into the next class and there on the board was
4 (FOUR) BOWLS OF FRIED PRAWNS! LAUGHING STRICTLY PROHIBITED.
When I’d read what they’d written on the blackboard in the last class I hadn’t been particularly worried, but
this time I was really annoyed. A joke’s a joke, but when you take it too far it becomes mischief.
Proportion is the rule in all things. If a joke goes to malicious bounds, or if, for example, admiration turns to
jealousy, nobody can stomach them. These things are like rice-cake, which is delicious toasted but horrible if it’s
burned black. Country people don’t have the ability to make this kind of fine distinction and have no idea where
to draw the line.
These kids had been brought up in a castle town that was so small that you could see all its sights in an hour,
and having no other accomplishments to pride themselves on, were as excited about this fried-prawn incident as if
it had been the Russo-Japanese war. Poor devils! Their whole education had been such that they were as warped
and stunted as a maple tree grown in a flowerpot. I wouldn’t have minded if their humor had been innocent. I
would have laughed with them. But, for young boys, they were strangely spiteful. I cleaned the blackboard
without a word, then turned to them and said,
“Do you think it’s funny to play tricks like that? It’s a lily-livered kind of joke! Do you know what lily-livered
means?” One of them answered,
“Yeah, it means getting angry when you’re laughed at for something you’ve done, like.”
Oafs! I could have wept to think that I’d come all the way from Tokyo to teach this crowd. I told them that
they weren’t going to have the last word with me, so they’d better shut up and get on with their work. Then I
began the lesson.
In the next class I was greeted by the following words on the blackboard:
IF YOU EAT FRIED PRAWNS YOU HAVE TO HAVE THE LAST WORD.
It was all beyond me. I just didn’t know what to do with them. Telling them that I had no intention of teaching.
such impertinent brats, I walked straight out of the room. If this was how things were going to be I preferred
antiques to school.
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I found, however, that I’d cooled down considerably after going home and sleeping on the fried-prawn affair. I
went to school the following day and everybody was present. I couldn’t make out what it all meant.
The next three days passed without incident, but on the evening of the fourth day I went to a place called
Sumida, and while I was there had some rice dumplings. Sumida was a hot-spring resort about ten minutes by
train, or thirty minutes on foot, from the town, and besides restaurants, hotels and a park, it boasted a brothel
quarter. I had heard that the food there was very good, so I dropped in to try it on my way back from the hotspring bath. This time I met none of the boys from school and thought that nobody would know.
I went to school the next day and once again walked blithely into the classroom for the first period. There on
the board was
TWO PLATES OF DUMPLINGS-7 SEN.
It was quite true: I had eaten two plates of dumplings, and I had paid seven sen. What a confounded nuisance
those kids were!
I went into the second period, convinced that there would be something written on the blackboard, and sure
enough there was:
THE DUMPLINGS IN THE BROTHEL QUARTER ARE SIMPLY DELICIOUS.
I was dumbfounded. No sooner had the incident of the dumplings passed than a red towel became the topic of
conversation. I didn’t understand what they were on about until I found out that it was connected with a habit of
mine. Ever since I had arrived in the town I had made it a practice to go to Sumida each day for a hot-spring bath.
Nothing else in the area was a patch on Tokyo, but the hot springs were marvelous. Thinking that since I was there
I might as well take advantage of them and take a bath every day, I used to go over there in the evening for the
exercise. Unfortunately, I always had a large Western bath-towel dangling from my hand. Not only had the spring
water discolored this towel, but the red stripes in it had run, so that when you caught just a glimpse of it, it looked
scarlet. I had that towel dangling from my hand every single day, both going and coming, whether on the train or
walking. That’s how the pupils came to call me Red-towel. What a harassing thing it was to live in a small town!
There’s more. The hot-spring bath was housed in a new three-story building. If you went first class, for only
eight sen they lent you a bathrobe, an attendant washed you, and a girl served you tea in one of those elegant,
shallow cups that they use in the tea ceremony. I always went first class, and the boys at school began to say that
it was extravagant to go first class on forty yen a month.
There’s still more. The bath itself was about fifteen feet by eighteen and was lined with granite. You generally
found about thirteen or fourteen people soaking in it, but sometimes it was empty. The water was about breasthigh and I used to swim in the bath for exercise. When I was sure nobody was about, I would amuse myself by
swimming around the perimeter of the tank. However, one day I came down from the third floor in high spirits,
wondering whether I would be able to have a swim, and glancing at the partition running along the front of the
bath I found a large notice in bold, black letters which warned, No Swimming in the Bath. There could scarcely
have been many people who swam in the bath, so the notice had probably been especially written for me. I gave
up swimming after that, but I was taken aback to find written on the blackboard when I went to school:
NO SWIMMING IN THE BATH.
The thought that the whole school was ganging up to spy on me was depressing. The pupils didn’t say
anything to me directly, but I began to wonder why I had ever come to this poky little town. Not only did I have to
put up with this kind of thing at school, I also had to continue enduring torture by antiques when I got home.
*
Everybody on the staff had to take it in turns to do night duty; everybody, that is, except the Badger and
Redshirt. When I asked how they managed to get out of this I was told that the positions of headmaster and
second master at middle schools were by Imperial approval and carried the rank of sonin, and that they were,
therefore, exempted. What a load of rubbish! Why should they draw fat salaries, work short hours, and then be
excused from night duty? It was unfair. They made up rules to suit their own purposes and had the gall to behave
as if this were the most natural thing in the world. I grumbled a lot about it, but Hotta said that one person on his
own couldn’t achieve anything, however much reason for complaint he had. I couldn’t see what numbers had to
do with it; one person or two, if a complaint was justified, it was justified. When I said this to Hotta, he quoted the
English words,
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“Might is right.”
I was unable to grasp the meaning of this, so he explained that it meant that the strong got the privileges. That
much I’d known for a long time and I didn’t need it spelled out for me now; but that was one thing and night duty
was another. Besides which, nobody could possibly agree that the Badger and Redshirt came into the category of
“the strong.” Anyway, arguments notwithstanding, it eventually came round to my turn for night duty.
My restless and nervous disposition has always made it impossible for me to get a sound sleep unless I’m in
my own bed, with my own bedding. Because of this I scarcely ever went to spend the night at a friend’s house
when I was a boy. It stands to reason, then, that if I didn’t even like sleeping at a friend’s, I was going to hate
sleeping in a school dormitory. But if this was included in the forty yen, I would just have to put up with it.
The teachers and day-boys had all gone home and it was very dull being left there by myself with nothing to
do. The room that the teacher on night duty used was at the west end of the dormitories, which were at the rear of
the classrooms. I went to take a look, but the room was catching the full force of the afternoon sun and was too
hot to stay in. Like everything else in the country, the heat too was slow and deliberate. It would still be hot in
autumn.
I had the food for the boarders and myself brought in and got the evening meal over quickly, but I was
staggered how horrible it was. I didn’t see how the boys had the energy to behave in the rowdy way they did on
this food. The way they put that food away in no time at half past four in the afternoon was nothing short of
heroic.
The meal was over, but I could hardly go to bed yet because it was still broad daylight. I fancied going to the
hot spring, but I wasn’t sure whether it was right or not to go out when you were on night duty. I couldn’t bear,
however, to just sit there gazing miserably into space like a convict doing a term of penal servitude. When I had
first come to the school and asked the caretaker for the teacher on night duty, he’d told me that he was out. I had
thought it peculiar at the time, but now that it was my turn I began to understand why and decided that I would be
right to go out. When I told the caretaker I would be back shortly, he asked me if I had some business to attend to.
I told him no, it wasn’t business, I was just going to the hot spring for a bath, and left. It was a pity I hadn’t
brought my red towel with me from my lodgings, but I could borrow one at the bathhouse.
I had a leisurely bath at the hot spring, getting in and out of the tank several times. When, at last, evening
came, I took the train back to Komachi station. This was only about a quarter of a mile from the school, so I
decided to walk.
I hadn’t gone more than a few yards, when I saw the Badger coming from the other direction. He was probably
planning to go to the hot spring himself. Although he was hurrying along, he caught sight of my face as he passed,
so I nodded a greeting. He stopped and said in a serious tone,
“Correct me if I’m wrong, but aren’t you supposed to be on night duty?”
I found this “correct me if I’m wrong” irritating, because it had only been two hours ago that he’d said, “Ah
yes, you’re on duty tonight, aren’t you?” and thanked me in advance. Headmasters always have to make a
tortuous detour to say what they mean. I was angry, so, as a parting shot, I said,
“Yes, I’m on night duty. Which is exactly why I’m going back to spend the night at school now.” With that, I
walked off with an unconcerned look on my face.
I had gone as far as the crossroads at Tatemachi, when this time I ran into Hotta. This was such a small town
that you couldn’t put one foot outside the door without meeting somebody you knew.
“Hey! Aren’t you on night duty?” he asked.
“Yes, that’s right.”
“You can’t just go walking off like this, you know. It’s outrageous.”
I told him in a rather haughty fashion that I didn’t find it outrageous in the slightest, and that, on the contrary, it
would have been outrageous to have stayed in. He then—and this sounded very unlike Hotta—complained about
my negligence and said that I’d be in trouble if I ran into the headmaster or Redshirt. I retorted that, as a matter of
fact, I’d just met the headmaster, and he’d said that I was quite right to come out for a walk when it was as hot as
this, because it was the only way to make night duty bearable. By now I was tired of the whole thing, so I left
Hotta standing there and went back to school.
Darkness fell soon afterwards and I called the caretaker to my room for a chat. After about two hours, however,
I grew tired of this and decided to go to bed, even though I didn’t expect to sleep yet. I changed into a thin night
kimono, lifted the side of the mosquito net, pulled back the red blanket and, flinging my backside down onto the
mattress with a thump, lay on my back. It’s been a habit of mine to flop down onto the mattress when I go to bed
ever since I was a child.
I remember once when I was in lodgings in Ogawamachi a law student who lived downstairs came and
complained to me about this bad habit of mine. All law students are feeble, but they have the gift of the gab. This
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one was no exception. He went on and on talking a lot of tedious nonsense, but I shut him up. I told him that if the
building shook when I went to bed it wasn’t my backside’s fault, it was the building’s; so if he had anything to say
he should not come to me, but go and tell the landlord.
Since the room I was in now wasn’t upstairs, it didn’t matter how much noise I made when I fell onto the
mattress. I have to throw myself down onto the bed with as much force as I can, because I just don’t feel rested
otherwise.
I was lying there, stretching my legs right out and thinking how pleasant it was, when I felt something hop
onto each leg. Whatever they were felt rough, which meant they weren’t fleas. I jumped and kicked my legs about
two or three times under the blanket, whereupon the number of scratchy things increased. I could feel them in five
or six places on my shins, two or three were on my thighs, one got squashed under my backside, and one even
hopped to my navel. This really gave me a fright and I leaped up and I flung off the blanket.
About fifty or sixty grasshoppers: jumped out of the bed. It had given me an eerie sensation, to feel them on
me when I hadn’t known what they were, but now that they had emerged in their true colors and I could see that
they were only grasshoppers, my feeling changed to anger.
“All right, you scurvy little pests,” I thought. “Frighten me, will you? I’ll show you!”
I snatched up the pillow and hit out at them two or three times, but they were so small that the more force I hit
them with, the less effect it had. I was doing no good at all this way, so I sat down on the bed again and, using the
pillow as women do a rolled-up mat to beat the tatami when they’re cleaning, I laid about me. Not only were the
grasshoppers thrown into a panic, they were also thrown up into the air by the force of the pillow. They landed on
my shoulders, head and face, and bumped against me. Since I could scarcely hit those that were on my face with
the pillow, I grabbed them in my hand and hurled them away from me as hard as I could. This had no effect,
however, for no matter how hard I flung them, they hit the mosquito net and just stayed there where they had been
thrown, gripping the net and wafting gently backwards and forwards. They didn’t die, they didn’t do anything. At
the end of about half an hour I had at last managed to exterminate them. I then took a broom and swept out the
corpses. The caretaker came and asked me what was the matter.
“What do you mean, ‘what’s the matter’?” I shouted. “Have you ever heard of anyone keeping grasshoppers in
his bed? Idiot!”
He said he didn’t know anything about it, but I thought this was a poor excuse, so I threw the broom out onto
the verandah. The caretaker picked it up timidly and slunk off.
I lost no time in calling for three of the boarders to represent the dormitories. Six, in fact, arrived. Six or ten, it
was all the same to me. I stood there in my night kimono, with the sleeves pulled back to the shoulders ready for
action, and began the parley.
“What did you put grasshoppers in my bed for?”
“Er, what’s a grasshopper?” asked the boy nearest me.
His self-possession bordered on insolence. It looked as though it wasn’t only the headmaster at this school who
could juggle with words: the pupils were going to do it too.
“You don’t know what a grasshopper is? All right. I’ll show you,” I said. But I’d swept every last one of them
out, so I couldn’t. I called the caretaker again and told him to bring the grasshoppers back. He replied that he’d
already thrown them on the rubbish heap and should he go and get them again? I told him yes, he should, and he
scuttled off. He reappeared at last with about ten of the dead grasshoppers on a piece of note paper and said that
he was terribly sorry, but it was so dark that unfortunately these were all he could find, and he would find some
more for me tomorrow. Even the caretaker was a fool. I showed one of the insects to the boys and said,
“This is a grasshopper. Look at the size of you and you still don’t know what a grasshopper is.” The boy on the
far left of the group had the cheek to try and score off me by saying,
“That’s not a grasshopper. It’s a locust, like.”
“You damned idiot! A grasshopper and a locust are the same thing. And while we’re about it, stop finishing
every confounded sentence with ‘like.’ It sounds like ‘tyke,’ and if that’s what you’re trying to call me come
straight out with it and don’t mumble.” I thought that would shut him up, but no.
“Like and tyke are different, like,” he said. Like, like, like! That’s all you ever heard out of them.
“Anyway,” I went on, “grasshoppers or locusts, why did you put them in my bed? Did I ask you to?”
“Nobody put them there.”
“How else could they have got into my bed if nobody put them there?”
“Locusts like warm places. They probably crawled in by themselves.”
“Don’t talk rubbish! Grasshoppers don’t just waltz their way into beds by themselves. And if you think I’m
going to put up with people waltzing them in, you’re mistaken. Now, come on. Speak out.”
“It’s all very well to say ‘speak out,’ but we can’t explain something we didn’t do.”
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What a miserable lot they were! If they hadn’t the nerve to own up to what they’d done, they shouldn’t have
done it. As long as I couldn’t offer any proof, they intended to put on a wooden face and deny all knowledge of
the affair. I got up to a few pranks myself when I was at middle school, but when a teacher asked who was
responsible I owned up like a man every single time. If you’ve done something, you’ve done it; and if you
haven’t, you haven’t. It’s as simple as that. I may have played tricks when I was at school, but at least I was
always honest about it. If I’d intended to lie in order to escape the consequences of what I’d done, I wouldn’t have
done it in the first place. Mischief and punishment are inseparable. It’s the thought of punishment that adds spice
to getting into mischief. I know of no society that tolerates people so despicable that they expect to have their fun
without paying for it.
It was obvious that these kids, when they left school, were going to turn into the kind of people who borrow
money and refuse to pay it back. They come to school, tell lies, cheat and skulk about in the shadows, play
malicious tricks on people, and then when they graduate they strut about, laboring under the misapprehension that
they have received an education. They were the scum of the earth!
It made me sick to talk to people with such putrid ideas, so I excused the six of them, telling them that if they
didn’t want to own up they didn’t have to, but that I felt sorry for anyone going to middle school who didn’t have
the ability to distinguish between what was decent and what wasn’t. My appearance and behavior may not be very
refined and I may not speak elegantly, but I was convinced that, at heart, I was a lot better person than they were.
They all strolled away calmly, looking far superior to me because I was a teacher in name only, without any of
the qualities usually associated with that profession. Nevertheless, their very composure was an indication of what
kind of people they were. I would never have had the nerve to behave like that under such circumstances.
I got back into bed again and lay down, but the inside of the net was filled with the buzzing of mosquitoes.
They must have got in during the fracas a little while ago. It was too much trouble to burn everyone of them
individually with a candle, so I took down the net, laid it out in several long folds, and began to give it a good
shaking inside the room. I shook it lengthwise and breadthwise and put so much energy into it that one of the
cords with a metal ring attached to it, used for hanging up the net, came flying over and cracked me on the back of
my hand hard enough to make a saint swear.
I was a little calmer when I got into bed for the third time, but I just couldn’t sleep. I looked at my watch and
found it was half past ten. When you came to think about it, I’d really picked a great place to live in. I felt very
sorry for middle-school teachers if these were the kind of kids they had to teach all the time. It was a wonder they
didn’t run out of teachers. You had to be extremely patient and even a bit dense, perhaps, to take on a job like this.
It was definitely not for me.
This train of thought led me to Kiyo. What an admirable person she was. She was only an old woman, without
education or social position, but she had a noble character. I had never before felt particularly grateful for all she
had done for me, but now, miles away from home and all by myself, I appreciated her kindness for the first time.
If she wanted to eat sweets from Echigo, then I ought to go there and get some for her. She was worth it. Kiyo had
always praised me and said that I was unselfish and straightforward, but she was a far finer person than me. How I
wished I could have been with her then.
I was stretching myself and thinking about Kiyo when suddenly overhead I heard what must have been thirty
or forty boys all stamping on the floor in time. The drumming was so great that I was afraid the ceiling was going
to cave in on me. Not only were they stamping, they were letting out loud war whoops of proportionate volume. I
was afraid something serious had happened and shot out of bed. But no sooner was I up than it dawned on me that
it was the pupils getting their own back for what I’d said to them earlier.
“You know what you did was wrong,” I thought. “And what you did stands until you apologize. If you had any
sense of what’s right you’d go to bed, feel sorry for what you’ve done, and come and apologize in the morning.
The least you can do is be ashamed of yourselves and go to sleep quietly.
“This dormitory wasn’t put up as a pig-pen. Stop behaving like raving lunatics! Right! I’ll show you!”
All these thoughts raced through my head as, still dressed for bed, I cleared the stairs up to the second floor in
three and a half bounds. But, oddly enough, the racket I had heard going on upstairs had stopped. Everything was
quiet. There wasn’t even the sound of voices, much less footsteps. Strange.
The lamps had already been turned out, so I wouldn’t have been able to see anybody clearly, but I would have
been able to sense if they were anywhere. There wasn’t so much as a mouse hiding in the corridor which ran the
length of the building from east to west. The moon shone in at the far end of the corridor, making an area as bright
as day. It was all very peculiar.
I’ve always dreamed a lot ever since I was a child. I was often laughed at for suddenly sitting up in bed and
babbling something in my sleep. Once, I remember, when I was about sixteen or seventeen, I dreamed I found a
diamond. Then, sitting bolt upright, I started vehemently asking my brother, who was sleeping beside me, what
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he’d done with it. I was the laughing-stock of the family for three days and felt very embarrassed about the whole
thing. In view of all this, it was possible that I’d dreamed everything up till now. I was positive, however, that the
pupils had been making a noise.
I was standing in the middle of the corridor, mulling these things over in my mind, when suddenly from the
end which was bathed in moonlight there came, “One, two, three,” and then, “Yahoooo!” from about thirty or
forty throats. This was immediately followed by the same drumming sound as before, as they all stamped in time
on the floorboards.
So I had been right. It hadn’t been a dream.
“Be quiet!” I shouted in a voice as loud as any of theirs. “It’s the middle of the night!” And I started to dash
down the corridor.
The part I was running along was dark and the only thing I had to guide me was the moonlit patch at the far
end. I can only have run about five or six yards when, right in the middle of the corridor, something large and hard
hit me across the shin. I let out a yell of pain, which was still ringing in my ears as I went sprawling headlong
onto my face. I cursed and got to my feet, but I couldn’t run. However impatient I was to go on, I just couldn’t
control my leg. This irritated me so much that I hopped the rest of the way on my good leg. But when I came to
the place where the noise had been there wasn’t a footstep or a voice to be heard. Everything was as quiet as the
grave.
I knew all men had an element of cowardice in them, but theirs went to ridiculous lengths. These weren’t
human beings, they were pigs.
I was now determined that I wasn’t going to leave until I had dragged them out of their hiding places and made
them apologize. With this in mind, I tried to open one of the dormitory doors to look inside, but I couldn’t. I don’t
know whether it was locked or whether they’d set a desk or something up against it, but, however much I pushed,
it wouldn’t budge. I tried the dormitory opposite, on the north side of the corridor, but with the same result. While
I was fuming and trying to get the door open to haul the kids out, another war whoop and more stamping of feet
started up at the eastern end of the passage.
“Oh, so it’s a conspiracy, is it?” I thought. “The kids at the eastern end and the western end have got together
to make a fool of me.”
This much I realized, but I didn’t know what to do about it. To tell the truth, I have more courage than wisdom.
I never know what to do at times like that.
I had, however, no intention of being beaten. If I left things as they were I would lose a great deal of face. I
couldn’t have it said that a Tokyoite lacked spirit. I would never live it down if it were known that I’d been made
fun of by a bunch of snotty-nosed kids and cried myself to sleep because I didn’t know what to do about it. My
ancestors were bodyguards to the shogun, the military ruler of Japan in feudal times. The shogun’s personal
retainers all belonged to the ancient Minamoto family, who came down in direct line from the Emperor Seiwa.
That is to say, one of my ancestors was that great knight, Tada Mitsunaka. I was, therefore, of much higher birth
than that crowd of peasants.
I must admit, however, that I regretted not having a better head on my shoulders. I was in a spot, not knowing
what to do, but even so I was not going to be beaten. The reason I didn’t know what to do was that I am so honest.
But think about it. If an honest man can’t win in this world, who can?
I was determined that if I didn’t win tonight, I would tomorrow; and if I didn’t win tomorrow, I would the day
after; and if not then, I would have food sent in to me and wait there until I did win. Having decided this, I
squatted cross-legged in the middle of the corridor and waited for the dawn. The mosquitoes kept buzzing around
me, but I didn’t care.
I ran my hand along the shin I had hurt earlier and found it was slippery. It was probably bleeding. Let it bleed!
It wasn’t long before the weariness from my recent exertion made itself felt and, without meaning to, I dropped
off to sleep.
I was woken up by some kind of excitement nearby.
“Damn!” I thought, and sat up quickly. The door to the right of where I was sitting was partly open and two of
the pupils stood in front of me. As soon as I had gathered my wits I grabbed the leg of the boy who was standing
right in front of me and yanked it for all I was worth. The boy crashed down onto his back. Take that! The other
boy looked a little confused, so I took advantage of this and, springing at him, caught him by the shoulders and
gave him a good shaking. He was stupefied and could only blink at me.
“Right! Come down to my room,” I said.
They both followed as meekly as lambs. It had been light for quite a while.
Back in my room, I demanded an explanation from the boys, but pigs are pigs, whether you beat them, thrash
them or whatever you do, so to all my questions they just said they didn’t know anything. They had no intention
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of confessing. “I don’t know” seemed to be all they were prepared to say on the subject. Gradually one, then
another of the pupils came down from upstairs, until finally they were all gathered in my room. They looked
sleepy and their eyelids were puffy. Weak-kneed brats! A man ought to look in better condition than that after only
missing one night’s sleep. I told them to go and wash their faces and then come back and argue, but nobody made
a move.
I had been wrangling with over fifty of them for about an hour, when the Badger unexpectedly appeared. I
heard later that the caretaker had gone to get him, saying that there was a big disturbance at the school. It was
precisely because he was the kind of man who had no more pride than to go and call the headmaster for such a
paltry reason that he was a caretaker in a middle school.
The headmaster listened both to my account of the affair and also to a few of the boys’ excuses. He told them
that he would deal with them later, but in the meantime to attend school as usual. He added that if they didn’t
hurry up and wash and have their breakfast they’d be late for school. And, with that, he dismissed them all.
What laxity! If it had been me I’d have expelled all the boarders on the spot. It was because of this lethargic
attitude of his that the pupils made a fool of the teacher on night duty. The headmaster then turned to me and said,
“You must be tired out after all that worry. Why don’t you take the day off today?”
“No, thank you,” I replied. “I wasn’t in the least worried. As long as there’s breath in my body I wouldn’t
worry if that kind of thing happened every night. Furthermore, if I were too tired to teach because I’d missed a
night’s sleep I’d return one day’s money out of my salary.” I don’t know what the headmaster thought of this, but,
after staring at my face for a while, he said,
“But your face is all swollen, you know.”
My face did, in fact, feel rather heavy and it itched all over. I must have been badly bitten by mosquitoes.
Scratching my face violently, I replied that however swollen my face was, my mouth was still in working order,
so it wouldn’t stop me from giving lessons. At this the headmaster complimented me on my energy. Actually, I
don’t think it was a compliment. I think he was making fun of me.
*
“Would you like to come fishing?” asked Redshirt.
He was so soft-spoken that it made me feel quite uneasy to hear him. You couldn’t have told from his voice
whether he was a man or a woman. A man ought to speak like one, especially if he’s a university graduate. If I,
who had only been to the School of Physics, could speak as I did, it was positively indecent for a Bachelor of Arts
to have such an effeminate voice.
I made some reply that wasn’t calculated to sound enthusiastic, at which Redshirt had the cheek to ask me if
I’d ever been fishing. As a matter of fact, I hadn’t very often. But once when I was a boy I caught three silver carp
in the fishing pond at Koume in Tokyo. On another occasion—it was at a fair held in front of the Bishamon shrine
in the Zenkokuji temple in Kagurazaka—I managed to hook a carp about eight inches long, but just when I
thought I had it, it fell back into the water with a splash. I still have a sense of disappointment when I think about
it, even now. I told Redshirt about this, but he just thrust his chin forward and gave his simpering laugh. I wished
he wouldn’t laugh in that affected way.
“Well then,” he continued, “you don’t really know about the joys of fishing yet, do you? I’ll teach you, if you
like.”
He seemed highly delighted, but I had no desire whatsoever to be taught. People who fish or hunt are all cruel.
If they weren’t, they couldn’t enjoy taking life. It stands to reason that even fish and birds prefer being alive to
being dead. It’s different if you have to fish or hunt in order to live, but it seems like gross overindulgence to me
that a man living a perfectly comfortable life has to kill living things to get a good night’s sleep. This was what I
thought, but I saw no hope of winning an argument with a Bachelor of Arts—they’re all glib—and I kept quiet
about it. Seeing this, Redshirt thought I’d given in and, pressing the point, said,
“I’ll teach you immediately. Are you free today? Why don’t you come with us? I was going with Yoshikawa,
but it will be more company with three of us. Do come.”
Yoshikawa was the art master, the one I’d nicknamed the Clown. I don’t know what his idea was, but he was in
and out of Redshirt’s house every morning and evening and danced attendance on him everywhere he went. They
were supposed to be colleagues—equals—but looking at them you’d have thought they were master and man. It
didn’t surprise me that the Clown was going fishing with Redshirt, because he always went everywhere with him.
What I did wonder, however, was why they’d invited someone as unsociable as me to join them when they could
have gone by themselves. Probably so they could lord it over me and show off what fine anglers they were. Well,
I’m not one to be impressed by that sort of thing; nor do I stand and gape just because someone manages to catch
two or three tunnies. I may not have been very good, but, not being subhuman, I thought I would probably hook
something. Anyway, if I refused, Redshirt, being the kind of man he was, would undoubtedly jump to the wrong
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conclusion and think I’d refused because I was no good at fishing, and not because I disliked it. So I agreed.
After school I called in at my lodgings, got ready, and went to meet the other two at the station. Then we all
went down to the beach together. There was only one boatman, and the boat itself was long and narrow, like
nothing I had ever seen when I lived in Tokyo.
I’d been looking over the boat, but could see no sign of any fishing rods. I wondered how you could fish
without a rod and asked the Clown what he intended to do. He stroked his chin and replied in a professional
manner that when you fished out to sea you didn’t use a rod, and that, “actually,” you only needed a line. I felt
very humiliated and wished I’d kept my mouth shut.
The boatman rowed out to sea with slow, leisurely strokes, but experience will tell, and when I looked back, I
found that we were already so far out that the beach looked very small in the distance. The pagoda of the
Kohakuji temple tapered needle-like above the trees and, a way off, Aojima Island floated on the water. Nobody
lived on this island, and looking closely I could see why. It was just a conglomeration of rocks and pine trees.
Redshirt remarked how exquisite the scenery was, and Yoshikawa, the Clown, lisped his agreement. I didn’t know
whether it was exquisite or not, but it certainly gave me a pleasant feeling to look at it. It felt good to be there on
that vast expanse of water, being fanned by a sea breeze. I was starving.
“Look at that pine tree,:” Redshirt said to Yoshikawa. “The trunk is perfectly straight and the top of the tree
spreads out like an umbrella. It might have been painted by Turner.”
The Clown replied that it was “straight out of a Turner,” and that the curve was perfect. I didn’t have any idea
what “Turner” meant, but thinking that I could get along very well without the knowledge, I kept quiet.
The boat skirted around to the right of the island. There were no waves at all. It was so calm, in fact, that it was
difficult to realize you were on the sea. I was having a very pleasant time, thanks to Redshirt. If possible, I would
have liked to land on the island and see what it was like, so pointing out a rock, I asked if the boat couldn’t pull in
there. I was told by Redshirt that it could be done, but that the fishing wasn’t any good too close to land.
Yoshikawa then, addressing himself to Redshirt, came up with the uncalled-for suggestion that we call the
place Turner Island. Redshirt thought this was a good idea and said that that was what we would always call it
from then on. I hoped that I hadn’t been included in that “we.” Aojima Island was fine as far as I was concerned.
“Imagine Raphael’s Madonna standing on that rock,” said Yoshikawa. “It would make a superb picture. Don’t
you agree?”
“Let’s not talk about Madonnas,” replied Redshirt, and gave his disconcertingly effeminate laugh.
Yoshikawa, with a glance at me, said it was all right, because there was nobody to hear. He then deliberately
turned away with a smirk. This made me feel uncomfortable. Madonna or belladonna, it was all the same to me.
He could put what he liked up on the rock. But saying things that other people don’t understand and, moreover,
not caring whether they hear because they don’t understand, is boorish. In spite of his behavior, Yoshikawa still
had the gall to say that he was a Tokyoite. Madonna was probably the nickname of Redshirt’s favorite geisha.
Well, if he wanted to stand a geisha under a pine tree on an uninhabited island, let him. And the Clown could
paint her in oils and show the picture in an exhibition.
The boatman dropped anchor, saying that this was probably a good place to fish. In reply to Redshirt’s
question as to how deep the water was, the boatman said that it was six fathoms. Redshirt cast his line and
remarked that there wasn’t much likelihood of finding bream at that depth. So our intrepid second master thought
he was going to catch himself a lordly bream, did he? He didn’t have a hope! But Yoshikawa, always the flatterer,
said that with Redshirt’s skill and the sea being so calm, he was bound to get a bite. Then he too threw his line
over the side and paid it out.
The lines had a lead weight at the end, but no float. It seemed to me that fishing without a float was like trying
to take one’s temperature without a thermometer. I was thinking that I couldn’t possibly do it, when Redshirt
turned to me and said,
“Come on. You try, too. Do you have any line?” When I told him that I had more than enough line but no float,
he answered that only amateurs needed a float.
“When the line touches the bottom like this,” he said, “you use your index finger to take its pulse, as it were,
where it passes over the side of the boat. Then, when you get a bite, you can feel it. There! I’ve got one.”
He suddenly started to pull in his line. But when it was in, there was nothing on the hook. All that had
happened was that the bait had gone. Good!
“Oh, what a pity!” said Yoshikawa. “I’m sure it was a big one. If it got away from you, my dear sir, with all
your skill, we’ll have to be exceptionally careful today. Still, even if it did get away, it’s better to fish your way
than to sit staring at a float all day long. Not being able to fish without a float is like not being able to ride a
bicycle without brakes.”
The way the Clown was prattling on made me want to give him a good hiding more than ever. Since I also
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belong to the human race, and Redshirt hadn’t rented the entire ocean, I felt that at least one bonito would feel
duty-bound to come and give me a bite. I threw the weight over the side with a splash and manipulated the line
with the tips of my fingers as the mood took me.
Not long after, I felt something jerking at the line. I thought about it. It had to be a fish. The line wouldn’t be
twitching if what I’d caught hadn’t been alive.
“Done it!” I thought. “I’ve caught a fish.” I yanked the line in hand over hand.
“I say, you’ve caught one,” said Yoshikawa. “Ah, the power of youth is a frightening thing.”
While he was being sarcastic I had almost pulled the line in, and only about five feet of it remained submerged
in the water. I looked over the side and saw that there was a striped fish, like a goldfish in shape, on the end of the
line. It was drifting to and fro in the water, and as I pulled in the line it came floating to the top.
Hurray! As the fish broke water it started to wriggle and splash and I got a faceful of salt water. I managed to
grab it at last, but I couldn’t get the hook out of its mouth. The hand I was holding the fish with became horribly
slimy. I found the whole thing too much trouble, so I swung the line and threw the fish into the small fish well in
the middle of the boat. It soon died.
Redshirt and the Clown looked on in surprise. I swished my hands about in the sea to wash them, but when I
held them up to my nose they still smelled fishy. I’d had enough. I didn’t want to take hold of a fish, whatever I
caught, and I don’t suppose the fish wanted to be taken hold of either. I quickly rolled up my line.
“Well, first blood to you. Congratulations,” Yoshikawa said. And then he added with his customary cheek,
“But only a goruki—“
“Yes,” Redshirt broke in, trying to be funny, “it sounds like that Russian writer Gorki.”
“You’re absolutely right,” agreed Yoshikawa immediately. “It’s exactly like the Russian author.”
So what? Gorki’s a Russian writer, Maruki’s a photographer at Shiba,\fn{ He was, in fact, the first man to open a
photographic studio in all of Japan.} and if people were honest you wouldn't need any kind of “key.” Dropping
foreigners’ names one after the other in a conversation was a bad habit of Redshirt’s. It made it sound as though
he were speaking in italics. Everyone has his own specialty, and being a teacher of mathematics, I hadn’t the
faintest idea what the difference between Gorki and Turkey was. He should have made allowances for that. If he
had to use foreign words, why didn’t he talk about Benjamin Franklin’s autobiography? Or mention “pushing to
the front”—the phrase they used to use to explain the art of capitalistic living? These were things even I knew
about, things that were often mentioned in middle-school textbooks. Redshirt used sometimes to bring a bright red
magazine called Imperial Literature to school and read it avidly. Hotta once told me that all the foreign names
came from this magazine. Imperial Literature had a lot to answer for.
Redshirt and Yoshikawa continued to fish for all they were worth and after an hour had caught about fifteen or
sixteen fish between them. Strangely enough, every time they pulled a fish in it turned out to be a goruki. They
couldn’t catch a bream for love or money. Redshirt remarked to the Clown that there seemed to be a
predominance of Russian literature that day. To which Yoshikawa replied that if Redshirt could only catch goruki,
he couldn’t expect anything better.
I asked the boatman if these small goruki were any good to eat, but he said no, they were full of bones and
tasted awful. The only thing they were good for, apparently, was fertilizer. Redshirt and the Clown were
frantically trying to catch fertilizer. I felt very sorry for them. One fish had been enough for me, so I had lain
down in the middle of the boat and looked up at the broad expanse of the sky. It was a far more elegant way of
spending the time than fishing.
While I was lying there I heard the other two begin to whisper together. I couldn’t make out what they were
saying very well, and I didn’t want to. As I looked up at the sky I was thinking of Kiyo. I knew how much
pleasure it would have given her if I’d had the money and could have brought her down to a beautiful place like
this for a holiday. Being with Yoshikawa even spoiled scenery as beautiful as this. Kiyo was just a wrinkled old
woman, but I wouldn’t have been ashamed to take her anywhere. A person like Yoshikawa, on the other hand, was
someone you’d want to stay clear of whether he was in a carriage, on a boat, or at the top of the Ryounkaku tower
in Asakusa. I was sure that if I’d been the second master and Redshirt had been me, the Clown would have been
fickle enough and impudent enough to flatter me and jeer at Redshirt. They say people from Tokyo are insincere,
and I could see why. With a person like Yoshikawa going around the countryside telling everyone that he was
from Tokyo, it was no wonder that country people thought the word Tokyoite synonymous with insincerity.
As these thoughts were going through my mind, I became aware that the two of them were tittering. They were
saying something between giggles, but it only came in snatches and I couldn’t get the gist of it.
“What? Not really! …”
“… No, it’s perfectly true … doesn’t know, so … It’s a shame.”
“Never! …”
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“Put grasshoppers … I mean it.”
I hadn’t really been listening up till then, but when I heard Yoshikawa say “grasshoppers,” I suddenly pricked
up my ears. For some reason he’d emphasized that word so that I heard it clearly and had deliberately slurred
what came after. I continued to listen without moving.
“That Hotta again? …”
“Yes, possibly …”
“Fried prawns … Ha, ha, ha, ha, ha!”
“Stirred up …”
“Dumplings too?”
I had only caught fragments of the conversation, but it was obvious from such words as “grasshoppers,” “fried
prawns” and “dumplings” that I was the subject of their private talk. If they wanted to talk why didn’t they speak
up? If what they were saying was confidential they shouldn’t have invited me. The pair of them made me sick.
Grasshoppers or clodhoppers, I wasn’t the one to blame. The headmaster had asked me to leave things to him for
the time being, and out of deference to his position I was holding my peace at the moment. Yoshikawa, who was
no better than a court jester, had a nerve, giving criticism where it wasn’t wanted. He should have sat in the corner
and sucked his paintbrush. I wasn’t worried about the grasshopper business because I would get around to settling
it by myself all in good time, but I must confess I was disconcerted by the words “that Hotta again” and “stirred
up.”
I didn’t know how to take them. Did they mean that Hotta had stirred me up to make the disturbance bigger?
Or that he had stirred up the boys in order to torment me?
As I was looking up at the blue sky, the sun gradually grew weaker and a chilly breeze sprang up. A film of
cloud, like the smoke from a stick of incense, quietly spread across the surface of the limpid abyss and then was
swept far, far back to become a faint mist in the depths.
“Shall we turn back?” Redshirt asked, as though it had suddenly occurred to him.
Yoshikawa said that it was exactly the right time and went on to ask Redshirt if he was going to meet the
Madonna that evening. Redshirt, who had been leaning over the side of the boat, straightened up a little and told
him not to talk silly, because it might lead to a misunderstanding. Yoshikawa looked round at me, gave a girlish
giggle and said,
“It’s all right. Even if he did hear …”
I glared straight at him, my eyes flashing. He was disconcerted and looked as though he were being blinded by
a bright light. Suddenly he drew in his neck, scratched his head and muttered something about surrendering.
Dimwitted fool!
The boat moved across the smooth water back to the shore.
“You don’t appear to like fishing very much,” Redshirt remarked.
“No. I prefer lying on my back, looking up at the sky.”
I threw the cigarette I had been smoking into the sea. It gave a hiss and bobbed up and down on the waves that
were churned up by the blade of the oar.
“All the pupils are glad to have you at the school. I hope you’ll do your best and work hard,” said Redshirt,
moving right away from the subject of fishing.
“I don’t think they are glad.”
“Oh, they are! I mean it. Very glad indeed. Isn’t that right, Yoshikawa?”
“Glad isn’t the word for it. They’re delirious.” And the Clown grinned. It was funny how every single thing he
said annoyed me.
“But you’ll have to be careful, you know,” Redshirt went on, “or you’ll be in trouble.”
“Well, if there’s trouble I’m ready for it,” I replied.
To tell the truth, I’d made up my mind that either I’d be fired or I’d make every last one of the boarders
apologize. One or the other.
“Now, we’ll never get anywhere if you talk like that. Don’t get me wrong. I’m talking to you now as the
second master; and it’s for your own good.”
Yoshikawa broke in to assure me that Redshirt had a high regard for me, and that he himself hoped that I
would stay at the school as long as possible. He added that since we were both from Tokyo, we should help each
other, and that although he didn’t have much influence at the school, he was doing his best to help me. It was a
rare show of human kindness on his part, but I would rather have hanged myself than be beholden to him.
“The boys really welcome your coming to the school,” continued Redshirt. “But there are many factors
involved. I’m sure that some things make you angry, but you should try to resign yourself to putting up with them.
Believe me, I wouldn’t tell you to do anything that wasn’t in your best interests.”
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“What do you mean by ‘many factors’?”
“It’s rather complicated, but … well, you’ll understand in time. You’ll find out for yourself, without my
explaining things to you now. Right, Yoshikawa?”
“Yes, it’s all very complicated. It’s not something you can understand in a day or two, but you’ll find out for
yourself gradually, even if I don’t tell you,” said Yoshikawa, almost repeating what Redshirt had told me.
“Well, if things are as difficult to explain as all that, I don’t want to know. I only asked because you brought
the subject up.”
“Yes, you’re absolutely right,” said Redshirt. “It’s not fair to start on a subject and leave it unfinished. Well
then, I’ll say this much. I don’t mean to be rude, but you’ve only just graduated and you have no experience as a
teacher. There are all sorts of personal circumstances and motives to be taken into account when you’re working
in a school, and you can’t afford to be as frank and open as when you were a student.”
“Well, if I can’t be frank, what can I be?”
“There you are, you see. When you’re outspoken like that it shows you lack experience.”
“Of course I lack experience—because I’m only twenty-three years and four months old, as I wrote on my
record.”
“That’s my point. That’s why people you would never suspect can take advantage of you.”
“Providing I’m honest, I’m not afraid of anyone trying to take advantage of me.”
“Of course you’re not afraid. Of course not. But you will be taken advantage of. As a matter of fact, it
happened to your predecessor. So I’m telling you, you must be careful.”
It struck me that Yoshikawa had been quiet throughout all this, and when I looked round I saw that he’d
slipped away to the stern and was discussing fishing with the boatman. The conversation had been far better
without the Clown there.
“Who took advantage of my predecessor?”
“I can’t tell you who, because that would give him a bad name. Besides, it would be wrong for me to say
anything without any definite proof. Anyway, please be careful, because we wouldn’t want to have gone to all the
trouble of getting you here for nothing.”
“It’s all very well to say ‘be careful,’ but I can’t be any more careful than I am. As long as I don’t do anything
wrong it’ll be all right, won’t it?”
Redshirt laughed at this remark. I wasn’t aware that I’d said anything funny. I’d only said what I’d firmly
believed up to that moment. When you come to think of it, the vast majority of people encourage you to be bad.
They seem to believe that, unless you are, you won’t succeed in life. On the rare occasions when they see a person
who is straightforward and honest, they look down on him as being green, or no better than a kid. When they
teach you ethics at primary and middle school they tell you not to lie but to be honest. It would be better for the
world at large but the individual himself if, instead of this, they had the courage to instruct you in methods of
lying, the art of disbelieving people, and schemes for imposing on others.
Redshirt had laughed at me for being innocent. What can you do in a world where innocence and frankness are
laughed at? Kiyo would never have laughed at me at a time like this. She would have admired me for speaking the
way I did. Kiyo was far and away a better person than Redshirt.
“Of course it’s a good thing for you not to do anything wrong; but unless you realize that even if you don’t do
anything wrong yourself, you can’t rely on other people to do the same, you’ll come to grief. Even though some
people appear easygoing, some appear openhearted, and others take you into their homes and give you board and
lodging, you can rarely, if ever, let your guard down, so …
“It’s got a lot colder. Autumn’s on us. Look at the shore. There’s a sepia mist over it. What a lovely view!
Hey!” he shouted to Yoshikawa. “Look at the shore. What do you think of that?”
“You don’t often see a sight like that,” agreed Yoshikawa, anxious as always to please. “I wish I had the time.
I’d like to paint it. What a pity to let a scene like that go unrecorded!”
A light came on in a second-floor room of the Minatoya; and as a train-whistle sounded, the prow of our boat
ground up onto the sand. The owner of the Minatoya said, “Good evening” to Redshirt. I jumped over the side of
the boat and touched the beach at last, giving a loud yell as I did so.
*
I hated the Clown. He would have been doing Japan a service if he’d tied a millstone round his neck and
jumped into the sea. I didn’t like Redshirt’s voice. His speaking in what he considered dulcet tones was just a
pose. His real voice wasn’t like that at all. It didn’t matter how sweet he tried to make his voice sound, with a face
like his, the only woman who would fall for him was the Madonna. But, being the second master, his conversation
was far more profound than the Clown’s.
When I got home from the fishing trip and thought over what he’d told me, there seemed to be a lot in it. Since
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he hadn’t been specific, I couldn’t really judge who he was referring to, but it did seem as though he was warning
me to be on my guard against Hotta. If that was the case, why hadn’t he come straight out with it? A man
shouldn’t insinuate. Besides, if Hotta was a bad teacher, why didn’t they get rid of him straight away? Redshirt
may have been a Bachelor of Arts, but he was a weakling. He had to be, because even when he was talking about
someone behind his back, he didn’t have the nerve to be at least honest enough to mention his name. Weaklings
are always kind, which probably accounted for Redshirt’s womanly gentleness. Kindness is one thing and voice
another, and you can’t just ignore a man’s kindness because you don’t like his voice.
Still, it’s a funny world. It’s a mockery when people who disgust you are kind, and friends that you get on well
with turn out to be rogues. I supposed that it was because I was in the country that everything was upside down
compared to Tokyo. It was a dangerous and unsettling place. It wouldn’t be long, I thought, before fire froze and
rocks turned into bean curd.
But Hotta didn’t seem to be the kind of malicious person who would stir up the boys. It was true that he was
the most popular teacher in the school and could probably have done it if he’d wanted to, but—well, first, if he’d
wanted to pick a quarrel with me there was no need to choose such a roundabout way to do it. It would have been
much easier to do it openly. If I were in his way he could have come to me and told me why and asked me to
resign. That would have saved him a lot of time and trouble. You can work out any problem if you only discuss it.
If he’d come and spoken to me and I’d thought he was right, I’d have resigned the next day. I mean, this wasn’t
the only place they grew rice in Japan, and wherever I went I was sure that I wouldn’t die in a ditch like a beggar.
I’d have thought that Hotta would have had more sense, but apparently not.
It was Hotta who had treated me to a dish of fruit-flavored ice when I first came to the school. Well, if he was
as two-faced as that, I felt ashamed of accepting even that much from him. I’d only had one dish, so it had only
cost him one and a half ten; but I’d feel bad for the rest of my life if I thought lowed one or even half a ten to an
impostor. I decided that I’d give him back the money when I went to school the next day.
It’s true that, five years before, Kiyo had lent me three yen that I’d never paid back. It wasn’t that I couldn’t
pay, but that I wouldn’t. She hadn’t thought of it as a temporary loan, nor had she ever been after my money, and I
had no intention of returning it and making her feel as though I looked on her as a stranger. The more I worried
about such a thing, the more it would hurt Kiyo, because it would mean that I doubted her motives. It would be
tantamount to accusing a wonderful person of usury.
The reason I had never repaid the money was not that I felt contempt for Kiyo but that I looked on her as my
own flesh and blood. There was no comparison between Kiyo and Hotta, but, whether it be a dish of crushed ice
or sweet tea, if you accept something from a stranger it means that you are recognizing that person as someone of
consequence and it is therefore a gesture of good will towards him or her. If you pay your share, you can of course
wipe out the obligation, but the feeling of gratitude you have towards the person in whose debt you are is a far
greater repayment than money can buy. I am only an ordinary man without rank or title, but I am an independent,
full-fledged human being, and when an independent man takes his hat off to you, you have a gift that is worth
more than a million yen. I thought I’d given Hotta that gift for the outlay of a paltry one and a half sen, and that he
ought to be grateful. Yet he’d had the impudence to play a dirty trick on me behind my back. Right, then. The next
day I’d pay him back his money, and the slate would be clean between us. Then I could pick a fight with him.
Having thought things out thus far, I felt tired and fell sound asleep.
With my plan in mind, I went to school earlier than usual the next day and waited for Hotta. I waited and
waited but he still didn’t come. The teacher I’d nicknamed the Green Pumpkin arrived. The teacher of Chinese
classics arrived. The Clown arrived. Finally even Redshirt arrived. But no Hotta. His desk was deserted except for
one solitary stick of chalk lying there. I’d intended to give him the money as soon as I went into the staff room
and had been clutching the one and a half sen in my hand all the way to school from my lodgings, just as though I
were going to the bathhouse. My hands soon get sticky, and when I looked at the money I could see it was wet
with sweat. I worried what Hotta would say if I gave him sweaty money, so I put the coins down on the desk,
blew on them and then picked them up again.
Redshirt came up and apologized for dragging me off fishing the previous day and said that I must have found
it a lot of bother. I replied that, on the contrary, I was very grateful to him for having given me such an appetite.
Leaning his elbows on Hotta’s desk, Redshirt brought his flat, broad, ugly face alongside my nose. Just as I was
wondering what he was going to do, he asked me not to say anything to anybody about what he had told me on
the way back in the boat the previous day.
“You haven’t mentioned it to anyone yet, have you?” he asked.
His womanish voice made him sound unduly nervous. It was true that I hadn’t told anybody yet, but since I
intended to soon and had the money ready in my hand, I couldn’t have Redshirt swearing me to secrecy now.
Redshirt was Redshirt. Admittedly he hadn’t mentioned Hotta by name, but I thought it irresponsible for a man in
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his position to pose a riddle that even I could solve and then complain when I did so. By rights, if Hotta and I
were at loggerheads, he should have stepped into the thick of the fight, declared himself on my side and stuck by
me till the end. If he did that it would justify his being second master and his wearing a red shirt. When I told
Redshirt that I hadn’t said anything as yet but that I intended to talk to Hotta about it, he looked terribly
uncomfortable and said,
“You mustn’t do that. It would be wrong. I don’t remember saying anything specific to you about Hotta. If you
do anything rash you’ll put me in an extremely difficult position. You didn’t come here to stir up trouble, did
you?” This seemed a strangely senseless question, so I said that naturally I had no intention of causing trouble for
the school that was paying my salary.
“In that case,” said Redshirt, “please keep what I told you yesterday to yourself. Don’t divulge it to anyone.”
He was perspiring, and since he’d gone as far as to almost beg me, I said,
“All right. You’re putting me in a difficult position now, but if it means that much to you I won’t say anything.”
“Do you really mean it? Are you sure?” asked Redshirt, looking for reassurance.
I wondered just how deep his effeminacy went and thought that it was a pretty miserable thing if all BA’s were
like him. He makes an unreasonable, illogical request as calmly as you please and, on top of that, when I agree he
doubts my word. I’m a straightforward, honest man. If I agree to something I wouldn’t dream of going back on
my promise.
By now the teachers who occupied the desks on either side had arrived, and Redshirt quickly made his way
back to his own place. Even his walk was affected. Whenever he walked in or out of a room he placed each foot
carefully on the ground so as to make no noise. I never knew before that a noiseless walk was something to be
proud of. He wasn’t practicing to be a burglar, so why didn’t he just walk naturally?
The bugle for the beginning of classes sounded at last. Hotta still hadn’t come. There was nothing for it but to
leave the money on his desk and go to the classroom.
The first class ran a little over time and I was late getting back to the teachers’ room. All the other teachers
were sitting at their desks, chatting. Hotta had also arrived. I’d thought he wasn’t coming that day, but he’d
arrived late. As soon as he saw me he said,
“I ought to fine you. You made me late today.” I pushed the one and a half sen on his desk towards him and
said,
“Here you are. Take this. It’s for the crushed ice you bought me the other day in Toricho.”
“Don’t be silly,” he said, and began to laugh; but when he saw that I looked unexpectedly serious he told me to
stop making stupid jokes and threw the money back onto my desk. Since when had porcupines started buying
things for people?
“I’m not joking. I mean it. There’s no reason why you should treat me to an ice, so here’s the money. Is there
any law that says you can’t take it?”
“If one and a half sen worries you that much, I’ll take it. But why didn’t you return it to me before? Why
now?”
“Now or any other time, it doesn’t make any difference. I’m giving it to you. I don’t want to be treated by you,
so I’m giving you the money.”
Hotta looked at me coldly and grunted. If it hadn’t been for Redshirt asking me that favor I’d have told Hotta
about the dirty trick he’d played, but I’d agreed to keep quiet about it. I was bright red in the face, and all Hotta
could do was grunt. It wasn’t reasonable.
“All right, I’ll take the money for the ice, but I want you to leave your lodgings.”
“All you have to do is take the money. I’ll decide whether to leave my lodgings or not.”
“You have no choice. The landlord came and told me yesterday that he wanted you to leave. When I heard
why, I agreed with him. But to make sure, I called in there this morning to find out the details.”
I didn’t know what Hotta was talking about.
“How do I know what the landlord told you? You can’t just decide things by yourself like that. If there’s a
reason, it’s about time you told me. And stop being so damned rude and deciding the landlord’s right straight off.”
“All right then, I’ll tell you. You’ve been so rude that they can’t put up with you in the place any more. The
landlady’s not a maid, and it’s going too far to tell her to wipe your feet for you.”
“When did I make the landlady wipe my feet?”
“I don’t know whether you made her or not. All I know is that they don’t want you there. They said they could
make the ten- or fifteen-yen rent by just selling one scroll-painting.”
“Bloody cheeky pair! If that’s the case, why did they take me in the first place?”
“I don’t know. They just did. But they want you to leave now. Will you leave?”
“You bet I’ll leave. I wouldn’t stay now if they begged me. Why the blazes did you introduce me to a place
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that would use a pretext like that? It’s inexcusable!”
“I wonder. Is this my fault, or because you can’t behave yourself?”
Hotta had as quick a temper as I have and we were trying to shout each other down. The other people in the
staff room wondered what was happening and they were all looking at us open-mouthed. I didn’t consider that I’d
done anything to be ashamed of. And, standing there, I swept my eyes over the whole room. Everyone except
Yoshikawa looked surprised, but he just sat there smiling as though he was amused. When, however, eyes dilated,
I shot a look at his long, thin face which obviously meant, “All right, you want a fight too?” he suddenly assumed
a serious air and became very respectful. He looked a little scared.
A few minutes later the bugle blew. Hotta and I stopped arguing and went to our respective classrooms.
In the afternoon there was a meeting to decide how to deal with the boarders who had insulted me the night
before. I’d never been to a meeting before and didn’t know what it would be like. I imagined, however, that all the
staff would gather together and each put his own opinions and theories forward. After this, the headmaster would
sum up and then make some decision as he saw fit. This was all very well where the issues involved were not
clearly black or white, but in this case, when nobody could help seeing that misconduct had been committed, I
thought that a meeting was a waste of time. However you viewed the affair, it was impossible to say otherwise. In
my opinion the headmaster had been very indecisive in not punishing the boys on the spot, when the facts were so
cut and dried. If this was how “headmasters” behaved, then the name was nothing more nor less than another way
of calling somebody weak-minded.
The meeting was held in the long, narrow room next to the headmaster’s office. Normally it served as a dining
room. About twenty chairs upholstered in black leather were arranged around the long table. The room reminded
me of those rather vulgar Western-style restaurants that cater to students in Kanda in downtown Tokyo. .
The headmaster sat at the head of the table and Redshirt sat next to him. The rest of us, it seemed, could sit
where we wished, except that I heard the sports master always took the foot of the table out of deference. Since I
didn’t know the form, I squeezed myself in between the natural history master and the teacher of Chinese classics.
Looking across the table, I could see Hotta and Yoshikawa seated side by side. No matter how you looked at it,
Yoshikawa had an inferior face. Although we were at loggerheads, I had to admit that Hotta’s was much finer. It
reminded me of the face I’d seen on a scroll-painting in a room of the Yogenji temple in Kobinata at my father’s
funeral. The priest told me it was Idaten, the monstrous guardian god of Buddhism. Today, because he was angry,
Hotta was rolling his eyes and looking at me from time to time. If he thought he could scare me like that he was
wrong. Not to be outdone, I rolled my eyes too and glared back at him. I don’t have very attractive eyes, but there
can be few people with eyes as big as mine. They are in fact so large that Kiyo often used to say that I ought to
become an actor.
“Are we all here?” asked the headmaster.
The secretary, Kawamura, began to count heads. One missing. He told this to the headmaster and tried to think
who it could be. It didn’t need any thinking about. Koga, the Green Pumpkin, wasn’t there yet. I don’t know what
link of fate existed between the Pumpkin and myself, put ever since I’d first set eyes on him I couldn’t get him out
of my head. Whenever I walked into the staff room my eye would light on him. In fact, even on the way there he
would come into my mind. When I went to the hot spring I would sometimes see his pale face bulging before me
in the bath tank. If ever I said hello, he would answer in a whisper and bow with great deference. This made me
feel sorry for him.
Koga was the quietest person in the school. He rarely smiled, but on the other hand he didn’t babble. In fact he
never spoke more than was necessary. I knew the word “gentleman” from reading books, but until I met Koga I’d
always thought it was just a word—something you found in a dictionary but not in real life. Now for the first time
I realized that it did have a true meaning and I was filled with admiration.
Having such a deep interest in Koga, I’d noticed immediately I entered the conference room that he wasn’t
there. To tell the truth, I’d made him my private landmark and had thought I might sit next to him. The
headmaster said that Koga would probably arrive soon and, untying a purple silk wrapper that lay in front of him,
took out some mimeographed documents and began to read. Redshirt started to polish his amber pipe with a silk
handkerchief. It was an obsession of his and it suited him. Some of the others were whispering to their neighbors,
while those who didn’t know what to do with their hands were engrossed in writing something on the table with
the rubber erasers on the ends of their pencils. From time to time Yoshikawa would turn to Hotta and say
something, but Hotta’s only reply was an “Oh?” or an “Mmm.” Occasionally he shot a black look at me and, not
to be outdone, I shot it straight back.
At length Koga, the man we’d all been waiting for, came in looking wretched. He apologized to the Badger
very humbly and said he was sorry to be late, but that he’d had some business to attend to.
“Well then, let’s start,” said the Badger, and asked Kawamura, the secretary, to pass out the mimeographed
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sheets. Glancing at my sheet, I saw that it contained the items on the agenda. The first item was Punishment of
Offenders; the second, School Discipline; and this was followed by two or three other items. The Badger, putting
on an air as always, gave the following speech as though he were the spirit of education incarnate.
“Whenever a misdemeanor is perpetrated by a teacher or pupil of this school, I take it as a reflection on my
own lack of character. And whenever a regrettable incident occurs, I have a deep sense of shame that I, as
headmaster, have failed to fulfill my duties. Sad to say, gentlemen, such an event has occurred—I refer to the
recent disturbance—and for this I tender my most profound apologies to you all. However, what is done cannot be
undone. The problem is what course of action to take. You are all conversant with the facts, and I would like you
all, for my reference, to state your opinions candidly as to what remedial measures we should adopt.”
In Japanese legends, badgers are supposed to be clever with their tongues. Listening to the headmaster’s
speech, I thought with admiration how much headmasters and badgers had in common. The headmaster had just
accepted the entire responsibility, saying that it was his fault and that he was lacking in character. This seemed to
indicate to me that the best course of action would be to forget about punishing the boys and for the headmaster to
resign immediately. If he’d done that in the first place we wouldn’t have had to go to the trouble of attending the
meeting. The whole thing was just a question of common sense. I’d done my night duty quietly, and the boys had
been rowdy, so it wasn’t the headmaster who was at fault, nor me. The fault obviously lay with the boys and the
boys alone. If Hotta had put the boys up to it then all you had to do was punish him and the boys together. One
arse is a big enough burden for most people. Whoever heard of anybody saddling himself with someone else’s and
then going round shouting out to everyone, “This is mine. This is mine”?
They say in fairy stories that badgers can change their shape. Well, you’d have to be a badger to perform a
contortion like that. Having made his illogical argument, the Badger looked around the table with an air of
triumph, but nobody said a word. The natural history teacher was staring at a crow perched on the roof of the
school building. The teacher of Chinese classics was folding and unfolding his mimeographed sheet. Hotta was
still glaring at me. If meetings were as stupid as this I’d have done better to stay away and take a nap.
I was getting annoyed, and thinking that I’d give them a good long harangue first, I was halfway out of my seat
when I realized that Redshirt had begun to speak, so I subsided. Redshirt had put his pipe away and was mopping
his face with a striped silk handkerchief as he spoke. He’d probably wheedled the handkerchief out of the
Madonna. A man ought to use a white linen handkerchief.
“I, too, when I heard of the pupils’ rowdiness felt, as second master, deeply ashamed that I had been incapable
of exercising a better moral influence on these young lads. Incidents like this occur because there is a shortcoming
somewhere. Now it may be that, considering the incident itself, you feel that only the pupils are at fault. It is,
however, possible that, when the actual state of affairs is viewed, the responsibility may, on the contrary, lie with
the school. Therefore, it is also possible that to mete out punishment, as the superficial facts seem to indicate we
should, may not, in fact, be in the best future interests of the school.
“These were lusty young lads, whose natural animal spirits overflowed. Might it not be that, without thinking
of right and wrong, they, half-unconsciously, committed this mischief? It is not impossible. While the course of
action is, of course, entirely in the hands of the headmaster, and I have no wish to interfere, I would ask you to
take these things into consideration and, using your discretion, to be as clement as possible.”
It was clear that if the Badger was a badger, Redshirt was no less so. He had just declared that it wasn’t the
boys’ fault that they had misbehaved, but ours. So, apparently, if a lunatic hits somebody over the head, it’s that
person’s fault and not the lunatic’s. Thanks very much! If the kids were as full of high spirits as all that they
should have gone out in the playground and wrestled with each other. If Redshirt thought that I was going to stand
for having grasshoppers put “half-unconsciously” in my bed, he was wrong. The boys could half-unconsciously
murder you in your sleep and Redshirt would let them off because they’d done it “half-unconsciously.”
That was my opinion and I thought of saying something, but I decided that it wasn’t worthwhile unless I was
eloquent enough to make everyone sit up and take notice. I knew that, as always when I am angry and try to talk, I
would come to a full stop after only one or two words. As people, both the Badger and Redshirt were inferior to
me, but they both spoke well, and I was sure that if I made a slip while I was talking, they’d pick me up on it. I
decided to form a plan, and was just composing what to say in my mind when I was surprised by Yoshikawa,
sitting across the table from me, suddenly standing up.
The impertinence of a clown daring to air his views! Yoshikawa spoke in his usual insincere way.
“The grasshopper incident and the whooping incident are indeed disasters which have caused all of us who
wish the school well to entertain extreme misgivings about its future prosperity. We teachers must now bestir
ourselves. We must reflect upon our own conduct and make the discipline for the whole school more stringent. I
feel that the hypothesis which the headmaster and the second master have just propounded has gone right to the
heart of the matter and is pertinent. I am therefore entirely and absolutely, and without reservation, in favor of
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what has been said. I would ask you to take as generous a course of action as possible.”
What Yoshikawa had said was all words and no meaning. All he’d done was string a lot of long words together
that made no sense. All that I’d understood was that he was entirely and absolutely, and without reservation, in
favor of what had been said. I hadn’t understood what the Clown had said, but for some reason I felt very angry,
so I stood up before I’d really planned what to say.
“I am entirely and absolutely, and without reservation, opposed to what has been said.” After that I suddenly
dried up. “… I thoroughly dislike nonsensical, irrelevant measures.” At this, the whole room burst out laughing.
“The boys are solely and utterly to blame. We’ve simply got to make them apologize. If we don’t, this kind of
thing will become a habit. We must do it, even if we expel them … Impudence … They thought because I was a
new teacher …” I sat down.
The natural history teacher, on my right, said that although undoubtedly the boys were in the wrong, if we
punished them too severely we might cause a reaction and that that would never do. He added that he was in favor
of being lenient, as Redshirt had suggested. Weakness! The teacher of Chinese classics, on my left, said he was in
favor of settling the matter amicably. The history teacher agreed with Redshirt too.
Damn! Most of them seemed to agree with Redshirt. Well, if this crowd wanted to get together and run a
school, it was nothing to do with me. I washed my hands of them. But I’d decided that there were only two
possible courses: either the boys apologized, or I left. And if Redshirt won I was determined to go straight back to
my lodgings and pack. I knew I didn’t have the ability to beat this lot in an argument anyway, and even if I did I
had no desire to continue the association. I didn’t care what happened to the school as long as I wasn’t there. If I
said anything else, they were sure to laugh at me again, so I’d be damned before I spoke.
At this point Hotta, who had listened in silence up till then, got resolutely to his feet. I had just decided that he
was bound to side with the Clown and Redshirt and that, since we were on bad terms anyway, he could do what he
liked, when, in a voice that made the windows rattle, he said:
“I am completely against what the second master and the other gentlemen have said. That is to say, however
you view this incident, there is no getting away from the fact that fifty boarders showed contempt for a teacher
who had just come to the school and that their action was designed to make a fool of him.
“Our second master seems to attribute the cause of the disturbance to the character of the teacher himself. I’m
sorry if I sound rude, but I think that what he said is out of order. The teacher concerned was given night duty
only twenty days after he arrived. That was too soon, because twenty days was not long enough for him to get to
know the pupils. Neither, in the short space of twenty days, did the pupils have time to evaluate his character and
learning. If the boys had had any just reason for feeling contempt for him, it might not be out of place to make
allowances for them, but to show leniency to boys who showed such levity that, for no reason, they ridiculed a
teacher who was a newcomer would, I think, undermine the school’s authority and reflect on its good name.
“The word education does not merely imply the receipt of scholarship. It means the imparting of a noble,
honest, chivalrous spirit, and the eradication of sneaky, flippant and insolent habits. The day we temporize
because we are afraid of reaction or fear that a disturbance will grow is the day we will not be able to remedy
those bad habits. The reason we are here in this school is to put a stop to bad habits, and it is my opinion that if we
are going to overlook an incident such as this, we should not have become teachers in the first place. I think, then,
that the right course would be to punish all the boarders severely and to make them apologize publicly to the
teacher concerned.”
With that, Hotta let himself drop onto his chair with a bang.
Everyone remained absolutely quiet. Redshirt began to polish his pipe again. I was very happy. It was just as
though Hotta had said everything for me that I wanted to say. I’m a simple person, and with an expression on my
face that showed I’d forgotten our quarrel and was grateful, I looked across at Hotta as he sat there. He completely
ignored me.
After a few moments Hotta stood up again.
“I’d like to add something that I forgot to say just now. It appears that on the night in question the teacher on
night duty left the school and went to a hot spring. I think that was inexcusable. Even if he didn’t like the duty, it
was his responsibility to look after the school while everyone else was away. It is disgraceful that, because there
was no one to stop him, he should have gone to a hot spring, or anywhere else for that matter. Leaving aside the
question of the boys, I sincerely hope that the headmaster will reprimand the person responsible for his neglect of
duty.”
Hotta was a funny person. No sooner had he praised you than he was revealing your mistakes. I knew the
person on duty before me had gone out, and I went to the hot spring because I thought that that was the custom.
Now I realized by what Hotta said that I’d been wrong and I thought that it was only natural that I be attacked for
it. I got to my feet again and said,
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“It’s quite true that I went to the hot spring while I was on night duty. That was very wrong of me. I
apologize.”
As I sat down everyone began to laugh.
“Useless lot! If you were wrong could you stand up and admit it in public? Of course you couldn’t. That’s why
you’re laughing,” I thought.
The headmaster then stood up and said that as it seemed there were no further opinions, he would decide what
to do after careful consideration.
The result, by the way, was that the boarders were confined to the school for a week and had to come to me
and apologize. If they hadn’t apologized I’d intended to hand in my certificate of appointment and go home, but
since they more or less did what I wanted, I stayed—a fact which lead to a great deal of trouble, but I’ll tell you
about that later. The headmaster, still as part of the meeting, then said,
“We teachers must correct the behavior of the pupils by example. As a first step towards that end I would
appreciate it if teachers would please refrain as far as possible from frequenting bars and restaurants. I except, of
course, occasions such as farewell parties, but I would like you to stop going alone to low places—for example,
noodle shops and dumpling shops.”
This was again the signal for general laughter. The Clown winked at Hotta and said, “Fried prawns,” but Hotta
took no notice. Served the Clown right!
Not being very bright, I didn’t fully grasp what the Badger was on about, but I thought that if a middle-school
teacher couldn’t go to a noodle or a dumpling shop then the job was no good for someone with my appetite. That
was fine. But if that was the case why hadn’t the school advertised for a person who didn’t like noodles or
dumplings from the very beginning? The Badger had given me my certificate of appointment without a word
about any of this, and it came as a terrible blow to a man like me, with no other interests, to have someone
suddenly issue the unfair proclamation that you mustn’t eat noodles and you mustn’t eat dumplings. Redshirt
spoke again.
“Middle-school teachers belong to the upper echelons of society and should therefore not merely seek after
material pleasures, for, if indulged in, they will eventually have a bad effect on one’s character. However, being
human, we could not possibly live in a small country place such as this without some form of amusement. We
should, therefore, seek some elevated spiritual recreation such as fishing, reading works of literature, or
composing modern poetry or classical haiku poems.” Redshirt took advantage of the fact that everyone was
listening in silence to give his tongue free play.
If going out to sea and fishing for fertilizer, a goruki becoming a Russian writer, your favorite geisha standing
under a pine tree, and poems about old ponds and frogs\fn{ A reference to what is probably the best known of the Japanese
haiku, written by the poet Matsuo Basho (1644-1694). } were spiritual and mental recreation, then so was eating fried
prawns and dumplings. Instead of bestowing recreation like that on people, Redshirt would have done better to
stay at home and do his washing. I was so angry that I asked,
“Is meeting the Madonna spiritual recreation?”
This time nobody laughed. They just looked at one another with odd expressions on their faces. Redshirt
himself had his head bent and looked as though he was in pain. Take that! That one went home! The only thing I
felt sorry about was that when I mentioned the Madonna, Koga’s pale pumpkin face grew paler than ever. …
104.23 Success Through A Bee: A Folktale\fn{told by Nishimura Kuni (c.1870?Prefecture, Japan (F) 1

)}

Mima District, Tokushima

Long ago there was a drifter who had no parents. He had no special skills and he had no work. He only drifted
from day to day. He decided to try his luck by setting up a needle and going in the direction it fell. He stuck it into
the ground and tossed a coin at it, and the needle fell toward the west.
Saying, “Kami Sarna in heaven, point it in the direction in which I can succeed,” the man tossed the coin at the
needle again. The needle fell to the west again. The drifter concluded that there could be no mistake about it and
set out toward the west.
The drifter came to where children had caught a turtle and were tormenting it by the side of the road. The man
felt sorry for the turtle and paid money to the children for it. He set it free, saying,
“Run away, run away, turtle. If the children catch you, your life will be in danger.”
The turtle went away somewhere.
As the man continued toward the west, he found children who had caught a bumble bee and were tormenting
it. He bought it, too, and set it free. As the man went on and on, he came to where a crowd of people had gathered
on both sides of the road.
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The man found again that children had found something. He felt sorry for the monkey they had. He pushed
through the center of the crowd and said,
“Let me have the monkey.” The children said,
“We will give it to you if you give us money.” The drifter reached into his belly band and took out money to
give the children and got the monkey. He said to it,
“Your life is in danger, monkey. Hurry back to the hills.” The monkey ran off looking very happy.
The drifter had rescued a turtle, a bumble bee, and a monkey, but he had spent more than half of the money he
carried for his journey. He walked on, feeling uneasy. He met an old woman who lived alone a little farther on.
She asked him where he came from, but he said he was just a drifter. The old woman said,
“The daughter of the leading choja in this village is suffering from an illness. If she could eat the fifteen
nightingale eggs in a nest in the camphor tree growing in the middle of the stream, she would get well, but nobody
has been able to get them. Everybody is worried. They say the choja is offering to give his daughter as bride to the
one who gets the eggs for her.”
The drifter left the old woman and went to see the fifteen eggs in the nest in the camphor tree in the stream.
There the camphor tree was, growing in the middle of the stream, but the current was so strong that it was
impossible to think of getting the eggs. While the man looked worriedly at the tree, the monkey came to him and
said,
“Master of my life, what are you looking at?” The man answered,
“Could you get the nightingale eggs from the top of that camphor tree for me?” The monkey answered,
“That’s easy.” He went to the bank of the stream and called the turtle. It came out from somewhere and asked
the man,
“Master of my life, what is troubling you?” The monkey said to the turtle,
“Take me on your back to the foot of that camphor tree because I want to get the nightingale eggs that are in
the tree top.”
The turtle agreed and gave the monkey a ride on his back. The man looked on as the monkey reached the foot
of the camphor tree. He climbed it and brought down an egg. Then he got onto the turtle and brought it to the
man. He made as many trips as were necessary to get all of the eggs.
The man asked the monkey for the fifteenth egg, but it was stuck in the monkey’s throat. The man managed to
get the egg out, and after thanking the monkey and the turtle, he set out for the choja’s house.
Along the way, the man met the old woman and told her that he had the fifteen eggs. She was happy for him.
Finally, he came to the choja’s house. The choja came out and asked,
“What did you come here for?” The man replied,
“I brought fifteen nightingale eggs.”
The choja was delighted. He showed the man into his parlor and served him wine and fish and was very
hospitable. When the eggs were fed to the choja’s daughter, her illness disappeared immediately.
But the choja was worried about taking a drifter who had come from some unheard of place as his son-in-law.
He had each of his twelve maids dress like his daughter and brought them with her to where the man was feasting.
He turned to the drifter and said,
“I will give you as bride the girl to whom you offer a cup of wine.”
While the man was hesitating about which one to give the cup, the bumble bee came flying into the room. It
flew in front of the choja’s daughter and said,
“Offer it here, bum-bum. Offer it here, bum-bum.”
The man offered that girl the wine and she proved to be the choja’s daughter. Her father gave her to the drifter,
who became the son-in-law of the choja. The drifter then lived a life of ease.
104.25 The Thousand Ri Boots: A Folktale\fn{told by Kawano Tsume (c.1870?Yamanashi Prefecture, Japan (F) 1

)}

Nishiyatsushiro District,

Once there was a poor family where the father had died and left his wife to care for their three little boys
eleven, nine, and seven years old. The mother worked as hard as she could, but a single woman could barely earn
enough to feed herself, and she could not possibly take good care of the three children. It frightened her to see
their misery.
The mother finally decided to abandon her children in the hills. She thought that perhaps an animal would find
them there and devour them to settle her problem. One day she took the three little boys with her far back into the
hills. She said,
“Wait here for a while. Mother will go to buy some cakes and come back soon.”
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She deceived them in this way and abandoned them.
The children believed their mother and waited, but after a while it began to grow dark, and for some reason
their mother did not come back. The two older boys could not bear it any longer and they began to sob. The
seven-year-old said,
“There’s no use in crying, brothers. Maybe we can find a man’s house around here who will let us spend the
night. I’ll climb a tree to look.”
He climbed a tree nearby and saw a fire burning beyond. He said,
“I see a fire burning over there. Let’s walk.”
The boy climbed down and urged his two brothers along. They came to a single dilapidated hut in the midst of
the hills. An old woman was building a good fire on the hearth. The children went into the house and said,
“We have lost our way. Please let us spend the night here.” The old woman answered,
“I would like to let you stay, but my house is a demon’s house, and it’s about time for him to come home. I
can’t possibly let you stay. If you take this road, you will meet the demon, but if you take that one, you will be
safe. Please hurry.”
She showed the boys the road to take, but they did not want to leave. They said it was dark and they couldn’t
go home. They insisted upon staying. She asked them if they were willing to have the demon eat them, but even
as she talked, they could hear the tread of the approaching demon.
The old woman was flustered. She said,
“Look, while you are wasting time, here he comes. What shall I do? Come, get into here.”
She put the three children into a pit in the room with a dirt floor, covered it with its lid and a piece of straw
matting. That was just in time, for the demon was coming in by the back door as she finished. He began to sniff
around and said,
“Granny, I smell human beings! You surely have put somebody up here.”
He hunted all through the house. The worried old woman said,
“To tell the truth, three human children came to the front door and wanted to spend the night here. Just then
you came in through the back door and they ran away. That is why you think you smell human beings. It must be
the smell of the children is still around.”
The demon believed her, but he couldn’t stand to think of the children being nearby. He thought that if he
hurried, he could catch up with them. He pulled on his 1000-ri\fn{1 ri = c.2½ miles.} boots and rushed out the back
door as fast as a bullet shot from a gun. No matter how far he went, he could not see anything like children. He
said to himself,
“I must have gone beyond where the children are. They will be along presently, so I might as well rest for a
while.”
He sat down at the side of the road and soon he was asleep and snoring loudly because he was tired.
At the demon’s house, the old woman helped the children out of the pit as soon as the demon left. She said,
“The demon has set out wearing his 1000-ri boots and he has surely gone far away by now. Take this road
quickly and escape.”
She sent the boys out the back door and away, but for some reason, the boys made a wrong turn and went onto
the road the demon had taken. While they were going along, they heard a big noise like thunder. They wondered
what it was. Then they saw a big demon asleep by the road and snoring like thunder. The children were frightened
and the two older ones began to sob. The youngest boy said,
“There is no use crying, big brothers. Let’s pass the demon while he is asleep.”
He went ahead to look the demon over. When the boy looked at the demon who was sound asleep, he suddenly
noticed the demon’s feet. Those things he was wearing were the things called 1000-ri boots, for sure. He wanted
to get them somehow. He tried to pull one boot off carefully without waking the demon. When he got it off, the
demon gave a kick and turned over. The boy held his breath. The demon muttered in his sleep,
“Those field mice are setting out for their night’s work.”
The boy waited until the demon settled down to sleep again, and then he pulled off the other boot. The demon
gave another kick and turned over. The boy held his breath as the demon muttered,
“Those field mice have come home from their night’s work.’
Then the demon went back to sleep.
The boy took the demon's boots back to his brothers. He told his oldest brother to put the boots on and helped
him do it. Then he tied his next brother onto his own back with his sash and he, himself, got onto the back of his
oldest brother.
“Now fly,” he ordered.
There was a whirring sound as the three flew away like a shot from a gun. The demon woke up when he heard
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them take off.
“Have those brats escaped?” he said as he gritted his teeth in humiliation. He tried to chase them, but he could
not catch up with them because his 1000-ri boots had been stolen. Even as he watched, the children reached a
place where there were people’s houses. The demon could only go home dejectedly.
When he reached home, the old woman wanted to know about the fate of the children. She asked,
“Did you catch the children?” The demon said,
“I went a little too far. Somebody stole my boots while I was resting, so I couldn’t catch them.”
She was relieved when she heard that.
The children were able to reach home safely. They worked hard and helped their mother after that.
104.26 The Cat And The Teakettle Lid: A Folktale\fn{told by Grandmother Sasaki Kizen (c.1870?Iwate Prefecture, Japan (F) -1

)}

Kamihei District,

There was a hunter in a certain place who prepared to make his first trip into the hills after New Year. While he
counted out the bullets he would take in the morning, his three-colored cat seemed to be asleep by the hearth, but
she was watching him.
The hunter was unaware of that and left for the hills.
Presently he met a frightful monster, the likes of which he had never seen in the hills before. It was a big, oneeyed monster. No matter how many times he shot it, it seemed unconcerned. Presently the hunter used up all the
bullets he had brought.
The monster then turned into a big cat and came leaping at the hunter. The man pulled out his hidden charm
bullet and brought the cat down. When he went up to the cat to examine it, there was the copper lid of a teakettle
beside it. The cat had held the lid in its mouth to protect itself from the bullets.
The hunter thought that the cat looked like the one kept at his house. He took the lid of the teakettle home with
him to make sure. When he reached home, sure enough, the lid was missing from the tea-kettle and the cat was
nowhere around.
104.27 Tea, Sieves, Old Metal 2. The Bird Who Begs For Water 3. The Little Box 4. Why The Silkworm Is
Marked With A Horses’ Hoof: Four Folktales\fn{told by Grandmother Dobashi Riki (c.1870?- )} Nishiyatsushiro
District, Yamanashi Prefecture, Japan (F) 3
1
One day a tea peddler went around with a load of new crop tea on his back, calling
“Shincha!”\fn{“New tea”.} But a sieve peddler followed right behind him, calling
“Furui!”\fn{“Sieves”, or “old”.}
People who heard did not know whether the tea was new or old and nobody bought the tea. The tea peddler
lost his temper and grabbed the sieve peddler. He said,
“You rascal! I’m no fool. When I’m trying to sell new crop tea as something special, you come along behind
me and call that it’s old. How can I sell my tea?” The sieve peddler declared,
“I’m a sieve peddler. Don’t be silly. I have to call my wares. I’m not saying your tea is old. I’m just calling
furui as I go around and I’m not hindering you. It makes no difference to me whether you sell your tea or not.”
Neither man would give in until a real fight broke out between them.
Then a man came along selling furukane\fn{Which could mean “old metal” or “it’s not old” .} He carried a basket on
the scales hanging from a pole across his shoulder. He saw the other two men quarreling and asked,
“What are you fighting about?”
He separated them and heard each one tell his story. Then he said,
“That is nothing to fight over. I have a good idea. Let’s all three of us go together to sell our wares.”
Then they set out, the tea peddler leading. He called,
“Shincha!” Next came the sieve peddler, calling
“Furui!” Last came the old metal buyer, calling
“Furukane!”
In that way each of them was able do business for himself, selling tea or sieves or buying old metal. They went
around as friends all the time after that.
2
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Long ago the bird who begs for water was the wife of a horse dealer. Several horses were kept in the stable and
it was her duty to give them hay and water every morning and evening. She considered it too much of a bother to
carry water to the horses from the river in front of the house and she always neglected them. She made it appear
that she had watered them, but she really never did.
If her husband asked, “Did you water the horses?” the wife would answer, “Yes, I did.”
The horses in the stable were always thirsty and longed for water. Their resentment was directed toward the
housewife. The woman was reborn into a bird as punishment.
This bird was all bright red from its beak to its tail, even its breast, except for some rather blue feathers on its
back. When it would fly down to a little stream to drink water, it would see its own red reflection that looked like
fire. It would be too frightened to drink. It would fly to another river to see, but that would seem to be burning,
too, and it could never drink. It would become so thirsty it could hardly endure it.
The bird would sip dew from tree leaves in the hills, but if there was no rain for a few days, the leaves would
be dry and the bird would have nothing to drink. It was so eager for water that it became the bird that begs for
water to make it rain.
That is why when people hear it call “hiyororo-hiyororo,” they think rain will come soon. They comment to
each other,
“The bird that begs for water is calling a lot these days.”
3
Long ago there was an old man and an old woman in a certain place. The old man went to the hills to cut wood
and the old woman went to the river to wash clothes. A little box came floating downstream. The old woman said:
Little box with something in, come this way.
Little box with nothing in, go that way.

The little box came floating to the old woman. She picked it up and looked in. There was a persimmon inside.
She took it home and put it into the cupboard to wait for her old man to come home.
He came home in the evening with a load of wood on his back. When he said, “I’m home now,” the old woman
responded,
“Welcome home. When I went to the river to do the wash today, I picked up something good. Let’s cut it and
eat it together.”
She took the persimmon out of the cupboard to show her old man. Then she got the big knife out for him to cut
the persimmon. A big persimmon seed was in it. The old man was surprised. He said,
“A big persimmon seed like this is unusual. We had better plant it.”
He planted it in the garden in front of their house. Every morning the old man got up and went where he had
planted the seed and said:
If you don’t sprout, I’ll dig you up.
If you don’t sprout, I’ll dig you up.

He would bring his Enshu hoe and set it beside the place. The seed did not want to be dug up by an Enshu hoe,
so it sprouted in a little while. Then every morning the old man put fertilizer and water onto the sprout and said:
If you don’t grow big, I’ll cut you with my shears.
If you don’t grow big, I’ll cut you with my shears.

He brought his shears out and left them by the persimmon sprout. It could not bear to be cut with the shears, so
it grew well. Then the old man said:
If you don’t bear fruit, I’ll cut you down.
If you don’t bear fruit, I’ll cut you down.

He brought his hand ax every morning and left it by the tree. The persimmon tree could not stand the thought
of being cut by a hand ax, and lots and lots of persimmons formed on it, like little bells.
Presently autumn came and the fruit on the tree ripened red. A monkey would come and climb the tree to eat
the fruit while the old man and old woman were away in the hills. A crab crawled out of a place like, we might
say, the stone wall of the guard house by the sandbar in the river. He looked up at the monkey in the top of the tree
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and said,
“You come every day to eat persimmons, but I can’t climb the tree. Please pick one for me.”
The monkey said, “Here’s one,” and he picked a green persimmon and threw it down. The crab picked it up
and tried to eat it, but it was too puckery. He said,
“This puckery kind won’t do. Give me a sweet one.”
The monkey picked another green one and aimed it at the crab below. It hit the crab squarely on its shell and
broke it, killing the crab.
The crab’s child came along and saw his dead father. He felt so bad he began to cry. A bee flew over and asked,
“Why are you crying?” The little crab said,
“I feel bad because the monkey threw a persimmon at my father and killed him. That’s why I am crying.” The
bee said,
“Let’s take revenge for your father. I’ll help you,”
Thus it was decided that the little crab would take revenge for his father. He and the bee made preparations and
started out. When they had gone as far as it would be to the shrine in our village, they met a five- sho\fn{1 sho =
c.5½ quarts.} mortar. It looked at the two and asked,
“Where are you going?” They explained the reason and added,
“We are setting out to take revenge for the father.” The five-sho mortar said,
“That is sad. I’ll go with you.”
He set out on revenge, too. After the three had gone a little farther, about as far as to the village over there, they
met a little needle. The needle looked at the three of them and asked,
“Where are all of you going?” They said,
“We are setting out to take revenge for the father.”
The needle said, “I will help you,” and it joined them as they went on. Then the four of them went about as far
as the meadow at our village and met cow dung. When the cow dung saw the four of them, he asked,
“Where are all of you going?” When he heard the reason, he said,
“Then I’ll go with you.” He went with them, too. They met a little chestnut. He asked the same thing and
decided to go with the rest.
Now there were six of them who went together farther and farther into the mountains till they came to a place
like it is around Kayano in Yokozawa, where the monkey’s house was. The monkey’s old grandmother was there.
They said,
“Please let us stay here tonight.” The old monkey said,
“This place is too small, so I can’t let you stay.” They asked,
“Where is Master Monkey?” The old monkey said,
“The monkey at my house has gone to the hills to get firewood.” They said,
“Then please let us stay until he comes back. We will come in and sleep anywhere.”
They all went inside and. talked things over. The crab went below the kitchen sink, the bee went into the tub of
miso,\fn{Fermented bean paste.} the five-sho mortar climbed into the rafters, the needle went into the bedding, the
cow dung went in front of the door to the workroom, and the chestnut went into the jar for live coals by the hearth
and hid.
Presently it was evening and the monkey came home with a load of firewood on his back.
“Oh, it’s cold,” he said as he stood on all fours over the hearth. The chestnut in the live coal jar popped out and
hit the monkey’s balls. The monkey cried,
“It’s hot! It’s hot! Something has jumped out of the hearth and hit my balls and burned them.” His grandmother said,
“The only thing to do is to put miso on!”
The monkey hurried to the miso tub and stuck his paw into it. The bee came flying out and stung the monkey’s
paw. The monkey cried,
“There’s something in the miso tub and it has bit me!” His grandmother said,
“Put some water on it from the water jar under the sink.”
The monkey rushed to the jar of water under the sink, and the crab pinched his arms hard. The monkey cried,
“There’s something here biting my arms!” The monkey’s grandmother said,
“There’s nothing else to do, so get under the quilts.” The monkey climbed into the bedding and the needle
pricked him. The monkey came flying out of the comforters crying,
“There’s something pricking me in bed!”
The grandmother began to be a little impatient. She said,
“Well, there’s something here and something there, and it’s a bother. Go out to the river and wash yourself.”
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The monkey started out in a flurry, but he stepped on the cow dung at the entrance to the workroom and
slipped and fell.
Then the five-sho mortar came crashing down and crushed the monkey, and it died.
4
The feudal lord in a certain land had a beautiful only daughter. A war broke out one year and the feudal lord led
a number of his men off to fight. However, no word came from them, no news at all, and his daughter and her
mother were left behind, hoping each day for his success. Even though the girl was the daughter of the feudal
lord, she had to feed the horse in the barn because it was war time.
Her father had taken horses with him, but there was one good one in the barn that her father had loved for a
long time. The girl was worried about her father when she would go to feed it every day. One day she said half
seriously as she fed the horse,
“I don’t know whether my father is dead or alive, but please go to the battlefield to see. If he is alive, bring him
home on your back. If you do so, I will gladly submit to you.”
The horse seemed to shake his head gladly and let out a shrill neigh. It started to stamp around as though eager
to go outside. The girl noticed that and opened the barn. The horse leaped out briskly and ran off.
The girl wondered if it could be true when a week later the horse returned with her father on its back. She told
the horse that he had done well and gave him a great feast. The family invited many friends to celebrate the
occasion with a drinking party, but the horse did not seem to care for anything they gave him to eat. He only
stamped around in the barn, shaking himself and refusing to be tied. Nobody could do anything with him.
This reminded the girl of things. She told of her promise to the horse and said there was a reason for it to be
acting up. She explained it all to her mother and father and said she would go to see about it. The girl went to the
barn to appease the horse with grass, but he watched his chance and fastened onto the hem of her dress and pulled
her inside.
Then a great uproar broke out. The father rushed in and grew furious when he saw what had happened. He
declared,
“We are not fools enough to be classed with an animal.”
He thrust his lance through the horse and killed it. The horse was flayed and its hide was hung in the yard to
dry. The flesh of the horse was served to the guests as the drinking party continued.
A week later the horse hide was still being dried in the yard. The sky, which had been clear, suddenly clouded
over. Black clouds gathered and there was an evening downpour. A great wind blew, lightning flashed, thunder
crashed, and all grew dark. It was all so terrifying that the people at the house wondered what was happening.
They went out onto the porch to see.
The horse hide that been hanging in the yard flew up like a big bird. It came down while everyone was
exclaiming in confusion. Before their very eyes, it wrapped itself around the daughter who was standing there and
carried her up to the sky. It flew away with her. The weather cleared in the meantime.
The people wanted to somehow rescue the girl and there was great ado, but they could not reach the sky from
the earth below.
The horse hide fell from the sky onto the mulberry patch near the feudal lord’s palace a week later, and he went
to look at it. His daughter was not in the horse hide, but there were many slender black silkworms eating mulberry
leaves. The father concluded they were his transformed daughter and brought them home. He gave them tender
mulberry leaves and took good care of them. They gradually grew bigger and turned into white worms and
formed pure white cocoons. These were boiled and lots of silk was taken from them. That is why there is the mark
of a horse’s hoof on the back of the silkworm even today.
104.30 The Rice Field, The Monkey, And The Pheasant Cultivated Terada: A Folktale\fn{told by Grandmother Terada
Denichiro (c.1870?- )} Hiraga District, Akita Prefecture, Japan (F) 1
Long ago a monkey and a pheasant cultivated a rice field together. Presently the time came to transplant rice
shoots. The pheasant stopped in at the monkey’s house and said,
“Master Monkey, let’s transplant rice shoots in the field we are cultivating together.”
He found the monkey in bed. The sly monkey replied,
“I am sick with a stomach ache and I cannot get up. Please go and transplant the rice by yourself even though
it is hard to do.”
So the pheasant went to transplant the rice alone. When it came time to weed the rice field, the pheasant went to
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ask the monkey to help. The monkey said,
“I have beri-beri and can’t go. Please go on alone.”
There was no help for it, so the pheasant went to do the weeding alone. Then came autumn and the time to
harvest. The pheasant went again to the monkey’s house, but the monkey said,
“My back aches. It will be difficult, but please harvest the rice yourself.”
The pheasant resigned himself again and went into the rice field in the hills and cut the rice himself. The rice
had to be divided, so he set out promptly to the monkey’s house.
The monkey divided the rice—one sheaf for the pheasant, two for the monkey—and he carried the greater part
home for himself. The pheasant was not satisfied. He cried,
“Keen, keen, that’s not enough!”
A chestnut came rolling along in the wind from the mountain. He asked the pheasant,
“Why are you crying?” The pheasant told him all that had happened. The chestnut comforted him, saying,
“I’ll take revenge for you.” Then the crab came crawling up from the river behind them and said,
“I'll help, too!” And he joined them.
Then the mortar came out of the shed and joined them. Finally some dung came out of the dung pit and
became a helper.
The monkey came with his face red with wine to make fun of the pheasant. It was a cold, frosty night and the
monkey complained he was cold as he poked the faggots burning in the hearth. The chestnut burst open and hit
the monkey’s paw, burning it. The monkey cried, “It’s hot,” and ran to the sink. When he put his paw into the
water jar, the crab pinched it.
“It hurts,” cried the monkey as he tried to run out the back entrance. But as he ran through the workroom, he
slipped on the dung that was waiting for him there. He fell sprawled out. The mortar came falling onto the
monkey from the rafters and crushed him.
Then the chestnut, the crab, the dung, and all gathered around and told the monkey never to do anything bad
again.
104.35 Kachi Kachi Yama: A Folktale\fn{told by Grandmother Suzuki Tozo (c.1870?Prefecture, Japan (F) 1

)}

Kitamurayama, Yamagata

An old man and an old woman went to their garden patch to plant beans. As they planted, the old woman would
sing:
If I plant one bean, grow a thousand.
If I plant two beans, grow two thousand.

A badger came down the hill and sat on a rock and mocked her, singing:
If you plant one bean, a warped one.
If you plant two beans, rotten ones.

After the old woman chased the badger off, the old couple continued to sing as they worked. But the badger
came back and mocked them again.
The old woman chased him away, and then the old man and old woman went home for lunch. They talked
about how to get rid of the badger. The old woman said,
“How about making some thick paste like mochi, Grandpa? We can spread it over the rock the badger sits on.”
The old man said,
“Yes, that's a good idea.”
After they ate lunch, they took the mochi and smeared it on the rock. Then they went on singing and planting
beans as before. The badger came and sat on the rock and started to mock their song. This time the old man went
for him and caught him. He tied the badger’s four legs and hung him from the beams at home. He said,
“Tonight we’ll have badger soup and cooked wheat for supper.”
He went back to the hills and the old woman stayed at home to pound the wheat. While the old woman
worked, she sang,
“Badger soup and cooked wheat tonight.”
The badger started to talk. He said,
“Please loosen the rope a little.” He was able then to pull himself out. He said,
“I’ll pound the wheat while you turn it with the dipper.”
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The old woman turned the wheat, but the badger swung the pestle down from above her and killed her with
one blow. The badger stripped off her clothes quickly and put them on. He tied on her apron and fastened a towel
over his head to look like the old woman. He was cooking like the real old woman when the old man came home
from the hills. As the old man ate the soup, he said,
“This badger soup is delicious.” The badger replied,
“Of course it is. It’s made from your old woman.”
Then he leaped out of the window above the sink and ran away.
While the old man was weeping there, the rabbit came and said,
“I’ll take revenge for you.”
To begin with, the rabbit went into the mountains and had a race cutting grass with the badger. The rabbit
didn’t cut any. Only the badger cut grass. The rabbit said,
“Let’s go home now.” The badger exclaimed,
“Why, you haven’t cut a bit of grass!” The rabbit said,
“My stomach aches too much. Please carry me on your back.” The badger said,
“So, that’s why!” He put the rabbit on his back and started out.
The rabbit set fire to the grass on the badger’s back. It began to crackle, kacm-kacm. The badger asked,
“What are you doing, Rabbit?” He answered,
“I’m not doing anything,”
When the fire started to blaze up, the rabbit jumped down and ran away quickly. The badger went home badly
burned. While the badger was wondering if there was any medicine for his burns, the rabbit came by, calling,
“Burn medicine! Burn medicine!”
The badger bought some and put it on, but it smarted badly. It was red pepper, so it was extra strong. Then the
rabbit came along selling bean paste, and put some on the badger, but that hurt, too.
After the badger recovered, the rabbit made a boat. The badger came along and said,
“Please make me one, too.”
The rabbit agreed and made him a clay boat. When the boat was finished, the rabbit suggested that the badger
should catch fish. The clay boat crumbled to pieces.
With that the rabbit completed his revenge.
104.42 The Carpenter And Oniroku: A Folktale\fn{told by “an old woman” (c.1870?Prefecture, Japan (F) -1

)}

Kanegasaki, Iwate

There was a big river with a swift current at a certain place, and no matter how many bridges were built across
it, they would be swept away. The troubled villagers gathered to discuss what to do about it. They finally decided
to hire a very famous carpenter who lived in a village not far away to build the bridge.
Although the carpenter had great skill and agreed to do the work, he was uneasy about it. He went to the edge
of the pool in the river where he would build the bridge and hesitated as he stared into the current. Foam came
floating to the surface of the water and a big demon suddenly appeared. The demon said,
“Master Carpenter, you are famous around here. What are you thinking about?” The carpenter answered,
“I have been hired to build a bridge here and I am thinking over what I am going to do about it.”
The demon laughed. It said,
“No matter how good a carpenter you are, you can never build a bridge here. I am willing to build it for you if
you will give me your eyeballs.”
The carpenter agreed and went home.
When the carpenter went to the river the next day to see what was going on, half of the bridge was up. On the
next day a fine bridge was already finished. While the carpenter gazed at it in astonishment, the demon came out.
It demanded,
“Now give me your eyeballs.”
“Just wait a bit,” exclaimed the carpenter and he fled to the hills, not knowing where he was going. As he went
here and there, he heard children sing in the distance:
If only Oniroku would hurry with the eyeballs,
What fun it would be!

The carpenter came to his senses when he heard that. He went home and to bed. In the morning he went again
to the river and the demon appeared. It said,
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“Hurry up and hand over your eyeballs.”
The carpenter asked him to wait a little. The demon said,
“If you are unwilling to give me your eyeballs, guess my name!”
The carpenter agreed and purposely made a mistake. That delighted the demon. It said,
“That is not right. Demon’s names are not easy.” The carpenter tried another and the demon shouted that was
wrong. Then the carpenter said,
“Oniroku!”
The demon disappeared at once.
130.98 Order Of The White Paulownia\fn{by Tokuda Shüsi (1870-1943)} Kanazawa, Ishikawa Prefecture, Japan (M)
7
1
She had made no great expectations. All she hoped was that she would attain a degree of economic security
befitting her modest station in life and, when she got married, an average amount of conjugal happiness. Unlike
her younger sisters, who had all succeeded in finding jobs with good prospects, she was in the dismal position of
having to get married in order to live. Worse still, the years were passing rapidly as she wavered and soon she
would be too old to make a satisfactory marriage
At the moment she was working as cashier in a cheap restaurant on the Ginza. The waitresses were all about
the same age as her youngest sister, and they vividly brought home to Kanako the fact that she herself had already
passed the prime of her youth. It had been different in the hosiery factory where she had worked before.
She often though about that factory. It specialized in the manufacture of Japanese-style socks. Unfortunately
the owner had started to run after women. As a result he had neglected his factory, and business had fallen off
badly. Just then he had died. His widow was a clever woman. Rising to the occasion, she had taken charge of the
management herself. Gradually the factory had been restored to its former prosperity and Kanako had again found
it a pleasure to work there.
Everything had been all right until another factory girl, who was her best friend, had a terrible accident. She
had been washing her long hair and as she stood near one of the machines a few strands were caught in the
cogwheel. An instant later her hair was being pulled into the machine with a fearful swishing sound. Everyone
rushed up to her and someone managed to stop the machine. But it was too late. Just like a piece of lawn that has
been torn out of the earth, her hair had been dragged out by its roots and nothing was left but a bleeding scalp. It
had of course been the girl’s fault, yet Kanako, could not help being tormented by the wretched fate of her friend.
The awful groaning of the machinery now made her unbearably nervous and the factory, once so enjoyable, began
to strike her as gloomy and oppressive. The owner was generally considered solicitous about her workers; but
Kanako now regarded her as a monster and could not bear to look at her. Her friend had returned to her home in
the country immediately after the accident. Kanako did not know the details, but she understood that the among of
compensation the girl received from the factory as a result of ruining her entire life had been nothing short of
ridiculous. Yet even this, she was told, was more than the girl would have received from most other employers.
Whatever the truth of the matter might be, Kanako had no longer felt like setting foot in the factory.
During the following year she lived at home and helped her mother with the housework. Kanako’s mother was
a fierce, dauntless woman who had been brought up in the hinterland and who, after many long years, had still not
been softened by city ways. She was a stubborn old realist and when she was not preparing for the morrow she
was making sure that not a grain of today’s rice was being wasted. Even when Kanako sat down to do here sewing
she felt her mother’s eagle eyes on her and she could not relax for a moment.
In the end the atmosphere in the house became unbearable and Kanako went to Shitaya, where her elder sister
ran a little teashop. There she was able to help in the kitchen and with the clothes and the bedding. When it came
to waiting on customers in the shop, however, Kanako was too heavy and sluggish by nature to be of much use.
Not that she did not try. The relative gaiety of her sister’s life filled her with envy and she did her best to mix with
the male customers. Yet she was not sufficiently self-confident about her looks or her manners. She tried copying
the other waitresses by powdering her face and curling her hair, but it all struck her as rather pointless. As soon as
she began to make herself amiable, she felt that she was in some way betraying her own nature.
“Your eyes are just like Madam’s,” the girls in the shop used to tell Kanako. “You’ve got a nice round face and
lovely white skin like hers, too.” She could not help smiling at these compliments; yet she was well aware that,
much as she might resemble her sister in some ways, she had none of the elder girl’s attraction. Never once was
Kanako flattered into believing that she possessed any real charm. Her face was always slightly crooked as though
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she were about to cry; it reminded one of Chōjirō, the actor.
One of the waitresses in the teashop had formerly been a dancer and she told Kanako about the easy life in the
dance halls. Kanako decided to take some lessons, but at her first visit to a dance hall she was thoroughly
disillusioned. She could not bear the idea of being dragged round the floor on the arms of one man or another, all
complete strangers.
Kanako was afraid that if she continued her present life she might succumb to temptation. She was therefore
glad to accept the job as cashier in a Ginza restaurant that one of her sister’s patrons, a wool draper, mentioned to
here. Here at least she was safe. But it was not easy job to stand by the cash register all day and late into the night.
Meanwhile marriage plans were being discussed. A couple who came from the same village as Kanako’s
mother called separately on her parents with the suggestion that she should marry Sōichi, the husband’s son by his
first wife. Originally it had been intended that she should be the bride of Sōichi’s stepbrother, Shinichi (who was
the wife’s son from her first marriage), and negotiations had gone on for some time between Kanako’s parents and
Shinichi’s mother. Shinichi was a fairly pleasant young man. He often used to call at Kanako’s house with a
bundle of clothes for repair, and he would sit for hours discussing horses with her father, who was a great racing
fan. Kanako came to know him quite well. Shinichi’s position as a shopkeeper was entirely to her taster and she
grew used to the idea that in due course she would become his wife.
Then in the middle of it all Shinichi’s stepfather, Wasao, had proposed to Kanako’s parents that she should
marry instead his own son, Sōichi, who was three years younger than the stepbrother. Her parents made no
objection. At first Kanako felt that she was somehow acting wrongly toward Shinichi, but since he did not seem to
care particularly, she silently resigned herself to the new arrangement and exchanged the traditional betrothal cups
with Sōichih, about whom she knew next to nothing.
2
Sōichi, who worked in a large clock factory where his father was a foreman, had recently come back from
military service in Manchuria. Before entering the army, he had fallen in with a set of bad companions who were
employed in the same factory under his father’s superintendence. Through their influence he had started gambling
and had also visited bars and brothels. It was with the aim of having his son settle down that Wasao arranged for
him to be married immediately on his return from Manchuria. There was no pressing need for his wife’s son,
Shinichi, to get married, and Wasao had therefore substituted Sōiche as Kanako’s bridegroom.
After the marriage the young couple moved into Wasao’s house. The father gave them the second story, which
consisted of one six-mat room and one three-mat room.\fn{ A note reads: All Japanese-style rooms are measured by the
number of straw mats (tatami). A mat is about three by six feet .} For himself, his wife, and their two daughters he reserved
the six-mat room and the four-mat room on the ground floor. Despite this arrangement, Kanako soon found that
the crowded house prevented her from enjoying the happiness of married life to which she had so eagerly looked
forward.
The younger of the two sisters, who had just turned sixteen, had suffered from an attack of pleurisy and since
her recovery had been hanging about the house doing nothing. Yoshiko, the other sister, was eighteen. She had
recently started to learn sewing. After the marriage she announced that it was too crowded for her to work
downstairs and installed her sewing machine in the three-mat room on the second story. Kanako soon became
accustomed to the whirring of the machine, but when Yoshiko took to spreading her bedding next to the room
where she and Sōichi slept, she really found it intolerable. She felt that strange eyes were peeping into the happy
world which they shared at night, and so she became extremely reserved with her husband.
Yoshiko, on the other hand, felt as if Kanako were an elder sister who had added to the family, and for a time
she tried to make friends. It soon became clear, however, that they had little in common. Kanako, thanks to her
mother’s training, had an eminently practical approach, whereas Yoshiko thought of nothing but films and revues.
The young girl was a great fan of Chōjirō, the film actor. Not long before, Chōjirō had made a personal
appearance at the nearby Kinshi Hall. Yoshiko had pushed her way through the throng of girls and young wives
who flocked from the neighborhood to admire him. When she saw that the actor was going to step into his car, she
leaped out in front of the crowd and tried to approach him as he stood there in his formal crested kimono. With a
frenzied look in her eyes she seized his hand and screamed out his nickname, “Chōsan!” There was a stir among
the onlookers and they broke into loud applause. Even Chōjirō, accustomed though he was to over-enthusiastic
fans, was taken aback by this, and he looked at the girl in blank amazement.
When Kanako heard the story, it gave her a strange feeling. She realized that such giddy behavior was fairly
frequent among the younger generation, yet it seemed odd that she should be living in the same house with so
uncontrolled a girl. Every time that Kanako looked at Hoshiko'’ freakish features, which she had obviously
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inherited from her mother, she felt amused and at the same time deeply sorry for her.
In order to show her friendliness, Hoshiko said that she would make a light dress for Kanako to wear in the
early spring. From then on she began pestering Kanako about the exact sort of material and pattern that she
wanted. It was all the more annoying in that Kanako did not have the remotest intention of wearing the dress. She
would gladly have had an extra kimono to add to her wardrobe, but Western-style clothes were utterly out of
character.
Kanako’s main occupations were washing and sewing. As a rule she would spend the greater part of the day
working in her room on the second floor without saying a word to anyone. The cooking was the responsibility of
the mother and her daughters. Kanako would have liked occasionally to prepare a meal with a variety of dishes
that she would enjoy with her husband. But the household stuck strictly to the rule of having only one kind of
food with the rice each day. If there were potatoes, there would be nothing but potatoes for all three means; if they
had cod, there would be nothing but slices of cod. There was never the slightest effort to combine different dishes
and Kanako could not help feeling depressed as she sat down with the family to their monotonous meals. To make
things even more trying, they never had vegetable pickles. Whatever else she might have missed during her life,
Kanako had always had plenty of pickles, and rice without pickles struck her as extremely insipid. Her parents
house was fairly near and she now began stopping by on her way back from the hair dresser’s or the public bath.
She would slip in by the back door and ask for some pickles, which she then mixed in a bowl with rice and tea
and gulped down greedily. Yes the knowledge that she now belonged to another family made her ashamed of these
visits and took away most of the pleasure.
Her husband liked Kanako’s hair best when she did it up in the old-fashioned, matron style. At first she used to
take great trouble in arranging it and would tie the chignon with a red band. Yet gradually she became imbued
with the drab, gloomy atmosphere of the household. The mood that had buoyed her up during the early months of
her marriage disappeared and she no longer took any pains with her coiffure. Why make her hair beautiful when
everything else was so unlovely?
It was just at this time that Sōichi came home late one night thoroughly drunk. Earlier in the evening Kanako
had sat downstairs with the younger sister and listened to records. Then she had heated the saké for her father-inlaw to sip when he came back from the bathhouse. Wasao returned and said that he would wait for his son to join
him at his saké as was their habit in the evenings. Time went by, but still the young man did not return. Was
reminded of his son’s nocturnal outings in the past and the saké failed to produce its usual enlivening effect. He
began to mumble some halfhearted apology on behalf of Sōichi. It made Kanako rather uncomfortable and she
took the first opportunity to leave him and go upstairs.
Ten o’clock passed, then eleven, and still thee was no sign of Sōichi. Kanako became impatient. She emptied
some old photographs out of a drawer and examined them. Then she began to rummage through some old
magazines and storybooks which had been gathering dust in a cupboard. At hat moment she became aware of a
pungent smell of saké. Sōichi was back. Without a word he sprawled out on the floor like a refractory child and
fell into a drunken sleep. This was Kanako’s first experience of such behavior and she felt that in a flash she had
been confronted with the true nature of men.
3
Some time after this incident the young couple moved into a little rented house not far from the parents’ home.
Wasao, who would normally have objected strongly to thew change, was in no position to do so. For on a certain
evening while Kanako was pouring saké for him he had made an objectionable suggestion that had utterly
infuriated her.
His wife had gone out that evening to the local cinema. She had taken along the younger daughter, but Yoshiko
had stayed behind. The elder girl’s mental condition had been growing steadily worse and when the time came for
the cherry blossoms she had lapsed into real lunacy. After the worst period had passed, they found that her nature
had completely changed. The girl, who had formerly suffered from manic frenzy, now became extremely subdued.
Occasionally she fell into fits of fearful depression, but most of the time she was reasonably calm. The genesis of
Yoshiko’s disorder appeared to lie in her obsession with her beloved Chōjirō. One night she had jumped out of
bed, crying that Chōjirō was passing outside the window, and she had tried to rush into the street. Evidently she
had been aroused by the sound of a group of factory girls walking by after a visit to the cinema; this had in some
way stirred up images of the memorable occasion when she had seized Chōjirō by the hand. Wasao was well
aware that his daughter’s tendency to madness was shared by his wife, who loved him so frienziedly, and he felt
that he was imprisoned by bonds of cause and effect from which he could never escape. He signed deeply and
took another sip of saké. Until that year Wasao had always observed the strictest economy. He never made any
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objections, however, when his wife used to dress up and go out shopping. She used to get terribly lonely when he
left for work and sometimes she could not bear to stay in the house. His wife really adored him. Even in front of
the children she would nestle up amorously to her solemn-faced husband and cause him the liveliest
embarrassment. The fact that she was a couple of years older than Wasao made her affection all the keener.
“You know, my girl,” he said to Kanako, “I really love the old woman. So long as she’s alive I won’t do
anything to cause her unnecessary worry. But when she’s dead I’m going to find myself someone better. After all,
what’s the use of sweating away and making a pile if I can’t get any pleasure out of it? The way things are now, I
come straight home from work every day. I never set foot in a teahouse, I never go to the races or have any real
fun. I just have a bottle or two of saké, get a little tipsy, turn out the lights, and go to bed. Sometimes I fell pretty
fed up, I can tell you. There are lots of ways a man can enjoy himself in this world if he’s got a little money. Why
shouldn’t I want to do the same things that Sōichi likes doing? Most men my age, when they’ve made a decent
position for themselves, keep a mistress or two. Now don’t get that idea that I’m waiting for the old woman to die.
But sometimes I can’t help feeling that it would be a good thing if she did die fairly soon. It’s not simply that I
want my freedom. Just think what would happen if I died first! It would be terrible for my poor wife, and the rest
of the family would be in a pretty bad state, too.”
Wasao muttered away affectedly. He drained his cup and handed it to Kanako.
“Here, have some sake” he said.
Kanako found it irritating enough to have to pour the saké; to be asked to drink it was doubly annoying.
“Me?” she laughed. “How absurd!”
“Too shy to drink, eh, my girl? That’s rather sweet.”
He pressed the cup on her, but when she again refused he gave up and resumed his rambling monologue. “That
boy of mine’s an awful fool,” he said, “but I still love him the best, you know. Of course, my children are all the
same and there’s no real reaason I should love one of them more than the others. But Sōichi is the living image of
my dead wife. I suppose that’s why I worry about him most of all. If only you could have a child by him, my girl,
I could pass on my money with a free mind. The trouble is—well, I suppose it’s something you should have been
told about before you got married, but it was a terribly hard thing to mention at the time. Now that you’re a wife
you’ll understand quite easily and you’ll realize it’s nothing so bad. The fact is that Sōichi led too wild a life
before he went into the army and as a result he can’t have any children. It’s not too bad, is it? Still, it make me
rather sad that my family line is going to end when Sōichi dies. Now please don’t think I’m using all this as an
excuse. I’d hate you to think that. But suppose you were to have a child for Sōichi. You know what I mean, girl,
don’t you?”
Kanako had been listening carefully to what her father-in-law had to say, but suddenly her expression changed.
She jumped to her feet and ran upstairs without paying the slightest attention to Wasao’s apologies. A few
moments later he heard her quietly leaving the house. He did not even try to stop her.
Thus Wasao’s plans for a united family in which all the money would remain secure were abruptly shattered.
The young couple rented a separate house and the family was split.
Kanako was happy about the change. She thought that at last she and her husband would be able to live a life
of their own. She remembered the hosiery factory, which she had not thought about for a long time. When she had
worked there, she had given part of her earnings to her mother, and this had been a great help for the household
expenses. Why should she not help her husband by doing some work now? As soon as they were settled in the
new house, she visited the proprietress of the factory and discussed the matter. It was agreed that she could very
well work at home on mending socks which came out of the machine with tangled threads, tears, and other
imperfections.
Kanako promptly set to work and to her satisfaction found that she was earning enough to pay for their rent
and their rice. So long as Sōichi handed her his monthly pay envelope intact, they would have enough to pay a
visit to the cinema a couple of times as month, to have a meal in the restaurant of one of the big department stores
when they went shopping, and even to deposit something in the postal savings account.
“I’m not going to stop you two from living apart if that’s what you’ve decided to do,” Wasao had told them
when they left, “but you’ll have to manage your own finances from now on. Of course if you get ill or something
I’ll try to help out, but you’d better not count on me too much.”
Kanako determined not to ask him for money whatever happened, and she made her plans for their new budget
accordingly. Everything would have been all right if Sōichi had given her his full pay as agreed. But he did so
only the first month. Toward the end of the second month Sōichi took on someone else’s work in the factory and
Kanako was happily looking forward to the extra money that he would be earning. When pay day came, however,
Kanako found that all her household plans had been in vain. Profiting from the fact that his father no longer was
watching him, Sōichi had gone back to his old habit of gambling and had succeeding in losing over half his
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month’s pay. He came home drunk and without a word threw his pay envelope on the floor. Kanako picked it up
and emptied the contents.
“Is this all?” she said, holding up two notes.
Sōichi did not answer. He merely stood there, smoothing his unkempt hair.
When they had moved into their new house, Sōichi had taken out his tool box and busied himself with putting
up shelves, installing the radio that he had brought from his father’s place, and other odd jobs. Occasionally he
had taken his wife to a shrine festival, and they had bought themselves something at a stall—a little potted tree or
a cage of singing insects. Or again, he had locked up the house and taken her out to a film. Once they had been to
see some Western-style dancing at the pleasure pavilion in Sumida Park and had been so captivated by the gaiety
of the event that they had not returned home till quite late in the evening.
All this came to an end now that Sōichi had fallen in with his old gambling associates. A small group would
get together during the lunch break and secretly play their game behind a pile of crates in one of the factory
warehouses. In the evenings they would go to some house and gamble until late at night, and sometimes even
until dawn. Most of them worked under Wasao. In theory, the foreman was supposed to prohibit gambling by his
subordinates, but in fact Wasao usually turned a blind eye to what was going on. He had got into the habit of
advancing money at interest to those who could not pay their gambling debts, and this obliged him to settle
Sōichi’s losses out of his own pocket when his son fell hopelessly in arrears. Wasao secretly fumed at the stupidity
and shiftlessness of this son who, despite his utter lack of skill, had let himself become involved with experienced
gamblers. But there was nothing that he could do. As a matter of fact, he himself was far from being ignorant
about the game, and he would not have minded Sōichi’s gambling if only the young man had been able to win a
little money from time to time—money enough, for instance, to pay for an occasional visit to a brothel. But even
on those rare occasions when Sōichi did manage to win, his fellow gamblers, who were well aware that his father
had saved up a good sum of money over the years, were far too shrewd to let him leave while he was ahead.
Once Sōichi stayed away from home for two whole days. Kanako waited up till late at night, repairing socks
that had come from the factory with imperfections. Now all their household expenses had to come out of her own
earnings. The New Year’s holidays were only a few days off, yet she did not even have enough money left over to
buy herself a new collar for her kimono. Sōichi had started to run up debts. He had borrowed money left and
right, thirty yen from one man, fifty from another, until his debts, including interest, amounted to some four
hundred yen. Whatever happened, he would have to pay this sum before the end of the year. He had been
cudgeling his brains about how he could extract the money from his father. The trouble was that Wasao had
deliberately entrusted the responsibility for all such matters to his wife. Sōichi found it extremely difficult to
approach his stepmother. Despite her good heart she had a very sharp tongue, and any request for money was
bound to be met with shouts of “you stupid fool!” or “You good-for-nothing trash!” Sōichi did not relish the
prospect.
As she sat sewing her socks, Kanako remembered what her husband had intimate a few days before. “If I don’t
pay back that money,” he had said, “I can’t possibly go on living.” He was a rather weak-kneed fellow, to be sure,
but Kanako could not help worrying lest in a moment of desperation he might have decided to take his life.
Perhaps at that very moment he was lying on some railway line waiting for the train to run over him. Since an
attack of appendicitis this autumn, he had become more uncontrolled than ever. “I shan’t live long anyhow,” he
had blurted out, “so I might as well enjoy the short time that’s left and do just what I feel like.”
Kanako was half awake all night, listening for his footsteps at the door. Finally dawn broke and she heard the
sound of shutters being opened in the nearby houses and of people going out to empty their buckets. Next to her
house was a large yard where a construction company stored stones and rocks, and behind this a small house
shared by an umbrella mender and an industrious Korean scrap peddler with a Japanese wife. Directly on the
other side of the wall was a widower with two children. Until recently this man had been a traffic policeman and
he had made a good reputation for himself. Now he was confined to bed and with tuberculosis and had been
obliged to leave the force.
Kanako noticed that the Korean scrap peddler used to change into a neat cotton kimono every evening as soon
as he came home from work and that he would then take his children out to the public bath. It looked like a happy
family. People say a lot of unflattering things about Koreans, thought Kanako, but Koreans can be much kinder
than Japanese men. The scrap peddler’s wife often used to speak to Kanako at the back door, and Kanako began to
wonder whether this woman’s marriage to a foreigner wasn’t far happier than her own.
She also began to observe the other neighbors. The tubercular policeman received regular class from the ward
physician, and various members of the neighborhood committee would also come to see him. She heard that one
of his children had died of tuberculosis that winter and that the father had caught the disease from him. The other
two children were no doubt doomed to catch the illness themselves in due course.
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In the next house lived a woman of about fifty. After working for twenty long years as a charwoman in an oil
company, she had received a retirement allowance of one thousand yen. This piece of luck had completely
unhinged her and during the following year she had spent the entire sum on visits to department stores and
theaters. Now she scraped along by doing various odd jobs and by using the minute wages of her fifteen-year-old
stepdaughter.
Kanako was accustomed to seeing all these people from morning till night, but it was only now that she began
to think about them. Their fates struck her as an ironic commentary on human existence. Life, it seemed to her,
was a very gloomy business indeed.
Toward morning Kanako managed to doze off for a while. When she awoke, Sōichi still had not returned. It
occurred to her that he might have gone to here sister’s teashop, and asking one of the neighbors to look after the
house, she set out for Shitaya. But he was not there.
“I’m fed up with him,” she told her sister. “I want to leave him and work here with you.”
Her sister laughed. “It’s funny,” she said. “You’re the one who was always talking about marriage. But look,
Kanako, surely the sensible thing would be to go and talk to his parents.”
“I don’t want to see those people.”
“Well, in that case why don’t I phone Wasao at the factory for you? He certainly ought to be told about his
son’s debts.”
As a result of the telephone call, Wasao came directly from the factory in his overalls. It was evening when he
reached the teashop in Shitaya. Hearing about the debts, he instantly surmised who had lent his son the money.
“Ah well,” he said, “I should have kept Sōichi living with me. I’d have stopped him from this nonsense. I’m
not saying that I won’t settle for him, but I don’t see how I’m going to hide it from the old woman. She’ll make a
terrible fuss when it comes to paying off those debts. I suppose you think I’m too easy on my wife—letting her
control the money like that. But that’ show I keep things peaceful and happy at home. Well, I’ll manage somehow.
Still, it’s terrible to have this idiot son of mine fleeced of the money that I’ve sweated for all these years.” He sat
there sunk in thought and did not touch the whiskey and the palte of cheeses that they set before him.
With the help of his first wife’s brother, Wasao started making discreet inquiries about his son’s whereabouts.
Perhaps there was some basis for Kamako’s concern. It was just possible that Sōichi might have jumped under a
passing train or thrown himself into the crater on Ōshima Island.\fn{ A note reads: The crater of Mt. Mihara, a truncated
volcano on Ōshima Island (some 60 miles southwest of Tokyo), is a popular place for suicides .} Tragic as this would be, it would
not, Wasao told himself, be an unmitigated disaster: at least it would save him from having to worry about his
feckless son.
There was no news on the following day, but on the evening of the twenty-eighth, just at the beginning of the
New Year’s holidays, Kanako’s parents sent word that Sōichi had returned. So after three days’ absence his boy
was safe and sound. Wasao hurried off to see him, bringing along the money that he had secretly put aside.
Sōichi was in the middle of supper when his father arrived. He had evidently been involved in a long bout of
gambling. His face was unshaven, his cheeks were pale and emaciated; but there was a glitter in his sunken eyes.
“You’re safe, my boy,” said Wasao. “That’s all I care about. I don’t know what I’d have done if anything had
happened to you. What do four or five hundred yen matter so long as you’re all right?”
The tears streamed down his face as he seized his son’s hands in his own.
4
One day the following summer Kanako appeared by herself at the back entrance of her sister’s teashop. Since
the crisis in December she had been there only twice, once to pay a New Year’s call, once at the cherry-blossom
season. On both occasions she had been accompanied by her husband. The sister had assumed that Kanako’s
married life had improved. In view of Sōichi’s character this had surprised her somewhat, but at the same time she
had felt greatly relieved.
Now a glance at Kanako’s dejected face made her realize that her optimism had been unjustified. She put aside
her cinema magazine and turned off the electric fan that had been cooling her plump body.
“What’s wrong?” she said.
“Nothing … nothing really,” answered Kanako, looking aside awkwardly. It soon turned out that she had come
once again to speak to her sister about separating from Sōichi. Kanako’s desire for a separation, however, was
rather vague and as soon as she was confronted with her direct, efficient sister she felt that her resolution was
ebbing.
After the December crisis Sōichi had made a show of controlling himself. He still did not turn over his full
salary, but Kanako decided that she too should try to change her attitude, and she avoided speaking about money
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matters. Sōichi lost no time in taking advantage of this.
One day Sōichi announced that her was being granted a decoration of the eighth rank and a war medal,
together with a small pension for his overseas service. He was as delighted as a child who has received a toy saber
from his parents.
“I happened to see it in a copy of the Official Gazette at the milk bar,” he told Kanako.
Kanako was overjoyed. “That’s splendid,” she said. “Really splendid. Don’t forget to buy me a little souvenir,
will you?”
“Hm.” Replied Sōichi dubiously. “I don’t expect I’ll have much money left over. You see, I’ve promised to
stand all my friends a treat.”
“what? Already?”
“Yes. But I’m waiting till they’ve given me the decoration.
A few days later Sōichi received the official notice. He went to the Military Affairs Section of the War Office
and was handed a box containing the Order of the White Paulowina and the war medal. On his way home he took
them round to show his acquaintances.
Two days later he invited seven of his friends for dinner. He ordered the food from a nearby restaurant and also
provided a generous supply of saké. After everyone had had plenty to drink, they turned on the radio and listened
to a program of popular songs. One of their group, who despite his rough appearance and raucous voice pretended
to some artistic talent, was inspired to give a solo recital. Next a few of the guests sang folk songs. After a time
someone complained loudly about the absence of a samisen accompaniment.
“Let’s go somewhere and have a good time. What about it, Sōichi?” said one of his friends.
“Good idea,” chimed in another of the guests. “Let’s get some girls to play for us.”
“No, better stay here,” someone demurred. “The Order of the White Paulowina will start weeping if it sees us
celebrating like that.”
Meanwhile the saké was flowing freely and soon their supply was exhausted. Kanako was wondering whether
she should go and buy some more when she noticed that a couple of the guests had stood up and were about to
leave. Wasao got to his feet, stuffed his purse securely in his pocket, and hurried out. Just then Sōichi came up to
her.
“Money,” he whispered into her ear. “For God’s sake, let me have some money!”
Kanako went to her drawer and took out the thirty-three yen that she had been planning to deposit in their
postal savings account. Even as she handed the sum over to her husband, she knew that she was throwing good
money away on the spur of the moment, and afterwards she cursed herself for having been so spiritless.
Now as she sat in her sister’s room with a bowl of sherbet in front of her, Kanako felt the hot tears welling up
in her eyes.
“Of course he didn’t come home that night,” she said. “Three yen and a few coppers—that’s all he left me
with. Then a couple of days ago he told me that on his next half holiday he was planning to go to the seaside. I
haven’t been away a single time all summer and I was sure that he would offer to taker me along. But no, it turned
out that he had arranged to go to Enoshima with some friend and that he couldn’t take me. It’s really more than I
can stand. I even have to go to the cinema by myself now. And those thirty yen—I never dreamed he’d go and
spend the whole lot.”
Kanako pressed a handkerchief to her eyes.
“You’re partly to blame yourself,” said her sister impatiently. “You should do things in a more clear-cut way.”
As usual, they telephoned the factory and in the evening Wasao appeared at the teashop. He was accompanied
by his brother, who was the exact image of Sōichi. It was extremely hot, but Wasao did not touch the iced coffee
that was placed before him. Instead he sat there wiping his forehead and complaining of his parasitic children.
“I’m not going to try to keep you from leaving him,” he said after he had been told of Sōichi’s latest behavior.
“All the same, my girl, you were very foolish to give him such a large sum of money. I know how a woman feels
in a case like that. She hands over the money before she knows what she’s doing. But that’s exactly the point I’d
like to advise you about. You must be a little firmer, Kanako. You must take a strong attitude with Sōichi instead
of just moping. The reason he behaves badly isn’t that he dislikes you but that you’re too easy with him. I wish
you’d give him another chance. But I’m through with him myself and I really don’t have the right to ask you.”
The uncle, who until then had said nothing, announced his opinion. “I strongly believe that you should go back
to your husband,” he said.
At this, Kanako’s sister took a firmer stand.
“Yes, Kanako,” she said, “you really can’t continue like this. Each time something goes wrong and you’re
unhappy, you slip into this sort of irresponsible talk about separation. After all, marriage is a very different thing
from what you find in cinemas and novels.”
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“Yes, I know it is,” said Kanako. But I can’t believe it’s meant to be like ours. My husband has never shown
me the slightest appreciation. Never once. And now I suppose he’s got someone else on the side. What a fool I’ve
been!”
“But really, Kanako, you should listen to what everyone’s telling you, there’ll always be the time later on to
break up the marriage if it turns to be completely hopeless.”
In the end Kanako was won over by the uncle’s firm attitude and she decided to try again.
5
A few days later a large photograph of Kanako and her husband arrived at the teashop. Sōichi was in uniform;
the Order of the White Paulowina and the war medal were neatly pinned to his chest. Kanako had her hair in the
old-fashioned style and was wearing a silk kimono with a splashed pattern. Behind them was a Shinto shrine
sacred to the spirits of the war dead.
104.36 The Poor Girl And Her Young Brother 2. Hanna-no-sen Matsu And Her Younger Brother: Two
Folktales\fn{told by Soki Shugeta (1871- )} Satsuma District, Kagoshima Prefecture, Japan (F) -1
1
Once there was a poor girl and her younger brother who lived together. The boy went to school. One day his
friends at school said,
“Let’s have a contest with fans tomorrow.”
The boy went home and told his sister about it. She hunted out the frame of an old fan and pasted paper onto it.
Then she drew a picture on it of a plum tree and a nightingale.
When the boy went to school, he saw all the gold and silver fans of his friends. He was so ashamed of his that
he was the last to bring his out. When he spread his fan open, the nightingale flew out and lighted on the tip of the
fan. His fan took first place. Then the brother's friends said,
“Let’s have a boat race this time.”
The boy asked his sister to make him a boat. She made a little boat and put three little clay dolls into it. The
boy’s boat was very crude, but when it raced, the three little dolls set up their oars and started to row. The
brother’s boat won the race.
2
There once was a girl named Hana-no-senmatsu and her younger brother. The boy went to school and could do
anything better than his friends.
One day his friends said they would give him a banquet. When he told his sister about it, she warned him to
take the lid off the bowls and look at them. He could eat anything that was in a bowl whose lid had steam on it,
but not to eat it if there was no steam.
The boy went to where his friends had gathered and the banquet was served. When he lifted the lids to the
bowls, there was no steam on any of them. There was no steam on the rice bowl, either, when it was served. The
boy did just as his sister had said and did not eat anything, but he unconsciously licked off one grain of rice that
had stuck to his hand.
He died as soon as he got home.
When his friends came to see, the sister pretended to be her younger brother and looked unconcerned. His
friends went back to the banquet and ate everything and died. The sister gathered a thousand kinds of flowers. She
extracted their juice and spread it over her brother’s body and brought him back to life.
130.105 Old Gen\fn{by Kunikida Doppo (1871-1908)} Chosi, Chiba Prefecture, Japan (M) 5
Down from the capital once there came to Saeki a teacher of English named Kunikida. He arrived in the
autumn and left around the middle of summer, but several months before he left he moved from downtown, which
he hated, out to a place near the harbor. Kunikida was not a very congenial person and he seldom talked with
anyone but the landlord of the new house where he was staying.
One rainy and windy summer evening when the waves were pounding the shore he came down from his room
upstairs to the porch where the two old people of the family were enjoying the cool. They were talking in the dark
and fanning away mosquitoes. Since the evening wind was still blowing the rain lightly this way and that,
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sometimes a drop or two would wet their faces, but they began to reminisce with one another, enjoying the
occasional drops of rain.
That evening the landlord, among other things, told Kunikida about an old man named Gen. His life story was
actually not very extraordinary, just the sort of thing one can hear all over Japan, but for one reason or another it
impressed the teacher deeply. It seemed that he was, whenever he thought of it later, about to discover a secret.
Gen seemed something like a box, containing some mystery or some answer, which no one could open any longer.
The old man spoke slowly.
“As you can see, even now there are only a few houses here near the harbor. The loneliness is always just as it
is tonight. But think of when there was only old Gen’s house on the shore! That old pine tree by his house which
now stands near the rod was right on the shore in those days. People who came from town to take Gen’s ferryboat
used to sit there in the shade on the rocks by the shore. Now there are not even any more rocks there, thanks to
dynamite!
“Well, Gen didn’t always live alone. At first he had a pretty wife. Her name was Yuri and she was born out on
the island. There are lots of stories about them, but this much is true, because one night when Gen was a little
drunk he told me himself. When he was twenty-eight or so, late one spring night someone knocked on his door.
Gen asked who it was. A young woman outside asked him to take her to the island. Looking out at her in the
moonlight, he recognized her as a young girl named Yuri who lived on the island.
“At that time, although there were several boatmen along the coast, Gen was rather popular, because he was a
fine young fellow and quite obliging. But there was another reason, too. I wish you could have heard him sing the
way he used to sing in those days! Many people took his boat just for the music. It’s funny but even at that time
Gen didn’t talk much more than he does today.
“Some people think the young girl from the island asked for his boat so late at night intentionally … Anyway, I
asked him what happened that night on the bay, but even when he was drunk, Gen spoke very little. He only
smiled and two deep wrinkles formed on his forehead. To me the smile seemed a little sad, and well it might be,
as things turned out.
“Well, they were married and for several years after the marriage he was happy as could be with his wife, but
then when their boy Kōsuke was about seven years old she died during her second confinement. Several people
offered to adopt Kōsuke and bring him up in their shop, but Gen refused, saying he couldn’t give up his only son
after he’d lost his wife.
“After this Gen seldom smiled and he never sang, unless he was slightly drunk. Then even his happiest song
still sounded sad. Or perhaps people only thought so. But, no, really I think the death of his wife broke his heart.
“On misty days he used to take his son with him in the boat, saying it was bad to leave him alone in his lonely
house. The passengers felt sorry for him, and women who had brought cakes and candies for their children at
home used to give some of these to this lonely little boy. On such occasions Gen didn’t express any thanks at all,
as if he were not aware of their kindness. And yet nobody felt bad.
“Well, two years more passed. When the construction of this new harbor was about half-finished, my wife and
I moved here from the island and built this house. The hill was cut aback and a new road was constructed, but
Gen’s job remained just about the same.
“Then when Gen’s boy Kōsuke was twelve, he was playing one day on the shore with some other children and
somehow he drowned. The other children were afraid to tell their parents, so it was evening before anyone noticed
that Kōsuke was gone and began to look for him. By that time of course it was already too late to do anything for
him. Oddly enough, we found his poor little body just under his father’s boat.
“After that Gen hardly sang at all. He stopped talking even with his best friends. He continue to run his
ferryboat as before, but people began to forget his existence even when they used his boat. I myself only
remember that he is still alive when I see him sometimes going by with his oar on his shoulder and with half-shut
eyes.
“Anyway, you are the first person who has ever asked about him. Maybe if you invite him in sometime for a
cup of wine you can get him to sing a song. But usually we can’t understand what it says anymore. He never
complains, but it’s rather sad, don’t you think? I feel sorry for him.”
This was as much as the landlord said that night. Several weeks later Kunikida finished his teaching in Saeki
and returned to Tokyo, but there he kept on thinking of Gen, especially when sitting by his desk at night listening
to the rain fall. He pictured old Genb remembering the bygone pleasant spring nights with is eyes half-closed by
the fire and thinking of his drowned son Kōsuke.
Thus the years passed and Kunikida remembered Gen sometimes and wondered how he was, long, in fact,
after poor Gen, without the teacher’s knowing it, was dead and gone to his grave.
*
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One January day—it was the year following Kunikida’s story—the sky was dull and its seemed about to snow.
The main street of Saeki was not so crowded as usual, the shops were darkened, and in the narrow lanes the stones
were frozen. From the foot of the castle the low and melancholy sound of a temple bell spread out slowly over the
town like a water ring in a fishless pond and died away.
In the square children from poor families were standing about with ashen faces and playing unenthusiastic
games. When a beggar came along, one of the children called, “Kishu! Kishu!”, but Kishu passed without paying
any attention to them. From his looks his age might be fifteen or thereabouts. His long, wild hair grew down his
neck and his long face with its thin cheeks made his chin seem sharp. His eyes moved slowly and without any life.
The bottom of his coat was wet and ragged and barely reached his knees. Through the torn seam of one sleeve
there appeared an elbow thin like the legs of a grasshopper.
Just at this time old Gen happened to come along also.
“Kishu!” the old man called to him in a low, strong voice. The young beggar looked up dully and saw old Gen.
Each stood for a while looking at the other; then Gen took out his lunch box and offered a rice ball to the beggar,
who took from his pocket a cup to receive it. Neither the one who gave nor the one who received said a word.
Then Kishu passed on without once looking back, but Gen followed the beggar with his eyes until he had
disappeared around the corner of a street. Looking up toward the sky, Gen notice done or two flakes of snow. He
sighed deeply and once again he looked where the beggar had disappeared. Trying not to laugh, the children
poked their elbows at each other, but the old man took no notice.
In the evening Gen went back to his house. Despite the darkness, he did not light a lamp but sat in front of the
fire with his face in his big thick hands. His shadow moved to and fro, huge, on the wall. Here a colored print,
brought back by his wife from her parents’ home when Kōsuke was five or six, had hung ever since, turning
slowly black from smoke. Gen listened to the whispering sound of snow that enveloped the house and thought
about Kishu.
*
One autumn several years before a woman beggar had appeared in Saeki. She brought with her a son about
eight years old and whenever they came to a house together she usually got a good many things. As the charity of
the people of this town seemed greater than that of other places, she must have thought that here was a good place
to leave him behind, because she did the next spring. Later somebody who had been to Dazaifu said that he saw a
beggarwoman very much like her in the company of a great big wrestler, begging at the gate of the shrine.
When they heard this story the people of the town despised the cold-hearted mother and felt more sympathy
for the abandoned child than ever. Thus, at first, the mother’s plan seemed to have worked. Someone taught him
the ABC’s for the fun of it; someone else taught him reading, and he could recite one or two pages from the
standard grade school reader. He learned a song from hearing other children sing.
But the charity of the people of the town had its limit and it reached it pretty soon. While everyone felt sorry
for the boy, no one wanted to take him in permanently. So sometimes people hired him to sweep the garden and
were nice to him, but usually this, too, did not last long; other people began to say he couldn’t remember things or
that he was dirty or that he would steal. Anyway, they put him down as a beggar and kept him outside their world.
When he was young Kishu had played like other children, but, as the years passed and he grew older and the
townspeople more hostile or indifferent, little by little his blighted heart withdrew, away, away to some desert
island where they villagers never came and never wanted to come. He stopped thanking people. He ceased to
smile or laugh. Seldom enough people saw him angry or saw him cry. If someone scared him with a stick just for
fun, he moved away slowly with a kind of smiling face. He might make one think of a dog running away and
wagging its tail when its master scolded.
*
Late that night Gen left the fire and took his boat lantern with him out into the snow. To and fro the beam ran
over white ground, shining magically. The circle of light paused at one house after another. In the square a
policeman, too, was out; he came up to shine his lantern in Gen’s face. There appeared the deep wrinkles and
thick nose of the tough old boatman.
“You’re old Gen, aren’t you?” the policeman said in surprise.
“Yes, sir,” answered Gen in a hoarse voice.
“Who are you looking for so late at night?”
“Have you seen Kishu around here?”
“What do you want with Kishu?”
“It’s so cold tonight I though I’d ask him to stay at my house.”
“All right. But nobody knows where he sleeps. You had better not catch cold yourself.” And so the policeman
went his way.
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Soon Gen came to the bridge and found footprints I the light of his lantern. They seemed quite new. Who else
but Kishu would be walking barefooted in the snow.
*
The fact that old Gen wanted to take in Kishu became widely know in no time. The people who heard it did not
at first believe it. They were surprised and then amused. Some people laughed and said they would like to see
Kishu and Gen sitting down to dinner by themselves. But, anyway, the people of the town began to talk about old
Gen again, who had become hardly more than a memory by that time.
A week or so after the snow Gen was about to untie his boat and set off one fine afternoon when two young
men rushed up and boarded his boat, so that it was packed with people. Two girls who were going back to the
island seemed to be sister; they carried small packages and wore towels tied over their hair. There was an old
couple with their grandchild, beside the two late-comers.
As the boat moved out they all repeated the town gossip. One of the young fellows mentioned a play being
given in the town; the elder sister said that she had heard the costumes were particularly pretty. The old woman
said the play was not very good, not even as good as last year’s. One young fellow asked the sisters if it were true
that the actor named Gorokume, who was said to be very handsome, was as popular among young girls on the
island as he had heard. The sisters blushed and the old woman laughed out loud. But Gen kept his eyes fixed on
the distant horizon and never joined in the conversation.
Then one of the boys said abruptly, “I heard you took Kishu in to live with you?”
“Yes, I did,” Gen answered without a glance.
“Everybody is wondering what you’re doing taking in a beggar boy like that and keeping him with you. What’s
the matter? Were you lonely living alone?”
“Yes.”
“You could have easily found some nice child around here without taking him.”
“That’s true,” said the old woman, looking up into Gen’s face, but he looked away troubled and silent.
Gray smoke was rising quietly up from the hills in the west and glowing in the last of the evening sunlight.
“Kishu has no parents or brothers or home. I am an old man with no wife or child. If I take him as my son, he
will take me as his father. Isn’t that better for both of us?”
The people in the boat were surprised; they had never heard him talk this way before.
“Gen, how everything changes …” the old woman said. “It seems just like yesterday that I used to see your
wife standing on the shore with the baby in her arms. How old would your boy have been now?”
“Perhaps a year or two older than Kishu.”
“It’s hard to guess how old that Kishu is, he’s so dirty!”
The laughter lasted for a while.
“I don’t know either. He said he is sixteen or seventeen. Nobody knows exactly, except maybe his mother. But
don’t you feel sorry for him?” Gen said, looking at the child the old couple had with them.
“If a real feeling of love grows up between Gen and Kishu, then Gen’s old age may be much happier. It would
be nice to have him always there when Gen comes back in the evening,” the old man said half-seriously.
“Sure, I think it would be fine,” said Gen, full of pleasure.
“Aren’t you planning to take Kuishu to the play?” said one of the young men, less interested in teasing Gen
than in seeing the sisters smile; but they smiled only a little, so as not to hurt Gen’s feelings.
“That would be interesting!” the old woman said and banged the boat.
“I don’t see any reason to take my boy to something like The Tragedy of Awa no Jurobei and have him cry,”
said Gen seriously.
“What do you mean, ‘my boy’?” said the old woman, pretending. “Your boy drowned over there, I heard,” she
added, pointing. Everyone looked at the place.
“Kishu, I mean,” said Gen. Anger, shame, and joy filled his mind. Then only joy. Suddenly he began to sing
and to row more stoutly than ever before. Neither the sea nor the mountains had heard that voice long since. It,
too, spread out like a water ring over the sea at evening calm, touched shore, and echoed back faintly, faintly from
thirty years ago.
Then the two girls got off at the island; the young men lay down on their backs and covered up with a blanket.
In a low voice the old couple went on talking again about family and business; they gave some cakes to their
grandchild.
Before the boat got back, the sun had already gone down behind the hills. The cooking smoke from evening
meals lay over the village and long the shore. Old Gen was thinking that there was somebody waiting for him:
Kishu might be drowsing in front of the fire. His stubbornness might soften. Had he finished his supper or waited?
When Gen had offered to teach him to row Kishu had seemed quite pleased. Surely even Kishu in time would be
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stout and healthy. How nice it would be to hear Kishu singing some of his songs. It might be that Kishu, too,
would row his boat with just one girl in the moonlight.
When at last old Gen’s boat reached the pier, he rolled up the straw mat and carried it under his arm and his oar
on his back toward home.
“Son, I’m back,” he called and put his oar in its usual place and went in. There was no light inside.
“What’s the matter? I’m back. Kishu, where’s the light? Kishu!” There was no answer.
“Kishu! Kishu!” a cricket repeated faintly.
Gen tooka match from his pocket and lit it. No one was there, and the match burned out. Gloomy and cold the
air came up from under the floor. He lit a small lantern and looked all about, calling and calling hoarsely, but the
ash in the fireplace was white and cold; there was no sign of Kishu’s supper. At last Gen lit his big boat lantern
and left.
He asked at the blacksmith’s. No one had seen Kishu. Finally, however, out on the edge of town on an old farm
road with pine trees planted along it, he saw the figure of Kishu walking along with his hands in his pockets, his
body bent forward.
“Kishu?” old Gen said, putting his hand on Kishu’s shoulder. “Where are you going like this?” he went on in a
tone of both relief and sorrow. Kishu looked back without surprise. “Kishu, don’t you feel cold? Let’s go back.”
Gen took his hand and they started back home; he explained he was sorry to be so late and he was sorry it was
also lonely for Kishu at home.
Once they were back, Gen lit the fire and took out some food from the cupboard and fed Kishu. When Kishu
finished his meal, Gen made his bed and covered him up with a blanket. He himself sat by the fire for a long, long
time without moving, while the wood burned lower and lower. On his face, which had been exposed for fifty
years to the sea winds, the faint reflections of the last flames moved. And the shining thing was probably a tear.
Next morning Gen got up early and fixed breakfast, but he himself ate little, saying he felt sick and thirsty.
After a while he took Kishu’s hand and put it to his forehead and asked him to tell if he had any fever. Then Gen
decided he had caught a cold and went back to bed.
“Tomorrow I will be all right. Come over here, Kishu, and we can talk. I will tell you some interesting stories,”
but he talked to him as though to a child, this story and that. Had Kishu ever seen a real live shark? At last he
asked, “Don’t you miss your mother?” but Kishu did not understand him.
“You can stay here as long as you want to. Please think of me as your father. I will take you to the play
tomorrow. It’s Awa no Jurobei and then you can understand family love.”
With that old Gen began to tell the plot of the play, which he had once seen, years ago. He sang a song from
the play and wept to himself, the story was so sad. Kishu, however, seemed to be making nothing of it at all.
“Well, maybe it is hard for you to get the idea from just hearing the story, but tomorrow you’ll see …” and
finally Gen slept for a while from fatigue at his own recitation. Then he seemed to wake and to look about for
Kishu; instead, he found a beggarwoman who said Kishu was her son. She seemed to change into Gen’s own
mother, telling him to look at a stage dazzlingly lit with many candles, but he only took cakes, wondering why his
mother wept with her eyelids flushed. At last he fell asleep with his small head on his mother’s knees. After a long
while it seemed his dream was interrupted, as if his mother were shaking him. Old Gen raised his head on the
pillow and stared around. It was hard to separate dream and reality.
“Kishu!” Kishu was gone.
Throwing off his blanket, Gen stood up suddenly, but his head was pounding. In a moment he sank back
dizzily into his bed and pulled the covers up over his head.
That day the wind came up gradually, beginning in the morning. None of the harbor people wanted to go to
town and no one in town wanted to go to the island. Thus the whole day passed; no one called at old Gen’s for his
boat. By evening the sea had become so much heavier that people began to think the pier might be destroyed.
Early in the morning of the following day, with the earliest light of dawn many of the harbor people came
down to the pier with their lanterns and raincoats. Fortunately the pier was safe, but when they looked around and
it was a little lighter they noticed a boat that had been driven up on the rocks and wrecked.
“Whose boat is that?” said the owner of the one of the shops.
“It’s Gen’s, I’m almost sure,” said one of the younger fellows. The men looked at each other without speaking
for a while.
“Someone ought to tell him …”
“All right, I will,” said the same young fellow and started off at a run. He had not gone very far, however,
before he noticed something strange hanging from the pine tree by the road. At first he thought it might be
something blown there by the storm, but when he looked more closely it was a man. In fact, it was old Gen, dead,
who had hanged himself there.
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Kishu is much the same Kishu, taken for granted by the people of the town as a regular fixture of Saeki, and
given as before to wandering the old city in the middle of the night like some ghost escaped from his grave. When
somebody told him that old Gen had hanged himself, Kishu merely gave a vacant stare.
130.110 Tsugaru Strait\fn{by Shimazaki Toson (1871-1943)} Nakatsugawa, Gifu Prefecture, Japan (M) 5
As my wife is hard of hearing, she cannot understand what I say unless I speak close to her ear, in rather a loud
voice.
Though the time to go on board the ship was approaching, she was still leaning on the window at the first floor
of the inn, and would not even prepare to start. Vacantly she was contemplating the sight of the dark green sea, the
sea mews flying in groups, and the Surugamaru, the regular liner, which was about to start for Hakodate, ready to
take us two on board. At such time, she is always weeping, calling to her mind our departed son. This I noticed by
the sight of her back. I stroked her on the shoulder and urged her to start.
“Come. Get ready, get ready!”
The day was perfect for a voyage. It was the time when the regular steamship lines were interrupted by the
rumor that the Russian ships from Vladivostok, which not long before had passed through Tsugaru Strait, were
appearing now and then along the Pacific coast. During five or six days only was this line between Awomori and
Hakodate in operation. As it was disappointing to my wife and my self to go home after having come so far, and
as the Russian ships were said to be cruising on the open sea in the vicinity of Oshima and the Izu Islands—the
very night before we had heard that the fleet of the enemy was sunk, the announcement of which some of the
newspapers printed in an extra—we left the inn, not worrying about three ships, trusting somewhat to the truth of
the statements in the extra.
There were soldiers in the streets in sober khaki-colored summer uniform, watching us hurrying toward the
pier. As my wife was walking in meditation, here slowness somewhat irritated me. She suddenly stopped and this
is what she said:
“Ah! Ah! If only Ryunosuke were living I would bring him with us to a place like this and give him pleasure.”
She sighed. Ryunosuke was the name of our son. I did not know what to do and, putting my mouth close to her
ear, as if to scold her, I said:
“You will try me if you keep constantly calling him to mind!”
Instantly, my wife flushed.
“Oh! You are so cruel! I am living only because of the consolation of his memory. If you wish me not to speak
of him, bid me die.”
My wife is tiresome, for she is just a baby, and I am only a nurse who is taking care of this infant of forty
years.
“Tut! Tut! How could you say such a thing in the street? Look, everybody is turning and laughing at us.”
I spoke thus, but the words were not heard by my wife. Ah!
Nothing is so hard to foresee as human life. We never expected such a sad end to our son, nor did we ever
dream of going together for this journey. It was caused by chance. The daily accidents, who can understand them?
It was unforeseen that we should pass a night at this far eastern port of Oshu. It was unforeseen that we should go
aboard this ship. Above all, it was unforeseen that we should be crossing Tsugaru Strait.
It was not long before the boat started. She left the shore with the brave shouts of the boatmen, in the Nanbu
accent. The sailors of the ship were leaning on the bulwark, looking down at the approaching boats filled with
passengers. Unfortunately, the first and the second classes were both full on that day. Although I was somewhat
fearful, on account of traveling with my wife, to take the third class and be treated like cargo, I concluded from
experience that nothing is better than the deck in such fine weather. Instantly upon our arrival on the steamer, we
took our places at the prow.
Meanwhile, upon the stroke of the bell announcing ten o’clock, the noisy sounds of the weighing anchor were
heard. The steam whistle was blown as if to bid farewell, and it resounded through the sky overhanging the
harbor. The ship began to sail.
The deck where we took our place was near to the mast, larger than one could reach aground. When the cool
wind blew from the southwest, sending the gay sunshie with the breezes, I felt at last somewhat revived. We
spread the mat under the canvas shades and rested ourselves, leaning on some of the cargo. After a while I wanted
to have a smoke, but, searching around my waist, I found there was no tobacco pouch. Then, gazing at my face,
my wife said:
“You see? Surely you have left it again at the inn,” and she smiled.
This was quite a surprise to me. I thought I was very composed, but, although I was constantly scolding my
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wife to brace her up, it was proved by this oversight that my own dejection was more than that of hers “Now,
then,” I thought, “I myself must be somewhat queer,” and I suddenly felt dispirited. The more I tried not to be
overcome, the more my brain was oppressed with deep chagrin. No doubt I was becoming an idiot.
The ship sailed out from the Gulf of Awomori, leaving behind the lighthouse of Hiradate, white in the distance;
the sun was mounting higher in the sky. The dark blue waves of the Japan current rolled in from the sea of Japan,
broke resoundingly against the side of the ship, and sparkled in the sunshine. In the lazy hours of the voyage,
people came and went on the deck, pausing to admire the view. I also leaned on the bulwark and listened to the
sounds of the summer tides, filling my mind with the voice of the late July sea. Suddenly, my thoughts were
possessed by my son. Bitter recollections gushed up in my heart. It may sound strange, coming from a parent’s
lips, but, although he was only a boy when he died, he was clever enough to understand the joy and sorrow of life;
my Ryunosuke was not a boy to be beaten by his fellow students in any of his studies.
Observing the world, I notice that the present age, lacking in faith, does not keep the young mind in quietude.
Such was the short life of my son. Such an insatiable spirit as his could not help investigating the meaning of life,
from exploring all its works, its glories, and its decadences. Leaving the curious multitudes, who looked upon him
as a great fool in his misconceptions, how did he feel when he retired from this life, silently, with unutterable
sorrow in his mind?
The desperation of thought—if the world could be applied also to the life of this youth—this was certainly
transient but brave span of Ryunosukie. Pity that he was not a sage! He discovered that his learning made him
ignorant. Alas! my son quit his studies and his studies quit him. At last he went to Nikkwo, and died by throwing
himself into the fall of Kegon. I shall never forget that day when my son came home quite unexpectedly, and bade
us farewell without telling us his intention, nor that evening when I gave him my last reproof. The next morning,
and the second morning—there has been grief in every morning since that time. My wife became crazed, weeping
and crying.
“It is your fault that you gave him such a reproof! Give me back my son alive, now, at once!”
It was inevitable. We were compelled to constrain her by force; we wrapped her in quilts, holding her; we
scolded and cajoled her. But the strength of the crazed woman was almost more than ours. I myself did not eat nor
sleep regularly for seven days. Indeed, the condition of my wife at that time was such that it would not have been
impossible for her to have followed our son, to have thrown herself into the waterfall of Nikkwo mountain. When
she became a bit calmer I thought of a plan, which was this journey. I hoped that her distressed mind might be
cured by seeing some of the famous places. As she had exquisite taste, in spite of her appearance, I thought I
might be able to buy some Obi, or sashes, if she cared for them. Inducing her to see the modern fashions, hoping
to quiet her, we started out on this journey.
Alas, my son! After he had passed through the bitterest sufferings, at the moment he came to think about death,
even he could hardly have dreamed of his father becoming an idiot, and his mother a lunatic, weeping during the
day, thinking during the night, and roaming thus far to the northern sea. I, who am speaking this, am only a man
who has spent a most ordinary but peaceful and quiet life in the country. How could I foresee that this peaceful
life would change abruptly in its forty-third year? Seeking relief, we felt like wandering pilgrims. Inhaling the sea
air of July, two fools were listening to the dreamy sounds of the waves, meditating upon the death of their only
child.
Strange imaginings came into my mind. If the dead body should float up from the basin of that waterfall, and
be borne away by the current, where would it go? Nowhere but into this ocean! Yes, yes, this resting place of wind
and wave; this must be the grave of my son! Here Ryunosuke must be sleeping forever and ever … thus, in fancy,
I was indulging my thoughts when the bell of twelve o’clock resounded through the ship.
For lunch, A bento in a square luncheon-box, was distributed to each of the passengers. We could not eat ours
on account of the boiled cuttle-fish. But two young men, who came with their own luncheons, took their seat
close to us, and began to eat with gusto. One of them looked as though he were accustomed to labor. He reminded
me of “Ankosan,” the young men who are said, after indulgence in wine and women, to draw the snow-sledges at
such a place as Goryokaku.
The other boy looked two or three years younger than his friend, and seemed just about the age of my son.
Apparently, he was a student, as was shown by his naïve appearance. And the, the youthfulness of the expression
about his eyes when he looked at the sea through his spectacles, was singularly like that of Ryunosuke. There is
such a thing as the “haunting resemblance of the stranger.” However, I was quite surprised in my own mind,
wondering whether it was possible for anyone else to see such a resemblance. How I gazed, rubbing my eyes, at
the silhouette of the student!
As for my wife, I looked at her and saw she entertained the same feeling. When we looked at each other, we
understood our mutual thought without a word. Ah! it is unreasonable that I should meet my dead son on this ship,
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and it was a trick, of my imagination that caused me to think that only if I should address him, he would speak to
me saying: “Father! Father!” and, taking my hand, would complain of the mysteries and fears and agonies of the
other world. “Surely he is my son, my Ryunosuke.” Such an absurd thought could only spring from the foolish
heart of a parent. I do not know how often I repeated “Ryunosuke! Ryunosuke!” in my mind. I was tempted to cry
out in a loud voice, and was astonished at my own absurdity.
At last I addressed the young man.
“Pardon me. Where do you come from?”
“I?” the student smiled. “I come from Goshu.”
“Ghoshu? Then you came from a long way off!”
“Yes. I have an uncle in Sendai, and came up to ask his assistance, but as I found him absent, being called out
for war … Anyway, I am going up to Hokkaido to try to find some work there. I have been told that there is
profitable employment at Sapporo. If I cannot find work in Sapporo, I may go even to Asahigawa.”
“Is that so? Young men ought to be that way. You do not need to worry. You will find plenty of work, if only
you have a mind to do it.”
Thus, comforting him, I recognized the simple, cheerful, and yet manly temperament of this student. Now and
then the older companion glanced stealthily toward us with distrustful looks. I could not understand why this
student had such a companion. I inquired of him, and was told that they became comrades by chance. They
seemed not especially friends nor men from the same district; in other words, they were only fellow wanderers.
My wife took out some apples from her package. These were bought the evening before, at Awomori, from a
basket when we were surrounded by the women who sell fruits. Ryunosuke was fond of things with a delicate
flavor, which my wife seemed to remember. As if to give them to her son, she selected the alluring yellow apples
from the green ones and recommended them to the two young men. I told the younger one in detail of the loss of
my son and the reason of starting on this journey with my wife, who cannot hear well, and added:
“This also must be the work of fate, to meet you in this place. Please take one of them. Don’t be ceremonious.”
“Come, they are so kind. Let us accept them,” said the companion, as he pushed forth impudently.
“Please do so,” I urged them, offering my knife.
My wife was leaning on me like a child, and gazing at the hands of the student paring the apple. Tears of
memory seemed to flow ceaselessly down her cheeks. Forgetting everything, even our bodies, we longed for the
recalled face of our son whom we never expected to see in this world.
The student and his companion bit the apples like hungry animals, so that even the crunching sounded
delicious, and ate them heartily with vigor and appetite.
“Sweet! Isn’t it?” whispering to his companion, the student smelled the flavor of the apple, squinting his eyes.
“Sweet!” The companion also tasted his eagerly.
By the time the one o’clock bell had rung, all of the passengers were tired of their journey; some of them were
lying down with their packages as pillows, some were sleeping on the deck with their mouths open like fishes.
The reports of the Russo-Japanese war,\fn{ 1904-1905.} which were much discussed about the mast, had entirely
ceased. There was nobody on this ship who did not desire speedily to reach Hakodate. The only passengers who
wished to continue the journey as long as possible in this way were ourselves; that was because we knew there
were only three hours more to be with this young man, and be reminded of Ryunosuke. After parting from him
here, we were not sure that we should ever meet him again; nay, not only should we never see again our son, but
we should probably never again in our lives see the face that resembled his.
“You are gazing at something, aren’t you?”
The student stepped out and patted the shoulder of his companion. The companion turned to him.
“Look at that smoke.”
“Smoke?”
“It is strange that smoke appears in this direction.”
“Let me see! Where—no, there is no smoke, nothing like it.”
“Why, can’t you see it?”
Wondering at the conversation of these two men, I also left the side of the mast. Far off to the east of the Strait
the dark “Father tide”—on which groups of cuttle-fish are accustomed to ride down, that Kurile tide dipping the
horizon—shone white and yellow, under the rays of the sun. Groups of clouds were floating in the sky. The
excessive heat of a mid-summer noon on the thirtieth of July, seemed to burn the sea. The sky above the horizon
was a dark gray, mingled with purple. The air was hazy, but nothing like smoke was to be seen. Before I realized
it, the captain, who for some time had been reading The Law of General Average, went up to the bridge, and was
eagerly looking through the marine glass.
Suddenly, we felt uneasy. The ship had probably sailed at a fair speed since leaving Awomori. When she was
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sailing at full speed toward Cape Oma, which was on her starboard side, the cloud of smoke was seen exactly in
that direction. After twenty minutes, a second smoke appeared, then a third. The Vladivostok fleet, which was said
to have appeared along the coast of the Pacific Ocean, was slowly sailing from Cape Oma to Cape Tatsuhi.
Approaching near, the ships became more distinct. When the three gray ships of the enemy, of portentous
appearance, were seen approaching our defenseless vessel, sailors and passengers all stood up. The battle
formation of the enemy was in single line. First came the Rossia, then the Gronboi—with the Riurick a little
behind them.
Joyful or sad memories or imaginings were all blotted out by this unexpected view. Nobody remained in the
dark cabin. Forgetting the vertigo, the nausea, and the sufferings of fatigue, the hundred and fifty passengers came
out at once on deck. All those who have been standing at the stern passed through the kitchen and pressed toward
the prow.
“Go down! Go down! Go down if you want to save your life!”
But the cries and scolding of the sailors could not control the confusion of the excited men, screaming women
and children. The dreadful sound of the engine gave an added touch of gloom. As the enemy were known to be
such vicious fighters that they sank even the sailing boat Seishomaru and robbed it of the money and cargo, all on
board felt that there was no time for delay. They bared their feet, and tucked up their skirts, in order to be as
prepared as possible.
“I will take charge of your wife.”
The words of the student were hardly heard. Having already lost her color, my wife stood shuddering, close to
the student.
Death—we were face to face with that force! A group of sailors took off the duck rain-covers from the
lifeboats to prepare them for lowering at any moment. As it was the captain’s hope to be within the limit of the
protection of the fort, if only the ship could run one hour more at full speed, the ship dashed along with all
possible speed, nay, even with a desperate force rather than speed.
In this dangerous situation there appeared, suddenly, from the direction of Hakodate, our fleet running in the
same direction as the Russian ships. The enemy also saw this fleet and, seeming to hesitate, stopped their advance.
The fact is that it was the time when they took the last resolution to pass the Tsugaru Strait again. Sending up
volumes of black smoke, they began all at once to flee like a flock of birds. With the exclamation of “ Banzai!
Banzai!” all the people on the deck shook their hats toward our fleet.
“Now, we are safe!”
Turning back to my wife, I sighed with relief.
“Safe!” I repeated. My wife was still leaning on the shoulder of the student.
As my wife and I, turning again to the thought of our son, settled down to spend the few remaining hours in
conversation with the student, the mount Gagyu appeared to our view. We caught sight of the red cliff jutting into
the sea, the rugged precipice from whose surface the reflection of the sun shone white on the sky of the port of
Hakodate. A sea-gull flew near to the bulwark as if to congratulate us on our safe arrival.
We arrived at the entrance of the port at the appointed hour, four o’clock. Ah! How great the joy of the people
when they saw the streets of Hakodate from the deck. The gray roofs of planed board on the slope of the
mountain; the new ridge poles soaring among the houses built in Nanhu style of stone and sand; the landscape
covered with the green leaves of Matsubuna and Itaya, from the high tower of the temple shining in sunlight to the
custom house, hospital, and the buildings of many schools. This prospect of the port of New Japan extended
before our eyes, exciting our interest.
The enormous group of people, gathered on the seashore, raised a wild shout of joy to welcome the safe arrival
of the liner. The Surugamaru also made the air resound with whistles! Passing through the many sailing ships,
steamboats, cargo-boats, sampans and lighters, the Surugamaru approached the pier—looking like a scared waterbird, who had barely escaped from peril, and was hurrying to the shore, crying out to her friends. When the ship
stopped, and seemed to sigh with relief, the waves lapped about her with whisperings.
Then the passengers jumped into the sampans and hastens to land on the pier. What a sight of madness!
Persons landing, persons waiting to receive them, parents embracing their children, sisters their sisters, caressing
and embracing! All the women wept for joy, which stirred the emotion of all onlookers.
At last the time came to pass to part with the student. Full of regret, I was standing vacantly in the crowd, and
forgot not only the clamoring hotel-runners, but everything, even to the package I placed on the ground and the
bag I was carrying, wishing only to continue speaking with this young man. How I was moved at this unexpected
intimacy and this parting, thinking over the events of the day’s voyage!
Becoming conscious of the disappearance of his companion, we turned back and saw his arm firmly taken by a
big policeman.
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“There! Pickpocket!” said those who gathered around us.
“Look! what are you thinking about? Don’t you know you have been robbed?”
Being addressed by the policeman, I was aware for the first time that the package I had placed on the ground
was gone.
“What! Impudent!” exclaimed the student excitedly. “I am not such a man as to commit lawlessness!”
“Don’t be excited. Where did ou come from? I myself did not see you break the law. But you are the
companion of the man who did it, aren’t you?”
As the policeman said this, I told him every fact I knew, and defended the student from the imputation of being
a suspicious character. The policeman nodded at each of my words and, after he inquired of the student how he
became a companion of such a scoundrel as the pickpocket, he made more inquiries and admonitions, and also
advised me to appear against the thief in court.
“Wait a bit. I want to keep your name and address.”
The policeman took out his notebook and gazed at the face of the student.
“What is our address?”
“Kusatsu town, Awata district, Omi county.”
“Your name?”
“Nhishihara Yasutaro.”
“Your age?”
“Nineteen.”
After this catechism, the student bade farewell to my wife and me, and started again on his wanderings. I
looked at the appearance of his back as he disappeared, and could not help being again reminded of my departed
Ryunosuke. My wife, weeping and scarcely able to stand, looked after him, leaning on my shoulder, Gazing this
way and that, we continued to look until the straw summer hat, the student-like figure in the white cloth of Kasuri,
disappeared amid the crowd, and at last faded away.
104.21 The Girl Without Hands: A Folktale\fn{told by Odajima Sada (1872Japan (F) 2

)}

Heinuki District, Iwate Prefecture,

Once there was a happy couple and their sweet little girl named Oharu in a certain place. When the little girl
was four years old, her mother suddenly took sick and died and went to the other world.
Her father married again, but the new wife hated her stepchild Oharu intensely. She wanted to find a way to
kill her, but the child was intelligent, and the stepmother could not find an excuse.
Days and months passed, then a year and another with her still hating the child, until the spring in which Oharu
was a young girl of fifteen. She was lovelier than words could describe, lovelier than any picture. This made the
stepmother more bitter than ever. The woman thought,
“What a hateful girl! What can I do to her?” Then a chance came for her to say to Oharu’s father,
“I cannot live any longer with such a clever girl as Oharu. Please let me go back to my home.”
Oharu’s father was controlled by his wife. He said,
“Don’t worry. I will kill Oharu presently for you with a little ax.”
Thus the man decided to kill Oharu, who had done no wrong. On a day soon after that, the father said,
“Oharu, let’s go to the festival this month.” He had her dress in prettier clothes than she had ever worn before
and they set out for the festival. The weather was beautiful that day, and Oharu set out with a light heart at the
invitation of her father. But as they went deeper and deeper into the hills, Oharu grew uneasy because her father
had said they were going to the festival. She asked,
“Where is the festival, Father?” He answered,
“It is a festival by a castle beyond one or two mountains.” When they had crossed the second mountain and
were in a valley, he said,
“Let’s eat lunch.” He took out the rice balls he had brought and they ate together. Oharu was so tired that she
began to doze.
Her father took that time to take the little ax he had stuck into his belt and cut off first Oharu’s right arm, then
the left. He left her crying there and went back over the mountains. Oharu was covered with blood and stumbled
and fell as she tried to run after him. She cried,
“Wait for me, Father! It hurts, Father!”
The only response was the echo in the valley.
“Oh, what misery! What fate could have made my good father do such a thing to me?” Oharu thought, for she
no longer had a home to go to. She washed her wounds in the stream in the valley and ate fruit on trees and plants
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for two or three days to keep alive. Then a handsome young man on horseback came by with a companion. He
stared in surprise at Oharu, who was moving in a thicket. He said,
“You aren’t a bird, you aren’t an animal. Your hair looks like that of a human being, but you don’t have hands.
What sort of being are you?” Oharu said,
“I am ashamed to say, young Sir, that I have been abandoned by my good father, and I am destined to be left in
this world without hands.”
Beyond that she would only weep. But the young man did not understand why it had happened, so he inquired
and heard her story. He was filled with pity and said,
“How sad! What strange things happen! At any rate, come to my home.”
He put Oharu on his horse and they went down the mountain. When they came to the young man’s home, he
went to his mother and said,
“I did not do any hunting today, but I found an unusual girl without hands in the mountains and brought her
home. She is a pathetic girl, so please let her stay here.”
Then he told his mother all he knew about Oharu’s story. His mother was a good person, too. She washed the
girl’s face and combed her hair and tied it up for her. Except for not having hands, the girl was as lovely as a
flower. The mother was happy for her and loved her as her own daughter.
After a long time passed, the young man went to his mother. He knelt and bowed low as he said,
“Mother, I have the most important request in my life to make. Please let Oharu become my bride.”
“When it comes to Oharu, you are not alone in thinking that,” said his mother. “I have been thinking the same
thing.” She agreed, and the beautiful ceremony was promptly performed.
Oharu was loved by her young husband and presently she became pregnant. She and her mother-in-law lived
pleasantly together when her husband had to go to Edo suddenly on business. Before he set out regretfully on his
journey, he said to his mother,
“Please send me word when Oharu’s baby is born.”
His mother assured him there was nothing for him to worry about, and promised to send him a message by a
fast courier. When Oharu’s time had come, she gave birth to a boy as lovely as a jewel.
“How well you have done,” said the son’s mother. “Now I must let my son know immediately.”
She wrote the happy news and hired the courier next door to carry the letter. He set out, crossing one mountain
and next, but he became thirsty as he went. He stopped at a certain house for a drink of water. It happened to be
the house where Oharu was born. Her stepmother asked him where he was going. He said thoughtlessly,
“The bride Oharu at the choja’s house, a girl without hands, has given birth to a baby, and I am carrying a
message to the young husband in Edo.”
In this way the stepmother learned that Oharu was still alive. She suddenly became very attentive to the
messenger. She said,
“It must be very important for you to go to Edo in this hot weather. Please rest a while.”
The woman served the courier fish and wine to make him drunk. Then she took the letter out of his box and
read it. As she read, she exclaimed,
“How hateful! A little boy like a jewel, too lovely to describe, has been born.” She wrote,
“A monster, hard to describe, a demon or a snake, has been born.”
She substituted her letter for the one in the box.
The messenger woke up from the nap he had been taking after all he had eaten and drunk. He declared,
“Wonderful! What hospitality I have enjoyed!” The stepmother fawned on him to make a good impression. She
said, “Please be sure to stop by on your way back and tell me all about Edo.”
In Edo, the young father read the letter and wrote his reply,
“Even if it is a demon or a snake, take good care of it until I get home.”
He sent his letter back with the courier. Remembering the good-natured woman’s invitation at that house, the
messenger thought he would stop in for some more wine on his way back. The stepmother greeted him,
“Well, are you on your way back? Please come in.” She repeated her former hospitality, leading the man into
the parlor and urging him to drink more and more until he was drunk. After the man had fallen asleep, the
stepmother wrote a heartless reply.
“I don’t want to see the child and I don’t want to see that handless Oharu. If you don’t drive her and the child
out, I’ll stay in Edo for the rest of my life.”
Again, she put her note into the courier’s box. When the messenger had eaten and drunk and slept as much as
he wanted, he thanked the stepmother and went on his way over one mountain and another, reaching home at last.
The mother read the unthinkable letter from her son.
“Oh, how terrible,” she cried. She asked the messenger if he had stopped anywhere on his way. He said,
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“I didn’t stop anywhere. I went as straight as a horse with blinds to Edo and came straight back.”
The mother thought even then that she should wait until her son had come home. She thought he might return
that day or the next, and she didn’t show the letter to Oharu. She waited still another day, but it did not seem that
her son was going to return. She made some excuse to call Oharu and wept as she told her about the letter from
her son. Oharu could not reply because of her grief. She only cried and cried. Presently, she said,
“I regret leaving without having done anything in return for your kindness in caring for this crippled girl, but if
it is the will of my young husband, I will leave without a word of parting.” She asked her mother-in-law to tie her
baby on her back. She said her farewell and cried as she left the mansion.
Oharu left her home, but she had no place to go. She followed whichever way her steps turned, whichever way
the wind blew, going on aimlessly. She became thirsty as she walked around and decided to drink from a little
stream she saw. When she crouched to drink, her baby started to slip off her back.
“Oh, somebody …” she exclaimed, and tried to push him back without hands.
But a strange thing happened. Both her hands appeared again, and she held her baby from falling.
“How happy I am! My hands have grown back!” thought Oharu, overcome with joy and thankfulness.
In the meantime, her young husband came home on the following day, eager to see his child and hoping Oharu
was well, only to find that Oharu and his baby had left in tears. As he listened to what had happened, he became
suspicious of the courier next door. He questioned him closely, and the man finally told what had really happened
and why—about stopping at the woman’s house and how he drank. His mother said,
“Oh, what a pity! Don’t wait a moment. Look for Oharu right away.”
So her son set out quickly to look for her. When the young father came to a shrine by a stream he saw a beggar
woman nursing her child as she prayed earnestly. She looked exactly like Oharu from behind, but this woman had
two hands. He thought it strange and spoke to her. He said,
“I wonder if you could be Oharu.” She exclaimed,
“Oh, it is my young husband.”
“You are Oharu, after all, and this is our baby?” he asked. “You have had to suffer bitterly, but your hands—
how did you get them?”
Oharu wept as she told her husband and he wept as he listened. Beautiful flowers blossomed where their tears
flowed, and as the three of them took the road home, trees and plants burst into bloom along the way.
Oharu’s stepmother and her father were punished by the authorities for mistreating her. They were led to the
crossroads and killed there.
37.91 Separate Ways\fn{by Ichiyo Higuchi aka Natsu Higuchi (1872-1896)} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (F) 4
There was someone outside, tapping at her window.
“Okyo? Are you home?”
“Who is it? I’m already in bed,” she lied. “Come back in the morning.”
“I don’t care if you are in bed. Open up! It’s me—Kichizo, from the umbrella shop.”
“What a bothersome boy you are. Why do you come so late at night? I suppose you want some rice cakes
again,” she chuckled. “Just a minute. I’m coming.”
Okyo, a stylish woman in her early twenties, put her sewing down and hurried into the front hall. Her abundant
hair was tied back simply—she was too busy to fuss with it—and over her kimono she wore a long apron and a
jacket. She opened the lattice, then the storm door.
“Sorry,” Kichizo said as he barged in. Dwarf, they called him. He was a pugnacious little one. He was sixteen,
and he worked as an apprentice at the umbrella shop, but to look at him one would think he was eleven or twelve.
He had spindly shoulders and a small face. He was a bright-looking boy, but so short that people teased him and
dubbed him “Dwarf.”
“Pardon me.”
He went right for the brazier.
“You won't find enough fire in there to toast any of your rice cakes. Go get some charcoal from the cinder box
in the kitchen. You can heat the cakes yourself. I’ve got to get this done tonight.”
She took up her sewing again.
“The owner of the pawnshop on the corner ordered it to wear on New Year’s.”
“Hmm. What a waste on that old baldie. Why don’t I wear it first?”
“Don’t be ridiculous. Don’t you know what they say? “He who wears another’s clothes will never get
anywhere in life.” You’re a hopeless one, you are. You shouldn’t say such things.”
“I never did expect to be successful. I’ll wear anybody’s clothes—it’s all the same to me. Remember what you
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promised once? When your luck changes, you said you’d make me a good kimono. Will you really?”
He wasn’t joking now.
“If only I could sew you a nice kimono, it would be a happy day. I’d gladly do it. But look at me. I don’t have
enough money to dress myself properly. I’m sewing to support myself. These aren’t gifts I’m making.”
She smiled at him.
“It’s a dream, that promise.”
“That’s all right. I’m not asking for if now. Wait until some good luck comes. At least say you will. Don’t you
want to make me happy? That would be a sight, though, wouldn’t it?”
The boy had a wistful smile on his face.
“Me dressed up in a fancy kimono!”
“And if you succeed first, Kichizo, promise me you’ll do the same. That’s a pledge I’d like to see come true.”
“Don’t count on it. I’m not going to succeed.”
“How do you know?”
“I know, that’s all. Even if someone came along and insisted on helping me, I’d still rather stay where I am.
Oiling umbrellas suits me fine. I was born to wear a plain kimono with workman’s sleeves and a short band
around my waist. To me, all ‘good luck’ means is squeezing a little money from the change when I’m sent to buy
persimmon juice. If I hit the target someday, shooting arrows through a bamboo pole, that’s about all the good
luck I can hope for. But someone like you, from a good family—why, fortune will come to greet you in a carriage.
I don’t mean a man’s going to come and take you for his mistress, or something. Don’t get the wrong idea.”
He toyed with the fire in the brazier and sighed over his fate.
“It won’t be a fine carriage that comes for me. I’ll be going to hell in a handcart.”
Okyo leaned against her yardstick and turned to Kichizo.
“I’ve had so many troubles on my mind, sometimes it feels as if my heart’s on fire.”
Kichizo went to fetch the charcoal from the kitchen, as he always did.
“Aren’t you going to have any rice cakes?”
Okyo shook her head.
No thank you.'
“Then I’ll go ahead. That old tightwad at the umbrella shop is always complaining. He doesn’t know how to
treat people properly. I was sorry when the old woman died. She was never like that. These new people! I don’t
talk to any of them. Okyo, what do you think of Hanji at the shop? He’s a mean one, isn’t he? He’s so stuck-up.
He’s the owner’s son, but, you know, I still can’t think of him as a future boss. Whenever I have the chance, I like
to pick a fight and cut him down to size.”
Kichizo set the rice cakes on the wire net above the brazier.
“Oh, it’s hot!” he shouted, blowing on his fingers. “I wonder why it is—you seem almost like a sister to me,
Okyo. Are you sure you never had a younger brother?”
“I was an only child. I never had any brothers or sisters.”
“So there really is no connection between us. Boy, I’d sure be glad if someone like you would come and tell
me she was my sister. I’d hug her so tight. After that, I wouldn’t care if I died. What was I, born from a piece of
wood? I’ve never run into anyone who was a relative of mine. You don’t know how many times I’ve thought
about it: if I’m never, ever going to meet anyone from my own family, I’d be better off dying right now. Wouldn’t
I? But it’s odd. I still want to go on living. I have this funny dream. The few people who’ve been the least bit kind
to me all of a sudden turn out to be my mother and father and my brother and sister. And then I think, I want to
live a little longer. Maybe if I wait another year, someone will tell me the truth. So I go on oiling umbrellas, even
if it doesn’t interest me a bit. Do you suppose there’s anyone in the world as strange as I am? I don’t have a
mother or a father, Okyo. How could a child be born without either parent? It makes me pretty odd.”
He tapped at the rice cakes and decided they were done.
“Don’t you have some kind of proof of your identity? A charm with your name on it, for instance? There must
be something you have, some clue to your family’s whereabouts.”
“Nothing. My friends used to tease me. They said I was left underneath a bridge when I was born, so I’d be
taken for a beggar’s baby. It may be true. Who knows? I may be the child of a tramp. One of those men who pass
by in rags every day could be a kinsman. That old crippled lady with one eye who comes begging every morning
—for all I know, she could be my mother. I used to wear a lion’s mask and do acrobatics in the street,” he said
dejectedly, “before I worked at the umbrella shop. Okyo, if I were a beggar’s boy, you wouldn’t have been so nice
to me, would you? You wouldn’t have given me a second look.”
“You shouldn’t joke like that, Kichizo. I don’t know what kind of people your parents were, but it makes no
difference to me. These silly things you’re saying—you’re not yourself tonight. If I were you, I wouldn’t let it
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bother me. Even if I were the child of an outcast. I’d make something of myself, whether I had any parents or not,
no matter who my brothers were. Why are you whining around so?”
“I don’t know,” he said, staring at the floor. “There’s something wrong with me. I don’t seem to have any getup-and-go.”
*
She was dead now, but in the last generation the old woman Omatsu, fat as a sumo wrestler, had made a tidy
fortune at the umbrella shop. It was a winter’s night six years before that she had picked up Kichizo, performing
his tumbler’s act along the road, as she was returning from a pilgrimage.
“It’s all right,” she had assured him. “If the master gives us any trouble, we’ll worry about it when the time
comes. I’ll tell him what a poor boy you are, how your companions abandoned you when your feet were too sore
to go on walking. Don’t worry about it. No one will raise an eyebrow. There’s always room for a child or two.
Who’s going to care if we spread out a few boards for you to sleep on in the kitchen, and give you a little bit to
eat? There’s no risk in that. Why, even with a formal apprenticeship boys have been known to disappear. It
doesn’t prevent them from running off with things that don’t belong to them. There are all kinds of people in this
world. You know what they say: ‘You don’t know a horse till you ride it.’ How can we tell whether we can use
you in the shop if we don’t give you a try? But listen, if you don’t want to go back to that slum of yours, you’re
going to have to work hard. And learn how things are done. You’ll have to make up your mind: this is where your
home is. You’re going to have to work, you know.”
And work he did. Today, by himself, Kichizo could treat as many umbrellas as three adults, humming a tune as
he went about his business. Seeing this, people would praise the dead lady’s foresight:
“Granny knew what she was doing.”
The old woman, to whom he owed so much, had been dead two years now, and the present owners of the shop
and their son Hanji were hard for Kichizo to take. But what was he to do? Even if he didn’t like them, he had
nowhere else to go. Had not his anger and resentment at them caused his very bones and muscles to contract?
“Dwarf! Dwarf!” everybody taunted him. “Eating fish on the anniversary of your parents’ death! It serves you
right that you’re so short. Round and round we go—look at him! The tiny monk who’ll never grow!”
In his work, he could take revenge on the sniveling bullies, and he was perfecyly ready to answer them with a
clenched fist. But his valor sometimes left him. He didn’t even know the date of his parents’ death, he had no way
to observe the yearly abstinences. It made him miserable, and he would throw himself down underneath the
umbrellas drying in the yard and push his face against the ground to stifle his tears.
The boy was a little fireball. He had a violence about him that frightened the entire neighborhood. The sleeves
of his plain kimono would swing as he flailed his arms, and the smell of oil from the umbrellas followed him
through every season. There was no one to calm his temper, and he suffered all the more. If anyone were to show
Kichizo a moment’s kindness, he knew that he would cling to him and find it hard ever to let go.
In the spring Okyo the seamstress had moved into the neighborhood. With her quick wit, she was soon friendly
with everyone. Her landlord was the owner of the umbrella shop, and so she was especially cordial to the
members of the shop.
“Bring over your mending any time, boys. I don’t care what condition it’s in. There are so many people at your
house, the mistress won’t have time to tend to it. I’m always sewing anyway, one more stitch is nothing. Come
and visit when you have time. I get lonely living by myself I like people who speak their minds, and that
rambunctious Kichizo—he’s one of my favorites. Listen, the next time you lose your temper,” she would tell him,
“instead of hitting the little white dog at the rice shop, come over to my place. I’ll give you my mallet, and you
can take out your anger on the fulling block. That way, people won’t be so upset with you. And you’ll be helping
me—it’ll do us both good.”
In no time Kichizo began to make himself at home. It was “Okyo, this” and “Okyo, that” until he had given the
other workmen at the shop something new to tease him about.
“Why, he’s the mirror image of the great Choemon!” they would laugh. “At the River Katsura, Ohan will have
to carry him! Can’t you see the little runt perched on top of her sash for the ride across the river? What a farce!”
Kichizo was not without retort.
“If you’re so manly, why don’t you ever visit Okyo? Which one of you can tell me each day what sweets she’s
put in the cookie jar? Take the pawnbroker with the bald spot. He’s head over heels in love with her, always
ordering sewing from her and coming round on one pretext or another, sending her aprons and neckpieces and
sashes—trying to win her over. But she’s never given him the time of day. Let alone treat him the way she does
me! Kichizo from the umbrella shop—I’m the one who can go there any hour of the night, and when she hears it’s
me, she’ll open the door in her nightgown. ‘You haven’t come to see me all day. Did something happen? I’ve been
worried about you.’ That’s how she greets me. Who else gets treated that way? ‘Hulking men are like big trees:
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not always good supports.’ Size has nothing to do with it. Look at how the tiny peppercorn is prized.”
“Listen to him!” they would yell, pelting Kichizo across the back.
But all he did was smile nonchalantly.
“Thank you very much.”
If only he had a little height, no one would dare to tease him. As it was, the disdain, he showed them was
dismissed as nothing more than the impertinence of a little fool. He was the butt of all their jokes and the gossip
they exchanged over tobacco.
On the night of the thirtieth of December, Kichizo was returning home. He had been up the hill to call on a
customer with apologies for the late filling of an order. On his way back now he kept his arms folded across his
chest and walked briskly, kicking a stone with the tip of his sandal. It rolled to the left and then to the right, and
finally Kichizo kicked it into a ditch, chuckling aloud to himself. There was no one around to hear him. The moon
above shone brightly on the white winter roads, but the boy was oblivious to the cold. He felt invigorated. He
thought he would stop by Okyo’s on the way home. As he crossed over to the back street, he was suddenly
startled: someone appeared from behind him and covered his eyes. Whoever it was, the person could not keep
from laughing.
“Who is it? Come on, who is it?”
When he touched the hands held over his eyes, he knew who it was.
“Ah, Okyo! I can tell by your snaky fingers. You shouldn’t scare people.”
Kichizo freed himself and Okyo laughed.
“Oh, too bad! I’ve been discovered.”
Over her usual jacket she was wearing a hood that came down almost to her eyes. She looked smart tonight,
Kichizo thought as he surveyed her appearance.
“Where’ve you been? I thought you told me you were too busy even to eat the next few days.”
The boy did not hide his suspicion.
“Were you taking something to a customer?”
“I went to make some of my New Year’s calls early,” she said innocently.
“You’re lying. No one receives greetings on the thirtieth. Where did you go? To your relatives?”
“As a matter of fact, I am going to a relative’s—to live with a relative I hardly know. Tomorrow I’ll be moving.
It’s so sudden, it probably surprises you. It is unexpected, even I feel a little startled. Anyway, you should be
happy for me. It’s not a bad thing that’s happened.”
“Really? You’re not teasing, are you? You shouldn’t scare me like this. If you went away, what would I do for
fun? Don’t ever joke about such things. You and your nonsense!”
He shook his head at her.
“I’m not joking. It’s just as you said once—good luck has come riding in a fancy carriage. So I can’t very well
stay on in a back tenement, can I? Now I’ll be able to sew you that kimono, Kichizo.”
“I don’t want it. When you say ‘Good luck has come,’ you mean you’re going off someplace worthless. That’s
what Hanji said the other day. ‘You know Okyo the seamstress?’ he said. ‘Her uncle—the one who gives rubdowns over by the vegetable market—he’s helped her find a new position. She’s going into service with some rich
family. Or so they say. But it sounds fishy to me—she’s too old to learn sewing from some housewife.
Somebody’s going to set her up. I’m sure of it. She’ll be wearing tasseled coats the next time we see her, la-de-da,
and her hair all done up in ringlets, like a kept woman. You wait. With a face like hers, you don’t think she’s about
to spend her whole life sewing, do you?” That’s what he said. I told him he was full of it, and we had a big fight.
But you are going to do it, aren’t you? You’re going off to be someone’s mistress!”
“It's not that I want to. I don’t have much choice. I suppose I won’t be able to see you any more, Kichizo, will
I?”
With these few words, Kichizo withered.
“I don’t know, maybe it’s a step up for you, but don’t do it. It’s not as if you can’t make a living with your
sewing. The only one you have to feed is yourself: When you’re good at your work, why give it up for something
so stupid? It’s disgusting of you. Don’t go through with it. It’s not too late to change your mind.”
The boy was unyielding in his notion of integrity.
“Oh, dear,” Okyo sighed. She stopped walking.
“Kichizo, I’m sick of all this washing and sewing. Anything would be better. I’m tired of these drab clothes.
I’d like to wear a crepe kimono, too, for a change—even if it is tainted.”
They were bold words, and yet it didn’t sound as if she herself fully comprehended them.
“Anyway,” she laughed, ‘come home with me. Hurry up now.”
“What! I’m too disgusted. You go ahead,” he said, but his long, sad shadow followed after her.
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Soon they came to their street. Okyo stopped beneath the window where Kichizo always tapped for her.
“Every night you come and knock at this window. After tomorrow night,” she sighed, “I won’t be able to hear
your voice calling any more. How terrible the world is.”
“It’s not the world. It’s you.”
Okyo went in first and lit a lamp.
“Kichizo, come get warm,” she called when she had the fire in the brazier going.
He stood by the pillar.
“No, thanks.”
“Aren’t you chilly? It won’t do to catch a cold.”
“I don’t care.”
He looked down at the floor as he spoke.
“Leave me alone.”
“What’s the matter with you? You’re acting funny. Is it something I said? If it is, please tell me. When you
stand around with a long face like that and won’t talk to me, it makes me worry.”
“You don’t have to worry about anything. This is Kichizo from the umbrella shop you’re talking to. I don’t
need any woman to take care of me.’ He rubbed his back against the pillar. ‘How pointless everything turns out.
What a life! People are friendly, and then they disappear. It’s always the ones I like. Granny at the umbrella shop,
and Kinu, the one with short hair, at the dyer’s shop. First Granny dies of palsy. Then Kinu goes and throws
herself into the well behind the dyer’s—she didn’t want to marry. Now you’re going off. I’m always disappointed
in the end. Why should I be surprised, I suppose? What am I but a boy who oils umbrellas? So what if I do the
work of a hundred men? I’m not going to win any prizes for it. Morning and night, the only tide I ever hear is
‘Dwarf, dwarf!’ I wonder if I’ll ever get any taller. ‘All things come to him who waits,’ they say, but I wait and
wait, and all I get is more unhappiness. Just the day before yesterday I had a fight with Hanji over you. Ha! I was
so sure he was wrong. I told him you were the last person rotten enough to go off and do that kind of thing. Not
five days have passed, and I have to eat crow. How could I have thought of you as a sister? You, with all your lies
and tricks, and your selfishness. This is the last you’ll ever see of me. Ever. Thanks for your kindness. Go on and
do what you want. From now on, I won’t have anything to do with anyone. It’s not worth it. Good-by, Okyo.”
He went to the front door and began to put his sandals on.
“Kichizo! You’re wrong. I’m leaving here, but I’m not abandoning you. You’re like my little brother. How can
you turn on me?”
From behind, she hugged him with all her might.
“You’re too impatient. You jump to conclusions.”
“You mean you’re not going to be someone’s mistress?”
Kichizo turned around.
“It’s not the sort of thing anybody wants to do. But it’s been decided. You can’t change things.”
He stared at her with tears in his eyes.
“Take your hands off me, Okyo.”
17.46 One Soldier\fn{by Tayama Katai (1872-1930)} Tatebayashi, Gumma Prefecture, Japan (M) 7
He started walking again. The rifle was heavy, the pack was heavy, his legs were heavy. His aluminum canteen
clanked noisily against his bayonet. The sound jarred horribly on his strained nerves, and he tried first one, and
then another and another way of silencing it; but the clanking went on and on. He gave up.
The sickness had not really gone, and he breathed with difficulty. Shivering fits, spasms of heat and icy cold,
passed incessantly through his frame. His head burned like fire, and his temples throbbed. What had made him
leave the hospital, he wondered? Why—when the army doctor had asked him to stay—why had he left the
hospital? He asked the question, but he felt no regrets over his decision.
There had been fifteen of them there, sick and wounded, lying on bare boards in a small room, part of a
dilapidated house which the retreating enemy had abandoned. For twenty days he had endured the decay and the
dirt, the moaning, the oppressive closeness, and the swarms of frightening flies. For food they had had rice-bran
porridge with the merest pinch of salt, and he had often known the pangs of hunger. He felt sick even now as he
recalled the latrine at the rear of the hospital. The pits were shallow, dug in haste, and the stench struck forcibly at
your eyes and nostrils. Flies zoomed around you. Dirty, and black as coal.
Anything was better than that. It was better to be here on this broad open plain. You could not imagine how
much better. The plains of Manchuria\fn{ Renamed Manchukuo, under the Japanese administration (1931-1945) .} were vast
and deserted, endless fields of tall, ripening cane. But the air was fresh and clean. There was sunshine, there were
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clouds, there were mountains—he became suddenly aware of a dreadful clamor, and he stopped and turned in its
direction. It was the same train that he had seen before, still over there on the track. Hundreds of Chinese coolies
swarmed about the long, boiler-less, funnel-less monster, pushing frantically, like ants returning home with some
gigantic prey.
The rays of the evening sun slanted across the scene, giving it the unreal clarity of a painting.
The noncommissioned officer he had noticed before was still riding on the train. There he was, the one
standing aloft on the freight car with the tallest load of rice bales. He shouted to him.
“I’m sick. I can’t walk. Can you give me a lift as far as Anshan?”
The fellow was laughing at him.
“This train’s not for soldiers. I don’t know any regulation which says the infantry should ride on trains.”
“I’m sick. Can’t you see I’m sick? It’s beriberi. If I can get to Anshan my unit will be there, I’m certain.
Soldiers should help each other, you know. Give me a lift, please!”
He was imploring him, but the fellow would not listen. He only mocked.
“Still a private, eh? Time you got yourself some stripes!”
The battles at Chin Chou and Teli-ssu had been won by common soldiers, hadn’t they? Blockhead! Brute!
Suddenly a different train—the train in which he had set out for the war from the barracks at Toyohashi—
passed before his mind’s eye. The station was a mass of flags. Cheers resounded—banzai! banzai! Then, without
warning, he was gazing into his wife’s fade. It was not the tear-stained face which had bade him good-bye at the
gate, but a beautiful, smiling face from some moment—he could not remember the time or place exactly—when
he had wondered at its loveliness with all his heart.
His mother was shaking him by the shoulder now. It was time to get up, she was saying. He would be late for
school. Somehow his mind had slipped back to his school-days. And now the evening sun was glistening on the
bald pate of a ship’s captain, in the bay at the back of the house. The captain was scolding a group of children, and
one of those children was himself.
These shadows from the past and the painful, unpleasant realities of the present were clearly differentiated in
his mind, but only a hairsbreadth separated them. The rifle was heavy, the pack was heavy, his legs were heavy.
From the waist down he might have been another man, and he hardly knew whether it was he or someone else
walking. The brown road—its parched mud surface deeply pocked and rutted by the boots, straw sandals, and
gun-carriage wheels which had once sunk into it—stretched on and on before him. He had little love left for these
Manchurian roads.
How far must he go before the road came to an end? How far before he need walk no farther along it? The
pebbled roads of his home district, the sandy roads along the seashore, wet after rain … how he longed for those
smooth pleasant surfaces. This was a big broad highway, but there was not a smooth level patch to be seen. After a
day’s rain it would be as sticky as wet wall-plaster, and your boots, perhaps even the calves of your legs, would
sink halfway into the mud. On the night before the battle at Ta-shih-ch’iao he had trudged in darkness through ten
miles of oozy mire. Flecks of it had caked the back of his blouse and even the hair at the back of his head.
That was the time when they were detailed to convoy the gun-carriage. The carriages had sunk into the mud
and wouldn’t budge an inch, and they had shoved and shoved to get them moving again. If the Third Regiment’s
artillery failed to move on ahead and take up their positions there could be no attack. And after working the night
through there was that battle the next day. Endless streams of shells, theirs and the enemy’s, passing overhead
with a nasty, whining rush. The hot midday sun scorching down from directly above.
Past four o’ clock they came to close quarters with the enemy infantry. There was the sharp crackle of rifle fire,
like beans popping in a frying pan. Now and again a shot had zipped close by his ear. Someone nearby in the line
had gasped. He had looked around startled, and seen the soldier topple forward, blood oozing slowly from a bullet
wound in his stomach, glistening red in the warm evening sun. That soldier had been a good sort: cheerful, a nondrinker, at home in any company. After the landing they had gone out together on foraging duties, and they had
rounded up pigs together. But that man was gone from the world of the living, It was somehow impossible to
think it, but impossible to deny it,
Overtaking him, along the brown road, came a line of wagons loaded with army provisions, Some were drawn
by donkeys, some by mules and he listened to the strident shouts of their Chinese drivers—whoa, whoa, whee!—
and to the cracking of the long whips, as they flashed in the evening sun, The road was so deeply pitted that the
carts moved forward in a series of uneasy lurches, like ships crashing into waves.
He felt weak. His breathing was as difficult as ever. He could go no farther like this. He started running after
the wagons to ask for a lift.
The canteen went clank-clank. It jarred horribly. The odds and ends in his pack and the rounds in his
ammunition pouches clattered noisily up and down, At times the butt of his rifle struck against his thigh, and he
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almost leapt in agony.
“Hi! Hi!”
They could not hear him.
"Hi! Hi!”
He put his body’s whole strength behind his shouts. They had heard, of course, but not one of them tumed to
look. They must have guessed that there was no money in it. Momentarily he slackened his pace, but he ran
forward again, and this time managed to draw level with the last wagon in the line.
The load of rice bales towered above him like a mountain. He saw the Chinaman glance behind. It was a
plump, unpleasant face—but he gave the man no chance to say yes or no, He jumped on, and, gasping painfully
for breath, settled himself among the bales. The Chinaman urged on his mules, seemingly resigned to suffer the
intrusion. The wagon bumped and lurched on its way.
His head reeled, and heaven and earth seemed to revolve about him. His chest was aching, his forehead
throbbing. He was going to be sick. A sense of uneasiness and foreboding invaded every comer of his being with
fearful insistence. And at the same time, while the dreadful lurching started again, all kinds of voices whispered
inside his head and close around his ears. He had experienced similar bouts before, but none of them had been as
bad as this.
They must have left the open plain and entered a village. A greenness of thick shady willows waved above
him. The rays of the evening sun, piercing the greenness, clearly revealed each tiny leaf. He saw low shapeless
roofs, and as he passed they seemed to be quivering as though shaken by a violent earthquake. Suddenly he
realized that the cart had stopped.
They were on a stretch of road shaded by willows. He counted five carts, drawn up close one behind the other.
Someone grasped him by the shoulder. It was a Japanese, a corporal.
“You there, what are you up to?”
He raised his aching body.
“What are you doing, riding on this cart?”
It was too much trouble to explain things. He had even lost the will to speak.
“You can’t ride up there. Even if it was allowed, the load’s already too heavy. You’re from the Eighteenth
Regiment, aren’t you?"
He nodded in agreement.
“What’s the matter?”
“I was in the hospital until yesterday.”
“Are you better now?”
He nodded again, but without any particular meaning.
“It’s hard luck your being sick, but you’ve got to get off this cart. We’re in a hurry. The fighting’s started at
Liaoyang.”
“Liaoyang!” The single word was enough to set his nerves on edge again.
“Has it started already?”
“Can’t you hear those guns?”
Some time back he had imagined that a kind of rumbling noise had begun over beyond the horizon, but he had
told himself it could hardly be Liaoyang yet.
“Has Anshan fallen?”
“We took it the day before yesterday. Looks as if they’ll put up some resistance this side of Liaoyang. It started
at six this evening they say.”
Yes, there was a faint, distant rumbling and if you listened carefully there could be no mistake. They were
guns. The old disagredable noises moved through the aIr above hIs head. The infantry was attacking, weaving
through the thick of it. Blood was flowing. As the thoughts flashed through his mind he experienced a strange
mixture of panic and attraction. His comrades were in that battle. They were shedding their blood for the Japanese
Empire.
He pictured the horrors of the battlefield and the scenes of triumph. But here, twenty miles away, here on the
Manchurian plain all was at peace, only a sad autumn breeze blowing beneath the evening sun. The tide of great
armies had swept over these villages and their peace was as if it had never been disturbed.
“It’ll be a big battle, I suppose?”
“Certainly will.”
“Not over in a day?”
“Of course not.”
The corporal was speaking eagerly to him now, as one soldier to another, while the distant booming of the guns
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sounded in their ears. The drivers of the five heavily loaded wagons and the foremen of the Chinese coolies were
squatting in a circle, jabbering noisily among themselves. The rays of the evening sun shone aslant the donkeys’
long ears, and at times the air was rent with piercing brays. Over among the willows stood a row of five or six
white-walled Chinese country houses, and in their gardens he could see tall pagoda trees. There were wells, too,
and sheds. An old woman with bound feet hobbled by laboriously. Behind, visible through the leaves of the
willows, was the vast empty plain. The corporal was pointing to a chain of brown hills. Beyond them rose a
purple-tinged mountain. That was where the guns were firing.
The five wagons moved off.
He was left behind, alone again. He had been told that the next army supply depot was at Hsin-t’ai-tzu. That
was another three miles, but there was nowhere to stay the night unless he reached there.
He made up his mind to go on, and he started walking again.
He moved with the utmost difficulty, he was so dog-tired, but somehow even walking was a relief after that
wagon. The pain in his stomach was no better, but there was no sense in worrying about that now.
Again the same brown road ahead, the same fields of cane on either side, the same evening sunshine. The same
train, even, was passing by on the track. This time it was returning, on the downgrade, and traveling at
considerable speed. A train with a locomotive could not have traveled faster, and it made him giddy to watch the
cars flashing in and out of the cuttings. The Japanese flag was fluttering on the last car, and he watched it appear
and disappear a hundred times amid the cane fields. When it disappeared for a last time, only the noise of the train
was left, and mingled with it, the insistent rumble of distant gunfire.
On the road itself there was not a village in sight, but to the west, discernible among gloomy clusters of willow
trees, were the occasional brown or white shapes of cottages. There was no sign of inhabitants, but from the
cottages rose thin threads of bluish smoke, lonely and cheerless.
The evening shadows had grown to great lengths. Those of the tall canes were darkening the whole breadth of
the road, and had already begun to climb the canes opposite. Even the shadows of small weeds by the roadside
were stretching enormous distances. In contrast, the hills to the east were now so sharply illuminated that they
seemed to float in the air. With its indescribable strength of shadows the loneliness of evening came pressing in
upon him.
He came to a break in the canes. Suddenly he saw his own shadow before him, amazingly long. The rifle on
his shoulder was moving across the grass far out in the fields. He was stricken with a sense of his isolation.
Insects were singing in the grass. Their cries were strangely unlike those to which he had listened in the fields
around his home. This foreignness, coupled with the immensity of the plain, sent a stab of pain through him. The
flow of recollections, checked for more than an hour, came suddenly flooding in again.
The face of his mother, his wife, his brother, the faces of women he had known, passed before him in rapid
succession as though they were pictures on a revolving paper lantern. The old house in the village, the warm
security of his life at home, a fleeting image of himself—so very young he looked—setting out for Tokyo to earn
his living.
Tokyo. He saw the busy streets at night, the flower-shops, the magazine booths, the rows of newly published
books, and—around the corner—the crowded vaudeville theatres and the reception houses: he heard the
strumming of samisens, and the forced laughter of the women. Those were good times. The girl he liked best was
in a house in Naka-cho, and he had gone there often. She had a round, winsome face, and even now he
remembered her with affection. As the eldest son of a prosperous country household he had never known the lack
of money, and life had been a series of pleasant experiences.
His friends of those days had all gone out into the world now. Only a little while back he had run across one of
them, an army captain of the Sixth Division. The fellow had a very high opinion of himself now.
Nothing was more cruel, he thought, than the narrow discipline of army life. But today, oddly enough, the
thought roused in him none of the usual spirit of rebellion, not even a sense of martyrdom. He was gripped with
fear. When he set out for the war he had dedicated himself body and soul to the service of his country and the
Emperor. He had made a fine speech on the theme at his old school in the village.
“I have no wish to return alive,” he had said.
He was in the prime of spirits and health, at that time. He had made that speech, but, of course, he had never
expected to die. Beneath it all had been nothing but dreams of victory and glory.
Now, for the first time, he was experiencing an uneasiness on the score of death. He really felt that it was
possible that he might not, after all, retum alive, and the thought filled him with terror. There was this sickness,
this beriberi—and even if he recovered, the war itself was nothing but a vast prison from which, no matter how he
struggled and craved for freedom, there was no escape. He recalled some words which his comrade who had been
killed had once used to him.
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“There’s no way out of this hole. We have to be ready to die, and we have to put a good face on it.”
And how on earth could he—a prey to fatigue, sickness, and fear—expect to escape from this dreadful infemo?
Desertion? He would try even that if it were any good. The undying disgrace to his name would be bad enough, of
course, but on top of that, on the dawn after his recapture, there was still the firing squad. The end was death
again. But what were his prospects if he pressed on? He must become a man of the battlefields. A man of the
battlefields must be resigned to annihilation. For the first time he marveled at his stupidity in leaving the hospital.
It would have been so easy to have had himself invalided to the rear …
It was too late now, he was trapped, there was no road of escape. Negative despair invaded his whole being,
pressing upon him with irresistible strength. The will to walk was gone. Tears flowed uncontrollably. If there are
any gods in this life, help me, help me! Show me a way out! I shall bear every trial with patience after this! I shall
do any amount of fine deeds! If I promise you anything I shall never go back on it!
He raised his voice, shouting and sobbing. His breast heaved. He cried like a baby, the tears streaming down
his cheeks. The thought that his body might perish was agonizing. In his breast, until this moment, passions of
patriotism had often blazed. On the deck of the transport ship, joining with the others in the military songs, his
imagination had been fired by notions of heroic death. If an enemy warship were to appear, he had thought, and
sink their ship with a shot—if he were destined to be a corpse drifting among the weeds on the sea bottom, he
would be proud to die in such a way. At the battle of Chin Chou, crouching low amid the death-dealing rattle of
machine guns, he had gone bravely forward. Though there were times when he had been horrified at the
bloodshed, the suffering of his comrades, he had felt that it was all for the motherland, all for honor.
But the blood of his comrades was not his blood.
Face to face with his own death the bravest soldier panicked.
His legs were heavy and weary. He felt sick. The thirty-mile joumey—two days on the road, and a bitterly cold
night in the open—had certainly played havoc with his already disordered system. The dysentery was gone, but
the mild beriberi had become acute. He knew what that might mean … paralysis of the heart. He shuddered at the
thought. Was there no way of escape at all? He wept aloud as he walked, his nerves on edge, his body shaking, his
legs racked with cramp.
The plain was at peace. Now that the huge red sun was about to sink beneath the horizon one half of the sky
was gold, the other a dark, deep blue. A speck of cloud, like a bird whose wings were tipped with gold, drifted
across the sky. The shadows of the cane merged with the general shadow, and across the vast plain blew the
autumn wind. Only a few minutes ago the guns from Liaoyang had been rumbling steadily and distinctly, but now
they too had dwindled imperceptibly to silence.
Two privates were running up behind him.
They continued past for a dozen yards or so. Then one tumed and started back.
He pulled himself together. He was ashamed to be seen like this, weeping aloud.
“Hi! What’s the trouble?”
“Beriberi.”
“That’s hard luck. Is it bad?”
“It’s pretty painful.”
“You are in a mess. If beriberi affects your heart it’s no joke. How far are you going?”
“My unit’s over beyond Anshan, I think.”
“You can’t get that far today.”
“I suppose not.”
“Come along with us as far as Hsin-t’ai-tzu. We’ll get a doctor to look at you.”
“Is it a long way?”
“Just over there. You see that hill? This side of it there’s the railroad. Where you see the flag flying, that’s the
Hsin-t’ai-tzu depot.”
His spirits revived. He walked along behind the two of them. They were sorry for him, and they carried his
rifle and pack. As they walked in front they talked of the day’s fighting at Liaoyang.
“Plenty of reserves moving up, aren’t there?”
“We’re too few to attack. The enemy positions are pretty strong, I’m told.”
“Do you think we’ll win?”
“We’re in for it if we lose.”
“If only we could cut behind them for once.”
“We’ll do it properly this time. You’ll see.”
He listened intently to what they said. The guns opened up again in the distance.
The supply depot at Hsin-t’ai-tzu was a scene of tremendous activity and confusion. A regiment of the reserve
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had arrived, and in the shadow of the buildings above the railroad, alongside the stacks of provisions, were rows
and rows of soldiers’ caps, rifles, and swords. Five barrack buildings, formerly occupied by the enemy railway
guard, flanked the rails. A flag fluttered above the building which now served as the supply depot headquarters,
and there the confusion was at its worst. Soldiers were gathered outside it in a dense throng, and in and out, in
endless succession, hurried officers with long swords hanging at their sides. Fires were lit beneath the depot’s
three large rice caldrons, and clouds of smoke curled upwards into the evening sky. In one the rice was already
cooked, and the mess sergeant, bellowing commands at his subordinates, was supervising a hasty distribution of
rations to the assembled soldiers. But since these three caldrons were obviously insufficient to meet the
requirements of a whole regiment, the majority had been issued with a ration of hulled rice in their mess kits and
were scattering to various parts of the field to prepare their suppers for themselves. The neighborhood was soon
dotted with the flames of hundreds of cane fires.
Near one of the barrack buildings men were settling down to the nightlong labor of loading ammunition boxes
on to freight trains bound for the front. Infantrymen and railway troops moved to and fro among the freight cars in
feverish, ceaseless activity. A single noncommissioned officer directed their movements, issuing rapid words of
command from a perch high on the load of a car.
The day was over, but the war went on. From beyond the dark saddle-shaped mountain of Anshan the sound of
guns persisted.
Now that he had arrived he made inquiries about a doctor. But there was something incongruous about asking
for a doctor here. This was no time or place for people to stop and concern themselves over the life or death of a
single soldier. He managed, thanks to the efforts of his two friends, to get himself a small portion of boiled rice.
That was all. We can’t do much more now. Just wait a little longer. As soon as this regiment moves on we’ll find
the doctor and bring him to you. Take things easy and get a rest. If you go straight along the road from here, three
or four hundred yards at most, you’ll see a big house. You’ll recognize it without any trouble—there’s a sake stall
in the entrance. Go right inside and get some sleep—that was all they could suggest.
He was sick to death of walking. He took back his rifle and pack, but when he placed them across his
shoulders he almost collapsed beneath the weight. But it was impossible to give up here. If he were going to die,
he must die in privacy. Yes, privacy—anywhere would do. He longed to enter some quiet place and sleep, and
rest.
The dark road went on and on. Here and there he passed groups of soldiers. His mind retumed suddenly to the
barracks at Toyohashi. He had slipped away to a quiet bar and had drunk solidly. In his drunkenness he had struck
a sergeant. They gave him a spell in detention.
This really was a long road. There was no sign of anything resembling the house they had described. Three or
four hundred yards, they had said. He must have come a thousand yards already. Perhaps he’d missed it. He
tumed and looked back—in the supply depot he could see the gleam of lamps and watchfires, and dark groups of
soldiers moving uncertainly, as though they had lost their way. The shouts of the men at work on the ammunition
trains reached him through the night air with startling clarity.
It was secluded here. Not a soul around. Suddenly he felt horribly sick. Even if there was no house to hide
himself in, he thought, this was a good place to die; and he sank to the ground in exhaustion. Strangely enough he
no longer felt as dejected and miserable as before. No memories came back from the past. The shimmering light
of the stars shone into his eyes. He raised his head and glanced casually around.
He was surprised to see that a little way before him, somehow unnoticed till now, was a solitary Westem-style
house. Inside a lamp was buming, and he could see a round, red paper lantem hanging in the doorway. He heard
voices.
Sure enough, in the entrance was something which might well be a sake stall. It was difficult to be certain in
the dark, but in one comer of the entrance there appeared to be an object like a stove, with embers glowing red
beneath it. A straggle of smoke curled up, lighdy enfolding the lantem. He could read the writing on the lantem:
Sweet Bean Soup. 5 sen.
He moved forward to see better. In the darkness at one side of the entrance he could make out a low stone step.
This is the place, he thought. His first reaction, on realizing that now he might rest, was a feeling of unutterable
content. Silently and stealthily he mounted the stone step. It was dark inside. He could not be sure, but he seemed
to have entered a corridor. He pushed at what he thought was the first door, but it would not open. Two or three
steps farther on was another door. He pushed, but again it would not open.
He went farther inside. The corridor came to an end. There was no turning. Not knowing what to do next he
pressed against the wall on his right, and suddenly the darkness was broken. A door swung back. He could see
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nothing inside the room, but stars were shining at him, and he knew that in front was a glass window.
He set down his rifle, unhitched his pack, and dropped, suddenly, full length to the floor. He drew a deep,
laborious breath. He had reached his haven of peace.
Beneath the feeling of satisfaction a new uneasiness was advancing and taking possession of him. Something
akin to fatigue, mental exhaustion, and despair pressed heavily upon his whole being like a weight of lead.
Recollections came in disjointed fragments, sometimes flashing at lightning speed, sometimes growing slowly
upon his consciousness with the ponderous insistence of a bullock’s breathing.
There were throbbing pains in his calves like those of cramp. He writhed on the floor. His body was nearing
the limit of its endurance. He tossed and tumed, without knowing what he did.
The pain advanced on him like the tide. It raged with the ferocity of a great wind. He raised his legs and
banged them on the hard wooden boards. He rolled his body to this side and to that.
“This pain …!” Not thinking or knowing what he said he cried aloud.
In reality the pain did not yet seem unbearable. It was severe, but he told himself constantly that he must
reserve his strength for the next great pain, and that helped, if only a little, to lessen the suffering of the moment.
He did not think so much how sad it was to die, but rather how best to conquer this pain. The weak, tearful,
spiritless despair which gripped him was more than matched by this positive will to resist, which stemmed from
his conviction, as a human being, that he had a right to live.
He was beyond knowing how much time had passed. He wished the doctor would come, but he had little
leisure to dwell on the thought. New pains gripped him.
Nearby, beneath the floor boards, a cricket was singing. Even as he struggled in agony he said to himself that a
cricket was singing. The insect’s monotonous note of melancholy sank deep into him.
The cramp was retuming. He writhed on the boards.
“This pain, this pain, this pain!”
He screamed the words at the top of his voice.
“This pain! Somebody … is there no one here?”
The powerful instinct to resist, to live, had fast dwindled, and he was not consciously calling for assistance. He
was almost in a stupor. His outbursts were the rustling of leaves disturbed by forces of nature, the voices of
waves, the cries of tragic humanity.
“This pain, this pain!”
His voice echoed startlingly in the silence of the room. In this room, until a month ago, officers of the Russian
railway guard had lived and slept. When Japanese soldiers first entered it they had found a soot-stained image of
Christ nailed to the wall. Last winter those officers had looked out through this window at the incessant
snowstorms sweeping across the Manchurian plain, and they had drunk vodka. Outside had stood sentries,
muffled in furs. They had joked among themselves about the shortcomings of the Japanese army, and they had
bragged.
In this room, now, sounded the agonized cries of a dying soldier.
He lay still a moment. The cricket was singing the same melancholy, pleasing song. A late moon had risen over
the broad Manchurian plain, the surroundings had grown clearer, and the moonlight already illuminated the
ground outside the window.
He cried again. Moaning, despairing, he writhed on the floor. The buttons of his blouse were torn away, the
flesh on his neck and chest was scratched and bloody, his army cap was crushed, the strap still about his chin, and
one side of his face was smeared with vomit.
Suddenly a light shone into the room. In the doorway, like some statue in its niche, he saw a man, a candle in
one hand. The man came silenyly into the room and held the candle above the sick soldier, where he lay twisting
and tuming on the floor. The soldier’s face was colorless, like that of a dead man.
“What’s the matter?”
“This pain, this pain!”
The man hesitated to touch the soldier. He stood by his side a while, looking down; then he placed the candle
on the table, fixing it firmly in drops of molten wax, and hurried out of the room. Every object in the room stood
clearly revealed in the candlelight. He saw that the untidy bundle in the comer of which he had been dimly aware
was his own rifle and pack.
The flame on the candle flickered. The wax rolled down like tears.
After a while the man returned, bringing a soldier with him. He had roused one of a unit lodged for the night in
a house across the way. The soldier looked at the sick man’s face, and glanced around the room. Then he peered
closely at the regimental markings on his shoulder.
The sick man could hear everything they said.
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“He’s from the Eighteenth Regiment.”
“Is that so?”
“When did he come in here?”
“I’ve no idea. I woke about ten to hear someone screaming in pain. I couldn’t make it out—there shouldn’t
have been anyone in the rest of the house. After I'd listened for a while I heard the cries again, getting louder, and
I came here to see what was wrong. It’s beriberi. . . a heart attack, too. There’s nothing anyone can do about it.”
“I suppose there’s a doctor at the depot?”
“There is, but I doubt whether he’d come so late as this.”
The two stood in silence.
The pain came flooding back again. He groaned. Cry followed cry, in unbearable crescendo.
“He’s suffering terribly. Where’s he from, I wonder?”
He felt the soldier searching in his breast pocket, removing his regimental paybook. He saw the man’s dark,
strong features, and he watched him walk close to the candle on the table to examine what he had found, his form
dark against the light.
He heard the soldier read, every word reaching him distinctly. Private Kato Heisuke, Fukue Village, Atsumi
District, Province of Mikawa. Again images of home floated before his eyes. His mother's face, his wife’s face,
the great house standing amid camphor trees, the slippery rocks on the beach, the blue sea, the faces of the
fishermen he had known so well.
The two watchers stood in silence. Their faces were white. From time to time they muttered words of
sympathy. He knew now that he was going to die, but the knowledge did not carry with it any particular terror or
sadness. He felt that the object which those two were regarding with such anxiety was not himself, but some
inanimate thing in which he had no part. If only he could escape from this pain, this intolerable pain!
The candle flickered.
The cricket sang on.
At dawn, when the doctor arrived from the depot, the soldier had been dead an hour. He died at about the time
that loud cheering from the depot workers announced the departure of the first ammunition train for Anshan,
while the morning moon, pale and wan, hung in the sky.
Soon the steady rumble of the guns was heard again. It was the morning of the first of September, and the
attack on Liaoyang had begun.
104.39 Monkey And Crab: A Folktale\fn{told by Tomioka Isamu (c.1873Prefecture, Japan (F) -1

)}

Ushizu-machi, Ogi District, Saga

The monkey said to the crab one day, “It’s such nice weather today, let’s gather some mochi rice and make
some mochi.”
The monkey went toward the east and the crab went toward the west and they gleaned a lot of rice. They
brought it back, but when they were ready to pound it, they had no pestle. The monkey said to the crab,
“Won’t you please go next door to borrow a pestle.”
The crab went to borrow it and the two of them started to pound the mochi. When they were finished, the crab
was sent to return the pestle to the neighbor. The monkey put all the, mochi into a bag while he was gone and
climbed a persimmon tree growing in back. The monkey began to eat it by himself.
When the crab got back, the monkey was not around. He went this way and that asking about the monkey and
finally found him in the persimmon tree growing in back. He went below the tree and said,
“Please give me a piece, please give me a piece.” The monkey said,
“Come up. Come up.” He wouldn’t give him a single piece.
Then the dead branch the monkey was sitting on broke and he fell. The crab grabbed the bag of mochi and ran
with it into his hole. The monkey said,
“Please give me a piece. Please give me a piece.” The crab said,
“Come in. Come in.” He would not give him a single piece.
The monkey grew angry and sent a pile of turds onto the crab.
Then the crab pinched the monkey's bottom. That is why the monkey’s bottom is red.
36.129 A Tale Of Three Who Were Blind\fn{by Izumi Kyoka (1873-1920)} Kanazawa, Ishikawa Prefecture, Japan
(M) 4
“One moment … you, Sir.”
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At the voice, a chill shot down Sakagami’s back—though not as at a voice he remembered and disliked. From
the foot of the hill he had seen them creeping down toward him from Yotsuya, appearing and disappearing,
floating up and faIling back again, in the mist that huddled in motionless spirals halfway up the slope. He could
hardly hear the sound of their feet; and then, as they passed, that voice.
They were nothing to him, and yet he knew that something must happen before he would be allowed to pass.
They would call him, they would stop him—he was strangely sure that somehow he must hear a voice. It might be
as when a traveler hears the cry of a raven or the scream of a night heron and cannot be sure, even if he is quite
alone, that the call has been at him; but Sakagami knew that he would have to hear that unpleasant, that odious
voice.
Three blind ones in single file. In the center was a woman, perhaps in her middle years, white throated, thick
haired, her shoulders thin and slight. The long sleeves, falling down from her folded arms, were of a darkness that
seemed to sink through to the thin breasts beneath, and their trailing edges gave way to a like darkness in the obi.
Was the slapping from her sandals?—but the long skirt brushed the ground and hid her feet.
The man in front wore a limp, loose garment, gray perhaps, in the darkness almost like the night mist itself
spun and woven. His brimless cap shot into the air, a veritable miter. His gaunt body swayed as he drew near—
and passed.
The other man, slender and of no more than medium height, clung to the woman as if he meant to hide in the
shadow of her hair. Though Sakagami had had no clear view of any of them, the third had been the most obscure
of all.
And yet Sakagami knew immediately that he had been stopped by this shadowy one.
“Are you speaking to me?” Sakagami looked back. His shoulders were hunched in the sudden chill, and his
answer was like a curse flung at a barking dog.
“I am speaking to you.” The voice was low. It was indeed the slight man in the rear. He seemed to straighten
up as he spoke to Sakagami, who was two or three paces up the hill from him. He held his staff at an angle, an oar
with which to row his way through the mist.
The other two—the long head in front; and the high Japanese coiffure (Sakagami could not be sure what style),
like a wig on an actor’s wig stand, suspended upside-down-stood diagonally down the slope with their backs to
their companion.
Sakagami turned on his heels to stare at the man.
“And what do you want?”
“I should like to talk to you.”
Whether he was very sure of himself, or out of breath, his slowness seemed wrong in the cold of the late winter
night.
“What is it?”
Coming toward him in the mist, they had seemed like two grave markers, a tall one and a low one, blown in by
a last gust of the autumn winds from some cemetery on the moors, the dead tufts of grass white in the earth still
clinging to their bases.
But his tone became more gentle as he saw that the three, groping their way along this shabby, deserted street
as through the caves on the Musashino Plain, were only three blind ones who made their living by massaging and
who had set out together, who would blow the flutes that were the sign of their trade, as thin and high in the
winter night as the sound of a mosquito in January, and who would presently disappear behind the lantern of a
poor rooming house.
“I have little to say. But I should like to know where you are going. Where? Where? Where?”
There was a touch of derision in the nasal tone. His head cocked to one side, the man looked up at Sakagami.
He raised his hand as if to scratch his ear, and tapped at the head of the staff.
“It makes no difference,” said Sakagami testily. He was going to meet a woman who had been forbidden to see
him. “Does it matter where I’m going?”
“It does. I am sorry, sir, but it does.”
There was a strength in the voice that kept Sakagami fixed to the spot.
“And why?” Sakagami turned and started down toward the man; but he pulled back as the mist clutched at his
face.
“It is late.”
The voice was suddenly strong. The head bowed heavily toward the earth.
Long Head, in front, turned slowly to face the bank above the road.
The woman seemed to sink into the earth as she sat down disconsolately on her heels. The tip of her staff was
white against the dark hair.
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Seeing that the three meant to stay, Sakagami resigned himself to being ddayed; but at the thought of what .lay
ahead his chest rose and fell violently, as if poison were being forced in through his mouth. A rising, a rush of
blood, and a collapse with an angry tremor of the flesh.
Banks rose on both sides like mountain slopes. Against the sky, over the bank toward which Long Head faced,
one or two barracks-style houses stood like tea huts on a mountain pass, tight and dark. Not a sliver of light
escaped from them. On the bank, dead grass, blanketed by the mist as by a frost.
*
On the side of the road where the three had stopped, the bank had slid away, exposing the roots of trees and the
retaining stakes.
Trees sent up their skeleton forms above. Here and there the mist clung to the branches like dirty moonlight.
There were no stars. The bottom of a defile in Yotsuya, like the bottom of a mountain ravine, at one o’clock in the
morning.
Only the racing in the chest.
“Is it wrong to be so late?” The words themselves seemed to be weighted down by the heavy air.
“You were certain to say that.” The man slapped the back of the hand that held the staff. “It is wrong, very
wrong indeed.”
“I am not to go on then?” Perhaps this oracle could tell him something of the meeting that was to come.
“If you will go on, whatever I say, let that be the end of it. But I must stop you for a moment. I alone—or that
gentleman too.”
Long Head coughed faintly as the other brought his staff upright.
“And what if I have to go?” Sakagami's breath came faster. “What if my father is dying, or a friend is ill? How
can you know? You speak as though I were doing something wrong.”
The man bent his head as though to rub his cheek against the staff, and laughed unpleasantly.
“I know where you are going. And that gentleman says I must speak. Shall I tell you? It will be no trouble. And
you will tell me I am right. You go to meet a woman.”
Sakagami did not answer.
“She has duties and ties. There are obstacles and complications. But you have pushed and slashed, and broken
down fences and walls.You have pressed her with an urgency that would tear her very breast open, and she will
meet you at the risk of her life. You are on your way to meet her. I knew from your footsteps as you came up, and
met us, and passed. I knew a man rushing along, out of his senses.
“Dew falls, frost falls. The moon clouds over, the stars are dark. In the wide skies too there are shadows. The
shadows are gentle. But the breast is blocked and the breath is tight. See the lightning and the thunderclap after
the darkness.
“In the heart of man, nothing is strange.
“I think as you do, I put myself in your place, and everything is clear, even to a blind man, as clear as this hand
itself.” The man brought his hand up to cover his face.
Sakagami could see in the dim light that the other two were nodding deeply, as if on a signal.
“You are fortunetellers, are you? I was in a hurry, and perhaps I was rude.” Sakagami heaved a sigh. “She left
home barefoot. It is some distance from here, but she is waiting in the woods alone. She cannot move until I
come.
“I had a telephone call from her just now, so short that it was no more than a signal, and I hardly know what I
am about. Can I help going? Do you say I shouldn’t go?”
“I thought as much. No, you were right to admit everything like a man. It will be sad for both of you. But how
very dangerous.” The man clutched his staff to his chest with both hands, and stood in silence for a moment. “I
shall ask you a question. Along this bank where we are gathered there is a row of gaslights. How many of them
are lighted, and how many are dark? Tell me, please. Tell me.” He nodded as he spoke, and his head fell to his
chest.
Sakagami followed the line from the bottom of the hill behind the three. It was not the first time he had taken
this road. Below the cliff, on one side, the gaslights stood at intervals of about two yards, put up by a nearby
movie theater for the safety of passers-by.
The lamps were white and cold as frost needles. The glass chambers, like windows in the face of the cliff, were
dark as far as his eye reached. They drank at the mist and sucked it in, and at intervals spewed out an ashen
breath.
Like a devil’s death mask shaped from cotton wadding, the mist clung to the nearest lamp and became a great
earth spider, sending out horrible threads on that ashen breath, into the sky and down to the ground. Was that why
the mist seemed to clutch so at the face?
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“They will all be out,” the man said as Sakagami looked up and down the row.
“They are all out.” The darkness of the night closed in more tightly.
“They will all be out. And now, you will see that one lamp up the hill from here is still burning. You see it?
How many lamps away is it?”
“I see it.” There was one feeble, wavering flame, about to float off on the mist. “But I can’t tell you how many
lamps away it is.”
“Not far away. When the traveler sees a night crane in the pines along a londy road, it is always in the fifth
pine away. The lamp will be the fifth up the hill from you.
“If I am wrong, that gentleman will tell me so. He says nothing. I am right. Count them for yourself, count
them for yourself. One.” He tapped twice with his staff.
“One.”
“Two.” Tap, tap, tap.
“Three. Four. Five. It is the fifth.”
“As I said.”
“But why?”
“You see us, and this bank, and these dark lamps, all because of that one light. But for it, you would not see me
if I were to pinch your nose.”
He did indeed see the dim figures by the light of that one lamp. By that faint light, even the row of dark lamps
down the slope sent out an occasional flicker of light—and Sakagami stood dim and uncertain in the breathing
mist.
“What does it mean?”
“And can you see nothing under the fifth lamp, the lamp that is burning?”
“I beg your pardon?” Sakagami’s voice shook.
“And can you see nothing?”
“Nothing.”
“Nothing?”
“Not a thing.”
“That is not as it should be. If you will but go up and look, you will see. It is for that that I have stopped you.
Listen, if you will.” He twisted and bent forward a little, and rattled his staff in the stones that lay at the base of a
gas lamp. The sound was drunk up in the mist.
“Let me make the point clear: the gaslight under which we stand—it has moved not one step ahead of us and
not one step behind us since I stopped you—is the nineteenth in the row from the bottom of the hill.
“If I am wrong, the master there will correct me.
“Three years ago, on a different night indeed, but in this same November, at this same hour, this happened to
me too.
“I was not then the blind man you see now.”
He turned squarely toward Sakagami, but his head was still bowed.
“I was going to meet a woman as you are, and I was climbing this hill.
“But I passed only one blind man. That is the whole of the difference.”
Long Head faced squarely down the hill away from Sakagami, and started to walk off—and was still again.
And the woman: still sitting on her heels, she turned to hear the story. The knee of her kimono and the obi at
her waist were folded one against the other. Her throat was white.
The man’s voice was firm.
“He called me from behind, as I called you, and, at the nineteenth lamp, the fifth below the lighted lamp, he
said to me what I have said to you.
“I have but repeated it.
“And why should I not go to meet the woman, I retorted as you did. He answered …”
Sakagami somehow knew that “he” was Long Head here.
“‘There is a strange creature under the fifth lamp ahead, the lamp that is still lighted … a demon that takes the
shadows of men, snatches them, devours them. He sucks at a shadow, and the man grows thin; licks the shadow
with his tongue, and the man languishes; tramps on the shadow, and the man is ill; snuffs it quite away, and the
man dies. The demon is always about, in the sunlight and the moonlight, to suck, to lick, to trample, and in time
the man dies. Terrible though that is, it is more terrible when, under just such a light as we have here, he opens his
mouth’”—the blind man’s gaping mouth—“‘and swallows the shadow. That is all. The man dies. You are not to
pass by here again.’
“That is what he said. But I was young and hotheaded. What was he talking about? I retorted. In the first place,
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what sort of monster was it? He did not smile. ‘Very well, very well, I shall tell you. It is like a lizard with a fez. It
is like a white dog spread-eagled, and on its head a biretta.’
“Seeing was quicker than hearing, I said. Let the thing have my shadow—I had believed nothing. I climbed to
that fifth light, kicking up the gravel as I went. I found nothing there.
“The blind man, scraping at the gravel with his staff, sprang up the hill after me. ‘Have you gone mad? You are
too brave for your own good. It is no use talking to one who believes nothing I say, but the demon will not be
after your shadow for a time. He has long been after the shadow of the woman, the woman you are going to meet.
I tell her through you to be forever careful, not for a moment to be off her guard.’
“That is what he said.
“And why should he be giving advice—did he know the woman, I asked.
“‘A housewife in my block saw her just this evening. They were at the bath together. The skin like snow, patted
and rounded—one wondered why it did not melt in the steam. Over it, scarlet satin, and a pale yellow sash-scarlet
that seemed to glide and flow from the breasts. A kimono for good autumn weather, a latticework of indigo and
dark-blue stripes. A black damask obi, and a scarlet cord. An azure ribbon to bind the hair. An ear, faint through
hair aglow like falling dew. And the rich swell of the neck and shoulders. Woman though she was, the housewife I
speak of stood fascinated. She moved around to the front, and stared at the back, and peered at the naked form in
the mirror. And she described everything to me, down to the mole on the white skin at the base of the left breast. It
will be this woman you are going to see.'
“That is what he said.”
Sakagami was trembling. Not only because the faint image of the woman, now looking away, came to him as
that of the woman being described—the same kimono, the same obi. But because of the woman he was going to
meet tonight. He expected her to have on that obi, and that kimono—but what if she should have on the everyday
black obi and the latticed kimono that had so become a part of his life?
His blood ran cold, and an instant later he blushed.
“‘Am I right? The kimono, the obi, the scarlet beneath … am I right about the woman you are going to meet?’
It made no difference about the black damask, or about the indigo and blue, or about the white skin. But imagine,
if you will, how it was to be told even of the mole on the breast.
“It was as though I could see before my eyes—fearsome thing—the figure lying naked, the kimono open, here
in this Yotsuya Valley.
“The demon,” said the blind man, was after the woman, to lick her shadow, to suck at it, to take it, to trample
it, to devour it. ‘Tell her, if you please, that she is to be careful.’ But I was not listening. I blew off in a dark cloud.
I was not to be stopped by iron gate or stone door, and I went to meet that small, defenseless woman.
“I had seen a demon that would take her shadow, would suck at her shadow, would lick at her shadow. I had
seen it in the light of the gas lamp.
“The woman’s house was very near here. ‘It will be after you day and night. You are not looking well, your
shadow is thin already. Watch for it.’ That, sir, is what I said.
“An unhappy woman, whom labor and anguish had already so devastated that her obi, however tightly bound,
could not be tight enough—into the head of this unhappy woman I drove my words as with a hammer.
“In my anger that she had shown herself naked to another. She fell upon my knee, and in a voice that trembled
asked whom I had met and what I had heard along the way. ‘Look to your own conscience.’ I said; and I did not
tell her I had heard the story from a blind man.
“A tragic mistake. It was the blind man himself who clung to the woman like her very shadow. It was the blind
man himself who might have been taken for a lizard in the gaslight, who hovered about the back fence, the well,
the hedge, face livid, eyes red, lips pale and tight, waiting for the woman to come in or go out.
“Had she known it was the blind man, she would not have been so haunted by the story.
“Thereafter I saw the woman less often. She seemed to avoid me.
“I thought of killing her and myself; but presently, as I heard the details, I learned that she was avoiding
everyone. She had a strange longing to be hidden.
“And finally, like the split-tailed cat who has taken the shape of a beautiful woman, she came to hate the light
of the sun. Whether it was night or day, she closed the doors and the shutters, and lay hidden behind two and three
screens.
“I forced my way through, and saw her. Her very kimono seemed moldering and musty, and she only knelt
looking at the floor, so slight and wraithlike that it seemed she must quite disappear.
“I raised her face. The eyes were destroyed. I beg your pardon? No, the woman’s eyes, both the woman's eyes.
“I heard her story. She had not been able even for an instant to take her eyes from her shadow.
“If she went into the kitchen it was on the window, if she went to the veranda it was on the doorstep or behind
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her on the door, the wall, the screen.
“And wherever the shadow was, there was the demon, to suck at it, to lick, trample, rub, embrace, cover.
“In the light of the moon, the light of the sun, the light of the lamp, the faint light of the snow or of trees in
blossom, there was always that shadow. And with the shadow: discomfort, revulsion—terror and loathing.
“Finally, darkness. But even when she could not see the palm of her own hand, there was the shadow. When all
the lights were out.
“In the alcove, on the lintel, on the ceiling, on the doorframe, the floor, now here and now there—the shape of
a lizard with something slapped down on its head, weirdly white, the body long, the legs writhing—now clinging,
now curling into a ball, now crawling along stretched out its full length.
“She would scream when she saw it, and it would flit away—how quickly! But a moment later it would come
creeping back again.
“She tried desperately not to see. But she saw because she had eyes. Lying back on her pillow, her hair pulled
tightly back, she dropped medicine into her eyes, and was blind.
“Darkness, over the heart too. I took her hand, and for the first time told her that I had heard the story of the
demon who eats shadows from a certain blind man halfway up the hill. I told her how old he seemed to be, and
described his appearance, and the woman gasped as though her eyes had suddenly been opened, and began
weeping bitterly.
“Frustrated in love, the blind man had put his curse on her. I clutched at the flesh of my face and wept tears of
anger, chagrin, vexation—and finally of pity. I determined that I would be with her, and with this hand I drove a
needle into both my eyes.
“A bond from one life lasts through three. Enlightenment has come to us, and penitence, and release from the
appetites of the world. We take our staffs, that blind man with us, and, ashamed of the daylight, go out into the
night.
“We have met you along the way.
“I have troubled you; but as our sleeves brushed in the mist, I knew, and I spoke to you. It is for you to take my
advice or throw it away.
“I have nothing more to say. If you will, I shall leave you.”
Forlorn and graceful, the woman rose to her feet. Her weeping had sounded below the narrative. Led by Long
Head, the three of them groped their way down the hill. Three staffs, three phantoms in the fading gaslight.
The bit of silk pressed to the eyes by that white hand as the woman had arisen seemed to linger on, a scarlet
butterfly cutting its way in and out of the mist.
104.41 Jizo Jodo: A Folktale\fn{told by Chikurinji Tachinobe’s “elderly female relative,” (c.1874Hiroshima Prefecture, Japan (F) 1

)}

Sakae District,

Once upon a time there was a hard working old man and his old woman. The old man went to the hills to cut
firewood. Noon came as he worked away.
When the old man sat down at the foot of a tree to eat the rice ball he had brought, it rolled away for some
reason, and dropped into a hole beyond. He was sorry about that and wanted to get it. As he crawled farther into
the hole, he came to a Jizo,\fn{A Buddhist bodhisattva.} who was eating his rice ball. The old man said,
“Please, Jizo-san, I am a poor man and that rice ball is all I have for my lunch. If I do not eat it, I will be too
tired to work. Please give it back to me.” Jizo said,
“I’m sorry. I did not know. Well, a demon will come here presently. Crawl under my seat and when I shake it
three times, imitate a rooster’s crow.”
The old man was terribly frightened, but he crawled under Jizo’s seat. Soon a demon shouted,
“Jizo, I smell a man!” Jizo declared,
“There is nothing like a man around here.”
“Yes, there is a man,” insisted the demon.
Jizo shook his seat three times, and the old man called,
“Kokekokko!” Jizo said,
“There, the paradise bird has crowed. It’s dawn, so go back, go back!”
The demon ran away without looking around.
Then the old man came out relieved. Jizo said,
“The demon ran off leaving his metal rod behind. It is the kind that will give you anything you want when you
shake it. Take it home with you.”
The old man accepted the rod and went home. When he shook the rod, he thought,
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“I want rice.”
Lots of sacks of rice came out. When he thought, “I want money,” a heap of money came out. Suddenly he
became rich.
His bad neighbor saw what was happening and wanted to get a metal rod and to be rich, too. He made a rice
ball and took it to the hills. Although he started to eat the rice ball, it would not roll off. He was angry and threw
the rice ball.
Then it rolled down into a hole. The old man was satisfied and crawled in after it. Just as had happened before,
Jizo was eating the rice ball. The old man said,
“Please, Jizo-san, I am a poor man and that is the only rice ball I have to eat. If I don’t eat it, I will be too
hungry to work. Please give it back to me.” Just as Jizo had done before, he said,
“I’m sorry. I did not know. Well, presently a demon will come. Crawl under my seat. When I shake it three
times, imitate a rooster’s crow.”
The old man crawled under Jizo as he was told and soon the demon came. It shouted,
“I smell a man, Jizo, I smell a man around here!”
Then Jizo shook his seat three times. The old man was so amused that he started to snicker. The demon was
furious. He shouted,
“See, there is a man here after all. You fooled me yesterday, didn’t you!”
He pushed Jizo out of the way, thrust his metal rod through the old man, and took him off to Hell.
169.121 Excerpt from Etsu Inagaki Sugimoto\fn{by Etsu Inagaki Sugimoto (1874-1950)} Nagaoka, Niigata Prefecture,
Japan (F) 15
Japan is often called by foreign people a land of sunshine and cherry blossoms. This is because tourists
generally visit only the eastern and southern parts of the country, where the climate is mild all the year round. On
the northwest coast the winters are long, snow often covering the ground from December to March or April.
In the province of Echigo,\fn{Now Niigata Prefecture: H} where my home was, winter usually began with a heavy
snow which came down fast and steady until only the thick, round ridge-poles of our thatched roofs could be seen.
Then groups of coolies, with straw mats over their shoulders and big woven hats that looked like umbrellas, came
and with broad wooden shovels cut tunnels through from one side of the street to the other. The snow was not
removed from the middle of the street all winter. It lay in a long pile, towering far above the house-tops. The
coolies cut steps, for they were carrying snow at intervals all winter, and we children used to climb up and run
along the top. We played many games there, sometimes pretending we were knights rescuing a snow-bound
village, or fierce brigands stealing upon it for an attack.
But a still more exciting time for us was before the snow came, when the entire town was making preparations
for winter. This always took several weeks, and each day as we went to and from school we would stop to watch
the coolies busily wrapping the statues and small shrines along the streets in their winter clothing of straw. The
stone lanterns and all the trees and bushes of our gardens were enclosed in straw, and even the outside walls of the
temples were protected by sheets of matting fastened on with strips of bamboo, or immense nettings made of
straw rope. Every day the streets presented a new appearance, and by the time the big carved lions at the temple
steps were covered, we were a city of grotesque straw tents of every shape and size, waiting for the snow that
would bury us in for three or four months.
Most large houses had thatched roofs with wide eaves, but the shops on the streets had shingled roofs weighted
with stones to prevent avalanches when the snow began to melt in the spring. Above all the sidewalks extended a
permanent roof, and during the winter the sidewalks were enclosed by walls of upright boards with an occasional
panel of oiled paper, which turned them into long halls, where we could walk all over town in the stormiest
weather, entirely protected from wind and snow. These halls were dim, but not dark, for light shines through snow
pretty well, and even at the street corners, where we crossed through the snow tunnels, it was light enough for us
to read good-sized characters. Many a time, coming home from school, I have read my lessons in the tunnel,
pretending that I was one of the ancient sages who studied by snow-light.
Echigo, which means “Behind the Mountains,” is so shut off .from the rest of Japan by.the long Kiso range that
durIng the early feudal days Iit was considered by the Government only a frozen outpost suitable as a place of
exile for offenders too strong in position or influence to be treated as criminals. To this class belonged reformers.
In those days Japan had little tolerance for reforms in either politics or religion, and an especially progressive
thinker at court or a broad-minded monk was branded as equally obnoxious and sent to some desolate spot where
his ambitions would be permanently crushed. Most political offenders that were sent to Echigo either filled the
graves of the little cemetery beyond the execution ground or lost themselves in some simple home among the
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peasants. Our literature holds many a pathetic tale of some rich and titled youth, who, disguised as a pilgrim,
wanders through the villages of Echigo, searching for his lost father.
The religious reformers fared better; for they generally spent their lives in working quietly and inoffensively.
among the people. Some founders of new Buddhist sects, exiled for a lifetime, were men of great ability, and
gradually their belief spread so widely that Echigo became known all over Japan as the stronghold of reformed
Buddhism. From earliest childhood I was familiar with priest-tales and was accustomed to seeing pictures of
images cut on the rocks or carved figures standing in caves on the mountain-sides—the work of the tireless hands
of those ancient monks.
My home was in the old castle town of Nagaoka. Our household consisted of my father and mother, my
honoured grandmother, my brother, my sister, and myself. There was Jiya, my father’s head servant, and my Then
Ishi besides Kin and Toshi. Several other old servants came and went on occasions. I had married sisters, all in
distant homes except the eldest, who lived about half a day’s jinrikisha ride from Nagaoka. She came occasionally
to visit us, and sometimes I went home with her to spend several days in her big thatched farmhouse, which had
been, in ancient days, the fortress of three mountains. Samurai families often married into the farmer class, which
was next in rank to the military, and much respected, for “one who owns rice villages holds the life of the nation
in his hand.”
We lived just on the edge of the town in a huge, rambling house that had been added to from time to time ever
since I could remember. As a result, the heavy thatched roof sagged at the gable joinings, the plaster walls had
numerous jogs and patches, and the many rooms of various sizes were connected by narrow, crooked halls that
twisted about in a most unexpected manner. Surrounding the house, but some distance away, was a high wall of
broken boulders, topped with a low, solid fence of wood. The roof of the gateway had tipped-up corners and
patches of moss on the brown thatch. It was supported by immense posts between which swung wooder gates
wlth ornamental iron hinges that reached halfway across the heavy boards. On each side there extended, for a
short dlstance, a plaster wall pierced by a long, narrow window with wooden bars. The gates were always open
during the day, but if at night there came knocking and the call “Tano-mo-o! Tano-mo-o!” (I ask to enter!) even in
the well-known voice of a neighbor, Jiya was so loyal to old-tlme habit that he invariably ran to peep through one
of these windows before opening the gate to the guest.
From the gateway to the house was a walk of large uneven stones, in the wide cracks of which grew the first
foreign flowers that I ever. saw—short-sternmed, rond-headed little things that Jiya called “giant’s buttons.”
Someone had given him the seed; and as he considered no foreign flower worthy of the dignity of a place in our
garden, he cunningly planted them where they would be trod upon by our disrespectful feet. But they were hardy
plants and grew as luxuriantly as moss.
That our home was such a makeshift was the result of one of the tragedies of the Restoration. Echigo Province
was one of those that had believed in the dual government. To our people, the Mikado was too sacred to be in
touch with war, or even annoying civil matters, and so they fought to uphold the shogun power to which, for
generations, their ancestors had been loyal. At that time my father was karo, or first counselor of the daimiate of
Nagaoka, a position which he had held since the age of seven, when the sudden death of my grandfather had left it
vacant. Because of certain unusual circumstances, my father was the only executive in power, and thus it was that
during the wars of the Restoration he had the responsibility and the duties of the office of daimio.
At the bitterest moment that Nagaoka ever knew, Echigo found herself on the defeated side. When my mother
learned that her husband’s cause was lost and he taken prisoner, she sent her household to a place of safety, and
then, to prevent the mansion from falling into the hands of the enemy, she with her own hands set fire to it and
from the mountain-side watched it burn to the ground.
After the stormy days of war were past and Father finally was free from the governorship which he had been
directed to retain until the central government became stabilized, he gathered together the remains of his family
estate, and after sharing with his now “fish-on-land” retainers, he built this temporary home on the site of his
former mansion.
In the long winter evenings I was very fond of slipping away to the servants’ hall to watch the work going on
there and to hear stories. One evening, when I was about seven years old, I was hurrying along the zigzag porch
leadiding to that part of the house when I heard voices mingling with the thuds of soft snow being thrown from
the roof. It was unusual to have the roof cleared after dark, but Jiya was up there arguing with the head coolie and
insisting that the work must be done that night.
“At the rate the snow is falling,” I heard him say, “it’ll crush the roof before morning.”
One of the coolies muttered something about its being time for temple service, and I noticed the dull tolling of
the temple bell. However, Jiya had his way, and the men went on with the work. I was astonished at the daring the
coolie who had ventured to question Jiya’s command. To my childish mind, Jiya was a remarkable person who
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was always right and whose word was law. But with all my respect for his wisdom, I loved him with all my heart;
and with reason, for he was never too busy to twist up a straw doll for me, or to tell me a story as I sat on a garden
stone watching him work.
The servants’ hall was a very large room. One half the board floor had straw mats scattered here and there.
This was the part where the spinning, rice-grinding, and the various occupations of the kitchen went on. The other
half, where rough or untidy work was done, was of hard clay. In the middle of the room was the fireplace—a big,
clay-lined box sunk in the floor, with a basket of firewood beside it. From a beam high above hung a chain from
which swung various implements used in cooking. The smoke passed out through an opening in the center of the
roof, above which was a small extra roof to keep out the rain.
As I entered the big room, the air was filled with the buzz of work mingled with chatter and laughter. In one
corner was a maid grinding rice for tomorrow’s dumplings; another was making padded scrub-cloths out of an old
kimono; two others were tossing from one to the other the shallow basket that shook the dark beans from the
white, and a little apart from the others sat Ishi whirling her spinning-wheel with a little tapping stick.
There was a rustle of welcome for me, for the servants all liked a visit from “Etsu-bo Sarna,” as they called
me. One hurried to bring me a cushion and another tossed a handful of dried chestnut hulls on the glowing fire. I
loved the changing tints of chestnut-hull embers, and stopped a moment to watch them.
“Come here, Etsu-bo Sarna!” called a soft voice.
It was Ishi. She had moved over on to the mat, leaving her cushion for me. She knew I loved to turn the
spinning wheel, so she pushed the cotton ball into my hand, holding her own safely over it. I can yet feel the soft
pull of the thread slipping through my fingers as I whirled the big wheel. I am afraid that I spun a very uneven
thread, and it was probably fortunate for her work that my attention was soon attracted by Jiya’s entrance. He
pulled a mat over to the clay side of the room and in a moment was seated with his foot stretched out, holding
between his toes one end of the rope he was twisting out of rice-straw.
“Jiya San,” called Ishi, “we have an honored guest.”
Jiya looked up quickly, and with a funny, bobby bow above his stretched rope, he smilingly held up a pair of
straw shoes dangling from a cord.
“Ah!” I cried, jumping up quickly and running across the clay .floor to him, “are they my snow-shoes? Have
you finished them?”
“Yes, Etsu-bo Sama,” he answered, putting in my hands a pair of small straw boots, “and I have finished them
just in time. This is going to be the deepest snow we have had this year. When you go to school tomorrow you can
take a short cut straight over the brooks and fields, for there will be no roads anywhere.”
As usual Jiya’s prediction was right. Without our snow-boots we girls could not have gone to school at all.
Moreover, his persistence with the coolies had saved our roof; for before morning five feet more of snow filled
the deep-cut paths and piled on top of the long white mountain in the street.
*
One day the servants returned from temple service talking excitedly about a fire at Kyoto which had destroyed
the great Hongwanji. As this was the prince temple of Shin, the sect most popular arnong the masses, interest in
its rebuilding was widespread, and donations were being sent from every part of the Empire. The Buddhist exiles
of ancient time had left their impress upon Echigo to such an extent that it soon excelled all other provinces in
eagerness to give, and Nagaoka was the very centre of the enthusiasm.
The first and the fifteenth of each month, being workmen’s holidays, were favorite times for collecting; and as
our gifts were mostly of our own products, it was interesting to watch the people who thronged the streets on
these days. Besides our own townsfolk, each one carrying a basket or bundle, groups kept coming every hour of
the day from the mountains and from neighboring villages. There were men laden with bunches of hemp and coils
of rope, or with bundles of bamboo poles, the long ends trailing on the ground as they walked; women from
weaving villages weighted down with bolts of silk or cotton; and farmers pulling long carts piled high with bales
of “the five grains”—rice, millet, wheat, oats, and beans—with the farmer’s wife (frequently with a baby on her
back) pushing at the end. All these gifts were taken to a large building put up on purpose for them, and every day
the collection grew.
One day Ishi and I were standing just within our big gateway, watching the people go by. I noticed that almost
every woman had her head wrapped in the blue-and-white towel that servants wear when dusting or working in
the kitchen.
“Why does everybody wear tenugui on the streets?” I asked.
“Those women have cut their hair, Etsu-bo Sama,” Ishi replied.
“Are they all widows?” I asked in astonishment; for it was the custom for a widow to cut off her hair at the
neck and bury half of it with her husband, the other half being kept until her own death. I thought I had never seen
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so many widows in my life, but I soon learned that these women had cut off most of their hair that it might be
braided into a huge rope to be used in drawing the lumber for the important center beam of the new temple. Our
own servants had cut big bunches from their heads, but, with more moderate enthusiasm than that of the peasant
class, they had retained enough to dress it so as to cover their bald crowns. One of the maids, however, in
religious fervor, had cut off so much that she had to postpone her marriage for three years; for no girl could marry
with short hair. Not a man of those days would be brave enough to risk the ill-omen of taking a bride with the cut
hair of a widow.
Our family did not belong to the Shin sect of Buddhists, but every woman, of whatever sect, wanted to have a
part in the holy cause, so each of us added a few strands. The hair was taken to .the building. where the donations
were kept and braided mto long, thick ropes; then, just before the removal to Kyoto, all the gifts were dedicated
with an elaborate religious ceremony.
It seemed to my childish mind that almost everybody in the world came to Nagaoka that day. Most certainly
the near-by country district and all the neighboring villages had emptied themselves into the narrow streets
through which Ishi took me on our way to the temple. But at last we were stationed in a safe place and I stood
holding tight to her hand and looking up wonderingly at the great shrine of gold-and-black lacquer which was
placed high on an ox-cart just in front of the temple entrance. The curving doors were wide open, showing the
calm-faced Buddha standing with folded hands. Surrounding the base of the shrine, gradually widening and
spreading above it, was a delicate framework representing the “five-colored clouds of Paradise.” Many, many
lotus blossoms of gold and silver, pink, purple, and orange twisted through the carved clouds and seemed to float
in the air. It was wondrously beautiful. The two oxen, lent by proud farmers for this occasion, were almost
covered with strips of bright-colored silk dangling in long, fluttering streamers from horns and harness.
Suddenly there was a moment’s hush. Then with the returning sound of a multitude of voices mingled the
beating of gongs and the shrill piping of temple music.
“Look, Etsu-bo Sarna!” said Ishi. “The sacred Buddha is starting on the tour of appreciation. It is the first time
in many years that the Holy One has come forth from the temple altar. Today is a great day!”
As the oxen strained and pushed against the big wooden yoke and the shrine with the gilded Buddha began to
move, a low murmur of “Namu Amida Butsu!” (Hail, Great Buddha!) breathed through the air. With deep
reverence I bowed my head, and folding my hands together, I, too, whispered the holy words.
Two long twisted ropes of cloth, purple and white, were fastened to the front of the broad cart and reached far
past the oxen to the chanting priests in front. These ropes were held by the eager hands of many men and boys,
women and girls, some with babies on their backs and little children of all ages. I saw a playmate.
“Ishi! Ishi!” I cried, so excited that I almost tore her sleeve. “There is Sadako San holding the rope! Oh, may I
walk beside her and hold the rope too? Oh, may I?”
“Hush, little Mistress. You must not forget to be gentle Yes, I will walk with you. Your little hands shall help
the holy Buddha.”
And so we walked in the procession—Ishi and I. Never in my life, perhaps, shall I experience an hour more
exalted than when we passed through those narrow streets behind the solemn, chanting priests, my hand clasped
about the pulling cord of the great swaying, creaking cart, and my heart filled with awe and reverence.
The services of dedication I recall very mistily. The new building was crowded with huge pyramids of
donations of every kind. The shrine was carried in and placed before a purple curtain with a big swastika crest on
lt. There were marching, chanting priests in gorgeous robes with crystal rosaries around their folded hands. There
was the fragrance of incense, the sound of soft temple drums, and everywhere low murmurs of “Namu Amida
Butsu!”
*
Only one thing in the great room stands clear in my memory. On a platform in front of the altar, with the holy
Buddha just above, was the huge coil of Jet-black ropee—made of the hair of thousands of women. My mind
went back to the day when I thought I was seeing many widows in the street, and to our servants with their scanty
hair dressed over bald crowns, and then, with a pang of humiliation, I recalled the day our own offering was sent;
for beside the long, glossy straight wisps of my sister’s hair lay a shorter strand that curved into ugly mortifying
waves. Even after all these years I feel a bit of pity for the little girl who was myself when I remember how many
bitter trials she had to endure because of her wavy hair.
Curly hair was not admired in Japan, so although I was younger than my sisters, on hairdressing day, which
came three times in ten days, I was placed in the care of the hair-dresser as soon as she came into the house. This
was unusual, for the eldest should always be attended to first. Immediately after the shampoo, she saturated my
hair with almost boiling hot tea mixed with some kind of stiffening oil. Then she pulled the hair back as tight as
possible and tied it. Thus I was left while she dressed the hair of my sisters. By that time my whole head was stiff
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and my eyebrows pulled upward, but my hair was straight for the time being, and could easily be arranged in the
two shining loops tied with polished cord, which was the proper style for me. From the time I can remember I was
always careful about lying quiet on my little wooden pillow at night, but by the next morning there were sure to
be little twists at my neck and a suspicious curve in the loops on top of the head. How I envied the long, straight
locks of the court ladies in the roll picture hanging in my room!
One time I rebelled and used return words to my nurse, who was trying to comfort me during one of my
“gluing-up” experiences. Kind old Ishi forgave me at once, but my mother overheard and called me to her room. I
was a little sullen, I remember, as I bowed and seated rnysell before her cushion, and she looked at me severely as
shc spoke.
“Etsu-ko,” she said, “do you not know that curly hair is like animal’s hair? A samurai’s daughter should not bc
willing to resemble a beast.”
I was greatly mortified and never again complained of the discomfort of hot tea and scented oil.
On the day of my “seventh-year” celebration I experienced a humiliation so deep that it still aches me to think
of it. This celebration is a very important event in the life of a Japanese girl—as much so as her debut party is to
an American young lady. All our woman relatives were invited to a great feast, where I, in a beautiful new gown,
occupied the place of honor. My hair had been elaborately arranged, but the day was rainy and I suppose some
persistent small strands had escaped their stiff prison, for I overheard one of my aunts say,
“It’s a shameful waste to put a beautiful dress on Etsu. It only attracts attention to her ugly, twisty hair.”
How deeply a child can feel! I wanted to shrivel to nothingness inside the gown of which I had been so proud,
but I looked straight ahead and did not move. The next moment, when Ishi came in with some rice and looked at
me, I saw the pain in her eyes and I knew that she had heard.
That night when she came to undress me she had not removed the little blue-and-white towel that all Japanese
servants wear over the hair when at work. I was surprised, for it is not polite to appear before a superior with the
head covered, and Ishi was always courteous. I soon found out the truth. She had gone to the temple as soon as the
dinner was over, and cutting off her splendid straight hair, had placed it before the shrine, praymg the gods to
transfer her hair to me.
My good Ishi! My heart thanks her yet for her loving sacrifice. Who shall say that God did not pity the simple
soul’s ignorant, loving effort to save from humiliation the child she loved? At any rate, her prayer was answered
when in later years the hand of fate turned my steps toward a land where my curly hair no longer caused me either
sorrow or shame.
*
We did not have kindergartens when I was a child, but long before the time when I could have been admitted to
the new “after-the-sixth-birthday” school, I had acquired a goodly foundation for later study of history and
literature. My grandmother was a great reader, and during the shut-in evenings of the long, snowy winters we
children spent much time around her fire-box, listening to stories. In this way I became familiar, when very
young, with our mythology, with the lives of Japan’s greatest historical personages and with the outline stories of
many of our best novels. Also I learned much of the old classic dramas from Grandmother’s lips.
My sister received the usual education for girls, but mine was planned along different lines for the reason that I
was supposed to be destined for a priestess. Both my grandmother and my mother sincerely believed this, and
since in a Japanese home the ruling of the house and children is left to the women, my father silently bowed to the
earnest wish of my grandmother to have me educated for a priestess. He, however, selected for my teacher a priest
whom he knew—a very scholarly man, who spent little time in teaching me the forms of temple worship, but
instructed me most conscientiously in the doctrine of Confucius. This was considered the foundation of all literary
culture, and was believed by my father to be the highest moral teaching of the time.
My teacher always came on the days of threes and sevens—that is, the third, seventh, thirteenth, seventeenth
twenty-third, and twenty-seventh. This was in accordance with our moon-calendar custom of dividing days into
groups of tens instead of sevens, as is done by the sun calendar. I enjoyed my lessons very much. The stateliness
of my teacher’s appearance, the ceremony of his manner, and the rigid obedience required of me appealed to my
dramatic instinct.
Then the surroundings were most impressive to my childish mind. The room was always made ready with
especial care the day of my lessons, and when I entered, invariably I saw the same sight. I close my eyes now and
all is as clear as if I had seen it but an hour ago.
The room was wide and light and was separated from the garden porch by a row of sliding paper doors crossed
with slender bars of wood. The black-bordered straw mats were cream-colored with time, but immaculate in their
dustlessness. Books and desk were there, and in the sacred alcove hung a roll picture of Confucius. Before this
was a little teakwood stand from which rose a curling mist of incense. On one side sat my teacher, his flowing
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gray robes lying in straight, dignified lines about his folded knees, a band of gold brocade across his shoulder, and
a crystal rosary round his left wrist. His face was always pale, and his deep, earnest eyes beneath the priestly cap
looked like wells of soft velvet. He was the gentlest and the saintliest man I ever saw. Years after, he proved thar a
holy heart and a progressive mind can climb together, for he was excommunicated from the orthodox temple for
Advocating a reform doctrine that united the beliefs of Buddhism and Christianity. Whether through accident or
design, this broad-minded priest was the teacher chosen for me by my broad-minded though conservative father.
My studies were from books intended only for boys, as it was very unusual for a girl to study Chinese classics.
My first lessons were from the Four Books of Confucius. There are: Daigaku—Great Learning, which teaches
that the wise use of knowledge leads to virtue; Chuya—The Unchanging Center, which treats of the
unalterableness of universal law; Rongo and Moshi—which consist of the autobiography, anecdotes, and sayings
of Confucius, gathered by his disciples.
I was only six years old, and of course I got not one idea from this heavy reading. My mind was filled with
many words in which were hidden grand thoughts, but they meant nothing to me then. Sometimes I would feel
curious, about a half-caught idea and ask my teacher the meaning. His reply invariably was:
“Meditation will untangle thoughts from words,” or
“A hundred times reading reveals the meaning.” Once he said to me,
“You are too young to comprehend the profoundly deep books of Confucius.”
This was undoubtedly true, but I loved my lessons. There was a certain rhythmic cadence in the meaningless
words that was like music, and I learned readily page after page, until I knew perfectly all the important passages
of the four books and could recite them as a child rattles off the senseless jingle of a counting-out game. Yet those
busy hours were not wasted. In the years since, the splendid thoughts of the grand old philosopher have gradually
dawned upon me; and sometimes when a well-remembered passage has drifted into my mind, the meaning has
come flashing like a sudden ray of sunshine.
My priest-teacher taught these books with the same reverence that he taught his religion—that is, with all
thought of worldly comfort put away. During my lesson he was obliged, despite his humble wish, to sit on the
thick silk cushion the servant brought him, for cushions were our chairs, and the position of instructor was too
greatly revered for him to be allowed to sit on a level with his pupil; but throughout my two-hour lesson he never
moved the slightest fraction of an inch except with his hands and his lips. And I sat before him on the matting in
an equally correct and unchanging position.
Once I moved. It was in the midst of a lesson. For some .reason I was restless and swayed my body slightly,
allowmg my folded knee to slip a trifle from the proper angle. The faintest shade of surprise crossed my
instructor’s face; then very quietly he closed his book, saying gently but with a stern air:
“Little Miss, it is evident that your mental attitude today is not suited for study. You should retire to your room
and meditate.”
My little heart was almost killed with shame. There was nothing I could do. I humbly bowed to the picture of
Confucius and then to my teacher, and backing respectfully from the room, I slowly went to my father to report,
as I always did, at the close of my lesson. Father was surprised, as the time was not yet up, and his unconscious
remark, “How quickly you have done your work!” was like a death knell. The memory of that moment hurts like a
bruise to this very day.
*
Since absence of bodily comfort while studying was the custom for priests and teachers, of course all lesser
people grew to feel that hardship of body meant inspiration of mind. For this reason my studies were purposely
arranged so that the hardest lessons and longest hours came during the thirty days of midwinter, which the
calendar calls the coldest of the year. The ninth day is considered the most severe, so we were expected to be
especially earnest in our study on that day.
I well remember a certain “ninth day” when my sister was about fourteen years old. She was preparing to be
married, therefore the task selected for her was sewing. Mine was penmanship. In those days penmanship was
considered one of the most important studies for culture. This was not so much for its art—although it is true that
practising Japanese penmanship holds the same intense artistic fascination as does the painting of pictures—but it
was believed that the highest training in mental control came from patient practice in the complicated brush
strokes of character-writing. A careless or perturbed state of mind always betrays itself in the intricate shading of
ideographs, for each one requires absolute steadiness and accuracy of touch. Thus, in careful guidance of the hand
were we children taught to hold the mind in leash.
With the first gleam of sunrise on this “ninth day,” Ishi came to wake me. It was bitterly cold. She helped me
dress, then I gathered together the materials for my work, arranging the big sheets of paper in a pile on my desk
and carefully wiping every article in my ink-box with a square of silk. Reverence for learning was so strong in
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Japan at that time that even the tools we used were considered almost sacred. I was supposed to do everything for
myself on this day, but my kind Ishi hovered around me, helping in every way she could without actually doing
the work herself.
Finally we went to the porch overlooking the garden. The snow was deep everywhere. I remember how the
bamboo grove looked with its feathery tops so snow-laden that they were like wide-spread umbrellas. Once or
twice a sharp crack and a great soft fluff of spurting snow against the gray sky told that a trunk had snapped under
its too heavy burden. Ishi took me on her back and, pushing her feet into her snow-boots, slowly waded to where I
could reach the low branch of a tree from which I lifted a handful of perfectly pure, untouched snovv, just from
the sky. This I melted to mix for my penmanship study. I ought to have waded to get the snow myself, but Ishi did
it.
Since the absence of bodily comfort meant inspiration of mind, of course I wrote in a room without a fire. Our
architecture is of tropical origin; so the lack of the little brazier of glowing charcoal brought the temperature down
to that of outside. Japanese picture-writing is slow and careful vvork. I froze my fingers that morning without
knowing it until I looked back and saw my good nurse softly crying as she watched my purple hand. The training
of children, even of my age, was strict in those days, and neither she nor I moved until I had finished my task.
Then Ishi wrapped me in a big padded kimono that had been warmed and hurried me into my grandmother’s
room. There I found a bowl of warm, sweet rice-gruel made by my grandmother’s own hands. Tucking my chilled
knees beneath the soft, padded quilt that covered the sunken fire-box I drank the gruel, while Ishi rubbed my stiff
hand with snow.
Of course, the necessity of this rigid discipline was never questioned by anyone, but I think that, because I was
a delicate child, it sometimes caused my mother uneasiness. Once I came into the room where she and Father
were talking.
“Honorable Husband,” she was saying, “I am sometimes so bold as to wonder if Etsu-bo’s studies are not a
little severe for a not-too-strong child.”
My father drew me over to his cushion and rested his hand gently on my shoulder. .
“We must not forget, Wife,” he replied, “the teaching of a samurai home. The lioness pushes her young over
the cliff and watches it climb slowly back from the valley without one sign of pity, though her heart aches for the
little creature. So only can it gain strength for its life work.”
That I was having the training and studies of a boy was one of the reasons why my family got in the habit of
calling me Etsu-bo, the termination bo being used for a boy’s name, as ko is for a girl’s. But my lessons were not
confined to those for a boy. I also learned all the domestic accomplishments taught my sisters—sewing, weaving,
embroidery, cooking, flower-arranging, and the complicated etiquette of ceremonial tea.
*
Nevertheless my life was not all lessons. I spent many happy hours in play. With the conventional order of old
Japan, we children had certain games for each season—the warm, damp days of early spring, the twilight
evenings of summer, the crisp, fragrant harvest time, or the clear, cold, snow-shoe days of winter. And I believe I
enjoyed every game we ever played—from the simple winter-evening pastime of throwing a threaded needle at a
pile of rice-cakes, to see how many each of us could gather on her string, to the exciting memory contests with
our various games of poem cards.
We had boisterous games, too, in which a group—all girls, of course—would gather in some large garden or
on a quiet street where the houses were hemmed in behind hedges of bamboo and evergreen. Then we would race
and whirl in “The Fox Woman from the Mountain” or “Hunting for Hidden Treasure;” we would shout and
scream as we tottered around on stilts in the forbidden boy-game of “Riding the High-stepping Bamboo Horse” or
the hopping game of “The One-legged Cripples.”
But no outdoor play of our short summers nor any indoor game of our long winters was so dear to me as were
stories. The servants knew numberless priest tales and odd jingles that had come down by word of mouth from
past generations, and Ishi, who had the best memory and the readiest tongue of them all, possessed an unending
fund of simple old legends. I don’t remember ever going to sleep without stories from her untiring lips. The
dignified tales of Honorable Grandmother were wonderful and the happy hours I spent sitting, with primly folded
hands, on the mat before her—for I never used a cushion when Grandmother was talking to me—have left lasting
and beautiful memories.
But with Ishi’s stories everything was different. I listened to them, all warm and comfortable, snuggled up
crookedly in the soff cushions of my bed, giggling and interrupting and begging for “just one more” until the
unwelcome time would arrive when Ishi laughing but stern, would reach over to my night lantern, push one wick
down into the oil, straighten the other, and drop the paper panel. Then, at last, surrounded by the pale, soft light of
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the shaded room, I had to say good-night and settle myself into the kinoji, which was the proper sleeping position
for every samurai girl.
Samurai daughters were taught never to lose control of mind or body—even in sleep. Boys might stretch
themselves into the character dai—carelessly outspread; but girls must curve into the modest, dignified character
kinoji, which means “spirit of control.”
*
The day before Nagaoka’s last “Castle Sinking Celebration,” Kin took me to walk along the edge of the old
castle moat. Years before, part of it had been leveled up, and was now occupied by neat little rice farms; but most
of it was still only a marshy waste that was gradually being filled with rubbish from the town. In one place an
angle of the wall projected out pretty far, forming a protected pond where was clustered a crowded mass of
velvety lotus leaves. Kin said that the water of the moat used to be very deep and as clear as a mirror; and that,
here and there, were great patches of lotus leaves, which, in the blooming season, looked like unevenly woven
brocade with a raised pattern of white-and-pink blossoms.
“What did the castle look like, Kin? I want to hear again,” I said, looking across the dykes to the ruined walls
and piles of heaped-up stones on the top of the hill.
“Like all castles, Etsu-bo Sama,” she replied, “except that this was ours.”
It was not often that Kin’s gay spirits were sobered, but he stood gazing gravely across at the ruins, saying
nothing more. I turned my face toward the hill and closed my eyes, trying to see, in my mind, the picture so often
painted for le by the loyal lips of Jiya or Ishi. A great square mass of stone and plaster with narrow, white-barred
windows and tiers of curving roofs artistically zigzagging over each other in such a manner that an object thrown
from any corner would find an unobstructed path to the ground; and high above the deep eaves and many-pointed
roofs, on each end of the curving roof-ridge, a bronze fish with uplifted tail shining rich and dark in the sunshine.
Below, at the base of the pine-topped dykes, slept in dark quietude the waters of the moat—called “the
bottomless” by simple-hearted people—whose clear waters reflected the six-sided stones of the “tortoise-back”
wall.
“Come, Etsu-bo Sama, we must go.”
I opened my eyes with a jerk. Nothing of the picture was there except the dykes that once formed a protection
from flying arrows and shooting spears, and now were only hilly, peaceful vegetable gardens.
“All of this ground beyond,” said Kin, with a wide sweep of her hand as we started toward home, “was once
covered with beautiful gardens of noble retainers whose mansions were gathered about the outer wall of the castle
Now all that beauty is crushed into hundreds of plain little farms; and some of them, like ours, are ploughed by
the unused hands of vassals of the ‘ancient glorious’!”
Kin was quiet all the way home, and I walked soberly by her side, with my bright anticipations for the
morrow’s celebration somewhat dampened.
“Castle Sinking” is a term used in Japanese literature to describe the sublime desolation of the useless castle of
a conquered people. The new Government was both wise and generous in its endeavor to help its subjects adjust
themselves to the puzzling situation which confronted them at the close of the war, but Nagaoka people were slow
to forget. Many still believed that to have dragged the god-descended Emperor from his palace of holiness and
peace, only to plunge him into a material world of sordid duties, was sacrilege; and that the failure of the shogun
power to march steadily on its rightful way was a sorrowful thing for Japan.
I was many years younger than the time of the Restoration, but its memories were with me all through my
childhood, for I was born not so long after those years of desolation and bitterness but that the everyday talk of
the town was of the awful days that had left so many homes without a master. In my babyhood I heard war-songs
as frequently as lullabies, and half of my childhood stones were tales of heroes on the battlefield. From the
gateway of my home could be seen the ruined walls and half-filled moat of the castle, our godowns were filled to
the roof with weapons and belongings of my father’s retainers, and I scarcely ever went on to the street that I did
not meet some old person who, as I passed, would stand humbly aside, bowing and kowtowing, with respectful
and tearful murmurings of the glories of the past.
Ah me! Death had stepped many times between the strain of those days and the hesitating progress of my
childhood’s time, and yet the old spirit of dutiful loyalty to the overlord was not yet quenched.
*
May 7, 1869, was the day on which all power was removed from Nagaoka castle by the new Government, and
after the bitterness of the first few years had passed, the anniversary of that day was always observed by the
samurai families of the town. To the newcomers and to the tradespeople, the celebration was only an interesting
episode, but to those who took part it was a tribute to the dying spirit of chivalry. The morning after my walk with
Kin by the castle moat, I wakened with an excited feeling that something was going to happen. And indeed, it was
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a day of busy happenings! For breakfast everybody ate black rice—rice husked but not whitened, such as is used
by soldiers during the haste of battle marches—and in the afternoon a sham battle was held on Yukuzan plain
back of the shrine dedicated to the Nagaoka daimios.
What a gay assemblage there was that day! Most of the aristocracy were poor and much of their valuable
armor had been disposed of, but everybody had retained some, and each one appeared in what he had. I can even
now see the procession as it started, with my father as leader. He sat very straight on his horse, and, to my childish
eyes, looked very grand in his cloth garment with close-wrist sleeves and bloomer-like skirt, over which rattled
and clanged the lacquer-scaled breastplate with its cross-stitching of silk cord and its great gold crest. Of course,
his own horse was gone, as well as its elaborate trappings, but Mother’s ingenuity had decorated a plain harness
with cords and tassels twisted from strips of silk, thus transforming a tenant’s farm horse into somewhat the
appearance of a war steed; and in place of the swords Father was no longer allowed to carry, he wore two
sharpened bamboos stuck through his sash.
A great crowd of people gathered by the stone bridge at the end of the town to see the little army start out. The
spectators had clothed themselves as far as they could in ancient dress, and as they waited, the men all sitting with
crossed legs in warrior fashion, they made a courageous-looking company.
Then the drum sounded, and my father raised his saihai—a stick with dangling papers which his ancestors had
carried to guide their followers—and rode away, followed by a long train of men in armor as for war. They
crossed the fields, climbed the mountain, and, after each warrior had made salutation at the temple, they gathered
on the plain for the battle, following it with an exhibition in archery, fencing, spear-throwing, and athletic sports
of various kinds.
Our men servants went to Yukuzan plain to watch the sports, but the women were busy all day preparing for
the home-coming. Straw mats were spread on the grass and many fires were kindled in the garden over which,
tied to a tripod of strong branches, swung large iron kettles holding game seasoned with miso, which with branrice forms the food of soldiers in camp. About twilight the little army came riding back. We children, dressed in
our best attire, ran out to the big gateway and waited between the two tall lantern stands with the welcoming
lights. When Father saw us he opened his iron war-fan and swung it back and forth, as one would wave a
handkerchief in greeting, and we bowed and bowed in reply.
“Your honorable father looks today as he used to look in the prosperous times,” said Mother, half sadly, “and I
am thankful that you, his daughter, have seen him so.”
The men piled their heavy regalia in a corner of the garden, and sat around the kettles, eating and laughing
with the freedom of camp life. Father did not change his clothes, except to throw back his war hat, where it hung
by its silk cord, encasing him, front and back, in two Inagaki crests; “thus boldly identifying myself to both
friends and enemies,” he said, laughing. Then, sitting on a high garden stone, he told war stories to us children, as
we crowded close to each other on a straw mat before him.
That was our last celebration in memory of the castle sinking of Nagaoka. On the next May 7 th the plain was
flooded from a drenching downpour, and the year following, Father was in ill health. The men did not care for the
sports without their old lord as leader, so the celebration was postponed to a day that never came.
Father never entirely recovered from the effects of the hard years of the Restoration. Each one as it passed left
him looking less like the sturdy, ambitious youth—for he was only thirty at that time—who had held the reins of
excited Nagaoka during those desperate days, but his brave, cheerful spirit remained unchanged. Even through the
first erratic years of Japan’s struggle to gain a foothold in the new world, when people were recklessly throwing
off the old and madly reaching out for the new, Father had gone on his way, calm and unexcited. He held, with the
most progressive men of his day, a strong belief in the ultimate success of Japan’s future, but—and in this he
received little sympathy—he also retained a deep reverence for the past.
Father, however, was much liked, and he generally could turn aside undesirable comments or lengthy
arguments by the aid of a keen sense of humor, which had a way of breaking through his stateliness and dignity
like a gleam of unexpected sunshine; and so, without title or power, he held, as of old, his place as leader.
*
One autumn day, Father’s physician, was a very progressive man and as much friend as physician, suggested
that Father should go to Tokyo and consult some doctors of a new hospital renowned for its successful use of
Western methods. Father decided to go, and of course he took Jiya with him.
With Father and Jiya both gone, I was desolate. I still feel the heart-pull of those lonely days. Sister was
preparing for her marriage, which was to take place in the fall and her time was taken up with many things. I don’t
know what I should have done but for my good Shiro, who was equally lonely with me.
Shiro really belonged to me, but of course I never called him mine, for it was considered rough and unladylike
for a girl to own a dog. But I was allowed to play with him, and every day, as soon as my lessons were over, we
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would wander around together. One day we had visited the archery ground and were on the long walk where
Father liked to trudge up and down for exercise, when suddenly Shiro galloped away from me toward a little
house just within the gateway, where Jiya lived alone. Jiya’s wife had died before I could remember, but he was a
capable housekeeper, and any afternoon during the summer that I might go to his neat porch I would fInd a square
lacquer box holding the most delicious things that a little girl could possibly want to eat between meals—a sweet
potato baked in ashes and sprinkled with salt; or some big, brown chestnuts baked until their jackets had burst,
disclosing the creamy richness of the dainty that was waiting for my fingers.
I hurried after Shiro and found him pushed close against the porch, his tail wagging and his nose eagerly
sniffing in the comer where the lacquer box used to stand.
"Oh, no, no, Shiror,” I mournfully said. “The lacquer box is gone. Jiya is gone. Everybody is gone.”
I sat down on the edge of the porch and Shiro snuggled his cold nose into my long sleeve. We were two as
disconsolate creatures as could be found, and as I buried my hand in his rough white fur, I had to struggle hard to
remember that a samurai’s daughter does not cry. Suddenly I recalled the saying,
“To unreasonably relax is cowardice.”
I bounded up. I talked to Shiro. I played with him. I even ran races with him in the garden. When at last I
returned to the house I had reason to suspect that the family felt disapproval of my wild conduct, but because I
was all dearness to my father I escaped reproof for his sake. Everyone had a tender heart in those days; for the
heaviness of dread was upon us all.
One day Shiro fell sick, and would eat nothing I put into his bowl. I had a childish feeling that if he would eat
he would get well, but that day happened to be the death anniversary of an ancestor, and was therefore a day of
fasting. We had only vegetables for dinner, and so there were no good scraps for Shiro. As always when in
trouble, I went to Ishi. She knew we ought not to handle fish on a fast day, but she pitied my anxiety and
smuggled me some fish bones from somewhere.
I took them to a distant part of the garden and crushed them between two flat stones. Then I mixed them with
bean soup from the kitchen and took them to the kindling shed where Shiro was lying on his straw mat. Poor
Shiro looked grateful, but he would not get up; and thinking that perhaps he was cold, I ran to my room and
brought my crepe cushion to cover him.
When this became known to my grandmother, she sent for me to come to her room. The moment I lifted my
face after bowing I knew this was not one of the times when I was to be entertained with sweet bean-cake.
“Little Etsu-ko,” she said (she always called me “Etsu-ko” when she spoke sternly), “I must speak to you of
something very important. I am told that you wrapped Shiro with your silk cushion.”
Startled at her tone, I meekly bowed.
“Do you not know,” she went on, “that you are guilty of the utmost unkindness to Shiro when you do
inappropriate things for him?”
I must have looked shocked and puzzled, for she spoke very gently after that, explaining that since white dogs
belong to the order next lower than that of human beings, my kindness might postpone for another lifetime Shiro’s
being born in human shape.
According to transmigration belief, the boundary line between the orders of creation must be strictly
maintained. If we place an animal above its proper position we may prevent its advance in the next incarnation.
Every devout Buddhist is absolutely submissive to Fate, for he is taught that hardship in his present life is either
the atonement for sins committed in the last existence, or the education necessary to prepare him for a higher
place in the life to come. This belief has held Japan’s laboring class in cheerful resignation through ages of
hardship, but also it has taught us to look with such indifference upon the sufferings of creatures below us in the
order of creation that we have become, as a nation, almost sympathy-blind.
As quickly as possible to be polite, I thanked my grandmother and hurried to beg Shiro’s pardon. I found him
covered very comfortably with a matting of soft rice-straw suitable to his station. Out in the garden two coolies
were engaged in burning the crepe cushion. Their faces were very grave.
Poor Shiro! He had the best care we could give him, but the next morning his body was asleep under the straw
matting and his spirit had passed on to the next state, which I pray was not lower because of my kindly meant
mistake. He was buried in the sunniest corner of the garden beneath a big chestnut tree where many an autumn
morning he and I had happily tossed and caught the fallen brown nuts. It would never have done for Shiro’s grave
to be publicly marked, but over it my father quietly placed, on his return, a small gray stone, m memory of his
little girl’s most faithful vassal.
Alas! Before the chestnut burrs were spilling their brown nuts over Shiro’s grave, my dear father had been laid
to rest in the family burial ground at Chokoji, and one more tablet had been placed in the gilded shrine before
which every morning and evening we bowed in love and reverence.
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*
One afternoon, as I was coming home from school, a postman, in his straw coat and big straw snow-shoes,
came slipping down through a tunnel opening, from the snowy plain above.
“Maa! Little Mistress,” he called gaily, when he saw me, “I have mail for your house from America.”
“From America!” I exclaimed, greatly surprised; for a letter from a foreign land had never come to us before. It
was an exciting event. I tried to keep the postman in sight as he hurried along the narrow walk between the snow
wall and the row of open-front shops. Occasionally he would callout, “A message!”—“A message!” and stop to
put mail into an outstretched hand. The path was narrow and I frequently was jostled by passing people, but I was
not far behind the postman when he turned into our street. I knew he would go to the side entrance with the mail;
so I hurried very fast and had reached Grandmother’s room and already made my bow of “I have come back,”
before a maid entered with the mail. The wonderful letter was for Mother, and Grandmother asked me to carry it
to her.
My heart sank with disappointment; for my chance to see it opened was gone. I knew that, as soon as Mother
received it, she would take it at once to Grandmother but I should not be there. Then Grandmother would look at
it very carefully through her big horn spectacles and hand it back to Mother, saymg m a slow and ceremonious
manner,
“Please open!”
Of course she would be agitated because it was a foreign letter, but that would only make her still more slow
and ceremonious. I could see the whole picture in my mind as I walked through the hall, carrying the big, oddshaped envelope to Mother’s room.
That evening after family service before the shrine, Grandmother kept her head bowed longer than usual.
When she raised it she sat up very straight and announced solemnly, with the most formal dignity, almost like a
temple service, that the young master, who had been in America for several years, was to return to his home. This
was startling news, for my brother had been gone almost since I could remember and his name was never
mentioned. To call him the “young master” was sufficient explanation that the unknown tragedy was past, and he
reinstated in his position as a son. The servants, sitting in the rear of the room, bowed to the floor in silent
congratulation, but they seemed to be struggling with suppressed excitement. I did not stop to wonder why. It was
enough for me to know that my brother was coming home. I could scarcely hold the joy in my heart.
I must have been very young when my brother went away, for though I could distinctly recall the day he left,
all memory of what went before or came immediately after was dim. I remember a sunny morning when our
house was decorated with wondrous beauty and the servants all wore ceremonial dress with the Inagaki crest. It
was the day of my brother’s marriage. In the tokonoma of our best room was one of our treasures—a triple roll
picture of pine, bamboo and plum painted by an ancient artist.
On the platform beneath was the beautiful Takasago table where the white-haired old couple with rake and
broom were gathering pine needles on the shore. Other emblems of happy married life were everywhere, for each
gift—and there were whole rooms full—was decorated with small figures of snowy storks, of gold-brown
tortoises, or beautiful sprays of entwined pine, bamboo, and plum. Two new rooms, which had been recently built,
were full of beautiful lacquer toilet cases and whitewood chests with iron clasps. They had come the day before,
in a procession of immense trays swinging from poles on the shoulders of coolies. Each was covered with a cloth
bearing a crest not ours.
Ishi and I wandered from room to room, she explaining that the bride for the young master would soon be
there. She allowed me one peep into the wedding room. It was all white and plain and empty except for the
offerings to the gods on the tokonoma and the little table with the three red cups for the sacred promise.
Ishi was continually running to look out toward the big entrance gate, and of course wherever she went I was
close. by, holding to her sleeve. The whole house was open. The sliding doors of every room were pushed back
and we could see clear to the big open gateway at the end of the stone walk. Just beneath its narrow thatch was
looped a dark-blue curtain bearing the Inagaki crest and on each side were tall, slender stands holding lanterns of
congratulation. Near one of the stone posts was the “seven-and-a-half-times” messenger in his stiff-sleeved
garment. He had returned from his seventh trip to see if the bridal procession was coming, and though the day was
bright with sunshine, was just lighting his big lantern for his last trip to meet it halfway—thus showing our
eagerness to welcome the coming bride.
Presently Ishi said that the procession was almost here and I saw the servants hurrying toward the entrance, all
smiling, but moving with such respectful quiet that I could hear plainly the creaking of the bride’s palanquin and
the soft thud of the jinrikisha men’s feet as they came up the hill.
Then suddenly something was wrong.
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Ishi caught my shoulder and pulled me back, and Brother came hurriedly out of Father’s room. He passed us
with long, swinging strides, never looking at me at all, and, stepping into his shoes on the garden step, he walked
rapidly toward the side entrance. I had never seen him after that day.
The maiden my brother was to have married did not return to her former home. Having left it to become a
bride, she was legally no longer a member of her father’s family. This unusual problem Mother solved by inviting
her to remain in our home as a daughter; which she did until finally Mother arranged a good marriage for her.
In a childish way I wondered about all the strangeness, but years had passed before I connected it with the
sudden going away at this time of a graceful little maid named Tama, who used to arrange flowers and perform
light duties. Her merry laugh and ready tongue made her a favorite with the entire household. Tama was not a
servant. In those days it was the custom for daughters of wealthy tradesmen to be sent to live for a short time in a
house of rank, that the maiden might learn the strict etiquette of samurai home life. This position was far from
menial. A girl living with a family for social education was always treated with respectful consideration.
The morning after my brother went away I was going, as usual, to pay my morning greetings to my father
when I met Tama coming from his door, looking pale and startled. She bowed good morning to me and then
passed quietly on. That afternoon I missed her and Ishi told me that she had gone home.
Whatever may have been betWeen my brother and Tama I never knew; but I cannot but feel that, guilt or
innocence, there was somewhere a trace of courage. My brother was weak, of course, to prolong his heart struggle
until almost the last moment, but he must have had much of his father’s strong character to enable him, even then,
to break with the traditions of his rigid training and defy his father’s command. In that day there could be only a
hopeless ending to such an affair, for no marriage was legal without the consent of parents, and my father, with
heart wounded and pride shamed, had declared that he had no son.
*
It was not until several years later that I heard again of my brother. One afternoon Father was showing me
some twisting tricks with a string. I was kneeling close beside his cushion, watching his rapidly moving hands and
trying to catch his fingers in my own. Mother was sitting near with her sewing, and all three of us were laughing.
A maid came to the door to say that Major Sato, a Tokyo gentleman whom my father knew very well, had
called. I slipped back by Mother. She started to leave the room, but Father motioned her not to go, and so we both
remained.
I shall never forget that scene. Major Sato, speaking with great earnestness, told how my brother had gone to
Tokyo and entered the Army College. With only his own efforts he had completed the course with honor and was
now a lieutenant. There Major Sato paused.
My father sat very still with his head held high and absolutely no expression on his stern face. For a full minute
the room was so silent that I could hear myself breathe. Then my father, still without moving, asked quietly,
“Is your message delivered, Major Sato?”
“It is finished,” was the reply.
“Your interest is appreciated, Major Sato. This is my answer: I have daughters, but no son.”
Mother had sat perfectly quiet throughout, with her head bowed and her hands tightly clasped in her lap. When
Father spoke she gave a little shudder but did not move. Presently Father turned toward her.
“Wife,” he said very gently, “ask Ishi to bring the go board, and send wine to the honorable guest.”
Whatever was in the heart of either man, they calmly played the game to the end, and Mother and.I sat there in
the deep silence as motionless as statues.
That night when Ishi was helping me undress, I saw tears in her eyes.
“What troubles you, Ishi?” I asked. “Why do you almost cry?”
She sank to her knees, burying her face in her sleeves, and for the only time in my life I heard Ishi wail like a
servant.
“Oh, Little Mistress, Little Mistress,” she sobbed, “1 am not sad. I am glad. I am thankful to the gods that I am
lowly born and can cry when my heart is filled with ache and can laugh when my heart sings. Oh, my dear, dear
Mistress! My poor, poor Master!” And she still sobbed.
That was all long ago, and now, after many years, my brother was coming back to his home.
*
The snow went away, the spring passed and summer was with us. It seemed a long, long wait, but at last same
a day when the shrine doors were opened early in the morning and the candles kept burning steadily hour after
hour, for Grandmother wanted the presence of the ancestors in the welcome to the wanderer, and as the trip from
Tokyo was by jinrikisha and kago in those days, the time of arrival was very uncertain. But at last the call
“Honorable return!” at the gateway brought everybody except Grandmother to the entrance. We all bowed our
faces to the floor, but nevertheless I saw a man in foreign dress jump from his jinrikisha, give a quick look
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around, and then walk slowly up the old stone path toward us. He stopped at one place and smiled as he pulled a
tuft of the little blossoms growing between the stones. But he threw it away at once and came on.
The greetings at the door were very short. Brother and Mother bowed, he speaking gently to her and she
looking at him with a smile that had tears close behind. Then he laughingly called me “the same curly-haired,
round-faced Etsu-bo.”
His foreign shoes were removed by Jiya, and we went in. Of course, he went to the shrine first. He bowed and
did everything just right, but too quickly, and some way I felt troubled. Then he went to Grandmother’s room.
Immediately after greetings were over, Grandmother handed him Father’s lacquer letter-box. He lifted it to his
forehead with formal courtesy; then, taking out the letter, he slowly unrolled it and, with a strange expression, sat
looking at the writing. I was shocked to feel that I could not know whether that look meant bitterness, or
amusement, or hopelessness. It seemed to be a combination of all three. The message was very short. In a
trembling hand was written:
“You are now the head of Inagaki. My son, I trust you.”
That was all.
That evening a grand dinner was served in our best room. Brother sat next to the tokonoma. All the near
relatives were there, and we had the kind of food Brothet used to like. There was a great deal of talking, but he
was rather quiet, although he told us some things about America. I watched him as he talked. His strange dress
with tight sleeves and his black stockings suggested kitchen people, and he sat cross-legged on his cushion. His
voice was rather loud and he had a quick way of looking from one person to another that was almost startling. I
felt a little troubled and uncertain—almost disappointed; for in some puzzling way he was different from what I
wanted him to be.
But one thing I loved at once. He had the same soft twinkle in his eyes when he smiled that Father had. Every
time I saw that, I felt that however different from Father he might look—or be—he really had the lovable part of
Father in his heart. And in spite of a vague fear, I knew, deep, deep down, that whatever might happen in the days,
or years, to come, I should always love him and should always be true to him. And I always have.
*
My brother's coming introduced an entirely new and exciting element into our home. This was the letters
which he occasionally received from friends in America. The letters were dull, for they told of nothing but people
and business; so after the first few I lost all interest in them. But the big, odd-shaped envelopes and the short
pages of thick paper covered with faint pen-writing held a wonderful fascination. None of us had even seen a pen
or any kind of writing-paper except our rolls of thin paper with the narrow envelopes. We could write a letter of
any length, sometimes several feet, on that paper. We began at the right side and, using a brush, wrote in vertical
lines, unrolling from the left as we wrote. The graceful black characters standing out against a background all
white, but shaded by the varying thickness of the paper into a mass of delicate, misty blossoms, were very artistic.
In later years we had flowered paper in colors, but when I was a child only white was considered dignified.
Brother always used the large, odd-shaped envelopes for letters to America; so I supposed that kind was
necessary. One day he asked me to hand to the postman a letter enclosed in one of our narrow envelopes,
embossed with a graceful branch of maple leaves. I was greatly surprised when I saw that it had an expensive
stamp on the corner md was addressed to America.
“Honorable Brother,” I hesitatingly asked, “will Gov:rnment allow this letter to go?”
“Why not?”
“I thought only big envelopes could be used for letters to America.”
“Nonsense!” he said crossly. And then he added in a kind tone, “I haven’t any more, and those I sent for to
Tokyo haven’t come.”
And so the delicate maple leaves went to America and my girlish heart was pleased. It was the first pleasant
bond between the two countries of which I had known. There was nothing definite in my mind against America,
lut I was so constantly hearing allusions to the disagreeable experiences of almost all persons who had dealings
with foreigners that I had a vague feeling of distaste for be unknown land. This impression was strengthened by
odd stories told by servants of “red-faced, light-haired barbarians who had no heels and had to prop up their
houses with artificial blocks.” It was said that animals were eaten whole by these strange people, and that the
master of a lordly house often entertained his guests by cutting up a cooked eagle in their presence. It was also
rumored that the cheap red blankets extensively imported at that time were dyed with the blood of stolen infants.
One report, which was wide-spread, in city and country alike, was that the peculiar animal odor of foreigners was
caused by the eating of flesh. This probably originated from the unfamiliar odor of wool noticed in the damp
clothing of foreign sailors. Since we had neither sheep nor woolen cloth in Japan, the unfamiliar odor was
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naturally associated with the person who carried the scent about with him. The name has clung, and even yet it is
not uncommon for country people, inquiring in a store for woolen cloth, to ask for “animal-smelling goods.”
Brother denied very few of these tales. I think many of them he believed, even after having lived in America.
Apparently he had met while there very few people except those engaged in buying and selling. Once
Grandmother said, with a sigh,
“Your honorable brother seems to have learned only the ways of tradesmen in far-away America. But,” she
added thoughtfully, “perhaps it is a land where only tradesmen live.”
He had been to America, but we did not realize that he had seen only one small portion of one coast city in that
great land.
*
As time passed on, Brother seemed to withdraw from our family life, and yet he did not fall into the life of the
people of Nagaoka. He was different from everybody. Sometimes he looked troubled and anxious, but more often
he was only restless and dissatisfied. At such times he frequently came and sat beside me as I sewed or studied,
and I think he talked more freely to me than to anyone else. Occasionally, though not often, he spoke of himself,
and gradually I learned much of what his life had been since he left home.
His going to America was due to the craze for foreign business which had struck Tokyo so forcefully about the
time Brother left the army. Many young men, confident of rapid and brilliant success, were launching out in
various directions, and someone induced Brother to invest all he had in what was represented to be a large export
company having offices in America. He was offered a partnership if he would take charge of the business there.
Like most men of his rank, he had no realization of his own ignorance of business methods; so he accepted and
set sail for America. On reaching his destination he found that he had been defrauded. The export company was
only a small toy-shop situated in a crowded Japanese district and kept by the wife of a workman who knew
nothing of the promised partnership.
Astonished and disappointed, Brother made his way to a near-by hotel—a pretty poor place, he said—where
many Japanese men were talking and playing games. They were mostly workmen or cheap clerks of a humble
class with almost no education. But they were most respectful to him, and, though the surroundings were
uncongenial, he knew no other place to go. In a short time he had spent all his money, and, knowing nothing of
any kind of work, and almost nothing of the English language, he easily drifted downward into the life of those
around him.
Some men would have pushed up through the mud and found light, but my brother knew little of foreigners, he
had no ambitions regarding them, and what he saw of them where he was only repelled him.
Sometimes he left the crowded district where he lived and strolled through wide streets where there were tall
buildings and big stores. There he saw foreign people, but they either paid no attention to him or looked at him as
he himself would look at a coolie at home. This amused him; for, to him, the strange-looking men who hurried by
him, talking in loud voices and smoking large, ill-smelling tobacco rolls, or chewing horrible stuff that they blew
out of their mouths on to the street, were wholly disgusting. The women were queerly dressed creatures who
stared, and laughed with their mouths open. Nothing seemed delicate or refined, only big and strong and coarse.
Everything repelled his artistic soul; so he drifted back to his uncongenial—but understandable—surroundings.
Then Fate stepped in. My brother was hurt by an accidental blow on the head, which sent him to a hospital for
three blessed, cool, clean weeks. The day he was dismissed and, sick at heart, was slowly walking toward the only
place he knew to go—his old quarters—he turned a corner and suddenly came face to face with a young man,
vigorous and brisk, walking with a quick step. The man laughed aloud as both abruptly came to a standstill; then,
seeing how pale and ill Brother looked, he turned and walked with him.
However shabbily my brother might be dressed, he always had the bearing of a gentleman, and recognizing
this, the young man, whose name was Matsuo, insisted on taking Brother to his own room. A few days later he
found a place for him in a store where he himself was foreman, and the acquaintance thus begun ripened into a
warm and lasting friendship.
Had this help been given when Brother first reached America, the high-bred, delicately reared youth, although
over-indulged and unwisely trained for practical life, might have won his puzzling way through all the
strangeness; but it was now too late. That accidental blow on the head had caused an injury, which, though not
apparent at first, gradually developed into a trouble that unfitted him for steady work; and my poor brother was
never the same again. But Matsuo was steadfastly kind.
Then came a message from Major Sato in Tokyo, saying Father was ill and wanted his son to return home. Of
what was in my brother’s heart then I know nothing, but for many weeks he delayed his reply. Then he came.
*
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That autumn our year of mourning was over, and Brother being home to take the place of Father, Sister’s
marriage was planned for harvest time. The season, however, was early. Rice patches throughout Echigo were
bowing with rich promise early in October, but of course, nobody was ever married in the no-god month, so the
first good-luck day in November was chosen.
When the day of Sister’s wedding came, we were all greatly excited; but the real excitement of a Japanese
marriage is at the house of the bridegroom, as it is there that the wedding takes place. However, the ceremony of
leaving home is always elaborate, and for several days our entire house was filled with the sound of people
ordering and people obeying. Then came a day when Taki, Ishi, and Toshi were busy for hours, all three folding
bedding and packing bridal chests; and the next day the procession of bridal belongings went swinging out of our
gateway and on over the mountain to Sister’s home-to-be.
Two days later Sister went away. The hairdresser came very early that morning, for the bride’s hair had to be
arranged in the elaborate married style with wonderful ornaments of tortoise-shell and coral. Then her face and
neck were covered with thick white powder and she was dressed in a robe and sash of white—the death color—
because marriage means the bride’s death to her father’s family. Beneath this was a garment of scarlet, the dress
of a new-born babe, typical of her birth into her husband’s family. Mother had on her beautiful crest dress, and
Brother looked like Father in the ceremonious pleated linen skirt and stiff shoulder-piece of the kamishimo. I was
so glad to see him look like Father.
Just as the bridal palanquin was brought to the door, we all went to the shrine for Sister to say farewell to the
spirit of our ancestors, for, after marriage, she would belong no longer to our family, but to her husband’s. She
bowed alone before the shrine. Then Mother slipped over the mat to her side and presented her with a beautiful
case, the kind that all Japanese ladies wear with ceremonial dress. Sister’s was beautiful mosaic-work of crepe in
a pattern of pine, bamboo, and plum. It had been made by our great-grandmothers own hands. Inside it was a
small mirror. A brocade-covered crystal hung from it on a silk cord and, on the edge of the case, slipped under the
band, was a long silver hairpin. In olden days this was a dagger. These are emblematic of the mirror, the jewel,
and the sword of the Imperial regalia.
As Mother handed the mirror-case to Sister, she said the same words that every mother says to a bride. She told
her that now she was to go forth bravely to her new life, just as a soldier goes to battle.
“Look in the mirror every day,” she said, “for if scars of selfishness or pride are in the heart, they will grow
into the lines of the face. Watch closely. Be strong like the pine, yield in gentle obedience like the swaying
bamboo, and yet, like the fragrant plum blossoming beneath the snow, never lose the gentle perseverance of loyal
womanhood.”
I never saw my mother so moved, but poor Sister looked only blank and expressionless beneath the stiff white
powder.
We all bowed deeply at the door. Sister entered the palanquin and the next moment was hidden behind the reed
screen of the little window. Her own nurse, who should have come next, had married and gone far away, so Ishi
took her place and entered the first jinrikisha. The go-between and his wife were in the next two, and then came
Brother and Mother.
The procession started, Toshi sprinkled salt on the doorstep just as if a corpse had been carried out, and
mingling with the sound of rolling wheels and the soft thud of trotting feet came Grandmothers trembly old voice
singing the farewell part of the wedding- song:
From the shore.
A boat with lifted sail
Rides toward the rising moon.
On waves of ebbing tide it sails,
The shadow of the land falls backward,
And the boat sails farther … farther …

So ended Sister's life as an Inagaki; for however often she might visit us after this, and however lovingly and
informally she might be treated, she would never again be anything but a guest.
*
Long afterward Sister told me of her trip to her new home. It was only a few hours long, but she had to go over
a mountain, and the palanquin jolted fearfully. She said her greatest anxiety was to keep her head, laden with the
heavy shell bars, from bumping against the cushions and disarranging her elaborately dressed hair. Finally the
carriers were trotting along evenly on a smooth road, then they came to a stop and Ishi pushed up the reed screen
of the window.
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“Young Mistress,” she said, “we have reached the halting place where we are to rest before presenting
ourselves to the house of the honorable bridegroom.”
Mother and Ishi helped Sister out, and they all went into a good-sized but simple farmhouse. They were
received most graciously by the hostess, who was a distant relative of the bridegroom’s family. There they had
dinner, each person being served with red rice and a small fish, head and all—meaning Congratulation. Ishi
freshened up Sister’s dress, looked over her sash, examined her hair, and retouched her powdered face.
Then the procession moved slowly on, up a long sloping hill. At the top they were met by the “seven-and-ahalf-times” courier and soon reached the big gateway with its crest banner and lanterns of welcome. She was
conscious of being on a stone path when the carriers placed the palanquin on the ground. She could see nothing,
but she knew that in a moment the little window in the front would be opened and the bridegroom’s face would
appear. Then he would strike the top of the palanquin with his fan, which would mean Welcome.
There was usually no delay, but this bridegroom was a bashful youth, only seventeen, and they had to go for
him. Sister said that in those few minutes of waiting, she, for the first time, was frightened. Then she heard swift
footsteps and the next moment the little reed screen was jerked open.
She ought to have sat quietly, with her eyes cast modestly down, but she was startled and gave one quick
glance upward. In that instant’s time she saw a pale, pock-marked face with a broad low brow and close-pressed
lips.
Down went the screen and, without a second’s pause, “clap! clap!” came a nervous slap of the fan above her
head. The palanquin was lifted and carried to the door. Sister, within, sat strangely calm, for in that instant of
lifted screen her fright had slipped away forever.
The door was reached. The palanquin was lowered to the ground. Sister was helped out, and as she entered her
life home, two old voices completed the wedding-song with the words of welcome:
On the sea
A boat with lifted sail
Rides toward the rising moon.
On the waves of the flowing tide it comes.
The shadow of the past lies far behind,
And the boat sails nearer—nearer
To the shore called Happy Life.

104.31 The Rabbit’s Wiles: A Folktale\fn{told by Azuma Fuyo (1877-1

)}

Hitoegane, Nagano Prefecture?, Japan (F)

Long ago a deer, a rabbit, and a toad met in the mountains. They decided to do something pleasant together
and they started to pound mochi.
The deer was clever. While he was pounding, he sent the pestle, the mortar, and all rolling down the hill. The
three of them agreed that the one who picked up the mochi first could have it. They started to run.
The rabbit and the deer chased the mortar, but the toad followed slowly after them. He found that the mochi
had fallen out of the mortar and he started to eat it. The toad said they had already made an agreement and he
would not give the others any.
Since the toad would not give the rabbit and the deer any mochi, they decided to go and cut thatching reeds
together. The two of them set out. The deer and the rabbit each cut three bundles of thatch. As they started back,
the rabbit said,
“Three bundles are too heavy to carry.” The deer said,
“If they are heavy, give me one bundle.” After they had gone a little farther, the rabbit said,
“Two bundles of thatch are too heavy.” The deer offered to carry one more. Presently the rabbit said,
“One bundle of thatch is too heavy.” The deer said, again, that he would carry it. After they walked on a little,
the rabbit stopped and said,
“I am too tired.” The deer said,
“Then get onto my back.”
He let the rabbit get onto his back. After the rabbit got up onto the deer’s back, he started a fire. He said,
“The hiuchi bird\fn{Fire-lighter bird.} is lively today.”
When the fire was burning well, the rabbit jumped down and ran away. The deer was burned to death. The
rabbit wanted to cook the deer meat and he said to the deer’s children,
“Lend me a kettle if I am going to cook deer meat for you.” They brought him a kettle. He said,
“I’ll call you when it is ready. In the meantime, dance the lion dance at the shrine.”
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He tricked them and no matter how long the children danced, he did not call them. When they went back to
see, they found he had eaten all the meat himself. He only left a little pile of turds in the kettle.
The home folks came back and heard from the children what had happened. They looked around for the rabbit
and found him hiding behind the mortar in the workroom. Their grandfather caught the rabbit when he tried to get
away through the opening the cats used. The old man said,
“Bring me the spit.”
The children were excited and brought him a hook. He said,
“That’s not what I said. I want the spit.”
This time the children made a mistake and brought him the rice ladle. The grandfather declared,
“You don’t know anything, I’ll go myself to get it, so hold onto the rabbit.”
He left one child holding the rabbit and went to get the spit. While the old man was gone, the rabbit asked the
child,
“How big are your old man’s balls?” The child let go with one hand to show him and said,
“This big.” The rabbit said,
“You can only show half of it with one hand. Show me with both hands.”
The child let go with both hands and said,
“This big.”
The rabbit took that instant to get away.
Just then the old man came back with the spit. He caught hold of the rabbit’s tail. It broke off, and the rabbit’s
tail has been short ever since.
173.111 Excerpt from Travels In Manchuria And Mongolia\fn{by Yosano Akiko (1878-1942)} Sakai, Osaka
Prefecture, Japan (F) 12
On the morning of the sixteenth,\fn{Of May, 1928} Mr. Kato Ikuya, my husband, and I boarded an express train
on the main line of the South Manchurian Railway and departed from Dalian. Messrs. Usami, Kohiyama,
Ishikawa, Mayama, Nishida, and their wives, among many others, came to send us off from the Dalian Station.
When we arrived at the Jinzhou Station, the stationmaster was kind enough to provide us with a young Chinese
railway porter who could speak Japanese as our guide. We all boarded a horse-drawn coach and set out first to
visit battlefields of the Sino-Japanese and Russo-Japanese Wars in nearby Nanshan. Nanshan, or “southern
mountain,” was low-lying hilly terrain, a part of the Jinzhou plain. There amid some young pine trees had been
erected a white granite commemorative tablet.
While paying our condolences on the battlefield, it was refreshing to look at the wide-open green field where
the sorghum had just come into bloom in the clear May sky. I spotted dandelions and wild irises sprouting in
disarray, and when my husband asked what their Chinese names were, the young railway porter told us that iris in
Chinese was yanziyi and dandelion was popoding. The name yanzihua for the fully bloomed flower of the iris was
an elegant Chinese name since antiquity and was even known in Japan, but yanziyi—literally, the wing of the
swallow—was a provincialism I was hearing for the first time. My husband was even more pleased by the name
popoding. The ding was a term added to the names of scented flowers, such as dingzihua (clove), chending
(aloes), {zdingxiang (lilac). He noted that it might be shown that the Japanese word for dandelion—tanpopo—was
an ancient Chinese term in which ding represented the first character\fn{I.e., tan}
JINZHOU
As we left Nanshan, the natural scenery of the road en route to the city of Jinzhou afforded us great pleasure.
From the midst of the riverside willows that followed the road, the city walls of Jinzhou in front of a green field
and the charming watchtower above them appeared like a chart of the palace of the dragon king. Chinese carts of
various and sundry shapes passed one another along the road, and the carefree manner in which we moved among
them in the horse-drawn coach had, save for the clouds of white dust they raised, a fascinating charm for us in this
foreign land.
We passed through the gate of the city into Jinzhou, and there for the first time I saw the Chinese city encircled
by the city walls. One can really see how different the Chinese term for city (cheng) is from the Japanese
conception of that same term, pronounced shiro\fn{And meaning “castle” or “castle town”}
This was a city that had taken shape on the site of the ancient capital of Liaodong. The bustling scene seemed
to be limited to the central street, although opulent merchant homes and massive residences of the elite formed a
thick wall along a side road. My husband wrote down his impressions of this central street in his diary as follows:
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Rising clouds of white dust, a stench seemingly caused by food, the shadows and cacophony of men and horses. The
pavement was sunken with wheel ruts. Merchants selling furniture with glimmering cast iron fixtures, restaurants,
stables, apothecaries. In the midst of it all, a strangely oversized dark red coffin at a funeral items shop and accessories
in animal form appearing rather ostentatious. Right in the middle of the street, an obese black and white mottled pig
was being carried alive by two able-bodied men who were weighing and bargaining over it. The pale blue clothing of
city people who surrounded this scene looking on at leisure was thoroughly soiled and stained to the point of being
black, reflecting white in the sunlight.

One of the public schools that had been established at various sites by the South Manchurian Railway
Company for the education of the Chinese was outside the city walls of Jinzhou. We visited a certain Japanese
teacher at this public school, and he took us to see the famed Tianqi Shrine outside the eastern wall. The Chinese
word for shrine (miao) contrasts with a temple (si). They use the term miao for shrines large and small alike. In
recent times, Daoist shrines have proliferated and to a certain extent become mixed with Buddhist ones. Tianqi is
a Daoist deity, the principal deity of Mount Tai in Shandong province. We heard that there are many such Tianqi
shrines scattered about Manchuria where, for many years past, Han Chinese from Shandong have been settling.
The Tianqi Shrine here in Jinzhou, however, was now a Chan Buddhist temple of the Yunxi sect. It is now
inhabited not by Daoist priests but by Buddhist monks who supervise its maintenance. The shrine is divided into a
main hall and residential quarters; the latter can be found in the back where images of husband and wife deities
are dressed in ordinary garb. The day was peaceful, and it seemed as though, having forgotten all duties to heaven,
man, and earth, these deities were immersed in the tranquillity and joy of family. To the left and right, four
bodhisattvas were standing, each with one item raised: a work of literature, an inkstone, a pipa, and a qin.\fn{A
pipa is a Chinese string instrument resembling a lute; a qin is a Chinese instrument resembling a zither} It appeared as though these
were images of deities appropriately drawn from a “country of rites and music.” There may be no other country in
which among a group of religious images one finds husband and wife deities symbolizing the transformation of
family life by learning and scholarship.
The shrine is also famous for the sculptures located in a detached hall depicting various aspects of hell.
Although these are works of the Qing era\fn{ 1644-1911} of no particular artistic value, there was one of ironic
design: a human being getting weighed, having the severity of his crimes calculated, and, in order to end the
sufferings in hell and clothe the soul that would be released, the skins of various animals were carved, among
them one human skin.
The creation of such sculpture and paintings as an aide in exhortations to belief is a rather old Buddhist
technique. We find them as early as in the poems of hungry spirits in the Man ’yoshû\fn{Collection of Ten Thousand
Leaves, compiled in the 8th century} as well as in the sculptures contained in the pagoda of the Horyuji, but in presentday Liaodong, too, one can find instructive reference.
*
In recent years past, from the earth on these grounds a discovery by scholars who have brought to light a stele
bearing an inscription concerning the Mongol invasion during the Koan period\fn{ 1278-88} has already been
reported among Japanese historians. This stele is preserved in the Nanjing School that sits in a Confucian temple
in Jinzhou. We went to this temple and were able to read the inscription itself. Although this temple was in a
dilapidated state, vestiges of the ancient style of its architecture remained in its garden and pond.
*
The land near Jinzhou was of a curiously light reddish hue on the whole. There was also soil of a much deeper
red. This redness continued as far as the sands of the river bed. The beautiful, gentle scenery that was reflected in
the fresh verdure of the willow trees extended as far as our field of vision—a picturesque scene such as cannot be
found in Japan. Although the scenery of south China is surely magnificent, the color of the earth there is probably
not the red one finds here in Jinzhou.
The willow catkins not yet to be found in Dalian during this season had already scattered and piled up here and
there upon our arrival in Jinzhou. The flower blossoms like cotton or the fluffy down on a baby’s cheek wafted
lightly and quietly in the faint gentle breeze. No, these were not blossoms, but the cotton-like substance that
comes out of the blossoms. Had the strength of the wind increased even slightly, they would have whirled up into
the sky and flown off to some distant place, who knows where. This truly harmonizes with the atmosphere under
the crystal clear, blue sky of Manchuria, which gets so little rain, with its aroma of late spring, early summer sun
and fresh leaves—it all renders the mind graceful and lucid. Sweeping over the cart in which we were traveling,
they scattered about us repeatedly. We were so happy to be able to see for the first time here those things known
as willow catkins (liuxu or yanghua) in Chinese literature. My husband cited a poem by Wu Rong, a poet from the
Tang period (618-907), and then said,
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“I now understand the joy of this poem. Somehow the willow catkins seem to love the wind, and they seem to
be loved by it.” I penned the poem that follows:\fn{ I have arranged the poetry as it might be so arranged in English; in the
original, it is simply set out as a complete sentence:H }
That day,
south of the city,
riding in the horse-drawn cart
with the teacher from Jinzhou,
the willow catkins scattered over us.

XIONGYUECHENG
After spending half a day seeing Jinzhou, we left by train in the afternoon, heading for Xiongyuecheng Station.
Above the low mountain range visible through the window on the right side of the train, we saw a “smoke
platform” from the Ming dynasty\fn{1368-1644} built of piled stone that had partially collapsed, though remains
could be seen here and there. It was a signaling station that had been created in the face of invading Japanese
pirates.
The station was only a few miles from the city of Xiongyuecheng. Guided here as well, this time by the
director of the local public school, we first paid a call by car on the Agricultural Experimentation Station operated
by the South Manchurian Railway. After listening to gracious explanations by the staff and inspecting various
reference specimens of their work, we were able to get a general conception of the produce distinctive to northern
and southern Manchuria. I am ordinarily not much interested in statistics, but I sensed that the numbers were very
useful in developing such a general concept.
From there we went on to sightseeing in the streets of Xiongyuecheng, the local capital. The city walls face the
right bank of the Xiongyue River. Because this area, unlike Jinzhou, was outside Japanese leased territory, we
requested the permission of the Chinese police and climbed the watchtower of the eastern wall. While walking
along the ramparts, with the river in front of us, we looked out onto the plains to the south and the mountains to
the northeast. The breadth of the city walls was quite expansive, twelve feet wide. There were many rivers in
Manchuria bearing the name shahe\fn{“Sand River”} and, as the name indicates, these were usually rivers of sand;
shortly after a rainfall, water would appear, but as we looked at the Xiongrue River today only a trickling of water
was passing through.
Standing before the great river that pours into the Gulf of Zhili while gazing at the mountains on the other bank
of the river, that is a scene from bygone days befitting a trip to China.
Inside the city, the Y.M.C.A. was proselytzing the anti-Japanese cause, and we were warned of the possibility
of danger to us. We thus speedily passed through the hook-shaped main street from the eastern wall to the
northern. Like Jinzhou, the main street here was alive and bustling with shops and restaurants. White dust clouds
were dense and a certain smell was mixed into all manner of items; I covered my face with a handkerchief and we
pressed on.
We were about to enter a car waiting outside the northern wall-, but no Chinese driver appeared. While we
waiting, a crowd of people gathered around us. Their eyes were fastened particularly on me, with the Western
clothes I was wearing, and because I associated this with anti-Japanese stories that had circulated since the Jinan
incident,\fn{When in late April 1928 the troops of Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek (1887-1971) entered the city of Jinan to administer
the coup de grâce to Manchurian warlord Zhan Zuolin and complete the Northern Expedition, the Japanese government dispatched five
thousand troops to protect their two thousand nationals resident there and their property; and fighting erupted in early May with vicious
atrocities repoted on both sides, and Chiang was forced to retreat } I had a bit of an ominous sense. After about twenty

minutes, the driver appeared, and when I asked him the name of the item he was carrying in his hand, he replied
that it was called zongzi,\fn{Rice dumplings wrapped in bamboo leaves} the same item we call chimaki. It is triangular in
shape, wrapped in a reed leaf, and steamed. They make these zong in May just as we do in Japan, a practice that
was probably conveyed from southern China in antiquity. We found it extremely interesting that contemporary
Chinese in Manchuria also carry on this custom. As my husband wrote:
The Chinese zong folding into a triangle the reed leaf from the Xiongyue River in early summer.

*
We next returned to the Agricultural Experimentation Station, and, with the kind guidance of the agronomists
there, we observed specimens of things produced in Manchuria: grains, vegetables, fruits, silk and cotton, and
flora and fauna. We also saw the plants and seedlings on a huge farm and were given an object lesson on the spot.
There were various sorts of sorghum and over forty different varieties of beans.
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That night we stayed at the Xiongyue Hot Springs. Located on the west bank of the upper reaches of the
Xiongyue River, the hot springs inn was managed by Japanese. Water from the hot springs was drawn indoors at
various points by the sandy source of the river where it was boiling up, and particularly unusual was the fact that
the water came from the river’s source and one could bathe here freely in the hot water of the sand. Apparently, in
the summer Japanese bathers from Dalian and elsewhere flock to this place, while Chinese, whether they are
native to the area or passing through, strip, dig in the sand, and have the nearby flow of water poured over them to
their hearts’ content as they adjust to the water’s termperature. They sink down as far as their heads and look up at
the nearby mountains beneath the blue sky, carrying on friendly conversation while viewing the forest of willow
trees. It is a scene of extraordinary restfulness.
That evening, Japanese from the Agricultural Experimentation Station, the public school, and elsewhere,
together with their spouses and children, gathered at the inn, and we chatted with them leisurely.
The Xiongyue Hot Springs is rich in mountain, river, and willow scenery, and the quality of the springs is on a
par with Hakone in terms of beauty. The starkly bald rocky mountain that juts out nearby has an unusual shape.
They call it both Wang’ershan (Watching boy mountain) and Wangxiaoshan (Small watching mountain). The
story is told that in olden days a lad traveled to the capital to compete in the civil service examinations; his mother
climbed this peak and waited day after day for his return until she finally died of agony. My husband penned the
following poem:
Although the mountains we see are all clear,
only the mountain looking at the young lad sits in a cold plain.
There is a mountain looking out for the boy amid the willow trees of Manchuria,
but the eastern capital is far away.

I then recited the following poem:
The mother stood,
and stared from Wangxiaoshan, they say,
her child far away in the capital.

YINGKOU
At Dashiqiao Station on the main line of the South Manchurian Railway, we changed to the Yingkou branch
line and arrived at Yingkou. I had wanted to see the estuary of the Liao River, which I knew from history, but,
more important, I. wanted to see the daughter of Mr. Furusawa—she was my first student at the Bunka Academy,
a young woman with an extraodinary temperament, full of literary talent. She had recendy married and was there
with her husband, Mr. Hayakawa.
Yingkou stood on the left bank of the Liao River estuary. In the late Qing era the government set up a
bureaucratic office there known as the Zhenhaiying.\fn{ “Encampment to protect the sea”} Yingkou was popularly
known as Yingzikou.
We were met at the station by the stationmaster as well as by Mr. and Mrs. Matsue. When I gazed upon the
healthy and beautiful face of Mrs. Matsue, about whose health I had been concerned, tears of joy and relief welled
up in my eyes. I was reticent to speak, and then I blurted out to Mrs. Matsue more than I should have. The ever
naïve Mrs. Matsue seemed full of joy, as she quietly was heard to say,
“Yes, yes.”
I have never been in the position of being someone else’s teacher, but although I am poorly trained in classical
Japanese literature, if there was a certain understanding that I had acquired I simply prayed that I might convey it
to three or four older women with whom I had contact. I privately counted Mrs. Matsue among those three or
four.
*
With the stationmaster’s kind assistance we boarded the steam launch, and together with Mr. and Mrs. Matsue
we traveled several miles up the Liao River. The Liao begins in the Xing’an Mountain Range of Inner Mongolia,
and then uniting with rivers at various sites along the way flows some five hundred miles before arriving at
Yingkou and entering the Gulf of Zhili. It is, together with the Sungari River, one of the two great rivers of
Manchuria and Mongolia. The term Liaodong\fn{“East of Liao”} appears for the first time in the biography of a man
by the name of Su Qin in the Shiji (Records of the Grand Historian) and, in fact, takes its name from this river.
The ancient meaning of the term Liaodong, according to the research of the author of the Liaodong wenxian
zhenglüe (Verification in Brief of Documents About Liaodong), was not as narrow as construed in later eras, but
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was a comprehensive term for a wide area covering from Yuguan (Shanhaiguan) east to all of the present-day
Three Eastern Provinces\fn{Manchuria} and the eastern portion of Rehe. Properly speaking, Yingkou is about 34
miles upriver from the estuary, and another mile or more upriver leads to a water depth that during high tide can
buoy up a battleship.
Chinese junks sail a distance of 179 miles upstream as far as Zhengjiatun in Inner Mongolia, which sits at the
upper reaches of three rivers. Calculating the total distance they travel upstream along tributaries would come to
about 360 miles. The width of the river before Yingkou is some 250 feet; it is filled with mud and the rushing
whirlpool presents a fearful sight. Reeds are growing densely in one area on the far shore of the river, and beyond
it lies a plain where the mountains’ shadows cannot be seen. There is a railway station for a branch line of the
Jing-Feng railway in western Yingkou on the opposite shore; twice a day small steamships from Yingkou link up
with the train, making it possible to travel between Peking and Fengtian.
The stationmaster pointed out and explained numerous things to us on board the steam launch. In the new city
near the station, consulates from a number of countries and firms and shops were lined up in an orderly fashion.
The Chinese city, known as the Old City, could be seen slightly further down-river. For the first time in my life, I
saw junks converging here. They came from Tianjin and Zhifu and, as just described, sailed upstream. Chinese
poets of old have compared the cluster of their masts to a forest, and I had the eerie sense that I was seeing just
such an image. Once, during a trip to Holland, I enjoyed the beauty of the flags of ships forming a group, but the
fluttering red and blue and yellow of the banners on these junks contrasted with the muddy waters beneath the
cloudy sky. There was, in fact, a certain grandeur about it all.
According to the stationmaster, in winter the river freezes over, and horse-drawn carts travel over it. Also,
innumerable wild geese fly across to the far shore of the river and render it completely black. During the thawing
period in spring, ice comes floating down from the upper reaches of the river, making for a magnificent sight. He
also noted that there have never been any cases of people who inadvertently fell in this river and reemerged, for
while the surface of the river gives the appearance of calm, below it are surging whirlpools.
DASHIQIAO
We noticed that there was a mistake on the train timetable, and the train did not leave at the hour we had
expected it would. Mr. Kato, our guide, was worriedly fidgeting, but the stationmaster said to us,
“There’s a locomotive heading back to Dashiqiao. Go ahead and take it, because it will soon be ready to
depart.”
Resigned to the heat, soot and smoke, and oscillation, we had decided to do so, and the stationmaster found us
an empty conductor’s car and had it connected to the locomotive for us. With this extraordinary kindness, we
boarded our temporary special train, and at peak speed we road back to Daishiqiao Station. Ten minutes after
arriving there, we were overjoyed to be able to switch to an express train that had just arrived from Dalian.
On Mizhen Mountain in the environs of Dashiqiao Station stood the ancient Haiyun Temple. On its grounds
the Niang-niang Shrine for prayer was famous among all similarly namea shrines throughout Manchuria, because
each year beginning on the sixteenth day of the fourth lunar month numerous women believers gathered from near
and far for three days of rituals. Niangniang was said to encompass the three female Daoist deities of Yunxiao,
Bixiao, and Qiongxiao, and they thus were apportioned, respectively, the functions of prosperity and longevity,
correcting eyesight, and the delivery of children. Passing by, we looked up at this shrine that seemed to hang
down amid the craggy rocks on the mountainside.
TANGGANGZI AND QIANSHAN
We got off the train at the Tanggangzi Station on the main line of the South Manchurian Railway and put up at
a hotel by the Tanggangzi Hot Springs in front of the station. As I was thinking about the local toponyms, such as
Tanggangzi and nearby Tanghe and Ganquanpu, I realized that the hot water of the local hot springs must have
dated back to ancient times. It was a beautiful alkali spring. The hotel was indirectly managed by the South
Manchurian Railway Company, its structure immense in scale and its proprietors scrupulously attentive to
conveniences within. We also appreciated that, the maids all preserved the humility of respectable young women
and had nothing of the air of waitresses about them.
We were now on a plain among the willow trees, and, regrettably, we no longer had around us the scenery of a
place such as the Xiongyue Hot Springs, but they were growing trees and attempting paddy land work at the hotel,
which gave the place a certain rusticity. Because it was so convenient to travel along the trunk line of the railway,
the Japanese living in Manchuria frequently came from north and south to enjoy the baths here. It was particularly
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bustling in the early summer when Russian and Chinese bathers stopped in as well.
We came here and saw a kind of soil that the Chinese call mianxian and the Japanese call sodachi: terrain
covered with soda. The soil was rich in soda, and it volatilized and turned the surface white as it coagulated. I
have heard that there are many such areas throughout Manchuria and Mongolia. Because the region around this
hot springs is generally rich in soda, plants and trees do not readily grow, although one variety of acacia does
bloom well. My husband wrote a poem here:
Plants, trees, and soil in Tanggangzi
all dimly white,
the memory is terribly sad. .

About twelve miles to the east of the hot springs lies the famed peak of southern Manchuria known as
Qianshan. From the upper floor of the hotel, one face of its sharp, starkly pointed peak can be seen leaning,
cutting a gallant figure like Mt. Myogi, halfway into the sky. We detrained at Tanggangzi Station because we
wanted to visit all three of the Manchurian hot springs, but also because we wanted to see the beauty of Qianshan.
The writers Omachi Keigetsu\an{ 1869-1925} and Tayama Katai\fn{1871-1930} had both climbed this mountain,
and last autumn the writers Arishima Ikuma\fn{ 1882-1974} and Masamune Tokusaburo\fn{1883-1962} climbed it as
well, led by Mayama Koji. When they heard that we were going to Manchuria this year, Arishima and Masamune
both energetically encouraged us to be sure to go see this mountain.
That evening, our guide Mr. Kato spoke with a man at the hotel and took care of preparations for us to climb it
the following day. He got Mr. Umehara Shuji, long resident in this area and quite familiar with the mountain, to
come along with us.
*
The next morning arrived. Two horses and a sedan chair were waiting in front of the hotel. My husband road
one of the horses, and Mr. Kato and Mr. Umehara alternately rode the other horse. The sedan chair was a
palanquin in the shape of a chair carried by four people, which had been arranged for me. There were two grooms
for the horses, four men for the sedan chair, and six coolies carrying blankets and two days’ worth of provisions
(box lunches, white rice, drinks, sugar, and various canned goods).
They were all Chinese, and our party of four set out following a route behind the hotel. My husband’s posture
—having not ridden a horse in nearly thirty years—seemed rather uncertain over the first few hundred yards, but
soon his stirrups and waist seemed to be in good form. Mr. Kato did not look particularly adept at equestrianship
either, and when we reached a grassy area he could not keep his horse from craning its neck. My husband didn’t
see this as he was about to ride ahead of Mr. Kato’s horse, but for some reason my husband’s horse wouldn’t go
ahead. We learned from Mr. Umehara’s translation that the two horses were used to pulling the same carts, and as
second in command Mr. Kato’s horse was used to going first while my husband’s, being the boss, followed. Thus,
even while the horses rode along separately, they maintained their usual order.
Generally speaking, heading north along the trunk line of the South Manchurian Railway, we saw prairie land
to the left and numerous mountain peaks to the right. There were fields tucked in between the peaks, rivers
stretching out before us, villages dotting the landscape, and glimpses of willow trees among them all. All this
made a magnificent view from afar.
That day we went toward the fields to our left, and as far as the eye could see was a carpet of soybean and
sorghum sprouts barely two inches tall along a long, beautiful ridge in a field. There were thickets of willows here
and there, and villages in the distance interspersed among the trees with walls of grayish brown, the same color as
the earth. In the bright May sunlight, there was a light wind that day, and the willow catkins, white, flew about in
great triumph.
When we happened upon a road along which we had to detour, the horses and sedan chair bearers stepped out
onto the broad field in a straight line without a moment’s thought. This was a practice with which the owner of
this field would find no fault, as there were already signs of a shortcut having been made in a straight line where
people and horses had traversed the field, as there were on every field. This was farming on an immense scale,
and no harm came to the crops because of such a shortcut. One could truly sense that this was something only
possible in such a large country.
On this trip I saw for the first time with my own eyes how an insect known as the dung beetle (C. qianglang), a
kind of gold bug, would ball up bits of oxen and horse manure and transport them to its lair. This is what is
described in the phrase of the Huainanzi:\fn{A work prepared by one Liu An (179-122BC)}
“The dung beatle plays with balls.”
When they espy the manure, they pull their wings back and drop to the ground. They push from behind
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spherical pieces of it about the size of a one-sen copper coin, and roll it across the earth as they move.
*
Before long Qianshan was pressing in before us, as we stood on land from which we could see mountains close
at hand on both right and left. At a slight distance removed on the left, we could see a bald mountain in reddish
brown; it was one of the mines at Anshan where the South Manchurian Railway Company was excavating iron
ore. Together with the other mining areas in the region, they calculated the underground deposits to be 200 million
tons.
As we approached the southern foothills of Qianshan, there was a small stream known as Nanshan’gou, and
facing the stream was a village called Shangshiqiaozi. We opened our lunches at midday in the town inn, asked
for some hot water, and drank it with black tea that we had brought along. The Chinese coolies were fed at the
inn. Their meal consisted of flour from something like sorghum made into what looked like mantou (steamed
bread), and they ate by adding fresh leaks to something that added flavor in some sort of broth. The proprietor of
the inn politely encouraged us to try these steamed items, but one bite was enough to convince me that for me it
was inedible. Their thirst satisfied for the time being, the coolies were happily satiated. When we went to pay,
these meals and our tea money came to 50 yuan altogether.
Readers may be shocked by our extravagance, but before leaving the hotel I had changed some Japanese
money into Fengtian bills. Fifty yuan in Fengtian currency on today’s market has fallen to less than two yen. That
less than two yen was enough for twelve Chinese coolies to eat their fill, plus provide the four of us with tea
money, was a great surprise to me and my husband. This was sufficient for us to conclude just how inexpensive
was life for the Chinese in general.
They all ate their fill at lunch that day at our expense, and Mr. Umehara said it was a feast for them. Coolies, or
physical laborers, from Dalian and elsewhere spend, converted into Japanese currency, between five and ten sen
each day on food.
Qianshan belonged to the Changbai branch range, which ran to the southwest from the Sino-Korean border.
With its bare granite rocks protruding at every peak some two thousand feet above sea level, it looks like a
miniature landscape of a mountain sculpted by the remains of a fierce weathering process, surrounded by fortyeight ravines and rich in precipices and strange rock formations. To soften its rugged, gaunt visage, pine trees,
wild pear trees, oak trees, beech trees, and black alders as well as many other varieties dotted the picturesque
landscape with the brilliance of the fresh green season. This strange sight of countless peaks, large and small, all
confused and mixed together had been called Qiandingshan\fn{ “Mountain of one thousand peaks”} and
Qianhuashan,\fn{“Mountain of one thousand flowers} though today it is simple known as Qianshan.\fn{ “One thousand
mountains”} Occupying scenic spots among the cliffs of the more important peaks, Wusi, Shiguan, Jiugong, and
Si’an all convey the architectural grandeur of an earlier era. The Buddhist temples there were mostly built in the
Jingde reign period\fn{Early eleventh century} of the Song dynasty,\fn{960-1279} although those sites today are
reconstructions of the Ming and Qing eras. The Daoist shrines were built in the Qianlong period\an{ Eighteenth
century} of the Qing dynasty, and many were rebuilt thereafter. According to legend, at the time of his invasion of
Korea, Emperor Taizong\fn{Reigned 626-649} of the Tang came through here; it is also said that there are stone
tablets dating from the Sui dynasty.\fn{ 589-618} Contemporary Chinese scholars, however, do not believe these
tales.
As best we could, we avoided steep shortcuts and traveled southeast along the foothills from Shangshiqiaozi.
We then turned to the left and climbed a mountain along the ravine of the Xiangyan Temple. This ravine was
filled with the verdant growth of wild pear trees. Temples and shrines in the mountains provide homes for many
Buddhist monks and Daoist priests, and one resource for a comparatively comfortable life is the great quantity of
firewood from all the mountains, though I have heard that the fruit from the pear trees provides another source of
food.
The Xiangyan Temple backed on to a precipice that looked like a screen where the ravine came to a dead end,
and there was a meditation hall and a guest hall outside the Hall of the Buddha. Surrounded by mountains, there
was no wide vista to look out onto, but it was quiet just listening to the sounds of the wind blowing through the
pines above the rocks. At a nearby peak, the Jinli Pagoda of the famous Yuan-era monk Xue’an could be seen with
the pale blue appearance of antiquity about it. The guest hall, as the name indicates, was a meditational cell to
welcome guests who had come on pilgrimage. These were always attached to Chinese temples. There was a
hearth for boiling tea water in the center, and table and chairs were arranged and a kang set up in the left and the
right rooms. On one side was the priests’ quarters and on the other the guest room. We relaxed in the guest hall,
drinking tea poured for us by a young child. When we finished drinking, the child refilled our cups several times,
as was the custom when receiving guests, not only in temples but in China generally. The monks just exchanged a
few words, not saying a great deal, as befit the situation.
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*
As soon as we left the Xiangyan Temple, turned left off the central path of the ravine, and came out onto a
level road in the mountains, we saw up on the left side the Platform of the Immortals, the highest peak among
those comprising Qianshan. After gradually proceeding about 2.5 miles to the north, we again turned to the left
and entered another ravine. We were not moving straight up a precipitous peak, so I got down from the sedan
chair and walked. The men had earlier returned the horses at Shangshiqiaozi, so we were all now walking.
When we came to a fork in the road, Mr. Umehara, who had acquired experience as a guide, lost his way for a
moment because the landmark grove of trees had been cut down, but when we climbed to the top of this sharp
cliff, the many peaks within the Qianshan complex became visible, and just then, in the evening light, everyone
instinctively called out,
“What beautiful scenery!”
We then descended a bit, and there was a road going up the peak to the left. We had not come across it before,
and it went among the strange rock formations and pine trees, leading to our objective, the Da’an Temple.
Before the front gate of the Da’an Temple, a tall wild pear tree had sprouted flowers that looked like those of a
white peach tree. The seasons came later here than in the valley of the Xiangyan Temple. When we entered,
stepping over high stone steps, purple clouds, penetrating the light of nightfall, gathered over the garden in front
of the main sanctuary, and we were struck by a beautiful fragrance. Lilacs—what the Chinese call zidingxiang—
had been planted in this yard and were now in full bloom.
The evening Buddhist religious service had just begun. The door of the main sanctuary was open, the sound of
bells rang in the mountains, and the temple monks—over ten in all—emerged from their quarters and entered the
main sanctuary. All were attired in the dark gray robes of Buddhist priests, though without the Buddhist stole. We
forgot the weariness of our feet and, following the priests from behind, stood before the sanctuary.
The main image was of the Buddha. Here in this temple the priests maintained their dignity well, as they lit the
candles, burnt incense, and several times knelt and worshipped. One priest sounded the priests’ bell in unison
while reading from the sutras. Amid all this, the scene of frequent kneeling in prayer was one of utter solemnity.
Compared to the formulaic manner in which young priests in Japan utter Buddhist scripture, one felt that the older
style of devotion remained alive here. As for musical instruments, in addition to the bell, they also sounded the
priestly gong.
The Da’an Temple is said to be the oldest among the five great temples of Qianshan. On the grounds there are,
in addition to the Hall of the Buddha, a Vedas pavilion, and its recently touched up red and green coloring was
magnificent. There was as well a spacious priests’ quarters, a kitchen, and guest rooms that had recently
undergone repairs, and aside from the restrooms all were relatively clean. There were no main pillars in
Manchurian homes, and the level structure of the roofs are frequently referred to as pingfang in the Wei shu
(History of the Northern Wei Dynasty). These Buddhist and Daoist temples in the mountains seem to have
preserved the old style of tile roofing on a heightened roof. Like individual homes in the area, the walls of temples
are made of solid gray-black bricks; we did not see a single one made of packed earth, as is the Japanese style.
This temple was constructed with its back to a peak known as Mount Baotai, and the peaks on the other three
sides accentuated the beauty, with cliffs and wonderful rock formations. Pine and other trees scattered among
them create a fine scene of nature. To the south the view is open, and the mountains within Qianshan can be seen
in all their splendor. Thus, in his Qianshan youji (Travelogue of Qianshan), Zhang Wenzhen of the Qing period
wrote,
“I daresay that of the temples of Qianshan Da’an is the most picturesque.”
It was regrettable, though, that for a place so relatively rich in ravines, the beauty of the waterways of
Qianshan was rather poor. Furthermore, their drinking water was drawn from a well among the rocks below, but
for us Japanese, with our fastidiousness, we were thoroughly hampered by being unable to use the water even to
wash our hands.
The four of us stayed overnight in the guest quarters, while the Chinese coolies slept in the kitchen. They
cooked the rice they had carried for us and added it to the canned goods and pickles with which the hotel had
provided us, and we partook of dinner by a dimly lit three-wicked lamp. With the sound of steam gallantly
reverberating in a brass samovar, a temple boy boiled hot water and poured us tea; he liked the food we had left
over and carried it off with him.
It was the mountain temple custom when evening arrived for all to go to sleep early, without lighting candles.
As our lamp was low, we were rather disinclined to chat. And so we had no choice but to go to sleep at 8:00 P.M.
with Chinese bedding over a kang the size of three tatami mats. The bedbugs we had feared in the recently
repaired guest quarters never materialized, and the bedding had just been washed, which, contrary to our
expectations, was very pleasant. It was still quite cold at night, and the young boy had earlier lit the kang from
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outside. We were soon soundly asleep from this warmth and our daytime exhaustion.
In the middle of the night, though, I was suddenly awakened, as the mountain wind from the rocks and the pine
trees blew thunderously through the window. I had never stayed at the peak of such gaunt, deserted, old rocky
mountains, and I felt something rising in my mind awakened from slumber upon which I quietly reflected. It was
not the familiarity of nature but the belovedness of humanity. One after the next I pondered our children back in
Tokyo, my friends, and people I had only just met in Dalian. My husband who had similarly awakened was
mindful of the smell of the lamp filling the room with smoke, and he got up, opened the door, and for a time went
outside. He returned saying,
“The sky is magnificently full of stars!” He wrote in his diary as follows:
Waking in the wee hours of the night, I softly pushed open the door and stepped outside. The deep blue sky was
filled with stars as crystal clear as in autumn. A zephyr played the quiet musical sounds through the pine trees of the
cliffs, a vision of sublime beauty far, far from humanity. I have not seen Mount Tai in Shandong, but I have heard from
others who visited it that it has become vulgarized. The vast otherworldly elegance that can be glimpsed in the
mountain-climbing poems of Li Bo\fn{701-762} seems rather now to reside here in Qianshan.

The monks of Da’an Temple had begun their morning prayers by 4:00 the following morning, and the sound of
bells awakened us in the dim light of the guests’ quarters. A sweet sensation beyond this realm of dust hearkened
us to the Buddhist phrases at daybreak. The mountain water the boy at the temple ladled out was clear and cold as
ice. We measured out small amounts to wash our faces, and the coolies who accompanied us then prepared
breakfast for us. Mr. Umehara said that they were extraordinarily frugal with the water drawn from the deep
ravines.
The priests washed their faces with a single pan of it. First, the head priest washed his face, and then in order
the other priests did likewise with the same water until finally it became so dirty one could not see the bottom of
the pan. Furthermore, it seemed that the priests had become inured to and no longer paid heed to uncleanliness.
While we were eating breakfast, the steward priest fried in oil a fresh blossom from a tree whose name escapes
me and said we should eat it as a side dish. It was thickly coated with oil, and everyone took just a small taste. I
laughed and said,
“The food of hermits does not suit our palate.”
My husband opened a book sitting on the table in the guest quarters and found that it was the Jin’gang jing
rushuo jhu (Annotated Commentary on the Diamond Sutra), published in Daoguang 26\fn{1846} of the Qing
dynasty. Although not an ancient edition, the style of the commentary was extraordinary, and my husband told the
steward priest that he would like to purchase it. The priest could not sell it, but said that if he so wished he would
give my husband the work as a present, and so my husband was only too happy to accept it.
Also on the table was a book published just the year before last, a small text entitled the You Qianshan ji
(Account of Travels in Qianshan) by Chen Xingya. The priest gave this book to my husband as well. As
compensation for these, my husband donated a piece of gold to the temple. The priest told us that the temple held
many Ming- and Qing-era texts as well as a few Song editions, but we did not have the time to ask to see them.
Inasmuch as none of the mountain temples charged room-and-board fees, as we were about to leave, following
Mr. Umehara’s instruction, we left 100 yuan in Fengtian currency as compensation for the ten of us in the group.
This amounts to less than four Japanese yen.
We climbed Mount Baotai behind Da’an Temple for a while and turned to the right, where we came upon the
spectacular scenery of the Arhat Grottos. There, of course, are enshrined eight rough, modern, colored arhat
images in the caves about eighteen feet deep. The cave reaches an impasse and there, as a window of nature, it
opens midway onto the overhanging cliffs and looks out before one’s feet onto the sky to the east of Qianshan and
the acme of various peaks. The magnificance of the view comes from the sense that one has here a many-storeyed
building in the sky. The wind blowing in from the stone window was bracingly chilly and thus would not permit
one to linger with the view. We all regretted not having climbed in warmer weather.
*
We headed from there to the northwest, descending along a steep defile into a grove of trees. After climbing tall
stone steps at Mount Jingping, we paid a visit to the Zhonghui Temple. We paid our respects at the Hall of
Prosperity (with its Buddha of the Ten Deeds, Guanyin or Goddess of Mercy, and God of the Earth) and the Ciyun
Pavilion (with its Sakyamuni, Amitabha, and God of Medicine), and then rested for a short time in the guest
quarters with some tea. The beauty of the temple structures remained from repairs made in the Qing era, but it was
a bit more run down than Da’an Temple. It was also inferior in its elegance. The floor of the Hall of the Buddha
was on a different level from the guest quarters, and, interestingly, water could be drawn from one well there at
either level. It was dubbed lianhua shuangjing (dual lotus wells) and was counted as one of the sixteen scenic
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sites of this temple.
From there we entered a valley to the north and descended in a southerly direction. We climbed a mountain
that took us as far as Wujing Monastery, one of the ten Daoist monasteries of Qianshan. It was only slightly less
magnificent than Da’an Temple and is an outstanding example of the Daoist temples in Manchuria. The grounds
form the shape of a rocky human belly, divided into left and right. At the main sanctuary to the right, people pray
to the three emperors of heaven, earth, and water; to the left, the Daoist priests’ quarters and guest rooms are
located. There was. also a Gyanyin Hall, indicating that contemporary Daoism had intermixed with Buddhism.
However, this space had once housed the Zuyue Temple, and in the late Ming or early Qing dynasty a Daoist
priest by the name of Liu Tailin had inaugurated a Daoist monastery on these grounds.
After we first paid our respects at the main sanctuary, we circled around to the stone steps leading up a peak
behind it until we reached the top. This spot was a steep declivity known popularly as xianren hiansuo (the
hermits’ toilet). From it one could look out onto the ravines and peaks of Qianshan. In one direction, an immense
rock known as the “stone of heaven’s platform” caught our attention. When we reached its summit, we discovered
the most extraordinary of views. Another view from this rock looked out onto a precipice some four or five feet
below, and at a creep we intruded on this inaccessible spot, since we had to scale it.
Mr. Chen, author of You Qianshan ji, who wrote his work here, had built a thin metal railing as a convenience
to future climbers who ascended to take in the view. However, the metal rod inserted into the rock had become
rickety, and I thus declined to climb further. My husband returned after ascending halfway. Mr. Kato and Mr.
Umehara had both already made this climb. A Daoist priest lived in a hut in these environs.
We retraced our steps and returned to the guest quarters, where there were now many Daoist priests. They were
all wearing clear blue garments and quietly greeted us. All were men of a superior, unworldly cast of mind, which
reminded me of a painting of Daoists and Buddhists mingling together. Unlike Buddhist monks, they had all
grown thin beards. One among them was a man just thirty years of age, innocent, slender, and tall, with a fair
complexion and bright eyes. This priest reminded me of Akutagawa Rytlnosuke\an{ 1892-1927} in appearance.
All the priests had a composed demeanor, and, while wearing faint smiles on their faces, chatted about
something or other in low voices. They seemed a different race of men from the contemporary Chinese we
ordinarily think of. Perhaps there were among them Daoist priests of a more corrupt nature, but on the surface
none of them would even approach a woman, and like the monks at Da’an Temple they would not eat meat,
preferring a life of abstinence. Those who wish to see genuine Daoist priests in Manchuria would be well advised
to climb Qianshan.
On the table in the guest quarters was a pile of modern Shanghai editions of various ancient Chinese texts. We
had not imagined that looking out over the mountain peaks from a window thrown open amid the rocks, listening
to the wind in the pine trees, and sipping tea poured for us by a young boy while quietly and agreeably sitting
across from these Daoist priests were things of the modern era.
The flowers buds on a lone red peach tree still blooming beside a nearby stone wall reminded me of the
enchanted land one encountered in old Chinese texts. Here we stopped to eat the lunches that the coolies had
prepared for us at Da’an Temple, but cutting up smelly, canned ham was hardly appropriate to the situation, and
my conscience reproached me with respect to the Daoist priests.
Zuyue Temple is just as old as Da’an Temple, but it is now in a state of decay, and only the main sanctuary
remains in existence. From the cliffs of the Wujing Monastery we did no more than peer down at it.
We left the Wujing Monastery and headed down into the valley, then further on turned right, climbed a hill,
and came to Longquan Temple. We had heard that of the five temples of Qianshan only the monks here lived a
more secular life. Before treading on the stone steps and entering the tower gate, a monk standing above us asked
Mr. Umehiira how the market that day had been for Fengtian currency.
Longquan Temple was built in the fifth year of the reign of the Longqing Emperor, Muzong, of the Ming
dynasty (1566) and had been repaired on several occasions later during the Qing dynasty. It was constructed on an
immense scale in the mountains, with the structure of its halls and pavilions exceeding those of Da’an Temple.
However, because of the lowness of the mountains and the decadence of the resident monks, a sense of quiet
refinement was difficult to come by here.
The numerous extraordinary rock formations inside and outside the temple were no different from the other
temples and monasteries, but nowhere else had we been, for example, encouraged to buy a souvenir walking stick.
Disinclined to spend a night here, we changed our plans and decided to return that very day to Tanggangzi.
Reluctantly we passed up a climb the following day of Wufo Summit, one of the famed scenic spots of Qianshan.
*
At a hillock that headed south into the ravine at Longquan Temple, we came upon several woodcutters who
were running down the steap incline as nimbly as monkeys, having felled a grove of trees from the peak and
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burdened with the long trunks of the trees. This was rough work the likes of which Japanese woodsmen were
incapable of doing. The sound when the tree trunks hit the rocks at the lower end of the grove shook the mountain
with a roar.
We then turned and headed west, climbed another mountain, and looked up to the Pu’an Monastery and Wufo
Summit on a peak to our right. The mountain had a gradual descent, and we proceeded along a path that made a
sharp turn at Shangshiqiaozi from yesterday. There was a home there where a donkey with blinders was walking
around a stone mill, making flour from sorghum. Perhaps in the donkey’s mind, he was pulling a heavy object
ahead along a long road, but he was in fact going in circles around the same spot over and over. The sound of the
millstone reverberated monotonously in this hut in the forest, giving the feel of the mountains an even greater
sense of loneliness. I was reflecting on the fact that although mankind is numerous, we live out our lives in
circumstances not terribly different from this donkey, and I sympathized with the animal’s irredeemable fate.
*
When we had finished climbing down Qianshan, we passed in front of the inn where we had spent the night in
Shangshiqiaozi and then took the road to the north. We proceeded to Taigushan, one of the iron ore regions of
Anshan, and from there caught a ride on a train on the narrow-gauge railway that moved ore from Anshan until
we arrived at the Anshan Station on the trunk line of the South Manchurian Railway. Ancient graves from the Han
dynasty,\fn{206BC-22OAD} the Koguryo era,\fn{37BC-668AD} and the Liao\fn{907-1125} and Jin\fn{1115-1234}
periods are scattered here and could be spotted throughout this area.
Mr. Kato pointed out to us in the field between Shangshiqiaozi and Xiashiqiaozi the remains of ancient graves
that just a few years ago Professor Torii Rytiz\fn{ 1870-1953} had excavated. Torii was touring Manchuria and
Mongolia at the same time as we were, and we later learned that, about a month after we visited this area, he had
discovered Nestorian (ancient Christian) crosses from a successful dig in the tombs in this area.
Mr. Kato looked at his watch. Only forty more minutes until the last train, a little past 5:00 P.M., left
Taigushan. He then sent one of the Chinese porters ahead to make sure that the train would depart late. The other
sedan chair bearers and coolies said,
“If we send you off to Taigushan, then walk along the road for fifteen or sixteen miles, we won’t make it back
to Tanggangzi this evening. If we stay over night, we’ll have to pay for lodging, so why don’t we all take the train
back together?”
When Umehara and Kato agreed, the coolies suddenly began moving much more rapidly. The sedan chair
carrying me, in particular, raced along as if it had wings and arrived first at Taigushan Station, having covered
over five miles from Shangshiqiaozi in only forty minutes. My husband and Messrs. Kato and Umehara also kept
this forced march pace and arrived a few minutes later.
I was stunned at the extraordinary capacities of Chinese laborers who only ate a small amount of principally
steamed bread made from wheat flour usually together with vegetables and fish or meat only a few times each
year. In Dalian the wharf coolies hauled immense weights of six or seven tons on average each day, and I
witnessed laborers amid the intense heat of oil and glass factories. I experienced this again with the sedan chair
bearers who carried me. Mr. Fujiyama Kazuo of the Fukusho Kako Company in Dalian, which was indirectly
managed by the South Manchurian Railway Company, gave me a recently published work based on detailed
experiences with Chinese laborers entitled Saishoku to rodo mondai (Vegetarian Diet and the Labor Issues).
When the narrow-gauge rail line carrying us arrived at Anshan Station, it was already dusk, not a good time to
see the South Manchurian Railway’s iron works. Soon a train on the trunk line arrived from the north, and we
boarded it to return to the Tanggangzi Hot Springs. After bathing, we had dinner with Kato and Umehara.
We spoke of the stunning scenery and steep pathways of Qianshan and thanked them for guiding us through it.
We were encouraged to climb Qianshan again during the season of autumnal foliage.
*
After noon the following day, Mr. Nishida lnosuke arrived in Tanggangzi from Dalian. As we had planned, he
had come this long distance to spend his Sunday with us reciting poetry. Mr. Kato soon joined us and we
convened our meeting of tanka poets. We began before dinner, then read something aloud, and again late in the
evening read a second piece of work. Although Mr. Nishida had been a writer for twenty years, Mr. Kato, who
was also a poet, began reciting his poems from that day with special enthusiasm, perhaps because his senses had
been so aroused by Qianshan. Actually, though, it wasn’t from that day, for already the previous day when we
were still in the mountains Kato had several times given us examples of poetry.
That evening the poet Sato Sonosuke also arrived. He had left Tokyo after us, and we had bumped into him in
Dalian and Jinzhou. We were overjoyed that from tomorrow on this young, cheerful poet would be joining our
party. We boarded a train the following morning for Liaoyang, while Mr. Nishida planned to return to Dalian
somewhat later. …
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130.119 Hydrangea\fn{by Nagai Kafū aka Nagai Sokachi (1879-1959)} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (M) 6
Walking through Komagomé one day, I stepped inside a temple gate and came upon him quite by chance: a
samisen player, Tsurusawa Sōkichi by name, from whom I had once taken lessons. That must have been twenty
years before. Tsurukidayū was still alive, I remembered, and appearing occasionally on the variety stage.
“An odd place to meet you,” I said. “I see you’ve managed to keep well.”
“Very well, thank you, sir. I’ve often thought how kind you were in the old days, and I’ve been meaning to
stop by.”
“is it true that you’ve given up the samisen?”
“Yes, sir. I saw that the end was in sight, and decided to quite while I could.”
“Good. And what are you doing now?”
“Oh, I have a shabby little geisha house out on the edge of Yotsuya.”
“That’s much better than trying to make your way as a musician. People don’t get ahead by talent these days.
Very farsighted of you.”
“It’s good of your to say so. There were all sorts of reasons. At first I hardly knew what to do next, but now I
can see that I was right to make the change.”
“You’re visiting someone’s grave?”
“Yes, sir. And is this your family temple?”
“Oh, no. No, it’s just that I’m getting old, and things are expensive—and worthless when you’ve paid the
price. I get bored, and sometimes I go round looking for graves.”
“I see. Your companions have all gone on, have they?”
“You sound like a poet, Sōkichi. Do I remember that you wrote haiku?”
“No, sir. The hike from bottle to bed is about all I’m good for.”
We had walked round the main hall to the cemetery. The old flower woman was waiting, incense in hand, for
Sōkichi. He had sprinkled a tombstone with ritual water and changed the flowers in the bamboo pail. The stone,
which carried a woman’s posthumous name, was not particularly old.
“Your mother’s grave?” I asked casually.
“No, sir.” Sōkichi took a rosary from his kimono sleeve. “I wouldn’t tell most people, but since it’s you, sir—a
geisha I was once fond of is buried here.”
“You must be getting old yourself, Sōkichi.”
“I am indeed, sir. I’m a doddering old man. But you mustn’t laugh at me.” Sōkichi knelt down, rattled his
beads, and muttered a passage from a sutra. “The truth is,” he said as he got to his feet, “that I put this stone up
without telling my wife.”
“It sounds like an interesting story.”
“I can’t deny that it is, sir. I haven’t put up stones for my own mother and father, after all these years. And to
put one up at my age for a woman who didn’t even ask me—I’m almost shocked at myself. It cost me a good
twenty yen, too. Ten for the stone, five to the temple, a little here and a little there.”
“What house was she in?”
“The Fusahana in Yoshi-chō. Here name was Kosono.”
“I think I’ve heard of her.”
“Most unlikely, sir. She wasn’t a geisha you’d have been likely to call. Her house wasn’t good, she had no
talent. You can guess what sort she was from the fact that even I was a little ashamed to be seen out with her. A
person with an eye for it can tell at a glance how good a geisha is, after all.”
Across the street there was an old-style noodle shop, its garden as thick with shrubs as a nursery. We followed
the flagstones to a little veranda-enclosed cottage. There I heard Sōkichi’s story.
*
It must be fourteen or fifteen years ago now [Sōckichi began]. I was just thirty. It wasn’t at Yoshi-chō that I
first met her. She was in Shitaya, and she called herself Kimika. I used to see her sometimes after I’d been to your
house and had a little to drink. You may remember, sir. I had a geisha in Shimbashi named Maruji. She was well
along in years, and I was young and hot-blooded, not one to be satisfied with her and her big-sister ways. She just
wasn’t the sort you gave up everything for. Well, I was living with her, and sometimes when I had a little extra
money, thanks to you or some other gentleman, I would sneak out and buy myself a cheap geisha where I could
find one. I had the one regular geisha, you see, and I went round looking for others. You know how it is: there’s a
special flavor, somehow, in having an occasional drink in a cheap stall. You see, sir?
That’s how it was when I first had Kimika, at a little inn just down the hill from the Yushima Shrine. I couldn’t
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pick and choose, after all, when I came at ten and had to be home at twelve. Anyone would do provided she came
in a hurry.
I’d be looking at my watch. Sometimes I’d undress when I was waiting, and have a cigarette, and go at her the
minute she came in the door. It was pretty much that way with her. I waited awhile, and the one who finally came
in was better than I’d expected. I still remember everything. She had on a kimono with a small pattern, dyed over,
I’d say. The stiffening at the neck and sleeves had buckled, and the neck band on the under-kimono was dirty. One
of the unlucky ones who had to go out any hour of the day or night, you knew right away—sold body and soul to
her house. He chgnon was held up in front by wires, and that only made it more obvious how thin her hair was.
But her eyelashes were long, her eyes were big and round, and her face was thin and white, and somehow a little
sad. Her long neck, her sloping shoulders, in a kimono twice as loose at the throat as an ordinary woman would
wear it—a fragile, delicate thing, sir, if anyone ever was. She said ver little, she was always looking at the floor,
she didn’t seem quite used to the work. A shy, retiring girl, you’d have said yourself. I began to feel sorry for her.
She didn’t have the look of a person who could stay in the business long.
Well, that was the beginning of my mistake. You can’t tell about people by their looks, sir, but there haven’t
been many you could tell less about than her.
“That doesn’t sound like you. You let her get the better of you?”
I believe you could say that I did. I don’t think she meant to deceive me, but she was not one you could shake
off. She almost made a murderer of me. It gives me a good fright even now to think how near I came. I was saved
because someone else murdered her first. My name was not involved, but the murder of the geisha in Yoshi-chō
did get into the papers. You may have seen it, sir. She had me help her moved from Shitaya to Yoshi-chō so that
she could get rid of the man she had at the time, a wandering Shinnai singer named Shimezō
I didn’t know then how much she liked men, how quick she was to move from one to another. She was like a
hydrangea, sir, that will change color half a dozen times in a day.
Well, when the business was finished, I had nothing to talk to her about and I was in a hurry to go. But she
turned those melancholy eyes on me from under her tangled hair and asked me to call her again. She hung on my
sleeve and pleaded with me, and there was nothing I could do. It’s the ones who have little to say at the table that
turn to you when you have them in bed.
I had been seeing her for about a month. I suppose we had met seven or eight times altogether. We knew each
other thoroughly, we had told each other everything, and yet there was still a certain restraint between us. Neither
wanted to put the other off, neither wanted to bore the other. For lovers, it was the best time of all. Though I
hadn’t asked her, Kimika had told me all about herself, from when she was very young. Finally she told me how
she had become friendly with the Shinnai singer Shimezō. He drank too much, she said, and he liked to gamble,
and she hardly knew where it would end. She wanted to break with him. She wondered if she should go back to
the country for a while.
My infatuation was growing, and I couldn’t tell her to go. “Don’t be silly,” I said. “Stay in Tokyo. Why not let
me take care of you?”
I couldn’t help myself, sir. I was no amateur, and I knew well enough how a geisha went about changing
houses. She would do better to let me arrange things for her than to go through a broker and pay a fee for a lowgrade house. I decided to have her run away to the country. She was to pretend she was going out to visit a shrine.
If she had debts, I would arrange to have the master of her house settle for her earnings.
Her home was in Kisarazu and her father was a janitor or something of the sort in a school or the town office. I
don’t really remember. In any case he was apparently a decent enough person. I first had her go home and write a
letter to the house saying that she was ill and would not be back for several days. Then I called here to Tokyo, so
that I could see her every day until matters were settled. I wanted most of all to be able to see her, and I had not
the slightest intention of using her. I gave her spending money and bought her a return ticket when she left, and
after I called her back I rented a second floor from a person I knew in Honjō and bought her what clothes and
bedding she had to have—she had left everything at the geisha house.
It all took considerable arranging. Because I was being kept at Maruji’s, I couldn’t spend my nights away. I
had to sneak out at odd hours, and I began to neglect lessons and to lose pupils. There were warnings from my old
teacher. My relations with the world narrowed, and I was pressed for money. But the infatuation only grew deeper
—that is the way with infatuations. I began to think that I did not want to send her out again as a geisha. It had
been decided, true enough, that she would move, and yet I wanted to keep her even a day longer as an ordinary
woman. I strained my credit to the breaking. I was sure that, if she were to find out, she would insist on moving to
a new house immediately. To forestall the possibility, I pretended that I had all the money in the world. One day I
would bring her a length of Akashi crepe, since it happened to be summer, the next I would bring a bottle of
perfume. Thinking that it must depress her to be shut up in that second floor all day long, I would take her to the
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movies in parts of town where we were not likely to be seen, and on the way back we would go to some restaurant
for dinner.
Not knowing the real facts, she was deliriously happy. “If only I could go on like this!” she would say, almost
in tears. I could no longer be satisfied with seeing her just in the daytime. I would tell Maruji that my mother was
ill, or I would say that the weather was warm and a rich patron had invited me to his country villa. After three
days or so I would put on a sober face and come back to Shimbashi.
But secrets will out. The world is a small place, sir. The family of the old woman who cooked for Maruji had a
house a few doors away from the place I had taken for Kimika. I hadn’t the faintest idea that my dirty linen was
out in public, and I only made matters worse when I tried to give a sweet answer: “Leave you now? You must be
joking. Surely we’ve gone beyond any talk of separating.”
“Sōkichi. There’s a limit to making a fool of a person.” Maruji gave the straw mat a sharp tap with her pipe.
“I’m a geisha too. If you’re so much in love with her, go ahead and marry her. I won’t complain and I won’t
interfere. You must excuse me for saying so, but I’m not as hard up for a man as all that. I may have my bad
times, but Maruji of Shimbashi is fairly well known and she’s not one to be stepped on. I’ll send you away all
done up in ribbons, Sōkichi, so just sign a statement that there won’t be trouble afterwards. And here is a last little
token of my esteem.”
I counted it later, and there were five hundred-yen notes. Even if he is a broken-down musician, a man doesn’t
take separation money from a woman. I wanted to push it back and take a kick at that arrogant profile as I turned
to stalk from the room. But a thought came to me: this would be enough to settle Kimika’s debts. My hand
trembling, tears of chagrin in my eyes, I wrote out the statement. I finally gave up playing the samisen because I
could not forget the ignominy of that moment. I would not have been subjected to it if I had not been a samisen
player.
But as I left Maruji’s with the five hundred yen in my pocket, the shame and the chagrin disappeared. I was
quite beside myself at the thought of how pleased Kimika would be. The streetcar was intolerably slow. I took a
cab to that house by the filled-in Honjō canal. Though it was a summer night, the breeze from the river was cool;
and though it was not yet midnight, the strand and the back streets were quiet, and Kimika’s windows upstairs and
the glass doors downstairs were behind shutters. I knocked and someone switched on the light.
“What? All alone?” It was the woman downstairs.
“Where is Kimi?”
“I would have thought she was with you,” the woman laughed. There was something evasive in her manner.
So Kimika had seen me to the streetcar and not come back. She did not expect me until noon the next day.
Probably she wold not be back that night at all. Where the devil had she gone? She did have her old customers.
The most suspicious was Shimezō, that Shinnai singer. I went upstairs, but I could not sit still. I hunted for clues.
All her things were at the geisha house, however and there was not even a dresser in the room. I found only a
dirty cloth bundle in the closet. Without a clue, I ran outside, more upset than ever.
The street on the reclaimed strand was black and lonely, and quiet except for the soft, sad lap of the waves
against the stone wall. It was too late for the streetcar across Ommaya Bridge, evidently. Only the car lights on
Ryōgoku Bridge were moving. The wind from the river was chilly, already an autumn wind. Absently I watched
three or four shooting stars skim the high chimneys across the river. And where should I go now? I had nothing at
Shimbashi. The money—I had been shamed for it, and could do nothing by way of revenge. It had been pushed
upon me. For whose sake? So she had done it to me, a little whore so fresh that the eggshell was still clinging to
her rump. Staring down at the water, I walked almost to the Kuramae ferry. I would feel better if I were to throw
the damned money into the river.
A figure passed me, hurrying along in short little steps. It was Kimika.
“Wait. It’s me. Where are you going?” My voice must have been trembling.
“Oh, hello.”
I pushed her off as she came up to me. “What do you mean, ‘Oh, hello.’” I said. “You didn’t expect to see me
here, did you? Look at you. If you have to cheat, you might do a better job of it.”
She had fallen with one knee in the gravel and she did not try to get up. She hid her face in her sleeves,
breathing so heavily that her shoulders shook.
“Oh, come off it.” She said nothing and I tried to pull her up. She knelt clinging to my hand as though she
expected me to hit her.
“Please. Do whatever you like with me. Hit me till you’re satisfied. That’s what I want, more than anything
else in the world. Kill me. I’d be happy to be killed by you. I have nothing to live for anyway.” Kneeling in the
gravel again, she pressed her face to my sleeve and wept quite without regard for where she was.
I was somewhat confused. “That will do, that will do,” I said, pulling her to her feet and patting her on the
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back. Her body shook and she was choked with tears.
“I was wrong. Hit me. Kick me. I won’t blame you. Do what you like with me. Nothing can be too bad.
Please.” She pushed herself tight against me. I was a little embarrassed by the sobbing, so loud now that it seemed
to echo over the river. My anger disappeared, and I actually found myself apologizing to her, asking her to forgive
me. Finally we made our way back to our room.
That almost lunatic frenzy began to leave her, and she was such a small, abject figure as she touched a hand to
her tangled hair, blinked her swollen eyes, looked at the floor as if ashamed to be seen in the full light, that the
pity of it was too much for me. I was responsible, and I wanted only to console her. In her happiness she began
sniffling again as if she remembered what she ought to have been doing all along. No, no, I’m only boring you
with these ruminations about my love affairs. But I’m not lying: the more we quarreled the deeper we went.
She had heard that the talks with her geisha house were not going well, she said, and that a lawyer was to be
sent after her father. She had therefore gone for help to a broker across the river.
“Why didn’t you say so in the first place?” I spread out the five bank notes. Since she had been indentured for
eight hundred, a compromise at five hundred ought to be possible; and so we lay the whole night in each other’s
arms, working out the smallest details of the future. Since I had nothing to fear in the world now that my relations
with Shimbashi were at an end, I started out boldly the next morning and reached agreement with the house in
Shitaya.
We lived in a dream for a month or two; but I had alienated everyone, we had sold the last of our clothes, and,
as the autumn winds became colder, we could only lie shivering in bed. Because there was nothing to be gained
by discussing matters with Kimika, a bedroom geisha quite without accomplishments, I made up my mind to pick
up what I could as a wandering Gidayū player.
“You seem to have a bond with wandering musicians,” I said. “You break with Shinnai and now it’s the fat
Gidayū samisen. But don’t worry. Stay with me a little longer, and I’ll go to the maestro and somehow persuade
him to take me back.”
But as I wandered the uptown pleasure districts, I caught a bad cold and had to go to bed. We had at last come
to the end. I wept, but there was nothing I could do but let her go. She arranged through her broker to become
Kosono at the Fusahana in Yoshi-Chō, and again put on the bright robes. She said that her debt covered only the
clothes she had to have immediately, and that she was to get sixty percent of her earnings; but when, out of bed, I
went to see her, I found that the arrangements were far different: a debt of seven hundred yen, earnings to be
evenly divided between her and the house. Her answer was vague when I asked where the money had gone. In my
heart I knew that the time had come to give her up. There was no hope of making myself over, I knew, if I went on
playing with a woman like her.
Yet I held back. An apology had come from the woman in Shimbashi, but I had my perverse pride. I might
have fallen in the world, but I was no kept man. After shaming me as much as a man can be shamed, she had her
gall, coming at me now with this sort of pretense. She cared all that much for me, did she? Then she oughtn’t to
mind if I had a flirtation or two on the side. I wanted no more of her and her big-sister ways. I would show her! I
would somehow redeem Kimika and make her an ordinary woman again. Yet at other times I could not
understand myself. What could have made me lose myself over such a cheap, fickle, untalented, useless woman!
She was just nineteen. She had begun seeing men when she was no more than thirteen or fourteen, and after
leaving home and making the rounds of the provincial teahouses, she had emerged at Shitaya toward the end of
her seventeen the year. Suited by nature for the trade she had chosen, she was fairly much in demand, and had
descend enough customers; but she was not one to worry about the future. Quite without ambition, she cared
nothing about the appearance she made. She simply let the days and months go by—something, you felt, was
wanting in her. Yet that very fact made her seem genuine and unpretentious, and somehow sad. I could not see my
way toward leaving her. It was, in a word, a ruinous match. I knew how worthless she was. As I lived with her,
however, I too became insensitive to the jeers of the world and my duties to the world. I too came to care less than
nothing about work and appearances. Absently, half in a dream, half immobile, I would lie in bed the whole day,
not washing my face and not eating. I thought how pleasant it would be if the two of us could become beggars
together.
After Kimi moved to Yoshi-chō, memories of the slovenly life we had lived together became a nostalgic
dream, and my one pleasure in the world was waiting for the day or two a month when she would stop by, as she
had promised, on her way to or from the shrine. Since I had made the gesture of giving her up, I was able to
approach my old teacher through an intermediary, and I was again allowed to give lessons.
She did in fact come by two or three times. Although I was far from sure it was proper, she even stayed the
night once, and went back toward noon the next day. That was the end. A month passed, two months, the last of
the O-tori festivals\fn{A note reads: Twice or three times in November.} was over, in Asakusa the New Year markets were
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opening. I heard nothing.
I shall not forget that night. It was the twentieth of December, there was a heavy snow, and I was on my way
home in the evening from a lesson in the stock-market district. I had a drink against the cold, and meant to take a
boat across the river. But as I looked out at the snow I felt less like going, and instead stopped by the Fusahana on
the strand. All three girls, including Kosono, had been called out, it seemed. The master too was away, as well as
the elderly geisha who served as his wife. The man smoking by the brazier, still I his cloak, was Yamazaki the
broker. He was in he forties, and he it was who had brought Kosono to this house. I knew him by sight. I asked
how he had been.
He dislodged a cat from a cushion that seemed to be the master’s and offered it to me. “You must be very busy.
What a shame that there has to be snow just at the busiest time of the year.” His thin lip curled in an obsequious
smile to show an array of gold teeth. “As a matter of fact, sir, there’s something I’ve been thinking I must talk to
you about. I would have gone to see you this evening if the snow hadn’t frozen me up.”
“I’ve come at the right time, then. What’s the problem?”
“It’s about Kosono, sir. There seems to be no one at home, so perhaps we can have our talk now.”
It was hard to know which of them had taken the initiative, but shortly after Kimi had come to the Fusahana
she had become the master’s woman, and, after some squabbling, the old geisha who had functioned as lady of
the establishment had been evicted.. Yamazaki had therefore been asked to see me about giving Kimi up. The
master would pay whatever I wanted.
I sat staring at the man.
“I quite understand, sir,” he went on, “but unless I make a rather embarrassing confession you won’t see why.
The truth is that I once had a bit of trouble with her myself.”
“Oh? You’re one of us, are you?”
“It was before she came to Tokyo. I’ve had little to do with her since, but I’ve known her for along time—she
couldn’t have been more than fifteen—and I don’t think I’m completely without information about the sort of
person she is. It won’t last in any case, sir, so why don’t you just take whatever money he has to offer and let her
go? He’ll be lucky if it lasts till the cherries bloom.”
“Whatever happened to that Shinnai man, Shimezō?”
“The master here is only worried about you, sir, and has said nothing about Shimezō. I haven’t gone to look for
him. I suppose he’s the same as ever.”
“Has she been called out to a party?”
“She’s been away on a trip for several days, I’[m told. The other two girls say that before they’ll let her be their
mistress they’ll move away. I found a place for one of them yesterday in this same district, and I think I’ll have a
spot for the other at Ōmori before the end of the year.”
“I see,” I said. “I had thought I’d have a talk wit her before I decided what to do, but what you say make it
clear that I’ll only lose face the more time I let go by. Suppose I just withdraw and leave you to do what you can.
Come and see me in Honjō when you find time.”
I spoke quietly, and went out into the snow. In the course of the conversation I had made up my mind. I had of
course known what to expect when I let her become a geisha again. If a patron had ransomed her I would have
had nothing to say, though I might very well have been annoyed. But to give herself to her master and, without a
thought for her debts, to take her place by the brazier and play the grand lady—that I could not allow. I bought a
knife as I came out on the main Nin-gyō-chō street. Meaning to take advantage of the snow and hunt her down in
the course of the night, I walked the district until my hands and feet were frozen. I found no trace of her. I went
back to Honjō to rest, started out again in the morning, and spent the next days and nights on her trail. All in vain.
Maybe she had sensed what was happening. To throw her off guard, I withdrew for several days.
It was the twenty-eighth, three nights from the end of the year. Tonight I would surely find her. I started out s if
to have a look at the street stalls, and when the lights were on I did every alley and every lane in all Hoshi-chō.
Not a trace of her. The wench was a sly one, I said to myself. She had managed to live beyond her time. I went
into a bar, drank from sheer exasperation, and staggered toward home.
It was on the Honjō strand, exactly where I had run into her after being evicted from Shimbashi. About the
place where they ut the approach to Kuramae Bridge after the earthquake. A crowd had gathered, and I wandered
over to see what had happened. There wee various rumors: a woman had jumped into the river; she had been
stabbed and thrown in; no, it had been a try at double suicide, and the woman had been held back by the police
after the man had jumped in. For no reason at all, my heart was racing. When I reached home I found a penciled
note on my samisen scores: “I wanted to talk to you, but you were out. I have to run. I will stop by on the evening
of the thirtieth on my way from the hairdresser’s. Take care of yourself. Kimi.”
My chest tight, I ran to the police station. I had not been wrong. The murdered woman was Kimi. Stabbed in
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the back, she had fallen into the river, and she was dead when the police pulled her out. I had a knife in my
kimono and no alibi. I was about to be arrested when a man was brought in. He had given himself up at a police
box: the Sinnai singer Shimezō. From his confession it was apparent that he had seen Kimi several times while
she was living with me. He had been driven to murder by exactly what had infuriated me: he could not tolerate the
idea of her having given herself to her keeper, of her planning to set herself up as mistress of a geisha house.
Kimi is dead, and I cannot be sure that she had such ambitions when she gave herself to the master of the
Fusahana. To judge from the note she left me, I can scarcely believe that she did. Her great weakness and her
great charm was the way she had of accepting everything from the man who had for the time being won her. In
the end it killed her.
Be that as it may, she would probably not have been stabbed by Shimezō that night if she had not come by my
rooms. And if I had been there to see her home she would probably have been safe. Or perhaps I would have
played Sashichi\fn{A note reads: The hero of a Kabuki play by Mokuami.} in Shimezō’s place. One person has the good
luck, another the bad. You never know.
Honjō has changed completely. There is no trace left of that filled-in canal or of Mikura Bridge. I’d like to tell
you how I married my present wife and moved to Yotsuya, sir, but I’ve talked too much already. You must be
bored. Possibly I can save that story until I see you again.
104.34 The Letter: A Folktale\fn{told by Grandmother Imamura Katsuomi (c.1880?Prefecture, Japan (F) -1

)}

Migsu District, Okayama

An old woman living in a certain place received a letter from her son. She took it out to the street to wait for
somebody passing to read it for her. A samurai came along. The old woman said,
“Please read this for me.” The samurai took the letter and looked at it. Tears began to roll down his cheeks
presently. The old woman asked,
“Please, Sir, what is written in the letter? Is there something unusual, some change that has happened? I won’t
be frightened. I won’t cry, no matter what it is. Please tell me right now.”
The samurai went on crying and paid no attention. The old woman concluded that something terrible had
happened to her boy and she began to cry.
A parching pan peddler came along carrying his wares. When he saw the two crying, he set down his load and
began to cry as hard as they were. The next person who came along tried to find out why the three were crying.
He asked the parching pan peddler first. The peddler said,
“I set out to earn money by the end of the year by selling parching pans, but I broke them. The year is passing
without a chance to cry. I have been too busy to cry, but while I was going around today, I saw these two folk
crying. Then I recalled my broken parching pans. It made me feel so bad that I began to cry.”
The questioner asked, “Why are you crying, Granny?” The old woman said,
“I got a letter from my son. I asked this samurai to read it, but he only stands there crying without saying
anything. I think something has happened to my son. I am so sorry for him that I can’t help crying.”
The man turned to the samurai add asked about him. The samurai said,
“I am ashamed to say I am ignorant, for I never read books when I was little and I can’t read this letter. I am
regretting it.”
130.125 The Handstand\fn{by Ogawa Mimei (1882-1961)} Joetsu, Niigata Prefecture, Japan (M) 6
It was at a time when I had been reduced to painting street signs for a living. My days were spent entirely in
drawing huge advertisements on billboards for tooth paste, circuses, bottled beer, and ladies’ underwear. At first
the novelty of my new life made it tolerable, but soon I came to loathe it and to long for some form of escape even
if only temporary.
Formerly when I had worked as a serious painter I had, of course, never taken the slightest interest in the
pictures on billboards, let alone given any thought to the people who painted them. If anything, these pictures had
struck me as an insult to my artistic sensibility. Yet now when I saw the little drawing printed on the covers of
notebooks in the stationer’s, or the designs glazed on the lids of paintboxes, or even the billboards outside
theaters, I would stop and look, and sometimes I found myself actually being moved by them. I suppose it was
because I had come to realize that among the people who produced these drawings there must be many who, like
myself, had once aspired to be real artists but had been forced by circumstances into this drudgery.
What made me begin to hate my new occupation, however, was not just the feeling that I was prostitution such
talents as I might have; it was the relentless monotony. I soon learned that almost all the workers with whom SI
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had now come to spend my time suffered to a greater or lesser extent from this same sense of monotony. They
were forever discussing possible ways of breaking the tedium of their lives.
We would gather in the evening by the benches near the suburban tenements where we lived. One by one we
arrived from different directions, exhausted at the end of a long day’s work in the heat. We sat down heavily on
the benches or, if there was no longer any room, squatted beside them on the gravel, and indolently fanned
ourselves as we chatted away, oblivious to the passing of time.
Along came a couple of young street-acrobats. One of them danced round with a lion’s mask while the other
accompanied him on a tambourine. A girl wearing a red sash came out of the ice-cream parlor opposite where we
sat and gave the boy a copper. Later a young woman strolled past with a samisen,\fn{A Japanese banjo-like instrument
of three strings, the mastery of which is alleged to be a great accomplishment in certain classes of Japanese society .} her hair fastened
in a bun with a green comb, and carrying a baby on her back.
“Not bad looking, eh?”
“I bet she’s an ex-geisha or something. What do you think?”
She walked up and down the street in front of us. Occasionally she stopped and strummed on her samisen.
Later a huge, dirty-looking woman in an advanced state of pregnancy waddled past us. We looked at her in
fascination. She was the most repulsive woman we had ever seen. So that day drew slowly to an end.
“A good job? Hell, there’s no such thing as a good job! It’s all a lot of sweat! If anyone thinks it’s fun making a
living, he’s crazy.”
“No, we’ll never get anywhere this way. Just sweat away till we croak, that’s all! The only way to make money
is gambling.”
“Gambling, eh?” said a large, dark-skinned bricklayer who was squatting next to the bench in his undershirt.
“I’ll tell you about gambling. When I lived in Shitaya, there was a girl in the neighborhood about twenty-four
years old. She was a pretty little piece, I can tell you! I used to watch her passing outside my window. She strutted
past in her straw sandals with her head high in the air. She wore a big gold chain over her breast and always
carried a shining patent-leather handbag. She had a gold chain on the bag also. She lived in a poor-looking sort of
house and I got to wondering how she could afford to doll herself up like that. Then I heard she’d been gambling
and made quite a pile. ‘That’s how to get rich,’ I thought to myself. ‘Even women can do it.’ Then early one
morning on my way to work I saw a girl hurrying out of a low-class brothel. I just saw her back but there was
something familiar about the way she walked. I followed her for a while and then saw her face as she got on a
train. It was the girl with the gold chain, all right! So much for gambling!”
“That’s right,” said a serious-looking man on the bench. “You can’t always hit it lucky. And even if you do, it
doesn’t always work out. Why, only last week I saw in the paper that a certain man won a gambling pool or
something. He’d been hard up all his life and then all of a sudden about half a million yen fell in his lap. What did
he do? He went stark raving mad and murdered his wife with a hatchet! No, it’s no good when things change too
much. … I’m not so sure it isn’t best to jog along the way we do.” The man sat looking straight head after he had
spoken. He seemed quite moved by what he had said. After a while he got up and left. Then one by one the others
began to leave, some to start their night shifts, some for the public baths, some for home. Soon they had all gone
except myself, a tinsmith called Chō, and two others.
“Is it hard to learn the flute?” said Kichikō, an engineer’s mate. “I’d like to play the flute.”
“What an idea!” said Chō with a smile. “How’s a clumsy ox like you going to play the flute? Anyhow it takes
years before you can play an instrument.”
“I suppose you’re a great hand at the flute,” said Kichikō.
“No, I can’t play. I like listening, though,” said Chō.
“Well, you’re a fine one to tell me I can’t play the flute. You’re a clumsy brute yourself.”
“I may not be able to play, but at least I know what it’s all about. You haven’t got the vaguest idea what art is.
It’s not something you can learn like playing tiddlywinks!”
“Oh yes, I’d forgotten. You’re a great artist, aren’t you?” said Kichikō laughing. “A great artist when it comes
to singing songs in the beer parlor, I mean!”
“I’m good at standing on my hands,” announced Chō, beaming all over but with a touch of genuine pride. Chō
was a rather silent man. He had a large round face—almost bloated, in fact. There was something about his
expression that made one feel he was smiling inwardly all the time in a warm, pleasant way.
“Standing on your hands? What a very original art!” I said without thinking. We all laughed, including Chō.
I did not know why, but for some reason Chō’s handstanding excited my curiosity. In time I came to learn from
Chō himself and from some of his friends how he had acquired this avocation. It appeared that he had once seen a
girl doing a handstand stunt in the circus. Standing upright on her hands, she had crossed a long narrow plank
suspended between two platforms high over the arena. Chō had been greatly impressed. There seemed to be no
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catch in this as in so many other circus tricks; it was purely the result of long practice. Suddenly it occurred to
him, as he sat there in the circus, that he could learn the trick himself.
From then on, he began practicing handstands whenever he had time—after meals, in the evenings, and in the
brief rest periods between work. At least it broke the monotony.
Often he was discouraged and felt that he would never be any good. Yet he persevered. “It’s that girl,” he told
me once, “that girl at the circus. I just can’t get her out of my mind. She was a real beauty, you know. Fine white
teeth, red lips, lovely breasts, big, dark, mysterious eyes—she’s the prettiest girl I’ve seen.”
He had never seen her again but by his handstanding he kept her memory alive. Apart from this there was, I
guessed, a hidden motive that made him continue his exhausting pastime. By becoming an expert handstander
himself, as great as this girl if not greater, was he not in some way derogating from the perfection which he had
originally seen in her, thereby making her, in this respect at least, less wonderful? By surpassing her in the art of
handstanding, by taking for himself the praise that had originally all been hers, was he not somehow punishing
her for being so completely unattainable?
“The trouble was,” said Chō, “I didn’t have a high narrow plank to practice on. But I got round this in the end.
I found a straw mat with a thick black border to do my handstands on. This black border becomes the plank and
both edges become sheer drops hundreds of feet high. So when I practice walking along the edge of the mat on
my hands, I’m as frightened of falling as I would be in the circus. Well, I’ve got now so I can do it every time
without even swaying. And if I can do it on the mat, I don’t see why I couldn’t do it in the circus like she did. …
But of course I’ll never really know.”
“That girl certainly did something to you,” I said to Chō one day. Chō looked at me seriously. “It’s the same as
painting,” he said. “When you see something beautiful, it gets you in some way, doesn’t it, and that makes you
want to paint it. You’ll work away like mad trying to paint it, won’t you? Well, it’s the same with me. Only I can’t
paint so I’ve got to imitate what I’ve seen. Is that so strange?”
His explanation struck me as quite reasonable.
“Look, Chō,” said Kichikō that evening when I first heard about the handstanding, “why don’t you let us see
you do it now?” He laughed and looked round. The last rays of the summer sun were fading; the sky had lost its
brightness and become a light transparent blue. A slight wind had blown up and dull, vaguely colored clouds
scudded past high above us.
“Would you really like to see?” said Chō cheerfully. He stood up, and leaned forward on one of the benches.
As he put his weight on it, the bench shifted slightly on the gravel.
“I’d better do it here,” he said. He planted his hands firmly on the ground next to the bench and raised himself
a couple of times, falling back lightly in the same place. Then, keeping both legs closely together, he moved
slowly up until he was standing vertically in the air. The soles of his straw sandals faced the surface of the limpid
evening sky. His plump arms were slightly bent as they supported his heavy, squat body. As the blood ran to his
head, his face became so dark that one could hardly distinguish it from the earth.
Kichikō whistled with admiration. “That’s good,” he said. “That’s pretty damned good!” Quite a few people
had gathered from the neighborhood to watch Chō’s performance and they were all exclaiming their admiration as
he held his feet immobile in the air. When he stood up again, a couple of the local errand boys and a few other
enterprising young fellows began to try the trick. After I left, I turned back and saw them all in their light shirts
standing upside down by the benches in the gathering dusk.
*
There was a large steelworks in the neighborhood. Most of the workers were regular employees, but there was
also quite a number of casual laborers who drifted in from the other factories or from the mines and usually left
again after a time. One evening as we were gathered by our benches, a small, intelligent-looking man joined us.
“You’re new around here, aren’t you?” I said.
“That’s right. I’ve just got myself a job as a lathe man in those ironworks over there. I’ve got lodgings near
here, too.”
He soon established himself as one of our group. We all found him interesting because he had spent his life
moving from place to place and could describe all sorts of things that were unfamiliar to us. Although uneducated,
he was a good talker and, as he told us of the hardships he had undergone, the strange places where he had
worked, the odd customs he had observed in other parts of Japan, and the efforts of workers to improve their
conditions, we felt that we were being lifted out of the prisons of our narrow lives.
His lively eyes shone as he described life underground in the Aso mines where he had formerly worked. “To
get to the first pit, you go down a hundred and fifty feet in the cage. Then down you go another hundred and fifty
feet to the next pit. There are twelve pits altogether. In the bottom pit the temperature was nearly a hundred
degrees just from the heat of the earth. There was a whole lot of us working down there. The air was pumped
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down from the pit-head. But after you’d been down there a while, it got so damned hard to breathe your lungs
were fit to burst. I was in the war and I can tell you that to spend eight hours down there in that mine was worse
than twenty-four hours under enemy fire.
“And don’t let them tell you mining isn’t dangerous! Down there you’re at the mercy of machines and they’re
always going wrong. One of the fellows I knew was pulling a loaded trolley onto the elevator. At least he thought
the elevator was thee but something had gone wrong and instead he stepped backward into the empty shaft and
went shooting down hundreds of feet with the loaded trolley on top of him. You could hear him screaming right
down to the bottom.
“You see, the strain down there makes you careless in the end. Lots of the fellows get blown to smithereens by
the dynamite they’ve planted themselves. Sometimes they even knock down the props when they’re working and
get buried alive.
“But I’ll tell you something funny. While you’re down there in the mine, you’re so busy with your work,
you’re so damned glad you haven’t had an accident yourself and trying so hard to watch out in the future, that you
don’t have time to worry about anything else. It’s when you come out on the surface after a day’s work that you
start thinking. You see other people walking about up there who’ve never been down a mine in all their lives. And
you get to asking yourself: ‘What the hell! I’m no different from them. What do I spend all day down in that
damned hole for?”
“That’s the way lots of us began figuring. It wasn’t hard to get the other fellows to see our point of view. What
the hell, we were risking our lives down there very day to make profits for the company. We all got together and
were going to make a set of minimum demands for our safety—not wages, mind you, just for our safety. But we
had an informer among us. Our plan leaked out and the company put a stop to it all.
“Later on, a couple of smooth, well-dressed men came along and told us how we ought to organize ourselves.
They’d never been further down a mine than the pit-head\fn{ The entrance to the mine shafts.} but they pretended to
know all about it. Well, we miners were a pretty uneducated bunch but we could tell fakes when we saw them. If
these men really had our interests at heart, we’d have felt it and gone along with them all the way. But it didn’t
take us long to see they were the type who make their living out of our troubles—and a damned good living too.
“Better honor than life,” they used to teach us in the army. Well, these men wanted honor and life—and plenty of
both—all at our expense. The dirty rats—what could they teach us? It’s lucky for them they cleared out before I
got my hands on them!
“No one who hasn’t really been a worker knows what it’s all about. You can’t learn it out of a book You’ve got
to be a worker, you’ve got to live like a worker, day after day, year after year. That’s the only way to understand
the ‘labor problem.’
“We weren’t born to live like slaves or animals! We workers deserve the same share of the country’s wealth as
everyone else. That’s what I’d like to tell society.”
“A socialist,” I thought to myself and wondered whether all the others realized it. They used to sit listening to
him in silence and occasionally I noticed Chō sighing as if moved by something the man had said.
One day as I was strolling down the sunlit street, I stopped dead in my tracks. Some of the things the little man
had said suddenly came back to me with extraordinary force. It was as if I had been walking along a narrow
single-track railway bridge and had abruptly been struck by the thought “What shall I do if a train comes rushing
toward me?” Perhaps the time would come when I’d have to make such a decision. The idea made my heart
pound like a hammer.
The little man told us one day about a derelict mine. The ore had given out and the miners had all moved to
other pits. The power was still connected, however, and one morning the lights were turned on for a party of
visiting journalists. One of the men got separated from the rest of the group and, before he knew it, he was
hopelessly lost in the maze of tunnels and passages which twisted about underground like the coils of some
immense serpent. He must have rushed round, gradually becoming panic-stricken, in those weird, deserted
corridors hundreds of feet below the ground. His shouts for help would have been deadened by the thick walls.
And then he ran headlong into the open elevator-pit and fell hundreds of feet into pitch darkness.
This story made a great impression on me and it was long before I could rid my mind of the terrifying vision.
Gradually I came to think that, however monotonous and unrewarding my present work might be, I should at
least be grateful that it was safe. “After all,” I said one evening, “why do we work anyway? When all’s said and
done, surely it’s so we can earn enough to keep alive. In that case, it’s a complete contradiction to take a job
where you’re risking your life.”
It seemed unbelievable to me that anyone should be so mad as to do work in which he might at any moment be
killed. Later I was to learn that such logic does not always apply and that to break the unendurable monotony of
their lives, some people will in fact do things which can only be classed as insane.
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Chō and the little man became friends and I often saw them together. One evening as I was calling for Chō on
my way back from work, I found him standing outside his shop talking to the little man. They both nodded to me.
The man had a map in his hands. “Here it is,” he said, pointing to a small corner of land sticking out into the blue
northern sea, “here’s Nikolaevsk. That’s where I’ll be heading now. A friend of mine’s working up there and he’s
asked me to join him.” He looked up at the deep blue sky. “When I decided to leave the mines,” he continued, “I
first thought I’d try my luck somewhere really far away—Sakhalin, Kamchatka, or somewhere. But then I thought
if I came to Tokyo, I’d meet a lot of interesting people, people I could talk to, people who felt like I did about
things. I’ve always been a great talker, you know, ever since I was a youngster. Well, I’ve got to like a lot of your
fellows, but I’m not really our type. So now I’m pushing on. I won’t be going straight to Nikolaevsk. I’ll spend
the winter working in Hokkaidō and try crossing over to the mainland next spring.” He paused for a while. “I
suppose the fact is I’m just a born wanderer,” he added laughing. We said goodbye, and Chō and I stood watching
him walk away in the distance.
“He asked me if I wanted to go with him,” said Chō. “And I would have, too, except for my old mother. She’d
be lost without me.”
We started walking along slowly. A few springs of wilted morning-glory stood in a black, unglazed vase in a
window opposite the shop. It was really amazing how blue the sky was. Under this deep, weird, silent blue, the
black-tiled roofs of the houses seemed to roll sadly into the distance like dunes along a seashore.
None of us ever saw the little man again. We heard that he had found a job in a factor at Ōi. No doubt he made
his way to Hokkaidō and perhaps he even reached Nikolaevsk. Wherever he may be, I am sure he is heatedly
expounding his theories.
I thought about him often. I remembered the clear look in his eyes when he was not talking. In them were
reflected the images of far-away mountains, of clouds floating across distant skies, of infinitely remote stars, and
sometimes of the dark, raging ocean. Yes, he was a wanderer and I felt that like the wanderers of old he had
within him a song that comforted him in his weariness and that constantly spurred him on to discover new places
and new ideas. Compared to him the members of our group, rooted here in our dreary suburb, seemed to me men
exhausted by the monotony of work, men in whom all spirit of adventure had atrophied. At least, that is what I
thought until the following incident.
*
I had spent all day painting a huge advertisement for women’s dresses on a tin billboard. In the evening when I
had finished, I decided to pass by Chō’s shop. It was a close, sultry evening and although the summer was almost
over, the sun was extremely hot. There was not the slightest breeze. When I arrived, Chō was standing in a shirt
and a pair of khaki trousers working on a shiny tin bucket.
“Have you ever been to the girls’ circus at Asakusa?” he said when he saw me.
“No, never. I’ve been to the opera once—that’s all.”
“I’d like to go to the amusement part at Asakusa,” said Chō, wiping the perspiration off his face.
“Asakusa,” I said. That shouldn’t be too difficult. It doesn’t take all that long to get there.”
“It’s all right if you’ve got money. Then you can go to the mountains for the summer. But when am I going to
have time to go to Asakusa? I suppose that’s what they mean by no leisure for the poor.” His face was wreathed in
smiles; he looked as if he was imagining the gay, bustling pleasure grounds of Asakusa.
Presently Kichikō, the engineer’s mate, joined us. He had on a short workman’s coat.
“Well, hot enough for you?” he said in his gruff voice. “What’s happening? Anything interesting.”
“No,” said Chō. “By the way, Kichi, where were you last night?”
“Last night? Oh yes, after work I went down to the river at Ryōgoku to cool off.” He sat down on Chō’s
workbench and began fanning himself.
“Look, Chō,” said Kichikō after a while. “What about you and me climbing that chimney over there by the
spinning mill? We’d get quite a view.”
“In this heat?” said Chō. “How high do you suppose it is?”
“Come on, don’t be a coward,” said Kichikō laughing. “It’s two hundred and fifty feet.”
“Heights don’t bother me,” said Chō. “I was always climbing trees when I was a kid.
“Well then, let’s go.”
“What about you?” said Chō, looking in my direction.
I remembered how I had once peered out of the window from the fourth floor of an office building. The
pavement below had looked white and dry in the glaring sun, and the heat seemed to be flashing from the hard
surface. Suddenly I had imagined how my blood would redden those burned, white stones if I fell out of the
window.
I glanced at Chō but did not answer.
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Just then Kichikō looked at me. “Come on,” he said. “You can have a go at painting the top of the chimney.
It’ll be more fun than those billboards of yours!”
I was too much of a coward to admit that I was frightened of heights. “All right, I’ll come along,” I said, even
simulating a certain enthusiasm.
The three of us left Chō’s shop. On our way we stopped at an ice-cream parlor and each had a glass of iced
water. Then we set out for the spinningmill. It was on a huge dusty plain at the edge of the city. As we trudged
along, the shriek of the crickets reverberated in my ears like the sound of a boiling kettle. The perspiration was
streaming down my forehead. We were all looking ahead at the chimney which reared itself brefore us under the
blue, cloud-speckled sky. It had only recently been completed and the scaffolding was till coiled round it all the
way to the top like a monstrous snake. There was no smoke.
We reached the chimney in about fifteen minutes.
“Are you sure it’s two hundred and fifty feet?” said Chō, looking up. “It doesn’t seem that high from here.”
“Come on and see,” said Kichikō. “You’ll get dizzy just standing down here staring at it.” He bent his head
back and looked up to the top. “Imagine working up there, though,” he added. “They wouldn’t get me to work on
a chimney like that for anything.”
We took off our coats and threw them on the ground next to the solid-looking brick foundation; then we
removed our shoes and socks and wet the palms of our hands with spittle. I put one foot on the rickety scaffolding
and glanced back at the city: under the deep blue sky the rooftops stretched out in sold black rows; they looked
very safe.
Kichikō started climbing first; after him went the rotund Chō and finally myself. The steps were not built
straight, but circled round the chimney in an endless-looking spiral. The narrow iron rungs dug sharply into the
soft soles of my feet.
I had not realized what this climb would be like. As the other two moved steadily upward round the chimney, I
gradually began to fall behind. When I had reached about the halfway mark, I suddenly felt that I could not
continue. But glancing down, I realized that it would be at least as hard to start going down. From now on, I
forced every muscle in my body to continue climbing. My feet no longer hurt, but my legs were trembling
uncontrollably and although I planted myself firmly on each rung, I had the uncomfortable feeling that at any
moment my body would float off into space of its own accord.
The wind was blowing quite hard of here and I could hear some of the loser boards of the scaffolding clatter
noisily. If just one of these flimsy rungs should slip or break, I’d lose my footing and go plunging headlong into
space. At the thought, a cold sweat ran over my whole body. My hands were particularly clammy and I was
certain that they would slip as I grasped the rungs above. If only I could wipe them or rub them with sand.
Looking up, I saw that Kichikō had reached the top of the chimney. He was standing on the narrow
bricklayers’ platform that surrounded it and leaning with both his hands on a low, perilous railing. He looked
round at the scenery. Now Chō reached the top and joined Kichikō in admiring the view. From time to time they
glanced down the side of the chimney to see how I was getting on.
Finally I reached the top. It was broader than I had imagined while climbing—about six feet in diameter. My
legs were twitching with a sort of cramp and I realized that I could not possibly stand on the platform with the
other two. Instead I squatted down carefully on the wooden boards and held on to the bottom of the railing with
both hands. My teeth chattered and my whole body was trembling.
I no longer cared in the slightest what impression I was making on my companions. My only object now was
to elicit their sympathy so that they might somehow help me to reach the ground safely. Normally they would
have laughed to see me in this condition and probably they would have teased me. But now they just glanced at
me occasionally without smiling or saying anything, as if it was quite normal that I should be in such a state. In
some way, this attitude of their added still further to my anxiety. I should almost have welcomed some normal
bantering. Instead I heard Chō saying: “take a look over there, Kichi. The sea’s come right up close, hasn’t it? And
look at those trams. They’re just like little crawling bugs. … What’s that tower over there?”
“That’s the twelve-story pagoda of Asakusa,” answered Kichikō nonchalantly.
I just stared straight down at the wooden boards. My head was blank and there was a haze in front of my eyes.
Yet I could not help noticing between the wide cracks of the boards people down below like tiny black beans. At
this sight my throat became clogged and I could hardly breathe. I must stay still, I told myself. If I try looking at
the sea or the twelve-story pagoda of Asakusa, I’m done for.
Gradually I noticed that the sun was sinking and that the whole sky had turned crimson. Why in God’s name
had I come up here? How would I ever get down? I was bound to lose my footing on those endless steps. As my
mind darted back over my past life, which now seemed infinitely remote, I remembered with shame how I had
cursed the monotony and never felt really grateful for its safety.
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Only a few feet away gaped the huge, black, empty mouth of the chimney. I was aware of a distant rumbling
sound coming from its depths, like the roar of some great monster. At the same time I suddenly realized that the
entire chimney was swaying to and fro, even if only very slightly. I had forgotten that tall buildings and chimneys
move in the wind.
A sense of despair came over me. Just then I heard an astounding remark from Kichikō
I looked up at Chō;, who was standing directly over me. His face at this moment seemed more enormous than
ever. He smiled strangely and looked round.
“Of course I could,” he said after a while. “I can stand on my hands anywhere. The trouble is, there’s no proper
lace to rest my hands on up here. These damned boards bend every time you step on them. Besides, this
platform’s so narrow that the railing would get in the way when I raised my legs.”
“Supposing we bet you? If you can do it up here, we’ll each give you a yen,” said Kichikō after a pause. “What
about it?” he added looking down at me. “You’d give him a yen, wouldn’t you?”
The whole thing was a joke, I realized. Chō was a determined fellow, but he wasn’t crazy. He obviously knew
that this would be suicide. I nodded silently at Kichikō. I’d share in the joke, if that’s what they wanted.
“You’d each give me a yen, eh?” said Chō. “That makes a whole day’s wages.”
“Only look here,” said Kichikō laughing nervously, “if you make a mistake, it’ll be the end of you. OI’ll havre
to go down and pick up the mess.”
“You needn’t tell me. I can figure that out for myself,” said Chō. “The trouble is,” he continued, as if speaking
to himself, “where would I put my hands?” He looked all round the platform. Then his eyes came to rest on the
thick iron mouth of the chimney. He bent over and looked into the great black opening.
“If I do it,” he said, “I’ll stand on this edge.”
He felt the surface of the chimney top.
“The trouble is, it’s damned slippery.” Suddenly his expression changed, and with a sense of horror I knew that
he was going to try the trick. I wanted to stop him and began to stutter out something, but the words wouldn’t
come. All I could do was to squat there gazing up at him intently with my sunken eyes. Surely, I thought, he could
not be doing this for the two yen, however much he may have wanted to spend the day at Asakusa. Could it be
that he was still trying in some strange way to get the better of that girl at the circus? Or was he emulating the
little man and defying monotony in his own way? I never knew. The next moment I heard Chō say: “All right, I’ll
take the wager. I’ll have a go.” There was no longer the slightest trace of laughter in his voice.
“Wait a minute,” said Kichikō, suddenly becoming dead serious. “You know what’ll happen if you slip.”
“If I slip, that’s the end of me.” There was at ouch of defiance in Chō’s voice as he threw out the words. He
turned round in the direction of the city and stared at it for a few moments. The sun was rapidly disappearing now
and strangely shaped tufts of cloud drifted past in the darkening sky. Yet the top of our chimney was brilliant red
from the last rays of the sun, as if illuminated by giant flames.
Chō spat on his hands and rubbed his palms carefully with a handkerchief to remove any trace of greasiness.
Then he hung the handkerchief on the railing and, bracing himself, planted both hands on the iron mouth of the
chimney. For several moments he stood there peering down into the huge, black opening from whose depths
emerged the continual roaring sound. I glanced at him. His eyes protruded from their sockets, his short fat back
bulged, repeated tremors passed down his arms, and his close-cropped head was wet with perspiration. All this
time the chimney swayed rhythmically to and fro in the wind.
Chō brought his legs together and drew them in as far as possible to avoid catching them on the railing. Once
they were raised, it would be too late to make any adjustment. Should he then miscalculate and lose his balance,
he would either fall headlong into the two-hundred-and-fifty-foot gullet of the chimney or backward over the
railing and down to the hard ground below.
His legs had now left the platform and were already a few feet in the air. My head began going round and I had
to look down. When I next glanced up, Chō was gradually straightening his legs. A moment later they were fully
extended and now he stood there on his hands, his body a rigid line against the evening sky. A presentiment of
relief ran through me.
Kichikō had not taken his eyes of Chō for a moment. He continued to gaze fixedly at him as he now slowly
drew in his legs and began to retrace the line he had drawn in the air. Skillfully avoiding the railing, he gradually
brought them back to the platform. For the first time since the performance had begun, I allowed myself to look
straight at him. The strength of his entire body seemed to be concentrated in the bulging muscles of his arms. I
noticed that a sort of spasm was passing from the nape of his neck to his shoulders. His hair was drenched.
The handstand was safely completed. For a while none of us spoke. Chō stood staring straight into space with
unblinking, protruding eyes. His complexion was not even pale, but completely colorless like a dead man’s.
Round the corners of his mouth I detected a cool, dark, self-mocking smile.
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In a flash I remembered seeing such a smile once before. A car had come hurtling along the street where I was
walking and had almost run over a man working on the tram lines. By some miracle he had escaped, though the
side of the car must have grazed his overall. Afterward he had stood there rigid in the middle of the street still
holding a large granite paving-stone. His eyes were wide open and there was a weird smile on his face. The car
disappeared in the distance and the people who had stopped to look hurried on; but the man still stood there
staring straight ahead into space.
Then I noticed a black bird skimming past directly over the chimney and silhouetted strangely against the dark
sky.
Kichikō was the first to go down and I followed him. Glancing back, I saw Chō still standing there on the
platform. His face was that of a dead man. He seemed sunk in thought.
1.73 The Voice Of The Turtle\fn{by Edythe Squire Draper (1883-

)}
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The first dandelions were blooming. Peach tree branches were red in the sun.
A boy was ploughing in a small wood-bordered field by a river. But he stopped. When he heard a certain sound
he stopped. The sound came from a machine going strongly to and fro in a town a mile away from the field. The
plough handles shook in the boy’s dark hands. The mule before the plough turned his solemn countenance,
regarded that behind him, lowered his head and began nuzzling a grass-fringed clod. Away the boy leaped over
shining black earth-billows. His hands shut and unshut. His shoulders heaved with his sobbing breaths. Tears
rolled down his thin cheeks, and while he wept he laughed, as nightly he did with the other saints. One god to the
boy was as another.
He came to the river bank, rolled down, ran beside slow black water to an embankment, climbed and ran on a
trestle, once in his life unafraid of the water grinning and greedy between the ties. As he ran down the track he
wept; he laughed, panting. He came to a smooth hard road. He ran.
“Get on the sidewalk, you blamed fool!”
Hands of the town marshal were upon him, so that his bones, his eyes, ears, hands, and feet had the sense of
things shaken into them.
“Act like ye was drunk, boy! Straighten up, or I’ll run ye in!”
Trembling inside, quiet outside, he walked on the white cement among people. He heard a man laugh and say:
“I’d ought to be home a-workin’, a-getting’ the spring work did. But nothin’ for it I should bring th’ kids to the
circus. That there steam pyano don’t seem to give ye no rest.”
“’Llo! If there ain’t Forrest! How’s th’ boy? Huh?”
He was standing face to face with a boy and two girls. They came to church some nights—sat on a back bench.
He knew them. They knew him. One girl pushed the other over against him, all of them laughing. And so he was
walking pretty soon with this girl, his first time for walking with a girl. She touched his arm, his leg, as she swung
her small skirt there beside him, looking around, laughing, chewing. She stopped suddenly and, with her hand,
which had silver rings on slim gray fingers, caught his arm in its thin dark sleeve.
“Say! I’m crazy ’bout them b’lloons! Ain’t they swell?” A little farther on a thousand red and blue and yellow
balls were in the air above the dark people.
The girl’s hand on his arm was bard and anxious. His eyes turned away from the balloons, and towards the girl.
He saw her red, red cheeks, her flour-white nose, her clouded brown eyes staring at him, while now, pressing his
arm, was her breast as well as her hand. A line, as he stared, grew deeper between the opaque eyes of her. The
white nose wrinkled; the very red, thin mouth curled.
“Durn tightwad!”
The cry came into his ears and rang there, driving out the voices of people calling, laughing, the roar of
machines, the squeal of whistles in children's mouths, all the noises of the town. He fell against a building’s white
front, at the girl’s hard push upon him. The girl ran and caught another boy’s arm.
“’Llo, Virg, ole kid!” she gaily screamed. “Goin’ to th’ circus?” Virg laughed and put his hand high up under
her arm, pulled her close, and they went among the people toward the balloon-man, who bellowed through a
funnel:
“Ten cents! Only ten cents! One dime! Balloon for one dime. Only one dime. Ten cents. Get your girl a
balloon.”
Ten cents! Forrest knew where ten cents was—more than ten cents. Poppy had money he was going to buy
another cow with because old Moll’s udder had got half-caked. Pop kept the money in the old coffee-pot right
there in the kitchen above the stove. He’d go home, get the money, and come back, find the girl, and buy a
balloon, a sack of candy, everything.
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He ran out of the town on roads. He turned in at a rutted lane.
It was getting evening. The steam piano was going up and down in the town. Voicelessly he laughed and called
back, “I’m a-comin’!”
He neared the small, sagging, unporched house there beside the river, things lying about in the yard, a
wheelbarrow without its wheel, a piece of harness, the handle and the tooth part of a rake, overturned coops,
buckets. A man, a small man such as Forrest was getting to be, stood on the town side of the barn. His head was
stretched forward. His fingers moved, and his knees. His brown eyes—like a hungry dog’s—were open and fixed.
He laughed aloud, once, and then he became still—listening.
Two little girls with pigtails sat on a hen-coop; an elder swung in a boardless loop of rope hanging from a
small tree. The girls were not talking, not playing. Their mouths were open, their eyes turned toward town.
“I’ll git the money. I’ll git the money, go on back. I’ll git the money.” Whispering, the boy went. But a woman
was in the doorway, her hands braced against its sides, a faded red calico dress hanging in long limp folds from
her lean neck. She was very tall. A bit of light hair in a high thin knob went up from the top of her high thin head.
Her mouth was open, one tooth hanging down from the purplish gum. Her eyes, lightish, were not clear, were not
unlike the eyes of the girl in the town wanting a balloon, something so beautiful. The film over the woman’s eyes
was the film of desire and of dream.
For a passing moment she was aware of the boy, her son. Then she threw up her hands, and her face
convulsively stiffened. Her eyes rolled upward until only the whites were visible, and so they remained, halfopen.
“I’m took—one o’ my spells,” she said, in her voice that was always strangely like a man’s. And there she was,
lying stiff and long on the floor inside the house.
The little girl in the swing left it, came and stood beside Forrest, regarded her mother a moment, ran away. She
came back, and Poppy was with her.
“Mommy?” the little man seemed in a high tenor to sing to the long woman on the floor. “Mommy?”
Mommy gave no sign.
Poppy turned to Forrest. “You take ’er feet, me ’er head. We’ll git ’er on the bed.”
They got her on the bed in the corner. She was heavy for the two small men, but not hard to carry, being stiff
like a long iron rod. On the bed her lips moved.
“Poppy?”
“Yes, Mommy?”
“Git some on … ’em … in … to … pray …”
“Yes, yes, Mommy, I will, Mommy.”
“Brother Pennington … Miz Myers … Miz … Zoucha … Brother Armes an’ wife …”
The little man twisted his hands, his Adam’s apple working fast in his thin yellow throat.
“Yes, Mommy. Yes, Mommy. An’ I reckon I’d best git th’ Ruttgens … an”—Poppy wet his lips with a
trembling tongue—“an’ Sister Kennard. Yes, th’ Ruttgens an’ … All right, Mommy, I’ll go spread the word
abroad.”
Little Poppy seemed taller. His voice had deepened. He pulled at his sleeves.
“You watch whilst I go, Forrest,” he said. “I’ll tell Brother Armes’ ’n’ he c’n go to the store an’ telephone th’
filling-station an’ they’ll git th’ Ruttgens an’ …”
Why had Poppy, when twice the name was on his lips, not said “Sister Kennard”?
Poppy went walking off down the lane. The little girls sat on the step outside the door in the evening half-light.
After a while two boys, Edward and Silas, came with something nice in a can—worms they had been digging for
all day in the river bank. They talked, laughing a little, but no great noise.
“You kids hesh,” Forrest went and whispered in the doorway above their heads.
The children became still. Across through the dark woods, over the fields, down the black, slow river the steam
piano called, called through his many throats.
Slow inch by inch Forrest turned his head and stared back into the room. He began to tiptoe in his hard, mudcaked shoes toward the stove. He came to it. Slowly he raised his hand close to the old coffee-pot on the shelf,
touched its smooth side. His fingers slid up.
“Forr’st. What you want?”
His hand stayed above his head in the grey twilight. He could not pull it down. Then he did, pressed its back
hard against his teeth, huskily mumbled, “Nothin’, Mom.”
The dark came, hiding the greyish stove, the stained, warped floor, the streaked walls, but not hiding the
window and the bed beside it. As if nails held his feet to the floor, he stood, the shelf with the coffee-pot not a foot
from his head, yet far as the farthest star in the sky, far as the town.
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The black, empty country was still now, but remembering. After a while came hoof-beats and the roll of
wheels over ruts. A sigh from the bed, and Forrest’s feet could move.
“Light th’ lamp.”
At the hoarse whisper he fumbled on the shelf-beside the old coffee-pot, but it had the feel now of anything
else—found matches, and lighted the lamp on the table among pans and dishes.
Into the room filed dark figures, some high, some low, one, only, fat. The women’s heads were swathed in
scarfs; their skirts were long. Black beard on chin and cheek, and long, unkempt hair gave the men’s foreheads an
ivory shining. The eyes of all, like coals awaiting an enkindling draught, dully gleamed. One woman detached
herself from the group within the door and let her scarf slip back, revealing flaccid jowls and a pursed mouth. She
lifted the lamp and held it high over the livid face on the pillow, the skimpy folds of faded red cotton going down
over the long still body, the shoes ragged, stiff, grey, motionless, against the footboard.
“Thckk! Thckk!” the woman said, “Turrble low!” At once from the one plump woman came a long, highpitched wail. Wailing, she ran to the bed, cast herself against it, began, shuddering and weeping, to pray.
Forrest knew this woman with one eyelid drooping, with a soft blue scarf, with soft white cheeks, and soft
yellowish hair that curled against pink ears and round neck. This was Sister Kennard. Poppy went down beside
Sister Kennard. A tall man with a long brown mustache, then a woman, another woman, a man and two more
women filled the side of the bed. Three women at the foot could not see over, kneeling, and so part of the time
they stood, Forrest with them. Forrest had been saved when he was fourteen, sanctified; he could do no sin; he
could pray.
The room became full of sound: deep, steady bellowing from Brother Armes with his long mustache, the
words unintelligible; shouts, “Hallelujah!” “Oh, Lord!” “Glory!” Broken sighs, screams and sobs, long sentences
with the words jumping over each other quickly, descending to a deep groan, climbing to a high shriek. Tears
coursed down faces. Eyes were closed.
An ebb came at length in the tide of implorings. Before the flood again Sister Kennard’s voice: “Co-o-o-mfert
this dear man! Pour in the oil of gladness. Co-o-o-mfert an’ sistain ’im! This pore, lonely man! Th’ wife o’ his
buzzum larin’ col’ an’ dead in th’ deep an’ lonely grave …”
High and low, shrill and resonant, cries and screams and groans and shrieks.
Forrest added his voice, inaudible to himself. But—Mommy wasn’t dead. Brother Kennard had been dead and
there had been a great funeral last summer—or another summer before that. You prayed like Sister Kennard just
then at a funeral, not when some one had a spell, was not dead yet. “Col’ an’ lonely grave.” This time was
Mommy going to be dead? Forrest, mute though performing the gestures of one clamorously entreating, eyed
Mommy. Dead? Mommy going to be dead?
No. Mommy was not going to be dead this night. Mommy’s face seemed like Mommy’s face now, more.
Mommy opened one eye, the eye by Sister Kennard. Deep lines came in her forehead. Red like fire came to her
face. Both Mommy’s eyes opened. And suddenly Mommy was getting off the bed, pushing a way between Poppy
and Sister Kennard. And Mommy was jumping on the floor, shouting mightily: “Hallelujah! I’m reestored!
Hallelujah! Praise the Lord! Praise the Lo-r-rdl! Let us reejoicel”
The sisters and the brethren, after a brief delay, as if they were hardly ready, encircled Mommy. They laughed,
clapped their hands, and shouted, once and again: “Praise the Lord!”
The women presently wiped their faces, not white now, with their aprons, and the men with red handkerchiefs
or their hands. Poppy alone stared at the floor, shoulders adroop, cheeks hollow, nose long, bony. Mommy, not
ceasing to smile as was proper for her, stood near Poppy, taller than Poppy. Sister Kennard was not tall. She was
round, soft, and low. That white lid partly down over Sister Kennard’s right eye—what did that do? Well, you
thought about Sister Kennard being a woman, a widow-woman, yes, a widow-woman.
The people went out and climbed in the wagon that had brought them. They talked little. The horses went
along in the lane. The squeaking of the wheels sounded farther and farther away.
Mommy began to go about getting batter stirred up for bread. Forrest put cobs in the stove, not easy to do,
because he felt as he had when getting over chills and fever. The children were on the bed. They watched
Mommy. They were hungry. The biggest little girl went pretty soon and began to put cups around on the brown
oilcloth on the table. She was good to help, the biggest girl. She said, while she reached across the table to put a
cup down, “That wasn’t no long prayin’, Mommy.”
“Long ’nough,” Mommy said. She shoved a chair out of her way.
The biggest girl wanted to talk. She was always wanting lately to talk, like a woman. “Sister Kennard’s a good
one to pray,” she said now.
“You hesh up, ten’ to your business, or I’ll learn ye!” Mommy picked up a stub of broom and shook it. Her
face was all working, and her neck. The biggest girl screamed, her arm up over her face. Mommy turned around
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to the stove and Forrest saw a tear going down her cheek.
No. It hadn’t been no long prayin’. There had been a praying that went on till sun-up, once, over at Brother
Armes’.
Where was Poppy? Poppy was in the barn.
Forrest found him by noises, noises of snuffing and of sobbing.
“Poppy,” he said, “wat ye doin’, Poppy?”
For a moment he heard nothing and then a gulp and, “Ree-joicin’, son. Ree-joicin’. Hal-hallelujah!” Another
gulp and a sort of groan in the little dark barn.
“Reckon supper’s ’bout ready,” Forrest said, and waited beside the sagging door. His father came out and they
walked along in the dark together, keeping step with their short legs.
Corn-bread, not very much baked, made with water and a little milk and soda, was steaming in pieces around
on the table. A pail of syrup was there and another smaller pail with milk in it.
The family sat down, some on a bench along the wall, some on stools, two on chairs. They did not talk. They
were tired, all. The children were sleepy, hungry.
The door was open. The air came in from wood and field, soft, still, not cold. A brown, dusty moth appeared
and flew around the little lamp, bumping the chimney now and again. Chewing, swallowing, reaching for bread,
for syrup, for milk, they watched the moth. As they watched, one sighed, and then another of the family, without
knowing, until they had all sighed, deeply.
After that in the quiet: “Cro-aak! Cro-aaak! Cro-aaak!”
An interval of stillness, and again: “Cro-aak! Cro-aak! Cro-aaak!”
Silas laughed and called out in his little thin boy voice: “I know what them is! .Frogses!”
“No more frost,” Poppy said.
“Mom! Mom!” Edward was pulling at his mother’s dress. “Hey, Mom! C’n I go bar’foot t’morry? Kin I,
Mom?”
“That you kin, son. That you kin!” Mommy’s deep laughter was pleasant to hear. “Ain’ got no shoes no more
nohow!”
“C’n I?” thinly piped each little girl.
Their mother smiled at them, her one long tooth showing agreeably, and she nodded at the pale, eager faces.
They hugged themselves and shivered a little. Oh, barefoot! You wriggling, grass tickling, mud going up
between your toes, gravel hurting, you getting used to it.
“I aim to give this here place a good cleanin’ t’morry, I do,” Mommy said deeply. “Spring a-comin’ on so.”
“I’ll see ter gittin’ that cow t’morry, I will,” Poppy said. “Pay’s much down’s I’ve got, work th’ rest out fer
Williams.”
“I’ll work th’ rest out fer Williams, I will,” Forrest said. “I’ll be done that ploughin’ t’morry easy.”
They all sighed again, and smiled, and lay down and slept.
130.132 Han’s Crime\fn{by Shiga Naoya (1883-1971)} Ishimaki, Miyagi Prefecture, Japan (M) 5
Much to everyone’s astonishment, the young Chinese juggler, Han, severed his wife’s carotid artery with one
of his heavy knives in the course of a performance. The young woman died on the spot. Han was immediately
arrested.
At the scene of the event were the director of the theater, Han’s Chinese assistant, the announcer, and more
than three hundred spectators. There was also a policeman who had been stationed behind the audience. Despite
the presence of all these witnesses, it was a complete mystery whether the killing had been intentional or
accidental.
Han’s act was as follows: his wife would stand in front of a wooden board about the size of a door, and from a
distance of approximately four yards, he would throw his large knives at her so that they stuck in the board about
two inches apart, forming a contour around her body. As each knife left his hand, he would let out a staccato
exclamation as if to punctuate his performance.
*
The examining judge first questioned the director of the theater.
“Would you say that this was a very difficult act?”
“No, Your Honor, it’s not as difficult as all that for an experienced performer. But to do it properly, you need
steady nerves and complete concentration.”
“I see. Then assuming that what happened was an accident, it was an extremely unlikely type of accident?”
“Yes, indeed, Your Honor. If accidents were not so very unlikely, I should never have allowed the act in my
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theater.”
“Well, then, do you consider that this was done on purpose?”
“No, Your Honor, I do not. And for this reason: an act of this kind performed at a distance of twelve feet
requires not only skill but at the same time a certain—well, intuitive sense. It is true that we all thought a mistake
virtually out of the question, but after what has happened, I think we must admit that there was always the
possibility of a mistake.”
“Well, then, which do you think it was—a mistake or on purpose?”
“That I simply cannot say, Your Honor.”
The judge felt puzzled. Here was a clear case of homicide, but whether it was manslaughter or premeditated
murder it was impossible to tell. If a murder, it was indeed a clever one, thought the judge.
Next the judge decided to question the Chinese assistant, who had worked with Han for many years past.
“What was Han’s normal behavior?” he asked.
“He was always very correct, Your Honor; he didn’t gamble or drink or run after women. Besides, last year he
took up Christianity. He studied English and in his free time always seemed to be reading collections of sermons
—the Bible and that sort of thing.”
“And what about his wife’s behavior?”
“Also very correct, Your Honor. Strolling players aren’t always the most moral people, as you know. Mrs. Han
was a pretty little woman and quite a few men used to make propositions to her, but she never paid the slightest
attention to that kind of thing.”
“And what sort of temperaments did they have?”
“Always very kind and gentle, sir. They were extremely good to all their friends and acquaintances and never
quarreled with anyone. But—” He broke off and reflected a moment before continuing., “Your Honor, I’m afraid
that if I tell you this, it may go badly for Han. But to be quite truthful, these two people, who were so gentle and
unselfish to others, were amazingly cruel in their relations to each other.”
“Why was that?”
“I don’t know, Your Honor.”
“Was that the case ever since you first knew them?”
“No, Your Honor. About two years ago, Mrs. Han was pregnant. The child was born prematurely and died after
about three days. That marked a change in their relations. They began having terrible rows over the most trivial
things, and Han’s face used to turn white as a sheet. He always ended by suddenly growing silent. He never once
raised his hand against her or anything like that—I suppose it would have gone against his principles. But when
you looked at him, Your Honor, you could see the terrible anger in his eyes! It was quite frightening at times.
“One day, I asked Han why he didn’t separate from his wife, seeing that things were so bad between them.
Well, he told me that he had no real grounds for divorce, even though his love for her had died. Of course, she felt
this and gradually stopped loving him, too. He told me all this himself. I think the reason he began reading the
Bible and all those sermons was to calm the violence in his heart and stop himself from hating his wife, whom he
had no real cause to hate. Mrs. Han was really a pathetic woman. She had been with Han nearly three years and
had traveled all over the country with him as a strolling player. If she’d ever left Han and gone back home, I don’t
think she’d have found it easy to get married. How many men would trust a woman who’d spent all that time
traveling about? I suppose that’s why she stayed with Han, even though they got on so badly.”
“And what do you really think about this killing?”
“You mean, Your Honor, do I think it was an accident or done on purpose?”
“That’s right.”
“Well, sir, I’ve been thinking about it from every angle since the day it happened. The more I think, the less I
know what to make of it. I’ve talked about it with the announcer, and he also says he can’t understand what
happened.”
“Very well. But tell me this: at the actual moment it did happen, did it occur to you to wonder whether it was
accidental or on purpose?”
“Yes, sir, it did. I thought—I thought, ‘He’s gone and killed her.’”
“On purpose, you mean?”
“Yes, sir. However, the announcer says that he thought, ‘His hand’s slipped.’”
“Yes, but he didn’t know about their everyday relations as you did.”
“That may be, Your Honor. But afterward I wondered if it wasn’t just because I did know about those relations
that I thought, ‘He’s killed her.’”
“What were Han’s reactions at the moment?”
“He cried out, “Ha.” As soon as I heard that, I looked up and saw blood gushing from his wife’s throat. For a
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few seconds, she kept standing there, then her knees seemed to fold up under her and her body swayed forwards.
When the knife fell out, she collapsed on the floor, all crumpled in a heap. Of course there was nothing any of us
could do—we just sat there petrified, staring at her … As to Han, I really can’t describe his reactions, for I wasn’t
looking at him. It was only when the thought struck me, ‘He’s finally gone and killed her,’ that I glanced at him.
His face was dead white and his eyes closed. The stage manager lowered the curtain. When they picked up Mrs.
Han’s body, she was already dead. Han dropped to his knees then, and for a long time he went on praying in
silence.
“Did he appear very upset?”
“Yes, sir, he was quite upset.”
“Very well. If I have anything further to ask you, I shall call for you again.”
The judge dismissed the Chinese assistant and now summoned Han himself to the stand. The juggler’s
intelligent face was drawn and pale; one could tell right away that he was in a state of nervous exhaustion.
“I have already questioned the director of the theater and your assistant,” said the judge when Han had taken
his place in the witness box. “I know propose to examine you.”
Han bowed his head.
“Tell me,” said the judge. “Did you at any time love your wife?”
“From the day of our marriage until the child was born, I loved her with all my heart.”
“And why did the birth of the child change things?”
“Because I knew it was not mine.”
“Did you know who the other man was?”
“I had a very good idea. I think it was my wife’s cousin.”
“Did you know him personally?”
“He was a close friend. It was he who first suggested that we get married. It was he who urged me to marry
her.”
“I presume that his relations with her occurred prior to your marriage.”
“Yes, sir. The child was born eight months after we were married.”
“According to your assistant, it was a premature birth.”
“That is what I told everyone.”
“The child died very soon after birth, did it not? What was the cause of death?”
“He was smothered by his mother’s breasts.”
“Did your wife do that on purpose?”
“She said it was an accident.”
The judge was silent and looked fixedly at Han’s face. Han raised his head but kept his eyes lowered as he
awaited the next question. The judge continued:
“Did your wife confess these relations to you?”
“She did not confess, nor did I ever ask her about them. The child’s death seemed like retribution for
everything and I decided that I should be as magnanimous as possible, but—”
“But in the end, you were unable to be magnanimous?”
“That’s right. I could not help thinking that the death of the child was insufficient retribution. When apart from
my wife, I was able to reason calmly, but as soon as I saw her, something happened inside me. When I saw her
body, my temper would begin to rise.”
“Didn’t divorce occur to you?”
“I often thought that I should like to have a divorce, but I never mentioned it to my wife. My wife used to say
that if I left her, she could not longer exist.”
“Did she love you?”
“She did not love me.”
“Then why did she say such things?”
“I think she was referring to the material means of existence. Her home had been ruined by her elder brother,
and she knew that no serious man would want to marry a woman who had been the wife of a strolling player.
Also, her feet were too small for her to do any ordinary work.”
“What were your physical relations?”
“I imagine about the same as with most couples.”
“Did your wife have any real liking for you?”
“I do not think she really liked me. In fact, I think it must have been very painful for her to live with me as my
wife. Still, she endured it. She endure it with a degree of patience almost unthinkable for a man. She used to
observe me with a cold, cruel look in her eyes as my life gradually went to pieces. She never showed a flicker of
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sympathy as she saw me struggling in agony to escape into a better, truer sort of existence.”
“Why could you not take some decisive action—have it out with her, or even leave her, if necessary?”
“Because my mind was full of all sorts of ideals.”
“What ideals?”
“I wanted to behave toward my wife in such a way that there would be no wrong on my side … But in the end
it didn’t work.”
“Did you never think of killing your wife?”
Han did not answer and the judge repeated his question. After a long pause, Han replied:
“Before the idea of killing her occurred to me, I often used to think it would be a good thing if she died.”
“Well, in that case, if it had not been against the law, don’t you think you might have killed her?”
“I wasn’t thinking in terms of the law, sir. That’s not what stopped me. It was just that I was weak. At the same
time, I had this overmastering desire to enter into a truer sort of life.”
“Nevertheless, you did think of killing your wife, did you not—later on, I mean?”
“I never made up my mind to do it. But, yes, it is correct to say that I did think about it once.
“How long was that before the event?”
“The previous night … Or perhaps even the same morning.”
“Had you been quarreling?”
“Yes, sir.”
“What about?”
“About something so petty that it’s hardly worth mentioning.”
“Try telling me about it.”
“It was a question of food. I get rather snort-tempered when I haven’t eaten for some time. Well, that evening
my wife had been dawdling and our supper wasn’t ready when it should have been. I got very angry.”
“Were you more violent than usual?”
“No, but afterward I still felt worked up, which was unusual. I suppose it was because I’d been worrying so
much during those past weeks about making a better existence for myself, and realizing there was nothing I could
do about it. I went to bed but couldn’t get to sleep. All sorts of upsetting thoughts went through my mind. I began
to feel that whatever I did, I should never be able to achieve the things I really wanted—that however hard I tried,
I should never be able to escape from all the hateful aspects of my present life. This sad, hopeless state of affairs
all seemed connected with my marriage. I desperately wanted to find a chink of light to lead me out of my
darkness, but even this desire was gradually being extinguished. The hope of escape still flickered and sputtered
within me, and I knew that if ever it should go out, I would to all intents and purposes be a dead person.
“And then the ugly thought began flitting through my mind: ‘If only she would die! If only she would die!
Why should I not kill her?’ The practical consequences of such a crime meant nothing to me any longer. No doubt
I would go to prison, but life in prison could not be worse—could only be better—than this present existence. And
yet somehow I had the feeling that killing my wife would solve nothing. It would have been a shirking of the
issue, in the same way as suicide. I must go through each day’s suffering as it came, I told myself; there was no
way to circumvent that. That had become my true life: to suffer.
“As my mind raced along these tracks, I almost forgot that the cause of my suffering lay beside me. Utterly
exhausted, I lay there unable to sleep. I fell into a blank state of stupefaction, and as my tortured mind turned
numb, the idea of killing my wife gradually faded. Then I was overcome by the sad, empty feeling that follows a
nightmare. I thought of all my fine resolutions for a better life, and realized that I was too weak-hearted to attain
it. When dawn finally broke, I saw that my wife, also, had not been sleeping …”
“When you got up, did you behave normally toward each other.”
“We did not say a single word to each other.”
“But why didn’t you think of leaving her, when things had come to this?”
“Do you mean, Your Honor, that that would have been a solution to my problem? No, no, that too would have
been a shirking of the issue! As I told you, I was determined to behave toward my wife so that there would be no
wrong on my side.”
Han gazed earnestly at the judge, who nodded his head as a sign for him to continue.
“Next day I was physically exhausted and of course my nerves were ragged. It was agony for me to remain
still, and as soon as I had got dressed, I left the house and wandered aimlessly about the deserted parts of town.
Constantly the thought kept returning that I must do something to solve my life, but the idea of killing no longer
occurred to me. The truth is that there was a chasm between my thoughts of murder the night before and any
actual decision to commit a crime! Indeed, I never even thought about that evening’s performance. If I had, I
certainly would have decided to leave out the knife-throwing act. There were dozens of other acts that could have
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been substituted.
“Well, the evening came and finally it was our turn to appear on the stage. I did not have the slightest
premonition that anything out of the ordinary was to happen. As usual, I demonstrated to the audience the
sharpness of my knives by slicing pieces of paper and throwing some of the knives at the floor boards. Presently
my wife appeared, heavily made up and wearing an elaborate Chinese costume; after greeting the audience with
her charming smile, she took up her position in front of the board. I picked up one of the knives and placed myself
at the distance from her.
“That’s when our eyes met for the first time since the previous evening. At once I understood the risk of having
chosen this particular act for that night’s performance! Obviously I would have to master my nerves, yet the
exhaustion which had penetrated to the very marrow of my bones prevented me. I sensed that I could not longer
trust my own arm. To calm myself, I closed my eyes for a moment, and I sensed that my whole body was
trembling.
“Now the time had come! I aimed my first knife above her head; it struck just one inch higher than usual. My
wife raised her arms and I prepared to throw my next two knives under each of her arms. As the firs tone left the
ends of my fingers, I felt as if something were holding it back; I no longer had the sense of being able to
determine the exact destination of my knives. It was now really a matter of luck if the knife struck at the point
intended; each of my movements had become deliberate and self-conscious.
“I threw one knife to the left of my wife’s neck and was about to throw another to the right when I saw a
strange expression in her eyes. She seemed to be seized by a paroxysm of fear! Did she have a presentiment that
this knife, that in a matter of seconds would come hurtling toward her, was going to lodge in her throat? I felt
dizzy, as if about to faint. Forcing the knife deliberately out of my hand, I as good as aimed it into space …”
The judge was silent, peering intently at Han.
“All at once the thought came to me: ‘I’ve killed her,’” said Han abruptly.
“On purpose, you mean?”
“Yes. Suddenly I felt that I had done it on purpose.”
“After that I understand you knelt down beside your wife’s body and prayed in silence.”
“Yes, sir. That was a rather cunning device that occurred to me on the spur of the moment. I realized that
everyone knew me as a believer in Christianity. But while I was making a pretense of praying, I was in fact
carefully calculating what attitude to adopt.”
“So you were absolutely convinced that what you had done was on purpose?”
“I was. But I realized at once that I should be able to pretend it had been an accident.”
“And why did you think it had been on purpose?”
“I had lost all sense of judgment.”
“Did you think you’d succeeded in giving the impression it was an accident?”
“Yes, though when I thought about it afterward it made my flesh creep. I pretended as convincingly as I could
to be grief-stricken, but if there’d been just one really sharp-witted person about, he’d have realized right away
that I was only acting. Well, that evening I decided that there was no good reason why I should not be acquitted; I
told myself very calmly that there wasn’t a shred of material evidence against me. To be sure, everyone knew how
badly I got on with my wife, but if I persisted in saying that it was an accident, no one could prove the contrary.
Going over in my mind everything that had happened, I saw that my wife’s death could be explained very
plausibly as an accident.
“And then a strange question came to my mind: why did I myself believe that it had not been an accident? The
previous night I had thought about killing her, but might it not be that very fact which now caused me to think of
my act as deliberate? Gradually I came to the point that I myself did not know what actually had happened! At
that I became very happy—almost unbearably happy. I wanted to shout at the top of my lungs.”
“Because you had come to consider it an accident?”
“No, that I can’t say. Because I no longer had the slightest idea as to whether it had been intentional or not. So
I decided that my best way of being acquitted would be to make a clean breast of everything. Rather than deceive
myself and everyone else by saying it was an accident, why not be completely honest and say I did not know what
happened? I cannot declare it was a mistake; on the other hand, I can’t admit it was intentional. In fact, I can plead
neither ‘guilty’ nor ‘not guilty.’”
Han was silent. The judge, too, remained silent for a long moment before saying softly, reflectively, “I believe
that what you have told me is true. Just one more question: do you not feel the slightest sorrow for your wife’s
death?”
“None at all! Even when I hated my wife most bitterly in the past, I never could have imagined I would feel
such happiness in talking about her death.”
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“Very well,” said the judge. “You may stand down.”
Han silently lowered his head and left the room. Feeling strangely moved, the judge reached for his pen. On
the document which lay on the table before him he wrote down the words “Not guilty.”
117.157 Glory\fn{by Tamura Toshiko (1884-1945)} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (F) 8
1
Having lost almost everything she had, Komatsu couldn’t think of a single thing she might be able to exchange
for cash. She decided to go to Nonose to ask for a loan, and waited till evening to take a rickshaw to Yürakucho.
“It’s quite late. Are you on your way back from somewhere?” Kaneko, Nonose’s wife, said in an ingratiating
voice as she greeted her with a smile. There wasn’t a touch of unfriendliness in her spirited, dark-complexioned
face. Nonose himself was in bed with a cold.
“Where have you been? You didn’t come from your house, I know. Not at this hour,” Kaneko went on. Her
smiling eyes implied that she knew where Komatsu had been. Avoiding the question, Komatsu kept her eyes
absent-mindedly on Kaneko’s hand pouring tea into a cup. There was something reliable and calming in Kaneko’s
manner that made her feel like confiding in her and telling her about what was happening in her life. Kaneko was
now talking about the Cock Fair she’d been to but, suddenly remembering something, she went to the chest of
drawers in the next room and came back with some fabric wrapped in a large scarf.
“This is the fabric you gave me. It’s been dyed a very pretty color. Take a look. I know my dark complexion,
so I had it dyed like this. Do you think it looks good on me?” Kaneko asked, spreading the fabric in front of
Komatsu. Some time ago Komatsu had given her some cloth of plain silk crepe, and Kaneko had had it dyed.
Komatsu took the cloth in her hand and said it was a nice color. Kaneko then brought a kimono out of the drawer,
a kimono Komatsu had given her. She said she had to re-stitch it.
“You have a lot of kimonos, certainly you don’t need to go to all that trouble,” Komatsu said, forcing a smile,
as she looked at the kimono in Kaneko’s hand.
A lamp was hanging right above Komatsu’s head and the light shining on her face bothered her; the headache
she had felt since she entered Kaneko’s house was getting worse. When Kaneko went to the dimly lit adjacent
room to put the kimono away, Komatsu followed her there and brought up the subject of the loan.
“All right, I’ll go and ask my husband,” Kaneko said, and went upstairs.
Komatsu returned to the charcoal brazier and sat down; she was gazing at the brand-new, red bamboo rake
placed on the top of the china cabinet when Nonose came in. He greeted Komatsu in a polite manner, and then sat
where his wife had been, looking uncomfortable in his quilted gown. His handsome face, with its prominent nose
and a firm mouth, looked a bit blurred, perhaps because of the heaviness around his feverish eyes. When he tried
to breathe through his nose, he lifted his face slightly toward the light.
“You’ve got a cold.”
“Yes,” he said, and was silent for a while, smoking a pipe. “Old Mrs. Toda was here the day before yesterday,”
he then said as he knocked the ashes from the pipe on the corner of the brazier.
“What did she want?”
“She wanted to talk about Mieko. She wants custody.”
Komatsu turned her pretty eyes up to Nonose and waited.
“She heard that you’re still behaving badly; she thinks it’s harmful for Mieko—for her future—to live with
you.”
Komatsu looked down, offended. Kaneko came into the room quietly and put some charcoal into the brazier.
“If I say ‘no,’ she can’t have her,” said Komatsu after a while, forcing herself to speak. She felt angry and
reckless.
“But you must give it serious thought. How do you think you can manage, if you have Mieko to provide for?
You’ve lost everything. What if it gets to the point of not having enough to get by? Even if you could scrape
along, it’s not fair to Mieko, don’t you agree?”
“I know that,” she said, flustered. It was painful to listen to Nonose point out her situation to her. She was
feeling desperate, as if a fire had been set on her back.
At Komatsu’s interruption, Nonose frowned and sipped the tea his wife had served. Then he looked intently at
the expensive silk crepe kimono Komatsu wore and at the pale, hollow cheeks that revealed the anguish she
suffered from her love affair. A few loose strands of soft hair caressed her cheek.
“I’d made up my mind not to meddle in your affairs, and so I told Mrs. Toda that she should talk to you
directly. But since you’re here I thought I should let you know.”
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Komatsu did not respond. Nonose had worked for Komatsu’s late husband as his business manager, and so he
was in and out of the Toda house a great deal. People had talked about Nonose, insinuating that he, a goodlooking man, was having an affair with Komatsu. After his employer’s death, Nonose had tried to support and
advise Komatsu, who had found herself in a difficult position living with her cynical mother-in-law and arrogant
brother-in-law and his wife. Komatsu chose to go her own way, indulging herself at the theaters and teahouses she
used to frequent with her husband, a man notorious for his reckless extravagance. There she was as lavish with
her money as he had been. People thought that Nonose and his wife fawned over Komatsu, encouraging her to
throw her money away. When this rumor reached Nonose, he stopped going to the Todas.
Five years after her husband’s death, Komatsu left the Toda house, taking her younger child, Mieko, with her
and leaving her son, Junichi, behind. Even then, Nonose had kept himself out of Komatsu’s life. He had heard that
Komatsu was having an affair with a kabuki actor. He also knew that she had quickly exhausted the remaining
assets given to her at the time of her leaving the Todas, and that she had been selling her personal belongings with
the help of his wife. But he hadn’t said a word to Komatsu, maintaining his position of simply observing.
For some reason Nonose now found himself thinking of the past, of everything that had happened between
himself and the Todas. He sincerely wanted to help Komatsu for the sake of bygone times, to demonstrate his
unfailing sense of duty. Looking at her sitting in front of him, sunk in her fortunes, he couldn’t help feeling
despondent himself: it was her imprudence, he reflected, that had made her ignore his concern. As she sat there
forlornly, her head bowed, Nonose could see the naïvete of an unworldly person and the shyness of a young girl;
he was touched by it. He looked away for a while, not knowing what to say.
“Why don’t you talk about Mieko some other time? Komatsu needs money, and rather urgently, I’m sure,”
Kaneko said, hesitating.
Nonose, still silent, clapped his head a few times with his hand and rubbed his forehead.
“We don’t have any extra money but still we should be able to …” Kaneko went on. There was both kindness
and chatty sociability in her eagerness. After a while Nonose told Kaneko to fetch his satchel; he took ten five-yen
bills out of it and handed them over to Komatsu.
“In the days when I worked for Mr. Toda, people thought I made a great deal of money. But for some reason
I’m still poor. After giving you these ten bills, nothing’s left,” he said with a wry smile. Then he excused himself,
saying he had a bad chill.
Komatsu felt relieved to be left alone with Kaneko, and looked at her fondly.
“You shouldn’t worry too much. Things will work out one way or another. You’re used to luxury, so there’s no
use telling you to be frugal with money, I’m sure,” Kaneko said, and started cooking some rice cakes she had
bought at the Cock Fair on the brazier. While they were cooking, she asked about Mieko and Otoku, the old
woman who worked for Komatsu.
“You’re still young, and quite pretty. Your future’s in your hands. A flower yet to bloom, you know. You don’t
need to worry.”
Kaneko’s words sounded so hopeful that the pain and depression Komatsu had felt earlier sitting in front of
Nonose went away, and a gorgeous scene from her past unfurled before her eyes. It was not possible that adversity
could invade such a brilliant world. She stared at the empty space in front of her; her eyes darkened with
rebellion. It was as if she were trying not to see the dreadful pit that was her fate and into which she was slowly
falling.
“You still wear that pin,” said Kaneko, referring to the ornament Komatsu wore in her hair.
Komatsu put her hand to her head and touched a gold hairpin with a diamond inset. She pulled the pin out, a
faint smile on her face, and put it on her lap.
“You can go on selling your things for a while at least.”
“No, there’s nothing left anymore. Everything’s gone. I somehow overlooked this one.’ Indeed, there had been
no rings on her fingers for some time now.
“You’re not that badly off, even so. If you sell this pin, you can easily get as much as my husband just gave
you.
“I don’t need it anyway. I’ll leave it with you. I know your husband needs the money he’s given me, so if you
can do something with it, please go ahead,” said Komatsu, handing the pin to Kaneko.
“You only think there’s nothing left. More pins like this will appear from drawers, I’m sure,” said Kaneko,
smiling.
2
Otoku was still up sewing when Komatsu returned home. A dark gloominess seemed to permeate the house,
and this made Komatsu angry; her light-hearted mood suddenly dissipated. She sat facing Otoku, who didn’t say a
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word, but kept on sewing. Komatsu watched her for a while as if in a trance, still lost in her dreams. The old
woman looked stern and cross as usual.
Otoku was fifty and had a great deal of gray hair for her age. She piled her hair high and arranged it over a
comb; her face was smooth, pale and slightly swollen. She was sewing a red undergarment for Mieko, her two
hands barely showing out from under her sleeves. As she watched the large body of Otoku as she continued to
sew with her head down, Komatsu felt sorry for her. Her sullen face looked particularly dejected that night. Both
sat there, silent, for a long time till Komatsu finally said that they should go to bed, and started to undress.
When Otoku insisted that she wanted to sew more, Komatsu went back to the charcoal brazier and sat down,
throwing her kimono around her shoulders.
“Old Mrs. Toda wants custody of Mieko. I just heard about it at the Nonoses tonight,” Komatsu said. She knew
that Otoku didn’t respond readily these days when Komatsu spoke to her, although she would open her mouth
when necessary. And yet she wanted to talk with Otoku, who loved Mieko as if she were her own child; she
wanted to share her anxiety over the custody question. She said emphatically, as she had at the Nonoses, that
under no circumstances would she give Mieko up.
“What could they be thinking? Asking for Mieko on top of Junichi! What a selfish mother-in-law I have, really.
I won’t let her go, you know,” said Komatsu, hoping for some supportive words from Otoku. But there was no
response.
“I think she’d be happier there,” said Otoku after a while.
“Living with the Todas, you mean?”
“Yes, that’s what I mean. If she stays with you, what’ll happen to her no one knows. She’d be better off living
with her grandmother now.”
“I see,” said Komatsu. There was a faint smile on her face. She looked as if she wanted to say something, but
she kept silent. She bowed her head and soon there were tears welling up in her eyes. Otoku didn’t seem to notice,
even when the tears began running down Komatsu’s pretty cheeks.
“You’ve indulged yourself and gotten into trouble—that’s your choice. But Mieko, I pity her. I can see what
she’d have to go through if she stayed with you,” said Otoku. “I’m merely a servant, and so if you fire me
tomorrow, I can’t complain. That’s fine. But Mieko is different.” Otoku's voice was rough and sharp, spiteful and
stubborn.
Otoku had come along as Mieko’s nurse when Komatsu left the Todas. She had disliked both the younger
brother of Komatsu’s late husband and his wife, and had considered it her good fortune that she could live with
Mieko and Komatsu. Knowing that Komatsu had received enough to live quite comfortably for the rest of her life,
she had hoped to serve her for a long time, at least until Mieko got married, perhaps until Komatsu had
grandchildren. She had even looked forward to the day when, in a dozen or so years, she would be able to take
care of them. The happiness she dreamed of, however, vanished rather quickly as a result of Komatsu’s
extravagance.
She started to hate her mistress. A woman who had spent, in a year or two, all that money—a sum she herself
could never have hoped to earn even if she had worked her entire lifetime and then some more. Such a woman
would surely offend the Divine Grace: her mistress would not escape the punishment of Heaven. She was certain
that Komatsu, who rarely showed motherly affection for her small child, who instead was infatuated with an actor
and had spent her fortune on him, would soon find herself in a wretched life. Ever since she realized that
Komatsu, with Kaneko’s help, had been selling her personal belongings, she locked the drawers in which Mieko’s
clothes were kept. She stayed on for Mieko’s sake, living day by day, feeling uncertain about her future.
“What do you mean, you pity her? Why do you say that? I haven’t yet let you and Mieko go hungry, have I?
Do you think I make Mieko suffer? If you think I’m such an unreliable mistress, why, you don’t have to stay. You
can certainly leave,” said Komatsu, flushing.
She was trembling with anger from Otoku’s words. The warped suspicions and stubbornness of this ignorant
old woman who knew nothing beyond her lower-class upbringing infuriated Komatsu.
“I won’t let myself ask favors of you. You don’t know anything so why don’t you keep your mouth shut?” she
said, with her face turned away from Otoku. She was trying to control her anger and as a result she sounded
unnaturally forceful.
“If you want me to leave, I’ll go any time. I’ve been staying only for Mieko’s sake,” answered Otoku. Looking
up from her work, she put her sewing away. Her face, with its small round nose and afflicted eyes, reminded
Komatsu of a cheap wooden Noh mask. Placing her sewing box on top of a folded red cloth, Otoku stood up and
went to her three-mat room next to the kitchen.
Left alone, Komatsu sat gloomily for a while. Her anger toward Otoku evaporated. The old woman’s blind
love for Mieko and her generally jaundiced view led her to believe that Komatsu had no tender feelings for the
child, she reasoned. Otoku seemed to think that some moral lapse in Komatsu was leading to imminent hardship
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for the three of them. She no longer cared what Otoku thought. There was something else she had to think about,
but she couldn’t remember what it was. Her head felt heavy and tight. She remembered that she had vaguely
considered asking her older brother in Osaka if she and Mieko could live with his family. But it’s not that, she said
to herself reprovingly, it’s something really important.
A life swept away by a huge tidal wave—Komatsu thought she had a glimpse of the awful destination awaiting
her. A proud woman once basking in glory was engulfed by a wave, leaving a pathetic-looking woman with a
child, a woman who was lost and who didn’t know how to get food for the next day.
“That can never happen,” she murmured. Only yesterday she was at the height of her powers, an attractive
woman surrounded by many admirers. She tried to hold on to that fleeting image in order to forget her weak
reality. She tried to conjure up the image of Koisaburō, a popular kabuki actor who had always been attentive in
her days of prosperity. He was still her lover; she could see him anytime she wanted to. Thinking of this man, the
only one who had not betrayed her, gave Komatsu a sense of confidence, as if her glory were still with her. She
felt excited.
3
Komatsu’s fretful mood made it difficult for her to stay home, even for a day or two. Getting up in the
afternoon in her upstairs room, she thought of the night that was soon to come; she felt dreary, not knowing how
to deal with her wretchedness. A gusty, wintery wind blew against the windowpane that filtered the sun, and
occasionally falling maple leaves would hit the window, making rustling noises. The money she had gotten from
Nonose several days earlier was almost gone. She decided to return to his house, remembering the diamond pin
that she had left.
A few days earlier Komatsu had gone to the Chimaki teahouse to see Koisaburō. He hadn’t shown up. He had
ignored her invitation.
“So ungrateful of him, I must say. But please do come back because tomorrow I will do whatever I can to
make him come,” the mistress of Chimaki told her.
The next day Komatsu had felt so disheartened that she didn’t return. But now she felt an urge to go
downtown, to see brightly lit streets. The memory of pleasure made Komatsu restless. She was unable to resist the
idea of going to Chimaki. She wanted the intoxicating sensation of waiting there for her lover. She got out of bed
and went downstairs.
Mieko was sitting alone, eating cookies. Seeing her mother, she came and looked up at Komatsu’s face fondly.
Komatsu glanced at her daughter, noticing that she was wearing a red ribbon, and went straight to the bathroom to
wash her face.
“Where did Otoku go, Mie-chan?” Komatsu asked when she returned from the bathroom.
Mieko’s answer was so vague that she couldn’t guess where the old woman might have gone. She went
upstairs again and got ready to go out, thinking that Otoku would return shortly. But Otoku had not come back by
the time when Komatsu was ready to leave.
“Where did she say she was going, Mie-chan?” she asked again. Her daughter was still eating cookies by the
hallway window.
“I don’t know,” said Mieko, her mouth full of food.
“Where could she have gone?” Komatsu sat down next to her daughter, uneasy. She began to suspect that
Otoku had not gone on an errand.
“About what time did she leave?”
“A little while ago.”
“About what time was that?”
“It was a little while ago.” Mieko was pleased that her mother put her arms around her.
Komatsu went to Otoku’s room. All of her belongings were gone from the closet.
“She’s left us,” Komatsu murmured to herself. Mieko came and stood next to her and looked into the closet
like her mother.
“Otoku went back to her home without telling me.”
“She went back to her home?”
“Yes, she did. Bad Otoku, don’t you think?” Otoku has left because of what I said to her a few nights ago,
Komatsu thought. Annoyed, she looked inside the empty closet again before closing the door. When she returned
to the living room, holding Mieko’s hand, she felt quite alone, and started closing all the screen doors.
“Otoku left me so that I’d be in trouble,” she said to herself, realizing that it would be difficult for her to go out
without someone to take care of Mieko. Then she decided to take the child along, and went to Mieko’s chest of
drawers to get her ready. She looked for the key, remembering that Otoku had always kept it with her. She found it
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on top of the chest.
Otoku’s sudden disappearance made Komatsu anxious and depressed. She hesitated many times while she
helped Mieko change her dress, wondering if she still wanted to go out. It seemed a nuisance now. While she sat
by the charcoal brazier, pondering, Mieko came and sat close to her, a blank expression on her face.
“Let’s go out anyway,” Komatsu said suddenly in a cheerful voice, and she started closing the windows, a
chore she had never done before. She locked the front door and walked out to the street. It was getting dark.
Komatsu waited for a while, holding Mieko’s hand, and then took a rickshaw to the Nonoses. Kaneko was
home, playing cards with her friends.
“Oh, you brought Mieko with you today. That’s a surprise,” said Kaneko. She had come half way down the
staircase, and invited them to come up. Komatsu found familiar faces there.
“Both of them are losing rather desperately. I’m sure they’d welcome a new player,” said Kaneko. The older
woman was a dowager, the owner of a big, Western-style restaurant in Kyobashi, and the younger one was an old
friend of Kaneko’s. A kept woman, Komatsu knew. Both of them welcomed Komatsu, while Kaneko took Mieko
in her arms and kissed her on the cheek. The other women complimented Mieko on how beautiful and lovely she
was.
After she lost three games, Komatsu went downstairs with Mieko to take a break. It was now completely dark
outside, and in the kitchen a maid was moving about busily. Komatsu smoked a cigarette and gazed at the hair of
her daughter, who sat beside her quietly. She felt very sad, as if she and her daughter were homeless, wandering
from one place to another. The strange restlessness and anxiety became so unbearable that she couldn’t sit still
any longer. Not knowing what else to do, she called Kaneko, who finally came downstairs. Kaneko saw Mieko
sitting there, looking bored, and suggested that she have her maid take her home if Komatsu wanted to be alone.
She looked at Komatsu’s face searchingly.
“To tell the truth, Otoku has left us. So I don’t know what to do,” said Komatsu.
“Left? What is she thinking, I wonder?”
“She thinks my future is hopeless. She was anxious. The other day I got upset when she complained to me
about this and that, and so I said things to her I shouldn’t have. That made her feel worse, I’m sure.”
“If she’s gone, she’s gone. But it’s inconvenient for you,” said Kaneko, keeping her eyes on Komatsu’s fair and
delicate. hands. Komatsu’s mind continued to churn with vague anxieties. She stared at Kaneko’s face without a
word.
“Those women will leave soon. So why don’t you make yourself comfortable here and we’ll talk about it
later,” said Kaneko before going back upstairs. Komatsu was invited to join them again but she didn’t feel like
playing cards any more. And when Mieko started to fuss, she left the Nonoses with her daughter, heading in the
direction of busy streets.
4
Komatsu walked slowly down the street where the streetcars ran, occasionally stopping to buy cookies and
toys for Mieko, but when she realized she couldn’t get rid of the child no matter how far she walked, she felt
annoyed. She became irritated and wanted to wrench the little hand out of her own. Her irritation turned into a
nasty mood that was focused on Mieko, who clung to her mother’s index finger as if it were a lifeline. Komatsu
felt like pushing her daughter away.
Mieko followed her mother from one brightly lit street to another. Mieko was dressed in an expensive silk
crepe kimono with long sleeves and a silk coat over it. But she had neither a cape nor a shawl, and her cheeks,
exposed to the cold wind, turned red. Komatsu walked slowly, even slower than her daughter, till she became
annoyed at the stares of the people passing by. Then she picked up her pace as if she had remembered that she was
walking. Without exception women passersby whispered to each other, and men stared at her rudely. Escaping
into a dark, narrow street, Komatsu hurried on, pulling Mieko along by her arm. The child stayed very close to the
skirt of her mother’s kimono.
“You can stay at your Aunt Kaneko’s alone, can’t you, Mieko?” Komatsu asked when they came to a stone
bridge. It was cold. Mieko didn’t say anything and instead looked away into the distance, where a red neon sign
blinked on and off. Mieko’s silence discouraged Komatsu. Saying no more, she went on walking. Back at the
Nonose house, Komatsu found Kaneko waiting for them. She had been worried.
“You must be tired, Mieko,” she said and took her to the charcoal brazier. Kaneko’s friends had gone and the
house was very quiet. Uneasy, Komatsu went over to the brazier.
“Such a nuisance, that Otoku is. What could she be thinking?” said Kaneko, picking up the thread of their
earlier conversation as she rubbed Mieko’s hands to warm them up.
Komatsu was agitated and couldn’t calm herself. She found it impossible to just sit there looking at Kaneko’s
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face. The dim light made the room look sad. She felt that there was no place where she would be comfortable. She
didn’t want to think about Otoku.
“Can’t you go out tonight?” she asked Kaneko.
“I could if I wanted,” Kaneko responded, looking straight at Komatsu. “But where do you want to go?”
“I thought it might be fun to go to the comic theater.”
“That sounds good. I’ll come with you,” said Kaneko, letting go of Mieko’s hand. “We have to eat first,
though. You must be hungry, too.”
“We can eat out,” said Komatsu. She sounded like she wanted to leave that moment. .
“I’ll come, too,” said Mieko, who had been listening carefully to the adults’ conversation. She looked worried
that she might be left alone.
“Of course we’ll take you. Don’t worry,” said Kaneko as she went to get her portable mirror. “I’ll have to
comb my hair, though,” she said to herself.
“How about you? Would you like to fix your hair?” she asked Komatsu, looking into the mirror and noticing
that Komatsu was still sitting there.
Komatsu didn’t want to bother about her hair. It took a long time for Kaneko to get ready. First she had her
maid bring hot water with which she tried to straighten her hair, and then she washed her face. Komatsu waited,
lost in her own thoughts. Her head, resting on her hands, seemed to be getting heavier.
Komatsu let Mieko and Kaneko go to the theater without her, saying that she would join them shortly. As soon
as they left, she took a rickshaw to Chimaki. She couldn’t think of anything except seeing Koisaburō. It was only
eight o’clock when she got there. Okatsu, one of the maids, came to greet her right away with her usual hospitable
smile, and reproached Komatsu for not having come sooner.
“I was worried, thinking you might have been offended the other day,” she said, amiably. And then without
wasting any time she had the other maid make a phone call to the theater. This maid came back shortly with the
message that Koisaburō was unable to come.
“If he can’t come, he can’t come. There’s nothing to do.” Komatsu spoke calmly to Okatsu, but unwilling to
accept the fact, she lingered.
“It’s true he’s been ill, but I think there’s a woman who is after him, and he can’t easily excuse himself. Why
don’t you wait here for a while. I’ll call him myself a bit later,” said Okatsu. Then, in order to ease her mind she
fussed around, bringing a padded dressing gown made of twilled fabric, which she put over Komatsu’s shoulders
just in case she was cold. A nice charcoal fire burned inside the kotatsu heater, which was covered with a silk
comforter. Komatsu told Okatsu that she didn’t wish to order any food, and so Okatsu had hot tea and rice
crackers brought to her.
“I’ll call him again and find out what’s going on. Why don’t you make yourself comfortable and wait a little
while," Okatsu repeated when she left Komatsu. The light shown brightly on the paper sliding doors, which were
decorated at the bottom with a black-checkered pattern on silver. Komatsu leaned against a pillar, stretching her
legs out inside the comforter. She sat there for a while, alone in the small room, waiting for the answer to the
second phone call. Neither Okatsu nor the other maid came back for a long time. Komatsu didn’t have the courage
to call Okatsu and ask her to hurry. Self-confidence like that belonged to the past, it was like a dream. She
continued to sit there, despondent, staring at her knees. Her long eyelashes cast small shadows on her cheeks, and
her face wore an expression of nervous irritation. Only when her dark purple coat slipped down from the clothes
rack, disturbing the stillness of the room, did she raise her head. Her lovely eyes lowered again when she realized
it was only the coat. A deep sigh came from her as she slumped down.
Komatsu couldn’t help feeling awkward at Chimaki, where she had once been a generous patron. The
difference between now and days past was all too clear. She had spent her money freely, and even when her
financial circumstances began to deteriorate, her vanity demanded that she maintain the same standards. Now her
resources were so depleted that it was not even possible to pretend. She felt ashamed that she had to expose
herself to the maids at Chimaki in such an inexpensive kimono; she was afraid that they would see through her
and pity her.
This is the last time I will come here, she said to herself. She felt sad, but knowing that she’d be setting herself
free from her obsession, she also experienced a strange sense of relief. In her own mind she had resolved that if
Koisaburō wouldn’t come to see her that night, she would have to give him up. Still, it was intolerable to be
confronted by the shadow of her ruined self. She wished she could be as generous as she used to be, even if it
were only while she was at Chimaki. And so she tried to conjure up the memory of the good times she had had
with her guests, playing various games with them here in this teahouse. But instead she found her mind assailed
by darkness and cold, rising up as if from the bottom of hell. Overwhelmed by her misery, she felt the brilliant
world she had once enjoyed, the world in which she had generously treated anyone who would flatter her, was
now blocked from her by a thick wall. It all seemed so far away. The other side of the decorative sliding door was
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filled with glory belonging to someone else now. And Koisaburō, once her own, was surrounded by that splendor.
Once her gorgeous sleeves had covered him—her tentative, insecure admirer—like wings. She could see him now
in the arms of someone else, doing his best to please the new patron with the same adulation he had shown her.
Outside that enclosed, glorious world, the world that was forever lost to her, Komatsu’s infatuation remained
unquenched. The hopelessness of her affair made Komatsu sad.
“I’ll go now,” she murmured to herself with a sigh. Her voice lingered, making the room seem even quieter.
White chrysanthemums arranged in the vase and placed on the alcove might have trembled at the sound of her
voice; their soft shadows on the wall shifted slightly.
“I’ll go,” she said again, this time more clearly, and kicking off the comforter, got up. She could no longer stay
there as a customer, being ignored. She was offended by the mistress, Onao, who had not shown up to greet her.
Resolving never to see Koisaburō again, she went to the wall and pressed the bell.
It was Onao who came.
“Madam, I’m so sorry we kept you waiting. What is Okatsu doing, I wonder? But have you really been alone
all this time?” said Onao as she entered the room on her knees. She had a thin, oval face, which seemed to have
become even thinner and more wrinkled as she got older. Greeting Komatsu in a stiff manner, with her hands
pulled into the sleeves of her kimono, she looked like a bird extending and folding her wings. With her hair done
up and the collar of her kimono pulled back, her back looked more rounded than it really was. She must have been
with her customers. Her cheeks were flushed and her lips had the luster of wine, now dried.
“The line was busy and we were able to get through only a few minutes ago, you see. As I thought, Koisaburō’s been ill. He’s been pushing himself because he doesn’t want to miss any of his performances, he says. I told
him you waited the other day too, and that he should at least make an appearance, you know. But he’s like a
spoiled child when he’s not well, and he wouldn’t listen to me at all,” Onao said with a little laugh.
“Thank you all for your trouble,” said Komatsu, getting ready to leave.
“I really don’t like letting you go like this. We’ll let you know when he can see you as soon as he gets well.”
“I’ll see you later ,” responded Komatsu, regaining her calm expression as she left Chimaki.
5
Although the hood was up, it was cold in the rickshaw. Komatsu’s body, stiff and frozen from the sharp sting
of the cold air, was not easily warmed. Trembling in the rickshaw, she bit her lips and held her breath. The chill
seemed to spread from her chilled lips to her entire body, even though she covered her lips with her long velvet
scarf. She pulled to her neck the quilted gown the mistress of Chimaki had thrown over her shoulders and held it
tightly.
The pale violet moon cast shadows across the frozen ground, the frost glittering in its light. Occasionally the
street lamps shot their long straight beams of light into her eyes, making the ground look like the surface of water.
The frost seemed to penetrate the rickshaw as it moved along quietly. Looking at the cold, dreary scene of the
winter night through the rickshaw’s small viewing window on the front cover, and seeing the gloomy streets
stretching beyond her endlessly, Komatsu felt depressed and slightly irritated. The rickshaw seemed to be slowly
sinking through a lightless underworld; from time to time the scene in front of her turned pitch dark from the
layers of shadows that piled on top of one another. She wondered where she was and tried to remember the route
from Chimaki in Tsukiji to Akasaka, where she lived. She had taken the rickshaw along the same route several
times before but could not remember whether she had ever gone through streets this dark.
The rickshaw was now crossing a bridge. Closing her eyes and leaning her head against the back of the seat,
Komatsu tried not to look out at the dark city. The rickshaw swayed a little once in a while; her skin no longer felt
the sting of the cold. An image of indulgence, soaked in crimson, appeared in the weary darkness behind her
closed eyes. Slowly the image became clearer, and in its center was Koisaburō, standing still and looking
resplendent in red and purple. He was looking at her and his eyes were filled with innocent yearning. He gazed
persistently at Komatsu, trying to lure her into a love that was not illusory.
A cold blast of air on her smooth skin brought Komatsu back to reality; the sensation resembled, somehow,
that of her dream world. She opened her eyes, which seemed glued together, and was momentarily blinded by the
bright lights of the outside world. She stared at the street lamps for a moment, puzzled, then sank back into the
intoxication of her fantasy world. She let herself imagine that she was sitting in the rickshaw with Koisaburō. She
even thought she heard a rustling sound from the lining of his overcoat.
Komatsu wondered why she hadn’t phoned Koisaburō herself when she was at Chimaki. She regretted it. If she
had spoken to him and asked him directly, he couldn’t have declined, out of mere courtesy to her. She was sorry
she had restrained herself, but she had feared she would be seen as an obstinate, inexperienced woman, and had
therefore left the matter in the hands of the Chimaki mistress. She now felt she must listen to Koisaburō’s voice
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once more, even on the phone. This new idea made her suddenly impatient. Unable to sit still any longer, she
called to the rickshaw man.
“I wonder if you can find a public phone somewhere around here?” she said, flushed.
The young man stopped running and paused for a few moments, thinking. He then turned back the way he had
come, and took a narrow, dark street. Halfway up the street, however, he seemed to realize that he had made a
mistake.. He looked out across the street and turned around, mumbling something to himself. Komatsu realized
now that they were near Shimbashi. The rickshaw proceeded on this willow-lined street for a while and crossed to
the other side to make another turn. There he found a small, lighted phone booth.
Komatsu called Koisaburo’s home first and was told that he was not expected back that night. Disappointed,
she called the theater teahouse, where she had also been a patron. When she said she wanted to know about
Koisaburō’s illness, the mistress of the teahouse came on the line and said that Koisaburō was ill and seemed to
have gone home early, leaving his last performance to the substitute.
“I wish you had called a bit earlier. Did you make an arrangement to see him tonight?” the mistress asked in a
low voice, slowly. Remembering it was at this teahouse that her affair with Koisaburō had started, Komatsu felt
she was listening to the voice of an old friend whom she hadn’t seen for a long time. As she left the phone she was
filled with nostalgic sweetness.
There was nothing to do but give up. Once again under the cover of the rickshaw, she saw the handsome face
of her fickle lover come and go.
“There’s someone after him”—she repeated the words of the Chimaki maid, and thought about the woman
who now was Koisaburō’s lover. She envisioned his half-naked body on the lap of this other woman—the body
that once lay next to her with his head resting in her lap. She felt a great fatigue and a cruel sadness all at once; it
was as if some unknown force had overtaken her and pushed her away. She was defeated. The thought that she
had been expelled from the world of glory tormented her.
Koisaburō’s eyebrows, painted with black and red, which showed just a little at the edge where the brush swept
up; his eyes with their clear outline, nicely slanted; the way he focused those gentle, alluring eyes under his long
eyelashes, so lovely, so charming …
Komatsu went on composing the picture of her lover. At the end she said to herself that surely she would never
see him again. She no longer felt sad, but weary and resigned. She no longer wanted to join her daughter and
Kaneko at the comic theater. Instead, she wanted to do something exciting, something that would clear her mind.
She finally hit upon the idea of buying something nice and having it sent to Koisaburō. When she thought of
having it delivered to his house so that it would be waiting for him, she smiled as if a flower had suddenly opened
in her heart.
She ordered the rickshaw to go back to Ginza and had the man wait at a corner while she walked and looked
into the stores along the street. She looked up at a clock tower stretching high into the dark sky and saw that it
was ten minutes till eleven. Most of the stores were closed, and she couldn’t find anything that satisfied her. She
gave up and went back to the rickshaw, stumbling along like a drunkard and feeling a nagging headache.
From Ginza she went straight back to Kaneko’s house, where she found that Kaneko had already returned.
“Mieko cried and wouldn’t stop. So we came back, leaving a message at the theater for you. She fell asleep,
finally, a little while ago,” said Kaneko who sat by the charcoal brazier, looking sullen.
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This morning a violent west wind was roaring through the sky. The windows on the third floor were all
rattling, and a dustlike sand from the street below came blowing in the cracks. But in spite of the wind the
scattered clouds were motionless.
A springlike sunshine was warming the windowpanes. It was the sort of day when you might be sweating if it
weren’t for the wind. The old man from the lending library came in, wiping his nose with the palm of his hand.
“Terrible wind,” said he. “Still, the cherry blossoms all over Tokyo will be opening today. Wind or no wind, it’s
fine weather.”
“Spring has come at last,” I said, but of course he couldn’t understand my feelings.
“Eh! Eh!” answered the old man. “Spring, you know, is a loss as far as we’re concerned. Lending books is
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finished for the season. All my customers would rather go out for a walk than read a book, and I can’t say I blame
them. The few people who do read books naturally take their time over it.”
There is a five-yen bill in my wallet, the remains of what I borrowed yesterday of next month’s pay from the
company. All morning long I couldn’t think about anything else. It must be the way people who normally have
money feel when they are suddenly deprived of it. Both situations are funny, but though they’re funny in quite the
same way, there’s a big difference in the happiness or grief involved!
Having nothing else to do, I tried to make a table of Romaji. From time to time the memory of my mother and
my wife in Hokkaido leapt out of the middle of the table and took possession of me.
“Spring has come. It’s April! Spring! Spring! The blossoms are opening! It’s already a year since I came to
Tokyo! And still I haven’t been able to make any arrangements to send for my family.”
That’s the problem that keeps tormenting me, I don’t know how many times a day.
Why did I decide to keep this diary in Romaji? Why? I love my wife, and it’s precisely because I love her that I
don’t want her to read this diary. No, that’s a lie! It’s true that I love her, and it’s true that I don’t want her to read
this, but the two facts are not necessarily related.
Am I a weakling then? No, my trouble comes entirely from the mistaken institution of marriage. Marriage!
What an idiotic institution! What’s to be done about it?
Today the members of the tennis team from Kyoto University, who are staying in the next room, are having
their last day of play. They went off in high spirits.
After eating lunch I went by streetcar as usual to the office, where I corrected proofs with the old men in a
corner of the editorial room. About five o’clock in the evening the proofs for the first edition were finished and I
went back home: this is my daily stint to earn a living.
On the way back I walked along a street in Hongo, intending to do a little shopping. The cherry trees of the
university campus had half-opened their blossoms in just one day.
The world is now completely given over to the spring. The sound of the footsteps of the people going back and
forth crowding the streets somehow exhilarated me. I couldn’t help wondering where they had so suddenly
appeared from, those beautiful people in beautiful clothes who were streaming by. It’s spring, I thought. Then I
thought of my wife and little Kyoko.
I had promised myself that I would send for them by April and I haven’t—no, I can’t.
Oh, my writing is my enemy, and my philosophy nothing but empty logic that I myself ridicule. I seem to
desire so many things, but don’t they boil down to one small one? Money!
When I got back after ten tonight there was a tremendous racket in the next room. One of the tennis players,
having returned drunk from a dinner given in their honor, had smashed the light and was breaking up the frames
of the sliding doors.
I met one of the students at the entrance to his room. He was a classmate of mine in high school and is now
studying engineering in Kyoto. We carried on a childish conversation until about one in the morning. In the
meantime the uproar in the next room had subsided. The spring night deepened, the night of a day which had
opened the blossoms allover the city.
In the midst of a city quiet in sleep, I lay awake alone, and, counting the breaths of the calm spring night, I felt
how dull and meaningless my life in this little room has been. What must I look like sleeping here all alone in this
tiny room, overcome by an indescribable fatigue? The final discovery of human beings must be that the human
being itself is not of the slightest importance.
I have lived a long time—over two hundred days—in this little room, filled with heavy uneasiness, and with
the shallow hope that I may find something to interest me. How long will it last …? No!
I read in bed the Collected Stories of Turgenev.
8th, Thursday
They probably forgot because they were all confused by the turmoil in the next room (but to be forgotten is
already an insult, an insult natural enough in view of my present circumstances: thus thinking, I can laugh off
anything at all). Two full hours after I got up and washed they still hadn’t brought the breakfast tray.
I thought: up to now I have always kept quiet in such cases, and have never once got angry. But is that because
I have an easygoing nature? Probably not. It’s a mask, or, if not a mask, comes from some crueler idea. I thought;
then I clapped my hands and called the maid.
The sky was calm and clear. There is something buoyant about the streets in blossomtime. Every now and then
the wind scattered sand and fluttered the blossom-viewing kimonos of the passers-by.
On the way back from the office I met Hinosawa, the engineer. He is a real dandy. When he sat down in his
newly tailored Western clothes next to me in a padded kimono with torn sleeves, I felt that I had to say something
sarcastic.
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“Have you been to see the cherry blossoms?”
“No, I haven’t the time to look at cherry blossoms.”
“Really? That’s fine,” I said.
What I said was extremely commonplace. It was something that anybody could say. I made that commonplace
remark to that commonplace man because I thought it made for wonderful irony. Of course, there was no fear of
Hinosawa’s understanding my meaning: he is absolutely placid. That’s what made it amusing.
There were two old women seated opposite us.
“I dislike the Tokyo old women,” I said.
“Why’s that?”
“It gives me a bad feeling just to look at them. It really does. There’s nothing motherly about them, like the
ones in the country.”
Just then one of the old women glared at me from behind her dark glasses. The people around were also staring
in my direction. I felt somehow pleased.
“Is that so?” said Hinosawa in as soft a voice as possible.
“Of course, when it comes to young women, there’s no place like Tokyo. But once they get to be old, they all
have a sour look on their faces.”
“Ha, ha, ha, ha.”
“I’m very fond of the motion pictures. Are you?”
“I haven’t yet made the effort to go.”
“They’re really interesting. You should go have a look. One minute it’s light, and the next minute it’s dark. It’s
fun.”
“It’s bad for the eyes, isn’t it?” I could already read an awkward embarrassment on my friend's face. I couldn’t
help feel a faint triumph.
“Ha, ha, ha!”
This time it was I who laughed.
I went out about eight in the evening to buy a needle and thread to mend the holes in my kimono. The streets
were full of the bustle of spring. Besides the usual night stalls there were many little shops selling plants.
Everybody was walking about happily, shoulders rubbing shoulders. I didn’t buy the needle and thread.
Although I could hear my heart shouting, “Don’t! Don’t!”, I ended up by taking out my wallet and buying this
notebook, socks, underwear, writing paper, and two bowls of pansies. Why is it that even when I am about to buy
something necessary I always hear that voice say “Stop!”?
“You’ll be left without a penny,” the voice says.
“They’re suffering in Hokkaido,” the voice says.
9th, Friday
The cherry blossoms are almost in full bloom: it is a warm, calm, perfectly springlike day; the sky in the distance is veiled in mist.
On the tram going back this evening I saw a child who looked just as Kyoko did when I parted from her last
spring. She was making a squeak with a toy flute, and as she did so she looked at me bashfully, hiding her laughing face. She was so adorable I felt like taking her in my arms.
The face of the child’s mother looked the way I imagine my mother’s did when she was young. The nose, the
cheeks, the eyes—the whole face was like hers. It wasn’t a very refined face!
It is a spring evening sweet as milk. In the distance a frog is croaking. The first frog of the year!
10th, Saturday
Last night I read until past three, and I got up today after ten. A wind from the south is blowing in the clear sky.
The fact that recent short stories have come to be no more than a kind of new form of sketches from life—no
—the fact that we have stopped wanting to read them—in other words, the fact that we are dissatisfied with them
—shows that the authority of Naturalistic philosophy as a view of life is gradually dying out.
How times change! It cannot be denied that Naturalism was the philosophy we sought out with the greatest
eagerness. But before we knew it we had discovered the logical contradictions in it. Then when we had
surmounted these contradictions and moved forward, the sword we held in our hands was no longer the sword of
Naturalism. I for one am no longer able to content myself with an attitude of detachment. The attitude of the
writer toward humanity cannot be one of detachment. He must be a critic. Or a planner for mankind.
The positive Naturalism I have reached is a new idealism. For a long time we despised the word “ideal.” As a
matter of fact, the kind of ideals we were then holding were, as we discovered, no more than pitiful illusions—no
more than a life illusion. But we are alive and we must live. The ideal of destroying everything and then building
anew with our own hands is no longer just a pitiful illusion. Even if the ideal itself is just a life illusion, we cannot
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live without it. If this deep internal need must also be discarded, there is nothing left for me to do but to die.
What I wrote this morning is a lie. At least in so far as I am concerned it is not a first principle. I do not
consider that any human achievement, regardless of the field, is of consequence. I used to think that literature was
more admirable and valuable than other things, but that was before I knew what “admirable” meant. Is it possible
that anything done by a human being can be admirable? The human being itself is neither admirable nor valuable.
What I desire is peace of mind. I realized it this evening for the first time. Yes, it is exactly that, beyond any
doubt.
I wonder what real assurance—the feeling that there is nothing to worry about—must be like. It has been such
a long time since experienced it—not since I became conscious of what was going on in the world—that I have
forgotten.
Of late the most tranquil moments in my life have been the ones spent going back and forth to work on the
streetcar. When I am at home doing nothing, I feel as if I should be doing something. But what? That’s the
problem. Read? Write? But there seems to be nothing to read or write. No, reading and writing are only a part of
that “something.” Is there anything else I can do besides read and write? That I don’t know. But I feel, anyway, as
though I should do something. Even when I am thinking of quite carefree things, I feel as if I am always being
pursued by that “something.” And as a result I can’t seem to put my hand to anything.
At the office I wish the time would pass more quickly. It’s not that there’s anything I especially dislike about
the work, or that the surroundings are disagreeable: when I return home early I am pursued by that feeling that I
must do “something.” I don’t know what it is I should be doing, but I’m haunted by that compulsion.
I feel keenly the changing of the seasons. When I see the cherry trees in blossom, this simple fact strikes me
sharp as an arrow. It is as if before my eyes I see the blossoms opening, and even as I watch the moment for them
to scatter approaches. Whatever I see, whatever I hear, I feel exactly as if I were battling a stiff current. I don’t
have a moment of calm; I am not at peace. Am I being pushed from behind? Or am I being pulled from the front?
Whichever it is I can’t be calm. I feel I must dash out somewhere.
Then, what am I seeking? Fame? No, it’s not that. Achievement? No, not that either. Love? No. Knowledge?
No. Then, money perhaps? Yes, money. Not as an end, but as a means. What I am searching for with all my heart
is peace of mind. Yes, that is it.
Does that mean I am tired? The sort of revolution which took place within me at the end of last year progressed
with tremendous force. Although I had no particular enemy in mind during those hundred days, I was always
armed. Everyone, without distinction, seemed an enemy. Sometimes I thought that I would like to kill everyone I
knew, starting with my closest friends. Anyone who was an intimate friend to me I hated because of his
friendship. “Everything afresh” was the “new” hope which guided me each day. My “new world” was a world of
the strong.
The Naturalism I held as my philosophy then abandoned its bastion of negativity, and charged out into the
broad fields of Positivism. The strong had to strip themselves of all the shackles and the old armor of convention,
and to fight boldly. They had to advance rapidly wherever their inclinations led them, their hearts like iron,
unweeping, unsmiling, taking nothing into consideration. They had to discard as dust all the things which are said
to be virtues of mankind, and then they must effortlessly perform deeds beyond human powers. And for what
purpose? They themselves would not know—the very fact that it was their aim would make it the aim of all
mankind.
The hundred days when I was armed were merely a period when I posed as a warrior. Whom did I defeat?
How strong did I become?
In short, I’m tired. I’m tired without having fought. One may cross the world by two paths and only two. Allor
Nothing! The one is to fight against everything. To win or else to die. The other is to fight against nothing. No
triumphs, no defeats. There is a reassurance in never having been beaten. There is a vitality in always winning.
And there is nothing to fear from either … but even though I have these opinions they don’t cheer me or give me
the slightest strength.
My character is an unhappy character. I am a weakling, a weakling with a marvelous sword inferior to none.
I can’t stand it unless I fight, and yet I’m unable to win. That means that death is the only possible course for
me. But I dislike the thought of death. I don’t want to die! Then, how am I to live?
I want to live like a farmer, ignorant of everything. I’m far too clever. I envy people who go crazy. I’m too
healthy in mind and body. I wish I could forget this, that, everything. But how?
Of late I have been tempted from time to time by the desire to go where there is no one else. A place with no
one else—or at least where no voices are heard, where nothing can be heard which has the remotest connection
with me, a place where there is no fear of anyone coming and looking at me—oh, I would like to go there all by
myself for a week, ten days, no, even for a day, even for half a day.
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I should like to rest my body as I please in a place where no matter what expression I have on my face, no
matter what appearance I make, there is no fear of being noticed.
Sometimes, trying to forget this thought, I go to places where there are many people, like the motion pictures.
And sometimes, on the other hand, I go when I feel a yearning for people—for young women. But I can’t find any
satisfaction there either. While I am watching the film, especially if it is the most stupid, childish kind, I do
manage to return to the heart of a child, and I can forget everything; but as soon as the film is over and the lights
flash on, and I see the countless swarming people, the desire to seek some gayer, more amusing place rises all the
stronger within my breast. Sometimes I can smell right in front of my nose the fragrance of hair, or I can feel a
warm hand in mine. But at such times my mind is calculating the contents of my pocketbook—or, rather, thinking
of how to borrow some money! When I hold a warm hand or breathe the strong perfume of hair, I have the feeling
not merely of holding a hand, but of taking in my arms a soft, warm, white body. And how lonely I feel when I
return home without having done so! It is not just the loneliness that comes from having been unable to obtain
sexual satisfaction: it is the deep terrible despair at not being able to get everything I want.
When I have had a little money I have without hesitation gone, filled with the voice of lust, to those narrow
dirty streets.
Since last autumn I have gone thirteen or fourteen times, and I have bought about ten prostitutes. Mitsu, Masa,
Kiyo, Mine, Tsuyu, Hana, Aki … I have forgotten the names of some of them. What I sought was a warm, soft,
white body: a pleasure in which my body and mind would melt. But those women, the old ones and the ones of
fifteen who were still children, had all slept with hundreds or thousands of men. There is no luster to their faces,
their skin is cold and rough, they are so used to men that they feel no excitement. All it amounts to is that for a
little while they hire out their private parts to men, and receive a pittance in exchange. Without even bothering to
undo their sashes, they say, “All right,” and lie down just as they are, without the slightest embarrassment.
It doesn’t make the ]east difference to them whether or not there is anyone on the other side of the partition
who hears them. All it amounts to is that an excretory process has been effected with thousands of men. They
have no desire to heal themselves with a pleasure in which the body and mind melt.
The nervous desire to seek strong excitement did not leave me even when I was receiving the excitement. I
have spent the night three or four times.
It is no longer possible for me to go off somewhere all by myself, and yet I can obtain no satisfaction from
people. I can’t stand the agony of human life itself, but I can’t do anything about it. Everything is in shackles, and
there is heavy responsibility. What should I do? Hamlet said, To be or not to be? But in the present world the
question of death has become more complicated than in Hamlet’s time. Oh, Ilya!\fn{ A note reads: Character in a Gorki
[Maxim Gorki, 1868-1936, Russian author] story, The Three of Them.} Ilya’s plan was the greatest plan that any human being
could conceive. He tried to escape from life, no, he did escape, and then with all his strength he rushed from life
—from this life of ours—into a limitless path of darkness. He dashed out his brains against a stone wall.
Ilya was a bachelor. I always think: how lucky Ilya was to have been a bachelor! There’s the difference
between the unhappy Ilya and myself.
I am worn out now. And I am seeking peace of mind. What sort of thing is “peace of mind?” Where is it? I
can’t return.to the blank mind I had long ago before I knew pain, not if a hundred years were to elapse. Where is
peace of mind?
I want to be sick. For a long time this desire has been lurking in my head. Sick! This word that other people
hate sounds as sweet to me as the name of the mountain where I was born. A free life, released from all responsibilities!
Sickness is the only way we have to obtain peace of mind.
I think: I wish they would all die. But nobody dies.
I think: I wish they would all be my enemies. But nobody shows me any special enmity, and my friends all pity
me.
Why am I loved? Why can’t I hate anyone from the heart? To be loved is an insufferable insult.
But I am tired! I am a weakling!
For just a year, for even a month,
Even a week, even three days will do,
God, if you exist, God!
I have just one wish, that you
Will break down my body somewhere.
It doesn’t matter if it hurts, make me sick
Oh, make me sick.
I want to sleep
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On pure white, soft, and
Gently enveloping my whole body
Cushions, where I feel as though I am sinking
All the way into the bottom of a valley of peace, no
On the worn mat of a home for the aged will do,
Not thinking of anything (so that even if I die,
I don’t care) to sleep a long time.
To sleep so soundly that I won’t know
If someone comes and steals my hands and feet.
How’s that for a feeling? AhJust the thought makes me sleepy.
If I could tear off and throw away
This garment I am wearing now,
This heavy, heavy garment of obligation (ah, I grow drowsy).
My body would become light as hydrogen,
And perhaps I would fly, high, high into the great sky,
And everyone below would say, perhaps, a lark!
Death! Death! My wish
Is for this alone.
Ah, will you really kill me? Wait just a bit,
Merciful God, oh, just a little while!
Just a bit, just enough to buy some bread,
Five, five cents will do,
If you have enough mercy to kill me!
A tepid wind heavy with rain is blowing this evening. In the distance the croaking of the frogs. At three in the
morning the rain came splashing down.
11th, Sunday
Today I had to go to a poetry gathering at Yosano's house.\fn{ A note reads: Yosano Tekkan (1873-1935). a leading poet of
the day.} Naturally, there was no likelihood of anything amusing taking place. Hiraide was telling what a big
success last night’s “Devotees of Pan”\fn{A note reads: An artistic and literary club (1908-1912) led by the poets Kitahara Hakushü and Yoshü Isamu. The club stood for both European literature and the art of the Tokugawa period [1603-1867].} had been. Yoshü,
who came in late, was saying, “Last night when I got drunk and pissed from Eitai Bridge, a policeman bawled me
out.” Everybody seems to have been drunk and had a wild time.
As usual we wrote poems on given themes. It must have been about nine o’clock when the selection of poems
was completed. Recently I haven’t felt like writing serious uta, and as usual turned out some mock verses. Here
are a couple:
When I wear shoes
That make a squeak
I feel unpleasant, as if
I tread upon a frog.
Your eyes must have
The mechanism of
A fountain pen—
You are always shedding tears.
The man
Whose hands tremble and voice breaks
At sight of a woman
No longer exists.

Akiko suggested that we sit up all night composing poetry. I made some silly excuse and left.
Another precious day wasted. Suddenly a feeling of regret surged up within me. If I was going to look at the
cherry blossoms, why didn’t I go by myself and look at them as I wanted? A poetry gathering! Of all the stupid
things!
I am a person who delights in solitude, a born individualist. I feel as if the time I have spent with others, at
least when I haven’t been fighting with them, has been so much emptiness. It seems quite natural that when I
spend an hour with two or three or more people, the hour, or at least half of it, is so much emptiness.
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I used to enjoy people’s visits, and tried to send guests away as happy as possible so that they would come
again. What a stupid thing to have done! Now I am not so pleased when people come. The only ones I’m glad to
see are those who are likely to lend me money when I am broke. But I try not to borrow unless I have to. How
happy I would be if I could make a living without being helped in anything because I am pitied! This doesn’t
necessarily refer only to money. Then I could live without listening to anybody’s talk.
I have thought what a pointless way I am living, but the thoughts after that have frightened me. My desk is in a
mess. I haven’t anything to read. At the moment the most pressing thing is to write a letter to my mother, but that
also frightens me. I always think: I wish I could comfort those poor people by writing them something, anything
at all. And since the beginning of the year I’ve sent them exactly one letter and one postcard. This month, it was at
the beginning of the month, I had a letter saying that they had only twenty sen to spend on Kyoko. I borrowed in
advance even more than usual from the firm, with the intention of sending them fifteen yen. But I put it off from
day to day, disliking to write a letter. Ah—I fell asleep immediately.
12th, Monday
Today was just as beautiful as yesterday. The cherry blossoms, enjoying their three days of life under a
windless sky, have yet to fall. The cherry tree under my window is sprouting pale leaves above the blossoms.
Down the hill on the right-hand side of the street, just at the corner of Tamachi, is a shoemaker’s shop. When I
passed there, suddenly a happy, gay voice entered my ears, as if from a fond memory. A wide grassy field floated
up before my eyes—a skylark was singing in a cage at the shoemaker’s. For a minute or so I remembered my
dead cousin, with whom I used to go shooting in the fields near his house.
When I think of it, I have left my old—yes, old—friends, and the time has come for me to build a house for
myself. The “old friends” I have are, or were, actually the newest friends I have made. Naturally I don’t think of
Yosano as an elder brother or as a father. He is simply a person who has helped me. The relations between one
who helps and one who is helped can continue only while the former is more important a person than the latter, or
while the two are traveling different roads, or if the former is no longer as great as the latter. When they are
traveling the same road and there is rivalry between them, the friendship ends. I do not now have special respect
for Yosano. We are both writers, but I somehow feel that we are traveling different roads.
I have no desire to be any closer to Yosano, but at the same time I do not fed any necessity of making a break
with him. If an occasion comes, I should like to thank him for all he has done for me. It is different with Akiko. I
sometimes do think of her as an elder sister … the two of them are quite different. Most of the other friends I have
made through the New Poetry Society are very different from the Yosanos. I have already quarreled with Hirano.
Yoshü is a second-rate lascivious daydreamer who frightens people by wearing a devil’s mask—a pitiable secondrater. If their so-called literature is the same thing as my literature, I won’t hesitate to throw away my pen forever.
The others are not even worth mentioning.
No, such things have no use. However I think of it, they don’t amount to anything.
To do only what I want, go where I want, follow all my own needs …
Yes, I want to do as I please. That is all! All of all!
Do not be loved by others, do not accept their charity, do not promise anything. Do nothing which entails
asking forgiveness. Never talk to anyone about yourself. Always wear a mask. Always be ready for a fight—be
able to hit the next man on the head at any time. Don’t forget that when you make friends with someone you are
sooner or later certain to break with him.
13th, Tuesday .
Early this morning I opened my eyes, momentarily wakened by the noise of the maid opening the shutters.
Hearing nothing else, I dozed off again, the unconscious sleep of spring. It is a cloudy calm day. All over the city
the blossoms are gradually beginning to fall.
A sad letter came from my mother.\fn{ Notes say that the Setsuko mentioned in the letter is Takuboku’s wife, and that the letter
itself is written in a combination of common, dialectal speech and old-fashioned phrases redolent of epistolary manuals .}
Dear Mr. Ishikawa
I was so happy with the letter you sent to Mr. Miyazaki. I have been waiting every day since, hoping word would
come from you, and now it is April already. I am taking care of Kyoko and feeding her, which I have never done
before. She is getting bigger every day, and is almost too much for me.
Can’t you send for her? I beg the favor of a reply. On the sixth and seventh there was a terrible rainstorm. The rain
leaked in and we had nowhere to stay. Kyoko was so upset she couldn’t sleep. She caught a cold on the second of April
and is still not better.
Setsuko leaves for work every morning at eight o’clock and doesn’t return until five or six. It’s so hard for me when
she is not here. There’s no more household money left. Even one yen will be appreciated. I beg you kindly to send
something soon.
When do you think we will be able to go to Tokyo? Please let me know. If we don’t get an answer from you, it’s all
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over with us.
We are all coming, so please make preparations.

Katsu

My mother’s letter, in shaky characters, full of spelling mistakes! I don’t suppose very many people besides
myself could read it. They say Mother was the best student at school when she was a girl. But in forty years of
married life with my father, she probably never once wrote a letter. The first one I received from her was two
summers ago. I had left Mother alone in Shibutarni. She couldn’t stand that dreadful town any longer, and she had
written out of loneliness, searching in her memory for the completely forgotten characters. Today was the fifth
letter I have received since coming to Tokyo. There are fewer mistakes, and the characters are better formed. How
sad—my mother’s letter!
14th, Wednesday
I decided to take off today and tomorrow, and started a story. I’m calling it The Wooden Horse.
Inspiration in writing seems to be something like sexual desire. The man from the lending library came today
and offered me some “unusual” books. Somehow I wanted to read them, and I borrowed two. One is called The
Misty Night in the Blossoms, the other The Secrets of Love. I wasted three hours copying out in Romaji The Misty
Night.
At night Nakajima came here, together with a minor poet named Uchiyama. Uchiyama’s nose has the most
extraordinary shape! It looks as if a deformed sweet potato had been stuck in the middle of his face, with a few
parings and flattenings here and there. An endless flow of chatter comes from him: he’s like one of those
unshaven beggars one sees clowning in the streets. On top of everything else, he is practically a midget. I have
never seen anyone quite so pathetic-looking. A truly pitiful, farcical innocent—excessively so, perhaps: I felt a
strange impulse to smash him in the face. Every serious utterance he makes sounds funny, and when he says
something humorous with a sniff of his grotesque nose, he looks as if he is crying.
It started to rain a little before ten. Nakajima professes to be a Socialist, but his is a very aristocratic social-ism
—he left in a rickshaw. Uchiyama—the poet is a real Socialist—went home under a borrowed umbrella. He really
looked a poet.
I wrote three pages of The Wooden Horse. I longed for Setsuko—not because of the lonely patter of the rain,
but because I had been reading The Misty Night in the Blossoms.
15th, Thursday
No! Does my need for Setsuko arise simply out of sexual desire? No! No!
My love for her has cooled. That is a fact, a not surprising fact—regrettable but inescapable.
Love is only a part, not the entirety of human life, a diversion, something like a song. Everyone wants at times
to sing, and it is a pleasant thing to do. But man cannot spend his whole life in song, and to sing the same tune all
the time, however joyous it may be, is sating.
My love has cooled; I am tired of singing that song—it’s not that I dislike it. Setsuko is really a good woman.
Is there in all the world another such good, gentle, sensible woman? I cannot imagine a better wife than Setsuko.
Sometimes, even while I was actually sleeping with Setsuko, I have hungered for other women. But what has that
to do with Setsuko? I was not dissatisfied with her. It is simply that men have complex desires.
I have not changed in my love for Setsuko. She was not the only woman I loved, but the one I loved most.
Even now, especially during the last few days, I often think of her.
The present marriage system—the whole social system—is riddled with errors. Why must I be tied down
because of parents, a wife, or a child? Why must they be victimized because of me? But that, naturally, is quite
apart from the fact that I love my parents, Setsuko, and Kyoko.
16th, Friday
What an idiotic thing! Last night I stayed up until three copying in my notebook that pornographic old novel
The Misty Night in the Blossoms. Ah, me!
I could not control my craving for that intense pleasure!
When I woke about ten this morning I felt a strange mental fatigue. I read the letter from Miyazaki.
Will they all please die, or must I? It’s one or the other! I really thought that as I sat down to write an answer. I
assured Miyazaki that I am now able to make a living, and said that all I need is the money to move from these
lodgings, to rent a house, and to pay the traveling expenses for my family! When I finished writing, I wished I
were dead.
I finally got off the one yen to my mother. Out of dislike for writing, out of fear, I have neglected to send it
until today. I enclosed it in the letter to Miyazaki.
Tonight Kindaichi\fn{A note reads: Kindaichi Kyosuke, the distinguished philologist and student of the Ainu [an aboriginal people
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of Asia, thought to be descended from an ancient circumpolar people who were gradually driven north on the Japanese archipelago by
invaders now known as the Japanese, and with whom many have intermarried], was a close friend of Takuboku’s, and lived in the next
room during this period.} came to my room. He talked about all kinds of things, hoping to stir up some literary

inspiration in me. I didn’t answer—instead, I indulged in a variety of absurd pranks which eventually drove
Kindaichi away. I took up my pen immediately. Half an hour went by. I was obliged to give serious consideration
again to my inability to write a novel and to the fact that my future is devoid of hope. I went to Kindaichi’s room
and performed my whole repertory of silly tricks. I painted a huge face on my chest and made all kinds of
grimaces, whistled like a thrush, and, in conclusion, took out my knife and acted out the part of the murderer in a
play.
Kindaichi fled from the room! I certainly must have been thinking something horrible!
I had switched off the light in his room, and stood in the doorway brandishing my knife.
Later, back in my room, we looked at each other in dismay at what had happened. I thought that suicide could
not frighten me.
Then, at night, what did I do? Misty Night in the Blossoms!
It is about two o’clock. Somewhere off beyond Koishigawa there is a fire, a single dull red line of smoke
climbing perpendicularly into the black sky.
A fire!
17th, Saturday
I did not go to work today because I was sure I would be able to write—no, it was because I wanted to take the
day off that I decided to write. I attempted to describe last night’s thoughts about suicide. I wrote three pages and
couldn’t think of another line.
I tried to correct some poems, but just spreading out the paper was enough to make me sick.
I thought of writing a story about a man who is arrested by a policeman for sleeping in a vacant house, but
couldn’t find the energy to lift my pen.
I said to myself, “I positively will give up my literary career.”
“If I give up literature, what shall I do?”
Death! That’s the only answer.
Either I must have money or else be released from all responsibilities.
Probably this problem will haunt me until I die—I’ll think about it in bed!
19th, Monday
The abominable treatment I receive at my lodgings has reached a limit. I got up about nine. No fire, even after
I finished washing. I put away the bedding myself. While I impatiently smoked a cigarette, a child went by in the
hall. I told him to get me fire and some hot water. Twenty minutes later they brought breakfast. Nothing to eat it
with. I rang the bell. Nobody came. I rang again. Nobody came. After what seemed hours the maid brought a
spoon, which she flung down without a word on the table. The soup had become stone cold.
Under my window an elderbush is in blossom. Long, long ago, when I was still living in Shibutami, I often
used to make pipes from elder branches.
I always think when the maid and the others are rude to me, “Damn them! I can just imagine how they’ll fawn
on me when I pay the bill!” But, I wonder, will such a day ever come?
21st, Wednesday
The cherry trees are in full leaf. When I opened the window this morning, a smoky color of young leaves met
my eyes. Yesterday I saw two people in summer hats. It’s summer!
At nine o’clock I went to the public bath in Daimachi. I often used to go there when I first came to Tokyo last
year. Nothing has changed, except that the seventeen-year-old girl-attendant, the one who seemed fond of me, is
no longer there. I could see through the window the shadows of young leaves in the fresh morning sunlight. I
returned to all my feelings of a year ago. Then the memory of the dreadful Tokyo summer came back with painful
vividness, that summer I spent in lodgings. I was in terrible financial straits, but happy to be escaping even briefly
the responsibility of providing for my family. Yes, I was enjoying the sensation of being a “semi-bachelor.” I soon
abandoned the woman with whom I was having an affair at the time. She’s now a geisha in Asakusa. A great deal
has changed. I have made a number of new friends and discarded them.
As I scrubbed my body, healthier than it was then, I lost myself in recollections—a year of terrible struggle!
The dreadful summer is coming again on me—the penniless novelist! The dreadful summer! Alas! With great
pains and deep sorrows of physical struggle, and, other young with the bottomless rapture of hand, Nihilist!
As I come out of the gate of the bathhouse, the expressful faced woman who sold me the soap yesterday said to
me “Good morning” with something calm and favorable gesture.
The bath and the memories bring me some hot and young lightness. I am young, and, at last, the life is not so
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dark and so painful. The sun shines, and moon is calm. If I do not send the money, or call them up to Tokyo, they
—my mother and wife will take other manner to eat. I am young, and young, and young: and I have the pen, the
brain, the eyes, the heart and the mind. That is all. All of all. If the inn-master take me out of this room, I will go
everywhere—there are many inns and hotels in this capital. To-day, I have only one piece of 5 rin-dôkwa:\fn{A
note reads: A small copper coin, half a sen.} but what then? Nonsence! There are many, many writers in Tokyo. What is
that to me? There is nothing. They are writing with their finger-bones and the brush: but I must write with the ink
and the G pen! That is all.
Ah, the burning summer and the green-colored struggle!
37.1 The Full Moon\fn{by Nogami Yaeko (1885-1985)} Kita-ama, Ôita Prefecture, Japan (F) 10
Since it was a beautifully clear, warm day, so unexpected in early February, I had the hairdresser Omiyo do my
hair on the second-floor porch. To speak plainly, since I no longer care about hiding my age, I was having her pull
my white hairs. I had started to have her over once every month or two more than ten years ago. Thanks to this, I
have lived without knowing the great trouble that otherwise accompanies a woman’s personal care after middle
age.
“Don’t ever dye your hair,” my mother had told me in her dialect, explaining the trouble she had gone through
as a result of starting to dye hers early. She added, “Once you dye it, you can’t stop. You suffer for the rest of your
life.”
I was lucky enough to be able to heed her advice, thanks to Omiyo. As the billboard hanging outside promisedit pictured a young bride in the takashimada hairdo,\fn{A note reads: A traditional hairstyle with a high bun in back, worn by
formally dressed young women.} a kimono with flower patterns around the bottom—Omiyo was an excellent hairdresser. Yet she kept her business small, with no disciples or equipment for permanents. She lived with her
husband and her mother-in-law, who was good at sewing. All three were Catholic. In addition to being a member
of such a trustworthy family, she lived just around the comer, so I could run to her place to ask for help in case of
emergency, whether it was house-sitting or household help, not just hairdressing. Because of such a relationship
between us, plucking white hairs was also very relaxing for her. She started in the morning, ate lunch with us,
took a little rest with tea at snacktime, and continued till the late afternoon.
“How patient women are when it comes to the matter of personal care,” my husband Shun’ichi complained,
impressed.
“There’s a phrase, ‘three thousand feet of white hair.’ I’m having three thousand hairs pulled, so it can’t be
done in a second. But then I don’t have to have grisly hair like a mixture of salt and black sesame. Isn’t that right,
Omiyo?”
I didn’t like a hair turning half white because it looked nasty, especially for people with a lot of hair. I always
thought that if my hair was to turn white at all, I wanted it to turn pure white all at once, like the overnight snow.
During my journeys in foreign lands, if I saw an elderly woman dressed all in black and crowned with shiny silver
hair, I thought how elegant and beautiful, struck by her more than by younger people.
Parting my hair with the thin end of the comb, Omiyo pulled the white hairs, each about an inch long, working
gradually from the middle to the side of my head. That day, while she was thus occupied, I was chatting again
about my impressions of women in Europe. It was necessary to talk about something. For me the right amount of
stimulus to the scalp was so comfortable, and for her the job was so completely automatic, that both of us would
doze off otherwise. Moreover, I had just finished some writing and was enjoying a rare feeling of relaxation,
which had made me think of having my hair cared for for the first time in a long while. Besides, the warm sun
shining on us was also dangerous.
“How they caw,” I said lazily.
“They are probably swarming in the Iwasaki woods,” Omiyo replied vacantly. I was talking about the crows
that had begun cawing a while earlier around the glass doors on the other side.
“There are no longer as many crows around here as there used to be.”
“Well, of course, be they crows or sparrows, these days they all know that they’ll starve unless they go far into
the country, don’t they.”
We half-smiled together, but even then the crows continued to cry so hard that we thought dozens of them must
be flocking around. They sounded as though they were pressing toward some spoil, each poking at it for himself.
Yet at times they suddenly became quiet, with just one or two crows crying “caw, caw” in a pitiable yellow voice,
each cry separated as if it were cut off. This sounded strangely ominous.
“After all, the crow’s cry is unpleasant, isn’t it?”
“People used to say that one could tell when a patient at the hospital down there died by the cry of the crows in
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the Iwasaki woods. When this happened, according to what I heard, no matter how the crows cried, the patient’s
family didn’t hear them, and the cry only reached other people’s ears.”
Wouldn’t it be the opposite? I recalled a dated Kabuki drama, though I didn’t remember when I had seen it. In
it a woman who heard an ominous cry of a crow goes home-along the walkway to the main stage-feeling worried;
there she finds her sick husband killed by someone he had sought to murder. However, my answer didn’t reflect
this:
“Then, it means that everything’s fine at your place and mine, right? Since both of us hear them all right.”
To be honest, I had to utter such artificial words because the crow’s cry gradually made me nervous, and I felt
the spring of my heart, which had been comfortably relaxed from the morning, coil up with a screech. My mother
at home, past eighty, and my oldest son who lived far off in a foreign country—my vague anxiety was probably
related to the two of them.
That night we took our third son Hikaru out for dinner. This was a rare event. Besides, the food was good, and
the evening air was as warm as daytime, so we came home feeling splendid.
“Was there a phone call or anything?”
To the usual question I always asked at the threshold, the maid answered:
“There’s a telegram.”
Slipping past Shun’ichi who had gone in ahead of me, I opened the sliding door to the dining room with a
noise. Side by side on the table with the evening newspaper was the telegram:
MOTHER’S STENOSIS RETURNED
“I guess I won’t be able to get an express ticket for tomorrow.”
As I turned around toward my husband, still holding the telegram, my voice neither trembled nor sounded high
or low. Since I had heard the crows cry that morning, I thought I had been waiting to hear this news. Mother, I’ll
come home right away, my entire being shouted. I never tried to think about “if anything happened before then.”
That would never happen. I would not let it happen. As I changed in the back room, somehow setting my teeth as
though in resistance, tears ran down my nose.
The second telegram arrived at midnight, indicating that if I was coming home, the earlier the better, although
mother’s condition was not yet critical. Opening wide my eyes that had hardly closed in sleep, I thought of the
many mountains and rivers over those five hundred miles. Kyushu is indeed far away-given the situation, the
thought weighed on me.
I let a day pass, and the following day I left Tokyo Station by the Fuji, seen off by my husband and third son,
who promised to follow soon, depending on mother’s condition. In view of the recent confusion in transportation,
I was lucky to be able to get an express ticket the day before. No matter how impatiently I might have dashed out,
a regular train would have arrived even later, or required an overnight stay somewhere on the way. At
Shimonoseki I was met by Murao, in effect the manager of my younger brother’s branch store, who had come
from Kokura.
“I know how worried you must be.”
With a polite friendliness typical of one trained since early youth, he greeted me with words of concern the
moment he spotted me. I asked him if there had been a call or something about the most recent development.
“No, nothing particular.”
If so, mother’s condition must have stabilized a bit. In any case, thinking that it was just one more step till
home once I crossed the strait, with Murao carrying my suitcase, I hurried toward the ferry bobbing on tlle aquamarine waves. We were pushed and jostled in the tremendous crowd, among which there was, for example, a
Korean woman in white chohari,\fn{Korean women’s blouse.} carrying on her back her baby covered with a quilt.
It was customary for Murao to meet me there whenever I went home, and then, for my younger brother to
come meet me at Beppu or some other place. As the slow train which stopped at every single station gradually
approached the town, carrying passengers who seemed like visitors to a hot spring, I made myself a bet: if I see
my brother there, mother was certainly temporarily better; if not, her condition required that he not leave her
bedside even for a minute. When the train glided into the platform with the deep purplish blue bay expanding
around to the left, and the mountains puffing up white steam here and there on the slopes near the base, my face
met his through the glass. He was standing right alongside the window where I sat. By the time the train started to
move again, he was seated by my side, telling me of mother’s illness.
“Now I feel I rushed too much, but in any case, I thought it would be better to ask you back just once.”
“That’s all right. For I want my trip to prove a waste.”
“And, big sister, here’s what we arranged …”
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My brother continued, asking me to pretend that I was stopping by with no knowledge of her illness while
visiting my second son in Fukuoka, lest she think her condition so serious that I had to come home. He explained
that he had told her that a telegram from Fukuoka had announced my sudden visit home, and that she believed it
completely. I nodded in my shawl.
Mother was in bed in my younger brother’s soy sauce shop, the “opposite shop,” across the narrow street of the
country castle town from the main house’s wine shop. The main house, locally called the “mother house,” had
been occupied by my big brother and his wife, our older cousin who had come from the opposite shop about the
time my younger brother moved there. The couple had long been dead. And the twenty-year-old man who was
their heir, though not our cousin’s own child, was confined to a villa as a result of a chest disease. He left both the
store and the brewery entirely with his employees.
Mother was trying to maintain this old empty wine shop despite her age. That was how she lived. No matter
how we tried to persuade her, she never consented to live with my younger brother. She went over only for supper
and ate merrily with her grandchildren, but as she put down her chopsticks and enjoyed a few puffs through her
old long pipe with the silver mouthpiece, she raised herself saying:
“Well, I’ll be off.”
How about a bath or something before you leave, my sister-in-law Hatsuko might say, but mother would
answer that a bath was hot and ready in the main house, too, and stand up quickly. It would have been different if
since youth she had been a woman of ability with a sharp tongue and equally able hands; but since she had left
business matters to her husband and to the manager, believing that it was nothing women should interfere in, she
was nothing but a well-meaning, relaxed, retired woman. The habits described above fundamentally served no
purpose. It was simply a kind of religious persistence toward the family, a mode of life which could not be
changed. It pleased her to be alone without interference, but they took care so that nothing untoward might
happen at night which they would discover only in the morning. A woman by the name of Otane, also past
seventy, lived with her; she had lived in the city when she got married, and then, divorced and without children,
served at an aristocrat’s mansion. What Otane was to mother was exactly like the shadow to the form. Also living
there was our older sister-in-law’s half brother who served as the manager. His wife was also childless. These
constitued the “people inside the mother house.”
In winter, however, mother more often than not sat in the opposite shop. Wine brewing, which started during
the three months of extreme cold, was almost a religious event, and mother habitually mentioned its importance.
Even so, she crossed the street more and more often because the rooms in the opposite shop were a few degrees
warmer than the spacious main house, which resembled a shrine with its shiny black pillars. Since mother’s first
attack of stenosis, I was told, my brother and his wife kept her in their shop. The recent attack suddenly occurred
when she was resting in the sunroom on the second floor, a rustic Western-style room with large windows on three
sides, facing the yard.
“Mother, I hear you’re in bed,” I said, deliberately sounding surprised as I opened the sliding paper door.
Having moved to the ten-mat japanese-style room filled with the bright afternoon sun, and lying with her back
against the raised floor, mother smiled cheerfully with her chin on the velvet collar of the brown and yellow
striped quilt.
“Are they both fine in Fukuoka?” Mother asked right away, not mentioning her own illness. Thinking of her
affection for her grandson and granddaughter-in-law whom she never saw, I found it a little painful to deceive her.
So after answering her as simply as possible, I reverted to the topic of her illness: I told her she looked no
different than usual, seeing her from outside. This was not a lie. Her white face, on which even in my childhood I
had never seen a faint ruddiness or ample roundness, gained a natural tinge of ivory as she aged. No decline
appeared in her cheeks, and she looked healthier than when she was young. As she lay resting, she didn’t look as
if she was suffering from a terribly painful disease. As long as there was no attack, she felt the same, she said.
Spending the winter in the Western room over there without catching cold even once, she had gotten sunburned in
the warm sun shining from morning till evening, she said, patting her forehead somewhat shyly. I smiled in my
heart at mother, who no matter how old she was spoke as if she hadn’t forgotten her personal care since her days
as a young wife. I said,
“I don’t see Otane.”
“Ah, yes, Otane is away for a while. She’d rush over as soon as you let her know you’re here.”
“Is she all right?”
“She’s not declining or anything, but she’s quite deaf. I can’t communicate with her unless I shout.”
“That hard of hearing?”
She used the word orallu, one of the ancient japanese expressions still remaining in Kyushu. Imagining the
two old women’s conversation, mother shouting, or orallu-ing, and Otane bringing her ear closer, I smiled. At the
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same time, I was reminded that mother, though the older of the two, had good hearing, didn’t have a single false
tooth, saw well, and was normally healthy enough to take care of mending all the grandchildren’s socks. I could
hardly believe that anything final would develop at this point, and felt as though the chatting by her bed were no
different from that at a usual relaxed homecoming.
But there was another attack in the late afternoon.
We surrounded her, stroking her back, patting her legs and back as mother groaned, clenching her teeth, a cold
sweat breaking out in drops on her forehead, her outlandishly high nose swelling. Meanwhile, the nurse had given
her a shot in the right forearm. After about a quarter of an hour her pain gradually faded. I was clumsier than anyone else, whether I pressed or stroked. The most skillful, after all, was my sister-in-law Hatsuko, who was used to
handling mother. With the attack coming on, she held mother’s back as she pushed away the hot-feeling covers,
and kept pressing the hump that rose along the back. It seemed that this helped her somewhat, but I could not
easily find the hump. Even the nurse could not press enough, and mother scolded her frantically, “Press harder.”
She didn’t normally raise her voice like this; all the more for this I could sadly imagine what great pain she must
be in.
Once the attack passed, however, mother returned to her ordinary self. She not only pleasantly chatted with
me, asking about my house in Tokyo and my son in a foreign country, but had her usual healthy appetite: she ate
as much as three bowls of rice with her favorite mild-tasting side dishes, whether raw fish, broiled fish, or things
boiled with soy sauce.
“Seeing her condition now, it looks as if she could easily recover if only the attacks could be prevented,
doesn’t it?”
“That’s right, big sister. So we’re hoping we’ll be able to help her become healthy once again—”
“You press skillfully, Hatsu, but it’s too much if you have to get up in the middle of the night too.”
“Another nurse’ll be coming this afternoon. We’ll have enough hands then.”
Two or three days later, by the time I had had this exchange with my sister-in-law, I too was used to mother’s
condition. While she seemed quite well during the day, at night she suffered wave upon wave of excruciating pain,
and finally toward dawn she slept. After such nights, she looked markedly tired and started to use the bedpan
which she had avoided until then. But even though she felt like it, often she passed no water. Of the three
physicians who visited her, one diagnosed it as stenosis caused by an aneurysm, and another seemed to share this
view. But the physician in charge insisted on atrophy of the kidney, ascribing the difficulty in urinating to that
cause. Since she was taking sufficient nutrition, there would be no rapid change unless she caught cold or
something, but in any case, past eighty, it would be difficult for her to recover. On this point, the three agreed.
Visitors came in turns. Just as mother had predicted, Otane, too, rushed from her house in the country.
“My, Otsu, so you’re home. We haven’t seen each other for such a long time, Otsu.”
She called me by my childhood nickname; then sidling up to mother’s bedside, Otane told her she was
surprised to learn that she was sick, adding nevertheless that she must be happy to have Otsu home:
“She lives so far away, you can’t see her except for this kind of occasion.”
Close relatives and old acquaintances who were shown to her bedside proved a diversion to mother as long as
the attacks didn’t occur. Since Otane made everyone raise his or her voice loud enough for her hard of hearing
ears, a somewhat cheerful atmosphere was created. On such an occasion, Otane’s age served as a humorous topic.
“When I was eighteen, she was twenty-seven.”
It was always her habit to compare her age with mother’s in this way, without telling her current age. Now she
repeated this again.
“While you were cheating by a year or two, you lost track of your age yourself, isn’t that right?”
Someone like Hatsuko would speak without reserve from friendly intimacy, but Otane could not catch it on the
spot.
“What did you say? What?”
She brought her ear closer then grinned around her mouth where small wrinkles were neatly folded. She was
beautiful from youth; besides, she had no children. She seemed as if she could easily cheat by not just a year or
two but even six or seven years, passing for whatever age she professed to be; but thanks to that, even mother’s
age became obscure.
“I think mother’s eighty-four,” I said.
“She’s eighty-three, big sister.”
At my brother’s words, I turned toward him. Hatsuko argued that she was sure mother was six years younger
than her father, who had died a week ago at eighty-eight.
“Then mother turns out to be eighty-two,” I said. “In any case, when Otane was eighteen, she was twentyseven, so—”
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“Oh, that arithmetic again.”
My second son Atsushi came from Fukuoka with his wife Yasuko one afternoon when such an atmosphere still
lingered, so it delighted the patient.
Using a local expression meaning “tender and lovely,” mother praised her grandson’s wife:
“Even more muzorashii than the photograph.”
They had just married that spring, and their visit to the sickbed was also their first visit home. Otane’s
semiformal greeting on such an occasion, mixing Tokyo dialect and the language of ladies-in-waiting, was so fine
that it could not be imitated, but when whispering to me, she returned to her native dialect.
“Otsu, it’s just as your mother says. In the wedding photograph she was in a snow-white Western gown.
Though she looked beautiful, there was something so lofty about her that we wouldn’t dare come near her. But
when we meet her, she’s completely different, a really lovely person. She smiles to everyone, and what a wonderful smile. You must be happy, too, having your first daughter-in-law.”
However, the attack that evening through the following day was severe. The couple found themselves in a
mess totally different from the situation on their arrival the day before. Before they could tell their grandmother
about their interesting visit to the family graveyard, to the main house’s winery, and to the soy sauce factory on an
island in the delta at the entrance to the harbor, they had to return by a late afternoon train.
“Leaving already?”
Looking weak and tired, Mother asked with an expression of surprise as the couple took their leave, with their
knees together, one in his suit and the other in her dark brown afternoon dress.
“He has a lecture tomorrow,” I interceded.
“Of course you shouldn’t skip it. So good of you to come from so far away.”
Mother’s eyes became moist, and two transparent drops of water sprang out. I saw her tears for the first time.
Were they simply tears of contentment and regret for their leave taking, or—? My eyes became suddenly warm as
I thought about this. Trying to keep them from being seen, I left the room, hurrying the couple along.
Mother sensed the attack before it happened. Never fond of injections, she tried to endure as long as possible
after the pain started, but now she asked for one even before it started. Before, she had us press her back, but now
she complained about the pain in the chest. The two nurses went around to her back; others cared for her in the
front. While stroking her thin chest with the ribs showing, my hand touched a nipple which was stuck there as if it
were something like a rubber stop, and I was arrested by a kind of sentiment. However, even the most violent
attack, once past, left her feeling normal, which was almost strange. She had, of course, no fever, and she could
eat anything in the intervals. However, the faint hollows from both sides of the lips to below the cheeks began to
suggest a hint of the death mask.
The weather, which often affects sick people, was changeable. When I left Tokyo, it was so mild that a thin
coat felt too heavy. I was surprised by Kyushu in midwinter; then it became unseasonably warm, and then it
swung back again. Within a few days, however, the sun gradually became warm again. In the yard, which had the
appearance of a dry landscape garden though surrounded by black wooden walls like a town house, the buds of
tall magnolias which had been in one corner since long ago turned into white blossoms branch by branch from the
southern side first. It was as though white Song dynasty\fn{ A Chinese ruling house, 960-1279AD.} porcelain teacups
were placed on the branches one after another.
In the guest room downstairs where one could look up at the blossoms, my younger brother, his wife, and I
started a family talk about their oldest daughter Akiko. Akiko was expecting to marry in Tokyo on the thirty-first
of the following month. My brother and Hatsuko were going to accompany her to Tokyo. If something that should
not happen happened, a wedding was out of the question. But if mother continued to be only seriously ill, they
naturally wanted their daughter to go ahead with the ceremony, if only the ceremony, with us taking their place as
her parents. If that was to come to pass, I would have to return to Tokyo for preparations without losing a day. As
for the patient, since she more than anyone else was pleased by her granddaughter’s wedding, there was no doubt
whatsoever that she would not stop me from leaving. Yet, thinking that this might become the final parting, I
hesitated. Her condition improved, however, and there were even days without an attack. The fair weather
continued, and her face by the screen door, through which the sun shone so brightly that it had almost a violet tint,
seemed more animated than a while ago. The spring which gives life to all things might heal the disease of old age
once again. As long as she caught no cold and had no problems with diarrhea there would be no immediate
change, said the doctors, just as before.
Even when I finally made up my mind, I was not able to tell her the truth, so I used Fukuoka as an excuse
again. I made up a story that something concerning the university, which couldn’t be explained in letters, had
arisen, so I was going to be away for a while. Since even when healthy mother didn’t suspect people, there was no
reason not to believe me when, after getting dressed up, I told her this as though I had just decided to go. She told
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me to thank the young people for their visit the other day, and to return quickly when I finished my business.
“Yes, yes, I’ll come back right away, mother.”
Told that the car had come, I put on my gloves while kneeling, looking down at mother’s long, yellowish white
face, with the fine nose that rose straight from the forehead in the center. Her eyebrows were growing white like
her hair. She used to tell us about them: on the morning after the wedding, she shaved them by herself with a razor
she had found in a drawer of the mirror stand. As for the shining black teeth, she stopped dyeing them when I was
fourteen or fifteen, but she continued to shave her eyebrows meticulously. The bow-shaped attractive eyebrows
reminded me of mother in my girlhood, but at the same time they shook me with a thought that this might be the
last time I saw her. What was more painful than anything else was that I had to deceive her when I had come and I
had to resort to something like deception again on the way home.
But at least I didn’t lie about going to Fukuoka. The following day, during a leisurely breakfast of toast and red
tea with Atsushi and Yasuko, I looked around in the bright sun at the house that I had come to late the night
before. I praised the house as being quite good, nice and neat just as I had heard. Shun’ichi, who lectured at our
son’s university once or twice a year, had already seen their new home, but I had never had the chance. That was
also the reason that I had to make this side trip, after having excused myself with such a fuss. Though the house
was tiny with only five rooms, there was a yard surrounded by a low stone fence where vine roses would soon
hang their blossoms down to the street. The peach trees in the narrow garden in back were starting to bud in soft
pink, one by one, and the string beans that Yasuko told me she had planted were also already in bloom. I thought
the flowers that decorated the dinner table in a round glass vase were rape, but they were turnip flowers from a
corner of the same garden.
“Besides, it’s almost free. I feel like taking it back to Tokyo.”
The rent was so low that I made this joke. The couple also laughed and said that the flowers were all gifts left
by the former tenants and that it was loveliest when the poppies bloomed.
“See, mother, those are all poppies.”
Opening a screen door, Yasuko showed me outside the bright dining room. There was no fence. A little alley
led to the house in back; deep green leaves with lively zigzags were growing all over on the other side of the alley
and down the bank of a small stream which was the ideal image of a pastoral brook.
“They increased from the seeds that scattered, didn’t they? I can imagine what a sight it must be when they
turn all red. Look, there are some other things, too.”
In the long narrow area enclosed with pebbles under the eaves by the side of the narrow open veranda, pansies
bloomed and lilies were sprouting.
“I wish the water in the brook were clean.”
“Don’t ask for everything Atsushi. You’re only paying nineteen yen.”
We started to laugh again about this. I said that although normally a tiny house is set in undesirable surroundings, theirs was a grand place with a park with a big moat just a few minutes away by foot, and that I would love
to come here to write if it were nearer. Atsushi said:
“It’s okay if it’s far; please come.”
“Since I’m on the campus all day long, my room’s not occupied. Free from all the interruptions you may have
in Tokyo, I’m sure you’ll be able to work well.”
Yasuko, too, came from a scholar’s family, brought up in a life-style similar to her husband’s. Though living
humbly without even a maid, they retained the heart to enjoy flowers and were trying to build a new life quietly,
freely, and firmly. With them before my eyes, I could not help thinking afresh how different my old home was,
with mother at its center.
They were living for the family rather than for themselves, living as parts of a machine that constituted the
family. They were important gears for making the family work. When my father passed away twenty-five years
ago, Atsushi was two: I remember his starting to toddle while we were home for the funeral. That baby now
started his life like this, while another grandchild, my brother’s only daughter, was soon to marry, for which I had
abandoned my seriously ill mother. I saw in them lower branches and young leaves on the treetop which had
started to shoot out from the trunk of an aged tree that was, in truth, decaying.
While staying another day in order to wait for a sleeping car ticket, I received a telegram from my brother
telling us that the patient was doing better and better.
“I’m sure grandmother will get better again,” I said to the couple, turning hope into certainty. One reason that
we could enjoy a leisurely chat lay there. I reported in the same tone to my husband and Hikaru, too, who met me
at Tokyo Station.
“I’m sure she’ll be better again.”
“But you must be tired.”
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“Yes, but I’m not allowed to be tired now. I’ve come with a big assignment.”
Since I was accustomed to living withdrawn at home, it was more exhausting for me to rush out every day in
the morning to get jostled in a department store crowd than to travel to Kyushu a few more times. Preparing the
bride seemed to be something endless: although everything might seem ready, one missing item after another
suggested itself. Having no daughters, I had never experienced that; in addition, Kase, a youth from the same area
and the bridegroom to be, was graduating from college that spring, and he had to start looking for quarters, which
made the fuss bigger. After many repeated trips up and down between the basement and the eighth floor of the
department store, collecting items down to bean paste and salt jars, I was as done in as I would be after crossing
the Japan Alps. I pleaded to the maid Osei almost pitiably:
“Osei, please take over the rest. Oh, what a chore it is to create just one bride.”
Osei, who displayed the ability of the many-handed boddhisattva, went out to the apartment that Kase had
rented so he could move in after the wedding and, taking a whole day, whipped their new abode into shape.
Akiko, too, came to Tokyo. On the wedding day, my brother who had once given up the idea of attending it
came over, thinking that at least the father should be at the ceremonv. It was also because the patient was getting
better and better.
“She’s much better than when you left, sister.”
“I’m grateful. I’m sure she’ll be all better again,” I repeated the same words.
The following day, I walked downtown accompanying my brother who, while in town, tried to buy the gifts for
the couple who had acted as go-betweens. Even at one of the few best lacquer stores, they only had single pieces,
unable to present a pair to us from among their expensive items. Telling us that he wouldn’t know when they
would be ready even if we ordered a pair custom made, for the craftsmen were at the front, the manager looked
lonely with his back toward the scanty display shelves.
“It seems from now on you must think you are happy even if all you can do is just continue the ancestral trade,
doesn’t it.”
“Our type of trade never had booms, even in the old days, so—but rumor has it some people are making
profits.”
“The time will come one day when such people will regret it.”
Even in the shade of the spring willow on this pavement, such an exchange was no longer unbecoming. Tasting
this wartime reality in the bottom of our heart, we came out of the Ginza.\fn{ Downtown Tokyo.}
My brother left on the Swallow express the following day. As we figured it, at about the time the traveler, who
was to spend the night on the train, had already crossed the strait, a telegram arrived, informing us of a sudden
change in the patient and asking what train my brother had taken. Crossing the reply telegram, another came,
telling us of his arrival home and her critical condition. On the following day, we arranged for me to go home
alone. Owing to his work, my husband would be delayed one day. I dashed to Tokyo Station, and on getting out of
the taxi, I realized that I had left behind my handbag containing the ticket and my money. I left the people who
had come to see me off and returned to my house in Nippori in the same car.
I arrived before the gate just as a telegraph messenger was going inside, his red bike leaning against the side
entrance. The result of having left behind something I rarely forget to take was that I was informed of my
mother’s death. Mother had returned to the inner guest room in the main house. Though a white cloth covered her
face, she lay under the same quilt as before, with a black mourning kimono spread upside-down over it. They had
refrained from changing anything about her sickbed until I arrived.
“Mother, I’m home.”
I greeted her with the words I was expected to say to a person still alive; my lips trembled, warm tears fell to
the bedding. I lifted the cloth: her face was no different from when I had said good-bye; she looked as if she might
open her eyes at any moment and say in her usual local accent, “You’re back.” Not suspicious of my lie that I was
going as far as Fukuoka on urgent business, she had kept on waiting, repeating:
“She’s not back yet.”
Hearing about this, my tears welled up afresh. No matter what my reason was, I should not have left the sickbed then. Yet, I had left my mother with a lie, and lulled by a temporary improvement which is often deceptive,
had convinced myself that she was getting better. Another part of me, however, had believed the opposite. I had
wished somehow to turn my face away from this solemn fact. At the same time that I deceived mother, I had
deceived myself.
Owing to the family style, even “death,” instead of being painfully mourned, produced a fairly vigorous
clamor.
It was not as big as my father’s funeral when hundreds of individual four-legged trays were lined up for the
cleansing meal, but the procedures of the funeral and the style that became a housewife were kept as in the old
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days. Kith and kin gathered from nearby prefectures. Since I live far away, among the wives that accompanied
their young husbands there were some whom I met for the first time. As for the youth who called himself a standin for his father and sat politely in his school uniform, I wouldn’t have known whose son he was if I hadn’t heard
him say his family name. What was unusual was the maids mother had employed: those still healthy or those
whose whereabouts were known came over from nearby farming or fishing villages. It was customary to inform
them of the death of their old mistress by dispatching a messenger to each one from the store, instead of sending a
letter or a telegram. Along with the candles and incense burners, the “pillow sword”\fn{ A note reads: Sword placed by
the pillow for protection .} was placed by the bedside. Mother was a Buddha all in white. After they worshiped her,
with the beads in their hands, they greeted me for the first time in decades.
“Look who’s here after such a long time. The mistress was healthy, but at last she is gone, I know how—well,
don’t you—?”
They grieved, wiping the tears on their old sunburned faces. The man we called Uncle Gen when we were
small, husband of the woman who was the wet nurse of my cousin and sister-in-law and who also nursed me a
little, joined his thick and broad hands, dyed in the sea wind, close to his familiar round nose, looking as if he
wanted to pay double respects for himself and his deceased wife.
“Uncle Gen’s still healthy, isn’t he,” I said to my brother, seeing with nostalgic surprise Gen’s back in a
mourning jacket whose length and sleeves were both too short and wrinkled from being stored in an old wicker
suitcase. A fisherman-farmer in a nearby fishing village, he often used to bring us his catch from the sea. When
five or six, I was taken with my cousin to the wet nurse’s house. While watching the deep blue evening tide burst
against the rocks of the white sand shore just beyond where the fishnets were being dried, I suddenly became sad,
feeling as if I had come far away hundreds of miles from my mother. I remember crying, saying I wanted to go
home. And, unless I remember incorrectly, it was on Uncle Gen’s head that I saw a topknot for the last time as a
child.
The simple funeral visits of these people made me happier than if hundreds of people of high rank and office
had gathered. During the wake, former managers and close friends didn’t make a move to leave, and relaxed reminiscing continued. They praised, along with her beauty and gendeness, the deceased’s completion of her heavengiven eighty years, a comment which reflected the era. The adopted son of Goto, one of the former managers who
now had a big rice business, had died in action in North China. Since he was a serious youth who was praised in
the neighborhood, his honorable death was all the more regretted, but Goto said with characteristic Japanese
resignation:
“Whether one lives long like the retired mistress or dies at age twenty-four like my boy, it’s all a matter, I
think, of predestination.”
As the topic expanded, I was surprised by the many tales they had to tell about people and families in the area.
For example, when the subject of another who had also died in battle came up, even third- and fourth-degree
relations, let alone his immediate family background, were all detailed.
“His dad now lives in town, but he originally came from X village. You can see it from the train window; the
white-walled house on the edge of the cliff above Y station is where they lived until the time of his greatgrandfather who was the village’s top man. In his grandfather’s time, they became involved in the lime mine and
lost everything. But their relatives are something. The wife of Z village’s village master, I’m sure, is his aunt.”
“That’s right. The S town porcelain shop owner’s son who’s at college in Kyoto is his cousin.”
“The porcelain shop owner’s daughter, too, I heard, married somewhere in the Kyoto-Osaka area—”
“She married a man who works at a bank in Kobe.”
The moment one of the women quickly responded to a topic, it led to a discussion, with womanly minuteness
typical of such subjects, of the wedding preparations, the bridegroom’s lineage, and even the virtues of an
ointment that his family in the country traditionally sold and which they were said to have been taught to make by
a kappa, river troll. No matter what they talked about, there was no malice; they simply enjoyed telling tales and
had fun hearing them. listening to their chat, which was informed by rich and precise memories, I thought that this
was probably the way our ancient history and art have been orally transmitted. Among people of the same locality,
however, it was not possible to conceal anything as it would have been had they lived in cities. Unlike
neighborhood teams thrown together in time of war, which communicate by way of circular notices, they
preserved through many generations a circular notice board without physical form.
In passing, Otane’s age, which had been uncertain, became clear that evening. For, after looking into it on
reporting mother’s death, we came to know for sure that she was eighty-five, having been born in 1857, the fourth
year of Ansei.
“If so, as Otane was eighteen when mother was twenty-seven, nine years younger, she’s seventy-six.”
My brother counted by folding his fingers, and told Otane, raising his voice:
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“Otane, you’re seventy-six, don’t you forget that any more. If you forget, you’re really going to lose track. For
you no longer have your ruler.”
The last word made everyone laugh. Otane herself, however, just grinned with her pale face. Whether she
heard it or not after all the shouting, I could not tell. She looked somehow like a machine with a broken valve.
“Indeed your mother is a happy person, Otsu. She’s cared for by everyone even after she’s gone, you see; when
I die, I think no one will cry for me.”
Otane’s words sounded as if right out of a puppet play. Since mother’s death would indeed be a void in her life
thereafter, it was understandable that she looked vacant. However, the same Otane took command with a fiercely
confident rigorousness when it came to the matter of handling the body, decorating the coffin, and hosting the
priests who came to read sutras\fn{Holy scriptures.} at the bedside. For example, for placing the body in the coffin,
three or five men, including my brother, were to wear new yukata, a symbol of a cleansed garment, over their
clothes, with a coarse rope for a sash. The yukata was not to be washed right away but exposed in the evening
dew overnight. White dumplings made of powdered rice and the meal offered to the Buddha had to be arrayed in a
certain way, and the shiny brass flower vase had to be placed in a certain place. Otane didn’t neglect a thing.
Although we didn’t accept a single funeral wreath, mother’s ceremonial room was orderly, clean, and beautified
by the decorations.
What was most agreeable was the coffin. In cities, the long coffin, in order to suit the funeral car, was simply
covered with white cloth, remaining bare and cold; but since the coffin was still carried on the shoulders here, it
was placed in a long carriage of unfinished wood. Gold paper imitation metalwork was used as symbolic
ornamentation, but the rosaries in the four corners were real. The gilded tassels fluttered; a white silk curtain on
which the family crest of the snake’s eye was painted large was drawn around and pulled up in front with a
decorative white su’ap. I thought mother was indeed fortunate to have lived till eighty-five, to have died leaving
everyone with good feelings, and to be carried in such a carriage.
The day dawned in a dark rain. How unfortunate for the funeral guests, we thought, as we looked up at the sky
after opening our eyes which had rested only in brief slumber. But it only drizzled in the afternoon. Shun’ichi
arrived long before the funeral procession began. The roof of the carriage was lifted, and the coffm lid was once
again opened.
“She looks as if she’s sleeping.”
After he honored the dead and returned to his seat saying this, I, too, went to take a last look at mother. She
really looked only peacefully asleep. As I was pushing back stray wisps of her white hair, my brother on the other
side of the coffin said as though asking me to do what he himself wished to do:
“Sister, stroke her face.”
Brought to tears again by his tone, I quietly stroked her face as told—from the forehead to the cheek to the
chin. It was stiff and cold. After all, mother was gone. I felt I realized it for the first time, but I couldn’t help
finding it somehow strange that her thin and tender white hair was the same as when she had lived, whether I
touched it or pushed it up. The small pouch of bleached cotton hanging on her chest was a little out of place, and I
took the opportunity to correct that, too. The six holed coins inside were carefully cut out of paper by Otane for
the ferry across the river to the underworld. Mother had believed that every single thing down to a piece of paper
and half a coin belonged to the house and was not to be privately appropriated; nor did she have any need for any
of it. She never carried money for herself except when she made a trip, for example to Tokyo. If she heard a
rumor about a townsman’s wife somewhere secretly saving up, she scorned her lowliness. Indeed, if one searched
her chest of drawers, wherever one turned things upside down, not even a cent would turn up. Not even a wallet
could be found. This was the way she lived. Those paper coins were probably the only property she had ever
possessed.
“Are you coming with us in this heavy rain?”
It rained so much on the morning of the ash-gathering that my younger brother came to ask me again after
changing into his formal clothing. Since, according to the custom of the area, women didn’t go to the shrine for
the funeral the day before, but simply burned incense before the coffin left, I didn’t feel like missing today’s
event, however hard it rained, even if we had no car.
The six of us left against the rain, we two, my younger brother, his two daughters, and Yokota, the former head
brewer, who carried in a white cotton cloth a big jar which we had prepared. Though pouring down so unlike a
spring rain, it was a warm and clean rain whose wetness was comforting. As we cut through town and entered a
quiet street with rows of old samurai houses, cherries, peaches, apricots, and camellias were in bloom at house
after house. A town with narrow slopes in an old movie called Dr. Caligari\fn{The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari, a German
silent picture, released in 1919 .} had reminded me of this neighborhood. Rather than a street, it was closer to a winding
and bending topless tunnel on a slope, cut through a fragile lime hill. Neither the pink petals knocked down by the
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rain against the surface of the street of stone nor the deep red camellia whirling around in the gushing water in the
little sewer were stained. I was struck by their freshness and beauty, and by that of the old-fashioned gates
climbing the slope and the thick, fresh bamboo fence. Even after we approached the mountain and entered the
street newly made at the foot of the mountain for the crematorium, the landscape was still attractive. There were
many cherries, beautiful against evergreens’ smoky light green in the now calm rain—blossoms on pines, so to
speak. While appreciating the deep spring of home after many years, I pictured in my mind, tipping my indigo
janome-umbrella with a snake-eye design, the funeral procession with mother carried in a beautiful carriage.
Mother had turned into white, light, clean bones. As I gathered them with the chopsticks, they made dry sounds
like seashells. Although the glasses that had gone in together with her were not found, the silver mouth-piece of
her pipe came out as a blackish lump which resembled it. I suddenly thought of taking the remains to Tokyo; after
putting as much as could fit in the urn, I wrapped them in the newspaper I happened to find there. The faint
warmth felt through the paper was like mother’s skin not yet all cool. At the same time, I had the very odd illusion
that I was holding my own bones after I was cremated.
Making tea in the guest room on returning, my brother started to talk about one thing that moved him about the
funeral. The leading males in both stores, the main and the opposite stores, as well as the ones in the warehouse,
had taken the initiative in “carrying their retired mistress’s carriage” and everything else including the incense
burner and lanterns.
“Even though it was taken for granted in father’s time, we’re talking about nowadays. If they said to
themselves, ‘who’d do such a thing,’ I couldn’t force them to do it. However, I was really happy since they
suggested it quite unsolicited. Thanks to that, we didn’t have to have mother carried by firers.”
“It won’t happen any longer when it’s your turn.”
At my joke, allowed only between brother and sister, my brother laughed a bit sadly.
“Of course that’s so. Even now, it’s done by firers everywhere.”
I knew there lurked various contradictions that society had pressed on the family; in the fact that we did
without firers, there was the difficulty that things like the relationship with employees were not as before. Though
a partnership now, the company had a much more feudal interaction than that between the president and
employees in a pure joint-stock company. Yet, the relationship between the family head and his servants was
gone, which had allowed the head to call them by their names without honorifics while they gladly responded to
that. Pointing this out to my brother, I asked him how much he was paying the men who carried the coffin today.
“No money paid.”
Yokota, who had joined the tea seated at the end, answered my question.
“It’s the rule to give them the formal clothing with the family crest we had them wear today, and let them drink
a lot tonight.”
They had worn the quickly prepared formal clothing of dark gray cotton with the family crest the size of a
plate sewn on. Yokota continued to say that, the gold brocade which was so thick as to feel heavy in the hands, at
the time of the funeral of the former family head, hadn’t cost four yen a piece, but that this time the paper-thin
material mingled with synthetic fibers cost twice as much.
“So, how much does it cost altogether, when you do as much as you did?”
Asking this, I confided that I had guessed it might be manageable for 2,000 yen.
“That’s the virture of the countryside, sister.”
Laughing, my brother turned around to Ikegami, manager of the main house, who had come to say the morning
greeting.
“It won’t come to half as much, will it?”
“How could we let it cost as much as that?”
He answered like a merchant in a deliberately exaggerated and clownish way.
“Even including the cleansing meal of the seventh night, it won’t cost that much.”
“But in Tokyo you can’t get such a tasty vegetarian meal with a second tray nowadays, no matter where you
look.”
“That doesn’t cost one yen, though.”
“I’ve decided to have my funeral here.”
Everyone started to laugh at my remark, and Shun’ichi teased me saying that I must be planning to get out of
my coffin to sit at the table. The vegetarian meal with the special fried dish called hiryozu,\fn{A note reads: Fried
dumplings made of rice powder or flour mixed with tofu or shredded yam, or simply fried tofu .} sesame bean curd, kudzu
noodles,\fn{I.e., noodles made from starch taken from the kudzu root; it resembles arrowroot.} and thick soup with malt in it—I
like them so much that I would want to eat them myself at my funeral. However, even though I won’t be able to
eat them, and, far from being carried in that kind of carriage, my body will be carried by car and turned into ashes
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while people wait, still if I live to my mother’s age, I’ll be able to see where this rapidly changing world is going.
I may be able to write something a little better, too, at my desk. Thinking of such things, I finished the now cold
tea.
When it was the season to leave Tokyo for our mountain villa, I took mother’s ashes. In the year when the little
house was first built in the woods of a lonely plateau, mother, who happened to be in Tokyo, accompanied us and
stayed there for the summer. She worried about bears coming out. That, too, became a ten-year-old story, and our
summer village also changed into a humble but beautiful resort village. Mother wished to see it once again, but I
purposely avoided welcoming her. In addition to a fear that she might suddenly become ill or something, I also
felt lazy about keeping her so long in a totally different environment than her place.
After what had happened, I blamed myself for being such an unkind daughter, and thought of at least burying
her ashes in these woods. And then, after now forgetting it and now remembering it, I finally carried it out one
day. In the shade of a young Japanese oak which faced the mountains and looked down at the creek, my husband
Shun’ichi and our third son Hikaru dug a hole, taking turns. I placed the urn with the ashes at the bottom.
Under
the round moon
pray you sleep.

Something like this, not precisely a haiku, came to my lips. That night the full moon was bright. Feeling that
somehow we unexpectedly happened to choose a becoming day, the three of us rejoiced.
130.137 Tattoo\fn{by Junichiro Tanizaki (1886-1965)} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (M) 3
These things happened at a time when the noble virtue of frivolity still flourished, when today’s relentless
struggle for existence was yet unknown. The faces of the young aristocrats and squires were darkened by no
cloud; at court the maids of honor and the great courtesans always wore smiles on their lips; the occupations of
clown and professional teahouse wit were held in high esteem; life was peaceful and full of joy. In the theater and
in the writings of the time, beauty and power were portrayed as inseparable.
Physical beauty, indeed, was the chief aim of life, and in its pursuit people went so far as to have themselves
tattooed. On their bodies, brilliant lines and colors were raveled in a sort of dance. When visiting the gay quarters,
they would choose as bearers for their palanquins men whose bodies were skillfully tattooed, and the courtesans
of Yoshiwara and Tatsumi gave their love to men whose bodies boasted beautiful tattoos. Frequenters of the
gambling dens, firemen, merchants, and even samurai all had recourse to the tattooer’s art. Tattoo exhibitions
were frequently arranged where the participants, fingering the tattoo marks on each other’s bodies, would praise
the original design of one and criticize the shortcomings of another.
There was a young tattooer of outstanding talent. He was much in fashion and his reputation rivaled even those
of the great masters of old, Charibun of Asakusa, Yakkohei of Matsushimachō, and Konkonjirō. His works were
greatly prized at the tattoo exhibitions and most admirers of the art aspired to become his clients. While the artist
Darumakin was known for his fine drawings and Karakusa Gonta was the master of the vermilion tattoo, this man
Seikichi was famous for the originality of his compositions and for their voluptuous quality.
Previously he had achieved a certain reputation as a painter, belonging to the school of Toyokuni and Kunisada
and specializing in genre paintings. In descending to the rank of tattooer, he still preserved the true spirit of an
artist and a great sensitivity. He declined to execute his work on people whose skin or general physique did not
appeal to him, and such customers as he did accept had to agree implicitly to the design of his choosing and also
to his price. Moreover, they had to endure for as long as one or two months the excruciating pain of his needles.
Within this young tattooer’s heart lurked unsuspected passions and pleasures. When the pricking of his needles
caused the flesh to swell and the crimson blood to flow, his patients, unable to endure the agony, would emit
groans of pain. The more they groaned, the greater with the artist’s strange pleasure. He took particular delight in
vermilion designs, which are known to be the most painful of tattoos. When his clients had received five or six
hundred pricks of the needle and then taken a scalding hot bath the more vividly to bring out the colors, they
would often collapse half dead at Seikichi’s feet. As they lay there unable to move, he was ask with a satisfied
smile: “So it really hurts?”
When he had to deal with a fainthearted customer whose teeth would grind or who gave out shrieks of pain,
Seikichi would say: “Really, I thought you were a native of Kyoto where people are supposed to be courageous.
Please try to be patient. My needles are unusually painful.” And glancing from the corner of his eyes at the
victim’s face, now moist with tears, he would continue his work with utter unconcern. If, on the contrary, his
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patient bore the agony without flinching, he would say: “Ah, you are much braver than you look. But wait a
while. Soon you will be unable to endure it in silence, try as you may.” And he would laugh, showing his white
teeth.
*
For many years now, Seikichi’s great ambition had been to have under his needle the lustrous skin of some
beautiful girl, on which he dreamed of tattooing, as it were, his very soul. This imaginary woman had to meet
many conditions as to both physique and character; a lovely face and a fine skin would not in themselves satisfy
Seikichi. In vain had he searched among the well-known courtesans for a woman who would measure up to his
ideal. Her image was constantly in his mind, and although three years had now elapsed since he started this quest,
his desire had only grown with time.
It was on a summer’s evening while walking tin the Fukagawa district that his attention was caught by a
feminine foot of dazzling whiteness disappearing behind the curtain of a palanquin. A foot can convey as many
variations of expression as a face, and this white foot seemed to Seikichi like the rarest of jewels. The perfectly
shaped toes, the iridescent nails, the rounded hell, the skin, as lustrous as if it had been washed for ages by the
limpid waters of some mountain brook—all combined to make a foot of absolute perfection designed to stir the
hear of a man and to trample upon his soul. Seikichi knew at once that this was the foot of the woman for whom
he had searched these many years. Joyously he hurried after the palanquin, hoping to catch a glimpse of its
occupant, but after following it for several streets, he lost sign of it around a corner. From then on what had been a
vague yearning was transformed into the most violent of passions.
One morning a year later Seikichi received a visit at his house in the Fukagawa district. It was a young girl sent
on an errand by a friend of his, a certain geisha from the Tatsumi quarter.
“Excuse me, sir,” the girl said timidly. “My mistress has asked me to deliver this coat to you personally and to
request you to be so good as to make a design on the lining.”
She handed him a letter and a woman’s coat, the latter wrapped in a paper bearing the portrait of the actor Iwai
Tojaku. In her letter the geisha informed Seikichi that the young messenger was her newly adopted ward and was
soon to make her debut as a geisha in the restaurants of the capital. She asked him to do what he could to launch
the girl on her new career.
Seikichi looked closely at the visitor who, though no more than sixteen or seventeen, had in her face something
strangely mature. In her eyes were reflected the dreams of all the handsome men and beautiful women who had
lived in this city, where the virtues and vices of the whole country converged. Then Seikichi’s glance went to her
delicate feet, shod in street clogs covered with plaits of straw.
“Could it have been you who left the Hirasei restaurant last June in a palanquin?”
“Yes, sir, it was I,” she said, laughing at his strange question. “My father was still alive then and he used to
take me occasionally to the Hirasei quarter.
“I have been waiting for you now for five years,” said Seikichi. “This is the first time that I have seen your
face but I know you by your feet. … There is something that I should like you to see. Please come inside, and do
not be afraid.”
So saying, he took the hand of the reluctant girl and let her upstairs into a room which looked out on the great
river. He fetched too large picture scrolls and spread one of them before her.
It was a painting of Mo Hsi, the favorite princess of the ancient Chinese emperor, Chou the Cruel. Languidly
she leaned against a balustrade, and the bottom of her richly brocaded gown rested on the steps of the staircase
leading to a garden. Her tiny head seemed almost too delicate to support the weight of her crown, which was
encrusted with lapis lazuli and coral. In her right hand she held a cup, slightly tilted, and with an indolent
expression she watched a prisoner who was about to be beheaded in the garden below. Secured hand and foot to a
stake, he stood there awaiting his last moment; his eyes were closed, his head bent down. Pictures of such scenes
tend to vulgarity, but so skillfully had the painter portrayed the expression of the princess and of the condemned
man that this picture scroll was a work of consummate art.
For a while the young girl fixed her gaze on the strange painting. Unconsciously her eyes began to shine and
her lips trembled; gradually her face took on a resemblance to that of the young Chinese princess.
“Your spirit is reflected in that painting,” said Seikichi, smiling with pleasure as he gazed at her.
“Why have you shown me such a terrible picture?” asked the girl, passing her hand over her pale forehead.
“The woman depicted here is yourself. Her blood flows through your veins.”
Seikichi then unrolled the other scroll, which was entitled “The Victims.” In the center of the picture a young
woman leaned against a cherry tree, gazing at a group of men’s corpses which lay about her feet; pride and
satisfaction were to be discerned in her pale face. Hopping about among the corpses, a swarm of little birds
chirped happily. Impossible to tell whether the picture represented a battlefield or a spring garden!
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“This painting symbolizes your future,” said Seikichi, indicating the face of the young woman, which again
strangely resembled that of his visitor. “The men fallen on the ground are those who will lose their lives because
of you.”
“Oh, I beg you,” she cried, “put that picture away.” And as if to escape its terrifying fascination, she turned her
back to the scroll and threw herself on the straw matting. There she lay with lips trembling and her whole body
shuddering. “Master, I will confess to you … As you have guessed, I have in me the nature of that woman. Take
pity on me and hide the picture.”
“Do not talk like a coward! On the contrary, you should study the painting more carefully and then you will
soon stop being frightened of it.”
The girl could not bring herself to raise her head, which remained hidden in the sleeve of her kimono. She lay
prostrate on the floor saying over and over: “Master, let me go home. I am frightened to be with it.”
“You shall stay for a while,” said Seikichi imperiously. “I alone have the power to make of you a beautiful
woman.
From among the bottles and needles on his shelf Seikichi selected a vial containing a powerful narcotic.
*
The sun shone brightly on the river. Its reflected rays threw a pattern like golden waves on the sliding doors
and on the face of the young sleeping woman. Seikichi closed the doors and sat down beside her. Now for the first
time he was able to relish her strange beauty full, and he thought that he could have spent years sitting there
gazing at that perfect, immobile face.
But the urge to accomplish his design overcame him before many moments. Having fetched his tattooing
instruments from the shelf, Seikichi uncovered the girl’s body and began to apply to her back the point of his pen,
held between the thumb, ring finger, and little finger of his left hand. With the needle, held in his right hand, he
pricked along the lines as they were drawn. As the people of Memphis once embellished with sphinxes and
pyramids the fine land of Egypt, so Seikichi now adorned the pure skin of this young girl. It was as if the
tattooer’s very spirit entered into the design, and each injected drop of vermilion was like a drop of his own blood
entering the girl’s body.
He was quite unconscious of the passage of time. Noon came and went, and the quiet spring day moved
gradually toward its close. Indefatigably Seikichi’s hand pursued its work without ever waking the girl from her
slumber. Presently the moon hung in the sky, pouring its dreamy light over the rooftops on the other side of the
river. The tattoo was not yet half done. Seikichi interrupted his work to turn up the lamp, then sat down again and
reached for his needle.
Now each stroke demanded an effort, and the artist would let out a sigh, as if his own heart had felt the prick.
Little by little there began to appear the outline of an enormous spider. As the pale glow of dawn entered the
room, this animal of diabolic mien spread its eight legs over the girl’s back.
The spring night was almost over. Already one could hear the dip of the oars as the rowboats passed up and
down the river; above the sails of the fishing smacks, swollen with the morning breeze, one could see the mists
lifting. And at last Seikichi brought himself to put down his needle. Standing aside, he studied the enormous
female spider tattooed on the girl’s back, and as he gazed at it, he realized that in this work he had expressed the
essence of his whole life. Now that it was completed, the artist was aware of a great emptiness.
“To give you beauty I have poured my whole soul into this tattoo,” Seikichi murmured. “From now on there is
not a woman in Japan to rival you! Never again will you know fear. All men, all men will be your victims …”
Did she hear his words? A moan rose to her lips, her limbs moved. Gradually she began to regain
consciousness, and as she lay breathing heavily in and out, the spider’s legs moved o her back like those of a
living animal.
“You must be suffering,” said Seikichi. “That is because the spider is embracing your body so closely.
She half opened her eyes. At first they had a vacant look, then the pupils began to shine with a brightness that
matched the moonlight reflected on Seikichi’s face.
“Master, let me see the tattoo on my back! If you have given me your soul, I must indeed have become
beautiful.”
She spoke as in a dream, and yet in her voice there was a new note of confidence, of power.
“First you must take a bath to brighten the colors.” Seikichi answered her. And he added with unwonted
solicitude: “It will be painful, most painful. Have courage!”
“I will bear anything to become beautiful,” said the girl.
She followed Seikichi down some stairs into the bathroom, and as she stepped into the steaming water her eyes
glistened with pain.
“Ah, ah, how it burns!” she groaned. “Master, leave me and wait upstairs. I shall join you when I am ready. I
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do not want any man to see me suffer.”
But when she stepped out of the bath, she did not even have strength to dry herself. She pushed aside
Seikichi’s helping hand and collapsed on the floor. Groaning, she lay with her long hair flowing across the floor.
The mirror behind her reflected the soles of two feet, iridescent as mother-of-pearl.
Seikichi went upstairs to wait for her, and when at last she joined him she was dressed with care. Her damp
hair had been combed out and hung about her shoulders. Her delicate mouth and curving eyebrows no longer
betrayed her ordeal, and as she gazed out at the river there was a cold glint in her eyes. Despite her youth she had
the mien of a woman who had spent years in teahouses and acquired the art of mastering men’s hearts. Amazed,
Seikichi reflected on the change in the timid girl since the day before. Going to the other room, he fetched the two
picture scrolls which he had shown her.
“I offer you these paintings,” he said. “And also, of course, the tattoo. They are yours to take away.”
“Master,” she answered, “my heart is now free from all fear. And you … you shall be my first victim!”
She threw him a look, piercing as a newly sharpened sword blade. It was the look of the young Chinese
princess, and of that other woman who leaned against a cherry tree surrounded by singing birds and dead bodies.
A feeling of triumph raced through Seikichi.
“Let me see your tattoo,” he said to her. “Show me your tattoo.”
Without a word, she inclined her head and unfastened her dress. The rays of the morning sun fell on the young
girl’s back and its golden gleam seemed to set fire to the spider.
119.19 1. Two Daughters Who Became Serpents 2. The Blacksmith’s Wife 3. The Last Of The Aki 4. A Human
Sacrifice At Kono Strand Four Folktales\fn{by Mrs. Hitoshi Kawashima Saito (1888- )} Ueno, Shikoku Island, Japan
(F) 1
When I was but a small child, I often went to a nearby river with my friends to bathe and swim. There was a
place in the river where the water made a deep, green pool. We were forbidden to go swim there because, it was
said, a kappa would catch us and pull us into the water.
One day a friend of mine who was swimming in the river was suddenly somehow lost in the river, and was
found dead in that deep, green pool. The village people made much ado about this loss of the child and believed
that she had been taken by a kappa because her anus was removed exactly in the way the kappa was believed to
do.
As little children, we believed naïvely in the existence of kappa. When we had to go along the grassy path on
the bank of the river, we went hopping in great haste lest the kappa should catch our feet.
Such were my simple and innocent childhood days.
*
Once upon a time there lived a merchant in a town of Tosa. He was very greedy and used two methods of
measuring, one for buying and the other for selling things, so that he would make the greatest unfair profit out of
the balances.
He had two daughters who were pretty and sweet. They were much worried by their father’s unjust deeds and
implored him not to do such things. But the merchant was too greedy and obstinate to listen to their pleas.
Gradually the daughters realized that they would be transformed into serpents as a punishment for their
father’s misdeeds. At last the elder sister plunged into the pond of Manno in the province of Sanuki\fn{ Kagawaken.} and became a serpent.
On the other hand, the younger sister left the home crushed with sorrow and came to an inn at Yasuda to stay
the night there. Before she went to bed, she requested the maid of the inn under no circumstances ever to look into
her room while she was asleep.
But as is typical of human nature, the maid grew so curious that she secretly peeped into the room where the
younger daughter of the merchant was sleeping. And she was frightened to see that a serpent; so huge as to fill the
eight-mat room, was sleeping coiled up.
The serpent-daughter was awakened and said that she could no longer remain a human being since her serpent
nature had been detected. She sorrowfully and yet determinedly shook her head once and started out for a deep
pool in the Sakase River, which flowed nearby. It is said that she made a tremendous rattle when she was entering
the pool.
She has made her dwelling there since that time. Even today, there is a saying in my native town as follows:
“The elder sister is in the Pond of Manno in Sanshu, and the younger sister dwells in the Sakase in Yasuda.”
It seems that this saying is still repeated there as a warning against greediness.
*
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In the age of the civil wars,\fn{ 1467-1600.} Tosa was divided into seven districts and each of them was
governed by a feudal lord. Aki, which was one of the seven districts, at the eastern end of Tosa, was ruled over by
the lord Aki Kunitora who lived in Doi Castle. It seems that our place was named Aki after his surname.
During that stormy period it was reported that the army of Choso-gabe Motochika, a strong feudal general who
later reduced and governed all Tosa until 1599, had begun marching on Doi Castle to lay siege and capture it. Aki
Kunitora gathered all his forces at Yanagare, which, though at some distance from the castle, was deemed the
safest point to make the defense.
However, one of his men betrayed him. The traitor crossed Mt. Myoken secretly and told Chosogabe that if he
would take such-and-such a route and attack the castle from behind, it would certainly fall into his hands.
Chosogabe followed his advice and set fIre to Doi Castle, taking advantage of Kunitora’s absence.
When Aki Kunitora perceived that his castle was burning furiously, he realized that it was too late for him to
recover his power. So he ordered two of his subjects to take his wife to the home of her birth, and he on his part
committed suicide by hara-kiri in the yard of Jote-ji.
This temple was just above my house, and stood about midway between Yanagare and Doi Castle.
The faithful subjects of Kunitora who had accompanied Aki’s wife to her native house returned to find their
dead lord at Jote-ji, and they too killed themselves by disembowelment. Now we can see three tombs at the yard
of Jote-ji, standing side by side with the tomb of Kunitora in the center. Also there is an old, ruined well in the
back yard in which Kunitora’s subjects washed the bloody sword with which their lord had cut his stomach.
When peace came, Kunitora’s wife visited Jote-ji to see her husband’s tomb. On that occasion she secretly
brought a small seedling of cedar in her sleeve and planted it in front of Kunitora’s tomb. The cedar grew to be a
huge big tree, and is called the Sleeve Cedar by the village people even today.
Near the remains of Doi Castle is a pond called the Noblewomen’s Pond. Formerly this was a moat which
surrounded the castle, and it was so named because all the noblewomen inside plunged into its waters when the
army of Chosogabe assaulted and burned the castle. They say that sometimes you can hear the cries of the women
from the pond and see the shadows of noblewomen in the dusk. It is prohibited, or rather regarded as despicable,
to catch fish there, so you can see many fish swimming in the pond.
The offspring of the traitor now live in Kodai-ji, which is a mile from my house. In my elementary-school
days, we called them “the savages of Kodai-ji” when we quarreled with them, and it was, so to speak, an
unwritten law that they should not go to nor look at Jote-ji.
By the way, the ancestor of our family, Kawashima, was one of the fugitive warriors who came to Aki from the
next country when his lord was defeated by Chosogabe. They settled at Veno in Aki and began farming, as did
most of the fugitive warriors when their lord was defeated.
*
Five miles away from my native house in Aza-mura, there was a cape called Kono-no-iso. It was a rocky place,
bordered by a river and the sea. Many pine trees on the shore rustled in the air when the wind blew. The scenery
there was very, very beautiful. When I was in primary school, I often went there on school excursions and played
with my friends, picking up pebbles here and there.
There was something like a pond or a harbor there, which was surrounded by a ruined stone works. Beside the
harbor was an old stone monument. Concerning this stone monument, I heard a story many times from my greatgrandmother and my grandparents. The story is as follows:
A long, long time ago, the people tried to make a harbor for fishing boats at Kono Strand. However, the
western wind blew so hard and the waves raged so high that they could not complete the task. They got together
to consult how to overcome the difficulty and decided to make a human sacrifice.
Now, there came an old pilgrim who had been traveling on foot from shrine to shrine, ringing a bell in his
hand. He happened to hear the rumor that a human sacrifice was to be offered and volunteered himself.
In keen appreciation and sorrow, the people dug a hole deep in the ground. The pilgrim sat in it and recited
sutras, ringing his bell. The people covered the hole with a board, thrusting a bamboo pipe through the board so
that the pilgrim might breathe the outside air.
For three days and nights, the people heard the pilgrim reciting sutras; and ringing his bell, but after that, they
heard nothing more out of the hole. Realizing that the pilgrim was dead, they filled the hole with earth and built a
stone monument on it in honor of the pilgrim. This is the stone that still stands at Kono Strand.
275.188 Seizing The True Body\fn{by Nachii Keido (1888?-after 1956?)} “rural Japan,” Japan (F) 2
I know that our world is full of heavenly beings living in peace, but at the same time, I see that sentient beings
are being endlessly consumed in a great fire. I have eaten Buddhist food for forty-eight years, hoping to escape
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from this burning house of the triple world. When I look back on those years, there is nothing that does not move
me to deep gratitude.\fn{The author may have been born some time before 1888; she was interviewed at some time “in the 1940s or
1950s”, and the volume in which her account is given was printed in 1956. Here she states that she was 68 at the time she wrote her
account; so she may have been born prior to 1888:H}

My motive for leaving home and becoming a nun was rooted in my horror of the burning house. In the spring
of my twentieth year, I wrenched myself away from my loved ones. Crying and begging, I finally obtained my
mother’s consent and hurried to the village convent.
At the time that I grew up, there were no schools like today’s schools. In those days only special people went to
school; girls especially were thought to have no need for schooling.
So in the daytime I worked for a teacher and in the evenings I went over to my elder brother’s house in the
neighboring village to study basic reading and writing. I still remember how happy I was when I received an inkstone
case as a reward for being able to write the Japanese syllabary without looking.
With this background, my struggles to learn the Buddhist scriptures were indescribable. While unflaggingly
laboring at this, I grew accustomed to a nun’s life, and was fortunate enough to be sent to school in Toyama for four
years.
From this time on, I gradually began to scrutinize myself and ask myself: What is human life? What is the mission
of one who has left home?
In the midst of this, the management of the convent was turned over to me and my responsibilities piled up. If I
didn’t work, there wouldn’t be any food even to offer the Buddha.
The convent was in a state of deterioration unworthy of the enshrinement of revered Kannon, the object of
everyone’s faith. Somehow or other, I wanted to build a shrine for Kannon; this would be the great undertaking of my
life. I vowed before the Buddha,
“From now on, I dedicate my life to revered Kannon. I offer to her the greatest effort I can possibly make.”
From then on, I was quite literally stirred up. I begged for monthly contributions that people would not give. Evil
things were said about me, and I became physically and mentally exhausted. How many times I went before revered
Kannon with tears pouring down my face! When I think about it now I realize that I did a good job, and what’s more I
can clearly see that that hard struggle became a great shining light for me.
I breathed a sigh of relief when I accomplished the enshrinement of revered Kannon in her new shrine without
going too far into debt. But as I did this, the questions from my youth that I had forgotten in the interim rose up in my
mind.
What is the purpose of going around begging (takuhatsu)?
What is the point of reading scriptures?
What in the world is revered Kannon?
I accosted the heads of four or five neighboring temples with these questions. Once or twice a year we studied how a
nun should progress on the path and I proposed setting up some kind of association for this purpose.
My elder brother who, happily, had become a monk and was chief priest in a nearby temple, shared a great deal of
wisdom with me. With his assistance and that of an abbot whom he knew, a training institute for nuns was organized.
This institute was made possible by the great efforts of everyone, but since I was the eldest attending, I was always
made to sit in the seat of honor, raised above the rest. I didn’t know anything, though, so while my body was
raised in a position of status, my embarrassed mind always took a low seat.
No matter how many scriptures I heard or books I read, I didn’t understand anything. This worried me; I
always felt uneasy because I didn't understand anything. Once while visiting a Buddhist friend’s sickbed, I was
deeply struck:
“All his distress, all his grumbling—it’s common enough in this world, but he’s a monk!”
I trembled as if I were the one who was sick. My uneasiness grew.
Three years ago in May, I heard that the nun teacher Nagasawa of the Tokyo Nuns’ Practice Center (dojo)
would be coming to the area for a meditation retreat. Deciding I must by all means go, I waited impatiently.
Unfortunately, I had to do some temple business which made me miss the first two days of the retreat.
When I, white-headed and knowing nothing, first went into the midst of them, they all seemed as young to
me as my own novices. I felt embarrassed, but even more I feared that I might hinder them in their zealous
practice. But as I got used to it, I felt,
“How wonderful! Thank goodness! This is what I’ve been searching for all these years! I understand, I
understand! Well, if it’s a matter of sitting in meditation, I’ll sit! I’ll sit until I understand the true body of
Kannon!”
Taking courage, I embraced my faith and forgot my years. I returned home, aiming for that bright light of
hard struggle I had previously discovered.
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I had heard that practice in the midst of activity surpasses practice in inactivity a hundred— a thousand— ten
thousand-fold, so when going and coming from reading scripture at parishioners’ houses I purposefully took the
long way around. I also chose quiet places to practice, such as while weeding, sweeping the garden, caring for the
Buddha altar, and so on. I tried hard to practice in the midst of all these activities.
I struggled to keep this up, but I just couldn’t do it. How my mind wandered! I was thoroughly disgusted with
it. Just as a monkey leaps from branch to branch, my mind grasped at the branches of desire for sense experience.
It was pathetic. In the face of this unconscious and unknown bad karma which I had created in former lives, I
could do nothing but press my palms together and bow my head.
I had not been able to attend all of the previous year’s retreat, but had had to miss a little. At the time of the
following year’s retreat I had to stay in bed with an intestinal problem and was unable to attend. And so another
year went by.
But anyway, there was no other way than this.
“If I don’t cross over to liberation in this body, in this lifetime, then I’ll cross over in some other life time,” we
say; all things are impermanent and ephemeral.
This year, though, I attended the retreat from the day before it began, together with a novice. I helped out as my
age allowed and at long last the opening day arrived.
From the three o’clock bell to the unrolling of my bedding at nine P.M., I exerted myself with enthusiasm. I sat
in meditation with all the zeal I had, but I didn’t make much progress. The young people were full of energy as they
practiced. Whatever face or figure 1 looked at, all were strained, as if pulled taut. Such austere, yet noble figures!
Forgetting about myself, how many times I revered them as I sat behind them, thinking, as tears welled up,
“These are truly living buddhas.”
One day, two, three, gradually the days were gone.
Life and death is a great concern,
All things are impermanent and ephemeral.
Each of you must quickly wake up!
Be careful, don’t miss your chance!

The verse recited at bedtime echoed on and on in my ears. I couldn’t sleep.
It was the middle day of the retreat. I was sitting in meditation with fresh spirits. I don’t know how or why, but
all of a sudden, out of the blue, a happy feeling came over me, and I cried out. I realized:
“It’s Mu, it’s Mu! Mu is overflowing! I understand Mu! I understand Kannon’s true body, my true body, no—
the true body of all things! It’s all one! No matter what anyone says, I have penetrated to my original self (honrai
no jiko). How wonderful! How wonderful that even I could have such an exalted experience!”
At the private interview, I presented the important points. The teacher smiled. In gentle words such as she
had not used before, she said this experience was a matter of paradoxical self-knowledge that was completely
inexpressible.
The uncertainty I had felt before this experience has been swept away and I have become constantly one with
Kannon. I pass my days in peace and gratitude. Since the joy of realizing that the triple world is composed of mind
only, I clearly understand that all things, from the doors and windows and the straw floor-mats to Kannon herself, all
things that strike my eyes, indeed, all invisible things too, are full of life and vigor.
It’s strange: the triple world has remained the same before and after I experienced myself, before and after I
experienced the truth, but since I woke up and saw, the triple world seems so different
Wanting even one more person to penetrate to the bright light of this great truth, I have forgotten my white hair
and sixty-eight years, and related my foolish feelings. Please, dear readers, be my companions on the path for life
after life. We will strive to advance on the path toward the realization of buddhahood and to send a refreshing
breeze to the countless .sentient beings.
I bow to you, hands palm to palm.
130.140 On The Conduct Of Lord Tadanao\fn{by Kikuchi Kan (1888-1948)} Takamatsu, Kagawa Prefecture, Japan
(M) 16
1
Lord Tadanao’s councilors were summoned before Ieyasu at his headquarters and treated by His Excellency to
an eloquent burst of abuse.\fn{The whole of this story deals with the dispossession and banishment in 1623 of the young Daimyo of
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Echizen, lord of one of the greatest fiefs in the land, and the treatment of him by the feudal system. Feudalism in Japan may be said to have
begun in 939 with the rebellions led by Taira Masakado, and ended in 1871 with the official declaration that feudalism was abolished .}

“When Ii Tōdō’s forces were in trouble today, were the Echizen retainers taking a midday nap? Did no one tell
them what was happening? If they had moved forward, covering the rear of the main attack, Osaka Castle would
have fallen this very day. But, no. Thanks to your general’s youth, and thanks to his councilors’ being the biggest
cowards in Japan, we have thrown away a battle! A precious battle!”
Ieyasu did not wait for an answer. Livid with rage, he rose at once and left the room.
The senior councilor, Honda Tomimasa, had come prepared with several excellent excuses for the Echizen
forces’ failure to take part in the day’s fighting, but this perfunctory dismissal took him by surprise. He had not
had a chance to utter a word.
There was obviously nothing more they could do, but the mood of the councilors, as they withdrew from headquarters and returned to the Echizen camp, was very far from one of philosophic resignation. They were in a
panic. One thought tormented them all. How on earth could they phrase this matter when they made their report to
Lord Tadanao.
General Lord Tadanao, Daimyo of Echizen, was twenty-one. He had inherited his huge fief, with its annual
revenue of almost three and a half million bushels of rice, at the tender age of thirteen upon the death of his father,
Hidéyasu. His father had died in the intercalary fourth month of the year 1607, and never, from that moment until
now, had the general suspected the existence, this side of heaven, of a will stronger than his own.
The natural strength of will—or perhaps one should say the natural willfulness—which the general had
brought with him into the world had since been cultivated by him to a growth of towering proportions, like a lone
cedar shooting skyward from the peak of a lofty mountain. The councilors remembered the trepidation with which
they had entered his presence, the gingerly fashion in which they had broken the news, when the order to join the
present campaign had first reached the Echizen household.
“Letters have been received from His Excellency, the Shogun’s father,” they had reported. “He cordially
requests your appearance before Osaka, with your forces.” The custom of representing to their young master that
his will was absolute had by that time become second nature.
And today it was their inescapable duty to convey Ieyasu’s words of rebuke to Lord Tadanao. What reactions
might be set in motion by such outspoken criticism—for the sensation of being rebuked had had no part in their
master’s experience, waking or dreaming, since the day he was born—was a question which naturally afforded
them the liveliest misgivings.
Lord Tadanao called them to his quarters as soon as he heard of their return.
“And what did His Excellency my grandfather have to say? The usual set phrases of thanks for our labors, I
suppose?” Lord Tadanao was in high spirits, and he smiled pleasantly as he put his questions. But this affability
only increased the embarrassment of his councilors. It was some time before one of them gathered up sufficient
courage to make a reply, and when he spoke his voice trembled.
“I fear your lordship is mistaken. The fact that the Echizen forces took no part in today’s fighting seems to
have aroused his excellency’s anger, and …” He ventured no more. The color drained from his face, and he
prostrated himself on the ground.
Never having known how it felt to be crossed or scolded, Lord Tadanao had developed no mechanism of
resistance to the sensation, and no means of controlling himself when under its influence.
“Eh! What did he say?” he bellowed. “When I begged to lead the attack he forbade it. And does he still affront
me? Tadanao, die!—that is the meaning of my grandfather’s riddles. To all of us, to you as well as to myself, he
says—die! Tomorrow, then, lord and vassal alike, we shall drench the enemy’s swords with our blood! Our
corpses will whiten and rot beneath the castle walls! Tell this to my soldiers, and let them prepare themselves for
death!
Tadanao’s hands, folded on his lap, were visible trembling. With a sudden movement, as if he could bear the
restraint no longer, he snatched his Nagamitsu sword from the hands of a page boy, unsheathed the blade, and
thrust it forward before the councilors’ faces.
“See! On this Nagamitsu I shall spike the head of Hidéyori, and thus shall I thrust it into my grandfather’s
face!” Seated on the floor though he was, he brandished the sword above his head and cut a series of wide circles
in the air.
Lord Tadanao, not much over twenty, was still subject to occasional half-lunatic tantrums of this sort. His
councilors, whose experience of such outbursts dated back to the days of Tadanao’s father, merely shut their ears
to the noise and lay prostrate on the ground, as if waiting for a gale to blow over.
*
The leaden skies of the last few days had vanished, and the seventh day of the fifth month of the year 1615
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dawned exceptionally clear and still.
The fall of Osaka castle was now simply a question of time. Most of the more distinguished captains among its
garrison—men like Gotō Matabei, Kimura Nagato, and Susukida Hayatonoshō—had been killed in the desperate
fighting of the previous summer, and now only Sanada Saemon, Chōsokabé Morichika, Mōri of Buzen, and a
handful of others were left to face the final onslaught.
The Shogun, Lord Hidétada, rose early this day and set out from his quarters an hour before dawn. At once he
ordered the detachments of Matsudaira Toshitsuné of Chikuzen, Katō Sasmanosuké Yoshiaki, and Kuroda
Nagamasa of Kai to move forward to the Okayama pass and take up positions as the first line of attack
Shortly after dawn Ieyasu appeared, borne from his quarters in a palanquin. He wore a short jacket of brown
silk, a thin white kimono, and formal overskirts bound tightly at each ankle. Tōdō Takatora, meeting him by
chance, expressed concern at this unwarlike mode of dress.
“Today, surely, Your Excellency should be wearing armor?”
Ieyasu grinned, and in his eyes was the usual glint of sly mockery.
“Armor?” he said. “I need no armor to finish off the little fellow in Osaka.”
In one hand he held a priest’s horsehair flapper, and with this he beat off the flies which kept swarming about
him. Some thirty of his most trusted retainers, including Naitō Kamon-no-Kami Masanari, Uemura Iemasa of
Dewa, and Itakura Naizen-no-sho Shigémasa, walked in attendance upon the palanquin. And at the end of the
procession, dressed exactly like Ieyasu and carried in a similar but lighter palanquin, came Honda Masanobu of
Sado.
Drawn up across the plain, between the Okayama and Tennōji highways, lay an army of more than a hundred
and fifty thousand men. Banners fluttered in the early summer breeze, and polished helmet-graces flashed in the
sun. Each detachment, drawn up in orderly ranks in its allotted position, stood waiting for the now overdue word
of attack. But the handing down of this word was apparently no simple matter. Three messengers from Ieyasu, on
white chargers, now wove their way through the assembled units.
“Room is being made in the ranks for Lords Yoshinao and Yorinobu,” they announced. “The forces in the van
are not yet to open the engagement. They will withdraw their horses a distance of one to two hundred yards,
dismount, hold their lances at the ready, and await further orders.”
This was not to the liking of Lord Tadano of Echizen. His mind had been in a fever of excitement ever since
the shock of the previous evening, and he had passed an almost sleepless night waiting for today’s battle. Now, as
soon as he heard this last order, he sent Councilor Yoshida Shuri ahead to prepare the way and then moved
forward himself with his whole force of near thirty thousand men—sixteen battalions headed by those under his
two senior councilors, the brothers Honda. Pushing through the center of the lines occupied by the Kaga
detachment, deaf to the angry protests of the Kaga men, he pressed on recklessly to the very foot of Chausu Hill,
and there, a little to the left of the front line forces under Honda Tadayori of Izumo, he deployed his troops in
extended formation for attack.
Just at that moment an order from the Shogun was transmitted to all units: “The defenders are evacuating their
advanced posts and appear to be waiting for night. The order to attack will shortly be given.”
But Lord Tadanao was waiting no longer for orders. As two or three exploratory shots were directed at the
enemy from Honda Tadayori’s forward positions, the Echizen forces suddenly let loose a salvo from seven or
eight hundred muskets, and, screened beneath billowing clouds of smoke, all sixteen battalions advanced
simultaneously, like a moving forest, upon Chausu Hill.
The defense of the sector from the Aoya pass to Chausu Hill was entrusted to Sanada Saemon and his son,
supported a little to the south by Iki Shichirōémon Tōotaka, Watanabé Kuranosuké Tadasu, and Ōtani Digaku
Yoshitané; but the combined strength of these units amounted to little more than six thousand men.
Among the forces which confronted them, the great Echizen army stood out at once for its splendor and
immensity. Its general, too, Lord Tadanao, was a conspicuous figure. He gave the impression of a man resolved to
achieve glory this day at any cost. His general’s baton had been cast aside, and, brandishing in its stead a huge
cavalry lance, he was urging his horse at the gallop closer and closer to the enemy, paying no heed to the caution
of his lieutenants.
With their general setting such an example, the rank and file fought with furious enthusiasm, each determined
to outshine his neighbor, and the enemy forces facing the Echizen army swayed and broke like trees in a gale. The
first great triumph came when Honda Tadamasa of Iyo slew Nenryū Sadayū, the champion swordsman of the
castle garrison, and similar feats of arms, by men like Aoki Shinbei, Otobé Kurobei, Ogita Shumé, and Toshima
Shuzen, followed in quick succession. Sanada Saemon’s troops, defending the line from Chausu Hill to the
Kōshin Temple, were routed in a single assault, Saemon himself falling to Nishio Nizaemon, and his chief
lieutenant to Nomoto Ukon. The Echizen forces, pressing close upon the fleeing castle troops, then forced their
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way through the Senba pass to the Black Gate, raised their standard on the gate itself, and set fires ablaze at a
number of places inside the castle.
The thousand six hundred and fifty-two enemy heads were taken. In the battle-honors of this day there was no
one whose share was comparable to that of Lord Tadano.
Lord Tadanao had drawn up his horse on the crest of Chausu Hill. From there he saw the Echizen banners and
war pennants sweep like a tidal wave across the castle moat, overflow into the perimeter beyond, re-form into a
narrow triangular salient which jutted conspicuously from the main attacking lines, and drive on like a wedge into
the interior of the castle. And as he watched he leaped up and down in his saddle in a transport of simply, boyish
glee.
A soldier from the front line came running back.
“Aoki Shinbei was the first inside the castle, sir!”
Lord Tadano’s face beamed as he heard the report.
“Shinbei’s the bravest of them all!” His voice was shrill with excitement, and he was obliged to quiet his horse,
which had taken alarm at the sound and was urging itself forward. “Return at once and tell Shinbei that he
revenue is increased by twenty-five thousand bushels!”
What manner of glory was his, as a general, now? That he should be able to offer up the head of Sanada
Saemon, the man who had wrought such havoc among the besieging forces—this was enough in itself. But now
the supreme distinction of setting first foot within the castle walls had been won, among all these detachments
from so many fiefs, by a soldier of his own army! What manner of glory, thought Lord Tadanao, might this be?
Pondering the miraculous achievements of his retainers, Lord Tadanao felt all to be but a reflection of his
personal strength and power of will. The wound to his self-respect dealt him yesterday by his grandfather Ieyasu
was now completely healed. But it was more than just that: Lord Tadanao’s faith in himself was now many times
stronger and more fervent even than before.
Almost one hundred daimyo had taken part in the attack on Osaaka Castle, and when Lord Tadanao reflected
that not one of them could have won laurels to match his own, he experienced a glow of immense satisfaction. He
could almost have believed a halo of glory hovered about his person.
But he felt far from surprised. Indeed, as the son of the peerlessly courageous Hidéyasu, and as a blood relation
of the Tokugawa family, it seemed to him that such deeds of martial valor as he had performed today were
perfectly natural, almost disappointingly so. Lord Tadanao’s exultation became mingled with a feeling of
complacency which he found it difficult to keep in check.
“My grandfather was a little too hasty in his estimate of this Tadanao. I must see him and hear what he has to
say.” He hurried off at once to seek an audience with Ieyasu, whose headquarters had now been moved up to the
Okayama pass.
Ieyasu, seated on a campstool, was receiving the formal congratulations of a succession of daimyo, but when
Lord Tadanao appeared he rose from his seat—a signal honor—and grasped him by the hand.
“Splendid! The hero of the day, and a true grandson of Ieyasu!” He drew Lord Tadanao close, praising him
unreservedly to his face. “In military valor you have shown yourself worthy of a place beside Fan Kuai of China.
Yes, truly, you are the Fan Kuai of Japan!”
Lord Tadanao was of an ingenuous, uncomplicated nature, and as he heard himself extolled in this manner
tears of happiness welled in his eyes. The fact that he had been insulted by this same person only the day before
was instantly forgotten. Not the slightest tinge of resentment remained.
On returning that evening to his camp he mustered his retainers for a great celebration. He knew himself now
to be the strongest and bravest of all men. Even that flattering reference of Ieyasu’s to “the Fan Kuai of Japan”
seemed to him, as he recalled it, only partially adequate.
Darkness had fallen, and in the night sky he could see the ruddy reflection of scattered fires still raging within
Osaka Castle. Those fires, he idly imagined, were bonfires lit in honor of his own exploits. He drank to them,
refilling his great wine cup again and again. Except for a certain hazy exhilaration, Lord Tadanao’s mind was
empty of all thought and feeling.
*
On the fifth day of the following month, when all the feudal lords who had assisted in the final assault were
reassembled at Nijō Castle in Kyoto, Ieyasu took Lord Tadanao by the hand and addressed him as follows:
“When your father Hidéyasu was still alive you always behaved toward me with the utmost respect, as became
a filial grandson. Now you have shown your loyalty on the field of battle, excelling all others, and my satisfaction
is complete. I had considered offering you a written address of thanks, but this is a family matter and such
ceremony might not be fitting. Rest assured, then, that as long as my own family line continues, the household of
Echizen shall remain in undisturbed peace, as firm as the ageless rocks.” With these words he presented to Lord
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Tadanao a flower-patterned tea canister from his private collection.
Overwhelmed by the honor, Lord Tadano fancied for a moment that there radiated from his person—from his
person alone in this vast assemblage of his peers—shafts of dazzling light. Inside him there was a throbbing,
flooding warmth of limitless satisfaction, as if there were nothing more he could ever wish for in this world.
Satisfaction, of course, was by no means an entirely novel sensation for one whose will had not normally
encountered obstacles, and who was able, more often than not, to gratify his emotional impulses to the full. Since
early childhood his will and his emotions, being subject to no form of discipline from without, had developed at
their own pace and run riot as they pleased. Lord Tadano carried no memories of inferiority or defeat in anything
he had ever undertaken. In his childhood, shooting toy arrows at toy targets in competition with his playmates, he
had always been the winner. Whenever a tournament of court football was held within the castle—for courtiers
from Kyoto had introduced the art even to the garrison of Fukui—the player who kicked with the greatest skill
had invariably been Lord Tadanao. Even in trifling board games like Gobang, Chinese Chess, and Double Six, he
was victorious in nine cases out of ten. He had naturally, too, shown precocious ability in all the arts which were
essential to a military man—in archery, horsemanship, jousting, and swordplay—and after outclassing his
companion pages, who had started on equal terms with himself, he gave regular proof of his amazing prowess by
defeating, with ease, even those young samurai who were acknowledge within his household as the champions in
their respective fields.
In this way, with the passage of the years, a sense of superiority over his immediate circle had taken firm root
in his mind. And, deep down, he had come to cherish the conviction that he was, in fact, of a superior species,
possessing characteristics quite distinct from those of his retainers.
But, although Lord Tadano was sufficiently convinced of his pre-eminence over his own retainers, he had,
despite himself, fallen prey to certain melancholy misgivings since setting out for the Osaka campaign. His
competitors in the struggle for glory would now be daimyo, men of his own class. Was it possible that he might
find himself outshone by some among their number? Worse, now that he was to be tested in that very business of
war to which men of his class were dedicated, might he, unawares, commit some error of judgment as a general?
In actual fact, in the engagement of the sixth of the fifth month, by deferring his entry into the battle until too late,
he had committed just such an error, and had dangerously shaken even his own deep-set faith in himself. But the
glory he had won on the very next day, in the storming of the castle, had completely healed this wound to his selfesteem. It had done more. The Echizen forces had been first inside the castle, and their battle-honors had been
overwhelmingly greater than those of any other detachment; Lord Tadanao’s comparatively modest conviction
that he was a better man than any of his retainers had consequently grown more comprehensive in scope, and
changed to a conviction that he was a better man than any of the sixty noble lords who had joined in the storming
of the castle. The forces which had taken three thousand seven hundred and fifty enemy heads in the Osaka
campaign, and the forces, moreover, which had taken the head of General Sanada Saemon, belonged to Lord
Tadanao. There was no doubt of that.
The flower-patterned tea canister and the title of “the Fan Kuai of Japan” had made a deep impression on Lord
Tadanao’s mind. He regarded them together as a twin testimonial to his preeminent merit. It was exhilarating. He
felt as if all one hundred and twenty daimyo and lesser lords in that room were gazing upon Lord Tadanao in
wide-eyed wonder and admiration.
Until now he had been proud to think himself a finer man than any of his retainers. But it was not really
satisfactory, this measuring himself only by those who were his subordinates. No, taken by the hand and cordially
welcomed by no less a person than His Excellency, he was being singled out for praise before all the lords in the
land.
Lords Yoshinao and Yorinobu, who were his own uncles, had won no particular distinction. Another uncle,
Lord Tadateru, Chamberlain of Echigo, had failed to take any part in the fighting on the seventh and had
positively fallen into disgrace. Even the honors won by the great and celebrated clans of Daté, Maeda, and Kuroda
paled to insignificance, to less than the gleam of fireflies before a full moon, when set beside those of the Echizen
household.
When he thought in this way, Lord Tadanao’s sense of superiority, which had been momentarily unsettled on
that one occasion by Ieyasu’s cutting rebuke, not only miraculously recovered all its former strength, but went on,
by a process of violent reaction, to become something far more splendid and unshakable than it had ever been
before.
Thus Lord Tadanao, Daimyo of Echizen, taking with him the proud consciousness of being the foremost hero
in the land, withdrew from Kyoto in the eighth month of that year and returned in a most exalted frame of mind to
his castle seat at Fukui.
2
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Hundreds of candles, set in silver candlesticks, blazed in the great hall of the castle at Echizen Kitanoshō. The
evening’s festivities, as clearly shown by the solid masses of white wax which had already climbed high about the
base of each candlestick, were well advanced. It had been Lord Tadanao’s custom, since returning to his province,
to gather together his young retainers during the day for tournaments, and at night, as soon as the games were
over, to invite the whole company to a huge informal banquet.
The title of “the Fan Kuai of Japan,” so flatteringly conferred upon him by his grandfather Ieyasu, was a
source of immense happiness to Lord Tadanao. His heart beat quicker at the mere thought of it. And by thus
competing with the young warriors of his household, measuring his own skill with the spear and the sword against
theirs, and soundly defeating all comers, he was providing this proud new boast of his with the daily sustenance it
demanded.
The young warriors, ranged at this moment in a deep curve around the great hall below the step of the slightly
elevated section on which he himself was seated, had been specially selected from among his numerous young
retainers for their prowess in the military arts. Among them he could see some who were still mere youths, their
hair not yet trimmed to the styles of manhood, but one and all were powerfully built, and their eyes shone
vigorously.
But an even nobler and more gallant spectacle was presented by the master of the castle himself, Lord
Tadanao. Though lean and trim in figure, his eyes glowed darkly with an almost uncanny quality of penetration,
and in the set of his brow there was an overwhelming suggestion of dauntless courage.
Lord Tadanao was a little intoxicated. Everything had a tendency to revolved before his eyes. Nevertheless, he
steadied himself and gazed slowly around the whole assembly. The one hundred or more young men seated in the
hall below him were every one of them slaves to his will. As the thought passed through his mind he could not
check a sudden surge of that special pride known only to those who wield great authority.
But the pride he felt this evening was not that alone. It was twofold. For in his prowess as a fighting man, too,
he had proved himself superior to all these young men seated before him.
Earlier today he had assembled his retainers for yet another great tournament. He had chosen from their
number those judged most proficient in the art of wielding the spear, and had divided them into two teams, the
Reds and the Whites.
He himself had taken command of the Reds. But from the very start his teammates had fared badly. One after
another they had retired from the arena in defeat, and when it came to the deputy commander’s turn, and he too
was laid low, there still remained five members of the White team who had not yet been obliged to fight.
It was at this juncture that Lord Tadanao, as commander of the Reds, strode valiantly and imposingly into the
arena, brandishing his huge six-hard spear with masterful ease. The White warriors were cowed at the mere sight.
His first opponent, the head age boy, who had been so overawed by Lord Tadanao’s warlike appearance that he
seemed of two minds whether to join battle or flee, had his spear struck from his grasp before he had really
started, and upon receiving a blow in the stomach, he collapsed in the semblance of swoon. The following two
contestants, a stable overseer and an officer of the treasury, were stricken to the ground in rapid succession. The
deputy commander of the Whites next took the field. This was Ōshima Sadayū, eldest son of the castle’s fencing
instructor, Ōshima Sazen, and rated second to none in the whole Echizen household in his skill with the spear.
There was a murmur of excited whispering among the spectators. “Even his lordship, for all his strength, may
find Sadayū a stiff proposition.” But after some seven or eight vigorous exchanges Sadayū too was humbled.
Recoiling from a glancing blow to his thigh, and momentarily set off balance, he lowered his guard and exposed
himself to a crippling thrust from directly in front, which landed squarely on the vital region of his chest. His
downfall was greeted with wild cheering from the spectators’ seats, where the whole of Lord Tadanao’s household
was gathered. Lord Tadanao, gasping a little for breath, stood quietly awaiting the appearance of the rival
commander. He was experiencing, not for the first time in his life, a glow of sublime and exhilarating selfsatisfaction.
The White commander was a young man called Onoda Ukon. At the age of twelve he had become a pupil of
Gondō Saemon, the celebrated Kyoto master of spearmanship, and at the age of twenty, demonstrating the good
use which he had made of his training, he had defeated his own teacher. But Lord Tadanao held no one in awe. At
Ukon’s sharp cry of challenge—“Ei!”—he leveled his spear and went furiously in to the attack. There was more
confidence of skill behind his onslaught. There was, it seemed to the onlookers, the whole power and majesty of
the lord of a province, of the daimo of a fief of almost three and a half million bushels. The battle was hotly
contested for some twenty exchanges, and then, suddenly, Ukon staggered beneath a powerful blow to his right
shoulder, retreated a few steps, and, prostrating himself before Lord Tadanao, signified his surrender.
The spectators cheered until the very walls of Kitanoshō Castle trembled. Lord Tadanao felt once more that
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glow of sublime self-satisfaction. Returning to his seat of honor, he announced, in a great voice:
“Gentlemen, my sincere thanks to you all. It is now my wish that, as some compensation for your labors you
should join me in a feast.”
He was in even greater spirits than usual. As the banquet proceeded, his most trusted retainers came before
him, one after another, and offered their compliments.
“My lord! since your experiences amid the arrows in the Osaka campaign you have advanced yet further in
your skill. People like ourselves are no longer worthy opponents for you.”
The merest mention of the Osaka campaign was enough to make Lord Tadanao. Childishly happy. But even
Lord Tadanao was by this time feeling very much unsteadied by the wine. Looking about the assembly he could
see that a large number of his guests had already lapsed into some kind of drunken stupor. Some had reached the
stage of incoherence. Others were softly murmuring sentimental songs. It was obvious that there was little life left
in the evening’s entertainment.
Lord Tadanao recalled suddenly the aura of feminine refinement which pervaded his own apartments, and he
sickened at the boorishness of this all-male carousal. Abruptly he rose.
“Gentlemen, I beg your leave!” Without further ceremony he left the hall. Even the most heavily intoxicated of
his guests managed somehow to straighten their disarray and make a low obeisance. The small page boys, who
had been fast asleep until this moment, opened their eyes with a start and hurried out after their master.
Lord Tadanao, emerging onto the long open veranda which led to his apartments, sensed with pleasure the cold
caress o his cheeks of the early autumn air. Beyond, from where thick clusters of lespedeza flowers showed
faintly white in the dim glow of a tenth-day moon, he could hear the singing of autumn insects.
Lord Tadanao decided to take a stroll in the garden. He dismissed the serving-maid sent from his apartments to
meet him, and, accompanied only by a single page boy, stepped down from the veranda. The surface of the garden
was moist with dew. The dim moonlight made the town beneath the castle seem like some chiaroscuro painting
afloat in a vast luminous space of night air.
It was long since he had found himself in surroundings of such utter quietness. All heaven and earth was sad
and still. There was only a faint, confused sound of revelry, drifting across from the great hall he had just left.
Since his departure the party seemed to have grown more boisterous, for he could hear, mingled with the other
sounds, someone singing to the accompaniment of an Azuma zither. But the hall was distant, and the sounds
reached him too faintly to be of an annoyance.
Lord Tadanao followed a narrow path through the lespedeza thicket, skirted the rocky spring, ascended a
miniature hill, and arrived before a small thatched pavilion. He went inside. From here the mountains of the ShinEtsu range could be dimly seen, floating high in the moon-drenched air. Lord Tadanao fell into a sentimental
reverie, seized by an emotion he had never before experienced in all his life as a daimyo; and he stood where he
was, unconscious of the passage of time, for almost an hour.
Suddenly he heard men’s voices. In the stillness which, until now, had held only the sad voices of insects, the
voices of men sounded. There were two people, it seemed, and as they talked they drew closer and closer to the
pavilion.
Lord Tadanao was loath to have the pleasant serenity of his feelings at this moment shattered by casual
intruders. But he could not, on this particular night, summon up sufficient indignation to have his page order the
men away. Gradually, still talking, they drew nearer. The interior of the pavilion was in darkness, untouched by
the light of the moon, and the two men could have had no idea that their lord was standing there. He felt no
curiosity to know who these intruders were. But as they came slowly nearer he could hardly help recognizing their
voices. The man who sounded a little the worse for drink was Onoda Ukon, the White commander in today’s
tournament. The other, the one with the sharp, nervous voice, was the deputy commander, Ōshima Sadayū, who
had been so quickly beaten to submission this day by Lord Tadanao. The two of them seemed to have been talking
for some time about the battle of the Reds and Whites.
This was Lord Tadanao’s first experience experience, since being born into this world as a daimyo, of the
strange fascination of eavesdropping, and, despite himself, he listened intently.
The two men had apparently halted by the spring, not more than six yards from the pavilion. Sadayū was
speaking, in a confidential tone.
“Tell me, what do you think of the master’s skill?”
Ukon’s reply was spoken with a certain jocular bitterness.
“Gossip about his lordship! It’s suicide for us both if we’re heard!”
“We gossip about the Shogun, too, on the sly. Come, what do you think? His lordship’s prowess in arms. …
What is your real opinion?” Sadyū sounded in earnest. He was completely silent for a moment, as if waiting
tensely for Ukon’s assessment.
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“Well, it’s as they say. He’s pretty good.” Ukon paused abruptly.
Lord Tadanao felt as if, for the very first time, he was hearing himself praised without deceit by a retainer. But
Ukon continued.
“I allowed him the victory, as usual, but I didn’t exactly exert myself.”
There was a significant silence, during which the two men were doubtless smiling wryly at each other.
Ukon’s words, naturally enough, had a devastating effect upon eavesdropping Lord Tadanao. A great whirl and
tumult of emotions suddenly raced within his breast. Lord Tadanao had never known this feeling before. It was as
if he had been trampled on and kicked from head to toe by muddy feet. His lips quivered, and the blood in every
vein of his body seemed to be boiling over and rushing to his head.
Ukon’s brief words, with their indescribable shock, had hurled Lord Tadanao down from the loftiest heights of
human dignity, from the pedestal on which he had stood exalted until this moment, and cast him ignominiously
into the dust. His mood was certainly near to violent rage. But it was very different from the violent rage which
stems from a heart bursting with superabundant strength. His anger raged furiously on the surface, but it arose
from the sudden creation, at the very core of his soul, of a terrible, desolate emptiness. He was overwhelmed by
the bitter discovery that the world was a fraud, that his whole life until now, and all his proud boasts, had been
built upon a false foundation.\fn{The greatest gift of the democratic concept is perhaps, in idealistic terms, its inherent honesty .}
For a moment he felt an urge to take the sword from his page boy’s hands and kill the two men on the spot; but
the strength for such desperate resolution was no longer within him. Besides, it would only double his
humiliation. For a lord to pride himself on false victories granted in flattery by his own retainers was shame and
folly enough. But was he to cut down these two men now and reveal to his whole household that he knew of his
own stupidity? Lord Tadanao fought against the tumult of emotions in his breast and tried to consider calmly what
course of action might be most fitting. But, because the experience had come upon him so unexpectedly, and
because, to make matters worse, Lord Tadanao was of such an excitable disposition, his emotions continued for
some considerable time longer in wild disorder, refusing to be arranged.
The page, who had been squatting at Lord Tadanao’s side all this while, as motionless as a piece of furniture,
was a boy of some intelligence, and he was not unaware of the critical nature of the present situation. If, he felt,
he failed to warn the two men of their master’s presence, there was no knowing what might happen. Noting in
alarm the thunderous expression on his master’s face, he coughed lightly, three times.
The page boy’s coughing was, on this occasion, most efficacious. Ukon and Sadayū, realizing that someone
was nearby, abruptly concluded their seditious conversation. As if at a prearranged signal, the two men hurriedly
departed in the direction of the great hall.
Lord Tadanao’s eyes were flashing with anger. But his cheeks were ominously pale. The whole world of
emotions in which he had lived since boyhood had gone wonderfully bankrupt at a word from Ukon.
As a child, in childish pastimes, he had always been cleverer than any of his companions. When he shot his toy
arrows he had always scored more bull’s-eyes than the others. During calligraphy classes the old teacher had
frequently patted him on the knee and praised his brushwork. These, and other such incidents, came momentarily
back to his mind now as unhappy memories.
It had been the same in military arts. As a swordsman, or with the spear, he had reached in an amazingly short
time the stage of defeating any of his retainers who offered to oppose him. And he had believed in himself right
up to this moment. He had had the firmest faith in his genuine ability. Just now, for instance, even while listening
to the derogatory remarks which Ukon and his friend were making behind his back, he had almost been able to
convince himself that this was merely their chagrin at defeat.
But when he had considered the circumstances under which they were spoken, he had known that Ukon’s
words were neither jest nor lie. Even Lord Tadanao, with all his buoyant self-confidence, had felt obliged to
accept what he heard as a statement of the honest truth.
Ukon’s words were with him still, echoing loudly in his mind. Lord Tadanao tried to calculate just how much
of each splendid feat today had been due to himself, and how much to deceit. But it was no use. And it was not
only about today that he would never now. Among all the countless victories and distinctions he had gained since
childhood, in every variety of contest or skill, he would never know what had been the proportion of reality and of
pretense. The thought was an agony, tearing at his heart. Not everything had been sham, he knew. Not all his
retainers had given him victories which were not his by right. No, by far the great majority of his opponents had
been fairly beaten. But the taint was there. Simply because there were people, insolent people, like Ukon and
Sadayū, every one of those past triumphs was not tainted with an aura of impurity. He felt himself beginning to
hate Ukon and Sadayū
But the wound went deeper. Even the glory he had won three months ago on the Osaka battlefield seemed now
no longer wholly credible. And as he recalled that fine title which had been his pride—“the Fan Kuai of Japan”—
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he began to wonder whether even this did not carry with it the sort of exaggeration which makes a man ridiculous.
He had been humored like a child by his retainers. Had he also been manipulated like a puppet by his grandfather?
At this thought Lord Tadanao’s eyes began at last to dim with tears.
3
The banquet continued informally long after Lord Tadanao departed, but when the castle bell tolled the hour of
midnight all the young warriors accepted it as a signal to rise and prepare to retire. At this moment, however, a
chamberlain came hurrying into the hall from the lord’s apartments.
“Gentlemen!” he cried, raising both arms for silence. “Your attention please! His lordship has this moment
ordered a change in the plans for tomorrow. In place of the hunt which he had previously announced, there will be
tomorrow, just as today, a great tournament of spearmanship. The time and the combat arrangements are to be as
before.
There were some who felt a little disgruntled at the prospect. There were some, too, who smiled to themselves.
His lordship, it seemed, was eager to enjoy today’s triumph in duplicate. But the majority, pleasantly exhilarated
by the wine, accepted the change with great good humor.
“Let it go on for days and days,” they cried. “All the more wine to celebrate on! Tomorrow, again, we can get
gloriously drunk.”
*
On the following day the castle drill-hall was once more swept spotlessly clean, and white and red awnings
were draped along its walls. Lord Tadanao, as before, occupied the seat of honor, but throughout the proceedings
he gnawed ceaselessly at his lower lip, and his eyes blazed.
There was little difference in the results of the contests. But, with yesterday’s victory or defeat still fresh in the
memory of each contestant, most of the bouts were, for one of the parties, battles to redeem lost honor, and a far
fiercer note was detectable in the shouting and challenges.
The Reds fared, if anything, even worse than they had on the previous day. When their commander, Lord
Tadanao, took the field, there remained sic members of the White team, including the commander and deputy
commander, who had not yet been called upon to fight.
Lord Tadanao displayed a curious tension which at once puzzled the spectators. He seemed almost delirious
with excitement as he stood there whirling his great leather-tipped spear wildly about his head. His first two
opponents approached him as gingerly as if they were feeling the region of an ulcer, but were quickly dealt savage
blows which sent them reeling to the floor. The next two were no less overawed by their lord’s terrible ardor, and
offered only a formal show of resistance.
The fifth to appear was Ōshima Sadayū. Sadyū entertained certain private misgivings, slight though they were,
as to the causes which underlay Lord Tadanao’s seemingly eccentric behavior this day. Of course, he did not
imagine for one moment that it might have been his lord himself who had been standing nearby the previous
night, listening to that conversation. But he did wonder, a little anxiously, whether the owner of that cough, which
had sounded last night in the darkness of the garden, might not have reported what he had heard. It was with a
bow of even more than usual solemnity that he now saluted his lord.
“So it’s you, Sadayū!” Lord Tadanao gave the impression of a man striving to sound unconcerned. But his
voice was strangely shrill.
“Sadayū! Be it sword or spear, unless it is a real sword or a real spear we can never know our true skills.
Combats with leather-capped practice spears are fake combats. If we can lose without suffering injury, then we
may, perhaps, permit ourselves to lose too easily! Tadanao is tired of false battles. I propose to use the spear which
served me so well at the siege of Osaka. And it is my wish that you, too, shall this time face me with a naked
weapon in your hands. You are not to think of me as your lord. If you see an opening, strike without hesitation!”
Lord Tadanao’s eyes smoldered with rage and his voice trembled as he spoke these last few words. Sadayū
paled. Onoda Ukon, too, standing a little behind Sadayū, grew pale.
The family retainers in the spectators’ seats were completely at a loss to understand what possessed Lord
Tadanao. Many were seized with a sudden fear that their master had lost his reason.
Lord Tadanao had had his fits of temper before this. He was, by nature, highly strung, and there were times
when he was excessively rude. But he had never, in the slightest degree, shown himself tyrannical or cruel.
Observing Lord Tadanao’s behavior today, his retainers were, not unnaturally, aghast.
But, although it was true that in calling for the use of real weapons Lord Tadanao was activated by a
consuming hatred of Sadayū and Ukon, he was moved also by the hope that at last he might discover what were
his true capabilities. If obliged to face up to a real spear, even these two might not so readily suffer defeat. They
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would use every art they knew to defend themselves. And then he would know the truth about his own skill. He
might, of course, have himself to admit defeat. But even that, he felt, was infinitely better and cleaner that
foolishly exulting over a prearranged victory.
“Ho, there! Get ready a spear!” At Lord Tadanao’s order—so promptly that it seemed they must have been well
prepared in advance—two small page boys brought forward a great spear, seemingly no easy weight for them to
carry, and laid it between Lord Tadanao and his retainer.
“Sadayū, use that!” said Lord Tadanao, and at the same moment he removed the sheath from the blade of his
own trusted, six-yard weapon. The murderous glint leaping from the seven inches of steel tip, the work of the
master spearsmith Bingo Sadakané, cast an oppressive chill upon the spirits of the whole assembly. At the
uncovering of the blade Senior Councilor Honda Tosa, who had chosen to overlook his lord’s behavior until now,
rose suddenly from his place and hastened before Lord Tadanao.
“My lord, have you taken leave of your senses? To expose your valued person in such reckless sport with
naked weapons, and to court injury from your own retainers! If the Shogun hears of this it will be no light matter!
I beseech you to desist.” The councilor wrinkled his old, tired eyes and pleaded desperately.
“Old man, it is useless to interfere,” said Lord Tadanao, with an air of stern finality. “I am resolved upon
fighting today with real weapons, even if it cost me Tadanao’s three-and-a-half-million-bushel province. It is
utterly impossible to stop me.” There was a crushing authority in his manner, and one might as well have sought
to argue away the autumn frosts. Thus absolute in his own household, was the will of Lord Tadanao. The
councilor offered no further advice and retired dispiritedly.
Sadayū had already made up his mind to raise no objection. This he was now convinced, was a punishment for
his talk last night, which must have reached the ears of his master, and there was nothing further to be said. As a
retainer he had no alternative but to accept his punishment. And when he considered that it was to be administered
secretly, under the pretext of a contest with naked weapons, he even felt that in this Lord Tadanao was showing
him considerable favor. To die on his lord’s spear would be an atonement, a noble death, and it was now his only
wish.
“My lord,” he said firmly, “no matter with the weapons, Sadayū is ready to oppose you.”
There was a murmur of disapproval from the spectators at Sadayū’s disloyal presumption. Lord Tadanao smile
bitterly.
“Well then, you are a true retainer of Lord Tadanao. But do not think of me as your lord. If my guard is down,
do not hesitate. Strike!” Lord Tadanao withdrew five or six yards, brandishing his spear as he spoke, and took up
his position.
Sadayū now picked up the spear brought by the pages and removed the sheath from its blade.
“Your pardon!” he cried. And he stood at the ready, facing his lord.
All eyes were fixed upon the scene in dreadful fascination and horror. The watchers sat tensed and breathless,
as if entranced, following every move in the battle being fought to a finish between master and man.
Lord Tadanao was obsessed by one thought. If he could only find out—find out with certainty—the real extent
of his strength and skill, he could want nothing more. He was not conscious of himself as daimo of a province,
nor did he think of his opponent as a retainer. He merely fought, with courage and determination.
But Sadayū had, from the outset, determined the issue. After three brief exchanges he took the point of Lord
Tadanao’s spear high on his left thigh, toppled backward, and crashed to the floor.
The spectators, one and all, heaved a deep sigh of relief. The body of the wounded Sadayū was quickly borne
from the arena by a group of his colleagues.
Lord Tadanao, however, felt no joy of victory. Sadayū’s defeat, he saw only too clearly, was of the same selfinflicted variety as his defeat of yesterday, and in Lord Tadanao’s heart there was now an aching loneliness far
worse, even, than last night’s words had brought. The realization that the wretched Sadayū was ready to feed his
lord with false victories, even if it cost him his very life, had reimplanted at the core of Lord Tadanao’s being,
even more deeply than before, his terrible uneasiness, loneliness, and sense of lost faith. He felt bitterly toward his
true inner self which, even if he imperiled his own person and sacrificed the lives of his retainers, he could never
know.
At Sadayū’s fall upon had taken up the discarded spear; with this in his hand, he now stood at the ready. He
showed no trace of fear. His face, it is true, was pale, but the eyes glowed with fierce resolution.
Lord Tadanao felt that Ukon at least, the man who had dared to speak so frankly last night, would surely offer
a determined resistance, and, summoning back his will to fight, which had been fast evaporating, he turned to face
him.
But Ukon, no less than Sadayū, was deeply moved by a sense of his own guilt. And he too was resolved to
expiate his crime upon his lord’s spear.
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In the course of five or six exchanges Lord Tadanao noticed that his opponent repeatedly contrived to leave the
vital region of his breast unguarded. This fellow too, he realized with a sudden mortifying return of his sense of
loneliness, was prepared to throw away his very life to cheat his lord to the end. The idea of vanquishing an
opponent who thus artfully assisted him was a sickening absurdity.
But Ukon, as if sensing that he must accomplish his wish without further delay, suddenly maneuvered his body
into the path of a feint from Lord Tadanao’s spear, and was pierced through the right shoulder.
Lord Tadanao had most wonderfully vented his rancor of last night. But it had merely created a new sadness in
his heart. Both Ukon and Sadayū, at the risk of their own lives, had maintained their pretense.
When Lord Tadanao heard late that night that the wounded Ukon and Sadayū, upon being carried to their
respective homes, had both, at a chosen time ripped open their stomachs,\fn{ In an act of ritual suicide.} he lapsed into
a mood of even deeper despondency.
Lord Tadanao pondered the matter carefully. Between these men and himself there stretched a solid, dividing
tissue of deceit. This tissue, this barrier of pretense, they were striving desperately to keep in existence. The
pretense was no idle one: it was something to which they were irrevocably committed. Today, with his naked
spear, Lord Tadanao had made a supreme effort to pierce this tissue, but these men had repaired the gaps at once
with their blood. And now, between himself and his retainers, the tissue stretched as intact as ever. Beyond it men
were living as men, in genuine human relationships with each other. But if any of those men turned for a moment
to face their lord, they at once dropped down before themselves this protective tissue of pretense. As Lord
Tadanao suddenly realized that on this side of the barrier there was absolutely no one but himself, the terrible
sense of loneliness redoubled its strength and invaded every corner of his being.
4
The alarming intelligence that, since the day of the contests, the master had become increasingly subject to fits
of evil temper soon made Lord Tadanao an object of terror to everyone in the castle. When on duty in their
master’s presence the page boys hardly dared breathe, their eyes started from their heads, and they would avoid
the slightest unnecessary movement. Even the companions of honor took care to stand most particularly upon
protocol, never moving a step in advance of, nor take a step of greater length than, their lord. The feeling of ease
which had existed to a considerable degree between master the retainers was completely lost, and the prospect of
an audience with the lord filled one and all with gloomy apprehension. On withdrawing from his presence the
retainers would feel physically and mentally exhausted, as never before.
The deterioration in this relationship was not remarked solely by the retainers. One day, when a companion of
honor brought him a letter from the family councilors, Lord Tadanao noticed that the man was preparing to crawl
to him on his knees from a point some four or five steps away.
“Don’t be afraid to come close,” he said. “There’s no need for all that ceremony.”
“But this was really spoken less in friendliness than in irritation. The retainer was sufficiently encouraged by
the remark to make an effort to recover some of his old sense of ease. But it was as self-conscious easiness, and
underneath there was still a hard core of restraint.
Ever since the contests with naked spears Lord Tadanao had refrained, as completely as if he had forgotten
their existence, from any form of practice in the military arts. It was not simply that he discontinued the
tournaments, tournaments which had been held so regularly that they had seemed almost like a part of the daily
routine; he was never even seen to take a dummy sword or spear in his hand.
He had been bursting with martial pride, but always gentle; rough-mannered, but basically a most innocent and
harmless young lord. Now that he had abruptly withdrawn his interest from swordplay and archery he devoted
more and more of his days to drinking. Though he had been addicted to wine since early youth, it had never
adversely affected his behavior. Now, as he drained cup after cup, day after day, signs of dissipation and
disorderliness began slowly to appear.
*
It was at a banquet one night. Lord Tadanao was in an unusually cheerful mood. His favorite page boy, Masuda
Kannosuké ventured to make a remark while replenishing his lord’s great wine cup.
“Why have we not seen your lordship lately in the military drill-hall?” he asked. “We wonder whether your
lordship’s satisfaction over your recent exploits has not made you negligent.” By speaking in this way Kannosuké
fancied that he was demonstrating, clearly enough, a friendly concern for his master.
Lord Tadanao went white with rage. Seizing a tray for wine cups which lay at his side he hurled it with the
speed of an arrow toward Kannosuké’s face. The violence was unexpected, and Kannosuké blanched; but, rigidly
trained as he was in the code of loyalty, he made no attempt to dodge. He took the impact of the tray full on the
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font of his face, and fell prostrate where he was, the blood slowly trickling down his pallid cheeks.
Lord Tadanao rose without so much as a word and went straight to his quarters.
A group of fellow pages ran to Kannosuké’s assistance and gently raised him. Kannosuké, excusing himself
from further duty that night on a plea of sickness, retired to his lodgings, and before the dawn of the new day he
committed suicide.
When Lord Tadanao heard the news he only smiled, sadly and bitterly.
Some ten days after this event Lord Tadanao was playing Gobang with his old family councilor Koyama
Tango. The old man and Lord Tadanao ranked equal in Gobang, but over the last two or three years the councilor
had tended to lose his touch. Today he was defeated three times running.
“My lord,” he said, with a good-natured smile, “lately you have become exceedingly proficient. An old man
like myself is no longer a match for you.”
Lord Tadanao had been in good spirits until now, apparently highly pleased at his run of victories, but at
Tango’s words an expression of melancholy stole across his face; and then, suddenly, he rose and viciously kicked
over the small Gobang table set between himself and his opponent. The white and black ivory pieces arrayed on
the table flew off in all directions, and one or two struck Tango in the face.
Why his lord should burst into such a fury, especially when he was winning, was something which Tango was
utterly unable to understand. As Lord Tadanao was walking from the room the old man caught at the hem of his
overskirts and addressed him in a voice which quavered uncontrollably.
“What are you doing? Is your lordship out of his mind? For what reason does he offer such insults to Tango?”
Indignation at the impropriety of this treatment blazed uncontrollably in the old man’s stubborn breast.
But Lord Tadanao was not in the least moved by the old man’s anger. With a curt exclamation he pushed away
the hand that clutched at his overskirts and abruptly walked through to his private apartments.
The old man’s eyes filled with tears. He was mortified that the lord to whose upbringing since his earliest days
he had devoted such loving care should have thus outrageously insulted him. As he recalled the respect and
kindness shown him by Lord Tadanao’s father during his lifetime, he bitterly repented that he had ever lived on to
know such shame. The idea of faking defeats on the Gobang board to flatter his lord was a servile notion which
would never for one moment have entered Tango’s honest head.
But by this time Lord Tadanao had come to interpret every act and gesture of his retainers in only one light.
That day, on returning to his house, the old man put on formal robes and, with due observation of ceremony,
plunged a dagger into his wrinkled stomach, thus ending an existence which had become too shameful to bear.
*
Rumors of Lord Tadanao’s disorderly conduct gradually spread throughout and beyond his domains.
Lord Tadanao, avid for victories of any sort, had always been an enthusiastic player of board games, finding
real satisfaction in demonstrating to himself his superior skill, but after this incident he suddenly desisted from
such pastimes.
It was natural under the circumstances that Lord Tadanao’s mode of life should grow gradually more wild and
uncouth. Within the castle he did nothing but eat, drink, and make love. When abroad his sole pastime was
hunting. He hunted birds on the moors and beasts in the mountains. Birds an dbeasts did not, simply because it
was the master of the province come to hunt them, rush voluntarily within range of Lord Tadanao’s arrows. Away
from the world of men, in the world of nature, Lord Tadanao felt refreshed, as if he had escaped from behind that
barrier of deceit.
5
Lord Tadanao until now had always listened attentively to the advice of his senior councilors. At the age of
thirteen, when he was still known only by his boyhood name of Nagayoshimaru, he had been called to the bedside
of his dying father, and his father had said: “When I am gone listen carefully to whatever the councilors say.
Think of their words as if they were your father’s.”
But lately he had begun to place a perverse interpretation upon every word they uttered, even if it concerned
matters of the fief’s administration. If his councilors recommended a person for a certain post and lauded his
abilities, Lord Tadanao felt convinced the man must be an impostor, and he would stubbornly refuse to make use
of the man’s services. If his councilors complained of a person’s conduct and strongly urged punishment by house
arrest, Lord Tadanao felt convinced of the man’s honesty and usefulness, and he would forbid them to issue, at
any time, an order for his detention.
The harvest throughout the Echizen fief was leaner this year than it had ever been in recent memory, and this
imposed severe hardships upon the peasantry. The councilors appeared before Lord Tadanao in strength and
pleaded for some alleviation of the burden of rice taxation. But the more eloquently they expounded their case,
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the more distasteful to Lord Tadanao grew the idea of acting upon it. In his heart he sympathized with the
peasants. It was simply the thought of doing what his councilors wished him to do which troubled him. They
droned on with their lengthy explanations until Lord Tadanao could bear it no more.
“No!” he thundered. “I say it cannot be done, and you will do as I say!” Why he refused was something he did
not clearly understand himself.
The emotional impasse between master and retainers continued unresolved, and meanwhile rumors of the Lord
of Echizen’s eccentric behavior reached even the innermost council rooms of the Shogunate at Edo.
But Lord Tadanao’s distemper now proceeded little by little to gnaw its way into more fundamental
compartments of his life.
One night Lord Tadanao had been drinking steadily from an early hour in the privacy of his own rooms,
accompanied only by a small group of his favorite ladies of the bedchamber. Included in the group was the girl
called Kinuno, a beauty procured for him from faraway Kyoto, who had recently come to monopolize the whole
of Lord Tadanao’s amorous passion and affection.
The evening light had faded, the dark hours had slipped by, midnight was almost come, and still Lord Tadanao
drank on. For the ladies, who did not drink, the time had been occupied solely in the monotonous and endlessly
repeated business of keeping their lord’s cup replenished.
Lord Tadanao suddenly roused himself from his dim-eyed, half-drunken torpor and glanced across at the
dearly cherished Kinuno, seated there in attendance upon him. But these nightly drinking sessions had seemingly
exhausted her. In the ver presence of her lord she appeared to have lost all consciousness of what she was doing.
Those superb double-folded eyelids were slowly falling and Kinuno was about to slip drowsily away to a moment
of sleep.
As he gazed intently into her face Lord Tadanao was seized by yet a new anxiety. He thought he saw there,
clearly revealed in that unguarded weariness of expression, all the sadness of a woman at the beck and call of a
great lord whose power is absolute, a woman unable for one moment of the day to exercise her own will, moving
only to her master’s wishes, like a puppet.
Lord Tadanao considered things further. It was unlikely that this woman, any more than other people, felt any
genuine affection for him. Her smiles, her alluring glances—these were all tricks of art, things which had no deep
significance. Having been sold, body and soul, for a sum which made any refusal on her part impossible, and set
down, whether she liked it or not, to serve a great and powerful daimyo she had no choice but to act as she did.
Her last chance of escape from the misery of her present situation lay in doing everything she conceivably could
to win the affection of that powerful person who controlled her fate.
But it was not only this woman whose love Lord Tadanao now questioned. He began to wonder whether any
single woman, among all those others he had loved in his life, had ever loved him in return.
He had lately become increasingly aware that throughout his life he had been denied the normal, everyday
sympathy which men feel for their fellow beings. He had never known even the sympathy extended to a friend.
From his childhood days number of page boys of his own age had been selected to keep him company. But they
had not associated with Lord Tadanao as friends. They had merely offered submission., Lord Tadanao had loved
them. But they had never returned that love. They had been merely submissive, from a high sense of duty.
And what, if this was the nature of his friendships, was he to think of his relationships with the opposite sex?
Since early youth he had had about him, at his disposal, many beautiful women. Lord Tadanao had loved them
But how many had loved him back? Though Lord Tadanao had given them love they had not offered love in
return. They had merely offered him their submission. Just that. He had still about him, in his service, a large
number of these human creatures. But, in place of human feeling for a fellow human, they offered only that one
token—submission.
It had become clear to Lord Tadanao that he received submission as a substitute for love, submission for
friendship, and submission for kindness. Of course, there might have been cases, somewhere in the midst of all
this, of true love based on human feeling, of true friendship, and of sincere kindness. But these, as Lord Tadanao
tried to recall them in his present frame of mind, became hopelessly confused in the general pattern. The
ramifications of that one word, submission, seemed to have robbed him of all else. A man raised by his fellows
one degree above the normal world of human feeling, a man in daily association with a multitude of retainers, yet
conscious of complete isolation—that was Lord Tadanao.
He saw that even his home life, the life he lived in the intimacy of these rooms, had been a dreariness of
solitude. The impurity of every love he had ever known from women seemed now clearly revealed. If ever he had
set his heart on a woman she had gratified his wishes to the full, without hesitation. But, for her, this had had
nothing to do with love. It had been simply the fulfillment of a duty, the retainer’s duty to the master. He was sick
and tired of receiving dutiful submission in the place of love.
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*
From this time there was a change in the settled pattern of Lord Tadanao’s private life, corresponding with the
change in other spheres. He began to think that, instead of the usual passive puppets, he should like to love some
more spirited, resilient type of woman. If such a woman loved him in return, well and good. But, even if she did
not, at least she would show some resistance. She would treat him like a human being.
By way of experiment he caused a succession of the daughters of his more highly placed retainers to be sent to
him in his apartments. But to these women, too, Lord Tadanao’s words were simply the words of the lord of the
castle, and they did as they were told in complete resignation, as if obeying an order which it was beyond
anyone’s power to question. Feeling only the nobility of their own sacrifice, like maidens offering themselves
upon the altar of some awesome divinity, they lay down beside Lord Tadanao. And Lord Tadanao, even as he held
them in his arms, felt not the slightest sense of illicit pleasure.
After things had continued for some time in this unsatisfactory state it occurred to Lord Tadanao that he might
achieve better results from women already promised to some particular person in marriage. Surely they, at least,
might resist, if only a little. Accordingly he obliged a selection of the girls in his household who were shortly to be
married to attend him. But these too proved a disappointment. They held the will of their lord to be absolute, and
they offered their services to Lord Tadanao in untroubled serenity, as to someone quite distinct from the human
male.
From about this time criticism of Lord Tadanao’s unseemly conduct began to be voiced even among the lord’s
own retainers. But Lord Tadanao’s disorder had not yet run its course.
The experiment with girls promised in marriage having brought no relief, he proceeded to an even more
shocking defiance of morality. He ascertained, by private enquiries, which of the wives of his retainers in the
Echizen fief possessed the greatest beauty and most lovable dispositions; he summoned three of these ladies, as if
on urgent business, to the castle; and he refused to return them to their husbands.
To many this action seemed the final, incontrovertible proof that his lordship was truly mad. The husbands
made repeated entreaties to Lord Tadanao, but their wives were not returned to them. The senior councilors
strongly urged their lord to reconsider an action so manifestly inhuman; but the more loudly they remonstrated,
the more pleasure Lord Tadanao derived from persevering in his project.
The three retainers whose wives had been stolen soon discovered the true nature of the cruel deceit practiced
upon them by Lord Tadanao. Two of them, apparently believing that even this sort of thing did not absolve them
from their samurai duty of obedience, thereupon committed suicide.
When notification of their deaths arrived, forwarded from the district inspectors, Lord Tadanao drained at a
gulp the cup of wine he was holding, smiled wearily, and said nothing. The members of his household, however,
were loud in their expressions of sympathy and admiration for the two deceased retainers. “True faithful
warriors!” “Magnificent deaths!—their eulogies even included phrases of this kind. But, as for the cause of these
two noble deaths, there was no one who thought of this as anything but a heaven-sent mischance, a visitation of
ineluctable fate.
Now that these two were dead the attention of the whole household was concentrated upon the solitary injured
husband who lived on, a man called Asamizu Yojirō. There were many who bewailed the cowardice of a fellow
whose wife had been stolen and who yet hesitated to plunge a dagger into his stomach.
Four or five days later the man himself appeared abruptly at the castle and informed the reception official that
he desired an audience with Lord Tadanao. The official did his best to dissuade him.
“Whatever has happened, the other party is your lord. If you were to see him now it could only result in your
attempting revenge. His lordship has behaved most improperly, and we all realize that. But, whatever he has done,
he remains your lord.”
But Yojirō was insistent.
“That is as it may be,” he flashed back, “but I request an audience. I must see Lord Tadanao, whatever the
consequences. Please forward my application.”
The official, left with no choice, passed on the request to a councilor who was then conducting some business
in the anteroom.
“This Yojirō fellow seems to have lost his wits,” muttered the old councilor when he had heard the official’s
explanation. “His lordship has used him badly, but in a case like this the proper thing for a retainer to do is to
register his protest by a formal suicide. The other two understood that perfectly, but his losing his wife seme3s to
have completely deranged Yojirō’s mind. I had thought better of him.”
Still grumbling away to himself the councilor summoned a page boy and, with evident distaste, communicated
the request to Lord Tadanao.
Lord Tadanao’s reaction was surprisingly good-natured.
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“What!” he cried. “Has Yojirō come to see me? This is indeed a welcome visit. Show him in at once! The
audience is granted.” He was shouting loudly but his features were animated, for the first time in many days, by a
flickering, playful smile.
Moments later, Yojirō, lean and wasted like a sick dog, appeared before Lord Tadanao,. The man seemed to
have worn himself out in the last few days by the intensity of his anguish: he was deathly pale, and the expression
on his face was sullen and murderous. His eyes were streaked with lines of red.
For the first time in his life Lord Tadanao saw before him an Echizen retainer revealing in his looks, without
any attempt at concealment, his true feelings toward him.
“So, it’s you, Yojirō. Come closer!” Lord Tadanao spoke amiably. He felt somehow that he was now dealing as
one human being with another, and he was even conscious of a kind of affectionate yearning for Yojirō. It was as
if the barrier separating lord from retainer had been removed, and he and Yojirō now faced each other directly,
simply as fellow men.
Yojirō slid himself forward on his knees over the smooth straw matting until he was only a few steps from his
master, and then cried out, in a voice which might have risen from a tormented soul in the depths of hell.
“My lord! Even the code of loyalty is a trifle beside the great law of humanity! You have stolen my wife, and
this is how I show my hatred!”
With the speed of a swallow in flight he sprang to his feet and rushed upon Lord Tadanao. A blade gleamed in
his right hand. Even so, Lord Tadanao was too agile for his attacker. He caught the upraised arm with consummate
ease, twisted it, and forced Yojirō to the floor. An attendant, acting with what he imagined to be considerable tact,
took Lord Tadanao’s great sword from the boy sword-bearer and proffered it to his master. But Lord Tadanao
brusquely pushed the man back.
“Yojirō! It is you alone who have shown yourself a true warrior!” He released his hold on Yojirō’s arm as he
spoke.
Yojirō, still grasping the dagger, did not even raise his head, but prostrated himself in submission.
“Your wife, too, refused on every occasion to comply with my wishes. In this household of mine you are
indeed rare creatures!” Lord Tadanao broke into loud and joyous laughter.
Yojirō’s rebellion had offered Lord Tadanao double cause for rejoicing. First, he had been sincerely hated as a
man, even to the point of an attempt on his life, and this gave him the feeling that he had been permitted for the
first time to step down into the world of human beings. Secondly, he had been attacked in full earnestness by a
man reputed to be the foremost swordsman in the whole fief, and he had most convincingly beaten down that
attack. He could not believe that there was in this victory, at least, any element of deceit. He was able once more,
untroubled by the doubts which had plagued him so long, to savor his old sense of exultation in victory. Lord
Tadanao felt as if a gap had opened in the oppressive cloud of melancholy which had settled of late about his life,
and he had caught a glimpse of the radiance beyond.
Not only did he permit Yojirō, who begged piteously that his lord’s vengeance might fall on him alone, to
depart without a word of reproof, but he at once gave Yojirō’s wife her liberty.
Lord Tadanao’s joy, however, was short-lived.
On their first night at home after returning from the castle Yojirō and his wife, resting their heads close
together on their pillows, killed themselves. For what reason they died was not made clear, but it was perhaps
from a sense of shame, in that Yojirō had raised his hand against their hereditary lord, or perhaps because they
were overwhelmed with gratitude at Lord Tadanao’s merciful kindness in granting them their lives.
However that may have been, Lord Tadanao heard the news with not the slightest gratification. Even Yojirō’s
armed attack upon him, viewed in the light of his subsequent suicide, seemed to Lord Tadanao to have been a
strangely incredible act. He wondered whether it had been no more than a calculated attempt to achieve a noble
death at the hands of the master. If this were so, then Lord Tadanao’s amazing feat in seizing Yojirō’s arm before
he could strike and forcing him to yield was not so very different from those amazing victories over the enemy
commanders in the battles of the Reds and the Whites. After a little more of such reflection Lord Tadanao lapsed
once more into a state of black despair.
The steady worsening of Lord Tadanao’s disorder from this point is just as recorded in the histories. In time he
was not only casually murdering his own retainers but he reached the point of imprisoning and putting to the
sword numbers of completely innocent countryfolk. The Tale of The Stone Chopping-Block in particular, a story
which has come down to us over the centuries in oral tradition, still produces in the listener a shudder of aversion.
But, if Lord Tadanao perpetrated such cruelties, it may well have been because his retainers failed to treat Lord
Tadanao as a human being, and Lord Tadanao, on his side, ended by treating his retainers in the same way.
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But his outrageous behavior was not to continue without end. While Lord Tadanao, in Echizen, proceeded
freely from excess to excess, in Edo the Shogun’s ministers Lords Doi Toshikatsu and Nonda Masazumi were
privately revolving plans for his overthrow. Frontal measures against so hotheaded a daimyo, and one, moreover,
who was closely related to the Tokugawa family, might have given rise to a serious disturbance. Accordingly, the
ministers decided to send Lord Tadanao’s mother, who had taken Buddhist vows and was now known as the nun
Seiryo, on a mission to Echizen to convey indirectly the resolve of the Shogun’s household.
Lord Tadanao received his mother, whom he had not seen for many years, with great affection. And, strangely
enough, when told of the Shogun’s desire to dispossess him, he cheerfully signified his compliance, and very soon
after, abandoning his great fief as calmly as if it had been a pair of outworn straw sandals, he set off for his place
of exile, the town of Funai in northern Kyūshū.
On his way, at Tsuruga, he formally took Buddhist orders and assumed the priestly name of Ippaku. This was
in the fifth month of the year 1623, when Lord Tadanao was a little past thirty years of age.
From Funai he later moved to Tsumori, another town in the same province of Bungo, and at this place, on a
small fifty-thousand-bushel fief granted him for his maintenance by the Shogunate, he passed the remainder of his
days uneventfully, dying in 1650 at the age of fifty-six.
No systematic account of Lord Tadanao’s life in this latter period has been transmitted to us. But the lord of
Funai Castle, Takenaka Shigé-tsugu, whose duty it was to watch over Lord Tadanao, caused his retainers to keep a
record of the exile’s behavior to be forwarded to the Shogun’s minister Lord Doi Toshikatsu, and this small
volume, entitled Report on the Conduct of Lord Tadanao, survives. The following is an excerpt:
… Since his removal to Tsumori in this province, Lord Tadanao has passed his days quietly, showing no signs of
violent disposition. His lordship has frequently remarked that when he lost his great family heritage he felt only an
immense relief, as if he had awakened from a bad dream. He prays that he may never, in any future reincarnation, be
born again as lord of a province. Though surrounded by vast numbers of people, he avows that he very often
experienced the torments of a soul fallen into a hell of solitude. Concerning the matter of his dispossession, he appears
to harbor no resentment toward anyone. … At times of relaxation he occasionally invites a village elder or a priest to a
game of Gobang in his private rooms. It had beren previously rumored that, when absorbed in this pastime, his lordship
was prone to fits of temper more terrible than the tantrums of King Chou of the Yin dynasty, but of such behavior there
had been no sign. When, on one occasion, the priest Rono of the okon\fn{ The first letter of this word is missing in the
text.} Temple, a person with whom his lordship has established a particularly cordial relationship, ventured to remark
that “Any man who had a fief of 3,350,000 bushels would have been tempted to model his behavior on the tyrant Chou
—it was no fault of your lordship’s,” Lord Tadanao merely laughed and was not in the least angry. Of late His Lordship
has called into his presence even lowborn peasants and townspeople, and he appears to take great pleasure in listening
to their rough and unaffected talk. When people observe his respectful bearing on all occasions, the consideration with
which he treats his attendants, and his constant solicitude for the welfare of the ordinary people on his estate, they never
cease to wonder that this was the lawless monster who lost his family a province of 3,350,000 bushels. …

130.158 Brother And Sister\fn{by Muro Saisei (1888-1962)} Kanazawa, Ishikawa Prefecture, Japan (M) 7
The whole year long Akaza lived half naked by the river.
He had a labor gang, and he went down to the river even in winter and worked from the shelter until the
Chichibu Mountains were lost in the darkness. There was a stone hearth in the shelter. In cold weather, carp were
good in sweet bean soup. In Spring Akaza would cast his net after red-striped dace. Skewered on bamboo splints
from the rock-baskets, they would sizzle over the fire. Dace with their bellies swollen with eggs—he would
devour bones and all. He seldom shared his catch with the men. If they were so hungry, let them have a try
themselves—and he would point at the net with his jaw.
When Akaza’s gang built a jetty, his eye for packing rocks into the baskets had its effect. Even when the river,
swollen from the thaws or the early-summer rains, tore at its banks for days on end, his baskets were seldom
washed away. Supervising the process from one of the rock-boats, he would order the larger stones thrown in first
and smaller stones packed in until there were no empty spaces.
“Throw them in as hard as you can. It isn’t the rocks, it’s the feel you have for packing them. If you’re so
damned tired, just dry your shirt and go on home.” So Akaza would shout at them. One after another he dismissed
laborers who showed signs of laziness. “Your undershirt’s dry. I don’t remember that I’ve been able to go through
life myself with a dry undershirt. You’re not working for me any more.” Before the morning sun had turned the
stones white he would be out to see who was at work early, and whoever showed up five minutes late would have
no work that day. “I’ve got my rules too.” Tools over his shoulder, the fellow would go back up the dike and on to
the house he had just left. Akaza had no time for such fools.
He had other things to do: he would oversee the loading of the seven boats, dive naked into the river to see that
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the stakes were properly driven, have a round of the bank to inspect the basket-weaving, stop the boats in midriver, and work out the number of baskets assigned to the various depths. On one of his boats a three-pronged
spear with a long bamboo handle was always ready. When he caught sight of a young trout, almost the color of
the water, his spear would plunge, thrust forward another six inches or so, and come up with the fish, its mouth
open in disbelief, its head a deep green, wriggling on the three strong points. A flip of a trout’s tail sends needles
up the arm. One slap from Akaza, however, and the trout lay still I his hand like a woman’s foot.
Even at the bottom of the river the workers were unable to cheat. Under Akaza’s watchful eye they would dive,
come up for air, dive again. In early spring the river too would seem to have come into leaf. Small fish and even
the rocks would be a pleasant green for the season. Annoyed at something, Akaza would plunge into the water,
give one of the men a shove or a rap on the head, send down the big rocks for the paving that is so important in
breaking a current. That hoarse voice seldom stopped. However strong the undercurrent, Akaza would plunge
down through it, slender as a flatfish. None of the workers was longer-winded than he. In the water they had a
healthy respect for that angry face, but once out again, Akaza would be in good spirits. He thought it less a river
of which he was master than a lake he had built for himself.
On payday twice a month his wife Riki appeared at the shelter—so quiet and understanding a woman that she
was known as “the saint.” Riki would show no mercy in an argument, however: “That’s the sort of person he is,
and you’ll just have to take him for what he is. No amount of talking will make him listen to what he doesn’t want
to hear.”
But Akaza would only snort and turn away.
The payment was remarkably precise for river work. Riki avoided the usual trimming of fractions. She added
to her popularity by paying for job-work in advance, and when on payday she came over the dike with packages
of biscuits the rough laborers would all wave at her. Gathered around for the ri afternoon team, they would chatter
happily, and as they put their money inside their shirts or wrapped it in kerchiefs the river rang with their voices.
Akaza only received a report from his wife. He had long made it a practice to leave money matter to her. Even
during tea he would stare at the river cutting between its two banks. He had come to work. As is the way with men
who work in the sun, he was sunburned even to his eyes—eyes that seemed to have been made for the river. When
the river was high from days of rain he would go out to gaze at the boiling, muddy waters. Turned sadly on the
river, his eyes would cloud over. The boats would be high against the dike, and the whole expanse under muddy
waters that had washed away the shelter. However much he might command the respect of his fellows, Akaza
could do nothing now. He had lived with the river since he was six, he was a full-fledged stoneman at fourteen, he
came to manhood with his feet lacerated by bamboo splints. Even so, the terror of the flood was new each year.
How did it manage to take away a hundred massive rock-baskets? Since he had become his own master at
nineteen. He had seen his baskets go in less than a year. Yet those at the bottom of the river always remained.
“Akaza’s baskets,” his colleagues would say admiringly.
“Has Mon come home yet?” he would ask as Riki was about to leave. His voice showed no emotion.
“Not yet.”
“Has Insouké gone to work?”
“He’s asleep, just as you left him.”
“No good in him.”
With that Akaza would turn and walk off toward the men, back at their posts. He carried himself in powerful
strides, the stout walk of a stout man.
Akaza had three children. Inosuké ws undeniably Akaza’s son, but though he was now twenty-seven and had
finished his apprenticeship and become a stonecutter in his own right, he was not a hard worker, and it was hard to
imagine where he found the dubious women he was always having trouble with. Even among accomplished
stonecutters no one cold do an epitaph quite as Inosuké could. He would have made good money if he had worked
steadily, but he would work for a week or so, go off with the money, and not be seen for some days. The horns
and the streetcars of Asakusa were in his ears, and his sister Mon, though perhaps not in exactly those words.
Presently he would return, go to work, and leave again when he had a little money. He listened to nothing Riki
said, and he managed to be out of the house when his father came home in the evening.
Inosuké had two sisters, both younger than he. The older was Mon. She had gone to work as a maid in a Tokyo
temple and had struck up a liaison with a student. When she became pregnant he fled to the provinces and she
heard no more from him. She took lover after lover, and soon was doing the rounds of Tokyo as a barmaid. She
came home not once in six months, and when she did appear she would lie sprawled on the floor, breathing in
noisy, sluggish gasps, and order Riki about. Riki would grumble a little: the child had her troubles, but couldn’t
she let well enough alone? Riki’s manner suggested revulsion, and at the same time it suggested the deepest pity
as she cooked the things Mon liked and left her to sleep as she would. Mon slept until her face was blanched from
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sleep. She never got a decent night’s sleep, it would seem. Riki thought she understood. Inosuké too, back fromhis
nights out, would sleep the whole day through, as though he meant to sleep himself to extinction. When one or the
other finally awoke, he would prop himself drowsily up and, eyes still narrow from sleep, look dully at the
bustling Riki. Occasionally it occurred to Inosuké that he would have to leave home if she were to collapse from
overwork. He would then look at her with real compassion, but he soon managed to forget the matter.
And Mon would say: “At least I’ll never bother you for money.” To her that seemed to be the most important
question.
A year had passed when Kobata, her student friend, came calling at Akaza’s house. Mon was working in
Tokyo, but as usual she had left no address. She had only said that she would come home some day. Riki went
down to call Akaza. Silently, Akaza left the shelter, climbed the dike, and hurried toward the house. The boy was
only a student, and Riki, and Akaza was not to be rough with him.
“Probably he’s come to ask about the child,” she added. “He must think it’s still alive.”
“Does he seem like a slippery sort?”
“He’s only a boy.”
Akaza tried to talk, but Kobata was overawed by his appearance and manner.
“Let’s hear what you have to say,” said Akaza.
There was no answer. At length the boy said that he should at least have written, he knew, and that it was
hardly proper of him to come calling now. His father in the country had kept such a close watch over him,
however, that he had had no chance to sneak out. Now that he had made his way back to the capital he hoped to
take care of all the expenses. There was no mention of the main problem: of whether he wanted to marry Mon,
whether he wanted to see her again. Indeed, Akaza sensed the fellow was relieved at finding her away. There was
an appearance of honesty about him that made one want to dismiss him as another spineless but well-meaning
student, and yet he could calmly retire to the country and not say a word for a whole year, in spite of a flood of
letters. No one to be led into a bad bargain, though Akaza as he watched the pale youth make his show of
forthrightness.
“The baby was born dead. Mon’s slost control of herself since.”
Akaza caught a suggestion of relief in the startled look that greeted his remark. The fellow had played it clever.
It had been worth the trouble of making his way up the river—the thought came from deep inside Akaza’s stout
frame.
Where might Mon be, Kobata asked. Might he have her address? He had so many things to apologize for, he
wanted to apologize and start over with clean conscience. His voice became strangely excited as he gathered
momentum. Akaza was annoyed at the transparent complacency in the child, now so pleased with himself. He
remembered the day he had heard from Riki that Mon was pregnant. How many of his men had he hit that day, he
wondered. Akaza was be tried, he had heard them mutter.
Mon had taken to her bed in the back room. The girl had been defeated, she had been made a plaything and
then sent home. Akaza, who had never in his life been defeated, did not want to see her.
The woman-chasing Inosuké, for his part lashed out at Riki whenever he found the chance. Hadn’t he said
exactly what would happen? Hadn’t he said it would be dangerous to let her leave home? Riki listened in silence.
Sometimes, as Mon lay with an ice-bag on her forehead, he would stand by the bed and bawl at her as if he had
stumbled on something filthy.
“So you fasten yourself on some pretty little schoolboy, do you, and he starts slobbering for his mother’s milk,
and now look at what you’ve got pushing at your belt. Well, get rid of it before it jumps out on you, whatever it is.
I’m not going to have any damned schoolboy’s squalling brat waking me up in the middle of the night.”
“You’re going too far.” Riki would try to intervene. “And it’s none of your business. Come on inside.
But Inosuké was having trouble with a woman, and this bellowing was his revenge.
Riki was finally stunned into silence. Trouble between brother and sister could descend to such abuse, then,
could it?
Inosuké was beginning to hit his stride, and the abuse flowed without interruption. “Makes me want to throw
up, thinking of that face snuggling up to some schoolboy. Well, he’s ten times as smart as you, that’s a fact. He
knew from the start that when he’d had his fill of you he could make his getaway. And as a matter of fact who
could stand looking at that face year after year? Off he goes without telling you his name or his address, and not a
peep from him afterwards. And you think he’s so sweet and you want to protect him. God. Are you in love with
him or are you feeble-minded or both? You’re a fine piece anyway, that much is sure. And that thing inside you,
getting fatter and fatter. Nobody’s going to have much use for you the day it gets in shape and pops out on you.
Take it and get on a boat and go straight to Tokyo and have it squashed like a frog.”
When Riki agaion tried to intervene he turned on her. “You’re her mother, aren’t you? She’s the sort of
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daughter you had, and now you try to shut me up. I’m, feeling sorry for San, that’s al.” Inosuké’s other sister, San,
was working soberly as a maid somewhere, and occasionally she came home with appropriate gifts. At the
mention of San everyone fell silent.
“There are good, quiet children like her,” said Riki at length, “and look at you, not doing an honest day’s work
and eating off your father and they saying things like that. There are times when it’s right to get worked up and
times when it isn’t, and this isn’t your time. If someone has to be after her, let it be your father. He hasn’t said a
word. None of us should say a word. We should just leave her alone.” Riki could make remarks the sharpness of
which was out of keeping with her soft voice.
Mon’s face was twisted from a headache, but she too had her say. “You should talk! How many times have you
waddled off like a duck and left them to hatch for themselves, and Mother to clean up after you? How about the
time you dragged that woman to the back door and Father found out and I had to go out and hide her? You almost
knelt down to thank me out there in the dark. Remember? And now when I’m in trouble you don’t lose a chance
to shout at me like some mongrel puppy. Well, I’ve had enough of it. You’re not the one who’s feeding me, and I
don’t see that you have much right to talk. Once I’ve had the baby I’ll pay for everything, whatever I have to do
while I’m about it, and I don’t mean to worry Mother or Father again. I may not be a girl any more, but now that
I’ve gone this far at least I’m my own boss, and I’m not taking any advice. Didn’t Father tell me to look after
myself? He didn’t even want to see me, he said. Well, I don’t need anyone like you standing there looking like my
big brother. You make the headache worse, that’s all. Whining at me because you’re having trouble with some
woman—no wonder women don’t like you.”
Now Akaza remembered how it had been to live with all that. He could hardly believe that the child here
before him , almost on the point of weeping, cold have been Mon’s partner. Riki had said not to be rough. She
need not have worried: Akaza felt his irritation recede. This was only a boy in trouble. Akaza had thought of
taking him out to the dike and giving him full payment for what he had done to Mon. But the boy was only a boy
and Akaza was no longer up to such roughness. The baby was dead, Mon herself had not been blameless. It might
be best to let Kobata go.
“I doubt if Mon will want to see you. Suppose we just say goodbye.” Akaza got up, indicating that he had work
to do. As he glanced at the boy again, he too seemed on the verge of tears. “You’d better not commit any more
crimes,” he said, as if more important things must remain unsaid. “You came out on top this time.”
In confusion, he hurried up the dike. The weather had been good for some days, and the strand—here shining a
pure white, there broken into patches of weed-fringed stone, and yet farther on colored a rich tan by seeping water
—the whole wide expanse came into his eyes, the shining white sots first. The seven boats out in the current were
like so many white moths. They had reared Mon and Inosuké and San too. Riki was still young when she bore
Mon and San, and she had softly pointed breasts. While she was waiting for him to empty his lunch box she
would nurse a child or gather herbs along the dike. It did not seem such a very long time ago, and yet Mon had
had her baby and gone on, and Akaza could not find it in him to roar at the man who was responsible—a sign,
surely, that the affair had hurt him.
Riki knew from the surprisingly genial conversation that Akaza wanted only to tear his thoughts away. She was
a little grateful. He had improved, he had become more understanding. She had expected to see him use his fists
before the interview was half over. It had been one of his rules that a good punch was ten times as effective as any
number of words. When a discussion with is wife became even a little circumspect and wordy he knew nothing
better than to hit her. Riki had gone on being hit through the years, but the frequency of blows had decreased, and
some time had passed now since the fear of being hit had last troubled her. She was glad he had not hit Kobata.
Kobata had been too lightly punished, it was true, but to Riki it seemed that the heedless act had been his and
Mon’s too. In her heart she still hoped that the two might somehow be brought together. Now that Mon had fallen
so low, however, no man was likely to take her, and Kobata seemed too quiet and docile for a good argument. Riki
thought she understood why Mon had loved him and she was sorry to see him leave.
“I’ll tell Mon when she comes again that you were good enough to call.”
“And find out where she’s living, please.” Kobata took out a packet of money and pressed it upon her.
She would never see him again, thought Riki as she went with him to the gate. Kobata seemed to feel
something motherly in her, and he was slow to leave the garden for the street. He looked at the summer
chrysanthemums and the irises, asked what color the chrysanthemums were, and seemed to be taken by a strange,
wistful sadness.
“How old are you?” she asked abruptly.”
“How old am I? Just twenty-tree.”
Pale and nervous, he looked younger. It was in the spring of his twenty-second year, then, that he had had the
affair with Mon. Only a year separated their ages. Riki had married Akaza when she was twenty-one. She had
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been no better informed than a baby on what it meant to be a woman.
A year had passed since the affair, and clearly the boy had come in good faith. How foolish of her not to have
seen the purity of his motives earlier! A really bad one would surely be clever enough not to come calling at this
late date.
Kobata took out a pen and wrote his address on a calling card. “Give this to Mon, please.” After repeated
bows, the tall young figure went off through the paddies toward the dike.
Inosuké had been away for two or three days. At the worst moment he could have chosen, he came wandering
back. He looked at Kobata with narrowed eyes. Riki told him that it was Mon’s student friend, and a spasm of
anger passed over the pale, drawn face. As Kobata climbed from the paddies to the dike Inosuké went after him,
taking care that his mother did not see. Kobata knew who it was, Recognition quickly changed to fear. Inosuké
followed for a hundred yards or so and remained silent even after they were abreast. Their shoulders almost
brushed. The face, so like Akaza’s, was twisted in open, animal anger. Kobata wondered when the man would
leap. Spasms of fear went through his legs. If only he would speak; but Inosuké was in fact so strangled with
malice and resentment that he could not speak. His ears were ringing.
“Just a minute.” That was all he said, but the words meant release for Kobata.
“Yes?” Kobata tried to make his tone as unprovocative as possible.
“I’m Mon’s brother.”
Kobata was a ghostly white.
“I want to talk with you. Sit down. Over there. I want to talk to you.”
It was an order, and Kobata obediently sat down on the dike.
Inosuké asked if he had seen Mon. Kobata said he had not.
“You played with Mon and you as good as wrecked our family. You have your nerve coming here now. Let me
tell you something. I used to sleep with Mon when we were little. Every night I woke her up to go to the toilet and
I used to go with her because the hall was dark. I carried her o my back when she was a baby. I couldn’t go
outdoors unless I took her along. Until she was sixteen or so there wasn’t a day I didn’t see her or a meal we
didn’t have together. I knew where she had a mole she didn’t know about herself until I told her about it, and that
was after she was grown up. We were closer than brother and sister, Mon and I. When she came home with that
brat of yours inside her, SI did everything I could to hurt her. I got to treating her like some dirty mongrel puppy.
Mother thought it was the real me saying those things and she used to look at me like a snake. She always took
Mon’s part. I could see why. If she hadn’t, we’d all have been treating Mon like something we had to get rid of. I
knew all along you’d be coming around some day, damn you, and I wanted to let you know how close Mon and I
were. I brought her up myself, from when she was a baby. You’re nothing but a spoiled schoolboy, and because
you were lucky enough to be born a man you thought you could do what you wanted with her and not give a
damn afterward. You could see by looking at her that she was a farmer’s daughter. It happens all the time, you
didn’t see why you shouldn’t do it too. Well, it won’t work. I’m not letting you off as easy as my old man.
As he talked Inosuké took Kobata by the wrist and pulled and twisted at his arm. Tears came into his eyes.
They had seemed to stroke out at his adversary like whips, but now they had lost their strength. He was torn at by
feelings of wounded affection so violent that he wondered himself how a confirmed profligate could be so moved.
Kobata for his part felt his hand go numb. He sat there like a dunce, overcome by more than fear, wondering what
sort of violence was coming next, yet unable to deny whatever it might be and unable even to think of escaping.
“And you just came to apologize?”
“I can’t do anything but apologize.”
“You mean to let Mon go on as she is?”
“I’d like to see her and talk things over.”
“Will you marry her?”
“I might.”
“Damned liar!”
Inosuké slapped him full in the face and in almost the same motion kicked him to the ground.
“Just say what you have to say. What will you gain by hitting me?”
But Inosuké, putting his whole strength into it this time, struck him a blow on the jaw. “I know damned well
that whatever happens to you here it won’t make a better man of you. Not as long as you live. But remember
Mon. You have this much coming. You ruined her, you left her good for nothing at all, before she was even a
woman. But don’t go around thinking she’d marry the likes of you. If you went and asked her, she’d snap her
fingers at you. You may thing she’s ruined, but her mind’s sounder than ever. You won’t find any trace of the girl
that was so easy for you. Not a trace. All that’s gone. And you did it. If you’d kept you hands off of her she
wouldn’t have turned into the woman she is. Don’t come again. And don’t go cheating her again.”
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“I was wrong. I admit it. I’m not making any excuses.”
Inosuké stood up. The fellow was too docile. The incentive disappeared, and Inosuké began to feel a little
ashamed of himself. “Go on home. I’m Mon’s brother. If you have a sister yourself, you’ll understand what I’ve
done.”
“Well, goodbye, then.” Kobata felt that he did indeed understand, and as the other’s face softened he began to
feel something like friendliness in spite of what had happened.
Inosuké seemed to want to say something. Kobata was sure that he wanted to apologize.
“You can get a bus in town,” said Inosuké finally. “Wait at the main intersection.”
*
A week later Mon came home. San too was at home on a visit. The two of them took Akaza’s lunch to the
shelter. He only glanced at them. He had nothing to say about the remarkable chance that the two of them were
home together. As they climbed the dike, however, he gazed after them for a while.
Mon listened with no show of surprise at Riki told of Kobata’s visit. She seemed worried only about her father
and how he had behaved during the interview. He had said nothing, said Riki. Indeed he had seemed sorry for the
boy.
“Oh? But it was wrong of him to come. He needn’t have come. And did he see Inosuké?
Riki thought not.
“That’s good.” Mon lay down, relieved. “There might have been trouble if he had. But didn’t you think he was
handsome, Mother? Didn’t you think he had nice eyes?”
“Don’t be a fool. How can you go on praising the man who left you with a child?”
“There’ve been others since, but none I’ve been able to like the way I liked him. I let him do things I would
never let another man do. Some have been a good deal handsomer, but when they’re so handsome they’re always
pleased with themselves. He had just the right amount of handsomeness. But if he were to come back I wouldn’t
marry him.” She laughed. “I just like to think about him. If I saw him again, he’d be just another lukewarm man.”
“Can’t you talk about anything but men?” San objected. “I could never say things like that. Why, I can’t say
half the things I’m thinking. And I don’t know anything about me.”
“You wouldn’t. But when you’ve turned into a hussy like me you soon learn everything. Men are dirty. They’re
dirty when you think about them, but then as time passes you forget what you’ve been thinking. You’re on your
guard, but somehow it doesn’t last.”
At noon Inosuké came home. “So the slut’s here again, as bold as ever. You’ll eat off of us for a week or so and
then leave, I suppose. Better leave before we’re all sick of you. You’re better off away having fun with your
coolies. We may not look it, but we’re a respectable family and we don’t want you dirtying the place up.”
“You shouldn’t talk to her like that,” said San. “She hasn’t been home in such a long time.”
“Shut up, brat. With a woman like Mon you can go on saying what you want and it won’t bother her a bit, and
you don’t need to think it’ll reform her either. She’s not that kind of animal. Let’s not have any more foolishness
from you.” He saw that Mon was still glaring at him. “When the hell do you mean to settle down and make
yourself an honest living? We don’t want you around her as long as you’re in that business. And we don’t need to
see that schoolboy of yours either. He had his nerve coming here. You can tell what he thinks of us.”
“You saw him, did you?” Mon turned pale and looked questioningly from her mother to her brother. San and
Riki too were startled.
“That I did. I saw how he was going home and I followed him.”
“What did you do?”
“Just what I wanted to.” Inosuké looked insolently down at her and a sneer came to his lips.
“I don’t suppose you hit him?” Mon held her breath.
“That I did. He knew he couldn’t win and didn’t fight back. I felt fine afterward.”
Mon was stunned into silence. As they watched, her features began to collapse. Her nose and mouth twisted,
her face seemed to lengthen. Then she spoke, as if dragging the words from the top of a reeling mind. “Say it
again, please. Say again what you did.” Her white fingers like coiled snakes, she clutched at the neck of her
kimono. She had half risen from her seat, and there was a cold, murderous quality about her that made it hard to
believe she was a woman. Neither Riki nor San had seen this Mon before.
Insouké laughed softly. “I half killed him.”
“Half killed a man who didn’t fight back. Damn you.” She leaped up. “Damn you. Who the hell ever asked
you to show off your rough business? And what do you have to do with him? I gave myself to him of my own free
will, and I don’t need to listen to the likes of you. Who told you to kick him and step on him? Why do you have to
hit a man who wouldn’t fight back? Coward! Pig! Whore-chaser!”
She lunged at him and shot a plump hand at his face. There were three nail marks from his eye down over his
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cheek. Then, as if from a swollen berry, the red blood trickled down.
“And just what do you think you’re doing?” said Inosuké. Though somewhat take aback, he pushed her to the
floor. She jumped up again and clutched at his shoulder. As he shook her off, his big hand struck her full in the
face. “Bitch! Whore!”
“Kill me,” screamed Mon. “Go ahead and kill me!” It was like the croak of a frog.
“All right. You asked for it. I’ll break every bone in your damned body.”
He had thought Mon would try to run. She did not move. “Hit me,” she screamed. “Go ahead. Kill me!”
Riki and San tried to stop him, but he only grew more violent—if he didn’t show the bitch now, she’d get into
the habit. When at length the timid San burst out weeping, however, he decided that he had done enough.
But Mon would not have it. “Excuse me, but I’m different from you, running around with your snotty whores.
You’re good enough to say that I’m a whore myself. A drunken whore, a slut no decent man would marry, the
leavings of a woman who can’t tell her own mother and father where she’s living. All right. But let me tell you
something. When someone pushes my man so far that he can’t fight back and then half kills him—I don’t care
who he is, my own brother or who, he’s not going to get away with it. Ago on back to your rock pile. You call
yourself a man, don’t you? You had your nerve hitting him. Now I know the sort of brother I have, and I’m
ashamed. Ashamed before the whole world. Pig! Skirt-chasing pig!” Her voice rose into a piercing wail.
That was no way for a woman to talk, said Riki. What would the neighbors think? But Mon told her to be
quiet. Mon had not thought they had a bully in the family. Was she to let him go on playing big brother to her?
“You want more, do you, bitch?”
“Go ahead, damn you. You’re wrong if you think those fists of yours can change me. That’s all over long ago.
A farmer rotting away in the rice paddies doesn’t have much of an idea what a person like me is up to.”
Inosuké was about to lunge at her again, but Riki stopped him, and he saw that it was time to go back to work.
“Just get the hell away from here, that’s all,” he growled as he turned to leave.
Mon began sobbing the moment he was out of the house.
What sort of life was the girl leading, thought the horrified Riki. Where had she learned such language?
“You’re quite a woman, aren’t you?”
The tremble in her voice struck at Mon’s heart. “No, Mother. I’m all right. You needn’t worry about me.”
“But I’ve never heard a woman talk like that before. Please, for my sake, find yourself a good job and be an
ordinary woman. You’re even worse than your brother.”
“I’m not as bad as you think. But there’ s nothing I can do.”
Riki showed her Kobata’s card. She gazed at it for a time. “I don’t have any use for this sort of thing,” she said,
tearing it to small bits. She sat sobbing quietly, her head bowed. When she had had her cry, she was the old Mon
again, sprawled sluggishly on the floor as if she found herself a nuisance.
“Something must be wrong with me. I have no energy.”
“Surely it’s not that again!”
“Oh, Mother.” Mon laughed. It was rather a forced laugh, and somehow it touched Riki. “I wouldn’t be coming
home if that was the trouble. I came because I wanted to see you.” There was sincerity in her voice. “Whether I’m
good or whether I’m bad, somehow I want to come home. I even want to see that Inosuké.”
While all this was happening, Akaza was with his boats, the seven of them tied together, their decks almost
under water from the weight of the rocks they were hauling downstream. He was irritably hurrying the work in
preparation for the early-summer rains, only a few days off. Once that work was over there would be a vacation.
Akaza disliked vacations. Anyone who wanted to work on into the summer should come ahead, he shouted.
“Raise your hands if you want to.”
As they approached the jetty, he called out a hearty invitation to the half-naked men in the boats. Akaza was in
good spirits. They all raised their hands, in favor of going on to the next job. Good, good—they’d all keep busy,
and the dog days wouldn’t dry them out. Then Akaza gave the order to lower the rocks. The river rocks, like steel,
poured from the worker’s hands into the baskets, and even as they watched it, the current pulled up and stopped,
almost sadly, when a little of the water found an outlet, it roared angrily through. “Rocks over there, rocks over
there,” shouted Akaza. The hair on his chest seemed to stand on end. He bent forward like a bronze statue, tense
to the point of breaking.
37.95 & 173.123 1. The Old Geisha 2. The House Spirit: Two Short Stories\fn{by Kanoko Okamoto (1889-1942)} “in
the villa of her parents,” Aoyama, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (F) 14
In uptown Tokyo high on the hill there is an intersection where two streetcar lines cross. A narrow road goes
off from the intersection downhill toward the old town district. Halfway down this hill, across the street from the
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precinct of Hachiman Temple, stands a restaurant well known for its loach\fn{ A name applied to any of a number of
fresh-water fish} soup.
An entrance to the restaurant is framed by a meticulously polished thousand-bar lattice, and an old noren, a
short curtain indicating the entrance, hangs down halfway. The letters LIFE, in traditional style, are dyed white on
the curtain.
The restaurant specializes in soups and dishes of loach, catfish, mud-turtle, and swell-fish; and in the summer,
bleached whale meat is added to the regular menu. Because these creatures are believed to be a source of
rejuvenating energy, the first owner of the restaurant had named it LIFE. The name must have been unique at first,
but the uniqueness had faded over the years, and people no longer paid much attention to it. Even so, customers
had continued to patronize the restaurant because of its special cooking methods and its reasonable prices.
Then, a few years ago, romanticism became the predominant trend of the period and people connected the
word “life” with the fascination of tantalizing peril, with adventure born of nihilism, and also with the persistent
pursuit of the unknown. After being ignored for a long time, the word on the old, worn curtain at the restaurant
entrance had regained a sort of exciting appeal to the young people of the neighborhood. When young students,
walking along, happened to see the sign, one of them would say with youthful melancholy,
“I’m exhausted, why don’t we eat Life?” Teasingly, another would respond,
“Sure, but take care so that you won’t be eaten by It.” Then they would tap each other’s shoulders, and
flocking together, enter the restaurant.
The dining area of the shop was one large raised room, its floor covered with a cool rattan tatami weaving. On
it, rectangular wood boards, supported by short legs, were placed in the shape of a square. These served as tables.
Some customers dined there sitting on the rattan, while others sat on the stools that stood on the lower dirt floor.
The dishes the customers ordered, mostly soups, were served in small pans or in lacquerware bowls.
The walls were stained by soot, steam, and smoke, but the lower half of the wood panels glowed like red
copper because the employees wiped that part often, as far up as they could reach. The upper half and the ceiling
were black, which reminded one of the inside of a stove. The room was lighted, even during the day, by a glaring,
bare chandelier. The bleaching light gave the place a cave-like atmosphere. It also made the fish bones a customer
might take out of his mouth with his chopsticks look like white coral. Under this light, diced green onions, piled
on a large platter, glistened like precious stones. The whole scene seemed to resemble a feast of starved demon,
partly because the people bending over the dishes gave the impression that they were devouring some forbidden
food.
There was an opening, a window, in the center of the dividing wall, and a shelf extended from its bottom. The
dishes ready to be served were placed on this shelf from the kitchen and a maid carried them to the tables. Money
received from the customers was also put on this shelf. A cashier’s counter was set up at the kitchen side of this
window. And there, behind a square lattice screen, the pale face of the woman guardian of the shop, the mother,
had been seen for many years.
She had always sat there, handling money and keeping a watchful eye on the place. But recently, instead of the
mother, the tanned face of her daughter, Kumeko, appeared behind the window. Kumeko would glance through
the opening now and then to supervise the maid and survey the activities in the dining area. When her eyes met
those of the students, sitting in a group, the students would raise their voices to attract her attention. Then,
Kumeko, smiling wryly, would tell the maid,
“Bring them a lot of diced garnish onions. That’ll quiet them.”
Trying to stifle a laugh, the maid would carry to their table a spice box piled high with diced onions. The
students, viewing the pile of the fiery vegetable, realized that their challenge had been successful, and they
cheered happily.
*
Kumeko had come back to the restaurant about eight months ago and taken the place of her mother at the
cashier’s counter. Even since her high school days she had detested this house, which reminded her of a dark cave.
She could not accept the family trade which specialized in nourishing the old, weary people who had wasted away
their energy.
Why are people so afraid of aging? Why can’t they take life as it comes? There is nothing more repulsive, she
thought, than a so-called energy source, covered with glistening oil and giving off a penetrating odor. Kumeko
was a young woman of delicate nature who could get a headache just by inhaling the scent of fresh summer oak
leaves. She preferred the evening moon, seen through thin foliage, to fresh oak leaves, perhaps because she
herself was satiated with her own youth.
For many generations, it had been the family tradition for the men to take care of the buying and the cooking,
and for either the wife or the daughter to look after the cashier’s counter. And because Kumeko was the only
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daughter of the family, she would have no choice but to marry a man, any man, and become the woman guardian
of this starved demon’s cave.
The mother, after lifelong endurance of her family duty; seemed to have lost her personality. Her face now
showed nothing but white and gray shadows, like a Noh mask. A chill ran down Kumeko’s spine when she
thought that some day she, too, would be like her mother.
When she finished high school, Kumeko left her parents’ home and found herself a job. She never said
anything about her life during the three years she had stayed away from home. The only contact she made was to
send occasional postcards to her family. Of these three years, even Kumeko herself remembered little except that
she had fluttered about her lively work places like a butterfly, touching male friends with her antennae, as ants
might greet each other. The entire period could have been a dream, and it had been very boring because she
merely repeated the same activity again and again.
When Kumeko’s mother was taken ill, one of their relatives had contacted her and told her to come home.
People did not see any change in Kumeko, except perhaps that she had grown a little. The mother asked her,
“What have you been doing all this time?”
Kumeko merely laughed off the question. There was an echo in her laugh, like a fresh breeze, that seemed to
ward off any further prying. And her mother was by no means an inquisitive person. She simply said,
“I must ask you now to take over the cashier’s counter.”
Kumeko again laughed a little by way of consent. The family never had had serious talks among themselves;
such talks seemed to embarrass them. Kumeko resigned herself to accepting her fate, and showing little
resentment, began to work at the cashier’s desk.
*
It was close to New Year’s Eve. The wind was blowing sand off the down-hill road and the wooden sandals of
passers-by clacked on the frozen ground. The sound made the very roots of one’s hair shiver on this cold night.
The wind carried the squeaking noise of the streetcars at the intersection into one’s ears, and the rustle of the
foliage near the Hachiman Temple mingled with the squeak. It sounded like a blind man’s murmur from far away.
If I went out and looked down at the city from the top of the hill, Kumeko thought, the lights below might be
flickering like fishing fires on the winter sea.
After the last customer had left, the room was filled with the smell of boiled-down food and with cigarette
smoke, which dimmed the light from the chandelier. The maid and a delivery man had collected left-over charcoal
from small hibachi stoves in the stone fireplace and were warming themselves.
The night depressed Kumeko. Trying to break her mood, she leafed through a number of fashion and movie
magazines. There was still more than an hour until ten, when the restaurant closed.
There won’t be any more customers coming in tonight. I might as well close the shop, Kumeko was thinking
when the other deliverer, a young boy, came in, shivering from the cold night.
“Tokunaga ordered again, Miss. I was passing in front of his house when he caught me and asked me to deliver
an order of loach soup and rice. What shall I do?” he asked. The maid, who was bored and waiting for something
to happen, looked up and said,
“He has some nerve! He already owes more than one hundred yen. How dare he order anything before paying
something back?” The maid glanced at the window to see how the cashier would respond.
“It’s a problem, isn’t it?” Kumeko said. “But since my mother used to allow him as much credit as he wanted, I
don’t see what we can do except fill his order again.” The older delivery man, who had been warming himself
quietly at the fireplace, looked up and, rather unexpectedly said,
“No, no, Miss. I don’t think you should do it this time. You see, this is the end of the year, our balance settling
time. I think you’d better see that his account is cleared. Otherwise, it’ll be the same story all over again next
year.”
This delivery man was acting as supervisor of the employees and his words carried some weight. So Kumeko
agreed.
“Ok, then, we won’t make the delivery tonight.”
*
Hot curry noodles, topped with fried bean curd, were served to the workers from the kitchen. Kumeko, too,
received a steaming bowl. A fire watchman on his round usually arrived after they had finished this night snack.
When the sound of his wooden clappers sent sharp vibrations into the thin glass of the front door it was time to
close the shop, even if it was not quite yet ten.
Just then, the shuffling noise of straw slippers approached, and they saw the front door open very quietly. The
bearded face of old Tokunaga appeared.
“Good evening. Oh, it’s really cold tonight, isn’t it?”
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The people in the shop ignored him. The old man paused a while, trying to gauge their reaction, then, tilting
his head, he said in a small, cunning voice,
“I wonder … well … isn’t my order of loach soup and rice ready yet?” The delivery boy who had taken the
order began his lame excuses.
“I am sorry about that, but when I got back here, it was already after closing time. So, they couldn’t—” The
older delivery man stopped him with a stern glance and, his chin pointing at him, told the boy,
“You can tell him the truth.”
The boy now went on to explain that the old man’s debts, though each order cost only a moderate amount,
already exceeded one hundred yen and it would upset the year-end account balance of the restaurant unless he
paid at least something, even a small amount.
“And, as you can see, the young mistress, not the madam, is now in charge of the cashier’s counter.”
The old man rubbed his hands nervously.
“Oh, I see,” tilting his head again, “but it’s awfully cold out there. May I come in, anyway?” he asked.
Rattling the door he came into the shop. The maid did not offer him a cushion, so he sat on the bare, cold rattan
floor. Sitting alone at the center of the large room, he looked like a criminal who was awaiting his sentence.
Though he appeared plump, it was mostly the layers of clothes he was wearing. He seemed well-built, but he did
not seem to be in good health. His left hand, slipped through the front fold of his kimono, clutched the ribs on his
right side. It was a habit. His gray hair was smoothly combed back. His features were finely chiseled; they seemed
to suggest he was enduring a tragic destiny. His fine face reminded one of a Confucian scholar, but his clothes
were shabby and threadbare. His obi sash was narrow and wrinkled, and he had a long, rectangular apron tied in
front. Brown drawers showed below the hem of his kimono, contrasting with a pair of black corduroy tabi socks.
*
The old man began to talk seriously, engaging the daughter in the cashier’s window and the employees as his
audience. He talked about the economic depression, and the lack of demand for his work, which was artistic metal
carving. It was a roundabout way of making excuses for his inability to pay his debts. Then as though to give
greater weight to his excuse, his talk went into the rarity of the kind of work he did.
While he spoke, his manner suddenly changed. He assumed an enthusiastic, almost haughty air.
“My kind of carving is called katakiri-cho, or halfway-cut carving. It’s different from ordinary carving. It is a
technique of cutting metal with metal, and it’s extremely difficult to master. It demands tremendous strength and
will-power. To do this kind of work, to keep myself going, I need rich food like your loach soup every day.”
Like many old master craftsmen, Tokunaga often would forget the purpose of his talk, losing himself in the
talk itself. He put on a one-man show, totally self-absorbed, using plenty of gestures, explaining proudly about his
work. It was an ancient art form, he said, but was restored about three hundred years ago to its present height by
Somin Yokoya, who was the great master of the Genroku Period.\fn{ The period of Japanese history prior to the restoraion of
the monarchy in 1868—the Meiji Period, in which we are now living:H } If one sought an analogy in samurai sword fighting,
this art would be like a one-blow match.”
He paused then, holding an imaginary burin in one hand and a hammer in the other. Firmly stabilizing his
body, inhaling deeply through the nose, he gathered all his strength at his abdomen. His form was perfect, though
he was presenting only a gesture, an imitation. It was flexible, yet immobile and resistant to all outside forces. It
was a stance firmly built upon the laws of nature. The delivery man and the maid, who had been huddling near the
fireplace, came away from it and sat up straight. The awesome tension in the old man’s performance must have
affected them.
The old man relaxed then, and let out a short laugh.
“You see, if it’s an ordinary type of metal carving, you can do it in this way, or that way, using only your
hands.”
Like a comedian, he was very good at showing collapsed forms in exaggeration. Bending his back, he handled
the imaginary tools with only the twist of his wrists. The delivery men and the maid giggled.
“But with my kind of carving, it’s different.”
The old man resumed his former grand stance, closing his eyes in meditation. As he slowly opened his eyes,
which were shaped like lotus petals, he cast a slanting dark glance down upon the imagined tool in his left hand.
Holding that hand in a fixed position, he stretched his right arm straight from the shoulder, and threw it down in a
beautiful arc toward the fixed hand.
*
Kumeko had been watching this performance through the cashier’s window. The gesture reminded her of the
beautiful, firm arm of a plaster model of a famous Greek sculpture she had seen. It was a young discus thrower,
she remembered, and the arm was stretched to its utmost limitation. In the tension and vigor of the old man’s
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striking motion, Kumeko sensed a desperate joy of creation, combined with a hatred of destruction. There was
something superhuman about the speed of his motion.
His hammer hand, moved in an arc that could be the infinite motion of stars following their orbits, suddenly
stopped with absolute determination, just before striking the burin hand. In repeating the motion it stopped always
at the exact same distance from it. There could have been an impenetrable disc right there in the air. Would one
call this artistic discipline?
The old man relaxed again.
“Did everyone see it?” he asked. “1 hope you understand.. You see, I cannot go on with my work unless I have
your loach soup.”
Actually, this was not the first time the old man had put on a show. Rather, it had been his routine. But
whenever the show was given, the people around him would forget that they were in a restaurant in Tokyo and
became totally immersed in a dangerous pleasure and a wild, yet disciplined freedom created by his performance.
The people in the restaurant gazed at his face with re- newed interest. Then they burst into laughter when his
performance, as usual, ended with a plea for loach soup. The old man was embarrassed, but hiding it, he began
again.
“There are two ways of using the blade of the burin, that is to say, yin and yang.”
Again he took the proud stance of a master craftsman. His talk now was about the artistry of handling the
blade. By applying either one of these two methods, he explained, one could carve the efflorescent life of a peony,
or the grand and virile life of a Chinese lion. With more accentuated gestures he spoke of the profound challenge
to recreate living things upon a hard, flat metal plate; and this only through his skill. His eyes had become dreamy,
as if in an ecstasy of drinking sweet drops of nectar.
That, however, began to bore his audience because they could see the old man was now indulging himself in a
private pleasure permitted only to the performing artist. So, to stop him, someone said,
“Well, in that case, maybe we can deliver your order one more time. Why don’t you go home and wait for it.”
The old man got up and went out. They closed the shutter of the entrance behind him.
*
That night too, the wind was blowing hard. A night watchman had gone by sounding his wooden clappers. The
heavy shutter of the front entrance of the shop had been closed and the employees had gone to a nearby
bathhouse. As if watching them leave the old man had come in stealthily through the side door.
He now sat facing the opening behind which Kumeko was still working. He sat there alone for a while, looking
uneasy and awkward. It was close to midnight. He had an air of determination, and yet he seemed very gentle.
“Ever since I was a young man,” he began, “I have had a taste for this little fish called loach. The kind of work
I do really cuts me to the bone marrow, you know. And I just have to eat something that can keep me going. For
twenty years now, after I failed in life and came to live in this poor neighborhood, in my loneliness and misery,
this little fish, which looks like a willow leaf with fins attached, has become something more to me than just
food.”
As though murmuring a lover’s complaint, the old man began to relate his story in little sequences. Even when
he was fiercely angry like a demon in hell for being slandered and envied by others, he said, if he put the little fish
in his mouth, and chewed its head and bones with his front teeth, his rancor would go away and gentle tears would
fill his eyes.
“I feel pity for the fish for being eaten, but I pity myself too for eating it. Everybody is pitiful, yes, that’s all. I
didn’t want a wife, but there were times when I longed for something dear and sweet. If that longing began to get
out of hand, I ate the little fish and it always calmed me down.”
He brought a terry-cloth handkerchief out of the chestfold of his kimono and wiped his nose with it.
“I don't mean to embarrass you,” he went on, “but your mother was a kind and understanding person. Once
before, when I had no money to pay my debts, I came in here to make excuses. It was late at night, too. She was
sitting there by the window, just as you are now, wearily resting her cheek on her hand. She looked out of the
opening and said to me,
“‘Mr. Tokunaga, if you want our loach soup, you can have as much as you like, and any time you want it.
Don’t worry about your debts. I would like to ask you one thing, though. When you make a hair ornament which
you think is your masterpiece, you can give it to me as your payment, or I can buy it from you. That’s all I ask,
that’s all I ever want from you.’ She said this many times to me.”
The old man wiped his nose again, then he went on.
“Your mother was young then, about your age maybe, because she married young. I felt sorry for her because
her husband was a playboy, having fun in the red-lantern\fn{ Red-light:H} districts of Yotsuya and Akasaka. Your
mother had to put up with it, and she had to stay at this window. She never moved away. Though she sat here
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quietly, sometimes I could feel that she desperately needed someone to relate to, to rely on, to cling to. Of course,
it’s only natural, she was a living woman, not a dead stone.”
*
Tokunaga, too, had been young then. He could not bear to witness the young wife wasting away. More than
once, he had thought seriously about tearing her away from this window, even by force. But, at the same time, he
had wanted to get away from her. What would become of me, he thought, if I should be caught by this mummylike woman?
When he gazed at her face, he lost the courage to act. Her face seemed to be saying to him, “If I ever made a
mistake with you, an irrevocable curse would forever be set upon me by this house. It would be a curse
impossible to erase, no matter how hard I tried. But if there were no one in the world to offer me some
compassion, some warmth, I would soon collapse like ashes.”
“With my art I thought I could offer at least breath of life to your mother. I could offer a little rejuvenating
energy to this woman who was slowly being fossilized alive. I put my whole being into my hammer and burin.
And the kind of halfway-cut carving I do was the ideal means to absorb my devotion.”
Striving hard to produce something that might please her mother, he had mastered a carving skill comparable
only to Natsuo Kanoh, who was the great master of the Meiji Period. But there were few masterpieces through
which his life might shine. Tokunaga gave the mother the best hair ornament out of a hundred, and sold several
better ones to earn his living. The rest, finished and unfinished works together, he threw into a recasting furnace,
for they did not satisfy him.
“Your mother adorned herself with the hair ornament I made for her, and from time to time she took it off and
looked at it in her hand. She looked very young and alive when she did that.”
However, Tokunaga had been doomed to remain obscure. That could not be helped.
“But the passage of time is a cruel thing,” he said. “First I carved a weeping cherry on the flat surface of a
large silver ornament, with two long pins attached to it. That was meant for a young woman’s hairdo. The next
thing I created was a smaller, ball-shaped one. On the ball I carved a summer chrysanthemum and a cuckoo. Then
I did a delicate hairline carving of red and bush clover, on a tiny piece shaped like an earpick. By that time my art
wasn’t of much use. The kind of ornaments used by middle-aged women didn’t have enough space for carving. It
was several years ago that I made my last one for your mother, a classical, one-pin hair jewel. And on its neck I
carved only a sandpiper, calling its mate. Really, there wasn’t much I could do.”
*
Suddenly Tokunaga looked totally exhausted.
“To tell you the truth, I have no hope of paying you back. My health is declining and I have lost passion for my
work. Your mother won’t live long now and she doesn’t need my hair ornaments anymore.
“Only I feel I cannot live through this cold night unless I have some loach soup and a bowl of rice. Without
them my body will be cold and numb. With us metal carvers each stroke might be the last one. We don’t think of
tomorrow. If you are the daughter of that mother, could you please let me have a few of these little fish. Even if I
am to die soon, I don’t want it to happen on such a cold winter night. At least for one more night, tonight, I want
to live by chewing and eating the life of the little fish, sucking their life into my bones.”
In his plea he looked like an Arab praying to the setting sun. With his face slightly upturned, yet crouching like
the guardian dog of a shrine, he repeated his pathetic supplication like a magical chant.
Hardly aware of what she was doing, Kumeko got up from her cashier’s window. Almost in a trance, she
walked unsteadily toward the kitchen. The cooks were all gone, the kitchen deserted. Only the sound of water
dripping into the tank of the live fish filled the room. One ceiling light had been left on, and Kumeko could see a
large covered jar. She took off the lid and there were loaches in it, soaking in sake in preparation for the next day.
Some were still alive and eerily thrust their heads up above the surface. The small fish which she had detested
all her life now seemed very dear to her. She rolled up her sleeves and put her bare, tanned arm into the jar and
caught a loach. She put it in a small pan. She caught another, then another. The small fish wriggled in her
clutching fingers. The vibrations, like electric waves, reached her heart. At that instance, she felt she heard a soft,
mysterious whisper, a response of life.
Kumeko poured stock and soy sauce into the pan, added shredded burdock, and brought the mixture to a boil
on top of the gas stove. She turned off the gas and poured the hot soup into a large red lacquered bowl. The little
fish floated in the soup with their white undersides up. She placed a pinch of chopped Japanese pepper leaves in
the indented hold of the lid of the bowl, and she slid it through the window, together with a tub of cooked rice.
“I’m afraid the rice may not be warm enough.”
Exuberant with joy, the old man immediately was on his feet, kicking up the soles of his corduroy tabi socks.
He took the fish bowl and the rice, carefully put them into one of the shop’s delivery boxes, opened a side door
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and, like a thief, quietly stole out into the dark.
*
The mother, who had been bedridden for some time, became more cheerful after she had found out that she
had terminal cancer. She said that at last her declining health allowed her to do as she pleased. She had her futon
bedding brought into a warm room lit by the early spring sun. Sitting up there and eating whatever food she felt
like, she talked to Kumeko in an intimate tone she had never before used with her daughter.
“It’s very strange, you know, for many generations the women of this family who ran the business had prodigal
husbands. My mother had one, so did my grandmother. Oh, it’s really a shame! But, if you put up with it and
patiently stay at the cashier’s window, our restaurant somehow keeps going. And the strange thing is that
somebody always comes around to give you his sincere devotion. My mother had a man like that, my
grandmother too had one. So, I am telling you now, if fate should be cruel to you in the future, you must not be
discouraged.”
Just before she died, the mother put on thin makeup, saying that her face looked disagreeable, and asked that a
box once used for koto bridges be brought to her from the closet.
“This is the only real gift to me.”
She held the box to her cheek and shook it a few times, very affectionately. Inside the box tinkled the gold and
silver hair ornaments Tokunaga had made with love and devotion. Listening to the sound, her mother let out a
little laugh. It was almost the laugh of an innocent young girl.
*
Since her mother’s death, Kumeko’s days are filled with tangled thoughts and feelings. There is an uneasy but
strong courage that helps her to face her fate bravely. There is also a lonely yet fervent belief that she could be
happy. When her thoughts become too confused, she puts them aside. Petting their entangled mass, as one might
stroke a dog, with the fingertips of her emotion, she vaguely thinks about her youth.
Sometimes, she walks to the top of the hill with a group of students, whistling the National Flag March with
them. Beyond the valley, above the city, the mist hangs low from the sky.
Kumeko stands there for a while, sucking a piece of candy a student has offered her, and she toys with an
amusing fantasy:
Who among these young men might become her future prodigal husband, and who might be her eager savior?
But soon she will say,
“The shop must be busy.” And, embracing her own breasts with her kimono sleeves, she walks back alone to
sit behind the cashier’s window.
Old Tokunaga comes every night to beg for loach soap, growing more gaunt, and slowly withering.
2
Her real name is Sonoko Hiraide, but it does not fit her personality just as the real name of a Kabuki actor does
not fit. But if we call her by her professional name, Kosono, it also doesn’t do justice to the dignified grace she
has begun to acquire these days as she is gradually trying to give up her profession. So, it is better to call her here
simply “old geisha.”
Often people see her in a department store in the middle of the day. Her hairdo is an ordinary Western style,
and she wears her twilled silk kimono like a respectable non-professional woman. In this style, she walks about
with a melancholy expression on her face followed by a young maid.
Many times she walks around the same section of the store, dangling her two arms down along her stout body
and kicking out her legs at each step. Or she speeds fast and straight as the thread of a kite, then stops
unexpectedly at a farther counter.
But she doesn’t seem to be aware of anything except the loneliness of the middle of the day. If her bluish oval
eyes happen to catch something of interest, they slowly open and focus on the object as though she were looking
at a peony flower in her dream. Her lips twist as they did when she was a young girl and break into a smile for a
moment, but soon the melancholy expression returns to her face.
It is an entirely different story with her, however, at the place of her profession. If she meets a good rival there,
she is quiet at first with a blank look on her face, then she begins to speak fluently, and that talk can last for a long
time. When the former mistress of Shinkiraku Restaurant was still alive, she was a good rival of the old geisha.
And there was another one, the owner of Hisago of Shinbashi. When the three of them got together they could
carry on a very witty and animated conversation typical of their profession.
When this happened even well-experienced geishas would leave their customers and gather around them
wanting to learn the skill of conversation. The old geisha might talk about her experiences even without these
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rivals if she had the audience of her favorite young ones.
Once, when she was only an apprentice, the old geisha would begin, she laughed so much at the erotic, frank
talk exchanged between her elder “sisters” and their customers that she found herself wetting the tatami floor. She
was so embarrassed that she could not stand up and began crying. Or when she was a kept woman, the geisha
began another story, she eloped with a young lover and the patron took her mother as a hostage. After she
established herself as the owner of a geisha house, once she was so hard-pressed financially that she was forced to
hire a carriage that cost her twelve yen at the end of the month to get a five yen loan she needed immediately.
Her stories were endless, and they made the young geishas laugh so much, almost to the point of exhaustion.
Though their contents were more or less the same always, her storytelling technique made them hilariously funny
each time. It was as though the old geisha had been possessed and pursued her young listeners with her sharpened
enchanting nails, trying to thrust them into their flesh. Envious of youth, old age seemed to cunningly torture the
young.
The young geishas, their hair now disheveled, held their sides and gasped,
“Oh, please stop, stop now! We’ll die, if you keep on.”
Kosono never gossiped about the people still alive, but her observations of those now dead with whom she had
had some relationships were unique and penetrating. There were, unexpectedly, well-known artists and other
celebrities among them.
There was a familiar episode about the geisha, though it might not be true. When the famous Chinese actor,
Mei Lang-fang, came to Tokyo to appear in the Imperial Theater, she went to the wealthy promoter who brought
the actor from China, and begged him,
“Please let me meet the actor in private. I don’t care how much money it takes.” But the promoter somehow
managed to persuade her not to pursue the idea, and sent her home. One of the young listeners, to avenge the pain
of her laughing, asked her, panting for breath:
“Is it true that you took out your bank book from the fold of your obiage sash and showed it to the promoter to
prove you have enough money?”
“What nonsense! Did you say obiage? I wasn’t a child any more. I didn’t need a scarf-like obiage to tie my
obi.”
She was angry like a child. This child-like anger coming from the mature geisha was very amusing to watch.
So, the young ones often brought up the subject just to enjoy it.
“But you see,” the old geisha would say after her long talk, “looking back, I know now that what I have been
doing is to find one man among all those men I had in my life. I was attracted to this part of this man, or that part
of another. But those were only parts of the ideal man that I have been looking for. That’s why I couldn’t have a
lasting relationship with anyone of them.”
“And who could be that ideal man? Did you find out?” asked a young girl.
“If I did, my troubles would be over forever. Who knows, it might have been my first love, or I may still meet
him some day.”
When Kosono said this, her face had that melancholic expression which she seldom showed in her professional
life.
“In a way I envy an ordinary housewife. All she has to do is to stay faithful with the husband her parents
choose for her. She knows only one man in her life, has children by him, and in her old age, she is taken care of
by these children. No worries, no doubts whatsoever.”
When the old geisha’s talk came to this point, the young ones would whisper among themselves that though
they enjoyed listening to her, they were not too happy about her depressing tone at the end.
*
In the last ten years, after Kosono became comfortably well off and rather free to choose which parties she
entertained, she had come to prefer a healthy middle-class lifestyle to her professional one. She had divided her
house into two separate sections: one was the geisha house quarter, and the other, her living area, to which a
storehouse with traditional whitewashed walls was connected. She built an independent entrance to the living
section facing a narrow back street. The entrance suggested the house to be a home with no relation to the front
geisha quarter.
Kosono also adopted a girl from a distant relative and sent her to high school. She took up lessons that were
more modem and intellectual than those of traditional geisha training.
The old geisha was introduced to me by a mutual acquaintance who lived in downtown Tokyo, for lessons of
tanka, a traditional short poem with thirty-one syllables. At our first meeting she said something like this:
“A geisha is like a multi-purpose knife. It doesn’t have to be very sharp to cut one particular thing, but it has to
cut any number of things. I want to learn tanka just enough to please more sophisticated customers now that I
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entertain them often.”
For about a year I gave her lessons. Then, I discovered that although she had nice feelings for this form of
poem, her talent suited haiku more. So I asked a woman haiku poet I knew to take her as her student. After she
left me, she sent her gardener to build a small pond and a fountain in the old town Tokyo style in my inner garden,
to show her gratitude.
The old geisha had her main living quarters remodeled in half-Western style and installed various electric
devices. What had motivated this was her nature that always wanted the best. She saw them in a newly built
restaurant where she entertained customers, and she wanted the same things for her home. After they were
installed, she realized that in the way these devices worked there was something healthy and mysterious: an
instant water heater that streamed out hot water as soon as she poured cold water into it, an ash tray with an
electric lighter which, pushed down with the tip of her long pipe, instantly lighted tobacco for her. She felt a fresh
thrill she’d never known before in using them.
“They seem to be alive … un huh … well, everything should work as well as these,” she said.
The world of speed and exactness is what she learned from electric devices. Standing on this vantage point she
could look back on her life now. In the world I have been living in, things went so slow and inefficiently, she
thought, like turning the oil lamp on and off over and over again. For a while after she had the devices installed,
the old geisha got up early in the morning and enjoyed toying with them, although she was annoyed with the big
electric bill she received.
The devices broke down frequently, and Makita, the owner of a nearby electric shop, came to repair them. As
he worked, the geisha followed him around and watched with curiosity. Soon she began to know a little about
electricity.
“I see, when plus and minus currents meet together, they can do a lot of things, un huh … it’s like two people
being compatible,” she said. Her admiration for a new civilization had increased a great deal.
Makita came often to help her since she did not have a man in her household. One day he brought along a
young man, and told the geisha that this man would take care of her electric appliances from now on. Yuki was the
young man’s name. He was cheerful and carefree. Looking around the house he made a rude remark:
“This is supposed to be a geisha house, isn’t it? But you don’t have a shamisen.”\fn{A young man skilled in playing
the Japanese instrument of the same name, usually attached to geisha houses to play background music }
He came often. The carefree and refreshing atmosphere the young man bore about him attracted the geisha,
and they came to enjoy their talks together.
“Your work, Yuki, is really clumsy. As soon as you repair something it breaks down again. It doesn’t last a
week.”
She was talking like a man.
“If so, I can’t help it. I can’t feel any passion for petty jobs like these.”
“What did you say? What is that ‘passion’?”
“‘Passion’ means, well … let me see. If I put it in your terms, it’s an erotic attraction, maybe. I don’t feel that
for a job like this.”
This made her think of her life. She remembered many parties she served, many men she slept with without
being attracted to them, without feeling “passion” for them. She felt sorry for her past.
“I see. Then, tell me what kind of work can you feel passion for?”
The young man said that it would be to invent something new, and to have it patented, and to make a lot of
money with it.
“Well, okay, why don’t you do it, then?”
Yuki looked her in the face.
“‘Why don’t you do it?’ Ah, la la, it’s not so simple. This is why people call your kind of women playthings.
You can’t talk sense.”
“No, you don’t understand. I said it because I have already made up my mind to help you. If I take care of your
living expenses, would you consider devoting yourself to what you feel passion for?”
So Yuki left Makita’s store and came to live in one of the rental houses the geisha owned. With Yuki’s
instruction she had a room remodeled into a workshop and installed some apparatus for his research and
experiments.
*
Yuki had worked his way through school. When he graduated from the college of electrical engineering, however,
he did not find himself a full-time job. He needed time for his ambition. He worked here and there as a part-time
helper, which was almost as unrewarding as day labor. Then he met Makita who came from the same hometown
as Yuki. Makita offered him a position of a live-in engineer. Yuki moved in with his family. But there were several
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small children in the house, and the jobs were petty and numerous. The situation was driving him almost to his
wit’s end. So Yuki quickly accepted the offer made by the geisha.
Yuki was not especially grateful to her, however. He figured that maybe this was the kind of thing an old
geisha would do. A woman who had led a pleasure-filled life squeezing easy money out of men might do things
like this to ease her guilt. Although he was not so impudent as to assume that he was doing her a favor by
accepting the offer, he felt he didn’t owe her much.
For the first time in his life, he did not have to worry about his daily meals. He was happy with the quiet and
sincere life he was leading. He spent his day laboriously contrasting what he read in textbooks with the results of
the experiments, and making notes of anything that seemed useful for a new invention. He looked at himself in
the mirror.
There was an image of a young man with a strong, masculine body. He liked himself. He wore a linen shirt.
His hair was curled by an electric curler. The man sat slantingly on a chair smoking leisurely. It was an image
most suitable for a young inventor, he acknowledged, totally different from what he used to be.
A wooden verandah surrounded his workshop, and there was a small rectangular garden beyond. A few trees
grew there. When he was exhausted with his work, he went out to the verandah, lay down flat on his back, looked
up at the blurred blue sky of the city, and transplanted his many fantasies into dreams.
Kosono came to visit Yuki every few days. She looked around the place, observed what was lacking, and later
had them sent from her house.
“You are a young man easy to take care of. Your house looks always neat and clean. You never have dirty
clothes piled up,” Kosono complimented.
“Sure, it’s nothing for me. My mother died young, so I changed and washed my own diapers as a baby.”
“Oh no,” the old geisha laughed. Then, looking sad, she said,
“But I’ve heard that if a man is too fastidious about small things, he can’t make a big success.”
“Well, I don’t think this is the real me either, but somehow this neatness has become my habit. So if I see
untidiness about me, I feel uneasy.”
‘I don’t know why … at any rate, be sure to let me know if you need anything,” the geisha insisted.
On the day of hatsuuma, that is the first “Horse Day” of the lunar February, the geisha had inari sushi with
fried bean curd delivered to her house, and ate it with Yuki relaxing like mother and son.
*
The foster daughter, Michiko, was a capricious girl. For a while she came to see Yuki every day and wanted
him to keep her company. Growing up in this special society where love is treated like a commodity, Michiko
knew no other way to treat it. Kosono had tried to shield her daughter, but in vain. Michiko was precocious about
love, though that was only skin deep. She had hurried through her adolescence without really experiencing it, and
her child’s heart seemed to have hardened as it was, acquiring a thin layer of adult discretion on its surface.
Realizing that Yuki did not enjoy spending time with her, Michiko lost her interest in him, and she did not visit
him for a long time. Then one day she appeared again looking rather sluggish. Here is a young man her mother is
taking care of, she reasoned, so she had better take advantage of the situation and make the best of it. Still, she
was not too happy that her mother brought a total stranger into their life.
Michiko sat on Yuki’s lap casually and gave him a coquettish sidelong glance that was perfect but only in
form.
“Can you tell how much I weigh?”
Yuki raised his knees a few times.
“For a girl of your age, marriageable age that is, you lack delicacy of manners.”
“No, that’s not true. I got an A in ethics in school.”
Did she misinterpret. the term “delicacy of manner” or did she choose to misinterpret?
Through her clothes Yuki’s hand felt her body. He thought it was droll that this young girl whose body was like
an undernourished child’s was trying to imitate the coquetry of a full-grown woman. He laughed.
“Oh, how dare you laugh at me! I know you think you are so great.” Michiko stood up, she was angry.
“Do some exercises and build up your body like your mother’s.”
After this, Michiko literally hated him, though she did not quite understand why.
*
Yuki’s sense of happiness lasted about half a year. Then he began to feel rather uncertain about it. When he was
only toying with ideas of inventions, they all seemed wonderful. But once he began research and experiments, he
had to face the fact that the kind of things he had in mind had already been invented and patented. Even if he
believed his versions more advanced and useful, he would have to make changes in order not to conflict with the
patented products. Besides he was not sure whether the devices he was going to create might meet much demand.
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He knew by now that there had been many good inventions, admirable from the professional point of view, but
not at all used by people.
On the other hand, one casual flash of an idea could be a smashing success. He had understood that inventions
of new things could be speculative, but hadn’t the least idea that there was such a taxing conflict between the
imagined products and actual materialization of them.
Yet he himself was the real reason he was losing interest in this life. He remembered those days when he had to
work on trivial jobs. He didn’t like it, but he could bear it because he had an ambition, a thrilling dream that
someday he would have enough money to devote himself to creation of new things.
But this ambition once materialized, living it daily was boring, almost tormenting. Working in quiet isolation
he became sometimes frightened with the notion that he might be going in an entirely wrong direction in his
research, and thus would be left behind the mainstream of the time.
Besides, he was not sure if he really wanted to be rich.
Now, he did not have to earn a living anymore. If he wanted to go out occasionally, his idea of having a good
time was limited. He would see a movie, enjoy a drink or two at a bar and in pleasant intoxication of sake, take a
taxi home. That was all. And the old geisha was willing to give him enough money to spend on this modest
pleasure. It was more than he asked for. Once or twice Yuki had gone to gay quarters with his friends. He enjoyed
the woman only for the money he paid for her. As soon as he was done, he wanted to come home to relax, to
stretch his body in his comfortable futon and sleep. He never stayed out all night. He had a very luxurious set of
futon, almost too good for a young man like him. He had bought some down himself, and made his own
comforters with it.
I don’t seem to have any more desire than this, do I? Have I become something abnormal for a man of my age?
Yuki wondered. And he was frightened to find himself strangely passive, neutralized.
What a contrast she makes! That old geisha is so different from me! What kind of woman is she, anyway.
Yuki’s thoughts wandered toward her. Her face always looked melancholy, yet she had something indomitable and
unyielding in her. Take her lessons, for instance, she was constantly challenging new things, as if she was trying
to devour the unknown. She was being pushed forward by her satisfaction as well as her dissatisfaction. So the
next time Kosono came to his workshop, Yuki asked her,
“Do you know of Mistanguette, a very famous night-club entertainer in France?”
“Yes, I’ve heard her songs on a record. The way she sings those intricate melodies, are really marvelous.”
“I was told once that the old singer has all her wrinkles tucked in the sole of her feet. But I imagine you don’t
have to do that yet, do you?” Her eyes glared for an instant, then with a quick smile she said,
“Me? Well, I have to eat so many New Year’s Eve peas now, you know you eat as many peas as your age, so I
doubt if my skin will act as it used to. But let me see …”
The old geisha rolled up her kimono sleeve and thrust her left arm to Yuki.
“Pinch the skin of my upper arm with your thumb and forefinger. Pinch it tight and hold it.”
Yuki did as he was told. The geisha held the skin of the opposite side of the arm with her right fingers and
pinched it back. The part of skin that Yuki’s fingers had held slipped away gently and returned to its original
smoothness. He tried it once more, harder this time, but still he could not hold the skin. The resilient smoothness
like the belly skin of an eel and the mysterious whiteness resembling parchment—these sensations Yuki felt from
her skin remained in him long afterward.
“How weird! But, really you are amazing!” The old geisha rubbed off the red mark left by Yuki’s fingers with
the sleeve of her silk underwear, and said:
“I owe this to childhood dance training. Teachers used to strike and beat children during lessons, you know.”
The memories of those hard times came back to her, casting for a moment a dark shadow on her face. Then she
said to him,
“What has become of you?” And staring at him, she continued:
“Don’t misunderstand me. I am not saying that I want you to work harder or to become a quick success. But
let’s say that if you were a fish, you’ve lost your freshness. It’s a bit strange to me that you, a young man who
should have enough worries of his own, is wondering about the age of an old woman. Is your mind shrinking with
a mean twist?”
“Actually, I’m getting disappointed with myself,” Yuki confessed. “I’m losing passion for the world. No, that’s
not true, I’m not losing it. I never had it from the beginning.”
“No, that’s not true. You had it all right. But if that is the case, if you are losing your passion, you have a
problem. I see, though, you’ve put on weight, and are looking much better than before.”
It was true that Yuki had put on some weight and his well-built body had acquired roundness, which now gave
him an air of wealth. And there was a sensuous glow in the soft swell of the eyelids above his brown eyes and the
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corpulent flesh under his chin.
"Yes, my health is good, so good that I feel I can doze off at any moment. And I can’t remember anything these
days, unless I try very hard. Even important things escape my mind. And the funny thing is that I have a kind of
insecure feeling, uneasiness. I’ve never known anything like this before.”
“Maybe you are eating too much mugitoro, you know, that ground white yam over the wheat and rice could
give you more energy than you need.”
The old geisha teased him because she knew that Yuki often had his orders of mugitoro delivered from a
neighborhood restaurant famous for this dish. Quickly she became serious again and said,
“Well, I think it won’t hurt if you look for something to worry about. Find a trouble, a trouble of any kind.
Sometimes you are better off with a certain amount of anxiety.”
*
A few days after that the geisha invited him for an outing. Michiko and two young geishas from another house
came along. Yuki had not met them, but they looked nice in their good kimonos. They bowed to Kosono and
thanked her very politely for asking them for the outing. The old geisha said to Yuki,
“This is going to be your entertainment party. I paid these women geisha fees for a whole day. So, you are their
man for today. Let them entertain you and just enjoy it.”
As expected, the young geishas worked very hard to please Yuki. When they were getting into a boat at the
Takeya pier, the younger one asked him,
“Can you hold my hand, please? I need you.”
Getting into the boat, she staggered on purpose and held on to Yuki. He could see her round nape that looked
transparently white against a red silk collar. The border of the nape hair met there with the pale misty skin of her
back. Yuki smelled scented hair oil, too. On her thickly made up profile, the cheeks showed an enamel-like glow
and her nose cut a fine statuesque line.
“It’s very beautiful out here,” the old geisha remarked. Sitting on the shiftboard of the boat, she took out a
tobacco case and a lighter from the fold of her obi sash.
They walked or rode in a taxi, admiring the early summer scenes along the Arakawa Canal. Factories were
built there and homes for the factory wprkers were added on the cinder-paved land. But the old sections of
Kanegafuchi and Ayase still remained here and there. Only a few silk trees that the Ayase River was known for
were left. The only thing that had stayed the same was a group of boat carpenters working on a reed island beyond
the stream.
“When I was living in Mukojima as a kept woman,” the old geisha began to reminisce, “my patron was such a
jealous man that he didn’t let me go beyond this neighborhood. So I used to tell him I was only going for a short
walk along the river. My young lover disguised himself as a carp fisherman and moored his boat under the row of
those silk trees. That’s how we did our ‘rendezvous’ as you people call it now, in the boat.”
As the evening approached, silk tree flowers began to fold, and the sound of the boat carpenters’ hammers
trailed off. One could see now the pale blue haze float on the water.
“Once we talked about committing double suicide. It almost happened because all we had to do was to step
overboard. It was tempting.”
“What made you change your mind? asked Yuki, thumping his feet in the small boat.
“We were trying to decide when we would do it, but couldn’t make up our minds, and kept putting it off. And
then we saw two bodies that seemed to have died of double suicide float to the bank across the river. A crowd
gathered around them. We also went and stared at them. After we came back to the boat, my lover said,
“‘Double suicide corpses are not much to look at. We’d better drop the idea.’
“I thought if I die with this lover, he might be happy for it, but my patron would be sad. I felt sorry for him. Of
course, I totally disliked him. Still, I felt part of my heart belonged to this man who couldn’t help being so jealous
of me.”
“We envy you,” a young geisha said. “Your stories of those good old days sound so romantic and easygoing.
Things are much more frigid and dry nowadays, it’s really disgusting.”
“I don’t think so,” said the old geisha, waving her hand. “You have your own good things today. For instance,
everything moves faster now than it used to, like electric devices. Not only that, I think today there are more arts
and techniques you can use. To me, it’s fascinating.”
With this subtle encouragement from Kosono, the young geishas again began waiting on Yuki eagerly, making
full use of their charms and techniques. The younger one led the game, the elder, subordinating.
Michiko looked very disturbed. In the beginning she was quiet and serene, showing apparent contempt of the
group. She separated herself, now and then taking photos of the scenes. Then suddenly she began acting
coquettishly toward Yuki, trying to draw his attention from the geishas. Yuki’s interest was aroused by the faint
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scent of this young girl’s flesh, a scent that her pitiful aggressiveness barely squeezed out of her immature virgin
body. Yuki inhaled deeply. But the excitement was shallow and brief, and it left him quickly.
The young geishas did not seem too happy about Michiko’s challenge. But Michiko was Kosono’s foster
daughter after all. Besides, they were there only because of their profession so they let her have her way. But
whenever Michiko’s whim shifted somewhere else, the geishas resumed their service. This irritated her all the
more. She felt them like flies swarming over her piece of cake. And she dispensed that irritation once or twice on
her foster mother.
Nothing seemed to bother the old geisha though. She picked chickweeds on the bank for her canaries or drank
beer with cooked taro at the teahouse of the Iris Garden. They were about to have dinner at Yaomatsu Restaurant
in the precinct of the Water God Shrine. Michiko stared at Yuki boldly and said,
“I’m not going in. I don’t want a Japanese dinner. I’m going home by myself.”
Surprised, the young geishas offered to accompany her. Kosono laughed.
“No need for that. We’ll put her in a taxi.” She waved at a taxi. Watching it drive away, she said,
“That girl has learned a few smart tricks, hasn’t she?”
*
The old geisha’s actions and intentions had become more puzzling for Yuki. He knew now that his first
interpretation was mistaken. She was not being good to a young man because she wanted to ease her accumulated
sense of guilt. She never hinted that she was interested in him as a young lover, though their imagined relationship
was becoming the gossip of the neighborhood. Why was her attitude so permissive toward an adult man she was
keeping, Yuki wondered?
Yuki seldom went to his workshop now. He had been neglecting his research, too. The fact that the old geisha
said nothing to him bewildered Yuki all the more about her purpose in helping him. Trying not to look into his
workshop in spite of its glass door, he lay down on the verandah. Now that summer was coming, thick fresh green
leaves were springing out from old trees in the garden. Azaleas and wall irises by the rock at the edge of the pond
attracted wasps. The sky was clear and profoundly blue. The clouds that took shapes of various continents moved
slowly, with their color dulled by impregnated moisture. Paulownia was blooming in the neighbor garden, half
hidden by their clothes drying on the line.
Yuki missed the days he used to work for Makita. He went to many strangers’ houses. He repaired a connection
in a narrow kitchen closet filled with the smell of moldy soy sauce, hardly able to move his arms. Often the wife
or a maid of the house where he worked shared part of her lunch with him. He remembered how much he had
detested those things then, but now he missed them. In Makita’s small upstairs room Yuki used to make estimates
for new contracts. Then the children would come up in turns and hug him sometimes so hard that his neck was
swollen red. A little one took a piece of candy from her mouth and with her saliva dripping from it like a thread,
pushed it into his mouth.
Yuki began to wonder if all he really wanted was to live an ordinary peaceful life. Perhaps he should not
attempt as great an enterprise as invention. He thought of Michiko. Though the old geisha kept her aloof profile
that showed no knowledge about Michiko and Yuki, in reality she might have planned all along for them to marry
so that her old days would be well taken care of. However, this did not seem possible, for as lofty a person as
Kosono wouldn’t be capable of such a petty exchange.
And Michiko … Michiko reminded Yuki of an unripe chestnut, a hard shell, but watery and shapeless inside.
He laughed a little. She was a girl whose form was developed more than enough, but whose inner personality was
hopelessly empty. It was a bit droll. But there was some change in her attitude recently. She was hostile and
antipathetic toward him, yet she somehow seemed to cling tenaciously to him.
Michiko’s visits to Yuki’s house were not so sporadic these days; it was more regular now, once a day, or every
other day. That day Michiko came in from the back entrance. She opened a screen between the living room and
the guest room in which the workshop was installed. She stood upon the rail. Resting one hand on a post and
hiding the other in her kimono sleeve, she twisted her body a little as if to pose for a camera.
“I came,” Michiko said sulkily giving him a side glance.
“Un huh,” was Yuki’s only greeting. He was lying down on the verandah. Michiko said the same thing again,
and received the same response. She was indignant.
“What a lazy answer. I’ll leave and never come and visit you again!”
“You are such a spoiled brat,”
Yuki sat up and crossed his legs. Then, staring at her, he said,
“So, you have a traditional hairdo today.”
“So what!” Michiko turned back showing her sulky mood in the back seam of her kimono. The upper half of
her body looked attractive enough to Yuki. Her obi sash was gorgeous, and her white nape was exposed in the
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shape of a reversed Mount Fuji right above the large bow of the sash. But from the waist to the bottom hem, her
body line was straight as a stem with one flower, exposing the body of a young girl whose sexual charm had not
yet bloomed.
Yuki was amused with this contrast. He wondered what it would be like if this girl were to become his wife
and wait on him, depend on him, and .take care of him, telling him this and that. This imagined picture of his
future depressed him a little. It seemed so commonplace, so limited. But, one never knows, he thought. And the
unknown attracted him. Yuki wanted to find some irresistible charm in her small and almost too finely featured
face surrounded by the elaborate hairdo that made her forehead look even smaller.
“Turn around and let me look at you. It’s quite becoming.”
Michiko shrugged her shoulders and turned to face Yuki. She touched her collar and hair gesturing to rearrange
her appearance.
“Oh, you are such a bother, really … are you satisfied?”
Her hair ornament twinkled. Flattered by Yuki’s interest in her Michiko said,
“I brought you something good to eat. Guess what it is.”
Yuki didn’t expect this. How could he allow his thoughts to be read so easily by this little girl!
“I don’t want to play a game with you. If you brought something for me, just give it to me.”
Michiko rebelled against his high-handedness and turned away from him.
“I was only trying to be nice to you. If you are going to be so pompous, I won’t give it to you.”
“Give it to me!”
Yuki stood up. He walked slowly over to Michiko, his body firm as a person of absolute authority. He was
astounded at his own behavio4 but he could not help himself.
*
For the first time in his life Yuki felt severe tension, a tension born of the fear of entrapment into a small petty
orderliness and the disgusting helplessness with which he would push himself into that trap. In the struggle not to
be defeated by his self-disgust, sweat wet his forehead.
Michiko watched him with contempt, thinking that he was still carrying on his high-handed joke. Then she
realized something was different this time, and she became frightened. Still murmuring,
“No, I won’t give it to you, no, no.”
She backed off to the living room. Yuki, looking fiercely straight into her eyes, drew out his hands from his
kimono and pressed them on her shoulders. Michiko was so frightened that she let out a small cry, once, twice.
Then suddenly her features began to loosen, stripped of all their pretentious coyness.
“Give it to me, right now!” Yuki was still demanding.
The words meant nothing to her. She felt only the thick shivering of Yuki’s arms and saw his throat move
slowly as he swallowed sour saliva.
“Sorry, I’m sorry.”
Michiko was half-crying with her eyes wide open. But Yuki, as if electrified, looked pale and idiotic and,
fixing his stare on her, kept sending violent shivers through his arms.
Michiko at last understood something about him. She remembered that her foster mother talked often about the
timidity of men.
Oh, that must be it, Michiko thought. Here is a mature man who is fighting with his own timid shyness over a
thing like this. Why, he is like a good-natured cow, something I can pet. She gained back her control and gathered
her features once again into a pretty seductive smile.
“You silly thing. Don’t be like this. I was going to give it to you anyway.”
She wiped off the cold sweat from Yuki’s forehead with her palm. A green breeze swept through the foliage of
the garden. She listened to it a second and took his strong arm.
“Come this way, will you?”
*
It was almost evening. Misty May rain was falling. The geisha came into the garden through a little twig gate,
holding an umbrella over her head. She was wearing a muted-colored formal kimono. She came into Yuki’s house,
let the long train fall on the tatami floor and sat down.
“I dropped by on my way to work because there is something I wanted to talk about with you.”
She took out the tobacco case and drew an ashtray toward her.
“I know my daughter comes here quite often. Don’t misunderstand me, I have nothing against it. You two are
young, so something may happen between you. Well, about that something.”
Nothing would make her happier, if they were really in love, she said.
“But,” she continued, “if it’s only a vague feeling you have for each other, if it’s just the love of convenience,
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then it’s nothing new. There are a lot of cases like that in life. I myself have gone through that many times. It’s the
same dull thing, you can go on repeating it.”
Whether it is work or love between a man and a woman, the geisha said, she wanted to see a person put his
entire soul into it. If she could see that happen, then she would be able to die in peace.
“Don’t hurry, and don’t be impatient. I want you to strike the right target, whether it is work or love. And if
you find it, stick to it.”
“I think that’s impossible,” Yuki laughed. “The kind of purity of soul you talk about doesn’t exist in this age. I
can’t do it.”
“In any age you don’t find it unless you look for it very hard. You have to try very hard to make it happen. So,
take as much time as you need, and if you like, eat lots of mugitoro too. But try, try hard to find the right target of
your life. You are lucky enough to have this healthy body. Maybe you can go on looking for it for a long time
yet,” she laughed. A carriage came and the old geisha went out.
*
That evening Yuki left the house. For no apparent reason, he decided to go away.
He began to understand what the old geisha wanted from him. She was trying to let him accomplish what she
could not have. But that would be impossible. Neither she nor he, nor even the luckiest person on earth, could
accomplish what she wanted in this world. The reality in which they lived gave only bits and pieces of the ideal,
but never the whole. The ideal whole flickered before their eyes just to tempt them, so that they would keep
trying.
He could reason this way, and could accept his limitations, but the old geisha could not. She wouldn’t accept
her limitations. That was a shortcoming on her part. Yet that shortcoming could also be her strength.
What an old woman she was! Yuki was astounded. She could be turning into a monster after so many years of
living! There was something immensely tragic in her aspiration. This impressed him. But at the same time he did
not really wish to be trapped in her aspiring and reckless scheme of life.
Yuki wanted to get away from the ever-ascending escalator on which she was trying to put him. He would
rather cuddle up in a comfortable life as in a down futon he made himself. To sort out these many thoughts, Yuki
rode on a train for two hours from Tokyo and came to an inn by the sea. The inn was run by Makita’s brother and
Yuki had been here before to check their electric installment. The sea spread in front. Behind, the mountains stood
with the incessant movement of clouds near the peaks. He had never done this before: to come and stay in a quiet
place surrounded by beautiful nature, to think by himself, to decide.
He was healthy. He enjoyed eating the fresh fish out of the sea. He enjoyed swimming, too. And he laughed.
He felt a roar of laughter boiling up from inside. It was droll, first of all, that the old geisha, who carried that
limitless aspiration within herself, didn’t realize it and was living her daily trivial life in the town. It was also droll
that Yuki himself could not escape from the geisha’s magnet even now, being miles away from her, just as a
certain animal cannot go beyond an enclosing line drawn on the ground. It was funny, too, that he chose this inn
as the getaway place, thinking that the geisha could locate him easily. It was because, although confined within
her reach, he felt oppressed and bored, he knew he would be very lonely without her.
The relationship with Michiko was also funny. Without really knowing what was happening, they touched each
other momentarily like a flash of lightning.
After a week in the inn, Makita came with money from the old geisha to take him back. Makita said to Yuki,
“I imagine you may have to put up with things you don’t like. You’d better find a way to earn your own living
and quit depending on her.”
Yuki went back with Makita. But after this he often went off alone without warning the geisha.
“Mother, Yuki escaped again, did you know?”
Michiko stood at the entrance to the storehouse in her tennis wear. She seemed to be indulging in the sardonic
pleasure of watching her foster mother suffer, while pretending nonchalance.
“I don’t think he came home last night, or the night before.”
The old geisha was sitting in her small orderly studio built in the storehouse of her garden. She was repeating
her lessons of new Japanese music after the teacher had left. Hiding the chagrin boiling inside her, she looked up
at Michiko with an indifferent expression on her face.
“The man gave in to his bad habit again, didn’t he?”
She lit her long pipe and puffed it once, then pulled the tip of her kimono sleeve—today her kimono was of
bold striped silk—in a reflex action, perhaps to see if it was becoming.
“Never mind, I can’t give in to him all the time.”
And dusting off a few ashes from her knees, she began to fold her music.
Disappointed with the absence of anger in her mother, Michiko left for a nearby tennis court, racket in hand.
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But as soon as the daughter had left, the old geisha hurried to the telephone. She called Makita and asked him
again to find Yuki. Her voice was shaking as she accused the young man of his selfishness and lack of
responsibility. This was the young man she was helping. The receiver shook with her hand. Still, she felt that she
was animated by a mellow loneliness born of fermented fear of losing him. Away from the telephone, she
whispered to herself,
“That young man has a lot of spirit in him. Well why shouldn’t he?” and wiped her eye with her kimono sleeve.
She respected Yuki a little more each time he ran away, but she also suffered from a tremendous sense of loss
when she imagined that he might never come back. It would be an irreplaceable loss.
*
In midsummer I received several tankas from Kosono who had been taking haiku lessons from my friend. She
wanted me to go over them. It was after dinner and I was enjoying the cool evening air on the verandah facing the
garden with the pond and the fountain, gifts made by her. A maid handed me the manuscript. I unfolded it and
listened to the sound of the water, reading the tankas with much interest.
I want to introduce here one of her tankas, which I think speaks eloquently for the old geisha’s recent feelings.
I have made a slight change in the wording, not from the teacher’s duty but for the purpose of helping the reader
understand the meaning better. The meaning, I assure you, is not altered at all.
Year after year
Sadness deepens in me.
And my life flourishes
Ever more.

53.109 St. Jerome And The Lion And The Donkey\fn{by Helen Waddell (1889-1965)} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area,
Japan (F) 2
Upon a certain day as evening drew on, and the blessed Jerome sat with the brethren, as is the way of the
monk, to hear the reading of the lesson and to speak good words, when of a sudden, limping on three paws and
the fourth caught up, came a mighty lion into the cloister. At sight of him a good many of the brethren fled in
terror, for human frailty is but timorous. But the blessed Jerome went out to meet him as one greets an incoming
guest.
And while the distance between them was shortening, the lion who had no way of speaking, it not being his
nature, offered the good father as best he might his wounded paw: and the Saint, calling the brethren, gave
instructions that the wounded paw should be bathed, to find why the lion went thus limping. Upon close
examination, they found that the paw had been pierced by thorns. Fomentations were applied with all diligence,
and the wound speedily healed.
And now, all wildness and savagery laid aside, the lion began to go to and fro among them as peaceable and
domestic as any animal about the house. This the blessed Jerome observed, and spoke as follows to the brethren:
“Bring your minds to bear upon this, my brethren: what, I ask you, can we find for this lion to do in the way of
useful and suitable work, that will not be burdensome to him, and that he can efficiently accomplish? For I believe
of a surety that it was not so much for the healing of his paw that God sent him hither, since He could have cured
him without us, as to show us that He is anxious to provide marvellous well for our necessity.”
To which the brethren gave concerted and humble response:
“Thou knowest, father, that the donkey who brings us our wood from the forest pasture needs some one to look
after him, and that we ate always in fear that some naughty beast will devour him. Wherefore if it seem to thee
good and right, let the charge of our donkey be laid upon the lion, that he may take him out to pasture, and again
may bring him home.”
And so it was done: the donkey was put in charge of the lion, as his shepherd: together they took the road to
the pasture, and wherever the donkey grazed, there was his defender: and a sure defence he was. Nevertheless, at
regular hours, that he might refresh himself and the donkey do his appointed task, the lion would come with him
home.
And so for long enough it was: till one day, the donkey duly brought to his pasture, the lion felt a great weight
of sluggishness come upon him, and he fell asleep. And as he lay sunk in deep slumber, it befell that certain
merchants came along that road on their way to Egypt to buy oil. They saw the donkey grazing, they saw that no
guardian was at hand, and seized by sudden wicked greed, they caught him and led him away.
In due course the lion roused up, knowing nothing of his loss, and set out to fetch his charge at graze. But
when he was not to be seen in the accustomed pasture, constricted with anxiety and in deep distress the lion went
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roaring up and down, hither and thither, for the remainder of the day, seeking what he had lost. And at last, when
all hope of finding the donkey was gone, he came and stood at the monastery gate.
Conscious of guilt, he no longer dared walk in as of old time with his dunkey. The blessed Jerome saw him,
and the brethren too, hanging about outside the gate, without the donkey, and long past his usual hour: and they
concluded that he had been tempted by hunger to kill his animal. In no mind, therefore, to offer him his wonted
ration, “Away with you,” said they, “and finish up whatever you have left of the donkey, and fill your greedy
belly.”
And yet even as they spoke, they were doubtful as to whether he had indeed perpetrated this crime or no.
So finally the brethren went out to the pasture whither the lion was wont to bring the animal aforesaid, and up
and down they scoured, to see if they could find any trace of the slaughter. No sign of violence was to be seen:
and tuming home they made haste to bring their report to the blessed Jerome. He heard them, and spoke.
“I entreat you, brethren,” said he, “that although ye have suffered the loss of the ass, do not, nevertheless, nag
at him or make him wretched. Treat him as before, and offer him his food: and let him take the donkey’s place,
and make a light harness for him so that he can drag home the branches that have fallen in the wood.”
And it was done.
So the lion did regularly his appointed task, while the time drew on for the merchants to return. Then one day,
his work done, he went out, inspired as I believe, brute beast though he was, by some divine prompting, and made
his way to the field. Up and down, hither and thither in circles he ran, craving some further light on the fate that
had befallen his comrade. And finally, wom out but still anxious, he climbed to a rising above the highway where
he might look all round him. A great way off he spied men coming with laden camels, and in front of them walked
a donkey. So far off was he that he could not recognize him. None the less he set out, stepping cautiously, to meet
them.
Now it is said to be the custom in that part of the country that whenever men set out with camels on a long
journey, a donkey goes in front, with the camel’s halter on its neck, and the camels follow after. And now the
merchants came nearer, and he recognized his donkey. With a fierce roar he charged down upon them, making a
mighty din, though doing no damage to any. Crazed with terror, as they well might be, they left all they had and
took to their heels, the lion meantime roaring terribly and lashing the ground with his tail: and so he drove the
affrighted camels, laden as they were, back to the monastery before him.
So when this surprising sight met the brethren’s gaze, the donkey pacing in the van, the lion in like fashion
marching in the rear, and the laden beasts in the middle, they slipped quietly away to inform the blessed Jerome.
He came out, and benevolently bade them to set open the monastery gate, enjoining them to silence.
“Take their loads off these our guests,” said he, “the camels, I mean, and the donkey, and bathe their feet and
give them fodder, and wait to see what God is minded to show His servants.”
Then, when all instructions as to the camels had been obeyed, began the lion as of old to go here and there in
high feather through the cloister, flattening himself at the feet of each several brother and wagging his tail, as
though to ask forgiveness for the crime that he had never committed. Whereupon the brethren, full of remorse for
the cruel charge they had brought against him, would say to one another,
“Behold our trusty shepherd whom so short a while ago we were upbraiding for a greedy ruffian, and God has
deigned to send him to us with such a resounding miracle, to clear his character!”
Meantime the blessed Jerome, aware of things to come, spoke to the brethren, saying,
“Be prepared, my brethren, in all things that are requisite for refreshment: so that those who are about to be our
guests may be received, as is fitting, without embarrassment.”
His orders duly obeyed, and the brethren chatting with the blessed Jerome, suddenly comes a messenger with
the news that there are guests without the gate, desirous to see the Father of the community. At this, the already
frequently named Father commanded that the doors of the monastery be opened and the visitors brought to him.
They, however, in spite of this invitation, came in blushing, and prostrated themselves at the feet of the blessed
Jerome, entreating forgiveness for their fault. Gently raising them up, he admonished them to enjoy their own
with thanksgiving, but not to encroach on others’ goods: and in short to live cautiously, as ever in the presence of
God. And this marvellous discourse ended, he bade them accept refreshment, and take again their camels and go
their way,
Then with one voice they cried out,
“We entreat you, Father, that you will accept, for the lamps in the church and the necessity of the brethren, half
of the oil that the camels have brought: because we know and are sure that it was rather to be of service to you
than for our own profit that we went down into Egypt to bargain there.” To which the blessed Jerome replied,
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“This that you ask is indeed not right, for it would seem a great hardship that we who ought to have compassion on others and relieve their necessities by our own giving, should bear so heavy on you, taking your
property away from you when we are not in need of it.” To which they answer:
“Neither this food, nor any of our own property do we touch, unless you first command that what we ask shall
be done. And so, as we have said, do you now accept half of the oil that the camels have brought: and we pledge
ourselves and our heirs to give to you and those that come after you the measure of oil which is called a hin in
each succeeding year.”
So therefore, constrained and compelled by the violence of their entreaties, the blessed Jerome commanded
that their prayer should be fulfilled. They partook of refreshment, and after receiving both benediction and
camels, they returned exultant and jocund to their own people.
But that these things were done at Bethlehem, and the fashion of their doing, is confidently related among the
inhabitants of that place until this day.
104.32 1. The Priest’s Hat 2. The Hungry Image 3. How The Novice Finally Ate Well 4. The Young Man Who
Could Not Be Taught: Four Folktales\fn{told by Koyama Masao, Sr. (c.1890?- )} Chiisagata, Nagano Prefecture,
Japan (M) 1
1
A novice on foot followed a priest on horseback whom he accompanied. Presently a wind started up and blew
off the priest’s hat. When they arrived at their destination, the hat was gone. When the priest asked his novice
about the hat, he answered,
“I thought you threw it away because you did not need it so I did not pick it up.” The priest said,
“No, I was on horseback and could not pick it up. You were following me and should have picked up what fell.
Now go and get it.”
The novice ran back and picked up the hat. The horse had left droppings along the way they had come. The
boy picked up the droppings, too, and put them into the hat to take to the priest. The priest shouted in surprise and
anger. His novice said,
“You told me to pick up what had dropped, so I picked up everything.”
2
The priest always ate good things that were brought as gifts by himself, and never shared them with his novice.
One day the priest laid the good food before the altar as an offering and went away somewhere, luckily for the
novice. He thought this was his chance and he ate everything up. He left a bit of boiled food stuck to the edge of
Hotoke’s\fn{A name used for Buddha or for an ancestral spirit.} mouth.
The priest found all the food gone when he returned.
“You ate it all while I was away, didn’t you?” he accused the novice angrily. The boy said,
“No, I didn’t.” The priest declared,
“There is no reason for food to disappear unless somebody eats it.” The boy suggested,
“Since you offered it to Hotoke Sama,\fn{An honorific.} the main image probably ate it.”
“Who ever heard of a metal image eating food?” exclaimed the priest. He picked up his staff that was beside
him and hit the main image angrily. There was the sound “Kwan, kwan!”\FN{“I didn’t eat it! I didn’t eat it!” } The
priest said,
“See, it says it didn’t eat it, doesn’t it?” The novice said,
“Our main image has said that he did not eat it although he ate it, so we should knock him down to Hell and
boil him in the cauldron.”
The priest went to the kitchen with his novice to put water into the big kettle. Then they put the main image
into it and built up the fire. The water gradually became hotter and Hotoke was being boiled. When they looked
in, they heard the sound “Kuta, kuta!”\fn{“I ate it! I ate it!”} The novice said,
“Now you see, Osho Sama, it is finally confessing that it ate it.”
3
A priest who liked toasted mochi would send his novice on errands so that he could eat it alone. The novice
knew this and he wanted to eat mochi, too, but he didn’t have a chance.
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One day the priest sent the boy on an errand as usual and started to toast mochi for himself. The boy made up
his mind he would get some that day. He returned at about the right time and walked louder than usual as he
called,
“I’ve returned now!”
The priest hurriedly buried the mochi in the ashes of the hearth and tried to look as though nothing was going
on. The novice began to report about his errand. He said,
“The ceremony for beam raising was great today.” The priest asked,
“What went on?”
The novice reached for the metal chopsticks used in the hearth and drew a general plan of the building on the
ashes with the chopsticks. Then the boy said,
“The Daikoku Pillar\fn{The principle supporting pillar of the roof; also a deity of good fortune.} was set about here.”
As he said that he pushed the chopsticks deep into the ashes and cleverly stuck them into a piece of mochi.
When he drew up the chopsticks, the piece of mochi came out stuck to them. He said to the priest,
“Look at what was there.” The priest said,
“Oh, yes, I toasted a piece and put it there to give you.” The boy said,
“Thanks, I’ll eat it.” After he ate the mochi, he continued his account of the celebration,
“And another pillar was set about here.”
The boy stuck the chopsticks into another piece of hidden mochi, and receiving the same response, he accepted
it and ate it. He went on with his story, standing the chopsticks in the far side and center of the hearth until he had
picked up all the mochi and ate it casually.
The priest did not eat a single piece that day.
4
There was a young man whose vocabulary was poor and he could not be taught anything. He set out on a
journey to learn.
He learned that going up to Kyoto was jokyo and coming down\fn{I.e., coming back.} from Kyoto was kako; a
red bowl was shuwan and to bleed was shio, and many other words. A man along his way was exclaiming
yongiyarasa as he carried a stone on his shoulder.
One day the young man’s father climbed a persimmon tree and fell suddenly from it. He was bleeding badly
and his life seemed to be in danger. The young man wrote a note to the doctor, asking him to come quickly. It
read:
“My father jokyo a persimmon tree and he suddenly kako and struck his head on a yongiyarasa and shuwan
shio.”
130.165 The House Of A Spanish Dog\fn{by Sato Haruo (1892-1964)} Shingu, Wakayama Prefecture, Japan (M) 3
Fraté starts running all of a sudden and waits for me at the parting of the road that leads to the blacksmith’s. He
is a very clever dog and has been my friend for years. I am convinced that he is far cleverer than most men, not to
mention my wife. So I take Fraté with me whenever I go for a walk. Once in a while he leads me to some quiet
unexpected sot. That is the reason that when I go for a walk these days I do not have any set destination in mind
but follow obediently wherever my dog leads me. So far I have never been down the side street that goes to the
blacksmith’s. Very well, today I shall follow the dog down there. So I turn in that direction.
The narrow road is on a gentle slope which occasionally makes sharp twists. I walk along behind my dog, not
looking at the scenery, nor thinking, but simply letting myself indulge in idle fancies. Now and then I look up and
observe the clouds in the sky. Suddenly some flowers by the roadside catch my attention. I pick a few and hold
them to my nose. I do not know what they are called but they smell good. I walk along twisting them between my
fingers. Fraté happens to notice them. He stops for a moment, tilts his head to one side and gazes into my eyes. He
seems to want them. I throw them down for him. He sniffs at the flowers and then glances up at me as if to say
that he wishes they were dog biscuits. Then he starts running down the road once more.
I walk along like this for nearly two hours. We seem to be climbing considerably and before long I can
command quite a good view. Below the open fields that stretch out before me I can vaguely make out some town
in the distance between the mist and the clouds. I stand there for some time gazing at it. Yes, it is certainly a town.
But what town can possibly be lying over there with all those houses? There is something rather peculiar about
the whole scene. I am totally ignorant about the geography of these parts, however, and there is really nothing so
surprising about seeing an unfamiliar town. I look down the other side of the hill. It slopes down gently into the
distance. The entire surface is covered with dense thickets. It is shortly before noon and the gentle spring sun
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shines like smoke, like scent, through the fresh green foliage and onto the slender trunks of oaks, chestnut trees,
and silver birches. The balance of shade and sun on the tree trunks and on the ground is beautiful beyond words. I
feel like going into the depths of that forest. The undergrowth must be very dense, but it is surely not
impenetrable.
My friend Fraté seems to be thinking along the same lines. He advances merrily into the forest and I follow
him. When we have gone a little over a hundred yards, the dog begins to walk in a different way. He abandons his
easy gait and busily moves his legs forward as if he were weaving. He thrusts his nose forward. He must have
found something. It is a rabbit’s footprints, or can he have found a bird’s nest in that thick grass? For a few
moments he hurries to and fro restlessly. Then he seems to find the right path and walks straight ahead. My
curiosity is slightly aroused and I follow him. From time to time we startle wild birds who are mating amidst the
branches.
After we have walked along at a rapid pace for about half an hour, Fraté suddenly comes to a halt. At the same
moment I seem to hear the gurgling sound of running water. (This part of the country abounds in springs.) Jerking
his ears irritably, Fraté walks back a few yards, sniffs the ground once again, and then sets off to the left. I am
surprised to find how deep the forest is. I had never imagined that there were such vast thickets in this part of the
country. From the look of it there must be almost seven hundred acres of woods. My dog’s peculiar behavior and
the endless forest combine to fill me with curiosity. After another half an hour or so of walking, Fraté stops once
again. He gives out a couple of staccato barks. Until this moment I had not noticed it, but now I see that a house is
standing directly in front of me. There is something very strange about it. Why should anyone have a house in a
place like this? For this is no ordinary charcoal shed such as one finds in the forests.
A quick glance tells me that there is nothing in the way of a garden; the house blends abruptly into the woods.
“Blends” is indeed the only word, for as I have said I come upon the house all of a sudden and could not catch a
glimpse of it from the distance. The house has clearly been built in such a position that it can be seen only when
one is standing directly before it.
As I walk closer I see that it is quite a commonplace sort of house. At the same time, it is rather hard to put my
finger on exactly what type of house it is. It has a thatched roof, but it is not like an ordinary farmhouse. The
windows are all glazed in the Western style. Since I cannot see any entrance, I gather that we must be facing the
back. From where I stand I notice that the two side walls are half covered with ivy. This is the only embellishment
to give the house any interest or character.
At first I thought it was a lodge, but it is too big for that and, besides, this wood doesn’t seem large enough to
require a keeper. Well, if it isn’t a lodge, what can it be? Whatever happens I must go in and have a look. I can say
that I have lost my way. No doubt they will offer me a cup of tea, and Fraté and I will eat the box lunch that I have
brought.
With this in mind I walk round to the front of the house. Until now my sense of sight seems to have submerged
my sense of hearing, but suddenly I realize that there is a stream nearby. The gurgling sound that I heard earlier
must have come from near here. When I reach the front, I find that, like the rest of the house, it directly faces the
forest. There is one peculiar thing about it, however: it is far more luxuriously built than the other parts of the
building. Four fine stone steps lead up to the front door. This stone is far older than the remainder of the house and
it is thickly overgrown with moss.
The house faces south and beneath the front window a row of small red roses grows along the wall. The roses
stand there with a proprietary air. They are in full bloom and I have the impression that they blossom regardless of
the season. And that is not all. From under a clump of roses flows a stream of water, the width of a sash, glittering
brightly in the sun. At first glance it looks as if the water were flowing out of the house itself. My retainer Fraté
starts lapping the water avidly; he evidently finds it delicious.
Now I walk quietly up the steps. I can clearly hear the sound of my shoes against the stone, but they do not
really disturb the quiet of the surrounding scene. Playfully I mutter to myself: “I am now visiting the house of a
hermit, or perhaps of a magician.” I look round and see Fraté standing there nonchalantly with his pink tongue
hanging out and his tail wagging.
In the Western manner I knock on the Western-style door. There is no answer. I have to knock again. Still no
answer. This time I call out: “May I come in?” there is not the slightest reaction. Is the owner out, I wonder, or is
the house completely unoccupied? I am overcome by a rather weird feeling. I go to the front window where the
roses are growing—for some reason I walk as quietly as possible—and standing on tiptoe look inside the house.
The window has a heavy, dark-maroon curtain decorated with blue lines. Obviously of very good quality, it
does not go with the rest of the house. The curtain has been partly pulled aside and I can see clearly into the room.
To my surprise I see a large stone basin, about two feet high, standing in the middle of the room. Water is gushing
up from the center of the basin and pouring constantly over the sides. The basin is overgrown with moss. The
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floor, too, is of stone and it looks rather damp. (When I think about it later, I realize that the water spilling over
the edge of the basin is the same glittering water that I saw slithering out like a snake from among the roses.)
That basin really amazes me. Although I have felt from the beginning that there was something rather peculiar
about the house, I never expected to find such a weird arrangement inside. A new surge of curiosity comes over
me and I start carefully examining the inside of the house through the window. The floor is made of some pale
stone whose name I do not know. Round the basin where it is wet it has taken on a beautiful blue color. In laying
out the floor they evidently used the stone just as it came from the quarry; there is something peculiarly natural
about the surface. On the wall furthest from the entrance there is a fireplace also made of stone, and to the right I
notice three bookshelves with what look like dishes piled on top. At the other end of the room, near the window
where I am standing, is a large plain desk, and on the desk—yes, what is on the desk? I bring my face as close to
the glass as possible, but the window is so shaped that I cannot see. Oh, wait a moment! This house is far from
being deserted. Indeed, someone must have been here only a moment ago. For on the corner of that desk lies a
cigarette butt and fro it, very gently, rises a thread of smoke; it goes up vertically for about two feet, then starts
wavering and, as it goes higher, becomes more and more disturbed.
Amidst all the unexpected happenings of today’s walk I have completely forgotten about smoking. Now I am
reminded of it and I take a cigarette out of my pocket and light it. At the same moment my desire to enter the
house and have a look become quite irresistible. I think carefully for a few moments and make up my mind. Yes, I
shall go in. Even if the owner happens to be out. In case he comes back and finds me, I’ll explain my reason to
him honestly. Since he is leading such a peculiar existence in any case, I am sure he won’t object to my uninvited
visit. He may even welcome me. The paintbox, which I have taken along on my walk and which has begun to be
rather a nuisance, will not turn out o be useful since it will prove that I am not a thief. No, nothing will stop me:
I’m going into this house. Once again I climb the steps to the entrance. As a final precaution I call out: “Is anyone
there?” No answer. Quietly I open the door. It is unlocked.
As soon as I have walked in, I draw back a few steps. For there, lying in the sun under the window, is a coalblack Spanish dog; the dog, who has been dozing with his chin touching the floor and his body curled in a ball,
opens his eyes in a sly, furtive manner when he hears me and sluggishly stands up.
At this, Fraté starts growling and walks up to the black dog. For a time they both growl at each other. But the
Spanish dog seems to have a peculiarly gentle disposition: after the two dogs have sniffed carefully at each other,
it is he who starts wagging his tail. My dog joins in and soon they are both wagging busily. Then the Spanish dog
lies down in the same place as before. Fraté lies down directly beside him. Strange indeed to see such a friendly
attitude between two dogs of the same sex who have only just met each other! Of course Fraté has a very amiable
nature, but the Spanish dog deserves the main praise for his amazing magnanimity in welcoming a stranger. I feel
reassured and walk into the room.
This Spanish dog is unusually large for the breed. He has the characteristically thick, tufted tail and when he
winds it up on his back he looks very impressive indeed. From the little I know about dogs I can tell from the
luster of his fur and the look of his face that he is quite old. I walk up to him and pat him on the head by way of
paying my respects to my temporary host. From past experience I know that dogs (so long as they are not strays
who are in the habit of being badly treated by human beings) tend by nature to be friendly to people. This is
especially true of dogs who live in lonely places. Such dogs will never hurt people who are nice to them, even if
they are complete strangers. Besides, their instinct tells them instantly whether a man is a dog lover or the type
that is likely to treat dogs unkindly. My theory proves to be correct, for the Spanish dog now starts happily licking
my hand.
This is all very well, but who on earth is the owner of the house? And where is he? Will he be back soon?
Despite my resolutions, now that I am actually in the house I am beginning to have compunctions. I am free to
examine the place from top to bottom, but instead I remain standing by the large stone basin. Just as I had
expected when I looked through the window, it comes up only to my knees. The brim is about two inches across
and is provided with three grooves. The water runs along the grooves, round the outer edge of the basin, and then
spills onto the floor. Yes, to be sure, in places situated like this house, this is one possible way to draw water. No
doubt people who live here use the water for drinking. The basis in certainly no mere ornament.
From the look of things this room seems to be serving several purposes at once. There are one, two, three
chairs. Yes, just three—one by the basin, one by the fireplace, and one next to the table. They are app practical,
down-to-earth chairs; neither they nor anything else in the room bespeaks the slightest effort at elaboration. As I
continue looking round the room, I feel myself gradually becoming emboldened. I notice that a clock is ticking
away the time. Tick-tock, tick-tock—like the pulsation of the quiet house itself. Where can the clock be? It is
nowhere on the dark reddish-yellow wall. Ah yes, there it is, standing on the table that I saw from the window.
With a slight feeling of diffidence toward the Spanish dog, the temporary master f the house, I walk up to the
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table. There on the corner lies the cigarette that I saw from outside. By now it has completely burned out and is
nothing but a cylinder of white ash.
Above the dial of the clock is painted a picture. This gives it a toy-like appearance which contrasts curiously
with the generally uncouth aspects of the room. I examine the picture. It shows a lady of noble deportment
standing next to a gentleman. There is a third member in the party—a bootblack who polishes the left shoe of the
gentleman once each second. A childish picture, but nevertheless interesting. I am no expert where foreign mattes
are concerned, but from the lady’s wide skirt that trails its lace frills on the floor and from the gentleman’s top hat
and side whiskers I gather that the scene depicted on the clock must be some fifty years old. Well, well—what a
pathetic fellow that bootback really is! There he has to crouch in this quiet house, and in the smaller world
contained inside this house, and day and night he has to keep on polishing a single shoe. As I observe the
monotony of his ceaseless movements, I feel my own shoulder becoming stiff. The clock says quarter past one; it
is one hour slow.
Some four or five dozen dusty books are piled on the table and a couple of others are lying by themselves. All
the boos are rather bulky—they might be albums of pictures, or books of architecture, or again, atlases. The titles
seem to be in German and I cannot understand them. On the wall hangs a heliochrome seapiece. I’ve seen this
picture somewhere—isn’t that Whistler’s\fn{ James Abbott Whistler (1834-1903), American painter and etcher .} coloring? I
strongly approve of having such a picture here. Anyone secluded among the hills like this would probably forget
that the world contained such things as the sea unless he had a picture to remind him.
I decided to leave the house and go home. Perhaps I’ll call again one of these days and meet the real owner.
Still, I feel a little uneasy about having entered the house while it was empty and to be leaving now while it is still
empty. On second thought, perhaps I’d better wait until he comes back. I watch the water gushing out of the basin
and light another cigarette. For some time I stand there gazing at the water. Now that I really absorb myself in it, I
seem to hear some sort of music coming from the distance. I listen with admiration and rapture. Can it be that
music is actually coming from the depths of this constantly gushing water? The owner of such an unusual house
must be an extremely eccentric individual. … Wait! Is it possible that I have become a sort of Rip Van
Winkle?\fn{The hero of the short story The Legend of Sleepy Hollow by the American author Washington Irving (1783-1859), also part
of this collection.} Shall I return home to find that my wife has turned into an old woman? I imagine myself leaving
the forest and asking a passing peasant where the village of Kurosaka is. “Kurosaka?” he answers. “There’s no
such place in these parts.” A queer feeling comes over me and I decide to hurry home at once.
I go to the door and whistle for Fraté. The Spanish dog, who seems to have been following my ever movement,
now gazes at me as I prepare to leave. I become frightened. Perhaps that dog has only been pretending to be
gentle, and now that he sees me going he may jump on me from behind and bite me. I wait impatiently for Fraté
to follow me, then I hurry out of the door, carefully watching the Spanish dog, and shut it with a bang.
Before setting out for home, I decide to have a final glance inside the house. I stand on tiptoe by the window
and look in. The Spanish dog gets slowly to his feet and walks toward the table.
“Well, that was quite a startling visit I had today,” he seems to say to himself in a human voice, evidently
unaware of my presence. He yawns in the way that dogs so often do—and then in a twinkling he becomes a
middle-aged man in glasses and a black suit who stands leaning against the chair by the desk by the desk with a
still-unlit cigarette in his mouth, and who slowly turns the pages of one of those large books.
It is a very warm spring afternoon. I am in a thicket of trees that nestles among the hushed hills.
130.171 One World\fn{by Serizawa Kojiro (1897-1993)} Numazu, Shizuoka Prefecture, Japan (M) 6
The 15th of August was here again.
Madame Sonoko dreaded this day.

On this date in 1945, she had listened awe-struck to the voice of the Emperor over the radio, listened and cried
over the sad fate of Japan. Her life, too, had gone topsy-turvy as of this date. Little did she realize it then,
however, for she was thinking only of her country, as befitting the wife of a high officer of the Imperial Navy of
Japan.
But it is not because of the memory of this that she dreads the return of this day. It is the never-failing annual
visit of Tokuda Kakuko that weighs most heavily on here heart, for Kakuko’s visit always leaves a big ripple in
the peace of the House of Abe.
On this day in 1945, while she was still wiping the tears that kept flowing, Kakuko ran in. “Madame, it’s over!
It’s all over at last,” she had cried. “His Excellency will return unhurt, and my husband too. It’s peace! Peace has
returned at long last.” Stuttering excitedly, she bowed low before Sonoko, and cried tears of happiness. It was so
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unlike Kakuko to lose her composure so, but then, who was she to blame her? Sonoko took Kakuko’s hands into
hers.
“There will be no more Imperial Navy, Madame,” Kakuko said. “His Excellency, and my husband, will leave
the sea forever, and you and I can led normal lives, free from worrying about whether they will be killed. We’ve
had enough of it, haven’t we?” And Kakuko’s face looked infinitely bright.
She talked over and over about the return of peace and their husbands. Sonoko stared at her face, wondering if
she had lost her mind. While I lamented over the fate of Japan, this woman cried in happiness because her
husband was coming home unhurt—this thought never once entered Sonoko’s mind.
Kakuko’s husband, Lieutenant-Commander Tokuda, had become her husband’s adjutant some two years
before, and the two left for a base I the Southern Islands. The women met often in Sonoko’s house to console and
to encourage each other. There never was any discord between them during those two years, but now … Sonoko
was bewildered. She could hardly sympathize with the feelings of her good friend.
It was not until Kakuko went home and she was left alone on the upstairs veranda that the realization began to
take form and make sense. She saw the ocean before her eyes, shining blue under the August sun, and saw its
quiet waters for the first time in a long while. She had not seen it thus since the American air raids began. She
realized for the first time that peace had really returned, for she saw it written over its surface, spelled out by the
white ripples.
Yes, this was a part of the Pacific Ocean; Pacific, peace …
And with this thought she was able to realize fully the meaning of the words which she said first to herself,
then out loud. “He is coming home …” And as she heard herself repeat the words, her eyes blurred, and she
understood Kakuko’s tears. Her own tears, this time different tears, flowed down her cheeks … warm, they
warmed her heart. The suddenly she became hot, the hot blood ran through her body.
Just as suddenly, she was chilled through, for her mother-in-law was standing behind her.
“Sono-san, even if Jusuke does come home safe,” the old lady said calmly, “he must commit harakiri in
apology to His Imperial Highness, mustn’t he?”
Her mother-in-law’s late husband had been a civil official, and at one time a member of the Privy Council.
Even when the air raids became severe, he turned a deaf ear to all their pleas to evacuate with the other aged
folks. He insisted that as long as the Imperial Family remained in the capital, he could not quite Tokyo. On April
1945, in one of the worst bombings of the capital, his house caught fire and he was trapped. This old lady, a stout
woman despite her small size, cremated the body of her husband in the blazing fire of her own home before she
escaped to Sonoko’s house here in the small town by the Sagami Bay.
“You must be prepared for it,” the old lady continued.
“Yes, mother,” Sonoko answered. But how was she to quiet her hot blood and her heartbeat. She blamed
Kakuko for the loss of her own poise.
Just minutes earlier Sonoko had sat before the radio with this mother-in-law, who had changed into her formal
kimono because she was going to listen to the voice of the Emperor.
*
A few days later, before her son and daughter came home from the labor corps demobilizations, Kakuko had
come running in again, quite out of breath. She reported that she had been to General Headquarters. She was told
that Sonoko’s husband had left Keelung, Formosa, on a submarine headed for Japan, but that there were no
reports of his arrival anywhere in Japan.
“They said that he must have known of the end of the war. And so did the enemy, so it is not likely that he was
bombed on the way.” She became indignant. “I realized then for the first time that we’ve lost the war. Everone of
them was at a loss as to what to do. Yes, those once high-and-mighty officers, such a poor lot. I was quite
disgusted with them.”
“You say Abe’s boat was lost?” Sonoko mumbled, her face had turned pale.
“They couldn’t even make that clear,” Kakuko sneered. “‘If His Excellence did arrive in some Navy yard, he
should contact the headquarters.’ That’s all they said.”
“If Abe left Formosa knowing of the defeat, he left but with one thought …” Sonoko’s voice did not shake.
“He would not have reached Japan.”
“You mean … to commit … suicide?” Kakuko’s voice was clearly shaking.
Sonoko nodded in silence and stood up. She must not lose her composure before this woman, the wife of her
husband’s subordinate. A bag of this year’s powdered tea had been sent from the father of another subordinate of
her husband. This may be the last grind of tea, the letter that came with it had said. She got her equipment out for
a tea ceremony. The cup was the favorite of her husband; it had been held lovingly in his hands over many years.
He had wavered many times over the decision to take it with him.
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Kakuko remembered it, too. She had helped Sonoko in the packing. Kakuko took hold of the cup in her hands,
and closed her eyes. It’s smooth surface was soothing to her uprooted nerves.
“The tea was sent to me by First Lieutenant Oishi’s father,” Sonoko said, and prayed inwardly that the young
lieutenant be safely returned to his father.
Kakuko drank the tea, and placed the empty cup before her on the tatami. Then she covered her face with both
hands and began to sob. Sonoko’s calmness touched her heart, and this time she cried in sheer sympathy for this
senior wife. But, while crying, somewhere in her heart was a faint hope that His Excellency would not have taken
her young husband on the journey of death.
*
On the 15th of August of the following year, Kakuko came in deep mourning.
Sonoko was taken by surprise. Defunct Navy Headquarters had not yet formally announced the death of her
husband; she herself had not performed any of the Buddhist rites for the deceased. Her husband’s smiling portrait
still adorned her dining room. She had not yet removed it to the family altar room.
Kakuko clasped her palms before the altar for a while, then walked into the dining room.
“Is Taro-san home?” she asked in a most casual voice.
“No, he went to Hiroshima.”
“To the Peace Festival?” Kakuko smiled. “So unlike Taro-san, isn’t it?”
“I haven’t the slightest idea what for,” Sonoko answered with a slight bitterness.
Her first son had graduated that year from junior college in Okayama, and entered the medical college of
Tokyo University. But he seemed to have lost interest in his studies. He left home every day, then instead of going
to school wandered the streets of Tokyo all day.
A few days ago he announced suddenly that he was going to Hiroshima, and left. Not even a post card had
come from him. She did not have train fare for him, but he took his father’s watch, a souvenir of his days as a
navy attaché in London. Taro must have hocked it for his fare. When asked why he was going to Hiroshima and
where he was going to stay, he simply stared at her with his huge eyes and muttered, “It was awful in Hiroshima,
you know.”
The year before, when the war had ended, he had not returned until late in September, thin and pale, his big
eyes burning dark like two big holes in a skeleton’s head. “I was in Hiroshima,” he had said. “It was awful there,”
and gazing deep into her face, huge tears formed beneath his hollow eyes.
“What do you mean, ‘awful’?” she had asked. “How come you are unhurt?”
But his lips only quivered, and no words came out of them. In the year that followed there was never any
conversation between the two pertaining to Hiroshima, even after she had learned through newspapers about the
“awful incident of the atom bomb.” She had been too busy with the cares of living.
“Fumiko-san is out too?” Kakuko asked.
“She is at work,” Sonoko answered simply.
“I wanted to ask the young folks’ opinion. I thought it would be quicker that way.” Kakuko took some
American cigarettes from her handbag. “But if they are out, I am going to be direct, and ask you.”
It was the first time Sonoko had ever seen Kakuko smoke, but there was nothing awkward about the way
Kakuko smoked. She had rouge on her lips and her finger nails were manicured red. Kakuko looked infinitely
young, and Sonoko stared at her, amazed. Unmindful of Sonoko’s curiosity, Kakuko came directly to the point of
her visit. The deep respect due to the wife of her husband’s senior officer had disappeared from Kakuko in the
course of one year. Sonoko’s house was big and Kakuko wanted to know if she would let her two Western-style
rooms to an American officer.
Sonoko had spent her days during the war without knowing the hardships and scarcity of food. From
somewhere, someone always sent food that was hard to obtain. With the termination of the war all that had
stopped, and almost every day someone’s kimono went in exchange for more needful everyday clothes, or a
family treasure laden with past ancestral memories went for rice. Kakuko, on the other hand, made use of her
youth, her good looks, and some workable English. She had become a manager of a social club in Yokohama
catering to American officers. It was no use hiding anything from this woman, Sonoko thought. She had come to
the rescue of the Abe family’s finances.
“He is a gentleman, and casual about money,” she coaxed. “Take all the money you can I haven’t forgotten
they were my husband’s enemy. Our government won’t take care of us. It is our only lot to take all the money we
can from them.”
Sonoko was amazed at the way Kakuko talked. When she stopped, she told her that she must first consult with
her mother-in-law and her children.
Ten days later Kakuo called and said she was bringing the American officer. Unmindful of Sonoko’s protest
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that she had not yet talked with her family, Kakuko came about an hour later with a tall officer.
A year before, just before the Americans began the Occupation, Sonoko had, like everyone else, sent her only
daughter Fumiko away to a relative in Shizuoka. The government had sent out warnings, telling the young girls
not to smile at the American soldiers, that they must retain the pride of Japanese womanhood. When the streets
and towns had become filled with GIs and sailors, Sonoko failed to hear of any dreaded incident. Not only that,
the Japanese people welcomed them with open arms, saying the Americans had saved them from the long
oppression of the Japanese warmongers and from hunger. Within a year, they watched, with no disgust, as their
daughters walked hand in hand with Gis in broad daylight.
But Sonoko could not receive an American into her home. He might not be a foreign devil, but he was—or had
been—her husband’s enemy. She went to the door with every intention of refusing him, but after the introduction
Kakuko would not let Sonoko open her mouth.
“Shattuck-san loves the sea,” she said. “He is happy also that he will be able to enter into a Japanese family.”
So saying she let the Major take off his shoes.
“We have not decided yet,” Sonoko sputtered. “And I have not cleaned the rooms yet,” she added.
Kakuko ignored Sonoko’s protest, and showed the Major the two rooms that faced the sea. Then she took him
to where the young folks wee. After a short introduction, she started in with the financial advantages of renting the
rooms to the Americans.
Fumiko ignored Kakuko’s financial arguments, and tried her faltering English. “When you say you will use
your rooms only at night,” she asked with dignity, “does that mean you will bring your girl friend here?” She
looked direct into the Major’s blue eyes. “This is our home, it is sacred to us.”
The Major listened to her with a grave expression.
“No, I sleep alone every night,” he said in slow, distinct English Fumiko could understand. “I want to know the
sanctity of Japanese home life. That is why I want to live in your home.”
Sonoko stood outside the room, wondering anxiously over the conversation. She called Kakuko outside and
told her she would give her answer in a few days. The Major bent over Sonoko’s hand and kissed it. It might be an
American custom, but her hand smarted a long time afterward. She felt she must refuse the Major no matter what.
Her mother-in-law came in.
“Sono-san,” she called, and declared with dignity, “If you let an American into this house, I shall leave.”
*
A year later in 1947, when the 15th of August came around again, Sonoko was sitting in the upstairs veranda
with a pair of binoculars. She scanned the ocean for a boat which might possibly carry Major Shattuck and
Fumiko. She dreaded this day, as she had in the past, thinking of Kakuko’s inevitable visit.
When noon came, Fumiko would not leave for work. “I am thinking of quitting my work,” she said when
asked. Then she blushed and added timidly, “Shattuck-san wants to marry me.”
Sonoko’s heart stopped.
“But don’t worry, mama,” Fumiko continued. “I won’t do anything rash. And I won’t ask for your opinion until
my mind is made up either. Only I didn’t want to have any secrets from you.”
“What did the Major say? You know it’s against the American rule.”
But Fumiko only repeated, “I know, I know,” and went out.
She wondered if Fumiko had made a rendezvous with the Major. Sonoko held here glasses close to her eyes.
In each boat was a pair or two of GI’s with Japanese girls. They all looked so happy. Sonoko thought of her
own youth, devoid of such freedom. The feeling of remorse for the freedom she never had, and the apprehension
for the youth of today passed through her own heart. She wondered if it had not been a mistake to let Major
Shattuck stay in her house.
At that time a year ago, Sonoko and the old lady were dead against the idea, but the young people insisted. To
be ostentatious was not in their vocabulary. They said they should be grateful to Kakuko.
The old lady fretted and said she would go to the home of her second son, who operated a hospital in
Shizuoka. Fumiko took her there in the end.
“I don’t think she will stay there more than a month.”
To be sure, she returned exactly a month later.
“I met Mr. Ando who was a member of the Privy Council at the time of grandfather,” she said. “Mr. Ando had
been to the Imperial Palace, to pay his respects,” and she told in detail what she heard from Mr. Ando, and about
how the Imperial family live.
“The carpets are worn out and have holes in them. Mind you, holes. The emperor tripped over one of them,
looked at Mr. Ando, and smiled. Mr. Ando could not return the smile. Instead, he looked down, and wept.” The
old lady wept anew. “After I heard that, I made up my mind that I should be able to live with an American under
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one roof,” and she bowed her head to Sonoko.
But she avoided Major Shattuck, and did not return his morning greetings, pretending to be hard of hearing.
She ignored him completely. If Sonoko should tell her that Fumiko had been proposed to by him, she would
surely have heart failure.
To Sonoko, Major Shattuck was a gentleman. He was polite and quiet, and not once was there any distasteful
occurrence of any kind. He was humorous, too, full of fun. Takeo, her second son, regarded him as his idol. Not
only that, but it was all due to his staying with them that her family of five had been able to lead a normal life. She
wished that he would stay until Taro finished his college. Would he leave if she refused to consent to Fumiko’s
marriage?
But how had it happened? She thought she had watched over them very closely. She heard a rustle of silk, and
turned. Her mother-in-law was standing there.
“Mrs. Okada is here,” she said.
Kakuko came not in mourning this year, but dressed in a white linen suit. She wore a strand of pearls and a pair
of matching earrings—every inch the woman manager of a social club. She did not ask to be shown to the altar
room, she was so excited.
“You did know all the time, didn’t you? You must have,” she said a little breathlessly. “Then please tell me, if
it is true, that His Excellency and my husband are still living, that their submarine did arrive in Japan.”
Sonoko’s body swayed forward involuntarily.
“Who said such nonsense?”
“You know this is the third year, and I was about to hold the third-year Buddhist rite.” She dropped her voice
to show that it was a grave secret. “Mrs. Akutsu came in and told me the news. She said she even saw LieutenantCommander Ohba selling old shoes in Shitaya. She said someone is sure to contact His Excellency’s home.”
“I have not received any information,” Sonoko said.
Two or three months before, Taro had told her the same thing; that he had seen Commander Haruki selling old
shoes in Shimbashi.
“Kakuko-san, do you think such a thing possible?”
“The way things happen nowadays, anything is possible.” Kakuko laughed. “Look at me, before the war, who
would have thought that I could hold my present job, manager of a social club?”
“You actually believe they are alive?”
“I have to … there are many others who are waiting for the safe return of their missing husbands.”
“But they can’t, they are not the type to live under such humiliating conditions.”
“You think not, Madame?” Kakuko’s voice sounded strangely sarcastic. “We are not living in the Meiji
Era.\fn{The official designation of the reign (1867-1912) of the Emperor Meiji, the former Prince Mutsuhito, who adopted the name for
its meaning (“enlightened government”) .} Remember how they used to love to get drunk and chase geisha girls? I no
longer have the respect for them that I once had.”
She got up and took up the binoculars Sonoko left on the table.
“Who knows but that they may be picking trash I someone’ s back yard right now, waiting for the peace treaty
to be concluded, and for the return of their day once again—which even a ten-year-old knows will never return, is
gone forever.”
Sonoko got up to get a cold drink for Kakuko, who stood, looking into the binoculars.
“Why, Madame, is Fumiko-san with the Major today?”
She must have found the boat. Sonoko ran downstairs, pretending she did not hear Kakuko.
*
Kakuko returned quite often after that, and each time brought different news. One time she brought a batch of
letters, saying they were from either her husband or his associates.
Once she came and asked Sonoko to consent to Fumiko’s marriage to the Major.
The old lady always overheard everything. “If Jusuke should return safe and alive, I will assist him in
committing harakiri,” she said calmly. She always talked calmly, which sometimes aggravated Sonoko. But her
dead seriousness was a joke to the young folks. Fumiko alone listened to her grandmother’s lectures, and found
such lectures caused her to waver in her decision to accept the Major’s marriage proposal.
One day, in midwinter, the old lady suddenly said she wanted to visit her second son in Shizuoka, and asked
the Major to take her to the Tokyo station. The Major was delighted at this sudden recognition. When they
reached Tokyo, she asked through Fumiko that the major drive around the Imperial Palace.
“Sha-do-ku-san, I love to watch these water birds in the moat,” she suddenly spoke in English, to the great
amazement of everyone. “I think this view of the moat around the Imperial Palace is the most beautiful scene in
Tokyo.”
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Not only the Major, but Fumiko and Taro were taken by surprise at their grandmother’s fluent English.
“I studied English from an Englishman back in the Meiji Era,” she explained. “I am glad to find out that My
English is understood by the American also.”
Fumiko noticed that the old lady’s accent was perfect.
A few days later she was found dead in their family cemetery in Shizuoka No one could think of the reason
why. there was only one tiny possible clue to the mystery.
When Taro went to get the body, he saw the priest of the family temple for whom his father had had great
respect.
“She was in to see me four days before her body was found,” the old priest said. “I was pruning my trees in the
garden when she came. She stood watching me. Then she said, ‘The old branches must be cut off to give room for
the new.’ Then she wanted to know if that was what I was doing. Come to think of it, these were the last words
uttered by your grandmother.”
For the forty-ninth-day rite of the deceased grandmother, held in Shizuoka, Major Shattuck was invited. After
the ceremony Fumiko told her uncle, Dr. Abe, that she wanted to go to America to enter a college there.
“Does your mother know about it?” Dr. Abe wanted to know.
“No. I want you to tell her, please,” she said.
In the car coming back, the two Mesdames\fn{The plural of Madame.} Abe talked intimately.
“I am having such a time with Taro,” Sonoko confided to her sister-in-law. “I never know what he is thinking.”
“It seems that a big gap has opened between the young and the old since the war,” the doctor’s wife said. “We
are having a hard time with our young doctors at the hospital, too.”
“Well, the young ones are probably having a hard time with us, saying we have no understanding nor
sympathy for them.” The good doctor laughed it off. The gloomy atmosphere went out of the car with the breeze.
That night, after Sonoko got into her bed, she asked Fumiko, “Is what you told uncle true?”
“I don’t know exactly what conversation took place in your car,” Fumiko said. “Uncle may exaggerate, but he
wouldn’t tell a lie, I’m sure.”
“Was your idea to go to America your own,” the mother asked, “or was it the Major’s?”
“No, I have not even told him,” the daughter answered. “I will probably have to secure his help in obtaining
the visa though.”
“Did you give up the idea of marrying the Major because of your grandmother’s suicide?”
“How preposterous,” Fumiko cried. “What possible connection is there between the two?”
Sonoko could not explain her feeling very well. All she knew was that she wanted Fumiko to be happy. She
felt that Fumiko’s hesitation to accept the Major’s proposal was due to the grandmother. But she had a
premonition that because of the way grandmother had died, Fumiko had given up the idea entirely, and if that was
so, Sonoko wanted Fumiko to know that she was sorry for everything.
She was satisfied in the end when Fumiko told her that before she made up her mind, she wanted to know the
Major better by going to America. Fumiko told her also that the actions of the young people nowadays might
seem perilous and uncertain, but the young had at least learned to be responsible for what they are doing. This was
true even of those young girls who walk the streets with the GI’s.
Kakuko came more often. She insisted each time that their husbands were alive, hiding somewhere, waiting for
the Peace Treaty to be concluded. While Sonoko denied this, she still longed for her husband. She told him in her
heart to come out of hiding, just for her.
One day, she was thus calling for her husband in her heart, watching the sun set over the horizon from the
upstairs veranda, when she heard her husband’s voice in the genkan, the entrance hall.
“Where’s mother?” he said. “Is she upstairs?”
She heard him come up the stairs, just like he always did when he returned unexpectedly.
Her knees shook, and the voice would not come out of her throat. Tears came down involuntarily.
“Oh, here you are,” and before her stood her son Taro. She could not open her mouth. Taro stared at her tearstained face in wonder.
“What happened?” he asked, still puzzled.
Sonoko told him for the first time what Kakuko had been telling her, that his father might possibly be still
alive.
“Your voice was so very much like your father’s,” she said, shamefacedly. “I was seized by an illusion that it
was your father.”
“So you believe it, do you? You want to believe it, don’t you?” Taro’s voice was harsh. “You never knew the
hardships of war, mother. You think you do, but actually you never suffered the way most people suffered. That’s
why you allow yourself to entertain such a dream.” He looked at her accusingly. “Of course you had hard times,
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in your own way, but you didn’t lose your hose, you never saw death with your own eyes. I did. I saw with my
own eyes two hundred thousand people die in one flash. I can still smell their burning flesh. I can still hear young
girls cry for water, water. Sometimes I feel I ought not to be living like this. So if father should suddenly appeared
before me now, alive and unhurt, I couldn’t stand it. I don’t think I could live with him in the same house. I would
leave this house immediately.
“I am glad he is dead. I wouldn’t have it any other way. It’s your own fault to let him live in your heart. He is
our enemy, and we should not let our enemy live.”
*
The 15th of August has returned again. The Peace Treaty will be signed in a short while in San Francisco, and
the whole nation is in a festive mood. But Sonoko tries to remain outside it.
She received a letter from Fumiko, who is attending Columbia University, saying that she is going to marry
Major—Mr., now—Shattuck in a short while. He is studying anthropology at the same university, getting his
Ph.D., and he will find Fumiko a good assistant.
Taro has finished his internship and is now in a lab in Nagoya, preparing his thesis on his study to free the
human race from color. It is his belief that only by making all human races one color could world peace be
realized, for then and only then could they live in one world, and there will be no more wars.
Takeo, her second son, got a job as a live-in private tutor and is attending college.
Sonoko is now alone in the small house they have moved into, deep in the narrow alleys of a suburb of Tokyo.
She waits for Kakuko’s annual visit on this day. But she does not dread it as she had in the past, for no one ever
comes to see her and she is glad to receive her.
But for some reason Kakuko is late. She usually comes early. Lunch time has passed. Three o’clock tea time
has passed, but still no Kakuko.
Sonoko confirms her husband’s death in Kakuko’s failure to arrive on this day. She changes into her mourning
clothes, moves her husband’s portrait to the tokonoma, and places some fresh flowers before it. Then she prepares
a tea ceremony, and drinks deep its fragrant liquid, as if receiving it from her husband.
“Where’s mother?” she hears her husband’s voice in the genkan. She starts and cannot get up. Her knees shake
violently. She goes to the genkan, still shaking, but she only finds Taro taking his shoes off.
“I had to come to Tokyo on urgent business,” he says, going into the dining room.
How his back has come to look just like his father’s, she thinks.
Then Taro notices his mother’s mourning.
“I was just informed of your father’s death,” she says quietly.
“Mrs. Tokuda was here?” he asks. Then, Lieutenant-Commander Tokuda, too?”
“No, just our father,” she lies. “Lieutenant Commander Tokuda is still alive, I believe. Your father committed
harakiri as befitting the descendant of a samaurai.”
“I see,” and Taro sits up straight, and prays in silence. Sonoko’s conscience is clear.
“I didn’t know that,” Taro says. “I ordered a fish dinner from the corner restaurant, to save you the trouble.
And some cold beer too. I am sorry,” he apologizes in the realization that fish and meat are taboo during Buddhist
rites for the dead.
“That’s all right,” Sonoko says cheerfully. “I’ll drink with you, to pray for his happy ascent to Heaven.”
37.39 To Stab\fn{by Uno Chiyo (1897-1996)} Iwakuni, Yamaguchi Prefecture, Japan (F) 6
As one incident was settled and things were again restored to their usual calm, my mind became filled with a
restlessness unknown to others—how strange it was.
I didn’t like this feeling. If there were anything to replace it, I would like to make an exchange—this was all I
thought about. Would that I could escape from this feeling! I thought of everything that seemed within my power.
And I even unconsciously planned something that might hurt others if carried out, simply because I wanted
salvation for myself. What I will narrate here is a series of those events.
“I think now’s a good time to publish another new magazine,” I told my husband one day. Our conversation
took a surprisingly uninhibited turn when it came to the matter of a job like this.
“New? Publish another, different magazine?”
“Yes, an entirely different kind. A small format, a decidely popular variety.”
My husband looked at me in silence. It is not necessarily all that easy to achieve a popular character in
planning a magazine. However, at that point I wanted to completely immerse myself in the challenge to advocate
the unreasonable: I was bracing myself with a feeling too unnatural to be called ambition.
“I’m thinking about having Nakata edit it. He’s mature. He won’t be controlled by his feelings; we needn’t
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worry,” I said, one plan after another for the magazine already starting to take shape in my mind.
Later, reminiscing again and again about that time, I could not help feeling an indescribable chill, as I came to
know what drove that dogmatic plan into being.
Whatever the motive, the plan, once conceived, seemed to stride forward under its own power as though it
were a living creature. My husband did not agree with my proposal, yet he dared not oppose it. Is that because
that would have required a different kind of determination, entirely unrelated to running a magazine? I irrationally
interpreted his noncommittal attitude as consent.
To think of it now, nothing was so strange as my psychology then. It was as if I wished to pour into this new
project the same passion as my husband did into his affair, or rather, as if I wished to spend on this new project the
passion of a foolish wife who tried to stir her husband’s feelings by also having a new lover so as to rival his
affair. I started to make preparations with a sort of crazed, inordinate interest.
I went out every day. I invited someone to a coffee shop in the city after dark to talk about editing plans, or
searched warehouses in the dusty back streets in order to buy paper through routes other than legitimate ones.
While doing that, there were moments when I forgot why I was doing such a thing, moments when I was
oblivious of what my purpose was.
“Listen, I beg of you. I mean to put my heart and soul into this job. I mean to try doing it to the absolute limit
of my power.”
While sitting face to face with the man to consult about editing, it occurred to me that my inordinate zeal
annoyed him.
“I’m sorry. I have no intention of making you responsible. I only want your opinion for my own information.”
Placing a piece of paper on the table, the man explained his plans in a gentle tone that might suggest a certain
lack of enthusiasm. While watching his large though for a man delicate hands, I involuntarily started to adopt a
somewhat impatient tone as though I were wooing a man I loved. In that tone, I told him how I depended on his
thoughts and also how much expectation I had for them.
I was imagining that if anything could set free the feeling that imprisoned and depressed me, I wanted to cling
to it, throwing away everything else. I didn’t forget my purpose. And, in fact, in moments when I was absorbed in
my job, I forgot to think about where my husband might be.
The work seemed to proceed smoothly irrespective of my worries. The atmosphere inside the company, as the
work advanced, suggested an understanding: since it was urgent to bring it to success anyway, why argue about
whose thoughtless plan had started it? Huge sums of money were poured into it.
The new magazine was out. It was a small, inconspicuous magazine. Yet, it was a popular magazine, which
would be read only if conspicuous. I have no recollection of going to see how copies of that inconspicuous popular magazine were displayed near the front of bookstores. In view of my inordinate interest since the beginning,
this was strange.
The world had changed. Our first magazine, the day it was published, had attracted people queuing up the narrow staircase to the fourth floor of the building. The line continued outside, winding around the building, and
down the little side street. There was even someone who brought us vegetables, explaining that they were from his
own garden.
But the situation had changed completely. Two years since then, the world had become quieter, and many
magazines were being published. People selected magazines. It didn’t have to be ours. Other magazines would do
just as well. Even if a new magazine was published from a novel project and with outstanding content, it took
time before it became known to the world. Did I have this in mind?
In two months we discovered that sixty percent of the copies were being returned. However, publication was
not stopped. Fortunately or unfortunately, we thought that the company’ accumulated profits were still substantial.
This dangerous project, therefore, didn’ seem to merit so special an expression as “waging the company’s fortune
on it.” We thought we still had room to experiment. And the great damage would easily be healed in time,
bringing more than enough profit to cover the loss. There was no need to calculate how much surplus the
company had at present and how long we would have to wait until the wound was healed.
“It’s better not to do the impossible. There’s a limit to what our company can do.”
One day I heard my husband say this in the second-floor editing room. I was changing in the sitting room
downstairs. Family affairs and company business were always mingled in our life. From the wide second-floor
room, voices carried as though through a pipe. My husband was interpreting the word “popular,” introduced when
planning the new magazine, while also trying to modify the main point of the project. Hearing his voice then, I
thought that he, too, had now joined the work. I still think that I felt a sort of peace in thinking this way.
Forgetting why I had dared to undertake this dangerous task, I assumed that he, too, probably shared my worries.
Was it because of such wifelike feelings that I felt an indescribable, pitiable sense of relief?
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Peaceful days continued. Nobody in the company worried that this project might cause the decline of its fortune. As before, when the sun set, we often went out to a dance hall or a drinking place in town. Even if I was
with my husband then, I no longer had the need to doubt whether the young women who made their appearance
there were the type that might captivate his heart. For his lover was elsewhere.
It was at the end of that year. This was right after the war, and never before had the festival called Christmas
stirred people so much in an atmosphere that resembled madness. I, too, wanted to forget myself, pretending to be
involved in this merrymaking. I made various preparations with exactly the same kind of secret wishes as when I
had thought of that reckless magazine project. When I saw myself in a mirror in a downtown women’s clothing
store, wrapped in a gorgeous evening dress made of imported material, what devil’s prank it was I don’t know, but
the image, I still remember, was of a pitiable woman in costume, almost like a moment’s illusion in contrast with
my husband’s lover whom I had never seen.
It was late afternoon that day. I was dressing amid the Christmas bustle that filled the two-story, white-painted
wooden house.
“Are you there?” called a slightly drunk man from outside the living room.
Since the house was built without a threshold, there were times when we didn’t even know if a stranger entered
or exited over the dirt floor. Thinking of how I appeared in the eyes of the slightly drunk man who knew his way
around the place, I remember standing there for a second as though testing myself in a way. Whether I wasn’t
trying to see how a woman forgotten by her husband could still look in another man’s eyes, at this point I can no
longer say. The man looked stiff.
“Are you on your way out?” he said, looking up at me.
In his unfocused gaze, I felt the flash of something long forgotten, and I still can’t forget the joy which ran
through my heart so unexpectedly.
“I have a date today. I’m sorry,” I answered.
My unnatural distance then, I think, spurred my hidden pride all the more. The man left right away. His back
was an exact reflection of my own downcast heart, but I wouldn’t have realized it then even in a dream.
*
This old story is a heartfelt parable that always helps me laugh at myself. It is about a scorpion and a turtle.
Once when the turtle was going out to sea, the scorpion said:
“Take me on your back, for I can’t swim.” The turtle declined.
“You’re going to stab me once we’re out at sea.”
“What are you talking about? If I stabbed you, I’d sink into the sea with you, wouldn’t I? I’d sink and die,
wouldn’t I?” he said.
The turtle was finally persuaded and went out to sea with the scorpion on his back. However, the promise
wasn’t kept. When they were in the middle of the ocean, the scorpion, after all, stabbed the turtle with his pincers
through the shell piercing the belly.
“O you stabbed me, you’re going to drown with me,”the turtle said. The scorpion answered in a sad voice:
“I know. But to stab is my nature. I cannot but stab. Bear with me, please.”
Despite small progress in sales, within half a year or so it became clear to everyone that the new magazine was
a losing proposition. However, nobody said that we should stop publishing it. The more they wished to stop it, the
more difficult it was to say so openly. And although no one was unaware of the cheerful air containing something
ultimately dangerous, something which vaguely permeated the company, everyone pretended not to notice it. I
think it was because they feared that admitting it would mean criticizing me—who had gone ahead with the publication. A heavy, dark feeling enveloped me. It was not just that this project had ended in failure. I was forced to
realize the folly of launching a reckless project in an effort to forget my husband’s affair. However, the sacrifice
was growing bigger. There was no one except me who could suggest giving it up. One day, I suggested it with
determination. It was a relief to think that the danger was avoided, and I had never been praised so much as then.
Even outsiders commented:
“It takes courage to give up a magazine of this stature. Well done.”
My error thus passed uncriticized. Although the numbers must have been unmistakable in the books, no one
discussed it. It’s not that no one saw through my miscalculations. Unexpressed pity toward me perhaps closed
everyone’s mouth, I now suspect.
After that event, calmer days resumed. However, unlike a windless day, the calm brought no peace to my heart.
I don’t understand what it was. There was a certain feeling, like a desire to throw myself into the wind, not
satisfied, while sitting inside the house, just hearing the wind. The fable of the scorpion and the turtle came back
to me.
A long time ago, there was a piece of land for sale on the east side of Ginza.\fn{ Downtown Tokyo.} The war had
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ended and such lots were everywhere. We bought it for no special purpose, and at one point used a zinc-walled
barrack we had built there as a storeroom for such things as paper and retumed magazines. It was a mere whim in
those days when there was no way to use the money we had, but interestingly none of us thought of putting the
land to more meaningful use. Even when the world settled and the real value of such land was gradually
recognized, no one mentioned the lot. It can be said that our company was still affluent enough so that we didn’t
have to think about the fact that we had such a lot. One evening, on the way home from a walk, I passed by the
lot, which was surrounded by a plank fence. Through the planking there was just one lighted spot. I could vaguely
see tall grass bending in the wind. A thought crossed my mind: why not build a house to live in? Sudden as it was,
the idea captivated me—it was a strong feeling that could not be called just a whim.
To desire a house-like house to live in, just the two of us together, would seem normal. However, what was in
my mind then wasn’t normal. It was something that I had never even thought of before—something that lurked in
my consciousness.
My husband often went to our other house in Atami then as before. Maybe he did so more frequently than ever.
However, as before, I didn’t know whether he really went there to work, or stayed at an inn somewhere with his
lover. No. I didn’t try to find out. Yet, although I pretended that I thought he was really working at the Atami
house during every stay in Atami, I experienced unrest in my heart which I could not express to others. To escape
from this unrest, I prayed.
I knew, however, that this wish was unfulfillable. If there were a house in Tokyo, and right near the company,
much more spacious and more comfortable to live in than the Atami one, maybe my husband would go to Atami
less often. Or rather, by depriving my husband of the excuse that he was going to Atami, I might be able to reduce
the frequency of his meetings with his lover. Did I perhaps think this way? How foolish this childish conjecture
was, I later realized.
That very night, I told him about this plan. Once put into words, it was as good as started. I said, in a funny,
cheerful voice:
“Why have we left that place alone like that? Isn’t it just the right kind of lot? So near the Kabuki Theater, and
yet as quiet as if nesded in the mountains. Listen, you’ll be able to do your work in Tokyo; besides, don’t you
think it’s about time we built our real house?”
My husband didn’t answer right away. His face revealed no joy concerning the prospect of having our own
comfortable house in Tokyo, and right near the office at that. However, this was also his habit at any given
moment. Between us it was customary that whatever was direcdy related to living was for me to deal with and
carry out at my discretion. Now that I think of it, this was a strange habit. My husband was never uninterested in
matters of living. Yet, his joy came later when he had become used to a way of living. He never expressed joy
instantly. This time, too, I thought it reflected his usual habit, so I never really thought about his feelings.
*
It was when the magazine, whose publication had been discontinued, was finally forgotten. The empty lot was
prepared; the barrack was demolished. The cement foundation was laid, and framing was erected.
Someone in a responsible position took charge of the design, so it was expected that great care would go into
the construction. The best materials for those days were collected. This, too, was simply what my hidden thoughts
brought to fruition, I now realize.
Over and over again I went to the construction site. Whatever the reason, building one’s own home should be a
matter of special concern. However, each time a room took shape—now the living room, now the bedroom—was
there never a moment when an empty wind passed through my heart? Once I invited my husband to go to see the
site with me. It was a fair fall day. In his light-colored coat, he walked lightly as if flying on the wooden planks,
talking about this and that to the men at work. In spite of his enthusiastic tone, I perceived that his heart wasn’t
there. Yet, thinking of myself coming to see the construction site with my husband on this fine fall day, I could not
think of it as a momentarily fabricated peace. Nor did I even remember that it was a certain scheme that I had
created on a whim. I cannot forget the high pitch of a wood plane resounding in the quiet city where no other
noise was heard.
I didn’t know how much money the company paid to build this house. Even when I heard that no one else
spent as much on materials for a house, I never dreamed that we had to calculate the loss the company faced by
that sum. In my heart, which desired to dare to build this kind of house, there was not a bit of the usual
satisfaction of obtaining something priceless. There was a vacant feeling as though it were someone else’s affair
—strange on reflection from this distance.
When the house was completed, I don’t even remember. Our colleagues merrily carried books and what not, I
think, through the clear city, but perhaps I remember it wrong. Our luggage was that little. In that house, not the
old furniture that we had used until then but specially designed pieces were placed in each room. Despite the fact
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that they were done in quiet, genteel taste, the rooms seemed somehow remote within, as though the house were
another’s. It was like coming in to a place that wasn’t really ours yet.
“I see bamboo grass from my room.”
I turned back to my husband. In the yard of the small house in the suburbs where we had lived till a while ago,
too, the same bamboo grass was planted. This small resemblance put me at ease, yet the joy of living with my
husband now, starting today, in this house, did not swell at once. If my feeling in those days really was to seek
peace for my husband and my only wish was to live in the same house together, I would have been overjoyed now
that such a fine house was built and that we were going to live there starting today: I don’t understand. Perhaps it
was a foreboding that my fate was to be trapped into leaving this place soon after settling in.
*
The town abounded in big restaurants and geisha houses. Even during the day there was the sound of
shamisen.\fn{A three-stringed, traditional instrument.} Since it was quiet thereabouts, sometimes a guest’s voice was
clearly heard just outside some window. Such odd things were at first interesting, but soon they became part of
our daily life. That I had my house built amid the gay quarters and hadn’t minded it may perhaps have indicated
our unusual psychology in those days. It was probably about two hundred yards from our new house to the office.
It became our custom to walk to work separately, each at a different hour, through town. At times we walked
together, looking at the display windows of the same shops, talking about this or that. Both my husband and I
worked in our separate studies, and when we finished, we went to the office. Having the house and the office in
different places seemed to punctuate our life—but only for a while. Something unexpected, or rather, something
that was clearly anticipated, occurred. One evening, my husband didn’t come home, without having told me
where he was going. The next day, and the following day again, he didn’t come home.
I discovered then for the first time how ingeniously this new house was built for waiting alone for my
husband’s return. My study was on the east side on the second floor. Adjacent to that was the Western-style
bedroom. As long as it was locked, no one opened my room all day. No matter how I threw myself in anguish in
the spacious, hence all the more vacant, room, no one saw it. No one even knew whether I was there. However,
although this might have been difficult for others to imagine, I knew what kind of emotion jealousy was, having
embraced it in my heart for so long. It was something that I had been familiar with for such a long time and, so to
speak, something that I knew well. If I said that this familiar feeling was a sweet one, would anyone believe me?
Even to cry was, if such an expression may be allowed, pleasant to me.
The bedroom walls had built-in bookshelves. As I was randomly pulling books out and looking at them,
something fluttered to the floor. It was a small photograph.
I don’t know how to explain my feeling then. It was a picture of an ordinary young woman without any
particular distinction; yet at first sight, strangely, I thought it a picture of my husband’s lover. Someone had
certainly told me that she had long, showy hair, dyed red and swept back. But the moment I saw the face, almost
smiling and somewhat coquettish, and the Japanese-style hairdo, I knew unmistakably it was she. Yet at the same
time, what a change in emotion took place: as I realized that this was the person who had till this very moment
been the object of my affliction, of my jealousy, to such an extent that I had feared to learn even the color of her
skin and hair, her face that seemed to begin smiling arrested my heart with its almost childlike tenderness. It even
suggested the color of her soft skin and seemed to penetrate the human heart. My mind became calm. If I try to
describe it, I had absolutely no feeling that I had been robbed of my husband by this person; it was as if I could
even accept it, should she rob me of him. If I say that I understood his affair at that moment, would anyone
believe me? I felt that I understood, as if it were my own affair, why my husband neglected me and went to this
person. However, it was all right with me. I had wanted to vie with her for one husband until that minute. Where
that feeling had vanished or why, I didn’t know.
*
It was in the afternoon three days later that my husband returned. Is a woman with a job lucky on such an
occasion? As if nothing had happened, I climbed up the stairs to the office. The bath near the entrance and the
living room inside, where we had lived until a while ago, were both being refurbished. That was because I had
suggested remodeling them into some kind of shop, since we were located in the middle of the Ginza.
“Make the display window big. It’s fine if the whole store looks like one big window,” I told the men working
there, and went up the stairs. Then I saw my husband doing something with our colleagues by the side of the editors’ desk which had its back toward me. My husband turned around. He said, “Ah,” not quite a word, and smiled
a little. I knew well the way he started to talk with that smile. And even though it might have been just a moment’s gentleness, I liked that smiling face. I wanted to tell him, at once if possible, how I had felt while waiting
for him, right in front of all the office people looking at us. My feeling had not changed. I was not critical of his
having stayed out for a number of nights. No, I didn’t resent the three days that he probably spent with his lover. A
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strange thought had seized me. I had stepped down of my own accord from that seat of competition where I had
fought for him against his lover.
This may be difficult for others to believe, yet I understood very well in my heart the road I had taken to that
point. I remembered the time, long ago, when we first talked about getting together. We ignored, since we were
younger than now, the age difference between the two of us, one that was rare for ordinary couple. Well, I can’t
say that it didn’t concern me at all deep down, but I wasn’t fond of thinking of the remote future in relation to
that. Between us, with our unusual relationship, it was thought natural that we lived the present moment to the
hilt, instead of worrying about what was to come. And, time having elapsed, those future things which we should
have worried about earlier were now approaching before our eyes. What could I complain about, and to whom?
Owing to my long habit, I told myself on such an occasion:
“This is what I have done myself.”
I had learned how to put my thoughts in order in my own mind. And this seemed natural even if it were, in
anyone’s eyes, my last experience as a woman, and moreover the most painful.
“We can’t use this photograph. But I wonder if there’s another one instead,” my husband spoke, not to me, nor
to anyone in particular. It was the last day for selecting a photo for the frontispiece. I went to his side without
awkwardness. There was the faint smell of the soap my husband was accustomed to using. In the same way as on
any afternoon when nothing had happened, we were working together for the company.
Suddenly, an event occurred which seemed to erase in one sweep such things as our marital problems. Maybe
it was fortunate for our relationship that it took place exactly at that moment. That was how I sometimes felt later.
I heard the noise of many feet downstairs. Following loud voices as if arguing about something, the disorderly
footsteps came up to the second floor. They proved to be fourteen or fifteen people whose arrogant air indicated
that, although not policemen, they had a certain authority. It happened in a flash of a second. As they stormed into
the accounting room in the farthest corner of the second floor, they swept together, so to speak, and crammed into
their briefcases everything down to a torn scrap of a memo pad, not to speak of every single account book. They
even rummaged through and examined the contents of the handbags of young women who didn’t know where to
run and of the trash box in front of the office.
“Nobody go outside,” one of them said in a loud voice.
And they also took small notebooks from the pockets of the members of the company. They searched every
place in the office for as long as two or three hours, and then they went off.
It was after dark when we comprehended what this was all about.
“For the time being, I think it’s advisable that you directors stay away from your residence,” said someone in
the sales section. Probably he feared that since we were not so knowledgeable in matters of finance, we might
respond to cross-examination to the detriment of the company. Strange as it may sound, we had no knowledge of
how the company’s finances were managed, or should be managed. Rather, it seemed that it was done so smoothly
and accurately that there was no need to know. In other words, we were prepared neither to judge what kind of
disaster it was, nor to plan how to break through the disaster, in the event of such a sudden accident.
After dark, we left the office with other members of the company.
When we gathered and talked together at a certain hotel in Yotsuya where we had arranged to meet by
telephone, for the first time an unspeakable terror touched our minds, too. It was only after two or three months
that the entire significance of this incident became clear to us. Needless to say, we had been working calmly
standing on a precarious bridge. As a result of a letter, the company’s finances had been investigated. Proof after
proof was presented. A vast tax swindle was suspected, and we were subjected to a big roundup. It was then that I
recalled the face of the person who had said:
“Your way of profiting doesn’t last long. Can’t last long. When the world is settled and returns to normalcy, the
time will surely come when you people will be in trouble.”
It can be said that we had been heedlessly doing, unawares, the kinds of things that would provide evidence of
a vast tax swindle. How did that huge sum flow so as to attract people’s attention? It seemed to me that the
majority of that useless loss had been my responsibility, and piercing agony added to the sense of terror.
When one is placed in such a situation, strangely, one’s mind becomes serene. My husband and I remained
alone in a spacious hotel room. We were to stay there for two or three days, or even longer. It was strange to stay
like that in an unfamiliar place, when our house was right nearby.
“Well, why don’t I take a quick bath,” my husband said casually, standing up to go to the bath connected to the
adjacent room. I heard a splash as he poured water over himself. That was a long time ago. Several times I had
stayed, just like now, alone with my husband in a similar inn. I don’t consider that my husband and I staying in
this place now resembled the couple we had been before. When we were here as though cornered in this place,
how could there still have been any hint of romance?
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We lay in the beds prepared there side by side. In the unlighted room, sliding paper doors looked dimly white
facing the verandah. What was shaking our minds in common was the incident of that day. Between waves of
terror, an emotion ran through my heart. In the fact of sleeping in a bed side by side with my husband in an
unfamiliar inn, there was a sentiment remote from terror, and resembling joy. The events of these three days
returned to my mind slowly. Yes, now I would tell him how I had felt last night. Nothing seemed a greater joy to
me than being able to tell him about it. It was a strange moment.
“If this thing doesn’t work out all right, I think it’s fine with me if we quit the company. What do you
think?”my husband said unexpectedly.
I couldn’t answer right away. Caught up in an incident which might lead to the collapse of the company, what
was I trying to say? The thoughts that passed through his mind were transmitted to me. Terror had drawn our
bodies toward each other as though we were two animals.
“Even though you may not hold me, please lie side by side with me like this from time to time.”
This was all I wanted to tell him then. For the first time, tears ran down my cheeks. This seemed to me my
valediction to something.
130.177 Machine\fn{by Richi Yokomitsu (1898-1947)} Higashiyama Hot Springs, Fukushima Prefecture, Japan (M) 9
At first I wondered sometimes if the master of the place was not insane. He would decide that his child, not yet
three, did not like him. A child had no right to dislike its father, he would announce, frowning fiercely. Barely able
to walk, the child would fall on its face. That gave the man cause to slap his wife—why had she let the child fall
when she was supposed to be watching it? For the rest of us this was all fine comedy. The man was in dead
earnest, however, and one did begin to wonder if he might not be insane
A man of forty, snatching his child up and marching about the room with it when for a moment it stopped
crying! And it was not only with the child that he seemed strange. There was a suggestion of immaturity in
everything he did. It was a home industry, and his wife naturally became its center, an it was natural too that her
allies there gained strength from her position. Since my own ties were if anything with the husband, I was always
left to do the work everyone most disliked. It was unpleasant work, really unpleasant work. Yet it was work that
had to be done if the shop was not to come to a complete standstill. In this sense it was I and not the wife who was
at the center of things; but I could only remain silent about the fact. I was among people who though that the one
given an unpleasant job was the one who was otherwise useless.
Still, the useless one can somertimes be strangely useful at a task that bffles others; and in all the many
processes involving chemicals in this name-plate factory, the process entrusted to me was richest in violent
poisons. My job was a slot made especially for dropping otherwise useless people into. Once in the slot, I found
my sin and my clothes wearing out under the corrosive attacks of ferric chloride. Fumes tore at my throat; I was
unable to sleep at night. Worse, my mind seemed to be affected, and my eyesight showed signs of failing. It was
not likely that a useful person would have been put into such a slot. My employer had learned the same work in
his youth, but no doubt because he too was a person who was considered otherwise useless.
Still not even I meant to linger on there until in course of time I should become an invalid. I had come to
Tokyo from a shipyard in Kyūshū, and on the train I happened to meet a lady, a widow in her fifties, who had
neither children nor home. She meant, after presuming upon the kindness of Tokyo relatives for a time, to open a
rooming house or some such business. I said jokingly that when I found work I’d come and take one of her rooms.
She replied that she’d take me to see the relatives she had mentioned. They would have work for me. I had no
other prospects at the time, and something refined in her manner told me to trust her. So I trailed after her and
arrived here.
At first the job seemed easy. Then, gradually, I saw that the chemicals were eating away my ability to work.
I’ll leave today, I’ll leave tomorrow, I would tell myself. But having lasted so long, I decided I should at least wait
until I had learned the secrets of the trade. I set about becoming interested in dangerous chemical processes.
My fellow worker, a man named Karubé, promptly decided I was a spy who had crept in to steal trade secrets.
Karubé had lived next door to the wife’s family, and, since that fact gave him certain liberties, he responded by
putting the interests of the shop above everything, becoming the proverbial faithful servant. He would fix a
burning gaze upon me whenever I took a poison down from the shelf. As I loitered before the darkroom he would
come up with a great clattering to let me know he was there watching. I though tall this a trifle ridiculous and yet
his earnestness made me uncomfortable. He considered the movies the finest of textbooks and detective movies a
mirror of life, and there was no doubt that I, who had wandered in unannounced, was good material for his
fantasies. He had ambitions beyond spending the rest of his life here. He meant one day to set up a branch
establishment, and he most certainly did not mean to let me learn the secret of making red plates, an invention of
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our employer, before he had learned it himself.
I was interested only in learning and had not a suggestion of a plan for making my living by what I learned.
Karubé was not one to understand such subtleties, however, and I could not in complete honesty deny that once I
had learned the business I might consider making my living from it.
In any case, my conscience would be at rest if I could assure myself that it was good for him to be teased a
little. Having reached this conclusion, I quite forgot about him.
His hostility grew, and even while I was calling him a fool I came to think that, precisely because he was a
fool, perhaps he wasn’t such a fool after all. It is rather fun to be made a gratuitous enemy, because you can make
a fool of your adversary while the situation lasts; and it took me a long time to note that this pleasure left a crack
in my own defenses. I would move a chair or turn an edging tool, and a hammer would fall on my head, or sheets
of brass, ground down for plates, would come crashing at my feet. A harmless compound of varnish and ether
wouyld be changed for chromic acid. At first I thought I was being careless. When it came to me that Karubé was
responsible for all this, I concluded that if I wasn’t careful, I’d find myself dead. This was a chilling thought.
Karubé, though a fool, was older than I, and adept at mixing poisons. He knew that if he put ammonium
dichromate into a person’s tea, the result could pass as suicide. I would see something yellow in my food, take it
to be chromic acid, and have trouble making my hand move in its direction. Presently, however, this caution
struck me as funny. Let him try killing me if it seemed to easy! And so I forgot him again.
One day I was at work in the shop when the wife came in to tell me that her husband was going out to buy
sheet metal and that I was to go with him to carry the money. When he carried it himself, he invariably lost it. Her
chief concern always was to keep him away from money. Indeed, most of our troubles could be traced to this
particular failing of his. No one could understand how he always managed to drop whatever money he had. Lost
money will not come back, however much one storms and scolds, but, on the other hand, one does want to protest
when the money for which one has sweated disappears like foam upon water. If it had happened only once or
twice, things would have been different; but it happened constantly. When the master had money, he lost it.
Inevitably, then, the affairs of this house shaped up rather differently from the affairs of most other houses.
A man of forty taking money and promptly losing it—one wondered how it could happen! His wife would tie
his wallet around his neck and drop it inside his shirt, but even when the wallet remained on him, the money
would have quite disappeared. It seemed likely that he had dropped it when he took something from the wallet.
Even so, one would think that as he took his wallet out or put it away again, he might occasionally have reminded
himself to look as see if he had dropped anything. Perhaps he did in fact watch himself. If so, could one believe
that he really lost all his money so often? Perhaps the story was a trick on the wife’s part to delay paying our
wages.
So I thought for a time, but finally his behavior was enough to convince me that the wife’s reports were true. It
is said of the rich that they do not know what money is; and in a somewhat different sense our employer was
wholly indifferent both to the five-sen copper for the public bath and to the larger amount of money for sheet
metal. There was a time in history when he would have been called a sage and a saint; but those who live with a
saint must be alert. None of the shop work could be left to our master, and what he should perfectly well have
been able to do by himself, two men had to go out to do. It is impossible to calculate the needless labor caused by
that one man. All this was true; yet the place would have been far less popular had he not been there. The business
may have had its detractors, but not because of him. Not everyone approved of his subservience to his wife, but he
was so good-natured, so small and docile in his chains, that on the whole he pleased people. He was even more
charming when, free for a moment from his wife’s sharp eye, he scampered about like an uncaged rabbit and
threw money in all directions.
I am therefore constrained to say that the heart of the house was not the mistress, nor Karubé, nor myself.
Clearly I was an underling, with an underling’s devotion to his master; but I liked the man and that was that. To
imagine the sort of man he was, you must think of a child of, say, five who has become a man of forty. The very
thought of such a person seems ridiculous. We wanted to feel superior to him, and yet we could not. The
unsightliness of our own years was revealed to us paradoxically as something fresh and new. (These were not my
thoughts alone. Much the same thoughts seemed to move Karubé. It occurred to me afterward that his hostility
came from a good-heartedness that made him want to protect our master.) The difficulty I found in deciding to
leave the shop stemmed from the unique goodness of the master’s heart; and the dropping of hammers on my
head seemed to come from the same source. Goodness sometimes has strange manifestations.
Well, the master and I went out that day to buy sheet metal, and on the way he said that he’d had an interesting
proposal that morning: someone wanted to buy the red-plating process for fifty thousand yen. Should he sell or
shouldn’t he? I could not answer, and he continued: no question would arise if the process could be kept secret
forever, but his competitors were feverishly at work. If he was to sell at all, he should sell now.
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That might be true, but I felt no right to discuss the process on which he had worked os long. Yet if I were to
leave him to his own devices, he would do as his wife told him, and she was a woman who could think of nothing
not immediately before her eyes.
I wanted to do what I could for him—indeed that wish became an obsession. When I was in the shop, it
seemed that all the processes and all the materials were waiting for me to put them in order. I came to look upon
Karubé as a menial, and, worse than that, his somewhat histrionic manner annoyed me. But then my feelings
began to move in another direction. I noted again how Karubé’s eyes were fixed on my smallest action. When I
was at work his gaze almost never left me. It seemed clear that the wife had told him of her husband’s latest
research and of the red-plating process. Whether she had also told him to watch me, I could not be sure. I had
begun to wonder if Karubé and the wife would not one day steal the secret, and I was telling myself that it might
be well to do a little watching myself. I was therefore under no illusion that the two of them did not have similar
doubts about me. When I was the object of suspicious looks, I did, it is true, feel somewhat uncomfortable; but it
amused me to think, perhaps impudently, that I was watching them in turn.
About this time the master told me of his new research: he had long been looking for a way to tarnish metal
without using ferric chloride. So far he had found nothing satisfactory. He wondered if in my spare time I would
help him. However good-natured he was, I thought he should not be giving out information on so important a
matter. Still, I was touched that he should trust me. It did not occur to me that the trusted one is usually the loser,
and that the master thus perpetually defeated us all. That infinite childishness was not something one could
acquire; it gave him his worth. I thanked him from my heart and told him that I would do what I could to help
him.
I thought that some time in my life I’d like to have someone thank me from his heart. But since the master had
no petty thoughts about “doing and being done by,” I could only bow lower before him. I was trapped as if
hypnotized. Miracles, I found, are not worked from without; they are rather the result of one’s own inadequacy.
With me as with Karubé, the master came first. I began to feel hostile toward the wife who controlled him, hostile
toward everything she did. Not only did I wonder by what right such a woman monopolized such a man, I even
thought occasionally of how I might free him from her. The motives that made Karubé lash out at me became
clear as day. When I saw him I saw myself, and the revelation fascinated me.
One day the master called me into the darkroom. He was holding a piece of aniline-coated brass over an
alcohol burner, and he began to explain. In coloring a plate, one must pay the most careful attention to changes
under heat. The sheet of brass was now purple, but presently it would be brownish black, and when, at length, it
turned black, it promised in the next test to react to ferric chloride. The coloring process, he said, was a matter of
catching a middle stage in a given transformation. The master then ordered me to make burning tests with as
many chemicals as possible. I became fascinated with the organic relationships between compounds and elements,
and as my interest grew I learned to see delicate organic movements in inorganic substances. The discovery that in
the tiniest things a law, a machine, is at work came to me as the beginning of a spiritual awakening.
When Karubé noticed that I had free entry to the darkroom (until then no one had been admitted), his attitude
changed. He was thinking, no doubt, that the care with which he had watched me had been wasted, since what
was not permitted to him—to him who thought only of the master—was now permitted to me, a newcomer. Still
more, he was thinking that unless he was careful he might find himself completely in my power. I knew that I
should be more circumspect, but who was Karubé that I need worry about him at every move I made? I felt no
sympathy for him ,only a cool, detached interest in what the fool might be up to next, and I continued to treat him
with lofty indifference.
He was infuriated. Once when I needed a punch he had been using, it disappeared. Hadn’t he been using it
until a minute ago, I asked. What had disappeared had disappeared, whether he had been using it or not, he
answered, and I could go on hunting until I found it. that was true; but hunt as I would I could not find it. Then I
happened to glance at his pocket and there it was. Silently, I reached for it. Who the devil did I think I was,
reaching into a person’s pocket without permission, he wanted to know. Another person’s pocket indeed! I
retorted; while we were here in the shop everyone’s pocket was everyone else’s. Because that was the way I felt,
he said, I was the sort that would go around stealing secrets.
“When did I steal anything? If helping the master with his work means stealing, then you’re stealing too,” said
I.
For a moment he was silent. Then, lips quivering, he stammered: “Get out of here! Get out of this shop!”
“All right, I’ll go. But I owe it to the master not to leave until the research has gone a little farther.”
“Then I’m going.”
I tried to quiet him. “You’ll only be causing trouble. Wait until I leave myself.”
But he insisted he would go.
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“All right. Go ahead. I’ll take on the work of us both.”
With that he snatched up the powdered calcium at his elbow and threw it into my face.
I know that I was in the wrong, but wrongdoing could be interesting. I understood his impatience clearly, the
fretful irritation in the man’s good heart. I felt like relaxing to enjoy the sport, but at the same time I knew that
would not do; so I sought to quiet him a bit. I had been wrong to ignore him. But it would have taken more of a
man than I was to cower before each new wave of indignation. The smaller one is, the more one does to make
people angry. As Karubé grew progressively angrier, I recognized the measure of my own smallness. In the end, I
no longer knew what to do, about myself or about Karubé. Never before had I found myself so unmanageable. It
has been well said that the spirit follows the body’s dimensions. In silence I reflected that mine seemed to match
exactly.
After a time I went into the darkroom and, to precipitate a bismuth dye, began heating potassium chromate in a
test tube. That too was an unwise move. The fact that I had free entry into the darkroom had already aroused
Karubé’s envy, and now here I was in there again. He exploded, of course. Flinging the door open, he pulled me
out by the collar and threw me to the floor. I let him have his way; indeed, I almost threw myself down. Violence
was the only thing that worked with a person like me. He looked into the darkroom to see whether the potassium
chromate had spilled, and while he was about it he went in and made a hasty circuit of the room. Then he came
back and stood over me, glaring—apparently the trip around the room had not calmed him. He seemed to be
wondering what to do next; he might well decide to kick me if I moved. For a few tense moments I wondered
what, exactly, I was doing; but soon I began to feel as if I was dreaming. I thought I must let him have a really
good tantrum, and by the time I concluded that he was angry enough to be satisfied, I was quite at ease myself. I
looked in to see how much damage he had done. The devastation, I decided, was worst on my own face. Calcium
was gritty in my mouth an dears. Still not sure whether I should get up, I glanced at the shining pile of aluminum
cuttings by my nose and felt astonished at the amount of work I had done in three days.
“Let’s stop this foolishness and get to work,” I said. “There’s aluminum to be coated.”
But Karubé had no intention to work. “Suppose we coat your face instead!”
Shoving my head deep into the cuttings, he rubbed it back and forth as though the metal were a washcloth. I
visualized my face being polished by a mountain of little plates from houses doors and thought how disturbing
violence could be. The corners of the aluminum stabbed at the lines and hollows of my face. Worse, the half-dried
lacquer stuck to my skin. Soon my face would start swelling. I concluded that I’d done my duty and started for the
darkroom again. Thereupon he seized my arm, twisted it behind my back, and pushed my face against a window,
thinking, apparently, to slash it with glass splinters.
The violence swuld not continue long, I was sure. But as a matter of fact, it did go on and on. Though much of
the blame was no doubt mine, my feeling of contrition began to fade. My face, which I had hoped wore a
diffident, conciliatory expression, was swelling more and more painfully. Offering a pretext for new violence. I
knew that Karubé was no longer enjoying his anger, but it was now beyond his control.
As he pulled me toward a vat of the most poisonous corrosive, I turned on him: “It’s your business, of course,
if you want to torture me, but the experiments I’ve been working on in the darkroom are experiments no one else
has done. If they’re successful, there’s no telling what profits they’ll bring in. You won’t let me work, and now
you’ve upset the solution I spent all that time on. Clean it up!”
“Why don’t you let me work with you, then?”
I could not tell him that the decision was out of my hands, that a person who could not even read a chemical
equation would be less of a help than a hindrance. It may have been a little cruel of me, but I took him into the
darkroom, showed him the closely written equations, and explained them to him.
“If you think you’d find it interesting, go ahead—mix and remix, using these figures. Go ahead! You can do it
every day in my place, all day long.” For the first time, I had the better of him.
With the fighting over, I found life easier for a time. Then, suddenly, Karubé and I became extremely busy. An
order arrived from a municipal office to make name plates for a whole city, fifty thousand plates in ten days. The
wife was delighted, but we knew it meant that we would have to go virtually without sleep. The master borrowed
a craftsman from another name-plate shop. At first I was overwhelmed by the sheer volume of work; but soon I
began to see something strange in the manner of the new man, Yashiki. Although his awkwardness and his sharp
glance did suggest a craftsman, I suspected that he might perhaps have been sent to steal our secrets. If I were to
speak of my suspicions, however, there would be no way of knowing what Karubé might do to him, and I decided
to keep quiet for a time and to observe. I noted that Yashiki’s attention was always focused on the way Karubé
shook his vat. Karubé’s work was the second specialty of our shop, something no other shop could imitate.
Yashiki put sheets of brass into a solution of caustic soda to wash away the varnish and glue that Karubé used
with corrosive ferric chloride. It was therefore natural that Yashiki should be interested. Still, given my doubts, the
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very naturalness of it was cause for further doubt.
But Karubé, more and more pleased with himself now that he had an audience, was in great form as he shook
his vat of ferric chloride. Since he had doubts about me, he should naturally have had even greater doubts about
Yashiki. Quite the reverse was true: he explained the shaking of the vat in such esoteric terms that I wondered
where he might have learned them. You always laid the inscription face down, it seemed, and let the weight of the
metal do the work. The uninscribed surface corroded more rapidly—suppose Yashiki try for himself. At first I
listened nervously to the chatter, but in the end I decided that it made no difference. One might as well teach the
secrets to anyone who wanted them. I would no longer be on my guard against Yashiki.
My chief gain from this incident was the discovery that a secret leaks out because of the conceit of its
possessor. But it was not only conceit that led Karubé to tell everything. Without a doubt, Yashiki was an able
seducer. Though the light in his eyes was sharp, it had a strange charm, when it softened, that had the effect of
making one’s caution melt away. That same charm affected me each time he spoke, but I was so busy with all the
jobs I had to rush through that I paid little attention: from early in the morning I had to lacquer heated brass and
dry it, put metal coated with ammonium dichromate out to react in the sun, add aniline, and then rush from burner
to polisher to cutter. There was little time for Yashiki to charm me.
About five nights after he came, I awoke and saw Yashiki, who should have been doing night work, come from
the darkroom and go into the wife’s room. While I was wondering what could be taking him there at such an hour,
I unfortunately fell asleep again. But the first thought that came into my mind next morning was of Yashiki. The
trouble was that I gradually became less sure whether I had actually seen him or whether it had been a dream. I
had had similar experiences from overwork before, and I suspected that I had only been dreaming. I could
imagine what reason he might have for going into the darkroom, but I had no idea how to explain his entry into
the other room. I could not believe that the wife and Yashiki were carrying on in secret. The easiest solution, then,
was to dismiss it all as a dream.
At about noon, the master began laughing and asking his wife if there had been anything out of the ordinary on
the previous evening.
“I may be a heavy sleeper,” she answered quietly, “but I know who took the money. If you have to steal it, you
might at least do it more cleverly.”
He laughed still more delightedly.
Had it been not Yashiki but the master I had seen going into her room? I thought it odd that the latter should be
sneaking into his own wife’s room, chronically short of money though he was.
“It was you I saw coming from the darkroom?” I asked.
“The darkroom? I don’t know anything about the darkroom.”
The confusion deepened. Had it been Yashiki, after all, in the darkroom? It seemed certain that the man who
had stolen into the wife’s room was not Yashiki but the husband; yet I could not think I had only dreamed
Yashiki’s emergence from the darkroom. The suspicions that had for a time left me began to gather again. I saw,
however, that doubting in solitude was like doubting oneself, and did not good. I’d better ask Yashiki directly. But
if I did and it had in fact been he, then he would be upset, and to upset him would be no gain.
Still, the matter was of such interest that I though tit a pity not to push it further. For one thing, the secret
formula for combining bismuth and Zirconium silicate—the process on which I had been so hard at work—and
the formula for the red amorphous selenium stain that was the master’s specialty were both kept in the darkroom.
Not only would their loss be a severe blow to the business, but the loss of my own secret would take all the zest
from life. If Yashiki was trying to steal the formula, there was no reason why I shouldn’t try to keep it hidden. I
suspected him more intensely. When I though how, after having been suspected by Karubé, it had now become my
turn to suspect Yashiki, I wondered if I’d be giving Yashiki the same prolonged pleasure I’d had in making a fool
of Karubé. But then I thought it over and decided it would do me good to let myself be made a fool of for once.
So I turned my full attention to Yashiki.
Perhaps because he noticed how my eyes burned at him, Yashiki began to look exclusively in directions where
his eyes would not meet mine. I was afraid that if I made him too uncomfortable he might take flight. I must be
more circumspect. Eyes are strange things, however. When glances that have been wandering at the same level of
consciousness meet, each seems to probe the other to its depths.
I would be at the polisher, talking of this and that, and my glance would ask him: “Have you stolen the
formulas yet?”
“Not yet, not yet,” that burning eye would seem to answer.
“Well, be quick about it.”
“It takes a devil of a long time, now that you know what I’m after.”
“My formula is full of mistakes anyway. It wouldn’t do you much good to steal it now.”
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“I can correct it.”
So the imaginary conversations went, while Yashiki and I worked together; and gradually I began to feel
friendlier toward him than toward anyone else in the place. The Yashiki charm that had excited Karubé and made
him reveal all his secrets was now working on me. I would read the newspaper with Yashiki, and on subjects that
interested us both our opinions always agreed, especially on technical matters. I’d speed up reading when he
speeded up and slow down when he slowed down. Our views on politics and our plans for society were alike. The
only question on which we disagreed was the propriety of trying to steal another person’s invention. He had his
own views, and thought there was nothing wrong with stealing if it contributed to the advance of civilization. In
such a case, the person who tries to steal may, in fact, better than the one who does not. Comparing his spy
activities with my own attempts to hide inventions, I concluded that he was doing more for the world than I. So I
thought—and so Yashiki made me think. He seemed to approach nearer and nearer; yet I wanted to keep at least
the secret of the amorphous selenium stain from him. So, even while I became his closest friend, I was also the
one who most got in his way.
I told him that Karubé had suspected me of being a spy when I first came to work here, and had almost killed
me. Karubé had not done the same to him, laughed Yashiki, because Karubé had learned a lesson with me.
“So that’s why you found it so easy to be suspicious of me,” he added mischievously.
“If you knew all along that I was suspicious, you must have come here prepared to be suspected.
“That’s right,” he said.
He was as good as admitting he had come to steal our secrets. I coul dnot help being astonished at the openness
with which he said so. Perhaps he had seen through me and was sure that in myt surprise I would come to respect
him. I glared at him for some seconds.
But Yashiki’s expression had already changed. Somewhat loftily, he went on: “When you come to work in a
shop like this, it’s the usual thing to have people think you’re up to something. But what could a person like me
do? No—I won’t begin apologizing now. Suppose we just work and let work The worst thing,” and he laughed,
“is having someone like you look at me as if I ought to be doing something bad when I’m not.”
He had touched a sensitive spot. I felt a certain sympathy for the man. I had borne the sort of treatment he was
now getting.
“You can’t be enjoying the work very much if it makes you say things like that,” I said.
Yashiki pulled his shoulders back and shot a glance at me, then passed the moment off with a quick laugh.
I made it my policy to let him plot as he would. A person of his ability would no doubt have seen everything in
a single trip into the darkroom and, having let him see, one could do nothing, short of killing him, except take the
consequences. Perhaps one should rather be grateful for having met such a remarkable person in such an unlikely
place.
I went even further: I came to think that it would be a good thing if, in the course of time, he did succeed in
taking advantage of the master and stealing our secrets.
One day I said to him: “I don’t mean to stay here long myself. Do you know of any good openings?”
“I meant to ask you the same thing. If we’re alike even in that, what right have you to be lecturing me?”
“I see what you mean. But don’t misunderstand me. I don’t mean to be lecturing and I don’t mean to be prying.
It’s just that I respect you, and I thought you might let me be your pupil.”
“Pupil?” He smile wryly. Then, abruptly, he was sober again. “Go and have a look at the ferric-chloride
factory, where the trees and grass have died for a hundred yards around, and talk to me again afterward.”
I had no idea what the “afterward” might mean, but I thought I caught a glimpse of his reasons for thinking me
rather simple. But what were the limits to which he would go in making me look foolish? They seemed far out of
sight. Gradually I lost interest, and as I did so I though I would have a try at making him look foolish. I had been
attracted to him, however, and the effort was abortive—in fact it was comical. These superior people put one
through a harsh discipline!
One day when we were about to finish the rush order, Karubé threw yashiki on his face under the cutter.
“Admit it, admit it!” he said.
Apparently he had caught Yashiki sneaking into the darkroom.
Astride Yashiki’s back, Karubé was pounding at his head when I came into the shop. So it’s finally happened, I
thought. But I felt no impulse to go to Yashiki’s rescue. Indeed, I was rather a Judas, curious to see how the man I
respected would respond to violence. I looked coolly into Yashiki’s twisted face. He was struggling to get up, one
side of his head in some varnish that was flowing across the floor, but each time Karubé’s knee hit him in the back
he fell on his face again. His trousers were pushed up, and his stout legs were bare, threshing awkwardly at the
floor. This rather spirited resistance struck me as utterly foolish, but revulsion was stronger than disdain, as if the
face of the respected one, ugly from pain, showed an ugliness of spirit as well. I was troubled less by the violence
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itself than by the fact that Karubé could force a person to wear such an ugly expression.
Karubé had no eye for expressions, ugly or otherwise. He seized Yashiki’s neck in both hands and pounded his
head against the floor. I began to doubt whether my indifference to suffering was entirely proper, but I felt that if I
were to make the slightest move to help one or the other, I would be guilty of still greater impropriety. I also
began to wonder whether Yashiki, not prepared to confess in spite of the pain to which that ugly, twisted face
testified, had actually stolen anything from the darkroom, and I turned to the task of reading his secret in the
furrows of his distorted face. From time to time he glanced at me. To give him strength, I offered a contemptuous
smile each time his eyes met mine. He made a really determined effort to overturn Karubé. He was helpless,
however, and there was a new rain of blows.
Starting up whenever I laughed at him, Yashiki was showing his true colors. The more he moved himself to
action, it would seem, the more he gave himself away. Though I tried to continue laughing at him, I began to feel
something more like contempt, until, as the moments passed, I was no longer able to laugh at all. Yashiki had a
way of choosing the least likely moments for his struggles. A most ordinary human being he was, no different
from the rest of us.
“Suppose you stop hitting him,” I said to Karubé. “Won’t it do just to talk to him?”
“Stand up!” Karubé gave his victim a kick and poured metal fragments over his head, much as he had buried
my head in similar fragments.
Yashiki edged away and stood with his back to the wall. He explained rapidly that he had gone into the
darkroom in search of ammonia. He had been unable to clean glue from sheet metal with caustic soda.
“If you needed ammonia, why didn’t you ask for it?” said Karubé, and hit him again. “Anyone ought to know
that there’s no place in a name-plate factory as important as the darkroom.”
I knew that Yashiki’s explanation was absurd, but the thunder of Karube’s fists was too violent. “You ought at
least to stop hitting him,” I said.
With that Karubé turned on mew. “It’s a plot between the two of you, is it?”
“You can answer that yourself if you give it a little thought,” I was about to say; but it occurred to me that our
actions not only could be thought a conspiracy; they might, in fact, be something very like one. I had calmly let
Yashiki go into the darkroom, and even thought myself less of a person for not stealing the master’s secrets. The
result was, in effect, a conspiracy.
As my conscience began to trouble me, I assumed a confident manner. “Plot or no plot, I think you’ve hit him
enough,” I said.
With that Karubé hit me on the jaw. “I suppose you let him into the darkroom.”
I was less concerned about being struck than I was eager to show Yashiki, who had already been struck, how I
was now being struck for taking his crime upon myself. I felt almost exhilarated. “Look at me now!” I wanted to
cry. I had a strange feeling, however, that Karubé and I must now seem the conspirators. Yashiki must think that I
could so unconcernedly allow myself to be hit only because we had arranged this in advance. I glanced up at him
—he seemed to have come to life now that there were two of us.
“Hit him!” he cried, flailing away at the back of Karubé’s head.
I was not particularly angry, but because of the pain I took a certain pleasure in the exercise of hitting back. I
hit Karubé in the face several times. Thus assaulted from before and behind, he turned his main attention to
Yashiki. I tugged from behind, and Yashiki, still flailing away, took advantage of the opening to knock him down
and sit on him. I was astonished at how lively Yashiki had become. Doubtless it was because he thought that I,
angry at having been hit without reason, was with him in the attack.
But I had no need of further revenge. I stood silently by and watched. Effortlessly, Karubé overturned Yashiki,
and began pounding him more fiercely than before. Again Yashiki was helpless. After Karubé had pounded
Yashiki afor a time, he suddenly stood up and came at me, perhaps thinking I might attack him from the rear. It
was a foregone conclusion that I would lose in single combat with Karubé. I kept my peace once more and waited
for Yashiki to help me. But Yashiki began hitting not Karubé but me. Unable to cope with even one adversary, I
could do nothing against two. I lay there and let them hit.
Had I been so wrong? As I lay doubled up with my head in my arms, I wondered if I had so misbehaved that I
must be hit by both of them. No doubt my conduct had been surprising, but had the other two not also chosen
courses that could be called strange? At least, there was no reason for Yashiki to be hitting me. It was true that I
had not joined him in the attack on Karubé; but he had been a fool to expect me to.
In any event, the only one who had not been attacked by the other two simultaneously was Yashiki. The one
who most deserved to be hit had most cleverly escaped.
By the time I began to think I’d like to give him a cuffing for his pains, we were all exhausted. The cause of
the whole senseless fight had clearly been less that Yashiki had gone into the darkroom than that we were
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exhausted from having made fifty thousand name plates in such a short time. Ferric-chloride fumes wore on one’s
nerves and disordered one’s reason, and instinct seemed to reveal itself from every pore. If a man chose to be
angry at each small incident in a name-plate factory, there would be no end to anger.
I had, nonetheless, been hit by Yashiki, and the fact was not to be forgotten. What was he thinking? If his
behavior gave me the occasion, I’d find ways to make him ashamed of himself.
When the incident stopped—though one could hardly have said that it had an ending—Yashiki turned to me.
“It was wrong of me to hit you, but I had to finish the business. There was no telling how long Karubé would go
on hitting me. I’m sorry.
That was true, I had to agree. If I, the least guilty, had not been hit by both of them, the fighting would have
gone on and on. I smiled wryly. I had, then, been protecting Yashiki in his thievery. And I must forego the
pleasure of making him ashamed of himself. The man was an astonishingly able plotter.
In some chagrin, I said to him: “If you’ve been so clever at using me, I’m sure you’ve been just as clever at
getting secrets from the darkroom.”
“If even you think that, it’s only natural that Karubé should have hit me.” He laughed his practiced laugh.
“Weren’t you the one who turned him on me?”
I could offer no explanation if he chose to think that I had provoked the incident. Perhaps he had hit me
because he suspected that I was in league with Karubé. It was becoming harder and harder to know what these
two thought of me.
In the midst of all this uncertainty, however, there was one clear thing: Karubé and Yashiuki, in their separate
ways, were both suspicious of me. But however clear this fact might seem to me, was there any way for me to
know now clearly it really was? In any case, some invisible machine was constantly measuring us all, as if it
understood everything that went on, and was pushing us according to the results of its measurements.
Even while we nursed our suspicions in this way, we were looking forward to the next day, when the job would
finally be over and we could rest. Forgetting our exhaustion and enmity in pleasant thoughts of payment, we
finished that day—and the next day a new blow hit.
On his way home, the master lost the whole of the money he had received for those fifty thousand name plates.
The labors that had not allowed us a decent night’s sleep in ten days had come to precisely nothing.
The sister who had first introduced me had gone with her brother, foreseeing that he might drop the money—
and at least that much had run true to form. He had said that for the first time in a very long while he would like to
have the pleasure of holding the money we had earned, all of it. Quite understanding, his sister let him have it for
a few minutes. And in those few minutes the flaw worked like an infallible machine.
Though we did report the loss to the police, naturally none of us thought the money would ever be seen again,
and we just sat looking at each other. We could no longer expect to be paid, and exhaustion suddenly overtook us.
For a time we lay motionless in the shop. Then, smashing some boards that lay at hand and flinging away the
pieces, Karubé turned on me.
“Why are you smiling?”
I did not mean to be smiling, but since he said I was, presumably I was. No doubt it was because the master
was so comical—the comedy being probably a result of long years of exposure to ferric-chloride fumes. I felt
anew that few things were to be so feared as mental disorder. What a wondrous system it was whose workings
mad e a man’s defects draw others to him, leaving them unable to fear!
I did not answer. It would do no good to explain.
Then Karubé stopped glaring at me. “We’ll have a drink!” he said, clapping his hands.
He had spoken at a moment when one or another of us was to speak. Inevitably, our thoughts turned to liquor.
At such times there is nothing for young men to do but drink. Not even Yashiki could have guessed that because
of the liquor he would lose his life.
That night we sat drinking in the shop until after midnight. When I awoke I saw that Yashiki had mistaken
leftover ammonium dichromate for water, had drunk from the jug, and had died. Even now I do not think, as the
men from the shop that sent him here seem to, that Karubé killed Yashiki. Although it was I who had again that
day done the gluing in which ammonium dichromate is used, Karubé and not I had suggested that we drink, and it
was natural that suspicion should fall more heavily on him. Still, it did not seem likely that Karubé could have
conceived the dark lot of getting him drunk and killing him unless we had thought of drinking much earlier in the
evening. Karubé was nonetheless suspected, probably because of the threatening manner that revealed him as one
who liked violence.
I did not say with finality that Karubé did not kill Yashiki. I can only say that my limited knowledge makes me
able to conjecture that he did not. For I know he, like me, must have thought, upon seeing Yashiki go into the
darkroom, that there was no way short of killing him to keep him from stealing the secrets. I had thought that the
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way to kill him would be to get him drunk and give him ammonium dichromate, and the same thought must have
run through Karubé’s mind. Yet not only Yashiki and I were drunk. Karubé was too. So it seems unlikely that
Karubé gave Yashiki the poison. And if the possibilities that had troubled Karubé through recent days had worked
in his drunken mind to make him offer Yashiki ammonium dichromate, then perhaps, by the same token, it was I
who was the criminal.
Indeed how can I say absolutely that I did not kill him? Was it not I, rather than Karubé, who feared him? All
the time he was there, was it not I who was most on guard to see if he went into the darkroom? Was it not I who
harbored the deepest resentment at the idea of his stealing the bismuth and zirconium silicate formula I was
working on?
Perhaps I murdered him. I knew better than anyone where the ammonium dichromate was. Before drunkenness
overtook me, I kept thinking about Yashiki and what he would be doing somewhere else the next day, when he
would be free to leave. And if he had lived, would I not have lost more than Karubé? And had not my head, like
the master’s, been attacked by ferric chloride?
I no longer understand myself. I only feel the sharp menace of an approaching machine, aimed at me. Someone
must judge me. How can I know what I have done?
130.190 The Far-Worshipping Commander\fn{by Ibusé Masuji (1898-1994)} Hiroshima Prefecture, Japan (M) 11
In the dialect of this part of the country, when there is trouble in a village, they say “the village cracks up.”
And for trouble in a hamlet or a village, they say “we here crack up.” “We here” means the “hamlet” or “neighborhood.” “Crack up” is used of things breaking—that is, in the meaning of a rupture in the quiet and unruffled,
everyday evenness of things. In the part of this village called Sasayama, “we here crack up” from time to time,
and the people of the hamlet are annoyed. The chief cause is the singular speech and behavior of Yuichi Okazaki,
formerly a lieutenant in the army.
Yuichi Okazaki (aged thirty-two) is not right in his mind. He is usually relatively gentle, but nevertheless is
possessed of the hallucination that the war is still going on and the mistaken idea that he is the military man he
used to be. In everything he does, he is, in away, no different from the soldiers during the war. For instance, at
mealtime, sitting down to his food, he will suddenly seem to grow dignified and begin to recite from memory the
Five Articles: “First, for the soldier, the complete exhibition of loyalty,” etc., etc. When his mother brings him
tobacco, he calls it Imperial gift tobacco and, turning toward the east as if overcome with emotion, bows in
worship from afar. While walking down the street, he abruptly barks out the order, “Get into step there!” There is
nothing strange about all this, since everybody was used to seeing soldiers doing it during the war, but today it
simply looks like burlesque. Yuichi, however, is not shouting at another person, but is enjoying it all by himself.
Up to this point, it does not amount to a nuisance. Since it is the doing of a madman, the average person here
tends to pretend not to notice it.
However, when the fit is on him, Yuichi’s words and actions take on a positive tone. Mistaking other people for
soldiers under his command, he showers orders on anybody in the hamlet without distinction of persons. When
the fit is not on him, Yuichi seems to think that he is on home duty, and when the fit’s on him, that he is serving at
the front. In general you can make that sort of rough distinction. When in a fit, for instance, he will suddenly
shout at somebody passing him, ‘Here, call a non-commissioned officer!” When the person looks bewildered
because there is nothing like a non-commissioned officer around, he shouts, “Move lively! What are you
dawdling about?” Sometimes he orders, “Attack!” and sometimes, “Take cover!” Of all the orders, the order
“Attack!” is comparatively the easiest for those receiving it. They can trot off as ordered and make their getaway
without more ado. But those who receive the order “Take cover,” though it is not so bad when they are in their
farm clothes, have trouble when they are dressed up. If they drop down as ordered, Yuichi is happy, but if they do
not obey, he yells, “Idiot! You’re in contact with the enemy. Take cover!” and tries to push them into the ditch. At
such a time, the average man is sure to run away, but Yuichi is lame and has to forego running after him. Instead
the runaway is showered from behind with the fearful words, “If you run away, I’ll cut you down!”
Usually, even when an attack grows on him, Yuichi has nothing to do with old people, children, women or
girls. He limits the objects of his orders to young men and male adults and, of them, only those whom he
recognizes as belonging to Sasayama hamlet. And in this point, since he seems to exercise choice in picking those
of whom to make his unreasonable demands, it was for a time rumored about that he must be feigning madness.
And in some quarters the explanation appeared that this was the opinion of people with no experience of army
life. Finally it has become the established opinion of the people of the hamlet today that Yuichi considers only the
young men and male adults of Sasayama as soldiers under his command.
At times there may be exceptions. Some time ago, when he had the second or third attack after the defeat, two
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young men who had come to the village to buy vegetables to sell elsewhere were resting in the wayside shrine
when Yuichi happened to come along and, to say the least, startled them with the remark, “The target, at three
hundred!” Then he lit into them. “Idiots! What are you dawdling around here for? We’re in contact with the
enemy!”
Frightened, they scrambled off without asking questions. Since this was just after Japan lost the war, the
vegetable brokers probably sensed Authority in the military language and were terrified. Or it may have been by
the force of habit of bowing to military jargon during the war.
One other time, quite recently, Yuichi gave orders to somebody from outside. It was during his twentieth or
thirtieth attack after the defeat. A young man from a coast town who had come into the hamlet to buy charcoal
was resting in the wayside shrine with a man named Tojiro who owned some mountain land, when Yuichi came
along and shouted, “Take cover!” The young man wore an old combat hat and a military uniform sold by the
government, so Yuichi’s illusion seemed to be all the deeper. At the command, Tojiro understood and crawled
under the shrine porch, but the young man from outside kept on sitting there. Yuichi said with great authority,
“Take cover! We’re in contact with the enemy!” and taking the young man by the shoulder, tried to push him
under the porch.
“What’re you trying to do? You!” said the young man, staggering and knocking off Yuichi’s hand.
“Insubordination, huh, you fool! Grumble and I’ll cut you down!”
At this, he gave Yuichi a slap in the face.
Yuichi slapped him back, and a fight began. Tojiro heard the row and came crawling out from under the
verandah, but Yuichi already lay sprawled on his back. The young man in uniform was taking off his belt to give
him a thrashing.
“Wait! Cut it out!” called Tojiro, throwing his arms around the young man to stop him, and he called for help
to people living near the shrine. “Hey, Yu-san, come over. Hey, Matsu, come and help me!” Yu-san’s shop, the
Hashimotoya, and Matsu’s place, the Shintaku, stood side by side across the road from the shrine. Quickly Yu-san
and Matsu came dashing out of their respective front doors.
Fortunately the youth in uniform had little strength. When Tojiro threw his arms around him and held him from
behind, he threshed about with his arms and legs, but his mouth alone was strong, using freely the language of the
times.
“What’s he mean, saying he’ll cut me down? He’s a ghost of militarism, a skeleton! Tojiro-san, please let me
go. Tojiro Muramatsu-san, lemme go. In this event of emergency in the face of destruction would you deprive me
of my freedom?”
“Take it easy! Look at the man you’re quarreling with. He has no power to resist.”
“No! What’s he mean, saying he’ll cut me down? That’s the talk of a ghost of militarism. Just to hear it makes
my guts boil.”
“Come on, don’t talk like that. If you just imagine the war’s still on, you can stand it, can’t you? It’s talk you
heard all the time during the war. We all heard it a lot.”
“Are you telling me to think the war’s still on? That’s a serious slip of the tongue and I won’t forget it. This
country has vowed that it won’t bear arms. You talk like that and I’ll give you back all the charcoal I’ve bought
from you.”
“All right, give it back. I won’t sell it to you.”
While this exchange of words was going on, Hashimotoya and Shintaku lifted Yuichi to his feet. Yuichi stood
as if having injured his lame leg, with an arm around the shoulders of each of his two helpers. His face was pale.
His turned-up eyes were bloodshot, and his face looked like a fox mask bought in a toy shop. His expression was
neither here nor there. Without mistake he was furious.
“Hey, isn’t there a non-commissioned officer here, a non-commissioned officer?” shouted Yuichi, looking all
around. “Hey, non-commissioned officer! Cut that soldier down! He’s interfering in the fighting. Isn’t there a noncommissioned officer here? Cut that soldier down! It’s bad for morale when we’re in contact with the enemy. Hey,
isn’t there a non-commissioned officer here?”
“You goddam ghost! You relic of fascism!” the uniformed youth railed as if unable to stomach him.
“Listen, Yuichi, let’s be going home! Lieutenant, come, sir, it’s an outflanking action in the face of the enemy,”
said Hashimotoya-san, and he faced Yuichi about.
“It’s an outflanking action in the face of the enemy,” Yuichi screamed. “Strategy Order Number 72. The
section will march in main strength straight into the town of Kuala Lumpur, and a small detachment will circle
around through the hill area and overpower the enemy from the flank.”
“What’s he rambling on about? That conceited idiot playing at soldier. That jellyfish of aggressionism!” the
youth in uniform raved. “Hey, please, let me go! Leggo, I said! Damn it, you, Tojiro Muramatsu-san! I gotta bust
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that ghost of a jellyfish once more.”
Tojiro, with his arms around the youth, would not let go at once. After Yuichi’s form had disappeared around
the cliff, Tojiro released his hold saying, “It’s all right now, I guess. I’m really sorry.” After that they could take
their time talking about Yuichi.
On such occasions, when Yuichi was delivered home, he was locked up in his cage in the shed. His cage had
boarded walls on three sides and log bars on the other. The floor, too, was made of strong boards. Usually the fit
was over in two days, and on the second or third day, it was his mother’s habit to make a round of the
neighborhood apologizing, and then open the cage door. She could not leave him in the cage because she had to
have him help her in cultivating the fields and covering paper umbrellas at home to eke out a living. Without
Yuichi to help, the poor family of mother and son would instantly have come to an end. The neighbors were all
thoroughly aware of this. It was they who went to the army hospital and petitioned for his release when Yuichi
was injured at the front and sent home mentally deranged. Because it would be a matter of pride to have an officer
return to their neighborhood, they decided unanimously to urge his release from the hospital. It seems that the
hospital authorities had already arrived at the conclusion that Yuichi could no longer be used in the army. They
released him on the tentative diagnosis of palsy. Of course during the war his allowance was sufficient to make
unnecessary such household labor as the papering of umbrellas. Yuichi’s mad fits had not yet become very
noticeable. Early in the morning he would gird on his Japanese sword and walk around the village roads in his
military uniform, and every time he discovered a young man of Sasayama, he would greet him in a commanding
voice. Usually he would simply shout, “Go forth with spirit, with spirit!” And sometimes he would say, “Come,
let’s go forth with spirit. Do you understand? Do a resolute job!” Occasionally when he met a group going with a
soldier to see him off for the front, he would command them to halt for a short rest and would deliver a little
speech. It would not be an address to the departing soldier, but an address of instruction to the whole group, which
he considered under his command. Even so, at that time nobody called Yuichi’s speech and behavior funny. They
looked upon his sallying forth in uniform early in the morning as no more than exercise to cure his lameness. It
was not until the defeat of the war was drawing near that people began to find his actions peculiar. It was a few
days after the war was lost that he exhibited a clear fit of madness.
At first the villagers said that the fits of madness were probably due to a foul disease contracted in the battle
area in southern Asia. Then it came to be whispered about that his illness was due to inherited syphilis, and
perhaps because of its sensational nature, this became for a time the generally accepted explanation. Yuichi’s
mother had inherited their land, and his father, who was brought in to marry her, died the year Yuichi entered
primary school, the cause of his death definitely being blood poisoning. It was due to undernourishment resulting
from overwork and poverty. The widowed mother sold the kaya tree by the back door, got herself one summer
dress, and became a maidservant living in at the Onoda Inn in front of the station in a town by the sea. This job
turned out to be much more lucrative than expected. About the time Yuichi was getting out of the higher section of
the primary school, thanks to his mother’s efforts, the family had succeeded in swimming along till it could catch
its breath. They put tiled roofs on both the main house and the shed. They surrounded the house with a
cryptomeria hedge and set up immense concrete gateposts at the entrance to the garden. The gateposts were out of
harmony with the cryptomeria hedge and the surroundings, but the people of the neighborhood could not but
recognize the spirit of the mother in putting considerable funds into the house, even to adding the gateposts.
Naturally it added importance to the house. Even the village headman praised the gateposts inordinately. Once he
called at Yuichi’s house with the remark that he had just dropped in while passing, and pleased Yuichi’s mother by
saying that the gateposts at her residence were most splendid. Two or three days later he called together with the
primary school principal and said that they were recommending Yuichi for acceptance at the military preparatory
school. The reasons given were that Yuichi was an outstanding pupil, his mother was a woman of character, and
theirs was a model family. His mother was instantly impressed. After the headman and principal left, she went to
the Hashimotoya and related the whole story. Afterwards she said, “Really, looking back now, it was certainly
fortunate that I set up those gateposts. Though she was a steady woman, she was doubtless excited.
At that time, the war on the continent\fn{Of Asia.} had already spread, and academies connected with the
military were taking in large numbers of students. Even military schools for young boys were frantically enrolling
all the students they could. The military authorities had adopted an enrollment plan of ordering mayors and
headmen of cities, towns and villages throughout the country to recommend school children as candidates for the
examinations. Yuichi was one of those mustered. He went from the military preparatory school to the military
academy and was commissioned a second lieutenant at the age of twenty-two. He was sent to Malaya in
December of the third year after he became a company commander, and in January of the following year became
a first lieutenant on informal notification in the town of Kuala Lumpur in central Malaya. This the people in that
part of the village called Sasayama learned in general from Yuichi’s mother. They did not know what became of
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him after that. Yuichi himself sent not a word, so his mother could explain nothing to the neighbors. That his brain
had failed and he had lost his memory was clear enough, but when they asked how he had become lame, he would
make a glum face and not even give a hazy answer. Since this was consistent with the self-depreciative attitude
taken by all wounded soldiers, the neighbors at first took Yuichi’s taciturnity as the virtue of modesty. After the
defeat this was twisted by the neighbors into the proverb that the sins of the father are visited on the son.
Ordinarily, when his nerves were in repose, Yuichi was of relatively quiet demeanor, and providing he did not
catch sight of young and able-bodied men loafing about, usually assumed a sullen taciturnity. He helped with the
farming and covered paper umbrellas. He also had ability enough to manipulate a rope-twisting machine.
However half-witted he may have been, he could not have been entirely unaware of how he became lame. His
failure to reveal it under any circumstances could well be assumed to be because there was some reason that made
him not want to reveal it. Even in the army Yuichi’s self-sacrificing public-service way of speaking and acting
was doubtless too exaggerated, and he may have been criticized for it by his companions, this leading to a rough
and tumble fight in which he got his leg broken. A rumor spread that he had certainly got in a fight and had his leg
broken.
Just at the time this rumor became the commonly accepted explanation throughout the village, Tojiro’s
younger brother Yoju was repatriated from Siberia. In the train in which he came from the port of Tsuruga, he sat
opposite a former sergeant named Goro Veda. Though this former Sergeant Veda came from a village back in the
mountains in Yamaguchi Prefecture, he knew the folk song, Let's Go Home, of Yoju’s native place. It was a song
sung by children in the hamlet of Sasayama as they played, plucking blades of grass one by one, and the words
were rustic and nonsensical. It was not bad to sing while gathering reeds.
Let's go home, let's go home.
With empty baskets, let's go home.
I came to Hattabira to see,
And the pheasants were crying in Bozuhara.
I came cutting grass, cutting grass.
The blades of grass I cut slipped out through the woven basket.
With empty baskets, let's go home.
This is the fifteenth blade.

Hattabira is the name of a pond. In a hollow in the mountain behind Sasayama, the water has been dammed up
and made into a pond. The children of Sasayama often go to cut grass in the field by Hattabira Pond. The pond is
only four or five hundred yards around and is in a forest alongside a woodcutter’s trail that branches off from a
hill road. It is a quiet pond full of muddy water and without special features, a pond of no consequence that goes
unnoticed by outsiders. It was natural that Yoju on his way home from Siberia should remember the pond with
nostalgia. But even before that, he had been surprised and filled with delight to meet somebody from another
province who knew Let’s Go Home.
Yoju showed his surprise by asking, “Where did you learn that song and who taught it to you?”
“I learned it on a transport just before the great war,” said Goro Veda. “It’s the Sasayama Doyo from a country
place called Sasayama. Probably a kid’s song from some terribly out-of-the-way place.”
This man Goro Veda said he had learned what he called the Sasayama Doyo while en route when he was first
sent with the forces south. Whenever they had amateur entertainment on the transport, he said, an officer named
Yuichi Okazaki, a company commander commonly called the Far-Worshiping Commander, sang this juvenile
song, so the soldiers naturally learned it. As a matter of course, Goro Veda pronounced Hattabira in the Sasayama
local dialect, Hattabyura. The people of the surrounding region and not only those of the hamlet of Sasayama
pronounce Hattabira “Hattabyura.” They say Takyayama for Takayama and Okyayama for Okayama. The
discussion of the dialectical pronunciation of Hattabyura led to a spirited conversation. Yoju got to hear in detail
how Yuichi was seriously wounded in Malaya. And he also learned in detail how Yuichi lost his mind. ExSergeant Veda had been a private first class in Yuichi Okazaki’s company. And further, he had been Yuichi’s
orderly. Yoju was the same age as Yuichi, but he had gone to live in Mukden before Yuichi was sent to Malaya
and had not yet heard that Yuichi had gone mad.
Yuichi had been shaken from a truck and had broken his left shinbone and become insane. It was when the
troops were moving rapidly by truck toward the town of Serembang. As his company approached the hamlet of
Serdon, it came to a place where a corps of engineers was building a bridge. A bomb had blown out a concrete
bridge and the engineers, avoiding the heavy blocks of concrete, were throwing a curved wooden bridge across
the river. Though the river was only four or five yards wide, under such circumstances, the soldiers on the truck
felt stupid. Until the bridge was finished, there was nothing to do at best but help with the work and wait. The
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commander of the engineers wore only his military cap and a loincloth. This naked man said to Company
Commander Yuichi, “You’re unlucky. If you’d been twenty minutes earlier, you’d have found the bridge here.”
And he added, “You’re lucky. If you’d been twenty minutes earlier, you’d have been blown up with the truck.”
The engineers were rough talkers. They said the work would be done in an hour. They had put up a bridge in the
morning, they said, and it had been bombed out at about noon, then they had put up another and it had been
bombed out again.
In order to avoid attacks from the air, the light vehicles and trucks had been moved off the road into a rubber
grove, and ten of the men were helping carry material for the bridge. The rest were waiting with loaded guns
ready for an air attack. The other companies following them were all hiding in the rubber groves.
It was just after a shower and the rubber grove was cool. The stream running between this rubber grove and the
next cut straight across a large field and disappeared behind a low hill. Here and there on the field were bomb
craters, where dirty water had settled and made pools. In one of these dirty water holes two water buffalo were
submerged in friendly companionship, showing only their heads. A white heron perched on a horn of one of them.
Both the water buffalo and the heron stood perfectly still and seemed to be absentmindedly watching the
engineers at work on the bridge.
When the bridge was done and the company was crossing in its trucks, the first truck stopped dead in the
center of the bridge. The engine had failed. It took a long time to repair it and the soldiers in it and in the trucks
waiting behind all took off their shirts. When the trucks were moving, the men were cool, but when one stalled,
they were exposed to a broiling sun and, being packed liked sardines, were unbearably hot. Some talked idly in
loud tones. Those in the stalled truck talked especially loudly. Pointing at the buffalo submerged in the bombcrater water hole, one of them said, “How’d it be to eat them?” Another said that water buffalo meat smells bad, is
tough and of inferior flavor. Another slowly counted the bomb crater pools up to thirty-two. One said, “What
extravagance! Look at these pools in the field. They drop bombs without a thought.” Then a private first class
named Tomomura said, “It is extravagant, isn’t it, this thing called war. Utterly extravagant. War is just spending
money.” Since this talk was heard by Orderly Ueda on the second truck, it of course reached the ears of Yuichi
Okazaki, the Far-Worshiping Commander, in the seat beside the driver.
He got down from the truck and said, “Here, Private First Class Tomomura!”
The men in the stalled truck fell silent. The company commander walked along the bridge to the stalled truck,
and commanding, “Let down the tailboard,” had the soldiers open the back. Growling up into the truck, he shut
the tailboard himself and said, “Here, Private First Class Tomomura, come here a minute.”
“Yes, sir, I’m coming,” said Tomomura, pushing his way through the packed soldiers and coming in front of
the commander.
“Here, what did you say just now? Just try saying it again, exactly as you said it just now,” he growled,
sticking his face into Tomomura’s.
“Yes, sir, I said it’s extravagant.”
“Was that all? Repeat what you said in more detail!”
“Yes, sir. Private First Class Okaya said that the enemy drops bombs without a thought. That being true, I said
that war is extravagant.”
“You damned idiot!” The company commander slapped Private First Class Tomomura with his open hand. He
slapped him again, then just as he lifted his hand to strike him for the third time, all the men in the truck suddenly
staggered. The driver had given the truck a little jerk experimentally. The company commander could not regain
control of himself as he lurched. Since the hook had not been caught in the tailboard, it flew open. Instantaneously
the company commander stepped over the edge, clinging to Private First Class Tomomura.
The soldiers let out a long grunt in unison. The commander and Private First Class Tomomura fell on top of
each other and rolled to the edge of the bridge, where they flipped up a cross-plank and fell into the river.
Unfortunately a piece of the concrete bridge was waiting for them in the river. The company commander fell face
up on this obstruction. Private First Class Tomomura fell headfirst and rolled into the water. It was the work of
only a few seconds.
The whole company began to shout and run about. Warrant Officer Yokota jumped immediately into the water
with his military boots on and shouted, “Come on, look for Private First Class Tomomura. Form a squad and find
him. Sergeant Ota is in charge.”
Orderly Ueda jumped into the river too. The water came up to the navel and was not swift, but the feet sank
into the clay on the bottom, which interfered with activity. Soon some of the medical corps, having found a
footing somewhere, came swimming down the river.
“Company Commander, Company Commander!” shouted the warrant officer in a tragic voice in the ear of the
company commander.
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He lay on his back with his eyes shut and blood running from his ears. A medic in a loincloth felt his pulse and
said, “He seems to be all right. He has a pulse.”
“He’s all right? Really?” asked the warrant officer.
“Yes, I think so,” said the medic.
The engineers built a catwalk from the shore to the ruined block of concrete. It was made of square timbers
laid side by side so that a stretcher could be carried across.
The men who had gone downstream to look for Private First Class Tomomura walked naked along the banks.
Since they could not see down through the muddy water, some of them had entered the water and were walking
down-stream in zigzags. Private First Class Tomomura had hit his head against the concrete block and may have
lost consciousness before he rolled into the water. If he did, he escaped drowning, the medics said, but to the end
they could not find him. Having merely said that war was extravagant, he had got slapped just before dying and
had even got involved in the fall from the truck. In addition he had suffered the indignity of striking his head on
the concrete and sinking in a nameless muddy river. It was just as if he had in a trice provided us an example of
some fate or other reduced to a small scale. It was no mere question of war being extravagant.
The company commander regained consciousness, but he kept sighing as if in pain, and they decided to take
him to the field hospital on a stretcher instead of in a truck. What seemed to be sighing may have been low
moaning.
Private First Class Tomomura’s tomb was some rubber tree branches stuck in the ground on the bank of the
river as a temporary marker by a soldier named Okaya. This soldier Okaya was the one whose remark, “What
extravagance! They drop bombs without a thought,” had caused Tomomura to say, “War is extravagant.” While
accepting Tomomura’s misfortune as his fault, Okaya said that it would be just to estimate his responsibility at
about one tenth. The responsibility of the driver who suddenly gave the stalled truck a jerk was about twenty
percent, he said. Who should take the remaining seventy percent of the responsibility, he said he could not say. He
probably meant that the company commander who had grabbed Tomomura should take it. The implication was
clear.
When the contingent set forth again, it fell under the order of the warrant officer. He drew his sword and
shouted, “A silent prayer in the presence of the soul of Private Tomomura!” and the whole company bowed
toward the temporary tomb.
Private First Class Tomomura had always been lacking in alacrity in everything. His sluggish dullness in
everything he did may have been due, he would say, to his having been a weakling from childhood, and besides,
to having cut school athletic events time and again. To conceal the long chin beneath his receding mouth, he wore
a goat’s beard. When at rest at roll call or something, he was in the habit of stroking his beard. Inconsistent with
his slowness of movement, he was extremely skillful at catching dodging chickens. He would go out and scoop up
without effort the near-wild chickens kept running loose in the rubber groves, just as if they were wastepaper
baskets. The Malayans’ houses are built with the floors high above the ground, and when chickens ran under them
and cowered, he would lure them out and catch them without difficulty. This was in order to eat roast chicken
with the soldiers of his own company, but there was a contrariness about him such as made it possible that he
might chase and scatter them if he was out for some other squad. Once some army cooks came to Tomomura with
a request that he go and catch three or four gamecocks because they wanted to hold a cockfight. That was on the
day when the Far-Worshipping Commander received unofficial information that he had been made a first
lieutenant, and two or three second lieutenants happened to meet in his temporary quarters. Tomomura refused
and said to the cooks, “You'll put on a cock-fight, and afterwards the company commander will eat gamecock,
won’t he? The officers will have a feast to celebrate the company commander’s promotion, won’t they? If that’s it,
I don’t like it.” In fact they were not to be used for the feast, but for cockfighting by the cooks, but the story
reached the ears of the company commander. A cook having told Warrant Officer Yokota, he, instead of taking the
expert chicken catcher to task, told the company commander privately. But it was the company commander’s
nature not to show his feelings about miscellaneous affairs. To the private information conveyed by Warrant
Officer Yokota, he assumed complete taciturnity. Since it was just when he got his promotion, he probably
thought such tale-bearing out of place. It does not seem that his striking Private First Class Tomomura as the
company moved forward had anything to do with the game-cock incident. But what Tomomura himself or the
soldiers who looked on may have thought is another question.
While being carried to the field hospital, the company commander lay on his back on the stretcher and said
deliciously, “Let down the tailboard,” and “Here, Private First Class Tomomura, come here a minute.” This was
not just two or three times, but over and over again, and every time he threw out his hand as if in pain and tried to
grab the branch of a rubber tree that had been fastened on to shade him from the sun. It was like an eagle trying to
take something in its talons. A stretcher bearer said it was probably due to fever, so the orderly moistened a towel
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with water from his canteen and placed it on the company commander’s forehead.
The field hospital was a Western-style dwelling near a coconut grove. A Malayan was trimming a hibiscus
hedge with a sickle with a handle three feet long. Exactly like one trying the feel of a tennis racquet, he stood with
his left hand on his hip and slowly raised and lowered the sickle with his right. Inside the gate where the iron grill
stood open, high trees loaded with fruit the color, shape and size of passion fruit stood in rows on either side of
the driveway from the gate to the entrance and gave a cool shade. As if to overpower the high trees that threw the
shade, the company commander extended his hand and, waving his fingers in the air, shouted deliriously, “Here,
drop the tailboard!”
The company commander, in an open-neck shirt, loose military trousers and boots, was lifted from the
stretcher to an operating table.
“Why didnt you take off his boots?” blurted the army surgeon angrily to Orderly Ueda.
“The shinbone of his left leg seemed to be broken. When we tried to take off his boots, he complained of
terrible pain,” said Orderly Veda.
“Then why didn’t you take off his right boot? To begin with, the medical squad is guilty of inexcusable
conduct,” the army surgeon raved on, so Orderly Ueda took off the company commander’s right boot and handed
it to a stretcher bearer.
“That’s it. Why didn’t you take them off at once?” the army surgeon again scolded. From the point of view of
Orderly Ueda and the stretcher bearers, it reflected on their own dignity to have a soldier who was their own
company commander have only one boot on.
“Cut it off with scissors. Cut the shoe off,” said the army surgeon to his square-faced assistant. Orderly Ueda,
in answer to the army surgeon’s questions, reported the circumstances under which the company commander fell
and what happened up to the time of their arrival at the hospital. He reported, too, that blood had run out of his
ears. But the truth of how the commander fell from the stalled truck, he left concealed. He reported that the
speeding truck had been tilted by an obstacle and a private first class named Tomomura and the company
commander had been thrown off at the same time and added, “It was all unavoidable.”
The army surgeon asked, “What became of the man called Tomomura?”
To the answer, “Sir, he was killed,” he said, “The company commander couldn’t have been riding in the truck
with his men. He must have been riding beside the driver. What happened? Tell the whole story clearly.” So
Orderly Ueda told the truth, how Private First Class Tomomura had spoken improperly and been slapped by the
company commander. He also confessed that they fell off during the slapping.
The army surgeon’s assistant cut open the left boot of the Far-Worshiping Commander from top to bottom and
threw it on the floor. They slit open his army trousers from the knee down. The left leg was found to be swollen
not only where the injury was, but all the way from the knee down. The surgeon gave him a sedative injection or
something. The company commander mumbled, “Look here, Private First Class Tomomura! Let’s hear you say
what you just said again.”
“This’ll never do. He’s mad,” said the army surgeon, making a wry face. Then turning to Orderly Ueda, he
went on, “Just now he mumbled Private First Class Tomomura, didn’t he? When your company commander was
slapping that soldier, the truck started, didn’t it? The truck was stalled, wasn’t it?”
These were serious questions to answer, but the orderly said, “Yes, sir.”
“Well then, you men can go. When you get back to your company—No, that’s all. You men go back,” the army
surgeon said.
So the stretcher bearers and Orderly Ueda, in preparation to depart, saluted the company commander lying face
up on the operating table. Affected by the injection, the company commander was beginning to doze off.
As they left the hospital, one of the stretcher bearers said, “He’s pretty good, that army surgeon. He got the gist
of the story and figured out what was true and what wasn’t in no time.”
“Our commander mumbled the wrong thing. No, it wasn’t wrong,” said another stretcher bearer. “Look at it. I
envy these Malayans. Since they have no country, things like war don’t concern them. They calmly trim hibiscus
trees.”
“Don’t talk nonsense. You’ll get more than a heavy dose of the guardhouse,” said another reprovingly.
Orderly Ueda lost his title of orderly and went back to being a private first class. Second Lieutenant Asano, a
squad leader who had come up from the ranks, was made the new company commander, and that evening two
men were severely wounded in a night action. The soldiers who took them to the field hospital inquired about the
former company commander. He was not making good progress. Although his leg injury was accompanied by a
longitudinal splintering of the bone, the chances of its knitting were considered sure, but the head injury was
changing to an internal affliction.
One of those who inquired, a soldier named Mochizuki, said, “In short, a head bruise slipped into dementia.”
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According to him, the company commander was lying on his back unable to speak clearly, and when he did say
something, it was all disconnected. It was mostly limited to military expressions and words used when giving
instructions, and the words used in instructions all being set phrases, they were fragmentary. Such dreadful
sounding words as “sacrifice self and serve the state,” “your life’s in my hands,” “anti-military thought,” “take
grumblers and cut them down.” Besides these, there were newly coined expressions for use in giving instructions,
so there was no difficulty in choosing dreadful sounding words.
“But there’s nothing to be done now. He’s an absolute imbecile. He’s like an imbecile soaked in sake,” said one
of those who had been to the hospital. One of his companions said, as if afraid that he might be overheard,
"You can’t say it out loud, but it could be that … maybe that Far-Worshiping Company Commander is being
haunted by First Class Tomomura’s ghost.”
It was funny to bring a vengeful ghost into the story, but the soldiers of this company were all aware of the
action of that moment. When the company commander fell from the stalled truck, a good percentage of the
soldiers saw clearly the momentary action of catching hold of Private First Class Tomomura. It was no story made
up by Orderly Ueda.
After that the company learned about the Far-Worshipping Commander's condition through the reports of the
stretcher bearers when they took wounded men from the section to the hospital. There was no doubt that the
broken bone would knit. His dementia, too, lightened considerably and had improved to a point where he no
longer talked in delirium, but it was thought that the symptoms left would probably continue permanently.
At that time more than half of the soldiers of this company were suffering from a skin disease known as jungle
boils. Nearly all soldiers who had walked in damp places or waded jungle rivers got this affliction. It was an
ulcerating skin disease in which everywhere on the lower part of the body something like eczema developed, and
the ulcers gradually ate deeper and deeper. Many open sores several millimeters deep formed on the soles of the
feet, on the legs, in the crotch and on the privates. The sanitary corps tried to wipe out this unfamiliar scourge by
applying mercurochrome, but it raged fiercely for awhile. It was reported that the Far-Worshipping Commander in
the hospital was attacked by this malady all over the lower part of his body. In the morning after a night camp, if
there was some good news about the war situation, he would bathe, even though it was in dirty ditch water, and
worship toward the east, so of course he got the jungle boils.
The Far-Worshipping Commander was always fond of bowing toward the Imperial Palace. On the transport,
too, whenever some kind of good news was announced on the radio, he had made his company form in line on the
deck, worship toward the east, and give three banzai. He always followed this with instructions. Even if news
came over the radio that Japanese planes had bombed a city on the continent, he would order his company up on
deck and make them bow toward the east. He would have them bow thanks to the east for the noon news, then
even if the same news was heard in the evening, since it was about a war victory, he would have them bow toward
the east again. Consequently this company came to be called the Far-Worshipping Division, or the FarWarshipping Company. The name was thought up and given by the soldiers of other divisions and companies.
Once when the Far-Worshipping Commander was giving instructions after far-worshipping, he said that since this
company had become famous for its bowing toward the Emperor, at variance with the days when it was unknown,
they must worship from afar in a consecrated spirit of self-sacrifice and public service. Then he went on,
“You men, too, if you read earnestly and ponder your Field Service Code, will understand in a flash the
cardinal principle of bowing in worship toward the Imperial Palace. When you can understand the cardinal
principle, a realm of intoxication will open up before you.”
The Far-Worshipping Commander had seemed to be more fond of delivering instructions to soldiers even than
of making them bow in the direction of the palace. Some soldiers even criticized him as making them bow from
afar only because he wanted to deliver instructions. Another explanation had it that he was afraid of submarines
and was putting up a false show of courage with big talk. Once one of the soldiers asked, “Why don’t other
company commanders tell the Far-Worshipping Commander to go easy on the distant worship?” This was a
question all the men in the Far-Worshiping Company wanted to ask, but Private First Class Tomomura said, “All
that nonsense is probably simply not against the military rule. It shows how generous the rules are. Still if we lose
just one shirt, it’s a serious crime.” In general, Private First Class Tomomura was a man who spoke out his mind.
That made him a dull soldier.
*
As Yoji began to prepare to get off the train, former Chief Sergeant Ueda spoke as follows:
“Anyway, you’ll probably see the Far-Worshipping Commander. If you do, please tell him this. Former
Orderly Veda blabbed the commander’s whole story. Thanks to him, this Veda neglected the scenery along the
Sanyo Line for over two hours. This was not like a man newly returned to Japan after a long absence. Tell the FarWorshipping Commander that.”
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“In that message, do you mean to be preaching like the Soviets? If Yuichi understands that, he’ll be mad as a
hornet. Don’t they call him the incarnation of self-sacrifice and public service?”
“Nonsense! Probably that Far-Worshipping Commander has been the first to convert. If not, he’s still mad.”
“I’d like to show you his concrete gateposts. Until you see them, you can’t really understand Yuichi. At the
tops of the posts are embedded broken bits of colored glass. Of course this is said to have been his mother’s idea.”
“And aren’t there some of the cliches used in instructions stuck on the front and back of the posts? Anyway, if
you see him, tell him this. The soldier who drove that truck was punished severely. Though unintentionally, he
brought upon a superior officer and a companion in arms the misfortune of falling and being killed and injured.
That was his offense. It was all due to the extremes to which the palace-worshipping went. The soldier’s lot is
harsh, isn’t it?”
This former Chief Sergeant Ueda said he hated Yuichi. Formerly he had looked on him only with fear, but now
this fear had changed to a burning detestation, he said.
The day Yoju returned to the hamlet of Sasayama in the village, Yuichi the Far-Worshipping Commander was
taken with a fit of madness and ran away from home. Being lame, he was not a good walker, but he could climb
comparatively well a slope that would bother the ordinary man. In descending, where an ordinary man would run
down, Yuichi would come down slowly. That was probably because he was a good deal like a woman possessed
by a fox. A woman possessed by a fox sees a slope or a hill road as level land and climbs it without thinking, but
she is incomparably sharper than Yuichi. If you saw her on the eastern mountain opposite and went to catch her,
before you knew it, she would cross the valley in the other direction and be standing on the western mountain.
This swiftness was extremely mysterious and phantasmagoric. But Yuichi was far from such transcendency. When
his mother followed after to catch him, he would pretend to be running away and hide in somebody’s shed or
crawl into a chicken house. Or he eluded people by lying down under a compost shed. Far from transcendent, he
was chiefly tricky. But admirably enough he never ran off to other hamlets, so it was no great matter even if you
let him go.
That day, Yuichi’s mother, after looking about for him for an hour, gave up the search, weeping at her own
misfortune. Yuichi was walking about through the rows of gravestones in the common mountainside cemetery. He
was striking each gravestone with his belt as he walked. With enthusiasm, as if he considered the gravestones
soldiers, he lashed them and mumbled under his breath.
“Take that, and you take that, and you take that! Take that, and take that …”
At that time, Yoju, who had come home that day, and was in the lead, Tojiro, Hashimotoya and Shintaku-san
came to visit the graves.
Tojiro carried some lighted incense sticks and an earthenware pot and Yoju a branch of sasanqua with halfopen buds. Hashimotoya-san carried a dish with one thin-skinned bean-jam bun on it. They had won over Yoju,
who had declared denial of all religions, and brought him to announce his safe return from the wars before the
tomb of generations of his ancestors. According to Yoju, not only was this the leftover dregs of the feudal period,
but to pay respect to a tomb bearing a religiously uniform shape was against his principles. Hashimotoya-san,
after he had let Yoju have his way, appeased him thus:
“Come, don’t talk like that. When you come to a place, you follow the customs of the place. If you don’t
conform, nobody will be your bride. Anyway, there’s no sense to not visiting a tomb.”
Shintaku-san, for his part, said to Yoju, “When you went abroad, you followed the customs of that place, so
you ought to follow the customs of your own country when you come home. In human life, there are many things
we have to disregard. But we're glad to see you back. We all worried about you. Come, let’s visit the grave.”
In this way, they made Yoju decide to visit the grave. No matter how hard his elder brother Tojiro argued, Yoju
would not listen, so his wife sneaked out and asked Hashimotoya and Shintaku to act as persuaders and got them
to come.
When they had lined up in front of the tomb, Tojiro offered the incense and poured the water in the pot into the
flower vase. Yoju put the sasanqua branch into the vase, folded his hands before the tomb, and offered a silent
prayer. The others also folded their hands and paid their respects to the tomb without a word. When this
ceremony, rich in rusticity, was over, somebody suddenly let out a yeIl.
“Muster! Company, fall in!” came the order. Looking round, they saw Yuichi in an army cap and sleeveless
coat standing directly behind them and glaring at them. His eyes were rolled up, showing that he was at the height
of his frenzy.
“Oh, sure enough, it’s Lieutenant Okazaki, isn’t it? Thanks a lot. Today we have something the lieutenant is
very fond of,” said Hashimotoya-san, humoring him, and he took the bean-jam bun from where it had been
offered before the tomb and presented it to Yuichi.
Yuichi looked at the bean-jam bun and suddenly held it up before his eyes on the palms of both hands, lifting it
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in thanks. It was unusual for Yuichi to act like this. Not only that, but breathing hard, he began to sniffle. Then
taking the bean-jam bun in his left hand, he began to sob aloud. It sounded like a dog howling in the distance. But
he soon stopped and screamed in a hoarse voice.
“Fall in!” He rolled his eyes up in the same way and his head trembled slightly. The signs that he was about to
break out shouting again were clear. At such a time, it was necessary for those being ordered to make up their
minds whether to obey or to seize Yuichi and drag him off home. “What’ll we do? Shall we obey the order?”
Hashimotoya-san asked in a low voice.
“Since Yoju has made a special trip to the grave, shall we handle it the peaceful way today? whispered Tojiro.
“Then let’s all line up. So, Yoju-san, we’re going to do as we’re ordered.”
Yuichi said with comparative mildness, “Hurry up, hurry up. Your equipment is all right as it is. Make it quick,
be quick.”
The four—Tojiro, Hashimotoya, Yoju and Shintaku—all lined up in the order of their heights.
Yuichi commanded, "Attention! Right dress! Eyes front!" and standing straight and immovable himself,
delivered instructions to the four in solemn tones.
“I tell all of you. Today, unworthy as we are, His Majesty the Emperor has granted us an Imperial gift cake. As
a special mark of favor, he has granted it to our company. There could be no greater honor. I respectfully declare
that there is nothing we can offer in return but tears of gratitude. All of you, from the bottom of your hearts,
receive it worshipfully. Now I shall divide it among you. But before I do, we’ll face the east and respectfully give
thanks in the ceremony of worship from afar.”
Yuichi gave the command and made the four face in the direction of Hattabira Pond. The sky was clouded, but
the direction was precisely east.
When they had bowed to the east, Yuichi put the four at ease, marched over in front of Tojiro at the right end of
the line, and gave a command.
“Attention! Open your mouth!” It was a very spirited command, but there was only one bean-jam bun. Tojiro
came to attention, threw back his head and opened his mouth. Yuichi broke off a small piece of the bun and put it
in Tojiro’s mouth. Hashimotoya was next. Yoju, Shintaku, all of them, without exception, had a piece of bean-jam
bun put in their mouths.
Yuichi still had half the bun left in his hand. Having first come to attention, he threw his head back and stuffed
it into his mouth. Fond of cakes, he forgot to order the four to fallout, and holding the bun in his mouth without
chewing, seemed to relish the taste. At this point his mother came quietly and crept up behind him. If the orders
and gruff voice Yuichi had been emitting were audible at his house at the foot of the hill, it was natural that his
mother should come up to catch him.
Yuichi, not yet aware of her presence, was holding his open hand over his crammed mouth. His mother
signaled with her eyes to the four grave visitors and indicated that, if she should fail to capture him, she would
depend on them. The four assumed blank expressions. His mother, bending forward a little at the waist, glided up
to Yuichi and seized the skirt of his sleeveless coat. He looked round with a start.
“Yuichi,” said his mother in a coaxing voice. “Listen, Yuichi. Are you eating something nice? You seem to
have been given a treat by somebody.”
Yuichi nodded with a surprising meekness and, opening his mouth, showed his mother.
“Oh, is that so? Have you been given some bean-jam bun? That’s fine! There’s nothing you like better. Then,
while eating the bun, let’s go home. Come on, come home with me, please.”
She all but entreated him. He looked indifferent, but seeming to understand a little and hanging his head as if
exhausted, started to walk. He may have really been tired. Still holding to the tail of his sleeveless coat, she threw
a slight nod in the direction of the four and went off home beside the slowly trudging Yuichi. Yoju spat and said,
“What a relief. He’s a terrible skeleton, isn’t he?”
The other three spat too. Their spittle was a dirty color, being a solution of the bean paste in the bun. When
Yuichi pinched off little wads of the paste and crust of the bun and put them in their mouths, they thought it dirty
and none of them had the courage to swallow it, but they all, as if by one accord, refrained from spitting their gift
out before Yuichi’s eyes.
The four grave visitors bowed again in silent prayer and left the cemetery. Hashimotoya-san, as if on a sudden
memory, again spat several times and said, “Really, I felt sick. He pinched the bean paste into pellets with his
dirty fingers. But his instructions were swell. I felt almost as if we really had received an Imperial gift cake. It was
a speech given with tears rolling down the cheeks. ‘There could be no greater honor,’ was it?”
“Nonsense! They’re all like that,” said Yoju. “They are all the theatricals of madmen. The chorus of booted
men.”
“Come on, Yoju, cut it out,” said Tojiro, rebuking his younger brother. “Let’s not irritate each other. Of course,
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I’m just like air and it doesn’t bother me. You mustn’t get angry. Just now you got angry when you saw Yuichi,
didn’t you?”
“That skeleton! There’s more significance in that black spit than in him.”
“By the way, the daughter of Omori-san’s branch family in Inada village is a fine girl.” said Hashimotoya-san.
The three waited to see what he would say next, but he fell silent.
With that, they all stopped talking and went down the hill road. The road wound through a scattered forest
where the underbrush had all been cut out clean. Down through the trees the village road was visible, and the tile
roof, cryptomeria hedge and concrete gateposts of Yuichi’s house. The colored glass on the gate tops was always
shining red and blue, but it did not shine on cloudy days. Yuichi and his mother could be seen trudging in through
the gate.
“All the same, it’s admirable,” said Hashimotoya-san, breaking the silence. “Yuichi-san knew exactly which
direction was east. From the cemetery, Hattabyura Pond is precisely east.”
“They’re going to drain Hattabyura tomorrow, aren’t they?” said Shintaku-san. “And the day after tomorrow,
Botandani Pond will be emptied, won’t it? It keeps up, doesn’t it, this pond emptying? This year autumn has come
early, so those who have to open the pipes from the ponds will surely have a bad time, the water being so cold.”
“Yes, and this year, it’s my turn, isn’t it? Say, Yoju, won’t you take my place and open the pond pipes? It’s
already gradually getting cold. I’ve caught a cold.”
Yoju did not answer, but changed the subject. “The song about Hattabyura Pond, Let’s Go Home, Let’s Go
Home has become rather well known recently. They say Yuichi was always singing it on the transport going south.
Every time there was an amateur show, he sang it.”
“Oh, well, it’s all right, Yoju, I’ll open the pipes myself. Even though you've been in Manchuria and Siberia,
you know that Yuichi sang songs in the south, don’t you? It must be something to see that monomaniac on selfsacrifice and public service singing a kid’s song like that. I see, Hattabyura Pond has grown famous. That’s fine,
isn’t it? All right, I’ll open the pipes of famous Hattabyura Pond.”
Thinking that his younger brother had avoided the subject, Tojiro showed his displeasure. It probably affected
his own dignity as the elder brother, too.
When the four came out into the village road and passed Yuichi’s house, his mother was drawing water from a
well with a pulley by the cryptomeria hedge. The well buckets were on an iron chain. It was a well also made over
by his mother at the time she rebuilt the main house and set up the concrete gateposts. The sound of pulling the
buckets up by the chain resounded throughout the hamlet. It was an ear-piercing sound, but once the village
headman had praised it to Yuichi’s mother. It was when he came with the principal of the primary school to invite
Yuichi to enroll for the examinations. The principal said something about his interest in the sound, too. He said
that in the government-approved national readers there was a literary piece on the sound of an iron well-bucket
chain. He said it was a beautiful passage written by the poet Wakayama Bokusui. The headman also praised it
vigorously. “That sound, when you hear it from a distance, is the exact reproduction of the voice of the crane. The
crane crying from the damp still depths of a swamp, etc., etc. This has a congratulatory meaning.”
They delivered themselves of such transparent flattery. Even so, Yuichi’s mother in those days drew more
water than necessary in order to let the whole neighborhood hear the sound of the buckets.
130.205 Banshu Plain\fn{by Yuriko Miyamoto (1899-1951)} Koishikawa, Tokyo Prefecture, Japan (F) 4
Nuiko was out by the gate. The instant she saw Hiroko coming, she beckoned, she beckoned to her urgently.
“What …”
“Hey, hurry up!”
Hiroko entered the house wonderingly. Nuiko put her arm around Hiroko’s shoulders as if to hurry her up the
stoop. Inside a newspaper lay on the floor mat. Nuiko opened it and pointed out an article: “What do you think of
that?”
Hiroko, with obvious but uncommitted emotion, read the news. It was reported in the paper that the Public
Peace Law of Japan would be abolished in a few days in accordance with the Potsdam Declaration\fn{ The last of the
wartime conferences held by the Allies (July 17-August 2, 1945) .} and that all political prisoners being held under the law
wee to be set free in the near future.
“Then, Jukichi will be back sooner than expected. Oh, how wonderful!” said Hiroko’s aunt cheerfully, coming
out of the kitchen wiping her hands. “By now, they should have received the newspaper at the station in Iwakuni
and your mother must be glad, too.”
Hiroko, however, found herself incapable of acknowledging her aunt’s open expressions of joy, not even with a
smile. “We cannot say anything until we see more how things go.” Hjiroko sounded so tormented that Nuiko, her
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cousin, took a second look at her in surprise. Hiroko, still standing, stared intensely into the newspaper. “In such a
place as a prison … well, things are very different from what we imagine. Jukichi has been punished not only by
the Public Peace Law … He has been tortured in many ways.”
Jukichi had been arrested after the exposure of the spies whom the Secret Police had infiltrated into the Party.
It just so happened that one of the suspected spies had a physical peculiarity, and in some way due to it, met an
unnatural but accidental death. Since the case involved the Communist Party, the trial seemed to be a vendetta
pure and simple. When Hiroko learned of the charges and followed the proceedings at the court for the first time,
it appeared to her eyes and ears that the state had used its powers in too wily a manner to care about the justice or
dignity expected of it. Justice was not judged by common sense, but by a quite opposite a spirit of arbitrariness.
Jukichi was treated most cruelly. He alone, among the several defendants, was sentenced to life imprisonment,
though the charges against all, the responsibility placed on them, were the same; he differed only in having been
in the Party a shorter time. Next to one name were written as many charges as seemingly could be enumerated.
Hiroko felt painfully that each charge was an iron link in the chain which resounded heavily at Jukichi’s every
step, every movement. She looked upon the incident as a natural event of social history. She did not find anything
wrong in what Jukichi and his comrades had done. It a the spies, the actions of authorities who maintained their
positions by the intrigues of spies—that was a criminal way to conduct a political struggle and showed immoral
decadence. Hiroko could not understand: why was it that those who were young and unselfishly absorbed in
improving society in accordance with the natural process of history; why should they be penalized?
To be found guilty even under such transparently unreasonable law, was for those like Jukichi’s mother
something bad and fearful. How many times had Hiroko during these past ten or more years had to soothe her and
struggle to make her keep faith in her son.
Right thee, reading that the political prisoners punished under the Public Peace Law would be set free, Hiroko
knew in her heart that here was for her the last and most unendurable torture. Immediately after the acceptance of
the Potsdam Declaration, Hiroko had been struck with sheer joy. Quivering with anticipation, she tried to picture
the inner thoughts with which Jukichi received the news. Constantly running through her head wee such thoughts
as “When is he coming? I wonder when he is coming. How wonderful it would be to go meet him in Abashiri, and
come home together by sea.”
Time passed. After a month or so, she began to doubt the Declaration would ever be put into practice with such
a questionable government in power. Could the Public Peace Law be abrogated, really? When? How? All the
progressive people in Japan, who had been tortured for so long, had the same doubt as she. By the tens of
millions, they looked to the future, suspiciously, dry-eyed.
The instant it became known which door would be opened in that wall that was the Public Peace Law, Hiroko
felt like a mother calling for her child, not rescued and about to be left in a flaming house. “Jukichi? … Jukichi?
… Others are coming out … What about Jukichi?”
Hiroko, however, had no one to whom she could unburden her anxiety. The flame which in her mind was
driving her beloved husband into intolerable danger did not show itself to anyone.
Hiroko, the newspaper still in her hand, went listlessly back to her room and sat down at her favorite place.
Both her aunt and Nuiko, not knowing what to say, first one then the other quietly slipped away.
After an hour or so, Hiroko called from where she was still sitting. “Nukio, are you in?”
“Yes, I am. Is there something you want?”
“Could you please go to the post office for me?” Hiroko handed Nuiko two letters marked with red ink for
registry and special delivery. “Anyway, I think the best way is to ask Mr. Tsukamoto and Mr. Nagata. Depending
on developments, I might even have Mr. Nagata go to Hokkaido to prevent injustice being slipped over on us. You
agree with me, don’t you?” Hiroko asked.
All the family were familiar with Mr. Tsukamoto, Jukichi’s close friend since childhood. Mr. Nagata, a lawyer,
has steadily dealt with the troublesome paperwork for many years. Hiroko wrote them about the news, asking
them to investigate how Jukichi was actually going to be treated. She told Mr. Nagata to draw money for the trip
from Mr. Tsukamoto, if he felt it necessary to go to Abashiri. For her absence from Tokyo, she had managed to put
aside some money for any emergency that might arise while she was away.
Nuiko went right out. Hiroko thought over what else should be done now. For the several years Jukichi had
been on trial, Hiroko, knowing little about the law, had judged and acted according to common sense, relying on
her insight and imagination. Jukichi perhaps never realized how many of the inconveniences he had to put up with
were brought about by her frequent oversights and errors.
Hiroko slept in an eight-mat room\fn{ I.e., a room whose square footage corresponded to the area occupied by eight tatami
(sleeping mats) when laid in such a manner as to make the most efficient possible rectangle, edge to edge .} by herself. Though it was
a few days short of October, she had to use a mosquito net in her room. The late moon rose. The daimyo bamboos
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cast shadows on the shoji through the outer windows of the veranda.
In Tabata, there used to be a small restaurant called “House of the Spontaneous Smile.” On a wall panel
opening on the inner courtyard was a sumi-ink painting of bamboo which was said to have been drawn by Taikan
while intoxicated.
Every year, a meeting of haiku poets was held thee to reminisce upon Akutagawa Ryunosuke.\fn{ (1892-1927),
Japanese author.} Jukichi, as his first major research, had brought to light the change in the thinking of Japanese
intellectuals as shown by the literature and, most particularly, the suicide death of Akutagawa.
Hiroko had read that treatise of Jukichi’s in a magazine she found on a table in a small hotel in a foreign
country. What was the Hiroko of those days doing then? Did she ever imagine that Jukichi, whom she has thus
come to know, would become so thoroughly entangled in her life as this? Who can say that Jukichi, then throwing
the entire energy of his youth into his research and writing, himself imagined that in another three years he would
be cast into prison sentenced to life?
Then again, Jukichi might have known that something like this would happen and had resolutely prepared
himself and had gone ahead and married her anyway.
Watching the shadow-play pictures cast by the daimyo bamboo leaves stirred faintly by every wisp of breeze,
reminded Hiroko, lying in bed with her eyes wide open, called up the memories of the dusty trial court shining in
that late April sunlight. At 10 A.M. of the very day the appeal was to have been judged, Tokyo was alarmed by a
formation of small planes. Hiroko got a call from Mr. Nagata, who had been in court since before the appointed
time. He said on the phone that the trial would be postponed. She took off the steel helmet which had been lying
heavy on her shoulders and got out of her new mompe coveralls. By and by, the air-raid alarm was down-graded
to standby. Then the second call told that the court had suddenly decided to open and that she should come
immediately.
“How spiteful they are! Surely they know the family can’t make it in time,” said Hiroko.
“Anyhow, please come as soon as possible. I’ll try hard to delay the opening,” Mr. Nagata answered.
It took Hiroko an hour to get from her house to the court. She had to walk a ways, take a street car and walk
again. There was no other shorter way. She was out of breath when she rushed into the third-floor court room.
The hearing had already been opened and the slender-faced chief judge of the triumvirate was reading aloud
from some paper. Jukichi was sitting in the first row of seats. Two guards, who had usually sat apart from him,
were close by on either side on the same bench that day. Hiroko sat behind Mr. Nagata. They were the sole
audience in the deserted court.
The paper the chief judge was reading was the summary of the review and the sentence. Hiroko felt strange
about the whole thing. For what purpose had there been the preliminary examinations or the trials? She found that
the analysis and description of the event which Jukichi and his comrades had been trying to clarify with their
reasoning and an objective examination of the situation, differed very little from the one-sided reasoning of the
prosecution that had been writteen twelve years before. A slight difference could be noted, though, in less use of
vilifications and in the fact that the event was judged an accident, though considered formerly to have been
premeditated. Whatever efforts Jukichi made, however reasonable his statements might be, the court had decided
beforehand. The sentence was a manifestation of judicial obstinacy.
Hiroko’s amazement was renewed, though she knew she made it out too simple, at the fact that a fifty-year-old
husband and father, an educated man, could stand thee without the slightest hesitation, reading out the most
unreasonable judgment.
The chief judge finished reading. Then pausing a minute and raising his voice, he read that Jukichi would be
sentenced to life imprisonment. He continued and rattled on in a most business-like way that Jukichi could further
appeal within a week if he were dissatisfied with the judgment. All the members of the court stood up at once. So
did Jukichi. Hiroko, unconsciously standing up, caught sight of Mr. Nagata’s honest white face which had turned
an unusually deep red.
All of them followed at the chief judge’s heels into the anteroom. Jukichi, leaving, turned to Hiroko and
smiled. It was his usual smile. He widened his moth to knit the edges of it in a hint of cynicism. It was the smile
she knew so well. It drew from her a smile. But hers was only a momentary one, and weaving between the
benches, she headed straight for him. The guards on either side kept walking, as if to separate them, urging him
on. All of Hiroko’s movements and her facial expression revealed her concern. Jukichi accepted and understood
this; he smiled another smile—one to soothe her. Then turning around and speaking so that either Hiroko or the
lawyer could take it: “Well, then, see you the day after tomorrow, again.” With his manacled hands, he put on a
braided hat and went out. That was a Saturday.
Hiroko could not picture how she herself had looked then, though for the rest of her life she would never forget
how Mr. Nagata’s face had turned so violently red, or how Jukichi, face smooth and pale from years of illness and
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being cut off from sunlight, with his gentle but indomitable black eyes, smiled almost humorously.
Those eyes and that smile of Jukichi were formed in the play of daimyo bamboo shadows upon the autumn
mosquito net—as they were on the small pillow covered in white, and across the palms of Hiroko’s hands.
Jukichi’s hair, which had not yet been cut short, fell long and disheveled over his forehead and gave her a
delightful feeling when she ran the fingers of memory through it. How many years have passed since her fingers
actually touched it?
There is the word “cruelty,” so is there the fact of cruelty. If Jukichi and his comrades were not released from
prison, while others are set free with the abolition of the Public Peace Law … this is cruel … too cruel.
I wonder if cruelty itself is not but power used in such a way that harsh treatment cannot be considered to be
impossible.
She sat up in her burning bed, passion billowing forth from her longing for Jukichi, swelled by resistance to
the cruelty of power.
In none of the few-minute meetings over the past twelve years had Jukichi shown confusion or suffering on his
face. Seeing that face, Hiroko would be refreshed, forget her agony. One summer when he met her in the
reception room he had been suffering from dysentery and didn’t even have enough strength left to sit up on a
chair. He came in his nightgown and sank in a heap on the chair. From across the table, his hair, which had fallen
out almost completely, was but a thin suggestive wraith of a hairline and random wisps, exactly as an artist would
draw a ghost. Hiroko, blinking, stared with wide-open eyes. Even then when he was perhaps dying, he still had
that smile, which was her salvation. When she looked at that smile, Hiroko spontaneously returned it, and her
round face reflected the ripple of excitement which stirred within.
Hirtoko, however, knew that night must come for her. She knew too that night undifferentiated from the
interminable night-like day, also was Sjukichi’s plight. Enduring the variety of days and nights, she began to feel
that she and Jukichi had become a mysterious ship. Night and day meant to her, not an aimless lapping of waves
against their ship at sea,\fn{The text has: asea.} but a tidal flow of time which would never ebb; a transition of
history.
*
After leaving Himeji, Hiroko spent a day getting on and off trucks, walking hurriedly along leaning on some
cart or other. And now she was on a wagon, her tired feet dangling down like a child’s.
To both sides of the highway spread the broad Banshu Plain illuminated by the diaphanous setting-sun of
autumn. Mountains were seen in the westward distance where Mt. Rokko would be. Beautiful light white clouds
floating across the sky soothed Hiroko as she gazed at them from the cart.
On such an autumn afternoon Hiroko was unexpectedly on an old wagon on her way east through the Banshu
Pain. She was going forward to Jukichi. This expectation made the slowness of the old-fashioned cart seem very
comfortable. Banshu Plain has a unique undulation, different from that of Tokyo’s Kanto Plain or that around
Nasuno along the far northern Tohoku Line where Hiroko used to live. These fertile fields were plowed light to
blend with the remote mountains of Hanshin which though high and steep rise calmly in the evening sky. Here
and there were dazzling pools like shallow lakes.
Their baggage on the cart with Hiroko, two young men were following along the highway. Once accustomed to
walking, they put their suit jackets over their arms and began to whistle.
Both are cheerful youths with beautiful teeth. They often joke and smile. They speak in Korean. All the other
Koreans Hiroko has seen on her trip wee moving west, in the direction of the channel and home; only these two
are going toward the east.
They seemed to have something good waiting for them at their destination; they jested and ran after each other
like frolicking puppies; they sang songs at intervals. Still, they didn’t go away from the cart.
The autumnal sun, combed by the breeze, melted Banshu mountains, fields, small town and trees into a golden
glow. The wagon was moving towards their destination along the solitary highway very slowly. The clatter of the
wheels, “katori, katori …” unexpectedly harmonized with the gaiety of the young men. All was I harmony with
Hiroko’s heart, filled as it was with various memories. Such would never happen to her again, to be carried so
along the highway like this. Hedges of a small town, rusty remains of large factories standing beyond the pine
wood of Akashi—Hiroko stared at them. She felt in all sincerity that the whole of Japan was moving forward like
her slow cart.
130.230 Umbrella On A Moonlit Night\fn{by Tsuboi Sakae (1899-1967)} Sakate Village, Kagawa Prefecture, Japan
(F) 6
There were people who wondered whether our group wasn’t some sort of gathering of women of leisure or ill
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repute, but this was far from the truth. We were housewives who, for some twenty years, had relied solely on our
husbands’ pocketbooks. Like tame dogs, we had, without even knowing it, lost what little rebelliousness we once
had. We were, in short, faithful wives who took comfort in being ordinary mothers. That is the sort of women we
all were. Our purpose, if you can call it that, was simply to get together and pass the time gossiping when our
husbands weren’t home.
It is only recently that we have adopted such fashionable terms as the English word “group,” but not out of
vanity. Looking back—has it been that long?—well, anyway, we first got together during that period around the
end of the war, a season our generation was forced to endure in place of life’s springtime. Back then we thought
nobody’s lives could be harder than ours, and we complained freely among ourselves of how unfair and
frustrating everything was.
Even after the war, when democracy was coming into vogue, we would still mope around with gloomy faces.
As I recall, we were envious of the merry-looking gatherings that young single people had at book clubs, dance
parties, and what not. I’m sure some people would say that it was too bad we just didn’t go on out and have fun.
But how could a woman do this when she had children, a mother-in-law, or even worse, a husband not yet back
from the war? We had also taken a jaundiced view of women’s liberation and democracy, as if these had somehow
passed us by. Whenever two of us were together, we would talk about selling off our best kimonos to raise some
money. If there were three of us, the discussion would turn to getting food from the countryside. Strange as it
seems, I recall that though we tended to be melancholy, whenever four of us got together we would burst into
laughter.
“Hey, look here, if we’re not to be outdone by youngsters, shouldn’t we start a club of our own? A club just for
our enjoyment.” It was Mrs. Ono, thew only war widow in our group, who first proposed the idea to us.
“Of course! It could be our club that meets by the well. Every week, on Monday at noon, a weekly well-side
gossip meeting!”
When Mrs. Kurata, a mother of two, said this, everyone immediately burst out laughing. It just so happened
that that day was a Monday, and Monday was usually the day we all got together. For us housewives with
working husbands and children going to school, there was no time at which we felt so drawn together as Monday
at noon. Usually we would all end up visiting one another’s houses without even planning for it in advance. The
easiest house for us to visit belonged to Murai Kaneko, who had been called by her nickname, Kāchan, since
childhood. Only Kāchan’s house had not suffered any direct war damage and was still the bit, old home it had
always been.
“If it’s going to be a well-side club, then we’ll have to meet at my place, right? The rest of you only have
covered wells. None of you have open well-sides, do you?”
Kāchan said this because only her house still had in use an old well with a large drainboard. After being burned
out of the own homes, both Mrs. Kurata and Mrs. Ono had had some bittersweet experiences by that well-side.
Hearing that certain wild plants were edible, they would go pick them and wash them at the well. then, after
soaking some black rice, they would boil all this into a kind of porridge. They had, in fact, looked to Kāchan
when they were seeking refuge. It was through Kāchan’s efforts that they were able to rent rooms, and later to find
inexpensive houses to buy. It was also Kāchan who assisted those of us who had been evacuated to the
countryside to obtain land that, in retrospect, seemed ridiculously cheap.
We had all gone to the same girls’ school, and the war forced us into the same neighborhood. If we derived any
benefit at all from the war, I guess it was this new friendship we developed.
“But calling it The Well-Side Club—isn’t that expression a bit old-fashioned? I mean, I think it would be nice if
we had something a little more—well, the kind of club where we seemed to dominated our husbands once in a
while.”
Everyone cheered heartily when I said this. As it turned out, though, we lacked the ability to conclude a debate
and ended up settling for a well-side club, one in which at leas we wouldn’t speak ill of others.
Our membership was made up of us four. All in our thirties, we felt a rivalry toward the younger women in the
neighborhood, who had formed the Young Cedar Club. Obviously, we were not satisfied with the name The WellSide Club. We would, after all, occasionally discuss politics and also read popular books.
“Since there are four of us, how about The Four-Leaf Club?”
Mrs. Ono folded her arms like a man and replied, “Well now, are we all going to meet every single Monday?
If we do that, I’ll go broke. And besides, doesn’t The Monday Club sound like a meeting for professors or
politicians or businessmen? It just doesn’t suit us very well. What do you think?”
At this point, I murmured as if to myself, “A name like The Social Club is just too ordinary; I wonder if there’s
a word that means we share each other’s joy and anger, pleasure and grief?”
“Huh? What? Joy and what?”
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“I said joy and anger, pleasure and grief. We do share with one another the things we’re happy about or sad
about, don’t we? Well, I was wondering if there’s a word that means that.”
“Well then, what’s wrong with The Joy and Grief Club? Let’s go with that.”
From the very beginning, Mrs. Ono had emerged quite naturally as our leader. Thinking back on it, this group
of young women barely in their thirties was rather pathetic, but even so, our gatherings were certainly enjoyable.
We all got together once a month. Being poor, each of us took turns at treating the others to a meal. True to our
name, there were, in succession, times of joy and times of grief.
My story is jumping back and forth. But if I remember correctly, it was around the time of our club’s third
meeting that Mrs. Ono became a widow. She had received a letter from one of her husband’s soldier-friends
telling her of his death in the war. She brought it with her to our meeting and, without saying a word, laid it in
front of us. For the longest time Mrs. Ono didn’t raise her head. I’ll never forget that day’s meeting, which
happened to be at my house. I had made sweet dumplings with saccharin, but no one touched them. Instead, they
each took some and went home.
For us, happiness meant getting hold of a few cups of polished rice; but we sure got angry when the clerks at
city hall were rude. From among these emotions of our everyday life, there was nothing which could begin to
compare with the tremendous sorrow and anger caused by a person’s death. And yet—shall we call it the power of
human adaptability?—Mrs. Ono seemed to recover quickly, which made us all feel very relieved. As if she had
quite forgotten that only Mrs. Ono was a widow, Mrs. Kurata once remarked, “Hey, do you know what? My
husband has been secretly keeping money from me. Have you ever heard of such a thing? For a man, he sure is
stingy.”
Encouraged by these comments, Kāchan quickly added, “That’s the way it is, all right. Used to be that hiding
money was something only women did. They say that since the war men and women have equal rights in that
department. As far as stashing away money is concerned, though, a woman still has the upper hand, seeing how
she’s in charge of the household expenses. The stingier a husband gets, the more a wife will stash away for
herself. That’s only natural! And sometimes a wife is going to want to go see a good movie or something, isn’t
she? Even if a husband doesn’t forbid her to go to a single movie, a lady might want to just pop out to a movie
when her husband is gone, without having to get permission each time.”
No sooner had I thought that I’d go on to make a little speech against my husband than Mrs. Ono commented
with a smile, “My husband this, my husband that! You’d think they wee a terrible bother. Considering how lost
you’d be without them, I wouldn’t complain too much. What about me?”
Startled, I looked into Mrs. Ono’s face, but couldn’t see into the depths behind her expression. Making full use
of her sewing machine, Mrs. Ono has struggled all these years to support herself and her child. Yet, even now,
she’s the most cheerful of us four, and even looks the youngest. Whenever I notice these qualities in Mrs. Ono, I
suddenly wonder just what it is that makes women grow old.
Another housewife in the neighborhood found out abou tour club and wanted to join in with us. She was
envious of all the fun we seemed to be sharing. Once she happened to come by where we were meeting. After her
unexpected visit, we discussed the problem.
“What should we do?”
“If we don’t let her in, she’ll think badly of us. We’ve got to tell her something. …”
“Ah! I’ve got it! what if we said it’s a gathering of former schoolmates!”
“That’s it! That’s it!”
Without knowing it, we had shown what typically narrow-minded females we were. But this incident brought
the four of us that much closer together.
“What do you think? Will The Four-Leaf Club really not do? ‘The Joy and Grief Club’ is much too
complicated; little kids would never understand it. Besides, it’s too gloomy,” Mrs. Kurata remarked somewhat
obstinately. She had been the first to suggest The Four-Leaf Club. This time even Mrs. Ono simply nodded in
assent. “Sure, that would be fine. The Four-Leaf Club or The Group or something like that. Let’s set up a
challenge to that Young Cedar Club and make ourselves young again.”
As a result of all this, the name The Joy and Grief Club more or less disappeared. This doesn’t mean that we
always s used the name The Four-Leaf Club. Instead, we started calling ourselves simply The Group. Compared
to the Young Cedar Club, which made a great beginning but soon started to fizzle out, we flourished more and
more as time went on. Even the boundaries of our adventuring slowly widened.
“Shouldn’t we be a little rowdy sometimes? It’s not right to leave all the drinking to our husbands. And we
might learn a little something by playing pachinko at the game parlors.”
We were able to start talking like this mostly because we had gotten a little free time. Since rice was finally
available at the distribution center, a housewife could take a little more time to amuse herself. But we were, after
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all, housewives on fixed allowances. No matter how carefully one saved up pin money, there wasn’t enough for a
whole day’s entertainment. In a family like mine, with no more than the income of a junior high school teacher, it
was all one could do to save away, at most, ten yen a day. Even to hand onto five-yen coins or one-yen bills was
an exacting task. Even so, never a month went by that, when payday arrived, I didn’t borrow some spending
money for myself from the family budget. It was amazing that I could in this way save up five or six hundred, or
sometimes even a thousand yet, without my husband ever knowing about it. this was my very own money to use
without worrying about the other family members.
After we became the Four-Leaf Club, our monthly expenses rose drastically. No longer satisfied with just
meeting at home, drinking tea, and nibbling at sweets, we started taking three to five hundred yen and going out
on the town. It wasn’t enough any more to meet only when our husbands and children were not at home. We
would clear out of the house on a Sunday or holiday without apology and spend all day enjoying ourselves here
and there. We had two approaches. One was to leave in the morning and not come back until it was time to start
preparing dinner. The other was to leave at noon, eat dinner out, and even take time to see a movie before
returning home. On those days when we would be returning before dinner, we wouldn’t give much thought to
leaving our families. If we were going to be eating out, though, we’d have to worry about our children and
husbands left behind at home. With that in mind, we’d start humoring them the day before. At such times, I was
very grateful to my children.
“Mother, don’t you worry about it; just go out and have fun! Take your time. It’s only once a month, isn’t it? If
it’s just a “Sunday, we can take care of things at home.”
When my oldest boy, a high school senior, made that offer, my daughter—a year younger and not to be
outdone—volunteered, “That’ right. I can take care of dinner. I’m great at making curry rice.”
Dinner on those nights wa almost always curry rice. It was the only meal;my daughter really knew how to
make. My third child, a boy, wqas in the sixth grade. All of them acted as if they were full-fledged adults. In fact,
it was my husband I always had to worry about. Whenever I had plans to go out, he would openly display a
sullen, unhappy expression.
“Do I have a white shirt to wear tomorrow!”
“Yes, you do.”
“I had planned for everyone to clean the garden today, but never mind.”
“Well, let’s postpone it then. All right?”
Whenever we had this kind of conversation, the children would all side against their father and come to my
assistance.
“Daddy, you’re mean. How can you say such nasty things when Mom’s just about to go for her Four-Leaf
Club meeting? You’re feudal.”
My daughter had a habit of calling “feudal” anything a male did—even her father or brother—that she felt was
a little unreasonable. But it was surprising how much this word “feudal” of hers actually contributed to the
peaceful atmosphere of our home by making us think over just how feudal we were. It was a word which almost
never crossed my lips but which the children used boldly. Such was the case on Mother’s Day one May.
“It’s unfair that there’s a Mother’s Day, but no Father’s Day, don’t you think?”\fn{ Father’s Day was first observed in
Spokane, Washington, in 1910; Mother’s Day in Philadephia, Pennsylvania, in 1908.}
My husband had only been joking, but my daughter quickly turned on him.
“That’s a lie! I don’t think so at all! Having Mother’s Day once a year isn’t enough. Daddy, you have Father’s
Day every day. You’re feudal!”
*
It was probably just my being old-fashioned, but I would get a kind of heavy, sinking feeling in my heart
before our group was to get together. Sometimes I even thought of leaving the group. But when I attended the
meeting after all, I was always happy I hadn’t said anything to my husband. Still, I would quietly look around at
the others’ faces, wondering if they had had thoughts like mine.
For our meeting in July, we went out to in Western clothes. I left the house wearing new canvas sandals and
looking youthful for the first time in a very long while. Grinning at me, my oldest boy quipped, “Hey, Mon, we’re
gonna have a present waiting for you when you get back. oh my, it’s all inside. Yes! Yes! Isn’t that right, Jirō?”
As if enjoying a secret, the two boys looked at each other and laughed.
“Oh my, it’s all inside” was the password my family used when referring to a secret matter. It had all started
with my husband, who, when he was drunk, would sing a popular old song which began, “I wanted that woman so
bad I could die, good thing she finally became my wife.” There was a certain verse in it he would sing in a
secretive tone of voice, “Oh my, it’s all inside. Yes, it’s all inside.” My daughter and oldest boy found this line
amusing and started using it themselves. It was the sort of song that even now I’d turn red all over if I heard it in
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front of others. At the time I was in factg very upset at my husband, thinking to myself, “How could he, in front of
our children?” But our children, of course, are from a new generation. With childlike innocence, they simply
mimicked the verse they found pleasing. But children will drink from dirty water as well as clean and still not
poison themselves. I guess we parents are out of date and there’s nothing to worry about.
Our schedule for that day was to window-shop in the morning, see a fashion show, and then have a simple
lunch of noodles. In the afternoon we were going to see an Italian movie, and for dinner we had decided that, even
if we could only afford one à la carte item, we would go to a certain European restaurant. In the evening, we
planned to relish the atmosphere along the Ginza, even trying a little pachinko, before returning home. We ended
up heading for home without having set foot in a pachinko parlor, but this was the only activity we had to put off
until our next meeting. We had put a five hundred-yen ceiling on our spending that day, and, as expected, had
used it all up. It was an unusually extravagant meeting.
“Next time, let’s set a strict spending policy,” Kāchan said. But Mrs. Ono objected, saying, “What do you
mean? If anyone, I should be saying that. Don’t you want to play sometimes as much as the men do, and spend
everything you’ve got? But we can’t go that far, so at least don’t talk about running out of money! All your
husbands got mid-year bonuses, didn’t they?”
Mrs. Ono pulled out a lighter and lit up a cigarette, puffing out smoke like a real smoker. Mrs. Ono had only
recently started smoking, but she moved her hands as if she had been at it a long time.
“Hey, will you give me one too?”
Mrs. Ono handed the hole pack over to Kāchan, who had stuck her hand out rather awkwardly to receive it.
Looking me right n the fact, Mrs. Ono said, “After Kāchan, Mrs. Kurata will probably start. It’ll be a while before
you’re smoking, huh?”
“That’s not so!” I said. “I’m the one who first suggested a club where we can dominate our husbands. I can at
least smoke cigarettes. Give me one, give me on!”
“What?” Kāchan responded, “Does smoking cigarettes and dominating one’s husband have that much in
common? That’s crazy!”
At that, everyone burst out laughing, while I choked on my first puff and, with the tears streaming down,
coughed violently. Right in the middle of the Ginza, flooded by neon lights, Mrs. Ono gently patted my back and
said, “You idiot. You were trying to act like a widow or a lady hounded by her mother-in-law.”
“Now, that’s crazy!” I said, still coughing and not willing to admit defeat. At the same time, though, for no
particular reason I suddenly thought of my husband.
*
Premonitions … it’s probably only old fashioned women like us who speak of such things, but these
premonitions are surprisingly accurate.
Even after getting on the train at Shinbashi, I felt terribly anxious about my family. It was a feeling of
something depressing waiting for me. My anxiety must have shown in the look on my face. When we sat down
together after changing to the Chūō line at Tokyo Station, the first thing Kāchan asked me was, “What’s the
matter? You’re awfully quiet.”
“I’m a littler tired.”
“I bet it’s because we walked all eight blocks of the Ginza. But wasn’t it interesting?”
“It was.”
Because I gave such an unenthusiastic answer, Kāchan quickly turned toward Mrs. Kurata. I closed my eyes
and silently began to think. I recalled how I left the house that day.
“… Highly inward. Yes, yes.”
“… It’s bad luck if you tell anyone.”
It was “our present for you” that my sons had jokingly sung about, and apparently they were even being “on
the inside” toward their father. I had guessed, from the fact that for some time they had been all on their own,
saving up their allowances and then buying and collecting empty apple boxes, bamboo, and wire netting, that it
was a hen-house they were making. As I tried to imagine where on earth they might have been building it, I
became very uneasy. Had it been a day when my husband was at home the problem would have been simple, but I
remembered that today, unfortunately, he had said he was going over to his friend’s place to pay go.
“You know, all of a sudden I feel worried about my husband.”
Unable to stay silent, I disclosed this to Kāchan. She grinned and responded half-teasingly, “That must be
because it’s getting late. It’s the same for anyone. I’ve realized lately that at times like this it’s better to take things
in stride. If we start getting nervous about whether we’ve annoyed our families, we’ve lost, haven’t we? But,
when we go out on the town like this, don’t you feel like you sort of understand what goes on in your husband’s
mind when he comes home from having his fun? Doesn’t he try to butter you up by bringing home a gift? And
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then doesn’t that make you feel more like being hostile? Wouldn’t you much rather he was honest and open? So,
let’s be honest and open.”
“Honest and open. “Just talking like that shows you’re dishonest and sneaky. Let’ go home with dignity.”
As Mrs. Kurata said this, I thought to myself that she was also probably dishonest and sneaky.
At Asagaya we made the last bus to Nakamura Bridge. Getting off at the second block of Saginomiya we
parted with Mrs. Ono, and the three of us headed in the same direction, burning left along the main road. As we
walked along side by side, Mrs. Kurata said in a dejected voice, “Women are pathetic.”
“It’s only because we say things like that that we become pathetic. Don’t talk like that!”
Just as Kāchan was telling her off, we arrived at the corner where I had to part from the other two.
“Good night. Thank’s a lot.”
I ran along a path that wound through the wide fields, taking short brisk steps at a pace far quicker than I could
manage I the daytime. The lights were on in my house, and seeing it there underneath the starlit sky, I felt a sharp
pang of nostalgia.
“I’m home!”
The instant I opened the front door my built-in radar sensed that something was wrong. “I knew it,” I thought
to myself. The children came out to greet me as I was untying my shoe laces. I had to force myself to sound
cheerful.
“I had a delightful time today. Thank you.”
Looking over the children’s face, I handed my daughter a package of candy I had brought home as a gift.
“For us, today wasn’t delightful at all. Daddy was totally unreasonable.” My daughter whined softly. “Just now
we were all complaining about him, weren’t we?” She went on, turning to her elder brother.
From the gloom look on her face it was obvious that she had a lot to complain about.
“What on earth’s the matter? Don’t you understand your Daddy’s personality?” I scolded her.
“But it wasn’t just his personality today. He was absolutely feudal. Tell her,” she said, looking over at my elder
son.
“I can’t even talk about it. He may be our father, but this is too much!”
My oldest boy was even starting to cry. Led by my children, I went into the boys’ room, which was next to the
front porch. One by one the three children told their story. As I thought, they had built a hen-house in the front
yard. My daughter vented her indignation, saying, “As soon as Daddy got home he got furious, and before we
could say anything he kicked it with his foot. We’d worked hard on that hen-house, and he smashed it all apart.
He broke up the poles. The war is so tangled up it’ll never be usable again.”
“You built it without permission, right? You never consulted with him. If you had handled it better, your father
would never have done such a thing.”
“But we though he’d be really happy,” my oldest son said. “We cold have eaten the eggs the hen laid, so we
wouldn’t have had to buy them. We were sure you’d both be really happy. Isn’t that so?” he asked his sister.
Right down to my youngest boy, they all stood firm. As usual, it was my oldest son who, reconsidering things a
little, was the calmest.
“But, Mom,” even if it was wrong not to consult with Dad first, he didn’t have to smash it up with no warning.
We started the whole thing with completely good intentions. And just because Dad didn’t like it, he smashed it all
to pieces without even consulting with us a bit.”
“Now, you know your father’s temper.”
“Well, then, just because he’s the father, it’s O.K. for him to love his temper! That’s why he’s feudal.”
“But, anyway, leave everything to your mother. You mustn’t oppose your father too much.”
“We’re not giving in! even if we act like we’re trying to make up with him, our feelings won’t change. From
today on, we’ll never feel the same way about him.”
“that’s right! I don’t see how you could have lived with that stubborn man for twenty years, Mommy. You’ve
been so submissive—you act as if it’s O.K. to just let him be so bossy. Mommy, you’re as bad as he is!”
“I hate Dad.”
These condemnations were very noisy. My husband had never heard such talk. I was the one who made sure
he never heard it.
My daughter had said, “Mommy, you’re as bad as he is?”—but I realized that “Mommy” was even worse than
he was.
“Well, what can we do? How about if your father apologizes? I’ll say something to get him to apologize.”
“That’s no good! Dad would never apologize,” my younger boy declared resolutely.
I responded with a laugh, “Now, you don’t know that for sure. All right, then, I’ll get him to apologize. In
exchange, you will all apologize for the bad things you’ve done.”
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“We haven’t done anything bad. Isn’t that right?” he asked his sister.
“That’s not so,” she answered. “We dug up the moss Daddy was trying so hard to grow.”
My daughter was finally showing a more subdued attitude. However, she went on, “But is moss all that
important? I think eggs are better, right?”
“That’s right,” her older brother agreed. “Moss—it’s a lousy hobby.”
I held my tongue and listened to all this. There was no reason why the children should comprehend the
pleasure my husband got out of that garden moss, never forgetting to sprinkle it with water every day, and taking
such good care of it. Indeed, it would have been unnatural if they had comprehended it even a little bit.
I let the children talk as much as they liked. After that, they were easy to deal with. I gave them candy and they
quickly went off to sleep. Afterwards, their anger apparently having infected me, I had to control my temper while
talking to my husband. “Even though you’re their father, this is too much. You may think they’re only children,
but they still understand everything that’s happening.”
Completely indifferent, he remained silent. I thought his silence was a sign of penitence, but he next morning
my husband left the house without saying anything, still unyielding.
Poor man!
I spent that whole day reflecting on my husband, from the time he was young until the present. Because of my
outdated way of looking at things, I had never said this to anybody, but ours was a marriage of love. Even though
there had been stormy times, it was with feelings of joy that we had had children and raised them. How could I
keep silent when my husband was alienated from his children!
That night, without saying anything to the children, I left the house for the train station. It had been a long time
since I had gone to meet my husband there. Even if it was raining, one could always rent an umbrella, so I almost
never went out to meet him. When I was younger, I used to go boldly up by the ticket taker to wait for him, but
this time I hid by a telephone pole near the front of the station and watched the passengers. My husband worked
late on Mondays, so by this time the train wasn’t very crowded, and I could pick out the passengers as they
emerged one by one. I must have waited about fifteen minutes. My husband came out of the train car at the very
front. He was holding an umbrella, and his shoulders were stooped in a posture so I could even imagine his facial
expressions. He headed for the ticket taker face down. I don’t know why, but while I watched him take one step
after another, I felt the blood rush to my head. Leaving the ticket taker, he stopped at a fruit stand, and, after
having something wrapped up into a bundle, he finally headed in my direction. I don’t know what he was thinking
of, but, as he neared the railway crossing, he opened up his umbrella. Having no way of knowing that I was
secretly waiting for him, he walked calmly toward me. I let him pass on by me, while trying to keep myself from
laughing. It wasn’t raining. In fact, the moon was out. My husband seemed not to notice that. He also didn’t
notice me a few moments alter when I came out and walked long behind him. after we turned into the big road
leading toward our home, I even quickened my steps, but my husband—who was convinced that one carried an
umbrella in order to use it—never once turned around. I followed quietly behind this strange figure holding an
umbrella in the moonlit night.
130.201 The Moon On The Water\fn{by Kawabata Yasunari (1899-1972)} Osaka, Osaka Prefecture, Japan (M) 4
It occurred to Kyōko one day to let her husband, in bed upstairs, see her vegetable garden by reflecting it in her
hand mirror. To one who had been so long confined, this opened a new life. The hand mirror was part of a set in
Kyōko’s trousseau. The mirror stand was not very big. It was made of mulberry wood, as was the frame of the
mirror itself. It was the hand mirror that still reminded her of the bashfulness of her early married years when, as
she was looking into it at the reflection of her back hair in the stand mirror, her sleeve would slip and expose her
elbow.
When she came from the bath, her husband seemed to enjoy reflecting the nape of her neck from all angles in
the hand mirror. Taking the mirror from her, he would say: “How clumsy you are! Here, let me hold it.” Maybe he
found something new I the mirror. It was not that Kyōko was clumsy, but that she became nervous at being looked
at from behind.
Not enough time had passed for the color of the mulberry-wood frame to change. It lay in a drawer. War came,
followed by flight from the city and her husband’s becoming seriously ill; by the time it first occurred to Kyōko to
have her husband see the garden through the mirror, its surface had become cloudy and the rim had been smeared
with face powder and dirt. Since it still reflected well enough, Kyōko did not worry about this cloudiness—indeed
she scarcely noticed it. Her husband, however, would not let the mirror go from his bedside and polished it and its
frame in his idleness with the peculiar nervousness of an invalid. Kyōko sometimes imagined that tuberculosis
germs had found their way into the imperceptible cracks in the frame. After she had combed her husband’s hair
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with a little camellia oil, he sometimes ran the palm of his hand through his hair and then rubbed the mirror. The
wood of the mirror stand remained dull, but that of the mirror grew lustrous.
When Kyōko married again, she took the same mirror stand with her. The hand mirror, however, had been
burned in the coffin of her dead husband. A hand mirror with a carved design had now taken its place. She never
told her second husband about this.
According to custom, the hands of her dead husband had been clasped and his fingers crossed, so that it was
impossible to make them hold the hand mirror after he had been put into the coffin. She laid the mirror on his
chest.
“Your chest hurt you so. Even this must be heavy.”
Kyōko moved the mirror down to his stomach. Because she thought of the important role that the mirror had
played in their marital life, Kyōko had first laid it on his chest. She wanted to keep this little act as much as
possible from the eyes even of her husband’s family. She had piled white chrysanthemums on the mirror. No one
had noticed it. When the ashes were being gathered after the cremation, people noticed the glass which had been
melted into a shapeless mass, partly sooty and partly yellowish. Someone said: “It’s glass. What is it, I wonder?”
She had in fact placed a still smaller mirror on the hand mirror. It was the sort of mirror usually carried in a toilet
case, a long, narrow, double-faced mirror. Kyōko had dreamed of using it on her honeymoon trip. The war had
made it impossible for them to go on a honeymoon. During her husband’s lifetime she never was able to use it on
a trip.
With her second husband, however, she went on a honeymoon. Since her leather toilet case was now very
musty, she bought a new one—with a mirror in it too.
On the very first day of their trip her husband touched Kyōko and said: “You are like a little girl. Poor thing!”
His tone was not in the least sarcastic. Rather it suggested unexpected joy. Possibly it was good for him that
Kyōko was like a little girl. At this remark, Kyōko was assailed by an intense sorrow. Her eyes filled with tears
and she shrank away. He might have taken that to be girlish too.
Kyōko did not know whether she had wept for her own sake or for the sake of her dead husband. Nor was it
possible to know. The moment this idea came to her, she felt very sorry for her second husband and thought she
had to be coquettish.
“Am I so different?” No sooner had she spoken than she felt very awkward, and shyness came over her.
He looked satisfied and said; “You never had a child …”
His remark pierced her heart. Before a male force other than her former husband Kyōko felt humiliated. She
was being made sport of.
“But it was like looking after a child all the time.”
This was all she said by way of protest. It was as if her first husband, who had died after a long illness, had
been a child inside her. But if he was to die in any case, what good had her continence done?
“I’ve only seen Mori from the train window.” Her second husband drew her to him as he mentioned the name
of her home town. “From its name\fn{A note reads: Mori means “grove”} it sounds like a pretty town in the woods.
How long did you live there?”
“Until I graduated from high school. Then I was drafted to work in a munitions factory in Sanjō.”
“Is Sanjō near, then? I’ve heard a great deal about Sanjō beauties. I see why you’re so beautiful.”
“No, I’m not.” Kyōko brought her hand to her throat.
“Your hands are beautiful, and I thought your body should be beautiful too.”
“Oh, no.”
Finding her hands in the way, Kyōko quietly drew them back.
“I’m sure I’d have married you even if you had had a child. I could have adopted the child and looked after it.
A girl would have been better,” he whispered in Kyōko’s ear. Maybe it was because he had a boy, but his remark
seemed odd even as an expression of love. Possibly he had planned the long ten-day honeymoon so that she
would not have to face the stepson quite so soon.
Her husband had a toilet case for traveling, made of what seemed to be good leather. Kyōko’s did not compare
with it. His was large and strong, but it was not new. Maybe because he often traveled or because he took good
care of it, the case had a mellow luster. Kyōko thought of the old case, never used, which she had left to mildew.
Only its small mirror had been used by her first husband, and she had sent it with him in death.
The small glass had melted into the hand mirror, so that no one except Kyōko could tell that they had been
separate before. Since Kyōko had not said that the curious mass had been mirrors, here relatives had no way of
knowing.
Kyōko felt as if the numerous world reflected in the two mirrors had vanished in the fire. She felt the same
kind of loss when her husband’s body was reduced to ashes. It has been with the hand mirror that came with the
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mirror stand that Kyōko first reflected the vegetable garden. Her husband always kept that mirror beside his
pillow. Even the hand mirror seemed to be too heavy for the invalid, and Kyōko, worried about his arms and
shoulders, gave him a lighter and smaller one.
It was not only Kyōko’s vegetable garden that her husband had observed through the two mirrors. He had seen
the sky, clouds, snow, distant mountains, and nearby woods. He had seen the moon. He had seen wild flowers, and
birds of passage had made their way through the mirror. Men walked down the road in the mirror and children
played in the garden.
Kyōko was amazed at the richness of the world in the mirror. A mirror which had until then been regarded only
as a toilet article, a hand mirror which had served only to show the back of one’s neck, had created for the invalid
a new life. Kyōko used to sit beside his bed and talk about the world in the mirror. They looked into it together. In
the course of time it became impossible for Kyōko to distinguish between the world that she saw directly and the
world in the mirror. Two separate worlds came to exist. A new world was created in the mirror and it came to
seem like the real world.
“The sky shines silver in the mirror,” Kyōko said. Looking up through the window, she added: “When the sky
itself is grayish.” The sky in the mirror lacked the leaden and heavy quality of the actual sky. It was shining.
“Is it because you are always polishing the mirror?”
Though he was lying down, her husband could see the sky by turning his heads.
“Yes, it’s a dull gray. But the color of the sky is not necessarily the same to dogs’ eyes and sparrows’ eyes as it
is to human eyes. You can’t tell which eyes see the real color.”
“What we see in the mirror—is that what the mirror eye sees?”
Kyōko wanted to call it the eye of their love. The trees in the mirror were a fresher green than real trees, and
the lilies a purer white.
“This is the print of your thumb, Kyōko. Your right thumb.”
He pointed to the edge of the mirror. Kyōko was somehow startled. She breathed on the mirror and erased the
fingerprint.
“That’s all right, Kyōko. Your fingerprint stayed on the mirror when you first showed me the vegetable
garden.”
“I didn’t notice it.”
“You may not have noticed it. Thanks to the mirror, I’ve memorized the prints of your thumbs and index
fingers. Only an invalid could memorize his wife’s fingerprints.”
Her husband had done almost nothing but lie in bed since their marriage. He had not gone to war. Towards the
end of the war he had been drafted, but he fell ill after several days of labor at an airfield and came home at the
end of the war. Since he was unable to walk, Kyōko went with his elder brother to meet him. After her husband
had been drafted, she stayed with her parents. They had left the city to avoid the bombings. Their household
goods had long since been sent away. As the house where their married life began had been burned down, they
had rented a room in the home of a friend of Kyōko’s. From there her husband commuted to his office. A month in
their honeymoon house and two months at the house of a friend—that was all the time Kyōko spent with her
husband before he fell ill.
It was then decided that her husband should rent a small house in the mountains and convalesce there. Other
families had been in the house, also fugitives from the city, but they had gone back to Tokyo after the war ended.
Kyōko took over their vegetable garden. It was only some six yards square, a clearing in the weeds. They could
easily have bought vegetables, but Kyōko worked in the garden. She became interested in vegetables grown by
her own hand. It was not that she wanted to stay away from her sick husband, but such things as sewing and
knitting made her gloomy. Even though she thought of him always, she had brighter hopes when she was out in
the garden. There she could indulge her love for her husband. As for reading, it was all she could do to read aloud
at his bedside. Then Kyōko thought that by working in the garden she might regain that part of herself which it
seemed she was losing in the fatigue of the long nursing.
It was in the middle of September that they moved to the mountains. The summer visitors had almost all gone
and a long spell of early autumn rains came, chilly and damp.
One afternoon the sun came out to the clear song of a bird. When she went into the garden, she found the green
vegetables shining. She was enraptured by the rosy clouds on the mountain tops. Startled by her husband’s voice
calling her, she hurried upstairs, her hands covered with mud, and found him breathing painfully.
“I called and called. Couldn’t you hear me?”
“I’m sorry, I couldn’t.”
“Stop working in the garden. I’d be dead in no time if I had to keep calling you like that. In the first place, I
can’t see where you are and what you’re doing.”
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“I was in the garden. But I’ll stop.”
He was calmer.
“Did you hear the lark?”
That was all he had wanted to tell her. The lark sang in the nearby woods again. The woods were clear against
the evening glow. Thus Kyōko learned to know the song of the lark.
“A bell will help you, won’t it? How about having something you can throw until I get a bell for you?”
“Shall I throw a cup from here? That would be fun.”
It was settled that Kyōko might continue her gardening; but it was after spring had come to end the long, harsh
mountain winter that Kyōko thought of showing him the garden in the mirror.
The single mirror gave him inexhaustible joy, as if a lost world of fresh green had come back. It was
impossible for him to see the worms she picked from the vegetables. She had to come upstairs to show him. “I can
see the earthworms from here, though,” he used to say as he watched her digging in the earth.
When the sun was shining into the house, Kyōko sometimes noticed a light and, looking up, discovered that
her husband was reflecting the sun in the mirror. He insisted that Kyōko remake the dark-blue kimono he had
used during his student days into pantaloons for herself. He seemed to enjoy the sight of Kyōko in the mirror as
she worked in the garden, wearing the dark blue with its white splashes.
Kyōko worked in the garden half-conscious and half-unconscious of the fact that she was being seen. Here
heart warmed to see how different her feelings were now from the very early days of her marriage. Then she had
blushed even at showing her elbow when she held the smaller glass behind her head. It was, however, only when
she remarried that she started making up as she pleased, released from the long years of nursing and the mourning
that had followed. She saw that she was becoming remarkably beautiful. It now seemed that her husband had
really meant it when he said that her body was beautiful.
Kyōko was no longer ashamed of her reflection in the mirror—after she had had a bath, for instance. She had
discovered her own beauty. But she had not lost that unique feeling that her former husband had planted in her
toward the beauty in the mirror. She did not doubt the beauty she saw in the mirror. Quite the reverse: she could
not doubt the reality of that other world. But between her skin as she saw it and her skin as reflected in the mirror
she could not find the difference that she had found between that leaden sky ajnd the silver sky in the mirror. It
may not have been only the difference in distance. Maybe the longing of her first husband confined to his bed had
acted upon her. But then, there was now no way of knowing how beautiful she had looked to him in the mirror as
she worked in the garden. Even before his death, Kyōko herself had not been able to tell.
Kyōko thought of, indeed longed for, the image of herself working in the garden, seen through themirror in her
husband’s hand, and for the white of the lilies, the crowd of village children playing in the field, and the morning
sun rising above the far-off snowy mountains—for that separate world she shared with him. For the sake of her
present husband, Kyōko suppressed this feeling, which seemed about to become an almost physical yearning, and
tried to make it for something like a distant view of the celestial world.
One morning in May, Kyōko heard the singing of wild birds over the radio. It was a broadcast from a mountain
near the heights where she had stayed with her first husband until his death. As had become her custom, after
seeing her present husband off to work, Kyōko took the hand mirror from the drawer of the stand and reflected the
clear sky. Then she gazed at her face in the mirror. She was astonished by a new discovery. She could not see her
own face unless she reflected it in the mirror. One could not see one’s own face. One felt one’s own face,
wondering if the face in the mirror was one’s actual face. Kyōko was lost in thought for some time. Why had God
created man’s face so that he might not see it himself?
“Suppose you could see your own face, would you lose your mind? Would you become incapable of acting?”
Most probably man had evolved in such a way that he could not see his own face. Maybe dragon flies and
praying mantises could see their own faces.
But then perhaps one’s own face was for others to see. Did it not resemble love? As she was putting the hand
mirror back in the drawer, Kyōko could not even now help noticing the odd combination of carved design and
mulberry. Since the former mirror had burned wit her first husband, the mirror stand might well be compared to a
widow. But the hand mirror had had its advantages and disadvantages. Her husband was constantly seeing his face
in it. Perhaps it was more like seeing death itself. If his death was a psychological suicide by means of a mirror,
then Kyōko was the psychological murderer. Kyōko had once thought of the disadvantages of the mirror, and tried
to take it from him. But he would not let her.
“Do you intend to have me see nothing? As long as I live, I want to keep loving something I can see,” her
husband said. He would have sacrificed his life to keep the world in the mirror. After heavy rains they would gaze
at the moon through the mirror, the reflection of the moon from the pool in the garden. A moon which could
hardly be called even the reflection of a reflection still lingered in Kyōko’s heart.
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“A sound love dwells only in a sound person.” When her second husband said this, Kyōko nodded shyly, but
she could not entirely agree with him. When her first husband died, Kyōko wondered what good her continence
had done; but soon the continence became a poignant memory of love, a memory of days brimming with love,
and her regrets quite disappeared. Probably her second husband regarded woman’s love too lightly. “Why did you
leave your wife, when you are such a tender-hearted man?” Kyōko would ask him. He never answered. Kyōko
had married him because the elder brother of her dead husband had insisted. After four months as friend they were
married. He was fifteen years older.
When she became pregnant, Kyōko was so terrified that her very face changed.
“I’m afraid. I’m afraid.” She clung to her husband. She suffered intensely from morning sickness and she even
became deranged. She crawled into the garden barefooted and gathered pine needles. She had her stepson carry
two lunch boxes to school, both boxes filled with rice. She sat staring blankly into the mirror, thinking that she
saw straight through it. She rose in the middle of the night, sat on the bed and looked into her husband’s sleeping
face. Assailed by terror at the knowledge that man’s life is a trifle, she found herself loosening the sash of her
night robe. She made as if to strangle him. The next moment she was sobbing hysterically. Her husband awoke
and retied her sash gently. She shivered in the summer night.
“Trust the child in you, Kyōko.” Her husband rocked her in his arms.
The doctor suggested that she be hospitalized. Kyōko resisted, but was finally persuaded.
“I will go to the hospital. Please let me go first to visit my family for a few days.”
Some time later her husband took her to her parents’ home. The next day Kyōko slipped out of the house and
went to the heights where she had lived with her first husband. It was early in September, ten days earlier than
when she had moved there with him. Kyōko felt like vomiting. She was dizzy in the train and obsessed by an
impulse to jump off. As the train passed the station on the heights, the crisp air brought her relief. She regained
control of herself, as if the devil possessing her had gone. She stopped, bewildered, and looked at the mountains
surrounding the high plateau. The outline of the blue mountains where the color was now growing darker was
vivid against the sky, and she felt in them a living world. Wiping her eyes, moist with warm tears, she walked
toward the house where he and she had lived. From the woods which had loomed against the rosy evening glow
that day there dame again the song of a lark. Someone was living in the house and a white lace curtain hung at the
window upstairs. Not going too near, she gazed at the house.
“What if the child should look like you?” Startled at her own words, she turned back, warm and at peace.
130.217 A Bell In Fukagawa\fn{by Kawaguchi Matsutaro (1899-1985)} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (M) 9
“But what exactly is your goal in life?” Engyoku was always asking me.
“I want to be a novelist,” I would answer.
Engyoku had little confidence in the ability of others, and he thought that goal somewhat unrealistic. He urged
me to give it up while I was still young.
“It’s risky business, trying to be a novelist. You can count the people who make a living by it on the fingers of
one hand. It’s risky business, and it can’t be recommended to a poor boy. If you don’t make a go of it, what do
you do next? The world is a cold place, and you have to have something to fall back on. When you have
something to fall back on they can’t fluster you. You always know you have a square meal coming. That’s what I
want you to think about.” It had become a sort of routine speech. It told something of Engyoku’s nature: he
disliked speculation, he feared dangerous or potentially dangerous callings, and he liked rich, secure people.
“Rich people never cause you any trouble. I don’t care how fine a man is, he’ll come for help when he’s out of
money. There’s nothing more humiliating than borrowing money, but a poor man does it without thinking twice.”
He especially disliked people who paid no attention to appearances, and pretenders who talked a better game
than they played. He liked the solid if not particularly talented person who supported his wife and children, who
dressed with a certain verve, and who could come calling with a gift when the occasion demanded. He therefore
objected to my literary ambitions.
“There’s nothing in the world as bad as a scribbler down on his luck. I’m not telling you to give it up if it’s
what you want to do. I’m only saying that you have to find some other way to feed yourself while you’re working
at it. Start writing when you have a way to feed yourself.”
His opinion never changed. In those days few people lived by writing, and the youth with literal ambitions had
to worry first about supporting himself It seemed fantastic to Engyoku that someone of my scant talents should
hope to present himself to the world as a writer.
“I’m not one to give you bad advice,” he would say until I was tired of hearing it. “Think up a way to feed
yourself.”
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I did not have the confidence to argue back, and I had no idea where to begin when I was told to go out and
find work. Finally I asked in desperation: “What do you want me to do?”
He seemed to have been waiting for the question. “You’re in a strong position when you have something to
sell. You want to have a shop of your own, I don’t care if it’s a small one.”
“There are all kinds of shops.”
“The quickest and easiest way is an eating place. A day’s business is finished in a day, cash comes in,
everything is in order. Open yourself an eating place.”
“It’s not as easy as that. You need capital, after all.”
“I know where you can find it. A very easy way for you to have yourself a shop. A sushiya, as a matter of fact,
and a good location, too, just outside the Suzaki Quarter. If you go about it right, you’ll have yourself an income.”
“If it’s in Suzaki, it must be the Yakko.”
“You know about it, do you?”
“Know about it—O-ito isn’t exactly a stranger here.”
“Well, if you know about it so much the better. I’ll be the go-between. Marry O-ito.”
The Yakko of Suzaki had been opened by an acquaintance from Engyoku’s days on the variety stage, a man
who had not been sufficiently gifted to be a Success on the stage himself and who, after his retirement, had made
his sushiya into something of a Suzaki landmark. He himself was long dead, but his daughter and her husband had
been making a good enough living for themselves when, early the year before, the husband died of tuberculosis.
Thus O-ito was left a young widow with two children to support, the girl four, the boy two. Born and reared in
Fukagawa, she had the brisk Fukagawa manner. She took care of her two children and she took care of the shop,
from the buying of fish to the serving of finished sushi. She did a man’s work quite as if it were in the natural
order of things. Engyoku was delighted with her. He was always on the lookout for a good husband.
“Think it over. The children won’t remember their own father and they’ll be lucky to have you in his place,
and you’ll never regret having O-ito for your wife. She’s good sort, O-ito is. Being a sushiya might take a little
getting used to, but it’s not so hard as all that, and the Yakko isn’t the sort of business you build up overnight. It’s
ideal. You can study and have a way to feed yourself.” Engyoku was completely in earnest.
I was startled, and could think of no answer. O-ito of the Yakko was not at all bad looking. She had a
suggestion of buck teeth, it was true, but she had long, clean Edo legs and a full body that attracted men. I could
not hope for a better partner if I was to follow Engyoku’s advice.
“It’s all right for you to say so, but O-ito doesn’t much like me.”
“I’ll talk to her if you want me to.”
“Let me think it over first.”
I thought I could do worse than marry a pretty widow, however. Without telling Engyoku, I paid a visit to the
Yakko. It was in a row of cheap bars and restaurants on the lane leading up to the Suzaki Quarter: shabbily
furnished establishments that were aimed at the man who wanted a drink to help him on his way to the quarter.
The shop curtains, “Yakko” in white on a dark blue ground, hung almost to the gutter. The floor inside and the
curbing outside had been carefully sprinkled with water. It all seemed very clean and fresh, just what one would
expect of a shop in the busy part of Fukagawa.
I parted the curtains and stepped inside. It was the middle of May, and O-ito had on a summery striped
kimono, the sleeves held up by a pale yellow ribbon. The ornaments in her freshly dressed chignon were cleverly
made to look expensive. She was at the counter finishing an order—to go out, apparently, since there were no
customers in the shop.
“Well. Come in, come in.” Her shoulders bounced jauntily in the motion of shaping the rice. “And what is the
matter with you? What brings you to a place like this?”
“Thought I’d like some sushi.”
She laughed an open Edo laugh. “You’ll have to wait. This is to go out.” She glanced over her shoulder.
“There’s sake there, if you, want to put it on to warm. Or if you want beer there’s some in the icebox.” Again she
laughed happily.
Engyoku had gathered the capital when her father opened the place. Not one to forget a debt, she would come
around several times each year with a gift, a basket of little fish or shells perhaps, to tell of the Fukagawa season.
We had long been friends.
“You have no one helping you?”
“It’s a problem. A man in the shop might be dangerous, and a woman wouldn’t be much help.”
“It must be quite a problem. How are you going to deliver that order, for instance?”
“The boy from the sake shop in back will take it. I do have a girl, but she just watches the children.”
“You’re amazing. You make me ashamed of myself.”
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“Don’t think I’m doing it because I want to. What else am I to do, now that he’s gone and died on me?”
“I don’t know, but it’s remarkable all the same, raising two children with no one to help you.”
“Tell me more.”
“I really do admire you.”
“Thank you. But suppose you find me a husband instead.”
“You’re joking. Someone as pretty and hard-working as you ought to be able to find any number of good
husbands.”
“Now you’re joking yourself. Who would want an old woman with two children?”
“Almost anyone. A shop as prosperous as this, in the middle of a depression.”
“Marrying me for my money?”
“Oh, love and money both.”
While this unusual conversation was going on, I warmed myself a decanter of sake and sat down at one of the
tables. She took out a medium-sized saucer, quickly cut a few slices of fish, and pushed them toward me over the
counter.
“You’ll have to make do with this.”
There was Edo in her brisk ministrations. When she had finished the order, she put it in a basket and took it to
the sake shop in back.
“I’m sorry. You must have been lonely.” She let her sleeves down and sat opposite me. “And how is
Engyoku?”
“He always feels better when spring comes.”
“And as his health improves his language gets worse.”
“Worse and worse as the years go by.”
“But he goes on worrying about you just the same.”
“That’s very kind of him. But he almost strangles me with kindness. I never know what to say.”
She poured herself a cup of sake. “Or to you either, for that matter.” She looked up at me. “I suppose he told
you. I suppose he said you should marry me.” She thrust her pale face forward. I was too confused to answer, and
she went on: “He told me when I stopped by in March.”
“He told you what?”
“He was very flattering.” She laughed, and I could see a gold tooth far back in her mouth. “He said you wanted
to be a novelist, but you didn’t have much chance. He said you ought to have a shop, and maybe if you worked
long enough at writing something might come of it. He remembered that I’d written a haiku or two myself, and he
thought I’d be just right. Well. Suppose I teach you to be a sushiya and let you study writing.”
“He said it to you too, did he?”
“And to you. That’s why you’ve come.”
I could think of no answer. So he had spoken to both of us. It was good of him to want to protect me against the
risks of literature. Still I couldnot wholly rejoice at the thought of becoming the adopted husband of a lady
sushiya with two children.
“You’re the same age as me—I’m sure you are,” said O-ito.
“Am I?”
“Would you like to marry me?”
“You should be more indirect.”
“Why? We’re not exactly strangers. In fact we know too much about each other. If you don’t like me just say
so. I won’t mind. I’d only have to work harder if I had you for a husband. I can’t really give Engoku the answer
he wants.”
“I see. I wouldn’t be much help?”
“Help—you’d be a stone around my neck.”
“You’re being rude.”
“But isn’t it the truth? What can a sushiya do with a hatching writer?”
“I could boil the rice.”
“You’re joking again. When a person knows how to boil rice he’s a real sushiya. It will take you five years to
learn, I don’t care how hard you work at it.”
“Five years to learn to boil it and five to learn to serve it?”
“And five years to learn to buy fish and five to learn to get it ready.”
“I’ll be an old man.”
“And so I have to turn you down.”
We both laughed. I had some sushi and a decanter of sake, and managed to keep the conversation from
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descending to gloomy subjects.
“Stop by now and then whether you’re going to marry me or not. There never are any customers during the
day.” She looked at me with those enticing eyes.
I did indeed stop by now and then, and have a cup of afternoon sake,and exchange blows with her. Reared by
the Suzaki Quarter, she could speak bluntly, and she showed no sign of embarrassment when the conversation
turned to bold details of goings-on between men and women. Since the customers were almost always on their
way to the quarter, she had rather lost her reserve. Frequently I was the one who was blushing. She was a good
drinking companion, the best I could think of when I was tired and needed a change.
“But won’t people talk if I come too often?”
“Will that bother you?” she asked; a malicious twinkle in her eye.
“Not me. What about you, though?”
“Not a bit. I’ve lost my husband, and I’m busy looking for another. What could be more natural than for
candidates to come calling?”
“I’m one of the candidates, then?”
“Well, you may have something else in mind.”
“I do not.”
“But you don’t want to be a sushiya, and you want to study writing, and you can’t support yourself, and you
don’t much like me but you’ll marry me if you have to.”
“But I do like you.”
“I have two children.”
“I know you do.”
“So you can study writing, is it?”
“Oh, stop it. I’ve told you that isn’t the reason.”
“How much money will you need to study writing?”
“It’s not a question of money. You don’t become a writer by studying a certain number of years. If you’re lucky
and write something good you’re famous tomorrow, and if you have bad luck you’re still at the bottom ten years
from now.”
“I imagine most people have the bad luck.”
“That’s the safe way to think of it.”
“If two years would finish you, I wouldn’t mind supporting you.” She was not joking. “But I couldn’t go on
indefinitely.”
“It’s not as if you were to support me while I was taking a course.”
“But I feel sorry for you, willing to marry a sushiya because you want to study.”
“I don’t know what Engyoku said, but that’s not how I feel at all. Studying is one thing and you are another. If
you don’t mind the idea yourself, I don’t mind at all—becoming the father of two children.” Lured on by her
seriousness, I had become rather serious myself
“All right. Shall I have you marry me?” She was joking again. “If you will, then, please.”
“I really want to. I’m serious.”
“It won’t do to be serious.”
“You don’t like me?”
“No, I suppose I don’t. And then again I like you too well.”
“Very strange.”
“Very strange.” We drank again that night. I can drink no more than a pint or two of saki myself, and O-ito was
always a flaming red after a few swallows. Both of us were fond of it nonetheless.
“Do you go to school to study writing?”
“School wouldn’t do much good at my age. What I need to do is just write.”
“But you can write anywhere. You don’t have to marry a sushiya.”
“Even if I did write it wouldn’t bring me any money.”
“You’d become famous, and then you’d be able to sell things.”
“The trouble is how to get by till then. Once you start selling it isn’t as hard as Engyoku says.”
“So the problem is how to eat until you begin selling?”
“Well, I haven’t been on a vacation all this time. I can earn enough to feed myself. But there’s only one room
upstairs at Engyoku’s place in Morishita, and I have no place to work. What I’d like to do is rent a room
somewhere and go to Morishita in the daytime.”
“What you need is a room to work in?”
“Rooms aren’t easy to find.”
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“Take one of the rooms upstairs. There are two of them. I’ll rent the smaller one to you. Engyoku shouldn’t
mind. After all he wants to marry you off to me.”
“I don’t suppose he’d mind, but—”
“It may be a little noisy at night, but not as noisy as you think, and customers usually come early to gather
speed on their way to the quarter. They won’t interfere with your work. If you were to take a room of your own
you’d have to worry about cooking, but here we can take care of you. In the restaurant business it doesn’t matter
if you have one or two extra people to feed. We can’t do much else for you, but I think you’ll enjoy yourself.
More than if you were with a really nice family.”
She was quite in earnest. It was an unexpected piece of charity. I hardly knew, however, whether it would be
wise for a bachelor to move in with O-ito and the maid and the children.
“All you have to say to Engyoku is that you mean to marry me some day, and that you’re going to rent a room
to work in for the time being. He’ll be very pleased.”
“But it doesn’t seem right, somehow.”
“Why not? As a matter of fact, it would be good to have a man around.”
“Do you really mean it?”
“I really mean it. It would be convenient for you and convenient for me too. Square your shoulders and come
ahead.”
But I had my doubts. Still it was just the room I needed to work in and I told Engyoku of O-ito’s offer.
“Move in first and marry her afterwards?” He smiled wryly. “Very fine. But people stay up late in that part of
town, and I won’t have you sleeping late in the morning.”
Since we had been living in the same room for more than a year and had begun to get in each other’s way, and
since he had been on the point of having me take a room somewhere in the neighborhood anyway, he was quick to
agree. His wife, however, did not think it likely that I would do much work on the second floor of a sushiya. Or so
she said. I suspected that I had become one of the family and made the place a little brighter, and that she did not
want to see me leave.
“O-ito’s place? Really you shouldn’t.”
But I had made up my mind. I had become fond of O-ito, born and reared in Fukagawa, sturdy and spirited as a
man. I put together what little baggage I had, called a carter, and moved into the small upstairs room of the Yakko.
Today there is not much left of old Suzaki, but until about the end of the World War that quarter by the bay had a
mood all its own. Surrounded by water, it was much cooler than the center of the city, and on evenings when the
breeze blew in from the bay, a faint nostalgic sadness would come in with the tide smell. It was an incomparably
better place to live than Morishita. The lane gave way to the moat around the quarter along which willows trailed
their branches almost to the water. A quiet, languid scene, without the stir that usually goes with places of
amusement, ideal for someone setting out to make himself a writer. The Yakko itself: built before the turn of the
century, had stout pillars and beams, and the woodwork in the yard-wide halls was burnished to a sooty black but
always immaculately dean. I put my desk by the window and thought it exactly the place for a producer of
masterpieces. To be sure, I was a little worried about what the neighbors would say upon seeing a strange man
move in with the young widow.
But not O-ito.
“Oh, let them say what they want. But this will never do. You’ll need more padding if you’re going to write
masterpieces.”
She called in a maker of cushions and had him make me a large thick one with a figured silk cover. She also
picked out a cup especially for me and put it at my elbow with a tray of tea things, quite as if she had indeed taken
a husband. She seemed most pleased. I was a little uncomfortable nonetheless.
“This gentleman will be in the house from now on,” she said to the girl, A-shin, and the boy, Taminosuke.
“You’re to be very quiet while he’s working.”
And so it came about that I would go to Morishita early in the morning, come back in the evening, sit down at
my desk, and work on the play I had started. A native of Tokyo, I had always been fond of the theater. I thought I
would become a playwright. The Imperial Theater had just then announced a competition with a thousand yen as
first prize. What would a thousand yen be worth today? Five million or so perhaps. The deadline was three
months away. I thought I would write a one-act play, a social drama in the manner of Chekhov. I had confidence
in my plot and theme, and when I came back from Morishita to the sushiya in Suzaki I would sit down at my desk
and not look up.
O-ito was pleased at my earnestness. She would bring me tea and sweets.
“You’ll do yourself no good if you work too hard. Suppose you rest a few minutes.”
She would sit beside me and peer at the manuscript. She had once written haiku herself, and she was glad to be
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of help. I would finish at Morishita around three, come back at four, and work steadily until ten. When, at the end
of a month, I was able to read my first draft to her, she was moved to tears.
“It’s good.” She was breathing heavily. “It’s very good.”
“You’ll help me more if you tell me what’s wrong with it.”
“I wouldn’t know. I didn’t think you could write so well. It’s very good. You’ll be a success.” She looked at me
with swimming eyes. I had not expected such acclaim. Not being used to it, I was somewhat confused.
As I rewrote my play I came to see what I did not like, and on the night before the deadline I was still writing
at one o’clock. Business downstairs fell off at midnight. At one O-ito took down the shop curtains and began
cleaning up. The maid always put the children to bed in the larger of the two upstairs rooms, and moved
downstairs when O-ito had finished her work and come up. I could hear O-ito untying her obi. I was aching with
fatigue. It had been a long fight—I had thrown my whole life into one slight little play. I reread the manuscript, by
now with some confidence.
“Not in bed yet?” O-ito slid back the door.
“Tomorrow’s the deadline. I have to finish tonight.”
“But can you go on night after night?”
“This is the last night. Tomorrow I can sleep.”
“You’re amazing. Would you like something to drink?”
“I might."
“I’ll have something myself.” She ran downstairs and hurried back with beer and crackers.
“You must be hungry. Shall I order something?”
“I’m not a bit hungry.”
“I thought beer would be best. Cold beer.” She opened the bottle.
“Here’s to your prize.”
She touched her glass to mine and drank thirstily. She admired me more than I deserved, I was afraid. She had
overestimated my talent. I was embarrassed, but pleased. The pleasure changed to affection. Unable to hold back
the emotions that welled up as I looked at the smiling face, I reached for her arm and gave it a decisive pull. As if
she had been waiting, she pressed toward me and half fell over. Her frame was slight but filling out and the
shoulder that came against me was round and firm. Though on the point of falling as I put my arms around her,
she clung to me, and gave herself up to the flow of emotion. In my arms, she was breathing heavily, and she said
in a small, strangled voice:
“Will someone like me do?” It was so touching, this shyness over her lack of breeding, that I could do nothing
but let the waters rush through the dam. There on the cold straw matting we came together like a pair of birds.
The next morning I wrapped the manuscript and started downstairs.
“Let me send it for you.” She came to the stairs, still in her nightgown. As she spoke she clutched at my chest
and pushed me to the wall.
“I give up,” she said, pressing her face to mine. “I give up.”
“I’d rather die than leave you,” I answered with some exaggeration. I gave her the manuscript and started for
Morishita, and when I came back she was waiting for me in the doorway.
“Go and have yourself a bath,” she said, handing me soap and a towel. Her manner had changed from the day
before.
“I sent it by registered mail. I’m going to light a candle. Go and wash yourself” She pushed me outside.
When I came back she had trays ready for the two of us. There was a candle before the house altar, and we
offered a prayer for my success.
I felt light and free, and that night I worked with her until the shop was closed, heating sake, washing dishes,
doing odd jobs.
“Why are you being so nice?" she said when the place was empty. “I don’t want you to be so nice.” She clawed
at my back as she spoke. Everything had changed in the one night.
When she finished her work she would lie down beside me in the smaller room. I gave myself to her, as if
borne along on the wave of her pent-up emotions. There was strength, a will to live, in that young woman with her
two children to support. In the strength was a rare power to love. Sometimes she would press her hands to my
throat until I could hardly breathe. After the wave had receded, we would sleep as if drugged.
Then one night, some two months after we had started sleeping together, we were startled from a deep, deep
sleep by the wailing of a child halfway downstairs: A-shin, screaming as if someone had touched a match to her.
Eyes heavy with sleep, O-ito jumped out of bed and took the child in her arms. A-shin must have had a nightmare.
She had evidently crawled out of bed and fallen downstairs. There was a slight cut over one eye.
“Mother, Mother!” She clung to her mother and screamed.
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But O-ito did not seem disturbed. The next night she again came to bed with me rather than with the children.
“What if she wakes up?”
“I’ve taken care of everything.” She showed me her left wrist, to which was tied a thin silk cord. Midway
along the cord there was a little festival bell.
“What is it?”
“The other end is tied to A-shin. If she wakes up she’ll pull on the cord and ring the bell.”
She seemed very pleased with her work. But I was not able to smile. Her love had left the children and come to
me. As for the bell and the cord, they proved to be of little use to A-shin. The bell rang an accompaniment to our
caresses, however. More than once it rang all night.
“Suppose we take the bell off.”
“It’s all right. What’s wrong with having it ring?”
“Somehow it bothers me.”
“Oh, you’ll get used to it as time goes by.” O-ito only laughed, and we went on ringing the bell each night. I
can still hear it, that slight brass tinkle through the quiet room. One night it went on tinkling after we were asleep.
Startled, we got up and saw that A-shin was sitting up in bed, joyously tugging at her end. The children were by
now quite at home with me. I felt downright paternal. I began to think that the second floor of the sushiya up that
lane in Suzaki would be my home for life.
Summer passed, autumn deepened.
“It’s out, it’s out!”
One night toward the end of November O-ito came running in like a lunatic. She had the evening paper
clutched in her hand. I had rather been holding my breath, knowing that the announcement was due. I took the
paper with trembling hand, and saw in a comer of the theater page the names of ten winning plays and
playwrights. My own name was second on the list. No first prize was given. The ten plays were awarded equally,
three hundred yen apiece.
“You did it! You won! You won!” She flung herself on me, and tears were streaming over her cheeks. “Good,
good, good!”
“It was all because of you.”
“It was because of hard work. You did a good job. A really good job, rewriting and rewriting, and staying up all
that last night.”
She pressed her face against my shoulder and she was weeping in open sobs. That last night had brought us
together, opened the life from which neither could now withdraw.
“Do you suppose it’s true?”
“Of course it’s true. Your name isn’t the only one, and there would be no reason to print a lie.”
“So I have three hundred yen.”
“It’s not the money, You’re on your way now. You can be a writer.”
“But three hundred yen will be good to have. I’ll buy clothes for the children, and I’ll buy a New Year kimono
for you. I’ll use the whole three hundred on you.”
“No, you won’t. You’ll use it to study with.” She scolded like an elder sister. Then she said in a low voice:
“Shall we go look at the Imperial Theater?”
“What would be the point in that?”
“I don’t know. I sort of wanted to. Your play will be put on there, and I wanted to look at it. Let’s go.”
“What about the shop?”
“We’ll take a night off One night won’t make any difference. Do as I tell you for a change.”
She closed the doors and prodded me into action.
It was twenty minutes from Suzaki, the end of the streetcar line, to Babasaki, where we alighted at about nine.
The theater was ablaze with lights, reflected from the palace moat. The white-tiled building floated up like a
dragon castle.
“It will be put on here. Isn’t that wonderful? Who do you suppose the actors will be? Maybe Sonosuke or
Kanya? I do want to see it. I almost feel like crying, just to think about it.” She skipped along the stone
embankment. It was the end of November, so chilly that one had to keep moving.
We walked to Hibiya Park, shoulder to shoulder, then turned and walked back to Babasaki, stopping to look at
the theater, and turning to look at it again. Reluctantly, we made our way back to Suzaki at about eleven. We had a
congratulatory cup of sake, and, pleasantly intoxicated, we laughed and cried the night away.
At length a letter and the prize money came from the Imperial Theater—my first money from writing, and
indeed the most money I had ever had at one time. The play was never produced, however. More than thirty years
have passed, and it still waits to see the light of day. It nonetheless gave me my start as a writer. My second play,
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New Morning, was produced at the Nakaza Theater in Osaka. I went to Osaka for the opening performance.
“Why don’t you come along?” I asked O-ito.
“I can’t,” she answered, a little sadly. “But isn’t it fine,” she added in a small voice, “that you’re a full-fledged
writer?”
“Hardly full-fledged. Maybe I can make a living, though.”
“I’m glad I was able to help.”
“We’ll get married when I come back from Osaka.”
O-ito did not answer.
The Nakaza was not popular that month. It was only half full on opening night, and my debut was a chilly one.
There was no applause when the curtain went down. Discouraged and somewhat ashamed of myself for having
come all the way from Tokyo, I had a walk through the Shinsaibashi entertainment district and took a night train
back. I telegraphed O-ito from the station. The prospect of having her meet me revived my spirits; but she was not
at Tokyo Station.
“I’ll meet you. I’ll never forgive you if you don’t telegraph.” She had said it over and over again, until I was
almost bored with her; and she was not there. Deflated, I went back to Suzaki alone. Engyoku was waiting in the
smaller of the two upstairs rooms. O-ito and the children were out, and the maid looked somehow dejected. It was
nine or so in the morning.
“I’ve been waiting for you.” Engyoku’s manner was stem. “There’s something we have to talk over.”
“About work?”
“About O-ito.”
“Where is O-ito?”
“She decided to get married,” he said quietly. “I’ve heard everything. She didn’t know what to do. She even
thought of closing the shop and marrying you, but she couldn’t bring herself to do it, with the children’s future to
think of it isn’t easy for a woman to run a place like this. For your part, you won’t be in a mood to learn how to
boil rice now that you’re on your way to making a go of it as a writer. And on the other hand you aren’t quite in a
position to have her close the shop.”
“That I’m not,” I said weakly.
“And so we have to think things over.”
“But aren’t you the one that wanted me to marry her?”
“I was. I didn’t think you had any talent.”
“I haven’t done much to make you think so even now.”
“You’re a coming writer, and that changes everything. If you can write a play that good you don’t belong here.
I can’t agree to your taking on two children when your career is just beginning. Leave her. Make up your mind to
it. O-ito is already resigned to marrying a man with experience in the business.”
He spoke as if it were a prepared address. He would not listen to my objections. He made me put my baggage
together, loaded it on a cart, and took it to Morishita. Then he came after me, and led me back in tears.
And so I returned to Morishita. I was not allowed to find out for myself how O-ito felt, to learn why she had
decided to leave me.
“I hear you had a crush on her,” said Engyoku’s wife.
“She’s a good girl,” said Engyoku himself “She saw that it wouldn’t work.”
“You talked her out of it,” I answered bitterly.
“She was startled when she read that play of yours. She was clever enough to see that she wasn’t up to being
your wife.”
“She overestimated me.”
I was still not resigned. She did not come to see me, however, and it was not long afterwards that the
announcement came of her marriage. Engyoku sent his wife to Suzaki with a present.
“So it was true after all.” I was much disappointed.
“That’s the sort of woman she is. When she saw that neither of you could be happy, she gave you up like a
good Edo girl.”
It seemed that O-ito had given up the idea of marrying me when she read my prize play. She was a good child
of Edo indeed, withdrawing without a grumble when she saw it was an uneven match. She had all the
decisiveness of Fukagawa. She went into action once her mind was made up, and took a sushiya for her husband.
The shop apparently prospered.
*
I somehow managed to make my way as a writer, and after ups and downs I became fairly well known. I said
good-bye to old Engyoku and helped at his funeral. Since the war I have earned myself an amount of praise and
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an amount of blame as a writer and entrepreneur, an executive in a motion picture company. The studio runs a
school for actors, where I sometimes lecture.
One day a girl came up after class.
“I’m the granddaughter of Sasaki Itoko,” she said. “The Yakko in Suzaki.” She spoke in a very low voice, and
blushed. I heard O-itos name for the first time in thirty years.
“O-ito’s granddaughter?”
“A-shin is my mother.” Her voice became smaller yet.
This was A-shin’s daughter. A-shin was four when she sat tugging at the festival bell, and now her daughter
was a student here. How quickly the years had gone by, I thought. And how strange and interesting life could be! I
took the girl to my room and asked of her mother and grandmother.
“Grandmother is well. She is running a sushiya in Minamisenju with Mother.” O-ito had lost her husband. Ashin had taken a husband and was running the shop. Taminosuke worked for the Transportation Ministry in
Sendai. I felt tears coming to my eyes at the thought of O-ito with a grown grand-daughter.
“Tell your grandmother I want to see her. I can go there, or she can come here. Tell her that I want to talk to her
about old times.”
Admonishing the girl to study hard, I saw her to the door, and I thought of long ago in that Suzaki lane. The
earthquake of 1923 and the bombings of 1945 had left nothing of old Fukagawa, and yet O-ito and I were alive
and well. I thought of O-ito, an old woman with white hair. I wanted to see her again. But presently a letter came
to my office, a formal letter on a long roll of paper. The hand was uncertain and wavering.
“I do not want to see you,” it said, after thanks for my kindness to the granddaughter. “A woman changes as
the years go by, and it embarrasses her to see people she knew when she was young. I am enclosing an old
picture. Please keep it, and think of the old days.”
There was a yellowing photograph with the letter, a picture of the young O-ito of the Suzaki days. On her lap
she held A-shin. I looked at the face of the little girl who had fallen downstairs that night, and I could hear the tinkling of a festival bell. I understood why the aging O-ito did not want to see me. I did not answer her letter. Even
now that yellow photograph sleeps in a corner of my desk, and with it a bell seems to tinkle.
104.39 The Self-Heal Flower: A Folktale\fn{told by Takada Hisako (late 19th century?Prefecture, Japan (F) -1

)}

Soekami District, Nara

The self-heal flower is also called the stepchild flower.
Long ago there was a family where there was a stepchild and another child who was the daughter of the
stepmother. When the mother came home from an errand one day, she found the two girls eating rice from the rice
chest. The mother was suspicious of her stepchild and she forced her mouth open saying,
“You ate lots, didn’t you?”
But there were only two grains of rice in it.
Her own child’s mouth was full of rice grains. The two children turned into self-heal flowers. Inside the lower
petal of some of the self-heal flowers there are two white protuberances that look like grains of rice, and under
others, there are five or six. The ones with only two are called stepchildren and those with more are called the
“true daughters.”
1920
130.236 Rice Weevils\fn{by Wada Den (1900-1985)} Japan (M) 5
The green leaves were all out. Sparrows played in pairs on the thatched roof, kicking up old rotten straws.
When they fell, tripping over themselves, instead of landing on the grass, they fell right into the rice hulls;
surprised, they flew away. The pile of rice hulls had been made by Suke, who, of all things, had started rice
hulling at this time of the year. It was an unwritten law among the farmers that rice was to be hulled and packed
away before the end of the year. It was only the slow pokes who left it unhulled over the year’s end. If because of
some unforeseen disasters the rice could not be hulled within the old year, it was usually finished within the New
Year month. No one in his right mind left the task until this time of the year.
But Suke smiled at the sparrows that kept falling into the hulls. It was a smile that showed complete
contentment. It was nice to have everything working out as planned. It was not because Suke was in incurable
slow poke that he was doing what he did now. It was all included in his plan of things.
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Last year his schedule had dragged nicely, or rather he had caused it to drag, taking only his son into his
confidence; when he finally got around to the business of hulling rice, it was well into the month of December and
time to prepare for the new year. Unmindful of his wife’s cries of protest, he stopped hulling when he had enough
for the government quota and to last them until May. He told her that his hulling a little at a time from now on
meant they would lose less each year to rats and rice weevils. It was true that the amount of rice farmers lost
annually because of rats and worms was considerable, but they had been losing rice like this for centuries. Lately
everyone was putting their sacks in tin drums as a protection for the hulled rice. Suke not only gave no thought to
buying such, but thought it a ridiculous idea.
Rats and rice weevils are ills ages old. There is nothing one can do about them. But at Suke’s house the rats
and weevils were not the same as those that bothered his neighbors or his ancestors; the pests demolished five and
ten sho in one night, almost as sack a week. Suke remembered his own youth; when his son came of age, he was
not so mean as to make much ado about the increased “rat” loss, but lately he had fond out that the rats and
worms were not his son alone.
When his son took on a wife, it became apparent. It was his son who started the fuss. He had stopped acting
the rat when he married. Leaving the government rice aside, Suke measured out the rice for the family in front of
them, telling them there was just enough to last them till May. That stopped the rat raids.
Ume, Suke’s wife, had gone to her brother’s house that morning for three days. His daughter was getting
married. Suke was to follow her on the day of the ceremony. “I’ll take a present when I go,” he said to Ume.
“Yes, that’s all right,” his wife answered. “But I can’t go empty-handed today. I’d like to take some little thing,
like cosmetics to the bride and some sweets to the kids.”
He should have given her money without being asked, but his innate stinginess, together with his suspicions
that she might have some money secretly put away, kept him from offering. When he finally did put out some
money, with reluctance, Ume pouted at the small amount.
“It’s different from an ordinary visit, you know,” she whined. “I can’t take any cheap stuff. There are no more
tenant farmers, don’t forget.”
He gave her a little more, but the way she had complained had angered him. Maybe it was this that had moved
him to take out the milling machine.
Ume was his second wife, younger by ten years. He had a son by his first wife. Ume had married him in spite
of this son because her family had been tenant farmers; Suke’s family, on the other hand, had been landed farmers
for generations back. It had been considered quite a Cinderella marriage. But her family held her good fortune
against her, forever reminding her that while she had risen above her station, they had not; then the change in the
land law, practically forced upon the Japanese by the Occupation Forces, changed everything.\fn{ The law of October,
1946, had the effect of breaking up landed estates and dramatically reducing land tenancy, leaving each family with about 2½ acres of land.
Prior to it, something like 50% of the arable land—only about 15% of the land area of Japan—was held by less than 10% of the farm
owners, many of whom were absentee landlords. It was done not only to provide tenant farmers with property of their own, but to destroy
the near-feudal basis of local politics, whereby political behavior was directed in the Japanese countryside by powerful, conservative, promilitary landlords. Rentals were not permitted to be more than 25% of the value of the rice crop, nor more than 15% of the value of other
crops; absentee landlords wee forced to sell their land; in place of the old verbal and often vague arrangements between landlord and
tenant, the tenant was to be given a written contract that clearly specified his rights. The primary objective of the Occupation Forces was to
remove all obstacles to the revival and strengthening of democratic tendencies among the Japanese people, that Japan would no longer be a
menace to the United States or to the peace and security of the world, ruled by a responsible government, which would respect the rights of
other states and support the objectives of the United States as reflected in the charter of the United Nations. As this was worked out in land
reform, the October law ordered village and prefectural land commissions to be set up, their members elected with tenant, owner-farmer
and landlord representation, to select land for purchase and to select eligible purchasers from among tenants. The government then bought
the land at pre-inflation prices and sold it to the tenant. By 1950, this reform had changed the ownership pattern of over two-thirds of
Japan’s cultivated acreage, and advantageous tax and price arrangements had enabled the majority of the new owner to pay for their land. }

It was ironical that it was Ume, for years the wife of a landed farmer, who had rejoiced over the new land law
rather than her brother who, replacing his father as the head of the family, had benefited as much by the revolution
as Suke and Ume had lost. Though it was now six years since the change, Ume rubbed it in every chance she had
for the years of humiliation she had undergone. It infuriated Suke every single time.
“Enough to hold us till rice planting,” Suke said to his son. “And about three sacks for selling should be
plenty.”
“I think so, if we sell hogs,” his son said.
Their minds were perfectly matched. Suke never mentioned to his son that he had intended to sell his hogs
while Ume was away, but that too had been silently settled between them. “If we sell the hogs, then perhaps we
need only about three bags.” His son turned off the motor of the milling machine.
His son went to the hog dealer and the dealer came by early the next day. the price of hogs was going down, he
said. The dealer told Suke to hang on a little longer until the price went up, but Suke would not hear of it.
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“You always buy high, sell cheap,” the dealer said. “Then you blame it on me.”
Suke saw the foolishness of selling his hogs now, but if he wished to sell them without Ume knowing anything
about it, now was the only time.
The dealer was telling the truth. But Suke Said that it was only the rich farmers who could afford to raise hogs
when feed was expensive. He wrapped a part of the money from the sale to take as the customary wedding
present.
*
Ume was awakened by the noise her brother and his wife were making in the pig sty behind the house.
Thinking maybe one of the litter was being squashed to death, she got up and went out to see.
The talk during dinner had been all about hog raising. Fifteen newborn was quite a litter in this time of low
prices. “A hybrid may be cheap,” her brother had boasted, “but mine are registered hogs. They will bring not less
than three thousand each.”
“What happened, one squashed?” Ume shouted.
Her brother Kisuke looked excited, squatting in the middle of the pen. He held a tiny wriggling pig in his arms
and his wife was counting the litter with both hands.
“What happened?” Ume asked again.
“What happened?” her brother repeated the question. “If some one had stolen one of my litter, I could
understand it. But no, we have sixteen instead of fifteen. How do you figure that?”
Kisuke babbled on. The one he held was the added member, he said. He had spotted it as a stranger and after a
careful check, sure enough, he found he had one extra. A newborn like this couldn’t have come of its own.
Somebody must have planted it there. But what for?
“Maybe somebody came to change it for one of your good breeds,” Ume said, “then was interrupted and
couldn’t finish the job.”
Her sister-in-law interrupted, saying, “That’s just what I said myself, just before you came. It’s better to have
one stolen. This gives you a queer feeling.”
Just then a man walked through the dirt-floored kitchen and came out back to where they were. “Say, Kisukesan, you didn’t have a baby pig stolen, did you?” He too held a baby pig in his arms.
“Nakatsugawa-san, it’s the darndest thing, it’s the other way around,” Kisuke almost shouted. “They didn’t
steal one, they put one here instead.”
“What?” Nakatsugawa exclaimed, round-eyed.
Nakatsugawa was a hog-raising specialist working in the Prefecture’s Domestic Animal Laboratory. He and
Kisuke were on good terms because Kisuke was a conscientious hog raiser. Nakatsugawa explained he had been
awakened by the squeals of a baby pig in the back of the house; when he went out to investigate, he found the
little pig in the woods. Thinking it stolen from the lab, he had awakened the caretaker and checked, but the lab’s
litter had not been touched. Then he thought somebody had stolen it from somewhere nearby, and that because it
squeaked so much, the thief had left it where he found it. So he came first to Kisuke to inquire.
Kisuke came out of ht epen, still holding the baby pig he had just discovered in his own pen, and when he put
his next to Nakatsugawa’s, he exclaimed, “Look, it’s from the same litter!”
“So they have started throwing them away,” Nakatsugawa remarked gloomily. “My gosh, Kisuke-san—”
“You think that’s it?”
“But it’s an interesting thought—instead of thrown them into a river or something, they do it this way.”
“No concern to me,” Kisuke grumbled. Only rich farmers could raise stray hogs at a time like this.
“What shall we do?”
“Sah … It’s got me.”
The sight of the bewildered twosome, each holding a baby pig, was so funny that Ume started to laugh.
Kisuke remarked, “Why don’t you take it and raise it?”
Ume was thinking the same thing and was on the verge of speaking out her mind when Nakatsugawa joined
Kisuke. “Don’t buy a pig to raise,” he said. “Raise a stray pig, that’s the motto. In the fall, the price is sure to go
up,” he assured.
“When Suke-san comes, I’ll speak to him for you,” Kisuke said.
“At any rate, in this wedding uproar you must have your hands full, Kisuke-san,” Nakatsugawa said, offering
to take care of the stray pigs at the lab, and the two of them went across the field, each still holding the baby pig
twins.
Ume’s mind was made up to raises them. No matter what Suke said, she was going to keep them. Now that the
rat holes were stopped up, she must think of some way to make her own money. She was tired of asking Suke to
buy even her underwear. Unless she acted smart now, her stepson would be treating her the same way in her old
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age.
She waited for Suke to come. there were more reasons besides the question of the pigs that made her impatient
to see Suke. Suke hadn’t been here since the war ended. “When he comes, he will see with his own eyes how this
place has prospered. Wonder what face he will make?” Ume chuckled.
“Huh, nothing but a tenant farm,” he had often said derisively of the place before the new land law. But look at
it now, a barn with an upstairs where they raised silk worms, the house newly roofed with zinc with the whole
south side porch enclosed by glass sliding doors, a chicken-coop big enough to hold fifty, and a pig sty for four,
all modern, up-to-date buildings. Suke boasted of being an independent farmer, but he can’t even re-thatch his
roof. Its rotten straw fell on her neck and gave her shivers every time sparrows took their exercise upon it and,
worst, Suke did not seem to mind.
In this day and age when there was no longer any difference between the independent and the former tenant
farmers, there was no reason still to have a feeling of inferiority, to feel Suke had rescued her from poverty and
hopelessness; she was going to have it out with her husband once and for all. With that in mind, she went to look
the place over just as Kisuke came back with a guest. “About the bride’s escort, you don’t mind going alone, do
you?” Kisuke asked. “Suke-san doesn’t have to go, does he?”
“Oh, it’s all right, I suppose,” she said readily.
“We have to match the number of our guests with the groom’s, you know,” Kisuke said apologetically.
The bride’s escort party was composed of close relatives who took the bride over to the groom’s house and
stayed for the reception feast. Everyone took pains to match the numbers as closely as possible since the wedding
expenses were being split by the two families, as was the custom when the social and financial standings of the
two families were on the same level. Ume, who was the bride’s aunt, and her husband should be included in the
party as a matter of course. In Kisuke’s tone she noted that he thought lightly of Suke’s position and his opinion
reinforced her own feelings of a moment before. There now, you see? Ume said to herself, highly satisfied. The
new guest who was to replace Suke was her youngest sister’s husband, who, Ume heard, was also making good
lately because of the new land law.
*
With the feast after the wedding ceremony over, Suke, who was not included in the escorting party, went
home. He had come late, the house was already full of guests, Ume did not have the chance to talk much to him
about the pigs. She had brought up the subject but there had been no opportunity to discuss it. But she wasn’t
sorry. She couldn’t expect much of an answer from him anyway.
During the three-mile walk to the groom’s house her younger sister’s husband came up beside her, saying,
“Suke-san has sure aged lately, hasn’t he?”
“Yes, all of a sudden,” Ume answered.
“Like a father and daughter, with you,” he remarked.
“Oh, you don’t say,” Ume laughed quietly.
“He isn’t sixty yet, is he?” he asked.
“No, he is only fifty,” she answered with emphasis.
“Well, he’s sure aged.”
“Yes, he’s gotten so old, all the time he is worrying that rats and worms will eat his rice all up,” Ume laughed
openly. Remembering that this brother-in-law had been present when she talked to her husband about the baby
pigs, she sensed that there was more on his mind than what he said.
“Is he the kind that leaves words written in the surface of the rice pile so no one can touch it without his
knowing it?” her brother-in-law asked as her sister drew near too.
“That’s not all,” Ume answered, and then told them about Suke hulling just enough rice to carryover a certain
period. Not only the escorting group but the groom’s party laughed, and the procession began to pass the joke
around. People were still laughing as the procession, passing through several vales and over hills terraced in
irregularly partitioned fields now sown in wheat, came to the village of the groom’s house. As they neared the
outskirts, a group of men standing by the road—dressed in formal attire of crested haori and stiff silk hakama, the
groom’s relative who were not included in the wedding party, but who were invited only for the reception—were
waiting for them. The waiting group stood rigid, and only bowed as the wedding procession passed in front of
them. Just then Ume saw a face. Startled, she looked away quickly. It couldn’t—but then she saw him, she
couldn’t be mistaken. Why didn’t she look at him closer, why did she look away so quickly? Yes, he must be
Genji. What connection had he with the groom’s house? He must have some or he wouldn’t be standing there.
When the sake drinking started, Genji didn’t even look at her. While the relatives were introduced, Genji stood
back. The matchmaker was a poor talker and Ume couldn’t understand half of what he said. Ume sat in the bride’s
group and Genji was sitting at the lower end at the groom’s side. Ume tried to catch his attention several times,
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but he just sat drinking sake. He looked sturdy and with his healthy tan had the air of a well-to-do farmer. In his
prime, tool. The way he drank his sake, too, reminded her of his aggressiveness of twenty years ago. She envied
men, they didn’t change as quickly as women, nor age as fast.
When the formality of the ceremonies began to break, it went down with the force of a landslide. Dancing and
singing started and the seats on both sides of Ume emptied quickly. The parties of the bride and groom mingled in
merry making while twosomes sat here and there, talking loudly and exchanging drinks. Those who could not
drink sat by the porch. Ume missed her younger sister, but soon found her talking among the women of the
groom’s side. Not able to stand their open, ribald jokes, she was just getting up to join the porch group when
suddenly, a sake bottle in one hand, Genji came and sat down in front of her. “Here, O-ume-san, have a drink on
me,” and he shoved a sake cup under her nose.
Overwhelmed by his insistence, all she could do was take the cup and utter faintly, “Why, it’s Genji-san, isn’t
it?”
“Well, it’s about time—I recognized you a mile away, and aid my courtesy then, a courtesy of twenty years.
Anyway, drink it up,” he ordered.
“Don’t force me … please,” she protested.
“But it’s been twenty years, hasn’t it? Haven’t I got a right to force?”
Yes, it had been twenty long years, but Genji hadn’t changed a bit. Ume looked at him with renewed interest.
Genji, too, became a little sober and changing his sitting position slightly, started in on his tale. Genji now owned
the house in the next village which Ume had passed on the way. He was a yoshi, a marriage arrangement in which
the family name of the wife, who is usually the oldest or only daughter of a son-less house, is taken by the groom,
who would be a second or third son since the first son must continue his own family name. Besides having quite a
large farm, he was one of five big hog farmers in the village and quite naturally the conversation turned to the
subject of hog raising.
“No, no, don’t pick a stray pig to raise,” Genji advised. “It can’t be much of a pig. I’ll give you a good one, a
thoroughbred. You take it and raise it.” He was dead serious.
“But I can’t afford a thoroughbred,” Ume replied.
“I said I’d give it to you, didn’t I? For nothing. I’ll take it to your place when it comes. My sow Yamabuki is
expecting any time now. Yamabuki took a second prize at the Fair,” he boasted. “A breeder from another
prefecture offered two hundred thousand for her. But I didn’t sell her. She is a beauty.”
“But I can’t take such a high-class hog. A cheap one is good enough for me,” Ume said weakly.
“Don’t be a fool. Cheap ones eat just as much.”
When it came to hogs, Genji had much to say. He said he’d spent twenty years raising them. He had made his
fortune with them, starting with only one sow, the sole inheritance that his brother had left him. The word brother,
not father, puzzled Ume, but Genji’s rapid speech left no room to ask questions. “Anyway, it’s right close by.
Come and look at my place, will you?” And he was already up, pulling Ume with him with one hand. The
boisterous singing and dancing was still going on, no telling when it would end. Ume was thankful for the chance
to get away.
Genji’s house stood on the edge of the village, surrounded by zelkova and oak trees; like Kisuke’s house, it had
been rebuilt after the war. She remembered that Genji’s parents had been tenant farmers like hers. Walking close
to the man she had once allowed to make love to her, she thought again of those times. At that time he had had
Korea fever, like all the second and third sons of tenant farmers.
He had asked her to wait for him, he would come to get her when he had made his fortune. He had gone to
Yokohama to make money to go to Korea, just about the time her marriage to Suke was settled without her
knowledge. She didn’t remember which happened first.
“And it was the damndest thing,” Genji started again. “Only about a half year after I got to Yokohama, my
brother upped and died and I was called back to take his place.”
“Then how came you to be a yoshi?” Ume asked, still puzzled.
“How come?” Genji turned to her. “It was the second brother, who’d married into this family, that died, that’s
how come.” He continued, “Left two kids. They lost grandpa the year before. Couldn’t make a go of it for one day
without a man and I was put there to take my brother’s place.
“Oh! Now I understand.”
“When I came, there were two kids, a woman fairly worn out by my brother, and a sow. But this sow was a
beauty …” He disappointed her by talking some more about pigs. But then it didn’t matter to her what he talked
about.
“It’s wonderful, your being so prosperous,” Ume said, turning back to look at Genji’s house again from the
distance. But Genji started to laugh, and there was a faint hollowness in his laugh.
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“But look at me now. I’ve spent the best years of my life being a stud horse.” There was even a bitterness in his
tone of voice. “Just think. A young man of twenty-five, given a woman over thirty. She is seven years older. And
as she is the head of the house, I cannot raise my head from my perpetual subservience to her all my life. Now
that I think of it, the way I put my heart and soul into hog raising was maybe to distract myself and fill up an
empty spot in my heart.”
He continued brooding over it, till Ume said, “If you’ve had no romance on the side, you regret your past. But
you can’t say that, can you?”
“Don’t be a fool. I told you it was all hog raising, and nothing else. It was different then,” he said.
The course of life was mapped out by one’s parents. A boy replaced a dead brother, a girl took her dead sister’s
place. It was an unwritten law, he had had no choice.
“A big river dividing us, and I didn’t know a thing.” Ume blamed it on the river. Then she wondered if Genjui
had heard anything about her and she asked.
“If I had heard anything, I suppose I wouldn’t have let it go at that. You can’t forget a person you once held in
your arms.” And without even a smile, he took hold of Ume’s hand and squeezed it tight. She returned the squeeze
and as if that were a signal, he stopped, pondered a second, changed their course and walked on into a dark grove
of trees. After they walked a few paced into the darkness, through which Genji walked with sure steps, leading
Ume by the hand, they came to an open space.
“An old race track,” he explained. He kept on walking, and Ume followed blindly, her heart quivering with
expectation. “Aren’t you going to ask where we are going?” he asked, in a throaty voice.
Her heart was too full to answer.
Presently, he stopped at a spot where the grass was soft and dry under their feet, and put his arm around her
waist. Without any hesitation, she threw herself into his arms.
Ume did not think Suke would consent as easily as that about the pig, but he simply said, “Okay, let’s raise
him, then.”
“It takes guts, like the folks across the river.” Folks across the river was a pseudonym for her brother’s.
“Yeah, some guts.” And there was no sarcasm in his tone either.
He certainly must have had his eyeful seeing with his own eyes the way her brother, whom he had always
tended to look down upon, was doing so well then she got dressed to go to Genji, not listening to Suke’s remark
that she could send the reply by mail. Ume simply had to see Genji again.
Genji was working in the field. It was the biggest field she had seen and when she remarked about it Genji said
there weren’t very many fields as big as that in his neighborhood either.
“And it’s all yours, too?”
He simply nodded, as if to say, of course. The fact that he said it so matter-of-factly reminded Ume that it had
been some time since the new law went into effect. In fact, it could hardly be called new now. Yet it was just
recently that she had begun to feel its effects.
“My, but it’s wonderful,” she said, half enviously.
“You too can do it,” he added, half smiling. “Don’t be taken for a rat or a rice weevil all your life.”
“Then you know?” and she laughed. “Besides I’m not a daughter of a tenant farmer anymore, you know.
She said it with an implication, but she wondered if Genji could get her meaning, or begin to understand the
ordeals of the years of humiliation she had undergone. Then she was caught in the emotion of the loss of twenty
years of happiness.
“You know, it was you I really came to see today,” and she looked at him as wistfully as a maid of sixteen.
“You go ahead, and I’ll follow you shortly,” he said moving the hoe al the time he talked.
She had walked about a quarter of a mile toward the town in the opposite direction from her village when
Genji caught up with her on a bicycle. She got on behind him and the two rode toward the town where they would
stop at an inn.
130.246 Black-Out\fn{by Koyama Itoko aka Ikemoto Ito (1901-

)}

Japan (F) 4

Teruyo saw the clouds breaking as she finished breakfast, and now the sun shone brightly. Its welcome warmth
reminded her that spring was just around the corner. She heard someone shake the front door roughly and shout
“Hello.” She got up and went to the door. As she opened it, a man quickly thrust a ball of rubber bands under her
nose.
“Don’t want any,” she said, just as quickly, and locked the door without giving him a chance to open his
mouth. He walked away and she heard him muttering to himself. On a nice day like this, after rain for four or five
days at a stretch, there were usually many peddlers and junk men.
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“Look, plum blossoms! One, two, there’s another.” She heard Ichiro’s young voice as he played with the little
girl next door.
Teruyo sat on the porch where the sun beamed in, and brushed her husband’s everyday clothes. Thinking a
slight stoop gives one a refined look, she brushed and straightened the wrinkles caused by it rather reluctantly; she
smiled when she found a soiled handkerchief, a stub of rubber off a pencil, and two pinballs. When she opened
the handkerchief she smelled the faint odor of her husband. She looked around quickly and brought it close to her
face. She liked her husband’s smell. It had an odor quite indescribable, sweet and sour, slightly “greenish,” but
with a vigor of life, with a faint sweetness of chestnut flower. She could smell her husband’s body from his
handkerchief. As she pressed it against her face and drew in a breath, a deep feeling of happiness enwrapped her
whole being. Her eyes half closed, her head slightly to one side, she soaked herself in her husband’s odor.
“Gomen nasai.”
She came to with a start, and turned crimson to her neck. She remembered suddenly that she was busy today.
She had a pile of washing, umbrellas to dry, and rain shoes to wash. She quickly rolled up the handkerchief and
pushed it under the trousers as if to hide it from someone, before she stood up.
A man over thirty, dressed in an old-style dark suit, was standing there. She didn’t inow him. He had a bundle
in one hand, and she said to herself, “Another peddler?”
“Is this the house of Yamada?”
“Yes.”
The man’s deeply tanned face relaxed a bit. Then he started to search his pockets for something.
“Who is it, please?”
“My name’s Sato, and I’m from Sanshu.”
Never heard of him, she thought—“Sanshu?”
“No, you don’t know me. I was only asked to—” The man brought out an envelope of good quality, but which
was all wrinkled.
“Oh!”
“I was asked to deliver this to the master of this house. The man who asked me, his name is Yoshida, was with
me on the boat,” he said. “I repatriated from Java—Yes, a late repatriate … Yoshida, he said he was from
Sumatra. The master here, I heard, was on Sumatra, too.”\fn{ Japan occupied Indonesia early in 1942, initially meeting with
no resistance.}
“Yes, that’s right.”
As he talked, Teruyo became a little cautious. About half a year ago, she remembered … there was a man who
had said he had repatriated from the south, and she had been swindled in a big way. His talk had sounded straight
enough to convince her, had given her the impression that her husband was obligated to him, that he had been
taken care of by him on the boat. So, she had fed him a good lunch, and had given him train fare home. She had
been highly reprimanded when her husband came home that night. But this man, he didn’t look the kind … he
looked too naïve. She thought hard and quickly.
“I am only related to the family here. I was asked to mind the house today. I—er—I don’t know anything—”
What if Ichiro should run in, yelling “Mommie,” but he was safely outside the fence. The man believed her
and, nodding, said, “I went to his office first, but they said he was away for a few days and gave me this address.
It happened to be quite close to where I am staying, so I came here.
“I am going back home on the next train. I don’t come to Tokyo often, so I didn’t want to take it back with
me.”
His talk lacked the smoothness of a swindler. His eyes were simple, didn’t look as though the head behind
them were capable of any false design. Teruyo relaxed her guard a little.
“That’s very nice of you.”
“I should’ve sent it earlier, but it was way in the bottom of my trunk and I forgot all about it. Well the, I am
leaving it with you.”
Teruyo dropped her eyes to the envelope awkwardly. Something made her hesitate.
“I don’t know—I don’t know whether I should keep a thing like this or not.”
“Of course, I know how you feel. But neither can I keep it forever, and I can’t very well throw it away, you
know. It’s only a letter. Just give it to the master, and I’m sure it will be all right. Good-by, then.”
The man picked up his bundle and turned to go. “He is not a bad man,” she thought. “He brought this thing
purely out of kindness.” She glanced absently at the name in roman spelling in faded ink. Then she noticed. “Oh!
but look. The name of the company is right, but this name is not. How is this read? It begins with ‘J’.”
“What!” he exclaimed, turning bac. Then he said simplyt.
‘The name is Yamada Yaichi, isn’t it? Then that’s how it’s spelled. In Malaya, the ‘Y’ sound is spelled with ‘J.’
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They write Jamada Jaichi.”
Teruyo turned the envelope over. She read “Rahima” in Roman spelling.
“Is ‘Rahima’ a person’s name?”
“I think so.”
Teruyo’s curiosity was suddenly aroused. “Is it a man’s name?”
“I think it’s more common in women,” he answered.
“From a woman—to my—I mean, to the master here. From a woman in Sumatra? On what business, I wonder,
at this late date?”
‘Oh, there are plenty of them like that. I don’t know much about Sumatra, but in Java—I had three letters to
deliver, all from women. The ones who don’t forget and write at this late date usually have children. They usually
send photographs of their children.”
“Children?”
“Women there are lighthearted. I had one myself, but soon as I left I forgot her. You can make them easy, but
forget them easy, too. But when they have children, then they are different. The memories become deeper, I guess.
The letters I brought were all to my friends so I know well. the two of them had a child each. Both of them looked
very much Japanese—they were nice kids.”
“Then the master here also had someone like that too?”
“Don’t know about that. Yoshida said something, but I don’t remember.”
“And where is he now?”
“Yoshida? You got me there. He and I parted at Shimizu Port. Well, I must go. I guess you better not say
anything to the madam here. Once some awful trouble broke out—of course I only heard about it afterwards. To
tell you the truth, I don’t enjoy this kind of errand myself. But can’t very well throw the darn thing away, you
know. Sometimes they enclose a tiny precious stone. But really, it was a good thing it was you today, and not his
wife. I must hurry now. Good-by.”
And he was gone. Teruyo, as though in a trance, heard him open the door, step out, and shut it, but did nothing.
Even after his footsteps were heard no more, she stood there dumbfounded.
When she came to, she realized she was holding the letter in her hand. She felt something like a sting on the
tips of her fingers, and threw the letter to the floor. But she picked it up again like a child commanded to do
so,and returned to the porch with it.
The sun was still shining, but it did not look the same to her. How it could change so in a matter of five or
seven minutes, she didn’t know. Was the sky blue or black? The sunshine stung her eyes. She started to pick up
the things she’d left; his clothes, rubber stub, pinballs, and all. They felt different, surfaces rough, or cold or
crude. They all felt bad to her hands. She pulled out the handkerchief from under the trousers. She put it to her
face absent-mindedly—it was a habit with her. The odor was still there, sweet and sour, the odor of chestnut blossoms. She swallowed bitter saliva. She swallowed again and again, but something stuck I her throat and wouldn’t
go down. She felt nauseous. She stepped to the edge of the porch, but nothing came up. She felt a chill in the pit
of her stomach.
Teruyo never once doubted her husband. He was a quiet man, an introvert, extremely kind. Their premarital
private detective check showed that he had never had any relations with women. Just as Teruyo’s parents feared,
he was awkward and was at a loss at their nuptial bed. That’s the kind of man he was. It was during the war when
they were married, and lie everyone else, they didn’t have much of a honeymoon. He soon got used to married
life, and he had learned to love enough to satisfy Teruyo. The half year together before he was called to duty was
spent without evening noticing the scarcity of everyday necessities, or the severity of life in wartime, so happy
and content were they with each other. To this day she couldn’t remember without blushing the last night she had
with him before he left—neither of them slept a wink. She was sure she conceived Ichiro that night.
He wrote to her even from the boat, and many times after he got to the front line. Even as the war became
more severe, and mail had a hard time getting through, she continued to hear from him. She wrote to him when
Ichiro came, and he sent a pair of rubber-soled shoes by return mail. When the war ended, he was on the first boat
back. To get back that soon, he must have gone to considerable trouble. So, all told, he was away only about two
years.
After he returned, there seemed no outward change in him except that he loved her more deeply, and was
kinder. He often talked about boats that were sunk, and automobiles that were overturned.
“Sure thankful that I am back alive. After all, Japan is best.”
She once heard him talk thus in his sleep. He seemed genuinely happy when tending to their little garden. “He
needn’t become so domestic, so young,” she even thought to herself.
And this Yaichi of all persons. Teruyo could not possibly make herself imagine the other woman. How, when,
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could a thing like that happen? She had kept all the letters Yaichi wrote to her. She didn’t have to get them out.
She remembered them all, each and everyone of them by heart. How could he write letters like that to his wife
with one hand, and hold Rahima with the other. No, no, not Yaichi! She didn’t know about other men, but not her
Yaichi. Try as she may, she could not picture her husband holding another woman in his arms.
Then what is this letter left by a man in dark, ominous clothes. The letter which gave her such a feeling of
apprehension. It was sealed tight. Why? He said it happens quite often. He said when a woman writes at this late
date, she often has a child. Teruyo put the letters against the light. The letter papers, folded, filled the entire
envelope, but the half of it felt hard and was darker.
“Is it a picture?” she wondered. “Feels like it. But why should I believe that man whom I’ve never met before,
a man who appeared suddenly, and disappeared just as suddenly as the peddlers and the swindler. I am the one
that knows Yaichi better than anyone else. That man never seven saw Yaichi once. Yes, everything will be clear if
I open this letter.” Teruyo brought out a pair of scissors, and started to put them to one corner of he envelope, and
stopped. Until now she had never opened anything address to her husband, no matter how trivial it may have
seemed. But that was not what made her stop.
She suddenly had the premonition that if she opened it some dark, ominous thing would jump out of it, and
would spread its wings throughout this house. After all, was not everything happy and peaceful until that dark
messenger came? Teruyo threw the scissors to the floor.
Ichiro came in and started to chatter something, but she answered him absentmindedly. She couldn’t
remember, afterwards, just how she spent that day. She ate lunch with Ichiro mechanically, and just sat all day by
the pile of washing she’d got out to do in the morning.
She hardly slept that night. She dreamed often of being chased by someone, woke up many times. Sometimes
she heard someone at the door, that husky voice saying gomen nasai, and then she would really wake up. Then,
remembering it was the middle of the night, she would say to herself that no one would come at this time of night,
and try to go back to sleep.
And then it was morning, and Ichiro was sleeping by her side as usual. Teruyo sat up, fluffing her hair, listened
absently to the distant rumble of the train. When she came to fully, she realized that her nightgown was soaking
wet and stuck to her skin, and she felt as if she had taken a bath with her clothes on. The face of the dark-clothed
messenger and the letter flashed in her mind. It was then that she realized who it was that had chased her all night
in her dream. An instant later she felt that she had had dreams like this many times before, that this sort of thing
happened quite often, and that it really was nothing, nothing at all to worry about. Teruyo got up, and still in her
nightgown, went into there husband’s room. She opened his drawer. The white envelope was still there.
“Then it really did happen.”
The letter was there, where she had placed it the day before. Then the memories of what happened yesterday
welled in her mind, clearly and definitely, with great impact. She wondered if she were going to spend today as
miserably as she had spent yesterday. Each day would increase her mistrust and jealousy of her husband, increase
her own unhappiness. Would the days continue like this until her husband came home? What would she do when
he did come home? She started to drop her thin nightgown off her shoulders, then leaned against the desk, as if
falling.
The next day, she could not stay in the house any longer. She felt like crying aloud. She feared she would go
crazy. She took Ichiro, nonchalant and happy, oblivious to his mother’s inner turmoil, and called on her sister. Her
sister lived beyond Omori. It took them almost an hour to get there, by train and bus. Teruyo’s sister was nine
years her senior, but having had no children, did not show it. Her chief worry was her husband, a doctor, who was
forever chasing women.
“Well, hello. Long time no see,” her sister exclaimed.
She was sitting in a room littered with magazines, reading. She wore a sober expression. Ichiro went out to
play on the lawn with a young nurse.
“You know those question and answer columns in the newspapers? Their advice is sometimes impossible. Just
because it’s other people’s affairs, their answers are quite irresponsible. Private detectives are much more
dependable.
“Are you having trouble again?” Teruyo interjected.
“Oh yes, same as ever. Yaichi-san is different, I know, but most men—you can’t trust them one minute. Once
they are out of the house, they let go of themselves like birds out of a cage. By the way, you don’t look your usual
gay self. What’s the matter?”
“I don’t know. I can’t eat anything these last few days.”
“Maybe you are going to have your next one. It’s about time, isn’t it?”
“No, it’s not that.”
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“Then let my hubby give you a check.”
“Is he out on a call?”
“So he said last night, but it turned out to be some ‘urgent’ sic woman. I gave him a pretty bad time last night,
so I think he will come home all right tonight.”
“What do you do at times like that?”
“What can I do? You mean when he is up to something? I go after him thoroughly, check everything, and leave
no stone unturned.”
“And when you do find out everything, doesn’t it make you feel worse?”
“Yes, but if I don’t, that would be worse yet. I show him all the proof, how he slept with a certain woman on
such and such a night, at such and such a place. With a two-faced husband like mine, that’s the only way to deal
with him.”
“But I rather feel that even if there were something, I’d feel happier not to know anything. You know,
innocence is bliss!”
“Not with me. I’ve got to know everything once I get suspicious, or I’d never feel rested—it would get on my
nerves.”
“Yes, it does, doesn’t it?” Teruyo mumbled inaudibly.
“You, who always brag about Yaichi-san, what’s wrong with you? It couldn’t be that he is up to something, is
it?”
“That’s what I can’t be sure of.”
“If something is wrong, I’ll look into it for you. I know a really good private snoop. He is a bit expensive, but
real good. If it’s someone at the office it won’t take more than two or three days.”
The more eager her sister became, the more reluctant Teruyo was to confide in her, and she found herself
holding rigidly, like a soldier defending a fort, to her belief in Yaichi—denying everything, everything.
“No, I don’t think it’s anything at all, I am sure of it. It’s … it’s some mistake, it must be. It couldn’t be—I
know.”
But, once back home, she couldn’t help going directly to the desk drawer. She felt herself spinning round and
round in a circle.
When Yaichi finally returned, it was night.
“Okaeri nasai,” she greeted as she met him at the door. When she saw his lively self, with his usual half smile
on his right cheek, her mind was suddenly made up. After all these days of indecision … she tried to remain calm
till then, but found her hands shaking involuntarily, from time to time.
The lights went out just as he finished changing into his home clothes.
“Are we still having black-outs in Tokyo? They say we don’t have enough water in the power dams, but what
we really lack is brains in our statesmen, not water.”
Teruyo empties a kettle of hot water into the wash basin. Yaichi, after he washed up, took the candle into
Ichiro’s room to have a look at his son’s sleeping face. Teruyo, sitting in the dark in the dining room, heard him
mutter something to the child.
“What’s the matter. Did something happen?” he asked as he came back in. “Why so quiet?”
He was out of the bedroom and had put the candle and a stick of sweet cake on the table.
“Got a knife?” he asked.
“Yes, here …”
Teruyo gave it to him, and poured some tea into his cup. Her throat was dry, but she could not bring herself to
drink with him. Not just now. Her husband looked inquiringly at her over the flickering flame of her candle.
“There’s a letter for you from Sumatra,” she whispered, half hoping he wouldn’t hear and it could be forgotten.
“Yes?”
Just then the light went on.
There was only an explosion of simple curiosity on his face. Teruyo took out the white envelope. Yaichi looked
close at the addressed side, cocked his head, and turned it to the other side. His brows pricked and his face turned
pale. His cheek muscles pulled crookedly to one side and tightened. These, Teruyo did not miss.
The candlelights dimmed. Her husband’s fingers went to one corner of the envelope, then stopped an instant.
Teruyo reached out, grabbed the other corner and pulled. She felt a slight resistance, but not much. Taking the
letter in her right hand, she put it over the candle flame. Yaichi started to say something, but without turning she
put up her free hand to stop him, holding it up as if toward off something. Dainty whiffs of smoke hugged the
envelope. The candlelight dwarfed to a tiny speck, almost went out … then at the next instant the envelope burst
into flame, illuminating the entire room.
“Teruyo!”
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Teruyo tightened her lips, hung on to the envelope until it almost burned her finger tips. She inhaled deeply
then blew out the flame.
As if that were the signal, the light went out again.
No one lit the candle.
“I thought this was the best way. I couldn’t think of any other way,” Teruyo murmured low in the dark.
There was no sound of any movement. The room was as if empty.
After a while, Teruyo noticed that her hand was being held. She felt the hold tighten slowly to a firm, warm
grip.
130.253 Underground Escape\fn{by Tsuji Masanobu (1902-c.1961)} Ishikawa Prefecture, Japan (M) 9
From the radio came the halting voice of the Emperor.
“To bear the unbearable, to suffer the insufferable … Lose not again your trust both at home and abroad … We
are with you, our subjects …”
Thus, everything ended. In the basement of the Bangkok headquarters, suppressed cries rose from the ranks of
men standing at attention with bowed heads.
As I listened, I told myself, “I have no excuse. I have committed a sin for which ten thousand deaths cannot
atone. It would be bushido to apologize by committing hara-kiri. However, the Imperial wish is that we disarm
unconditionally and abide by the orders of the Allied Powers. To obey is the duty of a subject. It is not the wish of
His Majesty that we, by our actions, should lose again our ‘trust both at home and abroad.’”
I felt as if my very bowels wee being torn into shreds. In the midst of this intense suffering, with cheeks still
wet with tears, I attended the final conference in the Commander’s room. At this meeting, a certain high-ranking
general said, “How can we bear to hand over our swords now hanging at our waists? We should return to Japan
armed as we are and should be disarmed there. Unless we can do that, I’ll cut the enemy to pieces or cut open my
stomach.”
Was there no one to refute the rantings of this officer? Unable to stand it, I said quietly, “The Imperial Rescript
asks us to bear the unbearable. If there is anyone who dies not agree with His Majesty’s wish, I see nothing wrong
in his cutting up the enemy or committing hari-kiri on his own initiative. But it would be a mistake to have the
attitude of the entire army decided by the emotions of one individual. We must strive to send every last youth back
home safely. Please go ahead and cut open your stomach in front of Loyalty Shrine.”
It was a struggle for me to say what I did before a large gathering, especially to a superior officer who had
looked after me and cared for me for so long; however, I felt there was no other way out of the difficulty.
Deputy Chief-of-Staff Hamada, who had listened with quiet composure from beginning to end, said
detachedly. “Tsuji, I have one thing to ask of you. Japan must suffer for the next ten or twenty years. If possible,
I’d like you to go underground in China and open up a new way for the future of Asia. I know a Taiwanese who is
head of a group of pirates. If you want to go to Taiwan, I’ll introduce you to him.”
I answered, “Taiwan’t not too bad. But, I’ll try my hardest to go underground I Thailand, becoming a priest.”
And my resolution was complete.
*
There had been distributed to the Southeast Asia Army a number of “special volunteers,” seventeen-year-olds
who had been hand-picked and educated to become “special attack corps,” the so-called Kamikaze, chosen for
duties in the Navy, Army and Air Force from which there would be no return. Now, without any planes to fly, they
had been parceled out among various ground detachments as so-called “strategic forces,” to be used as spies and
subversive agents. Thee were around fifty of these youths in Bangkok.
I spoke to these youngsters, none now older than twenty-two or –three, telling them I intended to go
underground in Thailand by becoming a Buddhist priest. When they heard this, eight of these young men came
and asked to go with me. All had been real priests in civilian life. I decided to choose two or three of the best, but
all insisted on joining me. On their youthful faces was written the firm resolve to work for the reconstruction of
their country with the same spirit they had subjected their bodies to in the rigid military training they had recently
completed.
They were set on joining me in going underground. I had been with them for only a few lectures, yet for some
reason I felt toward them a deep confidence and immeasurable love. When the majority of the older men had only
one thought in mind—to return to Japan as soon as possible—here were youngsters competing for the right to stay
in Thailand.
“All right. I’m asking you all to stay and die with me. We might have to stay underground for ten years, maybe
twenty, but I want all of you to give your lives as foundation stones in the establishment of true Thai-Japanese
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friendship.”
I, too, resolved that I would be ready to die with these youths, more like my own young sons or my own young
brothers.
The memory of the Deputy War Minister came to my mind. He had been a Commander of the Army Air Force
in the Philippines. There he had thrown hundreds of youthful “special attack corps” fliers into the teeth of death.
But once the situation developed in favor of the enemy, he defied the orders of Commander Yamashita, abandoned
his men, and fled to Taiwan.
I pledged to myself, “No matter what happens, I’ll throw away this body of mine with these youngsters.”
I immediately investigated the family backgrounds of these youths. I found that Probationary Sub-Lieutenant
Tada was the only son of a widowed mother and already the head of a temple. I felt that I would have to send Tada
home. I spoke to him of Karmic fate and said, “I want you to go home and get in touch with the families of the
other seven men. Then I want you to start on the reformation of the religious world of Japan.
He did not utter a word of dissatisfaction and replied, “I deeply regret that I cannot be accepted. But I feel that
what you tell me is also my task. I shall return as you order.”
I next visited the embassy. I found the Ambassador weighted down by the swift changes of the past few days.
Suffering was written all over his face, but he greeted me in a quiet voice. I’m very sorry. The future Japan must
win back the trust of the world through her moral principles. Let us work toward the rebirth of a nation that will
not contain even a single criminal.”
“Today’s situation is the result of the sins of us military men,” I answered. “In the hope of atoning for even a
part of this great sin, I want to stay in Thailand together with seven young men as foundation stones in the
erection of a lasting friendship between Thailand and Japan. Could your excellency not ask for the understanding
of the Thai leaders for this venture?”
“Very good. As my last service to my country, I shall immediately as for permission for your venture from the
Thai Minister of Education and the Prime Minister. I know you will do your best.”
The British forces had not as yet arrived in Thailand. Although I had not heard of my being designated as a war
crimes suspect, I was fully ready to meet such a fate. If the British Army were to start a search for me, I knew that
I would be causing undue trouble to the Ambassador. Although he was a civil servant, the Ambassador did not
pause to think of his own position. I felt that he showed himself to be a true patriot by granting my request.
If this man had become an Army leader, he would surely have been like General Nogi.\fn{ Maresuki Nogi,
commander of the Japanese Third Army during the Russo-Japanese War, who landed in Korea in 1904, apparently to secure that territory
for Japan while other generals were carrying out more forward operations in Manchuria and on the Laotung peninsula .} I could not but

feel admiration for Ambassador Yamamoto when I compared his soft-spoken determination with the arrogance of
the high-ranking officers who too full advantage of the power of their military uniforms. Ambassador Yamamoto
had showed himself ready to give up everything out of his deep concern for his country.
I felt that Ambassador Yamamoto was a true diplomat and true patriot. I shook hands firmly with him and soon
left. In all probability, this was a final farewell. I could not halt the streams of tears that flowed down my cheeks.
Pristly garb for eight men was prepared. The costumer was Maruyama Kamito of the Hikari Mission, a priest
of the Nichiren Sect, and the dressing room was an inner suite in the Thailand Hotel.
Taking care not to disturb my Army colleagues, who were deep ins slumber, I tip-toed out of my room. Just as
I reached the car that I had readied in secret, I noticed Sub-Lieutenants Akutsu and Shirakura waiting, shoulders
fallen in despondency.
“Thanks very much for everything. Please take good care of yourself,” I mumbled.
We exchanged our final farewells. Thirty years of military life had come to an end. The lonely sentinel
presented arms as I slipped out of the headquarters gate. The street lights reflected on the polished bayonet affixed
to his rifle.
Good-by Army life, good-by comrades.
This was the beginning of an underground trek that spanned three countries and 7,500 miles. The path was to
lead through hell, with countless deadly barriers along the way.
The first mile-post was the small ossuary for the remains of Japanese erected in the compounds of Ryab
Temple, mercilessly destroyed by bombings. I got out of the car at the rear gate and peeped through the hedge, but
saw no one. I wondered for a moment whether I had made a mistake, when one of the disciples, who had moved
the night before, woke up and opened the half-door for me. He was tired and more asleep than awake as, rubbing
his eyes, he said, “Good morning, master.”
Nonetheless, his greeting was cheerful.
The disciples, suddenly raised by the master, wee frantically folding up their bedding. I met the guardian of the
ossuary, the old priest Chino.
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“I am Aoki. I hope you will be kind enough to teach me.”
The ossuary was composed of two towers, thirty-six feet high and sixteen feet square at the base. It contained
the remains of Japanese who had died in Bangkok over the past fifty years and the votive tablets of 120 war
heroes who had died in Thailand and French Indo-China.
Before taking up my chopsticks for the first meal of my new life, I had to chant three times, “Homage to the
Sutra of the Lotus of good Law.” I felt awkward. I told myself that this would not do, I would have to learn to
become a priest completely.
After the meal, the old priest Chino poured hot water into his bowl, stuck his fingers in, and washed the
clinging rice from the sides. Then he placed the bowl to his lips and drank. Somehow I could not bring myself to
follow his example and picked loose the remaining rice with my chopsticks and then drank down the water.
As soon as the morning meal was over, we lined up in front of the ossuary and, with young Kubo leading us,
began chanting sutras. While we repeated the sutras together, with wooden and metal goings keeping time, I
found myself being captivated by the rhythm, learning much more rapidly than I had expected.
I realized the truth of the old saying, “Children near the temple chant unstudied sutras.” In one week’s time, I
had learned the entire Prajna Paramitra Sutra. I felt that I would find salvation here for my wounded soul. To
chant sutras before this image morning and night seemed to me more a comfort than a regimen or strict training.
There was no light or water in the ossuary. Our only drinking water was rain caught from the roof through a
trough into a large vat. In the back yard was a twelve-foot-square pond. It had not been cleaned out for years and
was covered with greenish growth and smelled. However, after a day’s training, it was our custom to strip to the
skin and bathe in this pond. Our greatest pleasure was to surround a lone candle after supper and talk together for
two or three hours until bedtime on the future of Japan.
For breakfast, we had miso soup and pickles; for lunch and supper, cooked dehydrated vegetables, with
perhaps a piece of salt fish. Fresh fish bought in town was a rare luxury. Five yen worth of bananas were first
offered before Buddha and then became dessert. Laundry was done by each man. I realized fully how extravagant
and spoiled my past twenty years had been—twenty years during which orderlies had waited on me hand and
foot. After a week’s time I was able to put on by myself the priestly robes of Thailand.
As the monsoon season gradually drew to a close, we began suffering from lack of water. Up until this time we
had relied upon the frequent tropical squalls. Mosquito larvae began hatching in our drinking water. The time had
come for us to buy our water from the old Chinese who came daily, at one yen for two pails of water carried on a
yoke. The water smelled odd. I followed the water seller and to my surprise found that he was getting the water
from a puddle formed in a bomb crater. A dead dog was floating in the pond.
In the face of the approach of the British forces, resident Japanese had problems in obtaining their
identification certificates. Thai Government and police officers must have felt that their turn to boast had now
arrived. Long queues of Japanese lined in front of Thai Government offices, waiting. When their turns came I saw
these Japanese, bereft of the backing of the country, rubbing their hands in pitiful pleas before Thai officials.
Finally our turn came. We were asked birthplace, age and occupation, then had to sign our names to our
affidavits. I took from my Dhuta bag the ink horn and brush that I had carried with me always, either on
battlefields or in a quieter life. But, I was handed a pen and told to sign my name in Romanized Japanese. I did
not know what to do, when Kubo said he would sign in my stead.
“A Buddhist monk does not know English,” he explained, and I was able to pass the first barrier.
I noticed a Japanese, wearing dark glasses, standing by looking at me. He came close to me and prodded me in
my ribs with his finger. It was Ishida, a classmate of mine in the military academy. He had come to Thailand
several years previously as a member of a Japanese firm and engaged in underground activity. He was a specialist
in gathering information. We spoke to each other with our eyes, putting heart and soul into them. I realized that he
also sought to remain in Thailand and work underground.
We were then taken to the room of the chief of the Religious Education Bureau to be interviewed personally.
Beads of perspiration formed in my armpits and wet my robe. As the supposed head of a group of student priests
recently arrived from Burma, I was first to be questioned. In the center of the room sat the Bureau Chief, like a
judge at a trial. On both sides were seated members of the bureau. All eyes were turned upon me as I entered the
room; I felt that they could see through my disguise. If caught, thee was nothing I could do. I calmed myself.
“What sect do you belong to?”
“The Shinshu Sect.”
“How many years have you been a priest?”
“Twenty years in Japan and roughly two years in Burma. I have only recently arrived in Thailand and am not
as yet used to the Thai robes.”
“Do you also beat drums?”
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“No, it is only the Nichiren Sect that beats drums.”
“What is the significance behind the beating of drums?”
“Oh” (and I felt cold sweat suddenly flow down my sides) “that is to chase away enemies of Buddha.”
“For what purpose and for how long do you desire to study in Thailand?”
“I would like to stay for about ten years and become a link in bringing about eternal friendship between Japan
and Thailand through Buddhism. If you will only allow me to stay in your country …”
“Good. Please study hard and strive for the friendship of Thailand and Japan.”
This one sentence was like gospel from heaven. I had passed my first test. They had watched with suspicious
eyes the clumsy way I had worn my robe. Yet in this way I passed safely.
The remaining seven pupils who were next on the inquisition stand succeeded in passing their tests, thanks to
the impression left by my answers. I was more fatigued than I had ever felt on any battlefield. I slept soundly for
the first time since taking off my Army uniform. The snoring of my seven disciples was also loud. How great
must have been the anxiety of these young men over the examination. Undoubtedly they could not have
encountered in all the examinations in the past one that worried them so much. I wrote:
Ominous the clouds that darkly whelm the eastern skies.
A hundred devils daily trod our homeland hills,
Gallons the wearing tears that wet this yellow robe
But a while must I sit within this crucible, steeling my soul.

At the beginning of October, the Free Thai Cabinet changed the name of Thailand to Siam and began
suppressing the Japanese. I could feel the stealthy approach of danger. Kubo came frantically to me, his face
sallow with fear. “A terrible thing has happened. This morning, when the Chief Abbot got into contact secretly
with the Chief of the Thai Bureau of Religion, he was told all Japanese priests would be arrested without notice
on October twenty-ninth.”
I felt my heart thump. The Chinese vernacular press had for some time reported rumors that Japanese Army
officers had gone underground in disguise. British authorities had changed their attitude and had decided all
Japanese priests were to be detained and questioned until their true identifies were established.
I knew if placed in a concentration camp, I’d soon be recognized by some Japanese. There was too strict a
surveillance for any possibility of my escaping the country. I felt that the end had come. However, it was by
heaven’s grace that I had been able to learn one week in advance when the British planned a surprise raid on us.
That evening a group of uniformed Japanese officers and non-coms\fn{ Non-commissioned officers.} appeared at
the ossuary. “The senior aide-de-camp has ordered us to take home all the remains of Japanese officers and men
deposited here.”
It was evident that they were afraid of being involved in my affairs. I went to where two of the men were
getting the remains ready to take home and asked, “What has happened? Why do you have to take away all the
remains so suddenly?”
“Something quite unexpected has taken place. Last night the British headquarters sent over an urgent order
demanding Staff-Officer Tsuji’s immediate appearance. The Chief-of-Staff told the British that Staff-Officer Tsuji
left a note and disappeared on August 16 and that Tsuji, judging for him character, had probably committed
suicide. We are taking back these remains for the purpose of making a clean cut between the Army and this
temple.”
Everything was now clear to me. The worst had come. there had not been a single letter either from my
commanders or from my colleagues. If I had not taken the initiative to ask, I would have remained completely at a
loss to explain this new development. It was certain that everybody was afraid of having anything to do with me.
“All right. Such being the case, I won’t rely on anybody. Nor must I cause anybody trouble. If the British only
knew that disguised as a priest, I am living right next to their headquarters, they’d come to get me. I’ll fight to the
last with my sword, until the rivets holding the blade to the haft break.”
And I steeled myself to meet my doom.
Never since my desertion had I felt as oppressed and s stifled as I did now, but my indomitable will to fight
flare d up within me. In the bloody fighting in North Burma, the units defending the fortifications at La-Meng had
fought even after they had lost arms and legs and not a single man surrendered: it was a fight to the end. I
resolved to stay underground in spite of all dangers. I thought the Imperial Rescript terminating the war
undoubtedly a true Rescript, but so was the Imperial Rescript declaring war. If one Rescript is obeyed the other is
automatically disobeyed. In such an age as now the only thing to do, I felt, was to throw away all thoughts of self
and to choose, on one’s own initiative, the path one believed right for the eternal future of Japan. From the
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standpoint of the British Army, it was natural to hunt the corners of the earth for me. Churchill\fn{ Winston Leonard

Spencer Churchill (1874-1965), twice Prime Minister (1940-1945; 1951-1955) and regarded as the greatest British leader of the 20 th
century.} had said, “Undaunted in defeat, magnanimous in victory, liberal in peace, and resolute in war.” Were

Churchill in my place, he would undoubtedly have done what I did.
When the time came to see off the remains of the 150-odd war dead which I had faced in my morning and
evening prayers each day for over two months, I was filled with sadness and a sense of impending tragedy. As
long as they had rested in the ossuary, I felt the spirits of the dead, for whom I prayed, watched over me. But now
I had lost my last support. I was completely alone in a hostile world. The tragic determination that filled my heart
seemed to freeze the blood in my body. How easy life had been in the great organization of the Army, with
supports both above and below, to right and left of me. Even when I stood at the head of my troops with the gold
braid of a staff officer slung over my shoulder, a hail of bullets falling all about me, life was easier than this utter
sense of aloneness that now oppressed me.
All the strength I had I poured into the performance of the religious rites that evening.
I felt as if I were a fish caught in a far-flung net that was slowly being drawn in—in toward the enemy. The
net seemed too high for me to jump over and too strong for me to attempt a bodily breakthrough. I am ashamed to
admit it, but I couldn’t sleep a wink that night. I even felt a sense of uneasiness at the sound of Lao Tai’s walking
stick as he went his nightly round of inspection. At the same time, the sound reassured me; it was good to know
that someone was watching. I often mistook the light of passing automobiles for the flashlights of men come to
arrest me.
*
The morning sun of October 28 shone red through my window. It seemed to bless and encourage me.
I left the temple alone, filling my heart with prayer. I picked up a samlor and hurried toward Surion Avenue. I
passed through a number of check points as a Thai priest. I entered the Chungking headquarters.
The youth who had received me the other day greeted me with a smile and led me into a waiting room. After a
short while, a difficult-looking youth swept into the room. In written exchangers, I learned that he was Section
Chief Kuo. A little later Chief Secretary Cheng turned up for work. He was no more than thirty years of age. Thin
and rather pale, he was nonetheless handsome. Who would have imagined such a youth as being the
representative of Lieutenant-General Hsieh, responsible for the 1,500,000 Chinese in Thailand.
With the big paws of the country monk, I gripped the delicate hands of this youth in a grasp of steel. I could
not help noticing the slight blush that colored his face. For roughly an hour we conversed by written exchanges.
He, being a native of Canton, could not understand my broken attempts to speak the official language of Peking.
My real name, my career, my part in the East Asia Federation Movement, the memorial service for
Generalissimo Chiang Kaishek’s mother and my relations with Tai Li, I wrote down every thing that I could.
“I want to go to Chungking, meet General Tai Li and Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shgek, open the way for
Japanese collaboration with China. If this is impossible, please arrest me immediately and hand me over to the
British authorities. I am not a man to fear for my life and run away.”
The two youths nodded as they read and I noticed their faces gradually color with excitement. Their eyes were
shining. When I had finished, Cheng then wrote, “Please wait. We want to hold a conference,” and then left the
room.
I wondered whether it would be good news or bad. I waited for thirty minutes and when the two came back,
both were smiling. I shouted silently to myself, You’ve made it.
Cheng wrote with delicate fingers just two words: “Very good.”
He told me then to arrange everything with Section Chief Kuo. To think of these youths, still not quite thirty,
negotiating on more than an equal basis with both Thai and British authorities filled me with envy. At their age, I
was still a Lieutenant in the War University. If they had been Japanese bureaucrats, just what measures would they
have been able to take? In all probability the best they could answer would have been, “We’ll ask Tokyo, Just wait
a while!”
Filled with emotion and excitement, but putting on a serene exterior, I returned in a samlor to the temple. With
my arrest scheduled for the next day, I had succeeded in planning an escape less than twenty-four hours before the
action could be carried out.
British sentinels were stationed at night a short distance from the front gate of our temple. Inside the temple
gate, plain-clothes Thai police began to appear constantly. It was not an easy job to get through this barrier. On the
afternoon of October 28, I hurriedly cleared up all my personal matters. I felt that neither the British nor the Thai
authorities (except ex-Prime Minister Apaiyon) knew as yet that the priest Noroinobu Aoki was in actuality Staff
Officer Tsuji. The best thing to do was to make out that Aoki had committed suicide. Then, Chino, Kobiki and the
seven youths would not be held responsible or be grilled. I shut myself into my own room and wrote my last
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letters.
In a wooden box, inscribed Articles belonging to the late Colonel Masanobu Tsuji of the Japanese Army, I
placed my sword and my blood-stained binoculars. Then I wrapped the box in a yellow robe and handed it to my
disciples to be placed in the custody of the Chief Abbot of Mahatat Temple. I saw my yellow-robed disciples off
with clasped hands until the dusk swallowed them from sight.
I slung a carpet bag over my shoulder, the bag in front and the blankets behind; then, dressed in the white shirt
and trousers of a typical Chinese, I slipped into the dark from my room. I stopped for a moment in front of the
main temple and offered a silent prayer. Then, like a thief, I walked silently toward the main gate.
It was exactly nine o’clock, October 28, 1945.
The main gate, to describe it more accurately, was the front approach to the adjoining Ryab Temple. Left halfdestroyed by bombing, I was now overgrown with grass and weeds. Because of the infrequent worshipers, it had
become the nightly gathering place of thieves. In one corner of the approach was an old poplar tree. It was a
suitable spot to hide. Cowering behind the tree trunk, I waited for the promised car, but only machine-gun carries
came and went.
Every thirty minutes, patrols passed by and every hour the helmeted and armed sentinels were relieved. The
muzzles of their guns were always pointed toward the Japanese temple. The watch that I had bought for my
escape showed one o’clock. The street outside emptied itself of passers-by. I could hear drunken British soldiers
shouting with loud voices as they chased Thai girls.
Two o’clock passed. Three o’clock. The streets became completely lifeless. Only the sentinels were alive and
awake. Four o’clock came. My arms and face had become a swollen mass of pain from the countless mosquito
bites. I thought that all would end when daybreak came. I wondered if my luck had all run out.
Wait, I told myself. The defence detachment at La-Meng did not surrender. I decided to sway my final prayer.
With the rosary given to me by my mother in my hand, I said in a small voice the introibo, the praise of Buddha
and the Prajna Paramita Sutra. When I finished and looked up toward the gate, a miracle had taken place.
Boththe sentinels were seated on the sidewalk, wrapped in deep sleep. The gods and Buddha had not failed me.
Hot tears rolled down my cold face.
The eastern skies began to lighten almost imperceptibly. Early rising Chinese passed by in threes and fours,
carrying bundles of vegetables, headed toward the direction of the market. I adjusted the carpet bag and the
blankets slung over my shoulders and started walking unhurriedly. I passed the gate. The two sentinels still slept,
their heads supported by their rifles.
I coughed as if to clear my throat and stamped more firmly on the ground to make steps heard. I leisurely
passed the sentinels. The sentinels, waked by my footsteps, glanced upward a second, then as if satisfied at seeing
a Chinese, went back again to sleep. I felt a big burden roll off my shoulders.
I mixed with the hurrying Chinese vendors and reached an intersection where a Thai policeman stood on duty.
I put my luggage down beside the police officer and waited for a samlor. Before the Thai policeman could suspect
anything, a rickshaw passed by. It was clearly a rickshaw reserved for Chinese. “Surion Avenue. Ten bahts, hurry,
hurry,” I said in Thai.
The rickshaw man who had been on the lookout for a passenger put down the shafts of the rickshaw. My Thai
language studies had been justified. The rickshaw man must have been pleased to find such a good passenger. The
regular fare to Surion Avenue was five bahts. I promised him ten. Completely happy, the rickshaw driver sped on,
overtaking several samlor. On the way, told to stop by several British and Thai police, he shouted back in an
energetic voice, “This passenger Chinaman,” and sped on.
There was little traffic along the streets and the rickshaw man out-did himself for speed. At 5:45 A.M., I
entered the headaquarters of the Chinese underground movement. The hunted bird had finally found refuge in the
bosom of an Oriental. The sun rose to the East, as if to brighten my future path. The Chinese headquarters showed
no unpleasantness at the arrival of such a early guest and I was shown into the waiting room. En young men were
sleeping on the office desks and the sofa. They made room for me on this sofa. I had intended to stay awake, but
before I knew it I was dead asleep on the divan. I had passed through my first death barrier.\fn{ Here in the text there is
enclosed in brackets what appears to be an editorial statement: (After 7,500 miles of travel and three years in disguise—part as a military
advisor to Chiang Kai-shek while still a wanted man by the British—Tsuji began the last leg homeward.) }

*
One of my daily worries was how my fatherless children wee faring. I often wondered how my wife could
keep the home fires burning in a home that did not exist. I did not know even where my family was or how they
had managed to live through the past several years. They did not have a single cent in savings and had not a single
yen of income. I often thought that perhaps they had already starved to death. The whole family might have ended
their lives in mass suicide. I was able to forget my family and sacrifice thirty years for the sake of my Emperor
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and my country, lulled by the sense of security of the guarantees given me by the state. Time and time again I had
chided myself for the lack of will power shown in my attachment to my family. However, this was a human
failing, a human weakness, a human sadness.
In August of the year before, the Chungking Government had guaranteed me contact with my people in Japan.
Since then I had not heard anything further. Yet, as I had not had any bad dreams, I tried to comfort myself with
the thought that my family must still be alive somewhere in Japan.
I had no idea when I would be able to return to Japan. I was a criminal who knew not when or where he might
be called upon to give up his life. I decided to write down the actions I had performed in my forty hears and leave
this record to my children so that they would not repeat the same mistakes. I began with my childhood memories,
and completed five volumes by the end of January, 1947: My First Aspirations, My First Taste of War, Bitter
Battles, Good Battles, and Evil Battles. I spent seventy-odd days on this autobiography of more than 400,000
words. It was a book of confessions and at the same time a book of precepts for my offspring. I wrapped and
sealed the document and sent it to my family in the care of Staff Officer Chao, who was leaving for Tokyo in the
company of Major-General Wang. In the 400,000 words were the spirit of martyrdom for my country and my
concept of humanity. I read over this document written in blood and tears and prayed, “My children, proceed with
courage and with justice.”
My whole hear went with this document.
At the beginning of March, I was lying in my semi-dark room that had once belonged to the maid, sick with a
high fever from overwork and fatigue. Suddenly, Staff Officer Liu called on me and said: “Congratulations. A
letter has come for you from your home.”
I thought that I was having a hallucinations I stared at the letter which had already been opened and censored.
It was written in pencil in childish characters, but I immediately recognized my eldest son’s handwriting. “Please
forgive these long years of unfilial neglect. We are all healthy and well. Eiko is going to Shimizutani. I have quit
school and through the kind efforts of Mr. Kawamichi am working in the Kimura Food Store. Mother is doing
dressmaking …”
My wife and children wee alive! The gods and Buddha had protected the children of this sinful father and the
wife of a sinful husband. My wife and children had suffered and persevered through desperate effort. My wife
was working during the day in a clothing factory, treading a sewing machine, at nights attending a dressmaking
school. She had gritted her teeth, had suffered all manner of shame, had brought up my five children.
My son had quit high school midway and had found work in a bakery shop. My heart went out to my eldest
son, who was helping his younger sisters through school. I wonder how my eldest daughter felt as she studied at
the alma mater of her own mother—a girl’s school that had welcomed her with warm sympathy. My wife, it
seemed, had not written a letter, being absent at the mill. However, my father-in-law’s letter hinted at the difficult
life my family was leading.
Whatever the case, they were all alive. They had all been allowed to live. I was the husband of an innocent
wife and the father of innocent children—at whom people pointed their fingers and whispered in contempt. I
could only thank the gods and apologize to my wife. I wanted to say, “Please bear a little while longer.” Yet I did
not know whether I would be able to meet them again. In the first half of my life, during which I had forgotten my
family and my children, I had taken too great an interest in the state, I had been too conceited in my own
position. I now forgot my 102-degree temperature, raised my body and prayed toward the East. Hot tears dropped
unchecked upon the letter from my child.
As Manchuria greeted its second winter of Nationalist control,\fn{ Upon the conclusion of their joint-war against Japan,
the Nationalist and Communist Chinese renewed the intercine civil war between themselves; it resulted in a Communist victory by 1950 .}
the Chief-of-Staff, General Chen Cheng, was transferred thee to take over the command of the Chinese
Nationalist forces. He boasted that he would occupy and maintain by armed force the whole of Manchuria.
However, the war turned daily in his disfavor.
Studying the general situation, I advised boldly and bluntly the policy of a northern and southern “dynasty” in
opposition, saying, “Abandon Manchuria, hold on for a time to North China, but withdraw all the rest of the
Nationalist forces to the south bank of the Yangtze and consolidate your positions there.” However, this advice
was greeted with resentment.
Men in positions of responsibility, from the Second Section Chief down, did not even try to transmit my
suggestions to the Generalissimo, fearful of the gravity of the situation. They were endlessly absorbed in the
disgraceful scene of discussing the local withdrawal from Kirin and Changchun in Manchuria, without ever
reaching a decision. I felt deeply the lack of capable men in the Defense Department. I realized that there was no
way left to save the Chinese Nationalist Government. There was no longer any reason why the Defense
Department should continue to feed me.
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Awaiting the completion of An Evaluation of the Material War Potential of the Soviet Union, I presented
formally in February my resignation, only to be told, “The British are still looking for you. If you go home, you
will surely be caught and sent to the gallows. Bear for a while and wait.”
“I am very grateful for your thoughtful consideration of my future,” I told the Department. “Since I was
appointed to serve in the Defense Department, I have with sincerity produced material and data only to see these,
time and time again, put aside unused. Even if I were not wanted in Japan as a war criminal, I could bear this and
stay. I cannot remain a day longer in Chin if my purpose is only to escape capture. Whether I am arrested or not, I
leave to fate. In my native home I have an old mother close to eighty hearse of age, sick in bed. If just because I
am afraid for my own life I am unable to be at my mother’s side at her death, knowing beforehand as I do now
that she no longer knows whether she will live through each day, how can I continue my life, knowing I have
failed to carry out these filial duties? If I should be arrested upon my return home, I shall make no pleas in my
own defense but shall go to the gallows with a smile on my lips. This is the only natural way in which I can atone
for the sin of defeat.”
This was the gist of an appeal I made directly to the Chief of Staff. Finally, at the end of April, permission
came for my return home. “You will be allowed a two-month vacation. We would like you to come back once
again and help us out.”
I doubted whether they really desired the return of an old and tough colonel of a defeated army.
Already aboard the ship were some three hundred Japanese compatriots from Taiwan. A motley crowd of warcrimes suspects, professors from Taipeh University detained technicians, artisans and merchants. They were
returning to Japan, having lost all hope in the face of the worsening plight of the Chinese Nationalists. The whole
group was filled with pessimism over the future of the Koumintang.\fn{Nationalist Party, in Chinese; founded in 1911. It
once embraced the Communist Party in its ranks; but Chang Kai-shek made war against them in 1927, and thereafter it became an armed
struggle between these two political ideologies for the Mandate of Heaven to control all of China .}

General Chen I, who had been appointed Governor of Taiwan immediately after the war to take over from the
Japanese there, was unable to restrain or control his officials and soldiers from wrong-doing. The smoldering
resentment of the Taiwanese natives festered until it could no longer be held down, and it exploded in the
February 28 incident of 1948, followed by the massacre of Taiwanese and Japanese by the Nationalists in
retaliation. The blood of the tens of thousand who were shot filled the Taiwanese with lasting hatred for the
Kuomintang. There even appeared among the population a desire to shake off the rule of the Chinese Nationalist
Government and like hands and fate with Japan. On the departure of the group from Taiwan, Taiwanese police,
hiding from the sharp eyes of Chinese Nationalist officers, afforded every convenience to the Japanese and
showed toward them a protective attitude. After the end of the war, the Taiwanese had dreamed of the arrival of a
magnificent army from their homeland to take the place of the Japanese forces. They experienced bitter
disappointment on greeting a pack of staving wolves, carrying earthen pots and wearing straw sandals. Then came
a wave of rapacious government officials who deprived them of their homes, looted their belongings, and
brazenly accepted bribes. Fapi, unbacked by gold or silver bullion, flooded the country. Resentment developed
into opposition and eventually a bloody struggle. Here, too, the Kuomintang revealed the figure of a tottering and
corrupt regime heading for oblivion.
Our ship left Shanghai on the evening of May 16. I watched from the deck the fading outline of Shanghai,
doomed once again to be wrapped in the flames of war. Those who stood on the pier waving good-by, and those
who waved back from the decks, were all filled with an indescribable feeling. When the ship passed the entrance
to Woosung Harbor, I recalled to mind the old battlefields of the First Shanghai Incident, sixteen years before, on
which I had lost sixteen subordinates.
My quarters were situated in the ship’s hold near the stern of the vessel. We were packed in like so much
freight, allowed only a square meter of space per person. I could not even stretch out my legs. The person next to
me was a young fellow by the name of Nagai. A student of the Tungwen University of Shanghai, he claimed to be
the nephew of the novelist Nagai Sanjin (Kafu). He himself was of the literary type. Yasuda of the Domei News
Agency was also aboard. He was on his way home with a baby, not yet weaned, whose mother was a Russian girl
he had since divorced. The child’s name was Shepherd and soon became the darling of the ship. The hold, packed
indiscriminately with men and women, was filled with nauseating odors, and ruled over by selfishness. I
wondered if this ship’s hold were the epitome of defeated Japan.
The groups of Japanese soldiers, who had been detained as war-crimes suspects, were known as the Kiangwan
Unite. Among these men was Major-General Fukuyama, who had been a classmate of mine in the Army
University. He played go from morning to night, rubbing his bald head. He did not even guess that this pseudouniversity professor could be his classmate. Of course my disguise was so designed as not to allow him to
recognize me, although we met face to face on several occasions. After this experience I gained confidence and
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felt that at this rate I would not be discovered. Kadoya Hiroshi was the commander of the entire group of
repatriates. I had known him several years earlier while at Supreme Headquarters in Nanking but he, too, failed to
recognize me. My work clothes were black with the coal tar painted over the ship’s bottom. No matter how one
could have looked at me they would not think me a university professor.
Ater two or three days’ journey northward, the boat touched at Tsingtao. Here again, a customs inspection
more strict than at Shanghai was held. The looting and stealing by the military police were worse than at
Shanghai. The Tsingtao group of Japanese repatriates, mostly women and girls, did not have the strength to repack
their luggage which had been ripped apart mercilessly. Somebody suggested that we help the women. Roughly
twenty of the strongest volunteered and in a cloud of dust blown up by a strong wind, we helped these pitiful
compatriots. A mountain of luggage was immediately loaded aboard ship and, tired though we wee, we
experienced the pleasure of having been able to help our neighbors.
Leaving the pier, we heard a Japanese voice from among the Chinese police standing on the wharf. “Please
take good care of yourself. Do write, won’t you? There isn’t a single decent person among the Chinese dogs.
Japanese are really good people.”
What a surprise this was! The mystery soon cleared up, the voice had come from a Taiwanese police officer.
This youth had been employed by the Japanese Navy and had crossed over to Tsingtao. After the wear he had
become a Chinese Nationalist police officer.
From the pier, packages of cigarettes were thrown aboard ship. One Chinese watched with a sour face this
exchange of friendly gestures between the Japanese and the Taiwanese. He seemed to be the officer in command,
but he could do nothing.
After ten days our vessel finally entered the harbor of Sasebo. Our quarantine ended, instructions concerning
our processing after landing were shouted through megaphones by repatriation officials and former Army officers.
I was impatient with the innumerable delays. I was seized with the desire to step as soon as possible on the soil of
Japan. Every second seemed an eternity.
On the morning of May 26, we finally landed.
As I took my first step upon the soil of Japan, I, unnoticed by the others, quietly picked up a handful of earth
and smelled its sweetness. It was the first smell of my motherland in six years. Could my longing for an love of
the soil of my motherland be this strong?
Though the country was defeated, the hills and the streams were still left, together with the Emperor.
Impoverished as this soil may be, it was our earth, it was our land.
By no means was it Stalin’s land.
Withered and dried though these hills and streams might be, they were our mountains and they were our rivers.
By no means were they Truman’s.
We must make this land green once again, with our blood, our sweat and our love.
If fertilizer is needed, then shall I not hesitate to grind to powder these old bones.
130.389 Bones\fn{by Fumiko Hayashi (1903-1951)} Shimonoseki, Yamaguchi Prefecture, Japan (F) 9
“And why beholdest thou the mote that is in thy brother’s eye,
but considerest not the beam that is in thine own eye?” (Matthew 7, iii)

“Please return the bones to me.”
Michiko thought it was quite strange. What would the government minister’s wife do with the bones, once they
were hers? She shut her eyes tight, and hot tears began to form at the comers. Perhaps her present attitude proved
that she had really turned into a heartless monster. But hadn’t her own life changed completely ever since her
husband’s empty bone box came back? Surprisingly enough, no one actually seemed to care when she told them
her story. And after reading in the paper that a former government minister’s wife had petitioned to have her
husband’s bones returned, following his execution at the gallows as a war criminal, she suddenly wanted to burst
into tears.
On cold rainy nights, Michiko picked up men on the streets.
“One … two … three …” she counted, as she held her breath and gazed steadily toward the station. When
someone approached her, she wanted to cry out, “Wait! Give me some bones!”
From time to time, men thin as ghosts shuffled out of the station. Their bones creaked as they made their way
in her direction. Their lonely, glimmering eyes approached her, shining brightly.
What happened on the first day was repeated over and over again. For Michiko that initial experience was
unforgettable.
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“How much?” the man asked.
She became flustered and giggled several times as she pressed the back of her hand to her lips. Finally, when
she realized that it meant the price of spending the night with her, the region around her waist began to turn numb.
She walked with the man as if in a daze. There was a smell of medicine about him. She went to the hotel which
the more experienced Ranchan had shown her.
In the few minutes which elapsed while they passed by the Musashino Theater, where the waitresses from the
nearby cafes were hunting for customers, and arrived in front of the tiny shack of the Moulin Rouge Playhouse,
she gradually gained courage. Could it be that the thin crescent moon above the cliff directly in front of them was
causing the tremor of excitement in her? She walked between the parched illumination of the neon lights on both
sides of the road, at times stumbling on the bumpy pavement. In her mind, she secretly clasped her hands in
prayer toward the indifferent moon.
The smell of medicine lingered. “He must be a doctor,” she thought. So far, they had had no opportunity to
observe each other closely.
As he drew nearer, the touch of his overcoat caused a prickly sensation on the back of her hand. The wind,
which swooped down from the cliff, had a fishy smell as if they were on a large lake. Michiko became aware of
various sounds. … In the darkness, the ground shook below the rocky ridge. The passing trains creaked like glass
boxes.
“Aren't we there yet?” he asked.
“No,” she replied.
“Is it a hotel?”
“Yes.”
For no apparent reason, the man stopped short and looked back. Whenever anyone approached them, he drew
apart and walked ahead of her, his hat drawn over his face. She shuddered at this behavior but walked leisurely—
at a distance from him. From the back, he had a shabby appearance.
The dark, stone cliff resembled a pile of rags. She turned sharply and climbed up the crooked, uneven stone
steps. Having realized his mistake, the man quickly retraced his steps and ran up the stairs behind her, panting
heavily.
When they reached the Ome Highway, the moon faced them directly, shining high above the sea of neon lights
below. She could see the tracks of the Keio Line, corrugated like the keys of a xylophone. The trains stirred up
storms of dust as they passed. Their ominous roar, rushing toward them in waves, reverberated like the beckoning
call of death from the underworld.
Her companion relaxed and came closer. “Tell me frankly,” he said, “how much do you want?”
Michiko shyly concealed her nose with the shawl and answered, “I don’t know. This is my first time.”
“Really? This is your first time? … You’re a liar!” The region around her breasts suddenly became flushed and
she gently wiped her nose with the velvet shawl.
“You seem like a nice girl,” he said in a conciliatory tone. Twice, she sneezed lightly and blew her nose with
the corner of the shawl. In the dusky sky there were long, thin layers of frothy clouds. Crossing the wide road,
they descended again to the bottom of a dark cliff and headed toward the shanty town in Hinodecho. When they
finally came in front of the Kekkoya, the hotel she had visited on the previous day, a baby buggy was parked next
to the wall, and a woman with a white apron stood by, looking uncomfortably cold.
The maid whom she had met yesterday was alert and led them to a dark room at the back of the second floor.
The wooden floorboards, which were full of knotholes, squeaked noisily as they walked through.
Wallpaper decorated with chrysanthemums hung limply on the sliding door.
The maid immediately called her out in the hall and asked, “Say, did you get paid?”
“No, not yet,” Michiko said.
“You should get it first. Ran-chan is already here. Are you going to stay for the night?”
“I don’t know.”
“Then, get him to stay here and have him order something to drink. You’ll be all right. I’ll leave the bedding
out in the hall. Anyway, get what’s due and find out whether he’s staying overnight. You’ve got to pay the
cashier.”
“Yes.”
Michiko wrapped the dingy shawl tightly around herself and went inside. The man was standing with his gray
hat propped on the back of his head. He was younger than she had expected. And contrary to her previous
impression, once inside he seemed to be much taller. It must have been the low ceiling. He was thin. He looked at
the wristwatch on his bony wrist.
“Shall we stay for the night?” he asked.
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Michiko was relieved. She cupped her mouth with her hand and gave a wan smile. The man appeared to be
particularly pleased with himself and took her hand; the touch of his warm, moist hands made her feel wretched.
“I’ll have to take the money to the cashier,” she said. He seemed to understand her plight and, squatting down
on the rough straw mat, he took out an old, worn wallet.
“How much?” he asked.
Michiko frowned.
Although Ran-chan had told her to get as much as possible, somehow she could not talk about such things. She
heard the bedding being placed out in the hall; the sliding door at the entrance bulged inward. The man counted
ten 100-yen bills and put them in her hand.
“By the way, would you like something to drink?” she asked.
“I’ll just have two bottles of sake and some peanuts.”
She went out into the hallway, stepping over the bedding, and walked downstairs to the cashier. The latter took
six of the bills from her.
On the way back, when she went to the toilet, a tall girl with only a slip on and a coat draped over her shoulder
shook loose her hair as she ran out of the water closet. Slamming the toilet door shut with a bang, she passed
Michiko and pattered down the hall.
The interior of the water closet smelled of fresh, flower-shaped, pink napthalene. This scent mingled with the
traces of the offensive perfume the girl must have worn.
Michiko took the hundred-yen bills out of her purse and counted four. She was about to cry. Opening the small
window in the toilet she breathed in the cold air. In that brief moment, all her memories of the past seemed to rush
back in a mighty torrent. The reflection of headlights lit the window glass brightly and abruptly faded away There
must be a highway below. She put both arms on the dirty window sill and propped her chin, weeping bitterly as
she inhaled the freezing air.
She tried to think about her dead husband. She reflected that her present situation was unavoidable.
“There must be some other way,” he seemed to be whispering in her ear.
Michiko answered that there might have been, but she no longer had the strength to look for one. The faces of
her father, Emiko, and Kanji spun in front of her like picture cards. Having cried herself out, she felt much better.
She took out her compact and pressed the grimy powder-puff firmly around her reddened eyes.
When she went upstairs, the man and the maid were speaking to each other in low whispers. He was pouring
the sake by himself into the cup on the tray. Scooping up three or four 100-yen bills, the maid brushed by Michiko
on the way out.
“How about a drink?” the man said.
“I don’t drink,” she replied.
The bedding was piled in one corner. The scroll picture on the wall of a beautiful girl was probably a printed
copy. The slender beauty stood with a hand in her hair. From the ruffled hem of her garment a slim leg extended
from the vermilion underskirt.
There was a single window. The thin green walls would allow everything from the other side to be heard. In
the small, four-and-a-half mat room, a partially burned out mosquito coil remained on the window ledge.
“This is terrible sake,” he said.
“Oh?” she responded.
“They probably make money by mixing it with water.”
“Is that so?”
“How old are you?”
“Much older than you think.”
“Let me guess.”
“All right.”
“Are you twenty-five?”
“No, twenty-six.”
“You don’t look your age.”
“Don’t you think so?”
“Are you a widow?”
“No “
“Don’t tell me you’ve never slept with a man before.”
“Well … actually I was married once.”
“Did he die in the war?”
“Yes.”
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The man finished one bottle and began on the second. Suddenly from the adjoining room, she clearly heard the
harsh voice of a woman cry out, “Now, stop that! You’re tickling me!”
Holding the bottle in his hand, the man raised his head without a smile. Its absence made his expression seem
frightening. His long chin reminded her of an old advertisement for Kao Toilet Soap. Michiko could not quite
make up her mind about spending the night with him and kept stalling nervously, fidgeting with the worn metal
clasp of her handbag.
All of a sudden, she thought of the woman in the white apron standing near the baby buggy when they came
in. How strange that she should be reminded of her now. It was absurd. The woman had a blank expression.
Perhaps the face was particularly hazy because her attention had been drawn to the white apron in the darkness.
Also, this scene may have made a deep impression since the buggy was quite similar to the one which she once
used for her daughter, Emiko. Michiko had a strange premonition that this scene would return to haunt her in the
future. Something struck against the other side of the wall. With her head bent, Michiko traced random words on
her knee with her finger. She could not hold back this growing, oppressive feeling that her whole body was
turning into ice, that the deep torment within her soul would overflow, and seep out through her fingertips as tears
of anguish. It would take stubborn courage to last out this night. A deep, murky sigh began to form in her throat.
“How did you find a place like this?” the man asked.
“A friend of mine told me,” she answered.
The man merely grunted a reply, apparently not interested in prying into her personal affairs.
Being petite, Michiko’s knees were tiny, and when she sat down, she looked more like a schoolgirl. But her
breasts rose fully against the shapeless, navy blue coat and the frayed jacket of a faded cream color. She had a
slender neck and a small face.
“How did you get that sore on your neck?”
“Well, when I was a little girl, I had lymphangitus and had it operated on.”
There was an inch-long scar swelling on her thin neck.
“Are you a doctor?” she asked.
The man gave a wide grin and showed his unsightly teeth for the first time.
“Do I look like one?” he replied.
“Yes,” she said.
The man remained evasive on this point. He did not even carry a valise and seemed to be leading a
comfortable existence. After drinking the sake, he yawned slightly, took out a package of Peace from his coat
pocket, and lit one with a lighter.
“We’d better get ready for bed,” he suggested.
“What time is it?” she asked.
“A little past ten.”
It was a curt, impersonal reply, which gave her no chance to make a friendly overture.
When she began clumsily to layout the bedding, he stood up and went to the toilet. She spread out the poorly
starched sheeting and put the two thin quilts on top. The green rayon stitches on the quilts were unraveling in
places, and the cotton filling was coming out. When the man returned, he opened the sliding door wide.
“Isn’t it cold?” he asked.
“It’s because there are no curtains on the walls,” she explained.
Without any display of emotion, he quickly took off his coat and trousers, and practically wrenched off the tie,
then removed his gray sweater and white shirt. When he was down to his knitted brown underwear, he slid
between the covers.
“Damn, it’s cold! Say, put all my things on top of the bed,” he said, as he raised his head and pointed with his
chin, “and while you’re at it, lock the door.”
“Yes.”
Michiko placed a glass ashtray by his pillow. The cigarette which he had started to smoke had gone out,
retaining most of its original length. After she had attended to the flimsy lock and carefully laid out his carelessly
strewn clothes on the reclining figure, the edge of the quilt began to twitch nervously. What appeared to be
crumpled long underwear and briefs peeked out.
Her heart suddenly stopped beating, and she was overcome by a feeling of utter disgust.
She recalled a poem by Storm, which she had read as a school girl:
Today, only today,

She had forgotten the next line but remembered the rest well:
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Tomorrow, alas, tomorrowEverything must pass away.
Only this hour,
You are mine.
To die, alas, to dieI die alone.

Michiko liked it so much that she had sent it in a letter to her husband who was then overseas. She had even
written: “If you should die, my daughter and I will commit suicide and follow you.” Every time she heard the
words, “The Potsdam Declaration,” she thought of Storm’s biography where it mentioned that he had left his
birthplace in Husum, gone to Potsdam, and become an assistant judge at a military court. She was perfectly
certain that Potsdam was the place where Storm had lived. She had no special interest in literature herself, but had
friends in school who did, and among the books she was persuaded to read, Michiko had come across this poem
by the German poet, which had particularly appealed to her.
She ignored the articles of underwear protruding from the quilt, as if they were unfit to be touched.
“God, it’s cold. Come on in and get warm!”
After extending this invitation, the man deliberately chattered his teeth. ,
She took off her overcoat and stockings and turned off the light. In the total darkness, the cold suddenly
penetrated her whole body. It was not entirely from the cold alone, but Michiko began to tremble.
The man repeated, “Hey, hurry up and get in!
*
Michiko remained sleepless all night. She saw the night turning slowly into dawn. The man slept soundly on
his stomach, snoring. The stains on the ceiling gradually became visible. It was perfectly still within the four
walls. The man’s rough legs began to annoy her; they had slept back to back because it was so cold. She searched
for her underskirt with her feet, drew it closer, and thrust both feet in while still remaining in bed.
“Ah!” a sigh escaped from her throat. She could not help feeling terribly guilty. Staring blankly at the frosted
glass which had brightened to blue-green, she felt like asking some god if this was human fate.
The man turned over, felt his way with his hand, and encircled one arm around her waist, over the jacket she
was wearing. A soul, which had been confined to isolation, began to flutter its wings more freely than the night
before. She gently entwined her hand in his arm. She thought how comforting it was to have someone beside her.
True, she felt no particular fondness for him, but even in this short period, Michiko and become used to him. His
arm remained unresponsive.
All at once she saw the baby buggy and the woman standing, her white apron blown by the cold wind.
Long ago, she had spent a similar hour with her husband. She felt such remorse that it seemed to set her ears
ringing.
With her right hand, Michiko wiped the tears which were falling on the pillow. With the other, she softly
caressed his big-boned arm. She concluded that it was rather simple to degrade oneself and felt the burden lighten
on her shoulder.
Nearby, a rooster was announcing daybreak. The man made a whistling sound as he moaned, apparently
having a nightmare. Michiko gazed at the wall with her eyes wide open. The sound reminded her of someone
being buried alive.
She felt as though she were asleep, carrying a very sick patient on her back, and did not feel at all degraded.
Man must have been created as a cruel animal. Michiko tried to tell herself that it was all her fault. She had tried
to stake her entire future on the single fact of being resolutely faithful to her husband—so, when he was killed,
she had deservingly fallen into her present predicament. Naturally, she was quite aware of the seriousness of her
offence, although she tried to convince herself that she had merely allowed the use of her body for a price.
The sparkling of water cast a brilliant reflection on the window glass. It appeared to be raining.
The man woke up, aroused by his own cries.
“Oh, I had a terrible dream,” he said. His hair, touching the nape of her neck, felt cold.
“What kind of a dream was it?” she asked.
“Well, I killed a soldier. I killed a dying man … fried his flesh and ate it …”
“That’s horrible. Were you fighting overseas?”
“Yes, six years.”
“Did you kill anybody?”
“No, never. But 1 did kill a snake in the mountains near Manila and ate it. I was on the verge of dying, though.
Where did your man get killed?”
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As she answered, “Okinawa,” the recollection became a burden; only the present moment pushed steadily
forward.
When daylight came, the sky was overcast, and it was raining.
Like two people exiled on a lonely island, they sometimes took turns raising their heads to look through the
visible portion of the window, just to pass the time away.
Their souls, which had been totally shattered, were shimmering like countless fish scales, each aglow with its
own fragmentary memory. Having experienced the war together, they shared something in common and remained
mutually silent as if they had just come off the operating table. The same feeling of lassitude, which suppressed
any desire to recall the past through the chaos of the war, simply let them lie there.
The man stood up, put on his coat, and went to the toilet. Michiko took out her compact and dabbled the
powder-puff on her dry forehead and cheeks. The sound of the rainwater rushing through the drains became
louder.
She tried to guess what he did for a living. Quietly extending her arm, she inserted one hand into the pockets of
the coat lying on top of the bed. She felt a worn wallet, a name-card case, a pipe, and what seemed to be a stack of
hundred-yen bills, folded into two, amounting to four or five thousand yen. Hearing a noise in the hallway, she
quickly threw the coat back to its original place, and withdrew her hands back into bed.
“Oh, it’s cold!”
The man tucked in his chin, got back into bed, and crawled on his belly to pull over the ashtray. He looked at
the wristwatch beside the pillow and said, “I guess it’s time to get up.”
“Are you going to work now?” she asked.
“Do I look like it?” he replied.
While he lit a cigarette and inhaled deeply, one of his hands reached for her stomach. Overcome with a strange
excitement, she tried to imagine its final goal. She thought: “If this moment would only last a day or two …”
As the night turned into day, the four walls, by contrast, seemed to grow darker.
The alarm clock rang insistently downstairs. With an ambivalent feeling, by no means devoid of affection,
Michiko drew closer to him … there was no past or future … her cries of rapture were muted by the sound of the
falling rain … she began to embrace the man in front of her with fierce desperation. On a sudden vindictive
impulse she bit into his fingernail.
*
Michiko never saw him again. In the meantime, she plunged directly into the life of a prostitute. Little by little,
she became accustomed to her work, and as experience increased, she no longer felt the intense passion of that
first night. Successively, she accommodated herself to the depravity of men.
Perhaps it was because all her partners were attracted to her by physical necessity, but they all seemed to have
just one thing on their minds. All the simple men, requiring no explanation, milled around her. Michiko had a
small face with a narrow forehead, and her front teeth protruded slightly. The men regarded her habit of
concealing her teeth as a mark of inexperience.
When night came, she became alive. She could choose her own partner. She carefully set her sight on each
man who approached her and even learned to guess the worth of a wallet at a glance.
The harsh wind buffeting her cheeks stimulated one notion: it was pride in the recognition that her existence
was important and necessary. And she could hardly wait for night to arrive. She also acquired a knack for finding
different places to sleep.
Michiko contracted venereal disease, but the medical students whom she knew gave her penicillin, at cost.
Three of them shared an upstairs room, and she received her painful shots, lying on their dirty bedding. When
they gave her a thorough physical examination, she was mindful to act coquettishly like a young girl, realizing its
effect on the young men.
She had tuberculosis.
*
For Michiko and her husband it had been a love marriage. But now those sweet memories had less substance
than a dream, all having vanished like bubbles into the distant past. She only caught glimpses of her dead
husband’s image in the face of her daughter.
Since the March 9th air raid on downtown Tokyo when her house in Ishiharacho was destroyed, Michiko had
already moved six times, and now rented a room on the second floor of a laundry at Arakicho in the Yotsuya
district. Her father had once been an army colonel. He had retired twenty years before and drew a pension,
working for an insurance company at the same time. Her mother had died in the same year that she finished girls’
school, and upon graduation, Michiko began to work for an insurance company in the Marunouchi district, a job
arranged through an introduction by her father’s acquaintance.
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She had met her husband in the same section where she was working, and they were married without a
wedding ceremony, keeping the affair a secret at the office for almost a year. Soon after their marriage, the Pacific
war began. At the end of 1943, her husband was sent overseas. He had an older brother in Nagasaki, also a naval
officer, who was already in the fighting. The daughter was born just before he left for overseas, and Michiko had
the baby’s name recorded in the official register. But the modest, peaceful existence lasted only briefly. About the
same time as her husband’s death on Okinawa, her father became crippled with rheumatism. The war ended
shortly thereafter.
Her younger brother, Kanji, came back from a factory in Kawasaki where he had been a student-worker.
However, he had developed tuberculosis while on the job and remained idle. And after he had spewed blood at the
bathhouse and was carried home on a stretcher, he remained bedridden. It was an impossible situation. The
father’s pension was cut off, and he was no longer able to work at the office due to his illness.
Since Michiko could speak a little English, she found a job with the American Red Cross, but suffering from a
lung ailment, she could not keep it up for more than six months. She tried knitting as a sideline and worked as a
canvasser for a dress shop. Because she was physically frail, these jobs did not work out too well, either. One day
quite by chance, Michiko met Aizawa Ranko. They had both held similar jobs at the insurance company. The
latter dropped in frequently after that to urge her to become a prostitute—an easily acquired profession. She
mulled over this possibility for several months.
Ranko would say, “Even if you behave rather scandalously, no one will be the wiser or even bother to look
back. You’ll all starve while you’re trying to make up your mind.”
When she was spoken to in this way, Michiko was almost persuaded. Still, when she saw her brother’s hollow
eyes or watched her father’s crawling figure, she did not have the heart to degrade herself. Nevertheless, when she
saw her own daughter, Emiko, whom she loved so much, innocently playing-putting flowers into the empty bone
box—she could not help but waver.
It was a simple container with a bit of red earth on the bottom. Emiko placed the flowers in this box and asked,
“They’re for Daddy, aren’t they?”
Michiko made up her mind and sought Ranko’s advice.
According to the doctor, Kanji would not live to see the New Year. She was tired of nursing his lingering
illness. At times, she even prayed for his early demise. He must have sensed his sister’s attitude. Usually, he
remained silent all day, but on rare occasions when something upset him, a scene would occur, as when Kanji
grabbed the water glass beside his pillow with his skinny hand and flung it at the disabled father, calling him a
“useless old fart.” The latter picked up the thin, broken pieces of glass with his trembling hands, looking quite
helpless. Michiko stood by without a word and glared angrily at her brother. She felt like praying for his sudden
death.
In the morning, Michiko would slowly open her eyes, hoping that Kanji was gone. When his large eyes, which
were fixed on the ceiling, abruptly met hers, she sighed secretly with disappointment.
“How do you feel?” Michiko asked. Kanji did not answer.
“You should be relaxed and easy-going. You’re still young. Soon you’ll get better, just wait and see. They say
that the human body functions better when it’s colder. You must stay alive.”
“I’m not going to die. I’ve no intention of dying,” said Kanji, defiantly, and looked at his sister with a slight,
contemptuous smile. Michiko shuddered as she stole a glance at the patient’s ashen face.
He pestered, “Buy me two eggs today.” Even a small one cost twenty-two or twenty-three yen. He
nonchalantly asked for things to eat: “Don’t forget to buy the eggs. Buy me everything I ask for …”
She seethed inside with rage.
The odor of the chamber pots used by the invalids filled the entire room and combined with the smell of
creosol to produce a piercing stench. She could hardly stand it and wondered if there was any way out. From early
morning, the din of the electric washing machine downstairs shook the mats on the second floor. Without
changing this miserable state of affairs, neither she nor Emiko could go on living. Michiko prayed desperately for
her younger brother’s death.
When autumn came, Michiko followed Ranko’s profession. She did not feel guilty. As the money accumulated,
she hid the bills, stained by her own body, in her husband’s bone box.
She bought a blanket on the black market. Now she could even buy a daily egg for Kanji. The patient picked
up the egg with his wasted hand and held it up to the light, smiling broadly. Michiko was disgusted by the slight
growth of mustache on her brother, who had not yet turned twenty. The high cheek bones, the sunken eyes, and
the long hair which covered his ears made her cringe, being reminded of Hakaibo, the evil mendicant priest in a
Kabuki play.
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She dreaded the moment when she had to .help him change his bedclothes, which were drenched with
perspiration. Being accustomed to the responses of healthy males, she felt almost ill at the sight of her brother’s
unhealthy skin and protruding ribs. Once, when she held the urinal in front of him, she suddenly took a peek. A
pathetic sight briefly held her eyes.
“What an obstinate creature,” she thought. Michiko could clearly see the incongruous symbol of his stubborn
will to live, conspicuously outlined between his wasted thighs.
“Ah, this boy is still trying to live on,” she ruefully admitted to herself.
“Mother visits me quite often these days,” said Kanji.
“She’s probably watching over you,” Miclllko replied.
“It won’t be long now, eh?”
Her eyelids began to burn. “Why do you say that?”
“Because I feel funny sometimes …”
“You just lie there and think about foolish things, that’s why. Why don’t you ask mother for help?
“You’re right. I don’t want to die I really don’t want to. Why is this happening to me?”
Michiko found no words to comfort him.
“I don’t want to die. Who ever heard of somebody kicking off before his old man? You know, I read in the
papers about ‘ping pong therapy.’ They say it helps if you put ping pong-size balls into the lungs to fill up the
spaces. That kind of operation must be expensive …”
“Can they really do that?” she asked.
With his eyes blazing, Kanji looked directly at Michiko and said, “Can’t you lend me that money?”
She blushed, stunned by this unexpected plea: how did he find out about the money hidden in the bone box?
“After the operation, I'll work and pay it all back when I’m strong again. I want to live. I don’t want to die. I
don’t want to die this way.” The pillow became soaked with his tears.
Michiko replied, “You want an operation? That won’t be enough. You’d be lucky if you live on for two or three
days longer. Suppose you have one, and it doesn’t turn out right? Instead of risking that, you should eat all the
things you like and take care of yourself.”
“Hell, you don’t give me enough to eat,” snapped back Kanji. “The old man gets hold of everything and eats it
by himself. That old fart! He tells me to hurry up and kick off. He’s so tight, he won’t even give me a cup of tea.
Who can I depend on to take care of me? Emiko is the only one who shares anything. Still, don’t you tell her not
to get too close to me because she might catch T. B.? I’m going to give it to everybody!”
Throwing out all of Kanji’s soiled things, Michiko retorted indignantly:
"What are you talking about? You … how do you think I’m feeding all of you every day? … Well? … Can’t
you tell that I’m miserable? You know, if I wanted to, I could take Emiko right now and get out of here. I’m too
soft toward both of you. Too soft … I can’t be a heartless monster. Even you can’t understand why I can’t be that
way. You were born unlucky. Sooner or later, I’m going to be just like you, too That’s why I’m in this filthy job,
not caring a damn! You’d better curse the war rather than bite my head off. … My husband died, too, didn’t he?
How am I to blame? … ‘I want an egg! Buy me an orange! Buy me an apple!' Don’t I try my best to please you?
Like a fool, you worked too hard at the factory. Thats why you’re sick now.
"You're the one who is stupid. Listen to me! Take my advice and go to a sanatorium or wherever you like. This
time I’m really going to make the arrangements. You know it’s useless!”
Kanji wailed loudly.
In the hallway, the father sat without a word in a broken wicker chair with Emiko, basking in the sun.
“I’m going to stay right here! It’s better for me! If I’m going to die anyway, I want to stay here.” Whimpering
in a thin, hardly audible voice, Kanji begged like a child to be left where he was.
Kanji had been proud to do an honest day’s work. He had always faced his job earnestly, fully convinced that
Japan must be victorious. There had been nothing hypocritical in his behavior. And he could not understand why
he was in such a bad way now when he had worked so hard. In his feverish dedication to work, he had been
possessed with an unwavering spirit of patriotism. Whether awake or asleep, Kanji had never removed his
headband with the Japanese flag and had worked as one with the machine. Even in the intense, dizzy heat of
summer, he had never missed a day.
*
Her brother died one rainy morning in December. The father was not aware of it. Only the seven-year-old
Emiko knew because he had turned cold.
Michiko returned at ten, after spending the night out. At the head of the bed, the father had thoughtfully placed
a teacup filled with water and a pair of chopsticks wrapped around on one end with a thin strip of white cloth.
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“Is he dead?” Michiko asked. Then, she slowly made her way toward the bed and, kneeling, raised the soiled,
purple wrapping cloth from the face of the corpse. While she stared at her brother’s face, which had lost all sign
of life, hysterical laughter began to well up in her throat. She virtually shouted as she shook the dead brother by
the chest.
There was blood on his lips and nose; the lids were slightly open. In the foul-smelling air, only the area
surrounding the dead body became steadily colder, as if a heavy object had been placed there.
“People say that Kan-chan choked to death on his own blood,” explained Emiko, showing her the bloodsoaked towel and dishpan.
“Didn’t grandfather know?” asked Michiko.
“No,” Emiko answered.
“He didn’t even realize that his own son was dying! That’s why he’s so stupid! Father, you’re a …”
The housewife next door, who sold fish on the black market, came in softly from the hallway to extend her
sympathies. She said, “He was moaning for some reason during the night, but I thought it was the usual complaint
and didn’t bother to look in. I’m so sorry …”
For the first time, Michiko felt compassion for Kanji’s solitary death. Unloved by anyone, his brief existence
was so pathetic. And she could hardly bear to see Kanji’s arms, which had been folded on his breast by the father.
She absentmindedly took hold of her brother’s hands. How cold they were. She was overcome by a terrible
feeling of guilt that plunged her into the very depths of hell.
Michiko was completely exhausted. Suddenly she saw the baby buggy and the woman in the white apron.
Feeling limp with fatigue, the cold hands of her brother felt soothing on her own feverish hands. Although it was
repugnant to her, she still wanted to grasp Kanji’s hands, even for this brief moment.
The woman next door said that she would return later to help and went down the stairs, carrying an empty fish
basket.
It was pouring outside. Michiko took down the bone box from the top of the tea cabinet and lifted the lid,
thinking to herself that the money inside was, after all, meant for Kanji. On top of the red earth was the pile of
dirty worn-out bills.
She placed a gauze, stained with lipstick, on Kanji’s face. From time to time, the father soaked one end of a
pair of chopsticks in the water and, lifting the gauze, moistened Kanji’s lips.
*
The physician’s report and the formalities at the ward office were completed. It was four days later that Kanji’s
cheap casket was carted away to the crematorium in Ochiai by a bicycle-drawn trailer.
The four-and-a-half mat dwelling became roomier. Standing in front of the signboard in front of the laundry,
Michiko and Emiko looked on as the trailer passed through the alley, straddling the mud puddles. While she
strained her ears to catch the sound of the trailer’s rubber wheels, she carefully stored the white image of the
cheap casket in her heart as it disappeared from the alley, swaying wildly from side to side.
Michiko tried to ease her guilty conscience by supposing that she, too, would eventually meet a similar fate.
She cried bitterly, still standing in the road. A spot like a blackish lump flickered on and off in the laundry’s
window glass as it reflected the weak sunlight.
When Michiko went upstairs, her father was leaning over the window ledge. The stone used for pounding in
the coffin nails had been left behind. She picked it up and placed it on top of her husband’s bone box.
To Michiko, death was meaningless and even stupid. Those destined to perish gradually disappeared from this
world, completely helpless. But there was no other choice for people like herself. On the very night after her
brother’s coffin was sent away, she went out in the streets.
She simply lived in the present without knowing the reason why. Was it just bad luck? Then, how could human
fate, predestined at birth, be so maliciously cruel? When she saw a beautiful, shining car or a smug woman in a
fur coat, she felt unbearably jealous, as if her skin were pierced by a sharp sliver. She looked on in bewilderment.
How could a class of people remain unperturbed despite the experience of that miserable war? Her own husband
had been taken away and would never return.
Christmas would be here soon. All the pictures of Santa Claus in the children’s books were designed to excite
their hopes and desires. And Emiko believed implicitly in his existence.
On the third day after the casket had been taken away, Michiko took Emiko to the crematorium in Oshiai.
Although he had been cremated at the cheapest price, Kanji’s bones were already deposited in a funeral
urn.\fn{I.e., there was no prejudice in these final arrangements because of the inability of his surviving family to purchase the most
expensive funeral rites.} Holding it close to her breast, Michiko walked in the balmy spring-like sun through the
shanty town built on the site of the burned-out ruins. Emiko strolled beside her singing, Jesus Loves Me, probably
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taught her by one of the neighbors. Michiko was trying to bear with the pain in her reeling head-the effect of the
long ordeal.
The urn was heavier than she had expected.
A tattered baby buggy was left behind in front of the mat shop. Holding her daughter’s hand, Michiko turned
into the narrow alley. The smokestack of the crematorium was closer than she had realized and loomed up in front
like a cross. The black smoke from the big chimney rose toward the blue sky.
Suddenly a thought crossed her mind: she wondered when her father would die.
130.262 Nightingale\fn{by Itō Einosuké (1903-

)}
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Toward evening, when the wind had dropped and the dust had settled, a little old woman with a small cloth
bundle on her back came slowly up the street, dragging her feat wearily and trailing loose ends of straw from the
frayed heels of her sandals. After every ten yards or so she would pause briefly, move on a few steps, and then
stare intently at the front of a shop or at its signboard. She gave the impression of someone noting in amazement
the changes which time had wrought in a once familiar town; or perhaps of someone searching out a strange
house at which to call. On arriving before the Inspectorate of Agricultural Products—a building fronted by broad
glass doors and a particularly prominent signboard—she stood motionless for an age, like a hawk hovering above
a marsh, her neck strained toward the sign; and then, as if resolved at last, she stepped quickly forward and
pushed back the glass doors.
“I’m from Akazawa.” The black-uniformed clerk turned from his bored inspection of the street and waited for
her to continue. “I want you to help me find where my daughter lives, sir.”
The man leaned forward, not certain that he had heard correctly, but when the old woman went on—“They
said she was at the Seifū Inn, so I came to see, but she’s not there, so could you please help me find where she is,
do you think?”—he broke in before she had finished: “Well, looking for people, you know—we don’t do that sort
of thing here. If that’s what you want, you should go to the police station.” He turned away to inspect the street
once more.
“Oh, then this isn’t the police?” The old woman cast her eyes slowly about the walls and furnishings of the
room, and her face registered keen disappointment.
The police station was only two or three blocks farther up the street, but on entering it the old woman found
the policemen all turned the other way, watching with evident amusement a pair who had arrived before her, and it
was some time before anyone chose to look in her direction. The two people in question—one a sharp-featured
woman of about fifth, the other a girl with plump cheeks and large eyes—were standing dejectedly, with bowed
heads, before an officer whose hair had receded in a broad sweep from his temples. Both women wore bloomerlike work trousers, and through the side slits in the girl’s a bright red undersash was visible.
“Now show us the money you stole.” The girl, doing as the constable directed, reached into the folds of her
sash and, after much rustling about, brought out a dirty striped-cotton purse. The constable examined the contents.
“Well, there it is. She hasn’t spent a thing. Ten yen fifty sen—that’s the lot, isn’t it?”
He directed his question to the older woman, who nodded and gave a look as if of immense relief.
“This is a fine state of affairs, this is,” continued the constable. “A mother robbed by her own daughter. A
daughter robbing her own mother. You, young woman, you’ve gone too far. But you too”—addressing the mother
—“isn’t it time you stopped turning your daughter’s husbands out of the house? Well? …”
He paused, but the mother offered no reply, managing to convey by her silence that, so far as that matter was
concerned, she had her reasons. The policeman at the reception desk now intervened. His body was twisted
around in his chair, and his ruddy-complexioned face was twisted yet further around on his shoulders, to enable
him to view the scene.
“Hi!” he shouted, “How many sons-in-law have you thrown out now?”
When this produced only a long silence he put his question again, this time to the daughter.
“How many husbands have you had thrown out?”
The girl raised her eyes a moment to look at her mother, but quickly lowered them and stared once more at the
floor.
“The last was the fifth,” she whispered.
“What! The fifth! Five husbands at your age? That’s no joke, I should say.”
The policeman’s gaze swept back around the room and came to rest upon the face of the old woman, who was
standing directly before his desk. At once, as if at a sudden recollection of urgent business, he started writing
something on a sheet of paper.
“Turned out five sons-in-law, eh?” resumed the first, the balding policeman. “What on earth makes you do it?
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If you intend to try any more of that sort of thing we certainly can’t let your daughter go back home with you just
like this. Stealing your purse is bad enough, but who knows what she might do next? Supposing she set the house
on fire? What do you intend to do about it, then? Are you going to turn out any more? Well … are you?”
The mother was clearly shaken by the policeman’s bullying tone. She started to wipe her hands nervously with
a piece of damp cloth. Her hands were black with grime, as if she had come straight from some sort of work in the
fields.
“Yes, sir; I see, sir,” she said. “I don’t think I’ll do it again.” She spoke in a half-hearted mumble, keeping here
sullen eyes glued to the floor.
“Don’t think? That’s not much good,” said the policeman standing at her side, the patrolman who had brought
the two women in. “If that’s the best you can say, when it comes down to it you’ll do it again, just the same as
before.”
Having administered this rebuke he turned to the daughter:
“You, now. How do you feel about that husband? Do you want him badly?”
The girl made no reply, but grew red in the face.
The policeman repeated his question: “Well, do you want him or don’t you?” This time the girl nodded, very
faintly, and the policeman turned at once to the mother.
“This money business is settled now,” he said, “but that’s not the important thing. You’ll have to take your sonin-law back. Is that agreed? Well … is it?”
“Yes, I see,” the woman said simply; but the policeman, observing in her face traces of some strong emotion
which suggested she was far from convinced, now abruptly changed his tone and started shouting at her angrily.
“Look here! That’s enough lip service! You can’t go on and on—just because you’re a widow—turning your
daughter’s husbands out of the house! You’re old enough to know better. It’s all very well wanting the youngster
for yourself, but there’s a limit. Tell me the truth. Are you really going to make it up with that last husband?”
At this point the young woman, her eyes filling with tears as memories of her dismissed husbands came
crowding back upon her, burst suddenly into loud, convulsive sobs. Everyone turned in surprise and looked at her.
She wept on unabashed, her mouth wide open, and in a matter of seconds her face was drenched in tears, which
spurted from her eyes as if from a fountain.
“What on earth’s the matter now?” The examining officer rose from his seat, turned his back to the girl,
conversed briefly with the policeman at the reception desk, who was still immersed in his writing, and then
walked aimlessly about the far end of the room with a disgusted look on his face.
“Mothers or daughters, there’s not much to choose between them. Look here, you!” He approached the girl and
pushed her on the shoulder. “That husband meant a lot to you, I dare say, but you can go to far with all this
blubbering and stealing purses.”
Still the young women wept noisily. The mother, who had been distracted at the thought of her only daughter’s
love being taken from her by a son-in-law, now seemed for the first time to emerge from her trance. She patted
her daughter on the shoulder.
“What is it, my dear?” she said soothingly. “Really, you know, in front of all these gentlemen. …”
The district patrolman, on being called to the woman’s house to investigate the disappearance from a drawer of
a purse containing ten yen, had found no signs of forced entry. He had known, moreover, that the woman, since
losing her husband while still in the prime of her life, had been subject to violent fits of jealousy over her
daughter, and had driven from the house a long succession of adopted sons-in-law, the latest being a particularly
steady and respected young man called Naokura; and in view of this he had decided to question the daughter. He
had found her working in the fields and, her answers to his questions proving evasive, had brought both women
straight to the police station, where the examination had shown that his suspicions were correct. The thief was the
daughter. She had stolen the money to suggest to her money the insecurity of a house without a man, to get the
dismissed Naokura recalled.
A door swung open noisily and the superintendent appeared, ready to go off duty. The policemen sprang to
their feet, as if jerked upright by invisible strings, and saluted stiffly.
“What’s all this crying? If you’ve given them a talking to, send them home,” said the superintendent. He made
as if to approach the crying girl, thought better of it, and walked out into the street. At once everyone appeared to
relax. The policemen going off duty, chatting idly, started preparing to leave.
“Now, ma’am, you understand, don’t you?” said the balding policeman, who took charge of all criminal
matters. “And you, too, young woman. No matter how badly you miss your husband, this stealing and such-like
has to stop. If you understand, you can go.”
Hanging their heads, the two women moved toward the door. Constable Wakamatsu, the inspection officer,
gazed idly after them as they went.
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“I wish I had a way with the women,” he said, tidying the things on his desk. “like that girl’s husband seems
to’ve had.”
This gave rise to a discussion about which of the station staff had the greatest sex appeal.
“Whatever you say,” said Constable Miyoshi, the military service officer, “Tange Sazen is the desperado the
girls admire.”
Miyoshi’s left eyebrow and eyelid were marked by a scar. While angling for trout the previous summer he had
slipped on a smooth, mossy rock, breaking his glasses, and because of the red scar that had formed when the
wound healed, like some brand burned into his flesh to proclaim his overindulgence in fishing, his associates had
secretly dubbed him Tange Sazen, after the celebrated murderer. One purpose of his remark was to let it be known
that he was aware of this nickname.
“It’s no good,” said the balding criminal-affairs officer. “People like you and me doin’t stand a chance against
the youngsters.” He turned to gaze in ironic admiration at Constable Kobayashi, a young man fresh from the
training depot. “Now, if only the ‘ko’ was knocked off his name, Kobayashi Chōjirō would certainly be our
number-one glamour boy.” He enjoyed his joke loudly.
“True, true,” laughed the military-service officer. “If we had film-star Hayashi Chōjirō here, I should be only
second best.”
He raised his head as he laughed and, looking straight before him, noticed the old woman, who had seated
herself on a bench before the reception desk. While waiting for the reception clerk to look her way, she had been
overtaken by a sudden drowsiness and had dropped off to sleep.
The policeman called across to her. “Now, my old dear, what can I do for you?” At the sound of his voice she
forced open bleared eyes and blinked vaguely about her for a few moments.
“Oh, I … I wanted some help to find my daughter,” she said. Rising slowly to her feet she moved forward and
pressed her face close to the handrail running along the rim of the reception desk. She was short, and only her
eyes and the top of her head were visible. Constable Miyoshi, who, in addition to dealing with military-service
matters, was the officer for general consultations, had a flair for listening sympathetically to the most trivial
problems, and he now got down to business at once, speaking with genuine kindness.
“Your daughter, eh? Has she run away from home?” he asked.
“Well, no; she was taken away by someone when she was ten years olds, you see …” and the old woman
started to tell her daughter’s story. The old woman’s name was Kin, and this daughter, Yoshié, was really an
adopted child. Kin had decided upon adoption when she was past thirty and had lost hope of ever having a child
of her own; but finding someone willing to offer a son or a daughter to a poor household like Kin’s, where she and
her husband earned the meagerest of livings as charcoal makers, had been no easy matter, and in the end Kin had
been obliged to take in the bastard daughter of a woman called Sugi, a seller of dried seaweed, who came on
business into that rather remote and mountainous locality once every five days. Sugi had been delivered of the
child while her husband was away working in Matsumaé, and she had brought it to Kin’s house very soon after
the twenty-first day, carrying it all the way herself, strapped to her back. So to Kin, who had been fervently
praying for a child for all these years, the girl Yoshié had seemed from the very beginning exactly like her own
baby. And then, one day in autumn, when she was ten, Yoshié had suddenly disappeared. The village was searched
in vain. Parties were sent out into the nearby mountains, directed by the divinations of a fortuneteller whom Kin
consulted, but they discovered no trace of the missing girl. Then it was reported that someone had seen Yoshié
going off with a woman who was possibly the seaweed seller, and Kin and her husband went at once to the
woman’s home, where there was a heated argument. Sugi, however, perhaps because her husband was present,
stubbornly maintained she had no idea what girl they were talking about—that she had never even seen her—and
the argument produced nothing. Some time later a rumor came to Kin’s ears that Sugi had sold the girl to a
traveling cirus troupe which had passed through her town shortly after Yoshié’s disappearance. In the years that
followed, Kin had never been able to forget Yoshié. If ever there was a circus encamped in any of the towns at
which she and her husband chanced to call when they brought charcoal down from the mountains, Kin would
somehow find the money for a ticket, and she would sit in breathless attention through out the performance,
hoping against hope to catch a glimpse of her Yoshié. But no one in the least like Yoshié had ever appeared.
“Now, let me see,” said Constable Miyoshi at this point, breaking into Kin’s story, “would the husband of this
seaweed-selling woman be a fellow called Kintarō? A horse dealer?”
Kin looked up in amazement. “Yes, that’s right, sir. She was Kintarō’s wife. But how do you know about
Kintarō, sir?”
The constable made no reply to this question, but went on as if talking to himself, seemingly absorbed in
recollections of the dim past. “If that’s the case,” he said, I’ve seen that daughter of yours.”
Fifteen or sixteen years back, when Miyoshi had beren stationed in a neighboring division of the prefecture on
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his very first assignment in the police force, he had become involved in a squabble concerning a girl member of a
circus troupe that had just arrived in town. The man who claimed at that time to be the girl’s father had been, he
could clearly remember, the horse dealer Kintarō, now deceased. Not only the girl’s foster mother Kin, it seemed,
but her real mother Sugi, had been watching out for the reappearance of this particular troupe; and Sugi—though
it was difficult to know exactly what her feelings were in the matter—had, with better luck than Kin, managed to
see the girl again. Her husband Kintarō had formerly been a day laborer, but when things were bad and his
earnings had sunk below the level required for three square meals a day, hew had switched to horse dealing, in
which trade—with the help of the little capital provided by the sale of Yoshié—he had, in the optimistic tradition
of horse dealers, assumed that he would soon make himself a fortune. But his various schemes had met with
disaster, with the result, among other things, that he had been unable to buy Yoshié back.
His story was that the girl had been sold by Sugi for a mere thirty yen, which was not much more than the
price of a cat; and when Constable Miyoshi heard this, being new to his job and anxious to win himself laurels by
some startling feat, he had exclaimed in indignation at the idea of buy a human being at such a price, cruelly
deceiving a poor, ignorant countrywoman, and he had gone so far as to say that the least the circus manager could
do, if he wished to stay out of jail, would be to return the girl at once, together with a fair sum of money as
compensation. Unfortunately the avaricious Kingarō had seized upon this suggestion only too readily, first of all
proposing a hundred yen as a suitable recompense, then raising it gradually to two hundred, and finally insisting
upon three hundred, at which point constable Miyoshi had washed his hands of the affair and told the horse dealer,
if he wanted to be that greedy, to settle things by himself. But Kintarō’s impudence had been no match for that of
the circus manager. That man had turned the tables on him, insisting that he would return the girl only if he, the
circus manager, were given three hundred yen as compensation for his trouble in keeping and training her; and so
Kintarō had come away with neither the money nor the girl.
“So you were the one who brought that girl up, eh? Is she still doing circus work?” asked Constable Miyoshi,
recalling as he spoke, a girl in a flimsy green dress, her face thickly powdered, regarding him with dull, listless
eyes. But the old woman Kin apparently had no idea what her daughter was doing now. After some years she had
heard that Yoshié had run away from the circus troupe and was working at a textile factory in Shizouka
Prefecture; then, after a further lapse of years, news had somehow drifted her way that Yoshié was living with a
man who worked at a cotton mill, and that she had a child. Just recently Kin had heard from a dry-goods salesman
who visited her village about a woman with a child who was working in this town as a maid at the Seifū Inn.
When she had questioned the man more closely she had learned that the woman seemed to have moved recently
from somewhere in the midlands, and, when asked about her relatives, the woman had said she knew only a foster
mother and was not sure whether she was dead or alive. From all this Kin had concluded that the woman must be
Yoshié. She did not know what Yoshié intended, but even if she could not get her to return to her old foster
mother, at all events she had to see her, just once. So Kin had come here today, no easy journey at her age, and
had discovered that the woman was indeed Yoshié. But she had not seen her. Yoshié had stayed only two months
at the inn, leaving again with her child at about the time the snows had started to melt, and no one knew where she
had gone.
The off-duty policemen had all left by this time, and the room had grown quiet. A single electric light shone
down dimly on the antiquated chairs and desks.
“Well, if we make inquiries, we should find her,” said Miyoshi, “but it will take a day or two, you know.
Where is it you live?”
He looked up in surprise when Kin said she was from Akazawa. “What? Do you mean to say you’ve walked
from Akazawa?”
The place was some thirty miles distant, in the mountains. Added to this, Kin told him that she had no relatives
or acquaintances of any kind in this neighborhood; but when he suggested that she stay overnight at a cheap
lodginghouse, the old woman shrank back toward the bench as if he had threatened her.
“Whatever next!” she cried, with unexpected vehemence. “It would be wicked, paying good money to sleep at
a lodginghouse. Please, just let me stay where I am until morning.” She made no move to go.
Miyoshi disappeared into the night-duty room. Returning a little later, he found the old woman still standing by
the bench. She was taking various articles from her cloth bundle, apparently preparing to sleep where she was, but
the constable led her, much against her will, to the night-duty room. When she saw the room she drew back at
once.
“Oh no, really,” she said. “I’ve never slept on a nice matted floor like that in all my life. The wooden boards
back there will do me just as well.”
Eventually, however, when the policeman started opening up the supper boxes their wives had brought them,
she advanced hesitantly into the room and began to untie her own bundle. Two eggplants tumbled out, rolling
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smoothly over the yellowing straw mats, and the old woman pursued them fussily as if she were chasing escaped
chickens.
“Would any of you gentlemen care for one?” she asked, as she retrieved them.
“Well, thanks all the same, old lady, but we’ve got plenty. Keep them for yourself,” said Miyoshi. Glancing up
he saw that, with wrinkled, dirt-lined hands, she was picking at a hash of millet, cold boiled rice, and bean paste,
folded in a wrapper of bamboo bark.
“Here, you try a bit of this instead,” he said, holding out the round lid of his own chinaware supper box, on
which were set several morsels of soy-flavored turbot.
“Oh dear, no,” protested the old woman, keeping her hands where they were. “After getting you to put me up
for the night I can’t take your food too.” At that moment a strange, choking noise sounded in her throat, and she
stared straight ahead, her bleary eyes suddenly tense.
“What’s the matter, old girl?” The policemen were alarmed. Kin hiccuped.
“It’s nothing,” she said. “My stomach’s a bit queer, that’s all.” She sat holding a ball of rice in her hand,
making no further move to raise it to her mouth.
The night drew on. The old woman had dropped off to sleep, snoring loudly, and the policemen, squatting on
the floor at her side, were playing checkers. The station’s detective officer, who had been on duty in the other
room, called to them, passing by on his way to the toilet.
“We’ve got him!” he said. “The poultry thief!” At this the policemen hurriedly slipped on their jackets and,
fastening the buttons as they went, trooped out to look. In the custody of the constable from a village three miles
down the road stood a surprisingly tall, vacant-looking farm laborer. The case was no direct concern of Constable
Miyoshi’s, but he had often heard Yajima, the officer for penal offenses, grumbling about it: poultry had been
disappearing at an alarming rate, from villages all over the district, for three or four months now; and in all this
time the thief had managed somehow to escape arrest.
“Is this the man, then? The poultry thief?” he asked, gazing up at the lanky rustic overtopping him by a head.
At the same time he noticed another man, a short, dumpy fellow who looked like some sort of day laborer,
standing at the rear of the village constable.
“Yes, this is the man who’s been taking them all. But while he was out stealing chickens …” Constable Sasaki
turned and glanced behind him. “Hey, you! It’s no good trying to hide yourself!” He pulled a muffler away from
the short man’s face. “While he was out stealing chickens, this fellow was passing the time with his missus. What
do you do about it?” He put the question to Miyoshi, who was his senior.
Until lately the lanky Kisuké had enjoyed a spotless reputation. He had never even been suspected of filching a
sheaf of rice. But his earnings as a hired man on wretchedly small farm holdings had begun to seem hardly worth
the trouble, and when faced recently with expenses for his mother’s funeral ands for the support of a newborn
child, he had began stealing chickens to help out—just two or three fowl on isolated occasions at first, but in time
it had become a habit, so that he was out stealing or selling chickens practically every night. Naturally the
neighbors had grown suspicious, and, being sensitive to their remarks, Kisuké had at length stayed away
completely from his own house. Deciding finally that, with things as bad as they were, he might as well take his
wife and child with him and leave the district altogether, he had slipped back home tonight, after an absence of
forty days, to carry out his plan. The hour was late and people everywhere were asleep, but from within his own
house he had heard the sound of a man’s voice. Turning aside into the garden and peering through a knothole in
the drawn shutters, he had caught a glimpse of a face in profile and recognized it as that of Izumiya, formerly a
railway laborer in the village over beyond the bridge, but now a gang leader in agricultural assistance work.
Kisuké, even without this, was already overexcited, having hurried back in feverish anticipation of the joys of
homecoming, and his immediate impulse had been to rush in and beat the life out of the man—but if he was to
catch him, he had at once reflected, he might as well catch him in the act: so he had sat himself down in the dark
to watch and wait.
“Do you admit this—about you and Kisuké’s wife?” asked Miyoshi, turning to Izumiya.
“Whether he admits it or not,” said Kisuké, assuming an expression of solemn righteousness, as if he had come
to the police station expressly to complain of this very matter, “I saw it, with my own eyes. Saw it plain and
jumped in on him. Saw it plain”—he asserted once more—“with my own eyes.”
At this point Constable Wakamatsu returned from the toilet.
“Did you, then?” he shouted at Kisuké. “And I suppose you didn’t see yourself stealing chickens?”
In contrast with the lanky Kisuké, whose pallor was probably the result of malnutritrion and who seemed
already resigned to his fate, the round-cheeked, plump little Izumiya was clearly anxious about what was to come,
and the beadlike eyes in his swarthy face gleamed with apprehension. After suffering a merciless hiding from
Kisuké, who had burst in from the rear of the house without a moment’s warning, Izumiya had run off, dazed and
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mortified, toward the local policeman’s house, shouting, “The poultry thief! The poultry thief!” and yelping like a
whipped dog; then, on returning boldly behind the policeman to glory in Kisuké’s downfall, he had suffered the
further discomfiture of hearing the arrested man calmly register a formal complaint against him.
“You must write an apology,” said Constable Miyoshi.
“Oh, is that all you need, then?” said Izumiya, his expression brightening at once.
Kisuké, however, looked utterly amazed. “Here!” he protested. “Isn’t this wretch going to be charged?”
“The one who ought to be charged,” said the constable, “is you. If you hadn’t left your wife alone to starve,
this would never have happened!”
Kisuké looked suddenly dispirited and said no more. With everyone in the village talking about her husband’s
misdeeds, Kisuké’s wife had soon found it impossible even to borrow a bowlful of rice from a neighbor, and it
was in these straits that she had yielded to the smooth-tongued Izumiya, who had apparently promised her a job in
agricultural assistance work.
“What sort of thing shall I write?” asked Izumiya, turning his diminutive round eyes on Constable Miyoshi,
and taking up a pen.
“First of all,” said the constable, “you write ‘Guarantee.’”
“Is that the address?” asked Izumiya earnestly.
“Blockhead!” thundered the local policeman. “A guarantee’s a promise! You have to promise you won’t
misbehave again. That’s the regulation.”
Izumiya was thoroughly abashed, and his next remark was spoken in a low whisper.
“But, you see,” he said, “fellows like me, with no education, can’t very well write complicated things like this.
…”
Constable Miyoshi wrote out the guarantee for him, and Izumiya, having pressed his thumbprint on the
document and bowed obsequiously to all the officers, withdrew toward the door.
“And if you do it again, you wretch,”—suddenly roused to a fury, Kisuké thrust his unwieldy form across the
room after the disappearing Izumiya—“I’ll damn well murder you!”
Izumiya, who was by this time just beyond the street entrance, whirled around defiantly and, like a beaten
small boy calling names and making faces from a safe distance, shouted back: “Yah, dirty thief! I don’t give a
damn for a fellow like you! I never want to see your ugly face again! D’ya hear me?”
Kisuké, not to be outdone, was about to improve on this when Constable Wakamatsu intervened. “Get home,
you fool,” he bellowed at Izumiya. “You’ll say too much!” And Izumiya promptly vanished.
When Miyoshi returned to the night-duty room, having first lodged Kisuké in the detention cell, the old
woman Kin, who lay huddled in a corner beneath a padded quilt, was making noises that sounded like stifled
moans.
“What is it, old girl?” he called across, as he poured hot water into an earthenware pot to make tea.
“It’s nothing. Just pains in my stomach—I’ve always suffered from them,” she replied; and at once she fell
quiet. Presently, in the still darkness, coming from somewhere in the direction of the cell at the far end of the
cement passageway which separated the night-duty room from the caretaker’s lobby, there sounded the clucking
of a hen. The old woman, apparently too exhausted by her stomach pains even to sleep, stirred beneath the quilt.
“My!” she said, without raising her head or turning it from the wall. “So you keep hens, too—even in the
police station!”
Two or three days ago a young man of eighteen, a farm hand employed by one of the leading families in a
neighboring village, had spent a night in the detention cell. The young man had lately, for want of money, been
obliged to discontinue his visits to a certain girl in one of the town’s bawdyhouses, and on that night, unable to
contain himself longer, he had grabbed three of his employer'’ chickens, stuffed them quickly into a basket, not
even stopping to secure their legs, and carried them straight off to town. But, while hurrying toward a butcher'’
shop with the basket slung across one shoulder, he had suddenly noticed a policeman on patrol duty coming
directly toward him down the street. Checking a rash impulse to turn and flee down a side alley—behavior which
he realized would have been altogether too suspicious—he had walked boldly on past the policeman, luckily not a
man of experience in these matters, and was just heaving a sigh of relief when the birds in the basket had started
to cluck. He had been stopped at once and taken to the police station. There, while he was being questioned, the
hens had broken loose and wandered idly about beneath desks and chairs, and when the policeman at last noticed
this, after finishing his brief ten-line report, and tried to get them back into the basket, the hens had shown a
desperate determination to avoid recapture, as if convinced that this time, with no shadow of doubt, they were to
be sold to the butcher. After fluttering wildly from desk to desk in the office they had scampered through an open
door into the superintendent’s room, jumping up on the table used for entertaining visitors. The whole night staff
had turned out to join in the hunt, leaving the thief to look after himself, but, even so, one of the birds, a white
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Leghorn, had slipped past them into the corridor and, reaching the open space between the caretaker’s lobby and
the wash house, had disappeared into the night. No one had seen it since. Constable Miyoshi, feeling certain in his
own mind that the noise he had just heard was that same bird still loitering about somewhere outside, went out
toward the cell to investigate, and as he did so a further series of clucks greeted him from the darkness at the end
of the passage. The owner of the voice, however, was no hen. It was the newly arrested poultry thief, Kisuké.
“What’s all this?” Miyoshi shouted indignantly. “You in there, this is no place for making stupid noises!”
“But the constable asked me.” Kisuké’s aggrieved voice floated out from the blackness of the box-like cell.
“The constable himself said to make a noise like a hen.”
The policeman assigned to duty at the door of the cell turned to Miyoshi. “That’s right, sir,” he said. “I told
him to do it. According to what he says, it’s imitating the cluck that’s the secret in stealing hens. I was just
investigating, trying to find out what sort of noise it was.”
Kisuké had been telling him that the only sure method in stealing hens was to creep u close to a bird, clucking
expertly all the while, and then, in one movement, seize it and wring its neck. That way, it seemed, the bird never
got away and never even scratched you.
At this moment there was a sound of voices at the front entrance, and Constable Miyoshi hurried back to the
office to find a group of policemen gathered around a solitary dejected-looking woman. Here hair, bound
backward and upward in the Shimada style, was badly mussed and disheveled, but there was nevertheless a
certain professional elegance about her appearance. She wore a muslin kimono of a bold checked pattern, topped
by a black neckpiece, and was carrying a samisen.\fn{The three-stringed Japanese guitar, with a flattened, box-shaped body .}
Miyoshi summed her up at a glance as some sort of strolling entertainer.
“What is it? What’s that woman here for?” he called out from across the room; and then, moving nearer, he
noticed a face he recognized, the face of a man called Sakutarō, peeping out from behind the back of Constable
Kobayashi, the officer who had brought the woman in.
“You here again?” he bawled at the man. “Have you seduced this one, too?”
Sakutarō had given the police, at various times, a great deal of trouble on matters pertaining to women, and
Miyoshi remembered his face only too well. Sakutarō beat a big drum while his wife sang, and together they went
the rounds of the local villages begging for money. Until the autumn of the previous year they had based
themselves in this town, where they had rented a house. At about that time, however, on a visit to a town some
thirty miles distant, the customary terminus of their man-and-wife singing tours, they had met up with another
group in the same line of trade, and while traveling in company with these fellow artistes (both groups having
decided that business would be better for all concerned if they joined forces and made one big, noisy party),
Sakutarō had formed an intimate relationship with a girl named Sayo in the other troupe. His wife had caught
them together one night, and had raised no end of a commotion, but Sakutarō was not the man to resign himself
easily to defeat, and finally he and the girl had run away together to a distant part of the prefecture. Sakutarō’s
wife and the girl’s uncle had then come to the police to request a search, and before long, thanks largely to the
pains of Constable Miyoshi, the runaway couple had been returned. The girl was severely lectured and then
handed over at once to her uncle, but Sakutarō, before being dismissed, was locked in the cell for a night. Within
an hour from the time of his release the next morning, however, Sakutarō had come running back to the station in
a state of great agitation.
“What is it now?” Miyoshi had chaffed him. “Do you want another spell in the lockup?”
Sakutarō had feigned alarm at this. “That’s only a joke, officer, isn’t it?” he had said, cringing. “You see,
something awful has happened.”
On returning to his house, it seemed Sakutarō had found the place stripped bare. His wife, and everything from
the furniture to the implements of their trade, was gone; and now he had come to ask for police assistance in
tracing the woman.
“So this time it’s your wife we’re asked to look for, is it? Do you think the police force has nothing better to do
all day than chase after you and your wife?” Constable Miyoshi, heartily sick of the business, had refused to help,
and Sakutarō had soon afterward shut up his house and had apparently, ever since, been moving about from one
cheap lodginghouse to the next.
“That’s right,” said Constable Kobayashi. “The fellow’s back to his old games. Picked this woman up. Thought
he’d seduce her. But …” Constable Kobayashi, who was fresh from the training depot and had lately, with
admirable thoroughness, been reporting everything from a bicycle without lights to a public urination, now
assumed an expression of intense seriousness, saluted his senior colleague Miyoshi, and continued: “… the thing
is, this woman’s a man. I found them together at a lodginghouse, in the course of my patrol, and brought them in.”
Miyoshi looked at the woman. The skin on her face and neck was hidden beneath a thick layer of powder, but
the bushiness of the eyebrows and a certain directness in here gaze did seem somehow more appropriate to a
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male. The hips, too, were surprisingly narrow.
“So this is a man, eh? Hi, you! Lift those skirts a bit and let’s see your legs.”
The woman fidgeted about, pleading with her eyes to be spared this indignity.
“Come on, pull them up!” Constable Wakamatsu now intervened, rising from his desk. Seeing the look of
obstinacy on the woman’s face, however, he took an abacus from a nearby desk, and with this quickly lifted up the
skirt himself. A thick, hairy skin was revealed. The man in female guise clutched at the disordered skirts in a
flutter of coquettish modest and gave a little shriek.
“Now really”—the voice was shrill and feminine—“whatever are you gentlemen doing?”
Miyoshi was taken aback. “Well, listen to that! Are you sure this is a man?” he queried.
The same momentary doubt was clearly registered on the faces of his colleagues.
“Hi, let’s hear some more like that,” urged Constable Wakamatsu. “Speak in that womanish voice again.”
But the ambiguous person stood silent with downcast eyes. Constable Kobayashi took the abacus from
Wakamatsu’s hand.
“Where,” he cried, delivering a resounding and well-timed blow with the flat of the implement, “would you
find a woman with breasts as hard as this?”
His surprised victim tottered backward and fell to the floor. Constable Wakamatsu tugged roughly at a sleeve
of the man’s kimono.
“And how did you get hold of these woman’s clothes?” he demanded. “Pinched ’em?”
Still the bogus woman made no reply but fumbled fussily with the material at the base of one sleeve, where a
seam had split. The hand was delicate, like a woman’s, but the wrist, peeping out from the edge of the yellow
sleeve, was decidedly large-boned.
“Well, that’s as you say, I suppose,” said Miyoshih, turning now to look at Sakutarō. “But what’s this other
fellow done?”
Constable Kobayashi resumed his posture of stiff formality.
“Ha. This fellow, of course, is a fellow having a relationship with the person masquerading as a woman, and I
found him in heated argument with that person at a cheap lodginghouse near Sengen Temple and brought him in.”
All this was delivered in one breath. Then: “Hi, you! come here!” he shouted, and he pulled the man forward.
Sakutarō, his hair thinning and his skin burned almost black—both conditions the result of his restless, year-round
wanderings up and down country roads—was painfully embarrassed, and he gazed with apprehension at
Constable Miyoshi, whom he had given so much trouble in times past.
“Where and when did you fall in with this person?” he was asked.
“It was this evening, sir,” he replied. “We met at Iwasaki.”
The two of them had walked back together to the town after that, singing and begging from door to door as
they went, had done a further round of the gay quarters in town, and then, late at night, had put up at a cheap
lodginghouse, where they had drawn their hard, wafer-thin mattresses together and lain down side by side like
man and wife. So far all had gone smoothly; but Sakutarō, utterly woman-starved since the decampment of his
outraged wife after that last unfortunate affair, had even at this late stage failed to observe the truth about his
partner. And, out of the warmth of his feelings, he had not only treated her this evening to a bowl of rice and fried
prawns, but had even, when she complained of having no money for face powder, allowed himself to be wheedled
out of the whole of his day’s takings.
“You damned swine!” he had shouted in his moment of disillusionment. “Give me back that money!”
But his companion had been stubborn—what had been given, she said, was given to keep—and before long the
quarrel had roused the whole house, and a toffee vender, a clog repairer, and a hawker of drugs had joined in,
protesting vigorously against this disturbance of their night’s repose.
It was just at this moment that Constable Kobayashi had come by on his patrol. On reaching the otherwise
deeply stilled neighborhood of Sengen Temple and hearing the angry shouts emerging from this lodginghouse, he
had been prompted to investigate at once, and what had particularly roused his curiosity was the fact that earlier
this year, at the time of the snows, he had run across a similar sort of disturbance at this house. It had been at this
very hour, and the culprit on that occasion, grown wild and disorderly with drink, had been one of those begging
priests who walk about playing a bamboo pipe. Kobayashi had been horrified at what he had seen on forcing his
way into that room. The priest was grappling furiously with the toffee vender, who was attempting to restrain him
from further drunken violence, and on seeing the constable he had stumbled across to embrace him, fixing him
with glassy, befuddled eyes, and had wailed sorrowfully and incoherently: “Constable, ah Constable, haven’t
touched a drop for years. Not for years. Is this a divine punishment, Constable, for drinking again after all these
years? Ah, Constable, Constable.”
The money he had spent on the saké had been an allowance for his child’s funeral. His wife, who was lying on
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a mattress, still suffering from the aftereffects of her recent confinement, had a moment before been hurling
venomous abuse at her drink-sodden husband, but now, with a vacant expression on her pallid, sickly features, as
if she had completely forgotten the cause of all this commotion, she was gazing fixedly at a sliding door, where
the paper had been torn in the recent scuffle. Close by her pillow, however, in an orange crate before which there
burned a single half-once offering candle, lay her child, born less than half a month ago, and dead since yesterday.
According to the toffee vender’s account, this now drunk and incapable priest, having no money to bury his child,
had gone in tears to the district welfare man to plead for help, and as a result had received a grant of five yen from
the Town Office. But her had come home swinging a half-pint bottle of saké in one hand, which, though little
enough in itself, had been quickly augmented by a pint bottle and then by a quart bottle: and when he had finished
them all off and was in a most exhilarated frame of mind, his wife had started to cry, saying how could they ever
send the child to the cemetery now that all the money had been drunk, and he had shouted, “If it hadn’t been for
you lazing about in bed all day, the child would never have got ill!” and had shaken and kicked her so violently
that the toffee vender, unable to bear the sight any longer, had rushed to the woman’s rescue. The next morning,
after night in the cell, the priest had been brought before the superintendent. In the days before drink and women
had ruined him, it turned out, he had been the resident curate of a small branch temple. “And what,” the
superintendent had exclaimed before dismissing him, “do you think of a temple priest who can’t even bury his
own child?” “Ah, I don’t know what to say,” the man had replied, as he backed toward the door, pale and heavyeyed, almost doubling himself up in apology. “I don’t often see a wad of money like that nowadays, you see, and I
just lost my head. It’s unforgivable.”
Memories of that affair had been in Constable Kobayashi’s mind as he had rushed in to investigate this second
disturbance. At his entry Sakutarō, seeing that it was the police, had at once stopped his shouting.
“It’s nothing, officer,” he had said, composing himself. “This woman here made some remark I couldn’t
understand, and then she started row. That’s all.”
But the woman, seated on the flimsy mattress and now hastily rearranging her dress, was showing considerable
agitation, and while Kobayashi was eyeing her suspiciously, the toffee vender, who had as usual been seeing all
that he could, had sidled up to him.
“Constable, Constable,” he had whispered confidentially, bobbing his glistening, prematurely bald head up and
down in an obsequious manner and assuming the expression of one about to render a great service, “that’s a
Kabuki actor.\fn{One who acts in Kabuki theater, which is a traditional Japanese popular drama with singing and dancing performed in
a highly stylized manner.} A female impersonator.”
“Hi, you! You’re a man, are you?” Kobayashi had demanded.
But there had been no reply. The person on the mattress, readjusting a disarrayed neckline with meticulous
care, had silently fixed the officer with the sulky stare of a woman wronged. Young Kobayashi had experienced a
moment of panic, during which he stood rooted helplessly to the floor, but, with a sudden resolve, he had thrust a
hand inside the person’s kimono, in the region of the breast. And, sure enough, it was a man.
“Do you still pretend you’re a woman, then?” he had shouted, feeling considerably relieved. “You come along
with me to the station.”
“Hi, come over here!” Constable Kobayashi moved across to his own desk, took out his notebook, and began a
leisurely interrogation, making notes as he proceeded. “When did you start dressing up like this? …”
It was much as the toffee vender had said. The man had formerly been an actor of female parts, going by the
state name of Kawakami Yoshio, in the “New Kabuki” troupe of Hanamura Masao, which had done a tour of the
northeast on foot some two or three years past. It had been at a time of depression for farming people, and the
company had broken up after a series of disastrous failures—whereupon Kawakami Yoshio, stranded in the
wilderness, had exploited his dramatic gifts and training off-stage, walking from village to village in the guise of a
female entertainer, complete with samisen and dancing kimono. He had done well by comparison with the
ordinary kind of strolling beggar, but circumstances had obliged him to engage as a side line in the risky business
of flaunting his charms and wheedling money out of male admirers. For the poisonous white powder with which
he habitually plastered himself in order to conceal his sex from the public had unfortunately worked itself into his
system, and life had lately come to seem intolerable without morphine.
“And you”—Constable Kobayashi turned banteringly to Sakutarō—“what technique did you use in attempting
to seduce this woman? A demonstration, please!”
Sakutarō looked as if he had just stepped on a pile of cow dung. When they told him he could go, he merely
pursed his lips, and continued to loiter about.
“Look here,” he said at last, “I’m not going till you get that fellow to give me back my money.”
But Kawakami Yoshio had already spent it on morphine, and they could find nothing in his purse except a
solitary brass sen.
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“That’s a just punishment,” Sakutarō was told, “for being too sexy.” And, glumly scratching his sparsely
covered head, he shuffled away.
In the small, old-fashioned station building, where the only room of any distinction was the superintendent’s
private office, there was considerable confusion and overcrowding during the remainder of that strangely eventful
night. The old woman Kin, who had passed the whole time in the night-duty room, left at about seven, her
ceaseless moaning having effectively deprived Constable Miyoshi of all rest. Again and again she had risen to go
to the toilet, and each time, on returning, she had settled herself down for no more than a few moments before
stirring and departing once more. It was clearly a case of severe diarrhea, with violent stomach pains, and
Miyoshi, kept awake by her sounds of distress, had at one time half risen from his mattress and called across:
“Here, old lady, if it hurts that much shall I fetch a doctor?”
“But the old woman had scorned the idea. “It’s nothing,” she had answered. “I’m used to these stomach-aches.
Sometimes they go on for four or five days. And as for calling a doctor, the bills finish you off quicker than the
disease.
Miyoshi rose at dawn, and Kin rose too, with much fussing and rustling, and started preparing at once for the
journey back.
“Hold hard, old lady, are you going to walk back on an empty stomach? Will you be all right?”
But Miyoshi’s concern was wasted on Kin, whose will, for all the weakness of her flesh, was of manly
strength.
“I’ll be all right,” she said. “So do what you can, please, to find Yoshié. I’ll come again.”
She folded her cloth wrapper about the remains of the millet and boiled rice, fastened the bundle across her
shoulders with a cord, and left. The interrogation of the bogus woman had proved a fairly simple matter, and soon
after the superintendent arrived a written report was ready for his inspection, but in the case of the poultry thief it
was clear that little headway could be expected, no matter how many hours the penal officer devoted to his task.
The number of chickens stolen ran into several hundreds, and Kisuké, who had never taken more than one from
one place, found it impossible to recall each individual house he had robbed. The first twenty or thirty he
managed to identify smoothly enough, but for every case after that the sieve-memoried Kisuké would mumble
“Well, let me see, what house might that be? … what day was that, I wonder?” and lean his head sideways for
interminable periods of vacant, open-mouthed silence.
Miyoshi was worrying, in a vague and drowsy way, about Kin—had she collapsed, perhaps, somewhere along
the road?—and was stifling yawn after yawn as he listened at the same time to the vapid, painfully slow replies of
Kisuké immediately behind him, when a gentleman in a dark-blue jacket entered the room and bowed with stiff
formality before the reception desk. Miyoshi, glancing at the title of “Junior School Instructor” on the card handed
him by the reception clerk, rose to attend to the visitor.
“Please, please,” he said, “come this way.”
The owner of the card, Onozaki, rose and slowly approached.
“The fact is,” he began, after a brief bow, “one of my girl pupils is being sold as a factory hand, and is due to
leave on the next southbound express. I’ve just come from seeing her at the railway station. It didn’t look” he
continued, with signs of annoyance, “as if I had any chance of stopping things by myself, so I hoped someone
might come along with me and talk to them.”
“Much obliged, sir,” said Miyoshi, accepting the information as if it had been offered with no other purpose
than to assist the police in their efforts to suppress this sort of traffic. “Very good of you, taking the trouble to let
us know. Fujioka!”—he turned to one of his subordinates—“get along quickly to the station with this gentleman.”
The two men had scarcely gone before another visitor arrived, a woman of forty in a serge kimono, with her
hair bound tightly back, and with the ample girth of a Sumo wrestler. Judging by the way she puffed and panted,
and by the redness of her face, she had walked no little distance to get here. It was the unlicensed midwife Ueda
Yaé, who had been served with a summons two day sago. Immediately she sat herself down before the legalaffairs officer. Her flesh bulged over the chair’s rim and whenever she moved the chair swayed to one side or the
other, creaking alarmingly as if in imminent danger of collapse.
“About how many births have you assisted at?” she was asked.
Yaé, who had just carried her considerable weight some six miles on foot, wiped the sweat from her brow with
a neatly folded hand towel, probably a token of someone’s gratitude for recent assistance, and replied quite
frankly: “Well, I couldn’t give you the exact figure. I’ve had any number of children myself, you see, so I know a
lot about these things, and if ever there’s a birth in the neighborhood, I’m asked in to help, and nowadays it seems
people won’t have anyone else.”
Just lately a qualified midwife had come to work in the district, sponsored by the Prefectural Health Authority,
but until her arrival it had been the universal custom at the time of a birth—unless a midwife was called in from
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the neighboring district, or the patient brought about her delivery unaided, heaving on a rope suspended from the
ceiling—to go running off for help to Yaé’s place. After the death of her husband, Yaé had come to rely for her
subsistence almost entirely on the rice or bean curd given her in appreciation of those services, and gradually had
come to feel that this was her profession. Even now, when a fully qualified midwife was available, the women in
the village still went only to Yaé. They shrank from the newcomer, convinced that her fees must be exorbitant.
Until recently there had never been any talk behind Yaé’s back, nor any feeling that it was wrong to give
payments to a person like that; but when the new midwife appeared—having returned to her native village after
long years of nursing in a succession of large city hospitals, resolved to settle down quietly in the country for the
rest of her days, even if it meant being a midwife—and discovered that there was surprisingly little demand for
her services, she at once took a strong dislike to Yaé and started to create trouble. Realizing that she could not
overthrow her rival merely by calling her an unqualified amateur, she had spread the rumor that Yaé was
unlawfully practicing as a doctor—and it was this charge that the legal-affairs officer now wished to investigate.
“Now then,” he continued, slowly coming to his point by a purposely devious route, “what sort of payments do
you receive for this work?”
Yaé, who had no idea what was in the constable’s mind, prattled on as if she were enjoying the conversation
immensely.
“Payment? There’s not many who bring me anything like that, I can tell you. Times are bad, of course, so you
can’t blame them, but like as not they’ll just promise to bring a present over after the next good harvest, or say the
child will give me something when he gets older, or could I please let them do a bit of work for me instead? Or, at
best, they’ll send me over a bag of bean curd or a pound of rice. In fact, far from getting aid, I often have to
provide all the cloth and cotton wool from my own stocks, free of charge.”
Hawkers occasionally came peddling their wares even inside the police station, and at this juncture a woman in
work trousers, with a cotton towel draped over her head and fastened beneath her chin, entered hesitantly and
called out: “Would any of you gentlemen like to buy a bird?”
“Buy a bird?” said a policeman, glancing up from a bowl of noodles. “To eat, do you mean? Or to keep in a
cage?”
“It’s a beautiful songbird,” the woman replied. “A nightingale.” And, looking thoroughly pleased with herself
now, as if she had already found a buyer, she advanced further into the room and began to untie a cloth-wrapped
bundle.
“Well, look at this!” The policemen, sitting or standing idly about and delving with chopsticks into their lunch
boxes, peered into the smoke-blackened wooden cage resting on the floor. “It’s a nightingale, right enough. But,
does it sing?”
“Well, really, would I try to sell a bird that doesn’t sing?” The woman looked genuinely shocked.
They asked her the price.
“Well, now, how much is it worth, I wonder?” she said, looking inquiringly around at their faces. “I don’t
know what they sell for, myself, but if any of you gentlemen will say what you think is a fair price, anything will
do.”
“Anything will do, eh?” laughed one of the policemen. “You’re the first hawker I’ve met who doesn’t know
the price of his goods!”
“I’ll give you fifty sen,” said another.
“How much did you say?” The woman’s face fell. “Can you buy a nightingale for fifty sen?”
“I thought you said you didn’t know about these things,” said the policeman who had just named the price. “In
any case, you can’t expect much from poor fellows like us.”
But the woman was not to be put off so easily.
“If officials like you, with monthly salaries, haven’t got any money,” she retorted, “just where is the money in
this town, I should like to know.”
Constable Miyoshi had meanwhile joined the group, and now, catching sight of the woman’s face, he looked
suddenly annoyed and shouted: “You again! Have you come to talk more of that silly nonsense?”
“Oh, no, not this time, sir—I’m trying to sell a bird,” she said, evidently flustered.
“You are, eh? Well, if that’s all. …” Miyoshi peered into the cage.
Miyo was the woman’s name, and when her husband had been arrested two months back for the unlicensed
brewing of saké and had been given a spell in the workhouse in place of a fine, Miyo had come along to the police
with the awkward request that she and her children, since they now had no idea where tomorrow’s meals might
come from, should be sent to the workhouse too. She had argued obstinately in this room for the better part of half
a day, giving Miyoshi no end of trouble. The brewing of a rough, cloudy saké from crushed rice was a timehonored custom among the impoverished petty farmers roundabout, any form of refined saké being hopelessly
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beyond their means; since it was impossible to stop this practice, the police had abandoned imposing fines and,
instead, merely consigned offenders to the workhouse. Miyoshi, recalling now the pinched, sad-eyed faces and
soiled kimono of the three children Miyo had brought with her on that occasion, felt strongly inclined to make
some sort of offer for the bird himself.
“My, now, it’s a nightingale!” he exclaimed, bending over the cage. “How much are you selling it for?”
But at that moment Constable Fujioka, who had been to the railway station, reappeared with the teacher
Onozaki and some other people, and Miyoshi returned to his desk. Yaé was still being questioned by the legalaffairs officer, but on seeing her neighbor Harukichi with his daughter Haru enter in the custody of a policeman,
she beamed at him with her fat, moonlike face and cried: “Just fancy! You here too! What have you been up to,
then?”
Harukichi had intended to accompany his daughter on the train as far as Owari, and now, dressed for the trip in
a dark-blue kimono, with the white sleeves of his knitted underwear showing for several inches on each arm, he
was following behind Onozaki in evident dejection at this sudden confusion of his plans. But when he saw Yaé’s
face he appeared to recover his spirits a little, as if he had found an ally.
“I’ve done nothing wrong as far as I can see,” he said, “but just as I was thinking to send this girl off to a job in
the central provinces, along came somebody and said I mustn’t do it.”
He studiously avoided looking at either Onozaki or the policeman as he spoke.
“Nothing wrong, do you say?” broke in Miyoshi. “Do you call it right to sell a girl that age into forced
service?”
Onozaki, too, looked highly incensed. “This time I’ve had enough!” he said angrily. “You asked me to help, so
I got in touch with the employment clerk and now you’ve done this. You just don’t know a promise is a promise!”
It was some time before that Harukichi, embarrassed by an excessively large family of small children, had first
told Onozaki he wanted to put Haru out to service; but the girl was a promising student, and on that occasion
Onozaki had managed to persuade Harukichi to let her stay on and proceed to high school, arranging meanwhile
that she should receive a grant, and covering all minor expenses himself. Shortly after the start of this term,
however, there had been expenses for the grandmother’s funeral, and Harukichi, now desperate for money, had
once more come along to say that he wanted to send his daughter out to work. Onozaki had reluctantly agreed,
and, enlisting the help of the employment clerk at the town Office, had undertaken to find a suitable opening. But
Harukichi, whose visits on this matter had been fairly frequent for some time after this, had just lately ceased to
appear, and yesterday morning (by which time Onozaki was already growing suspicious), Harukichi’s sister-inlaw had come to the school in his stead on some business connected with Haru. The school’s spring excursion was
only four days off, and it had been decided that the students of Haru’s class should take the two-hour train journey
to the prefectural capital. It had also been decided that certain money held in trust at the school, the proceeds of a
sale of straw rope made at home by students, should be used for the children who could not afford the fares. Haru
was one of those children. But Haru—her father’s sister-in-law said—would unfortunately not be able to go on
the excursion, so could they please have her share of the rope money now? When pressed for a further
explanation, the woman had merely shaken her head as if she knew nothing more. Onozaki had felt almost sure
then that Harukichi must have fallen for the smooth talk of some commission agent and sold his daughter into
service, and on inquiry at the Town Office he had found—as he had expected—that the procedure there, at any
rate, was not yet completed. Today, to add to his uneasiness, Haru had failed to appear at school and when he had
heard her classmates, during recess, mention seeing Haru and her father set out that morning in the direction of
the town, he had ridden off on his bicycle at once, asking a colleague to take over his class, and had discovered
the two of them at the railway station, waiting idly for a train that was not due for almost another hour.
Onozaki had felt that now he really knew what people meant when they talked about the foxy cunning of these
rustics. If the man was going to do this, why hadn’t he come along decently and asked him to stop his inquiries?
To treat their private agreement as if it had never existed, to go slyly behind his back and carry on secret
negotiations, to pretend he wasn’t doing a thing. … Inwardly seething, he had controlled his temper and tried to
reason quietly with the man. but Harukichi had stubbornly refused to move from the waiting-room bench,
claiming, with the despairing look of a man hounded by fate, that the twenty yen advanced to help with the
preparations had already been spent on family needs and on payments to creditors. It was then that Onozaki had
gone to the police for help. Haru, wearing an apron of red muslin over her cheap, gaudily patterned kimono, and
white cotton socks with holes at the toes, was gazing up in awe at the faces of Onozaki and the policemen, making
herself inconspicuous behind her father’s back; but when Constable Miyoshi, who was a fearsome sight with the
red scar running across one eyebrow, started severely lecturing her father—“What! When this gentleman takes all
this trouble on himself to find a good job, you go to an agency? And don’t you think it’s hard on the poor girl, eh,
sending her off to years of forced labor?”—she trembled suddenly, as if on the verge of tears and, burning
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abruptly away, pressed her hands to her face.
The job the employment clerk had been recommending was with a certain large spinning factory, but it had
offered an advance payment of only ten yen, and, since Harukichi’s situation had moved hopelessly beyond the
stage where that sort of money could be of any use, he had decided, even if the working conditions should be a
trifle rough, there was nothing for it but to sell the girl'’ services for a fixed period to some small factory which
would give him a good lump sum of ready cash in advance. And he had not had the face to mention this to
Onozaki, who had busied himself in so many ways to help his daughter.
“Ah, what can I say?” Harukichi began. “There were the debts, you see, and nothing to eat in the house, and
when on top of that, my third boy, Zenkichi, fell off a ladder and broke his leg and we had to have the doctor. …”
Children in Harukichi’s household, whether there was anything for them to eat or not, sprouted into being like
baby potatoes, and the eighth had been born at the end of the last year. Harukichi had been vaguely thinking,
therefore, that with a family of eleven to support (for, although the grandmother could now at last be counted out,
there were still, in addition to the eight children, two parents and a grandfather), and not the remotest chance of
managing it on the scanty produce of his single acre of land, he might reasonably be excused if, in order to reduce
the number of mouths by one at least, he considered some arrangement for Haru now that she had finished junior
school; and in any case—he had reasoned—no matter what sort of job the girl was sent to, she could hardly be
worse off than she was now, living on starvation rations in a jerry-built shack crawling with children. And when
the boy Zenkichi had injured his leg, and the bone had become infected so that expensive treatment became
necessary, Harukichi had finally made up his mind to go to an employment agent and beg an advance on the
security of his daughter’s services.
“Here, how old are you?” asked Miyoshi suddenly.
“Thirty-four, sir,” Harukichi replied, with a puzzled air.
“Thirty-four?—Miyoshi looked at the man in amazement—“Eight children at thirty-four! That’s good work,
eh? Is it the truth, though?”
Yaé leaned across at this. “Eight it is, sure enough,” she said. “Starting with this girl here, I’ve helped to bring
out everyone of them, so there’s no mistake. He’s not telling lies. If ever you go to his house there’s always two
rocking baskets there, side by side.”
Miyoshi, who had been gazing in surprise at Yaé as she rattle briskly on, looked suddenly annoyed and
shouted: “Hi, that’s enough! Who asked you to talk?”
“Yes, that’s how it is,” said Harukichi, glancing apologetically toward Yaé, who had lapsed into a pained
silence. “And we’ve never given you a thing, have we, for all that trouble? It isn’t right.”\fn{ The text makes this last
statement a question.} He turned and indicated his daughter. “I was thinking, though, that when we’d send this girl
out to work we might have a chance to do something for you.”
The hundred yen he had expected to receive on delivering Haru at the Owari weaving factory was to have been
applied chiefly to the settlement of certain pressing debts, contracted on the security of the house, and to provision
of the family’s immediate needs; but Harukichi’s plans for the money were laid in some detail, and even things
like a gift for Yaé had not been forgotten.
Miyoshi, on being told that the twenty yen advanced as preparation money was all gone and knowing,
moreover, that every penny in the Office’s various relief funds was already out on loan, could think of no answer
to the present problem, and he retired to confer with the superintendent; but there too, it seemed no solution
presented itself.
“Well, I really don’t know,” Miyoshi mumbled as he came back from the superintendent’s office. “What’s it
best to do, I wonder.”
Onozaki had at first listened to the excuses of the nervous, shifty-eyed Harukichi with unconcealed disgust, but
as he came to learn more of the circumstances behind the case, his angry, tense features had gradually relaxed, and
now he turned abruptly to Miyoshi and said: “That’s it. I’ll lend him a little money. If I do that”—he looked across
at Harukichi—“you can manage all right, eh?”
“Well, seriously, you know, I just can’t take it.” Harukichi recoiled at the offer, his yellow, wizened face
becoming momentarily resolute. “I’m not going to put you to any more trouble, sir, not on my account.”
But Miyoshi was looking immensely relieved. “Now you,” he said quickly. “That’s no way to talk. You should
accept a kindness in the proper spirit. Let’s settle things the way the gentleman says, and let’s hear no more about
sending this girl into service.”
Miyoshi was obliged to devote a large part of each day to people who came to the police to beg help of some
sort, getting them cards for free medical treatment, arranging for assistance to be given from the Town Office, and
so on, and Onozaki’s simple solution seemed to attract him strongly, for he now added, as good measure: “And
tomorrow I’ll go to the Town Office myself and see if they’ll let you have a bale of rice.”
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At that moment there was the sound of a motor car drawing up outside the entrance. Visitors in cars were rare,
and as the policemen turned curiously toward the door there emerged from the vehicle a man whose face was a
familiar sight to everyone in town. It was Dr. Yakota. He entered without removing his hat and, leaning
unceremoniously across the handrail of the reception desk, cast affable, beady-eyed glances about the room from
behind his thick-lensed spectacles. After a few bantering remarks—“Hello, Miyoshi, has the fishing started
yet?”—his expression grew suddenly serious and he turned to Saitō, the hygiene officer. “I’ve just had a call from
that prayer-mongering priest at Tora-no-kuchi,” he said, “and I find there’s a case of dysentery.”
The hygiene officer rose from his chair. “Is it the priest, then?” he asked.
“No such luck,” said the doctor. “It’s an old woman stopping at his house. No one knows where she comes
from. And, what’s more, the so-called medicine he’s giving her is stewed pine-leaf juice, or something of that sort,
so you’ll have to investigate this thoroughly.”
With surprising suddenness Dr. Yokota now resumed his former cheerful; manner and started gossiping with
the other policemen. From across the room, where someone—to see whether the nightingale would sing or not—
had lifted the cage onto a window ledge, there now sounded a single, brief, melodic call—“Ho-o-kekkyo!”
“Did you hear that?” cried the countrywoman excitedly. “Isn’t that a lovely voice now?” She moved across to
where Dr. Yokota was sitting. “How about it, sir? Wouldn’t you like to buy that bird?”
The doctor, it so happened, wasted a great deal of time and money on pet birds, boasting quite a collection of
them in his house.
“Eh, what sort is it?” he asked. He rose and walked over toward the window, moving around the rear of the
small group centered about Harukichi. On the way he passed Constable Saitō. The constable, with great zest, was
pulling out the sterilization equipment for use in case of infectious diseases, rejoicing that a time of action had at
last arrived; for he had long been meaning to check up on this priest, a mendicant holy man who had established
himself last spring in a shack near the Tora-no-kuchi cremation ground and, after acquiring a devoted flock of
followers by the recitation of weird prayers for long life and happiness, had even, just lately, been credited with
miraculous healing powers.
“I hear there’s any number of sick people nowadays going to that priest,” the doctor called out as he passed;
and then, drawing up some two or three yards short of the window, lest the bird should take fright and refuse to
sing, he peered from that considerable distance at the little creature fluffing its glossy yellow-green feathers inside
the cage. Turning to the countrywoman, he said: “How much do you want?”
“Well, first of all, sir,” said the woman, gazing hopefully at the doctor in his smartly cut lounge suit and clearly
expecting a handsome offer, “how much would you be prepared to give?”
As she stood waiting for his reply, the nightingale apparently finding the warm spring sunshine to its liking,
gave vent to yet another full-throated, high-pitched burst of song. Constable Miyoshi looked up sharply at the
sound. His face was now stern, as if some irregularity had just occurred to him, and striding quickly across the
room, he stood directly before Miyo and glared at her accusingly.
“Here you,” he said, “this is a protected bird. Where did you get it, eh? It’s against the law to catch birds like
this.”
“I didn’t catch it, sir,” Miyo replied. “It flew into my house all by itself.”
But Miyoshi had already formed his own opinion on the matter and was obviously prepared to listen tono
excuses. “Now then, no lies!” he scolded. “Who ever heard of a bird flying into a house of its own accord? You
caught it with a net, there’s no doubt about it.”
In truth, however, Miyo had done nothing by design. That morning, shortly after dawn, a small bird had come
flying into her house, beating its wings noisily against the walls, and when she and the children, after a wild and
disorderly chase, had eventually trapped it inside a bean-paste sieve they had discovered that it was a nightingale.
Miyo was in ill health, unable to do heavy work as a laborer, and after her husband’s departure to the workhouse
and the rejection of her tearful request to be put in there with him, she had racked her brains in desperation for
some means—when there was not even food in the house for tomorrow—of keeping herself and the children alive
for the next three months, until her husband came out again. Eventually she had decided, rashly, to borrow ten yen
from a moneylender, at a daily interest rate of five sen, and with this as her capital had walked about the town
selling apples; but although she had been able, for a few days, to buy sometimes five and sometimes ten small
measures of rice, in less than a month she had run through both capital and profits, and after that she could find
nothing but occasional odd jobs here and there, at the more well-to-do houses, helping in the kitchen or weeding
the garden; and the three children had eaten rice scarcely once in ten days. When the bird, in the midst of these
misfortunes, had flown of its own free will into her house, Miyo had felt convinced that this was the work of
Providence\fn{Not capitalized in the Text .} “Today,” she had told her dejected and starved-looking children, I’m going
to town to get you some presents. So just be good and wait.”
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First she had gone the rounds of the shops, choosing those which looked likely to have old people somewhere
on the premises, living in retirement, but no one had wanted a bird and her hopes had been sadly dashed. Then,
thinking that the salaried workers in public offices might, after all, be more likely customers, she had abandoned
her tour of the shops and come to the police station.
“Why not forget about it, officer?” said Dr. Yokota, interceding on Miyo’s behalf. “Let her sell the bird to me.”
Miyoshi, however, ignored the remark. “We’ll have to set it loose,” he said, and he moved toward the cage.
“But, officer!” Miyo pleaded, turning red in the face and clutching at Miyoshi’s coat, “even if it is against the
law to catch these birds, I didn’t catch it with a net or a trap of anything like that! If it really flew into the house of
its own accord, it’s all right, isn’t it?” But by this time a shadow had darted across the square of pale blue sky
framed by the window, and the bird was gone.
“What an awful thing to do!” wailed Miyo. “Just when this gentleman”—with a bewildered, mortified air she
turned to gaze at Dr. Yokota—“was going to buy it, too! I’ve spent my whole day trying to sell this bird, and what
shall I say now when I get home? Can’t you gentlemen do something?”
No one had anything to say to this, and Miyo, realizing that the bird was irretrievably lost and growing steadily
more indignant as she visualized the faces of her children, waiting impatiently at home for their mother to return
from town with the presents, walked red-faced from the room. Soon Harukichi too departed, drifting aimlessly off
like a kite from a snapped string; but Haru clattered hastily after him in her flaking red-lacquer clogs and, looking
straight up into his face, cried: “Father will you let me go on the outing?” Having been told that if she went with
her father to Owari she could have rice to eat on the train and could wear her red kimono, Haru had lost all
interest in the school excursion, but now, after today’s events, the thought of missing that too was unbearable.
Harukichi’s mind, however, was fully occupied by other matters—as far as the advance from the agent was
concerned, he thought he could get Onozaki to settle that, so there was nothing much to worry about there; the
railway fare, too, would have to be returned, but he had that intact I his pocket; and, before all else, something
(though he couldn’t imagine what) would have to be done about the debts on the security of his house.
“The outing, eh? Let me see, that’s the day after tomorrow, isn’t it?” he mumbled vaguely. And he walked on
again.
The examination of Yaé, on which the legal-affairs officer was still engaged, was concerned not merely with
her midwife activities but with the question of whether or not she was setting herself up as a doctor. But on this
latter point Yaé had quite openly confessed that the neighboring countrypeople, rather than go all the way to a
doctor and be asked to pay a fee which they could not possibly afford, frequently came to her house for advice on
things like burns, stomach trouble, or boils, and that on these occasions—since she had done some nursing in her
younger days and was not entirely uninformed—she only said to the best of her knowledge what treatment was
good for this or that, and sometimes gave people medicines or ointments out of her own household stock, so it did
not seem likely that there was any more than this to the charges of the qualified midwife that Yaé gave medical
treatment and dispensed medicines.
While the examination was proceeding, and not ten minutes after the departure of Harukichi, a woman of
middle age, big with child, came half running, half stumbling into the entrance way. Close behind her, clutching at
her mother’s sleeve, gripping a mud-splattered rubber ball in her other hand, and gaping up stupidly at the
policemen, came a podgy girl of six or seven; but the woman seemed almost in a trance, completely oblivious of
the child’s presence.
“I need help, please, I need help,” she managed to gasp, and then her pallid face twisted in pain and she sank
down, as if crushed by a weight from above, and crouched low on the floor.
Even at this the reception clerk remained stolidly motionless in his chair, but Miyoshi, who had been watching
from the rear of the room, now came up shouting, “Here, here! What’s all this? What’s all this?” and peered over
the handrail of the reception desk.
The woman, letting her kimono flap loosely open at the front, began pacing up and down the stone-floored
porchway like a caged animal, apparently in agony.
“Help me, please,” she was crying. “It’s dreadful! The birth has started!”
Miyoshi, who at first merely gaped at the woman in wide-eyed bewilderment, now seemed for the first time to
grasp the situation. “A baby, eh? Oh, this is serious, this is! What shall we do?” He ran out onto the porch, and
then, in a panic of indecision, began to follow the woman wherever she moved. Suddenly a surprising thought
appeared to strike him, and he dashed back into the room toward the desk of the legal-affairs officer.
“Hi, you’re a midwife, aren’t you?” he called out to Yaé. “Just give us a hand, then. It’s you or nobody, so
come on. Quick!”
“Oh, a birth? Here?” said Yaé, used to these things and rising unhurriedly. Realizing, however, after a brief
glance at the woman, who was hovering about distractedly in her almost crawling posture, that the baby’s head
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must already be more than half way out, she said: “We’ll have to lay her down some where on a matted floor. And
you!”—with a calming gesture to Miyoshi—“stop running round in circles and lay out a mattress as quick as you
can.”
Leading the woman by the hand, she followed Miyoshi into the night-duty room. Two other policemen hurried
across to help Miyoshi, and the old caretaker also came out to lend a hand, and when the four of them, with a
tremendous amount of fussing, had got the woman safely stretched out on the mattress, Yaé lowered her own
massive form ponderously on the matting and, sitting there in rock-like solidity, moving only her head, directed a
stream of instructions at the policemen—to get boiled water, to go out and buy cotton wool, and so on—and,
having taken her hand towel from her pocket and spread it out ready, in case the cotton swaddling cloth should not
arrive in time, drew the sliding door across behind her. For a time there was only the sound of Yaé, repeating in a
school-teacherly tone: “Don’t strain, now; don’t strain.” This was very soon followed by the thin, uneasy wail of a
baby.
“It’s arrived!” one of the policemen cried out involuntarily.
“I wonder who the woman is?” said another, in a low voice. “Let it go pretty late, didn’t she?”
But the legal-affairs officer rose quickly from his chair and said: “The child’s safely born, that’s the important
thing. Even an unlicensed midwife comes in useful at a time like this, eh?” And he walked excitedly up and down,
beaming with pleasure, as if it was his own child that had just been born.
At this moment, however, he saw Constable Saitō and a patrolman, just back in the station’s car from their job
of disinfecting the room of the dysentery patient, enter in the company of the prayer-chanter, garbed in black
robes like a genuine priest. He turned to greet them.
“What’s this?” he asked. “So he’s really been doing doctor’s work, has he?” Constable Saitrō saluted and,
setting a bundle of roots, weeds, and tree bark on the table, together with a large bottle of cloudy-white liquid
which he had hastily transferred to his left hand before saluting, said: “Doctor’s work? I wouldn’t call it that. This
is the sort of stuff he doses his patients with, he says. HI you! that’s right, isn’t it?”
He turned sharply to the priest standing behind him. The scanty remnants of the man’s hair were cropped close
and his eyes were cold and dull. He had formerly been an itinerant beggar, walking from village to village with an
alms bag strung about his neck, but, instead of spending his takings on drink and tobacco, he had economized
assiduously, an d last spring he had built a ramshackle hut for himself on the outskirts of the town at Tora-nokuchi, banged away on a big drum, and commenced chanting prayers. The sound of the drum had drawn large
numbers of old women to his place for secret consultations, and in a very short time it was widely believed that
you could be cured of chronic diseases if you asked this priest to pray for you, so the fame of the Tora-no-kuchi
prayer-chanter had spread even to the remotest mountain villages.
When Constable Saitō had arrived in all haste at the hut, the priest had shown no trace of agitation, greeting
him with foolishly elaborate ceremony. On an altar raised in the hut’s dim interior were offerings of apples and
other fruit, set on dishes of chipped red lacquer, and, as a further decoration, there was displayed a volume entitled
One Hundred Sutras or something of that sort, from which the priest apparently gave recitals to his assembled
flock twice each year, in this spring and autumn; but it was in the three-mat room next to this, beneath a thin
cotton quilt, that the sick woman lay. She was breathing very faintly and showed no sign of seeing Saitō’s face
when he bent low and peered t her. He saw that it was Kin, the old woman who had passed the previous night at
the police station. Like all those other old women—too poor and too settled in their ways to think of consulting a
doctor—who had come from far and wide on hearing of the priest’s mystic powers, Kin too had called in here for
a cure on her way back. Even when Miyoshi had been vainly urging her to see a doctor, she had probably already
secretly decided on this course. As for the priest, he had started his drum-beating and prayer-chanting
immediately, thinking that this was just another fine bird flown into his net, but he soon saw that he had taken on
a difficult proposition, and, realizing that things might be very awkward if the old woman should thoughtlessly
pass away on him, he had called in Dr. Yokota to make an examination.
“Up to now, about how many patients have come to see you?” he was asked.
“Well, even if you put it as low as one every three days,” the priest replied, without a moment’s hesitation,
“that would make it about a hundred.”
“And have they all been cured?”
At this question the priest assumed a look of humility and said: “Ah, whether they have really recovered
completely or not is something I can’t say. But any number of them have come back and said that, thanks to me,
they are feeling much better.”
The legal-affairs officer picked up some of the plantain leaves and pieces of tree bark that had been thrown
onto the table and thrust them under the priest’s nose.
“Do they get better by swallowing stuff like this?” he shouted angrily. “Are you serious?” Taking the written
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report handed him at that moment by Saitō, he vanished immediately into the superintendent’s office, returning in
a few moments to say briefly: “For today, just lock him up.”
Constable Saitō led the priest to ca corner of the room, where he obliged him to remove his waistband.
“Come on, down here,” he said, and, pushing his way toward the corridor through the crowd of policemen
gathered outside the night-duty room to see the new baby, he dragged his charge without ceremony to the
detention cell. There was a melancholy grating of bolts; then the constable returned and went over to speak to
Miyoshi.
“It’s a shame, you know,” he began. “The patient up at that priest’s place was the old lady who stayed here last
night.”
Miyoshi was leaning forward, gazing intently at the woman in the night-duty room. Now that the afterbirth,
too, had been removed, she was lying perfectly still, and her eyes were shut.
“Eh, the old lady?”—he swung around, opening his eyes wide—“I told her to see a doctor, didn’t I? And she
wouldn’t listen! Will she pull through?”
“At her age it’s unlikely,” said Saitō. “They’ve moved her to the isolation hospital, but she’s in a bad way and
there’s not much hope.”
From beyond the front section of the main office, deserted now except for the policeman on reception duty,
there had sounded the steady beat of a rubber ball being bounced, but now, the noise ceasing abruptly, a girl came
running in with a loud clatter of wooden clogs. Poking her head through the barrier of policemen, she yelled at the
top of her voice: “Mum, I’m hungry! Give me something!” But when her ravenous gaze lighted on the wrinkled
face of the new-born infant, wrapped in her mother’s cloak and silently wriggling its hands and feet at her
mother’s side, she rounded her eyes and stared in blank, speechless astonishment.
“How is it?” one of the policemen called across to Yaé. “Everything all right?”
Yaé, squatting on the floor and looking as massively immovable as ever, wrinkled the narrow corners of her
eyes in a brief smile.
“You don’t often get a birth as easy as this one,” she said. “It’s a little on the small side, but it’s a fine, strong
baby.” She adjusted the edges of the woman’s bedding and then, turning to the old caretaker, called out: “Hi, dad,
I suppose you haven’t any oil, have you? Camellia hair-oil or anything like that will do.”
“Well, a bald-headed fellow like me doesn’t keep fancy things like camellia oil.” The old man laughed, but he
soon returned from the pantry with a bottle of sesame oil, and Yaé, after rubbing a little of it over the baby’s body,
started to bathe the infant in a pail of warm water. Constable Saitō, however, seeing that the mother continued to
lie inert with eyes closed, now burst out angrily, in a voice so loud that everyone standing at the woman’s side
jumped in surprise: “Hi, all you people, where have you come from? What are you doing here?”
The woman, who had apparently been lying so still, with eyes tight shut, from some overwhelming sense of
shame at her mismanagement,\fn{Of the situation surrounding the birth of her child.} feeling that she would like to creep
into a dark hole and hide herself, now opened her eyes with a start, and at once commenced to apologize.
“Forcing myself on you in this state, and giving you gentlemen so much trouble. I don’t know what to say …”
she began.
“Now, that’s all right,” said Miyoshi, restraining her as she attempted to rise. “You get some sleep. Don’t try to
move yet.”
But the woman seemed not to hear him and, making no attempt to return to her former position, went on: “I’ve
been at Higashiné until now, but I couldn’t stay there any longer, you see …” Two broad tearstains appeared
unexpectedly on her face, a face so emaciated and drained of color that one would imagine its owner no longer
capable of feeling any misfortune or suffering; then suddenly, like streams swollen by a cloudburst, the tears came
flooding down in glistening torrents. “… And I had nowhere to go, so I thought I’d come here for help.”
Miyoshi had been studying her face intently. “Here,” he now asked abruptly, “did you work in a circus troupe
when you were a girl?”
The woman was clearly shaken. “Well, how did you know that?” she exclaimed, staring at him in blank
astonishment.
“So it’s true, eh? You had a child with you, too, so I thought you might be the one. And it’s true, eh?” Miyoshi
repeated.
When he had told her the complete story—how her foster mother, Kin, had come on foot the whole thirty miles
from Akazawa just to find her, had fallen sick with dysentery, and was now lodged in the isolation hospital—
Yoshié, who had raised herself on the mattress to a sitting position and was now staring straight ahead with a
dazed look on her face, said “Then I must see her just once; it would be awful if she died” and rose unsteadily to
her feet.
“Hi, stop!” cried Miyoshi. “You can’t go anywhere in that state!”
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“I’m all right,” she replied obstinately. “And I must see her, just once, you see.”
But, for all this display of determination, within a few moments her face turned deathly white and she
crumpled exhausted to the floor. In January of the previous year, having been left without means of support by the
death of the man who worked at the cotton mill, Yoshié had decided that if times were to be bad she would prefer
to be in her native village, where she hoped she might also see her foster mother; so, selling her few household
possessions to provide money for the journey, she had come all the way back to these parts after an absence of
twenty years. But the snows had checked her progress, falling, as they had always fallen, until it seemed the
houses would be buried up to their roofs; and since, in any case, she had no idea what to do next in the aimless
quest for a person called Kin, who might or might not be alive, and whose village was no more to Yoshié than a
vague childhood memory, she had taken a room in this town at a cheap lodginghouse near the railway station. Her
landlady, seeing her sit for days perplexedly staring out at the snowy skies, had eventually taken pity on her and,
employing Yoshié as a serving maid, had allowed both her and the child to remain as long as they pleased.
Then, taken in by the usual promises of marriage, Yoshié had foolishly allowed herself to be got with child by
a traveling timber dealer who stopped briefly at the lodginghouse each month. As soon as her condition became
obvious, the man ceased to call any more. The thought of showing herself in this state before her kind landlady
was more than she could bear, and, carefully draping a sleeve of her kimono across the now prominent bulge in
her figure, she had moved to the Seifū Inn; there, with the time of the birth steadily approaching and with no idea
where she culd stay when it came, she had met up with a ready-tongued sympathizer called Yashichi, who, unlike
the timber dealer, had very soon taken her back home to live with him; but he too, it seemed, had wanted no more
than a little temporary amusement, and, as if worried that things might get even worse if he waited until after the
birth, he had seized as an excuse upon the bickerings between Yoshié’s daughter and his child by his late wife and
the resulting deterioration of his relationship with his mother-in-law, and, thrusting a single five-yen bill into
Yoshié’s hand, he had driven her forcibly from the house. In a deep calm following upon the tremendous labor of
giving birth, Yoshié, with an abstracted and rather troubled look in her eyes, had turned to regard in silence the
baby at her side, which was crying continuously and wrinkling up its face.
But now Miyoshi came hurrying back from the inner office, where he and the legal-affairs officer had been
discussing matters with the superintendent, and called to Yaé: “Look, it’s all right for you to go now, so do you
think you could take this woman with you and put her up at your place? How do you feel? Will you do that? We’ll
talk about the details later, eh?”
Yaé, squatting on the floor turned cumbrously to face Miyoshi.
“That’ll be fine, officer. If you’ve no objection, there’s plenty of room at my place,” she replied, looking as if
this was just what she had been hoping for; and at once she started making her preparations.
Soon the station car was noisily starting up its engine outside the crowded entrance way, and Yaé, holding the
baby in her arms, squeezed herself through the car door with the greatest difficulty and settled down in the seat
beside Yoshié and her daughter.
“Drive slowly,” she exhorted Constable Kobayashi at the wheel; then, turning earnestly to the crowd of
policemen gathered to see them all off, she called out: “If you need my help again, just send for me!”
37.11 Residues Of Squalor\fn{by Yoko Ota (1903-1963)} “rural Yamagata,” Hiroshima Prefecture, Japan (F) 14
Around the little ramshackle shed, there was a splashing sound of rain. It looked like a torrent.
At midnight, when the world was hushed in sleep, this awful-looking hovel did not stand alone in solitude, for
around it hundreds of identical houses stood side by side, and human beings were alive, asleep in those houses.
When I thought of this, my mind was, unusually, at peace. Speaking of solitude, the whole cluster of hundreds of
houses beaten by the June rain was, I should say, enwrapped in solitude. I felt as though the warm breaths of those
asleep reached my skin from neighboring houses not one iota different from the one in which I was sitting. Maybe
at least one person was awake in each family, I thought, and like me was engrossed in killing the slugs that were
creeping around in the shabby, rain-soaked house.
I peered into the adjacent room. Since I had brought the only electric bulb in the house to the three-mat dining
room next to the kitchen, there was only dim light on part of the old pale green mosquito net hung from corner to
corner filling the adjacent six-mat room. Between the lighted spot and the shadowy rim, I could see countless
slugs creeping. They clung to the skirt of the aged mosquito net and slowly climbed the surface of the net, creeping as slugs do. Filing up at a fixed interval, they silently crept one after another, sticking all over the mosquito
net, their molluscan bodies slowly undulating. Every bit of moisture seemed to serve as the slugs’ food and air.
Inside the mosquito net, five relatives were sleeping together, almost piled on one another. From the side of the
dining room where I sat, closest to me was the face of my younger sister Teiko, asleep. Her face was close to the
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net, her nose pressing against it. She was a young widow with two-year-old and six-year-old girls. The two girls
were sleeping in a disorderly manner, half crouched, near their mother’s feet. Perhaps to avoid the electric light,
my mother lay facing away from the others so that my eyes only caught sight of an old kaimaki, a kimono-like
comforter with sleeves, covering her legs. The other sleeper was a female houseguest who was not ordinarily here,
my younger cousin Hashimoto Miyano, who had come from the country that morning to see me on my return
from Tokyo after three years. Not yet having been able to tell me all about the changes in her fate, she seemed to
be asleep with her back toward me on the far edge of the space inside the mosquito net crawling with slugs. There
seemed no space for me to sleep inside the net. Miyano lay where I usually slept. She seemed to scrunch up her
body intending to leave some room for me, and there was a slight space between her and the edge of the mosquito
net.
A bunch of blood relations were asleep scrunched up under one mosquito net, each shouldering a misfortune
that was unthinkable in normal situations; on that net a group of slugs, also unthinkable in normal times, was
creeping around. Needless to say, I was aghast at this sight. However, I objected to the method my mother and my
sister Teiko used, annoyed by the infestation of the slugs: they prepared salt water in an empty can and, picking
them up with throw-away wooden chopsticks, dropped them in.
I did not want to kill slugs. I wanted somehow to save their lives. Slugs knew nothing; they were innocent.
After the defeat in the war, Japanese typhoons with female foreign names came and devastated various places
year after year. In the ruins of H city, which had suffered a unique war disaster, too, torrential rains poured, and
typhoons blew. On the ruins of the old parade ground in the city of death which had been reduced to nothing,
houses for those whose homes were burnt down were quickly built, leaving the rubble of the destroyed army
buildings which had once stood close together. Not everyone camping out could get into those shacks. Teiko and
her husband barely managed to get into one by winning the black market lottery.
Houses for bombed-out people were built all over one corner of the spacious former parade ground. Exposed
to heavy rain and stormy winds each year during the rainy season, every house crumbled and rotted while slugs
bred under the floor. Since this was a valley, there was no drain for the water. The floorboards, steeped in mud
throughout the year, were starting to rot. Slugs were breeding there in swarms. My mother and Teiko diligently
dropped them in a can of salt water.
I looked in the can. They were half melting, but not completely melted. Thick and muddy, there was no sign of
their having put up resistance to this sole primitive measure. After once eyeing this sight, I had begun to suffer
from an association about human beings heaped up in a mound of death, half burnt but not completely melted,
with no energy to show any sign of resistance. They were so alike. I could not think of slugs as mere slugs.
Heartless mollusks to me seemed personifications with hearts, and I could not bring myself to kill them by
sprinkling them with salt.
I made sure that the people in the mosquito net were asleep and no one saw what I was doing. I had bought
DDT during the day. If I repeatedly and carefully sprinkled DDT all over the room instead of massacring them
with salt, which must be a horrible shock to slugs, eventually they would give up entering the room, I thought.
When I mentioned DDT, Teiko and my mother were silent. It was palpably clear that, cornered into penurious
living, they thought salt was less expensive than DDT. Having touched that chilling reality, sadness weighed
heavily on my heart, but I had to try it while they were asleep. Peeling the seal of the cylindrical DDT container, I
shot white powder onto the dining room floor.
Turning and twisting, slugs had encroached in groups from the side of the door sill under the glass doors—
there were no wooden rain shutters. The door sills on the four sides of the room were not even well grooved. They
crept all over the dining room, climbed pillars, and clung to the legs of the low dining table. Their traces shone,
forming many glittering streaks. Since the slugs were mostly swarming in the slits between the glass doors and the
door sill that led directly to the outside, I repeatedly sprayed white power there. The slugs would run away, I
thought.
I immediately realized my ignorance. While the strong smell of the chemical attacked my eyes and nose, the
soft bodies of the slugs on which it was sprinkled slowly melted and flowed. They could not leap or fly like fleas
or mosquitoes; nor were their boneless bodies able to resist the stimulus of the chemical.
I felt nauseous. This was what I feared most. On the day the pale white radioactive flash burnt H city as though
to toast it, I was in that city, and I saw how human beings were burnt and melted not by flames of fire but by the
rays of the homicidal weapon that had fallen from the sky. I had been suffering from the intense shock for six
years. It was now June 1951; but for me every moment of the long hours after the war was dark. Trying to escape
from that dark affliction, I sometimes took sleeping pills, even during the day, and gave myself injections of
antihistamines which were narcotic. I tried drinking but found that it affected the stomach before I could get drunk
enough to efface the pain.
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I dreamed of escape in death. That very spring, a poet\fn{ A note reads: Hara Tamiki (1905-1951), Hiroshima-born poet
and author, was in Hiroshima in 1945, thinking, as did ata, that it was safer than in Tokyo .} who had experienced the same thing,
and who seemed to have been afflicted by the same pain, killed himself. Instantly, I thought I had fallen one step
behind. Now that he had died, I thought, I, also an author, could not follow suit. When I went to his wake, I
wanted to question him about the meaning of his death, but the poet who had killed himself was no longer there.
Realizing that death meant that he was gone forever, at that moment I thought suicide ugly.
I stopped sprinkling DDT and turned my eyes away from the melting slugs. Still I could no longer tolerate it.
Folding a newspaper narrowly, I covered that place. I had to forget the presence of the slugs as quickly as
possible. It was because I recalled the groups of humans massacred seven years ago.
On the night of my return from Tokyo about ten days ago, my mother bought a little sake for me. I wanted to
drink it in one gulp and paralyze some portion of my nerves. I peered toward the mosquito net. Teiko was looking
at me, her eyes wide open inside the net.
“What’s the time?” Teiko asked. She didn’t seem to have noticed that I had sprinkled DDT and melted slugs.
“Twelve-thirty.”
“Somehow the smell of a chemical woke me. I wonder what it is.”
“I just sprinkled DDT around because there were fleas and mosquitoes. Say, why don’t you get up for a
minute? Let’s drink,” I said, without even a smile. I wanted quickly to finish turning the comer of my heart that
was filled with dark depression.
“Shall we?” Looking faintly despairing as though in response to my face which suggested despair, Teiko, who
hardly ever drank sake, lifted the skirt of the net and came out. She went to the kitchen and started to make a fire
in a pitch black earthen hibachi.
“You needn’t heat the sake. Let’s drink it cold.”
“No need to stand on ceremony. Making a fire’s nothing.”
“It’s not ceremony. Sit down quickly!”
With sake in a glass bottle and sake cups, Teiko sat at the small dining table facing me. She stretched her arm
behind her and took out damp peanuts from the cupboard. Teiko and I lifted our cups of cold sake and, after
letting them touch with a click, drank silently.
“Everything’s cold, isn’t it?” I said.
“These peanuts are too damp. Wait a second.”
Teiko rose lightheartedly, sliced a cucumber in random shapes, dotted it with salt, and brought it over. The
green peel of the cucumber looked refreshing.
“Raining, isn’t it?”
“Yes, it rains so much.”
“If it rains too badly, the mud’ll be washed away and human bones will come out, don’t you think?”
“They come out even if it doesn’t rain.”
“Even after decades, if someone digs in the ruins of the parade ground, human bones’ll still come out, won’t
they?”
“You don’t have to wait decades. Even now, when we dig around here to make a vegetable garden, lots of
things like bijoh come out besides bones. Slates and eating utensils, too.”
I didn’t immediately grasp the meaning of bijoh.
“The buckle for soldiers’ obikawa leather belts. They called obikawa taikaku, giving it a Japanized Chinese
reading. Military terms are all disgusting, aren’t they?”
“Lots of bijoh of taikaku come out? What I’m saying is that not now but decades from now, lots of them will
still be unearthed—bijoh and eating utensils.”
“Even after hundreds of years, I’m sure human bones and soldiers’ bijoh and eating utensils will come out.”
These words conveyed the numbers of soldiers and other humans who died inside and outside the military
buildings that were in this parade ground. Tetsuji, younger brother to me and older brother to Teiko, met instant
death on August 6 six years ago at the site of the First Unit, the present housing site for those who were bombed
out, without even having his bones identified. As we drank cold sake, however, neither Teiko nor I said a word
about this. We did not want to wake the wailing that had sunk to the bottom of our hearts. Even among blood
relatives, people refrained from talking about their grief and shed unbearable tears, perhaps in bed, when the
world was quietly asleep.
Soichi, Teiko’s husband, had been called at one point during the war to the military hospital that was on this
parade ground. It was adjacent to the First Unit where Tetsuji died instantly. Since Soichi was in the army in
Kyushu on August 6, the day of the atomic bomb, he did not die in combat. Soon after the war he suddenly died
of tuberculosis. Sometimes I connected his death with war, and I had the illusion that his was a kind of death in
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action. While entertaining this illusion, I thought it was no illusion, and the deaths of Tetsuji and Soichi were
imprinted in my heart, as two deaths in combat, heterogeneous yet overlapping.
“Oh no, I’m getting itchy,” Teiko said, her face red from not even two cups of sake, suddenly starting to
scratch a comer of her lip with her right hand. Right at the edge of her mouth a deep cut forming an X-shaped
keloid mark pulled in an ugly manner. At the time of the bomb, she was cut in more than thirty places all over her
body by glass splinters which flew at her like knives. From the center of the X-shaped cut in the lip, water and
medicine that she put into her mouth poured out. My mother and I had said it was good that Teiko was already
married. However, now that Soichi was dead, what we said invoked the contrary psychological response in us.
“It’s bad to drink sake, isn’t it? Oh, it itches.”
“Shall I give you a shot for hives?” I meant the antihistamine which I habitually used to sleep.
“I don’t want a shot. Must you give yourself those shots? Poisonous to the health, no?”
“Control poison with poison. I can’t live straight, can I?”
I was a little drunk. The procession of slugs creeping around came vaguely into sight. Teiko went out to the
kitchen and drank gulps of water.
“Does it still itch?”
“It’s a little better now.”
Teiko saw that I was somewhat more cheerful. As though waiting for a chance to tell me about it, she suddenly
started in a soft tone:
“Mr. Kurata, you know.”
“Mr. Kurata?” I thought. It was no longer possible that my heart leaped at that name. Yet the name seemed to
penetrate gently into my chest.
“Huh?” I said to my sister, who was more than ten years younger. I was expectant.
“About a month before you came this time, Big Sister Mitsue saw him at the streetcar stop in Misasa.”
“So he’s alive.” There was a lie in this. I had heard it rumored that he had survived August 6.
“Yes, she said that he was dressed up as much as before. He knew that you went back to Tokyo after the war
and are writing, but wondered if you were fine. He asked the same thing twice. Then he also asked about mother,
and said he felt sorry for mother about you, now that his children are getting big, especially his daughter being in
the prime of maidenhood, the time for her to marry drawing near—I hear he was on the verge of tears. Big Sister
Mitsue said she felt sorry.”
My younger sister Mitsue, older than Teiko, who married into the Misasa Shrine, was now a mother of five
children. From her childhood till about the time she married, she had seen enough of my relationship with Kurata.
He was a man who, in a sense, messed up my destiny. I did not forgive him for hiding the fact that he had a wife
and children in the country and for machinating, so to speak, to carry on a bigamous affair with me when I was
only twenty. Without forgiving him I loved him, and bore him a child. Now I would leave his house and then
again be taken back. I spent eight years of my youth in this way. When we parted for the last time, my parents did
not consent to my bringing home the child.
My mother hated Kurata. She tried to make me hate him, too. Kurata hated my mother, who played a big role
in our separation. He gave our child to a couple who were close friends. The couple feared my seeing the child.
Although I loved the child even after the separation, I continued to love Kurata even more. To forget him, I took
to whiskey and absinthe, which were unfamiliar to me, and while destroying part of my integrity, I tried to change
myself through writing. My writing was not enhanced. I tried not to love a man. Literature that would move
oneself and others could not exist where there was no love for fellow humans.
A long time passed, and in the midst of the Second World War my child should have been seventeen or
eighteen. Unless I saw him then, I knew I might miss him for good, for he was at a dangerous age when he might
die as a boy kamikaze pilot. I wrote a letter to the child’s foster parents. A reply came. It said that the child had no
knowledge of Kurata’s and my past, and that even now he thought his foster parents his real parents. If I was to
see him, they wanted me to see him unbeknownst to him as a complete stranger. That would be the saddest way of
seeing him, and I hated the idea. I gave up the notion of getting together with him. Several years earlier, Kurata’s
wife, whom he had divorced once but remarried after his separation from me, had died of illness. Kurata’s oldest
son and the younger sister of Kurata’s deceased wife started to visit me often.
Despite the fact that one of them must have been aware of his mother’s resentment toward me and the other of
her sister’s, the two young people occasionally brought me news about Kurata and my child, as though talking
about their relatives. Kurata married a young wife. Kurata’s first son repeated that this woman resembled me.
Separated by months and years, the intense memory of love from long ago had faded in my maturity. Only
nostalgia remained toward the fact that my youth once had such dynamic moments.
When Teiko mentioned Kurata’s name and told me what he had said, I only felt as I would toward a close
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relative, my thought having changed to unruffled reminiscence.
“He asked her to send heartfelt greetings to mother. He said he wished to be forgiven about the old days,”
Mitsue said.
If so, he would no longer chase me. My heart sank somewhat, and I felt compelled to grab at a void, realizing
this was the outcome of that love.
“I want to hear about the child.”
I thought the child I gave birth to might be dead. Perhaps they refused to let me see him because they did not
want me to learn about his death—I sensed the shadow of this possibility. If he had died, I should not try to see
him. I felt that part of my heart had been supported solely by the awareness that a child who was mine was alive
on this globe.
“Mr. Kurata seems to live near the Misasa Shrine. Mitsue said she might run into him again. Shall I tell Mitsue
to try asking him about your child?” Teiko said simple-mindedly.
“I wonder if he’d tell the truth if Mitsue asked. Tsuruko’s younger sister Naoko came again before I left Tokyo.
I asked Naoko, too, but …”
Tsuruko was Kurata’s wife, who had been tormented by Kurata and me until she died. Her sister Naoko said
that Kurata didn’t know my child’s whereabouts after the war. She seemed to know that the aged foster father who
lived in Kobe worked in the proofreading section of an Osaka press, but beyond that she kept her mouth closed. I
told Teiko the name of my present companion, who did not necessarily always live with me:
“He says he wants to be there too when I see my child. But if the boy’s dead, then I’ll be more shaken up about
learning it than by not seeing him, won’t I?”
Suppose he had died at the front, or suppose he had happened to come to H city from Kobe on some errand
and met his inevitable final moment due to the atomic bomb. Since this was not impossible, I was afraid of
pursuing only to deepen the wound. With the war disaster further complicating life’s problems, my soul was
utterly confused.
Having drunk most of the sake, I became lighthearted, and since I was prone to laughing when drunk, I
suddenly laughed, shifting my mood.
“Let’s wake Miyano. I wonder what would be best for her to do from now on. No matter where we turn, none
of our relatives is doing well. Wake her, wake her,” I said to Teiko.
We heard Miyano’s voice from inside the mosquito net:
“I was just thinking of rising. You two were mumbling and mumbling. I have been awake for a long time.”
Miyano, cold at first glance, always spoke politely like a stranger, although she and I were cousins of about the
same age. She crawled out from the net with a somehow despairing pale face, nearly identical to Teiko’s and
mine.
“Won’t you have some sake? We’ve left a few cups.”
“Sake? I am afraid sake is …”
She sat upright by the table. Single-minded, absolutely serious, which was her temperament, she looked as
much as to say that it bothered her even to look at something like sake. Whenever I saw Miyano I recalled
something. On August 3, six years ago, she and her mother, my mother’s older sister, stayed overnight at my
mother’s and Teiko’s house. I had also returned there from Tokyo, where air raids were fierce. After sleeping on
the spacious second floor, both left H city early on the morning of the fourth. They had managed to send their
furniture to the country in two horse-drawn carts. Having vacated their house, they were escaping from the city.
Wearing work trousers and carrying rucksacks, the two trodded off. My seventy-year-old aunt had tied her sella,
strong leather-lined sandals, to her feet. As we thought this was the last time we would see them, a faint pain
nagged at everyone’s heart. After the war, this aunt lost the family’s entire fortune, which she had placed in an
account with the South Manchurian Railway, and died of illness soon after discovering the loss.
“The sick man is waiting at home. After visiting Tsuyako at the hospital with you and shopping a little, I have
to go home as soon as possible. So I want to ask your opinion tonight.”
I found Miyano’s tragic situation after the war ironic. From childhood, she lived in Fengtian, Manchuria, her
father and older brother occupying important posts at the South Manchurian Railway. At nineteen, Miyano
married a local wholesale drug dealer. However, when it was discovered that he was dealing in illegal opium,
Miyano’s father, who was an extremely religious Buddhist, hated the deception and took her back to his house.
After that Miyano remained unmarried for a long time. Her father and brother both died, her father from old
age in Fengtian and her brother from tuberculosis at the Japan Red Cross Hospital of H city. The Manchurian
Incident\fn{On September 18, 1931, there was an explosion on the Japanese-owned South Manchuria Railroad. This incident was used
by the Japanese authorities in the areas of China which they then occupied to extend their authority into Mukden (Shenyang), several
neighboring cities, and only five months later into the whole of Manchuria.} showed signs of enlarging the war, and, chased by
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the flames of war, Miyano and her mother returned to H city. They lived in H city for a long time. Since they had
many relatives, they recommended that Miyano remarry, one by one bringing concrete proposals for candidates.
Miyano refused to marry, and at times she declined so angrily that the bearer of the offer withdrew, shocked.
She sharply rejected marriage as kichanamashii, which meant impure in our dialect, inviting laughter from all
relatives, who commented that marriage was not simply a matter of impurity. When a man wanted to marry her,
she said he must be staking out her father’s inheritance left with the South Manchurian Railway. Miyano opened a
sewing class and took students. Having contracted vertebral caries, she wore a cast and a corset. Around the time
the war ended, the infection stopped, improving her complexion and making her plump. She was nearly forty
then.
A man lived alone near their house in the country. He was a bachelor and middle landlord who had never
married because of the tuberculosis he had suffered in Tokyo in his youth, and he was engaged in humble manysided farming. He was not yet fifty. Drawn to Miyano during the war, he brought her grains, vegetables, and eggs.
Before dying at an old age, her mother suggested that Miyano marry this kind and lonesome man. Bereft of her
mother, when Miyano realized that after all she could not draw even a cent of the savings she and her mother had
left in a single South Manchurian Railway account, for the first time she seemed to realize her isolation. She
consulted as many relatives as possible by writing or talking. I received a letter in Tokyo. I replied affirmatively.
What a nice mate she had found at this late stage, I thought, vulgarly envying the luck of a man and a woman of
mature age marrying almost as if for the first time.
After marrying, Miyano never wrote of her feelings about the marriage. At the end of the second New Year’s
card after moving into that house, she added that her husband had had a stroke, though light, and was bedridden,
half his body paralyzed. I had been concerned about the possible relapse of tuberculosis which both of them had
suffered. I had not expected to hear, however, that in a little over a year after their marriage half her husband’s
body would become paralyzed. The news of unpredictable human affairs left my heart overcast Asking someone
to care for the sick man, Miyano had rushed to see me, running with small steps, so to speak.
“Just because he got sick, you can’t very well abandon him, can you?” I had no choice but to say.
“I have no intention of abandoning him, nor do I have a home to return to, but there is no telling whether he
will lie in bed for five or ten years, is there? Suppose he stays like this as long as ten years, and I care for him?
When he dies, they may tell me, you have no children, so please leave. Then what?”
“Would anyone say such a thing?”
“In that kind of situation, there is always some relative who might. He has many relatives. You write novels,
don’t you? Please tell me if you have a good idea.”
“Even if I write novels, I can’t see everything.”
I laughed a little. I thought that Miyano perhaps found it worse than meaningless, perhaps found it a grave loss,
that her husband had collapsed after one-and-a- half year’s marriage.
“Even while caring for the invalid, I have to farm; otherwise we can’t eat. I feel miserable because it is as if I
had lost myself again, all the way at the end.”
Miyano did not love her husband, I thought. Thinness of affection was reflected here and there in her words. I
said a little cruelly:
“But you can’t tell who’ll die first, can you?”
“That is so. At our age.”
Teiko silently listened to our brief conversation. She was by nature reticent. Never commenting on Miyano’s
broken life, she crawled stealthily under the mosquito net, looking sleepy. As though following Teiko’s back with
her eyes, Miyano turned her face to the net.
“Oh,” she raised her voice, surprised. This was because she saw slugs not just around us in the dining room but
climbing up all over the mosquito net and gathering near the ceiling. “How awful. I never saw so many slugs in
my life. I am getting a shiver,” she said, narrowing her shoulders.
“It’s good that you were not in H city on August 6, Miyano. When looking at this swarm of slugs, I tremble
thinking that soldiers who died on this parade ground are back in the shape of slugs.”
It was still drizzling the following day. Miyano and I went out into the city in the rain to visit our younger
cousin Tsuyako who had been hospitalized for three full years in the Red Cross Hospital. Having decided to buy
some food for Tsuyako at a store on a busy street, we walked along the streetcar road. A dingy little streetcar
tottered like a lazy man in the middle of the Fifty Meter Road now under construction. A strange landscape was in
view. In the center of the city where the traces of devastation were still raw, a wide road called by that name was
being constructed with no apparent purpose. The miserable roadside stands that stood helter-skelter in the postwar
confusion had already been moved to the riverbank, which flooded every year during the rainy season. Only a
strange-looking Chinese-style noodle shop remained there all by itself.
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Around the middle of the not yet finished Fifty Meter Road, close to the streetcar rails, the dirt was raised just
there, and the little Chinese-style noodle shop stood tilted on top of the mound. I had learned from a reporter, with
whom I walked on this road four or five days ago, why this shop alone remained there. It was not that the shop
was left unheeded. The others disappeared on receiving a small amount of money for being forced to move, but
the noodle shop sat there, refusing to accept compensation. The man who ran the shop was from a third country.
Referring to the present freedom of the third-country person, the reporter laughed gleefully as though he was the
victor. The house atop the dirt forming a tiny hill had dirt steps in front and back, down to the Fifty Meter Road.
On the streetcar side of the tilted and almost collapsing shed, a signboard for Chinese noodles hung. A German
shepherd, leashed on top of the steps carved on the back side, was lying flat. Since the dog was out of proportion
in comparison with the shed, it looked larger than the shop. Rhododendrons and garden jalaps were in bloom from
around the shed to the steps. When I briefly explained about the shop, Miyano, who was walking at my side,
laughed.
“Isn’t it interesting that only the third-country person is holding out like that.”
“But do you know why just that house is standing on the raised dirt mound?”
“Why?”
“It’s said that the whole city rose three feet. In other words, the Fifty Meter Road is at the original level. That
house still stands on the raised place, but underneath—”
I closed my mouth.
“Bodies? Shambles?”
“Both.”
We passed by, suddenly averting our eyes from the Chinese-style noodle shop atop the mound of dirt. The rain
did not stop falling. Men who looked like construction workers were planting saplings in the rain along the Fifty
Meter Road for a future tree-lined street. At first I did not understand that they were to line the street. I asked an
old worker as we passed them.
“What are you planting?”
“Saplings to line the street.”
A shadow of pathos stole into my heart. Although the constant sorrow never left me, at this moment it shook
my heart more strongly than ever. The fact that new trees had to be planted along the new road, now after seven
years, overlapped in my mind with the character of this Fifty Meter Road. Like others, I could not overcome the
premonition that the road might be for future military purposes.
“What trees are they?” I again asked the man planting them in the rain.
“Plane and linden. We won’t live until these become big trees and grow thick foliage, though.”
The old man looked up at my face. I, too, looked back at his half-crying, half-laughing tan face.
At the entrance to the Japan Red Cross Hospital we asked at information where Tsuyako’s room was. I found it
surprising that Miyano had never visited this woman during the three years of Tsuyako’s hospitalization. I was
angry myself that none of us relatives sufficiently visited Tsuyako, who had tuberculosis of the kidneys and whose
throat was also now affected.
Yet I had not stopped by at her room when I recently visited this hospital. With a girl from this city whose face
had lost its shape due to the atomic bomb, I came to visit another girl whose appearance had also become halfhuman and who was having an operation at this hospital at this late date. On that day I had not felt like visiting
Tsuyako. Since Tsuyako, the daughter of my mother’s youngest brother, was born in Seoul, I had never met her.
From photographs I had occasionally seen, I knew that she was a beautiful woman who resembled her mother.
However, my feeling toward her was not necessarily unadulterated.
Twenty years ago when, having left Kurata with much agony, I started to write a little in Tokyo, my father, who
was a landlord, lost everything and died. Money sent to me in Tokyo became scanty. I fell ill. There was no
prospect of my novels selling. I was trying to live by writing. I wrote my greedy uncle, who had bought land and
several houses in colonial Seoul, asking for money. In spite of the fact that I knew he was greedy from my own
childhood experience, I had dreams about a cousin who lived far away. No reply came. I wrote repeating the same
words. My uncle’s wife answered. She wrote that they could not respond if a niece who had never even sent them
midsummer and year-end cards asked to borrow money.
When Tsuyako reached marriageable age, my uncle and aunt, who were then in Sariwon, Hwanghae-do, and
did not wish their daughter to marry in a colony, wrote asking me to find someone for her in Tokyo. I owned a
house and lived with my mother then. I asked my mother to write to my uncle that, if he cared for his daughter, he
should have cared for another’s daughter, too. My mother wrote nothing of the kind. If I thought of my uncle in
this way, my mother said comforting me, I should take care of my young cousin.
Carrying a much too formal photograph of Tsuyako in a long funsode—sleeved kimono,\fn{ A note reads: A long363

sleeved kimono normally worn by unmarried young women.}

my mother and I made the rounds of the houses of relatives and
acquaintances looking for someone for Tsuyako to marry. A relative’s family became interested. Letters and
photographs were speedily exchanged between Tokyo and Korea, and a young man was chosen. He became
definite. He and his mother were about to go to Korea to see Tsuyako. Then suddenly my uncle wrote that
Tsuyako was preparing to marry a promising youth who worked for the South Manchurian Railway.
After the war, my uncle and aunt were among the first to return by black-market boat. They had lost
everything. They were both past sixty. Now they were both teachers in an elementary school branch on a plateau
in the mountains of H Prefecture, where there wasn’t even electricity. Of Tsuyako’s two children, they kept the
six-year-old. I no longer resented those people who would not even send five yen as a token of sympathy to me
who had asked for one hundred yen. However, a trace of the scar of life that had been carved in my heart twenty
years ago still remained, pulled taut. With my pity for Tsuyako nuanced, I felt somewhat concerned about our
meeting.
On opening the door to what was called a model ward, we saw, in a certain kind of fresh cleanliness maintained in the large, bright room, five gloomy, pale, and lean women lying quietly. Both Miyano and I spotted
Tsuyako immediately. It was not possible to hide mutual recognition of the resemblance between something in her
features and ours.
When Miyano and I entered the room, Tsuyako was crouching, having gotten down on the far side of the bed.
She seemed to recognize us immediately when our eyes met, but, smiling faintly with a fleeting expression, she
remained crouched. Tsuyako was not as drawn as I had imagined. After finishing passing water, she politely
greeted me on her bed on our first meeting and exchanged words as an old acquaintance with Miyano. Since I was
no good at greeting anyone properly, I was flustered by this and quickly asked about her illness. Tsuyako
answered, now in bed.
“I have to pass water thirty-five or thirty-six times every twenty-four hours, so I don’t have time to sleep.”
“How old were you when you first took ill?” I asked my younger cousin, who had just passed thirty.
“About a year after my parents left Korea, I also left with my two children and went home high in the mountains where they live. After another year or so, my legs were incredibly cold, and I began to pass water
frequently,” Tsuyako said in a frank and honest manner.
“My parents live on a plateau deep in the mountains where things are inconvenient, you see. There was no
doctor, and it was a job to visit a doctor in town. By the time I saw a doctor, it was fairly bad. After staying in the
doctor’s clinic as a patient about half a year, I was hospitalized here.”
“I wonder why you contracted the kind of illness that affected both your kidneys,” I said full of compassion.
“Before crossing the 38th parallel,\fn{The demarcation line separating the Soviet- and American-occupied zones of Korea.}
my husband died of tuberculosis.”
“I heard about it from my mother.”
“After that I crossed the 38th parallel with two small children, with or without food, and I had a really hard
time getting to Pusan.\fn{Pusan is a seaport; from there, surviving Japanese were ferried back to the Japanese home islands, all that
remained of the former Japanese Empire after World War II.} That kind of thing, I feel, was also a cause of the illness,”
Tsuyako said calmly, as if talking of someone else.
“I have sent my boy to my husband’s parents’ place, but I feel sorry for my father because I’m in this shape. If
I recover, I would love to live with my children in the mountains where my parents are, perhaps as an elementary
school teacher. If I don’t get better, I will be a burden on my father until I die,” Tsuyako said, as though telling the
thoughts that were on her mind all this while.
Tsuyako also slowly spoke, intermittently, about her father, who worked at a branch school deep in the
mountains. He got up at three in the morning whenever he came to visit her at the hospital. He walked twenty
miles down the mountain trail in rubber-soled workers’ tabi, changing his clothes and shoes before boarding a
bus. Miyano and I said to Tsuyako that she shouldn’t talk too much now.
Despite the fact that I pitied her, I did not feel my chest so gnawed by this individual’s misfortune. At heart, I
involuntarily compared Tsuyako with the young woman who was still moaning in a ward almost straight above
this one, whose entire body had been burnt by atomic bomb radiation. When I first saw maidens who appeared
half-human due to radiation, I felt as though I had been pierced through and cried despite the presence of
onlookers, thinking of their present and future. I rarely cried about my younger brother Tetsuji as an individual.
When compelled to out of resentment for the sake of all, I cried alone at midnight.
While looking at Tsuyako and listening to her story, I could not help noticing that here, too, the war disaster
pierced the abdominal walls of life in general. For me, Tsuyako was in one corner of my resentment of the whole.
She was certainly included in the circle of that resentment. There lurked in me a certain psychology that was
difficult to tell others. It was difficult to tell others, since it related to death. A poet who witnessed the same thing
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in this city had reawakened this city’s devilish memories from the beginning of the Korean War, and he had killed
himself as though unable to withstand the traumatic sense of crisis he harbored about the future. Around the same
time, a similar psychology developed inside me. I disliked suicide. However, the thought that I might commit
suicide or that I might suddenly die due to the resurgence of the atomic bomb disease never left my mind. There
was a black dot in my heart concerning this return to H city. It meant a valediction to my home, ruined city though
it was—my ultimate silent valediction to my close relatives and dear acquaintances. I wished to see them once
again without making it look final.
“Is there anything we can do?” I asked about Tsuyako’s immediate needs, but she answered with a light shake
of the head, “Thank you. But I am fine because the nurses take care of everything in this model ward.”
When we said good-bye and went out to the corridor outside the ward, I thought it was good to have seen her,
although I was also aware that my visit took a conscious effort.
“The moment I glanced at her, I realized that she looked exactly like you,” I whispered to Miyano as we
walked along the corridor toward the entrance.
“You look more like her,” Miyano instantly replied. “You have the same face.”
We went out to the spacious entrance which was now restored to its pre-bomb appearance. As we were going
down the low stone steps, a white-robed nurse whose face I remembered well passed in front of the flower bed.
She was one of the head nurses who had served me food and told me of many things when I came last. Since I
remembered her name, I thought of calling to her. I didn’t. It was because her words heard on my last visit darkly
flapped their wings in my heart, and I could not bear to hear them repeated. The young nurse, named Fukuhara,
had shown me the traces of the deep wounds on her limbs incurred under the debris. Lying beneath the wreckage
of the nurses’ dormitory and encircled by fire, it was not on August 6 th but on the evening of the 7 th that she had
crawled out to the hospital entrance.
“Even doctors, nurses, and patients who survived were half-dead and bloody. We didn’t know what to do.
Wounded outpatients kept coming in droves. Since I couldn’t stand up and walk, I tended them by crawling
around. Every single one said please give me water, let me drink water. Water, water, they said, as they died one
by one. Like watering plants, I crawled around pouring water into their mouths saying, Here, water, here, open
your mouth. Here, water. Here, water, But finally there was no longer a drop of water anywhere. ‘I hate it!’ I
shouted in a loud voice and picked up a baby from the side of the body of a mother. ‘What were you born for?
Weren’t you in the warm stomach for nine months and finally born? You shouldn’t have been born,’ I said to the
baby.”
Fukuhara’s feelings directly touched my heart.
“The dead filled the corridor, each with a piece of paper that said Dead. A crazy man started to hop over
them. Referring to that flash he said, ‘A wide yellow sash wound around him,’ and went hopping over the bodies
as if they were stepping stones, hugging his head. The following day he said, ‘Lemme have so-u-up,’ and died
while having it.”
There was no limit to Fukuhara’s stories about the misery at the hospital.
If I called to her and if she resumed her story from that time, I felt that it would burden Miyano, who was to
return to the country before the day was over, with cruel images. Before accompanying her shopping, I called
Shunkichi from a department store pay phone. Shunkichi was Kurata’s son who visited me often, sometimes
staying overnight, after Tsuruko’s death. My mother, who by then had forgiven Kurata, was kind to Shunkichi. He
worked at a small company, founded after the war in H city, as senmu, executive director, a title which had a
postwar ring. He answered the phone as if he had been waiting for the call.
“I saw your name in a newspaper panel the other day, so I knew you were back. I didn’t know where you were,
though. I wrote you a card care of the newspaper,” he said lightly like the wind.
Arrogant as ever, I thought. I said I wanted to see him once.
“It doesn’t have to be once. Won’t you come to my place today? In the evening fireflies come out and it’s
lovely,” he said.
I knew Shunkichi’s temperament because I had lived with him and the other children during my marriage to
Kurata: his words were mixed with diplomatic flattery. Shunkichi said he would come and get me where I was.
The more he insisted, the more I half doubted his true intentions. Part of me pondered learning of my child’s
whereabouts by seeing him and easing the nostalgia toward my old love, which still lingered in me. I said to
Shunkichi on the other end of the line:
“I’m going to be with a relative for two hours or so. She’s returning to the country, so, after seeing her off, time
permitting, I’ll come to your place.”
In a lively way Shunkichi gave me directions to his house in the suburbs. Miyano was shopping inside the
department store. Soon she and I went out to the entrance and opened the umbrellas we used both for rain and sun,
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Miyano her rusty red one and I my green one. We went to the rainy streetcar road and got on a streetcar. I don’t
know when I’ll see this cousin again, I thought. Then I began wishing to see Kurata. It was not the choking
passion of old. It was a flow of sweet feeling with a tinge of intimacy like that I harbored toward a close relative. I
thought that Kurata might understand my dark state of mind as a result of the war disasters.
Kurata, a dozen years older than I and a follower of socialist ideology in the line of Osugi Sakae, an early
twentieth century anarchist, first mentioned the socialist’s name when I was leaving him to go to Tokyo for the
first time, and he suggested that I try to see him. Although Kurata dropped out of every movement due to his
naturally nihilistic character, I wanted to believe that the throbbing of antiwar sentiment was still burning in his
soul.
Shunkichi had a family, a wife and children, and lived apart from Kurata, but I thought I might somehow
chance to encounter Kurata at Shunkichi’s.
We arrived at the depot of the bus that would take Miyano back to the country. Even after sitting down on the
waiting room bench I remained silent, but realizing that we didn’t have much time, I said in a small voice:
“In your case, you never know what happens when. Living alone with an invalid must be strange, but, well, I
guess you should stay with him till he dies.”
“Yes, well, I guess that’s so.”
“There’s no escaping. If you escape, you’ll only regret it.”
In a sense I also applied these words to myself. At four in the afternoon, the bus Miyano got on left. I recalled
Shunkichi’s words that he would be home by four. If I were to go to Shunkichi’s house at the foot of a mountain
range on the other side of the big river which flowed from a mountain village, I would have to take a streetcar and
then transfer to a bus. To get back to Teiko’s house, it wasn’t much of a walk to the site of the old campground in
the grass after getting off the streetcar. Returning to Teiko’s house where slugs were creeping and visiting
Shunkichi’s house were both depressing. Hesitantly I bought a gift for Shunkichi’s children.
Rain was also drizzling at the foot of the mountain near twilight. Three bicycles stood side by side at the
entrance to Shunkichi’s house. One was a beautiful bicycle with red enamel paint on the body. One was a child’s
bicycle. With a Go board placed in the center of the guest room without proper furniture, and with a Go handbook
by his side, Shunkichi was alone placing black and white stones. Under the eaves on the verandah side hung a
cage with a canary. Stones and moss were placed deliberately in a small yard. I perceived an odd atmosphere.
“Somehow this is oddly old-man-like,” I said to Shunkichi, who was putting away the Go board.
“Yeah, I’ve aged suddenly.”
“How old are you?”
“I’m thirty-two. Girl students call me ojisan.”\fn{ A note reads: “Uncle,” a friendly address for an adult male.}
He was the age of Kurata when I came to know Kurata.
“At thirty-two you’re into this kind of old people’s life-style? It’s as if you’re almost sixty.”
“That’s how old my old man is.”
“At thirty-two your old man wasn’t arranging Go stones alone as if he’d been abandoned. He despised caring
for bonsai plants.”
“I’ve aged early because I don’t know when I’ll die.”
As he said this with a fleeting smile, I saw the appearance of the weak-minded Shunkichi, who resembled the
beautiful but not striking Tsuroko and took after Kurata’s tall, angular body and big, bony hands and feet.
Although it annoyed me that his face resembled his mother Tsuruko’s and his bodily features his father Kurata’s, I
was also surprised to see how enervated he was, sitting cross-legged in front of my eyes.
“My hair fell out completely once, but while I was anticipating death, hair after hair started to grow, you see,
and I’ve managed to live seven years.”
In this city, no matter who meets whom, this kind of dialogue cannot be avoided.
“I stayed in this house the whole time. But my old man was in the mountains of Ujina. Do you remember that
August 6 is his birthday? My wife made ohagi rice dumplings\fn{ Ohagi is a term for sweets made of steamed sticky rice
covered with red bean paste or powdered toasted soybeans, and associated with the celebration of equinox festivals .} for him early in
the morning and left, saying that she was going to bring them to Ujina-that was before eight o’ clock. The train
seems to have gone through the area that became the target unexpectedly fast, and by 8:15 when the bomb fell it
was fairly close to Ujina. But I didn’t know it, so I thought she must have died near the target area. From the
following day I walked around searching for her from Hatchobori to Kamiyacho, which were still on fire. The
dead, the dead, there wasn’t even space to walk. I couldn’t tell men from women, so I looked into each face.”
Shunkichi was exposed to the residual radiation in the target area, he said.
“On looking back, because the whole city burned for three days, and even after the flames subsided the
situation was such that women could not walk, I understand that she couldn’t walk home from Ujina. Since she
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didn’t come home for three days, I thought she was dead and looked for her body for three days in a row.”
“Your wife was in Ujina?”
“Yeah, she came back looking innocent with the old man on the fourth day. But I began to spit blood after a
month.”
“When I think of that radiation disease, I can never forgive America,” I said, my voice trembling.
“Radiation disease is something like a devil who sticks around with unshakable determination all your life.”
Shunkichi’s wife placed supper plates on the table and brought a pourer filled with heated sake. In contrast
with thin Shunkichi, whose only strong features were his thick bones and his height, his short wife was plump, her
face pink like a young girl’s. I had heard from Naoko that she had a fine disposition. The two boys were moving
excitedly around Shunkichi and me. At the frugal supper table, Shunkichi and I became inebriated enough to
become somewhat glib.
“Do you believe the excuse that they used the atomic bombs to end the war?” I asked Shunkichi.
“Don’t take me for a fool. Who would believe their statements and excuses about atomic power? Ask J. R.
Oppenheimer if he did or did not advise the president to use atomic bombs to seize the initiative in the war. Or
was it slaughter in H and N cities for the sake of experiments in the atomic era? How long will they continue to
believe that their discovery and deep knowledge of atomic power have embellished a brilliant page in human
history?”
After a pause, I said, “When you speak like that, even your face starts to look beautiful. Then, why are you
living this way like a hermit?”
“My health’s no good.”
“Does your old man say the same thing?”
“He’s no good, either.”
“Is he ill?”
“Ulcer, you know. He’s trying to live by fleeing from this floating world. Neither my old man nor I can join the
peace movement and have the same influence you do.”
“That’s not true. You have influence. Don’t talk nonsense. If the whole society joins, of course there’s
influence.”
Shunkichi drank sake in silence. Suddenly I said:
“Do you know about the child? Mine? If you know anything, would you tell me?”
“I don’t know anything about his recent past,” Shunkichi answered, gloom over his eyebrows. Being a gentle
person who did not like to see another in agony, he said with deliberate humor:
“When he was small, his old man over there brought him on New Year’s Day every year, so we saw him, too.
It was funny that he called the old man over here Dad. Once he saw our toys and wanted them. I heard there were
many over there because they loved him, but he wanted ours. He especially seemed to crave my long sword. After
he left, we were missing many things. The old man over here, I heard, gave them all to him!”
I was afraid of asking whether my child was alive or dead. If he had died, it was better not to learn it. If it was
in vain to try to find out about the child, it seemed meaningless to stay long.
“Would Papa know?” I asked about Kurata, using the name Shunkichi and the others had used in childhood.
“I think he probably doesn’t know what happened to him after the war. If he did, he would say something to
us. He doesn’t say anything. He is reserved about the boy’s present mother, too. She’s extremely afraid of the
child’s seeing you.”
This rang a bell in the depths of my heart.
“You and even Naoko have visited me, but not my child.”
I swallowed the word death, which came up to my throat.
“Kurata knows nothing, does he?” After a while I started to rise.
“I’ve stayed long. I’ll be off now.”
“Going home? You can’t.”
“Why?”
“Because it’s raining hard. There are no more buses, so if you’re going home I’ll have to take you on my bike.
I’d rather not.”
In deciding to stay there was a fantasy about Kurata. It was a fantasy containing lingering thoughts. Before I
realized it, I had counted him among those whom I should see while in H city. Shunkichi’s youthful wife, who had
hung a mosquito net in the other room and was putting the children to bed, came out and started to prepare my
bed in the guest room.
“This house was destroyed, too, wasn’t it? I thought there was no damage up to here,” I said to her.
“Yes, the walls are leaning quite a lot and crumbling everywhere. Half the ceiling blew off, and on rainy days
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it leaked all the time as if there were no ceiling at all. Last year at last we had just the ceiling fixed.”
Shunkichi and I went out to the entrance and waited there while she hung the net. Of the bikes on the dirt floor,
the red woman’s bike shone. Leaning against a high desk, I said:
“You’re lucky. To buy a pretty bike like that for your wife and to bike together—it’s a nice life.”
“I want to take good care of my wife.”
Hearing this, I no longer felt that the words carried an insinuation about my past. Turning around, with no
special thought I eyed the wall against which the desk stood. On it hung a shikishi\fn{Square.} poetry card with the
words “Human passions are a void.” I see, I thought, understanding Shunkichi’s mood which permeated this
house. Below and to the left of the calligraphy, signature-like letters said “Hansen-An,” Half Saint Hut.
“What’s Hansen-An?”
“The house where my old man is. Instead of a normal vertical wooden plaque with the address and name, a
horizontal one saying Hansen-An hangs there.”
I felt a blow.
“Is this your old man’s shikisht?”
“Of course.”
With this I held my silence. Just as had always happened in the old days, my legs suddenly began losing
strength due to a profound sense of despair concerning Kurata. Long ago when I was leaving he said:
“I don’t want you to become happy through a man, nor will you be able to. Please find happiness in your
work.”
Despite his socialist views, he despised me as vulgar for going to see the summer festivals, Bon dances, and
other popular entertainment. He even called me vulgar for wearing komageta, flat clogs made of a single piece of
wood, on a fair day. Now, once again I realized his illusion. That was because I thought the philosophy of HansenAn was the illusion of his life.
I slipped inside the mosquito net.
Shunkichi brought two electric lamp stands.
“What am I supposed to do with two?”
“One’s a big lamp, the other’s small. You’re going to read the evening paper, aren’t you?”
Shunkichi put the single-sheet evening newspaper inside the net.
“Thank you. But one lamp will do. D’you have any sleeping pills? I always take some.”
“I’m afraid we don’t have any sleeping pills. Why don’t you drink some sake with egg?”
There was no way I was going to be able to sleep with something like egg wine. Shunkichi went out to the
kitchen with his wife and made a clattering noise. After a while, his plump wife handed me a cup of wine with
egg, laughing. In a big white cup, the hot sake and the raw egg were separate, and there was a stinging smell of
sake. At midnight I still couldn’t sleep. I had kept the lamp light on. The big net, dark blue from age and with
stains in many places, hung limp. Here and there I saw slender white hairs stuck to the net. It was uncanny. I knew
that Kurata’s mother, who had lived with me long ago as my mother-in-law, died in this house a year ago. So the
white hairs seemed to have belonged to Kurata’s aged mother. Yet I had an illusion that they were Kurata’s.
I shut off the light. It seemed to be dawn. I gathered and pulled the blanket over my eyes. When I tried to sleep,
memory sprang back. Seven years ago when I escaped from H city, which had gone up in flames, and found
shelter in a house in a mountain village, a man walked along the only village road saying the same thing every
day.
From the railing of the second floor, I stared at that man, who was past middle age. He walked around,
tenaciously spreading the rumor:
“I hear that every single person who was in H city that day is going to die.”
He was a rich man who had moved to that village years earlier. Therefore he did not see H city on the day of
the bombing. There was no basis for totally negating what he said. Even today, there was nothing that could
completely bury the man’s words.
As I tried to sleep, a big, vague, white hand appeared before my eyes. It was a hand that disturbed me all the
time. It was the hand of the man who released the atomic bomb. That hand pressed the button, pulled the switch,
causing the first atomic bomb to drop. What did he look like, the man with that hand? Above this pilot, there was
an officer who commanded it. Above the officer were capitalists, statesmen, and scientists. However, I wished to
see just once the face of the owner of the hand that actually dropped the atomic bomb. I wished to find an answer
in his eyes to the question as to whether or not the wine he drank today in his own country was as bitter as death.
Or rather, I wished to ask the soul of the man who pulled the switch with that white hand whether or not he was
able to live now free of agony.
While seeing a vision of the white hand, I slept a little as it was getting light.
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My stay in H city continued several more days. It was now July. I had distanced myself somewhat from
thoughts of suicide and homicide. It seemed that I had started to think I should not die.
The rainy season was not over. Sometimes there was a torrent. Before and after that, it now rained and now
stopped raining. In the early afternoon one day, the older of Teiko’s two daughters came home in the rain, carrying
a young bamboo branch. The green bamboo leaves, wet from the rain, seemed alive and breathing.
“What’s the Seventh Night, tanabata, about?” the girl asked me.
"A cowherd star and a weaveress star meet each other on the evening of July 7 across the river in the sky called
the Milky Way, after a long time. After a whole year.”
“That’s tomorrow night.”
“I see, the bamboo branch is for that, then.”
“I’ve got to go buy tanabata decorations with Mom. Everybody’s going.”
Teiko went out to buy decorations with the two children. My mother, who never used to nap before, was taking
a nap in a corner of the six-mat tatami room. Since at night slugs only multiplied, my mother stayed up almost all
night getting rid of them for Teiko, me, and her grandchildren. During the day when slugs didn’t come out much,
she sometimes winked. I too lay near my mother’s feet. As I was starting to fall asleep, Teiko and the children
came home with hurried sounds of clogs, talking cheerfully.
“I bought the eighty-yen set because they said they’d price it down to sixty yen.”
Waking our mother and me, Teiko spread papers of different colors for the July 7 decorations allover the place.
Bright yellow, red, or purple paper squares, gold and silver square shikishi, and narrow tanzaku; pink treasure
boats, papercut eggplants, and gourds; circular and angular paperfold balloons and lanterns … The children and
Teiko, and also my mother, blew into the balloons and lanterns making them swell. I vaguely watched more and
more swollen balloons and lanterns, then lay down again.
“Oh my, this is the Milky Way,” Teiko showed the children, lightly pulling a long blue and pink paper with
cuts that filled both her hands.
“We're supposed to cut these square colored papers and gold and silver papers in tanzaku-shaped strips, write
something on them, and hang them, right? I wonder what to write.”
“You’re supposed to write wishes and poems,” my mother responded. The older child said:
“At my friend’s house, they already hung all the papers. She wrote Father and Mother and hung them.”
“Big sister, what are we supposed to write? Do you know?”
“When I was small, grandmother used to cut pieces of cloth of different colors into tanzaku because there was
no square colored paper in the country, write words on them, and hang them up. I wonder what words she wrote. I
don’t know too much about the July 7 festival.”
I felt interminably sleepy then.
“All you need is to write whatever you wish and hang the papers.” Hearing my mother say this to Teiko, I said
on the spur of the moment:
“Write ‘Against war’ or something.”
With that I fell asleep. When I woke, all the papers, lanterns, and treasure boats, numerous stars and balloons,
were hanging from the twigs of the green bamboo which were sticking through and tied to the looped metal
handle of the little chest of drawers in the three-mat room. From the top of the bamboo, a pink and light blue
Milky Way streamed down left and right.
“How beautiful. Fully bedecked,” I said, as if my eyes were refreshed. Unless it were the evening of July 7
according to the old agricultural calendar, one saw neither the traditional Milky Way nor the stars, so I had no
particular interest in the July 7 festival celebrated in the wrong season. However, I could not deny that there was a
comforting scene of a certain down-to-earth beauty before my eyes. A fragment of sad poetry was there. I noticed
the writing on narrow strips of paper hanging from the green bamboo.
“Yeah?” I said, looking at Teiko. On the blue, red, gold, and silver tanzaku, only the words Anti-war and
Milky Way were written.
“Don’t you have anything else to write? It doesn’t have to be just ‘Antiwar.’”
"The children make lots of noise, and besides, I can’t think of what else to write. Big sister, why don’t you
write, too.”
I suddenly found it appealing. Taking a brush from the ink-stone box by the side ofTeiko, I wrote on yellow
and pale pink tanzaku strips. I wrote Peace on one, Liberty on another, and Stars of love, please protect our
peace on still another, and attached them to bamboo leaves with thread. By the evening, Teiko and I had hung
countless tanzaku from the bamboo twigs on which we wrote, half with amusement, Sincerity, Courage, Stars,
protect our peace, etc. At night, slugs gathered around the bamboo for the July 7 decoration and started to creep.
My mother began to pick them up with throwaway wooden chopsticks and put them in a can of salt water. I
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mumbled to no one in particular:
“Somehow, I can’t stop thinking that these slugs might be the ghosts of the soldiers who died on this parade
ground.”
My mother put down the can and the chopsticks in the shade of something in a corner of the room. With no
context she said:
“When there’s war next time, let’s escape together to Miyano’s, shall we? I hear there’s going to be another big
war.”
I felt a sharp, gnawing pain in part of my chest. Again it gnawed and gnawed. It was sad that my seventy-fouryear-old mother, worried that there would be another world war, was thinking about escape.
“Mother, don’t think about moving to Miyano’s. There’s never going to be a world war.”
“There really won’t be?”
“No. It won’t be possible even if some want to have a war.”
My sister, who remained at the foot of the July 7 decoration, said, looking worried:
“Even if it stops raining tomorrow and the weather’s good, I don’t know if we will be able to take this pretty
bamboo outside. I’ve started to feel nervous. All our tanzaku have writings different from other people’s.”
Toward evening the following day it started to clear up. There was clear blue in the southeast sky. With her
children, Teiko walked from street to street where hundreds of burned out people’s houses comprised a town.
After going around looking, Teiko returned breathing fast and said:
“Big sister, it’s okay, it’s okay.”
“What’s okay?”
“I saw it written. Here, there, everywhere. We must put ours out quickly. Big sister, please come out.”
Wearing komageta, I went out with Teiko and walked, looking between the houses. Rows of shabby houses
identical to Teiko’s stood side by side. This was a gathering of people in bizarre situations. Only atomic bomb
survivors and returnees from the front lived here. On paths between shacks that stretched as far as we could see,
vegetables grew and summer flowers bloomed. Here and there under the eaves of houses in the back alleys, a
green bamboo stood with July 7 decorations. Perhaps bought at the same store, pink treasure boats, gold and silver
stars, circular and square balloons, and lanterns swayed in the breeze just like those of Teiko’s family, together
with tanzaku of many colors. One tanzaku said Anti-war. A few uncut square colored papers read Peace, liberty,
independence. Father was written in a child’s hand on one, and Mother on another. Some tanzaku said Milky
Way or Tanabata Festival. At another house, writing in pen on yellow paper read:
Inscribing a stone from a distant day shadow falling on the sand
crumbling-midway between heaven and earth a vision of a flower.
The paper with this poem, from the epitaph of the poet from this city who had committed suicide in Tokyo,
hung from the stem of the green bamboo leaves.
I felt my heart stir. I stood in front of the house for a while. Although personal experiences differed, I felt
deeply that I saw a certain stance of the heart flowing through the rows of these shabby sheds. Four or five houses
down, tanzaku saying Oh, stars of love peeped from among many balloons, and a lovely chain of small gold,
silver, blue, and red stars hung from one that said Peace.
This was dusk of July 7,1951.
130.300 The Communist\fn{by Abe Tomoji (1903-1973)} Yunogō, Okayama Prefecture, Japan (M) 3
Suzuta was a defendant in the 1952 May Day riot trial. He came out of the public courthouse and was walking
toward Hibiya when he ran into Ino. “Why, Suzuta,” Ino exclaimed, walking towards him smiling.
But how he has changed, Suzuta thought. He had not seen Ino since a year ago, when he had had coffee with
him; when he had last seen him Ino was dirty and miserably dressed. Now he is the picture of prosperity, he
thought. Why, he even wears a red necktie. And He’s smiling.
“I’m really glad to see you,” Ino said. “But what are you doing in this neighborhood.”
“The public trial,” Suzuta answered, as if irked at Ino’s absentmindedness.
“Oh, that’s right,” Ino smiled, a bit embarrassed. “I’m sorry. Well, I wish you all the luck. I suppose I shouldn’t
be walking through this neighborhood. They say they are still pinching\fn{ Arresting.} those who ‘went’ that day.”
“You’ll be all right, I’m sure,” Suzuta said.
“Anyway, have supper with me, won’t you?” Ino asked. “I know a place near here—an inexpensive Chinese
restaurant, but the food is excellent.”
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Suzuta looked at him, puzzled.
“Don’t worry, I didn’t rob anybody,” Ino laughed. “I happened to fall into some money.”
Suzuta did not possess the power to resist. His stomach, too long used to eating poor food, stirred inside him; it
would not allow him the luxury of refusing. He followed Ino hungrily. They came to the broad intersection of
Toranomon, the Tiger Gate, when Ino suddenly stopped. “Hey, Suzuta, wasn’t it around here where we started our
zig-zag snake dance that day?”
“Yes, I believe so,” and Suzuta remembered that day two years ago as if yesterday. It had been a bright day like
this. He and Ino, their arms locked tight, marched at the head of the students’ of the long parade that followed.
They were covered with dust and sweat and their voices were hoarse from yelling “Washoi, washoi.” They passed
by the tiger Gate and marched into Hibiya Park, then rested a bit. Suddenly, as if possessed, they streamed out of
the Park, passed the Hibiya intersection and the American G.H.Q.\fn{ General Headquarters.} building, headed toward
Babaski-mon intersection, and stormed into the Imperial Palace Plaza. The last he remembered was being
trampled by the counter-attacking police and struck on the back of the head by a night stick.
He lost his glasses, got up and tried to run away. Everywhere there were whirls of dust, and he heard a pistol
shot. Her picked up a bamboo stick and, waving it high in the air, rushed toward a group where several police had
caught a rioting student. Knocked down again, he was grabbed by the police and arrested, taken to jail, indicted
for trial.
Suzuta had first met Ino at a rally in the Outer Garden. Seeing that Ino, too, was a student, Suzuta joined him
and they locked arms together in the march. They had become friends and often had coffee together.
Suzuta was questioned many times and asked to reveal the names of those who were with him at the May Day
riot, but Suzuta did not once mention Ino’s name. Suzuta considered himself a strong Liberalist. He did not know
anything of Ino’s political ideology, nor did he particularly care. It was simply that he did not think it right to
reveal the names of those who were with him; his imprisonment gave him as chance to nurture a long dormant
fighting spirit.
He was bailed out in the winter of the following year, and that was when his fight for existence began. His
family, never well-to-do, stopped his allowance completely. His body became run-down after working at cheap
manual labor. He was on his way back from one prospective clerical job that he hadn’t gotten and was in
extremely low spirits when he first ran into Ino after his release, who had stopped his milk delivery bicycle in
front of Suzuta, stuck out his hand and gripped Suzuta’s bony hand. Suzuta perceived that Ino thanked him in
silence for having protected him. “Come to my place for a minute,” Ino said that day over a year ago. “I ran under
cover immediately after that mess and came here. There is always a job delivering milk, thank God.”\fn{ Not
capitalized in the text.} Ino led him into a back street that was dark and dirty, with the atmosphere of the bottom of a
gully. Suzuta guessed that Ino had come to a place like this to escape the police. That meant Ino knew where to go
to get away. Then, unlike himself, who had gone to the May Day parade more out of curiosity than conviction, he
thought, this Ino, dirty and disheveled, must be a regular member of the Communist Party. I had better look out
for him, Suzuta thought over his cup of coffee.
Ino had gone on talking about the hardships of the life of a milk delivery boy and had ended by saying that he
was just about at the end of his physical endurance. He had not attended school for months, he said. “I appreciate
your protecting me by not divulging my name,” Ino thanked him that first time, offering him a cake in that small,
dirty shop near the station. “I understand you are asking for an individual trial, instead of a collective trial like the
rest. May I ask why?”
Suzuta wondered, How could Ino, living under cover in a place like this, know such a thing so fast? He really
must be a big figure in the party, he thought. Suzuta decided he would put Ino to test. “I wish to promote May
Day as the day of peaceful festival for free workers. I wish to advocate this as a Liberalist, and not as a
Communist.”
“I wonder if that lot would understand such a fine difference?” Ino answered.
Just then a tall young man walked in. His dark gold hair was wet, his eyes were bluish, and his ski fair. He
looked like a half-breed, but he was as miserably dressed as Ino. The young man nodded to Ino and sat at their
table. When Okijima left them after a cup of coffee, Suzuta could not help asking who this strange-looking young
man was.
Ino explained that Taro Okijima was half Japanese, half Russian. His father, a white Russian,\fn{ I.e., either a
member or supporter of the counterrevolutionary forces that fought the Bolsheviks during the Russian Civil War (1918-1921).} had
escaped the revolution by fleeing to Japan and there he had married a Japanese woman. Taro had lost his parents
during the war and his aunt in Osaka had taken him in, but she had not been very kind to him. Eventually he left
her and made a living as best he could—which included a number of fringe enterprises. He was a good fighter, so
everybody feared and respected him. He was always getting into trouble with women, too. He sold dope, but one
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of his partners cheated, ran away with all the profits. “He must have done something terrible, and come to Tokyo
to take cover in this neighborhood,” Ino added.
“Taro got a job teaching Russian to a group of university students. I’m in that group, but all the girls seem to
fall in love with Okijima. I can’t keep pace with the feverish way the girls study. One of the girls seems to have
won out and at present Okijima is head over heels in love with her. But the girl’s father is a very strict government
official and has practically imprisoned her in the house. Okijima goes near her house every evening, hoping to get
a glimpse of her.” Okijima had come in, Ino explained, to get a cup of coffee to fortify himself against the long
hours of freezing vigil near her house.
While listening to Ino, Suzuta had been seized with an uncanny feeling that Ino was making up his story, that
Okijima was actually more than just a teacher of Russian. He had thought that Ino might be trying to make use of
the class as a means of getting to the women students for political reasons, and that Suzuta had decided that day
that he had really better stay clear of Ino.
The conversation in the coffee shop had taken place a year before. A short time after his first encounter with
Ino, he changed his mind, decided to ask for a collective trial instead, and has been attending it twice or three
times every week.
The two entered a small Chinese restaurant near Toranomon. “Please order anything you like,” Ino said. “You
will hve some beer, of course.”
Suzuta was still puzzled. Is this the same Ino that he saw over a year ago, on that snowy day, looking so gaunt?
“Ha, ha. why do you stare at me like that?” Ino asked. “Is there some secret written on my face?”
“That’s what I am trying to find out,” Suzuta answered. “The change is so great.”
“It’s nothing. I just happened to fall into a little money,” Ino answered cheerfully. “That is, I am going to. I
think my arbeit is going to make a hit.”
Suzuta had an uncanny feeling that Ino must be doing something extraordinarily unusual. He was
overwhelmed with curiosity. “What are you doing, anyway?”
“Well, I don’t know quite how to explain—it’s a sort of racket, with the Americans as ‘clients.’ It’s called
‘consulter.’”
“Is there such an English word?”
“I think there is.”
“Does that mean one who consults, or one who receives consultation?” Suzuta asked, curious.
“You are still the same. What difference does that make? A name doesn’t mean anything; it’s the business I’m
interested in.”
“I see. And what is the business?”
“We find, through classified ads, that there are people who want to sell their cars or something. We telephone
them,” he explained. “We call and say, ‘you want to buy a dog,’ or “your dog has run away,’ ‘you need a maid,’ or
‘you have old books to sell,’ or ‘electric ice box\fn{ Refrigerator.} to sell,’ something like that. By the way—do you
know of anyone who wants to buy an electric ice box?”
“No, I don’t know anyone who wants to buy one. But you’ve certainly thought up some business, haven’t
you?”
“No, I didn’t think of it. I was working for a fellow until recently who thought it up. He made a mess of the
business by getting himself tangled up with women. I took it over. I got the job through school. I saw a want ad
for a student fluent in English. There were four who answered it. Two didn’t pass the test. The other fellow and I
passed the test, carried on the business, and for a while made quite a lot of money. You want to come in on it?”
“No, I’m no good at a thing like that.”
“It’s nothing difficult. Just a little bluff. I use ‘living’ English. Not that stuffy, dead English they teach in
school. I call up colonels, majors, even generals. They call me back. I go to their homes, offices, wherever they
want me to. Everywhere I go, I use ‘living’ English and I get what I want. I get my business done.”
Suzuta was again caught with that strange feeling that Ino was making up his story, to cover up something else.
Suzuta thought it was possible Ino might be thinking of something big for his Communist group, hiding behind
the cloak of this new consulter, consultant, or whatever he called his business, to gain access to American military
officers.
130.303 Excerpt from Harp Of Burma\fn{by Takeyama Michio (1903-1984)} Osaka, Osaka Prefecture, Japan (M) 45
… We\fn{A group of some 50 Japanese soldiers} certainly did sing. Whether we were happy or miserable, we sang.
Maybe it’s because we were always under the threat of battle, or dying, and felt we wanted to do at least this one
thing well as long as we were still alive. Anyway, we sang with all our hearts. And we preferred serious songs,
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songs with depth, not the frivolous popular kind. Of course most of us had been only farmers or laborers, but we
managed to learn some fine choral music.
I still remember with pleasure how we sang on the shore of a certain lake.
We had been on a long march down a valley through dense forests. Suddenly a lake came into view, with white
buildings dotting its shore. It was a village where an ancient Burmese\fn{ Burma was renamed Myanmar in 1989 by its
nationalistic military government, still (12/09/01) in power, though there is an organized (if constantly suppressed) political and intellectual
opposition.} king once had a summer palace. Clusters of white-walled houses on a small bay stood half-submerged,

meeting their reflections in the water. Exotic domes, spires, and bell towers soared into the sky—the dazzling
tropical sky.\fn{Most of Burma was in Japanese hands for the better part of three years: from late in 1941—Rangoon was captured in
March, 1942—through much of 1944 (the reconquest of the country being undertaken only after June of that year).}
Have you ever seen an opal? Well, the Burmese sky has just that sort of white glow, tinted here and there with
iridescent flecks of light. To see marble towers spiraling up against such a sky makes you feel as if you are
dreaming.
During the three days we wee stationed in that village we practiced singing every day. We sang hymns,
nostalgic old favorites like The Moon Over the Ruined Castle, pleasant tunes like Sous les toits de Paris, and even
difficult German and Italian songs. There beside that picturesque lake the captain waved his baton happily, while
we soldiers, carried away by the sound of our own voices, sang from the very depths of our beings.
One day we ended by practicing the company song Hanya no Yado over and over again, in four-part harmony,
Hanyu no Yado—My Humbled Old Home—is a song of yearning, one that never fails to stir your heart. As we
sang we thought of our families and wished we could show them this landscape and let them hear our song.
Afterward the captain said, “All right, men, that’s enough for today. .tomorrow at the same time we’ll try
something new. Company dismissed! Then he called to one of the soldiers, “Hey, Mizushima, have you got that
accompaniment ready?” Mizushima was a corporal. He was a lean, sinewy man of medium height, his skin black
from the sun, and he had big, crystal-clear, deeply recessed eyes. Mizushima had had no musical training before
joining our company, but he must have been born with talent since he made such rapid progress. Music was his
one passion; he thought of nothing else. He built his own harp to accompany our chorus, and he played so well
that he could soon work up an accompaniment to any tune.
It must seem odd that troops in a remote place like Burma would have musical instruments along. But we
certainly had them—all kinds of them. If the various instruments belonging to our soldiers were gathered together
you would have a really interesting collection. No matter where our troops went, as soon as there was any spare
time someone would make an instrument. Thee were even craftsmen among us who could turn out surprisingly
good ones from the most ill-assorted materials. Wind instruments ranged from a simple reed or bamboo pipe with
holes bored in it, to a bugle made from parts of broken machinery. As for percussion instruments, I have seen
tambourines of cat or dog hide stretched over wooden frames, and even a gasoline drum with one end covered
with some kind of skin—a tiger skin, I was told. Anyway, that drum was the pride of its company, and made a
tremendous vibrant boom. Some units even had violins and guitars, though it’s hard to imagine how they were
made.
In our company the instrument we used most was a kind of harp, a copy of the harp that the Burmese play. Its
body was made of a thick native bamboo, which was attached to another piece of bamboo, bent and strung with
wires of copper, steel, and aluminum or duraluminum. Leather thongs were used for the lower notes. After a great
deal of hard work we were able to produce a musical scale on this curious harp.
Corporal Mizushima was a master with this harp. He made up all sorts of pieces for it. When he played, tones
halfway between a piano and a Japanese lute mingled and hung in the air. At first glance he was a comical sight: a
sunburned soldier in a combat cap with his arms around this delicate instrument, playing it as if in a trance.
When Mizushima was asked about his accompaniment to Hanyu no Yado, he immediately struck it up. What
he played was so elaborate and interesting that it seemed more like a solo piece. The other soldiers gathered
around to listen, with arms folded and eyes closed.
The air was heavy and fragrant and very still. The music of the harp traveled out over the lake and echoed back
across the water from the edge of the forest on the opposite side. It was a forest of huge teak trees. You could see
monkeys frolicking there, and hear all sorts of birds chattering back and forth.
Just at that moment a peacock fluttered down from somewhere, paraded in front of us briefly, and then flapped
away. Its wings beat the air noisily, and as it flew, its shadow glided across the surface of the lake.
That is a truly happy memory.
*
However, the tide of war had begun to turn against us, and at last it was obvious to everyone that our situation
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was hopeless. We were reduced to fleeing from mountain to mountain through unknown territory, trying somehow
to get over the eastern border range into Siam.\fn{ Thailand.} Once we deliberately chose a steep bypath and spent
hours scaling it. Another time we crossed a suspension bridge swaying in the wind over a deep gorge. One by one
trucks had broken down, so that we finally had to pull our equipment along in oxcarts, or carry it on our backs.
We lived by foraging everywhere we went. It was a wretched time for us, and one of great danger.
We had many harrowing experiences. There were moments when we thought we’d reached the end. But at
such times, Corporal Mizushima’s harp worked miracles.
One night, high in the mountains, we suddenly found ourselves surrounded by the enemy. They closed in on us
gradually and trapped us in a narrow ravine. We had lost our way and could see only by the starlight filtering
through the trees above us. We were completely hemmed in.
Enemy troops gathered along the mountain ridges on our right and left and signaled with lights as they
searched for us. There was constant gunfire overhead. Shells screeched through the air with a noise like a silk
cloth being ripped in two. And just as you thought it was gone, a terrifying explosion would thunder in our narrow
little ravine, and rocks and earth would shower down on us.
Thinking we were sure to be wiped out, we huddled together under the trees on the dark, damp floor of the
ravine. All of us were prepared to die. We sat there in breathless silence, with our backs hunched, staring wide
eyed into the darkness. I could hear my own heart beating wildly, almost in my throat.
The lights on the ridges were flashing signals faster than ever, moving here and there. Then one of our men
must have lost his nerve, for a voice at one side muttered: “Namu Amida Batsu …”\fn\fn{Praise the Lord Buddha.}
I heard a sharp reprimanding, “Shh.” It was Mizushima. “There may be an enemy scout around here,” he
whispered.
Everyone was silent again. Once more there was cannon fire overhead; star shells burst so close to us that we
were almost blinded; now and then we heard a heavy rain of earth and rocks come pouring down, or a tree trunk
splinter.
When that had subsided a little, Mizushima edged up to the captain and whispered something. A few moments
later he began climbing up the face of the ravine all alone, carrying his harp;. The stars were glittering in the sky;
you could see his silhouette among the trees for quite a while, until it disappeared over the ridge.
I’m not sure how much later it was (it seemed like a short time) when we heard twigs crackling in a clump of
trees about a dozen yards away. Then we heard someone coming through the underbrush. Two men were talking
—in English.
“There’s nobody down here,” said a strong young voice. “It must have been an animal.”
After a few moments’ silence the other one said, “I need a cigarette.”
“Too risky!” the first voice warned. “Forget it.”
“What do you mean? It’s all right—they’re not around here.”
We heard the scrape of a match and saw a flare of light in that direction. Two British soldiers were sitting on a
boulder. The match flame lit up their red cheeks and blue eyes. They were scouts. The match went out
immediately. We held our breath and remained motionless. Even in the dark we could see each other distinctly,
but the enemy soldiers didn’t notice us.
One of them began to whistle softly. The other joined him, humming along in a low voice. It was as tune which
we knew as The Firefly’s Glimmer. Presently one of them sighed, and said, “I wonder how my family’s getting
along.”
Just then we heard the sound of a harp coming from the other side of the ridge. At first it was a sad, quiet
melody, but soon it became quite passionate, a wild improvisation.
The glowing tip of the cigarette bobbed up in surprise. “What’s that?” one of the scouts exclaimed. “Am I
hearing things?”
“No, I hear it too. Whoever it is, he really knows how to play!”
We could see the lights on the mountain ridges swarm together for a moment and then head down into the
other valley toward the harp.
In the darkness near us the enemy scouts were talking agitatedly.
“Let’s go have a look over there—it’s probably the Japs.\fn{ Japanese.}
“Don’t be stupid. That must be a native village. But maybe they know where the Japs are.” The two soldiers
went scrambling up the ridge.
The harp stopped for a while, then started up again even farther away. When one of our men went to
investigate he saw that the enemy lights were being lured farther and farther into the distance.
That is how we were saved. Corporal Mizushima returned to us the next morning covered with scratches and
bruises.
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During our flight we were often attacked by Gurkhas.\fn{ Nepalese soldiers, renowned since the Anglo-Nepalese War
(1814-1816) for their bravery and other fighting skills; their military tradition goes back to the 16 th century.} These ferocious soldiers
wore green uniforms and had curved daggers stuck in their leather belts. They would wait in the trees and, as we
passed below, sweep us with a sudden burst of automatic rifle fire. We feared the Gurkhas more than anything,
and whenever we heard they were in a nearby village we skirted around it to avoid them.
If we came to a forest that seemed dangerous, Corporal Mizushima always changed into Burmese dress and
went scouting.
The Burmese look very much like us Japanese, except that they have light beards. However, Mizushima was
only twenty-one, and had a light beard and large, clear eyes like a Burmese. His skin was deeply tanned. But
above all, though he was a man of great courage and daring, he seemed to have the sad, contemplative expression
that tropical peoples such as the Burmese often have, perhaps because of their oppressive climate. And when he
wrapped the red and yellow patterned longyi around himself he looked just like a native.
He was so convincing in his Burmese outfit that we used to laugh and tell him, “Say, Mizushima, you ought to
stay in Burma. They’d love you here.”
Mizushima would laugh too, and looking down at himself would put together a few scraps of Burmese. “I .l..
native of Burma. Burma is fine country.”
Dressed in that disguise he would take his harp and disappear into the forest. If he thought the road was safe,
he played the harp and sang a native song. Then the rest of us came out of hiding and made our advance.
Once Mizushima walked right into a band of Gurkhas. In a giant teak tree directly ahead there was a Gurkha
astride one of the branches. Biting a red lower lip shaded by a scraggly mustache, the man sat watching with
sharp eyes. As Mizushima took stock of the situation, he notice more green-uniformed figures here and there in
the tall trees, hiding among the leaves.
It was too late to get off the road. Mustering up his courage, he started singing a Burmese priest’s song and
walked straight under the giant tree.
The Gurkha must have thought he was a traveling musician, for he threw a coin down to him. Four or five
other soldiers followed his example and scattered down coins. Mizushima picked them up and bowed his thanks
in the traditional Oriental manner, raising the coins to his forehead.
The soldier astride the branch swung his legs idly as he called out in a loud voice, “Hey, seen any Japs?”
Mizushima lifted his arm and pointed to a distant mountain. The Gurkha nodded, drew his curved dagger from
his belt, reached out and cut off a fragrant fruit from the tree, and tossed it down to him.
Again Mizushima bowed his thanks. Then, standing under that tree infested with Gurkhas, he played them a
tune—a tune we used as a danger signal.
Another time, something rather comical happened. Mizushima had been out scouting so long that we began to
worry. Finally, just as we were getting ready to send out a second scout, we heard a faint song—it was our allclear signal—coming from the depths of the forest.
With a sigh of relief we headed into the forest and found Mizushima crouching in some tall grass, strumming
his harp dejectedly. When we came up to him we were startled to see that he was wearing a large banana leaf
wrapped around his waist, instead of a longyi. The stalk jutted out in the back like a bird’s tailfeathers.
“What happened to you?” we asked. He explained that a fearsome looking Burmese had jumped out at him
from the side of the road and pointed a pistol at his head. It was one of the robbers who were beginning to appear
everywhere, using arms abandoned by the Japanese troops. /but since most Burmese can be robbed of nothing but
their longyi, that’s what the man asked of Mizushima.
On a scouting mission disguised as a Burmese, Mizushima always went unarmed. To lose his life for the sake
of a longyi would have meant to fail in his duty, so he did as he was told.
However, the curious thing about these robbers is that they carry a large supply of banana leaves. The Burmese
wear nothing under their longyi, not even drawers. If you take away their longyi, you leave them in a pitifully
shameful state; and so the robbers, out of sympathy for their victims, have a substitute ready to hand over to them.
Their language is mild too. Pointing a pistol at you, they say, “Trade me your longy for this banana leaf!”
Burma is a devoutly Buddhist country\fn{ Though the country is only 68% Burmese, 89% of the total population in 2000AD
were Buddhists (approximately 4% following Christianity, and another 4% obeying the tenets of Islam).} where the people are
content with a very low standard of living. They are a gentle people—without greed, or, to put it less kindly, with
ambition. That is one reason why they have lagged behind in the present-day world competition, despite their
wealth in natural resources and their high level of education.\fn{ Literacy in the country is said to be at the level of 83%.}
Brutal criminals never existed in this country. Even these newly armed robbers behaved with the traditional
gentleness.
It was lucky for us that the robber had his eyes on Mizushima’s longyi and not on the harp.
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That is how we happened to find Mizushima thee in the rank-smelling grass under the scorching sun, naked
except for a banana leaf. We went up to him and slapped him on the hsoulder saying, “What’s the meaning of this
get-up? Were you bewitched by a fox or something?”
Mizushima gave an embarrassed laugh but returned our teasing. “A banana leaf makes a nice cool outfit,” he
answered. “Why don’t you try it?”
*
We tramped on and on, over mountains, through valleys and forests. We were like the fugitives in the tales of
old, frightened even by the sound of the wind.
British forces would parachute down into the villages along our route to block our advance. One village would
send word to another about us, and hide their food. Sometimes when we put up in a village for a much-needed rest
we would find that the natives had informed the enemy and that we were under attack.
For months on end we were unable to relax our guard. However, a few of the native tribes were friendly, and
with their help we made our slow progress over the mountains.
One day we came to a village at the top of a high cliff. Our Burmese guide assured us that we were at last out
of danger. He was a tall man and his head was shaved clean—you could see the veins standing out on his scalp.
“Look there,” he told us, wiping the sweat from his forehead. “You go over that pass. Then you are in
Siam.”fn{Thailand was officially neutral during World War II.}
The vast panorama stretching out before us was really superb. As we stood looking at the view, the cold,
bracing air of the mountains swept over us. In the direction the guide was pointing we saw a kind of bluish haze
hanging over the dense forest in a sunlit stretch of the mountain range. Beyond that was the Japanese army.
“There are no British or Indian soldiers or Gurkhas around here,” the guide said. “Tonight you can have a good
sleep.”
It certainly looked safe. We were quite a long way from the next village, and the sheer cliff before us dropped
off into a deep gorge, where we could see a river with frothing white rapids far below. Behind the village was
another high cliff, over which eagles soared in circles. In the center of the village was an open space, an don both
sides of that the forest—a dark, fathomless tropical forest. You could hardly imagine a better hiding place for
some fifty Japanese soldiers.
The captain said we would stay here for several days, resting and getting ready for the last stage of our march.
As we approached the village, the chief and many of his people came out to greet us. We were ushered to a
large thatch-roofed house standing at the edge of the open space. A feast was prepared for us—there was even
wine. We were overjoyed.
Until recently the Burmese were so strict in their observance of Buddhist commandments that they never drank
alcoholic beverages. Although this custom had begun to break down in the cities, it is still very strong in the
country; it was almost impossible to find any liquor along the battle front. But in this case the villagers seemed to
have gone to great trouble get it for us.
They treated us royally. Before we knew it, the feast turned into a lively party, with entertainment. About ten
young people from the village stood in a row and sang us one of their folksongs. All of them had kinky hair, and
their eyes were brilliantly clear. Yet they were not very dark-skinned—we Japanese soldiers were darker. They
were barefooted, and naked except for the gay colored longyi wrapped around their hips. At first their song
sounded harsh, but when you listed carefully you could hear a plaintive undertone. The song seemed to have no
end; just as you thing it was over, it would gather strength again and go on. It was the sad, languid, monotonous
music of the tropics.
The guide translated the words for us:
Far off among the clouds gleam the snows of the Himalayas—
We bathe in a stream of melted snow.
Far, far off your heart is hidden—
I wish I could bathe my burning heart in that icy stream.

All through the singing more and more delicacies were served. The ruddy-cheeked, white-bearded chief kept
pressing wine on us.
One of our men turned to him and asked: “Can you see the Himalayas from here?”
The chief smiled, and the wrinkles around his eyes deepened. Then, absentmindedly stroking his long beard
with both hands, he answered, “They cannot be seen from here. None of us has ever seen them. We only know
them through the sutras and our legends.”
The Burmese become familiar with sutras and legends in childhood. We often heard the Himalayas mentioned
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in their songs and stories, and saw paintings or sculptures of these sacred mountains in their temples. They all
think of that great mountain range as the home of their soul, and hope to make a pilgrimage to it before they die.
People say that those snow-capped peaks among the clouds glow in the sun like marble or beaten silver—a vision
of unearthly beauty. And at their foot, thousands of years ago, the lord Gautama\fn{ The name “Gautama Buddha” is a
combination of the family name Gautama and the appellation Buddha, meaning “Enlightened One.” } meditated on a way to save
mankind, and attained Enlightenment.\fn{He lived from approximately 563-483BC.} All this is part of the vital faith of
the Burmese. Listening with that in mind, we could detect a prayerful quality in their song.
When the villagers finished, we sang. After all, we were the famous “Singing Company.” We sang all sorts of
songs, but the one most applauded was The Moon Over the Ruined Castle. That was a real masterpiece. No matter
where we went or how primitive the audience, people were enchanted by it.
Drawn by the music, a large crowd of villagers gathered around. The Burmese love festivals. On the slightest
occasion they bring out flower-decorated carts and sing and dance. From the time we entered this mountain
village the people were in a festival mood, smiling as they vied with each other in devising ways to entertain us.
We meant to thank them with our songs.
The villagers listened to us as attentively as if they were at a ceremony. Old people sat in the doorway.
Children leaned against the window sills, propping their chins on their hands, and peered in. Under a palm tree in
the open place in front of the house squatted women carrying their babies pickaback.\fn{ Piggyback.}All of them
were sitting motionless, with their thin arms and legs folded in the peculiar Burmese crouch.
What they liked best was Corporal Mizushima’s harp. He sat on a chair with the harp between his knees,
playing as passionately as ever. The harp was decorated with orchids and red feathers, and when he plucked the
strings vigorously with both hands it made the flowers and feathers dance.
Suddenly, from among the listeners, a young girl stepped forward as lightly as if on air. She was about twelve
years old, dressed in a tight-fitting skirt and jacket with curved, wing-like ornaments attached at the waist. Her
supple arms and legs shone glossily. Her hair was wound in a high, tapering coil, as if she wore a little pagoda on
her head.
The young girl stood in the middle of the room, glanced around at her audience, and struck a dance pose. She
cocked her head to one side, stretched her left hand out in front of her, fingers straight up, and put her right hand
on her breast, palm out-turned, forming a circle with her thumb and forefinger. Then, ready to spring into action at
any moment, she turned her big black eyes imploringly on the harpist.
Mizushima started to play. The tune was an old school song which he had arranged as a march.
The girl began to dance. Slowly she turned her head from side to side, crossed and recrossed here legs, bent
her elbows, her wrists, all her joints, making a series of right angles.
The young men of the village shouted her praises and threw flowers at her. They demanded encore after
encore. When it was finally over, Mizushima went to a corner of the room and sat on the floor hugging his knees
while the villagers cheered.
“How about it, Mizushima?” we asked him. “Wouldn’t you like to stay here in Burma and play the harp for the
rest of your life?”
Mizushima was always a man of few words, and this time too he only smiled and said nothing. Then he stared
straight ahead as if lost in thought.
“Somehow, I like Burma,” he used to say. He seemed very much attracted by the tropics—the bright sunshine,
the vivid colors, the varied forms of life, the strange customs of the people. He was proud that when he wore a
longyi he couldn’t be distinguished from a native Burmese.\fn{ So I also became when, after a few months of acclimation in
1970, I became so good at the English forms of English pronunciation that I could almost pass for one of them in various parts of their own
country.} And though he was a man who conscientiously carried out his duties, a natural, easy-going life seemed to

have a great appeal for him. Whenever we passed a wandering Burmese musician, Mizushima would gaze after
him with what was almost a look of envy. When he went scouting he usually disguised himself as a traveling
musician. Our teasing about staying in Burma for the rest of his life may have touched him somewhere deep
within.
It was time for us to sing again The Autumn Moon, Wild Roses, all lovely melodies we had known since
childhood. As we sang, we forgot our troubles. Every one of us had memories linked with these songs. People we
loved came to our mind’s eye. “Ah, I remember now. Mother was there, and my brothers. … I remember how
they looked, what they were saying …” Such were our thoughts as we sang under circumstances we had never
dreamed of, hunted, in peril of our lives, high among the mountains of a strange land.
We sang on and on, each of us pouring our inexpressible feelings into our songs.
*
Suddenly we noticed that we were alone. for some reason, all the Burmese had slipped away.
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That little girl, the young men—even the chief who had been so busy feeding us was gone. So was our guide,
who had promised to arrange for our night’s lodgings. We were alone in the house singing to the scattered chairs
and remnants of the feast. Even outside, under the windows or in the open space, there were no Burmese to be
seen. They had all simply disappeared.
Panic gripped us, and someone shouted, “Stop singing!”
It had often happened that our troops were warmly received in a Burmese village, after which the natives
melted out of sight and the enemy attacked from ambush. That was what we seemed to be facing now.
We had to prepare to fight immediately. We had to take up battle positions, put our vital supplies in safe places,
find cover for ourselves, dig fox holes. Some of the men started to head for their guns, or rush out of the building.
“Hold it!” the captain ordered. Then, in a low, steady voice, “Go on singing.”
After that he began whispering rapidly. “We can’t let on we know what’s coming. We’ve got to keep singing as
if nothing is wrong—and get ready for them at the same time. It’s only been a few minutes since the natives
cleared out of here, so the enemy may not attack right away. But once they realize we’re digging in, they’ll come
after us.”
We saw that he was right. And we went on singing.
Meanwhile, several of our men crawled across the floor below the enemy’s line of sight to where our weapons
had been piled, and brought them back to distribute among us. Singing as calmly and deliberately as we could, we
put on our leggings, buckled our cartridge belts, and took up rifles and ammunition.
We finished “Wild roses and began another song. As we sang, we crouched in the shadows and peered through
binoculars at the forest. Already we saw a few Gurkhas and turbaned Indian\fn{ Altogether, some 2,000,000 Indians
volunteered to fight with the British, the largest voluntary enlistment of any belligerent on either side of World War II. } soldiers. You
could see them running from cover to cover, scattering among the trees to form a skirmish line. Still singing, we
shivered with agitation. Our song was a sad, solemn one, and we sang it as if for the last time. All the while, the
captain was busy whispering orders, dividing us into groups of ten, posting us in strategic places.
When the song ended, he ordered, “Clap your hands! Laugh!” We did as we were told, clapping and roaring
with laughter.
“We can’t tell when they’ll open fire,” he went on, “but we need every minute they give us. Let’s try to keep
them off their guard till dark, if possible. Now, once more—laugh!”
We clapped hands again and laughed. But it wasn’t easy—after all, machine guns were trained on us from the
forest, ready to blaze away at any minute.
Finally, there was only one task left to do, but it was a critically important one. A cart loaded with ammunition
cases stood out in the open, and we had to have it safe and close at hand. Furthermore, we had to move it without
giving ourselves away to the enemy, though surely they were watching us through their binoculars.
How could we manage that? Still singing, we racked our brains to think of a way. If a single bullet hit that
case, we would be finished. Our whole supply of ammunition would explode. We looked at Mizushima, who was
good at solving problems like this. He was laughing and singing too, and playing his harp, but we could tell he
was thinking as hard as he could. At last he began whispering to the captain.
The trick they agreed on had some of us file out of the house singing a cheerful tune. Mizushima led the
parade, playing the harp as he went. The rest followed right behind him carrying flowers that the young men of
the village had thrown at the dancing girl. Everyone laughed uproariously, and some even pranced and romped
about, imitating a Burmese dance. We lifted Mizushima up on the cart. He stood on the ammunition cases,
propped his harp on one knee, and began playing a gay, lively tune. We surrounded the cart, waving the flowers in
our hands, and sang in chorus.
Our plan was to draw the cart in as if we were pulling along a festival float. In order to save our breath we
picked a slow song—Hanyu no Yado.
Apparently the enemy troops had finished deploying, since you couldn’t see any movement in the forest. It had
become deathly quiet.
We were literally singing for our lives. At any moment there might be a volley of gunfire from the forest. We
would have to push the heavy cart as quickly as we could, and yet make it look as if we were doing it for fun. If a
bullet flew out of the forest and hit the case it meant certain death—not only for Mizushima, who as standing on
it, but for all of us.
The cart began to move. Sometimes we had to clear stones from its path, or heave it up with our shoulders as
we pushed it forward. Straining, gasping for breath, still we did our best with Hanyu no Yado. On top, Mizushima
kept playing is special accompaniment as vigorously as ever. Hanyu no Yado is a slow, mournful melody that
would touch anyone’s heart. Our voices harmonized, low and high parts blending, following intermingling with
one another.
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At last the cart had come within four or five yards of our destination.
Suddenly it was night. In the tropic the border between day and night is sharp; as soon as the sun drops below
the horizon it becomes pitch-dark. This was an immense advantage to us. All our other preparations were made.
Here and there in the shadows little groups of our men crouched with their fingers on their rifle triggers. The
captain had his hand on his saber and was staring hard in the direction of the enemy, waiting for the moment to
give the command to charge.
Just as the cart reached a safe place, we came to the end of Hanyu no Yado.
The captain grabbed one of our men who had started forward, and blocked others by spreading out his arms.
“Wait!” he shouted. “Listen to that!”
The voice in the forest was joined by two or three more, and then by voices from here, there, and everywhere.
It was Hasnyu no Yado sung in English: “Home, home, sweet home …”
We looked at each other in astonishment. We could this mean? Weren’t the men in the forest the dreaded
enemy soldiers who were out to kill us? Were they only the villagers? In that case, we needn’t have been so
anxious. We gave a sigh of relief and lowered our guns.
Now the forest was full of singing voices. A chorus arose even from the base of the cliff hanging over the river.
We joined in and sang too.
The moon was shining. Everything was dyed blue in its cool light. There seemed to be luminous pillars of
glass between the trees. One by one, shadowy figures came running out of that forest into the open space.
They were British soldiers.
Gathering into little groups here and there, they sang Home Sweet Home with true feeling. We had always
thought Hanyu no Yado was a Japanese song, but it is actually an old English melody. Englishmen sing it out of
nostalgic pride and longing for the joys of their beloved home; whenever they hear it, they think of their
childhood, of their mothers, of the places where they grew up. And so they were astonished and moved to hear
their enemy—the dangerous enemy they had surrounded high in the mountains of Burma—singing this song.
By this time we were no longer enemies. The battle never began. Before we quite knew what had happened,
we were all singing together and coming up to one another to shake hands. Finally we built a bonfire in the
middle of the open space and sat around it singing in chorus under the baton of our captain.
A tall Indian soldier pulled out a photograph of his family and gazed at it by the light of the fire. He was a
stately, dignified looking man with a white turban and a black beard, but his eyes were as gentle as a lamb’s. He
showed us the photograph—of his wife and two children smiling under a palm tree. It turned out that he was a
businessman from Calcutta.
A soldier whose nationality we couldn’t tell asked us to show him our family pictures. One of our men pulled
out a picture of his mother; the other soldier looked at it with tears in hie eyes.
A ruddy-faced English soldier began to sing “If a body meet a body …”\fn{ Coming Through The Rye.} He was
joined by one of our men, singing in Japanese. Then the Englishman put his arm around our man’s shoulder and
they strode about together. The Japanese soldier sang at the top of his voice. We all joined in once again.
Mizushima improvised a beautiful accompaniment for this song too. Even the Englishmen applauded him
loudly. Looking at the side of his face lit up by the firelight, you could see that tears were streaming down his
cheek as he played. There were tears in everyone’s eyes as we sang together.
That night we learned that the war had ended three days earlier. Having no way to let their ferocious enemy
know, the British troops thought they might have to annihilate us in order to mop up resistance. We threw down
our guns.
*
We threw down our guns. From that day we were prisoners of the British forces, something we had never
dreamed could happen.
The following night the captain called us together and talked to us. He spoke slowly and haltingly, as we
listened in silence.
“We’ve surrendered,” he began. “Not just us but our whole country. I don’t know what to think. I don’t know
what will happen to us, where we’ll be taken, or what we’ll have to do. I don’t even know if we’ll be allowed to
go on living.
“It’s hard to say what condition Japan is in. We lost contact long ago, and since we took to the mountains
we’ve had no way of resuming it. but according to the leaflets and newspapers dropped by enemy planes, our
country had been bombed from one end to the other, and many people have been burned, or wounded, or are
starving to death. It can’t be all propaganda. Our people must be suffering. It makes your heart ache just to think
of it.
“Our country is in ruins and here we are, prisoners of war, thousands of miles away. Who could have imagined
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such a thing? I can hardly believe it’s true—the thought of it bewilders me. I ask myself what happened? All I can
feel is a sense of shock.
“In time, I suppose the shock will give way to sorrow. We’ll probably feel despair, and doubt, even anger and
bitterness. But we can’t be sure what to think until we learn the facts. Actually, I began to suspect quite a while
ago that we might end up like this. But now that it’s happened, I have to admit I’m completely at a loss.
“All we an do now is wait to see what the future brings. Our luck has turned against us, there’s no used
fighting it. If there’s no way out, the manly thing to do is to recognize clearly how we stand, accept our lot, and
make the best of it. let’s at least have the courage to do that much.
“As far as I know, our situation is hopeless. It looks pretty grim for us. All we have left is our faith in each
other. That’s the only thing we can count on. It’s all we have.
“So let us go on sharing our sorrows and our pain. Let us help each other. Up to now we’ve faced death
together—let’s go on that way, sharing the same fate. We have to be ready for hardship. For all we know, we may
die here in Burma. If that time comes, let us die together. Meanwhile, let’s try not to despair. Let’s try to live
through this somehow.
“And if the day ever comes when we can go back to Japan, let us go back together—every man of us—and
work together to rebuild our country. That’s all I can say now.”
Our taut nerves slackened, and we sat there in a daze. Everyone stared at the ground, thinking to himself that
the captain was right.
I remembered how stirred and excited we had been when we left Japan with cheers ringing in our ears, but
how, even so, the whole country already seemed to be in an uneasy mood. Everybody was bragging about our
strength, but out words were hollow. We were like drunken bullies. It was a vivid, painful memory, and I burned
with shame.
Someone began to sob. Suddenly all the rest of us felt so sad that we began to weep too. But we weren’t sad or
bitter about anything in particular. It was just that we felt forlorn and helpless.
Usually we sang when we were unhappy, but that night we didn’t. We lay on the floor to sleep, using our packs
as pillows. The guns we had guarded so carefully were gone. It was a short, restless night.
After that we spent many unreal days—numb at heart, but frantically busy. Putting our arms and equipment in
order, turning them in, transporting them, making various reports and investigations, looking for provisions—all
this kept us so rushed that we had no time to think.
When I look back on that period I always recall a certain incident.
The British troops had decided to stay in that village for three or four days, and relegated the menial tasks to us
prisoners of war. One morning several of us were on K.P.\fn{ Kitchen Police.} duty. We were to pluck some chickens
the villagers had offered to the troops.
Packed tight in a basket, the chickens stuck their heads out through the meshes and worriedly looked here and
there, jerking their cockscombs. A Burmese cook grabbed one bird at a time from the basket, laid it on a stone,
and chopped its head off with a dah—a hatchet-like implement that the Burmese wear hanging from their waist.
The cook chewed betel nut and spat out red juice as he lazily did his work. Betel nut is the fruit of the betel
palm; the people of southeast Asia chew it like chewing gum, but it is red and dyes the mouth, teeth, and lips an
unpleasant color. The cook chopped the heads off one bird after another, and we were to feather them. To our
astonishment, one of the chickens that had just had its head cut off started to flutter about. Flapping its wings and
scattering downy feathers, it hopped around erratically. We were caught by surprise and dropped the chickens in
our hands. They came alive too, and stretching their headless necks ran around in circles.
There were about a dozen chicken heads lying strewn on the ground. All of them had a sickly, reproachful look
about them with their beaks open and their whitish eyelids closed. But the headless bodies were still alive; they
were still flapping their beautiful sleek wings. Drunkenly weaving here and there, the birds finally ran into the
bushes, or cowered down in the grass.
Everybody gathered to see this strange sight. There were some who laughed, but others frowned distastefully.
“How do you suppose it feels, running around like that without a head?” someone asked.
At that point the captain came over, looking for Mizushima. “Mizushima, where are you?” he called in a loud
voice. Mizushima came on the run.
“We just got an intelligence report,” the captain told him. “You see that mountain?” He pointed to a triangular
rocky peak in one of the distant ranges. “Some Japanese troops are holed up there, and they won’t surrender. For
three days now the British have been attacking them, but they’re still fighting back. At this rate they’ll have to be
wiped out. I asked a British officer to let one of us go over and try to talk them into giving themselves up. I told
him we want to do what we can to prevent any useless killing, and he said we could try it. How about it,
Mizushima, will you go and see if you can persuade them? If you don’t, I will.”
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We all looked toward the triangular peak. It seemed to be about half a day’s walk away. It was near the
Siamese border, and its gray head jutted out of a thick forest. We strained our ears to listen but could hear no
explosion. Thin columns of smoke rose from villages here and there in the valleys below; perhaps it was only our
imagination, but the atmosphere near that peak looked yellowish and turbid. There dozens of our fellow
countrymen were bout to die a useless death. Knowing this, we stared toward the peak.
Mizushima thought for a while and then answered crisply, “I’ll go.” Then he added, “I don’t know how I’ll
manage it, but I’ll do whatever the situation calls for.”
“Good,” the captain said. “Our company is being sent to a P.O.W.\fn{ Prisoner of War.} camp in Mudon, in
southern Burma. When you’ve finished your mission, follow us there. The British officer says they’ll let you
rejoin us.”
The two men saluted.
Mizushima got ready right away. He dressed lightly, carried no arms, and wore no insignia. The captain took
off his own shoes, which were still in fairly good condition, and insisted on exchanging echoes with him. Then he
gripped Mizushima’s hand firmly. For our part, we slipped him a broiled chicken leg.
Ten minutes later we saw Mizushima with a British soldier and a guide walking along a path under the cliff far
below us. Mizushima had rations strapped to his waist and was carrying the harp on his shoulder. When he looked
up and saw us waving our caps, he smiled, raised his hand to the harp, and strummed a loud chord.
As we watched him go, we thought that Mizushima was the kind of a man who could carry it off, that his
mission would probably be a great success.
*
Under the orders of the British army, our company went from the mountains into the plains, then by boat down
the Sittang River, and at last by train and truck to Mudon. There we were put into a P.O.W. camp.
Our fears for our own lives soon disappeared. We learned that our country had been defeated, almost
destroyed, but that it was not entirely ruined and that we prisoners of war were to be repatriated some day.
In Mudon we began our new life of waiting for the day to go home.
Our quarters consisted of a simple nipah house—a hut of bamboo poles with the floor high off the ground,
topped by a thatched roof. It was too well ventilated to get very damp. We had to sleep without bedding, but that
was no real hardship in such a hot climate. The house was enclosed by a bamboo stockade, which not only kept us
in but kept others out. An Indian sentry stood at the entrance, and whenever he saw a vendor or anyone trying to
steal in, he would fire blank shots to scare him away.
There was a long row of stockades like this, and each of them held a group of prisoners. However, we were
forbidden all communication with the other prisoners, so we know nothing of what was going on outside.
Regulations of this kind were strictly enforced, but otherwise the treatment was lenient.
Now and then we would be ordered out on some construction or lumbering job, but on the whole we lived an
uneventful, monotonous life, with nothing to do.
We hadn’t spent peaceful days like this for a long time—for years, in fact. We had been constantly agitated,
harassed, pursued; always tense and anxious about what might happen next. During the past year especially , we
lived in a world of blinding flashes and deafening explosions. Suddenly all that stopped—now there were no
bombings, no commands, no jumping to our feet in the middle of the night. From one day to the next we stayed
quietly in our little nipah house, gazing out at a palm grove. At first it seemed almost unbearably strange to us. As
we sat there vacantly, we felt nervous and fearful in our hearts. Eventually, though, this vague uneasiness left us
and we became used to our quiet life.
But just as we were feeling more relaxed, a different sort of uneasiness began to trouble us. This time we
worried because Mizushima had been gone so long.
At the beginning we were confident that Mizushima would join us here in a few days. We expected the gate to
swing open any moment, and Mizushima to walk in as vigorous and high-spirited as ever. We often found
ourselves looking toward the gate. Sometimes we even though we heard his footsteps.
But no matter how long we waited, he never came.
“I wonder what’s happened to Mizushima,” we were always saying. “We can’t sing well without his harp.”
“Not only that, we don’t get much work done without him.”
“Things seem dull when he isn’t around …”
Day after day we wasted in vain. Mizushima did not return. Whether he actually reached the triangular peak,
whether he was able to rescue those die-hards from suicide, we did not know. We had taken it for granted that
Mizushima could carry it off. But now we realized what a terrible assignment it was. Quite possibly our own
troops would kill him for urging them to surrender.
As the days went by we became more and more impressed with the danger of his mission. We only hoped he
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might return safely, even if he had failed.
The captain frowned and said, “I can’t believe he was killed. There was heavy fighting in that area, so he may
have been wounded. Maybe he’s getting treatment somewhere. I wish we had a way of finding out—he’d
certainly come back as soon as he could, so he must have run into trouble. I hope it wasn’t too serious …”
As the days went by we became more and more impressed with the danger of his mission. We only hoped he
might return safely, even if he had failed.
The captain frowned and said, “I can’t believe he was killed. There was heavy fighting in that area, so he may
have been wounded. Maybe he’s getting treatment somewhere. I wish we had a way of finding out—he’d
certainly come back as soon as he could, so he must have run into trouble. I hope it wasn’t too serious …”
We all worried like this, but there was no news of Mizushima. Everybody kept talking about him; still, since
we were prisoners, we could not relieve our anxiety by sending someone out to investigate. Several months went
by in this way.
On the days when we had no lumbering or construction work to do, we couldn’t help talking about Mizushima.
We often spent those days in the palm grove behind the compound, gathering materials to repair our house, which
was frequently damaged by typhoons and heavy rains. During a single day in the grove we could gather what we
needed for almost any kind of repair. The trunk of the palm tree is long and hard enough to be used for posts or
beams; its leaves are good for roofing, and the fibers of its thick coconut husk, which are water resistant, can be
twisted into strong, durable rope. With these materials you could easily patch up a simple nipah house, no matter
how badly damaged it was.
In fact, every part of the palm tree was useful to us. We made all kinds of household necessities from it. The
outer husk of the coconut served as a scrub brush; if we split the shell in half, we had two bowls; if we attached a
handle to one of them, we had a dipper. You could fashion the hard, round shell into a variety of other things too,
or draw out the fibers and make a rough twine, which some of the soldiers wove into baskets and sieves. It was as
if kitchen utensils were hanging in a tree. And we bound the leaves to make brooms. A palm tree gains and loses
one leaf cluster each month, keeping the number of leaves on the tree constant. In other words, each palm tree
sheds one broom a month.
The coconut is famous for its high food value. Inside, it is full of a cool liquid which smells a little green but
tastes good. They call this, “milk,” in English. From the white coconut meat, or copra, an oil is extracted. The oil
is made into margarine and soap, among other things. Copra is very nutritious, and can be eaten raw. The natives
grate it and eat it sprinkled over other foods, or rolled into a dumpling and baked. You can make sugar by boiling
down the sap from the flower stalks. Some kinds of palm trees yield starch from their trunks.
It is even possible to make palm wine. You cut a gash in the flower stalk and fix a bamboo tube under it. As the
sap collects in this tube, it ferments naturally And soon turns into a delicious wine. But since the Burmese do not
drink wine, we never saw them making any. This method is used in the Dutch East Indies, where many Japanese
soldiers learned it and acquired a taste for palm wine. There was a man in our company who loved it so much that
he would secretly leave bamboo tubes attached to the trees in the coconut grove. He was delighted whenever a
storm blew up. Nothing pleased him more than having a chance to repair the roof.
The palm tree is certainly a priceless treasure. They say that in Europe a farmer who has a cow will never be in
want. I suppose the coconut palm is the cow of the tropics.
One day we felled a tree in the grove and were busy making rope, binding and trimming leaves, and boring
holes in the coconuts. The soldier who loved wine kept sneaking off somewhere now and then, coming back with
a red face cheerfully humming a Burmese song.
Ordinarily, whenever someone started to sing the rest of us would join in. but this time we continued to work
in silence. Mizushima used to sing that Burmese song when he went scouting. It was the “all clear” signal.
The drunken soldier was merely humming a tune at random, but to us it sounded as if we were hearing a
faraway song, accompanied by a harp, from the depths of the forest. In our mind’s eye we saw the forest ahead of
us, the birds flying high above, and the longyi-clad Mizushima disappearing among the trees.
The captain, who was weaving palm leaves together to patch a wall, muttered to himself, “I should have gone.”
He frowned and bit his lip.
Those of us who heard him knew what he meant. He regretted having given his young subordinate such a
dangerous mission.
One night there was a terrible storm. Rain fell in torrents, and the palm grove moaned in the wind. Frequently
we heard a thud as a coconut dropped to the ground. That noise had started up with the wind, and it went on
throughout the night.
We lay in the dark listening, unable to fall asleep.
“There’s another one,” a soldier grumbled.
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“Those damned coconut trees have been dribbling their milk all night long.”
Then someone began singing in a low voice:
Coconut palm on a lonely island,
Why don’t you go to sleep?

The wind roared. “Another one!” a man exclaimed, lifting his head. And then, “Ah, that song was a favorite of
Mizushima’s …”
“Quite!” a voice called out. “We have work to do tomorrow—let’s get a little sleep.”
Mizushima was so much on our minds that one day we were really startled. It was about three months after we
came to Mudon. Our company had been repairing a bridge at the outskirts of town; a long, crude affair of planks
laid side by side spanning several river beds. After working in muddy water for days we had at last finished the
job and were crossing the bridge early in the afternoon on our way back to town. Just then we saw a Burmese
monk with his skirts tucked up coming toward us.
As we passed him on the bridge we were struck by his resemblance to Mizushima. The monk was still a young
man, and his head was shaved clean. He held a begging in his hand and wore a new yellow robe draped loosely
from one shoulder, on which perched a bright green parakeet. No doubt he came from a neighboring village.
He was the very image of Mizushima: medium height, well-built, with large, deep-set eyes and tightly drawn
lips. And he was darkly sunburned, probably because of his daily begging. With a Japanese army cap on his head
he could easily have passed for Mizushima. He seemed embarrassed—and a little angry—because all of us
prisoners peered into his face, one after another. Even his serious-minded expression was astonishingly similar.
We had to go in single file along the narrow bridge, and as we squeezed by him, one at a time, we glanced at
each other and laughed at the resemblance.
Finally the Burmese monk seemed resigned to our rudeness. Holding the parakeet to his shoulder with one
hand, he passed by in silence with downcast eyes.
After crossing the bridge, we turned and saw the monk walking very rapidly along the opposite bank, heading
north, away from town. Soon he disappeared into a sparsely wooded grove.
That night we lay on the floor of our hut and talked about the monk.
“Mizushima used to dress like that when he went scouting.”
“I’d like to bring him here and give him a harp, and have a concert.”
“We’ll do that for your funeral.”
“Don’t be funny … but where is Mizushima, anyway?”
*
This Burmese monk must have come to Mudon often, since we used to see him from time to time. Whenever
we did, we missed Mizushima all the more. One day on our way to a construction job we came face to face with
him. One of our men shouted, “Hey, Mizushima!”
The monk stopped, hung his head as if frightened, and waited for us to pass. We felt amused but also rather
sad.
“Don’t make fun of him,” the captain warned. “Look how you’ve scared the poor man.”
Thus we kept on waiting expectantly for Mizushima, but he never came back. We got discouraged, and our
miserable life as prisoners seemed even more dreary.
Moreover, we now found ourselves in the long, humid, suffocating rainy season. A steamy vapor-like rain fell
for days without a break. Water washed down the roof of our nipah house continuously. The grove of palm trees
looked blurred, like an ink drawing on wet paper. It was the kind of picture that made you want to take as blotter
to it.
We lived in a dull lethargic reverie. We stopped singing and abandoned our few remaining instruments, letting
them slowly deteriorate. Some men just sat hugging their knees and staring up at the sky. Some lay on the floor all
day long. Once a man who appeared to be asleep was found crying under his blanket. We even began to quarrel
with each others, something we’d never done before.
“Say, what happened to my leftovers?” one of the men demanded, waving his empty mess tin. “I was going to
feed it to the monkey myself.”
“What are you complaining about? For the last two days I’ve been feeding him out of my rations, haven’t I?”
The captain was keeping a monkey to cheer us up, but even the monkey became a source of argument.
At last the captain started us singing again, for the sake of our morale. Whenever the rain let up we went out
into the yard and practiced. It was such a long time since we’d filled our lungs with fresh air that we felt as if we
were coming back to life.
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Various activities were beginning in the other stockades too, probably for the same reason. Some put on plays
others went in for sports, a few were even holding classes. As soon as there was a performance of any kind a
group of Burmese would gather outside the bamboo fence to watch. Sometimes they clapped their hands
enthusiastically, or joined in the laughter.
Our singing was especially popular. We also sang better when we had an audience; we talked about how many
people were there, how a certain man had come back a second time, how our singing had won out over a rival
play.
All kinds of people from the town gathered at our fence. Since they were tropical people with plenty of time on
their hands, they would lean against the fence or the trees and watch from morning till night. They applauded
every song. The children learned the tunes and imitated us, forming their own choral group. Sometimes young
girls in their gayest red or blue finery danced to our music. That was really delightful. Some of the old people
used to wrap up coins and food and toss them over to us on the sly. The guard would pretend not to see them, and
would hum along with us when we sang something he knew. But we never sang Hanyu no Yado, because it awoke
too many painful memories.
One day, when we were in the middle of a song, one of our men nudged another and pointed toward the
audience. In the back of the crowd stood a Burmese monk. It was the monk we had seen on the bridge—
Mizushima’s double. He had the green parakeet on his shoulder and was gazing steadily at us with his deep-set
eyes.
When we finished singing we craned our necks to get a look at him.
“You see! He’s a dead ringer for Mizushima!”
“No, he’s a lot older.”
One of the men took a packet of coins that had been tossed I to us and threw it toward the monk. It landed at
his feet. A boy picked it up and reverently gave it to him. the monk clasped his hands in a quiet gesture of thanks.
It was a priestly gesture, so full of sincerity, that several of us responded by saluting him.
We were much impressed by the way the people of this country respect the priesthood. Their almsgiving is no
mere act of charity but one of gratitude to those who do penance for the salvation of all living beings. They don’t
just hand over their gifts; they kneel and offer them respectfully. We didn’t know this at first and must have
seemed rude in making our contributions.
After that the monk often came to our stockade. He always stood motionless behind the other spectators as he
gazed at us. We used to toss him coins and food that we had been given.
“He’s back again!”
“There’s always a handout here, so that tramp is making a good thing of it,” someone else said scornfully.
“Everybody gets excited about him, but you can see how different he is,” said another. “Even if Mizushima
was the quiet type, he wasn’t a halfwit like this monk. Remember how great he was, standing on the ammunition
cart playing the harp?”
That day the monk seemed to have come back from a long journey. His robe was ragged and dirty, his hair was
grown out, and his bare feet were bandaged. Because he was a holy man, he was probably always going off on
pilgrimages.
The Burmese are so religious that every man spends part of his youth as a monk, devoting himself to ascetic
practices. For that reason we saw many young monks of about our own age.
What a difference! In Japan all the young men wore soldiers’ uniforms, but in Burma they put on priestly
robes. We often argued about this. Compulsory military training or compulsory religious training—which was
better? Which was more advanced? As a nation, as human beings, which should we choose?
It was a queer kind of argument that always ended in a stalemate. Briefly, the difference between the two ways
of life seemed to be that in a country where young men wear military uniforms the youths of today will doubtless
become the efficient, hard-working adults of tomorrow. If work is to be done, uniforms are necessary. On the
other hand, priestly robes are meant for a life of quiet worship, not for strenuous work, least of all for war. If a
man wears such garments during his youth, he will probably develop a gentle soul in harmony with nature and his
fellow man, and will not be inclined to fight and overcome obstacles by his own strength.
In former times we Japanese wore clothes that were like clerical robes but nowadays we usually wear uniformlike Western clothes. And that is only to be expected, since we have now become one of the most active and
efficient nations in the world and our old peaceful, harmonious life is a thing of the past. The basic difference lies
in the attitude of a people; whether, like the Burmese, to accept the world as it is, or to try to change it according
to one’s own designs. Everything hinges on this.
The Burmese, including those who live in cities, still do not wear Western clothes. They wear their traditional
loose-fitting robes. Even statesmen active in world politics dress in their native Burmese costume, to avoid losing
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popularity at home. That is because the Burmese, unlike the Japanese, have remained unchanged. Instead of
wishing to master everything through strength or intellect, they aim for salvation through humility and reliance on
a power greater than themselves. Thus they distrust people who wear Western clothes, and whose mental attitude
is different from their own.
Our argument tended to boil down to this: it depends on how people choose to live—to try to control nature by
their own efforts, or yield to it and merge into a broader, deeper order of being. But which of these attitudes, of
these ways of life, is better for the world and for humanity? Which should we choose?
One of the men who scorned the Burmese said: “I’ve never seen such a weak, lazy people. Everything they
have, from electric lights to railroad trains, was manufactured for them by some foreign country. They ought to
modernize, take off their longyi and put on pants. Even the schools here are only for dramatics or music; there
aren’t any business or technical schools. They say the level of education is high, but that’s compared to the rest of
Southeast Asia—all it amounts to are priests teaching the sutras in their temple schools. At this rate the country
will go to rack and ruin. No wonder it’s a British colony.”\fn{ Burma was gradually annexed by the British between 1824 and
1885 and given its independence in 1947.}
Someone objected, saying that exchanging longyi for pants wouldn’t necessarily bring happiness. “Look at
Japan!” he said. “And not only Japan—the whole world is in a mess. When people get conceited and try to impose
their will on everything, they’re lost. Even if they have a few successes, it’s worse in the long run.”
“Are you saying it’s all right to go on forever being uncivilized, like the Burmese?”
“Uncivilized? Sometimes I think we’re not as civilized as they are.”
“You’re crazy. Do you mean to tell me we’re not as civilized as the people of this filthy, backward place, who
don’t even try to work and educate themselves to stand on their own feet?”
“That’s right. We have the tools for civilization, but at heart we’re still savages who don’t know how to use
them. What did we do with these tools but wage a gigantic war, and even come all the way here to invade Burma
and cause terrible suffering on its people? Yet they accept it and go on living quietly and peacefully. The Burmese
never seem to have committed our stupid blunder of attacking others. You say they’re uneducated, but they
believe in Buddhism and govern their whole lives by it. They spend part of their youth as monks, and the way of
the Buddha becomes second nature to them. That’s why their hearts are serene, why they live at peace. Isn’t that a
far nobler kind of education?”
“But what about the low standard of living? It isn’t fit for a human being. In the first place, their kind of
buddhism doesn’t make sense. Abandon the world. Put up with your miseries. Don’t worry about whether things
are getting better or worse, just concentrate on saving your soul—and salvation comes only after you leave the
world and enter a new life as a monk. Gthat’s what comes of taking the Buddha’s words literally, I understand.
You get this Hinayana Buddhism in Burma.\fn{ Some 85% of the population of Burma is Buddhist; most of them adhere to
Hinayana (also called Theravada) Buddhism, as do Buddhists in neighboring Sri Lanka, Thailand, Laos and Cambodia.} they all
become monks. They’re not concerned about the real world. Life on earth seems so insignificant they have no
desire to invent new things, and it never occurs to them to try to improve their conditions. They still haven'’
developed a system that lets everybody live in freedom. Can you call that happiness? At this rate there’ll never be
any progress.”
“The Buddha saw through that kind of happiness and progress, and what it leads to, thousands of years ago. He
taught people to stop clinging desperately to this earthly life, and the Burmese are still faithful to his teaching. If
you want a more peaceful, civilized world it’d be a lot better for us to imitate the Burmese, instead of the Burmese
imitating us.”
“Impossible. In the age of the atom bomb you can’t be as easygoing as the Burmese.”
“It’s exactly because we’re in the atomic age that we’ve got to be calmer and more thoughtful. We’d be better
off if we put a dangerous thing like that in the custody of Burmese monks.”
We could never come to a clear decision as to which system was better. However, we usually ended up by
agreeing that Burmese live every phase of their lives in accordance with a profound teaching, and cannot be
considered uncivilized. It’s wrong to ridicule them just because they don’t have the kind of knowledge we do.
They possess something marvelous that we can’t even begin to understand. Only, they are at a disadvantage
because they are weak and unable to defend themselves against invaders like us. Maybe they should pay more
attention to life on earth, not dismiss it as meaningless but set a higher value on it.
So the argument ran. Of course we didn’t spend all our time arguing; whenever we could, we went outside to
sing.
Once we felt like trying a different sort of tune and picked out a certain Burmese folksong, since it was easy to
sing in two parts. It was the one Mizushima used in the forest to signal danger.
The monk was there too. We wanted him to sing along with us, and beckoned eagerly to him. But he only
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stood there absent-mindedly, his eyes half closed. Evidently he didn’t care to join in such frivolities.
After a while we no longer paid any special attention to the monk’s visits. In the meantime we were told that
the Burmese were getting too friendly with us prisoners of war; and another bamboo fence was thrown up inside
the older one, further separating us from the spectators. Even if the monk came we couldn’t give him alms.
Perhaps because of this, he stopped coming altogether.
*
As time went on, the suspicion that Mizushima was dead deepened in all our hearts. We stopped talking about
him. Everyone carefully avoided the subject. Then an unexpected bit of news reached us, and it seemed more
certain than ever that he had died.
The source of this news was an old woman vendor who visited the camp. She used to sell things to Japanese
soldiers stationed here in Mudon when they were still at the height of their power. she was the kind of woman
called “Grandma” that you often find at military posts. She used to treat the soldiers as if they were her own
children, doing their laundry and mending, or inviting them to her home for dinner.
This woman was extremely religious even for a Burmese. Having done a great deal of business with the
Japanese army, she must have made lots of money, but she gave all her earnings to the temple and lived in
poverty. Though we Japanese soldiers were now prisoners, she often came to help us. She would talk top anybody,
waving her brown arms and laughing so gaily that her plump body shook. When we heard her laughter we
couldn’t help being infected and chuckling to ourselves. Whenever the old woman came, we would be in high
spirits all day long. She was the only person the guards allowed to come and go freely, pretending not to notice.
By now she didn’t have much business. All she could do was barter with us. Our clothing and other supplies
had been meager from the very beginning, but since we couldn’t replace them we had saved as much as possible,
carrying it all around on our backs, and still had quite a few things left.
One day the old woman arrived with a large bundle of merchandise balanced o her head. Grinning broadly to
the Indian sentry, she came through the gate. We swarmed around her immediately.
“Say, Grandma, give me a banana for this shirt.”
“Yes, sir,” she answered in Japanese.
“Grandma, I made this bamboo flute yesterday, and it has a good done. Let me have some chandaka for it.”
Chandaka is a kind of brown sugar hardened into bars.
“All right, kokan.” Kokan—our word for barter—was known even by children in many places overseas. But
she could speak Japanese quite fluently, in the Osaka dialect. The soldiers stationed here before must have been
from the Osaka region.
“Hey grandma, I don’t want this monkey I bought last time—how about trading it for some ngapi?” Ngapi is a
salty fish paste which the Burmese use to season food.
“No, no, I won’t take him back!” the old woman said. “That monkey is too full of tricks. Anybody else want
ngapi?”
Finally she began rummaging about in her clothing and pulled out a bird. It was alive. It was a small green
parakeet.
The bird sat on the old woman’s hand, looking about with round, ringed eyes, and fluttering its wings. Then it
made a dry rasping noise, clapping its beak and moving its short black tongue, and screamed a piercing, “Ki! Ki!”
“Well, who wants this parakeet?” Fascinated, we all looked at it.
“You know, you can teach this bird to talk in Burmese, or Japanese, or any language!”
“It’s the kind that monk carries around,” someone said.
“That’s right,” said another, putting the bird on his shoulder and studying it closely. “He carried it like this …”
That started the old woman off again, talking very rapidly.
“Oh, have you seen that monk too? This is his bird’s little brother! My next door neighbor caught both of them.
He found a tree where parakeets were nesting, spent a whole day cutting it down, and got five birds. He was so
delighted he said they were worth three days’ work, and he’s been taking a holiday ever since. But just as he
caught them the monk came along and asked for directions, so my neighbor prayed for salvation and gave him the
greenest one. Since then the monk’s been going around with that parakeet o his shoulder. This one is a lighter
green but isn’t he cute?”
The captain was listening too, and when he learned that the bird was related t the monk’s he was so touched he
gave her his cigarette case for it.
The parakeet soon became the pet of the company and everyone taught him a few words. He learned quickly.
As the old woman said, he learned Burmese and Japanese equally well; it gave you an odd feeling to hear him.
One of the men tried very hard to teach him to sing, but without success.
On that same day the old woman told us a rumor about a group of Japanese prisoners who had been brought
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here from the interior. Their company was said to have entrenched itself in a fortress in a rocky mountain to fight
to the death, and to have sustained heavy losses—almost all the survivors were wounded. They really looked
pitiful. These men were being cared for in a British hospital in Mudon, but not all of them would recover. Those
who had already died were buried in the hospital graveyard, and there were some shockingly young boys among
them, the townspeople said.
When we heard this, we all looked at the captain. Only a few units kept on fighting after the war ended, so the
one she told us about sounded like the one at that triangular peak.
“Grandma,” the captain said to her excitedly, “please find out more about that company, and see if a Japanese
soldier didn’t come on a mission to it during the battle. If he did, ask what happened to him. Find out all about
him—whether he’s with them now, whether he was wounded, or taken elsewhere. I’ll make it up to you the best
way I can.”
The old woman nodded.
About ten days later she came back. When we eagerly repeated our question, she told us there had been
something like that. It was thanks to the soldier from a different unit that they stopped fighting and were saved
from being wiped out. But nobody knows what became of him. He was running around back and forth in the line
of fire, and must have died there in the mountains.
The captain seemed staggered by the news. We all groaned. “So he was killed!” someone cried.
With trembling hand, the captain wrote a letter to that company asking for all the information they could give
him about Mizushima’s fate. The old woman promised to deliver it, but the next time she came she said a guard
caught her with the letters, scolded her harshly, and warned her that she wouldn’t be allowed near the prisoners if
she did such a thing again. Furthermore, she told us those wounded soldiers had been transferred to another
hospital and were no longer in Mudon. That was all we could find out.
However, we knew now that Mizushima had accomplished his mission, and that he was not among the
prisoners who were brought here from the triangular peak. Our last faint hope of his survival vanished.
We wished that we could at least have his ashes, or a lock of his hair, but of course that was impossible. No
doubt his abandoned corpse was lying in some unknown territory, like those of so many of his young countrymen.
Such a thought was hard to bear. All we could do was assume that Mizushima was dead—one of the many who
were missing in action. The captain kept talking about various possibilities and about not giving up hope, but he
knew that his words were hollow. You could see it in his face.
We were used to disappointment, but this time we were really in despair. Our life as prisoners became sadder
than ever. We lived from one dull, weary day to the next, taking each as it came.
Meanwhile the rains ended and we were at last in the dry winter season, but our spirits did not revive. We felt
aimless, hopeless, drained of energy. We tasted the full bitterness of being prisoners, unable to control our own
lives. Even when we sang together we couldn’t feel our old enthusiasm. Probably the Japanese everywhere were
in a state of apathy and despondency at that time.
Nobody paid attention to our parakeet any more. Neglected, he would perch on the roof spewing out nasty
remarks in Japanese and screeching, “Ki! Ki!” in a rough, piercing voice. But the bird was good at catching mice,
and sometimes in the middle of the night he would raise a great racket in one of the cross-beams pecking a mouse
to death.
After we had spent over half a year in captivity there was a series of weird, inexplicable incidents, one after the
other, until our repatriation to Japan. Baffled, suspicious, and fearful, we talked about them almost every night.
*
In about the seventh or eighth month of our life and prisoners we started going out regularly on a construction
job. We were to repair a building behind the Mudon pagoda. Soon the remains of many dead English soldiers
were to be placed in this building, and we had to finish our job by that date.
One day, because a festival was going on, we were allowed to visit the pagoda during our rest period.
The temple compound was full of people. Dressed in bright holiday colors, they crowded together so thickly
that you couldn’t see where you were going. Pigeons were flying around the golden needle-like spires and curved
rooftops, and flowers had been strewn on the stone paths and stairs. But in spite of the large crowd it was very
quiet. The Burmese go barefooted, and walk about noiselessly, like shadows.
We took our shoes off too. The worshippers stopped and looked at us. Quietly they drew aside to let us pass,
perhaps because they felt sorry for the once-powerful Japanese soldiers.\fn{ When the Japanese occupied Burma in 1941,
thousands of Burmese staffed the so-called Burma Independence Army, which, though it did little fighting, accompanied the Japanese
armies and swelled the ranks of what was to become a pro-independence movement after World War II.}

A boy with clear eyes, curly hair, and glossy brown skin was playing a harp at the foot of a huge open-mouthed
stone lion which stood at the temple gate. People tossed coins to him as they went by.
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The Burmese harp is a marvelous instrument made of finely polished inlaid wood and shaped like an eggplant.
They say that Burmese music began in imitation of the sound of rain drops; anyway, it has a long tradition, and
the people of Burma are so fond of music that they have made different instruments and complicated, highly
developed melodies.
It used to startle us whenever we heard a harp, because it reminded us of Mizushima. But by now we were
accustomed to that, and were neither startled nor saddened. The boy at the foot op the lion played songs that he
thought would appeal to the various passersby. When he saw us he began playing Japanese songs, but we had
hardly any money left to give him.
We climbed the stairs and went into the pagoda.
The Burmese make such generous contributions to temples that, although their homes are shabby, their temples
are magnificent. Here the great carved marble inner shrine was richly ornamented, and images of the Buddha
were everywhere.
Burmese worshippers sat in front of the images with heads bowed and hands joined in earnest prayer. On all
sides you could hear voices chanting the sutras. The smoke of burning incense hung in the air. A strangely drowsy,
intoxicating feeling pervaded the atmosphere. Most of the worshippers were women who were praying to be
reincarnated as men in the next life. They all had long cigars and matches at their knees. In Burma even children
smoke, and these women had their cigars beside them so that they could smoke as soon as they finished praying.
They don’t leave immediately after praying, but sit for hours in a trance as if enjoying the pleasures of paradise.
In one corner a young girl sat on the stone floor holding a pure white lotus blossom, between her clasped
hands. In front of her against a shadowy wall there was a faintly smiling statue of the Buddha, with a long white
arm hanging down from his one bared shoulder. Somehow it looked as if the arm might begin to stir.
Beside her an old man was sitting in a meditative posture. He was sallow and thin, almost a living skeleton. As
we looked at him, it dawned on us that he was a leper. We used to stay away from temples because of the many
lepers who sat in them to beg or meditate. Seeing that old man made the soles of our bare feet feel itchy.
What a different world! Whenever we saw anything of that kind we wondered how there could be such a
country, how people could live such a life.
Still, Japan was probably like that in the old days—it’s only during the past eighty years that we’ve become
modern.\fn{He is reckoning from the end of the Tokugawa shogunate (1867), when the Emperor reasserted his imperial power .}
Because the change has been too rapid it has brought us all sorts of troubles. About the time we were shipped
overseas our people were already living in fear and trembling, often going hungry, working like driven slaves.
They were pale with worry about the outcome of the war. In contrast, the people of Burma, though gentle and
weak and poor, quietly went on enjoying their peaceful, happy lives. They were concerned only with the salvation
of their souls.
An English soldier came into the pagoda and looked around curiously. He had taken his shoes off too,
following the native custom, but as soon as he noticed the old man he hurried away. As the soldier left, a harp
melody wafted in through the door. apparently the boy at the gate had come nearer. He was playing Hanyu no
Yado—Home Sweet Home—probably to please the Englishman.
Hearing this song so unexpectedly, we were overcome with emotion. It was a long time since we had heard it
played on a harp. We all listened with bowed heads. Even the many Buddhist statues facing this way and that
seemed to be listening. The soft, quavering music sounded like thin rain falling on tropical flowers. We though
about Mizushima, and prayed to the Buddha that his soul might rest in peace.
Since the harp was outside we couldn’t hear it distinctly. But its lingering tones, now high, now low, joined in
innumerable intertwining strands, fading in and out like the long sigh of a soul drifting toward heaven.
After a few moments the captain stiffened. “Listen!” he said, straining his ears. Then, excitedly, “Did you hear
that chord?”
“What is it, sir?” one of the men asked, looking at the captain’s odd expression.
“Shh!” He kept on listening, but the sound of the harp was getting farther away. “Let’s go!” he said, and we
left the pagoda.
As he walked quickly ahead, the captain emptied his pockets of whatever coins he had and clutched them in
his hand. We had to push our way so hastily to keep up with him that people looked at us in astonishment.
At last we caught sight of the boy with the harp standing in the crowd near the gate. The captain went up to
him, gave him all his money, and motioned for him to play. The boy starred at him with wide-open eyes, but
dutifully took up his harp. The captain began singing Hanyu no Yado, and urged him to play it.
Just then we heard a police whistle. The Indian soldier in charge of our company was outside the gate
beckoning to us and shouting an order. “Fall in! Your time’s up!”
There was nothing we could do about it. Reluctantly the captain led us away. Behind us, as we filed off, we
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heard the boy playing a Burmese popular song.
That night the captain said, “Where do you suppose that boy learned Hanyu no Yado?”
We hesitated, wondering why he was so concerned. Finally one of the men said, “It’s a well-known tune, and
the Englishmen here are always singing it …”
“No, that’s not what I mean. It’s the way he played it. Didn’t it surprise you?”
We tried to remember, but could think of nothing unusual about it.
“That chord, that kind of harmony—would most Burmese play that way?”
“Would they?” we asked ourselves. The only harp version we knew was Mizushima’s, and today in the pagoda
we had only heard part of a single stanza. With so little to go on, we could hardly even guess.
“Of course every arrangement has its special style,” the captain added. “Today I had the feeling I was hearing
Mizushima’s style. Wasn’t it his arrangement? Didn’t anybody else think so?”
That startled all of us.
“But, Captain, could you tell from so far away?” someone asked.
“Well, maybe not …” The captain began to look doubtful. “Maybe it was just my imagination.”
Nevertheless, this was such an intriguing notion that we spent the whole night arguing about it.
The captain is a trained musician, it was pointed out, so he ought to be able to tell from even a snatch of music
whether or not it was a chord a Burmese would use. You could rely on his ear. But if it was Mizushima’s
arrangement, where in the world did the boy learn it? Who taught it to him? If we could only get hold of him and
ask, maybe we could follow that up and find out something about Mizushima.
Probably Mizushima taught it to someone just before he died. Like the warrior-flutist in one of our old tales, he
must have wanted to pass on the secrets of his art before dying in battle. If only we were free, we’d go out and
find the boy and ask him how Mizushima died.
Our talk became more and more animated—but then it took a sudden turn.
Would he really have had time to teach his arrangement to anyone? When Mizushima went to that triangular
peak the battle was already at its height. As soon as he arrived he must have started “running around back and
forth in the line of fire,” as the wounded soldiers reported. In that case, he could only have taught it after the
company surrendered. It would mean that Mizushima survived the battle, that he was still alive …
By this time we were seething with excitement.
Still, when we thought it over, the possibility seemed much too vague. It all depended on whether or not the
boy was playing Mizushima’s arrangement—but how could we be sure? The captain regarded Mizushima as his
own brother and, above all, felt\fn{ The text has: left.} responsible for having sent him to his death. That was why he
was so eager to cling to even the faintest hope that Mizushima was alive.
After that we didn’t see the boy again. And as the days passed we forgot even that vague possibility.
*
Some weeks after, we went to cut trees in a large forest near the pagoda. We were to make lumber for shelves
in the mortuary hall where the remains of the English dead would lie in state.
Since it was the dry season with one fine clear day after another, we enjoyed our labor. Everyone worked
energetically. At last we wee coming out of the apathy and exhaustion caused by the humid weather and the shock
of defeat.
When the axe bit into a large tree trunk, wet chips of wood flew like snow. On one side we hewed out a deep
wedge, and on the other, a little higher, we made a second cut. Soon the treetop started swaying, and the great tree
with its clinging vines and moss began to reel like a living creature. for a moment, as if trying desperately to keep
its balance, it hung in the air. But when we gave it a final blow the tree leaned over with a terrible rending sound,
and then came crashing thunderously to earth, the heavy trunk snapping from its root. Everyone jumped out of the
way. Leaves rained down on our heads, and the birds that had been in the tree flapped up noisily.
Then we started lopping off the branches, as if we were butchering an animal that was still breathing.
Glistening dew-like sap rose from the cuts, exhaling a fresh odor.
Whenever we felled a tree our Indian guard praised us. “You Japanese are really good at it,” he would say.
Once, after we had finished off an especially large, tough tree, we were resting and wiping the sweat from our
bodies. Sunlight filtered down into the forest through the green foliage, and even the breeze seemed to have a
greenish tint. Underfoot the thick moss and grass felt as soft as a cushion. It was delightfully secluded and quiet.
All we could hear was the sound of water bubbling and trickling somewhere, probably beneath the moss.
By now the Indian guard trusted us so completely that during these rest periods he used to stretch out on a
patch of soft, tufted grass, with a moss-covered tree root as a pillow, and take a nap.
That day one of our men noticed a figure in yellow standing in the shade of a tree not far away. It appeared to
be a beggar-like Burmese monk in a tattered robe. He kept staring at us for a while, then glanced around
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nervously and started beckoning. Our man went to see what he wanted.
The monk was short, large-boned, and had sinister-looking eyes and cry, chapped lips. His hair was log and
shaggy but his beard was clean shaven. Squatting in the grass as if to hide himself, he cringed there hesitantly,
with a servile grin.
It looked as if he wanted alms, so the soldier gave him what was left of a tin of his own rations. The monk ate,
digging the food out with his fingers, but when the other turned to leave, the monk stopped him and said, “How
long have you been in this town?”
“Since last September.”
“Hmmm …” The monk thought for a while. “And when are you going back to Japan?”
“I don’t know.”
“How about it; is it worth going back? What kind of condition is Japan in anyway?” The monk peered at him
anxiously out of those reddish, nasty eyes.
It suddenly occurred to our comrade that this monk had been speaking perfect Japanese. And he realized that
the short neck and square shoulders, along with the shrewd way of talking, the whole manner, suggested a
Japanese tramp. As filthy and unkempt as he was, he had shaved his face clean, no doubt to make himself look as
lightly bearded as a native.
“Say, you’re Japanese!” our man exclaimed.
“Shh!” The monk lifted his hands as if to stifle the words and glanced around again. “So you just saw through
it? A pretty good disguise, huh?”
“How long have you been going around like that?”
“About a year.”
“Before the war ended? Were you a soldier?”
“Sure.”
“What are you doing a think like that for?”
“What for? Listen, if I go back to my company I’ll get punished. I deserted and fixed myself up this way, and
that’s how it is—I’m a wandering monk now.”
The captain saw them talking and went over. The deserter started to scramble to his feet, but changed his mind
and sat down again. When the captain confronted him, he raised his hand to his bare forehead and, still in a sitting
position, gave a military salute.
“Well, well, if it isn’t the captain!” he said, laughing. “I’m a deserter, sir. I don’t want to go back to my unit, so
I’ve turned into a Burmese monk. I just came to see how our troops are doing, not to be thrown into the guard
house!”
After listening to his story, the captain calmly advised him to return to his company, since desertion was no
longer a serious charge. Why not accept his slight punishment bravely, redeem himself, and go back to Japan with
all the others, to work together to rebuild the country? What good was it to stay behind alone and spend the rest of
his life wandering about as a fraudulent monk?
The captain did his best to convince him, but the man wouldn’t listen.
“I don’t like any kind of punishment, Captain. I’m trying to find some way of sneaking back to Japan—ouch!”
He slapped his hand against his neck, where a big mountain leech had fastened on to him.
The forests of Burma are infested with terrible leeches. When we were fleeing through the mountains, they
used to torment us. They would even get under our clothes, in spite of our tightly bound sleeves and leggings, and
were almost impossible to remove. The sticky, rubbery thing glues itself to you, and can’t be crushed no matter
how you pinch or squeeze soon as you touch it, it sticks to your fingers.
Finally the “monk” picked off the leech and wiped it on the tree beside him.
“But how do you manage to get enough food?” the captain asked.
“Enough food?” He laughed again. “In Burma, as long as you’re a monk you don’t have to worry. These
people are so pious they give you more than you can eat. If I half tried, I wouldn’t have to go around looking like
such a beggar..”
According to this man, there were lots of other deserters. Some of them had lost their homes or families in
Japan; others had married Burmese wives, or committed some crime that made it impossible for them to live
among their own countrymen—and most of these deserters had become monks. The people of Burma take such
good care of their clergy that a monk need never starve.
Even so, Japanese long to be with other Japanese. You can’t forget your comrades. Living alone among
foreigners, you can’t help wanting to visit the P.O.W.\fn{ Prisoner of war.} camp of your old unit. Like a moth drawn
to a flame you come to find out when they’ll be repatriated, and whether you ought to go back with them too, if
you can, or else stay on here in Burma.
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The man wanted to find out how his former comrades were getting along, but didn’t know where they were.
He’d already visited most of the Japanese P.O.W. camps in Burma, and they didn’t seem to be in Mudon either. If
we went back to Japan he wanted us to let his family know that he was alive. He gave his hometown address, and
asked if we had any men in our company from the same place.
As he spoke, he became quite calm, apparently realizing that the captain was a kindhearted man who had no
intention of harming him. By the end he was making his request in the most polite language.
During the deserter’s story the captain listened intently, as if fascinated. When the man got up to leave, the
captain clasped his hand and said simply, “Take care of yourself.”
The deserter’s attitude was no longer sullen and belligerent. He bowed deeply and walked away, occasionally
looking back at us. At last he disappeared into the forest.
That night we all talked about the meaning of the day’s incident. Japanese soldiers become Burmese monks
and go visiting P.O.W. camps. In that case … maybe the monk who used to stand behind the crowd staring at us
with deep-set eyes wasn’t just a double. Maybe he was the real man. But how could that be possible? Mizushima
still alive, a deserter, wearing a yellow robe and walking around barefoot, carrying a green parakeet on this
shoulder? Yet even though he joined the crowd at our fence he never greeted us. Why? What could his motives
have been?
It was so fantastic that none of us knew what to say.
“How about this,” the captain asked. “Suppose Mizushima is alive—do you think he’d have any reason for not
wanting to come back to us?”
We all answered that we couldn’t believe it.
For the next few days the captain was sunk in thought, and hardly touched his meals. This went on so long that
one of our older men couldn’t help speaking out.
“Captain,” he said, “it’s too bad about Mizushima, but you’d better accept the truth. There isn’t a chance he’s
alive. Mizushima died bravely on that peak. He gave his own life to fulfil his mission and save the livers of his
countrymen. He made a noble sacrifice. All of us wish he’d survived, so whenever we see anybody looks like him
we get our hopes up—but it’s no use.
“When Mizushima put on a longii he looked just like a Burmese, so it’s no wonder we see Burmese people
who look like him. It’s because you believe he’s alive that you think they’re Mizushima. The sound of a harp
reminds you of the way he played. We’re grateful that you care so much for your men, but if you ruin your health
on account of it the whole company will suffer. Please resign yourself to the fact that there is no hope.”
The old timer was earnest and straightforward. As he spoke, he sat stiffly erect in front of the captain, resting
one of his big hands over the other on his knees.
The captain nodded. “I suppose you’re right,” he said, looking very sad. There were tears in the old soldier’s
eyes too.
*
At last our work on the mortuary hall was finished, and it was ready to house the remains of the English dead.
For reasons of military strategy the Japanese army had built a railroad through an unmapped mountainous
region deep in the interior, to lik Burma and Siam, using the labor of a great many British prisoners. The worked
under terrible conditions and great pressure of time, but worst of all an epidemic of cholera broke out. There in the
primeval forest, with inadequate supplies and facilities, with insufficient help, with no doctors at all, the prisoners
died by the thousands. It was indescribably horrible. The dead had been buried crudely, but now their bones were
to be sent home and had been brought to this town where they were to be kept temporarily in the mortuary hall.
The day had come when the remains were to be transferred there in an elaborate ceremony, and because we had
worked on the mortuary hall we were allowed to watch the funeral procession.
At the foot of the road leading up the hill to the pagoda there was a crowded square lined with many little
shops and stalls. Dust swirled in the air as merchants of every kind carried on their business, crying their wares
noisily on all sides. Vegetables, meat, cakes, flowers, cosmetics—whatever the crowd wanted was on sale. You
even saw Japanese army uniforms, insignia, compasses, and the like, all stolen when our soldiers were routed.
There were food stands where people stopped to eat; women perched side by side on benches, like birds on a
telephone wire, and gossiped as they ate.
Men and women of all classes went by carrying parasols. Slow oxcarts passed too, some drawn by a single ox,
others by two or three. The oxen had big black eyes, long curved horns, and curiously thin legs; the carts were
typically Burmese, with soaring, upswept lines. There were also some carriages from which ladies of high social
position peered out through the windows. These ladies had flowers in their hair and were golden bracelets and
jeweled earrings. But their make-up was unusual—their faces were spotted with patches of yellow powder.
We were lined up along one side of this square. Around noon we caught sight of the approaching British
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funeral procession. People and carts made way for it. For the time being, the busy traffic stopped.
It was a solemn, resplendent procession.
First of all came the mounted police in full dress, riding up at a rot to direct traffic. The police were usually all
smiles, but today the looked grave, and wore their chin straps tight. The horses had sleek, well-groomed coats,
under which their muscles rippled smooth. As they trotted nimbly here and there they seemed to be aware of the
importance of this ceremony, even to be pleased by their own skill as controlling traffic.
Then the main procession arrived. At its head marched ha honor guard of about company strength. The men
carried their rifles upside down on their shoulders. They were all strikingly ruddy and held their chests high; their
well-fitting uniforms seemed molded to their bodies. They looked like expensive dolls on display. The precision
of their marching legs made you think of a pair of combs swinging alternately back and forth.
Next came a group of army chaplains, each with a silver cross hanging at the breast of his black robe. Some
were quite aged and dignified-looking, their hair as silvery as their crosses.
Behind them followed a number of handsome funeral carriages drawn by elephants. Each elephant bore a kind
of howdah on his back; and on the howdah, which was covered with a beautiful rug, sat a turbaned rider deftly
handling a slender whip. The elephants had small, prayerful eyes, and coiled and stretched their trunks, breathing
with an asthmatic wheeze as they plodded quietly along. Their massive gray wrinkled bodies were draped with
ornaments, and passed before your eyes like so many moving walls.
The funeral carriages were splendid vehicles of teak or ebony, each laden with floral wreaths and blanketed
with a British flag. As they went slowly and sedately by, in utter silence, we stood with our arms raised in a salute.
The men lying in those carriages had fallen in a foreign land and were now being escorted faithfully to their
eternal rest. We watched the procession reverently.
There was an honor guard behind the carriages too. These wre Scottish soldiers in their strange uniforms with
tasseled caps and short, boldly striped skirts that left ehir knees bare. Then came various kinds of military and
civilian personnel. Among them was a group of young women who appeared to be nurses. They looked like wellbred ladies of firm character and strong religious conviction.
Last of all were the Burmese. They wore ceremonial dress—long, neatly wrapped longyi, with cloth wound
around their heads. They included both government officials and monks, and among the latter were some of high
rank as well as the ordinary monks we always saw walking in the streets. In Burma, when a person dies, the
number of monks in his funeral procession is equal to the number of years he lived. Obviously this tie there
weren’t enough monks to equal the total ages of the dead, although there were a great many.
As we were watching the procession, we were surprised once again. Wasn’t that the monk who resembled
Mizushima? He was walking along calmly with his gaze fixed straight before him. He had on a bright yellow
robe, and his head was clean-shaven. Though still young, he appeared to hold a fairly high rank. He had much
more dignity than at the time we first met him there on the bridge, along with an air of sadness. Certainly he
looked like Mizushima. But his expression was entirely different from that of our lively, fearless comrade.
Mizushima’s face had hard, determined lines, while this man’s face was much softer and had a look of peaceful
resignation.
That was only to be expected, of course, but there was on thing that distinguished this monk from all the
others. He was carrying a square box wrapped in white cloth; the box was suspended from his neck, and as he
walked he held it in both hands, exactly the way the Japanese bear the ashes of the dead. None of the others was
carrying such a box.
That day the monk didn’t have his parakeet on his shoulder, but as he passed in front of us he lowered his gaze,
the way he always did.
“Ah!” the captain exclaimed softly.
Forgetting that we were supposed to be standing at attention, we stared open-mouthed at the monk.
He looked like Mizushima, yet different. He looked Japanese, yet like a Burmese. He looked like all the other
Burmese monks in the procession, but he was the only one carrying a box. Before long we lost sight of him. More
Burmese came by, then a group of oxcarts loaded with offerings, and finally beggars looking for alms. Thus the
solemn, magnificent procession ended.
The crowds along the road broke up, and the square became a gay, noisy market place again. Soon you could
see the procession going into the temple compound on the hilltop.
Back at camp, we spent another night arguing.
“What did I tell you? It was Mizushima!” some insisted hotly. “He’s alive after all. He deserted and became a
monk.”
“But why would he desert, of All men?” others asked.
“Who knows?” No one could answer that.
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Some were equally emphatic that Mizushima was dead. “How could that have been Mizushima? You’re out of
your minds—he’s dead! He’s been missing almost a year, and those wounded soldiers said he didn’t have a
chance.”
“But what about that chord the captain heard?”
“Well, how do you know it was …”
For those who held out that the monk was Mizushim, the strongest evidence was the box he carried hanging
from his neck. “Only a Japanese would do that,” they said. “When we were leaving Japan we saw lots of boxes of
ashes of the war dead, coming home that way. In fact, we’ve been seeing them for years—those sad-looking
boxes wrapped in white hanging from the neck of a soldier just back from overseas, or a grieving father, or even a
little son. The proves the monk is Japanese. Who ever saw a foreigner carrying such a thing?”
Those who disagreed said, “What kind of proof is that? Suppose he is Japanese, what would he be doing at a
British funeral? Why would he carry that box? He could hardly be carrying the ashes of a British soldier in a
Japanese box! Didn’t you see those beautiful hearses drawn by elephants? And what makes you so sure the box
was Japanese? Even the Burmese must use square boxes, and maybe they wrap them in white cloth sometimes,
and hang them from their necks. There’s nothing wrong with that! Just because as man who looks like Mizushima
was carrying a box that looks Japanese is no reason to get so excited, is it? You act as if you saw a ghost!”
At last one of the skeptics said exasperatedly, “We’ve all gone half-crazy from the war—we’re babbling like
hysterical old women! Let’s cut out this weak-minded superstitious talk!” His voice rose in anger, but it was
sorrowful too. “It’s an insult to Mizushima to be squabbling about whether or not he’s dead, when he gave his life
heroically for his fellow countrymen. He’d never be such a coward—deserting, and tramping around as a monk?”
That night the captain only listened, without offering opinion.
*
The next day, however, the captain started acting strangely. He retrieved the green parakeet from somewhere
and trained him to perch on his shoulder. The bird had been neglected for such a long time that his plumage was
dull.
“There, there,” the captain said, stroking his feathers. “It’s too bad nobody’s been looking after you, but I’ll
take good care of you from now on. And you must learn to speak Japanese for me.”
The parakeet shivered as if overjoyed. He snapped his hard beak together several times, and darted his cold,
black, rubbery tongue at the captain’s hand.
After that the captain shared all his meals with the bird. “Hey, Mizushima!” he would say, and when the
parakeet repeated it the captain fed him rice out of the palm of his hand.
Then he would say, “Let’s go back to Japan …” When the bird repeated that, the captain gave him some meat.
And then, “… together!” The captain gave him a bit of his ngapi. Then he had the bird say it all in one sentence.
He kept this up for about ten days, until finally the parakeet shrieked the words out in a piercing voice as soon
as the captain opened his mess tin.
No one could imagine why the captain was doing this. Whenever he started in we looked at each other
anxiously, wondering if he might be on the verge of a nervous breakdown from his grief over Mizushima.
Anyway, we felt a helpless sadness, mingled with annoyance, screeching, “Hey Mizushima! Hey, Mizushima!
Let’s go back to Japan together!”
At last the old timer spoke out with blunt sincerity. “Captain,” he said, “what good does it do teaching the bird
to talk that way? No matter how bad you feel about Mizushima’s death you shouldn’t give in like that. You
ordered him to die. After succeeding so well, Mizushima must be satisfied that he didn’t die in vain. But if you
keep on grieving, and the bird keeps calling for him day and night, it’ll ruin our morale. Morale means a lot in this
miserable P.O.W. life—when everybody is so anxious to go home they’re apt to get depressed. So please try to
keep your spirits up, sir,”
For a moment there was a painful silence. Then the captain answered hesitantly:
“It may seem foolish, but I still can’t give up hope. Somehow or other I want to learn the truth about that
monk. If he isn’t Mizushima, that’s that. But I can’t rest without knowing.
“The trouble is, I have no way to get in touch with him, so even though it’s unreliable I’m thinking of trying
this parakeet. How else can I send a message? I’ve already trained the bird enough, and now I’d like to have him
say those words in the monk’s ear the next time we catch sight of him. The two birds are brothers, so ours ought
to fly over to the other one. I’m sorry to disturb you all, but I hope you’ll put up with it a little longer until we find
out if the plan will work.”
That’s the captain for you, we thought, and we started taking turns feeding the bird and teaching him more
things to say.
However, the old timer kept worrying about the captain and glaring angrily at the bird. Then he would shake
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his head and heave a sigh.
Even earlier, though, the captain had been doing his utmost to get news of Mizushima, but had always failed.
Long ago he had explained the whole matter to the British officer in charge of the camp, and asked if he could
find out anything about him. The officer was very sympathetic and made a number of inquiries, but without
success. The British troops that fought in the battle of the triangular peak had already gone home. The wounded
Japanese prisoners had been sent elsewhere from Mudon, and then assigned to various hospitals according to their
condition. No one knew where they were. Even if we had know, it would have been impossible for a P.O.W. to go
to investigate. All the British army could tell us was that circumstances indicated the man had died.
Then the captain had written another letter, intending to have it delivered to the monk. It said in part:
If you are Mizushima, please come back to us—you don’t know how much we miss you. Whatever problem may
make it hard for you to return, it will be solved. I guarantee that. At least tell us why you’re going around in disguise.

Shortly after the funeral procession, before the parakeet had been trained, the old woman vendor came to see
us. The captain handed her his letter and asked her to give it to the monk with the green parakeet. But she hastily
flung it away, as if it burned her fingers.
“Oh, no! never!” she cried out. “I wouldn’t carry another letter if the Lord Buddha himself asked me!” Having
been so severely reprimanded before, the old woman would not listen.
Since he couldn’t persuade her to take the letter, the captain asked her to find out who the monk was. But she
refused to do even that. The captain talked as persuasively as he could; then he gave her his watch, saying it was
for her son. At last she reluctantly agreed to see what she could learn.
“Find out when he first came to this town,” the captain said. “As if he plays the harp, and what kind of box he
had hanging from his neck in the funeral procession the other day.”
The old woman listened dubiously, standing with arms akimbo, her clenched fists against her thick hips, and
soon got disgusted. “That’s ridiculous!” she said scornfully. “What do you want to ask questions like that for?
Burma is full of monks. They go traveling here and there, and an awful lot of them play harps, and it’s nobody’s
business what they hang around their necks! Instead of worrying about crazy things like that, you Japanese
soldiers ought to be more religious!”
“Yes, we know, Grandma,” we said, “but please find out for us anyway.”
“If that monk is a good man, we’ll study under him and be more religious.”
After some further urging, she agreed to try.
While waiting for her to return, the captain became so impatient that he appealed to the British officer for
another investigation. But this time the Englishman refused to consider it, because our captain’s story seemed so
fantastic.
At first the heavy, broad-shouldered Englishman sank down into his chair and listened kindly, but before long a
doubtful look came into his blue eyes, and his blond mustache began to twitch. Then he burst out laughing.
“A few harp notes drifting on the breeze—and you believe a dead man’s alive! That’s interesting, really quite
poetic. You must be dreaming.”
There was nothing the captain could say.
Around the time the parakeet was thoroughly trained the old woman came back again. As usual she rambled on
and on in a loud voice and couldn’t get to the point. But the captain kept pressing her for information, and finally
she gave us the following report:
“Well, now, that monk is a wonderful man. He’s no ordinary monk. He’s a very holy man. At any temple he
goes to, people give him the place of honor and make offerings to him. He must have studied terribly hard ever
since he was a little boy! He wears a special armband, you know, and that means he’s an outstanding monk—he
has the rank of Master, no matter where he goes. That band is a little tin strip engraved with a passage from the
holy sutras, and it’s fastened onto his arm with a cord. Only a very leaned or virtuous monk, or one who’s done
some specially fine deed, can wear a band like that. When other monks see it, they bow and give way.
“And about that box hanging from his neck, the one you were all worried over—well, I asked another monk
what was in it, and he got so curious he picked it up once, on the sly, and found it was very light. They say there’s
a big ruby inside it. Some of the other monks were talking about that, and said Burma is famous for its rubies, but
you hardly ever see such a marvelous one, so huge and fiery red. They thought he must have meant to offer it in
memory of those dead British soldiers.
“Anyhow, he’s only a young man, but he’s the kind of monk that makes you feel so thankful you want to cry.
Now and then he turns up here in Mudon, but they say he spends most of his time hurrying around the country,
going up mountains and down valleys, holding services all over.”
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Then the old woman muttered to herself what sounded like something from the sutras.
She had shattered our last hope. Such an exalted monk couldn’t possibly be one of our deserters. Furthermore,
if that box contained a ruby had it had no relation to Japanese custom, and it certainly didn’t prove that the monk
was Japanese, in spite of the way he carried it. All of us who had been clinging to the faint hope that Mizushima
was alive gave up completely. We had thought of asking the old woman to put the parakeet on the monk’s
shoulder, now that it was trained, but we gave that up too.
That night, when we were opening our mess tins, the parakeet heard the clatter and shrieked out from a beam
overhead, “Hey, Mizushima! Let’s go back to Japan together!”
One of the men looked up and said, “Quiet! We don’t even know when we’re going back to Japan, let alone
Mizushima.”
The captain seemed despondent. No doubt the strain of prolonged hardship was beginning to tell on him; he
had trouble sleeping and was tense and edgy, as if in pain. The old timer did his best to cheer him up.
The old soldier turned the parakeet loose in the forest, but the bird soon came back to us, with bedraggled
plumage, and took up its usual perch on our roof.
*
The memorial service for the English dead continued with great ceremony for days. During that time we were
allowed to rest, but once it was over we went to the mortuary hall again to put everything back in order.
The hall was a large one, full of the racks that we had made. The funerary urns rested side by side in endless
rows on the tiers of shelving. We heard that these were only a fraction of the whole, but even so the number of
urns was astonishing. The sight reminded me of the rows of silkworm cocoons shelved all the way up the walls in
a Japanese farmhouse.
We bowed respectfully. All of these men whose bones were lying here had had their families, their jobs, their
hopes. They died in the unknown mountains of Burma from exhaustion or the cruel plague. But fortunately they
were now being cared for with reverent dignity. Though only their bones remained, they would soon be able to go
home to sleep in peace in the soil of their native land. That was a consolation. If their white bones had been left
abandoned in the wilds of Burma, far from friends and relatives, their souls would have been in anguish. Then we
who were living could never have forgiven ourselves. We were glad to have made some contribution toward the
funeral.
We had escaped with our lives. We were prisoners, but we had ever experienced the horrors that these men had
known. In time, we could go home and work again. As we stood there with bowed heard, we felt deeply moved by
the sufferings of the dead.
We finished our silent prayer and were walking around in the building, when suddenly the old timer exclaimed,
“Look! It’s over there!”
On the lowest tier in a dark corner at the base of a pillar we saw a square box. It was wrapped in white cloth.
If this had been a Japanese mortuary hall, anyone would have thought that box held the ashes of a dead soldier.
But for some reason it held a large red ruby. When the captain saw the box, he gave a cry of astonishment, and
then sighed and stood there with outstretched hands as if in a daze. We wondered what was wrong with him.
Presently he straightened up to a rigid position of attention, and saluted.
Lately the captain’s behavior had been hard to understand. That day the old timer frowned with annoyance and
hurried us out of the building, as if to shield us from such a disgraceful sight.
On our way we turned to look back at that simple, unadorned box, humble and unobtrusive in the corner.
Then we went into a clearing in the nearby forest and sat down. The captain was still behaving strangely. His
face was lighted up, and for once he seemed happy. He even kept talking to himself cheerfully. We could hear him
say,” Yes, yes, of course!” Then he would laugh, clap his hands together, and gaze up at the clouds in the sky.
“Take a look at that,” one of the men said, poking a friend with his elbow. “Maybe the captain’s having a
nervous breakdown after all.”
“Maybe,” his friend agreed. “He’s practically dancing for joy.”
It was hot. The air was heavy and languid. Everything in the tropic is intensely bright, and stays that way with
unvarying monotony throughout the year. You feel as if time would flow on like this forever. As usual, the sun
was shining; and the brilliance of the red canna lilies in the shadeless clearing almost hurt our eyes.
Before us was an immense statue of a reclining Buddha, and behind that a wall-like cliff. A dense forest
surrounded us, and trees overhung the Buddha. Birds were singing in the trees, and monkeys leaping from branch
to branch. It was a typically Burmese scene.
Images of the Buddha in this country are very different from those in Japan. Reclining figures are numerous,
some of them fifty or sixty feet high where the upper part of the body is half erect. Their heads are small, the lines
of their bodies soft and flowing, and they seem neither wholly male nor wholly female. Since the face and body
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are painted in vivid colors, the skin a creamy white, it looks as if a giant in make-up is lying there alive before
you. Confronting one of these figures for any length of time is likely to unnerve a person who isn’t used to them.
And there in the shadow of the rock cliff, under a tangle of ivy and banyan roots, a huge, faintly smiling
Buddha stared at us with glassy eyes.
To our surprise, the captain jumped up briskly and said “Well, how about a song?” It was a long time since he
had suggested anything like that. We began to sing.
Once we were singing we forgot ourselves. Our voices came echoing and re-echoing back from the rock cliff,
enveloping the Buddha in song. He seemed to be listening attentively, his body half-raised.
After we had been singing for a while we noticed a beautiful sound blending with our chorus. We couldn’t tell
where it came from. It seemed to fall from the high treetops around us, or perhaps well up from the earth. It was
the sound of a harp exactly like the harp of our lost comrade!
As we sang we looked around in bewilderment. But the captain seemed more and more elated, and went on
leading us vigorously. It became a contest between the harp and the chorus.
Not far away there was a pagoda. Its many small curved roofs were piled one over anther, like upturned fish
scales. From the end of each of these scales a bell dangled. At first we thought. the sound came from the tinkling
of the bells, but there wasn’t a breath of wind. The more we listened the more it sounded like the harp we had last
heard almost a year ago, when we were fleeing across the mountains.
After our song ended, the harp music soared up for a moment and then stopped. Its lingering tones slowly died
away, sinking lower and lower as if they were being sucked into the earth beneath our feet.
The great white Buddha lying before us—the echoes of the harp seemed to hover around his smiling lips and
then subside into his body.
Everyone ran to look for the harpist. The old timer went around behind the Buddha and into the trees. Just
then, with a loud beating of wings, a peacock came flying out of a thicket. For a moment it flew along unhurriedly
close to the ground, drooping its lovely tail-feathers, but at last it lighted on the Buddha’s back. the old timer
followed it with his eyes, and yelled, “Hey, there’s a door here!”
We all went over and saw that there was an entrance at the back of the great Buddha. Apparently its body was
hollow, And you could go inside. Around the entrance was a low archway, leading down a few steps to a door. The
archway was made of large bricks which had been plastered over and gilded, but the gold paint had jeweled off
except for a few traces here and there. From ceiling to floor its walls were choked with the clinging, tangled roots
of the banyan tree.
The door was rusty and wouldn’t open. It looked as if it had been that way for years—at least, there was no
sign that anyone had gone inside the Buddha through this entrance in recent times. And yet the sound of the harp
must have come from there. We beat on the iron door until our fists ached.
At this point our Indian guard came running up, shouting angrily for us to get back to work. We had forgotten
all about that. We didn’t return to camp till late evening.
That night we were sitting around gloomily, without even having our usual argument.
“I wonder if that was Mizushima’s ghost!” someone said.
“Don’t be stupid.”
We fell silent again.
The captain was alone in a corner, playing a rundown guitar. Now and then he would close his eyes, nod
happily, and murmur, “Yes, this was the chord. This was how he used to play it.”
The old timer caught the parakeet on the roof and brought him in, stroking his feathers as he gazed at him. One
of the younger soldiers went over and fed the bird a morsel of meat left from his dinner. “Hey, Mizushima!” he
said to him.
The parakeet shook his feathers, shrieked a couple of times, and cried in a hoarse voice, “Hey, Mizushima!”
The old timer put some bread crumbs in the palm of his hand and said, “Let’s go back …”
The parakeet answered falteringly, “Let’s go back …”
We all joined in, “… to Japan together!”
Somehow the bird managed to blurt out, “… to Japan together!”
The parakeet had not forgotten. Everyone took turns training him. Finally he seemed to have had enough to
eat, and refused to say another word. But by then he was completely re-trained.
The old timer sat up straight, put the parakeet on his shoulder, and folded his big arms. “Now, how can we get
this bird to the monk?” he muttered thoughtfully.
Just then one of our men came bursting into the hut,. Yelling at the top of his lungs. “We’re going home! All
P.O.W.’s in Mudon are going home! We leave in five days!”
Everybody jumped to his feet. Some men cheered. The parakeet flapped up from the old timer’s shoulder to a
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beat overhead.
“Are you sure?”
“Of course I’m sure! Let’s start packing!”
“There isn’t anything to pack!”
*
The old woman came early the next morning.
“Congratulations, congratulations!” she said, smiling as she dried her tears. “It really makes me feel happy too.
Now you can go home and live a good life. You’ve had such a terrible time so far.”
“Thanks, Grandma. We’ll never forget your kindness. When I get home I’ll tell my mother all about you.”
For a moment the old woman hesitated, but then she agreed to do it as a parting favor. Nestling the parakeet
against her cheek, she said: “All right, don’t worry. I’ll see that he gets it. Well, little birdie, you’re going to sit on
the monk’s shoulder and serve the Lord Buddha along with your brother.”
She kept saying goodbye to us over and over. As sorry as we were to see her go, we were anxious to have her
start looking for the monk right away. At last the old woman said, “Well, I’ll come back once more before you
leave.” Lifting her basket to her head, she started top waddle off.
We shook our heads doubtfully as we watched her go.
“She’s a good old lady, but you can’t count on her,” somebody said glumly.
From the next day on we spent most of our time singing in the camp yard, looking over the fence for the monk
with the green parakeet. We sang at the top of our voices, late into the evening, hoping he would be lured back by
our singing. If he really was Mizushima he’d be sure to come, we thought.
On the first day there was no one remotely like him in the crowd around the fence. Once during the second day
someone said, “He’s here!” But it turned out to be a different, younger monk.
That night we had another discussion. We were to leave the day after next. We asked ourselves if we didn’t
have some way to find out, but we only kept going around in circles. Repeating the same old arguments.
“If Mizushima doesn’t come tomorrow he’ll be left behind. He’ll never be able to go back to Japan.”
“Maybe that monk wasn’t Mizushima after all.”
“I guess not. You remember what the captain told us the night after the armistice, about sharing the same fate.
‘Let’s live or die together,’ he said. ‘And if we go back to Japan, let’s go back together—every man of us—and
work to rebuild our country.’ That’s what he said, didn’t he? Mizushima was the most determined of all—if he
hasn’t come back, he’s dead!”
“Yes, but that must have been his harp we heard coming out of the Buddha.”
“But even the boy at the temple played that way. And why would he come so close and still not join us? ... Oh,
let’s forget it.”
“What do you suppose really happened to him?”
Meanwhile the captain was quietly taking care of the paper work connected with our repatriation. He never
mentioned Mizushima any more—he even seemed to avoid the subject. Perhaps he had finally given him up for
dead, or succeeded in forgetting him. His attitude had changed somehow, and it bothered us.
By the third day our voices were hoarse. The music sounded anything but beautiful—we were forcing our
aching throats. The audience seemed puzzled. And we kept stretching up to peer over the fence so often that
everyone wondered what was going on, and turned to look. those who thought we were staring at them glanced
around in bewilderment; children stopped singing with us; young girls stopped dancing and shyly slipped away
behind the crowd.
That was how the morning went by.
Burmese monks live by their begging bowls. In the morning they leave their monasteries and come single file
to town. The women of every household start cooking before dawn and wait for them. Without a word, a monk
stops in a doorway, and a woman reaches out and reverently fills his bowl. Monks eat one meal a day, always
before noon. This rule is still very strictly observed. As a result it was shortly past noon, after they had finished
begging, that most of the monks came to listen to us.
We kept on singing even during our lunch, and as we sang we could see the monks begin to appear beyond the
fence. An old gray-haired monk, so bent his hands almost touched the ground, seat down facing us and started
chanting a sutra in a loud voice. Perhaps he thought out songs were hymns to the Buddha, so that we sounded like
a choir of angels floating on a cloud in paradise. He was attended by two dark-skinned little boys who stood
respectfully behind him holding flowers.
The crowd that day was so large it even attracted professional entertainers. Not far from the fence there was a
snake charmer with two cobras. Cobras like music and will do all kinds of tricks to it. these two cobras formed
letters on the ground, twined together in various patterns, or separated, lifted their flat heads (from which the
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fangs had been removed), puffed out their throats, and performed a clumsy dance in time to their master’s flute
and gong.
Under a nearby tree the boy from the temple was playing his harp. If he had only come earlier, when we could
have heard more closely … We felt especially disappointed because he must have been the harpist inside that
reclining Buddha. However, the crowd today was listening to our chorus, and he played so little that we couldn’t
tell anything about his music.
During the past three days we had sung all the songs we knew, except for Hanyu no yado. Each song had its
special memories, and now that we were leaving we sang all of them with deep emotion. But the one that moved
us the most was Miyako no Sora—The Sky Over the Capital.”
Miyako no Sora is the school song of the First High School of Tokyo, the one its students sang in farewell to
classmates who had to leave to go to war. One after another they went away, as if beckoned by some great
invisible hand, and it seems that for a time the song echoed through the school grounds morning and night. We
learned it from an alumnus of this school, when he company happened to be stationed in the same town that we
were. It was a fine tun for sending off young men, a tune with a bright, gay rhythm and yet a poignant sadness to
it. Even now I can hear it wherever I can close my eyes. As I listen, it awakens vivid memories of those days. If
the Japanese people had sung more fine songs like Miyako no Sora during the war, instead of cheap patriotic
songs, everyone might have survived with greater dignity.
That day we sang Miyako no Sora as if to lament our tragic youth, and at the same time we felt consoled; we
felt a strength awakening in us. But just as we paused before launching into the climax, we swallowed our voices.
Our song was suddenly broken off.
While we were singing, the crowd beyond the fence had shifted—and we caught a glimpse of a man in a
yellow robe. We stared at him so hard that some young girls nearby looked embarrassed. Blushing and
exchanging shy glances, they edged away.
As the crowd thinned around him, you could see that it was the monk. He had a gleaming green parakeet on
each shoulder.
Our performance was over. The people who had been leaning against the fence began to stir. Sensing that
something unusual was going on, they looked around curiously. At last they all fixed their eyes on the monk.
But the monk stood as if rooted to the ground, without any change in his expression. Then one of the parakeets
stretched itself up and gave a loud, shrill whisper into his ear, “Hey, Mizushima! Hey, Mizushima! Let’s go back
to Japan together!”
We could hear it distinctly. But still the monk didn’t make the least movement.
Was it Mizushima—or wasn’t it? We all marveled at the resemblance. The monk gazed steadily at us out of
eyes set deep in the mask-like face of a mystic. He was not sunburned as we had thought—he even looked rather
wan and pallid—and his lips were stained red with betel-nut. Draped in a loose robe, he seemed as calm as a
statue. His face was the image of Mizushima’s, but its expression was softer, gentler. He seemed to be meditating,
peering into his own heart.
“Hey, Mizushima …” one of our men called in an uncertain voice.
The monk seemed not to hear him. But the lighter of the two parakeets screeched excitedly, and began to cry
out again, “Let’s go back! Let’s go back to Japan together
“I guess he’s the wrong man,” someone said quietly.
The monk stood gazing at us through half-closed eyes. We hesitated. If we had the wrong man we would be
insulting a highly revered Buddhist monk, which would also offend the people gathered to hear us. The guard was
watching too. There seemed to be no solution, especially since we were separated from him by a double fence.
We whispered together for a moment, and decided to sing Hanyu no Yado, Mizushima’s favorite. We would be
singing it for the first time in many months. As we began, we remembered that happy chorus beside the lake, that
dangerous harp accompaniment on top of the ammunition cart … All our feelings of comradeship, the joys and
sorrows we had experienced in this strange tropical land, the risks we took, our hopes and disappointments, the
drastic change in our fortunes—all this was bound up with the song.
The monk stood there unmoved, as if insensible, yet with a great dignity. We sang stanza after stanza, raising
our voices high in this final song. Suddenly the monk let his head droop forward. Gathering up the skirts of his
robe, he hurried through the crowd toward the boy under the tree. He took the boy’s harp, came back to the fence,
and raised the harp to his shoulder. Then he launched vigorously into Mizushima’s arrangement of Hanyu no
Yado.
So he was Mizushima! We gave a whoop of joy. After such a long time apart, after more than a year, we joined
our hoarse voices to his accompaniment. By now he had changed back entirely to the old Mizushima. His mouth
drawn tight, his piercing eyes fixed high, he played the harp with effortless abandon.
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It was Mizushima through and through! This was Corporal Mizushima, the pride of our company, the man who
ranged over the mountains and valleys of Burma with the harp on his shoulder, saving us time and again, pulling
us through, keeping our spirits up! We stamped the ground out of sheer joy.
When the song ended, we ran to the inner fence and leaned over it, shouting to him.
“Mizushima, we leave for Japan tomorrow!”
“It’s a good thing you finally got bck!”
‘Hurry up and come in!”
And there were some who called out angrily, almost with tears in their voices. “Where’ve you been all this
time? Explain yourself!”
But Mizushima stayed on the other side of the fence, standing quietly with downcast eyes. After a while he
took up the harp again and started to play.
It was a slow, sad tune that sounded oddly familiar … of course! It was the graduation song we had all sung on
the last day of elementary school. He played it through with beautiful harmonies, and then repeated the refrain:
“Now we must part, we must part. …”
We listened with aching hearts. Mizushima played the refrain three times, made a low bow toward us, turned
quickly, and walked away through the crowd.
Seeing him leave, we all waved our arms and shouted to try to stop him. “Hey, Mizushima! Let’s go back to
Japan together!”
But the monk only shook his head slightly and went on without a backward glance. Over his left shoulder he
carried the harp, with one of the green parakeets perched on it; the other parakeet was on his bare right shoulder.
The two birds were chattering away at each other.
*
That was how Mizushima left us. He revealed himself for only a moment and then disappeared. We never saw
him again. He is still there in Burma, dressed as a monk, still wandering about in that land of endless summer.
Mizushima, of all men, was a deserter. He would not come back—that was a cruel blow to us. He had ignored
what the captain said after the armistice, had betrayed his friends, abandoned his company, even abandoned his
native land. Today Japan is a poor, wretched country\fn{ This book was first published in 1964; but the events are set in 19451946.} which the Japanese themselves vie with each other in abusing, yet how could a man turn his back on his
own homeland? Wouldn’t he feel enough love for it to want to work together wit his fellow countrymen to make
up for the evils they had committed, and to try to rebuild the nation? It grieved us to think that Mizushima wanted
to live an easy life as a monk in another country, instead of returning to face the hardships awaiting us at home.
It was the old timer who shed the bitterest tears. He had believed that Mizushima died a splendid death,
sacrificing himself to save his compatriots; and now Mizushima had turned out to be a deserter.
The old timer was a sincere man with a rigid sense of duty, the kind of man who would never dream of
betraying anyone. From the time the captain became despondent, he took over the job of keeping our morale high.
As a singer, though, he was undoubtedly the worst of “the singing company.”
Before entering the army he had been a lower-grade office worker. I met him once after our discharge. He and
his large family lived in a dilapidated house; he went back and forth to work day after day on crowded streetcars,
wearing a faded old suit. He looked pale and undernourished, but didn’t have a word of complaint.
I cannot help being appalled by what I read in newspapers and magazines nowadays. Many people seem to
pride themselves on slandering and blaming others. “It’s all that fellow’s fault,” they declare, as arrogantly as if
we had won the war. “That’s why the country is in such a mess.” But these are the very people whose attitude
during the war was hardly admirable, and who manage to live extravagantly even now. However, men like the old
timer say nothing and simply keep on working. That seems to me far better than clamoring for your own selfish
interests. No matter how chaotic things are, some people go on working silently and unobtrusively. Aren’t they the
real patriots? Doesn’t the survival of a country depend on them?
Even on the morning of our departure we felt no profound emotion at leaving Burma behind us forever. Our
thoughts were all of what lay ahead. We were going back to Japan. We didn’t know what might have become of
them in the meantime, but we were returning to our homes. Nor did we know what would become of us, but we
were about to begin our lives over again.
We all sat around on our packs, talking about what we were going to do.
“When I get back I’ll take a long nap on the veranda of my white-walled house among the mulberry trees. I’ll
hear the cool rippling of the stream, and now and then the plop of almonds on the roof above me. In the silk-worm
room the worms will be nibbling sleepily on mulberry leaves, and soon each of them will be spinning his white
cocoon. I’ll go back to that happy, busy life of taking care of them. …”
“Well, I’ll be working in a factory. Over the roar of motors I’ll hear a metallic whine and see shiny little nuts
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and bolts come tumbling out. That’s my specialty.”
“I’ll be signaling trains at the railroad station. At night I used to be responsible for it all alone.”
“I’m going to go whistling along on my bicycle, delivering vouchers around the Ginza. And on my way back
to the office I’ll stop in for a movie and a snack.”
At that point the old woman arrived. Today she seemed quiet and gloomy, not her usual talkative self. She sat
on the ground, spread her wares around her, and passed out longans and mangoes to all of us. Their pungent
fragrance, full of the sunshine of the tropics, penetrated our eyes and noses. Knowing this was the last time we
would be able to accept her generosity, we thought the fruit tasted better than ever.
The old woman pulled a bird out of the folds of her dress. It was the parakeet.
“Thanks for delivering your message,” one of the soldiers told the bird. “But it didn’t do much good, did it?”
The parakeet shook his gleaming green head, which shone as if it were jeweled, and peered about curiously for
a moment. Then he shrieked out in Japanese, in a high singsong voice, “Ah, I cannot go home!”
“He’s learned something new!” we exclaimed.
Just then the old timer came up. When he saw the parakeet he frowned. “That bird’s no use to us any more.
Let’s get rid of him!” He grabbed the parakeet by the legs, and the bird stretched his neck, screeched, and beat his
wings.
The old woman hurriedly retrieved him. Holding the parakeet against her breast, she said, “Look here, this is
the big brother, the one the monk carried on his shoulder all along. See how much sleeker and nicer his plumage
is! The monk’s keeping the one you sent him, and asked me to bring you this one in exchange.”
“Really?”
The parakeet cried again, “Ah, I cannot go home!”
“One more thing from that monk,” the old woman went on, rummaging around in her dress again. She
produced a thick envelope. “He asked me to deliver this to the captain. Since it was a monk that asked me, and it’s
the last favor I’ll be doing you, I brought it.”
We all gathered close to look at the letter. Its envelope appeared to be Burmese—long, rectangular, of good
quality paper, the old-fashioned kind of envelope you’d expect a monk to use. As the old timer took it his big
hands trembled. He stared grimly at it as if perplexed.
We called the captain, who had been busy settling our affairs. By now he had fully recovered and was as brisk
and cheerful as ever. When he was handed the bulky envelope he hastily started to tear it open—but then stopped
and said, “No, we’re leaving shortly. Let’s read it later, when we have more time.”
“But, Captain,” the old timer objected, “Can’t you open it right now? Maybe there’s a chance that Mizushima.
…”
“No.” The captain shook his head calmly. “Mizushia isn’t going back to Japan. It’s no use reading this letter
now.”
The old timer sat down on the ground and heaved a long sigh. The captain put the letter into his breast pocket
and buttoned the flap over it. “There’s nothing to worry about,” he said consolingly. “I’m sure this letter will
please you.”
When it was finally time to leave, Japanese soldiers streamed out of all the camps at once. Everyone waved to
the old woman, who was standing by the gate. She craned her neck to watch after us as we marched away.
A few hours later we boarded a troopship at a small river-port. The pier was strewn with steel girders and
lumber. We crossed a gangplank and climbed down a steep ladder into the narrow, crowded hold.
It was some time before our ship was ready to sail. The hot walls of the hold vibrated as steam hissed and
engines started and stopped. On the deck overhead men shouted, hoists creaked, chains were wound and
unwound, heavy crates dumped down—you could hear all the noisy confusion of loading cargo. As we sat
together hugging our knees in that cramped, box-like compartment, listening to what was going on around us, we
felt a sudden sense of relief. Tears glistened in our eyes.
Through the portholes we saw a muddy, sluggish river lined with a rank growth of weeds and trees. An odor
like rancid oil rose from the water. Boats with sails like huge outspread butterfly wings plied up and down. Now
and then a small steamboat would proudly go puttering by between them, sending up a curling wreath of smoke.
We could see a harbor town of wooden shacks. People in longyi were walking around. Dogs were running
along a road lined with palm trees. Fishermen were launching their boats. Everything looked so peaceful that it
was hard to believe there had been a war in this country. Far in the distance stretched a zigzag chain of gray
mountains.
That night, before we realized it, our ship had put out to sea.
*
By the third day we were used to our life aboard ship. When we went on deck that day we saw that we were
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passing through a wide channel, with the Malay Peninsula to the left and Sumatra to the right. We were
spellbound by the beauty of the southern seas.
The sea, the sky, the islands all sparkled like brilliant gems. Clusters of emeralds and opals seemed to be
floating side by side. A sky studded with white clouds was reflected in the mirror-like ocean; between them the
great land masses wheeled slowly around us. All sorts of oddly shaped inlets and villages and light houses would
emerge sharply into view, and then disappear behind another promontory. The sea breeze was pleasantly bracing.
The constant lapping of the water against the ship made us feel as though our hearts were being washed clean.
The sun was hot, the breeze cool, and we felt as if we were flying instead of sailing.
We went out on the stern deck and sat under a fluttering awning. The captain took the letter out of his breast
pocket. “Well, let’s have a look at it,” he said. Carefully, almost reverently, he opened the envelope and took out a
packet of about thirty sheets closely filled with minute handwriting.
The captain glanced round. “I guess you’re all here,” he said. “Now we’ll read Mizushima’s letter. The fact is,
back in Mudon I got pretty depressed because he hadn’t returned to us. And after I decided he might still be alive,
so many weird things happened that I felt even more upset. I’m sorry I made you worry. Before long I came to
believe that Mizushima must be that Burmese monk. But I hesitated to say anything until I had more evidence. In
the meantime we found out that it was Mizushima, and we even got this letter.
“Still, why didn’t he come back to us, and what was he doing disguised as a priest? I thought I knew the
answer when I saw that box in the mortuary hall. The riddle was solved, as far as I was concerned. I know
Mizushima. I think this letter will show that I wasn’t mistaken about him.” With that, the captain began to read.
I cannot tell you how much I long to see you, how much I would like to return to my company, to work with you, to
talk and sing with you. I will never forget the joys and hardships we shared in this foreign land. Above all I cannot tell
you how much I wish to return to my country, so fearfully changed, and to be reunited with my family.
Many times I secretly watched you as you went out on your construction jobs, or sang in the camp. Even when I was
far away, I would think longingly of you, and be drawn inevitably back to Mudon. Time and again I stood outside your
fence till the first gray of dawn, looking at the thatch-roofed hut where you were sleeping. But now even that
consolation is gone.
I shall not return to Japan. I have made a pledge to stay behind in Burma. Dressed as you saw me, I shall travel all
over this country, into its mountains and along its rivers. There is a task to be done here. I cannot leave until I have
finished it. Years from now, when my work is done, I may try to return to Japan. Or perhaps I may spend the rest of my
life here, now that I am a monk, a servant of the Buddha. Whatever I do, I shall obey His will.
I have been taking care of the Japanese dead who lie scattered throughout this country. I dig graves for them and
bury their whitened bones, to give them a final resting place. Hundreds of thousands of my young countrymen were
drafted into the army, only to be defeated, routed, killed—and now their remains lie abandoned.\fn{ Altogether, Japan lost
approximately 1,700,000 military personnel killed, together with some 380,000 civilians.} It is a tragic sight. Once I saw it, I felt
I had to care for these forgotten corpses. Until I have somehow accomplished this task, I cannot bring myself to leave.
As the captain said, I thought we should all return to Japan and work together to rebuild our nation. I still want to do
that. But once I saw the dead that were being left behind, I knew I had to relinquish that desire. And this is not merely
my own decision. Rather, a gentle but firm voice demands it of me. I can only bow my head and listen to this soft,
irresistible voice.
After today’s parting song, which I accompanied on my harp, I am at last fully reconciled to staying here. I shall
remain behind. Please go home in good spirits—and work hard for me too.
Now I shall give you an account of all that happened to me since the day I left you in that mountain village.

When the captain had read that far, the old timer closed his eyes and clasped his hands in prayer. Some of the
other men followed his example.
The parakeet was perched on the awning cord. Just then he cried out in a high, singsong voice, “Ah, I cannot
go home!” The words trailed away in a mournful sigh.
We looked up. The green parakeet cocked his head to one side and looked down at us.
As the captain went on reading, his face beamed with pleasure. No doubt he had guessed right.
I hurried along the path with the British soldier and the guide, but it was nearly four o’clock in the afternoon when
we reached the rock mountain. After that, I seemed almost to be walking through a heavy fog—nothing is clear in my
mind. I am not even sure of the sequence of events. My memories are only fragmentary, yet as vivid as if it all
happened yesterday.
As we went on through the forest I heard the rumble of cannon fire becoming louder and louder. The forest <was
dense>\fn{There is a gap in the text at this point, demanding some such construction as this (or perhaps, “was thick”) .} enough to
screen out the sun, but still we could see an occasional lightning-like flash among the trees—and then, as we counted
—“three, four, five”—we would be shaken by as thunderous explosion. The treetops shivered in its wake. All the birds
had flown away; there was not a twitter. I did see a pair of giant lizards about two feet long. Their jaws were locked
around each other, and they seemed to be dead.
Finally we came out of the forest into sudden full daylight. Straight ahead of us towered the gray triangular peak. It
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was a tremendous bald mass of rock—a sheer cliff rising from a winding river bed, its entire face honeycombed with
holes. It looked as if it had been quarried for its stone, or used as a cliff dwelling. Apparently the holes were connected
inside by a network of tunnels. Thin gun-smoke drifted out of the mouths of these caves and crawled up the rock cliff,
quietly rising in the brilliant sunshine. Now and then there would be a flash of rifle smoke. The whole dry, desolate
peak seemed to be alive.
The headquarters of the attacking British troops was in the forest. Thanks to the soldier who came with me, I was
able to see the commanding officer immediately. He was middle-aged with gray hair, a man who looked as if he had
good judgment. After listening to what I had to say, he gazed steadily at me for a moment and then made his decision.
“All right,” he said. “See if you can get them to surrender. But I’ll give you just thirty minutes—not a second
longer.” As I saluted and turned to leave, he called after me, “Good luck!”
I headed from the British camp toward the triangular peak, running through the trenches between them. This area
seemed to have been a Japanese position at one time, but now it was a no man’s land strewn with charred and splintered
trees. The dead lay where they had fallen. There were smashed cannons; the ground was littered with handles, cog
wheels, jagged scraps of metal of all kinds. Even the earth was scorched. It was a scene of incredible holocaust.
Just as I was climbing out of the last trench and over a rocky outcrop, a burst of rifle fire from the peak spattered
bullets around my feet. The bamboo grove behind me rustled as if in a gust of wind, and trees toppled over, felled by a
great invisible scythe. I dropped flat. All this seemed curiously quiet, as I remember it. I only saw the bullets ricochet
off the rock and the bamboo topple slowly. I shouted towards the peak, but even my own voice seemed to belong to
someone else.
After a while I stood up and waved, but I was greeted with another burst of fire. Machine-gun bullets stitched a
seam around me, and dust rose from each stitch. The rock chipped, and grass started to burn. I dropped flat again.
Since it was useless to keep on doing this, I jumped down from the outcrop and began running straight ahead. They
must have recognized me as Japanese, for the firing stopped abruptly. I scrambled up the face of the rock mountain.
Some Japanese soldiers reached out of a cave and hauled me in.
“You made it!” They seemed delighted to see me.
“How’d you do it?”
“Where’s your outfit?”
“You’ve got plenty of nerve!” Someone filled a mess tin lid to the brim with what seemed to be water, and gave it to
me. “Here, drink this.” I drank it down in one gulp. Then I realized that it was sake.
“We’re going to fight it out,” one of them told me. “You can join us—don’t you have a gun? Well, take this one.” He
handed me a rifle.
A man who looked like their captain came in through a tunnel. It was so dark in the cave that at first I could hardly
make out anything, but by now I saw a large group of men huddled together at the mouth of the tunnel, looking at me.
“Glad to see you!” they said, with strained, contorted smiles. “How’s your outfit doing?” All of them were stripped for
action, naked from the waist up; their thin bodies were black with gun smoke, and their eyes were bloodshot.
The captain was a broad-shouldered man with a round, flushed face and a short mustache. He looked extremely
tenacious. I could see at once that his men loved him. He was elated at this chance to show an outsider that his
company was fighting to the death. As he gripped my hand, his eyes sparkled.
“We’re really giving it to them, aren’t we?” he said. “Pretty good morale, eh?” Then he asked if I had brought a
message.
Standing at attention before him, I stated my mission. I told him what had happened to the other Japanese forces,
and urged him to surrender.
Suddenly, while I was still trying to explain the situation, the captain roared, “That’s enough!” The blood vessels on
his forehead and neck stood out purple with rage; he was so furious he could hardly talk. “Surrender!” he blurted out
violently. “How dare you say surrender! That’s disgusting! If we surrendered now, we’d be insulting the men who have
already died. Our company isn’t cowardly like yours. We’re going to fight till we’re wiped out!”
“What good will it do to be wiped out?” I said. “We’ve got to live. We’ve got to live and struggle and work, for the
sake of our country.”
“For the sake of our country!” one of the soldiers exclaimed scornfully, glancing over at his captain. “What’s so
patriotic about surrendering?”
“We don’t have any cowards like that in our company!” said another. He looked at the captain too. The captain
nodded approvingly.
“If nobody at home surrenders how can Japan lose?”
They all talked that way, meanwhile gulping down sake which they dipped from an open keg in the middle of the
cave.
As I listened I felt that these raging men were controlled by a strange force. Perhaps they were thinking different
thoughts, but as a group their individuality had faded away. Having incited one another with a false show of courage,
they could no longer back down. They could no longer take a different attitude. Something other than the will of the
individual was making decisions and manipulating the group. I was at a loss as to how to come to grips with this
stubborn thing. No doubt some of the men were determined to fight to the death—yet there also seemed to be those
who doubted if that was the right course of action. But they could not speak out. Besides being too weak to resist the
crowd, they were ignorant of the actual situation. They had no way to judge it. Even if they wanted to assert their
opinion, they had nothing solid to build on. That is why the spirited but reckless argument had won the day—or so it
seemed.
“Get out! You’re no Japanese, a dirty coward like you. Go on, get out!”
“No, I’m staying till you come to your senses.”
“If you don’t go, you’ll die here—you’d hate to lose your precious life, wouldn’t you?”
“I don’t want to throw my life away for nothing.”
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“Oh? You think we’re fighting for nothing?”
“It’s no use to your country or to yourselves. There’s no point to it.”
“Traitor!”
One of the soldiers tried to hit me. I dodged and his fist struck the harp I had slung over my shoulder.
“What’s that thing?” he shouted. “Why re you fooling with a thing like that?”
“I use it to send secret messages!” I shouted back.
Time was running out. I spoke to the captain once more. “Sir, you’re responsible for the lives of these men,” I told
him point blank. “If they die needlessly, can you accept the blame? Can you justify yourself to your country, and to
their families?”
The captain caught his breath, as if he had been slapped in the face. He hesitated a moment, then turned and said,
“All right. Just for the record, let’s see what everybody thinks.”
At his command, the men filed through a small opening at the back into another cave, leaving a guard behind with
me.
I looked at my watch. Only ten minutes left.
I felt nervous and impatient. There were loud voices in the other cave. I yelled in, “Please make up your minds in
the next five minutes!”
The guard whispered, “How do things stand, anyway?” He seemed very uneasy. Then he went on, ass if muttering to
himself, “There are lots of wounded men in that cave, and they all say they want to get it over with. …”
I could hear the captain asking questions and the men shouting back their answers. A few minutes later they
returned, in a state of high excitement. Obviously the spirit that had carried them this far was still intact. If I could have
talked with them quietly for an hour or so I might have been able to change some of their minds, but under this kind of
pressure nothing could be done. There was exactly five minutes left
Fixing his eyes on me, the captain declared in a loud voice, “Every man here is resolved to defend our position to
the death. That’s that.”
I was speechless. I could feel the blood rush to my head. Some of the soldiers were crying, “Banzai!”
Dazedly, I started toward the mouth of the cave. All I could do now was ask the British commander to give me a
little more time.
As I reached the opening, insults were hurled at my back.
“Weakling! Coward! Go on and save your own skin!”
But their voices sounded pitiful. They were the bitter, envious voices of the doomed, flung at a man who would go
on living.
I flew into a rage and shouted wildly, “I’m no coward!”
“Why are you giving yourself up then?”
“Is life so dear to you?”
Looking back, I saw them huddled miserably together with their arms around each other’s shoulders.
“Listen!” I yelled. “In three minutes the British attack. I’ll go out and be first to die. When I die, you surrender.
You’ll see if I’m a coward!”
I jumped down from the cave and dashed over to a tree stump; in the no man’s land between the cliff and the British
position. Putting on foot up on the stump, I set the harp on my knee and started to play.
About a minute later the British opened fire. The Japanese on the peak returned it. Smoke and the acrid smell of
gunpowder drifted into my nostrils. Soon it enveloped me like a thick fog, in the midst of which, feeling half numb, I
plucked away at my harp.
Bullets whizzed past my ears with the shrill crack of a whip. I heard blood-curdling noses of splitting and rending all
around me. The rocky face of the cliff began to chip away here and there. The British position was under heavy fire too.
At the beginning I could not hear the sound of my own harp. But after a while the music penetrated my deafened
ears. Gradually it swelled louder, and as I listened I felt as if my body and soul were floating in a void. At last the harp
was really singing. It had never sounded so loud and clear before. The air was thick with swirling, choking gun smoke.
“Sing!” I shouted as I lashed my harp. “Sing till your strings snap! When you’re through singing and I’m dead, the
men will be saved.”
But then a bullet struck the harp with a thud, scattering the orchids and red feathers that decorated it. The harp was
ruined.
“Now I’m done for!” I cried.
My mission was a total failure … I stood there in blank dejection, the harp dangling from my hand. And then I felt
something like the blow of a club against my thigh, a blow that knocked me over. I tried to jump to my feet but tumbled
back again. My leg felt cold and wet, and I saw that it was bleeding.
As I lay on the ground I knew that I was slowly losing consciousness. Somehow I had a feeling of calm and
relaxation. It was as if nothing more concerned me, I had no sense of dread or fear. I recall gazing dully at the scene as
if I were watching lantern slides. A white flag dangled in the mouth of a cave. The Japanese soldiers came pouring out.
The British troops ceased fire.
Drowsily I looked up at the sky. I remember fluffy white clouds floating in an intensely blue evening sky. The sky
and the surrounding mountains seemed to be rushing toward me at a furious speed.
Some time later I saw men carrying things out of the caves of the rock mountain. My mind had begun to clear a
little. I was so thirsty my throat seemed to be on fire. Then I became aware of the sound of running water somewhere
below me. Without thinking, I started to crawl toward it. I could not yet feel the pain of my wound but my whole body
was stiff, as if bound and fettered.
I kept on crawling until I reached a flat boulder near the foot of the mountain. I could hear a waterfall below. When I
leaned forward, the boulder tipped over the edge of a low bluff. I fell, and everything went black.
When I came too, I was lying in a primitive thatch-roofed hut cooled by a pleasant breeze. My wound had been
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carefully bandaged. I was on a soft leather mattress stuffed with feathers. The people nursing me were savages.
Even now there are many different tribes of savages in the mountains of Burma. Some of them are cannibals or
head-hunters. It seems that while I was lying unconscious under the bluff the British troops rounded up their Japanese
prisoners and withdrew, after which these savages happened to come by and rescue me.
The natives of this tribe were practically naked, their whole bodies decorated with tattoos and patterned scars. They
wore iron rings around their ankles and wrists. Their eyes were turned up at the corners, their lips thick and jutting. But
they were very courteous and gentle and seemed unlikely to harm me.
Indeed, as the days went by I realized just how kind and gentle they were. I was treated as a guest, given excellent
care, and feasted every day. And such feasts! They kept urging all sorts of delicious, nourishing foods on me, and would
get annoyed if I tried to refuse. Sometimes the situation became quite difficult. While I was recuperating in this village
I lived a really extraordinary life.
My injury was from a rifle bullet in my thigh, and it healed faster than I had expected. At first I was terribly
emaciated, but before long I began gaining weight, and I felt better every day.
The old man who brought my food was pleased to see how well I was recovering. Now and then he would circle his
fingers around my arms and legs to measure them. I was putting on so much weight that in three days there would be a
difference of almost one joint of the old man’s fingers. Then he would screw up his wrinkled face in a toothless, happy
grin and urge me to have some crocodile soup, or tropical fruits.
“Thank you, thank you,” I would say, and eat my fill.
Since I had nothing else to do, I sat up in bed and made a new harp. Materials were limited, but I had bamboo of all
sizes and I could use cowhide or sheep gut for the strings. I had had plenty of experience in making harps
One day the village chief and his daughter came to see me. The chief was a towering giant with a stern, coal-black
face, a man of majestic dignity. He studied my condition as closely as if he were a doctor examining a special case.
Then he complained to the old man that I needed better care—I was still much too think, and it was all because of his
negligence. The old man apologized abjectly.
I hastened to intercede, saying, “Oh, no! he treats me very well. I owe my life to him.”
The old man patted my body here and there, to show the chief how I had fattened.
The daughter attended to my wound. For a savage, she was an unusually shy, sweet girl. In applying herbs to the still
unhealed wound, she sighed repeatedly and seemed genuinely sorry for me.
I played a tune for her on the harp. I was still so weak that playing made me gasp for breath. The chief’s daughter
was extremely sympathetic, and listened as if deeply moved; soon, her eyes still fixed on me, she began to shed tears.
She looked as worried as if I were on the verge of death. “Do you think I’m going to die?” I said to her. “Just look at
me!” I flexed my sleek, well-filled-out arms. Then I tried to stand up, but there was still no strength in my legs, and I
toppled back again on the feather bed.
The girl dabbed at her tears.
When the chief was ready to leave, I bowed to him and thanked him for his kindness. He smiled, baring his curved
teeth, and nodded. “Please try this,” he said, and gave me some of the choice betel nut which he was chewing. Though
uncivilized, they ware truly a good-natured and gentle people, I thought.
They took such good care of me that I soon recovered. About that time the moon was waxing, each night rising
larger over the thatched rooftops, and as it brightened, a gayer and gayer spirit seemed to well up in the village.
There’s a festival coming, I thought. One night, when the moon was nearly full and there was a great deal of noisy
merriment going on outside, the old man brought me an especially fine dinner, which included a whole barbecued
chicken. I had never eaten such delicious food, or so much of it, since the tide of war turned against us. I clasped the
old man’s hands in gratitude. He replied by stroking my nicely rounded body.
After that we talked for a while. To be sure, our conversation was a mixture of gestures and Burmese words, but by
now we were quite expert in communicating with each other.
“I am glad you are so healthy,” he said. “That makes me happy too.” Outside in the moonlight natives were playing
the flute joyfully.
“Thanks to you,” I said, bowing.
“You ate what I brought you, so my job was easy. The other prisoners gave me much trouble by refusing to eat.”
“I feel as strong as ever, and I intend to reward you for your kindness in some way.”
The old man pinched my neck thoughtfully and said: “Now there must be enough for everybody.”
“What?”
“Even if everybody in the village has a slice, there ought to be enough to go around.”
“You mean you’re going to eat me!”
“Yes, of course,” the old man said, pursing his wrinkled mouth into a smile. “I am grateful to you for getting so nice
and fat.”
What a situation! I thought, looking down at my plump body, soft from lack of exercise. So this was a village of
cannibals—and I had let them stuff me with all that food!
I asked the old man the name of his tribe, and he said they were Kachiuns. I had heard of the Kachins, who number
about 250,000.\fn{The Kachins (or Jingphaw) are traditionally a nation of hunters and hill farmers. They fought the British in the
late 19th and early 20th centuries; the Japanese during World War II; and the Burmese government (after 1948). By the mid-1980’s,
there were more than 500,000 Kachins in Burma, and another 100,0000 living across the border in China’s Yunnan province. By 1994,
there were some 1,135,0000 of them, which was just 330,000 in the census estimate of 1931. The traditional Kachin religion is a form
of animistic ancestor cult entailing animal sacrifice } They are head-hunters, and eat human flesh. When they take a man

captive they put him down beside a bonfire to make him sweat, and then soak up his sweat in dumplings, which they
eat. After that they cook him.
Though cannibals, they do not kill indiscriminately, but only when they consider it necessary for purposes of magic.
They live in constant terror invisible evil spirits, which they believe to be all around them. These fierce-looking savages
are actually timid. When they pray for a rich harvest, they try to appease the spirits by offering them something very
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precious—a human head. They eat the victim’s flesh because they hope to add his strength to their own, and thus
become a better match for the evil spirits. As a result, the Kachins are dangerous only around the time of the harvest
festival. When that is over, they are mild and well-behaved.
Everywhere in Burma people believe in spirits called nats. The spirits live in trees, rocks, and other natural objects,
and if they love you, good fortune will come your way. But if you anger them you will suffer a dreadful calamity. All
Burmese—even intellectuals—worship the nats. I have often seen people making offerings to them, or performing
ceremonies to propitiate them. These savages too worshipped the nats, and had erected many small shrines to them.
“When am I to be eaten?” I asked the old man.
“The festival is tomorrow!”
By this time there was no use refraining from food, so I finished off the barbecued chicken. But somehow my mouth
felt dry; the chicken seemed unappetizing. The old man kept gazing at my body fondly.
I was surprisingly calm. After all, I was dealing with simple, primitive people. Something will work out, I thought,
making light of my predicament. It would have been difficult to escape then anyhow, and it might even have been to
my disadvantage. I was relying on my harp.
In a pinch, I can use the harp, I told myself. As long as I have that … I slept well that night, hugging my harp close
to me.
The next morning at sunrise I was stripped naked, taken out to a boulder in the river, and scrubbed from head to toe,
so vigorously it hurt. The natives cleansed themselves too. Then I was put inside a decorated cage, where I sat holding
my harp. They carried the cage to the center of the village and placed it on the ground before a shrine.
The shrine was a small thatch-roofed building enclosed by a bamboo fence. There was an altar in front of it
displaying the sacrificial offerings of a bull’s head and entrails. Tall poles with crossbars at the top stood all around.
They seemed to have some magical significance. Beside the shrine was a huge tree with thick foliage. Every part of it,
from its roots to its branches, was sacred to the nat spirits.
Finally the ceremonies began. The men of the tribe performed various sacrificial rites, chanted incantations, and
then took up their knives and spears and started dancing.
They wore large bonnet-like feathered headpieces, their ears hidden by round bone ornaments as big as the palm of a
hand. Forming a long line, they began shouting in rhythm, crouching, stamping their feet, shaking their hips, gradually
working themselves into a frenzy. Now and then they turned toward the nat-tree, and seemed to be praying, or pressed
their heads to the ground and shuddered, violently. At last they started going round and round my cage, singing and
occasionally shrieking as if in terror. Their knives and spears were flashing back and forth rhythmically just before my
eyes.
Now is the time, I thought, coolly taking up the harp and starting to play. I felt confident. As long as I have my harp
I can win them over, I thought. Sitting cross-legged inside the cage chewing betel nut and grinning broadly, I played all
the best songs I knew, both gay and sad.
It was no use. The savages were not soothed by my music. No matter how hard I played, or how moving the sing,
they did not respond as I had hoped. On the contrary, they waved their knives and spears more vigorously than ever,
keeping time with my harp, and danced and prayed to the nats in wild delirium. It was a disgusting spectacle.
Before long they piled up an enormous heap of firewood, lighted it, dragged me out of the cage and bound my legs,
and put me down beside the bonfire. All the while I kept playing my harp, trying to make them changed their minds.
But it was useless.
The heat was so fierce I could hardly stand it. I began to sweat more and more profusely. I felt as if my whole body
were immersed in hot water. Even my hair was soaked.
The savages gathered in a ring around me, each with a dumpling in his hand. After rubbing the dumplings against
my skin and saturating them with perspiration, they raised them reverently to their heads and ate them. Not far away
some of the others were already sharpening knives.
I was desperate. The sweat ran. The heat was intense. Soon they would make a meal of me—how I regretted having
taken my danger so lightly!
Then a wind sprang up. The flames of the bonfire fanned out over me, almost burning me alive. The savages kept
giving me water, and I kept on sweating. The wind became stronger and stronger. As it roared through the trees, charred
leaves came fluttering down on my naked body.
I felt giddy, and so thirsty I cried out for more water. Now, though, they refused to bring me any. Also, they stopped
wiping my body with dumplings. So this is the end, I thought, and closed my eyes.
After a little while I opened my eyes again and was surprised to see everyone standing around looking anxious.
They were staring at the great nat-tree, which was swaying and groaning in the wind.
Another gust of wind shook the tree, the savages covered their ears and prostrated themselves on the ground. Some
clasped their hands and prayed. Some raised their arms whenever the tree groaned, as if to ward off an unseen attack.
Because the tree was raging, they were afraid they had angered the spirits.
This is my chance! I thought. Lying there on my back with my feet bound, still clutching my harp, I started playing
the ceremonial music that the Burmese use in worshipping the nats. As I played, I shouted, “Nat!” When the wind
roared again, I struck frightening sounds from the strings. The savages screamed in terror.
I kept on shouting, “Nat!” and shrieking nonsense. Then I made runs that sounded like evil spirits swooping down,
hovering and laughing, or angrily attacking. The great tree rocked from side to side. Men howled and trembled with
fear. I played as hard as I could, following the movements of the tree.
Gradually the savages withdrew, hiding their faces, but at last they came crawling timidly up to me and untied my
bonds. I staggered to my feet, trying to look as haughty as possible, and went over to sit next to the chief.
The wind was still blowing, so I played something quiet to calm the spirit of the nat-tree. Finally, the savages
relaxed.
After that a lively party began under the bright full moon. The wind slacked off to a cool, refreshing breeze, and dew
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glistened on the millet.
The chief drank copiously from a water-buffalo horn, and urged me to drink too. According to tribal custom, it
would have been a mortal insult to refuse. There were spears and knives and guns all around. Since I could not afford to
anger them I accepted their liquor and tried to drink cautiously. But in the end I got thoroughly drunk. Everything was
blurred, and danced merrily before my eyes.
The chief was in high spirits, singing and eating lustily. But suddenly he drained the horn to the bottom, set it down,
and leaned his ferocious face close to mine.
“You—“ he growled, baring his teeth, “You marry my daughter.” He narrowed his bloodshot eyes and added, “Or
I’ll cut your head off.”
When the captain read these lines, we couldn’t help laughing.
“What a problem for a serious-minded fellow like Mizushima!”
“In his situation, I’d gladly marry a cannibal’s daughter!”
The captain laughed too and went on reading.

I was stunned. I could see the girl sitting there shyly with downcast eyes.
Looking very grave, the chief stood up and gave one hand to his daughter and one to me. He faced the crowd of
tribesmen and began a solemn speech. He spoke as if we were already engaged.
“My people, I wish to apologize for the poor fare tonight, and for all the faults in the ceremony. Now this
bridegroom is a fine young man, and if I could give each of you a piece of his flesh tonight, it would have a marvelous
effect on our fighting strength. However, as you all saw, this young man has the power to talk to the nats. If we kill him,
what will the spirits do? And so, as your chief, I have chosen what is best for the village. Instead of eating him, I want
to marry him to my daughter, and add his strength to ours in that way …”
The crowd applauded enthusiastically.
I felt bewildered—by now I was cold sober. But there was nothing I could do. Like any bridegroom, I stood looking
down meekly as if resigned to my fate.
But the chief had paused only to whisper to me, “How many heads have you taken so far?”
I whispered back, “None.”
The chief frowned, and whispered angrily, “This is no time for jokes. Ten? Twenty? If it’s not enough, I lose face in
front of my people. You can exaggerate a little. Now hurry up, how many?”
Good! I thought, I won’t have to marry his daughter after all. Then I answered in a deliberately loud voice, so that
everyone could hear, “Never in all my life have I taken a human head.”
The chief exploded. He tore his hair and stamped the ground, shouting, “Never? Not even one? I can’t give my
daughter to a spineless coward! I think we will eat you!”
But his daughter threw her arms around him and pleaded for my life.
That was how the festival ended. Afterward the Kachins released me.
When I left, the whole village came to see me off. The chief’s daughter regretted my leaving most of all. She
outfitted me in the robes of a Burmese monk, telling me I would have no trouble wherever I went. And she also gave
me an armband of tin engraved with a verse from the sutras. I thought it was only a souvenir, but actually it was the
badge of a monk of high rank. Thanks to it, I was able to enjoy all sorts of later advantages.
To Mudon! A voice cried with me, as I started briskly off. Coming to the steep flighty of stone steps outside the
village, I turned to look back and saw the slight figure of the chief’s daughter. She was praying at the nat shrine.
I had no real idea how to get to Mudon—I simply kept traveling south, over mountains and through valleys.
Presently I came to a plain dotted with Burmese villages.
I seemed to be walking on and on forever though a peaceful, languid garden of rice paddies. This was no longer the
territory of savages, but of an ancient and high civilization. Here and there farmers were plowing their fields, using
water buffaloes. As a buffalo started to move, snowy herons would fly down and perch on its back and horns. But they
flew away again in fright whenever the buffalo reached the edge of the field and the farmer turned his plow.
Once, as I was walking along, a moist wind began to blow and the sky quickly filled with black clouds. Herons were
tossing in the wind like downy feathers. Soon the rain came. Rainfall in Burma is violent. Before I knew it, I was shut
in by a thick spray. I could hardly breathe—I felt as if I were swimming.
After a while the rain stopped and the sky cleared. All at once the landscape brightened and a vast rainbow hung
across the sky. The mist was gone, as if a curtain had been lifted. And there, under the rainbow, the farmers were
singing and plowing again.
In these villages people would kindly offer me alms whenever I stopped to pray at their door. Sometimes I stayed at
a temple. But at the temples I was given such a warm welcome because of my armband that it made me uncomfortable,
since I knew nothing about clerical customs and etiquette.
However, this country has Buddhist monks of all kinds. There are those who do penance by never saying a word as
long as they live, or by hanging from trees for years, or deliberately acting insane—anything, no matter how strange, to
mortify their flesh. They will face any hardship to achieve salvation. Some even crawl half naked across the snowcovered Himalayas. It is amazing how earnestly the people of this southern land have struggled to free themselves from
bondage to their earthly existence and to attain enlightenment. For the most part I got along by keeping silent, as if
practicing religious austerities. Then, took, the Burmese do not pry into the affairs of strangers, and so a man disguised
as a monk can go anywhere unsuspected.
Still, I did have a few bad moments.
Once I entered a certain village that was ringing with the sound of gongs, drums, and harps. As soon as it was dusk
the impatient villagers changed into their best longyi, put flowers in their hair, and streamed out of their houses.
That night a kind of dance-drama called the pwe was to be given. On such occasions a large group of gorgeously
costumed young girls dance till dawn, bending and twisting supplely in time to the music. During the intervals between
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dances, plays are performed, The pwe has been in existence for centuries and is a favorite entertainment among the
entertainment-loving Burmese.
“Monk, please come to our pwe,” one of the villagers said to me.
I refused brusquely. “In penance … no amusement …”
Soon another man came up to me and said, “Monk, there’s a funeral too. Please come.”
This time I could hardly refuse. I was led to a clearing at the outskirts of the village, and found a pwe already going
on. Music and laughter rang out gaily. Young girls were singing and dancing in the twilight, repeating the same gestures
over and over.
I took the seat that was assigned to me. It seemed odd to hold a funeral in such gay, noisy surroundings, but I could
not inquire about it. Other Burmese monks were sitting there too. I was behind them and imitated everything they did.
The pwe had become more and more lively, and the audience was enjoying it to the full. Soon a richly bedecked
float appeared, drawn up nearer the dancers by a host of smiling men. The float carried a high, tower-like structure
decorated from top to bottom with papier-mâché dolls and elephants, and ornamental scent-bags.
Then the cart was set afire, and the flaming bits of colored paper fluttered away toward the clouds glowing in the
sunset. Everyone applauded happily at the sight.
Under the burning tower, a play began. A winged spirit appeared, drew a princess out of a lotus flower, taught magic
to the prince who was searching for her, and the like. It reminded me of a children’s pantomime.
I was wondering when the funeral would start. Still if I said anything I might expose my true identify, so I merely
went on imitating the monks in front of me, keeping my hands clasped in prayer and mumbling under my breath.
Later, when the whole tower had burned down, people scooped the ashes away from the center of the float and
threw in all sorts of beautiful ornaments. After that, a man handed each of us monks something like a pair of long
chopsticks.
“Pleases come!” he said, leading us forward. I followed the other monks.
Where the ashes had been scooped away I could see the charred remnants of a kind of large box, within which,
buried under gold and silver ornaments and fragrant flowers, lay the bones of a new cremated human body. The gay,
festive float was actually a funeral pyre. After some urging, I helped take the bones out with my tongs.
Not far away, the pwe was going on at a lively pace. All the dancing girls lifted their arms and swayed their bodies,
singing over and over again the gay, monotonous tune of a dramatic ballad. Music from stringed, wind, and percussion
instruments mingled in the evening air and drifted endlessly through the village. The dance and the funeral seemed
equally pleasurable.
I learned later that the Burmese do not fear death. human beings must necessarily die, and death is the means of
escaping earthly passions and returning to the source of life. When a man is dying here in Burma, people gather around
and tell him of all his past good deeds, confident that the Buddha will lead him to a better world. And so a funeral is
actually a happy farewell party.
As I was lifting out the bones, someone noticed my armband. Since a monk of such high rank is rarely seen in a
country village, I was escorted to the place of honor—and asked to chant the sutras.
Another predicament! However, I managed to bluff it through with a trick that had worked once before in a similar
situation. Suddenly I intertwined my legs in a meditative posture, drew one long breath, and then sat motionless,
scarcely breathing, as if in deep contemplation.
For some time I remained in that posture, seemingly deaf, dumb, and blind. The villagers must have thought the
holy monk had had some kind of revelation and was engaged in profound thought, his spirit off in a distant world. They
left me to myself.
No matter where you go, the Burmese seem happy. They live and die smiling. All the troubles of this world and the
next are left to the Buddha, as they pass their days tilling the soil, singing, and dancing, without selfishness or greed.
Burma is a peaceful country. Though weak and poor, it has flowers, music, resignation, sunshine, Buddhist images,
smiles.
My only concern was to head south, ass fast as I could, toward Mudon.
Before long I came to another mountainous region. After crossing several passes I found myself walking through
desolate hills, where there were only dead trees and boulders piled upon boulders. I did not meet a single human being
along the way.
As I was climbing a sandy road I happened to notice a rifle bullet at my feet. I picked it up and saw that it was a
familiar Japanese type. Other bullets and cartridges lay all around.
How could they have got here? I wondered, and kept on climbing. Looking up, I saw a flock of birds circling low,
round and round, just over a crag ahead of me. And then some black birds with large beaks and broad wings flew up
from behind the crag. The sun was shining dully; there was not a sound to be heard.
Finally I reached the top of the pass—a barren gorge without a blade of grass or a single tree. When I got there, I
stood paralyzed with horror.
In the shadow of the red rock of the gorge lay the scattered remains of about thirty men and half a dozen horses. The
bodies were completely dried up, with their white bones sticking out. Strewn among them were machine guns, rifles,
leather knapsacks. A steel helmet lay where it had rolled to a stop. Everything was leveled flat, half buried in the
reddish sand. Where the dead bodies were lying the grass grew luxuriantly. As I approached, a bird squawked and flew
up at me, almost into my face.
This had been a party of Japanese soldiers, probably wiped out by an ambush or a bombing raid. Unknown to any of
their comrades, they lay here abandoned. I gathered dry wood, build a fire, and started to cremate the corpses. But the
job could not be finished in a day. Much as I was anxious to hurry on, I stayed overnight at the nearest village and went
back the next day, and the day after, to burn more of the bodies. It took me about a week. Then I buried their ashes, set
up a small grave-marker over them, and joined my hands in prayer. All alone, I held a funeral service for these
unfortunate men.
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After that, I headed south once more. I shall refrain from going into detail about what I saw. It was unbelievable
horrible. As a Japanese, as a fellow countryman of the dead, I was sorrowful beyond tears.
Once I was passing through a small woodland. It began to rain so hard that the road turned to mud, but I happened
on a broken-down hut and went inside to rest.
There was a corpse in the hut—a corpse wearing a Japanese army uniform. Probably a sick or wounded soldier had
dropped behind during a rout and then crawled into this hut and died. The body was black with swarming ants and
maggots, but it was not too decomposed. Apparently the man had stayed a live in the hut for a fairly long time. Nearby
lay a photograph of a young father holding a little boy. No doubt it was this dead man and his child.
It was impossible to burn the corpse in that leaking hut, so I carried it on my back into the woods and buried it there.
I wondered what to do with the picture, but at last I buried it along with the dead man. It seemed to me he would have
wanted it that way. I suppose the little boy has the same picture on his wall, somewhere in Japan, and often looks at it
as he waits for his father to come home.
I found other corpses here and there in these woods, obviously left behind by fleeing troops. In southern Burma
there is a place the Japanese called “Skeleton road.” That is where I have been recently—true to its name, it is even
more horrible than the little woods.
And so I buried the bodies of Japanese soldiers wherever I found them. But I soon realized what an enormous task
this was. Even those in the little woods took a long time to bury. Yet I could not abandon them. Nor was this the only
place—I had no idea how many of my compatriots were lying unburied throughout the length and breadth of Burma.
Truly the wailing voices of the dead were calling me. I’ve got to do something, I thought desperately. But I wanted to
hurry to Mudon. I had to go there. I wanted to find out how my comrades were, I wanted to see them. I thought how
happy I would be to return at last to my unit, how happy everyone would be to have me back. The longer I thought, the
worse my dilemma seemed. Mudon was still far away, and at this rate it might take me years to get there.
Anyway, I finally buried all the corpses I found in the woods, resumed my journey, and came to a wide river. It was
the Sittang, swollen with swift-moving muddy water. While I was looking for a body to ferry me across, I saw an
appalling sight.
It was a mound of decomposing bodies. They had been dumped together into a swamp along the river, piled up in
tepid water among thick rushes and frothy scum. They seemed to have been stripped of their belongings, clothes and
all. Probably this was a crossing point for our troops, where many died in the retreat.
I covered my face. This task was beyond my strength. I could not begin to tackle it alone.
And so I gave up. I would not attempt to bury them. The dead are dead, I told myself; I won’t give them another
thought. I feel sorry for these unfortunate men, but they’re no responsibility of mine—I can’t stop to worry about every
one of them. I’m going to rejoin my company, go back to Japan, and start a new life! That was what I wanted to do,
from the bottom of my heart.
I had made my mind up and felt much relieved. I took a boat down the river, occasionally traveled overland by
oxcart and train, and soon reached Mudon.
During my journey I had learned to speak Burmese rather fluently, as well as to conduct myself like a monk.
As I approached Mudon, my heart began to throb with excitement. I met a man in the woods at its outskirts and
asked him about the town. He had just chopped down a tree to catch five parakeets and he gave me the greenest one.
After that I took the bird with me wherever I went. And that is the bird I shall send along with this letter.
According to the man I talked to, there were Japanese P.O.W. camps in Mudon, and at one of them the prisoners
were always singing. Then i knew you were still there, and I almost danced for joy as i hurried on into town. After
making various inquiries, I found the camp. But by that time it was late at night, the camp was closed, and all I could
see was a ray of lamplight from the window.
That night I stood by the fence with a full heart and stared at the camp until the light went out. Once I shivered when
I heard a voice that sounded like the captain’s. At last I gave up my post and went to ask for a night’s lodging at a
monastery in town.
The next morning I woke up while it was still dark. Eager to get to camp as fast as I could, I jumped out of bed and
started to dress. Today I can join my company! I thought. It’s been three months since I left them—a lot has happened
in that time. I was so excited and happy that my hands trembled as I dressed. I put on a new yellow robe that had been
given me at the monastery and picked up my begging bowl.
“They’ll certainly be surprised to find me looking like this,” I said to myself, laughing. “I know they’ll be glad to
see me.”
It occurred to me that I had been awakened by the sound of a harp in the monastery garden. Someone was slowly
picking out the melody of Hanyu no Yado. I listened for a while, until I could not longer resist the impulse to go and
see who it was. There in the faint purple light of dawn a young Burmese boy sat practicing the harp. I went over to him
and asked why he was playing so early in the morning.
“I’m sorry to have disturbed you, sir,” he answered, bowing politely, “I sleep in the kitchen here, but every day I go
out to earn money with my harp.”
“Why do you play that tune?”
“Because the Englishmen pay to hear it.”
There was still some time before the gate of the monastery would be opened. I took up the harp and softly played
my own arrangement of the song. The boy listened wide-eyed and then begged me to teach it to him. He said he would
earn more if he played it that way.
I was feeling happy and joyful, and it pleased me to think I could help him. Of course it was a good deal later before
he mastered the whole of it.
That morning the boy told me of an unexpected piece of news.
“There’s a hospital in this town run by the English,” he was saying. “When a patient dies they bury him in the
hospital cemetery. The English doctors and nurses attend the funeral, and if I wait by the roadside and play this tune on
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their way back they even give me silver. According to the caretaker, there’s going to be another funeral today. It seems
a lot of Japanese soldiers held out in a cave in the mountains for a long time, but they finally surrendered and the
wounded were brought to this hospital. People are talking about it all over town, saying how awful they looked. Some
of them have died and they’ll be buried together this morning. So if I go and play this song I’m sure to make money.”
Are the wounded from that triangular peak? I wondered. What had happened to those men after I left? Even if I
could not talk to them directly, I wanted to find out more about them. But that would be impossible once I entered camp
so I decided to go first to the hospital and investigate.
As soon as the monastery gate was opened I went with the boy to the hospital. But it was still so early in the
morning that I could find no one to ask. No one was going in or out of the building.
Just then I heard voices singing a hymn. It was a mixed chorus, mostly women, and it was coming from the
cemetery, which was in a little grove behind the hospital.
I went into the grove. The trees were wet with morning dew, and a fleecy white mist was still hanging in their
branches. The tidy gravel paths reminded me of a park, and here and there wreaths of fresh or withered flowers lay
before the neatly aligned crosses and coffin-shaped tombstones. In one of the far corners of the cemetery stood a group
of English people.
Hiding behind a large eucalyptus tree, I watched them. Most of them were blue-eyed, rosy-checked nurses in fresh,
trim uniforms. The men were bareheaded. The burial had just ended, and they were all singing a hymn beside the grave.
After finishing their hymn, they crossed themselves, bowed their heads for a moment in prayer, and quietly walked
away.
When they were gone I went up and found a new granite tombstone decorated with a small but pretty wreath. The
stone bore the inscription:
Here Lie Unknown Japanese Soldiers

I stood there for some time, bewildered. Then I heard the harp playing Hanyu no Yado near the gate of the cemetery.
As if drawn by it, I started unsteadily toward the gate. I was burning with shame. How wretched I felt for having turned
my back on those dead bodies heaped beside the river!
I could hear a fierce voice whispering deep within me:
Foreigners have done this for us—treated our sick and wounded, buried our dead, prayed to console their
spirits. You cannot leave the bones of your comrades to weather by the Sittang River, and in mountains, forests,
and valleys that you have yet to see! Hanyu no Yado is not only a song of yearning for you r own home, for
your own friends. That harp expresses the longing of every man for the peace of his home. How would they feel
to hear it, the dead whose corpses are left exposed in a foreign land? Can you go away from this country
without finding some kind of resting place for them? Can you leave Burma? Go back! Retrace your steps!
Think over what you have seen on your way here. Or do you just want to leave? Do you lack the courage to go
back north?

I could not ignore that voice. An unexpected duty had been thrust upon me, and I had to set about fulfilling it as
soon as possible. Instead of going toward the camp, I headed straight out of town.
Still, I wanted to see my old comrades again, if only from a distance. My pace slackened. After turning back more
than once, I finally went to the camp, but no one was there. I waited for hours—all of you were away on a construction
job. Disappointed but unable to wait any longer, I set out once again as if I were being driven.
I hurried through the outskirts of Mudon, and was just crossing a narrow bridge, which seemed to have been newly
repaired, when I saw you coming toward me. I did not recognize any of you, in your strange-looking, muddy P.O.W.
clothes, until I was already halfway across the bridge. Then, as we came nearer, I found myself trembling with joy,
sadness, embarrassment. I cannot describe to you all that was in my heart as we passed, making way for each other on
that narrow bridge. At long last I had come face to face with my old friends and comrades, but by this time I was
determined to go north. Since I could not rejoin you, I had to keep myself from letting you know who I was. I had to let
you think that Mizushima was dead.
After that, with the green parakeet on my shoulder, I walked ahead rapidly to the north.

When the captain had read this far, the parakeet on the awning cord cried out, “Ah, I cannot go home!” It’s
voice trailed off again in a mournful sigh. We all sighed too, and gazed out toward the ocean.
It was evening, and the vivid colors of the straits had faded. Now it was like a scene on a photographic
negative. Sumatra and the Malay Peninsula still wheeled slowly around us over the placid water. The inlets here
and there were already deep in shadow, some of them twinkling with the lights of fishing boats at their moorings.
The waves lapping monotonously against our hull made a lonely sound. Our ship had been gliding along
smoothly, but as darkness fell it began to roll a little.
The captain went on reading.
I am now at a monastery, where I have spent the night writing this letter. It is almost dawn; the moon is low, hanging
like a glowing lamp beneath the palm tree I the garden. There are many falling stars.
You can imagine how much I wanted to let you know that I was Mizushima. But if I were discovered to be a
Japanese, I would have had to enter a P.O.W. camp. I would have had to abandon my new duty. I have begun many
letters to you but then stopped, telling myself to forget past ties. Since I could not go home and work with you, it would
have been painful for me to have you know that I was alive. And later, after I became a real Burmese monk, the man
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known as Corporal Mizushima no longer existed.
But even while burying my dead countrymen far away, I could not help thinking about you and getting restless.
Then I would come back to Mudon and stand on the other side of the fence and listen to you sing. I would be overcome
with nostalgia, remembering how I used to sing with you myself. I was always wondering anxiously when you would
go home to Japan. And so I breathed a sigh of relief whenever I returned to Mudon and found my company still here.
My pet parakeet eventually picked up the words I used to murmur to myself. I suppose he is there at your side. In his
place, your parakeet is perched on my shoulder. Now and then he calls out, “Hey, Mizushima! Let’s go back to Japan
together!” Somehow it always startles me.
However, I shall not go back—not until I have fulfilled my mission. Yesterday I lost control of myself, forgot my
long-standing vow, and played the harp in farewell to you; and as I walked away from the camp the two parakeets on
my shoulders screamed their appeals to me one after the other. I had to choose between them. But actually my choice
was clear. The bones of the countless unknown dead are calling me. They are waiting for me. I cannot ignore them.
I am sure you will forgive me.
When I left Mudon for the first time I went straight to that Sittang River crossing point. During the rout of the
Japanese army all communications were cut off and our troops fled in utter confusion, with the result that tragic losses
of this kind occurred throughout Burma.
According to the natives who lived along this stretch of the Sittang, many Japanese units attempted a night crossing
here. It was over two hundred yards across the swollen river, and they tried to make it with nine or ten men on each
small raft. But the rafts would only get to midstream and then be swept down the river. Some must have been carried all
the way out to sea, and others washed ashore in the heart of the jungle. They tried various other crossing points too, and
at night the native often heard cries for help from a raft drifting somewhere in the river.
Every crossing point too its toll of lives, but there were also many soldiers—especially those suffering from
dysentery or malaria, or too weak from lack of food to keep going—who seized the first chance to kill themselves with
a hand grenade. Explosions were often heard in the field or woods after fleeing troops had passed through. Even the
natives knew that each explosion meant another suicide.
There must have been a vast number of such incidents untold, unrecorded, merely forgotten!
How could anyone see what I have seen and do nothing about it? How could anyone ignore it with a clear
conscience, or say that it was none of his business?
With the help of the natives and of the monks from a nearby village, I managed to bury these corpses in the sandy
river bank. And while digging in the sand one day I found a large ruby—one of th efamous Burmese rubies. It shone
like a deep red flame of dazzling brilliance.
As I held it in my hand this jewel reminded me of the souls of the dead. Since I could not carry their ashes around
with me, I regarded this ruby as symbolizing the spirits of all the men who had died here in Burma; and thereafter I
always kept it on my person. Whenever I visited a temple I placed it on the altar to worship.
I heard that the English were to have a magnificent funeral service in Mudon, and I wanted this ruby to be part of it.
though it was wrong to start a war, how could the young ,men who had to fight and die be considered guilty? Whether
English or Japanese, their souls had departed from this earth. To hope for a joint funeral, or a t least for an
inconspicuous place as this one, would surely not be resented by the English dead. On the contrary, they would
probably smile and welcome the souls of the Japanese to their own altar. After all, in that mountain village on the night
of the armistice living enemies took each other’s hands.
And so I put the ruby in a plain wooden box, wrapped the box in a cloth and hung it from my neck, and joined the
funeral procession. Then I placed it in a corner of the altar in the mortuary hall.
During the several days of the memorial service this ruby too was paid homage with heartfelt gratitude. As the only
Japanese present, I prayed constantly.
However, the ruby could not be left in the mortuary hall forever. I had to find another place for it before the
English dead were sent back to their homeland. I began searching for a secret place where it would be undisturbed—
and hit on the idea of putting it in that huge reclining Buddha. After that I went inside the figure every day through an
entrance in the sole of the Buddha’s foot—an entrance known only to the monks of the nearby temple—to construct an
altar and bury the box with the ruby.
One day, there in the dark, stifling hollow of the Buddha, I was feeling so tired I leaned against the wall to rest. As I
was dozing off to sleep I heard you singing.
Startled out of my nap, I automatically snatched up my harp. Ever since beginning my journeys inland I had always
taken my harp along with me. When I came to Mudon I often played with the boy at the monastery. So of course I had
the harp with me that day too.
You must have been astonished to hear music coming from such an unlikely place. Please forgive me. But as I
played my only thought was, Here I am! I’m alive! My dear comrades, let’s sing together!
Afterward, when you were pounding on the door, I was standing just inside, fists clenched in anguish. I recognized
every voice. But since I am now a monk, I could not throw open the door and embrace you.
Then it became very quiet, and I climbed a ladder to peep out through one of the Buddha’s eyes. I saw you being led
away toward the temple by an Indian soldier.
I have become a Burmese monk. After finishing those burials by the Sittang River, I went to a temple not far away
and was permitted to take holy orders. I have continued to study whenever possible, and to practice religious
austerities. I gave up the temple armband I had received from the chief’s daughter; but later, in recognition of my
efforts to bury the dead, I was given another armband.
The work I must do seems to grow day by day. Not only must I give solace to the spirits of the Japanese soldiers, but
I must fulfill my duties as a Burmese monk. And I want to do all I can for the people of this country.
I want to study Buddhist teachings, to reflect on them and make them a part of me. We and our fellow countrymen
have suffered cruelly. Many innocent people were sacrificed to a senseless cause. Fresh, clean young men were taken
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from their homes, jobs, and schools, only to leave their bones bleaching on the soil of a distant land. The more I think
of it, the bitterer my sorrow. As <I> look back on what has happened, I feel keenly that we have been too unthinking.
We have forgotten to meditate deeply on the meaning of life.
I have learned a great deal during my training as a monk. Since ancient times this religion has been dedicated to an
extraordinarily profound meditation on human life and on the world in which it exists. Those who devote themselves to
its teachings willingly undergo all sorts of dangerous trials and harsh austerities in order to grasp the truth. Their
courage is as great as any soldier’s; theirs is a battle to capture an invisible fortress. In this crusade, as I have told you,
some even crawl half naked up the snow-covered Himalayas.
We Japanese have not cared to make strenuous spiritual efforts. We have not even recognized their value. What we
stressed was merely a man’s abilities, the things he could do—not what kind of a man he was, how he lived, or the
depth of his understanding. Of perfection as a human being, of humility, stoicism, holiness, the capacity to gain
salvation and to help others toward it—of all these virtues we were left ignorant.
I hope to spend the rest of my life seeking them as a monk in this foreign land.
As I climbed mountains and forded rivers, and buried the bodies I found lying smothered in weeds or soaked in
water, I was harassed by tormenting questions. why does so much misery exist in the world? Why is there so much
inexplicable suffering? What are we to think?
But I have learned that these question can never be solved by human thought. We must work to bring what little
relief we can to this passion-ridden world. We must be brave. No matter what suffering, what unreasonableness, what
absurdity we face, we must remain undaunted and show strength of character by meeting it with tranquillity. It is my
hope to realize this conviction by devotion myself to a religious life.
Furthermore, I never cease to marvel that the people of Burma, though certainly indolent, pleasure-seeking, and
careless, are all cheerful, modest, and happy. They are always smiling. Free from greed, they are at peace with
themselves. While living among them, I have come to believe that these are precious human qualities.
Our country has waged a war, lost it, and is now suffering. That is because we were greedy, because we were so
arrogant that we forgot human values, because we had only a superficial ideal of civilization. Of course we cannot be as
languid as the people of this country, and dream our lives away as they often do. But can we not remain energetic and
yet be less avaricious? Is that not essential—for the Japanese and for all humanity?
How can we truly be saved? And how can we help to save others? I want to think this through carefully. I want to
learn. That is why I want to live in this country, to work and serve in it.
My dear comrades, I cannot tell you what this parting means to me. The day I have long dreaded has at last arrived.
When I came back to Mudon after many weeks in the interior I heard that my company was to sail for Japan the next
morning. I was able to receive the news with unexpected calm.
I am very happy and grateful for your affection, for your reluctance to leave me behind. But I shall stay here in
Burma, thius country I love, and wander every where from its snow-capped mountains\fn{There is a mountain in
Burma that is nearly 20,000 feet tall.} to its beaches under the glittering Southern Cross. And when my longing for you
becomes too much to bear, I shall play my harp.
I shall never forget our friendship. I pray for your happiness from the bottom of my heart.
Mizushima Yasuhiko

The captain had finished the letter.
We all sat there in silence, filled with thoughts we could not express. But we were no longer sad. Now that we
knew Mizushima’s true feelings, all of us felt ready to accept whatever lay ahead.
Soon it was night, and the surface of the Indian Ocean sparkled with innumerable bits of luminous protozoa.
Patches of ghostly phosphorescence as large as a man’s hand would bob up between the waves, glide along
smoothly for a time, and then disappear in the white foam that could be seen even in the dark. Some of the
clusters of protozoa seemed to cling to the sides of the ship. Others followed after us; still others drifted far
behind.
It looked as if the spirits of the dead were frolicking among the waves.
In the vast sky above us the stars were shining brilliantly. As the boat rolled from side to side its mast swayed
through the fields of stars, but to us it seemed as if the mast stood still and the stars danced around it.
We sang together softly. The sound of the waves enveloped our ship. We could almost hear the music of a harp
rise out of the flying spray.
The ship sailed slowly on, day after day. Morning and evening we gazed into the clouds ahead of us,
wondering how soon we would see Japan. …
130.281 These Ten Years: A Story Of Seven Ex-Soldiers\fn{by Kon Hidemi (1903-1984)} Hakodate, Hokkaidō
Prefecture, Japan (M) 13
August 15, 1945: The Emperor\fn{Hirohito (1901-1989), emperor from 1926.} for the first time addressed his people
over a nation-wide radio hook-up; Japan for the first time admitted a victorious enemy to its shores.\fn{ The text of
this message—which was the first time most Japanese so much as even heard the voice of any of their emperors—is as follows: TO OUR
GOOD AND LOYAL SUBJECTS: After pondering deeply the general trend of the world and the actual conditions obtaining in Our Empire
today, We have decided to effect a settlement of the present situation by resorting to an extraordinary measure. We have ordered Our
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Government to inform the governments of the United States, Great Britain, China, and the Soviet Union that Our Empire accepts the
provisions of their Joint Declaration. To strive for the common prosperity and happiness of all nations as well as the security and wellbeing of Our subjects is the solemn obligation which has been handed down by Our Imperial Ancestors, and which We lay close to Our
heart. Indeed, We declared wear on America and Britain out of Our sincere desire to ensure the self-preservation of Japan and the
stabilization of East Asia, it being far from Our thought either to infringe upon the sovereignty of other nations or to embark upon
territorial aggrandizement. But now the war has lasted for nearly four years. Despite the best that has been done by everyone—the gallant
fighting of the military and naval forces, the diligence and assiduity of Our servants of the State and the devoted service of Our one
hundred million people—the military situation has developed to Japan’s disadvantage, while the general trends of the world have all
turned against her interest. Moreover, the enemy has begun to employ a new and most cruel bomb, the power of which to do damage is
indeed incalculable, and which has already taken many innocent lives. Should We continue to fight, it not only would result in an
ultimateindeed incalculable, and which has already taken many innocent lives. Should We continue to fight, it not only would result in an
ultimate collapse and obliteration of the Japanese nation, but would also lead to the total extinction of human civilization. Such being the
case, how are We to save the millions of our subjects; or to atone for Our actions before the hallowed spirits of Our Imperial Ancestors?
This is the reason why We have ordered the acceptance of the provisions of the Joint Declaration of the Powers. We cannot but express the
deepest sense of regret to our Allied nations of East Asia, who have consistently cooperated with the Empire towards the emancipation of
East Asia. The thought of those officers and men as well as other who have fallen in the fields of untimely death and all their bereaved
families, pains Our heart night and day. The welfare of the wounded and the suffering, and of those who have lost their homes and
livelihood, are the objects of Our profound solicitude. The hardship and suffering to which Our nation is to be subjected hereafter will
certainly be great. We are keenly aware of the innermost feelings of all ye, Our subjects. However, it is according to the dictate of time and
fate that We have resolved to pave the way for a grand peace for all the generations to come by enduring the unendurable and suffering
what is insufferable. Having been able to safeguard and maintain the structure of the Imperial State, We are always with ye, Our good and
loyal subjects, relying upon your sincerity and integrity. Beware most strictly of any outbursts of emotion which may engender needless
complication, or any fraternal contention and strife which may create confusion, lead ye astray, and cause ye to lose the confidence of the
world. Let the entire nation continue as one family from generation to generation, ever firm in its faith of the imperishability of its divine
land, and mindful of its heavy burden of responsibilities, and the long road before it. Devote all your strength to the construction of the
future. Cultivate the ways of rectitude; foster nobility of spirit; and work with resolution so as ye may enhance the innate glory of the
Imperial State and keep peace with the progress of the world .}

The news of Japan’s unconditional surrender, however, did not reach the ears of a great many Japanese
soldiers, particularly those who had fled deep into the mountain jungles of the Philippines.
In the wilderness on both sides of the Canganyan Highway, the soldiers were scattered and isolated from their
units and headquarters. In a secret lair in Canganyan, General Yamashita,\fn{ Yamashita Tomoyuki (1885-1946), the
Japanese general primarily responsible for defeating the British in Malaya and Singapore, and with organizing the defense of the
Philippines against American forces of reconquest. He was hanged in Manila as a result of atrocities committed under his command .} the

“Tiger of Malaya,” and his staff awaited the final act, without any hope of reversing the tide of the war. In fact, it
was not like war at all. To live for the day was the best one could expect. The one-sided situation brought U.S.
tanks and airplanes everywhere, on and over the all-encompassing battlefields. Looking down at the star-marked
tanks on the highways, the beaten soldiers would murmur, “Chiku-sho—beasts! They’re probably eating good
food!”
These same men thrust from their thoughts the fact that when they were found they would fall victim to the
tanks’ flame throwers, as they had seen many comrades incinerated—it was food they talked of. The soldiers that
lived through tonight never thought of tomorrow. The simple fact that they were living was enough.
Naturally, food was scarce. Or rather, there was no food in any real sense. Anything edible was devoured.
Lizard was a top-grade à-la-carte item; even this soon became hard to find. Corporal Kihara and the six other
soldiers were always faced with imminent starvation.
The seven soldiers, however, somehow managed to live on—thanks to Corporal Kihara’s talent. Before he was
drafted, he had a criminal record. In the army he had a peculiar MOS (Military Occupational Specialty)—stealing.
When the war was lost he became a hero because his specialty now saved his comrades’ lives. Whenever he came
back from hunting he always carried something that joyfully surprised the other six men. Unhulled rice was one
of his most surprising offerings.
The farmers’ houses were empty—all the food stocks had either been taken away by the farmers or looted by
the wandering Japanese soldiers. Nevertheless, Corporal Kihara could smell out secret hoarding places. With
looted boxes of K-rations in his hands, he looked like an angel
Human beings can live if only they have fire, rice, and salt. Luckily the men had kept aside a little salt when
they were separated from the main force. For the other two necessities—rice and fire—they depended solely on
corporal Kihara. In addition to being an excellent thief, he was a master fire maker. Without him the seven
soldiers could not have survived more than a week, while others around them were dying of fatigue and hunger.
The tiny nipa-house in which the seven hid themselves was located in a narrow crevasse between steep
mountain sides. Low-flying P-38’s would fly past but never strafe the house or any of the seven soldiers, so they
used to look up and whistle at the planes, assured of perfect safety.
Among them was Odaira who was formerly a journalist. He hated the war the most. Every time he sighed,
“We’re finished,” Pfc.\fn{Private First Class.} Nara retorted: “That’s what an intellectual believes. That’s defeatism.
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You’re trying to discourage us!”
Nara was every inch a soldier. Each morning he got up and led the other to recite the Emperor’s
Commandments to Soldiers. He seemed firmly to believe in the day when he would recapture Manila. Looking at
the enemy tanks and airplanes, seeing no counterattack from our side, he still denied reality. Strangely enough,
however, the other six were more influence by Nara than by Odaira. Whenever Nara shouted “Get up—all of
you!” they simply followed his words and bowed in the direction of Japan, as they used to in the routine life of the
barracks.
Pfc. Takeuchi held a special position because of his young age. Whenever the other were involved in a
discussion, he always stayed silent. When he did speak, he associated himself with the general point of view.
Whenever the seven tried to decide a matter by voting, he was always the last in casting his vote. Consequently,
he gave the impression of deciding everything.
“He is another Kihara—but intellectual,” criticized Odaira, whose opinion was always voted against by the
others. Odaira insisted that the Japanese Army would give up very soon, making further food conservation
unnecessary. Nara and Narazaki vehemently opposed this. In such cases, Takeuchi always agreed with Nara,
though he himself ate up his own reserves, thus tacitly backing Odaira’s prediction.
One day as usual Kihara went food hunting. In a few minutes he hurried back and told them breathlessly, “I
saw a white-flagged car carrying officers down the highway.” This seemed to fit in with a mysterious silence they
had notice d the last few days. No airplane roared. No artillery blasted. They had, in fact, been wondering if a
cease-fire was in order. They were excited at the news.
Confused, they looked at Odaira for his opinion.
“There’s nothing to say. The war is over,” he said.
Even Nara could think of no reply. As no tanks passed by, Narazaki suggested they send out a scout to find out
what had happened. Pvt. Taguchi voiced agreement.
“I will go,” Pfc. Tobo offered. But everyone shook his head disapprovingly to the half-starved private.
Narazaki spoke out, “You must stay here and conserve your strength. I’ll take the job.”
He went down the mountain side with Pfc. Odaira—to learn of Japan’s unconditional surrender five days after
it happened. The news—the first authentic information they had receive din the paste six months—made Nara cry.
Every one of the seven belonged to a different unit whose fate nobody knew. The had lived thus far only by
relying on their own unity—dividing scanty food among them. But now that the war was over there seemed little
reason for them to keep on doing so. In the American camp, they could sleep with arms and feet stretched without
the worry of food hunting and P-38s. Odaira gave his usual optimistic forecast.
“You beast!” Nara shouted. “Can’t you realized we’ll be chained by the enemy?” He could have hit Odaira, if
he had had the strength.
*
Nevertheless, when the sun went up next morning, all seven descended the mountain for the first time to an
open road. Truck after truck with American drivers rolled past carrying full loads of Japanese soldiers. The seven
waved at them. But nobody answered them back.
“Goddamit! They behave like total strangers!” They spat on the ground.
The seven soldiers were finally picked up by a truck that passed by. For the first time in eight months they
went out of the Canganyan Valley, emerging on flat land under the glaring sun. As they passed by, they were
threateningly stared at by the natives who had already come back.
At the northwest end of the highway stood a temporary camp headquarters. With the help of Nisei enlisted
men, several American officers had already started assigning POW work to the Japanese soldiers who silently
waited in a long queue in front of the camp. At the gate of the camp, the seven soldiers were separated according
to the units to which they had once belonged. Tobo and Taguchi were hospitalized; their conditions had grown
worse on their way to the camp.
A minute before they bade farewell to each other, Narazaki said, “If we ever get to Japan safely, how about
meeting every August 15 for a dinner together?”
“You idiot! How can you say such a thing—you’re a prisoner of war. You’ll never go back to Japan,” Nara
retorted, almost shouting.
They were separated before they could argue further or agree on a place to meet, encamped in different groups,
not knowing each other’s whereabouts.
Odaira became editor of a mimeographed newspaper for the camp POWs. Pfc. Nara did not know this, but one
day he was startled to find in the POW paper the news of the repatriation ships he had never expected. In the
camp, he was treated in a way that seemed, by comparison, almost heavenly. The letters POW painted on his back
and pants did not bother him in the least. Labor was light. Making latrines for GIs,\fn{ Government Issue; American
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army soldier’s traditional, somewhat cynical nickname.}

sticking in fence poles and other light, could hardly be called
“labor.” Without any strict watch and with the small quantity of porridge which seemed rather appropriate for
undernourished men, he—as the men around him—were quite satisfied.
As the living grew better, each man became, however, more anxious to know about the homeland. The news
trickled in slowly. Knowledge was painful. Almost all the cities were reduced to ashes. Nagasaki and Hiroshima
were wiped out by hell bombs. Then the men knew they’d had better luck than the people at home.
Soon Japanese repatriation ships anchored in Manila Bay, where capsized ships still lay with their red bellies
sticking out of the water.
*
It was 1946—when Generals Homma\fn{ Lt. Gen. Masaharu Homma (1888-1946) was responsible for the so-called Bataan
Death March (a forced march of 63 miles by some 70,000 American and Filipino prisoners of war) during which soldiers under his
command mutilated, beat and bayoneted 17,000 of their captives. He was executed by firing squad .} and Yamashita were sentenced

to death—that Nara finally landed in Kagoshima. He was shocked to see the shattered homeland, aghast at the
horrible sight of Hiroshima as the train passed by. He went straight to Kawachi, his home town, which looked
almost strange to his eyes after eight years in the Army. To his surprise, his mother and sister-in-law were safe in
his house. His brother was working in the pig-bristle factory, already an expert brush-maker.
Nevertheless, life for Nara was miserable. To feed an extra mouth was difficult in those days. Demobilized
Nara Hachiro turned out to be an unwelcome guest. Nara dreamed of the Philippine mountains where he could
depend on Kihara’s loot. No fresh fruits or vegetables were available. Potatoes and pumpkins were staple foods.
Even these were in short supply, hunted by many Osaka citizens who daily swarmed to the Kawachi area. Nara
Hachiro became acutely aware of how desperately the rural areas were hit by food shortages. Daily the newspaper
spread photos of beggar-like citizens under the burned tin-plate shacks.
On the lightness or roads there roamed vagrant dogs looking for things to eat or at least bite. Gang robberies
became a common affair. The homeland he had so longed for in the Philippines now became a lace where there
was nothing to admire.
Nara wanted to go to Osaka for a job, but how could he find a job in a destroyed city of debris and ashes? He
finally decided to stay on in his house, no matter how his brother and sister-in-law might show their disgust with
him.
Hachiro tried to help and went out into the rice fields early each morning. His brother liked this and spoke
more friendly. “To tell you the truth, farming was best during wartime. Rice was so precious. Everyone respected
us. But no hands, you know, after you were drafted. I was also mobilized into the factory. Nobody could take care
of the fields.”
In the fields Nara Hachiro felt strangely easy. But day after day the monotonous life in the farmhouse grew
more vacant and dry. He had seen a world that no one in his family could ever even dream of. In the Philippines
he used to look at the natives toiling in the rice fields, planting tobacco seeds, and bearing so many children. He
thought they were foolish. But now, looking at his brother’s way of living, he could hardly find any difference.
“I saw a colored movie in Manila. That was beautiful,” he began one night.
“You mean, they have a better culture than ours?” the brother asked.
“Yeah, direct from America.”
“But in the south … you can’t stand heat … don’t you ever go crazy with a climate that never changes?”
“It’s hot. But the movie theaters and hotels have air-conditioning. When it’s hot, it’s better to get inside the
movie house … you get pretty cool,” he explained.
“Yeah? With what do they make it cool?” The brother was curious.
“Electricity of course.”
Then the sister-in-law burst into laughter, “My goodness, electricity is for warming things up. How can you
cool things with electricity?”
Hachiro avoided answering. He thought his sister-in-law was ignorant. But he himself also knew little of how
all such technical contradictions could be worked out.
*
Odaira Shuntaro succeeded in securing his old job, thanks to the city editor who had been bureau chief in the
Philippines. But back in the office he found that men who were once his juniors were already at the “desks”
exercising control over the younger men. It was as if an old veteran non-com were at the mercy of green young
officers. Moreover, the men at the desk seemed to embarrass him by showing an air of constraint.
After four years in the Army, he was accustomed to organization. He himself did not regard the matter with as
much concern as others did. He was rather happy with the simple fact that he could return to his old job. Settling
himself in the company’s dormitory in Yoyogi, he felt there need be noting to worry about.
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In contrast to the days before Odaira was drafted, the newspaper business seemed to be growing into a fullfledged profession. According to editorial policy the reporters could not write anything. In the dark days—in
wartime—however, they had been simply messenger boys who carried around the stinking official
announcements of the General Staff Headquarters or of the Information Bureau.\fn{ Of SCAP, the Supreme Command,
Allied Personnel, the (largely American) force which occupied Japan from August 11, 1945-May 28, 1952.} No evening editions. No
more than two pages. But the several thousand employees of the company were a great financial burden.
When Odaira Shuntarao landed at Kagoshima, he could see everywhere flowers in full bloom. But the town s
and cities had been reduced to ruins that extended as far as the eye could see. Human being had become lost, but
nature was in full bloom. Shuntaro could still believe that eventually life would rise again from these ashes.
But now Odaira had become very realistic, and therefore very pessimistic. Back in the newspaper office, where
things went along most realistically, he did not realize that his once flexible way of thinking had changed into
almost a stiff-necked tenacity. In the year the war ended, people seemed simply to give up in the face of the
hardships that came from a scarcity of food and housing. In 1946 the Higashikuni Cabinet was succeeded by the
Shidehara Cabinet, which ignored the mounting inflation. People began to criticize the government, particularly
after April when the new Constitution restored freedom of speech. People took advantage of privileges obtained
through the sacrifice of others.
Among governmental officials and newspapermen, there was speculation that a riot might occur in the autumn.
They pointed to various signs that seemed similar to conditions and situations in Russia and Germany just before
the revolutions.
Shuntaro daily frequented the black market area near Shimbasahi to have a sip of kasutori, a Japanese
calvados. People paid little attention to the taste of things. Anything drinkable was welcomed. Kasutori—with its
strong after-effect—charmed people who had little money to spend. Mostly moonshined by Koreans in Japan, it
was extremely dangerous. Odaira knew this, yet as evening came on, he could not stand a minute without a glass
of kasutori.
One night, he was staggering out of the narrow lane of the market, when he was suddenly accosted. “That’s
Odaira, isn’t it?”
At first glance he thought a black-marketeer was approaching him. It crossed his mind that the figure was a
thief carrying loot on his back. But that sun-tanned face with elephant eyes quickly reminded him of someone
familiar.
“Oh, Takeuchi!” Shuntaro shouted.
Takeuchi was wearing a pair of khaki pants, a patched-up shirt, and a combat cap—a complete blackmarketeer’s uniform.
“How’s everything?” Odaira asked.
“I’m selling frying pans here. Good sales, though,” said Takeuchi with a big smile that made him look
younger. Bachelor that Odaira was, he could not understand why so many people would buy frying pans.
Looking at Odaira Shuntaro’s bewildered face, Takeuchi explained rather proudly. “These are made very cheap
by a former munitions plant.” A former armament plant became a frying pan factory! A most becoming outcome
of a defeated economy, Shuntaro thought. But he also wondered how long Takeuchi could continue selling frying
pans, for sooner or later the public would have enough of them.
“Say, how about a drink?” Shuntaro asked.
“A kasutori?” Takeuchi responded very quickly.
“Until good drinks appear, kasutori will be the best. Then, you’ll give up selling frying pans?” Odaira asked as
a glass was placed on the counter.
“Naturally, why not? So long as they sell, I’ll work at it. that’s all,” Takeuchi said matter-of-factly. He used to
follow the majority. In whatever circumstances he might be, Shuntaro, thought, Takeuchi would never change his
character. He was a man who could nonchalantly accept even these confused and tired days.
“I guess someday you’ll be a big shot,” Shuntaro said.
“Ha, ha! here, again, you’re fortune telling. You used to tell us the future of the war. Now we’re in peace. For
that prediction I’d like to buy a drink,” Takeuchi said, wiping his mouth with his dirty right hand.
“A kasutori?”
“No, of course not. Say, by the way, I sent a letter to Nara Hachiro—”
“Where’s he now?” Shuntaro asked, reaching for his glass.
“Farming in Kawachi. I told him he’ll never be satisfied with farming. I think I can teach him how to sell these
frying pans. He is an honest fellow, you know. If I tell him to sell, he will sell as I say …”
“Okay, then, when you two fellows sell everything, let’s have a big drink,” Odaira said.
The bill was on the table. Takeuchi, however, made no motion to pick it up despite his talk about big sales.
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Finally, in disgust, Shuntaro picked up the bill. When he paid, Takeuchi simply said, as if he had not noticed it
before, “Sorry, I’ll buy next time.”
*
In May 1946, Yoshida Shigeru\fn{ Twice Prime Minister of Japan (1946-1947, 1948-1954).} formed his Cabinet. The
much feared riot did not occur—not because Yoshida’s policy was appropriate, but because the people knew riots
would never bring forth food and better living. On the other hand, several violent incidents occurred between
labor and management. Following the first authorized May Day, a so-called “Food May Day” was held on May
18.
As Shuntaro went out to cover the story, he was surprised to see the furious way the crowds were shouting in
front of the Premier’s residence. “Come out, Yoshida!” “We want Yoshida!” And some 250,000 people cried,
“Down with the Yoshida Cabinet!” as they passed by the Diet building.\fn{ The Japanese legislature is called the Diet.}
Odaira remembered the wartime days when the military hierarchy allowed no criticism. People were trained to
follow the imperative order blindly. In postwar days, people’s reactions led them to oppose anything imperative.
Once trained to obey orders, people easily accepted the order of the Occupation Forces without question.
The Occupation Forces least expected such peaceful and obedient behavior, as they knew well the stubborn
resistance of the Japanese armies over the previous four years. But they knew little about the Japanese psychology
of obediently accepting orders, even those of the conqueror. The so-called 2:1 (February First) Strike in 1947,
therefore, was quickly subdued by a word from MacArthur’s Headquarters. People’s dissatisfaction, however, was
bound to explode somewhere, sometime. Japan was an unstable country where there was no assurance even of
being able to live. The general public, therefore, became easy victims of the Communist campaigns. Legal strikes
occurred as a daily routine. Strikes, thefts, and robberies filled almost every page of the dailies. Minor crimes
such as pickpocketing and stealing were virtually ignored by editors who were too busy followin gup the big
stories. Even police and justice authorities could not spare enough time for minor crimes. Under such
circumstances, all Tokyo citizens were terror-stricken when they heard of a bank robbery that resulted in the death
of eleven bank clerks.
A middle-aged man walked into the Shiinamachi Branch of the Teikoku Bank one dull day in January, 199947.
Somehow he persuaded all the clerks to take a drink of poisoned “medicine,” then calmly walked out with
110,000 yen.
This was a crime big enough for all the newspapers to follow, but Odaira Shuntaro picked up a small and
strange crime story. From a Metropolitan Police detective he heard of a thief who stole only from foreigners. As
the crimes were repeated, the police authorities were increasingly criticized.
In those days, most of the fashionable foreign-style houses in Tokyo had been procured for the use of
VIPs,\fn{Very Important Persons.} high-ranking officers and their families. The elusive burglar was reported to have
succeeded in sneaking into even the most strictly guarded houses. When he broke into a Major-General’s house in
Azasbu, however, he committed the serious mistake of making a noise that awoke the General, who came
downstairs with a Colt automatic in his hand.
The General fired two shots as the figure jumped over a high concrete wall. No fingerprints were found.
Nothing was left behind. The story itself was interesting, at least to Shuntaro’s journalistic sense. In the story
Odaira wrote he also added that the Metropolitan Police Board would be harshly criticized unless they could nab a
thief who preyed on and baffled the Occupation Forces.
The story when it appeared in the paper received a surprising response. In the Occupation days, people used to
look at the foreigners as “special personages” who rode in comfortable off-limits Japanese railway cars while
Japanese were sardine-packed into dirty, crowded coaches. The Occuaptionaires gave the general public a feeling
of oppression. The story, therefore, created a modern Robin Hood who invaded the “Occupation houses” when
everyone feared even to talk about his feelings.
The editor, however, called in Odaira and warned: “Watch out, Odaira. The newspaper section of
GHQ\fn{General Headquarters} seems to be displeased with your story.” Shuntaro nodded but did not try to comment
or express an opinion.
The story was a scoop.\fn{I.e., Odaira’s paper was the first to print it.} the other reporters congratulated Shuntaro. But
he was not pleased with their flattering words, as he knew well he would not be able to write good stories any
more if GHQ were watching him.
While he was in this dismal mood, a letter arrived from Takeuchi, written in a clumsy square hand. It was an
invitation to a party which Nara would also attend. Shuntaro, however, could not make up his mind, remembering
how Takeuchi had stuck him with the bill, but on the designated day, he received a telephone call from Takeuchi,
who assured him “strictly no charge.” Shuntaro then decided to go.
At Yaeko’s house in Suitengu, Odaira was glad to find, besides Takeuchi and Nara, former Cpl.\fn{ Corporal.}
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Narazaki, Pfc. Tobo, and Cpl. Kihara, who had saved his comrades’ lives by “surprise presents” in the Philippine
days. Yaeko’s house was actually a high-class restaurant disguised as an ordinary house—a black-market
restaurant-sake shop, a product of MacArthur’s “Dry Days.” Odaira was dumbfounded not only by the house but
also by beautiful Yaeko, the hostess. Clad in a fashionable kimono that would have been hard to find even in
prewar days, she was entirely out of place, even with Takeuchi, who was also wearing a brand-new suit, giving no
hint that he had ever worn an old khaki black-marketeer’s uniform.
“Now that Odaira-san is here, let’s start the party,” Nara said with the dignity of a master of ceremonies, his
sun-tanned, rough farmer’s face beaming.
Ushered into the next room, the guests were again astonished at the gorgeous set-up of the table.
“Takeuchi had always been smart in grabbing a chance,” Narazaki murmured. “But I never dreamed he could
do this much.”
“No, no. I haven’t done anything yet. I simply wanted to ask your assistance for my future and show my thanks
for the past,” Takeuchi replied. “You see, I once bumped into Odaira-san in a Shimbashi black-market. That’s the
hardest time I ever experienced. I didn’t have dough enough to buy drinks. Odaira-san bought a drink for me. I
never forgot his kindness. Ever since I’ve wanted to do something to repay him. right now I’m selling tiles for
foreign-style toilets. Mr. Kihara is working for me as a repairman. With your assistance, I’m planning to be a
more useful man in this society.” Takeuchi’s speech finally came to an end.
As he poked his chopsticks into one of the dishes, Odaira could not but remember the days in the Philippines
when he had least dreamed of such a day. The soldier who once dreamed of Manila’s recapture by the Japanese
Army was now making handsome money supplying tiles, riding high on the current building boom.
“Kihara, you were always good at everything. But I didn’t know you were with Takeuchi,” Odaira said. Kihara
simply smiled off the remark, while Takeuchi took over.
“Yes, Kihara is good at repairing foreign-style toilets. He can even climb up to high footholds when we have to
measure the number of tiles necessary for the outer decoration of the building. But he is too good at everything.
That’s his trouble. He can’t stick to the same job for long.”
“You mean your talent kills you?” Odaira turned to Kihara. “And what ware you doing now?”
Kihara still did not answer. Takeuchi again began to speak in a boss-like way. “This fellow is now mad for
photography. He’s really good at it. I wonder if your newspaper company could hire him …”
Then Tobo, who had been silent, said, “Narazaki-san … you were our commander …”
“Ya … a very bad one,” Narazaki said, as if in scorn of himself. And he explained he was working as a
salesman. With his poor eloquence, he was apparently making little money. Everyone remembered how he had
insisted on the uselessness of fighting when he brought back the definite news of Japan’s complete surrender.
Tobo said he was teaching at a primary school in a small town on the northern tip of Honshu. “In my town,
people are so poor that I can’t just be a teacher to the school kids. I registered in the Communist Party because I
know I have to work for the poor,” he said, full of the passion of a young man.
Hearing his old buddies’ remarks, Odaira notice the maids who were serving sake to the guests. Their hands
and fingers wee extremely white—different from those of ordinary maids. “What kind of house is this?” Odaira
whispered to Nara.
“Oh, this house?” Nara made a forced smile, saying, “Ah … a sort of company dormitory.”
That was enough. It seemed rather stupid to ask who the mistress was. Tgakeuchi had done really well taking
advantage of the disorder. Odaira could not help; wondering at these strangely changing times that caused such
tremendous shifts in people’s fortunes.
“Say, how about a picture?” Takeuchi asked Kihara, who brought out a German-made camera—too expensive
a camera for the hobby of a latrine repairman. Kihara took pictures of the guests from various angles.
*
The editorial room of Odaira’s office was always filled with confusion and shouting, as if reflecting the
world’s movement. Social chaos gave birth to many like Takeuchi while igniting political consciousness among
the young who tried to mold chaos into revolutionary movement.
The strikes that had occurred recently seemed to Odaira to indicate something different from the ones that had
driven the workers to walk out because of a desperate need for higher wages to meet the cost of living. Now the
strikes reflected political colors.
On July 5, 1949, Mr. Shimoyama, President of the National Railways, was found dead on railway tracks in the
southern outskirts of Tokyo. The police authorities sought clues in the then-prevailing dangerous atmosphere
among the railway workers’ union, but the vague announcements of the police led all the newspapers into
confusion. It was thought that the president might have committed suicide—from the excessive strain of
negotiating with the union. The newspapers were divided in their opinions. And the controversial views never
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crystallized into a conclusion. There appeared nothing to prove the truth.
While this case remained wrapped in mystery, the second incident happened. On July 15, a driverless and
empty grain suddenly plunged down the tracks and went off the rails near Mitaka Station into some private
houses, killing ten persons and seriously injuring seven. A witness reported to the police that he heard a railway
worker shout just after the train started to run, “Watch this! Revenge on those who fired us!” Certain suspects
were arrested, but no concrete evidence was produced.
The next month, another train was derailed in Matsukawa. After the train was overturned, the police frantically
looked for evidence only after the spot was completely trampled by the crowds that thronged around it.
In all these incidents there was one common element: none of the arrested confessed to anything the police
were seeking. No one admitted any knowledge of the incidents—of the first run-away train, the second
derailment, the resulting deaths. All took advantage of the right to keep silent to any questions that might end to
incriminate them. This otherwise “most humane’ right given by the new Constitution\fn{ The Constitution of May 3,
1947.} baffled the police in their effort to find the truth. Without scientific investigation methods far more
advanced, there was little chance of solving the mysteries and the general public grew impatient.
Whatever the truth might have been, the Communist Party and its followers objected loudly to the official
attitude that openly suggested that secret party movements were beyond the incidents. But, whether true or not,
the authority’s announcements gave the public an impression of treacherous and villainous behavior on the part of
the Communist Party.
The Party that was liberated by MacArthur and secured over 2,140,000 votes for six seats in the Diet in the
1946 General Election increasingly lost popularity in a series of bloody incidents. Odaira could well imagine
Tobo’s perplexed state of mind, since Tobo had enthusiastically engaged in Party activities in a lonely mountain
town as a fresh Party member, apparently driven by an urge for justice in the midst of a disorderly society.
The Party line, however, underwent no changes until May Day of 1952.
In the meantime, Odaira was busy answering phones and assigning cub-reporters. One day, Narazaki came into
his room. As an automobile salesman, he had been trying hard to sell cars to Odaira’s newspaper company. But he
succeeded only in making contracts for a few motorcycles. He was not talented as a salesman, lacking the
necessary eloquence and smooth appearance—the last things Narazaki ever could attain.
“It’s not so had to sell cars, but the trouble is how to get paid,” Narazaki said half-musingly.
“Even this office?” Odaira asked.
“No,” Narazaki said quickly. “Your company has a good reputation. So I don’t worry about payment; in this
case, it’s the competition that’s tough.”
Narazaki confessed that he was a “grade C” salesman receiving instructions from a younger man who handled
the actual negotiations. Consequently, he had to be satisfied with a minor share of commissions.
“But anyway, I have to thank Takeuchi. He bought several station wagons from me.” Narazaki sighed. “I really
owe a lot to him.”
“That’s good that Takeuchi will buy. He’s got a knack of getting ahead of the others,” Odaira said.
“Yeah, the guy who makes money always makes money wherever he goes,” Narazaki murmured, and got up to
leave.
Narazaki looked too downcast for Odaira to let him go that way.
“Say, Narazaki, how about a drink?” Odaira asked.
They went to the black-market area behind Yurakucho Station.
“They built the restaurants first,” Narazaki mumbled to himself. “Say, about a restaurant. I’ve been trying to
bring that Kihara to his senses. You see, he’s no good.”
“But, that camera, you remember? That was a very expensive one. If a person sold it, he could build a little
house,” Odaira said, his cheeks rosy-hued after two glasses of synthetic sake. “Anyway, it costs one or two
hundred thousand yen.” Odaira stared at his partner.
“Yeah?” Narazaki suddenly changed his tone. “Then …” He paused a moment and said, “I hate to say this. But
I wonder if he has resumed his ‘special line of work.’” Narazaki seemed really puzzled. “He saved our lives in the
Philippine mountains, but he shouldn’t do that here in Tokyo,” he said, raising his voice.
Odaira laughed. But soon his journalistic sense reminded him of something. He dared not tell it to Narazaki.
Instead he asked, “Narazaki, are you still associating with him?”
“Yeah. That stupid Nara wants to marry Kihara’s sister,” Narazaki replied.
“How is he living?”
“Not magnificently. Kihara’s always playing around, but still he lives far better than I do. He says he can sell
his pictures.”
Odaira did not ask any more questions. But Narazaki continued, “You know Kihara’s sister-in-law? She’s been
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working in Takeuchi’s restaurant. She has a very bad reputation. Even Takeuchi doesn’t think much of her. But
that poor Nara is crazy about her, though I told him to give up such a woman—a thousand times!” Odaira simply
nodded, as Narazaki went on. “Kihara says nothing. But she looks hopelessly ugly even after living in Tokyo so
long. Only a farmer like Nara could see anything in her.”
“That’s too bad,” Odaira said.
“You think so, too?” Narazaki said half-questioning.
“I don’t know her. So, I can say nothing about the marriage. But Kihara’s sister must be like Kihara, I think.
What does she say?”
“Oh, she’s willing, of course. But we know she can’t be a good wife for Nara.”
As they talked on they finally shook hands and said, “Let’s wise him up!” They said farewell in front of
Yurakucho Station.
*
Despite severe food shortages, housing problems, and high commodity prices, certain privileged and wealthy
classes lived fantastically well. Bribing became a daily affair between Government officials and the seekers of
special privileges. One of such scandals was finally exposed; it was a great surprise to most of the people when
they first learned that the Showa Denko Company Extended its “hands” to Cabinet members. Even Premier
Ashida Hitoshi was suspected of receiving excessive “party contributions” from Hinohara Setsuzo, the President
of Denko. Ashida expelled the implicated men from the cabinet. Though surprised, the general public showed
only\fn{The text has: some.} slight indignation. Some people even sent letters to the editor: “Those who were
exposed are just the unlucky ones. There are many who don’t get caught …”
In September, 1950, Lady Chatterley’s Lover\fn{Written in 1928 by David Herbert Lawrence (1885-1930).} was indicted
as an “obscene publication.” Literary circles protested en masse, on the ground that there were thousands of other
erotic or pornographic publications wrongly set loose by the postwar liberalism.
Moral delinquency permeated almost all ranks and walks of society. Politicians and businessmen tried to
approach the powerful officials of the Economic and Scientific Section of SCAP, which held almost unlimited
authority over economic affairs in defeated Japan. Takeuchi, of course, used every possible means of taking a part
in, and winning, the bidding for contracts for the construction and remodeling of buildings. Odaira made a secret
check through his own men: Takeuchi had done so much that once indicted he would have little chance of being
acquitted. Takeuchi was safe only because the police authorities were too busy catching up with crimes of greater
magnitude.
Under such circumstances, the Communist Party had a great advantage in its anti-government campaign. The
Party obtained twenty-five seats in the general election after the collapse of the Ashida Cabinet. The third Yoshida
Cabinet was formed. The revolutionary force was becoming a serious threat to the conservative camp when
suddenly in June, 1950, war broke out in Korea.
The Korean war lasted a long time\fn{June 1950-July 1953.} and brought with it a great inflationary boom through
the magic of tokuji, Special Procurement. This was a heavenly manna that artificially resurrected the otherwise
suffocated Japanese economy.
America also tried to reverse its policy towards Japan. The punitive policy was now shifted to a baby-sitting
policy so that Japan could be kept comfortably in the buggy of the Western camp. The constitutional renunciation
of war was to be found a failure, and made virtually a dead letter.
All these sudden changes wee so dazzling that Odaira almost forgot Taguchi, one of his old pals. Odaira
phoned Takeuchi, but it was Nara who answered the phone. “I sent a post card to you. Taguchi died in a
sanatorium near Kamakura. He died miserably. Had he informed us earlier, we’d have done something if we only
knew a little earlier …”
Odaira Shuntaro went to Zushi to attend the funeral ceremony of Taguchi. He found Nara and Narazaki already
helping.
Taguchi’s father complained meekly. “If only we could have bought butter—or something nourishing.” For
Taguchi, stricken with tuberculosis, there had been no nourishment or medicine. His death had been like the
melting away of a candle.
After the ceremony all three kept silent, feeling a strange vacancy of mind. Finally Nara said, “How about
dropping at our place in Suitengu for a drink?”
But neither Odaira nor Narazaki accepted the offer.
Instead, Odaira hurried back to the office. He called in a junior reporter who covered the Metropolitan Police
Board.
“Say, about that Jesse James, Jr.—guess you should track it down again.”
“Is there any new angle?” the reporter asked.
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“Positively, it’s one of my friends,” Odaira said.
“Your friend? Oh, no.”
“Yes. I haven’t got any concrete evidence yet. But this guy can climb up a high fence quite easily. You said the
thief usually enters through a washroom. This guy is an expert repairman of flush toilets,” Odaira calmly
explained.
“Well, you think I should track him?”
“Yes. Somehow I am in debt to him, I mean I was. But now I can’t help it. He’s too slimy and going too far.
I’ve just been to a friend’s funeral and really felt I shouldn’t let a crooked friend run around loose in this society
when an honest but weak and poor guy simply dies away. If he comes back to his senses—maybe after serving a
term—I will shake his hands, of course,” Odaira said rather emotionally.
Giving a detailed description of Kihara, Odaira added, “Try to make him give himself up, if you can.”
A few days later, the reporter came back to report on the progress of the Jesse James, Jr., case. He found
several suspicious points, but they weren’t enough to indict Kihara, who seemed to have committed a series of
almost perfect crimes.
“Unless he strikes again, we can’t nab him,” the reporter concluded.
“A lucky fellow!” Odaira sighed.
But he wasn’t. Kihara’s luck came to an end. He moved into the Yokohama area. Though he succeeded in
sneaking into a foreigner’s residence, he got caught on a barbed-wire fence. While he desperately tried to get
loose, a bullet from a pistol got him in the leg.
“I should have stopped him earlier!” Odaira clenched his fists with belated regret, but felt strangely relieved
that he had not caught Kihara with his own hands.
Kihara’s arrest was worth a three-column spread in every newspaper. One day, Odaira received a letter from
Narazaki:
The news really upset me. Kihara was Jesse James, Jr.! I now remember so well how we praised his stealing ability. It
saved us. But actually I’m relieved to hear about his arrest. His stealing habit should be punished under the present
situation. I’ve been thinking for a long time that he might be the fellow. How many times have I thought of informing
the police about him! Now he’s been arrested! I know we owe our lives to him, but I feel “justice has longer arms than
our poor sentiments.”

Odaira chuckled. Nazaraki’s line of thinking was practically the same as his own. He was greatly encouraged
to have such an honest, righteous, and warm man courageously fighting against the disorder of the present society.
Then he remembered Nara, who was so taken with Kihara’s sister, Asako. When Nara visited his office, he
disclosed an amazing story. He was going to open a bar in the Ginza.\fn{ Downtown Tokyo.} Odaira couldn’t help
thinking that Nara—the farmer—would be a sure victim of some sharp practice or other.
“Are you serious about this crazy idea?” Odaira asked.
“Sure, of course. I bet the business’ll be a success, if you bring in lots of friends.” Nara seemed completely
certain that his venture would succeed.
“The Ginza is no place we can afford to go,” Odaira said, giving up the idea of dissuading him.
“Don’t think that way. Soon beer will be on the market. Foreign liquors, too. From now on bars should not be
limited. I’ll try not to limit the customers to the wealthy class.”
Odaira was suddenly aware of the contradiction hat prevailed almost everywhere in society. After the
disorganization of the Zaibatsu, the promulgation of the Anti-Monopoly Law and the economic Decentralization
Law, the peers and nobles lost their powers and became the “has-been” families. Their houses and mansions were
bought up by the upstarts and black-marketeers—a complete social upheaval.
Of the seven warriors who had shared their scanty food in the deep mountains of the Philippines, Taguchi had
died, Kihara had been arrested, leaving only five in the whirl of the confused society. Even the remaining five wee
now living entirely different kinds of lives.
*
One night, Odaira was invited to the foreign corespondents’ club, where he could drink beer to his heart’s
content. Here there was none of the arrogance often founds among the “conquerors.” Equality and liberty
prevailed. Odaira treasured this atmosphere that he could hardly find in any other place.
As he passed by Yurakucho Station, he saw gaily attired “angels of the street” swarming around the station.
They looked like flowers blooming on a scorched land.
Totally devastated Japan had quickly absorbed the fashions of the world. Girls were using American cosmetics
and wearing costumes straight out of Vogue regardless of their dimensions and coloring. He remembered a “Letter
to the Editor” that had come in that morning. It severely criticized the recent stylishness of the Japanese girls on
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the ground that there were so many war-suffering people even among the victors. The letter was full of bitter
words against frivolity and flippancy. That much was understandable. But Odaira could hardly think it entirely
wrong that Japanese girls wanted to cast off the wartime mompei—the dull-looking pantaloons.
“A soon as the girls become prettier, the men start working harder”—that old rule, Odaira thought, could be
applied to everyone but that lone wolf Narazaki—though he had looked busier in his most recent visits. Then on e
sunny afternoon in a coffee shop near his office, Odaira eliminated Nara as an exception to the rule. A very
modern girl was sitting beside Narazaki, who abruptly asked, “Haven’t you met this girl before?”
Odaira struggled with his memory.
Then Narazaki startled both Odaira and the girl by saying, “She was Mrs. Taguchi, don’t you remember?”
The girl blushed. Odaira quickly flashed back to the day of Taguchi’s funeral. Yes, there was a girl who was
wearing a black mourning kimono.
Narazaki told all about his new bride. She was formerly a nurse in the sanatorium where Taguchi died.
Competing with several rivals, Taguchi succeeded in winning her hand, probably because of his naïveté.
“We’ve already started living together,” Narazaki frankly confessed.
Odaira simply said, “Congratulations.” The couple looked completely unbalanced—at one end, the rugged
simplicity of Narazaki; at the other, the modern winsomeness of Katsuko.
*
In the early postwar days there was no one who could openly criticize MacArthur and his policy. Naturally,
there was no such freedom under the Occupation administration. But a powerful additional inhibition was also
operative—Japanese nature was accustomed to obeying blindly the ruler’s words. MacArthur did not understand
this blindly obedient nature. He seemed to believe that Japan was full of militaristic nationals. When he realized
his misconception, he tried to alter his policy. The general public, however, was scarcely aware of changes taking
place far above them. They were simply following the orders that came out of the Daiichi Bvuyilding through the
Japanese Government, always carefully muffled with showers of beautiful modifiers.
The people, therefore, were completely stunned when they were confronted with the unexpected news that
MacArthur—the almighty five-star general—had been fired by Truman.\fn{ MacArthur was an ultraconservative, who
made a serious run for the presidential nomination of 1948 under the Republican Party. This was before the Republican Party had been
subverted by its conservative element into the party that it is now; and he made little headway. In 1950, in response to the attack upon
South Korea by North Korea, he ordered troops stationed in Japan to support their Korean allies; and in a series of daring moves, pushed
the North Koreans back to the northern border of Korea with China. China, however, ordered its numerically far superior armed forces into
the conflict, inflicting severe defeats upon the Allies; and, wishing to expand the war, MacArthur wrote a letter criticizing his civilian and
military superiors to that effect, advocating a change of policy. This and other insults to President Truman led the latter to fire him. I
remember reading about that in study hall in high school; and being in complete agreement with it, for MacArthur seemed perfectly willing
to subvert civilian control of the armed forces if its suited his interests—a thing that has led to tyranny in every nation that has attempted
such a thing:H} After MacArthur’s departure, there sprang up an interesting phenomenon—an increasing anti-

Americanism. Japanese began publicly criticizing the foreign nationals who had been strutting through their
country. The citizens of Kyoto and Osaka attacked their municipal authorities on account of local regulations that
prohibited Japanese drivers to pass Occupation vehicles.
This tendency was given further impetus by the Communist Party. They claimed that the democracy the
Americans had brought to Japan was suspect; it provided liberty and freedom only between the Japanese but not
between Japanese and Americans.
The leaders who had been previously purged by MacArthur in June, 1950, went underground, whence they
apparently maintained the command over their followers. “Red” students started riots on the campuses. Professors
could not control their studnts. Some professors even tried to get on the bandwagon by making themselves look
“pink,” if not completely “Red.” The teachers Union of Japan started to make political announcements, while the
core Communists prepared operation “Y” for armed uprisings. Pistols were smuggled in from “nowhere.” Flame
bottles wee secretly prepared for military operations. “The Communist Party that should be loved by the people”
had disappeared.
In the late afternoon of May Day, 1952, Odaira was on his way to the Ministry of Education to cover a story on
the 6-3-3 System. His car was passing near the north entrance of the Hibiya Park, when the driver pointed toward
the Imperial Plaza and shouted, “Look, Odaira-san, something must be up!”
A cloud of dust was rising high, suggesting some serious trouble.
“Let’s go back. To Babasakimon, if we can,” Odaira ordered, though he began to doubt whether the car could
get through the crowds that were swarming around. The car, however, somehow managed to get through. Every
window of the Daiichi and Meiji Buildings was full of American faces looking down curiously.
A photographer was coming back from the Plaza. His torn shirt and bloody face clearly reflected the
seriousness of the trouble. Then a group of students gathered around the American cars parked alongside the road.
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The cars were turned over and set afire one by one.
“That’s outrageous,” the driver yelled.
As Odaira looked around, most of the Occupation cars parked around the Hibiya-Babasakimon area had either
smashed windows or were being turned over and set afire. From the direction of the Plaza could be heard the
sound of flame bottles exploding. A rescue squad of policemen were running from Hibiya. The students scattered
as the policemen tried to grab them.
“It’s getting too dangerous. Let’s go back,” Odaira said. At that moment he saw a pale young man staggering
toward the car. He could not see the man’s face, which was covered with dust and blood stains. But Odaira
noticed something.
“Tobo! Here!” he shouted with a little suppressed voice, gesturing tot he half-opened door. the man collapsed
on the floor.
“Let’s go back!” Odaira said, as he closed the door.
“Where to? The office?” the driver gasped.
“No! to the Ginza! Quick!” An idea flickered in Odaira’s mind. Tobo to the rear entrance. “Nara! Are you
there?” he shouted.
Down the staircase came Asako, clad in pajamas.
“Asako-san, is he out? Well, this fellow is our mutual friend. He’s hurt. Could you do something to help him?”
Tobo’s face was ashen when he was laid down on the tatami in the attic. Tired and excited, Tobo looked
seriously hurt.
“What happened?” Asako asked.
“Oh, he just got messed up in the May Day celebrations. He’ll be all right with an hour of sleep,” Odaira
answered.
“Is he also a friend of my husband?” she asked. “He looks so courageous for his age, doesn’t he, Odaira-san?”
She was intently looking down at Tobo’s closed eyes. Odaira looked away from her heaving bosom, lifting almost
out of her pink pajamas.
Soon Tobo opened his eyes, looked mysteriously around, and tried to raise his head.
“No, no. You should be a good boy and be quiet!” Asako patted Tobo’s shoulder.
“Where am I?” Tobo meekly asked.
“You’re in Nara’s house. This is Mrs. Nara,” Odaira explained.
Tobo smiled a wry smile, as if he were ashamed of being helped by a “running dog” of capitalism and “a
poison seller of capitalism.”
“I must go.” He raised his upper body.
“Where to?” Odaira tried to push him down.
“To the Imperial Plaza, of course.”
“Nonsense, May Day is over,” Odaira said, almost harshly.
“I won’t be defeated! War isn’t over,” Tobo murmured and collapsed.
Odaira left the bar, asking Asako to keep An eye on Tobo. When he came back to his desk, however, he
received a telephone call from Asako, who told him that Tobo had left the bar saying he would give himself up.
That day, he learned later, about five thousand policemen had been involved in hand-to-hand fighting with five
to six thousand members of the All Japan Student Association, the Daily Workers’ Union, and the Korean
Federation in Japan. Many people had been seriously injured. The police had used tear gas, which finally
dispersed the rioters.
Odaira, however, could never trace the whereabouts of Tobo. Possibly he was among the rioters arrested. He
was shocked at what happened that day. But there was another person who was further—and in an unexpected
fashion—shocked by the effect of the May Day riot. It was Nara Hachiro.
A few days later he came to Odaira’s office and explained with tears in his eyes. His wife, Asako, had been
unfaithful since their marriage. But on May Day she had kissed Tobo when he could not move. “That’s why Tobo
left our house,” he said. “I’m deeply sorry for what my wife has done to my old friend.”
Odaira could remember Asako looking down at Tobo’s closed eyes. Now in front of him was Nara also with
closed wet eyes, murmuring that he would divorce his wife.
“If I should keep on with this life, I would be most miserable,” Nara sighed. “Anyway, I will think it over,” he
said and left.
*
Takeuchi Renpei seemed to be most prosperous. Amid the deflation, buildings were being constructed one after
another. His business, naturally, increased.
Odaira received an invitation to a party from Takeuchi. When he arrived t the restaurant in Tsukiji, he found
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Nara, Narazaki, and Takeuchi already sitting around a large table.
“Tonight is the Old Comrades Get-Together Party and also the farewell to Nara. He si going back to his farm,”
Takeuchi declared.
Nara bowed twice or thrice to every toast.
“That’s good,” Odaira said and quickly reflected whether his remark was fit for an occasion where Nara had
divorced his wife and was going back to farming.
“Well, I think farming is the best job I can do,” Nara said, almost delightedly.
“But it took lots of money and time before you realized it,” Takeuchi jokingly teased him.
“Yet, you’re lucky, you drank lots of liquor when I was simply sipping that atomic-bomb bootleg,” Odaira
joined the kidding.
“Well, I’ll never drink foreign liquor again in my life,” Nara replied seriously.
“Say, let’s stop talking. Let’s drink!” Takeuchi shouted and gestured to the Geisha girls, suggesting they pour
more sake for everyone.
Taguchi dead; Kihara and Tobo in the custody of the police, though for different charges; Nara now getting
back to where he came from.
Ten years had passed so quickly—or so slowly, in a sense—Odaira was musing, when suddenly Takeuchi said:
“Let’s the three of us find a bride for Odaira Otherwise he will be simply drinking sake until he passes away!”
“Never mind my business! You’ve two r three mistress. That’ll cover my share. I don’t need any dame around
me!” Odaira shouted, but was soon ashamed as every Geisha looked curiously at him.
He poured himself some sake and gulped it down—trying vaguely to swallow something that he should forget.
55.50 Memoirs Of A Declining Ryukyuan Woman\fn{by Kushi Fusako (1903-1986)} Okinawa, Okinawa Prefecture,
Japan (F) 4
I was visiting a friend who had just returned from a family funeral on our home island. I expected to hear from
her about my mother but was afraid of what she might say. It was hard for me to imagine my mother surviving
this winter with her failing health. and I listened to my friend, feeling as if I had walked out onto thin ice. But she
spoke only of my mother’s unflagging endurance, and I could detect no sign of concealment on her face, which
looked as if it had been freshly swept by the salt sea breeze of our island. Then, sighing deeply, she began to talk
about the state of total exhaustion in Ryukyu.
“It’s pitch-black at night in S City. I heard that all the rich folks there want desperately to move to N to avoid
high taxes. The stone hedges in front of the houses are all crumbling now, and most of the yards inside have been
turned into farm fields. Can you believe that S is still Ryukyu’s second largest city? To make matters worse,
emigration abroad has been banned. People can barely make a living these days by going to work on the
mainland.”
“I know.”
For a time we forgot everything else as we talked of our homeland. My friend, looking worried, explained how
she wanted to bring her mother up to Tokyo and help her start a business selling Oshima trumugi cloth.
“The problem is her tattoo.”
Tattoos have caused suffering in almost every Ryukyuan family. Even if a woman can save enough money to
send several sons to higher school. she is destined to be left behind in her hometown until she dies, thanks to those
tattoos on the back of her hands. In the worst cases, mothers have died without ever knowing the names of their
grandchildren. The more their sons succeed, the more strictly the mothers have to be confined to their “homes,”
where they are given a tiny bit of freedom and supported by whatever petty allowance their sons care to provide.
Of course, there have been a few exceptions.
Ryukyuan intellectuals are not nearly so bold as those Koreans or Taiwanese who live in mainland Japan.
While they openly maintain their customs and manners, we tend to form hidden clusters, like mushrooms, even in
this vast metropolis of Tokyo. Though individuals, we can’t help but share the loneliness of being Ryukyuan, a
loneliness that echoes in our hearts like the sound of the sanshin. Yet we never speak of this plaintive sound. If
one of us broaches the subject. we avert our eyes, coldly, like two cripples passing on the sidewalk.
We are a people in desperate need of some rapid awakening, but only live from day to day mired in vacillation
and pretense, blinded by the deep-rooted mentality of petite bourgeoisie. We always seem to be at the tail end of
history, dragged along roads already ruined by others.
Now other dark thoughts filled my mind as I walked along beside the bergamot orange hedges on the way
home from my friend’s place. I remembered that I was supposed to meet my uncle at a certain train station. He
was another of our people who could not reveal the truth about himself for all the twenty years he had lived in the
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middle of Tokyo. He managed several branches of a company, supervised university and technical school
graduates, and lived in a spacious apartment with a bossy wife and a daughter in her prime who was soon to be
married. Yet he had never disclosed the slightest hint to any of them that he was Ryukyuan.
Before I knew it the faded green train had carried me to X Station, where I went to meet him, as usual, in the
third-class waiting room, covering my face with a shawl. Only a few hours remained before New Year’s Eve, and
there was a tension in the room that reminded me of a tightly wound spring. Everyone looked nervous. Only the
young women, with their hair done up for the occasion in traditional Japanese style, basked in the calm afternoon
sunlight and seemed to glow in anticipation. Watching them, I felt like some alien creature, constantly scratching
my dandruff-filled hair. My body and spirit had all the vitality of a dead cat.
In one corner of the waiting room. a man in an old padded kimono, dirty and worn, was being interrogated by a
policeman. The only reason seemed to be that he’d been lying on the floor. Why are the poor always the first to be
regarded as criminals? Though this seemed to be someone else’s problem. for some reason it disturbed me almost
more than I could bear.
“Hello.”
All at once I noticed my uncle standing in front of me. Without returning my silent bow, he sat down next to
me, clenching a cigar between his teeth. Our awkward conversation lasted about two minutes.
“I’ve just been too busy,” he said brusquely in what sounded like an excuse. “Please send this as usual.” He
took a ten-yen bill out of his wallet and put it down beside me.
“Certainly.”
My answer was also curt, as usual. Our talks always ended quickly.
I gazed after him until his bulky figure had crossed the station square and was swallowed up in the crowd. It
occurred to me that his body blended in well with the city buildings and with his large office desk, which was
piled high with business letters. It was an even more perfect match, I thought, than the plum trees and bush
warblers often portrayed together in traditional Japanese paintings. He was typical of that corporate breed of men
who look as if they were born for these surroundings. Watching his back as he moved away, I felt only a machinelike precision, power, and coldness. The last fading rays of sunset that hovered over the layers of buildings
seemed to reflect the gloom in my heart.
Though I had never met his wife or daughter, from what my uncle said I had a general picture of how he lived.
Of course, I do not know his home address. I once visited his office after finding that address in the telephone
directory, but he had politely forbidden me to come again. This didn’t really bother me, though. since I had no
intention of relying on him for anything.
At home he kept three maids, an elderly handyman, and a piano. This is the story of how he started sending
three yen every month to his stepmother at his other “home.”
One day five years ago he suddenly returned to Ryukyu. Thirty years had passed since he disappeared, shortly
after being discharged from the army somewhere in Kyushu, and people even suspected he had died.
Apparently, he thought my family was still prospering. After giving our name to a ricksha man, he looked all
over town for our house and finally arrived that evening at our wretched little shop, which sat behind a mailbox in
a yard barely ten feet square. My mother bowed down almost to the ground, all in a fluster because she had
mistaken this arrogant-looking man in a Western suit for the tax collector who always scolded her for the way she
kept accounts on items like cigarettes and salt.
My uncle’s own family and relatives, too, had all fallen on hard times. The mistress who had become his
father’s wife was reduced to wearing patched kimonos and lived with his grandmother, now hard of hearing. in a
house with no floor padding under the tatami mats. His grandmother had come to resemble a child fearful of
strangers as she sat facing the wall all day long silently spinning jute yarn. His father’s wife, whose hair had
turned white on top, eked out a living doing errands and washing clothes.
Despite her circumstances, this woman seemed to be the picture of trust and devotion, maybe in part because
his father had so cherished her when he was young. Yet his affection waned after a few years, and his later
profligacy threw her into the depths of despair. It wasn’t long before he lost his head over some woman from the
demimonde and, drawn by lust and her modest fortune, brought her into the house. Now his wife again fell to the
status of maidservant. She slept curled up on the kitchen floor and did all the housework. washing everyone’s
clothes by hand and cooking for all of them. Yet she suppressed the urge to complain, never protesting to anyone.
This was probably why she always looked as if she had just been crying.
It was during this time that my uncle’s younger brother suddenly died, and the young, widowed wife and their
three-year-old boy were added to the impoverished household. His father’s wife, unbearably lonely, welcomed
these new family members. And, while the widow weaved, the wife kept busy doing errands for people and
cooking meals as before, along wilth baby-sitting for her grandson-in-law. Meanwhile, her estranged husband
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tried to make money in the fortune-telling business, but he failed miserably and soon returned to a life of
dissipation with his mistress.
Poverty constantly threatened this complicated family. The mistress’ meager savings were soon exhausted, and
harsh reality was forced upon these two middle-aged voluptuaries. Then one morning, people were astonished to
learn that the young widow had run away. And, less than half a year later, the wayward husband was confined to
bed with tuberculosis. Now they were truly destitute.
After a time, the mistress also ran away, leaving in this ravaged family only a small boy, a tuberculosis patient,
the patient’s senile mother, nearing ninety, and the wife, who was also entering old age. Though she worked to the
very limits of her strength, it was like sprinkling drops of water on parched soil. With that tearful expression on
her face, she made the rounds of every relative she knew, begging for help, but found them all in similar straits.
Occasionally, they would give her twenty or thirty sen, which she spent on sweets for the boy or medicine for her
husband, never thinking of herself. All her clothes were threadbare hand-me-downs from relatives, and the hems
and sleeves would soon be drooping like rags until a sympathetic family member gave her another piece of castoff clothing. Having lost all pride, she received anything they gave her with a childlike delight that had, pitifully,
become second nature by now.
She boiled foreign-grown rice into gruel for her mother-in-law, her sick husband, and the boy; but for herself
she cooked only a few sweet potatoes that would comprise her meals over the next five or six days.
She carried the boy on her back wherever she went. When he cried for a piece of brown sugar, pressing his
head against her back, she felt her heart would break.
“Poor thing. Please don’t cry,” she would say in her faltering voice, trying to comfort him, but she only ended
up bursting into tears herself. It hurt her even more to think that he had given up on real sweets and just asked for
brown sugar. Yet only during the days she spent with the boy did her face, which always had that tearful look,
recover the tiny trace of a smile.
It was on one of those days that her husband finally died, leaving them nothing. Fate is like a rolling stone, and
only God knows where it will stop. With her husband’s death, at least she felt relieved of the burden to support
him. But now the boy, who, though not related to her by blood, had become her only hope in life, came down with
acute intestinal fever, and her world was plunged into total darkness. Like a woman gone mad, she wandered from
doctor to doctor; then, having lost her powers of reason, she went on to try any superstitious remedy anyone
suggested. She even began feeding this seriously ill child huge portions of candy, hoping to make up for his past
malnutrition. Yet no one could stop her from following this blind impulse, for she couldn’t bear the thought of
allowing him to die without eating the sweets he loved.
In the end, his death left her insane with grief. She would gaze into space like an idiot for hours at a time and
walk the streets with lowered eyes, the strands of her disheveled chignon dangling down her back. The little band
of music makers that marched through town one day each week to advertise the movies had once brought the boy
bounding out into the dusty street, but now it came only as a dreadful reminder of him, driving her again to bitter
weeping. The tearful expression on her face grew even more sorrowful, and she seemed to be struggling
constantly against the lure of death.
Yet there was one person who had been utterly indifferent to all these misfortunes: my uncle’s grandmother.
She appeared to accept the deaths of her own son and grandson with equanimity and even grinned when her greatgrandson died. The only noticeable change in her was such an enormous increase in her appetite that she would
ask for breakfast again four or five minutes after finishing it.
This was the state of my uncle’s “home” when he returned after his long absence.
*
Since my uncle hated to stay in his own house, he lodged with my family. Our home consisted only of the
dilapidated store, that ten-foot yard, and a small room of six tatami mats. We could let him use the room, though.
because I had gone to live in the countryside, where I worked as an elementary school teacher.
When my mother took him around to the relatives announcing his return, he was welcomed everywhere with
stained, sagging tatami and chipped teacups. Each family’s conversation, gloomy as the rainy season, was all
about the troubles that weighed down on them. The stone hedges were crumbling, the weeds were growing, and
there were too many old people in the family. Yet instead of sympathy for the miserable state of his homeland, my
uncle seemed to feel only disgust. And. after less than three weeks, he abandoned it again without telling any-one
that he was leaving or where he was going.
“I’ve already transferred my family register to X Prefecture on the mainland,” he explained to someone just
before he left. “In fact, nobody in Tokyo knows I’m from Ryukyu. I do a good business with prestigious companies and have lots of university graduates working for me. You have to understand that if people found out I was
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Ryukyuan, it would cause me all kinds of trouble. To be honest, I even lied to my wife, telling her I was going to
visit Beppu City in Kyushu.”
At first his relatives had been captivated by his success in life and eagerly sought his company, only to have
him reject them, refusing in his disgust even to let them see him off at the pier. He’d acted as if he wanted only to
slice off these creatures that clung to him like octopus legs and get away as fast as he could.
I had known neither of his return nor of his departure until I heard my mother complaining about him. Yet I
could truly sympathize with my uncle, who had only finished elementary school and was struggling to keep up
this pretense to protect the business he had built with his sweat and blood. As I sat in the dirty, horse-drawn
wagon, which bounced and jolted me on the ride back from my mother’s house to the village where I worked, I
could not help reflecting on the decline of our isolated homeland, Ryukyu.
The scenery all around me at dusk evoked poignantly the essence of these islands: sweet-potato vines trailing
on the craggy soil, groves of lanky sugarcane plants, rows of red pine trees, clusters of fern palms, banyan trees
with their aerial roots hanging down in thick strands like an old man’s beard, and the sun setting radiantly in a
shimmer of deep red behind the ridge of hills. It all flowed deep into my heart like the tide that rises to fill the bay.
The sounds of the horse trotting in choppy rhythms along the road and the coachman singing in a low, wailing
voice seemed perfectly suited to our homeland’s decline, as did the coachman’s song in Ryukyuan dialect.
Who are you blaming
with your cries, oh plover?
My heart weeps, too,
when I hear your sad song.
The moon in the sky
is the same old moon as before.
What has changed
are the hearts of men and women.

With its sorrowful strains so common in Ryukyuan lyrics, the song reminded me of a poem by Karl Busse.
Even our songs that aren’t sad often have rhythmic chants of nonsense syllables and melodies of passionate
abandon like those heard in American jazz.
Such music was probably born of the smoldering emotions in a people oppressed for hundreds of years. Yet I
loved this scenery at sunset and yearned for something in myself to compare with its declining beauty.
130.294 The Only One\fn{by Nakamoto Takako (1903-1991)} Yamaguchi Prefecture, Japan (F) 6
Seiko ran into Sumiko’s all excited, jabberting rapidly. It was about their mutual friend, one of the Tachikawa
set, Rose. She had married a GI\fn{ An American serviceman—GI means Government Issue, intended as a sardonic reference .}
and was to leave for America soon.
“She’s some sharp one, that Rose, ain’t she?” finished Seiko, very much affected by the news about Rose.
Sumiko didn’t seem to care at all, though stretched out on her double bed, she just continued all through Seiko’s
tale to smoke and lookup at the sky through the open window. Merely “humping” intermittently, she felt that Rose
was taking a big gamble with her future.
“We are ‘only ones’ and that’s just as good as being married,” she offered.
“No, it’s not,” Seiko answered angrily. “Being married and being an ‘only one’ are two entirely different
things.” She crushed her cigarette with her manicured fingers. “Don’t be a fool,” she continued. “Marriage is the
only thing; we can’t just go on like this forever.”
Sumiko, in her cool and contemptuous manner, saw that Seiko was being terribly stubborn and stupid about the
whole thing.
“Gosh, how I wish John would marry me and take me to America. Wouldn’t you like that too, Sumiko?”
Sumiko just stared at the ceiling and Seiko, seemingly ignored, started pacing the room impatiently. “This
room depresses me,” Seiko said. “Let’s get out of here and go see that amateur play in the village.”
Sumiko, too, wanted to escape from the tenseness of the room. “Yes, let’s. My Robert isn’t coming tonight.”
She got up and dressed quickly.
Outside the air was balmy as they walked towards the village theater. It was a fine spring night and the little
village of Nishitama had almost completely covered all the old scars of the war now six years past.
The theater was small and packed with people—its air was heavy. The first play of the usual multi-featured
program had already started. It was “The Son” by Osanai Kaoru. On stage under the dim lights the story was
approaching its climax. Father, the policeman, stood face to face with his own son, whom he sought in the name
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of the law. As a first attempt by an all amateur cast, the play was effectively done.
The play ended and the lights went on. The audience was quick to notice the presence of Sumiko and Seiko.
Whispers of pon-pon and pon-suke echoed around them, but they were used to this and managed to ignore it with
a studied callousness. There were a hundred and fifty more girls like them in the village, and nobody knew where
they had come from.
The curtain went up for the second play. A young bride and her mother-in-law were arguing about some minor
kitchen matters. “You’re nothing but a daughter-in-law,” the old matriarch screamed. “You keep your place.”
Sumiko bit her lip harder, she fought an urge to leap onto the stage and slap the mother-in-law in the face, as
she had wanted to do many times so long ago. Tears welled in her eyes and rolled down her cheeks. She let out a
soft whimper. Crying at a cheap amateur show like this, she said to herself, but the tears kept coming, threatening
to turn into sobs. Suddenly the curtain was down, the lights were on, and she was aware that the people around
her were staring in amazement, and she heard them whisper, “Imagine! A pon-pon crying.”
She paid no attention, but Seiko did. She pulled at Sumiko hard and insisted, “Let’s get out of here.”
Outside the heavy scent of flowers and new leaves filled the air, and the great change from the mustiness of the
crowded theater left them gasping. The scent and sounds seeped deep into Sumiko and moved her to new tears.
She wanted to go off and cry alone. Seiko was angry.
“You sure made some scene, didn’t you?” she rasped. “They were all looking at us. How could you cry at such
a crummy, low-down ham show anyway?”
“I couldn’t help it. I tried to stop.”
“Sentimentality doesn’t become our type. Now, me, you couldn’t get a drop of tear out of me even if you
shook me upside down. Seeing you cry just makes me sick.”
Sumiko felt as if she had broken some unwritten law of her set. Seiko stamped off furiously, her heels clicking
sharply in the still night.
Sumiko walked on slowly, taking out-of-the-way deserted roads. She was trying to calm her nerves, but the
thickly scented air only seemed to open old memories, and in her loneliness the feelings she had fought down
these ten long years gushed out and took hold of her.
“Alone, all alone,” she cried to herself bitterly.
*
As the little scooter came out of the night and stopped by the side of the house it sounded like the wings of a
huge bird. Then Robert’s face smiled through the window into the room. Sumiko was stretched out on the bed, but
didn’t get up.
Usually, she welcomed him with a hug and kiss, as she had learned from American movies. She knew if she
didn’t she would lose him, and with him her meal ticket. But today she just didn’t seem to care. Ever since that
night of the village lay, she had felt accursed. She had been living, heart and soul, back in those dark days in that
northern village where she ad grown up. Remembering the hopes and aspirations of the young girl she had once
been and looking at herself in her present state left her dispirited.
Seeing that she wasn’t going to get up, Robert rushed into the room and with the extravagant physical
demonstrativeness she felt so typical of Americans, he came towards her. He spread out his hairy arms to take her
to him. She shook her head and fended him off. Robert winced and shrugged his shoulders. He took her hands and
asked, “What’s the matter, baby?”
“Nothing. I just don’t feel so good.”
She put her hand up to her temple, closed her eyes and turned her head to the side. But Robert put both his
hands on her shoulders and sought her lips with his. He kissed her face, took her in his arms and pressed her close
to him. Sumiko felt suffocated, and the smell of his body nauseated her.
Sumiko had black hair and black eyes and her face was yellow. Robert’s skin, though sun-tanned, glowed pink
like all those who eat meat regularly, and his body was covered with fine hair the color of corn. She had held
many men like him these last several years, but today, for the first time, the foreign smell stuck in her nose. Their
bodies were close, but the waters of the Pacific separated them. Sumiko closed her eyes and resigned herself to
what she knew must follow.
Robert sought only to satisfy his own selfish desires and seemed to disregard her feelings altogether. But then
it was his natural right. As an “only one” she was in no position to resist the desires of Robert. It was her lot
always to submit to him, even though afterwards she felt completely empty and drained. His emotions, pent up
these last few days in the confines of a tiny cockpit, allowed only to press buttons and pull switches on his bomb
runs over Korea, had suddenly found an outlet in Sumiko.
Finally, he rose and dressed. His wallet came out of his pocket and a roll of bills appeared on the table. It was
the greater part of his pay, about fifty thousand yen. He sat at the edge of the bed and lit a cigarette. Sumiko did
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not rejoice over the money as she usually did; she put it away and went back to bed.
Fifteen minutes later they were walking along the banks of the Tama River. Unable to stand the silence, she
had suggested a walk and Robert had agreed. He was a happy-go-lucky sort, a sergeant in the Air Force who had
been a clerk in a cannery firm at home. He was over six feet tall and Sumiko, of average Japanese height, did not
even reach his shoulders. Such combinations, though, were not uncommon in this neighborhood. They had
already passed several similar couples and a few “butterflies” as the “only ones” called them, dressed in bright
sweaters and skirt, slitting by in contrast and seeming defiance to the peaceful scene or rolling hills and dark
forests which surrounded them. They passed a young Japanese farm-boy, pulling a cart loaded with honey
buckets. There was the same familiar accusing glare as he looked at Sumiko. She had heard that to oppose the
invasion of her kind of girls, the village had started a young people’s movement. In the young farmer’s eyes,
behind his glare, glowed his dream of some day seeing tractors and combines running the fields of Musashino
Valley.
They reached the river bank where the Tama divided, the larger branch flowing on to the great concrete and
dirt channel that led it on to the great metropolis of Tokyo. In the shallow water of the other branch, the natural
bed of the once great river, she saw some youngsters fishing. As she gazed at them, completely unconscious of
Robert lying stretched out on the grass, the scene changed in her mind to the dirty little creek the flowed by her
home and she saw herself chasing medaka fish with her brother.
The little brook that ran through the buraku, the Eta ghetto, where she grew up was dirty and covered with oil.
The bottom was filled with garbage and the corpses of small animals. Sumiko hatred to play in the dirty creek and
wanted to go to the clear-water brook nearer to town, but her brother would not go because many town children
played there. The wings of revolt that fluttered in Sumiko’s heart were too small to make the flight alone.
She went to the town high school, boarding at a distant relative’s home, and tasted for the first time the free and
happy existence away from the buraku. She decided to go far away from home when she finished high school and
far, far away from the stifling buraku. She hated the outcast blood that flowed in her veins, hated the buraku with
its stinking animal hides that hung in every backyard. The movement to liberate the people of the buraku that had
started right after World War I had penetrated her district by that time, but she remained indifferent to it. She knew
that centuries of prejudice could not be wiped out in a few generations.
The day after her graduation she went to Tokyo and joined her brother who had a job in a munitions factory.
The war in China, which had started while she was in high school. Developed into the Pacific war shortly after
her arrival. Noboru, her brother, was soon drafted.
In the home where she now boarded was a young son who was active in a leftist literary group. Sumiko had no
great intellect and no desire to take part in their activities, but among those who came to the house was one
Weakabayashi Kazuo, a college student. She was attracted to his clean, naïve ways, and he to her passionate eyes
and sensuous red lips.
Once the group was arrested and imprisoned for weeks. She didn’t know why, but she took food and
magazines to them. After their release, Kauzo came not only with the grup but sometimes alone to see her. Often
they would go to the Rokugo Bridge across the Tama River far below where Sumiko now sat with Robert. Air raid
drills were commonplace and there was a feeling of urgency which caused them to draw closer.
The moment finally came, and Sumiko remembered how she wept alone, hiding from everybody. Her heart
leaped with joy a few days later when she received a litter from Kazuo summoning her to his family home. His
mother had consented to their marriage, and Sumiko rushed to her new life in a home bound with ancient
traditions.
Sumiko wanted to return to Tokyo after the ceremony, but Kazuo wanted her to stay with is aged mother
during his absence in service. His mother, old and proud, had dreamed of Kazuo taking a wife from a home of
equal status, and had only consented to this marriage because she was convinced Kazuo would never return alive
from he war. Even at that she was prostrated with shock when the post-marriage investigations revealed that she
was an Eta, a pariah. To this day Sumiko shuddered with rage when she thought back to those dark days after
Kazuo left, just as she had the night at the play.
“It certainly was a good thing that there was no child. Our blood must be kept clean or the curse of our
ancestors would be upon us,” her mother-in-law would confide in her favorite niece, loud enough for Sumiko to
hear. She had wanted this niece for Kazuo’s bride. The particular ancestor, for whom the mother-in-law wanted
the family’s blood kept clean, Sumiko was always reminded, was some vague figure famous in Japan’s dim past.
“That’s right,” the niece would agree sweetly, “the important thing is the purity of the blood.”
Sumiko would shake with rage and pound her head against the stone wall, cursing her own birth. Hot-headed,
strong-willed Sumiko could not endure this long and she fled to her own home. The mother-in-law must have
considered it good riddance, for she never came after her. But to one who despised her origin, the buraku was not
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the right place to start life again. While she spent her restless days under her father’s roof, the war came to an end.
With it, as if shaken by a violent earthquake, the world tumbled around her. Sumiko could not stay any longer
shut up in the buraku, holding the picture of Kazuo.
She fled to Tokyo, the only place on earth where she felt she could spread the wings of freedom and revolt that
had been held down so long. She was startled at but not afraid of Tikyo, with its streets filled with tall, blue-eyed
Gis. She tried to get a job at a factory where she had worked before, but it had shut down when the war ended.
She got a job as a bar girl, lowering herself to that only, she often thought, to spite her mother-in-law. She did not
realize of course that it was a very perverted sense of triumph.
With their warped sense of newly gained freedom, the girls in the quarters where she lived sold themselves
right and left for small luxuries. These things were scarce, she granted, but she remained faithful to Kazuo,
dreaming of the day he would come back to her, thin and wan as she saw the repatriates at the stations.
“Don’t’ be old-fashioned!” the girls would say. “What’s the sense of waiting for someone you don’t even know
is still alive?”
But she feared her faith was not true one night after she had been tricked into a deal with an American by her
best friend. That night, she remembered vividly, she went aback to her room and rolled over and over on the
tatami, crying and laughing. When she got over her hysteria, she calmly burned Kazuo’s picture.
“I can’t face him anymore,” she cried bitterly.
The way after that was preordained, and she followed it. Thickly but well made-up, she picked her own
customers and became an expert at the game. Her spirit of revolt would not allow the various social leeches to
take nearly half her rightful earnings.
Four years after the war she visited her brother who, like many of his people, had gone into the black market
after his return. She learned that Kazuo was back. he had been to her home seeking her, but they knew nothing of
her. He had become very active in the Communist movement and fallen out of touch with Noboru.
Sumiko felt a stab at her heart. “It’s too late, too late. I can’t face him.”
Robert came upon the scene soon after.
A tear rolled down her cheek, her entire conscience embodied in it. Since the night of the play, she had been
existing almost as a living corpse. She could fight the accusing and hateful glances of her own people by glaring
at them in return or merely ignoring and pretending not to see them, but she could not fight back or run away from
the accusing voices in her own heart. She had gone into this life to spite her mother-ion-law and the world, but
wasn’t there some other way out?
The days passed and with them her depressed feeling worsened. Robert continued to come and continued to
release his pent-up emotions on Sumiko. Her long periods of dejection displeased him. She could neither muster
the necessary feelings to hold him fast nor get up enough nerve to part with him altogether, for she had no other
means of livelihood.
Robert was away and Seiko dropped in, dressed in a bright printed skirt and loud make-up. Sumiko looked up
at her and sighed enviously. Seiko was so full of life. At one time, Seiko had been a housemaid in Yokahama. She
had learned enough pidgin English to get along, but could neither read nor write, which caused her quite a bit of
trouble in keeping in touch with her boyfriend. In Yokohama, however, there were students who wrote English
letters for the girls for a small fee, and Seiko patronized these as frequently as she did fortunetellers.
“I just had my fortune read,” Saeiko snapped. “He made me sick. You know what he said?” Her ill-humor
showed openly on her face. “‘You’re not a bad girl,’ he said, ‘but you re too flighty. You should try to settle
down.’ Yeah, that’s what he said,” she pouted. “Imagine, he thought I was a butterfly. So I got mad and told him,
“Don’t make me sick. You may not know it, but I am an ‘only one.’”
“Sure!” Sumiko said simply. She did not say more. Seiko seemed to think that there was all the difference I
the world between a butterfly and an only one.
“Wouldn’t you get mad too,” Seiko continued, “if you were taken for a butterfly?”
“But if we couldn’t be an only one, we would have to become a butterfly.”
“Oh, no, not I, never! I am going to get married and go to America. John always says so.”
Sumiko envied Seiko. She was still capable of having dreams, of thinking of America as a fairyland where
there were no problems. Sumiko had seen too many cases where girls, blinded by this dream, had been smashed
by a sudden change of heart, an unsympathetic chaplain, or harsh immigration laws. They had fallen still deeper
into petty crimes and greater vices or had committed suicide. Sumiko had no more dreams.
“You have no interest in what I am talking about, no sympathy,” Seiko cried. “I can’t imagine John having a
change of heart. I won’t.”
But for all her enthusiasm, Seiko revealed between puffs on her cigarette that all was not serene and peaceful
within her. Sumiko perceived that Seiko and John were not getting along as well as Seiko would have her believe.
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To lose their present men would mean for both the loss of their livelihood. Perhaps that’s all the more why Seiko
clung so fast to her dream, though even she must have realized that the dream was without foundation.
Sumiko had been playing a game of solitaire, a game of fortune-telling. Now, with a casual flip, the ominous
ace of spades stared u at her. Seiko came closer to the table and stared at it.
“Whose is it?” she yelled.
“Nobody’s in particular,” Sumiko answered coolly. “It could be yours and it could be mine. Whoever it is, we
might as well face it. Neither of us will come to a good end, that’s for sure.” Sumiko threw down the cards and lit
a cigarette. Seiko’s cheeks were white.
Seiko glared at Sumiko. “You sure are acting funny lately … depressed and mean.” The she quickly changed
her mood and continued on in her old flighty tone. “Oh, yes, John has been transferred to Fuji and I’m going with
him.” She stood up, smiled, and strode to the door. Sumiko could tell she was only bluffing. Her defiant gestures
confirmed how helpless her position really was.
Seiko turned when she reached the door. “Good-byu. We may leave suddenly, so I may never see you again.”
“You will come to see me if you return, won’t you?” Sumiko said, trying hard to be gentle.
Seiko went without answering. Vain Seiko, poor Seiko, she is through with John. She must be going to Fuji
and the new camp there to seek another partner, Sumiko decided. She had heard that already hundreds of girls had
gathered there.
Sumiko could see a bit of herself in Seiko and a cold chill ran down her spine. She lay on her bed, her arms
crossed on her breasts and her eyes closed. If she had only waited for Kazuo … She pictured herself in her mind’s
eye, baby tied on her back, shopping bag on one arm and worn-down getas on her feet, going from shop to shop
looking for bargains, and she longed, with all her heart, to be as she pictured. “I wonder what he is doing?” and
she felt a million little pangs in her heart.
The sound of Robert’s scooter broke her reverie. Lately, she had noticed he was always in a bad mood. She
knew it was not entirely because of her gloominess. The peace talks that had been going on all summer had gotten
nowhere and the hopes that she was sure Robert entertained of going home to his wife and children had dwindled.
Robert never told Sumiko that he was married, she just assumed it and felt a womanly sympathy towards him and
his loved ones at home.
“Let’s go down to the Ginza and have something to eat,” Sumiko coaxed.
“Okay, anything you want to do,” Robert consented.
When they reached the station, Saumiko saw Harue, a butterfly, buying a ticked to Kure, Kyushu. When she
saw Sumiko, she bowed, showing a respect a lower person always shows to his superior. Harue had come to this
base from Hokkaido last spring; now she was already leaving for Kyushu! What would become of these girls?
Sumiko signed to herself.
Sumiko had heard Harue had been a nurse once. Going home late one night, she was picked up and raped. Her
parents never saw her after that. She was too ashamed to go home and had taken up the trade.
While waiting for the train, they met Robert’s friend, William, with his Japanese girl and their son. The Boy, a
beautiful child of four, had his father’s features and his mother’s complexion. Robert picked up the boy and held
hi high in the air, much to the child’s delight. Sumiko saw in this how much Robert must be longing for his
family. She felt cold and lonely inside.
The peace conference continued to drag on in Korea and Robert continued to fly on his missions. He never
talked much about it to Sumiko and she never cared to hear about it. To live on the money he had earned by
killing other people, was that all her life amounted to? The less she talked about it the better it was.
Then Robert stopped coming. It was not like him. It was not likely that he had gone on to another girl. Maybe,
he had been shot down. She felt little emotion about the latter possibility.
Early one morning a note came from William’s girl. Robert’s plane had not returned from one of his missions.
There was no way of knowing if he was safe or dead. He was merely listed as missing.
Her heart went cold and she could feel the blood leave her face. She felt dizzy and laid herself down on her
bed. But she could not cry.
I am free, she thought. Then she thought of how she would have to make her living. She felt dizzy again, but
still there were no; tears. She felt sorry for Robert, yes. He had wanted so much to go home and with that close at
hand to have to die seemed cruel and unjust. But there was herself to think of now.
She spent the following few days in a despondency never experienced before. She had lost all ambition to go
find another partner, as Seiko had done; she knew there was nothing else she could do to earn a living—not the
kind she had gotten used to since she had met Robert. One night an American plane crashed nearby and burned
several Japanese homes. That night she had a nightmare in which thousands of her own people stood before her
screaming accusations at her for the accident. She woke up in a sweat. The dream shook her spirits, and she made
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up her mind to quit her present life forever.
She dressed as modestly as possible and went to visit her brother Noboru. He had recently found a job in a
butcher shop. When she entered the store, Noboru threw down his butcher knife and hurried her out to a tea shop
a few doors away.
“Good Lord, Sumiko. People can tell right away,” Noboru began even before Sumiko sat down. “You just
don’t look like a decent Japanese girl anymore. Don’t embarrass me.”
“Don’t be like that, please,” Sumiko pleaded faintly. “I tried to dress sensibly, today.”
Noboru dragged on his cigarette, his eyes cast downwards. “I went home the other day,” he started, “they were
worried about you. Cousin Taichi was talking about your Kazuo. It seems he’s become a big shot in the
Communist Party … He’s married again …”
Sumiko’s breathing stopped. She cold hear her pulse beating in her head.
“Taichi is in a movement to liberate buraku people Wants me to go in with him, but I’m not smart after all, you
know …”
Noboru went on, but Sumiko only half heard. After the first of the shock was over, she was able to look into
her own heart objectively and realized that she had still held a faint hope of going back to Kazuo or she wouldn’t
have been shocked so much.
“Why don’t you wash your feet,” Noboru suddenly remarked, “and start anew?”
Sumiko sat up. That’s right, that’s why she had come—to get Noboru’s help. But suddenly she realized tht it
wasn’t as easy as she thought. The gap between herself and society was deeper and wider than she had ever
dreamed possible. She lost courage altogether.
“That’ s what I came to talk to you about, but I have to think it over some more.”
“What do you mean, think it over?”
“I just realized that life isn’t as easy as it seems. I don’t think I can ever lead a straight life again.”
“You fool, you would continued being an embarrassment to your family?” Noboru screamed at her. These
words stung deep and only served to wound her more. She went white with rage.”
“What a thing to say! What a help you are! If that’s all you’re worried about, I’ll never bring you
embarrassment again! I’ll never come to you again!” And she walked out, her brother staring at her back,
dumfounded as she disappeared from his life.
She went to the nearby house of Maki, a friend of hers. Maki had married a third national last year, but lived
with him only three months. He was a Formosan, a dollar broker. He also ran dope in the Tachikawa district and
was hooked up with international gambling groups on the Ginza. Three months after their wedding, he got wind
that the police had something on him and disappeared. Now Maki rented a room in Showa-machi, the tremendous
new gay quarter, and was in business again as a butterfly.
Maki was in her room. She greeted Sumiko sympathetically in her usual open manner. “You might as well
realized, Sumiko,” she started, while preparing tea, “yes, you’d better realize that once you fall into this life, you
can’t get out. It don’t do you no good to year for a home life.”
There was more truth in Maki’s words than Sumiko would concede, or Maki, too, for that matter.
“Why, we can’t even cook rice proper. We don’t know how to sew or wash. Too much trouble to raise kids.”
She laughed hollowly. “All we know how to do is rub a man’s back.”
Yet Maki seemed to enjoy her life. Sumiko envied this, just as she had envied Seiko. Maki was the type born to
the life. Even Sumiko, a woman, was aware of the sex the oozed from Maki’s being. Sumiko watched the smoke
of their cigarettes rise and disappear into nothingness and her own spirit went with it.
The realization that she could never go back to a decent life, that she could never walk the same road with the
rest of her people, not even her own brother, let alone Kazuo, hit her harder than anything else had so far. The
year was drawing to its end, and people everywhere hustled about preparing to greet the new year. The rush of
their movement seemed to stir up cold breezes that flowed into Sumiko’s already cold heart.
One day just before Christmas, she made up her mind to end her meaningless life. To her great disappointment,
mingled, however, with a slight joy she could not deny, the overdose of sleeping tablets she took proved no poison
to her system. Too long had she been addicted to the tablets to get a normal night’s sleep. When she came to, the
sun was setting in the west and its faint cold winter light filled her drab room.
If I can’t die, I must live, she thought to herself. And to live I must do the only thing I know. She closed up her
house and rented a small room in Showa-machi near Maki.
“You can bring guests in,” the old landlady said, “but I don’t want you bringing business here.” Sumiko didn’t
mind this. At least this way, she could keep some remnant of independence and decency. She was through being
an only one. Better to be a butterfly and free even if a butterfly of a cheaper type than she had been before she had
met Robert.
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She decided to make the Tama-no-ya her regular hotel. She took her first guest thee and a boy brought in some
cheap whiskey and a light snack. She got up and locked the door and went back and sat on the edge of the bed.
Her guest poured a big shot of whiskey and downed it in one gulp. He glared at Sumiko and appraised her body,
her past, her present, he future, and all its immediately possibilities and potentialities in one long lewd glance.
Sumiko winced at the passion and violence she saw in that glance. She expected him to pounce on her with a
bestial growl and to give vent in one violent spasm to all that had been behind that long glance. All he required of
her was a piece of flesh to get his money’s worth. In her mind’s eyesshe pictured the fight between some prehuyman stone-age man and woman, and prepared herself.
He looked down at her, the soul of a primeval male subjugating the female to his will reflected in his eyes.
Sumiko killed all her emotions and coldly set about to calculate the other’s ardor and desire. She would measure
mechanically how animal-like are the desires of those who satisfy their hungers through money and physical
power.
She despised more and more her inability to wash her hands of this life. She learned techniques to please men
more. The hotels where she went with her guests took a large percentage of her earnings, but still she thought it
better than suffering the loss of her last escape into decency and independence by using her own room.
The year ended and the world rejoiced at the new year, the year in which the peace treaty was to take effect and
Japanese would once again be free men. But to Sumiko it all made little difference. She stood at her street corners
rain or snow.
One time she picked up a blue-eyed youngster who had no money to pay when the business was over. She had
to sand the hotel fee. After that she checked whenever he came to the hotel looking for her. She would ask
sarcastically, “Got money today?”
“Sure,” and he would pat his breast pockets.
“Let’s see,” she would ask. But the bills he took from his pocket were all military script of small value.
“You think you can buy me with this?” she shouted in his face. “You must think you’re some slick operator!
Now, get out!”
She walked back to the kitchen, opened the cupboard where she kept her own bottle, lifted it to her mouth, and
sucked several large gulps. She fell on the bed in a heap, her face down. She didn’t want anyone to see her cry.
She stayed in her room for the next few days. In her veins a living venom, capable of rotting her very brain,
was advancing into the final stage of its attack; a condition so inevitable she had never bothered to think about it.
Winter and spring came and went. On the first of May, not realizing what day it was, she went to a movie. On
her way home, she saw a crowd gathering talking excitedly of what had happened in downtown Tokyo that day.
“It was awful. All those beautiful automobiles all upset and burnt.”
Sumiko could only catch fragments of their conversation. First she couldn’t figure what it was all about, but as
it gradually came to form a coherent picture in her mind, she trembled with fear.
You will be next, she heard the whispers inside, and she knew she couldn’t run away this time.
Pon-Pon! The voice inside her whispered again.
When the news of the anti-American riots were confirmed on the radio that night, she groaned. She pictured
herself being dragged about over flaming coals by a demon, the hot flames licking at her face and body. She saw
the flames engulfing her and the hideous grin of the devil laughing at her, his lips parted from ear to ear.
The laughter of the devil echoed sharply in her head as she staggered across the room to her bureau drawer.
The cackle grew louder as she took Robert’s old jackknife from the drawer.
Could it be that the venom had finally reached her brain?
She held it high, ready to plunge it deep into her throat the instant she heard the devil laugh again.
130.362 Morning Mist\fn{by Nagai Tatsuo (1904-1990)} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (M) 8
“I shall see you later, then.”
“Yes.”
Having carefully tied his shoes, the solidly built old man stood up, deliberately turned around, and, as always,
took a large watch from his pocket.
“This evening, I think I shall be home about five—five-seventeen.”
“Yes.”
In contrast to the elaborate formality of X’s speech, this second quick “yes” from the old wife, who was seeing
him to the door, was dry and terse as only long years of married life could have made it.
X’s black briefcase was always puffed like a small pig. The question of what it contained will come up for
discussion later; for the present, let us say that I imagined it to be stuffed with textbooks, reference works,
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examination papers, and the like.
He picked it up, put his hand to the glass door, and started out. There was a certain hesitation in his step,
however. He laid the briefcase down again.
“I believe I said five-seventeen.”
“Yes.”
“That was a mistake. I shall be home at five-seven.”
“Yes.”
Briskly and quite without concern, the wife put away the shoehorn and stepped into a pair of clogs. As if to
follow him out or perhaps to chase him out, she went to the door, took a broom, and turned the corner of the walk
toward the kitchen. She wasted neither time nor ceremony. The walk inside and outside the gate was to be swept.
The footsteps of X, who must by then have gone some distance, came nearer again.
“A little while ago—”
“Yes.”
“I said five-seven. But today it will be five-seventeen after all.”
“Yes. I see.”
Shifting the heavy briefcase to a hand constantly exposed to the ravages of chalk, X set off for work, need not
end here. Indeed the retreating figure suggests that he may be back; but I shall eliminate the repetitions.
One knows that the wife’s answers were not an expression of that drying up of love one so often sees. Quite
the reverse: to shore up his feelings of security and to speed his decision, she had to make her answers as
unvarying as possible.
It had taken her some time to hit upon the dry “yes.” If the answer was even a little complicated—“I
understand,” or “Is that so?”—or if it was different from the answer of the day before, she would know the sorrow
—she had know it more than once—of troubling his decision. One day he had come all the way back from
Shibuya to inform her of a change in his schedule.
He was under no obligation to specify the time of his return. No complications in his family life required it.
I myself have been working for nearly ten years now; and it rather amused me once to learn that carp in a
fishing pond follow fixed and invariable paths. The working man is very much like the carp. He is most reluctant
to move from the familiar rut. Except for pressing business or an emergency, he has no wish to change his route to
work, even though he ought to be thoroughly sick of it.
If it were suggested that X’s ritual was unhealthy, I think we could answer that he shared a disease from which
all working men suffer to some extent.
X was living in a suburb of Tokyo.
He was ten minutes’ walk from the station. At Shibuya he changed from the suburban electric to the
government line, which took him to a certain middle school in the heart of the city.
As if pressed from a die, his teaching life had now gone on for seven or eight years since he bought his house
on royalties from Examinations Made Easy, and we may therefore say that his everyday routine, of a sort that the
reader will have no trouble in imagining from his own school days, had been rather a long one. If I had feared
having X come into the mind as stereotype, I could have used an opening from a short I happened to have on
hand, by M. de Maupassant:\fn{Guy de Maupassant (1850-1893), French author.}
Old M. Taille had three daughters: The oldest, Anna, of whom the family seldom spoke; Rose, the second, aged
eighteen; and Claire, the youngest, a child of barely fifteen. M. Taille, a widower, was master mechanic in M.
Lebrument’s button factory. He was much respected, very honest, and very sober, a sort of model workman. The family
lived on the Rue d’Angoulême in Le Havre.

Indeed it would have done my story no harm to be transported to a small city in France or America.
If, having come upon them, I had made use of these random sentences, I would have found that remark about
honesty and sobriety quite appropriate. One is not to suppose, however, that X had three daughters, Anna, Rose,
and Claire.
X was not my teacher, and it was by accident that I moved into a house very near his in the last years of his
life. This little story really begins with a visit to his house at the invitation of his son, who had been my friend and
classmate through high school and college, and whom I chanced to meet, for the first time in some years, on the
platform of his suburban station. The war had just begun.
*
On the appointed Sunday afternoon, I was shown into the sitting room by the old wife. She said that her son
would be home shortly. I was much impressed with her close-knit tidiness; then, when the husband sat facing me,
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I was still more impressed, somehow, by the simple fact that age had come upon him. It was not an impression of
unhealthiness. It was a feeling of, literally, age. A general slackening had come over the well-fleshed and rather
large figure.
Apart from that, the careful politeness of his speech was at least twice as pronounced as I had remembered.
“You know Mr. Iké,” said the wife, introducing me. “He used to come often. A friend of Yoshihidé’s.”
“Is that so, is that so? It was extremely good of you to come. Yoshihidé is deeply in debt to you.”
His place by a window seat had a well-used look about it. Clearly it was where the old man sat. Neatly piled by
the wall in yellowed bindings were several of the familiar quick courses in mathematics of which he was the
author, membership lists for academic societies, alumni registers for middle and high schools, and the like. But
even more familiar was the black briefcase, showing some wear, it was true, but nonetheless staunch on the
window seat where he could reach it, and puffed like a small pig, just as I had seen it the day before.
The wife said that her husband had resigned from a certain middle school three or four years earlier, and that
he had now also given up his mathematics courses in Kanda.
During this brisk narrative, X sat with rigid formality, slightly bowed, hands on knees.
When his wife left the room, I had no choice but to talk as best I could of the old days, mostly of my friendship
with Yoshihidé. He nodded and gravely answered “I see” each time I spoke.
The door opened. I thought Yoshihidé was back; but I soon knew, from the voice in the hall and the
youthfulness of the footsteps, that it was someone else. At the door to the sitting room a loud voice announced
that its owner was home. He roughly threw down a bundle, then saw that there was company. It was Yoshihidé’s
youngest brother, ten years younger than he. There could be no doubt about the identity of the still-growing boy,
perhaps a middle-school student in his third or fourth year.
“Hello. It’s been a long time.”
I smiled at him. He stared for a moment, and seemed on the point of saying, “Oh, it’s you, is it?”
Instead he said, “It has been a long time,” and bowed.
X, who was sitting stiffly before me, returned the bow ceremoniously.
“It was extremely good of you to come.”
The brother was already out of the room. X remained quietly in control of himself, but my own confusion was
mounting. He spoke, again with great dignity.
“I’m very sorry, but might I know your name?”
“Iké Takeichirō, a classmate of Yoshihidé’s.” It seemed to me that a touch of liveliness came over his face. He
put on his spectacles and had no trouble finding our high-school register in the heap by the wall. Assiduously he
ran his finger through the I’s.
“Iké—Takeichirō. Here it is, here it is. Well, well. 15c, C-1, Nishi-kata-machi, Hongō.”
“I lived with my father in Nishikata-machi until a couple of years ago.”
His voice had suggested that reminiscences of Nishikata-machi were coming. Instead he flicked over the
pages.
“Nishikata-machi—6E. Itō Shōtarō. Class of 1919, is it? Youknow him?”
“Nineteen nineteen. That was some years ahead of me.”
“I see. Nishikata-machi. Here. Konuma Haruo. Was he near you?”
“I don’t remember a Konuma in the neighborhood.”
“I see. Nishikata-machi, 96A. Kawakita Chigusa.”
So it went. I was offered name after name from Nishikata-machi and when one of them aroused a flicker of
memory, I took my stand. I said I knew him. I though I had seen the shingle of a doctor by that name. “I believe
he was a doctor.”
At last satisfied, X took his spectacles by the bow and smiled at me. “That’s right. That’s quite right. Tokyo
Imperial University Medical School, class of 1928, it says.”
“Was he one of your students, sir?”
I thought the question might interest him, but he answered: “Never met the gentleman.”
He returned the register to its place, reached for the black briefcase in the window, and let it fall heavily at his
knee.
“Something very, very good in here,” he said, opening the briefcase as if it contained rare treasures and taking
out several bundles of post-cards. “I suppose you know the famous novelist Ōmichi Saburō?”
“I’ve read his things in newspapers and magazines, I believe.”
“Of course you have. This one is 1941. This one is 1938. And here—here is Ōmichi Saburō’s New Year card
for this very year. His real name is Noguchi Kunihiko—here, in parentheses. And here is Takahashi Goichirō. You
must know him. He was elected to the Diet\fn{ The Japanese Federal Parliament.} from Chiba last year. He was a hard
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one to manage, but he’s done well for himself.”
He shot them at me like the names in Nishikata-machi. I had to view card after card after card from his students.
In the case of Ōmichi Saburō I saw cards for the last five years.
“I take them to school with me. To the lectures in Kanda too. I take them out when I have a minute to spare
and look at them over a cup of tea. Endlessly fascinating. Why else would I have kept them these fifteen years?”
I felt a surge of I hardly know what—call it sympathy, call it pity. “A remarkably good way to entertain
yourself,” I was able to say without affectation.
Yoshihidé’s brother came in with tea, apparently brewed in some haste. I pointed to a tennis racket on the
veranda.
“You play tennis?”
“My brother does.” Embarrassed, the boy stood up to leave. He turned back from the door. “It’s time to heat
the bath, Father,” he blurted out, and almost fled from the room.
“Tennis is a good game. You let the ball go, and you drive it cross-court like this. That’s when it’s really good.”
X showed no sign of having heard his son. Gently raising his left hand with the elbow forward, he clenched his
right hand and brought it diagonally down across his chest.
At this point a somewhat flustered Yoshihidé hurried in, apologizing for his tardiness. He had had business,
and one interview had not been enough to finish it. X sat with the briefcase and several bundles of postcards
before him, and remarked in the midst of the apology: “You let the ball go, and you drive it cross-court like this.”
He served again. I tried not to notice. I said that I was surprised to see how near we lived. I said the brother was
the image of the Yoshihidé of our high school days. X raised his left arm, brought his clenched right hand
diagonally forward, and half rose from his seat.
“You let the ball go,” he said, “and you drive it cross-court like this.”
Acutely uncomfortable, I fell silent. Yoshihidé stood up and put his arm around his father’s shoulders.
“You let the ball go. …” The left hand rose again.
“It’s time to heat the bath, Father. Suppose we go.”
The old man got up without a protest.
“Suppose I go and heat the bath,” he said.
After seeing him to the door, Yoshihidé pushed the postcards out of sight. “The old man’s in his second
childhood. We don’t know what to do with him.”
I left toward evening. As I passed the hedge, I saw X squatting by the boiler, busily shoving in wood. I spoke
across the hedge to his wife, who was bustling about the kitchen. Though he was less than a yard away from he,
X’s attention did not leave the bath. I might as well not have been there.
*
Some two weeks later, Yoshihidé called me in for consultation. Thereafter I frequently visited the X house.
Yoshihidé had chosen the girl he wanted to marry, but his parents would not give their consent.
To make quite sure of my ground, I met the girl and talked to her. She was bright and good natured, a girl in
whom I could find no fault. Everything promised a happy marriage, and I concluded that I must help them. With
the girl’s permission, I went cautiously to work.
On my next visit, I introduced myself as before, and again was questioned about Nishikata-machi. This time
Yoshihidé had told me what to do. I expansively admitted knowing everyone on the list. As Yoshihidé had
predicted, X’s happiness was extraordinary. His spirits brightened, his memory seemed to come back, and by fits
he spoke of how it had been when I had come visiting as a school friend of Yoshihidé’s.
I even went home with a present.
It was a commodity new on the market: the spring clothespin. Bringing a large cloth bundle from a back room,
X dropped two bunches of clothespins into my hand. He had some days earlier passed a night stall by the station,
Yoshihidé told me, and bought out the stock of clothespins.
I had heard that X was an expert calligrapher, and I next brought a doorplate to be inscribed. I have said that
my name is Iké Takeichirō. Because it can be misread Ikétaké Ichirō, I asked him to leave a space between the
first character and the other three. He happily agreed, and he did not again forget my name.
I had been reminded of his talent by the bath pails out drying in the garden. On the bottom of each round and
oval wooden bucket, a beautifully written character—“Upper,” “Lower,” “Men,” “Women,” and so on—testified
to X’s love of hygiene and order. Somehow those round “Men” and “Women” made me think of masks for “good
people” and “bad people” in a morality play—which subject reminds me of another performance.
X never missed his radio calisthenics. Hardly calisthenics—he moved his arms and legs at random, after a
style quite his own. Sometimes he would sit on the parlor floor and flex his wrists, sometimes he would kneel and
shake his head. The spectacle was effective comedy; but, for X, radio calisthenics were as serious as prayer.
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Not only was he, like M. Taille “very sober,” he was much attached to life, and he had long made a point of
trying out everything said to be good for the body.
As the years passed, respect for details had become an obsession, and attachment to life a blind clinging; and
the health prescriptions left to him had gradually dwindled to the bath and calisthenics.
The precision one noted in the bath buckets characterized the workings of the house. From the places at the
table, to the setting of the tableware, to the arrangement of the bedding, there was nothing that had not had its
order preserved for decades.
When, for unavoidable reasons, a rule had to be broken, X’s uneasiness wrung one’s heart.
One day I was discussing the marriage problem with Yoshihidé in the garden cottage that was later to be his
and his wife’s. There wee persistent indications of quarreling out by the kitchen door. Summoned by the old
woman as the tension mounted, Yoshihidé was slow in coming back. I slipped on a pair of clogs and went out
through the garden for a look. In the narrow passage between the bath and the hedge, X was muttering something
and walking back and forth in small, fretful steps, his hands clasped behind his back. His face registered the
blackest dejection.
“But it’s nothing aqn amateur can do, Father. The heater will have to be changed.” Yoshihidé had his head in
the oven.
“Can’t something be done? Can’t something …?” There was a tremor in the old man’s voice as he stopped
behind Yoshihidé.
The old woman was standing in the kitchen door.
“It’s exactly as I’ve been telling you,” she said sharply.
“Will it kill you to go without a bath for a day or two?”
“Oh, Mr. Iké. Can’t something be done?” The shattered face turned toward me.
To hide my confusion, I looked into the oven from beside Yoshihidé. The leak was large—that much anyone
could see. X had been trying desperately to light a fire in the wet oven, and half-burned bits of paper and wood
were scattered about as if to punctuate the long argument.
Yoshihidé and I quieted him and saw him into the sitting room. After turning on the radio and assuring him that
the younger brother would be sent for a plumber, Yoshihidé signaled with his eyes that we should withdraw to the
cottage.
Time after time we heard his father calling to his wife in the kitchen, asking if the boy had come back. When
the sound of opening and closing doors stopped, there was a strange silence through the house.
I do not know how long it was before we heard a shriek from the old woman. “In bed already, and it’s broad
daylight. Whoever heard of going to be without dinner, and you’re no baby or invalid either! I won’t have it! I
won’t!”
I remember the chill that passed over me: X might well be taking to his bed for good.
As long as order was preserved, life was preserved. Yoshihidé and I at length realized that this philosophy
explained the complications in the way of his own marriage.
When the subject came up, the mother would say: “Whatever is all right with your father is all right with me.”
And the old man would say, slowly and with great dignity: “We shall give the matter careful consideration, and
let you know our decision.” There the matter ended.
Though I was determined to act with restraint and deliberation, it was not always easy to hide my impatience.
Then one day: “Mr. Iké, there is something I greatly regret having to tell you.”
Given the importance of my mission, I was naturally startled by these grave words.
“In the matter of the plate with which you entrusted me some days ago.”
“I beg your pardon?”
“Since you told me you wanted a space left between family name and given name, I searched with
considerable diligence for an example in Chinese texts and other materials at my disposal, and it now seems safe
to conclude that precedents do not exist. I took responsibility upon myself, and have therefore been casting about
for a solution. Now I have resolved to ask that you release me from the obligation. I must beg your forgiveness. I
am truly sorry.”
He bowed deeply. I could think of no way to apologize for having let such a trivial request cause him such
pain.
“I see. My ignorance is appalling.” I then asked if I might not have him write my name according to the rules,
and happiness flooded his face. He would do it immediately—he was most engaging as he turned to his brush and
ink.
A neighbor noticed the plate, which I hung out with slightly mixed feelings. It was the beginning of the war,
and neighborhood associations\fn{For air-raid warning, fire protection, evacuation, relief-distribution and so on. } were just
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being organized. As the praise was lavish, I mentioned the name of the calligrapher. My neighbor, who had a
position in a Mitsubishi manufacturing company, said that he knew the gentleman—in fact had heard him speak
of calligraphy when they chanced to be together two months before at the wake of a certain scholar. My neighbor
was an authority on aeronautics, familiar to all of us as chief engineer for his company. I knew too that he lived
between our station and the next.
“A fine old gentleman in an old-fashioned frock coat. He sat bolt upright half the night. A distant relative of the
dead man?”
“Probably not a relative but a middle-school teacher,” I answered.
“I think I understand, then. You remember the funeral in front of the station a couple of weeks ago? At the
Hakusensha?”
“I don’t believe I noticed. The laundry, is it?”
There was a shabby little business district by the station, no more than twenty shops in all. Toward the middle
was the laundry, a blue shack probably painted by the owner himself.
“I came home on the last train and heard chanting. Five or six people from the neighborhood were in for the
wake. And there was that same old man, I’m sure it was he, sitting bolt upright in his frock coat. It seemed odd,
but I suppose it had something to do with his teaching.”
I asked Yoshihidé, who frowned and broke in before I had finished.
“The old man has gone to the funeral of every last friend and acquaintance, near and far, rain and shine. You
didn’t know? And now that he’s retired at home he goes to all the wakes in the neighborhood. Old residents call
him the funeral man. He never has anything to eat or drink, though.\fn{ As at Irish wakes, it is customary in Japan for food
to be served at comparable Japanese occasions.} The nickname means that he’s a little odd, not that he’s looking for free
meals.”
*
My friendship for Yoshihidé aside, I was more and more sure that both for Yoshihidé himself and for his family
the girl he had chosen was the best he was likely to find.
The girl and I conspired in a harmless way to have her visit the house. The conspiracy went smoothly, but it
did not good whatsoever. Time passed. I became aware of something besides the old man’s irresolution. Though
she may not have been conscious of the fact herself, the old woman revealed in her words and acts the maternal
jealousy one sees when the moment arrives to decide upon a mate for a son. Yoshihidé had to be stirred to action.
Yoshihidé’s absolute weapon was not of a violent nature, as I learned after he had used it. With the permission
of a young uncle, his mother’s brother, he hid himself for about a week in the uncle’s house and made it appear
that he had run away from home. The uncle and I were to solve his problem in his absence. As the uncle put it,
there was no need for low comedy. He wanted to teach his sister a lesson, however, and he thought there might in
the future be considerable advantage from “rebaptizing” the unworldly mother who would one day\fn{ Upon the
death of her own husband.} have to live with the young couple. And there was Yoshihidé’s own view:
“It’s because of my father’s attachment to life that he’s getting old in such a hurry. His obsession with fixed
routines, his fear of letting anyone new into the house—it all comes from a blind fight to hold on to what he has
left of life. Both my parents think a woman is out to steal their son; but as far as the old man is concerned, I’ll
really be playing the part of the affectionate son when I put an end to the nonsense for good.”
Since the “low comedy” on the small stage of the X house made me a trifle uncomfortable, I shall describe
only the essentials.
Yoshihidé disappeared, leaving a farewell letter behind. The next day I visited the silent house. The old woman
came hesitantly to the door. She was most upset.
“Mr. Iké. Yoshihidé—But come in. Father, Mr. Iké is here.” As she led me down the hall she gave me an
emergency report. My own disingenuousness rather repelled me. The uncle had only that morning told me what I
have recounted here, and I had come in disguise, so to speak.\fn{ I.e., in the disguise of a man of ignorance, as knowing
nothing of what had happened.}
“See? Look at him! he’s completely useless when you need him most.” The old man was sitting bolt upright at
his usual place in the parlor. “Ask him what he’s been thinking about since last night, Mr. Iké. He won’t say a
word to me. He won’t understand how I feel.”
X remained silent as I sat before him, though the upper half of his body swayed slightly. He would not usually
have been guilty of such laxity.
“Mr. Iké, Rasselas—” grave words came from him, words for which my ears were not prepared—“Rasselas
was too happy and went out to seek unhappiness.”\fn{ Rasselas: a novel (1759) by Samuel Johnson, the moral of which is that
life everywhere is in a state in which much is to be endured, but little is to be enjoyed.}
It was not only my ears that were unprepared for this remark. Between us was the profile of the old woman, a
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trace of whiskers apparent on the upper lip. She was looking at her husband in complete bewilderment.
“Rasselas was too happy and went out to seek unhappiness.”
His eyes were on the floor. Each word had its own special dignity, just as when he had first made the
statement. After a short pause, he began again.
The wife suddenly turned to me. “Think of it! An oldest son, and not just an adolescent either, leaving two old
parents and running away from home. Neither his father nor myself ever did a thing to deserve it.” She spoke as if
she could hold herself back no longer. For a moment she was choked with tears.” High school and college—you
can’t imagine the sacrifices we made for him.”
“Rasselas was too happy and went out to seek unhappiness.”
I do not know which of the two made me the more uncomfortable. Rasselas, Rasselas. Clearly it was the name
of a person. Someone in Shakespeare? Horace? Homer? Rasselas, Rasselas. I looked at the ceiling and sought to
distract myself with these queries.
“If he wants to get married, let him get married,” said the old woman. “But why can’t he come out and tell us,
like a man? Weak, spineless, that’s what he is.”
Some one in Roman mythology? That was it. The name had the sound of Roman mythology. A calm
satisfaction came over me. But X was speaking again:
“Rasselas. Rasselas was too happy—”
“Oh, shut up! What the devil does it matter if Rasselas was happy? Will that foreigner bring Yoshihidé back?
You’re useless enough anyway, and you’re worse with Rasselas around. I say he can go to the devil.”
Even X seemed a little surprised. He looked into his wife’s face, over which tears were again streaming. I was
pulled from my meditations.
“Right, Father? Have I even once objected to this woman he wants to marry? That I have not! I’ve been quietly
encouraging him all the time. The trouble is with you—you and your indecision. Mr. Iké knows all about it.”
The battle is won, I thought.
X had regained his self-possession. He was looking at the floor, and he seemed about to say something of
Rasselas. In knew how to manage him. I put my arm around his shoulders, as Yoshihidé would have done, and
spoke into his ear:
“Don’t worry. I’ll be responsible. I’ll bring him back.”
He nodded. The movement came to me warmly from his shoulders.
*
Having received a pretty young lady, the X house became more peaceful than ever. Yoshihidé told me that his
father, so attached to fixed routines, took no notice of the cottage in which the young couple lived. All was quiet.
The old woman seemed to dry and shrivel, but she continued to bustle around the house.
We knew, as rations from the neighborhood association became smaller, that the war was approaching a crisis.
The time came when Yoshihidé and I had as much spending money at the end of a month as at the beginning.
There was nothing in the city to buy.
For six months X had been muttering something about dizzy spells. One day, before spring came, he fell dead
of a heart attack. He was seventy-three or seventy-four, I believe. At the wake and the funeral there were probably
people from the neighborhood who thought that only the February cold had kept the “funeral man” away.
The funeral was simple, as the times demanded. Tidying up afterward, Yoshihidé came upon his father’s diary.
A diary I call it, but it was in fact a series of brief, cryptic notes, many quite undecipherable, in an old
memorandum book. Evidently he had disliked rain. On rainy days the entry was limited to a single word: “Rain.”
But what most startled Yoshihidé was that there were entries for a full week after his father’s death, written in
his father’s hand. Suddenly cold, Yoshihidé glanced over the last pages. He was unable to hold back tears at what
he saw:
February 11: Clear. Two rolls. Sweet.
February 12: Very clear. By the calendar the cold season is over. Colder than ever. Fish chowder. Rice curry
February 13: Very clear. Three pieces of candy. Sweet. A pint of milk. No rations.

And so forth. I doubt if one can say that X picked too late a day to die. More terrible days were to come before
the whole district was finally reduced to ashes.
When I heard of the diary from Yoshihidé, I thought of one morning late in the previous autumn when I had
seen the old man and woman as probably no one else ever saw them. I never told this to Yoshihidé.
*
In October, my wife had had her first child.
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Several hundred yards from the railway there was a fairly large hatchery;\fn{ For fowl.} and the times were still
such that a regular customer, if he did not mind risking a fruitless walk early in the morning, might every other
week or so buy a few eggs. If he was very lucky, he might even go home with several ounces of chicken.
The appointed morning each week was the morning when life seemed most worth living.
I left home at about six. It was early November, and already chilly. Though I did think it rather a heavy mist, I
did not realize, in the semi-darkness, how heavy it was. As the headlight of the earliest train moved slowly past
the crossing, I saw that it was a fog such as we had not recently had. I crossed the tracks. I knew the road well, but
I felt a childish thrill at each step. Only my head and shoulders floated above the fog. My heart raced at the
thought of the hatchery, however, and I did not let the fog delay me.
I was to be disappointed. A military supply unit had advanced upon the place the day before and taken all the
eggs. I had to be satisfied with three that had just been laid, indeed were still warm. Even so, I could hardly call
myself unlucky.
The barracks-like hatchery was dark on the brightest day. Restraining the impulse to rush home and pass the
spoils on to my wife, I started for an old chair far back in the dim earth-floored room and filled my pipe with the
powdery war-time tobacco. The small eastern window suggested that day had at length come. I bent to look out.
The fog was hardly a fog any more, though the distant woods were still wrapped in white, and here and there a
wisp sped to the west over the open fields. Lights faded and reappeared in the distance, marking the speed of the
fog.
A human form passed from left to right, startlingly close to the window. A hunting cap and stick—it was X. A
step or two behind, in the baggy trousers that were standard wear for women in those times, was his dry, shriveled
wife.
Padding about in rubber boots, the owner of the hatchery wiped his hands, opened the wooden door, and came
back into the empty building. As the two figures disappeared from the window, he spoke to them at the door.
“Good morning. Sorry, nothing today. But now that you’re here, suppose you have a raw egg, each of you. … I
beg your pardon?”
I first heard the old woman’s thanks. Wondering whether to speak to them or wait for them to leave, I decided
upon the latter course. I felt the eggs still warm in my pocket. As the rubber boots came near again, I walked to
the door. I asked about the old couple as I paid for the eggs.
“That old fellow? He says his eyes are going bad on him, and he comes in to drink blood when I’ve been
killing chickens.”
I noticed that the cage usually full of chickens for the slaughter was missing. The place was quiet—there was
not a single lamenting voice. If I had to see the old couple at the hatchery, I had picked a good day.
If I left now, I would overtake them, each with an egg; and overtaking them, I would have to speak. I finally
turned to the left, choosing a slightly longer route through the cedar grove.
Among the trees, green with the last of the fog, the cold air washed my shoulders. I thought again of that
soliloquy—I had almost forgotten it—and I said twice to myself:
“Reasselas, Rasselas was too happy and went out to seek unhappiness.”
*
I am among those who were fortunate enough to return from the war. In the jungles and on the hills I called to
Rasselas as to a guardian deity. I have never had the energy to find out who he was.
130.398 The Black Kimono\fn{by Koda Aya (1904-1990)} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (F) 8
Chiyo quivered in the intensity of her resolve, all the resolve of the sixteen-year-old. For the first time she was
going out among people as her mother’s representative—it was to her uncle’s funeral—and she meant to perform
all the adult duties that went with being a representative. The resolve growing as she stepped off the streetcar, she
marched off toward the temple with her head high and her shoulders back.
She had taken great pains to tone down her clothes. The kimono was much too somber for her age, the
stockings were white, strips of black cloth were wound around the thongs of the sandals. But even so the
discomfiture of not having a real funeral kimono lay over her spirits like dust. “What does it matter? I’m still in
school, after all,” she had said, very much the self-sufficient child reared by but one parent, as she threw off her
mother’s objections and left the house; but now she saw with some uneasiness how badly put together her funeral
dress really was.
She stopped short in astonishment at the temple gate. It appeared that an earlier funeral was not yet over.
Under awnings along either side of the granite walk stretched white-covered tables, and three gentlemen, at ease
in shirt sleeves and striped trousers, were quietly at work on something. At the main hall, straight ahead, three
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workmen faced this way and that as they worried over a confused mass of real and artificial flowers. The temple
under the hot sun of rainless late July, was aloof and undisturbed. It was just after eleven, and the funeral was to
begin at two. Chiyo had meant to be there in time to help get ready for the hearse, and it had not occurred to her
that there might be another funeral in the morning. She was far too early. What was to be done? And then her eyes
fell on a sign under the awning: “Funeral of the Late—” It was not a stranger’s funeral after all. It was her uncle’s.
But would her uncle be having such an elaborate funeral? Chiyo flushed. Her uncle’s funeral was several grades
above what she had pictured, and she had been wanting imagination.
But what was still more embarrassing was the way the men under the awning stared at her. She reddened by
the second. There was a barrier gate to be gone through, however, and she would have to announce herself. Her
sandals pattered off in the direction of the three men almost before she knew what was happening. She had quite
lost her head.
“It is good of all of you to help us today. My mother should be here, but unfortunately she is not well, and I
have come in her place to work in the kitchen or wherever you think I may be of use. And I must ask you to
forgive me for not having a funeral kimono.” She could feel the perspiration streaming over her face, but she was
sure that it would only be worse if she tried to wipe it away. The men stood there stiffly. Chiyo had done her best,
and they only fidgeted. They were as embarrassed as she was.
A handsome head bowed into the scene from beside her.
“You are most kind. Since it is still a little early, however, suppose you come this way and rest a bit.”
He had on a cool black summer kimono and a crisp black over-skirts. They started around the tables. “Damn!”
The carefully, composed features collapsed, leaving behind only a very approachable youthfulness. I forgot to ask
your name.”
Chiyo was at ease again. “I’m Chiyo from Ushigome.”
“Ushigome? Uncle Jirō’s?”
“That’s right.”
“Well, then.” He was outraged. “Why did you have to make that speech?”
“It came out just as Mother told me.”
“As a matter of fact I had some coaching myself last night. But yours was much better. I was overcome.” The
young man left her at the door, and, as she took off her sandals it came to her that she had not thought to ask his
name.
Presently Sakai, who was married to the oldest daughter of the dead uncle, drove up. Chiyo, all by herself in
the big anteroom, had only the formal speech her mother had taught her with which to be polite—she had thought
of nothing for herself. Sakai answered with equal formality, however, and she was glad she had made the speech
again. The son of a well-to-do provincial family, Sakai had left his father, still sound and healthy, to take care of
the family interests, and had come to live and work in Tokyo. He was actually closer to his father-in-law than to
his father. He was intelligent, his taste was good, he was efficient in business and honest in his personal relations,
and he was easily the most respected of the men who had married into the family—it was he who was noticed
beyond all the nephews and nieces. And it was he who would manage the funeral.
“You’ll help us, will you, Chiyo? What can you do?”
Chiyo was abashed. She had no skills.
“I think I could take care of serving the tea.”
“Fine. We’ll put you in charge of the tea.”
Much relieved, Chiyo went out among the women.
Relatives began arriving well in advance of the funeral, and Chiyo was busy with her tea. Unfortunately,
however, most of the tea she poured so carefully went untouched. She would give a cup to a new arrival, and there
it would sit. As the guests moved about to exchange greetings, the tea stayed behind. Presently it began to get in
the way. Someone would knock a cup over, no one would be sure which was his, it would be left to gather dust.
This bothered Chiyo. She was managing things badly. She must do something, and as she studied the problem she
came upon the secret of timing. If the timing was skillful, the guest would put the cup to his lips immediately, and
now and then someone even returned an empty cup with a word of praise. Chiyo was pleased. Sakai was busier
as the guests gathered. He was always speaking to someone or being spoken to by someone, and often he was
carrying on as many as three conferences at once. It was to him that all the problems came, and it was from him
that the orders went, so constant a stream of them that one had to feel sorry for him. The young man at the gate,
evidently awed by Sakai, called him “Uncle” and answered to the name Ko. Sakai, thought Chiyo, probably
needed a cup of tea more than anyone else.
“Good,” he said with gusto. “Another cup.” This was the point, Chiyo saw—to be where you were needed. She
felt even brisker.
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The hearse arrived at the main hall, and the relatives withdrew to the anteroom. The heat and the confusion
flowed over, the excitement engulfed them like a whirlpool. Since even Sakai was in danger of being carried
under, the unpracticed Chiyo was of course lost immediately. Quite forgetting that she was at a funeral and should
be sad, she concentrated like a lunatic on the one problem of keeping the water hot. She poured tea into empty
cups, and she did not notice that in the course of time she had become the center about which the other tea pourers
worked.
Presently word came that they were to go into the main hall. Back from the tea department and in her place as
a niece of the deceased, Chiyo knelt among all her cousins. The unmarried cousins, as if by arrangement, wore
purple kimonos and white obis, and the adults were an elegant wave of black. Well enough prepared by now,
Chiyo was untroubled at the inadequacy of her own funeral dress. But for slight misgivings about the dirt on her
socks and the perspiration on her face, she was quite comfortable. She could view things calmly, knowing that she
had worked well. Flowers and birds painted on the roof panels, a sandalwood canopy and under it the dark altar
recess, a cloth of gold over the coffin, the altar platform, heaped baskets of funeral offerings, sometimes a ribbon
bearing the name of the giver, tall green branches, two or three on either side … and an overflow of flowers and
funeral guests. Presently the sadness of the funeral, the sadness of the parting, swept through the room, and the
voices of the priests chanting sutras in unison made it more intense. Here and there a low sobbing set off an
epidemic of tears. Chiyo, perhaps the most sentimental of all, sat dry-eyed, looking at the floor. The funeral was
rather different from what funerals had always been, and, for some reason, it seemed a last affectionate duty to
find out why.
Chiyo and Ko stayed to help after the funeral. The strain of those seven or eight hours was beginning to tell,
and the night wind was cool as they departed. The one went left and the other right. She had not even learned his
family name.
*
The hundred days of mourning passed, and, in late autumn, there was a letter from Sakai’s wife Keiko. She
was having a dinner for the people who had been especially helpful at the funeral. All the other guests were
members of the Sakai family living in Tokyo—Ko among them, and a woman who had helped Chiyo with the tea.
Chiyo saw that the funeral had been managed not by blood relatives of her uncle but rather by Sakai’s family. She
was introduced again to them all. Ko’s name, as she had suspected, was Sakai. He had just finished school and
gone to work, and he too had been helping at his first funeral.
“You caught us off guard, though. A face like a judge, and then that speech. I was so surprised that my own
speech rolled out before I had time to think.” She was just a little annoyed, and she wanted to tell him to stop. And
yet she had to smile at the light-hearted exaggeration.
“All of those people, and some of them in everyday clothes, and you were the only one who apologized. I’ll
remember it every time I dress up for a funeral. ‘I must ask you to forgive me for not having a funeral kimono.’
You were wonderful. As a matter of fact my own clothes were borrowed from my uncle.”
“But I said what my mother told me to, and if anyone is wonderful I suppose it must be Mother. I’m sure she’ll
be pleased to hear how you praised her."
Whether by design or not, Ko had taken it upon himself to make the conversation lively. Chiyo was afraid,
since she was his chief subject, that she might find herself listening too carefully to what was after all only
amusing. Even an occasional touch of sharpness passed smoothly along in the flow. The sake was having its
effect, and Ko was soon lost in his burlesque, complete now with inflection and gestures, of Chiyo’s performance.
At a brisk warning from Sakai, he was suddenly tame—and then almost immediately he was chattering away
again, as if to demonstrate that he was perfectly capable of managing his liquor. The table talk, with its touch of
vaudeville, was memorable indeed for a girl used to dining alone with her mother. She was happy at her honored
place between the host and hostess, and at all the dishes before her, and most especially at the way in which she,
the lone outsider, had been taken into the family.
“It’s really nothing, Chiyo, but Sakai says I am to give you this to remember the occasion by.” The corridor
was cold as they went into the bedroom, and it seemed very late. There was a casual arrangement of yellow
chrysanthemums in the alcove.
“Don’t let that Ko bother you,” said Sakai. “He’s a little too lively for his own good. But we all think you did
very well indeed, and we’re most grateful for your help.” That directness was something she would know for only
a little while longer. It would be a warm memory, as the years passed, of when she was very young. “Shall we say
then that this is something to make you remember how it was to be sixteen?” The present was a cut-glass powder
jar, and Chiyo’s initials were engraved on the lid—no doubt that was Keiko’s touch. And so, Chiyo thought, her
uncle’s funeral, which had somehow gone on and on, was over at last.
It was only the first of Chiyo’s funerals. There were aunts and uncles on her father’s side and aunts and uncles
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on her mother’s side, and there were nearly fifty cousins. With the families they had married into and with their
children, they made a vast clan indeed. Something was always happening in one branch or another. One could
overlook happy events, perhaps, but sad events demanded a show of sympathy. Spring came—or rather the New
Year’s festivities were barely over—and her father’s brother-in-law died. Chiyo’s mother had always done the
funeral chores, but Chiyo had passed her test and was immediately sent off to the wake.
“So here we are again. And so soon, too. That “so soon” had a strange ring to it. With Sakai and Keiko away
on their New Year’s visit to the provinces, Ko had come as their representative, and he could not take his leave
with the perfunctory condolences that would ordinarily have been enough. Having offered to help, he was happily
showing how helpful he could be. The relatives of the dead man were of course there, but the widow, always a
forceful woman, was so aroused to the crisis that the balance of power had turned sharply away from her
husband’s family. That was not as it should be. The dissatisfaction clear in the manner of those who had to work
under her cast a shadow over the wake.
“We’ll have to do something to make them feel better,” said Ko. Very much the adult, he gave Chiyo another
warning at about eight: “We should think about leaving. If we’re too formal, we may find ourselves in trouble,
though. It might be better just to say good-bye to some of the younger ones.”
It was only six months since the last funeral, but Ko’s way of thinking and speaking had matured astonishingly.
Chiyo was left hopelessly behind. He was trying to protect her, and in fact it might have been best to do as he
suggested; but, as she faced this grown-up Ko, the thought of the directness that would make her remember her
youth came back to annoy her. She stayed until ten as her mother had instructed, and she was careful to say goodby to her aunt before she left. At this funeral there was no barrier gate, and of course there were no apologies for
dress. Ko was more friendly to Chiyo’s relatives than before. Perhaps he would come and help in Sakai’s place at
the next funeral too, someone suggested.
The remark proved to be no joke. Soon there was a third funeral. Funerals came in waves, as though to mark
off a phase in the family’s destinies. This time it was the oldest son of the senior branch of the family, a man to
whom Chiyo had never been particularly close. The difference in their ages had made him more like an uncle than
a cousin. With this second funeral, of little concern to her, Chiyo quite mastered a woman’s funeral duties. As she
worked away at her tea, she picked up all the miscellaneous funeral lore: how to address the widow and the
family, how to manage the people who came with condolences, how to help in the kitchen, how to serve the food.
None of the work was especially difficult, but a lack of system made the waste extreme.
“Go ahead, tell them so,” laughed Ko. “That’s the schoolgirl way of doing things, they’ll say. They manage to
ignore everything young people suggest.”
Presently Chiyo finished school. “It seems that I am to be a specialist in funerals. Why don’t you give me a
funeral kimono for graduation?”
“But people don’t have funeral kimonos made unless there’s a reason. I’ve never heard of getting a funeral
kimono for graduation.”
Chiyo won after a mild battle. She even brushed aside her mother’s suggestion that the kimono be purple rather
than black, and ordered good material that would last a lifetime.
“But I’ve never heard of such a thing.” Her mother was unconvinced to the end.
It almost seemed that the new kimono had been made especially for the funeral of Sakai’s younger brother.
They knew of course that the brother had come to Tokyo in search of a good doctor and that he was living quietly
in the suburbs, but Chiyo’s mother did not miss her opportunity: “See what you’ve brought us with your new
kimono?” Chiyo, pretending she did not hear, passed her hand over the glowing black silk. It was fine and
caressing when she put it on. What pleasure new clothes gave, even funeral clothes! “Clothes are to enjoy while
you’re young. It’s out of place to say so, I suppose, but the black is very becoming.” This from her mother, the
objector. The rich rustle of the black skirt! Ko, who had long since had his own formal clothes, was his usual self:
“Well, Chiyo, and aren’t you going to announce this time that fortunately you have a funeral kimono? You look
wiser than ever in black.”
The funeral proper was to be held in the provinces, and the memorial services were quiet and lonely. Chiyo
worked furiously, as though to fight off the loneliness. She had met the dead man no more than five or six times,
and then only briefly; and yet the sorrow was far keener than at any of her earlier funerals. Had she caught
something of Sakai’s sadness for this invalid brother, or was she sad rather for the unfortunate man himself? In
any case it was clear, even from her short experience, that there were all sorts of funerals.
A little over a week later two picture postcards, each a snow scene, came from Ko. The one was a continuation
of the other. It was her first letter from him.
“The funeral is tomorrow. There are all sorts of relatives I have to look up to, and it’s almost impossible not to
do something wrong. I feel smothered. And country women, now that I’ve been away, seem so slow that I feel
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like giving them all a shove. The cousin I have to work with is the worst of all—a genius at slowness. She is more
of a load than a help, and I would do better by myself. I know that if this were Tokyo I would have someone who
would be a real help, and that is as a matter of fact why I am writing. I am sure we will work together at a funeral
again some time, and when we do I mean to be more grateful.”
Before they met at their next funeral, however, Chiyo heard from Keiko of Ko’s wedding. She wondered
whether he had worn his funeral coat. Her mother sent a present.
Chiyo went to work. Her mother, worried at first because working women have trouble finding husbands,
gradually learned to live on the new income and stopped insisting that the girl resign. Spring moved into fall, one
year to another. The marriageable years went by, and a sadly fresh young woman was left behind. As a woman
passes twenty-five, the light inside grows stronger, but the color of youth begins to leave the line of the back and
the shoulders. Age comes on from the places that do not show in the mirror, decay makes its way from the corners
one does not notice. And in those years black is the best of all colors. Chiyo’s beauty was clearer each time she
put on her mourning kimono. The natural sadness had its effect, the words of condolence and the offering of
incense took on smoothness from long practice, one spot of black silk seemed to give off a special glow there
among the mourning women. Probably Chiyo seemed more bereaved than the chief mourner. At work she came to
be called “the black princess,” and it was she who always set out when her company had to have its
representative. Wherever she went she was a help. At a funeral, the smallest incident left behind an impression,
which sometimes grew into a new friendship. The gossip was a nuisance. “Aren’t women lucky? All the capital
they need is a funeral kimono. Go to a funeral and find someone who’s susceptible, and you’re taken care of for
life.”
Chiyo, who had always been proper almost to the point of fussiness, began to withdraw into herself. Sorry to
see that happen, Keiko let fall a secret: “There was a time, you know, when Ko wanted to marry you, but Sakai
wouldn’t have it. He’s always disliked that playfulness, and he said it would take someone with more substance to
make you happy. He wouldn’t interfere if the two of you made up your own minds to it, he said, but he would not
be a go-between. But Ko is doing beautifully. He’s already head of a department in his company, and he’s making
all sorts of money in a business he started on his own. I feel a little sorry we didn’t have him marry you.”
Chiyo was not especially pleased. She knew how perceptive Sakai could be, and she was left with doubts about
Ko. “I haven’t seen him for a long time. I suppose that means there have been no funerals for a long time.”
“That’s true, isn’t it? But you may have a chance to meet soon. Eiko is much worse.”
Eiko was Keiko’s younger sister. She had not been well since her marriage (to a member of the Sakai family),
and whenever they visited her they found her in and out of bed in a little round-windowed room.
Ko was stouter, and almost too thoroughly the gentleman. The charm and talkativeness were as they had
always been, however.
“I know this hardly the place for it, but I have all sorts of things to congratulate you for. You’re married, you
have two children, you’re the head of a department, your own business is doing well—five congratulations piled
on top of each other.”
“You know everything, don’t you?” The strong white teeth showed as he smiled.
“Everything. Big things and little things, good things and bad things.” For just a fraction of a second there was
a suggestion of confusion. Not long enough really to be sure.
“Oh?” The gaze was firm again, almost shamelessly so. “I’m sure you don’t know about my unhappiness.”
“And are you unhappy?”
“Very. I can’t settle down. I’m bored.”
“Because you’ve been too lucky. Isn’t it fine to be bored from being too lucky.”
“Don’t be sarcastic. But then you always have been. You remember you said I was a good man with sugar
needles?”
Chiyo did remember it. She had meant that he was good at picking people’s faults, compressing them to
mustard seeds, adding a coat of sugar with sharp corners, and serving them up, pleasant to the taste, for everyone
to enjoy.
“‘Forgive me for not having a funeral kimono’—I’ll never be the talker you are.”
Here we are again, thought Chiyo. She smiled and moved away. Keiko had told her that Sakai was most
displeased with Ko these days, and that Ko was becoming increasingly evasive. But Ko bussied about the funeral
with all the old energy, and he seemed to be holding back the self-satisfaction that went with success.
“And won’t we be having to congratulate you too, Chiyo?” he asked. What a talent the man had! Chiyo had
decided only the day before that she would be married, and she had not even told her mother.
At first blissfully happy, Chiyo’s marriage was in the end a failure. Her happiness had been dammed up
through the unmarried years, and it burst through explosively. Her husband was a weak, good-natured man who
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had little talent for making his way in the world. After about two years, when their child was born, he found that
he was no longer well matched with his “talented wife.” Love faded on both sides, and yet something remained,
and with it regrets, and bickering. The family resources wasted away. Chiyo rose to the challenge. She worked
herself thin trying to win back the losses, and, ashamed of her poverty, she avoided her relatives and friends—or
rather, she quite cut herself off from them through those ten years. Quarrels, despair, poverty—they were like ten
years in a stockade. And all that they left for a keepsake was the black kimono. It would bring almost nothing at
the used-clothes stores. How many times had she thought of cutting it down into a cloak? And then, at her
husband’s funeral, she felt the black silk at her shoulders again—for the first time in how many years? The dark
married life which she had not been able to break off thus came to a natural end, and as she put on the kimono she
thought to mark the end yet more clearly with a black curtain. But the tears trickled down over her face—why
should that have been?—as they had at no other funeral.
Her mother bewailed the decay: “It’s the same old black kimono, but there’s nothing left of the old effect.”
A year later, she was able to wear the kimono again. The doctor who had treated her husband died. Her
husband had had a strange ailment with a long German name, and, since the doctor had done his best, Chiyo felt
deeply indebted. The funeral was held at the doctor’s university. The line of mourners wound across the heavily
wooded campus, through the trees, around the lake, and up the sidewalk. It was a quiet, impressive funeral.
Chiyo had offered her incense and started out to take a streetcar when she saw Ko. He had a brand-new
morning coat and his own automobile. “I saw you and waited,” he said. She suspected from the fact that he asked
nothing about her life these last years that he knew everything. “We’ve only been together at one really pleasant
party,” he said in the few minutes he was seeing her home. “At dinner after Aunt Keiko’s father died. Funerals
were fun in those days. They didn’t seem to have much to do with me personally.”
With an aging mother and a daughter, a tired Chiyo liked out a meager living as the defeat came in sight, the
desire to live weakened, the days went by somehow bodiless and fleeting. Presently the air raids began and everywhere there were seared wastes. Those who had escaped only waited for the fire to come to them too. As they
waited, a certain greed took hold of them, all the more distasteful for their inability to be rid of it. At dawn one
morning the siren sounded again. In the middle of the raid, it was Ko who came calling. Sakai had been injured,
and Chiyo was to go with Ko immediately. Because of his work, Sakai had taken refuge in a neighboring
prefecture. He had decided that that was too dangerous, however, and he was today going back to his home in the
provinces. A message had just come saying that he had been caught in the incendiary raid the night before. Urged
out of the house whether she would go or not, Chiyo noted that Ko had an army automobile, an army cap, and a
yellowish uniform she took to be that of a civilian army employee. She found it hard to look at him as he leaned
over into the front seat and prodded the driver to go faster.
The seaside town was in ruins. Near the outskirts, in what had once been a lumber warehouse, Sakai lay on a
bare floor with only an army blanket over him. Keiko was holding his hand. Chiyo and Ko arrived in time, but
barely in time, to see him die. Chiyo could only have described the scene as appalling. The nose was proud and
high on the miraculously unburned face, however, and only the thick eyebrows, never known to show dismay,
were scorched.
Ko worked as if possessed, and somehow managed to put together a funeral. A wake was of course out of the
question—even the funeral offerings came from their rations. There were many pines about the place, and the
most they could do was bring pine branches in place of flowers. Since cremation was not the custom of the
district, the lone crematory oven was some distance away, on a pine-covered hill.
All of them, Keiko and the rest, climbed into a truck with the body. A wild-haired old woman came out to meet
them. “You men can carry it to the oven.” Chiyo took a corner of the coffin and worked along with the men from
the Sakai family, and the pain was pleasant. No-one lived there but the old woman. They sat uncomfortably on the
verandah of her cottage while they waited. The wind sang in the pines, the sun began to go down, and after a time
the old woman told them the ashes were ready.
She pulled the iron tray out with a clatter, and, transferring it to a sort of handcar, wheeled it roughly out
through the darkness into an open space. Flames that could hardly be called embers blazed up with the breeze, and
the scene suggested nothing so much as the old hag who pulls the fire carriage in pictures of hell. Ko said
something. The old woman turned a red face on him.
“Don’t be a fool. I’m just being good to you. Do you think these women could see without the fire? I could
myself, but then I’m used to it.”
Keiko was taken away almost unconscious when she had made but a token gesture toward gathering ashes.
Only Chiyo and Ko and one other stayed behind. Since the chopsticks, like thick wires, heated up immediately,
they were long in finishing. The old woman, who sat on a pine root watching suddenly laughed to herself. “That
man and that woman aren’t married. I smell something funny.”
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Ko cast a sidelong glance at Chiyo, who had stiffened and put down her chopsticks. He went on gathering
ashes, a red demon in the firelight.
When they had finished, the old woman brushed together the last of the embers and threw water over them. A
cloud of white steam rose with a hiss. “How much do you want besides the usual price? I’ll give you whatever
you say.” Chiyo gritted her teeth and tried to concentrate on the high wind in the pines, but somehow her eyes
were fixed on Ko’s back.
For a time Chiyo took to her bed. There was nothing really the matter with her, but she could not sleep and she
had no appetite. The sight and the smell of that cremation came to her, fight though she would to keep them off:
She had a note from Keiko, who had gone back to Sakai’s home in the provinces. The year ended; presently
Hiroshima was destroyed. On the last day of the war, Chiyo was chief mourner at a funeral in her own house,
unbombed among the ruins. It was her mother’s funeral. Chiyo thought Ko might come, but she had told no one
except the people in the neighborhood. Though she still had a summer mourning kimono, she thought it enough to
wear the black cotton bloomers that had become uniform during the war—to say a prayer, offer a bit of incense,
and mourn her mother and country at the same time.
Keiko came back to Tokyo three years after Sakai’s death. “Did you hear about Ko? A terrible thing. He’s
disappeared.” Investigation since the war had uncovered what was probably at the root of Sakai’s growing
aloofness in his last years. Keiko listed all the crimes. “And the more you hear, the worse they seem, the things he
had planned. Remember how extravagant he used to be?”
Sensing the end, Ko had moved about to avoid arrest, and finally, at a cliff on the seacoast near the family
home, he had disappeared. He had always known how to drive, but where had he found the car, and what had he
had in mind? Ko had been the driver, there could be no doubt about that. The car was found with the front wheels
almost over the cliff, and marks to show that he had jammed on the brakes at the last minute. But what had
happened to him after that close escape? Chiyo, listening to the story, could hear the scream of the brakes and feel
the seat against the small of her back as the rear wheels leaped into the air. Concluding that Ko had drowned
himself, the police had gone on with the search, as had the Sakai family at its own expense. There was still no
trace of him, but what he had done after he stopped the car seemed clearer than what exactly his crimes had been.
A wave of horror and sorrow swept over Chiyo.
“And so they haven’t had the funeral yet,” said Keiko. Today was the funeral of her last uncle. Chiyo started
dressing forty minutes early. It would take her ten minutes to wash and dress. An easy twenty minutes on the way,
and she would have ten minutes to spare—it was a more leisurely schedule than she usually allowed herself. The
habit of looking closely at herself in the mirror had left her, she did not know when. She no longer insisted that
her face and her hair had to be right. The mirror had come to give off a faint shadow, and she dressed herself with
a vague lack of interest. She only knelt in front of the mirror these days, even when there was a cushion for her to
sit on.
She slipped the black funeral kimono on over a white under-kimono, passed a cord about the waist,
straightened the neck, tied the obi, and fastened it in place with a black cord; and her funeral dress was ready. She
could tell better from the feel of that familiar kimono than from looking in a mirror. Just to make very sure,
however, she knelt down again to glance at the neck, and twisted to see that the line of the back was as it should
be. As she rose to one knee, ready to leave, a blur passed over the crisp white of the new stocking.
The hem had worn through and the wadding, a dirty gray, hung down like a sagging bridge.
The old housekeeper tried to ward off a little of the scolding she knew would come. “I just noticed it. Saki had
been taking care of your clothes, and I hadn’t noticed before. And 1 couldn’t find time to mend it.”
No doubt the old woman was telling the truth, but something had to be done. “How many minutes?”
“I beg your pardon?”
“The time. How many minutes do I have?”
“Shall I go see?” Prod the old woman though you would, you could not hurry her. But Chiyo had allowed ten
minutes for dressing, and she knew the time well enough already.
“Never mind. Bring me a pair of scissors. Scissors. Can I do it in three minutes?”
“I beg your pardon?”
“The scissors. Hurry.”
“There, in the dresser drawer.”
“But those are fingernail scissors. Bring me the shears.”
“I beg your pardon? You’re going to cut it?”
“Just bring me the scissors and the sewing box.” Chiyo undid her obi as she spoke, and knelt down intently in
the white under-kimono.
The black kimono lay like a great bat. The scissors opened and bit into the skirt.
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“But do you have to be so rough with it ?” The cloth sang out its resistance.
“What else can I do? And do you have to shout at me?” The scissors, the kimono, even the sound of the cutting
seemed to resist as she came to the hemmed edge, but she forced her way on. “Don’t just sit there. Run a black
thread through the needle. I have no time.”
The strip of black cloth and the wadding inside trailed across the mat like a dead snake. Chiyo snatched the
needle and thread from the confused old woman. She had to have her glasses, however. She reached furiously for
them, even though she was not as angry as she seemed. Neither sewing nor basting, she brought the front and the
lining together, and passed a hot iron over them. The old silk protested all the while.
“How many minutes has it been?” But there was no point in worrying over that. She could have taken no more
than three minutes. As she pulled the kimono over her shoulders and straightened the front, the warmth at the skirt
passed through to her feet.
“I’m a little late. Call a taxi.”
The old woman, back from the telephone, sat down solidly on her heels.
“Is something the matter?” Chiyo thought she saw tears. “What’s the matter?”
She knelt down and looked into the old woman’s eyes. There were indeed tears.
“It’s nothing. It just came to me, that’s all.”
“What did?”
“But you’re on your way out. I’ll tell you later.”
Chiyo knelt tying her obi. “I don’t know what your trouble is, but I’ll worry about it until I come back. Did I
do something wrong?”
“It’s nothing. But won’t you have a new kimono made, please?”
“Why?”
“I can’t tell you how I felt when I saw you cutting at it. To cut a kimono that’s all made up—I could never have
done it myself.” The old woman toyed with that dark snake, its insides dangling out. “I know I’m being foolish,
but I couldn’t help thinking when I saw you that you would be having a new kimono made for my own funeral,
and I started crying. You’ll take care of everything for me when the time comes, won’t you?”
At her age, the old woman might well be right. And no doubt it had been too much for the brittle old nerves to
see the younger woman brandishing her scissors at the black funeral skirt. In her impatience to be on time, Chiyo
had made a woman see her own funeral—the callousness of one who lived alone had shown itself.
“I may very well have a new one made. But let’s promise that, we’ll neither of us have a funeral for a while
yet.”
Snatching up her handbag, she ran for the taxi. The old woman bowed in the doorway. Sunlight flooded in
through the wide windows. But what a problem a woman’s funeral kimono was! A man could have formal clothes
made just as well for a happy occasion. Ko—this was one of the days on which she would have seen him. And
what had happened to that trim morning coat? Her black kimono, now that she looked at it, was badly worn
indeed. Should she have a new one made? And if she did, at whose funeral would she wear it? This uncle was the
last of the old generation. There were only cousins left, plenty of cousins, but all fairly young. Someone outside
the family, then? But there was no limit to people outside the family. It came to her that she was seeing off the last
of the line today. That was the truth—she had finally seen them all off. She had been rough with the black
kimono, but if she had it mended and gave it better care, it might last for years—it might outlast Chiyo herself.
The life of the funeral kimono and the life of the woman, one might say, were roughly the same. “No, you must
have a new one. There’s still one more important event. You’ll have to look good at your own funeral.” That was
the sort of joke Ko would have made. I don’t suppose anyone will come to my funeral—but then it is just possible
he might. Ko. Will he joke about it, as usual? It will make me happy if he will only be serious. I’ll be able to give
him his final marks then. He has done many unpleasant things, I suppose, but they have all been to other people.
Not to me. My friend—my funeral friend.
The taxi entered a residential district, and even in the city the early summer air was clean. Chiyo felt more and
more that she wanted her funeral friend to be a good friend. They met for two or three days, he and she, when
there was a death; they worked together to manage the funeral; and afterwards they were friends who heard
nothing of each other. And now Chiyo was left alone. All of her funerals, from sixteen to fifty, passed through her
mind. Perhaps it told what the age had been for the Japanese woman, the fact that a man and a woman could see
each other only at funerals.
“We’re on time, lady. Two minutes to spare.”
“Thank you very much. You needn’t wait.” She wrapped a little money in paper. “Buy yourself some tobacco.”
But it seemed to her that being on time no longer made a difference.
The son of a cousin was standing with the mourners’ register as she went in through the open back gate.
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“Am I on time?”
“What!”
“Don’t be so absent-minded. Am I on time for the funeral?”
“Oh, that.” The cuffs were immaculate under the dark blue sleeves. “You’re just on time, as usual. No, they’ve
been after me these last few days to see that everything was ready on time. Everything had to be ready on time.
And you caught me by surprise. I thought you were something else I had to have ready on time.” The boy
stretched and took a deep breath. “This is the first funeral I’ve worked at. Funerals are full of things that have to
be ready on time. Everything has to be ready. No—that’s not it. Funerals are full of things that aren’t ready on
time. That’s it.”
How young you are, Chiyo wanted to say. Even there outside the kitchen, with its splashing water and
clattering dishes, a tranquil freedom from household cares seemed to radiate from the boy.
A breeze came in through the deep green of the wide garden, and rustled at the hastily mended black kimono.
Someone had died, and a calm—a funeral calm—was falling over the house.
37.25 Memory Of A Night\fn{by Sata Ineko (1904-1998)} Nagasaki City, Nagasaki Prefecture, Japan (F) 6
It was the summer of 1951. It happened during a trip. She had a thought, which was also encountered by many
others on their own journeys. The incident should eventually clarify itself. She recalls, simply as an experience,
what she faced on that trip. It concerned the Party—meaning, of course, the Communist Party. She was a Party
member. At least in her mind she was still one then. And she was an author.
That summer, at the invitation of a labor union, she was on the way from Tokyo to the summer cultural series
at a T Prefecture factory as one of the lecturers. She rode the train, as directed by the union, to N terminal on the
coast of the Japan Sea and transferred. A connecting train was waiting at the same platform. She assumed without
thinking that it was her train. The train stopped at each station, unloading people. Few got on and the seats around
her gradually emptied. The train had already run more than two hours. Finally she began to look suspiciously at
the landscape along the railroad. The train was supposed to run along the Japan Sea. She had wished to see the
gray, heavily swollen ocean again that day outside the window. However, the train never came to the coast.
Something was wrong.
Wearing glasses, in an indigo cotton blouse, and middle-aged, she alone looked out of place on this train which
dropped people at every little station. Feeling restlessly that something was wrong, she felt isolated, a stranger.
Somewhat flustered, she took out the letter that had come from the union to check her route from the starting
point. It was a businesslike letter written over carbon paper. As expected in such a letter, the train schedule and the
transfer point were written in clearly. It seemed that she had taken the trains as instructed. However, while poring
over the letter she noticed an error. She had taken the train at N station following the signboard on the platform.
The name of the station on it was, however, different by one letter from her actual destination. She had hastily
identified the station and traveled in the opposite direction. No wonder the train never reached the coast.
She quickly got off at the next stop. It was a quiet, small station. As she explained what had happened at the
ticket gate, the young attendant, relaxed after allowing several passengers to exit, looked up as if at a loss, as
much as to say, “Well?” There was no other train that day going to her destination, he told her. The only thing to
do was to return to N station, he explained, and take the first train the next morning. Fortunately, she had no plans
for that evening at the destination. In any case, there was nothing she could do but go back to N. She had to wait
about fifty minutes until the N-bound train came.
Though it was not yet dusk, there was no place to go from that little station. A low hill right in front of the
station obstructed the view. Beyond the tracks was a farm bathed in the pale yellow evening sunlight, in a hush
after the wind had stopped. Since she was by nature unperturbed by having to wait a little while traveling, that
was all right; yet, thinking that she was there by mistake, and in a place which had no connection to her, she felt
as if she had come strangely far. However, she would be back in N city after a three-hour ride. She knew a family
near the station. Maybe she should not, however, stop by there. All she had to do, she thought, was spend one
night at an inn in front of the station. After being seated on the N-bound train for a while, she still thought about
the inn.
When she arrived at N, it was already night, which made her all the more aware that she had unexpectedly
wasted time. Moreover, it was drizzling. In spite of the fact that N was a fairly large city, the front of the station
was quiet and traditional, with no tourist atmosphere. The city lay just beyond the narrow square, with rows of
shops. Standing in front of the station, she saw an inn right across the square. It was a decent place. There was a
humbler inn beyond it. Any place would do. But if she walked a little along the street running vertically from the
station front, there was the house of her acquaintances. It was so close. On both occasions when she had come to
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this city before, she had stayed there. This time, however, her visit might inconvenience them.
Would the couple perhaps refuse her? It was easier for her to imagine that she would bother them than that
they would refuse her. This was due to her feeling toward them. The husband, purged from his job, was a worker
type who gave a sober impression. The wife, too, larger than her husband, had a character drawn, so to speak,
with a dark pencil, far from anything like the stereotyped gently smiling female countenance. In the deliberate yet
brisk way she dealt with matters she betrayed the wisdom of one who battled for a livelihood. They had five
children, the oldest girl with bobbed hair. Of course the husband was a member, and the wife, too, no doubt was
another. Thus the atmosphere of the Party pervaded this house.
Was the green grocery continuing to do all right, she wondered, visualizing the household which, on her
second visit, had just started to sell dried food, preserved food, and vegetables for its livelihood. When her mom
and dad went out to sell vegetables from a cart, the eldest daughter was her mom’s right hand, taking care of the
shop and her brothers and sisters. She wondered how the girl was doing. Reticent like her father, her eyes tended
to be cast down under her long bangs, but she was a good-natured hard worker. The girl had silently imbibed the
Party atmosphere of the house, and wrote poems in that vein.
She liked that family. Rarely was an entire home so perfectly open toward the Party. Elsewhere there tended to
lurk an uneasy façade or hidden incoherences. With a jobless husband and five children this family was obviously
poor, but everybody worked hard to fight through the poverty. If there were minor flaws, even those were
undoubtedly of the kind natural to workers.
Therefore she did not doubt that the family was still involved in the movement while running a green grocery.
That was why she hesitated, thinking that her visit tonight might be an imposition. She had stayed there during
both of her two previous visits to this area. How would it be for her to stay at an inn without even saying hello to
them? A dark thought swelling in her mind, she questioned herself: How would that be? After a while, though
feeling anxious, with her suitcase she started to walk in the rain toward the house, prompted by trust and love for
the family.
*
Though the glass doors were half closed, the lights were still on in the shop. One step in on the dirt floor, she
stood hesitantly.
“My,” the wife said slowly in a deep voice, gazing at her. As for her, she instantly groped for something in the
wife’s expression.
“How unexpected. What happened?”
“I’m sorry it’s so sudden.”
“Come in anyway. Our place is always a mess.”
The dirt floor connected the shop to the kitchen inside, and without even a step, there was the dining room, and
the cash register was also there. When she got in, the children came running from inside. The eldest daughter, who
was doing something on the dirt floor of the kitchen, faced her and bowed, smiling faintly. She sat close to the
entrance, and after re-exchanging greetings told them about the day’s incident. Then she said,
“Maybe it’s wrong to come to your place. Forgive me. I just didn’t feel like going to an inn and ignoring you.
But I’m afraid I may be troubling you. If so, I’ll leave right away. You know, don’t you, about me lately?”
“Yeah. We didn’t understand it well and were wondering what it was all about.”
Pouring tea with her eyes down, she added:
“Let’s see, Dad happens to have gone out to stock up today and won’t come back till tomorrow morning. But,
since you’ve come all this way …”
Hesitation surfacing within her breast, the wife’s expression had stiffened before she knew it, while
maintaining the usual bold lineation. It showed her anxiety about the Party rather than toward the guest, who
recognized it and found it natural.
“Well, it would be wrong to ask to stay. I knew it, but—”
“Oh, no, of course, you know … we don’t feel any differently toward you, but … a young district committee
member is staying with us, you know. I don’t know what he’ll say. Whatever he does say, do you want to stay
until then anyway? It’s good of you to come, and I don’t feel like asking you to leave …”
While they were talking this way, a neighborhood woman came to buy miso paste for the next day’s breakfast,
and a young bachelor came to buy preserved food. While handling these sales, the oldest daughter also listened to
the conversation between the mother and the guest. Not only that, it was clear from the way she moved this way
and that on the dirt floor that she was probably concerned with how the matter would turn out but was disposed in
a friendly way toward the guest.
“Will it be all right? I don’t want them to say anything about you. That’s what I’m worried about. Shall I
leave? Somehow I couldn’t come here and not drop in …”
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While speaking, she felt as if they were carrying on a conversation in a stale melodrama. Neither the wife nor
herself, while implying a great deal, directly referred to the affair that had caused this situation. That the wife’s
expression betrayed an inner struggle but not hatred toward her might have corresponded to the stereotyped
quality of the traditional melodrama. At the same time, of course, there was something sentimental about her
feeling toward this family.
“It was so good of you to come. I’m happy you thought of coming, but then—it’s somehow too hard for the
likes of me to understand. But, well, anyway, why don’t you stay for now. If it’s really something, there are inns
nearby …”
“Is it all right? Somehow I don’t feel like going to an inn …”
“There’s no reason to go to an inn when my house is here. Have you eaten?”
“I had a box lunch, so …”
“Then please have some tea. Yasuko, peel an apple from the store for her.”
In a way that expressed relief, the oldest daughter went to the store right away to get the fruit without
answering.
“Well then, please relax. I’ve got to wash the carrots.”
“I’m glad that the shop seems to be doing gradually better.”
“Well, you know, with a family this size, livelihood’s hard. Dad can’t be very active in the Party.”
“It must be really hard.”
“Me too. There’s talk about organizing women, but the situation’s getting more and more difficult, you know.
It’s hard to move. Though it’s not that I’m doing that much …” she said, standing up to go to the kitchen. “Where
did you say you’re going this time?”
“I’m invited to a spinning factory. I think it will be a learning experience for me, too, to meet young spinners.”
“I see. You’re busy too. Well, please give a good talk to the young spinners.”
“I’m the one who wants to hear them talk.”
“Even so, they’ll all listen to lecturers from Tokyo. Local communities need that kind of thing. Your last visit
was for a cultural lecture series.”
As the wife had made up her mind about the guest’s staying, and the guest herself felt set on it, the two started
to talk animatedly. That eased her restlessness, and she shared with the children the apple the oldest daughter
peeled for her. The youngest, a boy, had been a baby on her last visit. He was already three or four. That meant
that she was here after three years. The boy, like neither his father nor his mother, smiled all the time, and though
he didn’t talk much, he ran around the rare guest moving his round eyes as if he just couldn’t sit still.
“It was bad of me not to bring a gift. And I have only one of these.” She held out the last boiled egg from her
bag. He took it, looking surprised, and went to show it to the second daughter, an elementary school student with
an open textbook in front of her.
“Oh, Mom!” The big sister in elementary school took it from her brother, reporting it to their mother, and
added:
“We’ll all share it, all right? I’ll slice it for you.”
The big brothers, also studying, glanced at it. The little brother eagerly gazed at his sister peeling the egg with
his round, impish, lovable eyes, without saying anything. With his hands on the edge of the desk, he stamped his
feet repeatedly.
The second oldest daughter, having carefully peeled the egg, said, “Wait,” and brought a cooking knife. The
egg rolled under the big knife. But the girl neatly cut it into four pieces. Since she sliced it crosswise, the two
corner pieces had little yolk. That didn't seem to matter. Anyway the single egg could now be shared by the four
children.
“Look, I cut it.”
The older brothers’ hands, too, stretched out. They each picked up a piece and tossed it into their mouths. The
youngest child remained looking at the piece of boiled egg in his fingers as if it were a treasure, and smiled at the
guest. The second oldest daughter, after putting her portion into her mouth, returned to prepare for school,
satisfied that she had completed the task of distribution. The single boiled egg was shared by the four children
without a complaint, disappearing into their mouths in a second. As if contented, the older children studied, while
the youngest was somehow still interested in the guest. He sneaked up from behind and put his arms around her
shoulders as though to hug her tight. At first he appeared hesitant, not sure if he should do such a thing: then he
peeked at her face and smiled. The oldest daughter, who with her mother was washing the carrots to be arrayed in
the store, went out front each time a customer came in.
“Yes, that’s right. Thank you very much.”
She was blunt, but she didn’t forget a polite thank you. There were eggs in the store too.
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“To organize women,” the mother had said a while ago, but now she was washing dirt off the carrots, her
sleeves rolled up to expose round arms, while instructing her daughter on something about the store. This
housewife with the robust hips also talked in front of people at various Party meetings.
Wouldn’t the wife be criticized for asking her to stay? The guest felt as if something was going to happen that
very evening and yet she was there because she had a feeling of love and trust toward the family. But what did
that mean? The reason that she dared, so to speak, to sit there was owing to this doubt. Rather than doubt, it might
have been confidence. Confidence in her feeling of love and trust toward this family—it might have been
something like that. Without that, she couldn’t have sat there. This house, she knew, was not only the residence of
the family members, but also a lodging for Party activists. Moreover, it tended to be a site for Party activities.
Rising slowly within her now, like a wave, was the tremor that had risen at that time in the past from the
bottom of her breast, draining her entire body. Whenever she recalled that moment, that sensation in her entire
body came back. That time, it was deep night. It was in the suburbs of Tokyo, where many fields and woods were
still left. She crouched on the road alone by the side of the woods. Beyond the road were several city-run
apartments, from which she had just come. Though she had come outside, she was unable to walk, and remained
crouching there. Her inability to walk was not just owing to fatigue. It was already past twelve, but people were
still in that house. After an all-night debate, she had just been driven out of the cell on their decision to expel her.
So she crouched by the roadside, unable to simply return home. The road near the woods had few passersby even
during the day; so no one could be expected to pass. The few city-run apartments in front had grown dark, and it
was almost odder that a woman was crouching there than it would have been if the place had been totally
deserted. A tepid late April wind blew from time to time carrying the smell of soil.
Was I ever meant to experience this in my life? she asked herself, lowering her shoulders in a complex sense of
sorrow. It wasn’t the kind of sorrow that made her cry; rather, her entire body became void, and a shiver rose from
the base of her breast. In addition to the dozen or so cell members, many of whom she had had frequent contact
with, there was also a young farmer she didn’t know and a young man from on high who was present that day
especially in connection with her punishment. She met these two district committee members for the first time.
Her expulsion was a result of the sectarianism of those days. However, in her case, which involved nothing but
a difference of opinion, there was an atmosphere didn’t easily allow a decision for that reason alone. Among those
she had contact with were one or two close friends. Not because of that, but because the case for expulsion was
weak, the unknown village youth joined in insisting on deferring the decision. The district committee member
cornered those with soft- hearted views. So long as a directive from above called on them to “examine the thought
of the concerned party and punish her,” the young district committee member was determined, as his ominous
expression revealed, not only to “examine” her thought but to “punish” her.
A despicable fag end of a sect—this, it seemed, was she. Moreover, she was a habitually insolent novelist, he
seemed to think subjectively, which made him even more ferocious. He was lean and pale with drawn cheeks. He
thrust out his arm to point at her, opening his mouth wide to spew forth harsh words. Irregular teeth were exposed
in a sickly blackish mouth. He rebuked her for irreverently grinning. She didn’t at all mean to deride the debate
concerning herself. On the contrary, she was seriously angry, even sad. And yet the district committee member
seemed to whet his irritation and authority by arrogantly shouting that she was grinning. The air in the room was
oppressive. Only the young cell leader, as though to prove himself to the higher-ups, joined the district committee
member in enumerating her accustomed faults. Her attendance at cell meetings was poor, she took the liberty of
holding regular gatherings for literary associates without reporting to the cell, and so on. Such arguments sounded
shallow and forced and only served to make the atmosphere of the meeting unbearable. The reasons for expulsion
were not strong enough to convince all the cell members. At last an elderly historian resorted to something
blatantly transparent:
“Can we establish the fact, for example, that she has pocketed some money?”
This was not only an insult but was so unexpected that no one even answered. No one even whispered an aside
in this debate, out of which the higher-ups seemed determined to expel at least one person. Twice, three times,
they were forced by the district committee member to state their views one by one, and as this was repeated twice,
three times, the number of those arguing for deferring the decision perforce decreased. For they themselves were
vehemently criticized for their soft compromising spirit. Those who opposed expulsion to the end were just the
three who were close to her, and the expulsion was resolved by a majority vote.
“I cannot accept it, never.”
What she was allowed to say during the debate was turned by the district committee member into material for
exposing her before the cell members, since it did nothing but prove her insolent sectarian thinking. She kept her
eyes wide open, resisting a feeling which might be called despair at the stupidity of it all. At the end of the debate,
she just had to say that she could never accept the decision.
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“Ah,” the district committee member said contemptuously, “it’s possible for you to submit a protest to the
general meeting.”
And she was ordered out before the dark expression on the faces of several cell members. Crouching close by
the house was her act of resistance. She sat down on a small rock, an elbow on her lap, resting her cheek on one
hand. Something was wrong about this situation, something was wrong somewhere, she thought, ruminating with
an odd calm on the condemnation that had befallen her. Partly she laughed at herself, realizing that, however
unexpected, such a thing had really happened to her. But something was wrong somewhere. Something that made
her say she could “never accept it” rescued her from her self-scorn.
She peered at the dogs appearing under the lamp at the street comer. They flocked together, as if liberated, on
the midnight street. Nearly ten of them came toward her, sporting with each other. They had not noticed a human
being crouched on the street. Since she thought she must look suspicious crouching there, she readied herself
against the dogs, peering at them. They were now chasing, now being chased, in a good mood and not noticing
her until one of them came close to her knees and flinched. Taken aback upon glimpsing her, it retreated a step, as
much as to say, “what a surprise.” “Oh,just a human being”—it seemed relieved and ran away joyfully as another
dog sprang on it
One dog ignoring her, the others also paid no attention, going back and forth before her in a group. The
footsteps of the several dogs of various sizes made mincing four-footed whispers. As though reverting to their
wild instincts, they sported on the midnight street for a long time. There was no other sound in front of the woods.
Only the footsteps of the four-footers continued. She suddenly felt sorry for herself, crouched near them without
budging, and after a while she rose to go.
The children were put to sleep; a curtain was drawn across the glass doors of the store.
“Why don’t you sleep now? We stir early in the morning,” the wife said, looking up at the clock. “I’ll talk to
him, all right?” she said, lowering her voice at the end of the sentence.
The district committee member staying upstairs was expected back late. At this suggestion, she went to the bed
prepared for her upstairs, but for a while she struggled to suppress the memory of that night which started to move
in the bottom of her heart, stirred by the atmosphere of this room. There was only one room upstairs. There was a
small desk. Nothing else. Her bedding was spread close to the wall on one side. The district committee member
shordy to return was to sleep near the wall across from her. From previous experience, she knew her way around.
Staying over itself was already a problem—now she was to sleep in the same room with the committee member.
Under the dim electric light, she imagined his return.
District committee member—he must be a sharp fighter. When that district committee member with drawn
cheeks had opened his mouth as if howling, the inside of his mouth had looked blackish and sick. A thought
occurred to her: had his lungs been infected? But why were there such human beings? A type: lean, pale, sharptongued, honed like a razor, with shallow arrogance as if finding pleasure in thrusting an arm straight out to point
at a person and smash him. It was a type.
She regretted that her memory of him was only as a type. Although she remembered him clearly as a certain
type, she was not confident that she would be able to recognize him if she met him somewhere again. Her hatred
from that night was, in other words, directed only toward a type.
She had begun to doze off before she knew it, when she opened her eyes at the voices downstairs. They must
be talking about her. The wife’s voice was heavy and somewhat muffled, and the man, too, talked as if forcing
himself to hold down his voice. I’ll be called down, she thought, and just then heard footsteps on the staircase.
“Say,” the wife said hesitantly, “are you awake? Listen, I’m sorry, but he says you’re to come down.”
“I’m coming right now,” she answered, implying that she knew what it was about, and getting up. As she went
down the steps, a young man seated near the foot of the staircase with his face down looked up.
“Hi,” she greeted him face to face. He started without introduction, as much as to say that he had called her in
order to tell what was to be told:
“For you, you see, to stay here is, you see, partly for the reason that this is not just a private residence, you see,
though I don’t know how you think of it, from our standpoint, troublesome.”
The young district committee member, owing to the character of the problem, sounded antagonistic. However,
he was not arrogant. Grew up in poverty, became a worker—that was the impression he gave, a character spotted
everywhere and yet not particularly conspicuous. He looked like a man who would pursue his job sincerely
without minding what went on around him. He examined her with that sincerity. The wife had left to join the
children.
“When I’m asked what I think of it, I don’t know how to answer, but I did think about whether it would cause
trouble, yet—it was hard to come here but not drop in.”
Her answer wasn’t at all logical. The young man looked as if he had missed the target.
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“However, you see,” he pressed, “you’re walking along a different road from ours, aren’t you? Suppose a
person like that, you see, stays in this house, what would that mean?”
“What different road? I’m not walking along a different road.”
“Well, but, you people are already engaging in activities hostile toward the Party, aren’t you?”
“Against the Party—?” she lifted her face as though to question back. “I don’t think that we engage in hostile
activities against the Party. This involves, I think, various problems. There are many factors.”
“I don’t, you see, recognize the need for developing a theoretical struggle with you, but in any case, what is the
purpose of your trip this time?”
It was nothing but an inquisition. For him, she might have been an enemy spy. On hearing the purpose of her
trip, he still imagined it in direct connection with the organization.
“Then, you will go to the factory and on your return report to the higher-ups?”
“There’s nothing in particular to report to higher-ups. Due to the nature of my work, occasions arise when I’m
invited somewhere, and if so, I talk from my own standpoint.”
“Oh, is that right.”
He was thinking to himself, looking as if somehow he didn’t understand it well. And now that something he
could not understand surfaced, he seemed to realize that the situation was different from what he had
comprehended. He said:
“Well, in any case, you see, now, at this time of night, probably I can’t ask you to leave, so it can’t be helped.
But tomorrow morning, I expect you to leave early?”
“Thank you very much. I’m sorry to have troubled you.”
The wife, who had lain by the side of her children, might have anticipated this conclusion beforehand.
Nevertheless, she must have strained her ear to follow the process. Climbing the steps, she felt simple-heartedly
warm toward the young district committee member who had brought this around to its natural conclusion.
Slipping under the covers, facing the wall, she felt that this was logical enough for her in its own way. And yet,
even so, what did it mean that they, namely the housewife, the young committee member, and herself, all had to
experience such delicate pain? Something was wrong somewhere—she could only think so. The footseps
approached, mounting the stairs. The young district committee member, since this room was his sleeping place,
had no choice but to prepare his bed, ignoring her. She heard behind her back the sounds of his quick preparation.
And soon she too fell asleep.
In the morning she rose quietly. Downstairs, the wife and the oldest daughter were already up.
“Oh no, I didn’t have to eat,” she said, seeing that breakfast was ready.
“But please, at least do that before you leave,” the wife said. There were eggs on the table. The daughter
occasionally smiled modestly, but seemed to hold back from talking to the guest. She, too, knew of the problem
within the Party.
Saying that it was so close, the wife accompanied the guest, despite her protest, to the station.
“Young people, you know, are single-minded, so …” the wife said, by way of excusing what had happened the
night before.
“Well, he probably had to say what he did, so I don’t mind at all. Rather, I feel sorry about bothering him,” she
answered. In front of the station early in the morning, commuters to the factories were hurrying along, and the
station shops were beginning to open.
“Well of course he has responsibilities, so perhaps he can’t help it.”
“I’m sorry this happened when your husband wasn’t home. Please give him my regards.”
“You may meet him at the station. He’s due on the same train that you are taking.”
As she apparently intended, she went onto the platform with her. After a while the train arrived, and as she got
on, the wife spotted her husband and brought him near the window where she was looking out. It seemed that she
had hurriedly informed him of the events of the night before, for the husband responded to her greeting by saying,
“Yeah, yeah,” with a vague expression, keeping his distance as though at a loss. He had gone to buy vegetables in
the same work clothes he would wear when pulling a cart.
Since there was a little time before the train started, the couple stood before her window, but the husband
remained silent as if he didn’t know what to say. It was because of her delicate situation, as was evident in his
distant expression. The wife, too, seemed to understand it. The wife said at the window, as if to both the guest and
her husband:
“Since we like you as a human being, so … right, Dad? So, if you come this way, please stop by again.”
This must have been said from something like relief at the fact that the guest was finally leaving. Letting the
words “we like you as a human being” linger in her ear and beset by complex feelings, she said, “Thank you very
much, but forgive me if anything annoying happens later.”
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“I trust that it’ll be all right,” the wife said.
When the bell rang for the train to start, the husband, too, for the first time recovered his usual expression,
saying in a clear voice, “Take care now.” It sounded as if, since this was the moment the train was leaving, he had
put aside the Party problem just for that instant. By doing so, he seemed to feel relieved himself.
After dropping off people going to work in N city, the train was filled with the voices of local people mingling
with each other. Near them she warmly recalled the delicate psychology of those from whom she had just parted;
however, the warm feeling, at this point, gradually changed to pain. She soon grew tense and started to think
somewhat farcical the course of events since last night which placed everyone including herself in an awkward
situation.
Today, the train soon ran along the coast of the Japan Sea. The ocean spread in the exact same color as the
clouded sky. Somewhat farcical-thinking so, and yet owing to the forced character of the thought, she gazed at the
color of the sea with an expression of sorrow.
130.376 The Hateful Age\fn{by Niwa Fumio (1904-2005)} Yokkaichi, Mie Prefecture, Japan (M) 13
1
At\fn{A note reads: With the permission of the author, certain cuts have been made in the present translation .} night, if anyone
walked along the creaking passage to the toilet, he would invariably be startled by a voice from the darkness:
“Who’s there?” It was not the eager voice of someone longing to establish a human contact in the lonely night;
nor was it the surprised voice of a person suddenly shaken from sleep. No, it was a cool, wide-awake voice and
one could tell that its owner had not slept a wink all night. They all knew that the voice was old Umé’s, and yet
they could not help feeling a wave of revulsion.
The passer-by would identify himself—“It’s I, Granny”—and that normally was the end of the exchange.
Umé’s granddaughters Senko and Ruriko had adapted themselves to this nightly ritual; their replies had become
mere reflex actions. But in the case of Senko’s husband, Itami, things did not always go so smoothly.
One night as footsteps sounded along the passage and Umé called out her usual challenge, an irritated voice
shot back: “It’s I—Itami. What do you want?”
Old Umé had expected no more than a word of identification, her question having been as automatic a reaction
to footsteps as the creaking of the floor boards in the passage. Now in the darkness of her tiny room she sat up in
bed, somewhat taken aback.
“All right, Granny,” repeated Itami, “tell me what you want.” Still no reply. There was, in fact, nothing for
Umé to say. “It’s intolerable!” cried Itami, growing angry. “Whose house do you think this is? It’s my house, let
me tell you, and I don’t have to give an accounting if I want to go to the toilet at night. What’s the matter with
you, anyhow? You sleep all day long like a dead person, and then at night you stay awake spying on us. It gives
me the creeps to think of you sitting there with your goggle-eyes listening to us breathing while we’re peacefully
asleep. Why can’t you behave yourself like other old women?”
By this time the whole household was awake. The neighbors, whose house was separated only by a board
partition, had also been disturbed by the angry shouts.
Itami strode back to his room, breathing heavily. His wife had turned on the light and was sitting up in bed.
“What’s Granny done now?” she said.
“I’m fed up,” shouted Itami. “Fed up! I don’t even feel I’m in my own house any longer. Why on earth should
I have to get that old hag’s permission every time I go to the toilet?”
“Of course you don’t have to get permission,” said Senko in a conciliatory voice. “Granny just calls out like
that automatically whenever she hears footsteps. I suppose she gets bored lying awake all night. So she says,
‘Who’s there?’ to break the monotony.”
“Well, you’re her granddaughter,” said Itami, pacing up and down the room, “so I suppose you can make
allowances for her. To me she’s just a hateful old woman. And an old hypocrite too. When people are watching,
she pretends she’s half crippled, and totters about groaning as if every step were pure torture. But when she thinks
no one’s looking, she walks along briskly enough. Then she’s got this delightful habit of stealing. The moment
we’re out of our room, she rushes in, opens the drawers and helps herself to whatever she happens to find. I’m a
pretty broad-minded fellow but I really don’t see why I should have to support a thief in the house.”
“But, Itami, you’ve got to remember she’s eighty-six years old. She really doesn’t know what she’s doing half
the time.”
“I’m not so sure about that. I caught her taking money out of my wallet yesterday. All I know is that in that
little body of hers the spite and hypocrisy and dishonesty of eighty-six years have coagulated into a solid core of
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wickedness. If she needs money, why on earth can’t she tell me? What I can’t stand is to have her stealing behind
my back.”
Itami sat down on the bed. His face was livid.
“that old woman is a real cancer. She’s destroying our whole family. Your sister Sachiko and her husband
shoved her on to us after their house was bombed and they moved to the country. They said they didn’t have
enough room, but of course the long and short of it is that they couldn’t stand her any longer. So now you and
your sister quarrel whenever you meet. She’s a regular disease, that old woman.,”
“Oh come now, Itami,” said Senko, “don’t exaggerate.”
“I only wish I were exaggerating. No, there’s only one thing for us to do: get rid of her before she destroys us.
If she starves on the streets—well, that’s too bad. People who don’t work and spend their time eating and being a
nuisance don’t deserve to live these days. In any case, she can’t stay here any longer!”
“But if you throw her out, she’ll simply go to the police and give our name and they’ll bring her right back.
There’s no point trying to put her into an institution either; nowadays they only take people who have no families
to look after them. It’s not as easy as all that to get rid of her, you know.”
“And don’t think she doesn’t realize it. She’s a shrewd old thing and she knows that someone in the family is
going to take care of her, no matter what she does. Well, it isn’t going to be me any more! the greedy, ungrateful,
dirty old pig! ‘I want more rice, I want more rice!’—I can just hear her whining away at table. The other day I
heard her say that we were trying to starve her and that she was going to get even with us by putting a curse on us
all. ‘My courses never fail,’ she said. ‘When I curse people, they die!’”
“She said that?” said Senko, sitting up abruptly. “Well, this time she’s gone too far—even for me. I spend half
my time looking after her and then I get cursed for my pains. We’ve done our duty for three months. Now Sachiko
and her husband can take over again.”
“Excellent,” said Itami. “I’m glad you see things my way. There’s no reason they should get out of their
responsibilities, just because they’ve moved into the country. Your trouble, Senko, is that you’re too kind to
people.”
With this comforting thought in mind, Senko began to make preparations the very next morning to transfer old
Umé to her sister’s place in the mountains. The practical problem of getting her senile grandmother to an
unknown village hundreds of miles away was far from simple. Certainly the old woman never could have
managed the trip by herself, even assuming that she had been willing to try. If only one could hang a label around
her neck and hand her to the postman for delivery!
Yes, thought Senko, Granny was just like some sort of a disease, visited permanently on the family, and now
afflicting the third generation. Umé had outlived not only her husband, but her daughter as well. Now Senko and
Sachiko, the two older granddaughters, were saddled with the care of someone who should have died years ago.
As Senko thought of her comfortable existence with Itami menaced by that malicious old woman, she began to
grow very sorry for herself. They had had luck Itami and she: luck in that their house was not bombed to
smithereens like that of Sachiko and her husband; luck in that absence of children allowed them living space
enjoyed by few of their compatriots; luck in that they could still afford the luxury of a maid. But now their good
luck was about to run out because she could think of no way of transferring her grandmother to Sachiko.
Finally she hit on a solution which satisfied the demands both of practicality of of social convention. Ruriko,
her younger sister, was the answer. Yes, Ruriko, it seemed to Senko, had been put into the world for the express
purpose of fulfilling this delicate mission. As the old woman was incapable of walking more than a few yards,
Ruriko, a strapping girl of twenty, would carry her u the mountain road on her back. After all, old Umé weighed
little more than a sack of charcoal. True, it would be a bit embarrassing for the girl to be seen walking along with
a dirty old crone perched on her shoulders, but a desperate situation called for desperate measures.
“You’re always taken a lot of trouble over Granny,” said Senko to Ruriko that same morning. “Surely you
won’t mind doing this last thing for her. After all, we do give you a nice home here, don’t we? You don’t want it
all to be ruined.”
After much cajoling, abetted by sisterly authority, Senko prevailed on Ruriko to undertake the task.
2
And now came the morning of departure. Old Umé sat in the kitchen, seemingly unaware that a major change
was impending. Senko and Ruriko busied themselves packing a bundle of their grandmother’s clothes and her
other scanty possessions.
“All right,” said Senko, when they had finished, “we can start strapping her on now. Don’t worry, Ruriko,” she
added, noticing her sister’s accusing expression. “It’ll all be ancient history by this evening. Remember, whatever
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Sachiko and Minobé say, you must leave her there. If they get angry with us—well, it can’t be helped. They
passed her on to us on the pretext of having lost their house. Well, that excuse is beginning to wear thin. Itami and
I stayed here in Tokyo right through he war at the risk of our lives and managed to save our house from incendiary
bombs. We didn’t do it just to be saddled with Granny for the rest of our days.
Meanwhile old Umé sat with a blank look on her wrinkled face. Impossible to tell how much of this
conversation she had heard or absorbed.
“Just look at her!” said Senko with disgust. “She hasn’t even bothered to thank us for all the trouble we’ve
taken over her. Itami’s right. She really is a cancer. All she can do is destroy things.”
“It’s time to go,” said Ruriko, standing up. Senko lifted Umé and strapped her to her sister’s back.
“Well, here are the tickets,” she said. “They’re our parting gift to Granny.”
As Ruriko trudged toward the station, she soon realized that though Granny weighed no more than a child, her
body with its long legs and relatively short trunk was very much harder to carry. The thin lanky legs were
clamped like a painful brace around Ruriko’s waist, and by the time they approached the station, walking had
become an agony. The ordeal was not only physical. In carrying someone eighty-six years old, one is supporting
not just a body, but all the weight of a personal history that has accumulated ponderously over the decades.
The compartment was crowded, but one of the passengers, seeing Ruriko enter with her peculiar burden,
offered his seat. Directly opposite her was a woman in her thirties, also accompanied by an old lady. Soon after
the train started she addressed Ruriko:
“Excuse me, but where are you taking yours?”
“I’m leaving her at my sister’s lace in the country.”
“Well, we seem to be in the same boat,” said the woman, with a sigh. She and Ruriko exchanged the bitter
smiles of people who share some painful illness. “How old is she?” the other woman asked.
“Eighty-six.”
“Mine’s eighty.” She glanced about the carriage and went on in a lower voice. “Why on earth do they live on to
be eighty? I just can’t make it out. They live on and on and on, until they’re of no use to anyone—until even they
themselves are fed up with living. All that mine cares about nowadays is food, and she can’t get it into her head
that rice is rationed. She’s always accusing us of being mean to her, even though she gets her full ration.”
“Mine’s the same,” said Ruriko. “She’s got the appetite of two normal people. I really don’t know how she can
eat so much, just sitting still all day.”
“They’re rice-eating spooks!” said the woman, with venom. “Just rice-eating spooks!”
Meanwhile the two “spooks” sat gazing vacantly out of the window at the changing scenery, evidently unaware
that they were being discussed. The other passengers had overheard the conversation and were staring with
undissmebled curiosity at the two old women. From their expressions it was clear that they did not feel they were
looking at human beings at all but rather at some strange species of superannuated plant or animal.\fn{ A note reads:
The Hateful Age was first published in 1947, when the author was forty-three. It is an attack (almost unprecedented in Japan) on one facet
of the family system.}

Apparently it did not occur to them that they all shared a common destiny with these old women, that unless
their lives should be cut short by illness or accident, they too were condemned to become nothing but troublesome
baggage carted along by their resentful families. With a little more imagination they might have regarded these
two octogenarians not as members of some grotesque genus but as living warnings that they themselves would
become old and useless, bereft of all joy olf living and with only death to look forward to—yet still requiring
three good meals a day. for some reason, the onlookers seemed to assume that they alone were immune to the
scourge of senility.
After several uneventful hours, the train arrived at its destination. Gathering her courage, Ruriko set off on the
four-mile trip to the farm where her sister and brother-0in-law had made their home since leaving Tokyo. Soon
she found herself on a rough country road which wound its way steeply over the hills; after less than a mile, her
whole body was perspiring and her breath came in painful gasps. She set her teeth and trudged doggedly on.
Abruptly she was startled by her grandmother’s croaky voice.
“Oh, my legs hurt! Put me down by the road, child. I’ve got to rest a while.”
“What’s that?” said Ruriko. “I’m the one that needs a rest, not you. But I’m not stopping now till we get
there.”
“It hurts all over,” said Umé. “My legs feel as if they’re being torn right off. The straps are eating into my
armpits.”
“I’m sorry,” said Ruriko, panting as she trudged up the hill, “but it’s your own fault. If you hadn’t threatened to
put a curse on the family, you’d still be living comfortably in Tokyo with Senko. And I wouldn’t be going through
this agony.”
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“It hurts …. It hurts!”
“Oh, stop it!” said Ruriko, giving her back such a shake that they both almost fell over in the dust.
It was a cold winter’s afternoon, but Ruriko was unaware of the temperature; her face was flushed and beaded
with perspiration. A man passed in the opposite direction and gaped at the girl.
“Let me down, for mercy’s sake!” cried Umé. “My legs hurt so terribly. I beg you—dear little Ruriko, please
let me down just for a minute.”
“You needn’t think you can get round me with that honeyed voice,” said Ruriko. “You always speak like that
when you want something.”
They had reached the top of the hill now. Ruriko could see the rice fields, hills, and forests spread out under a
lambent sky; she breathed in the clear country air. How she could have enjoyed it all had she not been saddled
with an eighty-six-year-old crone!
“Put me down! Put me down! I’m dying, I tell you!”
Ruriko walked steadily on, paying no attention to her grandmother’s desperate cries, which reached a
crescendo as a man approached from the opposite direction. “Help, help! I’m dying!” she screamed at him. The
man stopped, nonplussed by the hysterical voice and by the extraordinary apparition of an old woman riding on a
girl’s back far out in the country.
Ruriko looked at him with a wry smile. “Really, Granny, you must try and be patient,” she said. “We aren’t
nearly there yet.”
The man grinned sympathetically and continued on his way. Old Umé’s first maneuver had failed, but she had
evidently sensed a certain open kindliness among these countryfolk and the next time someone passed, she uttered
her appeal with redoubled vigor. “Help! I’m dying! I’m being murdered! Help me, sir!”
Again the man stopped, and again Ruriko had to smile reassuringly. After this had happened three of rour
times, she felt that her face was fixed into a sort of grimace.
“All right, Granny,” said Ruriko, stopping suddenly. “I’ll let you down, if that’s what you really want. But
don’t think I’m going to pick you up again. I’m through!”
She unfastened the straps and roughly put Umé down by the side of the road. When the old woman tried to get
to her feet, she promptly lost her balance and fell headlong into the ditch; thought she struggled to raise herself,
her arms were too weak to be of any use. The road was at an incline and Umé’s head was pointing downward. She
lay there at last without moving, as helpless as a trussed chicken. Her body was covered with mud and a dirty
stream of water trickled over her; the blood oozed from her cheek and forehead, where she had grazed herself.
Ruriko stood by the road wiping the perspiration from her face; then she put a handkerchief under her dress
and wiped her arms and breasts. The hair above her forehead was drenched, as if she had been caught in a
rainstorm.
After a few minutes, Umé began to wriggle about in the ditch. She lacked the energy to call for help and her
movements were so uncoordinated that she could not possibly sit up, let alone crawl onto the road. One of her
legs stuck out at an odd angle, looking like an emaciated arm—and, indeed, for old Umé, the distinction between
arms and legs seemed little more than academic. Her body had attained that peculiar thinness which denotes not
starvation but a state in which food can no longer nourish the flesh and muscles. If one were to pinch her leg, the
mark would remain for several minutes, and if one pulled the flesh on her arm, it would remain folded over,
flaccid, and inert.
“What’s happened, miss?”
A man’s voice startled Ruriko, and when she looked up she saw a middle-aged peasant standing by the ditch
staring at Umé.
“Granny fell in,” said Ruriko. “I’m carrying her to my sister’s at the Shimomura farm.”
“The Shimomura farm, eh?” said the farmer in his rustic dialect. “That’ll be about another mile and a half, I
reckon. Look miss, I’ll be going most of the way myself. I’ll carry her for you, if you like.”
The man bent over and without any effort picked old Umé out of the ditch. She shook her long arms, as if to
make sure that they were still properly attached, and her movements were as jerky and disconnected as those of a
badly manipulated puppet. Lifting her onto his shoulders without a word, the man started walking briskly down
the hill; he strode along freely, as if he were simply carrying a sack of rice.
“That’ll be your sister’s place,” he said after about half an hour, pointing to a farm on top of a nearby hill. “I’ll
leave you here.”
Ruriko thanked him profusely and bent down while he shifted Granny to her own back. She climbed the hill
with new vigor and soon reached the gate of the farm, where her three small nephews caught sight of her.
“Ruriko’s here, Mummy! She’s brought Granny. Is Granny coming to stay?” they shouted.
Ruriko quickly unfastened the straps and lowered the old woman to the floor. She was propping her against the
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wall as the door opened and Sachiko burst out:
“What do you mean by this? How could you bring Greanny without even giving us warning?”
“Senko told me to.”
“She did, did she? How old are you anyway, Ruriko? I should think you’d have enough sense not to bring a
helpless old woman into the mountains like this without at least letting us know beforehand. Do you realize how
we live here? There are five of us in two rooms. There isn’t space for an extra chair, let along for an old woman
who needs constant attention.”
“I had to bring her,” repeated Ruriko dully.
“Had to! What do you mean, had to? Senko and Itami have a lovely big house; they don’t have any children
and they’ve even managed to keep a maid. We all know that Itami had mad plenty on the black market. As for us,
we have one eight-mat room full of cupboards, trunks, and packing cases where we all sleep. Then we’ve got a
six-mat living room where we keep Minobé’s painting equipment, the food stores, the tea chest, and the
bookcases. Where on earth do you expect us to put Granny?”
Ruriko’s face was red with indignation. After the four hours in the train and the grueling walk over the hills,
this was more than she could bear. Her face twisted and she burst into tears.
“It’s not my fault! It’s not my fault!” she repeated between sobs.
The door opened and Minobé stepped onto the porch. After nodding at Ruriko, he glanced at Umé with a
horrified expression.
“I really don’t know how they could do such a thing,” he murmured. “What goes on inside such people’s
minds, I wonder?”
“Itami threatened to move into his office if Granny stayed any longer,” Ruriko said, still sobbing. “He swore
that Granny was driving him mad.”
“Well, so she probably was,” said Sachiko. “But this was Senko’s responsibility and she’s got no right to
wriggle out of it. A few years ago, when Granny could still be of some use for errands, Senko didn’t mind having
her around; now that she’s become just a burden, Senko throws here out like a worn-out glove. …”
“Well, there’s no use going into all that,” Minobé interrupted. “She’s here and I suppose we’ll have to make the
best of it. One’s always at a disadvantage when dealing with people like your sister and Itami; patience, kindness,
self-sacrifice—those are all so many words for them. As I said, though, we’ll manage somehow. But good
heavens, Ruriko, where did all that blood and dirt on Granny’s face come from?”
“She fell into the ditch.”
“H’m. She’ll certainly need a good washing,” said Minobé, studying old Umé’s battered face. “Hello, Granny,”
he addressed her. “I’m afraid you’re going to find life a bit primitive here after Tokyo. We don’t have any
lelectricity, you know.”
Umé had been gazing with a bored expression at the unaccustomed fields and mountains. Now realizing that
she was being addressed, she blinked vaguely at Minobé, put both hands on the porch, and began to lower and
raise her head, rhythmically striking her forehead on the floor in the old-fashioned ceremonial manner.
“I’m just a nuisance,” she said. “Forgive me, forgive me.”
Everyone was amazed at this remarkable access of lucidity.
“Don’t worry, Granny,” said Minobé and went indoors.
Ruriko spent the night at the farm and left for Tokyo the following morning. She was delighted to be returning
to Senko’s household, where a large circle of acquaintances enlivened the days; also, she was glad to escape from
the unpleasant atmosphere that had prevailed at the farm since Granny’s arrival. She remembered that she was
going back to a house with no old woman inside, and her step was springy as she hurried down the hill.
3
For some days after her arrival in the country. Umé complained of pains in her legs, in her chest, in her arms—
in fact almost everywhere. Actually, her fall into the ditch had caused no more than a few bruises and after about a
week she was fit as ever. It would take far more than a little fall to kill Granny!
They installed a bedroll for her next to the charcoal brazier in the living room and put a folding screen round it.
The door of this room opened on the back porch, which the family had improvised as a kitchen. Now and then,
Granny would peep from behind the screen and, if no one was bout, shuffle out stealthily to the porch and
appropriate whatever she happened to find—a box of matches, a dishcloth, a kitchen knife. At such times she
would acquire a speed of locomotion and a nimbleness of gesture quite remarkable for a woman in her eighties; as
her hand darted out toward the coveted object, she looked like someone whose whole life had been devoted to the
art of pilfering. Stealing had become such a habit with her by now that she was hardly conscious of it.
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On warm days, Aschiko used to carry her grandmother onto the front porch and leave her to bask in the sun.
One morning as she sat there dozing, she suddenly rolled off the porch, hit her head on the ground, described a
complete somersault in her sleep, and woke up—quite unscathed. Then she toddled back to her room and began
poking the charcoal brazier. She was evidently unaware that anything had happened; nor had it occurred to her to
wonder why she had awakened lying flat in the grass.
Often Minobé used to sit looking intently at old Umé for minutes on end, as though studying model for his
painting. The hair on top of her head was no more than a fuzz, but at the sides it grew in thick white tufts; her
eyebrows, too, were white and bushy. She had an oval face with deep-set eyes, an aquiline nose, and a small,
elegant chin. It was not hard to imagine that it had once been a beautiful face. Recently freckles had begun to
spread from her forehead to the crown of her head.
After a while, becoming aware that she was being observed, Umé would laugh awkwardly. Then she would
turn aside and gaze into the distance, as if she were quite alone. To Minobé there was something almost
frightening about this instinctive movement of Umé’s. It made him think of animals who can from one moment to
another disregard the human onlooker. He felt that only someone who has lived an immense number of
years\fn{According to the World Almanac, the average live span for a woman in Japan is now (2000AD) is 83.35 for women; for men it
is 77.02.} could effect a gesture of such strange, almost inhuman aloofness; never could it be acquired by deliberate
study or imitation.
One day a young friend came to visit Minobé from Tokyo. They were talking in the living room when Umé
tottered out from behind her screen. The guest gave a start—indeed, anyone would have been shocked at this
strange, ghost-like figure.
“Is he from Echigo?” Umé demanded, and stared straight at the visitor.
“I’m afraid not, Granny,” answered Minobé. “This is a friend of mine from Tokyo.”
“Are you sure I didn’t know him in Echigo?”
“Yes, quite sure, Granny,” said Minobé. “You’ve never met him before.”
After that, Umé was forever asking if people came from Echigo. It was her home province, which she had left
over sixty years before, at the time of her marriage. Anyone whom Umé had known there would by this time be at
least in his eighties. But such a detail did not bother her. Minobé wondered whether the approach of death brought
vague memories of her distant youth to Granny.
Studying her with almost scientific objectivity, Minobé became more and more interested in his aged
grandmother-in-law. Often he used to question Sachiko about her. It seemed that Umé’s family was of ancient
lineage; there was even a tradition that in the twelfth century the great military leader Minamoto no Yoshitsuné
had lodged at their house. After her marriage Umé had moved to Tokyo, where her husband had died when she
was thirty-two, leaving her with an only daughter. The next fifty-four years had been spent as a widow.
Now widowhood was certainly a worthy state, thought Minobé. But would not a woman be ashamed to face
her husband in the grave after outliving him even for twenty years? By then she would have changed beyond
recognition and, besides, her own memory of the man would be growing very dim; they would meet like two
embarrassed strangers. Yet Umé had had the audacity to linger on more than fifty years, and even now there was
no telling when she would take her place beside her husband. Their names had been engraved next to each other
on the tombstone, with Umé’s name colored in red, as tradition demanded, to show that she was still alive. The
red had long since worn away—and still Umé survived. She was a stubborn old woman!
Among her more valued possession had been a photograph of her husband taken shortly before his death. As
she belonged t the Lotus sect of Buddhism, Umé had for years been in the habit of making offerings before this
photograph; when she shared Minobé’s house in Tokyo, he had often seen her prostrating herself before the dead
man’s image. Yet she had outlived her husband so long that any stranger would have taken this to be a picture of
her son, or even her grandson. When the house was bombed, the photograph had disappeared, and from that
moment Umé seemed to forget completely about it.
Apparently she had also forgotten the Lotus Sutra and religion in general. Perhaps she had passed the age when
religion could any longer have real meaning. There were quite a few old women in the villager where Minobé
now lived in whom religion, and indeed all moral emotions, had long since atrophied. Bereft of higher feelings,
some of them had sunk to levels of almost unbelievable squalor.
Only the other day an old hag had died at the age of eighty-eight. For the lat two years she had spent nearly all
her time by the manure piles, which seemed to have acquired a strange fascination; half blind and covered with
dirt, she sat for hours rooting about in the filth. When finally she died, the neighbors did not bother to make the
usual inventory of her possessions but took everything from her room including the straw mats, and burned them
by the side of the paddy fields. For the rest of the day the air was redolent with the smell of death and excrement.
Another old woman of seventy-nine, who lived with her family on a nearby farm, was equally sunk in filth.
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She used to take lumps of night soil and mold them into different forms as if they were clay. Then he would call to
her grandchildren: “Come along, kiddies, here are some nice toys for you to play with.” It was as though all that
gives beauty to human existence had passed out of theses old women into the hearts of younger, more sensitive
people Was it, Minobé wondered, that they had ended by rejecting the finer feelings of life, or did the feelings
themselves abandon people when they become too old and too ugly?
4
It soon became clear the Umé was going to be at least as much of a nuisance in the farmhouse as they had
feared.
“You’ll be the death of us all, Granny” moaned Sachiko. “We haven’t had a proper night’s sleep since you’ve
been here. When will you get it into your head that the toilet is directly to the left when you go into the passage?”
Despite frequent injunctions of this kind, Umé almost invariably ended by going astray in the unlit house. Old
age had evidently deprived her of all sense of direction, and as soon as she got out of bed, she began groping
helplessly for the door to the passage. The room was small, but as she crawled around in all directions it was like
some vast deserted plain. She stretched her hands out into the darkness, hoping to touch the brazier, the table, in
fact any object that would rescue her from this dreadful sense of isolation and link her once more to the safe world
of human beings. Yet, though the room was crowded with furniture, she somehow managed to crawl about for
minutes on end without finding anything.
“Where on earth can I have got to?” she muttered, as she changed her course once again. Then her forlorn
voice echoed through the darkness: “Sachiko, Sachiko! For mercy’s sake, child, come and help me! I’m
completely lost! Help!”
In he next room, Sachiko and Minobé had already been awakened by the noise and were sitting up in bed.
Suddenly there came a thump on the door and a moment later the sound of a handle being turned.
“Oh, Granny, that’s the wrong door!” cried Sachiko, jumping out of bed. “You really are hopeless!”
Striking a match, she hurried into the next room, where she found Umé in a state of utter disarray, desperately
grasping the handle of the door that led to the porch. With a sign of resignation, Sachiko took the old woman by
the hand, led her to the toilet, and then brought her back to bed.
On the following night they were awakened on three separate occasions; the routine was almost identical each
time. When Umé had finally found the sliding door that opened to the passage, she would clutch the handle and
lift herself to her feet, almost pulling the door out of its groove. Once in the passage, she started shuffling toward
the toilet, dragging her left hand along the wall to orient herself. As soon as she felt the door of the toilet, she
knew that she was nearing her goal. However, this did not end her trouble; the next hurdle was to find the door
handle and that meant moving her hand all over the door, a process lasting several minutes. By this time Sachiko
and her husband were wide awake. They would hear a voice croaking in the darkness; “Ah, here it is. Now all I’ve
got to do is to turn it. Then I open the door—so—and walk right in.”
Finally they heard the toilet door shut and all was blessedly silent. But not for long. A moment later Umé was
again in the passage, lost and bewildered. She stretched out her left hand, remembering that she had used it on the
journey from her room. Since she had turned round, however, what she now touched was the wall beyond the
toilet, and this led her not to her door but to another wall, into which she bumped regularly every night.
Thereupon she would let out a dismal wail: “Help, help, Sachiko! I’m lost! Which way do I go?” Once again
Sachiko had to get up and rescue her.
These nightly excursions were only one of Umé’s unpleasant habits. Despite strict orders to the contrary, she
insisted on tampering with the charcoal brazier, with the result that she invariably managed to put it out. Then her
querulous voice could be heard through the apartment: “The fire’s gone out, Sachiko. Do come and light it, child.
I’m cold. I’m dying of cold!”
Almost every morning when Sachiko made Umé’s bed, she would come upon some object—a button, an
envelope, a ball of string—that Granny had stolen and carefully sequestered under the bedding. The fact that these
things would eventually be retrieved did not deter the old woman; the habit of stealing had become far too deeply
ingrained for the most strenuous reprimands to have effect. Moreover, there seemed to be little use in lecturing
her, as Umé apparently failed to hear or to understand; she simply stared ahead with a blank, bewildered look, and
Sachiko assumed that in her old age Umé was becoming deaf. However, the children were not so easily deluded,
and they took great delight in exposing their great-grandmother’s pretense.
“Would you like a raw onion, Granny?” said one of the little boys, standing at the other end of the room, and
speaking in a low voice which would normally fail to make the slightest impression on Umé. Onions were the old
lady’s favorite food and she immediately rose to the bait.
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“An onion?” she said. “Oh yes, I’d love one.”
“I caught you that time, Granny!” cried the boy, and ran out of the room laughing.
Umé was a tough old woman, but before long the strain of life in a primitive mountain village began to tell
even on her. She missed the good food and comfort of Senko’s house, and made no bones about telling everyone
so.
“Oh, I wish I was back in Tokyo!” she muttered one day, as she sat with Sachiko and Minobé by the charcoal
brazier.
“If you’d behaved yourself properly you’d still be there,” said Sachiko. “You’ve got no one to blame but
yourself.”
“I want to go back to Senko’s,” continued Umé in a plaintive whine.
“If that isn’t adding adding insult to injury,” said Sachiko to her husband.
“Well, it doesn’t worry me,” said Minobé, and laughed. “If I let your grandmother annoy me, I’d have lost my
sanity long ago.”
5
A few days later occurred an incident which reduced still further Umé’s popularity in her new home. The
children were playing with toy dragonflies and one of the missiles by chance flew off in the wrong direction and
struck the old woman on the forehead. Crying out, she glared into the garden and there caught sight of the young
culprit. In a tone that would have sent shivers down the spine of a tough samurai, let alone a small child, she
screamed: “Cures you, you little fiend! Curse you, I say!” Taking from the folds of her dress a recently stolen
dishcloth, she began to wipe the blood from her forehead.
Atg lunch time a few days later, the boy said to his father: “Granny’s keeping that cloth with the blood on it.”
“Really?” said Minobé. “Why?”
At that, Umé again extracted the dish cloth from her dress and held it up for all to see. In the center was a dark
stain that could be recognized as blood.
“I’m keeping this as a memento,” she said. “I’ll show it to people so that they’ll realize how I’ve been treated
here.”
“You know perfectly well that it was a mistake, Granny,” said Minobé.”
“I’m not so sure about that,” Umé said. She had abandoned her usual deferential tone and spoke defiantly,
almost harshly.
“All right,” said Minobé, “if that’s going to be your attitude, I can be just as disagreeable as anyone else.”
At once Umé lowered her head and gave out an old woman’s cackle.
“Of course it was a mistake,” she said. “I was only joking.”
Staring at Umé, Minobé suddenly remembered the Confusian teachings on filial piety and respect for one’s
elders. Was it possible that the Master had had sly, wicked old women like this in mind when he expounded his
noble precepts? To respect an insensitive old woman like Umé, conscious as she was of only the physical aspects
of life, was like worshiping a stone idol. Umé had become just a body, in which it was impossible to detect the
slightest trace of soul, spirit, conscience, or anything that makes human beings worthy of respect. Her greatest
worry in life was that her grandchildren or great-grandchildren might be getting better food that she herself.
To be sure, thought Minobé, there were people like Kōda Rohan, the great scholar, whose intellectual powers
remained unimpaired until his death at the age of eighty. Such people, indeed, seemed as they grew older to
become constantly more sensitive and intelligent. They were one in a thousand. The remaining nine hundred and
ninety-nine were destined to become distasteful, useless lumps of flesh, the scourge of relatives and a burden to
society. There was hardly a family in Japan that did not suffer from the system in which old people had to be
either cared for by their children or committed to primitive and sinister institutions. People had been complaining
for years, but the traditional family system still lingered on, with all its inefficiency, hypocrisy, sentimentality, and
injustice. It was high time for something to be done—not by sociologists, but by people all over Japan who were
themselves suffering from these anachronistic traditions. “Study thew demeanor of your parents,”: Confucius had
told Tzu-hsia, “and never fail to treat them with true deference and affection.” That, thought Minobé, might be all
right in the case of people like Kōda Rohan, but for old Umé and her kind the maxim seemed totally
inappropriate.
That very evening Minobé was dismayed to hear a farmer’s wife say to Sachiko: “My, my, your old lady’s
looking fit as a fiddle, isn’t she? She seems to be putting on a bit of weight too.”
“Are you sure she isn’t swelling up with water?” said Sachiko hopefully.
“Oh no,” said the woman, “it’s the clean country air and plain food that’s done it. She’s good for another five
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or six years, mark my words.”
“The question is,” said Sachiko with a sigh, “are we?”
6
Not long afterward, Minobé weas able to take over a house in Tokyo from a friend. He hired a van for the day
and piled it high with furniture, luggage, and the six members of his family. The people whom they passed on the
road stared in amazement at the huge load, and occasionally Minobé detected a look of sympathy on their faces.
Umé sat on a packing case, her body shaking rhythmically in response to the vibration. After a few hours, she
began muttering querulously, and Sachiko had to lift her up like a baby and hold her over the side of the truck
while she relieved herself. At that moment Sachiko could not help feeling bitter hatred for this old woman with
her withered body and long, chicken-like legs.
In the new house Umé was assigned a small room of her own next to the toilet. Here she would sit quietly and
give herself over to a new and particularly annoying habit that she had acquired since her return to Tokyo: taking
any piece of material she could lay hands on—clothes, towels, or sheets—she would systematically tear it to
shreds. In the case of clothes, she would first rip the material from the hem upwards into strips about one
centimeter in width, and then start on the sleeves; by the time she had finished, the pieces were so small that the
could not even be used for dusters. Her usual expression while she did this was one of guileless vacancy, though
as she tore up a particularly piece or sat contemplating a huge pile of tatters, one could observe an enigmatic smile
playing on her lips.
No one could make out the origin of this new quirk. Was it that Umé, whose entire youth had been devoted to
the art of needlework (one of the few accomplishments then considered suitable for women of breeding), felt in
some paradoxical way that by tearing material she was at least persevering in her specialty, even though she was
now too old to do so constructively? Or was it that in an excess\fn{ The text has: access.} of spite she had resolved
that none of her clothes or other possessions should ever accrue to this family which had treated her so heartlessly
in her declining years? Or was it just the sheer joy of vandalism? The result, in any case, was that, despite
Sachiko’s best efforts, Umé’s wardrobe had soon dwindled to nothing. Because of the strict rationing, it was
impossible to replace the shredded garments, so Sachiko had to give her grandmother some of her own castoff
clothes. With their modern pattern and bright colors, they reduced a somewhat ludicrous effect on the old lady. In
the end they too were, of course, torn to bits.
“It’s funny how Granny only likes things with salt,” said Sachiko one day. “Most old people like sweet things,
but she’ll only eat things when they’re salted or spicy.”
“Let’s hope she doesn’t get pickled and live forever,” said Minobé.
“Yes,” said Sachiko, “the kindest thing she could do for herself and everyone else would be to die. Why do you
suppose she goes on living like this?”
Minobé shrugged his shoulders. “In the Far East, longevity’s supposed to be a wonderful thing,” he answered.
“For some reason it’s considered a feat to grow very old, even though one doesn’t have the slightest pleasure in
being alive and is just a nuisance to everyone around. Take that old dog next door. Its owners go around boasting
to everyone that they’ve got a dog who’s lived to be fifteen. And yet the poor old thing is blind and lame, and
should have died years ago. Evidently in Japan we can’t even let animals die at the proper time.
“The fact is that once people are wrecks, like Granny, life becomes a spiteful force which turns on its owner, as
if to punish him for hanging on to it so long. The blessings of old age, indeed! All Granny really cares about is
eating, but because she’s over sixty, the government will let her have only a reduced ration. That’s what I mean by
life turning on people if they live too long. And when they finally do die, what sort of memory do they leave
behind? Just the memory of their last ugly, unhappy years. Granny once was a lovely woman, to judge from her
photos, but what we’ll remember is a hideous, wicked old hag. Surely people should fade out like music, leaving a
beautiful melody in the air.”
Almost all day, apart from mealtimes, Umé lay half-asleep by the charcoal brazier in the living room. At night,
however, she was wide awake. As soon as the family had gone to sleep, she would wander out into the passage
and start complaining raucously of hunger. Finally someone would have to get up and give her a piece of bread, a
potato, or a rice ball.
She now visited the toilet four or five times a night; they left the light on permanently. Sometimes she would
go and stand in the lavatory for ten or fifteen minutes, peering out the window. They could hear her muttering
loudly to herself: “Ah, that’s the moon over there. It’s getting pale. It’ll soon be time for breakfast. …” As she was
gradually becoming incontinent, the first person to visit the toilet in the morning would usually find it in an
appalling mess. Minobé wondered if this, too, was not an unconscious attempt to punish the family for imagined
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ill-treatment.
She occasionally suffered from hallucinations. One night Minobé awoke to the sound of fearful cries from
Umé awoke to the sound of fearful cries from Umé’s room: “Help, healp, I’m dying! Oh, they’re killing me! Help,
help!”
Jumping out of bed, he rushed to the rescue, but found Umé sitting up in bed as if nothing had happened.
“What’s wrong, Granny?” he asked, but she only shook her head, staring at him blankly. Minobé gave her a glass
of water and went back to his room. He wondered if the old woman had been confronted with some horrible
vision of death.
A few days later, she grabbed one of her great-grandsons by the arm as he was walking by, and held out a tenyen note.
“Run down and buy me one yen’s worth of rice and a yen’s worth of tobacco,” she said.
“I can’t, Granny,” answered the boy. “Everything’s rationed. Besides, one yen wouldn’t buy even a button.”
“Nonsense, child!” said Umé. “Well, if you won’t go, you can open the window and call for the errand boy
down there by the corner. He did my shopping for me yesterday.”
Evidently her mind had gone back toa time fifty years before when she had lived in Tokyo with her husband,
and errand boys used to wait on the street corners. Now, understanding that she could expect no help from her
great-grandson, Umé took down a small basket from the shelf; she wrapped her tattered dressing gown tightly
about her and tottered out into the passage, clasping her ten-yen note.
“Where are you off to, Granny?” said Minobé, as he saw her passing the living room.
“I’m going out shopping.”
“You’ll have quite a job!” said Minobé. “But don’t let me stop you.”
This seemed to discourage her, for instead of going out, she visited the toilet, and no more was heard of the
shopping expedition.
Later that day, Minobé heard the old woman’s voice droning away monotonously in her room. He stopped and
listened.
“Isn’t that the Lotus Sutra Granny’s reciting?” he said to Sachiko.
“No,” she said, “it’s The Greater Learning for Women. They had to learn it by heart at school. I suppose she’s
trying to see how much she can remember.”
The Greater Learning for Women! That eighteenth-century classic which claims to set forth in one volume the
essentials of a woman’s moral training seemed to have profited Umé little in her long life. Minobé remembered
the opening sentences:
Parents, rather than to bestow upon your daughters fine garments and divers vessels, better were it to teach them
these precepts, which will guard them as precious jewels throughout their days.

She had begun reciting again, in a toneless, hurried chant which seemed almost entirely bereft of meaning.
Only once in a while would an intelligible phrase emerge:
Not because of its height is yon mountain august.

This, it seemed, was all that remained of Umé’s arduous years of rote learning.
Then suddenly, with scarcely any change of expression, Umé said: “What about lunch? Haven’t I missed my
lunch?”
“Of course not, Granny,” said Minobé. “You finished lunch an hour ago.”
“Really?” said Umé. “I feel as if I hadn’t eaten for ages.”
The suspicion that she might have missed a meal, and was now being tricked into believing that she had eaten
it, showed clearly on her face. And yet it was hardly surprising that Granny had forgotten about lunch, reflected
Minobé. During her life she must have eaten almost one hundred thousand meals, and over thirty thousand of
them had been lunches.
As soon as Umé awoke from one of her naps, she would start wailing: “Oh, I’m hungry! I’m dying of hunger!
Bring me something to eat, for pity’s sake—a rice ball, an onion pickle, anything. Only hurry!” Sometimes there
were variations: “Help, the fire’s gone out! I’m dying of cold. Come and light the fire, someone.” Or: “Water,
water! For mercy’s sake, master, bring me a glass of water!”
An especially irritating habit was her referring to people in terms of exaggerated obsequiousness, as if to imply
that only so could she prevail on them to help her. Thus Minobé became Pmaster,” Sachiko was “madam” or
“mistress,” and her great-grandchildren “young sirs.” As he stood painting in his studio-room, Minobé would hear
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her shrill voice: “Oh, my dear mistress, may I crave a few grains of rice to calm my hunger?” or “Young sir, have
mercy on an old woman and bring a glass of water.” Despite his resolutions, Minobé would sometimes fling his
paintbrush to the floor.
Her pilfering continued, and indeed had grown worse. If, on waking, she saw no one about, she would hurry
over to one of the cupboards and take whatever she could find. Formerly, stolen objects had always been retrieved
in her room, but Umé’s pilfering had become far more serious since she had taken to tearing things to pieces.
“It’s really going too far, Granny,” said Sachiko one day. “You’ve gone and helped yourself to one of the best
towels from the bathroom. Didn’t I give you your own towel to play with?”
“A bath towel?” said Umé with an air of injured innocence. “I don’t know anything about it.”
“It’s no use pretending, Granny. It’s right there behind your foot warmer. At least you haven’t started tearing it
yet.”
“My goodness!” said Umé. “So it is. I must have caught it on my shoulder by mistake when I went to the
bathroom.”
“That’s quite an achievement,” said Sachiko, “considering that it was firmly fixed to a towel rail.”
Her appetite seemed to become more voracious as the weeks went by.
“Oh, good madam, take pity on me! I’m so hungry it hurts!” she started wailing one morning.
“Really, Granny!” said Sachiko, hurrying into her room. “I gave you five big rice cakes just a couple of hours
ago. What have you done with them?”
“Rice cakes?” said Umé. “I don’t remember any rice cakes.”
Sachiko looked behind the foot warmer, under the bed, and in all the usual hiding places, but there was no
trace of the rice cakes.
“Have you forgotten where you hid them?” said Sachiko. “Surely you can’t have eaten them all already.”
“Well, since you can’t find them,” said Umé dubiously, “I suppose I must have.”
Sachiko left the room, shaking her head. And behind her Umé was sticking out her tongue contemptuously.
One day the children discovered a large piece of fresh bread in the dustbin and brought it to their mother.
“If that isn’t the limit!” said Sachiko. “This is the piece I gave Granny a few hours ago. I know she doesn’t like
this cheap rationed bread, but it’s all any of us can get these days. And I salted it specially for her.”
She went into Umé’s room and scolded her severely, but the old lady denied all knowledge of the bread. The
following day a whole bowl of rice was found in the dustbin.
“How can anyone throw away rice these days when millions are starving!” cried Sachiko, glaring at Umé.
“Such waste deserves to be punished.”
“Good gracious!” said Umé. “Who could have done such a thing?”
“You know perfectly well it was you, Granny. “You’re the only one who throws things like this in the dustbin.”
“Mercy me, no!” said Umé indignantly. “I’d rather die than throw rice away. It’s a sacrilege. Let me tell you,
I’d like to get my hands on whoever did it. …”
At this point Sachiko gave up.
In the evening she mentioned the matter to Minobé. “She’s lost all judgment, hasn’t she? If she wanted to get
rid of the rice, all she had to do was to throw it down the toilet and none of us would have been the wiser. This
way we were bound to find out.”
“She was probably furious because the rice was cold,” said Minobé.
“We all had cold rice today,” said Sachiko. “She had the same as the rest of us.”
“Yes, but nothing will ever convince her that we aren’t getting better food than she is. I expect she purposely
put the rice where we’d find it, as a sort of protest.”
“I wonder if her mental powers are up to that,” said Sachiko.
“When it comes to food, they certainly are,” said Minobé. “Look at that awful habit she’s got of bowing and
scraping to us all, in the hope that we’ll give her extra things to eat.”
“Yes, I suppose she’ll sink to anything to fill her belly. It’s all that she lives for these days. It’s as if she were
under a curse. It really makes me sad, you know, when I think that she’s my own grandmother.”
When visitors came to the house, they would invariably be startled by the sudden apparition of old Umé, with
her weird, white, wrinkled face and fuzzy hair.
“Are they from Echigo?” she would ask, and having been assured to the contrary, she would raise a piteous
cry: “Oh, I’m so hungry! For mercy’s sake, good people, let me have something to eat! I haven’t had a morsel
since last night. Help! I’m starving!”
Sachiko and Minobé would then be obliged to explain matters to the bewildered guests.
One day, when Umé had made a particularly ugly scene of this kind, Sachiko lost her temper and shouted
harshly at the old woman. Umé listened in blank silence, vaguely shaking her head. That afternoon when Sachiko
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was doing the laundry at the garden well, she noticed a strange, spectral figure standing by the front gate; it was
Umé, who had managed for the first time in years to make her way out of doors unaided. When the old woman
realized that she was being observed, she raised one hand in a gesture of supplication and held the other to her
throat as if about to slash it. She was barefoot and had thrown an old overcoat over her dressing gown. Obviously
the aim of her maneuver was to have one of the neighbors discover her in this pathetic garb.
“Good heavens, Minobé,” shouted Schiko, “Granny’s gone out!”
Minobé threw down his paint brush and ran to help her, but his wife had already managed to get the old
woman back into the house. Umé stood by the door with a gragic look of frustration on her face, obviously
exhausted by her feat. With one hand she was affecting jerky movements of obeisance; in the other, she held a
gimlet menacingly. The end of the gimlet was broken off and Minobé recognized it as the one that he used to open
his tins of paint and that had been missing for some days. No doubt it was part of Granny’s recent loot.
“I’m afraid you won’t be able to cut your throat with that, Granny,” he said to her, “It’s too blunt.”
“What a hateful old woman you really are!” cried Sachiko bitterly. “All you wanted to do was to get even with
me for scolding you this morning. The one emotion you haven’t forgotten in all these years is—is spite!”
7
In his spare time Minobé unpacked the numerous trunks and cases which they had brought from the country.
One day he came upon a small photograph that had lain hidden for years among some old papers. He examined it
for a moment, and took it to Umé’s room.
“I expect you’ll remember this, Granny,” he said.
Old Umé was busy tearing to pieces a pair of her great-grandson’s pants. She was having some trouble with the
elastic band around the waist. She looked up and took the photograph which Minobé handed her, and suddenly a
strange, choked cry escaped her throat.
“Oh, oh, I’ve missed her so terribly! It’s my darling little girl. My only daughter! I’ve missed her for so long!”
She put her hand to her forehead and rubbed her cheek against the photograph of the daughter, who had died
more than thirty years before; her whole body was shaking.
“Why did you have to leave me? Life has never been the same since. How I miss you!”
Minobé was deeply moved. Now at last he seemed to have discovered, beneath all the physical and moral
ugliness with which age had marked old Umé, a human heart that felt and suffered. Bowing his head he left the
room. He did not want to intrude on her terrible grief.
As soon as he closed the door, the sound of sobbing appeared suddenly to stop. He stood listening in the
passage. There seemed to him something ominous about this silence following directly on the old lady’s desperate
weeping. Opening the door quietly, Minobé looked in. With an air of rapt concentration, Umé was removing the
rubber band from her great-grandson’s pants. The photograph lay discarded upon a heap of tattered cloth.
130.425 Summer Flower\fn{by Hara Tamiki (1905-1951)} Hiroshima, Hiroshima Prefecture, Japan (M) 4
I went downtown and bought some flowers, thinking I would visit the grave of my wife. In my pocket I had a
bundle of incense sticks that I had taken from the Buddhist altar in my home. Wednesday would be the first
anniversary for the soul of my wife, but it was doubtful whether my native town would survive until then.
Although most factories were closed that day due to electric power rationing, there was no one to be seen except
myself—walking along the street with flowers, in the early morning. I did not know the name of the flowers, but
they looked like a summer variety with the rustic beauty of their tiny yellow petals.
As I sprayed water over the gravestone exposed to the scorching heat of the sun, divided the flowers into two
bunches and put them in the vases on either side, the grave appeared rather refreshing, and I gazed at the flowers
and the stone for awhile. Underneath the grave were buried not only the ashes of my wife but also those of my
parents. After burning the incense sticks that I had brought and making a bow, I drank out of the well beside the
grave. Then I went home by way of Nigitsu Park. The scent of the incense remained in my pocket throughout that
day and the next. It was on the third day after my visit to the grave that the bomb was dropped.
My life was saved because I was in the bathroom. On the morning of August 6, I had gotten up around eight
o’clock. The air-raid alarm had sounded twice the night before and nothing had happened, so that before dawn I
had taken off my clothes and slept in my night robe, which I had not put on for a long time. Such being the case, I
had on only my shorts when I got up. My younger sister, when she saw me, complained of my rising late, but I
went into the bathroom without replying.
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I do not remember how many seconds passed after that. All of a sudden, a powerful blow struck me and
darkness fell before my eyes. Involuntarily I shouted and held my hands over my head. Aside from the sound of
something like the crashing of a storm, I could not tell what it was in the complete darkness. I groped for the door,
opened it, and found the verandah. Until then, I had been hearing my own voice exclaiming, “Wah!” amid the
rushing sounds, agonized at not being able to see. But after I came out to the verandah, the scene of destruction
gradually loomed in the dusk before my eyes and I became clearly conscious.
It looked like an episode from a loathsome dream. At first, when the blow struck my head, and I lost my sight,
I knew that I had not been killed. Then I became angry, thinking that things had become very troublesome. And
my own shouts sounded almost like the voice of somebody else. But when I could see, vaguely as it was, the
things around me, I felt as if I were standing stage center in a tragic play. Certainly I had beheld such a scene in a
movie. Beyond the clouds of dust, patches of blue sky began to come into view. Light came in through holes in
the walls and from other unexpected directions. As I walked gingerly on the boards where the tatami flooring had
been blown off, my younger sister came rushing toward me. “You weren’t hurt? You weren’t hurt? Are you all
right? Your eyes are bleeding. Go wash right away.” She told me that there was still water running in the kitchen
scullery.
Finding myself completely naked, I turned to my younger sister and asked her, “Can you at least get me
something to put on?” She was able to pull out a pair of shorts from the closet that had been saved from
destruction. Someone rushed in with a bewildered gesture. His face was smeared in blood. He wore only a shirt.
This man was an employee of a nearby factory. Seeing me, he said, “It’s lucky you were saved.” Then he bustled
away, muttering, “Telephone I have to make a telephone call.”
There were crevices everywhere, and the doors, screens, and tatami mats were scattered about. The pillars and
door-sills were clearly exposed, and the whole building was filled with a strange silence. Later I was told that
most houses were completely destroyed in that area, but my second floor did not give way; even the floor boards
remained firm. My father, a painstaking builder, had built our house about forty years before, and it had been
solidly constructed.
Tramping about over the littered mats and screens, I looked among scattered articles for something to wear.
The book which I had left half read the night before was there on the floor with its pages turned up. The picture
frame which had fallen from the beam overhead stood tinged with death in front of the tokonoma. I found my
canteen quite unexpectedly, and then my hat. Still unable to find my pants, I started looking for something else to
cover myself. .
K—— of the factory office appeared on the verandah of the drawing room. Seeing me, he cried in a sad voice,
“I’m hurt! Help me!” and dropped down in a heap where he stood. Blood was oozing from his forehead, and his
eyes were glistening with tears.
“Where is it?” I asked, and he distorted his pale wrinkled face, saying, “My knees,” as he held them with his
hand. I gave him a strip of cloth, and I drew over my own legs two pairs of socks, one over the other.
“It’s started to smoke. Let’s get out of here. Help me get away.” K——, who was considerably older than I but
usually much more vigorous, seemed to be highly disturbed.
Looking out from the verandah, I could see nothing recognizable except the clusters of flattened houses and a
ferro-concrete building a little farther away. Beside the toppled-over mud wall there was a tall maple tree whose
trunk was torn off halfway up; the twigs had been thrown into the wash basin. Suddenly K—— stopped by the
air-raid shelter, and said, “Why don’t we stay here? There’s a water tank, besides …” When I said, “No, let’s go to
the river,” he asked me wonderingly, “The river? Which direction is the river?”
I took a night robe out of the closet, handed it to him, and tore the shelter curtain. I picked up a cushion, too.
When I turned the mat on the verandah, I found my emergency bag. I felt relieved and put the bag on my
shoulder. Small red flames rose from the warehouse of the chemical factory next door. We went out over the
completely twisted maple.
That tall tree had stood in the corner of the garden for a long time, and had been an object of dreamy
imagination in my childhood. Recently I had come back and started living at my own home after a long time, and
now I thought it odd that even this tree did not evoke the same old sweet memory. What was strange was that my
home town itself had lost its soft natural atmosphere, and I felt it to be something like a composition of cruel,
inorganic matter. Every time I went into the drawing room facing the garden, the title, The Fall of the House of
Usher, spontaneously sprang to my mind.
K—— and I climbed over the crumbling houses, clearing obstacles from our path, and walked slowly at first.
We came to level ground, and knew that we were on the road, where we walked faster down the middle. Suddenly
there called a voice from behind a crushed building, crying, “Please!” Turning back, I found that the voice
belonged to a woman with a blood-stained face walking toward us. “Help me!” she cried, following us
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desperately. We had walked on for some time when we passed an old woman who stood in the middle of the path
with her legs wide apart. She was crying like a child, “The house is catching fire! The house is catching fire!”
Smoke rose here and there from the crumbling houses, and suddenly we came upon a spot where breaths of flame
belched furiously.
We passed it running. The road became level again, and we found ourselves at the foot of Sakae Bridge. Here
the refugees gathered one after another. Someone who had stationed himself on the bridge cried out: “Those who
are strong enough, put out the fire!” I walked toward the grove of Asana Park, and there became separated from K
——.
The bamboo grove had been mowed down, and a path made through the grove under the tramping feet of
refugees. Most of the trees overhead had been tom apart in midair, and this famous old garden on the river was
now disfigured with pockmarks and gashes. Beside a hedge was a middle-aged woman, her ample body slumped
over limply. Even as I looked, something infectious seemed to emanate from her lifeless face. It was the first such
face I had seen. But I was to see many, many more that were more grotesque.
In the grove facing the riverbank I came across a group of students. These girls had escaped from a factory,
and all had been injured slightly, but now, trembling from the freshness of the thing that had happened before their
very eyes, they chattered excitedly. At that moment my eldest brother appeared. He wore only a shirt, but looked
unhurt. He had a beer bottle in one hand. The houses on the other bank of the river had collapsed and were on fire,
but the electric poles still stood. Sitting on the narrow road by the riverbank, I felt I was all right now. What had
been threatening me, what had been destined to happen, had taken place at last. I could consider myself as one
who survived. I have to keep a record of this, I said to myself. But I scarcely knew the truth about the air raid
then.
The fire on the opposite bank of the river raged more furiously. The scorching heat reached this side of the
river, so that we had to dip the cushion in the rising river water and put it over our heads. Then someone shouted,
“Air raid!” and all the people crawled into the heart of the grove.
The sun sent forth its bright rays, and the other side of the grove seemed to be on fire. A hot wind blew
overhead, and black smoke was fanned up toward the middle of the river. Then the sky suddenly grew dark, and
large drops came down in torrents. The rain reduced the heat momentarily, but soon the sky cleared up again.
I walked along a stone embankment down to the water’s edge and discovered a large wooden box floating
along at my feet, and around it bobbed onions that had spilled out. Pulling the box to me, I took out the onions
and handed them to people on the bank. The box had been thrown out of a freight train which had been overturned
on the bridge upstream. While I was picking up the onions, there came a voice crying, “Help!” Clinging to a piece
of wood, a young girl drifted in the middle of the river, floating at one time and sinking at another. I took a large
timber and swam toward her pushing it. Although I had not swum for a long time, I managed to help her more
easily than I had expected.
The fire on the opposite bank, which had slackened for a while, had started raging again. This time, murky
smoke mingled with the red flames, and as the roiling mass expanded, the heat of the flames seemed to grow
more intense with each second. When the fire finally burned itself out, there remained only an empty carcass. It
was then that I sensed a wall of air undulating towards us over the water. Tornado! Even as the thought struck me,
a blast of wind, passed over our heads. The grass and trees around me trembled, and whole trees were plucked out
and snatched high into the air. When the tornado had passed, the sky showed that evening was near. My second
elder brother appeared quite unexpectedly. His shirt was torn in back, and there was a brushing trace the color of
thin India ink on his face which later became a suppurating burn. Coming home on business, he had sighted a
small airplane in the sky and then three strange flashes. After being thrown on the ground, he had run to rescue his
wife and the maidservant, who were struggling under the collapsed house. He entrusted his two children to the
maid and let them escape before him, and then spent much time in saving the old man who lived next door.
My brother and I walked upstream still looking for a ferryboat. The sinking sun made everything around us
look pale, and both on and beneath the bank there were pale people who cast their shadows on the water. When
we passed before them, these people spoke to us in faint, gentle voices, “Give us some water.”
Someone called me in a sharp, pitiful voice. Below I saw a naked young boy whose lifeless body was
completely buried in the water, and two women squatting on the stone steps less than four feet from the corpse.
Their faces were swollen twice their natural size, distorted in an ugly way, and only their scorched rumpled hair
showed that they were women. Looking at them, I shuddered rather than felt pity.
We found a little raft, untied the rope, and rowed toward the opposite bank of the river. Daylight had already
turned dusky when the raft reached the sand beach on the other side, and the area was scattered with wounded
townsmen. A soldier who was squatting by the river said to me, “Let me drink some hot water.” I had him lean
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against my shoulder and we walked together. As he staggered on the sand, the soldier muttered, “It’s much better
to be killed.” I made him wait beside the path.
Nearing a water-supply station I beheld the large burned head of a human being slowly drinking hot water out
of a cup; the enormous face seemed to be made up of black soybeans; and the hair above the ears was burned off
in a straight line where the man’s cap had not protected it. I filled a cup and took it to the soldier.
People were starting to cook their supper, burning pieces of wood on the sandy beach. As the tide began to rise,
we all moved up the bank. Night had fallen, and a breeze sprang up. It was too cool for us to sleep, and we kept
hearing voices here and there crying desperately for water.
Nigitsu Park was nearby but it was now wrapped in darkness, and we could see only faintly the broken trees.
My brother lay in a hollow in the ground and I placed myself in another shallow place. Close to me lay three or
four wounded schoolgirls. “The grove over there has started burning,” someone said. “Don’t you think we’d
better move away from here?” Getting out of the hollow, I saw flame glaring over the top of the trees ahead of us,
but there was no sign of the fire spreading up to our spot.
There must still have been an undamaged siren somewhere, for we heard its warning faint in the distance.
“I wish morning would come!” a wounded girl complained.
From the direction of the riverbed came death cries, in a young voice still strong. “Water! Water! Please!
Mother … Sister … Mitchan!” The agonized words, interspersed with moans and weak gasps of pain, seemed to
wrench his whole body.
A dispensary had been established near the entrance to the Toshogu Shrine. With each case a policeman
formally asked the patient his permanent address and age; and the patient, even after receiving a slip of paper
identifying him, still had to wait about an hour in a long row, under the scorching sun. Patients who were able to
join that row were more fortunate than the rest. Now someone cried furiously, “Soldier! Soldier! Help me!
Soldier!” A horribly burned young girl rolled in anguish on the roadside. And near her was a man in the uniform
of an air-defense guard, who complained in feeble voice, “Please help me, ah, Nurse, Doctor!” as he laid his head,
swollen and bloated with burns, on a stone, and opened his blackened mouth. No one gave heed to him.
Policemen, doctors, and nurses came from other towns to help, but they were rather few in number.
Under a cherry tree two school-girls lay groaning for water, faces burned black, their thin shoulders exposed to
the scorching sun. They were students of the girls’ commercial school who had met the disaster while potato
The wagon then passed Kokutaiji Temple and Sumiyoshi Bridge, and came to Koi, giving me an almost full
view of the burned sites of the busiest quarters. Amid the vast, silvery expanse of nothingness that lay under the
glaring sun, there were the roads, the river, the bridges, and the stark naked, swollen bodies. The limbs of these
corpses, which seemed to have become rigid after struggling in their last agony, had a kind of haunting rhythm. In
the scattered electric wires and countless wrecks there was embodied a spasmodic design in nothingness. The
burnt and toppled streetcar and the horse with its huge belly on the ground gave me the impression of a world
described by a Dali surrealist painting. The tall camphor tree in the precincts of Kokutaiji Temple had been felled
completely, and the gravestones too were scattered. The Asana Library, with only its outer block left, had been
turned into a morgue. The roads were still smoky here and there and were permeated with a cadaverous smell.
Somehow it seems that impressions of the scene are more aptly put in katakana:\fn{A note reads: Katakana letters or
signs are much simpler and starker in appearance than the other forms used in writing Japanese .}
The strange rhythm of the human bodies, inflamed and red,
That mingle with the glaring wrecks
And the cinders of grayish white
In the vast panorama—
Is this all that has happened, or is it what could have happened?
Oh, the world stripped of all in an instant.
How the swollen belly of the horse glares beside the toppled streetcar.
And the stench of the smoldering wires!

The wagon proceeded along the endless road through the debris. Even on the outskirts of the city, the houses
all had collapsed, and it was only after we had passed Kusatsu that we were at last liberated from the shadow of
disaster and were greeted by the sight of living green. The appearance of the dragonflies that flitted so swiftly
above the emerald rice paddies was touchingly refreshing to my eyes. From here stretched a long, monotonous
road to Yawata Village. Night had fallen by the time we reached there, and all was dismally quiet.
The next day, our miserable life—of the aftermath—truly began. The wounded did not recover satisfactorily,
and even those who at first had been strong gradually grew weak from lack of food. Our maid’s arm suppurated
badly, and flies gathered around the burned part, which finally became infested with maggots. No matter how
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often we sterilized the area, the maggots never ceased to infest the wound. She died a little more than a month
later.
Four or five days after we had moved to the village, my nephew, who had been last seen on his way to school,
suddenly reappeared. On the morning that he had gone to his school—his building later was to be evacuated—he
had seen the flash from inside his classroom. In an instant he hid himself under the desk, and was buried under the
falling ceiling, but crawled out through a crevice. There were only four or five boys who had escaped—the rest
were killed by the first blow. The survivors ran toward Hiji Hill, and he vomited white fluid on the way. Then he
went to the home of one of his friends with whom he had escaped, and there he was sheltered. About a week after
his return, my nephew’s hair began to fall out, and his nose bled. His doctor declared that his condition was
already critical, but my nephew gradually gained his strength again.
My friend N—— suffered a different experience. He was on his way to visit an evacuated factory, and his train
had just entered a tunnel. As the train came out, he saw three parachutes floating down through the air over
Hiroshima several miles behind. Arriving at the next station, he was surprised to find that the window glasses
were broken. By the time he reached his destination, detailed information already had been circulated. He took the
first train back to Hiroshima. Every train that passed was filled with people grotesquely wounded. When he
arrived at the town, he could not wait until the fire was quenched, and so he proceeded along the still hot asphalt
road.
He went first to the girls’ high school where his wife was teaching. On the site of the classrooms lay the bones
of the pupils, and on the site of the principal’s office lay bones that seemed to have belonged to the principal.
Nothing could he identify as the remains of his wife. He hurried back to his own home. Being near Ujina, the
house had crumbled without burning. Yet he could not find his wife there either. Then he examined all the bodies
lying on the road that led from his home to the girls’ school. Most of the bodies were lying on their faces, so that
he had to turn them over with his hands in order to examine them. Every woman had been changed miserably, but
his wife’s body was not there. Finally he wandered around without direction. He saw some ten bodies heaped in a
pile in a cistern.
Then there were three bodies that had become rigid as they held a ladder set against the riverbank, and others
stood waiting in a row for the bus, the nails of each fastening against the shoulders of the one ahead. The terrible
scene of the West Parade Ground was beyond description. There were piles of soldier corpses around—but the
body of his wife was not to be found anywhere.
My friend N—— visited all the barracks, and looked into the faces of the severely wounded people. Every face
was miserable beyond words, but none of the faces was his wife’s. After looking for three days and nights at so
many charred bodies, dead and living, N—— at last went back to the burned site of his wife’s school.
130.406 A Man’s Life\fn{by Taiko Hirabayshi (1905-1972)} Nakasu, Naganyo Prefecture, Japan (F) 7
“I wonder if conversion is a word that anyone can use. If it doesn’t sound too funny for a fellow like me to be
using it … well, I suppose I’ve experienced a sort of conversion too.”
We’d been talking about something else when Sei, an ex-gangster, said this to me.
“What?”
Noting my bewilderment, Sei hesitatingly began to tell me his story, one which he apparently had kept to
himself for a long time, and one which in its telling seemed most natural.
*
Now let me tell it in my own way. Because if you don’t understand what kind of fellow I am, the story won’t
make much sense.
It was when things were beginning to turn bad for Japan in the Pacific War\fn{ The Pacific phase of World War II.}
and people’s lives were being increasingly upset by conscription and forced labor. As for me, for about a year I’d
been a prisoner at Sugamo—a convicted murderer.
In the spring of the year before I’d knifed a fellow named Shida. He ran a little hotel in Togoshi-Ginza. In my
own mind, there were two motives for the killing. But even today I don’t know which of the two provided the
decisive strength to drive me to murder.
Both the police and the public procurator’s office were convinced that I did away with Shida to eliminate his
influence in the Ebara district and thus strengthen the power of the Kawanaka gang.
As you probably know, my boss, Kawanaka, was an old man of eighty. Taking this fact into consideration, it
seemed only natural that I, who was the real power in the Kawanaka gang, should kill Shida to expand my own
influence. The assumption wasn’t far wrong.
To tell the truth, however, there was one thing else. Working in that hotel run by Shida there was a woman I’d
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fallen in love with. Her name was Machiko. She had a face likely to draw attention, and she had a gentle
disposition. When I had to make duty calls on Shida for my boss, it was she who would attend to me and pour the
wine.
Without quite realizing it, I’d become attracted to this woman and I found myself speaking to her
affectionately. But I never laid a hand on her, nor asked her to marry me. Maybe I’m not the passionate type—the
kind that falls blindly in love.
Then by chance I learned the Machiko was Shida’s woman. With the feeling of having been betrayed by a
woman, a livid anger surged in me against Shida … whom, of course, I had no reason to resent.
It was on a dark night not ver long after I’d learned about Machiklo that I called Shida outside the kitchen,
where I was hiding behind a large trash bin, and killed him with a single knife thrust.
As was our standard practice, I turned myself in and exaggerated Shida’s supposed breach of faith into an
unpardonable betrayal. Where gang wars are concerned, even in the case of a killing one can usually expect to get
off with a sentence of five or six years at the most.
But the time were bad; my attempts to escape the draft came to light; and a previous police record didn’t help
either.
At the first trial they handed down a heavy sentence of eleven years at hard labor. Naturally I appealed, but
because of the indifferent efforts of my lawyer, the verdict of the higher court was little better—ten years.
Ordinarily another appeal to a still higher court would have been made. But, besides being short-tempered, I
found the whole thing unbearably tiresome and, out of spitefulness toward a fellow Kawanaka had provided to
defend, I decided, in a moment of youthful folly, to accept the verdict.
It was the day after the sentence. Breakfast over, my attention was vaguely directed to things going on outside
—beyond the door of my cell. Morning at the prison begins with a guard’s crying: “Sick call, breakfast; sick call,
breakfast.” Different voices can be heard passing by. It takes at least two months of cell life to distinguish the
words “sick call” and “breakfast” from what at first seems in unintelligible mumbling. And it takes at least that
long to realize that the affable, white-robed person who shouts “Sweets! Magazines!” and appears to be a peddler
as he walks beside a trusty\fn{ A prisoner “trusted” by the prison system with less-than-normally supervised tasks.} with a
pushcart is, in fact, also a guard.
This one must have been working on a percentage basis, for he was quite good in his high-pressure
salesmanship. The Prison Association, which at that time was still putting out a prison paper called Man,
apparently had thought up this business for the guards to implement.
Occasionally the cry “Rub that beard!” could be heard. After an application of ice-cold water from the spigot,
beards would be vigorously massaged. Spoon the turn for a shave would come. The process was swift and simple.
It required only three or four strokes with a blunt-edged instrument called a ;razor, once down each side of the
face, under the nose, and beneath the chin. It goes without saying that the whole operation was little short of
torture.
On that particular morning, my ears were tuned for a sound I was waiting for with something more than
ordinary expectation. Sure enough, the guard’s footsteps came to a halt outside my cell door.
“No. 178! Ready for cell change!”
“Yes, sir! Ready, sir!”
The answer came out with a youthful bounce as I gave a glance at the cloth-bound bundle containing my
personal belongings. Custom had it that those sentenced by courts of second instance, unless for ideological
offenses, would be transferred from solitary confinement to a general cell. It is hard to imagine what this change
of cells can mean to a young and gregarious fellow like me who has suffered from the loneliness of solitary
confinement.
Already bundled in an arabesque-patterned green cloth were my earthly belongings, all bought since I had
come here—a mirror, a bar of soap, toothpaste, a toothbrush, some underwear, a two-volume life of Hideyoshi,\fn
{Probably Toyotomi Hideyoshi (1536-1598), who completed the unification of Japan (1590).} and three letters from Machiko.
Snatching the bundle up, I stepped outside as the heavy door swung open. Now that I was leaving the place where
I’d lived for a whole year, recollections flashed through my head for all the anguish, remorse, and irritation which
had been breathed into the air of this cell. With an uncommon consciousness of fact, I’d been awakened by the
guard on many a night in the throes of a terrible nightmare.
Padding along in my straw sandals, I walked from my solitary cell on the second floor of Block Six to a
general cell in Block Five. Block Five was an extension of Block Six, and the general cell was also on the second
floor. The guard opened the door of the large cell.
“New man.”
To these words I entered the cell. So from today I’d be with the inmates of this cell. It measured about twelve
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by fifteen feet. On either side of the two-foot-wide planked walk which ran from the door to the end of the room
there were four mats, a total of eight for the room.
At the end of the walk, up against the wall, there was a box for personal effects; beside that, a glass-enclosed
toilet; and above the latter, a window looking out over the shrubbery in the courtyard. On each of the mats on the
two sides of the massage was a man, squatting on his mat in his own particular fashion.
This not being the first time I’d been in such a place, I knew immediately that the fiftyish-looking man
squatting closest to the door was the cell boss. I lost no time in giving him the customary greeting of respect.
The fellow let out a grunt that was hardly audible and turned his ashen face aside. His airs annoyed me. I can
see now how stupid I was, but at the time I was cut to the bone by a sudden feeling of resentment toward this old
man who, I presumed, was nothing more than a petty criminal and who apparently didn’t think much of me.
In the angry stare I shot at the old man, my thoughts were apparent: “Better make no mistake about the fellow
you see in front of you,” I was saying. “He’s in here for murder. He’s a little different from the sneak thieves
you’ve got here, and you‘d better not try to make a fool of him!”
But the old man apparently took no notice of the stripling in his twenties with the bright look in his eyes. His
parched and restless glance shot here and there into the void. A shudder passed through me as I watched those
eyes. They seemed starved, hungering for a spot on which to fix themselves. My random thoughts, however, did
not pursue that impression to any great extent. It was for only one brief instant that I thought; “What queer people
there are in this world.”
Speaking of queer people, there was another one in that cell. He was about thirty-five, and he seemed wellbred and intellectual. Ever since I had entered the cell—and it was now close to the noon meal, for the meal cart
could be heard in the distance as it moved along on its rails—this fellow had kept polishing the lid of his utensil
box with a dirty rag. He had not stopped for an instant. The cloth made a queer, squeaking noise as it rubbed
against the lid.
Until the wear, these boxes for holding one’s food utensils had been painted brown. Now, however, with the
war situation so grave, they were made of just plain, unpainted wood. Without pause and without a glance
elsewhere, the intellectual kept polishing the lid of his box, now old and gray from having been soaked in water
so many times. The lid already had a brilliant sheen, yet with the same regular motion he continued his polishing.
Soon, louder noises could be heard from the nearby cells as the trusty passed out the noon meal. Lightheartedly
the men began arranging their boxes on the planked walk and taking out bowls and plates.
When I had been in here before, these bowls and plates had all been of aluminum, but the metal utensils had
been turned in for use by the armed forces, and now we ate from chinaware, unmatched bowls and plates, large
and small, which inmates had once bought as personal belongings from the prison sales stand. Of course, this
stand no longer had such things to sell. The utensils that were being used were therefore quite old, left behind by
previous inmates who had had full use of them. So there were all kinds, some chipped and some cracked, large
ones and small ones. It was a little pathetic to note that even here one could see evidence of the hard times onto
which the government had fallen.
When the curd soup was ladled out, those with small bowls naturally were at a disadvantage. Those who had
foresight would offer whole lunches to some inmate due to leave soon, with the understanding that the large bowl
he had been using would be left behind. But those who could not bear to part with an entire lunch had to be
content with a small bowl, thereby incurring a loss with each meal.
As the cell door was opened from the outside, the cell boss turned and growled:
“Lid!”
“Here,” someone answered and held out the lid of his box.
“Filthy! It’s filthy!”
I turned at the sound of this different voice and its scathing comment. I saw the intellectual holding out his own
shiny lid. The cell boss took it without a word. Using the lid as a tray, he placed each man’s bowl on it in turn and
held it out. The trusty scooped the rice from a bucket with a round, wooden implement resembling a ladle. After
leveling the rice with the palm of his hand, he dumped it into the bowl. The rice was mixed with barley and soy
beans.
I noticed that the guard who accompanied the trusty had suddenly moved a couple of yards away and looked
off in another direction, apparently feigning ignorance. During this brief time, three lunches more than the number
of inmates came into the cell.
“Well, this cell boss has a little pull.”
With this thought I took a second look at the fellow. Beside him, the intellectual, with a satisfied look on his
face, was now busily engaged in scraping into one corner of his box lid the grains of rice that had fallen on it. One
at a time, he conveyed the grains to his mouth.
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How well I understood now! To make these few dozen grains of rice his own—that was why he worked to
polish this utensil box so much shinier than the others. But this was not particularly comical; nor was it
particularly serious. It was quite ordinary here, and it impressed me little more than the touch of air.
While my thoughts thus wandered, the trusty at the entrance to the cell was handing in the last lunch. It was
mine.
“No. 178—that you?”
The guard glanced at his notebook peered into the darkness of the cell, and pointed at me with is chin.
“yes, sir, sorry to trouble you, sir.”
After getting my thumb print as a receipt, the guard shut the heavy door and followed the trusty to the next
cell.
The cell boss, who had received my lunch from the guard, sat for some time with the lunch on his lap,
apparently enjoying the whiteness of the grains of rice. His parched eyes darted hither and thither.
“Looks good. Think I’ll keep this lunch for myself.”
He’d no sooner mumbled these few words than he got up to put the lunch with his personal effects.
“Hey, you! What d’ya think you’re trying to do! Who d’ya think I am!”
I began hurling out the usual invective, but remembering that the fellow had quite a bit of influence, I
immediately changed my tone:
“Course, if I was getting out of here in six months or a year, I wouldn’t mind giving an old fellow like you
something good to eat, but since I’ve got to stay in this hole for ten years …”
It was almost as if I were talking to myself. My words seemed to carry a note of sympathy, but in reality they
were designed to let the men known that I was the possessor of a considerable criminal record.
There was every likelihood that by noting my number—the low number 178—people who knew the lace
would see that I was in for murder. But I hadn’t been able to discern even the slightest suggestion of awe. Prodded
on by a certain desire for distinction, I’d seen the need for intimidating this old man from the very beginning. I‘d
been deeply conscious of every word I’d spoken and every move I’d made, down to the motions of my eyes.
Though I raved ands ranted, it had made little impression on this man. He went right on and put my lunch with
his personal effects.
“Damn you! You still don’t understand what I’m trying to tell you!”
In a fit of rage, I knocked the cell boss down from behind. His scrawny back felt like a piece of lumber through
his dirty jacket, the only upper garment he wore.
Because of this commotion, I was the last to have lunch. Just as I finished, the cell boss was called outside for
exercise.
“Queer fellow! What’s he in for anyway?” I lost no time in asking a fortyish-looking fellow nearby.
“Sentenced to death.” Two men spoke in unison. Their faces were thrust forward, alight with a sort of pride for
having revealed something which would surprise me.
“So—sentenced to death.” I acknowledged the information with a slight nod. But it set me to thinking, and my
face no doubt paled a little.
“What did he do?”
“A long list: robbery, rape, murder, public indecency.” The fortyish-looking fellow deliberately enunciated
each word. His precise mode of expression was indicative of the intense respect the men with light sentences had
for the older prisoner.
“Is it final?”
“Yes, it’s been some time now since his appeal was turned down, and any day now, it’s—this! You see, ti’s
supposed to be carried out within a hundred days after it becomes final.”
I felt myself in a strange vacuum and again fell silent.
Noting my youthful agitation, the fortyish one sidled up as if taking pity on me.
“Yes, you were hasty. You know, men condemned to death can get an extra lease on life, maybe three months
or half a year—at least while the trial’s going on—if they commit another murder. So you can never tell when
they’ll try it.”
I knew that well enough. When I was in the station detention cell, my cell mate was a swindler. He had been
imprisoned once with a fellow who’d killed his adopted child and been condemned to death. This child-killer also
had a way of wanting other people’s lunches. And when somebody would refuse, he’d take out his towel and twist
it in his hands. “Since it’s come to this, one or two more won’t matter.” As he mumbled the words, his sinister
eyes would be directed at the throat of the man he was talking to. Everyone would contribute a part of his lunch.
Noticing my dejection, the intellectual, still polishing his utensil box, spoke from his place several mats away:
“Apologize. You’ve got to apologize.”
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“That’s right! You’ve got to do it tactfully. Then there’s—”
For some reason, the fortyish fellow cut himself short. Suddenly, a crafty light in his eyes, he gave me a
sidelong glance.
“Long as a fellow sentenced to death is here, extra lunches come in. We won’t lose anything by humoring
him.”
I realized that what these men were saying out of apparent kindness was certainly so. But knowing myself as I
did, I was convinced it would hardly be possible for me to apologize to a man at whom I’d been shouting curses
only a few moments before. In this perplexed state I passed the afternoon.
Presently, the boss was returned to the cell. The color had returned to his face, and he began to talk more
freely.
Soon it was night. When the time came to go to sleep, I didn’t know what to do. In the daytime, a sort of
unwritten law prevailed within the cell. In accordance with their seniority, the men had places near the cell door:
the cell boss at the door, the next oldest inmate beside him, and so on. At night, however, the prison regulations
called for the prisoners to sleep according to their numbers.
This meant that the cell boss, No. 170, would be sleeping at the very end of the room, and that I, No. 178,
would be next. I’d have to sleep next to him.
Sound sleep was out of the question that night. Whether he was sleeping or not, I never knew. He didn’t twist
or turn. He just lay there, his gaunt frame with its sallow, rough skin exposed to the glare of the electric light. His
breathing was like air going in and out of a bellows.
I’d heard that there were two other men in Block Five who’d been condemned to death but whose sentences
were not yet final. The sounds seemed to come from their direction, shrieks of men having nightmares. Each time
they would be followed by the footsteps of the guards going to rouse the sleepers.
Morning came. We could stay in bed till the guard shouted “Get up! Get up!” but No. 170, the cell boss,
remained motionless, squatting and facing the cell door.
“What’s wrong with him anyway?” I whispered to the fortyish fellow with whom I’d become acquainted the
day before.
“You never know when the order for execution will come. If it comes, it should be before the change of guards
at nine o’clock. No wonder he’s worried.”
I muttered something as if I’d understood, but I felt myself paling and beginning to tremble.
In all likelihood, a single minute of this man’s life now was equivalent to more than an entire year of the life
he’d spent like water. The poor all look order than they really are, but he couldn’t have been much over fifty. If he
were to live out his normal lifetime, he’d still have another fifteen or twenty years. He was trying to live those
fifteen or twenty years in the next hour.
Soon it was time for breakfast. Once again, the intellectual shoved aside the box lid offered bg the man of the
day before and handed the cell boss his own shiny one, as if this were his own personal prerogative. As had
happened at supper the night before, this man and the intellectual engaged in a bit of rivalry. The intellectual again
pushed aside that dirty cover, and I felt somehow that the fellow who would again and again offer his dirty cover,
knowing it would be shoved aside, was a great deal greedier and more to be pitied than the intellectual who
pushed it aside.
The trusty dished up the soup with a ladle. The ladle was big, the bowls small, and the soup spilled over the
lid. By the time all the men had been served, there was a considerable amount of spilled soup in the lid.
After getting his led back from the cell boss, who continued to sit in stony silence, the intellectual walked
cautiously back to his own mat. He then tilted the cover and drank down the soup, his lips smacking with
unutterable delight.
I turned to look at the cell boss. In front of him, lined up in a row, were his own meal and the two extra meals
that had found their way into the cell. He made no move to take up his chopsticks and remained leaning against
the door. I wondered whether he’d soon share his food with some of his favorites, but he didn’t. In a little while he
rose, took up the three meals, and placed them with his personal effects.
Time passed. It must have been after nine, for the voice of the day-shift guard could be heard down the
corridor. Though we heard it each morning, the voice of the new guard always sounded as fresh as the chirping of
sparrows.
“It’s after nine,” one of the men said, to let the cell boss know that the hour of danger had passed.
But the cell boss already knew. He didn’t trouble to answer, but rose swiftly and took out the food he had put
away only moments before.
To have to look at the hideous color and manner of the man was to have an enormous weight on top of one’s
head. We all wanted intensely to move away with him from that dangerous hour.
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He began eating. Only a moment ago he had been unable to eat a single mouthful, and now he shoveled the
food into his mouth with amazing relish. Quickly he disposed of one meal, and not many minutes later he’d
finished the other two. His was indeed a formidable appetite. His spirits had recovered completely.
It began when somebody asked me: “And what’re you in for?”
For some minutes, the talk was of my criminal record.
“Say, old man, today why don’t you finally tell us the details of that rape, murder, and public indecency of
yours?” Seeing the cell boss in a good humor, someone asked him this question. As a matter of fact, this was
exactly the lurid account I too had been wanting to hear.
The beaming face of the cell boss suddenly turned grim.
“That’s one thing I don’t want to be asked.”
His tone was heavy. For some time now I’d been darting glances in his direction, my face alight with a
conscious youthfulness. I was giving him these meaningful little glances to let him know I’d be interested in
making peace with him. For the life of me, I couldn’t make myself say the words outright. So I’d taken this rather
crafty way of making amends.
Soon he was taken out again for exercise.
“‘Robbery, rape, murder, public indecency.’ What did he do anyway?” I asked the fortyish fellow. I’d
memorized the list of crimes attributed to the cell boss though I’d heard it only once.
“Well, he seems bent on keeping that a secret if it’s the last thing he does, but as a matter of fact, there’s this.”
He pulled a document from among the personal effects of the cell boss. It was the decision on a preliminary
hearing.
The other men apparently had seen it already and I was the only one to extend my hand. It was couched in the
stilted language of official documents, but as I read it, an image of the event formed itself, piece by piece, in my
mind.
*
The season was spring; the scene, the lush pine woods of northern Kantō. Among the evergreens could be seen
spring flowers, and to the nostrils came the strong odor of chestnut blossoms. From somewhere not far off
sounded the song of a thrush. The time was just past noon and the air had the breath of late spring, almost like the
soft touch of flesh.
For some time now the shrill voices of young girls had been coming from the other sided of the woods. Soon,
glimpses of school uniforms could be seen as the girls came filing down the hill through the straight-standing
spruces.
“Looks like a picnic.”
Two construction workers, on their way up the hill to where a power station was being built, were sitting on
rocks by the road and smoking.
“There still must be snow at the top.”
“No, not any more. the azaleas are in bloom.”
The two fell silent. It was a meaningful silence.
Just then: “Go on. Go ahead. Don’t look back. Don’t.”
Waving toward the group she’d just left, a schoolgirl of about eighteen ran behind some trees. Before the spot
where the two workers were sitting there was a tangled thicket of withered pampas-like grass. The stems were
graying and broken, but there were traces of green at the roots. The schoolgirl, worried only about whether she
could be seen by her companions, pulled down her underpants and crouched down. Only the white calico showed
clearly.
One of the workers whispered something ot the other. Without replying, the latter rose and hurried off. The
first jumped in front of the schoolgirl, who was still squatting down. The snapping of grass stems could be heard.
In an instant she was overpowered. Her shrieks only echoed through the spruce branches. It was over in a matter
of minutes. Then the other worker, who had been standing watch, came back and changed places with the first. It
was No. 170, our cell boss.
The schoolgirl lay face upward, her soft hair wet from the oozing mire. The second worker did as the other had
done. The schoolgirl had lost consciousness. The breath came from her dainty nostrils like a soft whisper.
With his big hands, the worker strangled her. And as he stood up, he saw the girl’s tiny red purse lying a couple
of feet away. It had so many bills in it that its clasp would not close. He picked it up and put it inside his
waistband.
The two men dragged the body to soft ground and buried it. Cautiously, they left in different directions.
Probably the other man hadn’t thought of killing the girl.
*
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When night begins to fall, there comes a moment when everyone become a bit emotional. I noticed the cell
boss sitting perfectly still, facing the wall and murmuring a Buddhist prayer.
I slept a little better that night. Occasionally, he’d roll over and kick me. I’d awake with a start, as if dashed
with cold water. Even if he’d forgiven me, he hardly needed a pretext to commit another murder. It was I, close at
hand, who had the greatest chance of becoming the victim.
But nothing unusual happened. With the morning there came again those terrible agonies we could hardly bear
to watch. And yet at noon he’d be able to eat not only his own but other people’s lunches too.
One day my chance came to make peace with him.
“Don’t worry,” I said. “We’ll win this war soon, and then everyone will get a pardon.”
It was nonsense. But if I was to say anything to him at all, what else could I say?”
“Think so? But even if I should get out, I wouldn’t have anything to wear.”
“Oh, you don’t have to worry about things to wear. A long time ago they had an amnesty when the Constitution
was promulgated,\fn{In 1890.} and they say a market was set up outside the prison. I’ll lend you a little money.”
But one morning, at about eight o’clock:
“No. 178—visitor!”
Almost immediately the door opened. I’ll never forget the look on No. 170’s face as the guard said “one
seventy …” and then added “eight.” His face became chalk white, his eyes jerked upward, his whole body started
to tremble. But it was just that one of the fellows in he Kawanaka gang had come to see me.
On the following morning, the same thing happened again. The shock was the same as it had been the day
before. I could hardly stand to watch him.
Without saying why, I told the fellow from the Kawanaka gang not to visit me again. I’d begun to have a
strange liking for the cell boss. You may laugh when I tell you the reason. You may not be able to understand. In a
word, it was because he wasn’t going to kill me.
I’d been thinking over and over again the frame of mind in which I’d killed Shida, and the frame of mind the
cell boss must have been in when he’d killed the schoolgirl. They were deeds that couldn’t be undone. But isn’t it
remarkable that this man would forego killing me, who slept beside him, and thus forego his chance to live
longer? Isn’t it wonderful that man is unable to kill without reason, even given his burning desire for life?
I asked the erudite fellow in his forties: “I’ve heard that men who’ve been sentenced to death think of killing
someone else in prison. I wonder if anything like that has ever actually happened?”
“Well, it’s something they often talk about, but I’ve never heard of an actual case.”
I don’t know why, but I thought happily: “Why, of course.”
It was one morning some days later. An order was shouted by a guard to a man who had gone out to write a
letter.
“Stop writing!”
I was the first to start up. When I was still in solitary, I had once heard that same order: “Stop writing!” I had
wondered what it meant and later had asked one of the trusties.
“Yesterday, the janitor went into sweep out the cellar room just under the gallows trap. That means there’ll be a
hanging today. Guess it’ll be the German spy whose sentence was confirmed the other day.”
As I recalled this, I thought: “Well, this is it!” I stole a glance at No. 170. In Cell Block Five there were three
men sentenced to death, but it was only No. 170 whose sentence had been confirmed.
“Could be a news bulletin,” someone was saying. Decidedly it couldn’t be anything like that, however.
Soon there were footsteps and two guards stood at the entrance to our cell.
“No. 170. Visitor!”
The cell boss was ashen. He sat transfixed.
“Out, No. 170! Out! visitor!”
The guards came inside without removing their shoes. They pulled No. 170 to his feet, supporting him from
both sides. Swaying and staggering, No. 170 reached the cell door. One of the guards urged him to put on straw
sandals, but his feet trembled so he couldn’t keep them on.
He went off down the passage toward the women’s cells, supported by two guards. The straw sandals lay on
the concrete corridor where he had dropped them, a pace or so apart.
“Well, I wonder which guard will pull the rope today. He just has to pull that rope and he gets a whole bottle of
saké, some eats, and the rest of the day off.”
The fortyish fellow seemed quite proud of his store of knowledge. My face felt pale, I had an urge to slap him.
But I fell silent, my head bowed.
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130.413 The Affair Of The Arabesque Inlay\fn{by Ishikawa Tatsuzo (1905-1985)} Furukawa, Miyagi Prefecture,
Japan (F) 6
Dear Sir:
Reference is made to your latest inquiry after our investigation into the present whereabouts and recent activities of
one Mr. Wu Kao-chih.
We hereby take great pleasure to inform you of the results of our inquiries to date.
It is also sincerely requested that you would kindly understand that our report as yet includes certain insufficiencies
primary due to the difficulty in establishing the present whereabouts of the person involved,
Yours sincerely,
T. Torii
Chief of Torii Detective Agency
Encl: Report to date. T.T.

Mr. Wu Kao-chih, of Chinese nationality; born Nanking, 1918. Father alleged to have been a noted trader by
the name of Wu Hsiung-ta.
Mr. Wu Kao-chih studied economics in a university in Shanghai. Later he was brought to Japan by his father.
Here he studied economics at Waseda University, as evidence by the students’ enrollment record of said
University.
In 1937, the Lukowkiao Incident\fn{On July 7, 1937,a party of Japanese troops held a large-scale maneuver at Loukouchiao, on
the outskirts of Peiping, and, declaring that a soldier was missing, attacked the county seat of Wanping (at the southern end of
Loukouchiao). The Chinese garrison resisted; Chiang Kai-shek, the supreme war-leader on the Chinese side, declared ten days later that
matters had risen to “the stage where it is impossible to avoid the inevitable;” and full-scale armed conflict broke out between China and
Japan, which somewhat later merged into World War II.} set off the Sino-Japanese war. However, Mr. Wu did not return

home until 1938, upon his formal graduation from Waseda University.
After the war, early in 1946, he again came to Japan, allegedly making a quick fortune at smuggling and such
activities by taking full advantage of his nationality.
In June, 1951, upon the signing of the San Francisco peace treaty,\fn{ The only thing that was settled between Japan and
the rest of the world in 1945 was her unconditional surrender. This was signed on board an American warship anchored in Tokyo Bay in
1945; the subsequent peace treaties between Japan and those countries she was at war with took place at different times several years
later.} and resumption of Japanese authority over the affairs of Third Nationals and the subsequent decline in his

business, he returned to China.
His subsequent whereabouts are unknown, except for August, 1953, when Yumiko Ueda, with whom he had
maintained a special relationship while he was in Japan, received by mail an expensive English-made jewelry
box. The parcel noted the origin as Nanking.
To our regret, further details are not available.
Judging from several old photos he left in Japan, he would seem to be five feet five inches or so in height,
tending toward plumpness, of a gay\fn{I.e., of a happy.} disposition, and of Southern Chinese racial type.
According to information gathered from his acquaintances in Japan, we have drawn up an outline of his life
and character as follows: During his entire three years in Japan as a student of the Economics Department at
Waseda University, he rented a room in the home of Mr. Arai Yasuhiro, then a director of the Japan-Formosa
Spinning Company. Regarding him, widow Arai recalls, “Mr. Wu Kao-chih was a very steady student and proJapanese.” She also said, “My husband was a good friend of the senior Mr. Wu. We invited young Wu to our
house. Brought up in a good family, he was very polite and modest. But he also had progressive ideas—thinking
that China should throw off her old ways, and rebuild a new China which could cope with progress and the rest of
the world.”
Mrs. Arai’s impression coincides with those of Wu’s classmates. He remained a bachelor, and was strictly
against the Chinese custom of early marriage.
In the Spring of 1938, upon his graduation from Waseda University, he returned to a China under Japanese
military occupation.\fn{Not strictly true. At her greatest extent, the Japanese Empire failed to seize large areas of Southern China, and
though many of these territories were enclaved by Japanese-held regions, Japan never fully overcame Chinese resistance to her rule within
them.} Further records of him from that date until 1946, when he revisited Japan, are unavailable due to lack of

means of investigation from here. However, consolidating data from the testimonials of Ueda Yumiko and other
people, the history we have reconstructed for him during the period in question is an extremely tragic one.
In December, 1937, the Japanese Army was pressing close to Nanking city from the east. Mr. Wu Kao-chih,
then in Tokyo, had received no word from his family since November. After the fierce fighting on December 12
and 13, Nanking surrendered. The Japanese Army issued the formal declaration of the occupation of Nanking on
December 17. Mr. Wu desperately wanted to know of his father, mother and sisters. He did all he could to find
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some means of returning home, but the severe restrictions which then prevailed allowed him no chance of exit
from Japan—legal or illegal.
Late in March, 1938, he somehow managed to return to his homeland. In Nanking, he found only ashes and
rubble where his father’s office had been. His father’s house was demolished. All possessions had been looted. No
trace of his parents or sisters was found. He was told that tens of thousands of Nanking citizens had been
massacred by the Japanese Army; then the corpses were buried in mass graves outside the city walls.
For almost half a year, Mr. Wu wandered around trying to locate—or at least to learn the whereabouts of the
bodies of—his family. During that fruitless search, Mr. Wu’s attitude toward life seems to have undertone a
complete change. So, too, did his personal character.
From that time until his return to Japan in 1946, his activities are unknown. He is believed to have availed
himself of the opportunities offered by the confusion of the war and to have established his financial position
solidly. In 1946 Mr. Wu came to Japan, alone. First, setling himself in the so-called Nanking Street, of Chinatown,
Yokohama, he started trading. Soon he moved to Tokyo, pocketing large profits through the importation of
American luxury goods, Taiwan sugar and bananas. Black-marketing gasoline seems to have brought considerable
money into his pockets.
He bought a fine house in Denen Chofu, hired secretaries, maids, drove a Cadillac—himself, no chauffeur. At
night he frequented cabarets in the Ginza with his friends.
It was about February of 1950 that Ueda Yumiko got to know Mr. Wu. Yumiko was then thirty-two, had been
working at Cabaret Tokyo from January 1950.
*
Ueda Yumiko was born on a farm in Kumagaya, Saitama Prefecture, the second daughter. Her father, Ueda
Harukichi, died of illness in 1944. After finishing girls’ high school in Kumagaya, she came to Tokyo to be a
student nurse at the Central Red Cross Hospital. Later she became a nurse in the First National Hospital, where
she worked for three years.
The relationship between Mr. Wu Kao-chih and Ueda Yumiko became regularized in 1950. Mr. Wu bought a
house in Taka-bancho for Yumiko and her child, providing a maid. But this relationship was brought to its
conclusion as described in the following.
Our investigator interviewed Ueda Yumiko, who is now living at her brother’s farm in Kumagaya. She told our
investigator, “I first met him in the cabaret where I worked. He always brought a few friends with him. His
Japanese and his manner were so natural that I could hardly believe he was a foreigner. He was a fine, clean-cut
gentleman, generous wit his money. He was perhaps at his most prosperous at that time. I overheard it said that he
could make several hundred thousand yen selling an imported car to a Japanese.
One night one or two months after they first met, Wu was drinking sake at the cabaret. He looked at his watch,
and murmured that he didn’t realize it was so late. Yumiko unconsciously looked at her wrist watch and said, “Oh,
it’s just nine-sixteen.”
Wu looked at her wrist—then stared at the watch as if to check its movement. “What are you gazing at?”
Yumiko says she asked.
“It’s very beautiful. May I see it closer?” he said and took her hand.
“No, it’s only a chap one. I’m ashamed,” she reported answered.
“No, it’s not at all cheap. It’s a rather rare watch. Do you mind if I see its back?” he was unusually insistent,
she recalls.
Yumiko took the watch off her wrist and handed it to Wu. He turned it over, closely examining the inlaid
arabesque design of a little red flower. Then he returned it to her without a word.
Half an hour later, just before they left, Mr. Wu whispered into Yumiko’s ear, “Yumiko-san, couldn’t you sell
me that watch for five thousand yen?”
Surprised, Yumiko hesitated.
“Maybe five thousand yet in so cheap? Will seven or eight thousand yen do? I must have that watch,” he
insisted.
“Why? It’s just an old watch. You can buy any brand-new one you see,” Yumiko said.
“Please think it over. I don’t mind paying even ten thousand yen for it.” And he left.
The next day, he came to the cabaret alone—which was unusual. He asked her about the watch. She sold it,
agreeing to eight thousand yen—but when later she opened the envelope he had given her, she found ten onethousand-yen notes.
Placing the watch I his vest pocket, Mr. Wu asked her: “Where did you buy this, Yumiko-san?”
“I was given it.”
“Is that so? Well, may I ask who gave it to you?”
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“It’s a keep-sake of my dead parents.”
“A keep-sake? Was your mother wearing this?”
“It was from my father?”
“That’s not true. This is a woman’s watch.”
“Yes, that’s right.”
“Let me guess. It must be our lover who bought this for you.”
“Oh, it’s such a trifle, let’s forget it.” She tried to change the subject, but Wu turned serious and started to tell
her a story. He had a very intimate friend—a crazy collector of timepieces—whose collection included over
fourteen or fifteen hundred old and new, Western and Oriental, watches and clocks. Wu had allegedly picked up
some slight knowledge of watches from his friend. Wu told her that the watch was an extremely novel piece—not
made in Switzerland, England, or America. Nor did it look Japanese. The design on the back side seemed
Chinese, but the face was in the European style.
He wanted to know where it came from. Otherwise, he said, he could provide no clue to his friend’s research—
that was the general outline of Mr. Wu’s story. Yumiko was taken in by the story. She confessed. “In fact, I don’t
know the details of its origin. I got it from a relative of mine who had been a soldier. It often goes out of order—it
isn’t a good watch—”
“Is that so? … a soldier gave it to you … I wish … well, if I could see him sometime … That soldier couldn’t
have been to, say … well, Korea? … Manchuria? … Singapore? Perhaps China? … I wonder …”
“Yes, he’s been to China. During the war. And he returned—wounded in battle.”
“Ah, I see … China!” Her raised his voice a little. He smiled. His eyes glistened strangely.
After this Wu came to Yumiko’s cabaret as often as twice a week. In addition to the usual tips, he began
leaving special pocket money in her hands. Yumiko was naturally impressed by the fact that Mr. Wu was a
bachelor, living in a big mansion.
Not long after, she was invited to accompany him on a business rip to the Osaka-Kobe area. It was a five-day
trip with stopovers at the Takarazuka Hot-Spring and Kyoto Hotels. At this time they entered into their special
relationship. Yumiko confessed to him that she had a child. Mr. Wu bought clothing material and other presents
for the child. According to Yuimiko, Mr. Wu Kao-chih was not of a demanding nature, never trying to monopolize
her.
About a month after that trip Mr. Wu bought a new, though small, modern house in Takabancho. Yumiko
moved from her shabby room in Asakusa-Tabaramachi, with her child, and hired a maid. In short, she became a
mistress to Mr. Wu Kao-chih, a Chinese living in Japan.
Every month, she received fifty thousand yen as living expenses, besides occasional presents and extra money
he gave her whenever he visited the house. Yumiko’s life became comfortable. She quit the cabaret, but was still
able to ssave over twenty thousand yen a month. Then one night Mr. Wu Kao-chih resumed the long-forgotten
talk about her watch. It came as a great surprise to Yumiko, who had believed that Wu was interested in the watch
for his collector friend.
It was a lie—a pious means to an end.
It seems that watch had, without any doubt, belonged to Wu’s mother. His father had bought it for her on their
twentieth wedding anniversary. The design, specially ordered by his father, precluded their being another like it in
the world. Wu wanted to locate the person who had had the watch previously. Whoever gave it to Yumiko might
know something about his parents and sisters, missing since the occupation of Nanking.
Mr. Wu also told Yumiko that he had to see the soldier who had given the watch toher. His real purpose in
revisiting post-war Japan was not to make money but to find Japanese who knew the fate of his parents and
sisters. He “had a hunch that some Japanese should know,” he said, his face suddenly gone white.
Yumiko had no reason to refuse to cooperate with him, particularly as she was being provided for so
generously, but a chill went down her back when she thought of how Wu had, as the ancient saying puts it,
“attained the fact by sure steps.”
She was thankful for all he had done for her and her child, whatever his real intention might have been. Yet she
could not disclose the truth. What would happen if that soldier was the very person who had killed Wu’s family?
The soldier was none other than the father of her own child.
Yumiko confessed to our investigator that she had “only hatred and no obligation at all toward that soldier,”
but still she was unwilling to disclose his identity to Wu. Nevertheless, her past finally yielded to the power of her
present. He was the father of her daughter; still, he was never her formal husband. On the other hand, though only
a mistress, Yumiko felt a love and obligation toward Wu, sentiment that finally made her confess the name of her
former lover.
*
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Haneda Otojiro, registered domicile Odawara City, Kanagawa Prefecture. After finishing middle school,
worked for Hakone Tozan Railway and at other jobs. In 1935, entered the army as a Private Second Class. In
August, 1937, at the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese incident, went to China. By the time of the fall of Nanking, he
was a corporal. In July, 1938, Cpl. Haneda received a wound in a guerilla mop-up—bone fractures of the left
thigh and knee joint. Hospitalized in the army’s Nanking Hospital, later returned to Japan. In the First Army
Hospital met Ueda Yumiko, then assigned as a nurse.
After about a year, he was released from the hospital with a slightly crippled leg. Soon after, rented a room in
Tokyo, where both lived together. In spring 1941, Yumiko gave birth to a girl.
Not long after the daughter’ s birth, Haneda left Tokyo for Odawara—with the excuse that he could find a
better job there. Six months passed without aword. In the spring of 1942 Yumiko received a letter telling her that
he had to marry another girl as the inevitable result of certain circumstances. In the letter was enclosed a three—
hundred—yen check. Yumiko tried every way to locate Haneda, but failed.
As to the watch, Yumiko told Mr. Wu that she had received it while she was nursing Haneda in the First Army
Hospital. He said that he bought it in a curio shop in Shanghai. Mr. Wu did not believe the story of Haneda.
Rather he suspected that former-Corporal Haneda had been among the troop occupying Nanking. It might be said
to be the instinct of a son whose parents had been killed.
*
No sooner had Mr. Wu obtained the name of Haneda from Yumiko than he went straight to Odawara City. In
five says he succeeded in locating Haneda. He seems to have spent a considerable amount of money in checking
over the whole town through five Chinese residents of that city.
Haneda Otojiro was not living in Odawara. But Mr. Wu did locate Haneda’s brother, who revealed Haneda’s
whereabouts as near Okachimichi, back in Tokyo. Haneda was dealing in black-market goods of the American
occupation forces. He was living in a four-room house near Ueno, with wife and employees—but no children.
Mr. Wu was not so hasty as to call on Haneda at his house. He went to the shop Haneda was operating. First
approaching as a customer, Mr. Wu was soon selling him imported articles—at prices considerably below market.
Haneda was delighted. Haneda soon began to treat Mr. Wu as a trusted friend. Haneda did not see through Mr.
Wu, who passed as a Japanese called Iwamoto Yoshizo.
They were soon on quite familiar terms. One night at a sake party, Mr. Wu, alias Iwamoto, asked Haneda, “By
the way, this may sound odd, but don’t you by any chance know a girl named Ueda Yumiko?”
Haneda was startled. “Anything happened to Yumiko?” he asked.
“No, nothing. But is she your wife?”
“No. Not my wife. But I lived with her for a while.”
“Did you? … and, uh, you had a child, didn’t you?”
“Yes, I did. Is … my child all right?”
“Seems so. Seven or eight now, isn’t she?”
“Maybe, eight or nine, by now. How on earth do you come to know them?”
“No, no, I don’t really know them. Only, well, one of my friends is taking care of them. A few days ago—I was
in his house—we talked about the Okachimachi Market. This woman suddenly asked me if I knew a man in the
market called Haneda. I was surprised. She seems to have been working in the Cabaret Tokyo in the Ginza. But
then I think she had already quit the place,” said Wu, alias Iwamoto.
Soon after Haneda Otojiro went to the Cabaret Tokyo to find Yumiko. He was directed to her new home.
Luckily, Mr. Wu was not there.
The moment Yumiko faced Haneda, an old, almost forgotten, burning rancor welled up in her heart. She kept
him standing on the stone floor of the entrance hall, never asking him to step inside.
“Halloo, Yumiko. It’s been a long time—”
“What brought you here? I really wonder how you could even dare to come,” she sputtered in rage.
“Of course, I have no face to come to you like this, but—I just wanted to see my child.”
“Your child? Huh! You wouldn’t really like to face the child you deserted, would you? You’d better leave.”
“Don’t talk like that. That time, well, I was in a tight squeeze. I apologize—” Haneda tried all the excuses and
explanations he could muster. “You see,” he said, “well, as a matter of fact, I have given you so much trouble in
bringing up the child—but if you agree, I would like to send her to the university—with my money. I mean, I am
getting along fairly well now.” He also added that he had no child with his present wife, who was willing to adopt
his child by the former affair.
Yumiko was furious at his selfishness. She threatened him with a pair of geta she grabbed from the stone floor.
He left without further argument. Yumiko did not say anything to Mr. Wu, as she feared giving him the wrong
noting that she was continuing her old affair.
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She received an anonymous parcel, obviously from Haneda, who, though, did not put his address on it—there
was one hundred thousand yen inside. Unable to return it, she kept the money in thew drawer of her wardrobe. A
few days later a messenger brought a basket of fruit. She ignored the basket and returned the money with it.
Haneda Otojiro tried to get his child back through various means—money, presents—all of which failed. In
consequence he apparently began to consider some drastic action to achieve his end. But it took another month
before he could finally carry it out.
In the meantime, Mr. Wu was handling Haneda I his own way. Practically all of Haneda’s business now
depended on “Iwamoto Yoshizo.” He was precisely the way Mr. Wu had approached Yumiko, made her his own,
and explored the secret of the watch—the way only a persistent Chinese could pursue.
One night “Iwamoto” took Haneda to Atami and got him drunk. Making sure that he was tight enough,
Iwamoto—alias Mr. Wu Kao-chih—asked, “You always wear khaki pants. You’ve been in the army?”
“Of course. Who’s asking me? I am a corporal—decorated—the Order of the Golden Kite—” Haneda said in
drunken pride.
“Well then—you were crippled in the leg—an honorable wound?”
“That’s right—mortar shell got me. Almost lost a leg—”
“Where did you go? South?”
“Central China. From there as far as Nanking. Had a real rough time—”
“Central China? Then you were there in the early stage of the war?”
“Sure, just after it broke out. I went there I August. First, Shanghai, then the Changshu, Wusieh—“
“Nanking?”
“Yeah, Nanking., I climbed up that front wall … must have been twenty feet high … straight up.”
“No, higher than that.”
“You know Nanking, Iwamoto-san?”
“Sure, been there many times. You see, I was an interpreter. I’m pretty good at Chinese,” Wu said.
“Really?”
“True. It was terrible, Nanking. We killed a lot. Fifty or sixty thousand—”
“Ah, far more than that. We just couldn’t figure out how to dispose of all those corpses. I myself must have got
ten, maybe fifteen,” Haneda confessed.
“Yeah? Even I got five or six,” Wu said, pouring sake into Haneda’s glass. “You been near the Military
Academy?”
“Sure. That building was turned into a headquarters—later.”
“Back of that building, there was a hill commanding a good view, remember?”
“The big mansions, I remember, I remember. Our unit cleared that area.”
“There were some people left behind, I think.”
“Just old en and women. They begged and begged—mercy—it was really funny.”
“Get any loot?”
“Sure, loads. We couldn’t carry it around, though we could take anything. We threw it all away. And then,
anyway, I was sent back wounded around then.”
“Then you didn’t bring back anything?”
“Nothing—except a little watch I took—”
“A watch? That’d be a good souvenir. Where’d you get it?”
“Let me see—an old woman. She had a good watch … from an old woman. I tried to take it … she wouldn’t
let me have it. Then an old man told her to let it go. He spoke some Japanese—”
“Yes … and then you …”
“I guess so … anyway, they’re dead. We were busy mopping up, you see, so locked ’em up in a room and
threw in a hand-grenade. I went away, busy. I don’t know what happened … besides, who cares? Just some old
Chinese—” Haneda was so tight that he probably didn’t even remember his words the next day.
*
Wu finally knew the murderer of his parents. Yet that night he slept in the same room with Haneda, as if
nothing had happened.
Mr. Wu Kao-chih, however, began scheming to kill Haneda. Yumiko tried to persuade him to hold his hand,
but Wu did not listen. He cold-bloodedly checked every possibility of murdering Haneda—or in his words,
avenging his parents. Take him mountain climbing and push h im off a cliff; drugs; fake auto-accident; push him
from an express train. Every possible murder-method Wu thought over and re-checked, and rejected. On the other
hand, he kept Haneda in a good mood, still supplying him with goods at cheap prices.
Then, a tragedy took place. On October 3, 1950, Iachiyo, the daughter of Yumiko, mysteriously disappeared on
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her way home from school. That evening Yumiko reported her daughter presumably kidnapped to the police and a
search was begun.
The police went to Haneda’s house only to find no trace of the girl. Haneda set up a firm alibi and was
instantly cleared. Three days passed without news of the missing girl.
Yumiko lost her composure. Mr. Wu seemed to have been of help, at least in public, as her friends report. But
he did not try to deal directly with Haneda. “Mr. Wu Kao-chih, protector of the missing girl,” knew such action
would spoil his hopes of revenge. Yumiko was no longer normal—sleepless nights, days of worry. On the third
night, when Mr. Wu was away, she dashed out of the house. How she got there she could not remember, but later
that night she was standing in front of Haneda’s house in Ueno.
She knocked at the door. Haneda came out. She pounced on him, screaming, “Give me back Iachio! Give her
back!” Haneda called the nearby police box. The police officer came, listened to the trouble, but hesitated to get
involved in some family squabble between a man and woman who had once lived together, someplace else. It was
out of his jurisdiction, he claimed, and put Yumiko into a taxi, telling her to go home.
She didn’t. She came back to Haneda’s again, went inside the garden. She set fire to several laces around and
under the house. Flames spread; the fire enveloped the whole four-room house.
Neighbors were alarmed. Yumiko was seen crazily jumping around the flaming house, shouting, again and
again, “Give me back my Iachiyo!” She was caught by the police.
Haneda’s wife narrowly escaped. But Haneda himself was found the next morning, a burned body among the
ashes and rubble.
In the afternoon an employee of Haneda’s shop came to the Ueno police station to give himself up, bringing
Yachiyo with him. He and been ordered by Haneda to kidnap the girl and take her to Odawara. Hiding there for
several days, he had read of the tragedy in the newspaper.
In February, 1951, Ueda Yumiko was sentenced to serve five years in Toyotama Penitentiary. Mr. Wu arranged
to send Iachiyo to Yumiko’s brother in the country.
In May, 1951, Mr. Wu Kao-chih disposed of all his business affairs and his properties. In June, he left Japan. A
few days before taking a CAT plane for Hong Kong, he paid a visit to Yumiko in the Penitentiary. “I guess I owe
you so much,” he said. “You did the thing in my behalf. Because of you, I did not become a murderer. Yet my
parents have been avenged.”
He handed her a one-million-yen time-deposit certificate and an ivory signature seal with which to claim it,
and said, “I am leaving Japan for good. When you are released, please use this money for yourself and Iachiyosan. I’ll be wishing for your happiness, from a faraway land.”
Then he left.
In February, 1953, her lawyer arranged her release on bond using part of the money Mr. Wu had left. Yumiko
went back to her brother’s where Iachiyo was staying. In August of that year, a beautiful London-made jewelry
box was delivered from Mr. Wu. There was no sender’s address, just the postmark “Nanking.” No further news
has come from Mr. Wu since then. But Ueda Yumiko is living peacefully, helping out on her brother’s farm.
In that jewelry box lies the seal Mr. Wu had specially made for Yumiko—an ivory seal, with the arabesque
design of a little red flower inlaid in the top.
130.429 The Idiot\fn{by Sakaguchi Ango (1906-1955)} Niigata, Niigata Prefecture, Japan (M) 14
1
Various species lived in the house: human beings, a pig, a dog, a hen, a duck. But actually there was hardly any
difference in their style of lodging or in the food they ate. It was a crooked building like a storehouse. The owner
and his wife lived on the ground floor, while a mother and her daughter rented the attic. The daughter was
pregnant, but no one knew who was responsible.
The room that Izawa rented was in a hut detached from the main house. It had formerly been occupied by the
family’s consumptive son, who had died. Even if it had been assigned to a consumptive pig, the hut could hardly
have been considered extravagant. Nevertheless, it had drawers, shelves, and a lavatory.
The owner and his wife were tailors. They also gave sewing lessons to the neighbors, and this was the reason
that the son had been placed in a separate hut. The owner was an official of the neighborhood association, in
which the girl who lived in the attic had originally worked. It happened that while she was living in the
association’s office, she he enjoyed sexual relations indiscriminately with all the officials of the association except
the president and the tailor. She had thus had more than ten lovers and now she was with child by one of them.
When this unfortunate fact became known, the officials collected a fund to take care of the child when it was
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born. In this world nothing goes to waste: among the officials was a bean-curd dealer who continued to visit the
girl even after she had become pregnant and had taken refuge in the attic. In the end, the girl was virtually
established as this man’s mistress. When the other officials learned of the situation, they immediately withdrew
their contributions and asserted that the bean-curd dealer ought to bear her living expenses. There were seven or
eight of them who refused to pay, including the greengrocer, the watchmaker, and the landlord. Since they had
been giving five yen each, the loss was considerable and there was no end to the girl’s resentment.
She had a big mouth and two large eyes, yet she was fearfully thin. She disliked the duck and tried to give all
the leftovers to the hen, but since the duck invariably butted in and snatched the food, she would chase it furiously
around the room. The way she ran in a strangely erect posture, with her huge belly and her buttocks jutting out to
the front and the rear, bore a striking resemblance to the duck’s waddle.
At the entrance to the alley was a tobacconist, a thickly powdered woman of fifty-five. She had just got rid of
her seventh or eighth lover, and rumor had it that she was now having trouble making up her mind about whether
to choose in his stead a middle-aged Buddhist priest or a certain shopkeeper, also middle-aged. She was known to
sell a couple of cigarettes (at the black-market price) to any young man who went to the back door of her shop.,
“Why don’t you try buying some, sir?” the tailor had suggested to Izawa. Izawa, however, had no need to call on
the old woman since he received a special ration at his office.
Behind the rice-supply office diagonally opposite the tobacconist’s lived a widow who had accumulated some
savings. She had two children: a son, who was a factory hand, and a younger daughter. Though really brother and
sister, these two had lived as man and wife. The widow had connived at this, feeling that it would be cheaper in
the long run. In the meantime, however, the son had acquired a mistress on the side. The need had therefore arise
to marry off the daughter, and it had been decided that she should become the bride of a man of fifty or sixty who
was vaguely related. Thereupon the daughter had taken rat poison. After swallowing the poison, she had come to
the tailor’s (where Izawa lodged) for her sewing lesson. There she had begun to suffer the most atrocious agonies,
and had finally died. The local doctor certified that she had died from a heart attack and this had been the end of
the matter. “Eh?” Izawa had asked the tailor in surprise. “Where do you find doctors who’ll issue such convenient
certificates?” The tailor had been even more surprised. “D’you mean to say they don’t do that sort of thing
everywhere?” he said.
It was a neighborhood where tenements were clustered together. A considerable proportion of the rooms was
occupied by kept women or prostitutes. Since these women had no children and since they were all inclined to
keep their rooms neat, the caretakers of the buildings liked having them as tenants and did not mind about the
disorderliness and immorality of their private lives. More than half of the apartments had become dormitories
used by munitions factories and were occupied by groups of women volunteer-workers. Among the tenants were
pregnant volunteers who continued receiving their salaries even though they never went to work; the girl friend of
Mr. So-and-So in such-and-such a section of the government; the “wartime wife” of the section chief (which
meant that the real wife had been evacuated from Tokyo); the official mistress of a company director.
One of the women was reported to be a five-hundred-yen mistress and was the object of general envy. Next
door to the soldier of fortune from Manchuria, who proudly boasted that his profession used to be murder (his
younger sister studied sewing with the tailor), lived a manual therapist;\fn{ A masseuse.} next to him lived a man
who, it was rumored, belonged to one of the traditional schools that practiced the fine art of picking pockets.
Behind him lived a naval sub-lieutenant who ate fish, drank coffee, feasted on tinned food, and had saké\fn{A rice
wine of extreme potency.} every day. Because of the subterranean water which one found on digging a foot or so
below the surface, it was almost impossible to construct air-raid shelters in this neighborhood; the sub-lieutenant,
however, had somehow contrived to build a concrete shelter which was even finer than his actual apartment.
The department store, a wooden, two-story building on the route that Izawa took on his way to work, was
closed because of the wartime lack of commodities; but on the upper floor gambling was being carried on every
day. The boss of the gambling gang also controlled a number of “people’s bars.” He god dead drunk every day of
the week and used to glare fiercely at the people who stood in queues waiting to enter his bars.
On graduating from university, Izawa had become a newspaper reporter; subsequently he had started working
on educational films. This was his present job, but he was still an apprentice and had not yet directed anything
independently. He was twenty-seven, an age in which one is likely to know something about the seamy side of
society; and in fact he had managed to pick up a good deal of inside information about politicians, army officers,
businessmen, geisha, and entertainers. Yet he had never imagined that life in a suburban shopping district
surrounded by small factories and apartment buildings could be anything like this. It occurred to him that it might
be due to the roughening effect of the war on people’s characters, but when he asked the tailor about it one day,
the man replied in a quiet, philosophical way: “No, to tell the truth, things have always been like this in our
neighborhood.”
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But the outstanding character of them all was the man next door. This neighbor was mad.\fn{ That is, he was
certifiably nuts.} He was quite well off and one way in which his madness revealed itself was in an excessive fear of
intrusion by burglars or other undesirable people. This had led him to choose for his house a place at the very end
of the alley and to construct the entrance in such a way that one could not find it even if one went up to the house
and past the gate. There was nothing to be seen from the front but a latticed window. The real entrance was at the
opposite end of the house from the gate and one had to go around the entire building to reach it. The owner’s plan
was that a intruder would either give up and beat a hasty retreat, or else would be discovered as he roamed about
the house looking for the elusive entrance. Izawa’s mad neighbor had little liking for the common people of this
floating world. His house was a two-story building with quite a large number of rooms, but even the wellinformed tailor knew hardly anything about the interior design.
The madman was about thirty; he had a wife of about twenty-five, and a mother. People said that at least the
mother should be classed as sane. She had an extremely hysterical nature, however, and was without doubt the
most mettlesome woman in the neighborhood, so much so that when she was dissatisfied with her rationed
allocations she would rush out of the house barefoot to complain instantly to the town block-association.
The man’s wife was an idiot. One lucky year he had undergone a religious awakening, clad himself in white,
and set out on a pilgrimage to Shikoku. In the course of the trip he had become friendly with a feeble-minded
woman somewhere in Shikoku: he had brought her back as a sort of souvenir of his pilgrimage and had married
her.
The madman was a handsome fellow. His feeble-minded wife had an elegance becoming a daughter of a good
family; her narrow-eyed oval face had the prettiness of an old-fashion doll or of a Noh mask.\fn{ Used in Noh theater
dramas.} Outwardly the two were not only good-looking but appeared to be a well-matched couple of considerable
breeding. The madman was extremely shortsighted and wore strong spectacles. As a rule he had a pensive air, as
though tired from reading innumerable books.
One day when an air-raid drill was being held in the alley and the housewives were all bustling about
efficiently, the madman had stood there in his every-day kimono, giggling inanely as he observed the scene. Then
he had suddenly left and reappeared wearing an air-raid uniform. Grabbing a bucket from someone, he had started
to draw water and to throw it about the place, uttering various curious exclamations all the while. After that he
placed a ladder against the wall, climbed to the top, and began shouting orders from the roof, ending in a stirring
admonitory speech. This was the first time that Izawa had actually realized that the man was mad. He had, it is
true, already noticed certain eccentricities in his neighbor. For instance, the man would occasionally break
through the fence into the tailor’s garden and empty a bucket of leftovers into the pigpen; after this he would
suddenly throw a stone at the duck or, with an air of perfect nonchalance, start feeding the hen and then abruptly
give her a kick. But on the whole Izawa had taken the man to be compos mentis\fn{Mentally competent; not mentally
competent: non compos mentis.} and he used to exchange silent greetings with him when they happened to meet.
What was the real difference, he wondered, between the madman and normal people? The difference, if any,
was that the madman was essentially more discreet. To be sure, he giggled when he wanted to, gave as speech
when he felt like it, threw stones at the duck, and would spend a couple of hours poking a pig’s head and rear if
the spirit so moved him. Nevertheless, he was essentially far more apprehensive of public opinion than normal
people and he took special care in trying to isolate the main part of his private life from others. This was another
reason that he had placed the entrance to his home on exactly the opposite side from the gate. On the whole the
madman’s private life was devoid of noise, he did not go in for useless charting, and he lived in a meditative way.
On the opposite side of the alley was an apartment from which the sound of running water and of vulgar female
voices constantly encroached upon Izawa’s hut. The apartment was occupied by two sisters who were prostitutes.
On nights when the elder sister had a customer, the younger one would pace the corridor; when the younger sister
had a customer, the elder one would walk up and down deep into the night. And people considered the madman to
be of a different race, thought Izawa, merely because he was in the habit of giggling.
The madman’s feeble-minded wife was a remarkably quiet and gentle woman. Her speech consisted of a timid
mumble; even when one could make out the words, her meaning was usually obscure. She did not know how to
prepare a meal or boil rice. She might have been able to cook if she had had to, but as soon as she made a mistake
and was scolded, she became so nervous that she began to spill and drop everything. Even when she went to get
rations she could do nothing herself; she merely stood there and let the neighbors manage for her. People said that
since she was the wife of the madman it was quite appropriate that she should be an idiot and that the man’s
family could hardly expect anything better. The mother, however, was greatly dissatisfied and was constantly
complaining about the misfortune of having a daughter-in-law who could not even boil rice. As a rule she was a
modest and refined old woman, but owing to her hysteria she could become even fiercer than her mad son once
she had been aroused. Among the three unbalanced occupants of the house it was the old mother who uttered the
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loudest screams. The idiot wife was so intimidated by this that she was in a perpetual state of nerves, even on
peaceful days when nothing had gone wrong. The mere sound of footsteps would fill her with alarm. When Izawa
greeted her on the street, she would stand there petrified, with a vacant look on her face.
The wife, too, occasionally came to the tailor’s pigpen. Whereas the husband broke in openly, as if the house
belonged to him, and threw stones at the duck or poked the pig’s jowls, the feeble-minded woman slipped in silent
like a shadow and hid behind the pigpen. In a way this had become her sanctuary. After she had been there for a
while, the old woman’s croaking voice would usually come from the next door, shouting “Osayo, Osayo!” and the
idiot’s body would react to each call by crouching further in the corner or by bending over. Before reluctantly
emerging from her hiding place, the wife would time after time repeat her impotent, worm-like movements of
resistance.\fn{? I think what is meant by this are certain intensively aggressive yet controlled karate movements. }
Izawa’s occupations of newspaper reporter and educational-film director were the meanest of the mean. The
only thing such people seemed to understand was the current fashion, and their lives consisted of a constant effort
not to be left behind by the times. In this world there was no room for personality, or the pursuit of the ego, or
originality. Like office workers, civil servants, or school teachers, their daily conversation abounded with such
words as ego, mankind, personality, originality. But all this was mere verbiage. What they meant by “human
suffering” was some such nonsense as the discomfort of a hangover after a drunken night during which one has
spent all one'’ money trying to seduce a woman. They absorbed themselves in making films or writing fanciful
pieces of colored prose which had neither spiritual value nor any element of real feeling but made ample use of
such clichés as “ah, how inspiring the sight of the Rising Sun flag!”; “all our thanks to you, brave soldiers!”;
“despite oneself the hot tears well up”; “the thud-thud of bombs”; “frantically one hurls oneself to the ground”;
“the chattering of machine-gun fire”; and they firmly believed that with this kind of drivel they were actually
portraying war.
Some said they could not write because of military censorship, but the fact was that, war or no war, they had
not the slightest idea how to write honestly on any subject. Truth or real feeling in writing has nothing to do with
censorship. In whatever period these gentry had happened to live, their personalities would surely have displayed
the same emptiness. They changed in accordance with the prevailing fashion, and took for their models
expressions culled from popular novels of the day.
To be sure, the period itself was both crude and senseless. What relationship could there be between human
honest and the cataclysm of war and defeat in which Japan’s two-thousand-year-old history\fn{ The two holy books of
the Shinto religion—the Kojijki or Records of Ancient Matters (which was presented to the Japanese court in 712AD) and the Nihongi or
Chronicles of Japan (which was completed in 720)—are late documents. Also: the Nihongi is mainly concerned with events in the Asuka
period (552-645), when Buddhism and the advanced culture of China entered Japan via Korea. Before this time were the ages of Jompon
and Yayoi (mysterious then as they still are today). The Kojijki is also the oldest surviving Japanese book; the oldest surviving records of a
unified Japanese monarchy, however, come from c.340AD. Beyond this is the legendary founding of the country (660BC) .} and was

being submerged? The entire fate of the nation was being decided by the will of those men who had the feeblest
power of introspection, and by the blind action of the ignorant mob that followed them. If you spoke about
personality and originality in front of the city editor or the president, he would turn away as if to say that you were
a fool. After all, a newspaper reported was merely a machine whose function it was to spout forth “all our thanks
to you, brave soldiers!”; “ah, how inspiring the sight of the Rising Sun flag!”; “despite oneself the hot tears well
up.” And so, indeed, was the entire period—it was all a mere machine. If you asked whether it was really
necessary to give a full report of the speech by the divisional commander to his men, or whether you had to record
every word of the weird Shinto prayer that the factory workers were obliged to recite each morning, the city editor
would look away and click his tongue with annoyance; then he would suddenly turn round, crush his precious
cigarette in the ash try, and, glaring at you, shout: “Look here, what does beauty mean at a time like this? Art is
powerless! Only news is real.”
The directors, the members of the planning department, and the other groups had banded together to constitute
their own private cabals, rather like the professional gambling societies of the Tokugawa period. Everything was
based on group comradeship, and the individual talents of the members were used on a rotational basis with
special emphasis on the traditional precepts of “duty” and “human feeling.” The entire organization became more
bureaucratic than the bureaucracy itself. Thus they managed to protect their respective mediocrities and to form a
sort of mutual-aid relief organization founded on a hopeless dearth of talent. Any attempt to work one’s way up by
means of artistic individuality was regarded as a wicked violation of union rules. Internally the groups were relief
organizations for the dearth of talent, but in their relations to the outside world they were alcohol-acquiring gangs
whose members occupied the “people’s bars” and argued drunkenly about art as they swilled their bottles of beer.
Their beers, their long hair, their ties, and their blouses wee those of artists; but in their souls they were more
bureaucratic than the bureaucrats. Since Izawa believed in artistic creativeness and its individuality, he found it
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hard to breathe in the atmosphere of these cabals; their mediocrity, their vulgar and sordid spirit, were sheer
anathema. He became an outcast: no one returned his greetings and some people in the office even glared at him
when he made his appearance.
One day he strode resolutely into the president’s office and asked whether there was any inevitable, logical link
between the war and the current poverty of artistic output. Or was this poverty, he asked, the deliberate aim of the
military, who insisted that all one needed to portray reality was a camera and a couple of fingers? Surely, said
Izawa, the special duty of us artists is to decide on the particular angle from which we should portray reality so as
to produce a work of art. While Izawa was still talking, the president turned aside and puffed at his cigarette with
a look of disgust. Then he smiled sardonically as if to say “Why don’t you leave our company if you don’t like it
here? Is it because you’re afraid of being drafted for hard labor?” Gradually his expression changed to one of
annoyance. “Why can’t you fit in with our way of working?” he seemed to say. “Just do your daily stint like the
other men and you’ll collect your salary all the same! And stop thinking about what doesn’t concern you. Damned
impertinence!” Without a single word in reply to Izawa’s questions, the president motioned for him to leave the
room.
How could this job of his be anything but the meanest of the mean? Sometimes he felt that it would be best to
be done with it all and to be called into the army. If only he could escape from the anguish of thinking, even
bullets and starvation might seem a blessing.
While Izawa’s company was working on films like Don’t Let Rabaul Fall to the Enemy! and More Planes for
Rabaul! the American forces had already passed Rabaul and landed on Saipan. Saipan fell before they had
finished The All-Out Fight for Saipan; and soon American planes based on Saipan were flying overhead in Japan.
Strange was the enthusiasm with which Izawa’s colleagues planned their films. How to Extinguish Incendiary
Bombs; Bodies that Crash in Midair; How to Grow Potatoes; Let Not a Single Enemy Plane Survive; Power
Saving and Airplanes—one after another they turned out their infinitely boring lengths of celluloid.
Soon they began to run out of film stock, and usable cameras also great scarce. The artists’ enthusiasm reached
new heights, a s though they were possessed by some lyrical frenzy. Their films now bore such titles as The
Kamikazé Suicide Pilots; The Decisive Battle for the Mainland; The Cherry Blossoms Have Fallen. Infinitely
boring films, films like pieces of pale paper. And Tokyo was bout to turn into ruins.
Izawa’s enthusiasm was dead. When he woke up in the morning and realized that he had to go to work again,
he immediately became sleepy. Just as he was dozing off, the air-raid warning sounded. He got up and put on his
leggings. Then he took out a cigarette and lit it. It occurred to him that if he missed work he wold run out of
cigarettes.
On night Izawa was late and barely managed to catch the last tram. The private electric line had already closed
down and to get home he had had to walk a considerable distance through the dark streets. When he turned on the
light he was surprise to find that his bedding, which he had always spread out on the floor, had disappeared. This
was strange since no one ever came into his room when he was out. He opened the closet. There, next to the heaps
of his bedding, crouched the idiot woman from next door.
She glanced uneasily at Izawa and buried her face in the bedding. But when she discovered that he was not
going to be angry, her relief gave rise to a great deluge of friendliness. She became remarkably composed. Yet she
was still unable to talk coherently. All she could produce was a series of mumblings, and even when Izawa could
make out what she was saying, it had no connection with what he was asking her. In a vague, fragmentary manner
she voiced the confused scraps of thought in her head. Izawa surmised that she had been thoroughly scolded at
hom and that when it had become too much for her she had taken refuge in his hut. Since questions only seemed
to frighten her, he limited himself to asking when and how she had arrived. After a spate of unintelligible
mumblings, the woman rolled up her sleeve and rubbed a bruise on her arm.
“It hurts,” she said. “It still hurts … it’s been hurting for some time now.” From her stumbling efforts to point
out the time sequence—the distinction between past pain and present pain—Izawa finally gathered that she had
climbed into his room through the window after it had become dark. She also mumbled something to the effect
that she had been walking about barefoot outside and that she was sorry for having muddied the floor. But since
Izawa had to extricate her meaning from among as confusion of mutterings that meandered up one blind alley
after another, he was quite unable to tell the direction in which this particular apology was aimed.
It seemed difficult to rouse his neighbor in the dead of night to return this thoroughly frightened woman to her
house. At the same time, if he brought her back in the morning, there was no telling what misunderstanding might
arise from his having let her stay the night, especially since her husband was a madman.
“I don’t care,” he thought, suddenly imbued with a peculiar form of courage. “I’ll let her stay.”
The substance of his courage was simply this: the loss of emotion in his life had provoked in him a certain
curiosity; he felt it did not matter what happened and that it was essential for his own way of life that he should
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regard the present reality as a sort of test. He told himself that there was no need to think about anything other
than his duty to protect this feeble-minded woman for a night. He told himself that there was nothing to be
ashamed of in the fact that he was so strangely moved by this unexpected turn of events.
Izawa made up two sets of bedding on the floor and told the woman to lie down. Then he switched off the
light. A couple of minutes later he heard her crawling out of bed. She went to the corner of the room and crouched
down. If it had not been the middle of winter, Izawa would probably have gone to sleep without troubling about
her. But it was a bitterly cold night—so cold that he could not stop shivering. Since he had sacrificed one half of
his bedding to his guest, the icy air seemed to impinge directly on his skin. He got up and turned on the light. The
woman was crouching by the door, holding the front of her dress tightly about her body. Her eyes were those of a
creature who has lost its hiding place and is driven to bay.
“What’s the matter?” he said. “Go to bed.”
The woman nodded—almost too readily—and crawled back into the bed. Izawa turned out the light. A moment
later he heard her getting up as before. When he took the woman back to her bed this time, he tried to reassure her.
“Don’t worry.” He said. “I’m not going to touch you.” With a startled expression the woman muttered something
that sounded vaguely like an excuse. The third time that he turned out the light, she got up without a moment’s
delay, opened the closet door, stepped inside, and shut herself in.
The woman’s persistence had begun to annoy Izawa. He opened the closet roughly. “I don’t know what you
think you’re doing,” he said crossly, “but you seem top have got the wrong idea about me. Why on earth do you
have to hide in the closet like that when I’ve told you I don’t have the slightest intention of touching you? It’s
damned insulting. If you can’t trust me, why come here in the first place? You’ve humiliated me, made a fool of
me. What right have you to act as if you were being victimized in this place? I’ve had quite enough of your
nonsense for one night.”
Then it occurred to him that the woman could not possibly understand a word he was saying. What could be
more futile than to remonstrate with a half-wit? Probably the best thing would be to give her a good slap on the
cheek and then go to sleep without bothering any more about her. He noticed that the woman was muttering away
with an inscrutable look on her face. Apparently she was stuttering out something to the effect that she wanted to
go home and that it would have been better if she had never come.
“But Now I have nowhere to go home to,” she added.
Izawa could hot help being touched. “Then why not spend the night here quietly?” he said. “There’s really
nothing to worry about, you know. The only reason I got a bit angry just now is that you started setting yourself
up in the role of a victim when I didn’t have the slightest intention of harming you. Now then, stay out of that
closet and get into bed and have a good night’s sleep!”
The woman stared at Izawa and launched into some more rapid mumbling.
“What?” he asked.
Then Izawa had the shock of his life. For out of her confused mumblings he clearly caught the words “I see
you don’t like me.”
“Eh?” said Izawa, gazing at her with open-eyed amazement. “What’s that you said?”
With a dejected expression, the woman began to explain herself, repeating over and over: “I shouldn’t have
come”; “You don’t really like me”; “I thought you liked me, but you don’t.” Finally she lapsed into silence and
grazed vacantly at a spot in the air.
Now Izawa understood for the first time. The woman had not been afraid of him. The situation was exactly the
reverse. The woman had not come just because she had been scolded at home and didn’t have anywhere else to
hide. She had been counting on Izawa’s imagined love for her. But what on earth could have made the woman
believe that Izawa loved her? He had only exchanged the briefest possible greetings with her a few times near the
pigpen or in the alley or on the road. The situation could hardly have been more absurd. Here he was being
coerced by an idiot’s will, by an idiot’s susceptibility—forces that must be completely different from those of
normal people. It was not clear to Izawa whether what had happened to the woman that evening was, in her idiot
mind, a truly painful experience. Having lain in bed for a few minutes without Izawa’s so much as touching her,
the woman had come to the conclusion that she was unloved; this had filled her with shame and she had got out of
bed. Finally she had shut herself in the closet. How could one interpret this peculiar action? As an expression of
an idiot’s shame and self-abasement? The trouble was that in the language of normal people there did not even
exist the proper words in which to phrase a conclusion. In such a situation the only way was to lower oneself to
the same level as the idiot’s mentality. And after all, thought Izawa, what need was there for normal human
wisdom? Would it be all that shameful if he himself adopted the frank simplicity of an idiot’s mind? Perhaps that
was what he needed more than anything else—the childlike, candid mind of an idiot. He had mislaid it
somewhere, and in the meantime he had become bedraggled with thoughts of the workaday people who
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surrounded him; he had pursued false shadows and had nothing to show for it all but exhaustion.
He tucked the woman in bed and, sitting by the pillow, stroked her forelocks as if he wee stroking a little girl—
his own child perhaps—and trying to put her to sleep. Her eyes stayed open with a vacant look. There was an
innocence about her, exactly like that of a little child’s.
“I do not dislike you,” Izawa began solemnly. “There are other ways, you know, of expressing love than by
simple physical contact. The ultimate abode for us human beings is our birthplace, and in a strange way you seem
to be living permanently in such a birthplace.”
Of course there was no possibility of her understanding what he said. But what, after all, were words? What
real value did they have? And where did reality reside? There was no evidence that it could be found even in
human love. Where, if anywhere, could there be anything so real that it warranted a man’s devoting his entire
passion to it? Everything was merely a false shadow. But as he stroked the woman’s hair, he felt like bursting into
tears. He was overcome by the heart-rending idea that this small, elusive, utterly uncertain love was the very
haven of his life, that involuntarily he was stroking the air of his own fate.
How was the war going to turn out? No doubt Japan would be defeated, the Americans would land on the
mainland, and the greater part of the Japanese people would be annihilated. But all this could be conceived only
as part of a supernatural destiny—the decree of heaven, so to speak. What really bothered Izawa was a far over
trivial problem—a surprisingly trivial problem, yet one that always flickered exigently before his eyes., It was the
question of the two-hundred-yen wage he received every moth from his company. How long would he continue to
receive his salary? He never knew from one day to another when he would be dismissed and reduced to utter
destitution. Each time he went to collect his salary he was terrified that he would also be given his dismissal
notice. And when he actually held his pay envelope in his hand he was invariable overcome by intense joy at
having survived for another month. He always felt like crying at the thought of how trivial it all was. Here he was
—a man who dreamed about the great ideals of art—yet a wage of two hundred yen, which in the presence of art
was less than the smallest speck of dust, could become a source of such agony that it penetrated to his marrow and
shook the entire foundation of his existence. It was not merely his external life that was circumscribed by the two
hundred yen; his ver mind and soul were absorbed by it. And the fact that he could gaze calmly, steadily, a this
triviality and retain his sanity made him even more wretched.
The editor’s loud, stupid voice, shouting “What does beauty mean at a time like this? Art is powerless!” filled
Izawa’s mind with a completely different sort of reality and ate into him with a great, biting force. Ah yes, he
thought, Japan would lose. His countrymen would fall one after another like so many clay dolls, innumerable legs
and heads and arms would fly skyward mixed with the debris of bricks and concrete, and the land would become
a flat graveyard devoid of trees, buildings, everything. Where would he seek refuge? Which hole would he be
driven into? Where would he be when finally he was blown up, hole and all?
Yet sometimes he dreamed of how things would be if, by some peculiar chance, he survived. What he felt
chiefly at such moments was curiosity—curiosity about life in an unpredictable new world, life in rubble-buried
fields, curiosity also about the regeneration that would come. It was bound to happen, in six months or perhaps a
year; yet he could only imagine it as some remote fancy, like a world of dream. Meanwhile the decisive force of a
mere two hundred yen blocked off everything else and swept away all hope from his life; even in his dreams it
choked and haunted him; it bleached every emotion of his youth, so that although he was still only twenty-seven
years old, he already found himself wandering aimlessly over a dark moorland.
Izawa wanted a woman; this was what he longed for most of all. Yet life with any woman would ineluctably be
limited by the two hundred yen. His saucepan, his cooking pot, his bean paste, his rice—everything bore this
curse. When his child was born, it too would be haunted by the curse, and the woman herself would turn into a
demon obsessed by the same curse and would be grumbling from morning until night. His enthusiasm and his art
and the light of his hopes were all dead; his very life was being trampled on like horse dung by the wayside,
drying up and being blown away by the wind to disappear without a trace, without so much as the slightest nail
mark. Such a curse it was that would cling to the woman’s back.
His way of living was unbearably trivial and he himself lacked the power to resolve this triviality. War—this
vast destructive force in which every one was being judged with fantastic impartiality, in which all Japan was
become a rubble-covered wasteland and the people were collapsing like clay dolls—what a heart-rending, what a
gigantic love it represented on the part of nothingness! Izawa felt a desire to sleep soundly in the arms of the god
of destruction. This resignation to the force of nothing ness had the effect of making him rather more active than
before, and when the air-raid alarm sounded he would briskly put on his leggings. The only thing that made life
worth living each day was to toy with the uneasiness of life. When the all clear sounded, he would be thoroughly
dispirited and once more would be overcome by the despair of having lost all emotion.
This feeble-minded woman did not know how to boil rice or to make bean-paste soup. She had trouble in
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expressing the simplest thought and the most she could do was to stand in line to get the rations. Like a thin sheet
of glass, she reacted to the slightest suggestion of joy or anger; between the furrows of her fear and her
abstractedness she simply received the will of others and passed it on. Even the evil spirit of the two hundred yen
could not haunt such a soul. This woman, thought Izawa, was a forlorn puppet made for him. In his mind’s eye he
pictured an endless journey in which he would roam over the dark moorland with this woman in his arms and the
wind blowing about him.
Yet he felt that there was something rather fantastic and ludicrous about the whole idea. This was probably
because his external triviality had by now begun to erode his very heart in such a way that the frank feeling of
love that was gushing up within him seemed entirely false. But why should it be false? Was there some intrinsic
rule which said that the prostitutes in their apartments and the society ladies in their houses were more human
than this feeble-minded woman? Yes, absurdly enough, it looked as if there really was such a rule.
What am I afraid of? It all comes from the evil spirit of those two hundred yen. Yes, now what I am on the
point of freeing myself from the evil spirit by means of this woman, I find that I am still bound by its curse. The
only thing I am really afraid of is worldly appearances. And what I mean by “world” is merely the collection of
women who live here in the apartments—the prostitutes and the kept women and the pregnant volunteer-workers
and the housewives who cackle away in their nasal voices like so many geese. I know that there is no other world.
Yet, indisputable as this fact is, I am completely unable to believe it. For I live in fear of some strange rule.
It was a surprisingly short (yet at the same time an endlessly long) night. Dawn broke before he knew it and
the chill of daybreak numbed his body into an unfeeling block of stone. All night long he had simply stayed by the
woman’s pillow, stroking her hair.
2
From that day a new life began for Izawa.
Yet, aside from the fact that a woman’s body had been added to a house, there was nothing peculiar or even
different. Unbelievable though it might seem, not a single new bud appeared to sprout forth round him or within
him. His reason perceived what an extraordinary event it was; but apart from that, there was not the slightest
alteration in his life—not so much as the position of his desk was changed. He went to work each morning, and
while he was out a feeble-minded woman stayed in the closet awaiting his return. Once he had stepped outside, he
forgot entirely about the woman, and if he thought at all about the event, it seemed like something that had
happened in the indefinite past, ten or even twenty years before.
War produced a strangely wholesome kind of amnesia. Its fantastic destructive power caused a century of
change to take place in a single day, made last week’s events seem as if they had happened several years before
and submerged the events of the previous year at the very bottom of one’s memory. It was only recently that the
buildings surrounding the factories near where Izawa lived had been torn down in a frenzy of “planned
evacuation,” which had turned the entire neighborhood into a whirly mass of dust; yes, though the debris had still
not been cleared away, the demolition had already receded into the past as if it were something that had taken
place over a year before. Immense changes that completely transformed the city were taken for granted when one
saw them for the second time.
The feeble-minded woman too had become one of the multifarious blurred fragments belonging to this
wholesome amnesia. Her face lay among the various other fragments: among the sticks and splinters on the site of
the evacuated “people’s bar” in front of the railway station where, until a couple of days before, people had been
waiting in queues, among the holes in the nearby building that had been wrecked by a bomb, among the fireravaged ruins of the city.
Every day the siren rang out. Sometimes it was an air-raid warning. At its sound Izawa would be plunged into
deep disquiet. What worried him was that there might be an air raid near where he lived and that even now, while
he sat in his office, some unknown change might be taking place at home. If there was an air raid, the feebleminded woman might well become excited and rush out of the house, thus exposing their secret to the entire
neighborhood. Fear about an unknown change concerned Izawa more than anything else and made it impossible
for him to return home while it was still light. Many were the times that he vainly struggled against this pitiful
condition in which he was dominated by vulgar worries. If nothing else, he would have liked to be able to confide
everything to the tailor; but this struck him as a hopelessly mean action, for it would simply have meant getting
rid of his worries by the least damaging possible form of confession. So he remained silent and angrily cursed
himself for being no better in his true nature than the common run of men whom he despised.
For Izawa the feeble-minded woman had two unforgettable faces. When turning a street corner, when walking
up the stairs in his office building, when detaching himself from the crowd of people in front of a tram—at these
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and other unexpected moments, he would suddenly recall the two faces. His thoughts would freeze up and he
would be congealed in a momentary frenzy.
One face was that he had seen when he first touched her body. The occurrence itself had on the very next day
receded into the memories of a year before; only the face would come back to him, detached from the surrounding
events.
From that day the feeble-minded woman had been no more than a waiting body with no other life, with no t so
much as a scrap of thought. She was always waiting. Merely from the fact that Izawa’s hands had touched a part
of her body, the woman’s entire consciousness was absorbed by the sexual act; her body, her face, were simply
waiting for it. Even in the middle of the night, if Izawa’s hand happened to touch her, the woman’s sleep-drugged
body would show exactly the same reaction. Her body alone was alive, always waiting. Yes, even when asleep.
When it came t the question of what the woman was thinking about when awake, Izawa realized that her mind
was a void. A coma of the mind combined with a vitality of the flesh—that was the sum and total when she was
asleep, her body was awake. Nothing existed in her but a sort of unconscious lust. The woman’s body was
constantly awake and reacted to outer stimuli by a tireless, worm-like wriggling.
But she had another face as well. There happened to be a daytime air-raid on Izawa’s day off and for two solid
hours the bombers had concentrated on a nearby part of the city. Since Izawa had no air-raid shelter, he hid in the
closet with the woman, barricading their bodies with the thick bedding. The center of the bombing was about five
hundred yards away,\fn{Just 1,500 feet.} but the houses in Izawa’s neighborhood trembled as the earth shook; with
each great thud of the bombs Izawa’s breath and thoughts stood still.
Although both incendiary and demolition bombs were dropped alike from the planes, they had all the
difference in degree of horror that exists between a common grass snake and a viper. Incendiary bombs were
equipped with a mechanism that produced a ghastly, rattling sound, but they did not explode on reaching the
ground and the nose fizzled out above one’s head. “A dragon’s head and a serpent’s tail,”\fn{ A note in the text reads:
Proverbial expression, roughly corresponding to “Up like a rocket and down like a stick.” } people used to say. In fact there was
no tail at all, serpentine or otherwise, and one was spared the culminating terror. In the case of TNT bombs,
however, the sound as they fell was like the subdued swishing of rain, but this ended in a fabulous explosion that
seemed to shatter the very axis of the earth. The horror of the rain-like warning, the hopeless terror as the thud of
the explosions approached, made one feel more dead than alive. Worse still, since the American planes flew at a
high altitude, the sound of their passage overhead was extremely faint, they gave the impression of being totally
unconcerned with what was happening below. Accordingly, when the bombs fell, it was exactly like being struck
by a huge axe wielded by a monster who is looking the other way. Because one could have no idea what the
enemy planes were going to do, the strange buzzing of their motors in the distance filled one with a peculiar sense
of uneasiness; than on top of this would come the swish of the falling bomb. The terror one felt while waiting for
the explosion was really enough to stop every word and breath and thought. The only thing in one’s mind was the
despair that flashed through one, icy like impending madness—despair at the idea that this was assuredly one’s
final moment on earth.
Izawa’s hut was fortunately surrounded on all sides by two-story buildings (apartments, the madman’s house,
the tailor’s house) and it alone escaped without so much as a cracked windowpane, whereas the windows in the
neighboring houses were shattered and, in some cases, the roofs badly damaged. The only untoward incident was
that a blood-drenched hood, of the type people wore in air raids, fell on the field in front of the pigpen. In the
darkness of the closet Izawa’s eyes glittered. Then he saw it—he saw the idiot’s face and its writing agony of
despair.
Ah yes, he thought, most people have intellect and even at the worst of times they retain control and resistance.
How appalling it was to see someone who was entirely bereft of intellect and restraint and resistance! To the
woman’s face and body, as she gazed into the window of death, nothing adhered but anguish. Here anguish
moved, it writhed, it shed a tear. If a dog’s eyes were to shed tears, it would probably be infinitely ugly, just as if
he were to laugh. Izawa was shocked to see how ugly tears could be when there was no trace of intellect behind
them. Strangely enough, children of five or six rarely cry in the middle of a bombing. Their hearts beat like
hammer, they became speechless, and they stare ahead with wide-open eyes. Only their eyes are alive; but
apparently they are just kept wide open and they fail to show any direct or dramatic fear. The fact is that children
calmly subdue their emotions to the extent that they appear more intelligent than under normal circumstances. At
the instant of danger, they are the equal of adults. One might even say that they are superior, for adults plainly
manifest their fears of death. Yes, children actually appear more intelligent at such times than adults.
But the idiot’s anguish did not bear the slightest resemblance to the wide-eyed reaction that children show at
times of danger. It was merely an instinctive fear of death, a single ugly movement. Her reaction was not that of a
human being or even of an insect. If it could be said to resemble anything, it was like the writings of a small three488

inch caterpillar that has swollen to about six feet—and that has a teardrop in its eye.
There were no words, no screams, no groans; nor was there any expression. She was not even aware of Izawa’s
existence. If she were human, she would be incapable of such solicitude. It was impossible that a man and a
woman could be together in a closet with one of them entirely forgetting about the other. People talk of absolute
solitude, but absolute solitude can exist only by one’s being aware of the existence of others. Absolute solitude
could never be such a blind and unconscious thing as what Izawa was now witnessing. This woman’s solitude was
like a caterpillar’s—the ultimate in wretchedness. How unbearable it was—this anguish entirely devoid of any
thought!
The bombing ended. Izawa raised the crouching woman in his arms. As a rule she reacted amorously if Izawa’s
finger so much as brushed against her breast, but now she appeared to have lost even her sense of lust. He was
falling through space with a corpse in his arms. Nothing existed but the dark, dark, endless fall.
Immediately after the bombing Izawa took a walk past the houses that had just been mowed down. In the ruins
he saw a woman’s leg that had been torn from her body, a woman’s trunk with the intestines protruding, and a
woman’s severed head.
Among the ruins of the great air raid of March tenth, Izawa had also wandered aimlessly through the still rising
smoke. On all sides people lay dead like so many roast fowl. They lay dead in great clusters. Yes, they were
exactly like roast fowl. They were neither gruesome nor dirty. Some of the corpses lay next to the bodies of dogs
and were burned in exactly the same manner, as if to emphasize how utterly useless their deaths had been. Yet
these bodies lacked even the pathos implied in the expression “a dog’s death.”\fn{ A note has: To “die like a dog” (inujini
suru) means to die in vain.} It was a case, not of people’s having died like dogs, but of dogs lying there in the ruins
next to other objects, as though they were all pieces of roast fowl neatly arranged on a platter. Those four-legged
things were not really dogs; still less were those two-legged objects human beings.
If the idiot woman should be burned to death, would it not simply mean that a clay doll had returned to the
earth whence it came? Izawa imagined the night that might come at any time when incendiary bombs would rain
down on his street,and he could not help being conscious of his own form, his face, his eyes, as he lay there
strangely calm, sunk in thought. I am calm, he thought. And I am waiting for an air raid. That’s all right. He
smiled scornfully. It’s merely that I dislike ugly things. Is it not natural that a body which has no mind should burn
and die? I shan’t kill the woman. I am a cowardly and vulgar man. I don’t have the courage for that. But the war
will probably kill her. All that is necessary is to grasp the first opportunity to direct the unfeeling hand of war
toward this woman’s head. I shall not really be concerned. It will probably be a matter of having everything
automatically settled by some critical instant. Very calmly, Izawa awaited the next air raid.
3
It was April fifteenth. Two days before, on the thirteenth, the second great night-bombing had taken place,
inflicting immense damage on Ikebukuro, Sugamo, and other residential districts in Tokyo. As a result of that raid,
Izawa had managed to obtain a calamity certificate. This enable him to take a train to Saitama Prefecture and
return with some rice in his rucksack. The air-raid alarm had started the moment he reached home.
By examining the areas of Tokyo that still remained unburned, anyone could surmise that the next raid would
be directed at Izawa’s neighborhood. Izawa knew that the fatal moment was near; at the earliest it would come on
the following day, at the latest within a month. The reason Izawa though it would not happen before the following
day was that the tempo of raids until then indicated that at least another twenty-four hours would be necessary to
complete preparations for a night attack. It never occurred to him that this might be the day of doom. That is why
he had gone food-hunting. The main purpose of his trip, however, was not to buy food. Since his school days he
had had connections with a certain farm in Saitama, and his principal objective in going to the country had been to
deposit his belongings, which he had packed in a couple of trunks and a rucksack.
Izawa was tired out. He had made the trip in his air-raid uniform and when he reached his room he lay down as
he was, using his rucksack as a pillow. When the critical moment came, he actually dozed off. He awoke to the
blaring of radios. At that moment the front of the attacking squadron was approaching the southern tip of Izu
Peninsula. A moment later, the bombers were over the mainland and the sirens started to shriek out their warning.
Instinctively Izawa knew that the final day for his neighborhood had come. He put the feeble-minded woman in
the closet and went outside to the well with a towel in his hand and a toothbrush I his mouth. A few days before,
Izawa had managed to obtain a tube of Lion toothpaste and he had been enjoying the astringent taste that had been
denied him for such a long time. When it dawned on him that the fatal moment had come, he was for some reason
inspired to brush his teeth and wash his face. But first it took him a while—it seemed like ages—to find the tube,
which had been moved a small distance from where he remembered having put it; then he had trouble finding the
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soap—it was a perfumed cake of a type that was no longer obtainable in the shops) because it too had been
slightly misplaced. “I’m getting rattled,” he told himself. “Calm down, Izawa, calm down!” Thereupon he struck
his head against the closet and stumbled over the desk.
For a while he tried to gather his wits by suspending all movement and thought; but his entire body was
flustered and refused to respond to orderly control.
Finally he found the soap and went to the well. The tailor and his wife were throwing their belongings into the
shelter that they had dug in the corner of the field, and the duck-like girl from the attic was bustling about with a
suitcase in her hand. Izawa congratulated himself for his persistence in having found the toothpaste and the soap,
and wondered what fate really had in store for him that night.
While he was still wiping his face, the anti-aircraft guns started banging away. When he looked up, h saw that
a dozen or more searchlights were already crisscrossing overhead. In the very center of their beams an American
plane showed up clearly. Then another plane and yet another. When he happened to glance in the direction of the
station, he saw that the whole area was a sea of slames.
The time had finally come. Now that the situation was clear, Izaswa calmed down. He put on his air-raid hood
and covered himself in his bedding. Standing outside his hut, he counted up to twenty-four planes. They all flew
overhead, clearly exposed in the beams of the searchlights.
The anti-aircraft guns boomed crazily, but there was still no sound of bombing. When he had counted the
twenty-fifth plane, he heard the familiar rattling sound of incendiary bombs, like a freight train crossing a bridge.
Apparently the planes were passing over Izawa’s head and concentrating their attack on the factory area behind.
Since he could not see from where he was standing, he went to the pigpen and looked back. The factory area was
bathed in flames. And to his amazement Izawa saw that, apart from the bombers which had just passed overhead,
planes were approaching in quick succession from the exact opposite direction and were bombing the entire area
to the rear. Then the radios stopped. The whole sky was hidden by a thick, red curtain of smoke, which blotted out
the American planes and the beams of the searchlights.
The tailor and his wife were a prudent couple. Some time before, they had made the shelter for their
belongings and had even provided mud to seal up the entrance. Now they briskly stored everything in the shelter
as planned, sealed it, and covered it with earth from the rice field.
“With a fire like this,” said the tailor, “it’s absolutely hopeless.” He stood there in his old fireman’s clothes,
with his arms folded, and gazed at the flames. “It’s all very well their telling us to put it out,” he continued, “but
when the fire gets as bad as this there’s nothing to be done. I’m going to run for it. What’s the use of staying here
and being choked to death by the smoke?”
The tailor heaped his remaining belongings onto a bicycle-drawn cart. “Why don’t you come along with me,
sir?” he said to Izawa.
Izawa was seized with a complex form of terror. His body was on the verge of running away with the tailor,
but he was checked by a strong internal resistance. As he stood there immobile, he felt that a splitting shriek was
rising in his heart: because of this moment’s delay I’m going to be burned to death! His terror almost benumbed
his mind, yet somehow he managed to withstand the urgings of his body as it staggered into the motions of flight.
“I’ll stay a little longer,” he said. “I’ve got a job to do, you see. After all, I’m an entertainer and when I have an
opportunity to study myself in the face of death I’ve got to carry on to the very end. I’d like to escape, but I can’t.
I can’t miss this opportunity. You’d better run for it now. Hurry, hurry! In a minute it’ll all be too late.”
Hurry, hurry! In a minute it’ll all be too late. In saying “all,” Izawa was, of course, referring to his own life.
“Hurry, hurry” was not aimed at urging the tailor to escape, but came from his own desire to get away as soon as
possible. For him to get away, it was essential that everyone in the neighborhood should leave ahead of him. If
not, people might find out about his feeble-minded woman.
“Very well, then,” said the tailor, “but be careful.” He started to pull his cart. But he too was thoroughly
flustered and as he hurried along the alley he kept bumping into things. That was Izawa’s last picture ofd his
neighbors as they fled from their dwellings.
A ghastly rustling continued without pause or modulation. It sounded like the roaring of waves ass they beat
against the rocks, or like the endless pattering on rooftops of splinters from anti-aircraft guns; but it was the
footsteps of a mass of evacuees scurrying along the main road. The sound of the anti-aircraft guns now seemed
out of place, and the flow of footsteps had a strange vitality. Who in the world could possibly have imagined that
the endless flow of this uncanny sound—this sound without pause or modulation—war produced by human
footsteps? The sky and the earth were filled with countless sounds: the whirring of American planes, the antiaircraft guns, the downpour, the roar of explosions, the sound of feet, the splinters striking the roofs. But the area
immediately surrounding Izawa formed a quiet little realm of darkness in the midst of the red sky and earth. The
walls of a strange silence, the walls of a maddening solitude, surrounded Izawa on all sides.
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“Wait another thirty seconds. … Now just ten more.” He did not know who was ordering him nor why; nor did
he know what made him obey. He felt that he was going insane. He felt that at any moment he would start running
along blindly, screaming in agony.
At that moment something started to fall immediately above his head and seemed to churn the insides of his
eardrums. Frantically, he threw himself on the ground. The sound abruptly vanished and an incredible quiet once
more descended on the surroundings. “Well, that gave me quite a fright,” thought Izawa. He arose slowly and
brushed the earth from his clothes. When he looked up, he found the madman’s house in flames. “Oh, so it’s
finally been hit.” He was strangely calm. Then he realized that the houses on both sides and the apartments
opposite were also in flames.
Izawa rushed into his hut. He sent the door of the closet flying (it slipped from its groove and fell with a
clatter) and rushed out covered with is bedding and holding the feeble-minded woman in his arms. For the next
minute or so he was in a daze and had no idea what he was doing. As he reached the entrance to the alley, he once
more heard the falling sound overhead. He threw himself down. When he stood up, he saw that the tobacco shop
was burning, and that in the house opposite, violent flames were gushing from the family Buddhist altar. Looking
back as he left the alley, he noticed that the tailor’s house had also caught fire; no doubt his own hut was already
in flames.
The entire neighborhood was burning and sparks of fire were swirling all about. Izawa felt that the situation
was hopeless. When he reached the crossroads. He found that all was in utter confusion. Everybody was pressing
forward in a single direction—the direction furthest from the flames. It was no longer a road but just a deluge of
people, baggage, and screams, a deluge of hustling and jostling, shoving and pushing, stumbling and staggering
forward. As people heard the swishing sound of bombs overhead, they would fall to the ground at once and the
deluge would come to a complete standstill. A few people would run on, trampling over the others. But the
majority had their personal belongings and were accompanied by children, women, and aged people. They were
calling out to the members of their party, halting, turning back, bumping into one another.
The flames drew close on both sides of the road. Izawa reached a small intersection. Here, too, the entire
deluge was pressing forward in one direction, again because it was farthest from the flames. Izawa, however,
knew that in that direction there were neither open spaces nor fields: if the next batch of incendiary bombs from
the American planes were to block the way, that particular road would lead to certain death. The houses on both
sides of the other road were already burning, but Izawa remembered that some way ahead there was a river, and
that a few hundred yards further upstream one came to a wheat field. Not a single person seemed to have chosen
that road, however, and for a moment Izawa hesitated. Then he noticed that about a hundred and fifty yards up the
road a man was standing by himself, throwing water on the raging flames. Though he was throwing water on the
flames, he certainly did not cut a valiant figure. He was merely a man with a bucket; occasionally he would throw
some water bout, but most of the time he stood there vacantly or wandered up and down. His movements were
curiously sluggish and Izawa wondered whether he was not deranged. At any rate, thought Izawa, a man can stand
there without burning to death. I’ll try my luck. Luck, one thread of luck and the resolve to try it—that was all that
remained.
At the crossroads was a ditch, and Izawa soaked his bedding in the muddy water. Then he pulled the woman
close to him and, covering both their bodies with the bedding, left the mass of people with whom they had been
walking. But as they approached the road that was lined with raging flames, the woman instinctively stopped and
falteringly tried to return to the human deluge as if she were being sucked back into a whirlpool.
“You fool!” cried Izawa, pulling the woman with all his might. He hugged her shoulders and held her close to
his breast. “You’ll only die if you go that way,” he whispered. “When we die, we’ll be together—just like this.
Don’t be frightened! And don’t leave my side whatever you do! Forget about those flames and those bombs! The
road of our two lives will always be this road. You just look straight ahead along this road and rely on me! Do you
understand?”
The woman nodded. It was a childish nod, but Izawa was overwhelmed with emotion. For this was the first
sign of volition, the first answer, that the woman had shown in these long, repeated hours of terror during the day
and night bombings. It was so touching that Izawa felt quite dizzy. Now at last he was embracing a human being,
and he was filled with immeasurable pride about that human being.
The two of them rushed through the wild flames. When they emerged from under the mass of hot air, both
sides of the road were still a sea of flame; but the houses had already collapsed in the fire and as a result the force
of the conflagration had decreased and the heat was less intense. Here again there was a ditch full of water. Izawa
doused the woman from head to toe, soaked the bedding, and covered her and himself with it once again. Burned
belongings and bedding lay strewn on the road, and two dead bodies also lay there. They were a middle-aged man
and woman.
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Izawa again put his arm around the woman and the two dashed through the flames. At lst they reached the
stream. The factories on both sides were sending up furious jets of flame. Retreat and advance were equally
impossible, nor could they stay where they were. Looking around, Izawa noticed a ladder leading down to the
stream. He covered the woman with the bedding and had her walk down, while he himself jumped for it.
People were walking along by the stream in little groups. Now and then the woman dipped herself in the water
of her own accord. The situation was such that even a dog would have had to do so, but Izawa was wide-eyed at
the sight of the birth of a new and lovable woman, and he watched her figure greedily as she immersed herself.
The stream emerged from beneath the flames and flowed beneath the darkness. It was not really dark because
of the glow of the fire that covered the sky; but this semi-darkness, which he could see once again inasmuch as he
was still alive, filled Izawa with a sense of vacancy—vacancy that came from a vast, ineffable weariness, from a
boundless feeling of nothingness. At the bottom of it all lay a small sense of relief, but that struck him as strangely
insignificant and absurd. He felt that everything was absurd.
Upstream they came to a wheat field. It was a large field enclosed on three sides by hills; a highway ran across
the middle, cutting through the hills. The houses on the hills were all burning; and the buildings around the field
—the Buddhist temple, the factory, the bathhouse—were also burning. The flames of each fire were a different
color—white, red, orange, blue. A sudden wind sprang up and filled the air with a great roar, while minute, misty
drops of water showered all around.
The crowd was still meandering down the highway. There were only a few hundred people resting in the wheat
field—nothing in comparison with the crowds that stretched along the road. Next to the field was a little thicketcovered hill. There were hardly any people in this grove. Izawa and the woman spread their bedding under a tree
and lay down. At the side of the field below the hill a farmhouse was burning. A few people could be seen
throwing water on the flames. At the rear was a well where a man was working the pump handle and was drinking
water. Seeing this, about twenty men and women rushed towards the well from all directions. They took turns in
working the pump handle and drinking. Then they crowded about the burning house and stretched their hands
toward the flames to warm themselves. As burning fragments fell from the house they sprang back and turned
away from the smoke. Then they went on talking. Nobody lent a hand to try to put out the fire.
The woman said that she was sleepy. She also muttered that her feet ached, that her eyes smarted; but her main
complaint was that she was sleepy.
“All right, then,” said Izawa, “sleep for a while.” He wrapped her in the bedding and lit a cigarette for himself.
When he had smoked a number of cigarettes and was about to light another, the all-clear signal sounded in the
distance and several policemen came running through the wheat field to announce that the alarm had been lifted.
Their voices were hoarse, not like the voices of human beings at all.
“The raid is over,” they shouted. “Everyone living in the area of the Kamata Police Station is to assemble at the
Yaguch Elementary School. The school building is still standing.”
The people rose from the ridges in the field and walked down to the highway. But Izawa did not move. A
policeman came up to him.
“What’s the matter with that woman? Is she hurt?”
“No,” said Izawa. “she’s tired and sleeping.”
“Do you know the Yaguchi Elementary School?”
“Yes. We’ll have a rest here for a while and then we’ll come along.”
“Brace up, man! You mustn’t let a little raid get you down.”
The policeman’s voice trailed off as he disappeared down the hill. Only two people were left in the grove. Two
people? But wasn’t the woman in fact a mere lump of flesh? Now she lay there sound asleep. Everyone else was
walking through the smoke of the fire-ravaged ruins. They had all lost their homes and they were all walking.
Certainly none of them was thinking about sleep. The only ones who could sleep now were the dead and this
woman. The dead would never wake again, but this woman would eventually wake up. Yet even when she awoke
nothing would be added to this sleeping lump of flesh.
She was snoring faintly. It was the first time that he had heard her snore. It sounded like the grunting of a little
pig. Yes, thought Izawa, everything about her is porcine. And abruptly a fragmentary memory from his childhood
came back to him. A group of a bout a dozen urchins had been chasing a baby pig at the command of their gang
leader. When they cornered the animal, the leader took out his jackknife and sliced a piece of flesh off its thigh.
Izawa recalled that the pig’s face had showed no sign of pain and that it had not even squealed very loudly. It
simply ran away, evidently unaware that some flesh had been sliced off its thigh.
Now Izawa’s mind conjured up a picture of himself and the woman as they would run away, stumbling among
the clouds of dust, the crumbling buildings, the gaping holes. The American forces would have landed; the heavy
artillery shells would be roaring on all sides, huge concrete buildings would be blown sky-high, enemy planes
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would be diving and spraying them with machine-gun fire. Behind a pile of rubble a woman would be held down
by a man; he would overpower her and, while indulging in the sexual act, would be tearing off the flesh from her
buttocks and devouring it. The flesh on the woman’s buttocks would gradually diminish, but the woman would be
so preoccupied with her carnal enjoyment that she would not even notice the depredations from behind.
As dawn approached, it began to grow cold. Izawa was wearing his winter overcoat and also had on a thick
jacket, yet the cold was quite unbearable. The field below was still burning in places. Izawa wanted to go and
warm himself, but he was unable to move because he was afraid of waking the woman. Somehow the thought of
the woman waking up seemed intolerable.
He wanted to go away and leave her as he slept, but even that seemed too much trouble. When a person
discards something, even a piece of waste paper, it means that he still possesses the necessary initiative and
fastidiousness. But Izawa did not even have enough initiative or fastidiousness left to abandon this woman of his.
He did not have the slightest affection for her now, not the slightest lingering attachment; yet neither did he have
sufficient incentive to discard her. For he was devoid of any hopes for the future. Even if her were to get rid of the
woman without delay, where would there be any hope for him? What was there to lean on in life? He did not even
know where he would find a house to live in, a hole to sleep in. The Americans would land, and there would be all
kinds of destruction in the heavens and on earth; and the gigantic love extended by the destructiveness of war
would pass impartial judgment upon everything. There was no longer any need even to think.
Izawa decided that at daybreak he would wake the woman and that, without even a glance in the direction of
the devastated area, they would set out for the most distant possible railway station in search of a roost. He
wondered whether the trams and trains would be running. He wondered whether there would be a clear sky and
whether the sun would pour down on his back and on the back of the pig that lay beside him. For it was a very
cold morning.
130.443 Black Market Blues\fn{by Koh Haruto (1906-1988)} Yatsushiro, Kumamoto Prefecture, Japan (M) 8
Ohizumi met Jack Kurosawa in front of Shimbashi Station and the two walked toward Tamura-cho. The streets
were full of Christmas decorations; there were many show windows that had big and small Santas. It was only
three days until Christmas.\fn{About 1% of the Japanese people confess Christianity as their religion.}
“Don’t worry. I’ve heard that there ‘s never been a miss so far,” Jack assured Ohizumi, looking at him from
under his hunting cap.
“I don’t know anything about this fellow Buchanan we are about to see,” Ohizumi said bluntly. “I put my trust
in you, you know that.”
Ohizumi had never had any previous dealings with Buchanan. He had not wanted to come to Tokyo with the
dangerous dollars in his pocket. His wife Takako did not want him to, either. Ohizumi did all his buying and
selling of dollars at his hideout in Kamakura. Those who wanted to sell or buy came to him, and he did his
business sitting down, but these last few days he was rushed with dollars. He’d got rid of most of them, but the
five thousand he had taken yesterday gave him a big headache. He could not refuse the money because of some
obligations from the past. He felt, when he bought the money, that he would have a hard time with it. Sure
enough, he could not get rid of it in one day. It was too close to Christmas, and thought everyone wanted dollars,
no one had enough yen for them.
“It’s such a big amount, you know,” Jack said, keeping his voice down. “Buchanan is about the only person
who can buy such an amount so close to Christmas.” Ohizumi felt that Jac was trying to make him feel obligated
to him, which annoyed him. He intended to give Jack about fifty thousand commission if the deal went through.
He knew, of course, that after Christmas there would be no sale of dollars. He nodded to Jack, looking sharply
right and left from behind the gold-rimmed glasses that he used for disguise. Outwardly his easy manner and big
shoulders made him look like a boxer, but he was constantly conscious of the five thousand dollars in his pocket.
“I know it’s the way with this business. When it comes in like this, I have a hard time getting rid of it,”
Ohizumi had to confess. “I’ve got to find more new outlets.”
Ohizumi intended making this his last deal. After Christmas, through New Year’s, he intended to take Takako
to Osaka and hide there for a while. Jack didn’t know this, so he answered him light-heartedly. “After we get
there, if you feel it isn’t safe, we can always leave without doing any business,” he said. “There is the Radio Japan
Building. It’s not so far now.”
Ohizumi could hardly hear Jack for the noise on the street. Ohizumi intended doing just that, leaving the office
if he smelled anything. The money was not all his; a part of it belonged to Moriwaki, his partner in this business.
They turned the corner and entered a street that was like the bottom of a gorge, then stopped in front of a sixstory building with granite stone steps. They walked up to the third floor—they did not use the elevator—and
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knocked on a door. Beside the door hung a small wooden plaque with Buchanan’s name in Japanese. Ohizumi did
not fail to note the position of the elevator before he reached that door.
Inside, they were shown to some chairs by a tall blonde who disappeared into the next room. “Let’s sit down,”
Jack said and buried himself in a big chair.
Ohizumi followed suit, and asked, “What kind of a fellow is this Buchanan?” He said it as if wondering about
it himself, and not as a question. “What does he do?” ?This was more like a question.
“I really don’t know,” Jack said.
Ohizumi had asked the same thing before on the way here and got the same answer. At that time Ohizumi had
thought Jack wanted to keep his client’s business a secret—not say too much about him—but Ohizumi understood
now that Jack really did not know. He made sure of the two exits—one that they had just used and the other
through which the blonde had disappeared.
There are those who run away after getting the money, and those who point a gun, he thought. “Did you do
your business in this room, too?” he asked Jack.
“Yes, I waited a long time then, too,” Jack answered. “Not even a cup of tea. I don’t even remember what
Buchanan looks like. Come to think of it, I don’t even know that it was him,” he muterred between puffs of his
cigarette.
The fact that Buchanan was willing to buy five thousand dollars to Ohizumi that he was not just an ordinary
black market dollar dealer. Ohizumi looked at his watch. It was past three. If he was robbed of this money, he
would be finished. He had never been robbed before, but he knew of many who had. One of them committed
suicide. It was a distasteful business, but the takes were big. Even after dividing the share with Moriwaki, thee
should be one thousand yen in it for him.
Twenty minutes passed. He’d finished three cigarettes. “He makes us wait, doesn’t he?” Ohiuzumi said quietly,
but he was restless inside.
“What do you want to do?” Jack asked. Ohizumi knew he couldn’t say much; they might be listening in the
next room.
Ohizumi looked at his watch again. Thirty minutes had passed, but still no Buchanan. To Ohizumi, Buchanan
was “first time,” but to Buchanan too, Ohizumi was “first time.” There was no reason for him not suspecting that
Ohizumi might be a cop. Ohiuzumi was beginning to feel a choking sensation. “It’s a bad business, this balck
market.” He tried to think of Takako to calm his nerves.
He’d met Takako in one of the new cabarets. The mouth that dimpled when she smiled was terribly sexy. He
had divorced his former wife who had two children by him because she would not come in with him on his black
market dealings. Takako told him to quit as soon as he made enough money to start a bar. Most of what he’d made
in the past was spent in divorcing his first wife, in marrying Takako, and in buying his hideout in Kamakujra.
He’d had to start all over again at the beginning of this year—but now, at the end of the year, he had made just
about enough to start a bar. I’ll quit this time for sure, he thought.
Wonder what she is doing now? She didn’t want me to come to Tokyo today. I didn’t either, for that matter.
Ohizumi was thinking these things when the door to the next room suddenly opened. Ohizumi got up and took a
few steps backward, his eyes glued to the big man that walked in with a package under his arm. From past
experience Ohizumi felt that it was going to be all right, but it was best to be on guard.
“Did you bring the stuff?” Buchanan asked in broken Japanese, looking at Jack searchingly.
“This fellow has it,” Jack answered. He had also gotten to his feet. “This is the one I told you about over the
telephone a while ago.”
Buchanan shifted his searching gaze from Jack to Ohizumi.
“I have it here,” Ohizumi patted his breast pocket. Buchanan put the package on the table. Ohizumi saw at
once that it was in thousand-yen notes, for the package, two million yen, would be about one foot four inches
square. As these calculations flashed through his mind, Ohizumi’s nimble hand unbuttoned his coat and brought
out the envelope containing the dollars. Jack stood watching.
Ohizumi put the dollars on the table. It was a breath-taking moment. Their glances imparted fire. Ohizumi did
not think anything. He only followed the other’s motions. Everything, even his life, depended on this moment, but
her did not even think of that.
The deal was over. Ohizumi divided the thousand-yen notes into two, put one into the envelope, and the other
into his grip.
Buchanan did not say anything unnecessary. Ohizumi wondered if Buchanan was a German. He did not seem
like an American, nor Australian. He imparted a heavy feeling Ohizumi walked to the door, thinking, Best not to
show my back to him.
*
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After getting out of the building, he hurried to the station. He felt the fears that he had not been aware of when
he exchanged the money with Buchanan. It’s best to return to Kamakura as quickly as possible, he thought. This is
the last deal in dollars, the last business of the year for me.
He felt elated when he entered the second-class car of the Yokosuka line. But when he reached home a
foreigner was waiting for him. He had brought eight thousand dollars. Ohizumi took it against his better
judgment. Maybe it was because the deal with Buchanan had gone off so smoothly, maybe because he had been at
the business for years.
Takako was furious. “You said yesterday with that five thousand dollars that you were through!”
Ohizumi could not answer back. He felt the error too keenly himself. “It was your fault, Nancy,” he answered,
using his pet name for her. “You should have sent him back and not let him wait for me.”
“All the money we saved to open a bar,” she said in tears. “The day after tomorrow is Christmas Even.
Tomorrow I wanted to go shopping with you on the Ginza.”
He had invested more than two million yen in this deal. He remembered Jack’s advice. But the price had been
so cheap. If successful, the profit would be terrific.
“I’ll get rid of it tomorrow. Think, we’ll net five hundred thousand. We need all the money we can get to start a
bar, you know that.”
“I know, yes,” Takako answered, but not cheerfully. “I know the more, the better. But I’m worried.”
“Don’t worry, I’ll get rid of it,” he said, trying his best to make Takako feel at ease. “We’ll clean up everything
the day after tomorrow, celebrate the Eve in Ginza, and leave for Osaka. We’ll start the preparations for the bar
after we come back, if the coast is clear.”
*
Next day, Ohizumi sat alone in his living room, thinking. The night before he had succeeded in making Takako
believe that everything would be all right, but he himself did not really know where to turn to get rid of the eight
thousand dollars. He couldn’t ask Jack any more. He thought of his co-worker in Yokosuka, but knew he could
not handle such a big amount. Then he remembered Peter Nemuro, a boxer by profession. Peter had once traded
dollars, but although quick with his fists, he had not been so with his brain; he had suffered on e big loss after
another and finally quit. He might know of someone. Ohizumi called him in Tokyo by phone. Peter, after hearing
that Ohizumi could not talk over the phone, agreed to come to Kamakura immediately.
When Peter came, and listened to Ohizumi, he advised him to go to Jack. Ohizumi told him in detail about his
deal with Buchanan. “I think Jack was right. There’s only two days to Christmas, you know,” he said, and folded
his arms.
Then he thought of Fukumoto, who was once a member of the boxing club Peter belonged to.
“Can you contact him right away?” Ohizumi asked quickly, and added, “Can’t lose any time, you know.”
Peter left after promising to contact Fukumoto immediately. Ohizumi gave him five thousand yen and
assurance that there would be more after the deal went through.
The arrangement was made that day for Ohizumi to meet Fukumoto at a tea shop called the Milano off the
Ginza. Ohizumi’s identification was a brown overcoat and gold-rimmed glasses and Fukumoto, he was told, was a
small, pale-faced fellow.
Ohizumi called Moriwaki, his partner, and told him he would call on him about noon the next day, and told
him to wait for him. Moriwaki had invested five hundred thousand, and after the deal was over Ohizumi intended
to clear the account with him, and wash his hands of the whole nasty business.
*
When Ohizumi went to the Milano the next day, a small, pale-faced fellow got up from the corner booth.
Ohizumi walked up to him.
“Glad to meet you,” said the pale-faced efellow and smiled. He was well-mannered, which gavbe Ohizumi the
feeling he was not quite dependable. Then to his mind came the face of Takako who had said with a dark
expression just before he left, “I have a bad feeling this morning. Somehow, I don’t want you go go today.”
He shook off his sense of foreboding and immediately started to talk business. “IS it you who wants to trade?”
he asked.
“No, it’s not me,” Fukumoto answered quickly “As soon as Peter called me last night, I contacted several and
came across a fellow named Seiki who said he would buy.”
“I see. Where is this fellow Seki?”
“I contacted him just before I came here,” Fukumoto continued. “Made arrangements for you to make a deal at
the place called Kagetsu in Tsukiji.”
Ohizumi wondered why Fukumoto would not take him to Seki’s house. He also wondered why he had to wit
until three that afternoon. He wold have to call Moriwaki and extend the hour of appointment with him.
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“It’s big money, you know,” Fukumoto said. At present market prices what Ohizumi had was equivalent to
three million yen. “I suppose Seki has to get the money ready.”
“All right then,” Ohizumi said. “I’ll meet you there with Seki at three. You sure he’ll be there?”
“Oh, sure,” Fukumoto said.
From there he went to Moriwaki and told him to accompany him to Tsukiji that afternoon. Moriwaki was
skeptical about the way Zohizumi did his business, and said for him to divide his money. Ohizumi replied he did
not have time, that he had to get rid of it before Christmas. And all the time he was talking to Moriwaki, he was
thinking of Takako, and the prospective bar he was going to operate with her. With her looks it was a cinch men
would flock to her bar like bees to flowers. What made him think so much about his new bar was probably his
appointment in Tsukiji. About three years earlier at the height of his business he had frequented a place called
Kiki-no-ya, the House of Chrysanthemum, in the red light district. He had become chummy with a geisha called
Kinuharu, Spring Chrysanthemum. That was before he met Takako. Fond memories of those days came back to
him and he only half-heard what Moriwaki was trying to say to him. “Well then, let’s meet this fellow Seki,”
Moriwaki said in the end. “If anything smells bad, all we have to say is we didn’t bring the money. Where are we
meeting him?”
“That’s the funny thing. It’s close to Kiku-no-ya.”
“Really?” Moriwaki was also amused. “That’s very interesting.” Moriwaki and Ohizumi both laughed
knowingly.
*
After a quick lunch they left Moriwaki’s apartment early. They went straight to Tsukiji to have a look at the
place first. Moriwaki carried the money, for they thought it best that Ohizumi should go there alone without
anything on him. They first went to a small tea shop where there was a phone. Ohizumi took down the phone
number and told Moriwaki to come to Kagetsu as soon as he called.
Ohizumi then went to Kagetsu. The house had a black fence on the street side, which shut out the street noise.
Once inside, Ohizumi had the illusion that he had come far, far away from the Ginza. The girl who met him at the
entrance hall too him to a room with an expensive-looking tokonoma, with all its usual hanging scrolls, flower
arrangement and art objects. She asked him to wait. She sat on the tatami at the exit, her finger tips touching the
tatami as she bowed, got up, slipped out, got down on her knees again to close the sliding partition. Her quiet
graceful manners, typical of machiai or tea house and high-class Japanese restaurant waitresses, reminded him
again of the time he used to come to these places often. Then he was dealing in cigarettes and food stuffs, sending
out his assistants with two or three truck loads every day. His biggest clients were those machiai places and highclass restaurants.
While Ohizumi sat thinking of these things, the partition opened and Fukumoto came in. “Seki was waiting for
you, but he said you might be late and he went to the theater,” he explained as he sat down. Ohizumi thought it
odd. He knew he was not very late. He thought afterward that this was when he should have smelled something,
when he should have quit the place.
“Did you bring the money with you this time?” Fukumoto asked.
“I don’t have it with me now,” Ohizumi said. “But my partner has it—he’s waiting for my call in a nearby tea
shop.”
“Well then, please call him,” Fukumoto said getting to his feet again. “I’ll send for Seki at the theater.” He left
the room.
Ohizumi called Moriwaki, and told him to come. In the meantime, the waitress carried in cakes and fruit and
put them on the table. Moriwaki came immediately, and Fukumoto joined them, saying Seki would come right
away. Ohizumi thought it odd again; for he knew that though it takes a little time to call a person out from a
theater, this was taking a little too long. Just then the partition at Ohizumi’s back opened wide, and three big
foreigners came in. Ohizumi and the others jumped to their feet. One of the three foreigners, a red-faced giant of a
fellow, pointed a gun at them.
“We’re C.I.Ds,”\fn{Employees of the Central Intelligence Division.} he barked. “Put up your hands.”
Ohizumi was quiet. He slowly ut his hands up, and scrutinized Fukumoto sharply. Fukumoto was pale.
Ohizumi wondered if this was Fukumoto’s doing.
“Why are you carrying dollars?” the red face continued. “We’re going to question you.”
Ohizumi thought then that they were fakes. The investigations were always carried out at headquarters, not at a
place like this. He thought of all these things while watching one of the three men search Moriwaki, and take out
the eight thousand dollars he had in his pocket. He gritted his teeth—Ohizumi would not have let him have it that
easy; he would have jumped out of the window before he let these fakes have it.
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“It’s our business if we carry dollars!” Ohizumi yelled. “We carry any amount for our business. If you want to
investigate, take us to your headquarters.”
“We’ll take you to headquarters,” the big fellow said, with a mocking smile. “Walk,” he said, and pointed the
gun at the three Japanese.
Seki did not show up till the end.
After they were shoved into a car, the three foreigners stopped another taxi. This fact assured Ohizumi that
they were fakes; if they had been C.I.D.s, they would have been there with a jeep. Inside, alone in the car,
Ohizumi put his big hands around Fukumoto’s neck. “How dare you fool us like this?” Ohizumi said between his
teeth.
“I don’t know, I don’t know anything,” Fukumoto wailed and cried like a baby.
“Then it’s Seki, Fukumoto was only a decoy,” Ohizumi decided.
The car with the three foreigners was following their car, but the distance between the two got greater and
greater, and finally it disappeared.
“Turn the car back to Kagetsu,” Ohizumi ordered. But the people at Kagetsu did not know Seki, said he had
never been there before.
Ohizumi turned again to Fukumoto, but he only sobbed,” I only did it so I might make some extra money for
the New Year.”
Fukumoto knew the apartment where Seki lived, but when they were there Seki had already moved out. The
learned then that Seki was a Chinese by the name of Sai. Ohizumi, for the first time, ate dirt—and hard.
Just as he came out of the Ikuta Building, Ohizumi was stopped by a policeman.
“I want to ask you something,” he said. Ohizumi did his best to suppress his fear and remain calm. Could
Fukumoto, whom he had just left, have reported him? It couldn’t be.
“What do you want,” Ohizumi said slowly.
“Not here,” said the policeman. “Please come to headquarters.”
The policeman was extremely polite, with a faint smile flickering around his mouth all the time. Ohizumi was
glad he did not have any dollars on him. In his pocket were a few yen notes, and an I.O.U. he’d just had
Fukumoto write out for the money he’d been robbed of by the fake C.I.D.s. He wanted to report the robbery, but
to do that was to chance being arrested himself.
“I am not doing anything,” he said, his eyes darting sharply right and left, remembering to keep a smile. “I
don’t know what you want, but ask me here, if you want.”
“It won’t take you long,” said the young policeman, still polite. “I only want you to come with me for a little
while.”
The policeman was asking him, not ordering him. Perhaps it is nothing to worry about, Ohizumi told himself.
Because of his past job during the war—he was once a private secretary of a minister—he had many friends
everywhere. If anything went wrong, he could ask their help, though he wasn’t quite sure about getting it.
“If you are not going to tell me why, I don’t have to go,” Ohizumi said firmly. “I am busy. Besides, if you want
to arrest me, you’ll have to take the proper procedure.”
The policeman seemed to think it best not to rile him. He said gently, “Were you not robbed of some dollars by
some fake C.I.D.s?”
So that’s it, it was Fukumoto. He reported because he couldn’t pay. The reason he was robbed was because
Fukumoto was a fool and was now trying to get him this way—I’ll kill him! He mulled these things over in his
mind quickly.
“Don’t know anything about fake C.I.D.s,” he barked. “I’m bush, don’t you see? I can’t be bothered. I live in
Kamakura, and come to Tokyo only to do business.
“We know you live in Kamakura,” the policeman said. “Do you come to Tokyo every day these days?” The
policeman’s manner remained calm and polite. Cold sweat came over Ohizumi; so they were following him.
“There were others who were robbed besides you,” the policeman continued, unmindful of Ohizumi’s fear. “One
of them reported and the fake C.I.D’s were picked up. They confessed everything. We checked with the machiai
house in Tsukiji about you.”
Ohizumi thought for a moment to give up to the police, and then changed his mind quickly. What’s wrong with
me these days? He thought. If I complain, I’m only confirming that I traded in dollars.
Conversation dragged on for a while but in the end the policeman gave up, and said, “I’ll report to my chief
that you would not come. That’s all I can do for now,” and they parted.
*
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Clad in a dull, yolk-colored overcoat of English material, Ohizumi looked the prosperous businessman, bujt
since the fake C.I.D. incident, his money was all gone, and he was having a hard time figuring out how he was
going to pay his bills. He walked into the Lilac tea shop, where he had once carried out million-yen deals.
“Has Akiyama been here?” he asked the head waiter.
“No,” he answered without changing expression, and whispered something to a waitress.
She came up to Ohizumi said in a low voice, “Mr. Akiyama called and said he would be here about four,” and
left to fill his order.
“Wonder what he wants.” Ohizumi looked at his watch. Forty minutes more until four. He drank his coffee,
and left the tea shop to kill time, leaving word that he would be back.
When he got back, Akiyama was waiting for him. “I’ve news for you,” Akiyama said as soon as he saw
Ohizumi. Akiyama was excited. “Kamioka is here in Tokyo. He’s driving a big car. One of the only three such
cars in Japan now, the latest model Chrysler.”
Kamioka was in the textile black market, but Ohizumi had loaned him money a couple of times before. “He
went to Kobe, didn’t he?” Ohizumi asked. “I think of him once in a while. He was a quiet fellow,” he added.
“Said he wanted to see you,” Akiyiama went on. “He will be here at two tomorrow. I thought sure he was
having a hard time,” said Akiyama.
“Yeah, he was kind of slow, as I remember him,” Ohizumi said. “Is he an auto broker?”
“No, I think he’s in this,” and Akiyama made a gesture of giving a shot to his knee.
“Maybe I’ll borrow some money from him,” Ohizumi said, thinking back to the days when he was able to lend
one or two million yen to his friends easily. Now his position had been reversed.
“Kamioka wants me to go to Kobe with him, and I think I will,” Akiyama said. “He said he’d find me clients.
I’ve got to deal with foreigners in my line of business. Why don’t you go, too?”
“If I were young like you—” Ohizumi said. He didn’t know what Takako would say.
Akiyama smiled at that. Ohizumi, who once couldn’t be without a woman one night, had stopped going to bars
and cabarets after he had married Takako. After the baby, Tamako, was born, he went home early every night.
*
Ohizumi met Kamioka at the Lilac the next day. He looked quite dapper in his gray overcoat and soft hat.
When he had gone home the night before, he’d told Takako about being stopped by the police and about
Kamiokas, and told her that her might borrow some money from him. Takako was pleased, and they both forgot
about the nasty business of the police, talking for yours about opening the bar.
“Let’s go out,” Kamioka said, after the greetings were over. “I’ve got my car outside.”
The car they got into passed the front of the Piccadilly Theater and crossed the bridge.Kamioka came close to
Ohizumi, and said low, “Heard about your mishap at Tsukiji. It was a darn shame.”
“Yeah, a rotten business,” Ohizumi said. “The place made me a bit careless. And I got stopped by police
yesterday, too. One bad thing after another. I want to quit this business and start a bar with my wife,” he said in
the end. “I want to help you work a few days, to make enough to start this bar.”
Kamioka put his hand into his pocket and drew out a newspaper bundle. “Please use this,” he said. “I have lots
of money now.”
“I will borrow it then,” Ohizumi said. He felt the money from outside, and thought it contained about a million
yen. “I am going to use this money to help you, and make some capital for the bar. I have a hunch the police are
after me, so I don’t want to take too many chances, and also, I want to quit it in two or three days.”
“Okay,” Kamioka said cheerfully. “I’ll make the contacts for you right away. My name’s George Mizuki,
remember.”
*
Their business was risky. They made a lot at a time, but they lost big, too. Once Ohizumi was followed by the
police and he had to throw into a gutter drugs worth five hundred thousand yen. At one time a loss of three million
yen meant noting to him. Now everything was different. It had become hard work to make fifty thousand.
When he went home, Takako met him with a letter from the policeman he’d met that day in Tokyo. It said that
the police would not inconvenience him in any way, and therefore wished him to come to police headquarters.
In the course of the following few days, he was followed constantly by the police. In three days he made
enough money to start the bar and was busy getting things into shape.
One day after he had been to see Fukumoto to get the money the latter was paying him bit by bit, he was
walking toward the Lilac to meet Sedo, his new partner in the bar business whom Akiyama had introduced him to.
He was told that Sedo’s wife had worked in a bar, and that Sedo was once a manager in a hotel in Atami. He
neared Sukiyabashi Bridge, and turned back, from sheer habit, only to see the same old policeman. Cold sweat
came over him.
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“You did not come after all,” the policeman said, smiling. “We waited for you.”
“But don’t you see,” Ohizumi had calmed by this time, “As I told you the last time, I had nothing to do with
it.”
“here are Japanese, Koreans, and Chinese who were robbed just like you,” the young policeman said quietly.
“The total money stolen was fifteen million yen. The fake C.I.D. men were caught, but we need witnesses to
confirm the crime. I’ll see that no harm will come to you. Please come with me.”
“But I am busy,” Ohizumi answered bluntly.
“I know that, but the American court requires witnesses.” The policeman was half pleading. “Those who were
robbed all say the same thing you do.”
“If you make it so that I was robbed of yen,” Ohizumi said, “then I’ll come with you.”
“That’s all right,” the policeman was quick to agree. “All you have to say is that you were robbed by the men
in Tsukiji.”
“If you fool me, I’ll never forgive you,” Ohizumi threatened.
“Sure thing,” the policeman assured. “I won’t cause you any trouble.”
Ohizumi got into a taxi with him. When they arrived at headquarters and saw the officer in charge, Ohizumi
was told that the man who reported the robbery was a Japanese, a former Navy Officer. He was robbed of eight
hundred dollars, but when the fake C.I.D.s got in the jeep, he took the number and reported. They arrested a C.I.D
First Lieutenant, by the name of Burton, and another C.I.D. Sergeant by the name of Michael.
“Burton has confessed,” the officer told Ohizumi. They asked us to investigate, and your name came up.”
“I thought it was kind of funny,” Ohizumi admitted. “But I could do nothing at the point of a gun.”
“They are going to have a trial next Thursday,” the officer continued. “And we want you to appear as a
witness.”
“I am busy with my business,” Ohizumi told the officer.
“We know that, but according to the American procedures they cannot establish a crime unless supported by
witnesses,” the officer explained. We had about three appearing, but they all backed down at the crucial time. We
want you to please have courage and be a witness.”
The officer pleaded with him. Ohizumi thought of Takako and the newborn baby. After all, the dollars robbed
from him would not return, and he did not want any part in a trial. But at the same time he did not want to be
labeled a coward. The police had been following him for the last few days, and must know of his activities in
dope peddling. It might be wiser to listen to their wish now.
“The policeman who brought me here said you would fix it so that I was robbed of yen and not dollars,”
Ohizumi said. “I’ll be the witness with that agreement.”
“Yes, that’s all right. We’ll do that,” the officer said, an expression of relief coming over him.
“I have my wife and a baby to think of, you know,” Ohizumi said.” I don’t want to be pinched,\fn{ Arrested.} on
top of being robbed.”
“I don’t blame you a bit,” the officer said, smiling. “The court martial will be held not very far from here. You
can go see the officer of the judicial affairs across the street from there and work it out with him.”
Ohizumi knew that it was bad to deal in black market dollars. But it was not only men like him who dealt in
them. There were many politicians who bought dollars in large amounts. If the military law officer would agree to
Ohizumi’s proposition, he had decided to be their witness, to prevent more Japanese being robbed by men like
Burton and Michael.
He spent the rest of the day on the business of his new bar. He doubled the money he borrowed from Kamioka
in three days and returned the million he had borrowed. For the new bar, Sedo would put in two million yen, just
twice Ohizumi’s amount. The profit would be divided into four and six. Ohizumi also agreed to register the bar
under Sedo’s wife’s name, in order to be prepared for any unforeseen outcome of the military trial.
The next day he went to see the judiciary officer to get his agreement.
On the day of the trial he went to the lace as directed. He got off the elevator on the fourth floor, and started to
walk down the hall. He met a huge man—a face he had not forgotten. Seeing Ohizumi, the man growled to him in
broken Japanese, “If you testify, I’ll do this to you,” and he drew his open hand across his throat. “You’ll be sent
to Okinawa, maybe.”
According to American law, until a crime is established against a person, that man can go about as a free man.
No wonder no one was willing to testify.
Ohizumi only smiled. He had given up the dollar black market. He’d already got the money to start his bar. He
had returned the money to Kamioka, too. If anything should happen to him, Takako and his baby could live on the
profit from the bar.
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He entered the waiting room. There were two Chinese, a man and a woman, both young. They had dark
expressions on their faces. Burton came in, this time with another tall fellow Ohizumi remembered. This must be
Michael. They both threatened in their broken Japanese, while an M.P.\fn{ Military Policeman.} looked on
expressionless.
The time came and they entered the court room. When he sat down in the witness chair, he forgot about Takako
and his baby. He forgot about the new bar he was about to open. He only remembered the mortifying feeling he
went through when he was robbed by the two men he was about to testify against.
“These are the men!” he yelled. “These are the ones who robbed me of three million yen!” he said, renewing
the fear and remorse he felt when the money was taken from him.
*
About a month later, he heard Burton and Michael had been sent back to their country. He was paid for the
four days he spent testifying at the court.
His new bar was opened near Kyobashi. It was christened the Pearl, but Sedo and his wife would not give him
his share of the profit. It was registered under Sedo’s wife’s name, so there was nothing Ohizumi could do about
it.
Ohizumi gave it all up. He just wasn’t cut out for the rackets. There was an honest job open in a lumber
company and he made an appointment with the personnel director.
3.190 Samuel Blane\fn{by [Archibald?] Murray Dyer (1907-1970)} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (M) 6
It was the morning of December 8, 1941. While in history that date will go down as the morning after Pearl
Harbor, there are a few to whom it will go down also as the desperate and despairing end, not perhaps of their
faith, but certainly of the work which had given their faith its substance. That morning I thought particularly of
Samuel Blane—so strongly that it almost seemed as if part of me actually could see him, so many miles away. He
was sitting at his breakfast table. From his chair he could look through the windows of the dining room down the
slope of the hill on which the residential section of the city stood, to the harbor, and beyond, across the Bay of
Osaka to the mountains which rose like a blue smudge to meet the horizon. And the morning, I think, was
beautiful, as only morning in winter in the Far East can be beautiful; but Samuel Blane was not aware of it. In his
hand was a letter from his son Tom, a letter that I knew had been written many weeks before. Samuel Blane had
just finished reading it. I thought of him appraising the years of his endeavor; and I wondered if he would admit
that he did not know whether his work had been worth while. True, Kuno would have been a murderer but for
him; Hondo had been possessed of an evil spirit and he had cured him; Tsuji was now professor of economics at
an Imperial university.
“But it was my money,” Blane would have to say, “which paid for his study.”
Three men, and three men only, would come back clearly into Samuel Blane’s mind as he sat appraising the
forty years of his service. Samuel Blane was lonely, and alone, in the darkness of his own Gethsemane.
*
Samuel Blane was old enough to be my father. I never really knew him.. And yet I know him very well. All
through my childhood he came and went as regularly as the seasons. He and my father and another missionary
named Ffoulkes were the three most important adults in my young life. And yet none of them paid any attention to
me. All three of them had come out to Japan in the early, very early, nineteen-hundreds. My father was from
Montreal. Ffoulkes (to this day I do not know his first name: he was always called “Mr. Ffoulkes,” or “Ffoulkes”)
was an Englishman. Samuel Blane was from Kansas. I believe only if you are an advertising agent or a missionary
will you come across such a strange assortment as my father, Ffoulkes, and Samuel Blane.
My father called himself “interdenominational,” which covers a multitude of sins. Ffoulkes was an Englishman
who had, in his family’s eyes, “gone wrong.” Born and bred to the life of either a country gentleman or a colonial
administrator, he had been caught up at Oxford in the fervor of a religious movement which, while the Empire
adjusted its shoulders under the White Man’s Burden, preached the necessity of saving the souls of those not
fortunate enough to be English by birth. As a result he had signed up for life as a missionary in Japan and was
head of the group of missionaries to which my father belonged. Samuel Blane was a Southern Methodist.
In the early nineteen-hundreds, when these three men found themselves in Japan, the wheel of life was hanging
for a brief moment almost motionless. We know now that the forces getting ready to spin it, and spin it madly,
were gathering impetus. But for a child, and for a missionary, and for a business man those early years of the
nineteen-hundreds were supreme. Security was in each tick of the clock, each mouthful of porridge at breakfast,
each session of family prayer at night, each comfortable laying of a tired head on a white pillow while outside the
window, rising and falling with the wind, the Buddhist temple bells boomed softly and timelessly.
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All three men, my father, Ffoulkes, and Samuel Blane, were very busy men. They saved souls, they held
conventions which taught other Japanese to save souls, they gave “Bible readings” and held prayer meetings, they
distributed tracts and pamphlets without end; they were the slaves of one idea: the world was soon going to come
to an end and the souls they had saved would be their reward for the things they had given up. Make no mistake
about it, these three men, and many others like them, were not unintelligent. All three of them had given up good
positions, good money, good futures to get the Japanese into heaven. This of course kept them very busy. So, what
with meetings and pamphlets and conventions, together with Bible readings, I did not see much of my father
except at breakfast and supper. In the earliest years of my life I had to find my own amusement. And, since in the
town where my father was stationed, there were only two other “foreigners,” things that the average boy or girl
would hardly have noticed assumed huge importance.
The periodical visits of Samuel Blane were among these. For six years my father worked in a district over
which Samuel Blane had supervision. And for six years, at least four times a year, he came to stay with us. For
days I looked forward to his coming. Instead of going to bed immediately after supper, I was allowed to sit in the
living room and play one game of chess. At breakfast I heard stories about his boyhood on a farm in Kansas; how
the molasses in the cellar froze stiff, and his brother went down to get some of it for buckwheat cakes and left the
spigot in the barrel turned on, simply because it was so cold he couldn’t turn it off. When the thaw came of course
the Blanes had lost their molasses. “And say,” said Samuel Blane, winding up that story, “did Dave find out all
about what cold weather does to liquids? Dad took him out in the woodshed and paddled it right into him. Yes,
sir.”
Mr. Ffoulkes was staying with us that weekend as it happened, and he listened to the story with amazement.
When it was finished he barked: “I say, Blane, d’you mean your father beat your brother for not turning the spigot
off when it was so cold he couldn’t move it?”
“Sure he did,” said Blane, in his gusto at remembering the details pouring his milk into the sugar bowl instead
of over his porridge. “You’ve got to learn you don’t forget things when it’s fifteen degrees below zero. Dad didn’t
thrash him because he couldn’t turn the spigot off. He thrashed him because he forgot to tell any of us he’d left it
on.”
“You’re pouring your milk into the sugar bowl,” said Ffoulkes acidly at this point, and the resultant confusion
stopped any more stories at that meal about the farm in Kansas.
Still, although these visits left brilliant pictures in my mind which I could go off by myself and think about
during long summer afternoons when there was no one to play with, there was a gap in those early days which
was filled when Samuel Blane began bringing his son Tom along with him on his trips. Tom was about my age,
and after the first afternoon we found we could get along.
The first visit by the two of them coincided with Ffoulkes’ presence. In addition two more missionaries were
down, so the house was pretty full. The cause was a full-blown Revival which was to be started in the town. The
fact that Tom was coming this time with Mr. Blane, and that a Revival campaign was to be undertaken which
would last at least a week, was almost too much for me. I kept wondering why both things had to happen together.
Why couldn’t they be spaced out when there was so little to look forward to anyway?
Friday came (for some reason Revivals always started on a week-end), and with it Tom and Mr. Blane. The
Revival campaign was to start that night at seven-thirty. Samuel Blane arrived at three. Ffoulkes, my father, and
the other two missionaries had been waiting for Blane so they could all go together into my father’s study and
hold their own private prayer meeting for the success of the week’s services. My mother was busy with a
thousand things: the food for supper, the sheets for the beds, the towels for the washstands. So naturally Tom and I
had to shift for ourselves.
We went into the garden and stood looking at each other, doubtfully and askance, as small boys have looked at
each other since the world began.
“How much muscle’ve you got?” Tom said suddenly, opening the conversation. This I immediately resented
for, since it was my home ground, it was obviously my business to speak first. I looked him over for a minute and
then said, belligerently: “More’n you have, so shut up.”
Tom looked at me for a few seconds and then said quietly: “I guess we better fight.”
“I don’t know how to,” I responded. “Do you know?”
“Not very well,” he confessed. “But I’m learning. I’ve had two fights with Roy already.” Roy, I knew, was his
considerably older brother.
“Well,” I suggested, “suppose you teach me all you know about fighting and then we’ll fight?”
“All right,” Tom agreed. “Shall we start now?”
“Yes,” I said. “They’ve gone into father’s study to pray and that means we won’t have supper till six-thirty.”
For the next hour I learned “fighting” and finally surprised Tom by saying that it didn’t seem nearly as good as
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jiu-jitsu.
This was the beginning of a firm and steady friendship. Tom knew nothing about jiu-jitsu and I, in the long
afternoons which I spent alone, had found out I could wander down the street to a police school where jiu-jitsu
was taught. The policemen were very kind to me and used to let me come in and watch. And every now and again
they would call me out on to the floor and show me how to throw a man over my shoulder or fling him on his
back across my hip. When Tom left at the end of the week he was planning how best to get Roy into a fight so that
he could throw him across the floor with the jiu-jitsu hold which I had taught him. Meanwhile on this particular
afternoon we grew tired of fighting and “judo” by five o'clock, and wandered back to the house through the
garden, wondering how much longer before supper.\fn{ Small boys are always hungry.} We passed under the windows
of my father’s study and stopped to listen.
Both of us had heard prayer meetings: like this one before. We were no mean judges and our critical
knowledge was based on having heard the extemporaneous prayers of some pretty good men. We listened for a
while in silence. My father’s voice rose and fell in rolling cadences:
“Pour out, O Lord, Thy spirit upon the souls who will gather before the mercy seat tonight.” … A few minutes
later Ffoulkes was praying:
“O Lord, we will not leave this room until we have Thy assurance of victory. Come down in power, manifest
Thyself in glory, pour out upon Thy servants, gathered here, the oil of Thine anointing that we may go forth to
victory in Thy name.” …
Tom and I withdrew from the window. We believed in those days in the actual and not the figurative meaning
of words.
“How long,” I said, “d’you think before they know God’s going to give them the victory?”
This was no blasphemous question. It was serious and all-important. And Tom knew it was. For one thing, on
its answer hung our supper.
“I don’t know,” said Tom, “but the meeting starts at half-past seven.”
“You mean,” I asked, “they’ve got to know before then?”
“Yes,” said Tom simply.
“I forgot that,” I said. And we went in to wash our hands and get ready to eat.
*
In my youth one of the most important things in my life was The River. It came down out of the green, pineclad mountains which marched around the city to the north, in a series of white, glistening cataracts. Where it
flowed through the valley it was deep and wide, quiet and satisfying. My ambition was to get big enough to throw
a stone all the way across it. My father couldn’t. Neither could Ffoulkes. But Samuel Blane could do it. At least he
had done it—once. And by so much I decided that baseball was a game worth playing, for before making the
throw that put the stone on the other side, Mr. Blane had said he used to play baseball and was a pitcher on his
team at college. His third try had put him over.
Sometimes we would picnic by The River. Sometimes we would just wander out to it after breakfast and
before lunch. Sometimes, usually after Sunday dinner, we walked out on a circular route that, along some part,
took in The River somewhere where it flowed through the valley. Strangely, I never saw The River except when it
was blue. In summer it was a warm, friendly, quivering blue. In the depth of winter it was a chill, hard, steel-blue.
But it was always blue. Never gray, never dirty, never troubled.
Soon after I had got to know Tom I found another amusement, carpentering. I had managed to get hold of a
saw. I used a hammer that belonged to my father. And I was allowed to borrow his chisel and screwdriver; I could
get nails any time I wanted them by dropping in at the carpenter’s shop up the street. In summer, old Ushikami,
the carpenter, a towel round his head, a coolie coat over his shoulders, a white cloth about his loins, and his legs
bare to the ankles, used to like me to stop by and pass the time of day with him. Glistening with sweat in a
temperature of ninety-eight degrees in the shade, he would stop pulling his saw through a beam that was to
become part of a house, take out his absurdly small-bowled tobacco pipe (enough for three puffs), light it and ask
me how things were going. Ushikami and I were great friends. And I have always loved the smell of wood
shavings since those days. Ushikami showed me how to make my first boat. A clumsy affair but very wonderful. I
made it in his shop but with my tools. And it was a Monday in April when it was launched. Of course in The
River. Ffoulkes and Mr. Blane happened to be staying over the week-end. Monday morning we all went for a
walk and naturally it was to The River, for I was carrying my boat.
All the dusty way to The River I kept thinking to myself just where I would launch it. My father, Mr. Blane,
and Ffoulkes had had some business matters to talk over on the way down so they had walked together, just ahead
of my mother and me. But as we crossed the rough, uneven, grassy ground that bordered The River they finished.
“Well,” my father called gaily, “where’s your boat, Sonny?”
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“Yes,” said Ffoulkes, “put her into the water and let’s see how she sails.”
Mr. Blane said nothing. But I remember he looked at me and grinned. I had a string tied to the stern. I was
afraid to sail her without it. She might get lost in the current. As I stooped down to put her into the water I heard
Ffoulkes.
“I say, John”—this was to my father—“she looks as though she’ll capsize.”
My father called, “She’s going to turn over.”
“No, she isn’t,” I shouted back. Those were days of faith.
I held her in the water and took my hands off slowly. If she was going to turn over I wanted the failure to be
my secret. But she didn’t turn over—then. She floated. And I took my hands away and pushed her out into the
current and stood up. Ffoulkes was the first to comment.
“Bravo,” he shouted. “That’s capital. Capital.”
For the first time in my life I really liked him. We all stood watching while my boat bounced over the little,
breeze-lifted waves to the middle of The River. Then Ffoulkes spoke again.
“I say, why don’t you take the string off and let her go?” Because, I told him, my liking fading as quickly as it
had come into existence, I wanted my boat back.
“Nonsense,” Ffoulkes laughed. “The river gets narrower lower down. We could get it back for you there if it
got away in the current. But it won't.”
“Why not?” I asked.
“Because,” he said, “we can take care of it with stones. If we throw stones beyond it the waves will wash it
back to the shore.”
I considered that idea and was inclined to reject it when my father added his support for Ffoulkes. Mr. Blane
said nothing, although I remember that once again he looked at me. But this time he didn’t grin. He was just
watching.
I cut the string. And my ship was on her own. Ffoulkes now took over.
“We’ll let her get into the middle of the stream,” he said, “and then we’ll drive her back. We used to do this
when I was a boy in Sussex on the Arun. Splendid fun we had too.”
They began throwing stones, my father and Ffoulkes. And very soon it was clear that they were not going to
have things all their own way. The current was going to have something to say.
“We’ll have to throw them nearer,’ said Ffoulkes breathlessly, his face beaming.
“You’ll hit her,” I said anxiously.
“Oh, no, I hope not,” said Ffoulkes, putting his shoulder behind the biggest stone he could find. I can still see
that stone, turning lazily in the sunlight before it fell. It swamped my boat. For a minute I thought she might come
through. But no. She rocked dangerously and then capsized. I walked forward a little so that I should be ahead of
the men where none of them could see my face.
“I say,” said Ffoulkes after the thunder of the splash had died down. I heard my mother remark quietly that it
seemed to her a very careless piece of work on his part. Ffoulkes spoke again, to me.
“Well, I’m sorry. But you can make another all right. As a matter of fact you’ll make a better one. A boat
shouldn’t capsize like that. But now she’s turned over we can’t leave her. We’d better sink her.” And he began
throwing stones again, this time to hit. My father looked at me with a friendly grin.
“It’s a goner,” he said. “How about it? Shall we sink her?” And I nodded. And again Samuel Blane said
nothing but only looked at me. A week later, from Kobe, came a package from him which, when I opened it, was,
and still is, the most beautiful model of a two-masted schooner I have ever seen in my life.
When I look back on it I think that what I know now of Democracy came from Samuel Blane. He never talked
about it. But he was instinct with it. I doubt if he ever thought much about it either. It was part of his code,
although he wouldn’t have understood what you meant by the word “code.”
I remember playing chess with him one day. He was a really good chess player and when he couldn’t play with
my father, and always on my own account at least once each visit, he played with me. He taught me how to castle.
The first time I saw him do it I protested. I didn’t know you could castle. And I’d got him for once, through his
carelessness, into a nasty corner. His castling got him out and I knew that, once out, with his skill I’d never get the
game. But he insisted castling was legitimate, called my mother over to ask her if it wasn’t, said it was too bad I
hadn’t known it, but that ignorance of the law was no excuse. And he won the game.
For a minute I could hear what Ffoulkes would have said if he’d been there.
“I say, Blane, you know the boy didn’t know you could castle. Bit unsporting, don’t you think? Take the game
like that?” Then I remembered The River, and my boat, and the way Samuel Blane had looked at me then. He
looked at me the same way now.
And suddenly I understood. Chess was a game. And it had rules. And you kept the rules. Just as, if you made
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promises you kept them. Or, if you had debts you paid them. My boat, which Ffoulkes had sunk, was something
about which no rules had been formulated. Therefore it was something about which the final decision was mine.
But because I was just a boy, Ffoulkes considered I had no particular right to be consulted. To some extent my
father held a similar point of view. Of all the five of us on the river bank that day, Samuel Blane was the only one
who felt that as an individual—a very small, immature individual—I still had a right to make my own decisions in
a matter that solely affected me.
*
I began to see less of Samuel Blane after this. For one thing, I was sent away to school. For another, he went
home on furlough—home to a Kansas I had never seen but in which, nevertheless, I had lived. A Kansas dotted
with farm-houses set in vast oceans of prairie grass through which Indians crawled or galloped and over which,
periodically, huge, devastating prairie fires raced; prairie fires in which men like Samuel Blane saved their homes
by setting backfires. A Kansas where men walked with revolvers strapped to their sides, revolvers which they
whipped out whenever they insulted each other, which was regularly.
It was a very jumbled picture I had painted, pieced together in my own way out of all the many odds and ends
of talk by Samuel Blane to which I had listened for so many years. When he came back I looked at him with a
certain reverence. Here was a man who lived much more dangerously than my father did. The years Samuel Blane
lived in Japan, I was sure, were the only ones when he was safe.
On his return he brought me a set of chess men. We christened it that night. It was my last game of chess with
him. From that time on our paths did not cross again until many years later when I saw him at the summer resort
of Karuizawa. By that time I had finished school and college and had already lived through one war. And for one
summer I was back amid surroundings which were part of me whether I would or no.
It was nearly the end of August and I was sitting in the grandstand at the baseball field. It was a hot, brilliant
after noon. Slowly the seats filled. A group of missionaries came in, some with their wives. They were well
dressed and neat, but the cut and style of their clothes set them apart. Most of the women wore half-length
sleeves, some full length, and their shoes were serviceable rather than smart. They sat down next to some
members of the diplomatic colony in Tokyo. The men in this second group were in white suits which they could
afford to have laundered every day. They had on silk socks. And the women carried expensive sun parasols, while
on the hot, still air about them hung the faint but unmistakable scent of a French perfume. Their arms were bare to
the shoulders and their dresses had come from Shanghai or the shops on the French ships which called at Kobe
and Yokohama. Men in some of the oil and importing firms straggled in, nodding to the legation and embassy
people.
Ten miles away, its bare, brown shoulder humped against a cloudless sky, the volcano Asama smoked lazily, a
low, green-clad ridge running across the foreground in front of it.
It was the day of the annual baseball match between the missionaries and non-missionaries. Saints against the
Sinners some called it. Surprisingly enough the Saints often won.
I was sitting halfway up the stand when I saw Samuel Blane again. I started in surprise. In a straw hat, black
alpaca coat and striped white trousers, he ambled into the stand with a big, folded sun umbrella in one hand. He
sat down amidst the banter of friends around him just as the game began.
It went as any game might go, neck and neck right up to the ninth inning. A certain amount of pleasure was
derived from the fact that the Bishop,\fn{ The Methodist Church still retains a shadowy, titular acquaintance with the Anglican
Church, for their founder Wesley never formally repudiated it, since he was originally nourished by it .} who presided over Samuel
Blane’s missionary activities played for the Sinners. They, a man short at the last minute, had persuaded him to
put on a catcher’s glove again, as he had done several times before in his life to very good advantage.
As I sat there that afternoon it was hard to think that a World was breaking up under our eyes. Out on the field
everything looked and seemed as it had for twenty-five years past. True, Ffoulkes was dead, but he had never
come to the grandstand unless it was a cricket match. My father had taken over his administrative duties. Samuel
Blane was older but he scarcely looked it. And the grandstand had a roof that needed patching and a hole in the
wire up near the eaves. True also, I was no longer one of the boys who hung on the flanks of the seats, hoping to
find the balls which fouled over the top of the grandstand into the tall grasses behind, a service which meant a
penny in your pocket for every ball recovered. But I could close my eyes and still see the lanterns decorating the
streets at New Year’s, and I could close my ears and still hear the pounding of the mallets making rice cakes.
The game was nearly over by the time I had finished looking backward. It was the second half of the ninth
inning, the Sinners batting, two out and the Bishop at bat. The count against him was two and three.\fn{ He means,
“three-and-two,” i.e., three balls and two strikes.} The score was nine to eight for the Saints, but there was a man on third.
There was a hush over the field that only an American could understand. Then Blane lifted his voice as he saw
Cartwright, who was a Congregationalist, preparing to pitch.
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“It’s whole hog or nothing, Brother,” he shouted. And the grandstand roared.
The Bishop looked round directly at Blane, and the stand roared again, for Blane was holding up his fingers to
Cartwright in a sign calling for a hot one straight over the plate, and “whole hog or none” was the Bishop’s
private battle cry upon every occasion. If it was money to run the mission, he wanted all he asked for or none. If it
was a soul to be “saved,” he wanted it saved in the strictest Southern Methodist manner or else postponed until
this could be accomplished. Now, with the count two and three, and the Bishop batting against his colleagues,
Blane had lifted the battle cry against him. And the Bishop was a little annoyed. To give the stand time to quiet
down, Cartwright shot the ball to third, and Waterman, a tea exporter, thumbed his nose at him.
As the ball came back the Bishop called out to Blane:
“Our Brother in the stand asks for a sign; let him remember the evil and adulterous generation which earlier
asked for a sign and no sign was given unto it.”
Blane waved his umbrella.
“Hallelujah, Brother,” he said. “Now let’s see you smack it.”
The stand shouted again and a voice yelled:
“Boys, let’s praise the Bishop with hymn number 210: Glorious Things of Thee are Spoken.
Cartwright held up his hand for silence while, behind the home plate, the umpire, an Episcopalian, waved the
stand down to their seats. Again Cartwright got ready to pitch. Suddenly from between the tall grasses at the far
end of the field along the path came a rickshaw. Not an unusual sight and we all saw it; the rickshaw-man loping
easily along, behind him, leaning against the cushion, upright, not a passenger but a huge, rectangular, black
trunk. Samuel Blane saw it too and lifted up his voice again.
“Brother,” he yelled, and we all knew he meant his Bishop, “there comes your coffin.”
Again the stand howled. And we knew the Saints had won. Cartwright wouldn’t even need to pitch the last
ball; he could just lob it, for the Bishop’s nerve had gone.
With the stand still shouting, Cartwright slammed a curve over the plate. The Bishop fanned, and it was all
over. As the Bishop walked in, Blane walked out, his face wreathed in good-natured smiles, his eyes laughing
behind his spectacles.
“Well, Brother,” he boomed for good measure, remembering the Bishop’s scriptural quote, “that was a mighty
good breeze while it lasted, but remember Mark 4, verse 39: “‘And the wind ceased, and there was a great calm.’”
But the Bishop just pushed past and walked into the locker room.
Slowly the crowd began to thin. The daylight faded. The sun set. Asama, the volcano, stood out, black and
smoking, against a cloudless sky, quiet now and with banked fires. Even so, none trusted her. For none knew
when she would erupt again. Just as none knew when the world would erupt again so suddenly into madness. Yet
on that evening there was, in the evening light, the stillness that some say precedes the storm. A thrush fluted from
a hedge and a lark rushed skyward singing. Soon the day would be over. And not this day only, but my father’s
day, Ffoulke’s day, Blane’s day.
My day?
“I don’t know,” I said as I walked home. But it was; my day too. Those years can never come back.
*
It was the morning of December 8, 1941. I thought particularly of Samuel Blane—so strongly that it almost
seemed as if part of me actually could see him that lonely morning, so many miles away. He was sitting at his
breakfast table. In his hand was a letter from his son Tom, a letter that I knew had been written many weeks
before.
I got my wings yesterday. Everybody over here says we’ll be fighting Japan before long. You’d better come on
home. After all, you’ve been trying for forty years to give them a break. It’s too late now. The job’s got to be done
another way.

It’s too late now. The job’s got to be done another way.
Samuel Blane was lonely, and alone.
130.451 Shotgun\fn{by Yasushi Inoué (1907-1991)} Ishakari, Hokkaido Prefecture, Japan (M) 13
1
I recently contributed a poem called Shotgun to Fellow Hunters, a small magazine which is the organ of the
Japan Hunters’ Club.
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People may take me for a man with some interest in hunting. The fact is, however, that I was brought up by a
mother who had an inborn hatred for killing, and I have never touched so much as an air rifle. It so happened that
an old high-school classmate, the editor of Fellow Hunters, asked me to write a poem—nothing that even at my
age I was still writing poems after my fashion for obscure poetry magazines. He probably asked me in a mood of
fancy and out of courtesy after a long lapse in our association. Ordinarily I would have declined such a proposal,
since I had no interest in the magazine and his request was that I write about hunting. It happened, however, that I
had thought of some day writing a poem about the hunting rifle and a man’s solitude. This would be exactly the
right outlet.
I sat down at my desk one night toward the end of November, when one starts to feel the night chill. Working
till after midnight, I wrote a prose poem of sorts and the next morning sent it to the editor of Fellow Hunters.
As my poem is tenuously connected with the story, I should like to quote it here:
A man with a big seaman’s pipe in his mouth went up the path slowly, weaving through the bushes on Mt. Amagi in early winter,
Walking a setter before him and treading the frost needles under his boots.
What manner of man was this who armed himself with a double-barreled Churchill and a twenty-five bullet belt?
What manner of man was this who took life with an instrument so glittering and white?
For some reason I was attracted to this tall hunter who walked past, showing me his back.
Since then I have recalled him fleetingly—
At a railway station in a large city, in bustling places late at night.
It is then that I should like to walk like that hunter.
Slowly and quietly and coldly.
I do not imagine the hunter against the cold landscape of Amagi in early winter.
Rather, he is in a lonely white river bed.
And the polished glittering gun radiates an exquisite, bloody—
Never perceived when the gun is aimed at a creature—
Weighing heavily on the solitary spirit and the body of a middle-aged man.

2
It was only upon turning the pages of the magazine that I discovered the entirely too conspicuous contrast that
my poem, for all its appropriate title, made with words like “hunting,” “sportsmanship,” and “healthy taste” which
were scattered through the other articles. It was stupid of me to have realized this only after seeing my poem
printed on a page that seemed isolated from the rest of the magazine. What I introduced into this poem was
nonetheless the essential quality of a shotgun, as my poetic intuition had grasped it, or at least something I had
aimed at and something for which I need not apologize. If it has been published in a different sort of magazine,
thee would have been no problem. But this magazine, as the organ of the Japan Hunters’ Club, was presenting
hunting as the healthiest and most benign of hobbies. My sentiments were, therefore, somewhat heretical. I was
able to imagine the awkward position in which my friend had found himself upon receiving the manuscript of my
poem. Most probably he had hesitated for quite some time over it.
When I thought of his generosity, my heart ached. I thought I might receive a letter or two of protest from
members of the club, but my fears turned out to be groundless. I did not receive so much as a postcard. For good
or bad, my poem was disregarded by hunters throughout the country. Indeed, it may not have been read at all.
About two months later, when I had forgotten about the incident, I received a sealed letter from one Misugi
Jōsuké, a complete stranger to me.
I remember a remark made by a historian to the effect that the characters carved on one of the ancient stone
monuments of T‘ai Shan were like the white glitter of the sun after a cold autumn wind has passed. Even though
those characters have long since disappeared, without so much as a rubbing left to tell us of their grace and power,
it nevertheless seemed to me that Misugi’s handwriting on the large white envelope of Japanese paper must bear a
remarkable resemblance to them. Certainly the handwriting, almost covering the face of the envelope, was
magnificent. Yet something made me feel an emptiness coming from each of the characters, and it was this quality
that reminded me of the historian’s remarks about the T‘ai Shan inscription. The address seemed to have been
written rapidly with a single filling of the ink-soaked brush. The flow of the brush, however, suggested a strangely
cold blankness, an indifference, to be distinguished from what one might call practiced indifference. In other
words, I felt in the freeness of the style the egocentricity of a modern mind, though I noticed none of the vulgarity
to be perceived in an ordinary hand.
At any rate, the magnificence of the writing seemed somehow out of placer whenb I fround it in my plain
wooden mailbox. Upon opening the envelope, I found a six-foot-long roll of Chinese paper covered with lines of
five or six large characters, all in the same free style.
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My hobby is hunting

the letter began.
Recently I happened to read your poem Shotgun in Fellow Hunters. I am inarticulate and know nothing about
poetry. To be honest with you, it was the very first time in my life that I had read a poem. I must confess too that this
was the first time I ever heard your name. I must tell you, however, that I was immensely impressed.

As I started reading the letter, I recalled my half-forgotten prose poem. I was upset for a moment, taking it for
the long-awaited letter of protest, perhaps from a distinguished hunter. As I went on reading, however, I saw that
the letter was entirely different from what I had feared.
Politely and with assurance, Misgui Jōsuké said:
Am I mistaken in imagining the character to be myself? I gather that you caught sight of my tall figure somewhere
in a village below Mt. Amagi when I was hunting in the early part of November. I was very proud of my black and
white setter, specially trained for pheasant hunting; of the Churchill gun, which was a gift from my teacher when I was
in London; and even of my favorite pipe, which you describe. I am further honored to have my state of mind, which is
far from enlightened, become a subject for poetry. I am ashamed of it, and cannot help admiring your unusually keen
poets insight.

I tried to visualize once again the hunter whom I had come across, on a lane through cedar woods, one
morning about five months before. I had been staying at a small hot-spring inn at the foot of Mt. Amagi, in Izu. I
could recall nothing clearly except the peculiarly lonely aspect of the hunter as he walked away with his back to
me. I remember only that he was a tall, middle-aged gentleman.
The fact is that I had not studied the man very carefully. With a hunting gun hung across his shoulders and a
pipe in his mouth, he somehow had a contemplative air about him, rather unusual in hunters, and he looked
extraordinarily clean in the cold air of that early winter morning. That was the only reason that I turned back and
looked at him after we had passed. He turned into a path from the lane I was on, climbing up among the thickets. I
watched him for a while as he went slowly up the steep path. He seemed worried about slipping, and for reasons I
co0uld not understand, he gave me the impression of being very lonely. So I described him in my poem. Although
I could see that his dog was a good one, how could I, who knew practically nothing about hunting, tell what kind
of gun he was carrying? When I started preparing for my poem I learned that the best guns were the Richard and
the Churchill. I took the liberty of giving my character a good British gun. Quite by accident the gun owned by
the actual Misugi was a Churchill. Misugi Jōsuké remained a stranger to me.
His letter continued:
You may think it strange of me to mention that I have three letters. I meant to burn them. On reading your poem,
however, it occurred to me that I might as you to read them. I am very sorry to bother you, but may I ask you, at your
leisure, to look at the three letters I am sending under separate cover? I would like to have you understand what you
called the “white river bed.” Man is a foolish creature who wants above all to have someone else know about him. I
myself had never harbored such a desire until I learned that you had shown a special interest in me. Then I felt that I
wanted you to know all about me. You are perfectly welcome to destroy the three letters after you have read them.
Incidentally, it seems to have been just after I received the letters that you caught sight of me in Izu. The fact is that I
had been interested in hunting for several years. It had been a rather peaceful period in both my private life and my
public life, a contrast to the lonely life I lead now. Already by the time you saw me the shotgun had become everything
to me.

Two days later I received an envelope on which was the sender’s name, Misugi Jōsuké, followed by the words,
“at a hotel in Izu.” It contained three letters. They were all addressed to Misugi, and each was from a different
woman. I shall not give my impressions. Instead, I shall quote the three letters. I must add that Misugi seemed
seemed to be a man of considerable social standing, and I therefore consulted various directories for his name. I
was unable to find it. Most probably he was using a pseudonym. In presenting the letters here, I shall insert the
name Misugi Jōsuké where the real name had apparently been blotted out. the names of other characters are all
fictitious.
Shoko’s letter:
Dear Uncle, my dear Uncle Jõsuké:\fn{Actually, a single letter divided by its author into five parts, with five separate
greetings, indicating that it was written at five different periods, each of which I have separated by an asterisk .}
It is already three weeks since Mother died. We have had no sympathy calls since yesterday and the house has
suddenly become quiet again. The sense that Mother is no longer alive has become acute and piercing. You must be
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awfully tired, Uncle. You did everything about the funeral, including sending announcements to the relatives and
preparing food for the guests at the wake. Because of the nature of her death you visited the police station again and
again on my behalf. Indeed, you left nothing undone. You departed for Tokyo on business immediately afterward. I
sincerely hope that you have not tired yourself out excessively.
According to your schedule, you should by now be gazing at the beautiful woods in Izu, bright but somehow
subdued, like a design on chinaware. I have taken up my pen so that I might have you read my letter during your stay in
Izu. Much as I wish that I could write it so that, after reading it, you would feel like giving yourself up to the wind, a
pipe in your hand, I cannot do it. I have already wasted many sheets and find it impossible to go ahead. I did not expect
this when I started. I wanted to tell you quietly what I had in mind and to ask you to understand it. I thought about the
proper order again and again as I rehearsed this letter. Now that I have started writing it, however, what I want to tell
you overwhelms me all at once. No, that is not exactly so. The truth is that grief surges on me from all directions, like
the white waves of Ashiya on a windy day. I shall go on writing, though.
Shall I venture to tell you, Uncle? I know about it—about Mother and you. I knew everything on the day previous to
her death. I had read her diary.
How hard it would be to speak these words directly to you! No matter how hard I tried, it would be impossible for
me to utter a single sentence. I can express myself only because I write. It is not that I am afraid. It is only that I am
sad. Sadness ties my tongue. I am not sad over you, over Mother, or over myself. Everything, everything, the blue sky,
the light of the October sun, the bark of the crepe myrtle, the bamboo leaves waving in the wind, the water, the stones,
the soil, yes, all that exists in nature, becomes sad the moment I open my mouth. After the day I read Mother’s diary I
knew that nature around me could take on a sad color two and three times, even five and six times a day, much as the
sun clouds over. A chance thought of you and Mother suddenly makes the world entirely different. Do you know that
there is a sad color which one can clearly see, besides all the ordinary colors?
Through the affair between you and Mother I knew that there was a love blessed by no one and asking to be blessed
by no one. The love between you was something only you knew about. Aunt Midori does not know about it, nor do I,
nor does any one of our relatives. Neither our neighbors nor our closest friends know or should know about it. Since
Mother’s death only you have known about it. And after your death no one on earth will imagine that such a love
existed. Until now I believed that love was something bright and cheerful like the sun, something to be blessed
eternally by God and man alike. I firmly believed that love was like a pure brook that glitters I the sun and ripples in
the wind, and is tenderly watched by the grass, trees, and flowers on the banks, playing exquisite music as it grows.
How could I imagine a love like a subterranean stream, with no sunshine and no one to know where the water comes
from and goes?
Mother deceived me for thirteen years. She died at last deceiving me still. Not once did I dream that there could be a
secret between Mother and myself. Mother used to tell me from time to time that the two of us, parent and child, were
alone in the world. On the matter of how she parted with Father she said only that I would not be able to understand
until I was ready for marriage. I wanted to grow up more quickly, not because I wanted to know about Mother and
Father, but because I thought how difficult it must be for Mother to keep the secret. Mother seemed to suffer very
much. To think that she was also able to keep another secret from me!
When I was a little girl, Mother used to tell me a story of a wolf that deceived a rabbit and was turned into stone for
the misdeed. Mother deceived me, Aunt Midori, and the whole world. How could she? What terrible thing bewitched
her? Yes, I remember she used the word “evil” in her diary. “Both Misugi and I are evil. We should like to be wholly
evil.” Why did she not write that she had been bewitched? Mother is far more unfortunate than the wolf that deceived
the rabbit! But that dear Mother and my dearest Uncle Jõsuké should have chosen to be bad—the most completely bad
persons on the earth! What a sad love it is which requires that one become bad! I remember how on a festival day
someone bought me a round paperweight of glass in which were set red artificial flower petals. I was only a child. I
held it in my hand and I burst into tears. I must have puzzled everyone. I saw how the flower petals were frozen, as it
were, inside cold glass; the flower petals remained still, whether spring or autumn came; the flower petals were being
sacrificed. As I thought of the petals, sadness came to me all of a sudden. The same sadness is coming back to me now.
The love between you and Mother, like those sad petals!
*
My dear Uncle, Uncle Jõsuké:
You must be angry with me for reading Mother’s diary. Something told me on the day before Mother’s death that
she was unlikely to recover. I had this premonition. As you remember, nothing was noticeably wrong wit her except a
slight fever. Her appetite was good. Her cheeks were bright and even seemed rosier than usual. However, I could not
help feeling depressed. The sight of her from the back—especially that line from the shoulders to the arms—was almost
repellent. On the eve of her death, when Aunt Midori came to inquire after her, I entered Mother’s room to let her know
of the visit. As I opened the sliding door, I was taken aback. She was sitting on the bed with her back turned toward me.
She had on a purple-gray kimono cloak boldly decorated with thistles which she had kept in a chest and rarely taken
out. She would give it\fn{The word it is not in the text.} to me, she had said, since it was becoming too loud for her.
“What’s the matter?” She seemed unable to understand why I was startled.
“But you …”
I was unable to go on. I myself could not understand why I had been startled. A ridiculous lump rose in my throat.
After all it was not surprising for Mother, who delighted in kimono, to take out a kimono cloak from her youth and put
it on. Since she had taken ill it had become almost her daily practice to put on a kimono she had not worn in many
years. Probably she wanted to divert her mind. Later, however, I knew why I had been surprised. Mother looked so
beautiful that it would not be an exaggeration to describe her as stunning. At the same time, however, she looked
forlorn, forlorn as I had never seen her before. Aunt Midori came into the room. “Oh, beautiful!” she exclaimed, and sat
in silence for a time as if enchanted. That figure of Mother, as I saw it from the back in a cloak from the Yuki looms,
did not leave my mind all that day, a beautiful but lonely figure, like a cold weight on my heart.
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In the evening the wind stopped. I helped our maid Sadayo sweep up the leaves scattered in the garden and burn
them. I also took out some straw which I had bought at a ridiculously high price some days before, to make straw ashes
for Mother’s brazier. Mother had been watching me from the living room. She came out to the veranda with a neat
package.
“Burn this too.”
When I asked her what it was, she answered in an unusually stern voice that it was none of my business. Then she
said quietly:
“It’s a diary I kept. Burn it, please.”
She turned and walked toward her room, wavering strangely as if in a wind.
It took me about half an hour to make straw ashes. When the last straw had turned into purple smoke, I made up my
mind. I went upstairs to my room with Mother’s diary and hid it at the back of a shelf. The wind rose again that night.
An eerily pale moon shone on the garden. From the upstairs window the scene looked like a desolate beach somewhere
in the far north, and the roar of wind was like waves against the shore. Mother and Sadayo had already gone to bed.
Only I was awake. I barred the door with several bulky volumes of an encyclopedia and lowered all the window
curtains. (I was afraid of even the moonlight.) I then adjusted the lamp shade and opened the notebook that was
Mother’s diary. …
*
Dear Uncle, Uncle Jõsuké:
I thought that I would never know about Father and Mother if I missed my chance to read the diary. Until then I had
had no desire to know about Father. Mother would tell me in any case when I married. Only the name, Kadota
Reiichrõ, I stored in my heat. But my feelings changed after I caught sight of my mother in that cloak. For some reason
it became my sad conviction that she would not recover.
I had heard from my grandmother in Akashi and other relatives, I hardly know when, that Mother had had to leave
Father. While Father was working on his doctor’s dissertation in the Department of Pediatrics at Kyoto University, I
was living at our house in Akashi with Mother, Grandfather, Grandmother, and a maid. I was five. On a windy day in
April, a young woman with a newborn baby visited Mother. When she was led into the drawing room, she put her baby
in the alcove, loosened her sash, took an under-kimono from a small basket, and began to change clothes. This was the
startling sight Mother saw when she came bringing a cup of tea. The woman was out of her mind. It was later learned
that the badly formed baby asleep under the red-nandina flower arrangement was Father’s.
The baby died soon afterward. The woman was only temporarily deranged. She soon recovered. I am told that she is
happily married to a merchant in Okayama. Soon after this incident, Mother left Akashi with me. It was decided that
Father, who had been adopted into the family, should be divorced.
My grandmother in Akashi once said to me—it was when I entered girls’ school: “Your mother is much too
stubborn. After all, what has happened has happened.”
Mother’s fastidiousness must have made it difficult for her to forgive Father.
This is all I know about father and Mother. Until I was seven or eight years old I thought Father was no longer alive,
or rather, I was made to think so. But Father is dead, even now, in my heart. I cannot visualize my actual father, who, I
am told, runs a large hospital in Hyõgo, not an hour from here. He is still unmarried. He is still alive, but my father has
been dead a long time.
I opened Mother’s diary. The word which my eager eye caught first was “sin,” a word I had not expected to find.
“Sin,” “sin,” “sin.” The word was repeated in a scrawl. I could hardly believe that Mother had written it. Below the
repeated word “sin” was scrawled: God, forgive me. Forgive me, Midori.” She seemed to be groaning under the weight
of the words. The rest of the page disappeared, and only this line lay snarling like an ogre, glaring from the page as if to
jump upon me.
I closed the diary. A terrible moment! In the silence I could hear the beating of my heart. I rose from my chair and
made sure once again that the door and the windows were secured. Coming back to the desk, I fearfully opened the
diary again. Then I read it from beginning to end, skipping nothing and feeling like a monster. Nothing could be found
referring to Father. There, in frank language, was the affair between Mother and you, an affair of which I had never
dreamed. I read how Mother had suffered at one time, rejoiced at another, prayed, despaired, and sometimes even
wanted to commit suicide. Yes, she was determined to kill herself in the event that her affair was detected by Aunt
Midori. Ah! Mother, who was always talking with Aunt Midori so pleasantly, was afraid of her!
Mother’s diary shows that she lived with death those thirteen years. Sometimes she made entries for four or five
days running, sometimes she laid it aside for two or three years. On every page of her diary she was facing death.
“I have to die. Death will solve everything.” What made her write such things? “Why should you have anything to
fear, now that you are determined to die? Be brave, Ayako!”\fn{ Ayako is the given name of Shōko’s mother; it is she who
writes the last of the three letters.} What made my gentle mother cry this way? Was it love? The beautiful and glittering
thing called love? You once gave me as a birthday gift a book describing a proud, naked woman who stood by a spring
with her long hair coiled over her shoulders and her hands supporting her breasts, pressing them upward like buds.
How different the love of Mother and you from the love described in that book!
From the moment I read Mother’s diary, Aunt Midori became the most horrible person in the world. Mother’s agony
became mine. Ah, Aunt Midori, kissing my cheek with pursed lips! My loving Aunt Midori whom I could not tell from
Mother! It was she who, when I entered primary school in Ashiya, gave me a book satchel decorated with large roses;
and it was she who gave me a large pneumatic float shaped like a sea gull when I left for summer camp. On a class day
when I was in the second grade I won applause for telling a story by the brothers Grimm.\fn{ Jacob (1785-1863) and his
brother, Wilhelm (1786-1859) Grimm, German philologists and fairy-tale collaborators.} It was the same Aunt Midori who
encouraged me to rehearse every evening and rewarded me for my perseverance. Aunt Midori, who was a cousin of
Mother’s and very close to her. Although she only dances now, Aunt Midori was once good at mahjong, golf,
swimming, and skiing. It was Aunt Midori who baked pies bigger than my face and who startled Mother and me by
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bringing a group of dancing girls from Takarazuka to our home. Why had she come into our life so pleasantly, like a
rose?
If I ever had a premonition concerning you and Mother, it was just once. That was about a year ago. I was on my
way to school with a friend. When we arrived at Shukugawa Station, it occurred to me that I had forgotten my English
reader. I asked my friend to wait at the station and hurried home. For reasons I could not understand I could not bring
myself to open the gate. Our maid was on an errand and only Mother was at home. I felt somehow uneasy at her being
at home alone. I was afraid. I stood at the gate wondering whether I should enter or not. I looked at the azaleas. Finally
I gave up and went back to the railroad station in a strange state of mind which I myself could not understand. I felt that
from the moment I left home for school, a special time for Mother began. I felt that if I entered the gate it would annoy
her. In indescribable loneliness I went back to the station, kicking at stones on the road along the Ashiya River. Then I
found myself leaning on a wooden bench in the waiting room, listening absently to my friend.
That was the first and last such experience. Now it seems unbearably frightful. What detestable qualities man
possesses! How could I tell that Aunt Midori had not at times had the same premonition? Aunt Midori who, when she
plays cards, is proud of her capacity to read her partner’s mind. Just to think of it is a horror! Maybe it is stupid to
worry, since all has ended and the secret was kept. No, Mama died to keep the secret. This I believe.
On that sad day just before her brief but violent agony started, Mother called me, saying with a strangely smooth,
almost wooden expression: “I have just taken poison. I am tired, tired of living. …”
Her voice sounded like heavenly music, strangely clear, as if she were addressing God through me. I could hear the
word “sin,” piled up like the Eiffel Tower, crash down into my ears. The layers of sin that she had supported for thirteen
years wee now going to crush her weary being and wash it away. It was anger that overwhelmed me, like the blast of an
autumn wind from a valley, as I sat in front of Mama and followed those eyes that gazed vacantly into the distance.
Looking at Mother’s sad face, I only answered, “Oh?” , as if this had nothing to do with me. Then my heart became
cold as if doused by water. In a quiet state of mind, so quiet that I was surprised at myself, I went along the passage,
instead of through the adjoining room, walking as though on water (it was at this moment that I heard Mother’s cry as
she was about to be swallowed by death). I went into the telephone alcove at the end of the passage and called you. It
was not you, however, but Aunt Midori who, five minutes, rushed into the house. Mother died, clasping hands with
Aunt Midori, the nearest and the most feared. And those same hands laid a white cloth over Mother’s face, now free
from cares and sadness.
*
My dear Uncle Jõsuké:
The first night of the wake was a quiet one—unbelievably quiet. The crowds of visitors during the day, the
policemen, the doctors, and the neighbors had all left. Only we sat before her coffin—you, Aunt Midori, and myself.
No one spoke. It was as if we were listening to the faint lap of water on some shore. When the incense sticks burned
out, we rose in turn and replaced them, and perhaps opened the windows for fresh air. You seemed the saddest. When
you rose to light new incense sticks, you gazed so gently at Mother’s picture. On your sad face there was a faint smile,
so faint that one could hardly notice it. How many times that night I thought that Mother must have been happy after
all.
About nine o’clock, when I was sitting by the window, I suddenly burst into tears. You rose and laid your hand
quietly on my shoulder and stood so for some time. Then you went back to your chair without saying a word. It was not
because I felt a pang of sorrow for Mother that I was crying. I thought of the fact that Mother said nothing about you in
her last moments, and I wondered why it was not you but Aunt Midori who rushed to my side when I telephoned. My
heart was wrenched. Your love and Mother’s had to be hidden through the very moment of death. It seemed as pitiful as
the flower petals crucified in the glass paperweight. So I rose and opened the window, gazing into the cold, starry sky
and bearing a sorrow that was on the verge of finding voice. But then it came to me that Mother’s love was ascending
to heaven in that starry sky, fleeting among the stars, unknown to any of us. It seemed to me that sorrow for the death of
an individual called “Mother” was trivial compared with the sorrow for a love that was ascending into heaven.
When I sat down to our midnight meal, I burst into tears again. Aunt Midori spoke to me in a gentle voice. “You
must be brave. It breaks my heart to think that I can do nothing.”
Wiping my tears and raising my head, I saw Aunt Midori looking at me. There were tears in her eyes too. I shook
my head. Probably she did not mind. The truth is that I suddenly felt sorry for her. I watched her prepare four plates, for
you and her and myself and Mother, and I suddenly felt that she was the saddest person there. That is why I wept.
I wept a third time that night. It was after you both had told me to go to bed. You said that the next day would be a
hard one. Exhausted, I fell asleep in an adjoining room. I awoke bathed in sweat. I found that about an hour had passed.
It was quiet in the next room, except for the click of the lighter you were using from time to time. Half an hour later I
heard a brief exchange between you and Aunt Midori.
“How about having a rest, Midori? I’ll stay up.”
“No thanks. You go rest.”
That was all, and the quietness returned. I sobbed perhaps three times. This time my sobbing went unheard by you.
Everything seemed lonely and horrible. Three of you—Mother, who had already joined all the others, and you two—
were in the same room. Each of you was there with different thoughts. The world of adults seemed to me unbearably
lonely and horrible.
*
My dear Uncle, Uncle Jõsuké:
I have rambled on. I have tried to express my feelings as best I could so that you might understand the request I am
going to make.
My request is only this: I do not want to see you or Aunt Midori again. I can no longer play the child the way I did
before I read Mother’s diary. I should like to escape the tangle of “sin” that finally crushed Mother. I have no courage
to write further.
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I am asking Uncle Tsumura to see to disposing of this house. Then I am going back to Akashi for a while. I am
thinking of opening a small dressmaking shop. In her will, Mother suggested that I consult you. She would not have
done so if she had known me as I am now.
I burned Mother’s diary in the garden today. The notebook was reduced to a handful of ashes. A whirlwind carried
them away with dead leaves while I was hunting a bucket for water.
Under separate cover I am sending a letter to you from Mother. I found it in her desk the day after you left for
Tokyo.

Midori’s letter:
My dear Mr. Misugi:
I address you thus formally, and my heart throbs as if I were writing a love letter. I seem to old for love letters
(although I am but thirty-three). During these last ten years I have written dozens of love letters, sometimes secretly
and sometimes openly. But why, I wonder, have none of them been addressed to you? I hardly know.
Some time ago Mrs. Takagi, whom you know (remember?—she looks like a fox when she makes up), was
commenting on important people living between Osaka and Kobe. She said that you were an uninteresting man to
women, a man who did not understand the intricacies of women’s psychology, a man who could love women but never
be loved by them. This was of course a careless remark. She was slightly intoxicated, and you need not mind. At the
same time, however, you do have something of the quality she described. You do not know solitude, you have nothing
of the lonely man about you. You sometimes look bored, but never lonely. You have a peculiarly clear point of view,
and you depend entirely upon your own judgment. It makes me want to shake you. In short, you are a man who is
unbearable to women, who commands no interest as a man, and whom it would be a waste of time to love.
Such being the case, it would be unreasonable to try to have you understand my feelings about the fact that not one
of the dozens of love letters I have written has been addressed to you. Still it all seems very strange. A letter or two
could just as well have gone to you. Although none did, there would have been little difference had I written them as if
addressing you. I am shy and naïve in spite of my years. I could not write a sweet letter to my husband but I could write
to other men one after another. Maybe I was born under an unlucky star, your unlucky star too.
If I could but know you,
Then might your lofty tranquillity collapse.

I wrote this poem last autumn when I thought about you sitting in your study. It was a poem into which I poured the
feelings of a poor wife who was trying not to disturb the tranquillity with which you might have been contemplating
perhaps a piece of ancient Korean ceramics; or rather, perhaps it was the sentiment of one who did not know how to
disturb your contemplations. (What a formidable and well-guarded fort you are!)
“Don’t talk nonsense!” you will say. But even when I spend the entire night playing mahjong, I do still have the
consideration to think of you in your study at times. I secretly put the poem on Mr. Tagami’s desk—Mr. Tagami is the
young philosopher who was promoted to be assistant professor last spring. My act resulted in disturbing the lofty
serenity of the young professor. A gossip columnist wrote about it and caused you some trouble. I have said that I
wanted to shake you. I wonder if this little incident shook you just a bit.
Since you will not enjoy reading this, I’ll come to the main point.
Our ostensible relationship as man and wife has lasted a long time. Don’t you want to put an end to it? It must be
difficult for you too. If you have no objection, suppose we find a way for both of us to be free.
I think this is the time to end our unnatural relations, especially since you are retiring. (I never expected to find your
name on the list of purged businessmen!) Let me be brief. If I may have the house at Takarazuka and the house at Yasé,
I shall be satisfied. The house at Yasé is a reasonable size, and the environment is congenial to me. I can live there. The
house at Takarazuka I shall sell for about two million yen, on which sum I can live the rest of my life. I’ve been making
my own plans. This is the last time I shall ask to have my way, and the first time I am presuming upon your affections.
Though I am making this sudden request, I do not have a lover at present. You do not have to worry about my being
robbed. I regret to tell you that I have never had a lover worthy of being called such. Very few men satisfy even my two
basic requirements: a well-groomed neck, as fresh as a section of lemon, and a curve of loin clean and strong as an
antelope. I regret again that this feature which first drew me, as bride, to my husband is still a strong attraction after ten
years. Speaking of antelopes, I remember reading a newspaper article about a naked boy who had been living with
antelopes in the Syrian desert. What a beautiful picture! The coldness of his profile under that unkempt hair, and the
charm of his long legs, which, it seemed, could carry him at fifty miles an hour! Even now I feel my blood tingle for
that boy. His intellectual face and his wild figure.
For the eye that has seen that boy, all other men are vulgar and boring. If a suspicion of inconstancy ever flickered in
your wife’s heart, it was only when she was attracted by the antelope-boy. When I imagine his tense skin wet with the
night dew of the desert, when I think of his serenity, I become excited even now.
About two years ago I became enthusiastic over Matsushiro of the Shin Seisaku school of modern painting. But you
are not to believe the rumors.
You looked at me then with eyes that had a strangely sad gleam, as of pity. There was nothing, really, to be pitied.
Nonetheless, I was somehow attracted by your eyes. They couldn’t be compared with those of the antelope-boy, but
they were splendid. Why did you never before turn your eyes, your splendid eyes, even a little on me? Strength alone is
not enough. Those are not eyes for appreciating pottery. I became cold, like old Kutani ware, and I desperately wanted
to sit down quietly somewhere. That is why I visited Matsushiro’s chilly studio and posed for him. Besides, I like the
way he looks at buildings. Although he rather imitates Utrillo,\fn{Maurice Utrillo (1883-1955), French painter.}I think
he is unique in Japan in that he can paint a common building and yet put into it a modern melancholy (very faintly). But
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as a man he is no good. If I were to score you one hundred, he would rate only sixty-five. He does have talent, but it is
somehow degenerate. He has a handsome face, but he lacks elegance. When he holds a pipe, he even looks funny, like a
second-rate artist whose works have sucked all the good out of him.
It was around early summer of last year that I took up Tsumura, the jockey who won the Minister’s Cup. Your eyes
gleamed with cold contempt. At first I thought it was the green leaves outside that made your eyes look so when we
passed each other on the veranda. Later, I discovered that I was wrong. It was most rash of me. Had I known, I could
have had my own way of looking back at you. But my senses were numbed by the beauty of speed. Your fusty,
medieval way of expressing yourself was beyond my understanding. You should have seen Tsumura as he passed a
dozen horses in the stretch, one after another, on the back of that superb horse. Even you would have been struck if you
had looked through the binoculars at that intense and lovable creature ( mean Tsumura, not the horse).
A twenty-two-year-old boy, little more than a hooligan, he broke his own record twice because he knew I was
watching. It was my first experience of such passion. He wanted my admiration, and he became the incarnation of
speed, forgetting me as he rode his brown mare. Life was worthwhile in those days. My love (maybe it can be called
love) in the grandstand was stirred by his passion, clear as water, there on the long oval track. I never felt the loss of
those three diamonds. They had survived the wear and they were his reward. It was only when he was on horseback
that he was amiable. Once his feet touched ground, he became a child, a primitive child who hardly understood the
taste of coffee. With his fighting spirit on horseback, however, he was better than Seo the novelist or the ex-leftist
Mitani. In the end, I acted as go-between when he married his eighteen-year-old dancer. She had pouting lips, and she
too had been one of my pets.
I have wandered from the subject. Of course I am still much too young to live like a retired person even if I settle in
Yasé. I have no intention of behaving like a saint, either. You may go ahead and build a kiln and make teacups and so
on, but I think I shall be doing such things as growing flowers—one can make quite a profit by selling them in Kyoto, I
am told. I shall be able to grow a couple of hundred carnations with the help of the two maids and two other young girl
friends o f mine. I should like to stay away from men for the time being. I am tired of men. I really mean it. I am
making my plans so that I can find real happiness, starting all over again.
You may be surprised at my sudden proposal to leave you. No, it may be even more surprising that I did not propose
it earlier. A thousand emotions are crowding my mind as I look back over our ten-odd years together. I do not see how
we managed. I was labeled a loose woman, and it is likely that we gave others the impression of being an unusual
couple. Yet we lived together as best we could, without causing much scandal, and sometimes we even went so far as to
arrange marriages for others. I think I am entitled to your praise. What do you think?
What a difficult thing it is to write a farewell letter! How I hate to be maudlin! I do not like to be too outspoken,
either. I would like to make my proposal gracefully, so that neither of us would be hurt, but an awkwardness comes out
in what I am writing. After all, a letter of parting cannot be a beautiful letter, no matter who writes it. Let me, then,
write in the direct and cold manner that becomes such a letter. You will not like what I have to say and it will make you
even more indifferent to me.
It was in February, 1934, around nine o’clock in the morning. When I saw you from my upstairs room in the Atami
Hotel, you had on a gray suit and were walking along the shore below. This is what happened on a day growing dim as
in a half-forgotten dream. Listen to me calmly. Remember the kimono cloak with its thistles against the purple-gray
background, worn by the tall, beautiful woman following you? I had never thought that my suspicions\fn{The text has:
suspicious.}would prove so precisely accurate. I had come to Atami by night train to confirm these suspicions. I had
not slept. To coin a phrase, I had hoped I was dreaming. I was twenty years old (the age Shoko is now). It was
somewhat too strong a medicine for a newly married wife. I called the boy, paid the bill, and left the place as if pursued.
The boy stared after me. Standing on the pavement in front of the hotel, I wondered whether I should go down to the
shore or up to the railroad station. I started down the road to the shore, but stopped before I had walked fifty yards. I
stood there gazing at a point where the sea shone in the mid-winter sun, a sea of Prussian blue rubbed on, as it were,
from a tube of concentrated color. Then I took the road to the railroad station. Now I know that what began there is still
going on. If I had gone down the road leading to the beach where you were, I should find myself a different person
today. Whether for good or for bad, I went to the station. That was perhaps the turning point in my life.
Why didn’t I go on down the road to the beach? It was because I could not help thinking that I was unequal to the
beautiful Ayako, who was five or six years older than I—unequal to her in experience, knowledge, ability, beauty,
gentleness of heart, deftness at holding a teacup, talking about literature, appreciating music, arranging a hairdo,
everything. The meekness of a twenty-year-old bride which could be expressed only in the lines of a painting! You
probably know yow you stay motionless when you jump into the cold sea of early autumn because the slightest motion
would make you feel the cold even more intensely. I was afraid to move. It was a long time before I decided to deceive
you as you were deceiving me.
Once Ayako and you were waiting for a train in Sannomiya Station. It was perhaps a year after the experience at the
Atami Hotel. I stood wondering whether I should go into the waiting room; I was surrounded by girls off on a gay
school excursion. And the memory of yet another night is also vividly with me. Insects were humming. Watching the
soft light coming through the curtains upstairs, I stood for hours unable to decide whether to push the button at Ayako’s
gate, closed tight as a clam. It was at about the same time as the incident in Sannomiya Station. I wonder whether it was
spring or autumn. My memory for the seasons fails me at such times. There were many other occasions also, but I did
nothing. Even at the Atami Hotel, I did not go down to the sea. Even then. A glaring Prussian-blue sea tortured me, and
I felt the searing pain at my heart recede.
It was a painful period, but time solved our problem. Hot iron cools, and I cooled as you did, you even more than I.
It was a wonderfully cold home, cold enough to freeze the eyelashes. So it is now. Home? No, it is far from being
anything so human. I believe you will agree with me that it might better be called a citadel. During all these years we
have been deceiving each other in this citadel. You pretended to be ignorant of my numerous misdeeds, although
sometimes you showed contempt, sometimes displeasure and sadness. Often I shouted at the maid, perhaps telling her
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to bring cigarettes from the bathroom. I would come home and, taking a film program from my handbag, fanmy naked
breast with it. I scattered face owder everywhere, in the drawing room asnd in the hall. When I hung up the telephone
receiver, I would come away waltzing. I invited a group of dancing girls to dinner and had a picture taken with them. In
déshabillé, I played mahjong. On my birthday I had the maids wear ribbons while I sported with student guests. I knew
that these acts would be objectionable to you. Never once, however, did you rebuke me—nor were you able to. There
was no dispute between us. Our citadel was quiet, and the air was raw, sandy, and cold, like the wind in a desert. Why
could you not shoot at my heart, you who have shot pheasants and turtledoves so expertly? If you were going to
deceive why did you not deceive me thoroughly? A woman can be elevated to godliness by a man’s perfidy.
Now I know that there lurked in my heart the expectation, faint but persistent, that there would be an end to our
compromise, that something would take place, something would happen, and so I suffered for more than ten years. I
could think of but two ways in which that end would come. Some day I would either lean on your shoulder and close
my eyes quietly, or stab at your chest with that Egyptian penknife you gave me.
In which form did I expect the end to come? I do not know myself.
Five years have passed. Do you remember? I think it was after you had come back from southern Asia. I had been
away three days and had staggered home drunk in broad daylight. I found you there, though. I had thought you would
still be away. You were cleaning your gun. I only said, “Hello,” and sitting on the veranda sofa, I turned from you to
cool myself in the breeze. The glass window facing the veranda reflected part of the room s in a mirror. Back-dropped
by the canopy over the terrace, it reflected you as you wiped the gun with a white cloth. Nervous and yet languid after
my dissipations, I absent-mindedly watched your actions. After wiping your gun thoroughly and setting the polished
breechblock, you held the gun up several times and stood as if you were ready to shoot. Then I found that you were
aiming with one eye half closed. The gun was pointing at my back.
I wondered whether you were going to fire at me and whether, even though the gun was not loaded, you wanted to
kill me. I closed my eyes, and I waited for the moment the click of the trigger would break the stillness of the room,
wondering whether you were aiming at my shoulder, or at the back of my head, or at my neck. There was no click,
however long I waited. I was preparing to faint at the click, thinking it would make life worth living after the years of
ennui.
I opened my eyes and found that you were still aiming at me. I remained in that position for some time, but suddenly
it all seemed very silly. I moved myself, turning toward you—not toward the figure in the glass. At that moment you
aimed at the rhododendron you had brought from Amagi. It had bloomed for the first time that year. Then at long last
there was the click of the trigger. Why didn’t you shoot your unfaithful wife? I deserved being shot. You intended to
kill me, and yet you did not pull the trigger. If you had pulled the trigger, if you had not forgiven my unfaithfulness, if
you had shot hatred into my heart—then I might have fallen quietly into your arms. Or maybe I would have shown you
my own shooting skill. Since you did not, I turned my eyes away from the rhododendron that had been substituted for
mew and withdrew to my room, humming some foreign tune and staggering more than was necessary.
The years have passed without our having had a chance to put an end to such things. This summer the crape myrtle
was a heavy red—red as it had never been before. I was in an agony of expectation—certain that something unusual
was about to take place.
It was on the even of her death that I last visited Ayako. After ten-odd years I saw again the cloak of purple-gray that
had printed itself on my retina in the bright morning sun of Atami. The purple thistles floated up and hung heavily on
the thin shoulders of your loved one, who, incidentally, had become a little thinner. The moment I sat down, I thought I
would have my revenge by praising the beauty of the cloak. Then the thought of her wearing that cloak in my presence
made my blood boil out of control. I knew that self-control was now impossible. The effrontery of the woman who had
stolen another woman’s husband and the meekness of the twenty-year-old bride had to have their confrontation some
day. The moment seemed now to have come. I brought out the secret I had never even hinted at and laid it quietly
before the thistles.
“A cloak of fond memories, isn’t it?” I stared at the eys that were turned toward me. She gave a short and almost
inaudible dry. I kept my eyes on hers, thinking she would turn away.
“You were wearing it in Atami with Misugi. Forgive me, but I saw you that day.”
Just as I had expected, the color fled from her cheeks. The muscles of her mouth twitched—she was ugly, I really
thought she was—and she could say nothing. She only bowed and gazed at the white hands in her lap.
Fresh as after a bath, I felt that I had lived more than tern years for this moment. Somewhere in my heart I felt too
that one ending was now taking form with a kind of indescribable sadness. I sat still for a fairly long time, as if rooted.
How she must have wanted to disappear! Then she raised her pale face and gazed at me quietly. I thought she might
die. Death had plunged into her. Otherwise she could not have stared at me so quietly. The garden darkened and became
sunny again. The sound of the piano from the next house stopped.
“It’s all right. I shall make him yours now.” With these words, I stood up, went for the white roses I had left in the
hall, and put them in water on the bookshelf. As I arranged them I said to myself that I would most probably not see her
again (a horribly accurate prediction). Her head was bowed once more. I spoke to her.
“You don’t have to worry. I have deceived you for more than tenyears myself. We are even.”
And I smiled. What splendid silence! She sat without uttering a word, so quiet that she might have stopped
breathing. The trial was over. She could go ahead and do what she liked.
I left her room, fully aware of the briskness of my pace.
“Midori!”
It was her first word, but I turned the corner without looking back.
“What’s the matter, Aunt Midori? You look so pale.”
Shoko was bringing tea. I knew that the color had fled from my cheeks too.
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Now I think you understand why I must leave you. Or, rather, why you cannot help feeling you must leave me. I
have written about many things, and it seems that our relationship has at length come to an end. I think I have told you
all I have on my mind. I would appreciate it if you could give me your consent to a divorce while you are in Izu.
I remember one thing more. Something pleasant. Today I took the maid’s place and cleaned the study in the cottage
for the first time in years. It is nice, quiet study. The long sofas are comfortable. The Ninsei vase on the bookshelf is so
strong that one things its flowers are on fire. I am writing this letter in the study. Gauguin\fn{Paul Gauguin (18481903), French painter.} does not exactly fit it, so I have taken him away and without your permission replaced him by a
Vlaminck\fn{Maurice de Vlaminck (1876-1958), French painter.} snow scene. I should like to hang Gauguin in the
Yasé house. I also cleaned your closet and hung out three winter suits with ties I like. I wonder if you will like them.
Ayako’s letter:
By the time you read this, I shall no longer be alive. I do not know what death is like, but one thing is definite—that
neither my joy, nor my suffering, nor my agony will continue to exist in this world. The thoughts of you and thoughts
of Shoko that come one after another will disappear from the earth. There will be nothing left to tell of me.
Still, you will be reading this letter hours, or days, after I die. And it will convey to you the thoughts I had while still
alive. It will tell you of thoughts which you do not yet know, thoughts the same as if I were still living. And you will
listen to me. You will be surprised at me, grieve for me, and scold me just as though I were alive. You will not shed
tears, but you will look sad as only I have seen you (Midori has not), and say: “What a fool you are!” I can see your
face and hear your voice.
I think that my life will hide itself in this letter until you read it, and it will flame up again the moment your eyes fall
upon the first word. And it will pour into your whole being and fill your heart until you finish the last word. What a
strange thing a suicide letter is! Even the life that will last only the fifteen to twenty minutes you are reading this—even
that life I wish with all my heart to give you, and give you honestly. I am afraid to tell you: I do not think I have shown
you my real self even once in my life. The one who writes this is my true self. Only she is my true self. My true self!
The maples of Tennozan after the autumn rain still linger before my eyes. Why were they so beautiful? We sheltered
ourselves from the rain under the closed gate of a famous tea cottage in front of the railroad station. Looking up at the
mountain that stood like a titan before us, its steep slope rising from the station, we were astounded by its beauty. I
wonder if it was because of the play of light at that particular time of day. It was November, and growing dark. Or was
it because of the weather that particular autumn day, a succession of brief showers? The mountain was so lovely that we
were almost afraid to climb it together. That was thirteen years ago. The almost painful beauty of the maples is still
vivid before my eyes.
We were alone for the first time. Having been taken by you from one place to another in the suburbs of Kyoto from
early that morning, I was exhausted in body and mind. You were tired too. Climbing the steep mountain, you were now
saying foolish things. “Love is attachment. Is there anything wrong with my being attached to a rare teacup? Well, then,
why shouldn’t I be attached to you?” And: “It’s only you and I that have seen such beautiful maples. Only two of us
have seen them, and at the same time. There’s no help for it.” It was like the pouting of a spoiled child.
These fretful words made my heart crumble as if before a violent shove—my heart, which had desperately been
trying to fly from you all day. Your threats and your boundless sadness crystallized like a flower the happiness of a
women who is loved.
What an easy thing for me to forgive my own inconstancy—when I had been unable to forgive my husband’s!
It was at the Atami Hotel that you used the word “evil.” You said that we would be evil persons. Do you remember?
It was a windy night. The wooden shutters facing the sea kept rattling. At midnight you opened the window to
tighten them. I saw a small fishing boat in the offing, burning like a torch. Several souls were in danger of death, yet I
felt no fear. Only the beauty of the fire caught my eyes. When the window was closed, however, I suddenly felt uneasy.
I opened the window again, but could no longer see that spot of fire. Probably the boat had burned to the water. The
dark surface of the sea spread heavy and quiet.
Until that night I had been struggling to leave you. After I saw the fire in the fishing boat, a strange fatalism came
over my thoughts.
“Let’s be evil, the two of us,” you said. “Join me and we will deceive Midori all our lives.”
I answered without hesitation: “Let’s become completely evil, now that we are determined to become evil. Let’s
deceive everyone, not only Midori.” That night I slept well for the first time since we had begun our secret meetings.
It was as if I had seen the helplessness of our love in that boat, devoured completely by fire. As I write, the fire
against the shroud of night lingers before my eyes. What I saw on the sea that night must have been the agony of a
woman’s life, brief and real and trying.
It is no use, however, to indulge in such memories. Despite the sufferings of the past thirteen years, I know I was
happier than anyone else. I was so happy, shaken by your expansive love, that I hardly knew how I could bear it.
I went through my diary today. There I saw too many words like “death” and “sin” and “love.” I felt I had to make
note once again of the dangerous situation we were in. The weight of the notebook on my palm was the weight of my
happiness under the burden of sin. I faced death day after day, thinking that I would die when the secret was discovered
by Midori. Yes, that I would have to compensate with my life. For this very reason my happiness was so intense that it
was unbearable.
Who would imagine that there was another “I” besides the one described here? (I may sound affected, but I know of
no other way to express it.) Yes, another “I” lived within me. The other “I” you do not know and you cannot imagine.
Once you told me that everyone has a serpent within him. It was when you visited Dr. Takeda of the Science Faculty
at Kyoto University. While you were talking to him, I killed time by looking at the serpents in a case at the end of the
long, gloomy passage. When you came out after about half an hour, I was somehow sick of serpents. Looking into the
specimen case, you said to me jokingly: “This is Ayako, this is Midori, and this is I. Every man has a serpent in him.”
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Midori’s was a little sepia snake from the South Seas. Mine was a small one from Australia with white specks all over it
and a sharp, pointed head like a gimlet. I wonder what you meant. Although I never spoke to you about it again, your
remark remained in my memory. Occasionally I asked myself about the serpent that each man has in him. I answered
sometimes that it was egotism, sometimes that it was jealousy.
Even now I do not know. In any event, a serpent did indeed dwell within me. The other self, which I do not
understand, can only be called a serpent.
It happened this afternoon. When Midori came into my room, I was wearing that cloak of purple-gray from the Yuki
looms. You had it sent from Kumamoto and it was my favorite when I was young. The moment Midori stepped into the
room and saw me, I knew that she was about to say something. She stopped as if in surprise and kept silent for a while.
I thought she must be surprised at my somewhat unusual choice of cloaks. Half in fun, I too was silent.
Suddenly Midori turned her eyes, peculiarly cold eyes, toward me and said: “It’s the cloak you were wearing when
you were in Atami with Misugi. I saw you that day.”
The words stabbed me like a dagger. Her face was resolute and pale.
For a moment I did not understand what she meant. When the seriousness of the meaning came to me, I brought my
hand to my throat and drew myself up as if upon command.
She had known everything for such a long time!
I felt strangely quiet, like the tide rising on an evening sea. I even thought I should take her hand and say: “Oh, so
you knew it. You knew everything.” Although the moment which I had been so afraid of had come, I felt no fear.
Between us thee was only quiet, and of water lapping against a beach. The veil of thirteen years had now been stripped
off, and thee remained not the death I had been thinking about but peace, yes, and quiet rest. The dark and heavy
burden which had lain on my shoulders for such a long time had been removed and replaced by a strangely appealing
blankness. There were so many things I had to think about. I felt not fear but something remote and vacant and yet
quiet and satisfying. I was indulging in a kind of rapture that might be called liberation. Looking into Midori’s eyes (yet
I was not seeing anything), I sat there vacantly. I did not catch what she was saying.
When I came to myself, I saw her staggering toward the hall.
“Midori!” I called after her. Why? I do not know.
Maybe I wanted to have her sit before me forever. I might have asked her bluntly, if she had come back: “May I
have Misugi?”
Or I might have said something entirely different, yet with the same feeling: “The time has come when I must return
Misugi to you.” I really do not know which I would have chosen. Anyhow Midori did not come back.
What a ridiculous thought, dying because we were found out by Midori! Sin, sin. What a meaningless sense of guilt!
Has the person who sells his soul to the devil no choice but to become a devil? Had I been deceiving myself and god
for thirteen years?
I fell into a deep sleep. When Shoko woke me, I was aching all over, as if the fatigue of thirteen years had made
itself felt all at once. Then I found my uncle from Akashi sitting at my bedside. He is a contractor whom you once met,
and he stopped by to inquire about my illness on his way to Osaka. He left after a certain amount of small talk. Then,
tying his shoes at the door, he said: “Kadota married again not long ago.”
Kadota! How long since I had last heard that name? Of course he meant Kadota Reiichiro, my ex-husband. He
spoke casually, but his words shook me.
“When?” I knew my voice was trembling.
“Last month. Maybe it was the month before last. They say he had a new house built near the hospital; in Hyogo.”
“Is that so?” That is all I could say.
After my uncle had left, I pulled myself along the veranda step by step. Holding to a pillar, I felt as if I were sinking.
Although it was windy outside and the trees were swaying, it seemed as if I were gazing at a still underwater world
through the glass of an aquarium.
“Ah, it’s all over!” I was not aware myself that I had spoken, but Shoko, whom I had not noticed, answered:
“What’s over?”
“I don’t know.”
With a laugh, Shoko took me lightly from behind. “Don’t be silly. Suppose you go back to bed.”
Urged on by Shoko, I walked to my bedroom. As I sat up in bed, however, I felt everything come crumbling down
around me. Propping myself up on one hand, I managed to control myself while Shoko was there. When she left for the
kitchen, tears came streaming down my cheeks
Why should the simple fact of Kadota’s getting married be such a blow? What was this all about? I do not remember
how much time passed. Through the window I saw Shoko burning leaves in the garden. The sun had already set. It was
a quiet evening such as I had never seen before in my life.
“You are already burning leaves.” I spoke softly, and, as if the whole thing had been previously arranged, I rose and
took my diary from the bottom of the desk drawer. Shoko was burning leaves to burn my diary. How could it be
otherwise? Going out to the veranda with the diary, I sat on the cane chair and turned over the pages. A diary with an
array of words like “sin,” “ death,,” and “love,” Confessions of a sinner. The words “sin,” “death,” and “love,”
inscribed in the course of thirteen years, had lost the fire which they bore until yesterday, and were ready to share the
fate of the leaves that rose in purple smoke.
As I handed the diary to Shoko, I made up my mind to die. I thought the time had come for me to die. It might be
more appropriate to say that I had lost the power to live.
Kadota had been living alone ever since we were divorced. He had missed chances to remarry because of his study
abroad and his service in the South Seas during the war. At any rate, he had remained unmarried. It seems to me now
that his being unmarried is what made life bearable for me. I would like to have you believe this much, however, that I
never met him again nor wanted to meet him after I left him. Except for fragmentary gossip about him from my
relatives in Akashi, years had passed during which I was completely unaware of his existence.
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Night fell. After Shoko and the maid had retired to their rooms, I pulled out an album from the bookshelf. About two
dozen pictures of Kadota and myself were pasted in it.
It was several years ago that Shoko had startled me by remarking: “The pictures of Mother and Father are pasted so
that their faces meet.”
Shoko said it innocently, but I found that pictures taken at the time of our marriage happened to be pasted on
opposite pages, so that our faces indeed met each other when the album was closed. I let it go that time. Her words,
however, remained in my heart and once or twice a year emerged to consciousness. But for the time being I neither
removed the pictures nor pasted them otherwise. Finally today I thought the time had come for me to strip them off. I
would take Kadota’s pictures from the album and paste them in Shoko’s red album, so that she might keep them as
images of her father as a young man.
My other self was such a person. The little serpent from Australia which you said was lurking in me made its
appearance this morning, speckled white all over. I wonder if the little sepia serpent from the South Pacific, its red
tongue like a filament, kept pretending for thirteen years not to know of our meeting at Atami.
What, after all, is the serpent that every man has? Is it something like karma, relentless, ready to swallow up all,
egotism, jealousy, and destiny? It is a pity that I will have no more chance to learn of this from you. What a sad
creature, the serpent each man has! I remember reading in a book about the “sadness of life.” As I write this letter, I
find my heart touching on something so sad and cold that it is beyond help. What does man have that is so unbearably
hateful and so unbearably sad?
It occurs to me that I haven’t presented you with my real self even yet. It seems that my first resolution has
weakened and fled from the horror.
The other self that I am not aware of—what a good excuse! I told you that today I had discovered the little white
serpent lurking in me. I told you that it had made its first appearance today.
A lie, a lie. I should have noticed it all along.
My heart breaks to think of the night of August sixth, when the area between Osaka and Kobe turned into a sea of
flames. Shoko and I were hiding ourselves in the air-raid shelter you designed. As the waves of B-29’s passed over, I
was thrown into a loneliness that I was absolutely incapable of helping. It was such an intense loneliness that it was
beyond description. I found it impossible to stay there any longer. IU was about to leave the shelter when I saw you
standing before me.
The entire sky was red. You had run to my house and you stood at the entrance to the shelter. Your neighborhood
was already in flames. I went back into the shelter with you and burst into tears. Both Shoko and you seemed to take
my hysteria for terror. I do not think I was able to explain then or afterwards. Forgive me. While I was wrapped in your
generous, much too generous, love, I wished I could stand before the air-raid shelter of Kadota’s hospital in Hyogo, that
hospital, white and clean, that I had seen only once from the train window. I wanted to stand there just as you stood at
the entrance to my air-raid shelter. I was trembling with an unbearable longing and resisting it with tears.
But this was not the first time I had noticed. Several years before, I was transfixed when you told me that I had a
little white serpent in me. Never before had I been so afraid of your eyes. Although you may not have meant to be
serious, I felt that if my mind had been read and I shrank back with fear. My revulsion at actual snakes had gone. When
I timidly looked into your face, I saw that you seemed to be looking into the distance with your unlit pipe in your
mouth. You had never done that before. Perhaps it was my imagination, but you wore the most vacant face of all your
faces that I knew. It was a matter of a moment. When you looked toward me, you had the usual gentle expression.
Until then I had never grasped my “other self” clearly. Since then I have seen it as a little white snake. That night I
wrote about the white snake in my diary. Filling a page with the words “white snake,” I imagined the little snake in my
heart, coiling tightly into a cone, its gimlet head pointed straight to heaven. It brought me quiet, to compare the most
detestable part of myself to such a form, pure and somehow expressive of a woman’s sorrow and honesty. God will
regard it with mercy. I am selfish even now. I seemed to have become a still more evil person.
Yes, I shall write everything, now that I have written this much. Please do not be angry. This happened that windy
night at the Atami Hotel thirteen years ago, the very night when you and I determined to become thoroughly evil and to
deceive everyone while we nurtured our love.
That night, just after we had exchanged our oaths of love, I found that there was nothing more to say. I lay on the
well-starched bed sheet, and I gazed up into the darkness in silence. I do not recall any more impressively quiet hour.
Was it only five or six minutes? Or was it for half an hour or an hour that we were silent?
I was entirely alone. Forgetting that you were beside me, I seemed to be encompassing my own soul. Why did I fall
into such a helpless solitude at a moment when the secret front, as it were, of our love was formed, when it gave
promise of being exquisitely fruitful for both of us?
That night you determined to deceive everyone in the world. Could you dream of deceiving me? I never excepted
you. I would deceive all the living creatures in the world, including you and even myself. That would be my life. The
thought kept burning, flickering in the bottom of my solitary soul like an elfin flame.
I had to cut off my attachment to Kadota, which was not to be distinguished from love or hatred. I could never
forgive Kadota’s inconstancy, no matter what sort of weakness may have been the cause of it. I thought I could be
anything, could do anything, in order to cut it off. It beset me. I was seeking with all my being that which would
extinguish my suffering. And the result! Nothing had changed since that night thirteen years ago.
“To love” and “to be loved.” What sad relationships! It was when I was in the second or third year of girls’ school.
Our teacher of English grammar gave us a test in the active and passive voices. Among such words as “to beat” and “to
be beaten,” “to see” and “to be seen,” there were those dazzling words “to love” and “to be loved.” As I got a grip on
my pencil and prepared to answer, someone passed a note to me from behind. It consisted of two sentences:—“Do you
want to love?” and “Do you want to be loved?”—and their respective answers. Underneath the sentence “I want to be
loved” there were many circles in ink or blue or red pencil. Under the other sentence, “I want to love,” there was
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nothing. I was no exception and put a small circle under “I want to be loved.” Did we instinctively know the happiness
of being loved even though we were only sixteen and could not know what it meant “to love” and “to be loved”?
Only the girl who sat next to me drew a large thick circle where there had been no mark. This she did with almost no
hesitation. “I want to love.” I still remember how I hated her uncompromising attitude and at the same time how
vulnerable I felt. She did not do very well in school and she was an unattractive girl with a melancholy manner. I have
no way of knowing what became of her, that lonely girl with her dusty hair. Even now, more than twenty years later,
her lonely look comes before me for reasons I cannot understand.
I wonder to whom, at the end of the way, God will give rest, the woman who enjoyed the happiness of being loved
or the one who declared that she wanted to love, even though she may not have been rewarded with much happiness.
Can any woman declare in the presence of God that she loved? Yes, there must be such a woman. That girl with the
dusty hair may have become one of the elect. With disheveled hair and wounded body and torn clothes, she will raise
her head triumphantly and say that she loved.
Oh, I hate it. I want to fly from it. But I cannot keep it away—the girl’s face that haunts me. What is this worry over
my death, only a few hours ahead of me? It seems the proper reward for a woman who, to escape the pain of loving,
sought the happiness of being loved.
I am sorry I have to write this to you after thirteen happy years.
The moment has come when the boat must burn to the water. The moment which I knew would come. I am too tired
to live. I think I have finally told you what I really am—I have given the true picture of myself—as best I could. It is a
life that lasts but fifteen or twenty minutes as you read my testament, but it is my real life, the life of your Ayako.
I would like to tell you only one thing more. Those thirteen years were like a dream. I was happy and wrapped in
your expansive love, happier than anyone else in the world.

3
It was late at night when I finished reading the three letters to Misugi Jōsuké. Taking out Misugi’s letter to me,
I read it again. Several times I reread the suggestive passage toward the end:
The fact is that I had been interested in hunting for several years. It had been a rather peaceful period in both my
private life and my public life, a contrast to the lonely life I lead now. Already by the time you saw me the shotgun had
become everything to me.

There was something unbearably sad in the neat array of letters. As Ayako had said, perhaps it was the serpent that
lurked in the man Misugi.
I went to the north window of my study, where I looked out into the dark March night. Electric trains gave
forth blue sparks in the distance. What were those three letters to Misugi? What did he learn from them? Was it
not that he had learned nothing at all? That he was already aware of Midori’s serpent, and of Ayako’s serpent too?
With my face turned into the chilly night wind, I stood by the window, feeling slightly drunk. Putting my hands
to the window frame, I looked into the wooded courtyard below, into Misugi’s “white river bed.”
130.468 The Courtesy Call\fn{by Dazai Osamu (1909-1948)} Kanagi, Aomori Prefecture, Japan (M) 7
Until the day of my death I shall not forget the man who came to my house that afternoon last September.
Although on the surface there may have been nothing very spectacular about his visit. I am convinced that it was a
momentous event in my life. For to me this man foretold a new species of humanity. During my years in Tokyo, I
had frequented the lowest class of drinking house and mixed with some quite appalling rogues. But this man was
in a category all his own: he was far and away the most disagreeable, the most loathsome, person I had ever met;
there was not a jot of goodness in him.
After my house in Tokyo was bombed, I moved with my family to a cottage in a remote country district where
I had lived as a child and where my brother had recently stood for election. Here it was after lunch one day, as I
sat smoking dreamily by myself in the living room, that a tall, corpulent man appeared, dressed in a farmer’s
smock.
“I’ll be damned,” he said, when I opened the door. “If it isn’t old Osamu himself!”
I looked at him blankly.
“Come, come,” he said, laughing and showing a set of sharp, white teeth, “don’t say you’ve forgotten me! I’m
Hirata, your old friend from primary school.”
From the dim recesses of my memory there emerged some vague recollection of the face. We may indeed have
known each other in school, but as for being old friends, I was not so sure.
“Of course I remember you,” I said with a great show of urbanity. “Do come in, Mr. Hirata.”
He removed his clogs and strode into the living room.
“Well, well,” he said loudly, “it’s been a long time, hasn’t it?”
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“Yes, years and years.”
“Years?” he shouted. “Decades, you mean! It must be over twenty years since I saw you. I heard some time
ago that you’d moved to our village but I’ve been far too busy on the far to call. By the way, they tell me you’ve
become quite a tippler. Spend most of your time at the bottle, eh? Ha, ha, ha!”
I forced a smile and puffed at my cigarette.
“D’you remember how we used to fight at school?” he said, starting on a new tack. “We were always fighting,
you and me.”
“Were we really?”
“Were we really, indeed!” he said, mimicking my intonation. “Of course we were! I’ve got a scar here on the
back of my hand to remind me. You grave me this scar.”
He held out his hand for me to examine, but I could see nothing even vaguely resembled a scar.
“And what about that one on your left shin? You remember where I hit you with a stone? I bet you’ve still got
a nasty scar to show for it.”
I did not have the slightest mark on either of my shins. I smiled vaguely and looked at his large face with its
shrewd eyes and fleshy lips.
“Well, so much for all that,” he said. “Now I’ll tell you why I’ve come. I want you and me to organize a class
reunion. I’ll get together about twenty of the lads and we’ll have ten gallons of saké. It’ll be a real drinking doubt
Not such a bad idea, eh?”
“No,” I said dubiously. “But isn’t ten gallons rather a lot?”
“Of course not,” he said. “To have a good time, you want at least eight pints a head.”
“Where are you going to buy ten gallons of saké these days?” I said. “One’s lucky to find a single bottle.”
“Don’t worry about that,” he said. “I know where I can lay my hands on the stuff. But it’s expensive, you
know, even here in the country. That’s where I want you to help out.”
I stood up with a knowing smile. So it was as simple as all that, I thought almost with relief. I went to the back
room and returned with a couple of bank notes.
“here you are,” I said.
“Oh no,” he said, “I didn’t come here today to get money. I came to discuss the class reunion. I wanted to hear
your ideas. Besides, I wanted to see my old pal again after all these years … Anyhow that won’t be nearly enough.
We’ll need at least a thousand yen. You can put those notes away.”
“Really?” I said, replacing the money in my wallet.
“What about something to drink?” he said all of a sudden.
I looked at him coldly, but he stood his ground.
“Come on,” he said, “you needn’t look as if you’d never heard of the stuff! They tell me you’ve always got a
good supply put away. Let’s have a little drink together! Call the missus! She can pour for us.”
“All right,” I said, standing up, “come with me.” From that moment I was lost.
I led him to the back room, which I used as my study.
“I’m afraid it’s in a bit of a mess,” I said.
“It doesn’t matter,” he answered tolerantly. “Scholars’ rooms are always like pigsties. I used to know quite a
few of you bookworms in my Tokyo days.”
I glanced at him suspiciously; his “Tokyo days” were, without doubt, another figment of his imagination.
“It’s not a bad little room, all the same,” he said. “You’ve got a nice view of the garden, haven’t you? Ah, I see
you have some hiiragi holly trees out there. Now tell me: do you know what the word hiiragi comes from?”
“No,” I replied.
“Ha, ha! You’re a fine scholar, aren’t you?” he said. “Don’t you really know? Well, I’ll give you a hint. The
whole word has a universal meaning and part of the word means something that you bookworms use for your
scribbling.”
He seemed to be talking gibberish and I began to wonder if he was not mentally deficient. By the end of the
afternoon I was to realize how far from deficient he really was.
“Well, have you figured it out?”
“No, I’m, afraid not,” I said. “I give up. What’s the answer?”
“I’ll tell you some other time,” he said, smiling self-importantly.
I went to the cupboard and took out a bottle of good whisky, which was about half full.
“I don’t have any saké,” I said. “I hope you won’t mind some whisky.”
“It’ll do,” he said. “But I want your little woman to pour the stuff.”
“I’m sorry but my wife isn’t at home,” I said.
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In fact she was in the bedroom, but I was determined to spare her this ordeal. Besides, I felt sure that the
farmer would be disappointed in her. He would no doubt expect a smart, sophisticated woman from the city and,
although my wife was born and bred in Tokyo, she had about her something rustic, almost gauche.
But the deception did not escape my visitor.
“Of course she’s at home,” he said. “Tell her to come and do the pouring.”
I decided simply to ignore his request and, filling a teacup with whisky, handed it to him.
“I’m afraid it’s not quite up to prewar quality,” I said.
He tossed it off at a single draught, smacked his lips loudly and said: “It’s pretty cheap stuff, isn’t it?”
“I’m sorry, but it’s the best I can get … I wouldn’t drink it down too quickly if I were you,” I added.
“Ha, ha!” he said, putting the cup to his lips. “I can see you don’t know who you’re dealing with. I used to
polish off two bottles an evening just by myself. And that was real Suntory whisky, not this watered-down stuff. I
shouldn’t think this is more than sixty percent, is it?”
“I really don’t know.”
He took the bottle and poured a cup for me. Then he filled his own cup to the brim.
“The bottle’s almost empty,” he announced.
“Oh, really?” I said, assuming a nonchalance that I was far from feeling. I took another bottle out of the
cupboard.
The man continued drinking and as the level of the whisky in the second bottle began to sink, I finally felt
anger rise within me. It was not that I was usually jealous about my property. Far from it. Having lost almost all
my possessions in the bombings, what was left meant hardly anything to me. But this whisky was an exception. I
had obtained it some time before at immense difficulty and expense, and had rationed myself severely, only now
and then sipping a small glass after dinner. At the beginning of that afternoon two and a half bottles remained, and
AI had looked forward to offering some to my friend Mr. Ibusé Masuji when he came to visit, for I knew that he
was partial to an occasional glass. When this terrible farmer appeared after lunch, I brought out the whiskey, never
for a moment dreaming that he would take more than one cup. Now as I watched in impotent fury while he gulped
the contents of the second bottle, I almost felt that the whisky was my lifeblood being poured down his insensitive
gullet.
“I hear you got into plenty of trouble over women in Tokyo,” he said, filling his cup once more. “Well, to tell
you the truth, I got into trouble myself during my Tokyo period. But I got myself out of it all right. Yes, it take
more than a woman to hold me. OF course, once they’ve set their hearts on you, the don’t let go easy. Mine still
writes me every now and then. Why, only the other day she sent me a packet of rice cakes. Women are fools,
aren’t they, damned fools! When they’re in love with you, they don’t care about your looks or even about how
much money you’ve got. All they think about is feelings and heart and all that claptrap.” He laughed raucously.
“Yes, I had quite a wild time in my Tokyo period. Come to think of it, I must have been in Tokyo about the same
time that you were there, breaking the hearts of your geisha girls. You made quite a name for yourself, didn’t you?
Ha, ha! Funny we never bumped into each other. Where did you hang out in those days?”
I had not idea to which days he was referring, nor did I remember breaking the hearts of any geisha. To be
sure, I had had various emotional complications when I lived in Tokyo. For this I had been amply abused by my
literary acquaintances and even by so-called friends, until their criticisms had now ceased utterly to affect me. Yet
something about this man’s tone made me feel, for the first time in years, that I had to defend myself from the
charge of being a callous libertine.
“You know,” I said looking straight at him, “I’ve never set myself up as a lady-killer. And I don’t get any
pleasure from going round seducing women indiscriminately.”
“I know all about you,” he said, looking t me with a snigger, and I realized that he did not believe a word I had
said. An unpleasant feeling of cheapness came over me. This man with his ugly mind seemed to see right through
me—into the ugliest recesses of my being.
I suddenly wanted to ask him to leave. Yet the fact was that I did not dare to. Our position in this village was
far from secure and I could not risk offending someone who appeared to be an old and well-established inhabitant.
Besides, I was afraid that if I asked him to go, he might think that I looked down on him for being an uneducated
farmer. I went into the living room and came back with a plate of fruit.
“Have a pear,” I said. “It’ll do you good.”
I was terrified that the man would soon become roaring drunk and it occurred to me that some fruit might avert
this calamity. He looked blankly at the plate and reached for his cup of whisky.
“I hate politics,” he said abruptly. “In fact we farmers all hate politics. What good have those politicians ever
done us? If they helped us in any way, we’d support them. We’re grateful folk, you know, us country people, and
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we always return favors. But all those politicians can do is jabber away, while we get on with the real work.
Socialists, Progressives, Liberals—bah! They’re all the same to us!”
For a moment I wondered where this new line was leading.
“Your brother was campaigning in the last elections, wasn’t he?” continued the farmer.
“Yes,” I said, “this was his district. He lost.
“I suppose you did quite a bit of campaigning yourself?”
“No, I didn’t even bother to vote. I stayed at home and worked.”
“Nonsense,” he said, “of course you campaigned for your own brother! It’s just a simple matter of humanity. I
may not be a great scholar like you, but at least I know what humanity is. That’s one thing we farmers understand.
I hate politics, but when I heard that the brother of my old school pal was a candidate, I went right out and voted
for him without even waiting for anyone to ask me. That’s humanity for you! As long as we don’t lose that quality,
we farmers are going to be all right.”
His object was now transparent: his vote—if, indeed, he had ever cast it—was to be a passport for an indefinite
amount of whisky.
“It was very good of you to support my brother,” I said with a sardonic smile.
“Don’t get me wrong,” he said. “I did it out of common humanity—not because I thought he was any good.
Your family may have got ahead in the world now, but a couple of generations ago they were just common oilsellers. Did you know that? I’ve been doing a bit of research. Your family used to sell cans of oil if anyone bought
half a pint or more, they gave him a piece of toffee as a premium. That’s how they made their money. It’s the
same with almost all the so-called “good” families. Take the Ōieké family, for instance, who own half the land
around here and go about lording it over us all. It’s not so long ago that their ancestors were putting buckets by the
roadside for the passers-by to piss in. As soon as the buckets were full, they sold them to the farmers to mix with
their fertilizer. That’s how they started their fortune. You can’t fool me!”
“I’m sure I can’t,” I said, wondering whether he was inventing all this on the spur of the moment or whether he
had come fully prepared.
“I myself come from a really old family, though,” he continued. “My ancestors moved to this village hundreds
of years ago from Kyoto.”
“Really? In that case, I expect you are of noble lineage.”
“You may not be far wrong,” he said with a nasal laugh. “Of course, you wouldn’t think it to see me in these
clothes. But both my brothers went to university. The older one’s made quite a name for himself in the
government. You’ve probably seen his name in the papers.”
“Yes, of course,” I said.
“Well, I didn’t bother to go to university myself. I decided to stay in the country and do some really useful
work. And now, of course, I’m the one who’s got ahead and they have to come begging me for rice and all the
things they can’t get in Tokyo. Not that I begrudge them anything. And look here,” he said, sticking his finger
almost into my face, “if you’re ever short of food, you can come to my farm too and I’ll give you whatever you
need. I’m not the sort of fellow who’d drink a man’s liquor for nothing. I’ll repay you—down to the last penny.
We farmers are grateful folk.”
He examined his empty cup pensively and then all of a sudden shouted: “Call in the little woman! I won’t
drink another drop unless she pours it for me herself. Not another drop, d’you hear?” He staggered to his feet.
“Where is the little woman, anyway? In the bedroom, I expect, snug in bed, eh? D’you know who I am? I’m
Hirata, I’m a lord among farmers! Haven’t you heard of the great Hirata family?”
My worst fears were being realized and I saw that there was nothing for it but to fetch my wife.
“Do sit down, Mr. Hirata,” I said calmly. “I’ll call her right away, if it means all that much to you.”
I went into the bedroom, where my wife was busy darning some socks.
“Would you mind coming in for a minute?” I asked her casually. “An old schoolfriend has come to see me.” I
said no more, as I did not want my wife to be prejudiced in advance against the visitor. In particular I did not want
her to think that I considered him in any way inferior to us. She nodded and followed me into the back room.
“Let me introduce Mr. Hirata,” I said, “my old friend from primary school. We were always fighting when we
were kids. He’s got a mark on the back of his hand where I scratched him. Today he’s come to get his revenge.”
“How terrifying!” she said, laughing. “Anyhow, I’m glad to meet you.” She bowed in his direction.
Our visitor seemed to relish these courtesies.
“Glad to meet you, Madam,” he said. “But you needn’t stand on ceremony with me. By the way, I’d very much
appreciate it if you’d pour me some whisky.”
I noticed that he was sober enough to address my wife politely, although a few moments before he had been
referring to her as “the little woman.”
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“You know, Madam,” he said, when my wife had filled his cup, “I was just telling Osamu here that if you ever
need any food, be sure to come round to my place. I’ve got plenty of everything: potatoes, vegetables, rice, eggs,
chickens. What about some horse meat? Would you like a nice hunk of horse meat? I’m a great expert at stripping
horsehides, you know. Come along tomorrow and I’ll give you a whole horse’s leg to take home. Do you like
pheasant? Of course you do! Well, I’m the most famous shot in these parts. Just tell me what you want and I’ll
shoot it. Maybe Madam would fancy some nice wild duck. Right, I’ll go out tomorrow morning and shoot a dozen
for you. That’s nothing—a dozen. I’ve shot five dozen before breakfast in my day. If you don’t believe me, ask
anyone round here. I’m the greatest marksman in the district. The young people are all scarred stiff of me. That’s
right—they know I can show them a thing or two. Hey, you there, bookworm!” he shouted at me. “Why don’t you
come along to the Shinto gate one of these evenings? There’s usually a good fight going on down there—a lot of
rowdy youngsters slogging at each other. Well, as soon as I get there, I throw myself right into the middle of them
all and maker them stop fighting. Of course, I’m risking my life every time I go there, but what does that matter?
I’ve got a bit of money put aside for my wife and little ones. They’ll be all right even when I’m gone.”
For a moment his tone was maudlin. Then, suddenly turning to me again, he shouted almost ferociously: “Hey,
you, Mr. Bookworm! I’ll call for you tomorrow evening and we’ll go down to the gate together. I’ll show you
what life is really like. You won’t be able to write anything good just sitting here on your backside all day long.
What you need is a little experience. What sort of books do you write anyway? Books about geisha girls, I
suppose. Ha, ha, ha! The trouble is, you don’t know what life’s all about. Now take me. I’ve had three wives
already. But I always like the present one best. How many wives have you had? Two? Three? What about it,
Madam? Does he know how to make love to you right?”
“Please go and fetch some cakes,” I said to my wife, with a sigh.
“I imagine you’re going back to Tokyo pretty soon,” said Mr. Hirata, as my wife left the room. “You’ll be
playing around with those girls again. Ha, ha! Where do you live in Tokyo?”
“I lost my hose in the war.”
“So you were bombed out, were you? That’s the first I’ve heard of it. Well, in that case you must have got that
special allocation of a blanket that they gave each family of evacuees. Would you mind letting me have it?”
I looked at him with renewed amazement.
“That’s right,” he said, calmly refilling his cup, “give me the blanket. It’s meant to be quite good wool. My
wife can make me a jumper with it … I suppose you think it’s funny of me to ask you for the blanket like this. But
that’s the way I do things. If I want something, I just ask for it. And when you come to my place, you can do the
same. I’ll give you whatever you like. What’s the use of standing on ceremony with each other? Well, what about
it? Are you going to let me have that blanket?”
I still stared at him blankly. This wool blanket, which we had been given as a sort of consolation prize, seemed
to be my wife’s most treasured possession. When our house was bombed and we moved to the country with our
children, like a family of crabs whose shells have been smashed and who crawl naked and helpless across a
hostile beach, she had kept the blanket constantly in sight, as though it were a sort of talisman. The man who now
faced me could never know how a family felt who had lost their house in the war, or how close to committing
mass suicide such families often were.
“I’m afraid you’ll have to forget about the blanket,” I said firmly.
“You stingy devil!” he said. “Why can’t I have it?”
At this moment I was delighted to see my wife reappear with a tray of cakes. As I expected, our visitor
instantly forgot about the blanket.
“Good gracious, Madam,” he said, “you shouldn’t have gone to all that trouble. I don’t want anything to eat. I
came here to drink. But I want you to do the pouring from now on. This husband of yours is too damned stingy
for my liking.” He glared at me. “What about it, Madam? Shall I give him a good beating? I used to be quite a
fighter in my Tokyo days. I know a bit of jujitsu too. He’ll be an easy match, even though he may be a few years
younger than me. Well, Madam, if he ever gives you any trouble, just tell me and I’ll let him have a thrashing he
won’t forget in a hurry. You see, I’ve known him since we were boys together at school and he doesn’t dare put on
any of his airs with me.”
It was then that the various stories which I had read years ago in textbooks on moral training came back to me
—stories about great men like Kimura Shigenari, Kanzaki Yogorō, and Kanshin,\fn{ The name means Open Heart or
Open Mind.} who, on being abused by unmannerly rogues like this, did not answer in kind, but instead displayed
their true moral superiority, as well as their fathomless contempt for these ruffians, by forthrightly asking them for
forgiveness, when by all rights it was they who deserved apology. I remembered how, in the case of Kanzaki
Yogorō, his assailant, who was a pack-horse driver, had been so impressed by the great man’s humility and
forbearance that he had spent days trying to compose an adequate letter of apology and had thereafter fallen into a
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decline and taken to drink. Until now, rather than admire the much-vaunted patience of these men, I had always
tended to despise it as concealing an arrogant sense of superiority; my sympathy was at least natural and
unpretentious. But now unexpectedly I found myself in the role of Kimura, Kanzaki, and Kanshin. All of a sudden
I knew the sense of isolation which they too must have felt when being attacked. It occurred to me that these
didactic stories should be classified, not under the heading of “Forbearance” or “Great Men and Little Men,” but,
rather, under “Loneliness.” At the same time I perceived that forbearance really had very little to do with the
matter. It was simply that these “great men” were weaker than their assailants and knew that they would not stand
a chance if it came to a fight.
“Always fly a wild horse!”—that simple maxim explained their conduct, as well as my own behavior in face of
this “old friend.” I had a horrible vision of our visitor suddenly running amuck and smashing the screens, sliding
doors, and furniture. Since none of the property belonged to me, I lived in a constant state of apprehension that the
children might scribble on the walls or push the doors too roughly; the idea of the terrible ravages that this farmer
might now perpetrate made cold shivers run down my spine. At all cost, I thought in my lonely cowardice, I must
avoid offending him.
Suddenly I heard him roaring at the top of his lungs; “Ho, ho!” I looked up aghast. “Good Lord, I’m drunk!”
he shouted. “Yes, damn it, I’m drunk!”
Then he gave a groan, closed his eyes tightly, and planting both elbows on his knees, sat there with a look of
complete concentration, as if desperately fighting his drunkenness. The perspiration glistened on his forehead and
his face was almost purple. He looked like some great struggling behemoth. He certainly must have been drunk:
he had finished over half of the second bottle of whisky. My wife and I looked at each other uneasily. Then, to our
amazement, he opened his eyes and said calmly, as if nothing whatever had happened; “When all’s said and done,
I like an occasional nip of whisky. It makes me feel good. Come over here, Madam, and pour me another cup.
Don’t worry, us farmers can drink as much as we like without getting tipsy.”
Seeing that my wife made no move, he reached for the bottle himself, filled his cup, and drained it at a single
draught.
“Well, you’ve both been very civil,” he said, smacking his lips. “Next time you must be my guests. The trouble
is, though, I really don’t know what I’d give you if you did come to my place. I have a few birds, of course, but
I’m keeping them for the cockfights in November. You’ll have to wait till November. I suppose I could let you
have a couple of pickled radishes …” His words trailed off into a murmur and for a while he was silent.
“I’ve really got nothing in my place,” he continued, “nothing at all. That’s why I came here today for a drink.
Of course, I could try to shoot a wild duck. We’d eat it together—just the three of us—and Osamu here would
provide the whisky. But I’ll do it only on one condition: while you’re eating it you’ve got to keep saying: ‘How
delicious! What a splendid duck!’ If you don’t, I’ll be furious. In fact I’ll never forgive you. Ha, ha, ha! Yes,
Madam, that’s the way we farmers are. Treat us right and there’s nothing in the world we won’t do for you. But if
you’re snooty and standoffish, we won’t give you as much as a piece of string. No use putting on airs with me,
Madam. You look pretty cool and haughty right now, don’t you, but I bet when you’re in bed you let yourself go
—just like other women.”
My wife laughed good-naturedly and stood up. “I’m afraid I’ll have to leave you,” she said. “I hear the baby
crying.”
“She’s no good!” he shouted, as soon as my wife had left the room. “Your missus is no damned good, I tell
you! Now take my old woman, for instance. There’s a real wife for you! We’ve got six lovely kids and we’re as
happy a family as you’ll find anywhere in these parts. Ask anyone in the village if you don’t believe me.” He
glared at me defiantly. “Your missus thinks she can make a fool of me by walking out like that. Well, I’m going to
bring here right back to say she’s sorry. Where is she? In the bedroom, I expect. I’ll go and drag her out of her
bedroom.”
He staggered to his feet. I immediately got up and took him by the hand.
“Forget about her.” I said. “Sit down and have another drink.” He flopped heavily into the chair. I tried to
smile, but my face was frozen.
“I knew it all along,” he said. “You’re having trouble with your wife. You’re unhappily married, aren’t you? I
felt it right away.”
I did not bother to contradict him.
“Well, it’s none of my business,” he said, filling his cup. “What about a poem to make you forget your
troubles? Shall I recite you a poem?”
This was a welcome departure. Not only would it take his mind off my wife and her imagined insult, but to
hear him recite a poem—perhaps some ancient melancholy verses handed down from generation to generation in
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this remote little village—might mitigate the picture of unrelieved loathsomeness that I had by now formed of my
“old friend,” a picture that I feared would pursue me to the end of my days.
“Yes, do let me hear your poem,” I said warmly. For the first time that afternoon, I was sincere.
He took a drink, hiccoughed loudly, and started to recite:
O’er mountains, rivers, plants, and trees
The dreary air of desolation grows.
Mile after mile stretched the fearful battlefield
Reeking of new-spilled blood.

He hiccoughed again. “I’ve forgotten the second verse,” he said. “It’s something I read in a magazine.”
“I see.”
“Well, I’m off,” he said, getting slowly to his feet. “Your missus has left and I don’t enjoy drinking the
whiskey when you pour it.”
I did not try to detain him.
“We’ll discuss the class reunion when I have more time,” he said. “I’ll have to leave most of the arrangements
to you. In the meantime you can let me have a little of your whisky to take home.”
I was prepared for this and immediately started to pour the whisky that remained I his cup into the bottle,
which was still about a quarter full.
“You can have this bottle,” I said, handing it to him.
“Hey, hey,” he said, “none of that! I’ve had enough of your stinginess for one day. You’ve still got another full
bottle stored away in that cupboard, haven’t you? Let me have it!”
“All right,” I said.
There was nothing for it but to hand over my final bottle of whisky. At least this put the proper finishing touch
to the afternoon, I thought with a bitter smile. Now if Mr. Ibusé or any other friend came to visit, we would no
longer be able to enjoy a convivial drink. For a moment I thought of mentioning the cost of whisky, just to see
what reaction it would bring, but even now I could not bring myself to violate the code of a host. Instead I heard
myself asking ignominiously: “What about cigarettes? Do you need any cigarettes?”
“I’ll get those next time,” he said, picking up a whisky bottle in each hand.
I followed him to the front door and here it was that the climax of the visit came. As he was about to step out
of the door, he hiccoughed loudly, turned round, and hissed into my ear: “You shouldn’t be so damned stuck-up!”
Yes, he was a man of truly epic proportions.
130.475 Wait A Year And A Half\fn{by Matsumoto Seicho (1909-1992)} Kokura, Fukuoka Prefecture, Japan (M) 9
1
I will begin with the facts of the case.
The defendant was a twenty-nine-year-old woman by the name of Sumura Satoko. She was charged with the
murder of her husband. Satoko had graduated from a certain woman’s college during the wear. Upon graduation,
she had become an employee of a certain company. During the war, there was a time when companies were
shorthanded, with their men summoned to active service, and women were hired in great numbers as substitutes.
When the war ended, the men who had been drafted began to return, a few at a time, and the need for
substitute female employees gradually subsided. Two years later, the women who had been hired during the war
were dismissed all at once. Sumura Satoko was one of them.
Immediately after, she married a man with whom she had fallen in love while at the office. This man was
Sumura Yōkichi. He was three years older than she. Because he had only been to middle school, he felt a kind of
romantic admiration for Satoko, a college graduate, and it was he who proposed to her. From this fact alone, one
can see that he was a somewhat timid young man. As for Satoko, it was this timidity that had attracted her.
Eight years passed without incident for the couple. They had two children, a boy and a girl. Yōkichi was not a
college graduate, and so he remained an ordinary office employee without much of a future. Nevertheless, he
worked conscientiously. His pay was low, but he was able to make a living, even managing to save a little along
the way.
Then, in the year of 195-, because business had fallen off, the company decided on a personnel cut. Yōkichi,
never regarded as particularly capable, was discharged along with the superannuated group.
Yōkichi panicked. Relying on connections, he drifted in and out of several companies: either the job was
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unsuitable or the pay was too low. Satoko was now forced to work to supplement their income.
At first, she worked as a bill-collector for a finance company. But the job was so physically exhausting and the
pay so low that, through the introduction of a woman she had met on one of her business calls, she became a sales
representative for a certain insurance company.
Though she had to struggle in the beginning, her sales record gradually improved. She learned the essentials
from the woman who had introduced her to the company. Satoko was not particularly beautiful, but she had large
eyes, and there was something charming in the curve of her lips when she smiled and revealed her nicely-shaped
teeth. Moreover, being a college graduate, she was on the intellectual side as a sales representative. In her manner
of persuading customers as well, she gave an impression of intelligence. She soon came to be well thought of by
her clients, and her work became easier. The essentials of selling insurance were pluck, charm, and verbal skill.
In time, she was earning twelve to thirteen thousand yen a month. As often happens in such cases, her husband
Yōkichi became totally unemployed. Unable to hold down a job, he had nothing to do. Now, he had no alternative
but to rely on Satoko’s income. Apologizing to his wife again and again, he remained at home, lying about in
idleness.
Satoko’s income was, of course, not based on monthly pay but on a meager fixed minimum, and for the most
part, on commission. There were months when sales were so poor that her income was pathetically low.
The competition was fierce among sales representatives of every insurance company. In the vast city,k the
flood of rival concerns left each solicitor with scarcely a toehold. By now, some were resigned to the idea that
opening new territory was impossible. Satoko wondered whether, the prospects in the city being so bad, there
might not be a good outlet elsewhere.
What Satoko returned her attention to were the dam construction sites. At the time, dam construction was in
urgent demand by any electric power company developing power resources. Such construction was contracted by
huge civil engineering and construction companies, like X Constructors or Y and Company. There could be
several thousand, perhaps over ten thousand, workers at each site. All these workers, involved either in building
high embankments or in blasting, were constantly exposed to the danger of death or injury. The sites in most
cases, were located deep in mountain areas which were not readily accessible. Even the shrewdest solicitor had
not ventured that far. In fact, such territories had escaped noticed.
It occurred to Satoko that surely this was virgin soil. Together with a close female colleague, she set out to a
dam construction site deep in the mountains of a neighboring prefecture. Naturally, they had to bear all the
traveling expenses themselves.
Excluding the seasonal laborers who drifted from one place to another, Stoko concentrated on regular
employees of the construction companies such as the engineers, technicians, machinery supervisors, and
operations managers whom she felt would be reliable clients.
This new territory turned out exdtremelyi well. The men were already part of a group insurance plan, but well
aware of the dangers surrounding them, they responded readily when approached. Satoko’s sales soared to an
almost giddy level. Anticipating the inconvenience of collecting payments, she had everything arrange don yearly
installments.
Her discover was a success. Her montrhly income nearly doubled, and for many months exceeded thirty
thousand yen.
As their life was finally becoming comfortable, her husband Yōkichi grew lazier. Extremely dependent by
nature, Yōkichi was now in the position of relying on Satoko for everything. He lost all desire to look for a ob,
and with each day that passed, became more and more accustomed to a feeling of security.
What was more, Yōkichi, who had until then refrained from drinking, began to frequent bars, Satoko, who was
always out, had entrusted her husband with her income so that he could pay the household expenses. From this,
Yōkichi stole his drinking money. Though at first he took in small amounts, he became bolder and bolder as the
income increased.
Satoko understood the frustrations of her husband who kept house while she was out working, and more or less
overlooked the matter. She loathed the childish, degrading way he furtively stole his drinking money, and so,
sometimes when she returned home, she even encouraged him to go out for a drink. At such times, he would leave
the house, looking greatly relieved.
The fact was that Yōkichi had taken up with a woman.
2
In view of what occurred later, Satoko was probably responsible to some extent for what happened. For it was
Satoko who actually introduced the woman to Yōkichi. The woman was an old friend of hers.
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Wakita Shizuyo had been a classmate from Satoko’s schooldays. One day, they had run into each other by
chance on the street. Shizuyo’s husband had passed away, and she had just opened a bar in Shibuya, she said. She
had given Satoko her business card at the time. Shizuyo, who had been pretty in her school days, was now almost
unrecognizably thin and haggard, and her face resembled that of a fox. Looking at her, Satoko could well imagine
the appearance of her bar.
“I’ll drop by for a visit one of these days,” Sastoko said, and took her leave of Shizuyo. On hearing Satoko’s
income, Shizuyo had said how envious she was.
When Satoko returned home, she told Yōkichi about their meeting.
“Maybe I ought to go there for a drink sometime. Since she’s your friend, she’ll probably charge me less,”
Yōkichi had said with a sidelong glance at Satolko.
Satoko thought that if Yōkichi were to drink anyway, so much the better at an inexpensive place. Since it
would be helping Shizuyo”s business as well, she had replied, “That might be a good idea. Why don’t you go and
take a look?”
Soon after, Yōkichi did in fact go to Shizuyo’s bar and came back with his report.
“It’s such a small place that if you cram five or six people in there, it’s packed. For a dingy place, though, it’s
got some fairly good liquor. Thanks to you, she charged me less.”
“Is that so? Well, that was nice,” Satoko had said at the time.
Every month for about a week, Satoko went to the dam construction sites. Once she became a familiar face,
people would introduce her to other sites. Making the rounds from Dam A to Dam B to Dam C, she had no rest
from her work. Her income held steady.
Satoko handed over all the money to Yōkichi and had him take care of household matters. In this home, the
roles of husband and wife were completely reversed. That was what had been wrong, she later said in retrospect.
Yōkichi’s laziness grew steadily worse, while in pilfering money to go drinking he became craftier and bolder
with each day. Coming home after work, Satoko would find her two children crying with empty stomachs. Out
since noon, Yōkichi would come home late at night reeking of wine. To Satoko’s reproaches, which she could not
hold back, Yōkichi bergan more often to shout back in an intimidating manner, he would roar, “I’m the master
here, don’t take me for a maid! Drinking’s a part of being a man. Who do you think you are just because you’re
making a little money?”
At first Satoko sympathized with his anger, which she thought grew out of his degradation, but she gradually
began to lose her temper. As a result, quarrels became more frequent. Obstinately clutching his drinking money,
Yōkichi would leave the house and come home drunk late at night. Returning from work, Satoko would be
pressed with preparing dinner and taking care of the children. during her business trips to the dams, she now had
to ask their next-door neighbor to look after the children.
It was incredible that the rage Yōkichi was capable of displaying should be hidden deep in the person of one so
timid. Every day, depending on his whim, he either beat or kicked her. Worst of all, Yōkichi squandering was
driving the family into poverty. Even with an income of thirty thousand yen, there were times when they had
problems paying for the rice ration. Unpaid PTA fees and lunch money for the children were accumulating.
Satoko could not even buy new clothes for the children. Not only that, Yōkichi developed the nasty habit, when
drunk, of waking up his children and physically abusing them.
An acquaintance, unable to overlook the matter, secretly informed Saroko about Yōkichi’s woman. When
Satoko learned that the woman was Wakita Shizuyo, she was completely take aback and beside herself with anger.
I don’t believe it, she told the informant. Fully aware of how foolish she must have looked, she nevertheless
listened to reason and suppressed her emotions. That she either charged over to the woman’s place nor quarreled
with her husband in a loud voice that could be overheard by the neighbors, was also due to her own
reasonableness and restraint.
When she rebuked him in a low voice, Yōkichi replied boldly, “Shizuyo’s got it all over you. One of these
days, I’m going to give you the book and marry that woman.”
Since that day, each time they argued, Yōkichi would throw those same words at her.
Yōkichi cleared out all the clothes in the dressers from end to end and pawned them. While Satoko was away,
he was free to do as he wished. Not a single piece of Sakoto’s clothing was left, and she had nothing to change
into. As for the money from the pawns, he handed it all, down to the last penny, to his woman. Within the half
year since Yōkichi had met Shizuyo, Satoko’s life had fallen into such straits.
Satoko wept often, feeling that no one in the world could be as unfortunate as herself. When she thought about
the future of her children, she could not sleep at night. And yet, in the morning, she would cool her swollen
eyelids, and, wearing a smile, go out and make her sales calls.
One cold night in February of 195_, Satoko was crying by the side of her sleeping children. There had been no
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sight of Yōkichi since she came home. When she asked her children about him they replied that Daddy had been
out since early evening.
It was past midnight and almost one o’clock when Yōkichi returned and rapped on the front door. theirs was a
small, four-and-a-half- mat, two-room house. The floor mats were torn, and she had patched them by padding
them here and there with cardboard. Walking along those mats, she stepped down into the entrance way and
opened the door.
As to what took place after this, it would be faster to read her testimony.
3
“My husband was dead drunk.. his eyes were fixed in a stare, and his face looked pale. When he saw that I was
crying, he sat down cross-legged by the children’s pillows, and began to yell at me, ‘What are you crying for?
Since I’ve come home drunk, you’re deliberately crying to spite me, aren’t you?’
“In retaliation, I said, ‘How dare you come home every night drunk! How dare you take away more than half
of my hard-earned money every night and spend it on drink, when we can’t even pay for the children’s school
bills, and when we’re having trouble paying for our rice ration?’
“It was the same old quarrel we always had. My husband, that night, seemed wilder than ever.
“In a threatening manner, he said, ‘Don’t be so stuck-up, just because you think you’re making a little money.
Because I’m unemployed, you take me for a fool, don’t you? I’m no parasite!—you’d better believe it!’
“Then he went on, ‘You’re jealous, aren’t you? You idiot, with your face you don’t even have a right to be
jealous! Just the sight of it makes me sick!’
“With this, he suddenly struck me on the cheek.
“He’s getting violent again, I thought, and, as I recoiled, he said, laughing as if amused, ‘It’s all over between
us now. I’m going with Shizuyo now—you understand?”
“In spite of this, I swallowed the insult. Strange to say, I had no feelings of jealousy. I didn’t know what sort of
woman Shizuyo had become, but she couldn’t possibly have had any intention of marrying this good-for-nothing.
In the end, I could only feel furious with my husband for having been taken in by the sweet talk of a gold digger.
“Then my husband shouted, ‘What kind of a look is that? Is that the kind of face a wife should make?’
“Then yelling, ‘Ive had enough of this!’ he stood up and kicked me on my back and on my side. Seeing that I
was gasping and unable to move, he now flipped aside the children’s covers with his foot.
“When the children awoke, he took them abruptly by their collars, and began to beat them, as he always did in
his drunken fits. The children were crying and calling out, “Mommy, Mommy!’ In a daze, I got up and ran
towards the front door.
“Beyond the thought of my children’s miserable future and of my own wretchedness, it was terror which first
arose in me. I became truly frightened. I took hold of the wooden door bolt.
“My husband was still beating the children. The older one, the seven-year-old boy, had pulled himself free and
was crying, but the younger one, the five-year-old girl, whining and sobbing hoarsely, her eyes turned up and face
flushed as if on fire, was still being beaten.
“Suddenly I raised the bolt and, with all my strength, dropped it onto my husband’s head. He staggered under
this first blow, and seemed to be turning around towards me. I became frightened and, in a panic, hit him again
with the bolt.
“With this, my husband, as if crumbling, collapsed on his face. Even after he had collapsed, I felt as if he were
going to get up again, and, in my fright, I dropped the third blow on his head.
“My husband coughed up blood onto the mat. Though it was only a matter of five or six seconds, I felt as if I
had undergone a long period of hard labor. Exhausted, I sank weakly to the floor and sat down. …”
These were, more or less, the facts constituting the crime of Sumura Satoko’s murder of her husband.
Upon turning herself in to the police, she was arrested. Based on her testimony, a detailed investigation was
made by the Criminal Investigation Bureau of Metropolitan Police Headquarters, and it was confirmed that the
facts were exactly as testified. The cause of Sumura Yōkichi’s death was fracture of the lower cranium from
severe blows with a wooden bar.
Now, ever since the newspapers had reported the crime, the public was in sympathy with Sumura Satoko.
Letters of consolation to the prisoner from total strangers flooded Metropolitan Police Headquarters. Needless to
say, most of them were from women.
Among the commentators, the one who took the deepest interest in the case and voiced her opinions most
ardently was Takamori Takiko, a noted feminist writer. Ever since the crime had appeared in the news, she had
been expressing her views on the matter in various magazines, especially in those oriented towards women. A
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summary of her articles would consist essentially of the following points:
This case is a perfect illustration of the violent husband in the Japanese home. Despite the fact that he had no
earning power, he neglected his family, went out to spend money on drink, then found himself a lover. Such a man is
completely oblivious to the happiness of his wife and to the future of their children. Furthermore, the money he spent
was the family living expenses which his wife, woman that she is, had worked hard to provide.
Middle-aged men, bored with their worn-out wives, are apt to get carried away by their interest in other women.
This immoral conduct cannot be tolerated. The unique position of the husband in the Japanese family system produced
such selfish egocentrism. A certain segment of society, in appears, continues to look with indulgence on these perverse
folkways. In the eradication of such indulgence no pains should be spared.
This case is especially outrageous. A husband who comes home dead drunk from his lover’s place, then physically
abuses the wife who is supporting the family single-handedly, even going so far as to beat their own children, has not a
speck of humanity in him.
That Sumura Satoko allowed her husband to be so high-handed reveals again the mistaken traditional concept of the
virtuous wife. Despite her higher education, she became a victim of this concept. However, looking beyond this
weakness of hers, I feel, as a woman, indignation and rage towards her husband. It is understandable that, after being
abused and seeing her dear children being beaten right before her eyes. She was over come by her anxieties towards the
future and by her fear.
I believe that her action, from a psychological point of view, ought to be taken as legitimate self-defense. I don’t
believe there can be anyone who is unable to understand her state of mind and her situation at the time. She should
receive the minimum sentence. As far as I am concerned, I would advocate that she be pronounced not guilty.

Takamori’s opinion won the sympathy of all women. Every day, letters expressing total agreement with her
opinion were forwarded to her place by the bundle. Among them, there were not a few which requested that
Takamori herself stand in court as a special counsel to her defendant.
As a result of this, Takamori’s name became even more highly regarded by society. She personally mobilized
those of her fellow feminist writers with leadership potential and sent to the Chief Justice a jointly signed petition
to reduce Sumura Satoko’s sentence. Indeed, she even volunteered to act as special counsel to the defendant.
Photographs of her overweight kimono-clad figure together with the downcast figure of the defendant appeared
prominently in the newspapers. Like a blaze which had been lit, petitions from across the nation converged on the
court.
The sentence which was three years at hard labor, was suspended on condition of two years’ probation. After
one trial, Sumura Satoko accepted the sentence without appeal.
4
One day, Taskamori received a visit from a stranger. She had declined once, saying she was busy, but when the
man indicated that he wished some kind instructions from the writer concerning Sumura Satoko, she decided, at
any rate, to invite him into the house and meet with him. On the card was the name Okajima Hisao, but for some
reason, the address on the left side had been blotted out with black ink.
Judging from his appearance, Okajima was around thirty. He was heavy-set, and he had a healthy tan on his
face. Despite the vigor in his bushy brows, high nose, and thick lips, his eyes were as limpid as those of a young
boy’s. Takamori was impressed with those clear eyes.
“What might this inquiry be that you have concerning Sumura Satoko?” she asked, the man’s calling card
pinched between her baby-like, fat fingers.
In a guileless manner, Okajima apologized for his rudeness in disturbing Takamori from her busy schedule and
expressed his high regard for all of her esteemed views on Sumura Satoko’s case, which he had had the honor of
reading in magazines and elsewhere.
“It was just marvelous, wasn’t it, that she was granted probation!” said Takmkori, nodding her head as she
narrowed her small eyes in her round face even more.
“That was due to your efforts, Miss Takamori, entirely due to your support,” said Okajima.
“Oh no, it was not so much my efforts,” replied Takamori, smiling and wrinkling up her flat nose, “as it was
social justice and public opinion.”
“However, it was you, Miss Takamori, who promoted those forces, so it was after all, due to your efforts.”
Takamori smiled without resisting. Her double chin was child-like. Her thin lips opened and her white teeth
shoed her satisfaction at hearing a familiar compliment. Her smile exuded the self-confident, magnanimous air
befitting a celebrity.
But what on earth had this man come to inquire about? Judging from his manner of speaking, he seemed
awfully sympathetic to Sumura Satoko, she thought. She turned her eyes away nonchalantly and gazed at the
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spring sunlight falling through the living room window.
“I know Mrs. Sumura slightly,” said Okajima, as if he had guessed Takamori’s thoughts. “You see, at her
solicitation, I joined her company’s life insurance plan. That’s why I could not feel entirely disinterested in this
matter.”
“Oh, I see,” Takamori lowered her chin, as though she had understood everything. Double-layered grooves
appeared on her neck.
“She was a kind and charming woman, I could hardly believe that such a woman would murder her husband.”
Okajima stated his impressions.
“When such a woman is overcome by extreme emotions, she is bound to do something drastic. As you know,
she had been holding herself back for a long while. Placed in such a situation, even I would be liable to do the
same thing.” Takamori narrowed her eyes in her usual manner.
“You would?” Okajima raised his eyes as if slightly surprised. He looked doubtfully at her, wondering whether
this level-headed woman writer would act in as reckless a manner as an ordinary housewife, if her husband ran off
with a lover.
“Certainly. When one flies into a rage, there’s no room for reason to function. This is true even for a woman
like Mrs. Sumura who graduated from college.”
“As for such fits of anger,” Okajima’s clear eyes peered out, “were they related in any way to Mrs. Sumura’s
physiological condition.”
Because the word physiological had slipped out so suddenly through Okajima’s thick lips, Takamori was
slightly disconcerted. Then she remembered having read in the trial record that, at the time of the crime, Satoko
was not having her menstrual period.
“I don’t believe so.”
“No, no,” Okajima said, looking a bit embarrassed. “I don’t mean physiology in that sense. What I mean is the
usual physical relation between husband and wife.”
Takmori’s smile vanished. This man seemed to know something, but what was it he wanted to find out?
“Do you mean to say that there was some physical deficiency on the part of her husband, Sumura Yōkichi?”
“No, the other way around. I feel that there might have been such a problem on the part of Sumura Satoko.”
Takamori fell silent for a while. Then, as if to fill in the gap, she took a sip from the tea that had grown cold,
and faced Okajima once again.
“Do you have any evidence?” Just as when she was facing an opponent in debate, she tried to locate her
opponent’s weakness by asking for proof in a level-headed manner.
“No, nothing as substantial as evidence.” Because Takamori had fixed here eyes on him, Okajima suddenly
became timid. “You see, it’s like this. I know a friend of Mr. Sumura. According to this friend, Yōkichi had been
complaining for a long time back—yes, from about a year and a half ago—that his wife wasn’t complying with
his physical needs. That is why I wondered whether Satoko may have had a physiological problem which
prevented such relations between husband and wife.”
“I wouldn’t know,” replied Takamori, looking rather out of humor. “As a special counsel to the defendant, I
was obligated to read the records of the trial, but there was no mention of any such thing. I assume that such a
matter would have been investigated during the pre-trial hearing. Judging from the fact that it wasn’t mentioned in
the records, I believe Satoko did not in fact have any physiological problem. Wasn’t it because Yōkichi was
visiting his lover that Satoko refused her husband?”
“No, that couldn’t be, because all this began before Yōkichi became intimate with Wakita Shizuyo. That’s why
it’s so strange. Hmmm … is that so? If, in fact, Satoko did not have any physical problems, then it’s a bit odd.”
Okajima looked as if he were thinking something over.
5
Takamori drew her brows together in to a faint wrinkle. Those brows wee narrow, like her eyes, and thin.
“Odd? What do you mean by that?”
“I cannot understand why she refused her husband.”
“You see, women,” replied Takamori, as if scornful of men, “are apt, at times, to experience an intense
aversion to married life. This kind of subtle physiological psychology may be a bit difficult for a man to
understand.”
“I see,” Okajima nodded, but the look on his face showed that he didn’t follow her quite so completely. “Now,
it appears that Satoko began to act this way about half a year before her husband became intimate with Wakita
Shizuyo. In other words, it was after Satoko had continuously refused him for About half a year that things began
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to develop between Yōkichi and Shizuyo. I feel that there’s a casual relation between these two facts.”
Though Okaijma deliberately used the difficult term “casual relation,” Takamori was aware of its meaning.
“I would think there is,” she said, drawing her thin brows ever closer together. “That is to say, Yōkichi found
an outlet for his frustrations in Shizuyo, isn’t that right?”
“Well, yes.” Okajima pulled out a cigarette before continuing. “This Wakita Shizuyo is an old friend of
Satoko’s. It was Satoko who first sent Yōkichi to Shizuyo’s bar. She may not have intended it, but it was Satoko,
after all, who created the conditions that brought her husband and Shizuyo together.”
As Okajima lighted his cigarette, Takamori’s narrow eyes flashed.
“Are you trying to say that Satoko deliberately acted as a go-between for her husband and Shizuyo?”
“No, I cannot make such an assertion. However, if you look at the result, it would seem that she, at least,
performed the role of bring them together.”
“If we concern ourselves with results, there will be no end to it!” replied Takamori, a bit sharply. “Results are
apt to be completely contrary to one’s intentions.”
“Yes, of course,” Okajima meekly agreed. Blue smoke puffed out of his thick lips and wafted brightly across
the sun rays streaming through the window. “However, there are also cases in which the results do turn out as
expected,” he added.
“Oh, no!” thought Takamori. She felt the conviction behind Okajima’s manner of speaking. “Do you mean to
say, then, that Satoko did in fact have that intention from the beginning?”
“A person’s thought can only be known by the person himself. I can only make presumptions.”
“In that case, what are the data upon which you base your presumptions?”
“But, that was out of Satoko’s kindness,” argue Takamori, flickering her narrow eyes. “Her husband is jobless
and lying around idly in the house, while she, the wife, is often out because of her work. Knowing how depressed
her husband must be, she did it out of kindness. The reason she let him go to Shizuyo’s bar was presumably
because she thought that Shizuyo would no doubt charge less for his drinks. Besides, if he were to drink anyway,
she wanted to help out a friend in trouble. She never thought, even in her wildest dreams, that her kindness would
prove to be her ruin and produce such a result. I don’t approve of your way of making judgments by twisting the
facts around.”
“If so, let us say that it did begin from her generosity.” Again, Okajima nodded in compliance before
continuing. “In spite of her kind arrangement, Yōkichi betrayed Satoko and became totally involved with
Shizuyo. He used up his wife’s hard-earned money on the woman and on drinks. He ran off with articles for
pawning. Heedless of the poverty they were fast falling into, he enjoyed himself at the woman’s place and came
home late very night. Once home, raving drunk, he physically abused his wife and children. Satoko, through her
generosity, had invited disaster. Because of Shizuyo, her life was now in ruins. To her, Shizuyo had become an
enemy who was more than detestable; she was dangerous. Yet in spite of all this, Satoko didn’t go to Shizuyo’s
even once to protest? Why not? It would at least seem reasonable that she go and plead with Shizuyo before
letting things turn into such a mess. It wasn’t as if they were strangers. They had been friends.”
“It often happens,” Takamori responded quietly, “that in society, there are wives who charge furiously over to
the other woman’s place. A foolish thing, which only harms the woman herself. Women with education will not
take such disreputable and embarrassing action. A husband’s disgrace is a wife’s disgrace. She thinks of her
responsibility and dignity as a wife. Since Satoko is an intellectual and a college graduate, she would have been
incapable of such crudity.”
“I see, that may be true.” As usual, Okajima first expressed his assent. “However,” he continued in the same
vein, “Satoko, without reason, continued to refuse her husband for half a year. When he was in this state, she
brought him together with Shizuyo, a widow and a bar owner. Her husband, who loves to drink, had also been
kept in a state of sexual frustration. All the dangerous conditions were present. Naturally, things developed
between the two. Satoko stood by, though, without raising any objections against the other woman. If the facts are
laid out this way, one can sense a chain of thought running through them.”
6
A hostile gleam appeared in Takamori Takiko’s sleepy-looking, narrow eyes. Her living room had been
decorated in a subdued and harmonious style. The color of the walls, the framed picture, the living room set, the
furniture pieces, all bespoke her polished taste.
The lady of the house, however, had suddenly stood out from this subdued background. Her face was
trembling with irritation.
“By extension, then, do you mean to say that Sumura Satoko had set up such a plan?” Takamori asked,
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speaking a bit more rapidly.
“It’s a presumption. A guess based on only these data. …”
“A presumption based on extremely poor data, isn’t it?” said Takamori promptly. “I can tell the character of
just about anyone by a glance. Ever since I became involved in this case, I’ve not only read an enormous number
of transcripts, but, moreover, as special counsel, I’ve met with Sumura Satoko on many occasions. There was no
place anywhere in the records which gave rise to suspicions of the kind you raise. Moreover, when I met Satoko, I
was struck by her mature intelligence. Her crystal clear eyes were purity itself. Once again I was overcome by
indignation towards her husband, asking myself why such a woman should have to submit to her husband’s
violent abuse. Such a marvelous and educated woman is not to be met with everywhere. I trust my intuition.”
“I share your view about Satoko’s fine education,” said Okajima, moving his thick lips. “I couldn’t agree with
you more.”
“Where on earth did you get to know Satoko?” Takamori questioned him.
“As I mentioned to you before, I was solicited by Sumura Satoko to join her life insurance plan. I forgot to say
that I work at X Dam construction site up in the mountains in the northeast. I am an assistant engineer for Y @
Co.” For the first time, Okajima spoke about himself.
“Other than our work, our life in the mountains is plain dull,” he continued. “As it is we’re up in the mountains
where we have to be jostled in a truck for one and a half hours in order to get to the nearest town with a train
station. When our work ends and night approaches, there isn’t a single thing we can do for fun. Our life consists
only of eating and sleeping.
“Of course, there are some who study, but the monotony of the environment soon gets them down. At night,
gambling at chess and mah-jong are popular. During the two days of vacation each month, the best we can do is to
go to a small town at the foot of the mountain about two and a half miles away and release our frustrations at
disreputable houses which were quickly set up with the dams as their aim. At such places, a man can spend as
much as ten thousand yen or twenty thousand yen at one time.
“After this, we trudge back up the mountain, but no one feels any satisfaction. Though we took up this work
after graduation because we wanted to, it’s only natural as we cross mountain after mountain, that we should
become homesick for the city. The majestic mountains all by themselves leave something to be desired after all.”
Somewhere along the way, Okajima had lapsed into a confidential tone.
“Of course, it isn’t that no one falls in love. However, the women are all daughters of nearby farmers. They
have no intelligence, no education, nothing. They were chosen as partners for no other reason than that they were
women. It couldn’t be helped since there were no other women around. Considering the environment, the men had
no choice. But a sense of dissatisfaction remains. These fellows reel regret, then resign themselves to the fact.
They are a sad lot.”
Takamori listened in silence. She moved her plump body slightly, and the chair gave a faint creak.
“It was to such a place that two women, Sumura Satoko and a Miss Fujii, came all the way from Tokyo to sell
insurance. Since Miss Fujii was close to forty, she wasn’t so popular, but Sumura Satoko was popular with
everyone. She wasn’t beautiful, but she had a face which men found attractive. Plus, when she spoke, she showed
intelligence. It wasn’t that she flaunted that intelligence, but it felt like something which emanated from inside
her. It was strange how even her face began to look beautiful. No, deep in the mountains, she was definitely a
beauty. Her speech, intonation, and gestures were all those of a Tokyo woman, a type we had not encountered for
so long. It was no wonder that she drew the attention of everyone. Besides, she seemed to be kind and friendly to
everyone. Of course, it must have been part of her work. Even though they knew this, everyone was delighted.
Needless to say, everyone joined the insurance plan, and furthermore, introduced their friends and acquaintances.
I believe her sales record rose beyond expectation. She appeared once every month or two months, and everyone
welcomed her arrival. As though in response to that, she sometimes brought presents of taffy candies. They were
just trifles, but everyone was delighted. There were even some who felt homesick just looking at the wrapping
paper from a Tokyo department store.”
At this point, Okajima paused briefly and drank the rest of the tea, which had by then turned cold.
“There was still another reason why Mrs. Sumura drew everyone’s interest. This was the fact that she had been
saying she was a widow.”
Takamori’s eyes, which had been only half open and on the verge of closing, opened wide as she looked into
Okajima’s face.
“This was probably unavoidable, since in selling insurance one depends largely on one’s charm. To put it
drastically, it’s the same as the bar girls who all say they’re single. Sumura Satoko claimed, with a smile, that she
had to work because she was single. No one doubted what she said. That was why some even began sending her
love letters.”
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Relighting his cigarette, which had gone out, Okajima continued.
“Naturally, Satoko didn’t give anyone her home address. All the letters were mailed to her office. This sort of
small deception is perhaps forgivable. From the point of view of her business, it was unavoidable. But, this clearly
encouraged a number of men to make advances to her. Among these men, there were some who suggested that the
women come not together, but alone. the women stayed over at the only available lodging used for those who
came to inspect the site. Some of the men would barge over and plant themselves at the lodging until very late.
However, Satoko always evaded these temptation with a smile. She was well versed in the art of escaping
skillfully and gently, without evoking the displeasure of her business clients. On no account was she unfaithful to
her husband. I know this for a fact. However …” From the word “however,” Okajima’s tone seemed to change a
little. He seemed to speak in a meditative murmur.
“However at the dam site, there are many other men of fine character. These are men who are devoting their
entire lives to their work. To put it in poetic language, they are men challenging the might of nature in the
towering mountain ranges. Their work is to change the face of the mountains through human strength. They are,
truly, the most masculine of men. No doubt, when she saw these men, Satoko must have begun to detest her goodfor-nothing husband. The contrast must have grown sharper with each day that passed. As one side appeared more
and more powerful and admirable, the other side grew more and more wretched and repulsive.”
“I realize this is in the middle of your talk,” the woman writer, who had been listening until then, interrupted
with undisguised displeasure, “but are you imagining all this?”
“Yes, I am.”
“If it’s just a figment of your imagination, then there’s no need for me to listen to it at length. I do have some
work left to do.”
“I’m sorry,” said Okajima, bowing his head once. “I will explain the rest in brief. It wouldn’t be unnatural to
imagine that Sumura Satoko took an interest in one of the men in the mountains. Let us suppose that this man,
too, felt more than an interest in her. It would only be natural, since he had been under the impression that she was
a widow. Besides, he must have felt that there could not be a woman as intelligent as she in the world. Sastoko
must have been troubled. She had a husband called Yōkichi—a husband whom she abhorred beyond hope. As her
feelings leaned in another direction, she longed to free herself from her husband. Since her husband would never
let her go, she couldn’t possibly contemplate divorce. Only her husband’s death would free her. She would have to
be a widow as she had said she was. Unfortunately, Yōkichi was in robust health. If a premature death didn’t seem
likely, then there was no other way than to lure him to his death.”
Takamori Takiko turned pale and was unable to utter a word.
“However, to murder one’s husband is a serious crime.” Okajima moved on. “Even if she killed her husband, if
she were to get capital punishment or be imprisoned for a long time, the whole thing would be pointless. Being a
smart woman, she wondered if there was any way in which she could kill her husband and avoid the death
penalty. There was only one way: to be ;granted probation. In this way, as long as she didn’t commit an offense
again, she would be physically free. This would be her best choice. However, for this to be possible she would
need the mitigating circumstances required for a reduced sentence. At the time, Yōkichi didn’t even have the
means to earn a living, but this wouldn’t fit in as a mitigating circumstance. Thus, she must create the
circumstance. In a level-headed way, she produced that circumstance, after a thorough calculation of Yōkichi’s
character. Following this, all she had to do was to draw the water correctly into the ditch that she had dug, and
lure Yōkichi into it. She set to work on her one-and-a-half-year plan. To begin with, during the first six months,
she consistently refused Yōkichi, placing him in a state of frustration. With this, she laid the groundwork. Next,
she sent him to the widow’s br. She calculated that her frustrated husband would inevitably seek out the woman.
Had she failed with Wakita Shizuyo, she probably would have come up with another woman, since there are, no
doubt,. Many women of this type. However, Shizuyo was a woman made to Satoko’s order. Yōkichi fell for her
like someone in a trance. His self-destructive character, together with his heavy drinking habit, proceeded to
destroy their life together. It happened exactly according to her testimony. The only thing is, since there were no
witnesses at each point, it’s possible that there may be exaggerations in her account. This second stage took about
half a year. Within half a year, Yōkichi had turned into the type of person Satoko had anticipated, and behaved
exactly as hoped for. In other words, the condition for a reduced sentence was completely ready. Her plan and
Yōkichi’s character couldn’t have coincided more perfectly. Following this, she executed her business. The trial
followed. The sentence tallied beautifully with the answer to her calculation. It took half a year to arrive at the
sentence. In other words, her plan was completed a year and a half after she set out to establish her initial
mitigating circumstance. Oh yes, speaking of how her calculations added up, even what you called public opinion.
…” As he started to say this, Okajima looked at the woman writer’s face.
Takamori Takiko had turned ghastly pale. Her round face was drained of all color, and her thin lips were
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trembling.
“Are you imagining this?” Takamori’s nostrils quivered as she breathed heavily, “or do you have some solid
evidence?”
“I am not just imagining it,” replied the sun-tanned Okajima Hisao, “Since, to my marriage proposal, Sumura
Satoko asked me to wait a year and a half.”
Having thus finished speaking, he put his pack of cigarettes into his pocket and prepared to rise from his chair.
Then, before he walked away, he turned around once more to look at the woman writer, and said, “However,
no matter how many claims I make of this sort, it won’t affect Satoko’s probation at all. You needn’t worry. Even
if such evidence were confirmed, she cannot be subject to double jeopardy. Once a decision is made on the
sentence, a retrial that is to the disadvantage of the person in question is not recognized by law. Satoko’s
calculation seems to have extended this far. The only thing is. …”
He turned his childlike eyes intently on Takamori.
“The only thing, is she made one miscalculation. That is, the man she had wait a year and a half has gotten
away.”
Having finished, he lowered his head and left the room.
130.494 Please Not A Word To Anybody\fn{by Mizuki Yoko (1910?-2002)} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (F) 1
I don’t remember when Mrs. Komori first came to our neighborhood or when she moved away, but I do
remember how I was attracted by her native manners. We never once passed on the street with just a casual nod of
the head. We always exchanged gossip, oh, twenty and thirty minutes at times, sometimes much longer, talking
about this and that, mostly that ...
Then I began to see less and less of her and when I did see her I noticed that she had lost some of here
immaculateness.
Just before I saw her last, I noticed she spent more and more time in the vacant lot in front of the local shrine,
playing absentmindedly with her two small children, or pushing the carriage to and fro intently.
“The old lady Yano died recently,” she said one day.
“What? When?”
“About ten days ago,” she said in a low voice. “But, please, not a word to anybody, It’s sort of a secret.”
“But why?” I asked, curious.
“Well, you remember she never joined any of the neighborhood donations. We thought it best not to bother
anybody.”
The old lady Yano was Mrs. Komori’s landlady. She was a notoriously mean woman, not just stingy, but
downright mean. There is always one like her in very community. She never once put money into any
neighborhood collection for sick donations or bereavements, saying she needed special consideration herself
although everyone knew she had quite a bit of money hoarded away. She had let the Komoris have the room,
called Western style because it had a wooden floor instead of one of tatami, with the understanding that they
move out when the baby came. But when the baby did come, and it took to the old lady, she became friendly and
said they could postpone moving until the baby entered school.
Once, quite some time ago, when I first came back from the country, to which I had evacuated from the threats
of air raids, I went to get old lady Yano’s bag and money for the rice ration. She was sitting in her dark three-mat
room in the center of the house, the only room she kept for herself since renting out all of her rooms. An old
velvet scarf, in vogue years ago, was wrapped tightly around her head; she sat before a chest of drawers, the like
of which can only now be found in some antique shop—you know the kind, black, inlaid sparingly with motherof-pearl. What aroused my curiosity further was the money bag she had—a black leather thing, the kind my
mother used to call an “opera bag,” and that I used to see only in pictures carried by grand old dames of the Meiji
or Taisho eras.\fn{The years 1867-1926, during which short period of time Japan became as powerful as almost any of the Western
nations.} This bag and the lute that stood against the inlaid chest impressed me and stayed in my mind a long time.
“Who was she before?” I asked myself many times. I knew nothing of her background, for she had moved to
our neighborhood while I was in the country.
What I heard about her later was that her husband was at one time a fairly well-known journalist and had
owned a small paper in the country, but her married life had not been very happy as her husband had a woman on
the side. They never had any children and after her husband died, the girl she raised, adopted from a distant
relative, ran away with a lover. Old lady Yano later adopted a grown-up youth, and the neighbors remember how
happily she took his adopted son’s new bride around to introduce her t them; they felt sorry for her when the
young couple felt the old lady was a burden, left her alone in the big old house, and went away to live in the
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country where he got a job as a teacher in a small college.
But the sympathy was short-lived. Old lady Yano rented out all of her rooms. Everyone knew she had more
money than she could spend, yet she was never friendly with neighbors.
She had died of cerebral hemorrhage. Mrs. Komori sent a telegram to the adopted son and did everything she
could do to help. She was appalled, however, when the son came with his wife and had no sooner arrived than he
put the old lady into a coffin and took her away to be cremated. They didn’t even see to it that her body was
bathed, let alone changed her clothes into the customary white kimono, traveling hat and straw-sandled costume
to prepare her for the long journey to the other world. The kimono for the dead is always sewn by three people, so
Mrs. Kormori would have known had a third person been called on to help.
“These young people nowadays.” The tenants all shook their heads.
The young people announced that the house was now theirs and they were going to move in; they wanted all
the tenants to move out as soon as possible. The tenants protested that it was next to impossible to find another
place with only a few days’ notice. The couple moved in anyway, and immediately started to complain that their
children quarreled with the Komoris’ and that the Komoris made too much noise.
“So, the only thing to do is to spend the daytime like this, to keep the children separated,” Mrs. Komori smiled
faintly. “But I don’t mind this nearly so much as their suspicious nature.”
The couple were sure that the old lady had some money put away somewhere and they had started to search.
The lifted the tatami, they took down the ceilings and panels, but no money was found.
“The way they look at us, I’m sure they suspect us,” Mrs. Komori put on an expression of sheer perplexity.
“It is funny, isn’t it, that there is not a yen anywhere?” I put in, equally perplexed.
“But you see,” Mrs. Komori came close to me and said almost in a whisper, “I saw her get the money out one
time from a money bag she kept inside her kimono, between herself and the obisashi. She kept it there all the
time, day and night. There was a lot of money in it. They should have at least changed her clothes when they put
her into the coffin. I must find some place to move to.” She smiled again faintly. “Come to think of it, she wasn’t
such a bad woman.”
I never saw Mrs. Komori after that.
130.489 The Bridge\fn{by Takeda Taijun (1912-1976)} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (M) 5
I was born to temple life and so even though I no longer sit before the Buddha or recite the sutras, I always
cringe in terror at the word “priest.” I don’t know why, but even if it isn’t loaded with contempt, when I hear that
word I feel sick. It hangs like a wet mop under my nose and the stink of it chokes me. You see, the dark tension of
temple live that I’ve felt from childhood, the forced existence that’s so different from the world of common men,
still call up in me a kind of fear.
I myself finally escaped from those uncommon circumstances—expelled, perhaps—and I did manage to find a
little natural air left over in a corner of the secular world. But I have many friends among the clergy and I can
understand their peculiar psychology as though I held it in my hands. I can feel so deeply their anxieties other
people never realize. Faith is the most spiritual thing and they make this spiritual thing the basis of their whole
existence. They turn faith into a commodity and beg for money. And for that, guilt and humility cling to them. The
more exacting they are in the Law and the deeper their faith, the more they feel the contradiction between their
lives and Buddha’s teachings. Is it any wonder they feel so desperately ashamed?
Buddha\fn{Gautama Buddha (583?-463?BC), founder of Buddhism, born in what is now Nepal .} was still a prince when he
gave up his palace and entered into ascetic practices. He became a monk, which is to say he left his home. But
today, monks must make a home of their temple to practice Buddhism. It’s inevitable that the temple should easily
take on the flesh of life. To be sure, a temple is a lace of public worship, a sacred hall, but at the same timer it is
apt to become a private keep where priests take wives and raised their children.
Priests today are all college graduates (some are even Doctors of Literature), and being intellectuals they strive
to make their homes pure domains set apart from material desires. But the fact remains, they are all human
animals and it is not so easy to become dead trees, cold rocks. Look at Gide’s Pastoral Symphony.\fn{André Gide
(1849-1951), French novelist and essayist; Pastoral Symphony was written in 1919.} That minister is really a sound and
conscientious human being. Still, as he discovers that his Christian love for the blind girl is bound up with bestial
passion, he cannot help being horrified.
Once, when I was a student, I went to hear a lecture by the leader of a Buddhist reform movement. The crowd
was jammed to the second balcony in Hibiya Hall. Fashionable women from the finest families were there. The
priest was an imposing middle-aged gentleman in a black business suit, his black hair oiled and shining. Under
the bright lights in the stuffy hall his angular face heightened its color and brimmed with vitality. As he talked
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about his youth he spoke with the eloquence of a politician.
At my temple we used to broil fish for lunch. If a parishioner happened to come by requesting services or something
the abbot, in great confusion, would scold his wife for making the fish smell and, throwing open the windows, he
would chase the smoke out!

Just the day before I had listened to the bragging of a friend who had gone to Tamanoi for a good time.
Tamanoi is a squalid gay quarter caught in the center of tangled streets where painted women at tiny windows call
out, desperately, to passers-by.
You know what they said? ‘Don’t you go rushing off, Mr. Maruyama! You just come on over here and see me for a
while!’

My friend laughed with intended vulgarity. The women had cleverly alluded to his shaven head by the name
“Maruyama.”
Between that forced laugh of my friend as he recounted his escapade and the self-confident smile of the priest
that night on the platform, I was weighed down with tremendous confusion. Why had I no desire to embrace that
smile that promised a glorious future, yet by some perversity wanted to sink myself in the depths of that young
priest’s laugh, bound up as it was with sexual passion? I sympathized and sided with “Mr. Maruyama.” Broiling
fish in secret was a problem of the appetite, but I couldn’t believe that it was as easily resolved as the priest’s
eloquence belied. Even after I left the hall that night the problem of sexual desire clung to me and throbbed in my
blood as if to mock me. What’s more, sexual passion would never let go of me for an instant.
Just think of how people have censured the uncelibate clergy. It is evident even by the many evil, lecherous
and apostate priests who appear on the Kabuki stage. In Japan, during the Edo period,\fn{ 1603-1867.} there were
the popular novelists. In China there were the story-tellers at the end of the Ming\fn{ 1368-1644.} and in the early
Ch’ing\fn{1644-1912.} dynasties. Both struck at the clergy with bitter satire in the form of erotic literature. As
subtle thrusts against the warrior class, Confucian morality and the powerful rulers whom they couldn’t attack
openly, those artists of the streets related in humorous ways the shameful acts of erotic priests.
In the villages of China there is a legend called A Bridge for the Priests. It concerns a bridge built in the
seventeenth century called Bridge of the Filial Son.
*
There was once a filial son who, while he was young, lost his father. He lived with his mother and younger
brother. The mother had a secret affair with a priest. She was not at all a loose woman. She had been a virtuous
wife to her dead husband and worked hard night and day to care for her sons. Being a well-to-do family of long
standing they did not want for a good livelihood and the wise mother knew how to get the most out of the hired
help. The fact was, before the whole affair took place, they were respected by the villagers as an upright family.
Their large house stood among a cluster of poor farmhouses whose mud walls and floors, ready to crumble at
any moment, clung to the ground that stretched with grain fields. It was an imposing house with ash-colored brick
walls, black tile roofs, a stone watchtower hung with rope ladders and paintings on the walls of its many rooms.
Situated as it was, the mother’s private affairs were easily known to the villagers. Had she been the wife of a poor
farmer, after her husband’s death she might have gone away, taken a lover in the guise of an adopted son or
married again in another village. The matter might have been resolved simply, avoiding tragedy. If it happened
today, three hundred years later, a young widow could probably satisfy her sexual desires more freely without
worrying about what people might say or feeling ashamed. However, this wife had been charged by her elder
kinsmen with the proverbial exhortation, “Do not be seen with a second husband!” And she herself had vowed it
in her heart. Essentially, she had been a woman of high moral principles to the point of prudery.
It was about the time when the young buds of the willow were rustling against the garden wall. “I haven’t
wanted to mention this.” The filial son turned away, his face pale. He wavered, fraught with misgivings, yet he
knew that he had to speak to his beloved mother. “I know that I shouldn’t say anything about what you do,
mother. And I should die rather than say anything ugly about you. But when I think of you and father, who is no
longer with us, I have no choice!” His eyes filled with tears and his voice faltered. He was not an impudent youth,
the kind who would have boldly spoken the priest’s name and made his mother’s beautiful eyebrows tremble all
the more.
The mother was silent. Tears flowed down her face. She was so ashamed! There was nothing she could say.
She vowed from that day onto break off with the man and her filial son felt relieved.
However, the priest went as usual to read the sutras. When he called, the woman was delighted. Her eyes shone
and her resolve fell away. So it was impossible to break off the affair with the man. The filial son was angry at the
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priest’s intrigue, but what disturbed more than anything else was the thought of his mother’s bodily ruin. If the
elders and villagers raised a fuss his mother would have no choice but suicide. Yet, how could he, a filial son,
stand quietly by while his mother killed herself before his eyes? As the eldest son, he had to protect the family
name and if it were necessary he had courage enough to reproach his mother. But as a result of that, should she
throw herself into the well he would be no better than her murderer. Should he instead blame the priest and have
him banished? But then the wily fellow would spread scandal in the villages about how he had seduced the wise
mother. The scandal would kill her!
“Forgive me for saying this, but I don’t think we should allow that priest in the house anymore.” A second time
the youth steeled himself and reproached his mother. “If he keeps on coming here it will only mean the ruin of all
of us!”
“Then would you please speak to him for me …?” The unhappy mother burst into tears.
On the pretexts of his father’s final wish and diviners’ prophecies, the filial son forbade the visits of the priest.
His younger brother didn’t realize the situation and criticized him.
But the mother, cut off from the priest’s body, fell into intense emotional agony. She was restless and hardly
touched her food. Like the dead, she seemed to have lost all spirit. It would be misleading at this point to speak of
the special skills of the priest in the bedroom. There is reason to believe that it was the woman’s spiritual pain that
had reached unbearable proportions. She was terribly alone! Absurd as it might sound, she was seized by
loneliness as though the world had turned to ice.
The legend makes it quite clear that the priest was good at flattery. “… good at flattery!” No sooner do I see
these words than I tremble with fright and look around uneasily. My thinking that I’d escape from the clergy was
all illusion. For certainly, somewhere within me that vicious, sweet sycophancy has subtly changed its shape and
stealthily lives on. There is more than just the flattery of fawning laughter or common servility. There are more
skillful, higher and more complex kinds of seduction.
It should be pointed out that as far as women were concerned, this priest knew how to treat them with more
finesse than other men who put on feudal airs. With tender care he would bring a woman cold water to rinse her
mouth, hot water to bathe her feet and even the lacquered chamber pot. He would help her off with her
undergarments and put her shoes on for her. Everything would be done with great civility. In the dead of night he
might even sing a few sweet songs to rest her weariness.
Were he a fearless, intrepid priest like the extraordinary Shinran of Japan, he would take a woman openly for
his wife and lustily proclaim that his new religion saved even the most wicked offenders of the faith. Then he
would exploit his secret art of making love as the showcase for his faith and market religion. Just think of how
Mohammed’s influence increased after he married a widow!\fn{ Mohammed married Khadija in 595, when he was about
25.}
The poor mother grew weaker day by day until at last she became ill and took to her bed. Only the evil priest
had the spiritual powers to revive her. The filial son was tormented with worry and he thought the whole matter
through carefully.
“Now, I’ve kept the priest away and protected the reputation of the family. But I’ve also brought mother to the
pains of death. Really, this priest is a good medicine for her. It’s a dangerous poison, to be sure, but isn’t it right
for a son to use the most effective medicine to save his parent’s life?” He approached a decision calmly.
“A love affair between mother and this priest is an ugly business. But would it make me contemptible if I
brought them together for the sake of filial piety? Even Confucius said that a son who reports his father for
stealing sheep is unfilial. And it’s not mother who has stolen a priest from the fold; this priest has stolen her
chastity! What’s wrong if I use even a foul smelling poison in order to save my mother? But if I use it, I’ll have to
make her take it time and again until it has a good effect. I shall have to offer it to her parched mouth as though it
were easy to take.”
He invited the priest and presented him at his mother’s bedside. He had procured her lover! The filial son bore
this great shame like a man. Humiliated and chagrined, he let the priest in at evening and let him out in the
morning trying to keep the whole thing from the servants’ eyes.
Medicine! Medicine! The hateful lecher was a serum, a pill, a salve. He was a scalpel, a compress!
“I am deeply affected by your most wonderful devotion!” The “compress” mumbled and bowed as though it
really meant to be polite. It bowed a couple more times and disappeared through the door into the bedroom. So
many times that devoted son stood there and the savage impulse seized him to cut into the breast of that potent
medicine and clutch its heart.
In spite of the older son’s precautions, the younger brother finally discovered the intrigue. In his rage the boy’s
face blazed like the fire of winter sunsets.
“What a stupid thing to do!”
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“Don’t be so quick.”
“And what if we’re too late? What will you do then? There! Can’t you hear that disgusting laugh? You hear
those robes rustling and those beads rattling? You’re acting as a guide to Hell and you call yourself a filial son?”
“That? Why that’s only the sound of the pills rolling out of their sack.”
“How can you stand thee and not do anything?”
Both brothers were justifiably angry and their grief was touching. But the younger son still could not
understand his brother’s method of treatment. He could do no more than follow reluctantly the stern orders of his
older brother who was head of the family. He promised against his better judgment not to aggravate the situation.
From that day on the innocent youth despaired of the world. Was filial piety an oddity that had to be strangely
twisted like this? If his older brother were following the teachings of Confucius, was that great sage any more
than a pimp to encourage illicit relations between men and women? The boy was miserable. He grew thin. The
fire in his eyes sharpened. There were ominous signs.
The effects of the male serum and the medicinal baths were remarkable. The mother immediately revived. She
was full of life and looked four or five years younger. Her filial son was overjoyed. The ringing laughter of his
mother’s happy voice was enough to quiet his anxiety. But the younger son had already turned away from his
mother and brother. The boy tried hard to forget the blood ties that could not be forgotten.
He spent the days in the hills with sheep. Strong winds swept down to him from the vast, rolling lands to the
north. They whispered to him, “Be strong!” He swayed on the backs of water buffalo and spent the nights by the
side of the river. The flowing of the muddy water made him feel the mystery of time moving on forever. Yet,
burned by the harsh sun and soaked by the night dew, how many times the boy longed for a pleasant meal, his
mother’s caresses, his brother’s company.
“What could have happened to that boy?” The good mother was surprised at her youngest son’s behavior. “I
wonder if it’s anything I’ve done?”
“It’s nothing like that at all. He’s just gone off to the mountains to discipline himself,” the tactful older brother
answered calmly.
But the priest was too potent a medicine. The patient was already poisoned. The injections would have to
continue. Even though his brother should go mad, the filial son was bound to go through with his original plan.
A river surrounded three sides of the village and there was a guard-post to ward off bandits on the single road
that ran along in front of the village. When the river was frozen the priest could cross the ice to keep his illicit
appointments. If there was drought he could get across somehow in a small boat. But when the snow melted and
the rainy season began it was next to impossible to get into the village without being seen. At such times the
patient’s indispensable injections were cut off.
“Why do we have to have spring and summer? I wish the whole year were winter!”
“That would be perfect. I pry to Buddha for it every day.”
The filial son heard these intimate laments. Even in winter the trip across the ice in the roaring wind was
infinitely more difficult and painful than any casual winter pilgrimage. There was the danger of freezing to death
in a blizzard at night or of drowning. Surely, such a heroic and unhappy love affair would have been extolled in
ancient Greece or Rome.
The cold was unbearable if the priest got wet and so he would roll up the skirt of his robe and come stumbling
in on frozen legs. The woman would rub his hands and feet, purple with cold, and pity her lover’s passion.
“You poor dear! All this on account of me!” She pressed his hands and feet to her stomach and let him warm
them to his heart’s content. The cold that shook his whole body to the roots of his teeth seeped into her and soon
her own teeth set up a cold chattering.
The beloved mother could suffer new complications from the frozen injections. At any time the injection
needle might break or get lost. As things were the future was uncertain. Double suicide might be satisfying to
lovers in the heat of passion, but the filial son was responsible for guarding his mother’s health. He made up his
mind to build a bridge.
It was a tremendous task. In the first place, it was too much responsibility for an individual undertaking. The
filial son was already resolved to put up his entire wealth. The villagers gladly joined forces in order to improve
communications between the villages. Time after time they sank foundation stones, set the pilings and lashed
them together and time and again they were washed away. The whole village was out. Young and old worked at
fever pitch on the tragic bridge.
“Are they out of their minds?” The people of other villages were astounded at the reckless scheme that gave no
consideration to costs or what the returns might be. They’re building a bridge! What do they think they’re going
to do with it? Prowl around the women in the next village?” They hated to admit that they were outdone.
The villagers themselves joked about the bridge as they broke rocks and piled them up, for until then they had
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neither seen nor heard of such a thing.
“I wonder who’s going to get the most use out of this bridge when it’s finished?”
“You know perfectly well who. That horny old priest!”
They had known for some time about the secret at the big house and they were also well aware of the blood
ties between the wealthy family and the prefectural officials. They hated the idea of being arrested and so they
pretended ignorance. But even they could not have realized that the young master’s sole objective in building the
bridge was to transport the injection needle. It would be too absurd! The pragmatic villagers could not have
imagined such an impractical notion, except it be a whim of the gods.
“It doesn’t matter what their reason is. At least they’ve already paid us. Now our womenfolk can live
comfortably.”
Some young boys boasted that they would be the first to try crossing the bridge, but no one had any idea who it
would be.
The one who would be the first across was watching the gradual completion of the bridge as he looked down
from the hills indifferent to the sweaty toil of the villagers. That young philosopher roused himself out of his
reverie and vowed, “When that bridge is finished I shall leave. I shall be rid of this filthy family and I shall never
again return to this village!”
The younger son was the only one who realized his brother’s incredible plan. He was building the huge bridge
for the sake of that contemptible filial piety. But, in spite of the dirty motive, the bridge shone magnificently. It
was a beautifully simple arc, just as though a holy man had taken his staff and drawn a single line through the
universe. This holy bridge was not for that priest! It was a bridge of hope that Heaven was bhilding for him. “To
go forth, to press onward and then to ascend to Heaven!” The boy had become terribly philosophical and to his
eyes the bridge appeared unduly symbolic.
But just when the bridge was nearly completed, the elder son had to look to Heaven in his grief. The mother
was dying. It was another illness—diarrhea! Only this time, even the priest’s secret strength was of no use. Rather,
it was a hindrance.
“If only the bridge could be finished quickly!” The filial son, his mother and her lover had all been hoping for
this. Even then on her sick bed the vision of their bridge floated before the mother’s failing eyes and she
murmured, “The bridge! The bridge!”
But the filial son wasn’t thinking of either the bridge or the river any longer. The bridge would be finished and
his mother whom he loved so much would be dead. Then the bridge would be nothing more than the skeletal
remains of his filial conduct. With his mother dead it would be no holy crossing that would guide to the great way
of filial piety. On the contrary, it would be a singular reminder to mock the failure of his filial conduct. He would
have spent a fortune and built his shame in solid stone.
The distraught priest whined, “At least until the bridge is finished, do not die.”
“I am dying!” The mother’s voice sounded a little rasping.
“If you die, I too shall die. Oh, I shall die! How could I go on living?”
The worn-out injection needle had lost all its composure. The assertion was no lie. The priest was really in the
depths of despair. It was a splendid resolution he had made, to throw away life for the sake of sexual passion,
“even though I fall into a fiery hell!”
The only thing that was left now to the pitiable elder son was hate. Revenge! Thee was no other way. For his
mother’s sake and his father’s, he would have to kill the hateful poison. He looked at his mother’s sleeping face
drained of its color, a presage of her coming death. Standing back he glared at the priest bending down to his
mother’s cheek and his eyes were mixed with murderous hatred and bitter depression. Had Confucius himself
appeared before his eyes he would not have averted his steely glare for even a moment.
On the very day when the bridge was completed, the mother drew her last breath. It was beautiful weather. The
fragrance of spring flowers filled the village. The villagers were crowded at the splendid bridge waiting excitedly
for the young master to arrive. His younger brother came riding across the bridge on the back of a donkey, but
they only showered blessings on him as a member of the charitable family and suspected nothing.
In the bedroom whee the woman’s body lay, the two men stood facing each other. Both of them, in diffferent
ways, had loved the dead woman. But for the filial son, just the thought atht this priest had loved his mother and
now mourned her death as he did, was enough to blaze up in him a raging anger. In that instant his beautiful face
was ashen and dark, formixed with his wrath were the stanis of confusion and doubt. Was this bizarre expression
the filial son’s true color, a change of color, or some shade between the two? This writer couldn’t say.
“Prepare to die!” The filial son spat the well-known phrase at his rival. It was unnecessary, for the priest
replied, “I gladly meet death.” Even then he was already dead. His lifeless shell had no fear of the glinting blade.
“Please do it quickly. It is better this way than for a humble priest to do it himself.”
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“Stop your babbling, you idiot!”
He slashed at him and the faint-hearted priest screamed and swooned at the first blow. The comforts of death
were near at hand. The result of the whole affair was that the hapless filial son had deliberately lent his hand and
killed a man who had wished for death but who could not have killed himself. It was the only revenge he could
take. It was also filial. He was sentenced to three years banishment.
*
Such is the legend. Be that as it may, if such filial sons make their homes close by, be they in business or
government, priests too are going to have to live sober and consummate lives. There is no distinction between
clergy and laity in this matter. It is everyone’s concern.
But the bridge that lies at the center of this legend, this bridge suggests such unusual meanings that are difficult
to interpret. Comedy, pathos, bloodshed … a bridge of faith, of tragedy, pale death. At least it is not a safe route
for traffic. One might even call it a bridge of flaming desire. And on top of all this, these human fellows can’t get
along without their bridges. What a nuisance! Now if they were rats, they would live in the mud under bridges
with neither clergy nor laity. They would couple together in natural sport and forget all about the passing of time.
130.495 Ups And Downs\fn{by Shibaki Yoshiko (1914-1991)} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (F) 3
A litter of two-month-old pups, three in all, had just been fed their supper of ground meat and rice gruel. Their
tummies full, they became lively and climbed all over her lap.
“No, no. Not till you get your mouths and ears wiped,” and she cleaned gruel from their long ears and around
their mouths.
Sacko was raising them to make some money, but she had a genuine love for them, took so that she wished to
sell them to come nice people who would take good care of them. She thought of her many friends, not entirely
without envy, who had married well. She herself was happy, if not too well off, as she would have been were it
not for the war.
Her husband, a college professor, did not bring much money home. She had married him out of a girlish
craving for a man who might gain fame through his intellect, rather than through physical prowess. But now,
looking at the house under construction next door, the speed with which the man next door made his wealth—he
was a taxi driver who only a few years ago had opened a small repair shop, and was now building a garage—and
comparing it with her own house, she thought that being the wife of a taxi driver wouldn’t be so bad. She
wondered, at the rate they were going, when she would ever get a new house. That is why she had taken up puppy
raising, to help ease the domestic finances. She was aware that to own a pedigreed dog had become a fad among
social and well-to-do people. As a prospective buyer of one of her pups she thought of Kuri Reiko, her old school
chum.
Reiko, daughter of a well-known Doctor of Law, wasd married to the son of another prominent business man.
Two or three years after the war had ended, Saeko’s graduating class got together. It was the first time in years.
They had met regularly up till the first few years of the war. In the chaotic social conditions that followed the end
of the war social get-togethers were rare. For one thing, no one knew where anybody else was. But as things
gradually returned to normal, the girls came together to talk over the hard times they had had. They came, most of
them dressed in drab clothes, but not minding it at all. Among this drably dressed group Saeko remembered how
Reiko shone. She looked radiant, not only because of her naturally beauty, but because she was dressed
immaculately. Everyone looked at her with envy. She had come to the meeting in her own private car. Somehow,
Reiko always had, even from their school days, a natural charm which prevented other women from being jealous
of her good fortune. Maybe it was because she was not haughty, though she was proud. Reiko told the girls
gathered there that her husband was doing very well.
But Saeko had since heard Reiko’s husband was not doing so well, that they had sold their house in Tokyo and
retired to their villa in Chiba prefecture.
“It must be a nice little villa by the sea,” dreamed Saeko. “Just the home for one of my puppies.”
The pups had played themselves out, and were now sound asleep, piled on top of each other.
*
Her small son came running into the house. “A policeman followed me from the school, and he is now
standing outside, Mummy,” he told her.
Her heart made a small jump as she heard the word “police,” and went to the door, wondering what he could
want of her.
“You are Mrs. Suzaka, the wife of Suzaka Keitaro?” the young policeman asked her politely.
“Yes, that’s right.” Her voice shook a little as she heard her husband’s name mentioned by the police.
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“Do you know a woman by the name of Kuri Reiko?”
“Yes, I know her,” she answered, relieved, but wondering at the odd coincidence. “What has happened to Mrs.
Kuri?”
“She’s been arrested, but she’s being released,” he said. “She has to be released in custody of someone, and she
mentioned your husband’s name.”
“But isn’t there some mistake?” Saeko said, unable to believe her ears. “She is not the type to be arrested. She
comes from a very good family.”
“Yes, of course,” the young policeman admitted, and looked ill-at-ease.
“Tell me,” Saiko persisted. “What has she done?”
“I don’t know the details,” the policeman said. “I was sent here by my chief, but I heard it was a light offense.”
“Well, I’ll go to the police station,” Saeko said firmly. “I have to first make sure.”
The policeman thanked her and went away.
*
The atmosphere of the police station was oppressive, even to Saeko with her clear conscience. She could not
enter into it as lightheartedly as she would a post office. When she sat before the officer in charge of Kuri Reiko,
she had the feeling that she herself was being questioned, though the officer was very polite. She noticed the sharp
difference between his manner and the cold arrogant manners of the pre-war police of the Imperial Government.
The officer asked her about her relationship wit Reiko, and about Reiko herself.
“Well, then it is true that she’s from a good family, as she insisted she was,” the officer said in the end. “Come
to think, she does have that air about her.”
“I have not seen her for two or three years” Saeko asked. “What has she done?”
“Shoplifting,” he answered. “Her second offense.”
Saeko turned pale. She was astounded, it was the last thing she had expected.
“She did it twice in the same shop, a second-hand clothes shop. The owner wants her indicted, but being a wife
and a mother, we decided to release her in the custody of some socially responsible person. She would not ell us
the names of her own people.”
Presently a haggard-looking woman was brought before Saeko. She wore a skirt too short for her and a faded
sweater. Saeko could not recognize the woman at first. Then, as the contours of her face became clear, she saw the
woman was Reiko and she could hardly believe her eyes.
The officer gave a short lecture and said, after the brief procedure to effect Reiko’s release, “Please take her
home and have your husband give her a good talk.”
Once outside, Saeko took Reiko to a nearby noodle shop. After a bowl of hot noodles, faint color reappeared in
Reiko’s pale cheeks, and she smiled for the first time. “Than you very much,” she murmured. “I have not eaten
for three days.”
“For three days?” Saeko was appalled.
“Yes, three solid days. You see, it was my only way to show my resistance. They called me a thief. I am not.
How could I do such a thing, and disgrace my family and my parents’ name? You know that, you know I am not
that kind.” She said these things in one breath, and her eyes shone I her otherwise dull face with outrage.
“Yes, yes, I know,” Saeko said, trying to comfort her. “Tell me about it.”
“I don’t know where to begin,” said Reiko, looking lost.
“The last I heard about you, you had moved to Chiba,” Saeko said, by way of helping her. She refrained from
telling Reiko that she had been considering her as one of the prospective buyers of her puppies.
“That was such a long time ago,” Reiko said dreamily. Actually it had been only three or four years.
Then Reiko began to explain. The last time she and Saeko had been together was during the time when her
husband Kuri began to fail in his business. They had to sell their house in Tokyo. Immediately after the war
ended, Kuri, who made use of his grandfather’s connection with the pre-war, government-subsidized South
Manchurian Railway Company, supplied materials to the Japanese government railways. It was still the time
when things were scarce ad everything he touched made money. But as things returned to normal and pre-war
companies got back on their feet, the competition became too keen. As a last hope, he put everything into selling
the railroad a patent. He spent a great deal of money bribing officials, dreaming that once he succeeded, his
company would grow tenfold. He failed and lost everything.
Reiko took her two small children and went to Chiba. Kuri went to Tokyo every day to find some capital. He
used to bring home men Reiko never saw before, men whose looks made her distrust them immediately, but her
husband asked her to entertain them, and she used to sell her kimonos and obis to do it.
Some of her husband’s friends tried to find him a job, but he would not let go of his desire to have a business
of his own. “My life is through if I have to be tied to somebody with a meager salary,” he used to say. He told
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Reiko that he was sure to make good once more, and she believed him; and, believing him, did not hesitate to sell
her clothes. Saeko remembered that Reiko’s trousseau was the talk of her friends. Reiko sold her kimonos one by
one.
“At first, it was fun to get cash for a kimono, a kimono I was tired of, or that I was too old for, I was not a bit
sorry to sell,” Reiko said. “The children were still small so I kept my maid. You see, I did not know what it is to
economize,” she said, laughing to cover her embarrassment.
She didn’t know when Kuri did it, but after about two years in Chiba, she found out that the villa there had
been mortgaged, and they had to move back to Tokyo. They found a small room in the suburbs of Tokyo, not far
from where Saeko lived. She gave up her maid, but she was the type that could not call on her relatives without
taking a present, even if she had to sell one of her obis to raise the money. It was the training she’d received from
her grandmother, who had gone to Peers’ school. But no matter where she went, she met only criticism of her
husband. Some even suggested that she get a divorce, though no one offered to take in her and her two small
children.
She herself had no ability to earn a living. She had been trained to be a wife and a mother. Piano, flower
arrangement, tea ceremony and dress-making studied when a girl was all useless as a means of earning a
livelihood. Her only hope was in Kuri. Kuri kept saying that he would make god once more and she blindly
believed him. She was disappointed in him and no longer loved him, but she continued to believe, as he believed,
that he would make a comeback. It was the kind of belief that only they could understand. They had to have it
because it was all they had.
About three months before, Kuri wanted to take a trip to Osaka in a desperate effort to find a backer. He had no
money to buy a ticket, and as he told her that he was certain of the success of this trip, she took her last kimono
and haori coat to the second-hand kimono ship she always dealt with.
“This kimono and this haori I don’t want to sell,” she told the shopkeeper. “I want to borrow some money with
them. As soon as my husband makes some money, I will come back to get them, so please do not put them on sale
until then.”
“That’s all right,” said the shopkeeper, and gave her the money.
The kimono and haori she left at the shop were old; they were her mother’s last present before she died. Reiko
recalled the sadness she felt when she lost her mother. She consoled herself with the idea that they would be
returned to her as soon as Kuri came back from Osaka. But in spite of this sacrifice on her part, Kuri returned
empty-handed.
“What are we going to do?” she asked her husband. “We have nothing to eat.”
“Go to some relative or a friend and borrow some money,” he ordered.
“I have nothing to wear to go out.”
“I’ll make some money soon.”
“Have you made any at all lately?”
“This time for sure,” Kuri smiled. “The House of Kuri has a large piece of land in Aoyama cemetery. We don’t
need that big space. I am going to sell a part of it.”
“What a thing to say!” and she loathed her husband as she never did before, for even thinking such a thing.
She had to go some place to borrow some money, and to do so she needed clothes to wear. She went to the
second-hand kimono shop, and asked the shop owner to let her have the kimono and haori for just one day. He
refused and would not listen to all her pleadings. In the end, taking advantage of another client that came in, she
made for the kimono and haori and started to go out. The shopkeeper grabbed her, took her kimono and haori
from her, and knocked her down in the scuffle. She almost died of shame. She was furious when she thought of
the money the shopkeeper had made through her kimonos during the past three years. She thought she would not
hesitate to sell the family cemetery, even her life, to avenge this.
Kuri continued to dream of the great business he would again transact. “I am going to try once more,” he said,
and left the house without saying where he was going.
Kuri did not return. She spent a week as if dead. Then one night after a heavy snowfall she went out into the
street. When she passed the front of the secondhand kimono shop, she saw her own kimono in the window, for
sale. It looked so forlorn to her, it seemed as if it were pleading with her, begging her, to take it away from the
store. She went to it, absentmindedly, and held it tight to her breast. That was all she did.
“Did you tell all that at the police station?” Seko asked.
“Of course I did,” she said flatly. “But they would not release me unless someone with good social standing
claimed me. I am sorry I made use of your husband, but I could not let this be known among my relatives.
They both looked up at the clock at the same time; they were both thinking of the children who must be
waiting for their return.
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“Please take something to your children.” Saeko gave her some money, unobtrusively.
“Thank you for everything.” Reiko bowed low, without looking at the money as she hesitantly accepted. “I
shall never forget.”
Saeko watched her walk toward the station and stood there until she disappeared into the crowd.
130.501 Sakurajima\fn{by Umezaki Haruo (1915-1965)} Fukuoka, Fukuoka Prefecture, Japan (M) 21
At the beginning of July, I was at Bonotsu. This is where in ancient times the envoys to T’ang China used to
embark. I was serving in a base signals unit, on a pass overlooking the lovely little harbor. I was one of the cipher
personnel. Every day, I used to slide down the cliff and go fishing, or go into the mountains to pick myrica, or get
off with the girl clerk from the Bonotsu Post Office, who went over the pass morning and evening; any outside
observer would have thought I was having a very easy time. There were very few messages—one or two a day.
Some days none, at all. But even while leading this kind of life, I became acutely conscious of something unseen
gradually tightening its ring around me and hemming me in. I felt on edge, and grew bored with amusing myself
day after day. Regularly once a day, U. S. bombers roared over the pass. Looking up at them, you could see their
wings glinting ominously like knife blades as they caught the early summer sunlight.
One morning a message came. I got out the appropriate Navy code book and decoded it.
“Petty Officer Murakami posted to Sakurajima. To report immediately to H.Q. at Taniyama.”
In the afternoon, my relief, Seaman First Class Tagami, arrived.
That night I had a binge all by myself on alcohol mixed with water. Walking blind drunk along the road on the
pass, I overbalanced and fell about six feet down the cliff. I cut my eyelid and lost a lot of blood. I lay on my back
in a hollow, looking at the frighteningly pale moon. In my drunken state my mind was incapable of any coherent
thought, and I saw myself frantically running in pursuit of some dreary phantom.
Next morning, I had some simple treatment for my eyelid at the sick bay and set out on the pass. I was to go on
foot to Makurasaki. Bonotsu, now that I was never in my life going to see it again, looked quite alarmingly clear
and fresh. I turned round again and again to stare at it. “Why does it all look so alive?” I wondered, feeling a
gnawing bitterness inside me. Of all the thoughts and feelings I had experienced at this base, wasn’t this
impression the only one that was true? Even though it was to some extent a question of sentimental feelings about
parting having greatly distorted my vision. …
I went by train from Makurasaki to a small town where I was to change to a bus. But there was only one bus a
day, and it had already been through.
I could still have hailed a Service truck and got a lift, but I was too lazy even to do that, and went into a hotel
in the center of the town. I had a meal. While I was standing on the verandah gazing at the colors in the evening
sky, a young Naval officer who was passing came up and spoke to me. I told him why I was traveling. Then we
went to his room and ate roasted beans and chatted for awhile.
His name was Tani, and he was a lieutenant in command of the observation unit stationed in an exposed
position up on the mountain above Bonotsu. He was short and thick-set, with large eyes. He looked about twentythree or twenty-four. He said that when Hakata had been bombed a few days before, he had been in the office of
the Resident Naval Officer. He described what had happened. Hakata is where I was born, and I felt sad thinking
of my friends and acquaintances living there.
“Dying a fine death, wanting to die a fine death, all that’s nothing but sentimentality, don’t you agree?” Lt.
Tani said, looking searchingly at my face as he spat out the bean skins.
It grew dark, and I decided to stay the night. Tani suggested a little spree, so we left the hotel and made our
way to a brothel behind the station. The house the hotel maid had directed us to was a dilapidated building
standing on its own in a dark street, surrounded by a hedge and looking quite unlike a brothel. Along the foot of
the cliff in front of the house a railway engine was going slowly by, belching red flames from its smokestack. A
sudden shower of sparks was falling over the track. A thick layer of cloud seemed to hang over the starless sky.
It turned out that there was only one girl in the house. And there was no sake. At Lt. Tani’s suggestion I
prepared some lots. The prospect of sleeping with a woman in a place like this was dismal, and I hoped I would
not win. But I did. Lt. Tani just had a cup of tea, then got up with a smile and said, “So long.” After awhile, I
heard the sound of his boots as he walked across the flagstones from the porch to the gate. Presently a girl came
into the room.
She had no right ear. I knew that this would be the last time in my life that I would have a woman. Once I got
to Sakurajima, there would be no passes out. The job waiting for me was one where you had to use any spare time
there was for sleeping. I sat by the window and looked at the girl without saying a word. She made some fresh tea,
trying all the time to conceal half her face from me. Suddenly a violent spasm of some unaccountable emotion
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akin to anger knifed through me.
I was sorely tempted to throw out some rude remark like, “I suppose it’s very convenient being without an ear
when you sleep on your side.” This was because I felt almost like tearing my hair in desperation—it wasn’t that I
wanted to insult the girl. If I had made that remark, every single word would certainly have turned back on me
like a sharp knife and stabbed me in the breast. Hadn’t I already felt hurt inside, even without actually making the
remark? The fact is, I wanted to insult myself. Wasn’t this sort of insult the most appropriate parting gift to myself
now I that was destined to go to my death in a strange place without ever having known the warmth of a woman’s
love, having only made a thorough job of wasting my youth. Sitting there by the window, I stared fixedly at the
girl's attractive profile.
“You frighten me!”
The girl turned aside slightly, as if to avoid my gaze. She seemed to give a faint shudder. For a moment the
right half of her face was illuminated in the feeble electric light. Her cheek went right up to the edge of her hair.
The place where the ear should have been attached was pale and smooth, like the place on a plant where the fruit
has been taken off.
“What have you done to your eyelid?”
“I fell down a cliff.”
“That was nasty, wasn’t it?”
I stood up and took off my jacket. And time went by. During this short period of time—just enough for me to
become aware of the decline in my physical powers, and not at all pleasurable—my mind was far away, on other
things. I had come to this town on a small train. Early the next morning I would leave it on a bus. I had never been
to the town before and would never come again. How far would my night in this dilapidated brothel signify the
closing off of the paragraph which was my youth. I lay talking to the girl, listening gloomily to the noise of freight
trains passing below the window.
“You’re going to Sakurajima, are you?” she asked, her head buried against my chest. “It’s a nice place! There’s
fruit growing all the year round. When you get there now, there’ll be pears and tomatoes. It’s a bit late now,
perhaps, for the loquats.”
“But I’m in the Navy. There may be a lot of fruit, but that doesn’t mean we’ll be able to eat it as we like.”
“I suppose not … what a shame! A real shame!” The girl looked up and burst into a fit of laughter. But she
stopped at once and looked hard at my face.
“And you’ll die there, I suppose?”
“Yes, I shall die. What’s wrong with that?”
She went on looking at my face for awhile, and suddenly, speaking as though to no one in particular, she burst
out, “I wonder when the invasion will come.”
“Before long, I expect. Very soon, in fact.”
“You’ll be in the fighting, won’t you? And be killed in action?” I said nothing.
“You’re going to die, aren’t you? How will you die? Come on, tell me! What sort of death will you die?”
I was listening to the sound of the wind, which seemed to be blowing right through my breast. The girl's
strangely solemn face was close to my chest. Until the time came, I couldn’t possibly know how I ought to die. At
that moment death seemed peculiarly close. I could not repress a shudder of deep foreboding, but I returned the
girl’s gaze with an assumed air of unconcern.
“Stop asking unpleasant questions!”
Her face had the lackluster appearance of paper—but not her eyes, which made me feel uneasy, staring fixedly
at me. The right side of her face was pressed tight against the pillow. Her face looked small, about the size of a
mandarin orange.
“Let’s both stop talking about such unhappy things.”
“But I am unhappy! I am unhappy!” The girl’s eyes seemed to have filled with tears. I shut my eyes. I was
suddenly overwhelmed by an almost painful surge of tenderness. I felt as if I had to grit my teeth as I lay stroking
the girl’s cheek with my hand.
The next day, in drizzling rain, I reached Taniyama. The inside of the dugout was damp throughout, and the air
was foul. The cipher room was at the far end of the dugout. Carrying my rain-sodden, heavy cap in my hand, I
went in, bending over to avoid knocking my head. It was so hot that however many times I wiped my glasses,
they kept misting over again at once.
“I want you to leave right away for Sakurajima. There’s no cipher P.O. there.”
“There ought to be one there, surely, sir.”
“Yes, but he’s in Kirishima Hospital with dysentery.” I was talking to the officer in charge of cipher personnel.
“I will leave at once, sir.”
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Coming out of the cipher room, I saw some P.O.’s and enlisted men that I knew by sight, and we said hello to
each other. They told me that they’d been having a long spell of rain, and that two or three days before, the
entrance to the dugout where they had their living quarters had caved in. The earth here was sandstone and not
very firm. The inside of the dugout smelled very unpleasant, possibly because of the damp. The men all looked
very pale.
There were six enlisted men who had been due to go from Sasebo Naval Barracks to Sakurajima, but had come
by mistake to Taniyama, and I was told to take them with me. So the seven of us formed up at the entrance to the
dugout, reported to the duty officer, and marched off through the drizzle along the dirt road to the local streetcar
stop. I discovered that the six men were all reservists, and were being sent for repair work on human torpedoes
and suicide attack boats.
“Has Sakurajima got suicide attack boats now, then?”
“I don’t know, sir.”
It was the oldest of the six, a seaman first class who had answered. He looked over forty. He was a wretched
sight in his ill-fitting work-uniform. His kit bag was very small, too. Having lost everything in the fire at Sasebo
Naval Barracks, he said, they had only been issued with a bare minimum of clothing. When he saw how heavy my
kit bag looked, he kept offering to change with me and carry mine. He seemed a decent type of fellow, but his
naïve insistence on following Service custom I found rather irksome.
“I’ll carry my own,” I said curtly, and for the rest of the way marched on in silence. We reached the streetcar
stop. We got on a small streetcar and seemed to have gone hardly any distance at all before we had to get off.
Because of the bombing, the streetcars were not going any farther. Again we formed up and marched off, this time
on a paved road.
The city of Kagoshima was half in ruins. Nothing retained any shape but the shells of ferro-concrete buildings;
apart from these, the scene was one of rubble-strewn desolation. Here and there broken hydrants spouted white
columns of water. Telegraph poles were down and the cables trailed along the pavement. Here, too, rain was
falling, like swirling ash. At the end of the ruins there was the sea. Across the water towered the grim mass of the
peak on the island of Sakurajima, swathed in a brownish mist of rain. “I’m going to the foot of that,” I thought.
We all marched on without a word. My kit bag was heavy on my shoulder. While we were waiting on the quay for
the boat, the sky at last began to brighten. The clouds broke up and allowed blue sky to show through. The people
waiting for the boat were all rather stupid-looking and didn’t talk much. The girls at the ticket office were eating
steamed potatoes. It strangely stimulated my appetite. I avoided looking at them and sat down on my kit-bag,
watching the expressionless crowd. I was thinking about the girl I had had the night before. The emotions of that
night seemed to be clinging to me with a curious persistence. These feelings almost of tenderness produced the
opposite effect in me, provoking a sense of disgust with the faces of the stolid crowd on the quay. (They were as
expressionless as horses.)
I clicked my tongue loudly. My party had persuaded the girls to share the potatoes with them and were eating
them furtively, trying not to let me see them. Time crawled tediously by. In due course, the boat came in, setting
up a surge of foam-flecked waves. We went aboard. The boat moved off through the dirty water.
Presently we reached the opposite shore, the gangplank was let down onto the sandy beach and people passed
along it one by one and jumped off. This was Sakurajima. My unit was at a place called Hakamagoshi, about twoand-a-half miles’ walk along the coast road. I looked up to find the sky clear and streaked with vermilion in the
evening light. I began to feel much brighter myself and more at ease. I even had a cheerful word for the men, and
marched my party off. Trees stretched away into the distance, following every twist and turn of the road, their
foliage bright green after the rain. We called at what looked like a farmhouse and bought a lot of pears.
They were small, hard pears, light brown in color. Afterwards, I noticed the light-brown fruit of these wild
pears dotted here and there among the clumps of trees.
“Are these the pears that girl was talking about last night?” I wondered, biting into them and spitting out the
skin. They were neither juicy nor sweet.
The sun went down. The chirruping of the swarms of crickets all over the mountain subsided. We reached our
unit while it was still dusk. There was a line of seven or eight huge caves in the cliff which rose precipitously
from the road, each clumsily camouflaged with such things as dead branches. There were any number of oil
drums and other things lying around by the entrance to the dugouts. And there was a stream of men in and out—
all older men. I could hear the gentle lapping of the waves.
I went to see the duty officer and handed over the movement order for my party of seven, then I left the other
six. An enlisted man from signals came along and I set off with him for the living quarters. Those for the signals
personnel were near the top of a hill. As we walked up the dark, difficult mountain path, I looked up at the sky.
The branches were so intertwined that I could not see the stars.
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“Is it still farther up?”
“We’re nearly there, sir.” We came out onto a fairly wide path where the branches were no longer interlaced
overhead. On one side was the cliff, with a view out over the dark sea. I felt a faint breeze on my eyes. Across the
sea lay the black mass of Kagoshima, with just one place where there was a fire sending up red flames. To me, in
my exhausted condition, the fire seemed to have an odd, unearthly color; it burned dully and slowly.
“There are fires like that every night, sir.” I felt strangely moved at the man’s words.
We went down to a narrow path and reached the living quarters. The entrance, somewhat smaller than those of
the caves at the foot of the cliff, had the same irritating camouflage of bamboo and trees, while a large number of
cables trailed over the face of the rock. The dugout seemed to be U-shaped. I stooped and went in.
The farther end of the dugout was the transmitting office and was cluttered with generators and transmitters.
There I met several people, including the senior signals P.O., and reported. The passageway to the signals office
was arranged to serve as living quarters, with rows of bunks and tables. At one of the tables a warrant officer was
sitting with a bottle, drinking sake by himself. He appeared to be a big-boned man but there was very little flesh
on him, and he had the sallow complexion characteristic of signals personnel. His bloodshot eyes, above gaunt
cheeks, were fixed on me. He had one hand resting on a stout sword such as army officers wear, and the fingers
round the sake cup were unnaturally long.
“Petty Officer Murakami?” I saluted.
“Duty here’s tough, let me tell you. I don’t allow anybody, under any circumstances, to get out of night duty
just because he’s a P.O. I don’t know about other bases, but this place at least is the front line. Every day the
Grummans come over. We’re all going to die here anyway. Until we do, don’t do anything that will make people
talk about you or make you a laughingstock. His voice was hoarse, like that of an old man.
“Very good, sir.”
“As for me, I’m Chief Petty Officer Kira.”
The moment he had barked this out, as if flinging the words at me, he suddenly shifted his gaze, which had
been so firmly riveted on my face, and did not deign to look at me again. He fixed his gaze on the empty air,
having apparently completely forgotten me, and raised the sake cup to his lips with his long fingers.
“May I go now, sir?” I saluted and was taken by one of the men to my allotted bunk. Stuffing my kit-bag
underneath it, I took off my damp uniform. From the bottom of the hill came the faint sound of the bugle for
inspection. The bunks were in two tiers, and the upper one had a new wooden tag attached to it, with P.O.
Murakami in very bad writing. I climbed the ladder and stretched myself out on the blankets. Above my face as I
lay on my back ran a number of cables and bare wires, which gleamed dully in the dim electric light inside the
dugout. A continual shower of fine sand seemed to be falling from the roof. I lay there with my eyes shut.
(Those eyes!) What was this uncanny look in the eyes which is never found except in enlisted men? They had a
maniacal gleam behind them. They were not the eyes of an ordinary person. They were the eyes of a degenerate.
The shudder which ran down my spine when our eyes first met—was it not the first sign of my terror? As he
gradually learned what I was thinking and feeling, Kira would inevitably come to hate me. That I knew by an
invaluable intuition, acquired in over a year’s service in the Navy. The possessors of eyes like those never failed
to see into my character, and without exception hated me.
“I’ll have a tough time with him,” I whispered aloud. How long this life at Sakurajima would continue, I didn’t
know. But at the thought that all the while I was living there, that is to say, till the very moment of my death, I
would have him as a superior officer, I experienced a vague, bitter sense of foreboding.
The memory of the previous night seemed like something which had happened long, long ago. It was a far-off
world to which I could never return.
After a time I appear to have dozed off and fallen into a deep sleep.
*
That was how my life at Sakurajima began. There was a system of two watches a day and three at night, with
another, from 6 p.m. till inspection time, which could be counted neither as a day nor as a night watch; the
arrangement was for this to be taken by those who had been on duty in the morning. So on days when you were
on duty longest, you were on for twelve hours out of the twenty-four. That does not mean that there were many
messages, of course. The level of technical skill in signals personnel and the quality of cipher personnel had
dropped steadily, so much so that some of the cipher personnel could not even manage to decode one complete
message in a six-hour spell of daytime duty. Of course, that was perhaps not surprising since the cipher personnel
here were largely volunteers, including some, even, who were only fifteen years old. Another unfortunate thing
was that when not on day duty, they were all put to work digging dugouts. The result was that on night duty they
would all sit dozing over their work, and a message would be passed on uncompleted every time they changed
over, and sometimes would still not be finished by the morning. The blame always fell on the P.O. on duty.
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The cipher room was in the same dugout as the receiving room, halfway up the hill. Possibly because it had
been badly located, it was very damp, and the atmosphere was terribly stuffy. When you went in to take over, it
made you feel sick, the air was so foul. Consequently it was proposed to dig a hole in it for ventilation. There was
no doubt that it was a good idea to construct this hole for ventilation and for introducing a cool breeze, but one
day while I was on the spot supervising some of the men from my watch who were working at it, I made a
calculation and found that it would be at least three months before the ventilation hole was finished. About
November there would indeed be some very cool breezes blowing in, I thought with some annoyance, and I said
to one of the men, “Who ordered this work?”
“C.P.O.\fn{Chief Petty Officer.} Kira, sir.”
“He thinks this place will hold out as long as that, does he?”
The man lay aside the basket he was carrying earth in and came and stood in front of me.
“Will the Americans invade before this hole is finished, sir?”
His face looked solemn. He was one of the teen-age cipher personnel, going on fifteen years old. I took a deep
draw at my cigarette and asked, “Do you think we'll win?”
“Yes, sir, I do.” That face showed not a trace of doubt, just like a character in the world of fairy stories. I
suddenly felt depressed and motioned to him to get back to work. I must have looked very disagreeable at that
moment. I stood up and crushed out my cigarette with my foot. And I walked away.
Walking up a gentle slope, I found the top of the hill thinly wooded with tall trees; as I went along the path
which threaded its way through them, the afternoon sun beat down on my face and the sweat poured off me
incessantly. Emerging from the trees, I came to a fairly big field. A large chestnut tree grew in the center. Beneath
it was an enlisted man, who looked round in astonishment at hearing my footsteps.
He was a short man around forty, and I suddenly noticed the binoculars he had in his hand. Seeing me looking
at him rather suspiciously, he gave a friendly little smile and said very distinctly, “I’m the lookout, sir.”
Indeed, there was a telephone fixed to the trunk of the chestnut tree, and this field commanded a panoramic
view of the bay and the sky. Through the heat haze that shimmered over the grass, I went up to the man.
“Would you lend me your binoculars, if you’re not using them?”
“Certainly, sir. By all means use them.” I took the binoculars. They were very heavy. I put them to my eyes and
slowly traversed the field of view.
Directly before my eyes was a headland formed by lava which had flowed down into the sea as a result of the
eruption that took place about 1913 or 1914. This side of it was the harbor square, with a water tower in the
middle, looking like some medieval turret. I could see soldiers clustered round it drawing water or doing their
washing. And I could see the sea, as calm as if oil had been poured on it—motorboats in the harbor—and then as
my head moved round, the whole mass of Mt. Sakurajima came into the field of the binoculars. It was devoid of
any trace of vegetation, just a pile of enormous red-ochre-colored lumps of rock, a formidably huge mound of red
volcanic material. It was beyond calling a mountain. It may have been the effect of the lenses, but the shadows on
the face of the rock stood out very sharply and overwhelmed my eyes with the might of inanimate nature. As if
bewitched, I could not take my eyes off it.
“Excuse me, sir.” The voice sounded low and suppressed. Automatically giving up the binoculars, I looked at
the man’s face. He was in a half-sitting position, watching and listening intently.
“It’s a plane, sir.” As he took the binoculars from me, he looked at the sky to the south. I could hear nothing.
There was only the raucous downpour of the cicadas’ chirruping.
There wasn’t a cloud in the sky. The sun was shining brilliantly, moving round with imperceptible slowness.
There were signs that somewhere in this sky, cleaving its way through the wind, a plane was approaching.
The man took the binoculars from his eyes and dashed to the telephone on the chestnut tree. He rang the bell. It
sounded curiously unreal when heard on a hill like that.
“One Grumman. Yes, one Grumman, over Kanoya. Course … course north-northwest …”
At that moment—quite suddenly, it seemed—a clear metallic sound came to my ears, though still only very
faintly. Just as I was about to look up at the sky, the man took hold of my elbow.
“Take shelter, we’ve got to take shelter, sir!”
About five yards away from the chestnut tree, beside a clump of shrubs, was a slight depression in the ground,
and hurriedly we scrambled into it. The two of us lay side by side on our backs. My heart was pounding.
“This is my coffin, sir,” the man said quietly, and gave a faint laugh. Indeed, it was the shape of a coffin. It was
too narrow for two. I turned myself round towards him to make some reply, and in that instant a metallic sound
which seemed to tear the air asunder suddenly swelled to an explosion, and came over my head in one earsplitting surge. Gleaming silver, the great shape of the Grumman flashed into my view and instantly was gone.
Instinctively I began to sit up, and just as I did so there came the rending crash of a burst of machine-gun fire.
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Then it stopped. The noise of the plane’s engines receded in no time and appeared to die away out at sea. The
chirruping of the cicadas, which I had forgotten while the plane was passing over, now burst out again. The man
picked himself up and went to the phone.
“Plane retiring in the direction of Kagoshima. Yes, it’s gone away.”
After awhile we heard the all-clear siren from far down at the foot of the hill. I got up and stood among the
flowers in the field, looking round at what lay below. Men who had just been sheltering in various places
gradually began to appear on the road and in the square.
I flung myself down and sat on the grass next to the man. “I suppose the Grummans often come over.”
“This is the first time today, sir.”
The man glanced at my face and said, “Are you a conscript, sir?”
“No, on the reserve.”
“Did you take the P.O.’s exam?”
“That’s right. I didn’t want to, but …”
“It’s better than being an enlisted man, though, isn’t it, sir?” he said, and laughed nervously.
“Lots of cicadas about, aren’t there?”
“They’re chirruping even at night sometimes, sir.”
“There are none of those tsukutsuku-boshi. ones yet, I suppose?”
“Not yet, sir. Not till about the middle of August.” A flicker of agitation seemed to me to pass across his face.
“Horrible things,aren’t they, sir, tsukutsuku-boshi cicadas?" he said, and then, after a pause, went on, “They’re my
pet aversion! Every summer, when they begin to chirrup I’m always unlucky. It’s a funny thing to say but … last
year, I was called up on the first of June. And I went to Sasebo Naval Barracks, I expect you know, sir, the Tenth
Division. Well, every day we had such a lousy time to put up with there that I got very depressed about how it was
all going to end. Then one day we were on cookhouse duty and we were lined up outside the place when the first
tsukutsuku-boshi of the year landed on a tree nearby and set up his damned chirruping. It was just after Saipan
fell, and we’d been told by the squad leaders that whatever happened, our unit would be fighting to the last man in
the South.”
He broke off for a moment. “The year before it was the same, sir. And the year before that, too. Whenever I
had some misfortune or hardship and I was feeling fed up with life, the tsukutsuku-boshi would start chirruping.
Their chirrups are horrible, aren’t they? A bit like a human voice, don’t you think, sir? Strange, like their tune
meant something. They’re not really cicadas, you know, sir. I don’t feel too happy when I think about what
moment they’ll choose to start chirruping this year, either.”
He was silent for awhile.
“How did you become a lookout, then?” I asked.
“I took a course for it in the autumn. It wasn’t easy, in many ways.”
“Particularly when you’re not so young as you were, eh?”
“It wasn’t only because of my age, sir.”
“You didn’t get much sympathy, I suppose.”
He said nothing.
“It’s the volunteers. Volunteers who've risen to be P.O.’s or C.P.O.’s. Those guys haven’t got a shred of feeling
in them.”
He nodded. And in a low, mournful tone, he said, “Until I went into the Navy, I’d never come across anybody
without feeling, and it was a real surprise, I can tell you, sir. Feeling is something they just haven’t got. They think
they’re human, but they’re not, are they? Something that a normal man has to have in him dies out completely in
the course of life in the Navy, and they become like ants or something, without any feeling or will.”
“Mm, mm.”
“They come in as volunteers. They get squeezed dry, just as you squeeze an oil cake, and they lose something
that’s vital. They become P.O.’s. They take the process a few stages further. Then they get three or four goodconduct stripes and eventually they’re C.P.O.’s. At last they've got a living. They get married. From then on they
spend their time looking forward to being handed a Special Duty commission or the like and working out what
their pension will be, or dreaming about building a little house on Sasebo Bluff to live in after they’ve retired. The
fact is that this sort of life is ensured at the cost of everything that is most valuable in a man. Can you think of any
other life as hard as this? You lose your humanity to get a living. Is it impossible to live without going as far as
that? So just look at them, these C.P.O.’s. They either become completely hopeless louts, or they become all dried
and shriveled up.”
“Yes, you’re right.”
I was picturing C.P.O. Kira. He was neither shriveled nor a lout. He was a man of a completely different stamp.
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In all probability, all the while he had been tormented with the punishment stick, from the time when he first
volunteered, he had unconsciously nurtured a pathetic feeling of vengeance where other men would have resigned
themselves and submitted passively. He had probably fostered and cultivated the extreme cruelty which is latent
in men’s hearts, and extended it even to himself. When he eventually became a C.P.O. and was able to feel more
settled and took stock of his position, he had probably realized that the fangs of vengeance which he had fostered
had in fact no role to play: he had no one to sink them in save himself. This was perhaps the reason for his strange
disposition, his queer behavior, and the irritability he developed when the fighting in Okinawa ended with his
whole world, the Navy, in ruins.
There was a very clear picture in my mind of his eccentric behavior in getting the men in signals together for
quite unnecessary punishments. This had happened two or three days before Dysentery was rife. That day, one of
the cipher personnel had picked and eaten some wild pears and then had been sent off to Kirishima Hospital with
suspected dysentery. The eating of pears was strictly forbidden by the M.O. I had left the man in the sick bay and
was eating my supper back in the living quarters. I was eating some pickled fish—little thin ones that they seem to
catch in the bay—when someone passed behind me and turned round. It was C.P.O. Kira.
“P.O. Murakami, what’s the matter with Yamashita?”
“He’s been sent to Kirishima, sir.”
“Is it true that he’d been eating pears?”
“Apparently, sir.”
Yamashita was the name of the sailor in question. An angry look appeared on C.P.O. Kira’s face.
“Haven’t the men been told time after time not to eat pears? The men are a slovenly lot nowadays, but they’re
all good enough at doing what they’re not supposed to.” His voice sounded rather choked. Staring me in the face,
he said, “The P.O.’s are at fault as well. Because they’re slovenly, the enlisted men do as they like. If they don’t
want to obey my orders, I’ll teach them how to. P.O. Murakami, fall the men in.”
I said nothing. It made no sense that because one man had eaten some pears, all the rest should be punished. In
the few days that I had been living here, I had begun to feel a certain affection for the cipher personnel under me.
I didn’t want to have them punished for no reason at all. My expression did not change and I remained obstinately
silent. C.P.O. Kira suddenly turned aside and strode off into the transmitting room.
I turned back and went on with my meal. Since I had been called up, I had spent some time as an enlisted man
in all the units at Sasebo Naval Station and the Sasebo signals unit and the Ibusuki air unit. Memories of all kinds
of humiliations were still fresh in my mind. There were countless unpleasant memories which it made my blood
boil even to think of. The terrible thing was that I could clearly see that I was on the way to acquiring an attitude
of servility.
(And now that I was going to die, what did all that matter?)
I felt very depressed as I finished my meal. I left the dugout and went down the path in the evening sunlight to
the cipher room. And I took over the watch.
There were not many messages. There was nothing of any importance in the day’s file, only messages
reporting, for instance, that one Ginga plane was leaving such-and-such a place, or that goods had been sent by
truck to so-and-so. The assistant cipher officer on duty was dozing in his chair. All around, the noise of
transmitters could be heard. Half the telegraphers were from Primary Flight Training School. They had been
assigned to signals because of the shortage of training planes. Sitting chin on hand, I closed my eyes.
A short while before, when I had been coming down the path in the evening sunlight, an antiquated training
plane had been flying over, above the peaceful bay of Kagoshima. It was doing no speed at all, absolutely
crawling across the sky, with its wings fairly shaking. I had heard two or three days before that the suicide
bombing squadrons were using these training planes. After that, I felt I wanted to shut my eyes, but I couldn’t help
looking. I was visualizing the young pilot sitting in that plane.
I opened my eyes. I had seen some Naval suicide pilots while at the Bonotsu base. They lived in the National
School, some distance away from the base units. Once I had passed their place. In front of the National School,
there was a building like a tea shop, and in front of that stood a bench where two or three suicide pilots sat
drinking sake. They were all youngsters of about twenty. Their white silk mufflers looked strangely inelegant.
They all had coarse complexions and wild expressions. One of them was singing a popular song, in falsetto, and
in a rather suggestive way. It sounded thoroughly unpleasant to me as he would come out with something and
they would all laugh. So these were the suicide pilots!
They gave the impression of young men from the country just into adolescence. Wearing their caps on the
backs of their heads and their white mufflers tied in a dandyish fashion, they looked all the more like clodhopping
yokels. As I stood looking at them from a distance, they turned and scowled at me, shouting, “What’re you
looking at, you bastard?” They must have thought I was a new recruit in a construction unit.
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It is difficult to say whether the feeling which mounted within me was sadness or anger. This was one feeling,
at any rate, that I was quite unable to deal with, that has left a nasty taste in my mouth, and that I still have even
now. It was possible for me to imagine that people who faced death gladly did not always do so for the noblest of
motives and in ideal surroundings, but what I had just seen at close quarters was somehow rather disgustingly
redolent of the purely physical man. As I walked back with bowed head towards the base, I was thinking of
nothing but how to live a beautiful life and, when the time came to die, how to die in a way that left no regrets.
Suddenly I came out of my reverie and looked round me. Besides myself, there were only two of the men at
the table in the cipher room. In the remaining place, someone had left a thick “B” code book and a coding board,
set up ready, but no one was there.
“What’s happened to this watch? It’s long past the time for changing over, surely?”
One of the men looked up and answered, “They all came, sir, but …”
“What happened, then, if they came?”
“They were sent for from the living quarters. Anybody with messages in hand was to stay, but all those who
had nothing to do were to report there.”
“Who sent for them?”
“C.P.O. Kira, it appears, sir,” replied the man, a little nervously.
Even I could feel that my face was tensing up. The man who exercises direct control over the men is the petty
officer. It was not the fact of having my authority over the men in this respect set aside that annoyed me. Now that
it was only a matter of time before this place became a battlefield, where was the need for comrades-in-arms to
hurt each other? That made me feel utterly miserable. The two men with me knew quite well what was happening
to their comrades in the living quarters. For no other reason than that they happened to have been decoding
messages, they were getting out of it. Looking the picture of misery from feelings of guilt and a vague uneasiness,
they were thumbing through their code books. A feeling of uncontrollable disgust made me begin to lose my
temper.
“Right! I’m going to the living quarters to see what’s going on,” I whispered to no one in particular, and stood
up. I went along the narrow passageway and found it already dusk outside. I ran up the mountain path, and just as
I began to take the lateral path downwards, I came to an involuntary halt. At the entrance to the living quarters
dugout stood C.P.O. Kira. And in front of the dugout, on the slope overlooking the sea, the men were all down on
the ground in the “Arms bend” position. C.P.O. Kira, with a three-foot stick in one hand, was bellowing at the top
of his voice at the men who were trying to let their bodies sag in the middle and touch the ground. I approached,
walking more slowly.
It was clear to me from their slack attitudes and the desperate efforts they appeared to be making to change
their hands to a more comfortable position that the men had been holding the posture for a very long time. Every
head was drooping. In the twilight I could quite clearly see sweat dripping off the forehead of the man by my feet.
I felt as if I were choking. I had been made to do the same thing many times. My elbows being weaker than most
people’s, I had always had to endure twice as much pain as anyone else. The memory of that linked up with the
scene before my eyes, and I felt as if I could hardly breathe. I stole a glance at C.P.O. Kira’s face.
In the poor light, it looked so pale that it gave me a start. A strange expression, as if he were fighting against
extreme pain, seemed to distort it. His eyes alone, blazing like those of a maniac, moved to and fro over the backs
of the prostrate men. The pupils were the color of fire. All at once he turned round and looked at me.
“P.O. Murakami. Tell the men to stand up,” he flung out at me, and threw his stick away down the cliff.
Thudding two or three times on the edges of rocks, it fell down into the bamboo-covered valley. He stood still,
looking as if he wanted to say something to me, but he said nothing, turned his back on me, and strode off into the
living quarters. Somehow there was an air of loneliness about his broad, thin shoulders.
“On the feet, up!”
Slowly and wearily the men all stood up. They all had the same naïve look, possibly from exhaustion. They
were, so to speak, like caged animals in a zoo, bereft of all capacity for thinking. With a strangely ominous feeling
of oppression, I said in a low voice, “Men on duty return to your posts, remainder dismissed.”
I set off with the men on duty along the path to the cipher room. Only on the surface of the sea was there still a
faint trace of twilight; among the clumps of trees it was dark. Had C.P.O. Kira expected me to get the men on their
feet and then give them a dressing down? Or had it been sufficient for him just to have inflicted pain on them? I
did not know. The back view of him as he disappeared into the living quarters, walking as though dragging some
heavy weight behind him, remained in my mind’s eye. It could not in his case be anything so simple as it was with
other P.O.’s, that is, doing to the men exactly what they had had done to them when they were enlisted men. It
seemed that some impulse lurking like a chronic disease in his mind drove him on. Some kind of devil, something
that was beyond my comprehension and perhaps even beyond his, seemed to be running amok in him.
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(That was the explanation of those eyes!) The P.O. who had been my squad leader when I was undergoing
recruit training had also had eyes like that, though his disposition was quite different. Usually he was quite mild,
then suddenly he would have a fit of cruelty. Later, I had heard, he got into some trouble or other and was courtmartialed. Recollections of this man now flashed across my mind.
In the final analysis, these were men who lived in an entirely different world from mine. And I was too
exhausted to understand the devil in C.P.O. Kira. Or rather, not exhausted but too concerned with my own
imminent death to think about such irrelevant matters. The distant vague threat of death had been with me
constantly, ever since I had come to Sakurajima.
Without doubt I was on edge. Lack of sleep for days on end was partly responsible. But that was not the only
reason. In a word, I was unable to believe in my own destiny. This island in southern Japan—which I had learned
about in geography lessons at school, it is true, but could hardly have expected ever to have any cause to visit—
why should I have to come here and be compelled to die here? That was what I could not comprehend—or rather,
could not persuade myself to accept. It was not something you could accept. But the situation was pressing. I had
come to the point where somehow, in some form, I had to resign myself to my fate.
Occasionally, the conversation in the cipher room and the living quarters would get around to the question of
where the U.S. forces would invade. It was plausibly rumored that the Navy anticipated a landing at
Fukiagehama, while the Army was concentrating all its main force on the defense of the Miyazaki coastline. The
last-ditch defense of Okinawa was already over, and the sortie of the Yamato had ended in failure. Our
overwhelming defeat was clear from the code messages which we deciphered every day.\fn{ On April 1, the U.S. Tenth
Army, composed of four Army and four Marine divisions under Gen. Simon Buckner, Jr., landed on Okinawa, 310 miles south of the
southernmost Japanese island of Kyushu. The northern three-fifths of Okinawa island were secured in less than two weeks; but the
Japanese did not oppose the landing, and made their stand on the southern tip of the island, across which they had constructed three strong
lines. So tenacious was their defense that the third of these lines could not be breached until two months later (June 14); and even so
fighting continued until June 21. At the end, hundreds of soldiers and civilians had jumped off cliffs rather than surrender, while kamakaze
planes had sunk 15 vessels of the naval task force and damaged a further 200 .} Judging from the American planes flying over

day after day, a landing was certain to come in the very near future. August came, in a calm that was, pregnant
with an ominous tension. During the night of the first of August, I was on duty.
Under the dim lights of the dugout, which smelled of bare earth, the men were all busy consulting code books,
their eyes glinting sullenly. Every now and then a sleepy-eyed runner came in from the signals office with a
message. The sound of the pages of the code books being turned was curiously irritating. I reached out and picked
up the message which had just been brought in. It was Operational Top Priority. I gave a start and raised my head.
Surely something had happened at last. Hurriedly I flipped through the code book. Word by word, I wrote the
message down on a Decoded Message Form.
“Enemy convoy 3000 ships sighted. Course N.”
It was a signal sent out by the lookout station on the island of Oshima. I stood up.
“Message about an enemy convoy, sir.”
A momentary look of tension passed across the sleepy face of the duty officer.
Electric bells sounded, the operations room was informed immediately, and the chief cipher officer, cipher
officers and signals officers who had been asleep in the row of bunks along the passageway to the cipher room
were roused by the men and came trooping in. As they entered the cipher room, they all screwed up their eyes and
tried to look away from the light. They gathered round the O.C’s\fn{Operational Commander.} table, talking in
low voices.
Suddenly the volume of messages grew. Every one was Operational Top Priority. Reports, information
dispatches and orders radioed to all units were apparently going back and forth all over Japan. The convoy was
clearly heading for the Tokyo area. Weren’t they perhaps going to attack along the Chiba coast and in one stroke
capture Tokyo? It was not impossible. The population of Tokyo was at this moment presumably asleep, knowing
nothing of all this.
Suddenly I had a vivid recollection of Hongo, where I had been living till I was called up, and of my friends.
These were quiet streets and peaceable people; quite unconnected with the war. The misfortune to which I had
resigned myself as destined to fall on me was now about to be transferred to them. Would they not be blissfully
asleep in their beds, ignorant of these monstrous evil tidings of death. A certain thought suddenly crossed my
mind, bringing with it a sharp stab of pain. If they land at Tokyo, doesn’t that mean that I won’t be killed, being
here at Sakurajima?
I felt like groaning as I pursued this thought. The voices round the O.C.’s table behind me gradually became
louder. Occasionally people laughed. Amid the tension, curious feelings of desperation grew more and more
involved and became magnified, till a slightly forced note seemed to come into the joking voices.
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“Those people on the General Staff and in Eastern District signals who thought they were in a good berth will
have a bit of a shock.”
“It’s a bit late now for ’em to complain about having made a big mistake.”
“Still, there’s plenty of room to escape in the Kanto Plain, surely.”
Someone put in, “It looks as if the suicide units will be going out to attack.”
For awhile no one spoke. The silence bore down on my back till it hurt. At that moment, someone threw out a
casual joking remark.
“What’s it matter, anyway? This time next year we’ll be working carting American flour. In Sasebo harbor or
somewhere.”
Several of them laughed quietly.
“There won’t be any ‘enlisted men’ or ‘C.P.O.’s’ when that happens.”
Suddenly someone cut off the conversation, in a quite different tone of voice, completely unamused.
“Stop talking damn nonsense!”
It was a serious, emphatic voice. The laughter ceased. I twisted round slightly and glanced furtively behind me.
“Stop talking in that disgraceful way in front of the men.”
It was C.P.O. Kira. When he had come into the cipher room, I don’t know. Feeling that I could hardly go on
staring at him, I turned back and pretended to be consulting my code book. He appeared to have stood up as he
spoke. In the chill which had fallen over the room, I heard someone say, “He was only joking, wasn't he? It was a
joke, that’s all.”
He was trying to restrain Kira.
“No one thinks Japan’s going to be beaten, or anything of the sort.”
“C.P.O. Kira, stop making a fuss when there isn’t any need.”
I heard a half-incoherent gasp of “What!” followed immediately by what seemed like a struggle. There was a
dull thump as of flesh against flesh, then someone staggered and fell on my back as I sat hunched forward. The
coding board clattered to the floor, and thirty or forty of the numbers were scattered around. I felt heavy breathing
on my neck. I stiffened my back, and went on staring at my code book. I thought I heard a kind of hollow laugh.
Involuntarily I turned round. The tall figure of C.P.O. Kira was leaning up against the wooden framework which
braced the dugout, his face waxen, drained of blood and with a mask-like expression. Instinctively I looked away,
feeling as if I had seen something that I ought not to have seen, and at that moment C.P.O. Kira spoke, in a low,
almost groaning voice.
“Stop, please.”
It was hard to tell whether he meant “stop making jokes” or “stop these undignified quarrels;” his voice
sounded feeble, as if he were talking to himself. An icy silence fell. During this silence C.P.O. Kira apparently
went lurching out of the dugout. The sound of his jackboots on the damp earth followed. And I could feel on my
back the atmosphere of relief after tension. I was flipping aimlessly through the day’s message file. My fingers
shook as I turned the pages, however hard I tried to stop them.
(A convoy had been sighted. That alone was enough to make everyone excited.)
I felt an utter disgust rising within me at this bunch of men, myself included, who had so lost hold on
themselves. Or rather, not disgust, but a feeling more akin to anger. A feeling of wanting to tear myself limb from
limb, and them along with me, and hurl the pieces down into the valley. I struck myself several times hard on the
back of the neck with my penknife. Each time the blood rushed up to the back of my head, bringing on a tingling
sensation.
“P.O. Murakami. P.O. Murakami. Decoded message for your inspection, sir.” It was one of the men speaking. I
put out my hand and took the message. It was transcribed in very poor, childish handwriting.
“Earlier report mistaken. For ‘enemy convoy,’ read ‘patches of phosphorescence.’ Oshima lookout station.”
A wry smile came to my lips. Wasn’t it all a farce? If the Americans were monitoring Japanese radio
communications, what must they have made of this sudden storm in the ether—this mass of Operational Top
Priority messages, from Oshima to Yokohama Naval Base, from Yokohama to all parts of the country, from unit to
unit. Not long before, our own unit had received the order to stand by from Sasebo Base. The maintenance
personnel must now have been roused and be getting down to work. What would they feel like when they went
back to bed after learning that there was no convoy, but only patches of phospho- rescence instead. My smile
grew more and more pronounced, like some physiological spasm, completely beyond my power to control. I got
up and presented the message to the duty officer. All the C.P.O.’s and others at the C.O.’s table fixed their eyes on
it. Not one of them laughed, though, on reading it.\fn{ In fact, the Allied High Command had made a decision—between June
21 and August 6—not to invade the Japanese main homeland, judging on the basis of the fanatical Imperial defense of Iwo Jima and
Okinawa that the level of Allied casualties would be unacceptably high. This, of course, left the door wide open for the destruction of
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Hiroshima and Nagasaki by atomic weapons, on the assumption (which proved to be correct) that the level of destruction implied by the
widespread use of these weapons would be unacceptable to the Japanese High Command, and would result in their surrender. They were
destroyed on August 6 and August 9.}

“So that’s what it was,” said someone in a strangely flat tone.
I went back to my seat, and heard the duty officer calling up the operations room on the telephone. The line
was evidently bad, for he seemed to have difficulty in making the person at the other end understand about the
phosphorescence. At the same time I was listening to the other C.P.O.’s who were talking wearily among
themselves.
“He seems to have been strung up lately, doesn’t he?”
“The poor man’s got a bee in his bonnet, that’s what.”
There the conversation ended. Since there was no longer any reason to stay up, they all left the dugout for their
respective sleeping quarters.
Three o’clock came. The next watch arrived to relieve us. We handed over the books and left the cipher room
together. As I emerged from the passageway, it was pitch black. To accustom my eyes, I leaned against the cliff by
the entrance and waited awhile. As usual there were fires burning slowly at one or two points in the city of
Kagoshima, on the opposite shore; it seemed no one bothered to put them out any more. Dull fires were burning
in the same places, and sending up the same volume of flames as on the previous night.
I set off. As I walked along with some difficulty, feeling with one hand for the cliff, I was imagining the swarm
of phosphorescent organisms which had been mistaken for a big convoy. When I visualized their tiny purple
gleam, shining from one end of the dark ocean to the other, curling about like a belt and moving slowly along, my
mind felt cleansed and refreshed. Though I knew quite well that it was a reaction from my earlier mood, I let
myself wallow in this sentiment. A quiet feeling of isolation was spreading pleasantly over me. The night wind
blew against my face.
I made my way very slowly up the path and reached the living quarters. As I entered, someone was sitting
leaning on a table at the far end. He looked across at me. It was C.P.O. Kira. He looked as if he had been sitting
quite still like that for some time.
“Are they near their landing point?”
“I understand it was only patches of phosphorescence, sir,” I replied, undoing the collar of my work uniform.
A peculiar expression, neither relieved nor puzzled, appeared momentarily on his face, and was gone again. It
was something like the pained expression on a child’s face when it is bullied. I was not sure because he had his
back to the light. And then he closed his eyes.
Going to the sleeping quarters, I lay down, trying to avoid making any noise. I covered my face with both
hands. My eyelid was still itching constantly. The injury I had received at Bonotsu was almost healed, and the scar
seemed to form a wrinkle. As I rubbed the place with my finger, the nail made a scratching noise against the rim
of my glasses. I lay listening to it, feeling miserable.
*
I finished my morning watch and at noon returned to the living quarters. While on duty, I had been
reprimanded by the cipher officer in charge of the watch. I had been late in handing over a message. It was a
monitored message, anyway, and had no connection at all with our unit. The duty officer had probably only
wanted to raise his stock with the operations room. Very depressed, I finished my meal, then turned in and had a
nap. And I had a dream.
I don’t remember what the dream was about—only that I was walking in some place where it was half-dark,
shrieking at the top of my voice. I was wandering along aimlessly, with tears streaming down my face. I was
shouting, all the while swinging my arms and stamping my feet. In the meantime, I slowly came to the surface, as
it were, and I woke up. I was soaked with sweat. My whole body felt dull and heavy, and in parts of me the
sensations I had had in my dream still persisted. Though I was now awake, the tears still streamed down my face
as in my dream. I seemed to want to cling to something, and lay still on my bunk, enduring the unpleasant
clamminess of my skin.
(Could I let this go on? Could I... .?)
A wave of revulsion at being unjustly treated was agitating my half-drowsy mind. I had worked up a solitary
rage. Not about anyone in particular. Not about the chief cipher officer. I felt violently angry with whatever had
driven me into these straits. Suddenly an acute sadness came over me. Wasn't it vain effort, all of it? How many
times had I had such feelings of emptiness pile up within me, only to break them down again?
I sat up and jumped down from the bunk. As I put the edges of the rumpled blankets together to fold them, I
suddenly whispered, “Even blankets have ears.”\fn{A note reads: The Japanese word for “ear” also has the
meaning of “edge border.”} What unhappiness and bitterness that country prostitute must have suffered, through
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missing an earlobe! That night the girl had lain with her face nestled against my chest and told me scraps of
information about her life. How at school she had been called “No-ears.” How, when she had sold herself into
prostitution, having an earlobe missing had forced her to come to that sort of wretched country teahouse. Faced at
every turn with such injustices, what had enabled the girl to keep up her spirits through life? I suddenly recalled
the sight of her mournful profile. And following this, bringing a sense of utter wretchedness, came the recollection
of her skinny figure.
(Clinging to such sentimentality and making my feelings independent of my surroundings—was that the only
way to calm my agitation?)
My youth was over. My life at Sakurajima was now nothing but a matter of living out the rest of my days.
Automatically my hands busied themselves putting the folded blankets into an untidy heap, then I dressed and left
the dugout. The strong afternoon light flooded into my eyes. I decided to go and have a look around at the top of
the hill.
I went up the stony path and through the wood to the lookout post. Under the chestnut tree stood the same
look-out as before. When he recognized me, he seemed to smile faintly. He looked somehow in low spirits.
“It’s you again, sir.” Nodding, I mounted the lookout platform, and gazed round in all directions. The brilliant
sunlit scene was enough to cheer me up completely.
Cumulo-nimbus clouds hung in the sky. They were massive pillars soaring up to a height of several thousand
feet, and glittering silver. Down below them I could see the airfield of the Kagoshima squadron, and on it the tiny
shapes of the smashed hangars and fire-reddened iron girders. The scorched and blackened city stretched away to
the east. The mountains around the city were a beautiful blaze of vivid green, but over towards Taniyama hung a
white pall of dust, and there was a blurring haze over the bare clay where part of a hill had been cut away. Only
Nature was beautiful. The ruins of what man had made were twisted and ugly. I sat down on the grass. The man
sat down beside me, as he had done on the previous occasion.
“Even lookout duty’s quite a tough job, I expect.”
“There’s nothing much to it, sir.”
“You look depressed, somehow. Don’t you feel well?”
“I’m tired, sir, that’s what it is.”
He indicated the peaceful bay with a sweep of his hand. “There are three submarines in this bay, sir.”
“Oh yes, I saw that in one of the messages. But aren’t they ours?”
“In signals, are you, sir? No, we don’t really know whether they’re ours or the enemy’s.”
“People are saying they’d forgotten to put up any sign to show they were ours.”
“Oh?”
The man was silent for a moment, then he asked, “If you’re in signals, sir—those boys in the suicide unit, how
are they getting on?”
“No good at all. They all appear to be knocked out by the Grummans.”
“They really are no good then, sir?—It’s pretty awful for them, these suicide pilots, isn’t it?”
“Awful? What is?”
The man was silent for a moment. Then, speaking as if he had to keep a check on every word, he said, “You
know that story about Kiso Yoshinaka, sir—how he let some oxen loose into the enemy camp with torches tied to
them. Those oxen—that’s what the suicide pilots are. When I think of that, I feel really sorry for the young men in
the suicide units—going to their deaths, without knowing why.”
“I suppose you have children yourself?”
“Now and again a formation of training planes goes over. I suppose they’re suicide planes as well?”
“Yes …” The man’s face looked very sallow-perhaps it was the effect of the light. He seemed utterly worn-out.
“You’ll have to take care of yourself, you know. Living in dugouts takes it out of you.”
“Long ago it appears there was a race of people in Kagoshima called ‘earth spiders.’ Something like the
Kumaso. They were the same as us, living in caves.”
“You come from Tokyo, don’t you?”
“Theyre died out now, sir. They were probably a weak race.”
“What a lot more cicadas there are! So many that they’re a real nuisance.”
“Bear-cicadas” were perched on trees here and there, chirruping as hard as they could.
“Cicadas? Oh, the cicadas. The tsukutsuku-boshi hasn’t come yet this year.”
He laughed nervously, showing his white teeth. He was very slim about the shoulders, which the set of his
jacket made to look boyish. A vague uneasiness took hold of me. The man lay back with his hands linked behind
his head. There seemed to be no planes coming over today. The man began to talk in a low voice.
“You know, sir, lately I’ve been thinking about the beauty of destruction.”
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He spoke carefully, and as if he were speaking to himself. “Ruins are really beautiful, aren’t they?”
“Can you call them beautiful?”
“I have a feeling that along with the will to live, people have a will to move towards their destruction. I can’t
help feeling that that’s so. Amidst all this vigorous life of Nature, man goes feebly to his death, like a moth. In a
strange kind of way, it’s beautiful, don’t you think, sir?”
The latter part of this became almost a soliloquy. “I saw a very strange sight recently, sir.”
“What was that?”
He handed me his binoculars and pointed at the valley over to one side.
“You see that house over there, sir—that farmhouse? A bit more to the right. Yes, just there. Have a look at it
through the glasses, sir. At the side of the main building there’s a shed, isn’t there? From the eaves of that there’s
something hanging, isn’t there? Can you see it?”
Through the binoculars I saw a long object like a cord, hanging from a beam over the entrance to the
ramshackle shed, and swinging backwards and forwards in the breeze. A child crouched on the ground in front of
the shed, playing. What all this was, and what it meant, I didn’t know. As I gave the binoculars back, I looked at
the man’s face.
“Well? …”
“That house belongs to a peasant family, sir. They appear to have a paddy field or a dry field somewhere quite
a distance away, and every day the man and his wife seem to go off with mattocks and things. There’s an old man
living there, and he seems to have been ill in bed for a long time in a room at the back of the main building.
Sometimes he comes out to go to the privy beside the shed, but really he’s very helpless. Even through the
glasses, you can see that he’s unsteady. On top of that, it looks as if he’s been ill for a long time, and he appears to
be treated as if he were in the way, because he often gets a nagging from the woman when she comes home to get
the dinner ready. Then there’s a child, a flat-headed boy of about seven or eight, and he seems to make fun of the
old man, too. Of course, I’m only seeing them through glasses, so I don’t hear what they say, but I could tell from
this pantomime, by what they did, and—well, that’s the situation. The child makes fun of the old man, but he’s the
old man’s grandchild, after all, so he's made a fuss of.”
“You seem to know a lot about them.”
The man gave a hoarse little laugh.
“That’s what I guess the situation to be. Well, looking at it from the old man’s point of view, he’s made to feel
in the way by his son and his daughter-in-law, and he has nothing to look forward to—so one day when I was
watching from here through the glasses—it was in the middle of the day and scorching hot—he crawled out onto
the verandah, then stepped down into the garden and walked over to the shed. I watched him, thinking he was
going to the privy, but it appeared he wasn’t. With a lot of effort he brought a stool and a rope from inside the
shed. Just as I was wondering what he was going to do, he put the stool by the entrance and tried to get up on it.
But he was so helpless that he fell off two or three times and went full-length on the ground. I got so terribly
agitated that I even found my hands sweating as I held the glasses. Then finally he got on the stool. Clinging to
the beam, he tied the rope to it, then he made the bit that was left hanging down into a noose, and gave two or
three slight tugs, evidently to test its strength.”
“He was going to hang himself!”
“Finally he must have been satisfied. He looked all around him. And there was that boy, standing directly
behind him, about six feet away, like a ghost. Not saying a word, he was watching closely what the old man was
doing. You could see from here that the old man was shaken. He stood looking round at the boy, staring at him,
without letting go of the rope, The boy, too, was as motionless as a rock, eagerly watching the old man. For about
ten minutes, they remained eyeing one another and not moving. In time the old man collapsed and fell off the
stool onto the ground. The boy still did not move, and made no effort to lend him a hand. Crawling over the
ground across to the verandah, the old man lay face downwards on the stone step, and judging from the way his
shoulders were shaking, he lay for a long time sobbing his heart out. For an awful long time.”
The man half sat up. “You saw that just now, didn't you? That was the rope.”
I felt a sudden dislike for this man. Not for any definite reason. In a slightly spiteful tone, I asked, “It must
have given you a nasty feeling, I suppose?”
“Cruel—that’s the word for how I felt. What was cruel? Was it the fact that the old man was driven to do such
a thing? Was the boy watching cruel, or was it cruel of me to have been observing such a private scene secretly,
through glasses?—I don’t know. I have a sort of feeling that I was grinding my teeth as I was watching.”
The man raised his head and stared at the sky. The sun hung in midair, shining brilliantly.
“I wonder now. Can it be that people are not able to die with someone else watching? Is it only possible to die
when alone?”
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He put a hand up to shade his eyes from the glare. With the strong light falling on it, his face looked halfsmiling, half-crying.
*
When I came off watch in the evening and went outside, the sky was bright with clouds lit up by the glow of
evening. The men who had just come on duty said that there had been a beer ration issued that day, and some of
them had rather red-rimmed eyes. While I had been on duty, just before I was relieved, an urgent message had
come in. I had decoded it.
I was thinking about that message as I went back to the living quarters. Its contents were decisive.
When I entered the living quarters, I found a long row of tables down the middle of the passageway, with all
the men seated on both sides and a line of beer bottles, standing on them. The whole place was full of tobacco
smoke, and you could hear the clink of bottles on glasses. I made my way to the far end and took my seat. As I
watched the beer being poured out into my glass, I felt somehow incapable of entering into the spirit of this
rowdiness. The tables were stained with white froth. I took off my tunic and lifted the glass to my lips. The tepid
liquid went down my throat with a pleasantly heavy sensation.
The senior signals P.O. and C.P.O. Kira were sitting in front of me. The P.O. was red in the face, but Kira
looked if anything rather pale. And my attention was caught suddenly by his voice.
“Huge reinforced concrete buildings were completely wiped out, they say.”
“Completely, sir?”
“It looks as if they had a rough time.”
“Where, sir?”
“Hiroshima.”
I was listening casually. C.P.O. Kira suddenly turned to me.
“P.O. Murakami. Have there been any messages?” His bleary eyes seemed to flash fire. The message which
had come in before I came off duty crossed my mind again.
“Russian troops have crossed the frontier, sir.” My words apparently gave him a considerable shock. But his
expression did not change. Without a word, he drained his glass. Agitatedly, he drummed two or three times on
the table, quite meaninglessly, with his long fingers.
“They’ve joined in against us, eh?”
“I don’t know about that. In the message it only says hostilities have begun, sir.”
I was looking hard at C.P.O. Kira’s face. A semblance of a smile appeared on his expressionless cheeks. A cruel
smile, enough to make your flesh creep. Instinctively, I averted my eyes. I tipped up my glass and poured beer
down my throat. Once again I tipped up the bottle and poured some into my glass. A feeling of intoxication
gradually seemed to be working round me. A delicious feeling of languor spread through me, in which it seemed
my extremities were being detached from my body.
The talk at the tables some distance away from me became louder and louder. The men were stripped to the
waist, and beads of sweat were running off them. Over by the entrance the evening light was beginning to fade. I
felt I didn’t care what happened, and leaning with my elbows on the table, I went on and on pouring and drinking.
Gradually my intoxication spread until I began to feel rather dizzy. Confused thoughts kept streaming into my
mind and out again. I was thinking vaguely of Bonotsu. Things had still been all right at that time. The girl clerk
at the Bonotsu Post Office had given me twenty postcards as a parting gift because I was being transferred. They
were tucked away at the bottom of my kit bag. So far, I hadn’t used a single one. . . .
I suddenly had a sharp twinge of conscience. Since coming to Sakurajima, I hadn’t even written home. My old
mother was probably not even aware that 1 had come to Sakurajima. My brother was in the Philippines, in the
Army. He might not even be still alive. My younger brother had been killed in Mongolia. Suddenly a savage
feeling came over me, like a blast of wind. What had the Japanese nation achieved, with all these sacrifices? If
you were going to call it wasted effort … if it was wasted effort, at whom should I direct my shouts of anger?
The chatter in the dugout was growing more and more raucous, then suddenly, at a table near the entrance,
someone burst into song, very much out of tune, and a number of others joined in. The song was Cherries
Blooming Together. The bottoms of beer bottles were being banged on the tables. The singers—high voices and
low voices all together—changed to a new song. Leaning on the table, I could feel the vibration through my
elbows every time they banged on it. I was aware that my eyes were becoming set. I poured out still more beer,
and drained it at a gulp.
C.P.O. Kira, who appeared to have been sitting in silence steadily drinking beer, twisted round to face me.. He
was already stripped to the waist. His tough-looking, muscular shoulders were glistening with sweat. He
addressed me in a low, provocative voice.
“Did you say to the men that the war would be over by the end of this year? Eh, P.O. Murakami?”
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“I have said nothing of the sort, sir.”
Those hateful maniac’s eyes were fixed on my face. I decided to act casually. The hand in which I was lifting
my glass to drain it shook a little.
“I may have said something to the effect that if things go on like this, with one desperate battle after another,
the losses will be so great on both sides that neither will be able to carry on for long.”
As I spoke, I felt a sudden rush of anger at my own weakness. I stared back at him, and said, “It doesn't matter
very much, does it? A silly thing like that …?”
“Will it be over this year?” His tone was insistent. His speech seemed a little slurred.
“P.O. Murakami. Are you afraid of death?”
“It doesn’t worry me, sir.”
“You are afraid of it, aren’t you?”
I moved so close to his face that I could quite clearly see the red veins in his eyes. Intoxication made me bold.
My face felt cold as ice as I answered clearly, pronouncing each word distinctly,
“I suppose you would be satisfied, sir, if I were afraid?”
For a moment Kira’s eyes seemed to fill with hatred. It was only for a second. Something told me not to get up.
I remained seated. C.P.O. Kira bent his head back and burst into a convulsive laugh. His voice was laughing, but
his face was not. By now my clenched hands under the table were sweating.
One of the men got up from his table and staggered up to us. The singing was a confused blur of sound.
“I’m going to do a dance, sir.”
“All right, do a dance!” said C.P.O. Kira, suddenly ceasing to laugh and speaking in a tone almost of rebuke.
Stripped to the waist, the man assumed a curiously contorted position of the hands, then suddenly broke into a
terribly quick, haphazard kind of dance, calling out to mark the rhythm. Pivoting on his tottery legs, he spun
round like a top. With his hands curved like a cat’s claws, he stretched up and bent down, all the time calling out
the rhythm. The singing stopped and was followed instead by hoarse laughter.
“What the hell’s that?”
“Stop, stop!”
The man gradually went faster and faster. He flung himself about like one possessed, his eyes closed, though
whether this was because he was dizzy, or because the sweat streaming from his forehead got into them, I could
not tell. He staggered and supported himself against the wall of the dugout. A faint cloud of dust rose into the
glare of the electric lamps. With a nonchalant expression, he saluted.
“That’s all, sir. It’s a dance from Shikoku.”
Singing started afresh. Ribald remarks seemed to be flying about, but I could not hear properly. Some distance
away there was the sound of a beer bottle breaking. And a ragged chorus began.
Farewell then, Rabaul,
My eyes are filled with tears,
For I must say goodbye,
Until I come again.

I shut my eyes. My heart was thumping violently. I supported my chin on my hand. My face felt rough because
of the dust on it. I had a dull headache. My thoughts were concentrated on one thing.
I was not afraid of death. No, it was not exactly that I wasnt afraid. To speak frankly, I hated the idea of death.
But if I was to die anyway, I wanted to know why. To die like an abandoned cat on this island along with the
insect-like men living here, surely that was too sordid. Never having been blessed with anything worth calling
happiness, I had worked hard and assiduously to build up something—which was now to be buried completely in
the mire. But what was wrong with that? Was that a bad thing? Without realizing what I was doing, I found myself
talking to C.PO. Kira.
“C.PO. Kira. If I’m one of those to die, then I intend the moment of my death, at least, to be a beautiful one.”
A cruel smile rose to his lips. He spoke maliciously, as if taking me to task about something.
“Look here, I’ve seen action all over the place since I joined the Service. I was in China. And in the
Philippines, P.O. Murakami. Imagine a hail of bullets over scorched fields. We’re a marine unit advancing through
the midst of it. Every time a bullet whistles across, you feel as if it’s going through your forehead. You look for a
lull in the racket and run like mad. If one bullet hits you, you know, you get knocked over with terrific force.
Everybody else moves on and you’re all alone in the open, out in scorched fields, struggling along all by yourself.
Before long you can’t walk and you stop breathing. Your face is all twisted up, and dirty streams of blood congeal
in the mud. Night comes, then the dawn, and in the evening thousands of crows gather, pecking at your flesh and
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strewing it around. There are thousands of maggots, too. Soon night comes on and a chilly rain falls, washing the
bones of your arms and your backbone white. Nobody can tell any longer who you are and where you come from.
Nobody can tell whether you’re a corpse or not. You want a beautiful death, P.O. Murakami? You want your death
to be beautiful?”
As he finished, he burst into a horrible laugh, enough to make my flesh creep. I was keeping a firm hold on
myself and thinking of Lt. Tani. That young, lively lieutenant had also told me it was nothing but sentimentality to
want to die a beautiful death. But what did that mean? Only that nihilism had bitten deeply into Lt. Tani’s and
C.P.O. Kira’s souls. What relation did that have to my own secret longing to die a beautiful death?
A strange sadness carne over me. I did not look at C.P.O. Kira again, but stared vacantly at the table. The
rowdiness seemed to be growing. Flogging on my increasingly befuddled senses, I poured some more beer down
my throat. Something which had been troubling me for some time, and which I had unconsciously suppressed
whenever it threatened to raise its head, suddenly appeared to be taking clear shape in my mind. What had 1 been
living for? What?
This “I,” what was it? For thirty whole years since my birth, I had been attempting, you might say, to discover
what this “I” was. At some times I had viewed myself conceitedly as above average, at others I had looked down
on myself as quite worthless; my life had consisted of fluctuations of joy and sadness between these two
extremes. When the time actually carne to die—and it was already close at hand—what attitude would I take, now
that I had abandoned all pretence and bluff? Would I run away when a steel bayonet was leveled at me for the
purpose of destroying this individual called “I?” Would I grovel and beg for mercy? Or would I stake all my pride
and fight? What I had been seeking for thirty years would become clear in that moment. I was less afraid of the
enemy than of the approach of that moment.
(You’re going to die, aren’t you? How will you die? Come on, tell me! What sort of death will you die?)
When that prostitute without an ear had asked me this, her voice had sounded partly as if she were crying and
partly as if she were restraining a fit of laughter. Behind the singing noise in the ears which drinking had brought
on, I had the illusion of hearing her voice once again quite distinctly. Tilting my head back, I leaned against the
wall and closed my eyes. In my head was the chirruping of cicadas. Thousands and thousands of cicadas were
chirruping away madly inside my skull.
This queer party in the dugout grew more and more frenzied, and excitement reached fever pitch. As a breeze
blew in from the entrance the singing was taken up again. The tables shook. I opened my eyes. The Soviet Union
had entered the war—so what? I shook my head vigorously two or three times, and in an effort to escape from my
previous mood, I thought I would join in the singing. I put my hands on the table and tried to get up, cautiously
putting my weight on my unsteady legs. C.P.O. Kira’s vojce rang out through the dugout like a blast of wind.
“Men. Fetch my sword!” He was obviously too drunk to know what he was doing. His eyes were set, and his
face frighteningly pale. He tried to stand up but lost his balance and leaned on the table with one elbow. A beer
bottle fell over with an almighty clatter, and white froth dripped onto the floor. With one hand on the table, he
stared at his subordinates.
“Fetch my sword. I’m going to do a sword dance.” He reeled forward. Above all the hubbub someone began to
chant a Chinese poem in an animal-like grunt. Who it was, I couldn’t tell, and it was impossible to make out
words or tune clearly. Still, Kira drew his sword. There were three or four handclaps, but they soon stopped. There
was some laughter. A second voice joined in, and the chanting became very ragged and uncertain, proceeding by
fits and starts. With his sword held up in front of him, C.P.O. Kira swayed backwards and forwards from the
waist. He suddenly opened his eyes wide. He swept the sword down close to the wall, and as he straightened up
he carried his fist on up to his eyes. He overbalanced and clutched at my shoulder. The sword dropped from his
hand and fell noiselessly onto the earth.
“Murakami. Have a drink! Have another drink!” My shoulder was almost numb with pain under the grip of his
hand. I shrugged to try to ease it, and put out my left hand for another bottle of beer.
*
I went down the hill and did my washing under the water tower in the harbor square. It was very hot, without a
single cloud, but there was a steady breeze blowing from the southeast. The washing seemed likely to dry quickly.
There was a crowd of men round the water tower doing their washing, hardly any of them young. I heard the man
washing his clothes next to me say to another, “They say the Soviet Union’s come into the war, don’t they?”
“Yes.”
They said no more. The man addressed looked rather disgruntled. The lather they were washing with floated
along the gully in front of me, a billowing white mass.
Seeing that the Kagoshima newspaper office had been burned out, there could hardly have been any
newspapers brought into the camp. I had heard the chief cipher officer forbid the men to pass on the news about
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the Soviet Union coming into the war, but in spite of that it had not taken long to get around. There was a slight
“go-slow” feeling prevalent in the unit. It was impossible to put your finger on anything definite, but it could be
sensed, like a smell of decay. The officers were spending all day lazing under awnings erected by the side of the
coast road, and even the men, going in and out of the dugout with baskets of earth, moved very sluggishly.
Walking along the coast road, I climbed the hill with my bundle of washing in my arms. I carefully hung the
washing out on the trees in front of the living quarters. We would have trouble if it could be seen from the air. I
went into the dugout and took some note paper from my kit bag. I sat down at the table, spread the paper in front
of me, and sat thinking hard. After awhile I wrote on the first line of the paper, “Will.” I laid my pen down and
stared at the wall in front of me.
I couldn’t think of anything to write. I felt that there were plenty of things I wanted to write about, but when it
came to the point it was all rubbish. The will was not addressed to anyone in particular. I grew more and more
annoyed. I stood up, tore the paper into pieces and threw them away.
As I left the dugout and walked to the top of the hill, a feeling of sadness came over me. What was my object
in writing a will? I had wanted to make an appeal to someone. But about what? I had wanted to convey to
someone a sadness not yet framed in words, a sadness which when put into words became false. This may be
called an act of sentimentality, but what does that matter if in the course of it I found some relief?
The path came to an end and I entered the wood. This was the way to the lookout post. Perhaps the healthy
view from there would take my mind off things. I looked up at the sky. The light penetrating the network of
branches fell on my face in patches.
Suddenly I pricked up my ears. Amid the rain of chirruping from the cicadas, I heard something that sounded
like engines. I ran to the edge of the wood and looked up at the sky. From one corner of that great bright sea of
deep blue, a sharp, metallic sound came cutting through the air. A dark spot appeared. In no time it grew bigger
and took on the shape of an airplane, apparently flying straight towards me. A foreboding of danger swept over
me. They must be going to attack here! I ran into the wood, on and on, panting for breath. The horrible, terrifying
sound of engines approached faster and faster and swelled in my ears. With sweat streaming from me, I was trying
to run still farther into the wood when the plane, now apparently directly overhead, judging from the noise of its
engines, suddenly opened fire with its machine guns with a paralyzing roar. Instinctively, I dropped and pressed
myself flat on the ground just as the great black shadow of the aircraft came skimming over like a hurricane.
I lay face downwards, my eyes tight shut. My heart was thumping so madly that it was almost more than I
could bear. I seemed to have a lump sticking in my throat. Gasping for breath, I opened my eyes. The smell of the
earth by day struck my nose. The sound of engines receded.
Slowly I got up and dusted myself off. As I wiped the sweat away with my sweat-cloth, I looked up through
the branches at the sky. The plane had apparently already disappeared in the distance. I set off walking.
On the previous occasion when I had seen the Grumman from the lookout post, I had admittedly been shaken
but I had not felt scared. What was the strange fear that had seized me now? What was the awful dread that had
set my teeth chattering?
My gloomy thoughts of the last few days concerning death must have left their mark-some crack, as it were, in
my mind. Thinking about death must have had the opposite effect of fanning my desire to cling to life. As I went
up the path near the lookout post, I was smiling grimly to myself.
(People about to make a will run around in a cowardly fashion, like lizards, trying to escape death.)
A bitter feeling of self-derision came over me.
I reached the lookout post. I looked all around but couldn’t see any sign of my lookout man. All at once, I
noticed something white beneath the chestnut tree.
(Was he still sheltering?)
Puzzled, I went closer. There under the chestnut tree, the lookout man lay prone, quite motionless, as if he
didn’t hear my footsteps. His hands, stretched out on the ground, were somehow unnaturally twisted. The visible
side of his dust-stained face was curiously pale. I stopped aghast. I had seen the virulent red of bloodstains on the
grass. Feeling as if I had been doused with cold water, I stood rooted to the spot, dumb with horror.
About halfway up the trunk of the chestnut tree against which the corpse was lying, the first tsukutsuku-boshi
of the year was chirruping quietly, persistently, sounding off its ill-omened tune like some messenger from hell.
Suddenly my eyes filled with scalding tears.
(He must have heard this chirruping of the tsukutsuku-boshi as he died!)
I went down, on one knee and tried to lift his body. The head rolled round slackly. He had a slight growth of
beard and his closed eyes looked so sunken that I could scarcely recognize them. The bullet had penetrated his
forehead. The stream of blood from the wound went as far as his temple. There was no sign that he had felt any
pain. Between the slightly parted lips I could just see his discolored teeth. He felt unnaturally heavy on my arm, as
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I wiped away my tears with the other hand.
To the end I had not heard his name, or his circumstances, or his birthplace. As far as I was concerned, he was
to be no more than a chance acquaintance. Wasn’t his exposition of the beauty of destruction a way of reconciling
himself to the fact that he would have to die here? Probably, being frightened by a premonition of misfortune, he
had been telling himself over and over again of the beauty of destruction. Probably he had been at pains to devise
some reason for his premonition of death, and had been trying hard to believe in it.
(How could destruction possibly be beautiful?)
My jaws tight-set, I laid the corpse on the ground. Why had he abandoned any desire to survive? Having talked
himself into the right frame of mind, he had in the end died with no regrets, the sound of the tsukutsuku-boshi
cicada in his ears.
A gust of wind faintly stirred the beard on his unshaven chin. The corpse seemed to be wearing a smile.
Suddenly I felt a strange, powerful surge of emotion within me—not a feeling of closeness to him but not one of
hatred, either. I stood up. I saw the shadow of my own unsteady self fall across the corpse lying there beneath the
chestmut tree.
Taking a deep breath, I walked towards the telephone. I picked up the receiver. A voice suddenly burst on my
ear. “What’s happened to the Grumman? Has it gone yet?”
“The lookout man is dead, sir.”
“What? I’m talking about the Grumman. Why haven’t you reported sooner?”
“The lookout is dead, sir.”
With that, I replaced the receiver. I picked up the man’s cap. Squatting down beside the corpse, I covered his
face with it. I stood up. Holding my breath, I moved across and quick as a flash caught the tsukutsuku-boshi,
which was still chirruping insistently. The regular rhythm changed in my hand to confused squeaks. The wings,
whirring with tremendous speed, gave me a painful sensation, as of burning, on my sweating palm. Was there so
much strength in this newly-hatched, feeble insect? I suddenly had an urge to treat it cruelly. Squeezing it as hard
as I could in my hand, I put it straight into the pocket of my uniform. The fluid from the cicada’s body felt
revolting as it spread over my palm. I steeled myself against the feeling as I stood looking down at the man’s dead
body.
Nobody had come up yet from the bottom of the hill. A slight dizziness spread from the back of my head, and I
shivered.
*
The order had come out that morning that since the Emperor was going to make a speech over the radio,
everyone not on duty was to listen. As I had seen more or less all the messages relating to our unit, I knew all
about this, but not having read a newspaper or listened to the radio since coming to Sakurajima, I was quite out of
touch with the outside world. So I did not fully understand the significance of an Imperial broadcast. In the sense
that it was entirely without precedent, though, I could imagine that it must be something serious. Uncertainty
made me feel on edge.
Being on duty in the morning, I was unable to go and hear the broadcast. As soon as I came off duty I went
back to the living quarters. The broadcast was being relayed in the square at the foot of the hill. Everyone must
have been there listening. Even when I had finished my meal in the living quarters, the men who had been to hear
the broadcast were still not back.
“That broadcast’s taking a long time!” I thought to myself.
I lit a cigarette and went to the dugout entrance. Down in the bay I could see little waves, and all around the
tsuku-tsuku-boshi cicadas were chirruping. The sun was hot, but somehow there was a hint of autumn in the air. I
looked and saw men coming back to the living quarters in twos and threes. The broadcast was evidently over.
“What was the broadcast about?” I asked, grabbing a young signalman who was just going into the dugout.
“The radio wasn’t very good, sir, and we couldn’t hear.”
“There was a lot of interference and we couldn’t catch a thing, sir,” added another man.
“Still, it was long, wasn’t it?”
“After the broadcast, there was a talk by the C.O., sir.”
“What about?”
“He said we were all too slack and lazy and out for naps on the sly. But if we won the war, we’d surely be able
to have all the rest we wanted. Serving the country was required now, or not at all. That’s what he said, sir.”
“‘If we won the war?’ Did he say that?”
“Yes, sir.”
The men saluted and went into the dugout. I threw my cigarette away over the cliff and set off towards the
cipher room.
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The previous day the chief signals officer had come into the cipher room and inspected the code books. Since
it was impossible to foretell when the enemy was going to land, he said, it might be better to burn all code books
not needed much, so as to avoid any confusion when the time came. The burning was due to take place that
afternoon. I intended to be present myself.
As I approached the cipher room, I met two or three signalmen coming out, each carrying a heavy-looking
wooden box on his shoulder.
“Are those the code books?”
“Yes, sir.”
We walked up the path which went right to the top of the hill. I walked back up alongside a fellow P.O. from
signals who was bringing up the rear of the party carrying a bottle of gasoline.
On the opposite slope to the lookout post on the other side of the wood there was a small hollow, and there the
men had dumped the wooden boxes and were sitting wiping the sweat from their faces. As we approached, they
stood up and began to take the code books out of the boxes. The books were piled up in the hollow, all of them
red-covered, some big and some small, some well thumbed and some new.
The signals P.O. went round to the other side and poured gasoline all over the pile. I struck a match. Blue
flames leaped up, the red covers began to curl up like living things, and soon they were a mass of red flames. I felt
a slight catch of regret in my throat. I spoke to the signals P.O.
“I wonder what that broadcast was about today.”
“I don’t know, they say it was probably an Imperial command to defend Japan to the bitter end.”\fn{ It was, of
course, the Imperial Rescript of August 15, 1945, the complete text of which is as follows: TO OUR GOOD AND LOYAL SUBJBCTS:
After pondering deeply the general trends of the world and the actual conditions obtaining in Our Empire today, We have decided to effect
a settlement of the present situation by resorting to an extraordinary measure. We have ordered Our Government to communicate to the
Governments of the United States, Great Britain, China and the Soviet Union that Our Empire accepts the provisions of their Joint
Declaration. To strive for the common prosperity and happiness of all nations as well as the security and well-being of Our subjects is the
solemn obligation which has been handed down by Our Imperial Ancestors, and which We lay close to heart. Indeed, We declared war on
America and Britain out of Our sincere desire to ensure Japan’s self preservation and the stabilization of East Asia, it being far from Our
thought either to infringe upon the sovereignty of other nations or to embark upon territorial aggrandizement. But now the war has lasted
for nearly four years. Despite the best that has been done by everyone-the gallant fighting of military and naval forces, the diligence and
assiduity of Our servants of the State and the devoted service of Our one hundred million people, the war situation has developed not
necessarily to Japan's advantage, while the general trends of the world have all turned against her interest. Moreover, the enemy has begun
to employ a new and most cruel bomb, the power of which to do damage is indeed incalculable, taking the toll of many innocent lives.
Should We continue to fight, it would not only result in an ultimate collapse and obliteration of the Japanese nation, but also it would lead
to the total extinction of human civilization. Such being the case, how are We to save the millions of Our subjects; or to atone Ourselves
before the hallowed spirits of Our Imperial Ancestors? This is the reason why We have ordered the acceptance of the provisions of the Joint
Declaration of the Powers. We cannot but express the deepest sense of regret to our Allied nations of East Asia, who have consistently
cooperated with the Empire towards the emancipation of East Asia. The thought of those officers and men as well as others who have fallen
in the fields of battle, those who died at their posts of duty, or those who met with untimely death and all their bereaved families, pains Our
heart night and day. The welfare of the wounded and the war-sufferers, and of those who have lost their homes and livelihood, are the
objects of Our profound solicitude. The hardships and sufferings to which Our nation is to be subjected hereafter will be certainly great. We
are keenly aware of the inmost feelings of all ye, Our subjects. However, it is according to the dictate of time and fate that We have
resolved to pave the way for a grand peace for all the generations to come by enduring the unendurable and suffering what is insufferable.
Having been able to safeguard and maintain the structure of the Imperial State, We are always with ye, Our good and loyal subjects, relying
upon your sincerity and integrity. Beware most strictly of any outbursts of emotion which may engender needless complications, or any
fraternal contention and strife which may create confusion, lead ye astray and cause ye to lose the confidence of the world. Let the entire
nation continue as one family from generation to generation, ever-firm in its faith of the imperishableness of its divine land, and mindful of
its heavy burden of responsibilities, and the long road before it. Unite your total strength to be devoted to the construction for the future.
Cultivate the ways of rectitude; foster nobility of spirit; and work with resolution so as ye may enhance the innate glory of the Imperial
State and keep pace with the progress of the world.}

“Who said that?”
“The O.C. signals, for one, and C.P.O. Kira said something to that effect, too.”I stood watching the flames.
Occasionally, according to how the wind blew, I felt the heat on my face. For awhile the thick code books would
seem to be smoldering and not burning properly, then the pages would curl over again and flames would leap up
afresh. Thin clouds of smoke drifted with the wind across the sky. The smell of burning cloth hung about. From
time to time there was a noise of something splitting in the fire and a shower of sparks flew up.
“They’ll be landing any day now, I suppose.”
Someone poked at the code books with a stick, pulling them nearer, and fresh flames rose again. The smoke
billowed up more thickly.
“If you make too much smoke, we’ll be for it when the Grummans come.”
“There won’t be any coming today. After all, there weren’t any yesterday, either.”
This meant that the Grummans had not put in an appearance since the day the lookout man was killed—neither
yesterday nor the day before. The fact that no aircraft had come over suggested that invasion was imminent. The
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enemy had probably given up random attacks and were organizing for operations in force. Whether the point
where they landed was Fukiagehama or the Miyazaki coast, we here would have our line of retreat cut off in any
case.
Even if we took refuge in the mountains, the range was hardly deep enough for us to make a successful
getaway. In particular, this was a Naval suicide unit base, so that after the human torpedoes and the suicide boats
had left on their one-way journey, we should no longer have any duty to perform. What kind of orders would be
given when the time came, seeing that the men didn’t even have rifles?
I was idly watching the color of the flames. They looked transparent in the daylight. The hilltop was
completely still. Only the splitting noises in the fire broke the stillness. The voices of the men talking to each
other sounded curiously distant. Beyond the trailing smoke Mt. Sakurajima towered like a giant. A sense of peace
and calm came over me as I looked at the shape of the mountain.
What did it matter if our line of retreat was cut off? Let me stop thinking about anything. Even if I could not
meet death with composure, let me die a death true to myself. What took place and how things developed in Japan
after my body was buried and reduced to inorganic matter no longer had anything to do with me. Let me live
unhurried, calm, until my death.
“P.O. Murakami. Shall we burn the wooden boxes, too?”
“Yes. Burn them.”
Noisily the boxes were broken up and flung one after another into the fire. With this new fuel, the flames flared
up like long strings of sticky amber candy. I put my hand casually into my pocket. Something crackly touched my
fingers. I took hold of it and pulled it out. It was the dead body of the tsukutsuku-boshi cicada which I had caught
a few days before. It was completely dried up and one of the wings had broken off. As I turned it over on my
palm, it made a crackling noise. Furtively, so as not to be seen by the others, I threw it into the fire. It disappeared
into the ashes of the charred code books.
Are they true, I wonder, those tales, made up by people who have not died, that a man recalls the whole of his
life in the moment of death, or that even though the body dies, the brain lives on for a few seconds and
experiences agonizing pain? The face of the dead lookout had been peaceful, but it was not the face of a man who
had learned in death the key to all the mysteries of human life. In death he had looked commonplace, no longer a
serviceman, but like any ordinary person. For some reason I remembered very clearly the dirt on the collar of the
tunic he had been wearing when I lifted him up. …
By dusk the code books had been completely burned. We beat the ashes to make sure that nothing had been left
unburned, and then went back to our quarters.
As I went in, C.P.O. Kira was sitting down at the far end. Holding his sword up with one hand, he was drinking
something from a mug—apparently alcohol and water. I could faintly smell it.
“Have you burned them all?”
“All finished, sir.”
Hanging the tunic in my hand on the bunk, I went towards the table.
“You there!”
A signalman who appeared to be tidying his kit bag hurried over to him.
“Go to the cipher room and ask them if there’s been any message about His Majesty’s broadcast today.”
The man saluted and hurriedly left the dugout. There was no one else present. Just C.P.O. Kira and myself,
alone in the dugout. Everyone else had gone off as usual, apparently, to dig the hole. I sat down opposite the
C.P.O. He stared back at me in his usual way. He spoke hoarsely.
“They’ll be landing any time now, P.O. Murakami.”
“Was that what today’s broadcast was about, sir?”
“That I don’t know. There’s been no change in the state of the enemy for the last two or three days. That proves
he’s planning large-scale operations. You’re prepared to die, I suppose?”
He gave a mocking laugh.
“If they land, what will happen to this unit, sir?”
“It will make a grand sortie, of course.”
“No, I don’t mean the suicide units, sir. I mean the construction and signals men who are left.”
He looked suddenly annoyed, and looking me in the face, drained his mug.
“They’d fight!”
“What would we do for weapons, sir? On top of that we’ve got a lot of reservists and militiamen over forty.”
“The reservists would fight, too.” His tone was lashing. “There are bamboo spears.”
“Have they had any training, sir?”
As he watched me, a fierce glint suddenly came into his eyes. I mustn’t be afraid of him. I would act naturally.
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Determined on that, I stared back at him.
“They don’t need any training. They’ll go in as suicide troops. P.O. Murakami, here you are stationed at a base
for Naval suicide units and you still don’t understand the spirit of the thing?”
“I think it might be better to give them some training than make them dig a hole which won’t be finished till
God knows when.”
I felt hot all over, and spoke with great emphasis. C.P.O. Kira stood up straight. Almost leaning on me across
the table, he said, “I will not have you criticizing my policy, Murakami! When I want your advice, I'll ask for it.”
An inexpressibly deep sadness suddenly swept over me. Feeling as if something was disintegrating inside me, I
bent backwards, looking steadily into Kira’s eyes. He thundered down at me, “Do you think we’ll win if the
enemy lands?”
“I don’t know, sir.”
“Do you think we will?”
“We may, but …”
“But?”
“Japan was beaten on Luzon. Okinawa was wiped out. You can’t tell whether we’ll win until the time comes.”
“Right!” shouted Kira, cutting me off short. It was like an animal bellowing. He fixed his eyes, glinting eerily
like glass balls, straight on me.
“Here’s what I’ll do when the enemy lands. Take this sword and”—he thumped the top of the hilt heavily with
one hand—“go round cutting down all the cowards one by one. Murakami! I’ll hack them down wholesale. Have
you got that, Murakami?”
Involuntarily I made to stand up, and just at that moment the signalman, returning from his errand, came in like
a ghost through the entrance to the dugout. He came straight up to us. Coming to attention, he put his head back
and saluted smartly. He spoke clearly.
“The broadcast today was an Imperial proclamation of the end of the war, sir.”
“What?” I shouted automatically, half-rising from my seat, with my hands on the table.
“It was an Imperial proclamation, sir, that the war is over.”
A queer shudder ran through me from head to foot. I felt my right hand on the table begin to tremble. I turned
round and looked at C.P.O. Kira’s face. All expression had gone out of it, and I saw his lips tremble slightly as he
tried to speak. He said nothing. He just collapsed onto his chair. I distinctly saw tears rolling down his thin
cheeks. I turned back to the signalman.
“Right. I’ll go to the cipher room at once. You go on ahead.”
I left the table. I was so agitated that I felt unsteady on my feet. A mass of emotions too confused for me to be
able to disentangle them surged up inside me and died away again. Just as I began to walk over to my bunk where
my tunic was hanging, I was conscious of something like a phantom behind me, and I turned round.
Under the feeble electric light, C.P.O. Kira sat facing the rough table, leaning on his sword and staring with
vacant eyes at the wall. On the table the mug stood empty and undisturbed. The transmission room at the far end
of the dugout was lost in the gloom.
I turned away and went to my bunk. I took my tunic down to put it on. For the second time I had the feeling of
something incomprehensible and mysterious pressing close to me from behind. Instinctively I turned round.
C.P.O. Kira had not moved from his position of a few moments ago. The scene was exactly the same as it had
been—the cables running along the roof, the mug on the table, the grubby walls. I put my tunic about my
shoulders and made to walk over to the exit. As I put my arms into the sleeves and fastened the buttons one by
one, I suddenly felt alarmed by an atmosphere of strangeness. Gripping the edge of my bunk, I turned round for
the third time.
Sitting before the table, C.P.O. Kira had drawn his sword from its scabbard. He brought the blade close to his
face. The thick blade, catching the feeble electric light, shone brightly. He was staring at it as if bewitched. There
was an aura of ferocity about his whole body. In the slightly bent back, in the eyes, like those of a hungry animal,
I saw a brutal will which was not of this world. I stood leaning on my bunk, my eyes fixed on him. A strange
excitement set my whole body trembling. I was aware of the faint noise which my knees were making, knocking
together. I stood there with eyes wide open while time went by, a ghastly time during which my blood seemed to
freeze.
C.P.O. Kira moved. Guided by his hand, the blade, gleaming hypnotically, was put away in its scabbard. I
heard the sword-guard strike the scabbard with a hard, clear sound. The sound went right through me. C.P.O. Kira
altered his grip on the sword and stood up, looking at me all the time. And he spoke to me softly, in a pathetic
voice. I did not budge as I listened to him.
“P.O. Murakami. I’ll go with you to the cipher room.”
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As we left the dugout, the sea was bright with the reflection of the glow in the evening sky. The path
disappeared into the fading dusk. C.P.O. Kira walked ahead of me. Above the cliff was the peak of Mt.
Sakurajima, tinged by the setting sun. The mountain face, now visible and now hidden by the trees as I walked
along, had an ethereal beauty with its light and dark patches of color, red and blue. As I hurried along the stony
path trying to keep up with C.P.O. Kira, scalding tears suddenly streamed from my eyes. Again and again I wiped
them away, but they fell in an endless flow. The landscape, through my tears, became distorted and disjointed. I
clenched my teeth and walked, fighting back the choking sensation which rose in my throat. My mind was a
confused jumble of thoughts and nothing was clear anymore. I did not even know whether I was sad. Only, my
eyes brimmed with tears, again and again. I covered my face with my hands and staggered on step by step down
the path.
63.88 Let Us Go And See The Sea\fn{by Lin Hai-ying (1918/19-2001)} Osaka, Osaka Prefecture, Japan (F) 11
Mama had said that Hsin Lien Tse Hu Tung\fn{ A note reads: Hu Tung is the Peking term for alley; Hsin Lien Tse is the
was shaped 1ike a soup spoon with our home down at the bottom near the spot where you usually sipped your soup. And Papa was glaring at me with a set face, scolding:
“You never listen! Don’t make so much noise when you drink your soup, su-su-su, not at all like a girl. And
when you ladle your soup, don’t hit the bowl with your spoon, clinking so noisily.”
I picked up my spoon very, very carefully and dipped it into the soup bowl ever so gently, but Papa got mad
again:
“Children should wait until their elders have begun. You can’t just dive into every new dish that is put on the
table!” Then he turned to Mama:
“You can’t just go on not teaching the children any manners.”
“I was in a hurry, as I wanted to finish my supper and go out the gate to watch Fang Te-chen and Liu Ping play
ball, so I had sucked my soup noisily, let my spoon clatter against the bowl and was the first to begin eating. I was
already full but had to sit at the table waiting to fill up Papa’s second bowl of rice. Papa said that we should’t
leave everything for the servants to do; that even as big as he is, if he were still on the old homestead, he would
have to stand by after he had finished his meal to wait on Grandfather’s pleasure.
When I had filled Papa’s bowl, I took the opportunity to slip away from the table, sidling toward the desk that
stood by the front window. I overheard Mama saying softly:
“Don’t be so strict with the child; after all, how old is she! Ever since last year when that crazy person scared
her so much that she fell so seriously ill, she has been too timid. Every time you scold her so loudly she just sits
quietly without a single word; she wasn’t that way before! Now we have moved here into a new place and she is
forgetting the past as she starts going to school; she has just begun to gain a little weight.”
Oh, Mama! Why did you have to mention that strange affair again? You so often talk about who is crazy, who
is a fool, who is a cheat, who is a thief. I couldn’t tell the difference. Just at that moment I lifted up my head and
saw the white clouds floating in the blue sky. I immediately thought of the twenty-sixth lesson in our reader:
name of this alley.}

LET US GO AND SEE THE SEA

☺
Let us go and see the sea!
Let us go and see the sea!
On the big blue sea,
Are hoisted the white sails;
The golden-red sun
Rises up from the sea
Shining on the sea, shining on the sails.
Let us go and see the sea!
Let us go and see the sea!

I could not make out which is the sea and which is the sky. The golden-red sun, does it rise up from the sea? Or
does it rise from the sky? But I loved to read this lesson. I read it over and over as if I were lying on a boat, as if I
were lying on a cloud. I have already memorized this lesson. Mama praised me to Papa and Sung Ma, saying that
I was studious and learned well. I like to study, so of course I studied well. Last year’s lessons—Man, Hand, Foot,
Knife, Ruler, Dog, Cow, Sheep; One Body Two Hands—I would like to forget all of it!
Papa went to take his nap and nobody was supposed to bother him, so there was not a single sound in the
whole house. But I heard a “thump! … thump!” against the garden wall. That must be Fang Te-chen’s ball against
the wall. I was thinking how I could go out to talk with him, to play with him. In school, we girls didn’t talk with
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the boys. We ignored them or glared at them, but now I wanted very much to play ball.
Good Mama, she came over to me:
“Go out and tell those unruly children not to play ball at our door; your Papa is sleeping!”
With this, I flew out the door, my pigtail catching on the nail on the door frame, pulling tight the roots of my
hair; really painful! Why didn’t they pull this nail out? Oh, yes, it was put there by Papa to hang the shoe brush
on. He brushed his shoes every time he went out or came home. He told me to do the same but I felt that I could
clean my shoes better by stamping my feet.
Sung Ma was in the doorway feeding Little Sister her congee. She had mint leaves in her hairpin, and stuck on
her temples were the skins of little red turnips. She was having a headache. When I opened the gate, Sun Ma
asked:
“Where are you gadding to?”
“Ma told me to go out.” I said, self-righteously.
The open space outside our gate was filled with sunlight and looked just like a spoonful of shimmering soup. I
stood before Fang Te-chen and self-importantly declared:
“You’re not supposed to kick the ball against our wall, my father is sleeping!”
Fang Te-chen picked up his ball and stood looking at me stupidly.
Right across from our home was an empty house where there was nobody but an old caretaker who was deaf,
and even he would often lock up the house and go to live at his daughter’s home. I didn’t know where Sung Ma
had heard it but she said that this house was haunted. When Mama heard this, she said to Papa:
“Why are there so many haunted houses in Peking?”
Between this haunted house and another house was an empty plot of land about the size of a room, overgrown
with grass. In front of this was a broken-down wall that even I could step over. The grass inside was taller than the
wall. This vacant lot was said to have contained the stables of the haunted house. But these had fallen to pieces
long ago, and as there was no one to make repairs, the land had become just an empty grass plot. I looked at the
wild grown grass and the wall next to it, then said to the stupid boys:
“Why don’t you go and kick your ball over there; there’s no one living in that house.”
The minute they heard this, they turned and ran to the plot. They happily kicked the ball against the wall,
letting it bounce back each time.
Ours was a dead-end alley. The vendors came in by the spoon handle, circled the spoon and then had to go out
by the same way. Just then, the barber, carrying his equipment on a bamboo pole, came by, sounding his iron
prongs with a loud twang, but nobody came out to have a haircut. Then came the gong of the candied-fruit seller
with his wares of candied sour-dates, candied sour-plum jelly, candy figures. He was my favorite but Mama
would not give me any money so there was nothing I could do. The old vendor saw me standing there looking at
him so he said softly to me:
“Go, go home and ask for some money!”
I thought to myself: telling people to go and ask for money! This old man was real bad! And I walked away.
Without realizing it, I walked toward the opposite side and stood by the wall of the grass lot watching Fang Techen and Liu Ping, wondering if they would call me to join them. The ball rolled toward my feet and I quickly
picked it up and threw it to them; then it rolled even farther toward the foot of the wall, and I ran to pick it up for
them. The next time Liu Ping kicked it way up high, boasting all the while:
“Just see how well I can kick!”
But this time the ball fell into the tall grass.
“Ying-tse, don’t you like to catch the ball? You can go and pick it up for us!” Liu Ping said, his forehead covered with sweat.
Why not? I immediately turned around and stepping over the broken wall, I entered grass that was taller than I.
I turned to look back and saw that they had already run up to the candy seller, lifting their throats as they drank
soda water that sold for three coins a bottle. I took two more steps and heard Liu Ping calling to me:
“Be careful of stepping on dog droppings, Ying-tse!”
Alarmed, I stopped in my tracks and 1ooked under my feet. Nothing was there. I brushed away the grass on
my left, then on my right, but couldn’t find the ball. Then I walked forward till I almost reached the corner of the
wall and my foot hit something. I picked it up. It was a pair of tongs. I had no use for them so I threw them away
in front of me. There was a loud clang! I quickly pushed away the grass and discovered that the tongs had fallen
on a bronze plate which was upside down on the ground. Strange! I squatted down to lift up the bronze plate and
underneath was a beautiful neatly folded table cloth with tassels and an elegant silk robe! I hurriedly dropped the
plate and covered it again; my heart was beating fast and I was as flustered as if I had been caught doing something wrong.
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I looked up. There was no one around, just the wind blowing the grass forward, brushing my head. I could only
see above the grass, far, far away, a piece of blue sea, no, blue sky.
I stood up and walked back, wondering, should I tell Liu Ping and Fang Te-chen? I came out into the open and
saw that they were already playing marbles; the candy vendor had left. Liu Ping did not even look up as he asked:
“Did you find it?”
“No.”
“Never mind. It’s really too dirty in there. Dogs go in to relieve themselves; men also go there to urinate.”
I didn’t say anything but silently went home. Sung Ma was in the garden taking down the washing. When she
saw me, she frowned (immediately the little red turnip peels fell off her temples), saying:
“Look at the mud all over you! Did you get this way just kicking ball with those two wild children?”
“I didn’t kick ball!” I really hadn’t kicked the ball.
“Who are you trying to fool?” Sung Ma sneered, lifting my pigtails.
“Your Mother is an expert at plaiting hair tightly and look! It is all loosened up! Just see how naughty you are!
Where is the hair string?”
“It was pulled off by that nail by the door.” To support my statement, I pointed to the nail on which the shoe
brush was hanging. Then, as I looked down at my shoes, I saw that they were covered with mud, so I stamped on
the brick walk with all my might. A lot of mud fell off. When I lifted my head, I saw Mama standing behind the
window-pane pointing at me; I tilted my head, puckered up my nose and smiled sweetly at her. When she saw me
smile like that she would always forgive me anything.
The next day and the next day … several days passed and Fang Te-chen did not mention the ball again. But I
was thinking about it, not really of the ball but about the grass and the things in the grass. I wanted to tell Mama
or Sung Ma but every time the words came to my lips I swallowed them.
That day, I finished my homework quickly; two-digit addition was really difficult, having to carry a number
over to the second column. I only had ten fingers and couldn’t manage it fast enough. When I got tired from too
much arithmetic, I recited Let Us Go and See the Sea. I thought, if I were lying on a white sailboat on the sea, I
would have to close my eyes against the bright sunlight and the boat would rock and rock until I would fall
asleep. “Let us go and see the sea, let us go and see the sea,” I repeated as I put away my pencil box, as I hung my
school bag over my bedstead, as I skipped over the doorsill.
Mama and Papa were in the garden, Mama holding Little Sister and Papa pruning the flowers. Papa always
said that if there were too many leaves on the peach tree then there would be fewer blossoms, so he snipped off
some of the leaves, then bound a few branches together so that the flowers would not be so scattered. He also tied
strings over the high wall for the morning glories to climb, so that when the morning sun came out all of them
opened up, red, purple, yellow and blue. It wasn’t morning just then, so they were already wilted-looking. Mama
said to Papa:
“When you come home, bring a lock. There are too many thieves around. There have been burglaries even on
the main streets such as Hsin Hwa Road.”
Papa, his nostrils, quivering, was preoccupied with the flowers he was working on and he offhandly said:
“Hsin Hwa Street is still very far from us.” Then, as he raised his head and saw me, he added: “Isn’t that right,
Ying-tse?”
I nodded, the grassy plot flashing into my mind.
At that moment, Little Sister struggled off Mama’s lap. She had just learned to walk and liked to have me lead
her around. I danced around with her and she laughed with glee. I started to recite Let Us Go and See The Sea,
dancing in time to each line until we had reached the front door. Sung Ma had just finished eating and was sitting
there picking her teeth with her silver ear-scraper, sucking in air after picking each tooth. She spent so much time
on this that I figured her teeth must be very important to her. It wasn’t until Little Sister grabbed hold of her legs
that she wiped off the ear-scraper and stuck it onto the bun at the back of her head. Sung Ma carried Little Sister
off toward the street, saying:
“We’re going for a walk, we’re going for a walk in the street!” Sung Ma ha’d a weakness for going for a walk
in the street and every time she came back she would, tell Mama about new happenings: ghosts, thieves, mules,
horses, donkeys, cows, anything that was unusual.
Sung Ma was already quite far away but Little Sister was still waving to me. It wasn’t dark yet but the sun had
already disappeared. Only one bright ray could be seen on the corner of the wall of the house opposite us. Looking a little farther, I could also see a ray of light on the vacant lot next to the house. The grass swayed gently in the
wind and as I gazed abstractedly at it, I started to walk toward it. In front of our neighbor’s door there was a
carrying pole with two baskets that belonged to a scrap co:llector, but nobody was around. Most probably, he was
collecting some scraps at some house. There was not a single person in the empty lot.
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I walked toward the empty grass plot and as I stepped over the wall, I thought to myself: if Sung Ma or
anybody else should see me coming over here, I could say that I had come to look for that ball. Naturally!
I was not really looking for the ball, although I hoped I could see it too. My footsteps were pointed toward that
mysterious corner. Holding my breath, I brushed aside the tall grass, stepping softly, for I was aftaid I would step
on something.
Could those things still be there? Why did I walk away that day without even daring to look at them again? If
those things were still there, what was I going to do? Of course, there was nothing I could do. I just wanted to
look at them again, for I was always fond of unusual things.
But when I pushed away the gr'ass, I was startled, and drawing in my breath, exclaimed:
“Oh!”
There was man squatting on the ground! He was also startled.
“Oh!” he exclaimed, turning in my direction, then stared at me for a while. Finally, smiling, he said:
“Little girl, what are you doing here?”
“I?” I didn’t know what to answer. After some hesitation, I finally managed to come out with:
“I came to find a ball.”
“Ball? Is this it?” Saying this, he tpok a ball from the pile of things behind him. It was the one that Liu Ping
had lost the other day. I nodded and taking the ball from him, I turned to go, but he called to me:
“Huh—little girl, stop a minute and let’s talk a while.”
He had on a short Mandarin jacket with black trousers. Bald headed, he had heavy eyebrows, and his thick lips
reminded me of what Uncle Li, who could read fortunes, used to say:
“Thick and heavy lips show that the man is honest.”
I was a little afraid, but remembering what Uncle Li had said, I felt better. His voice seemed to be a little
shaky. He didn’t stand up. I knew that there was a pile of things behind him, though I couldn’t be sure whether
they were the copper plate and other things. He said:
“Little girl, how old are you? Are you going to school?”
“Seven years old; I am in the first grade of the Tsang Dien School.” People often asked me the same kind of
question so 1 could answer easily enough.
“Uh! That is a good school. Who takes you to and from school?”
“I go myself,” I answered, then remembering Papa, I added: “Papa said that children should quickly learn to be
independent. Do you know that now they have opened up the Hsin Hwa Street city wall, calling it the Hsin Hwa
Gate, so I don’t have to circle round to Swen Tse Gate.”
“Little girl knows how to talk. You have good family training.” He kept on nodding his head. “Your father is
right, children should learn early to take care of themselves. Huh—any kind of abilities, Ai—!”
He suddenly lowered his head in a long sigh, then lifting it again, he smilingly asked:
“Guess what I am doing here?”
“You—I can’t guess.” I shook my head, then suddenly remembered:
“Did you come here to move bowels?”
“Move bowels?” He opened his eyes, wide. “Yes, yes, I came here to relieve myself!”
“You’re not sanitary!”
“Our kind of people don’t have any sanitation.”
I lowered my head to gaze at his back. He seemed to be thinking of something. After a short silence, he pulled
a handful of marbles, all round and shiny, from the pocket of his short jacket.
“Here, these are for you.”
“I don’t want them.” They did not tempt me at all. “Papa said not to take things from people.”
“It’s I who am giving them to you!” He still continued to stuff them into my hands but I kept my palms opened
flat, not closing them so that the marbles could not stay in my hands but an rolled onto the ground. I said:
“I can’t accept things from other people, either.”
“This child!” He seemed at a loss to know what to do, then he asked:
“Does your family know you came here?”
I shook my head.
“When you go home will you tell them you have seen me?”
I shook my head.
“That’s good; don’t for anything tell anyone that you saw me! I am also a good man.”
Who had said he was a bad man? His behavior made me curious. I guessed he hadn’t come here to do his
needs. That pile of things must have something to do with him.
“You’d better go home! It’s getting dark!” He pointed to the sky; the crows were flying past.
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“Then what about you?” I asked him.
“I’m going too, you go first.” He brushed at the wisps of grass on his clothing, as if he was going to stand up,
then went on:
“Don’t say anything, little girl; you are still little and don’t understand. Wait until later and I will talk with you.
I have many stories!”
“You will tell me stories?”
“Yes! I often come here. I can see you are a good-hearted little girl. Let us become good friends. I will tell you
the story of my brother, of myself!”
“When?” I loved story-telling the best.
“Whenever we meet, we can talk a little; I get very lonely by myself.”
I didn’t quite understand what he was talking about but felt that it was good to have such a big friend. I didn’t
know whether he was a good man or a bad man. I couldn’t make out all this just as I couldn’t tell the sea from the
sky, but his lips were thick and heavy.
I turned to brush away the tall grass, then turned back to ask:
“Will you come tomorrow?”
“Tomorrow? Not for sure.” He was spreading out a piece of cloth to piick up the things. It was very dark there
in the grass so I couldn’t see clearly but on hearing the sound dang-dang I was certain that it was the copper plate
hitting against the marbles on the ground. Were those his things?
When I came over the broken wall there still wasn’t anyone around but in the distance I could see Sung Ma
returning with Little Sister. I hurriedly ran home and as I passed our neighbor’s house, I saw that the scrap
collector’s carrying pole and baskets were still there.
I reached our door at the same time as Sung Ma and led Little Sister inside. The light in the garden had been
turned on and several lizards were crawling on the wall near the light. A small table had been placed by the garden
pool and I knew that a pot of jasmine tea and a pack of cigarettes were on it, for Papa would recline on the wicker
chair beside it for a long, long time, talking with Mama about this and that. Maybe Uncle Li would come over
later.
I put the ball on the table, picked up the pack of cigarettes and opening it, drew out the picture postcard which
was in it. Papa smiled and asked:
“Have you finished your collection of pictures of all the legendary characters?”
“How could I? I have never found a single one of Chiang Tse-Ya.\fn{ A note reads: Legendary prime minister during the
Chou Dynasty (1122-255 B.C.).} But I already have three of the three-eyed Yang Ching.\fn{ A note reads: Legendary prime
minister during the Chou Dynasty (1122-255 B.C).}
Papa stroked my head and said to Mama: “This child, she also knows about Chiang Tse Ya and Yang Ching!”
Without knowing exactly why, I suddenly asked:
“Pa, what is a thief?”
“Thief?” Papa looked at me in surprise. “One who steals other people’s things is a thief.”
“What does a thief look like?”
“Like a man! One nose and two eyes,” Ma answered, also looking at me with surprise. “Why are you asking
about this?”
“Just asking.” While saying this, I picked up a stool and put it beside Mama’s feet. I had not even sat down
when Uncle Li came in and Mama shooed me away:
“Go, go and play with Little Sister in the house, don’t sit here interrupting us.”
When I was washing my face the next morning, I put the ball into the basin to wash it with soap. The ball was
white as snow but the water in the basin was black. I put the ball in my school bag just as Sung Ma came in to
change the water. She exclaimed:
“Ai-you!” Pointing to the water in the basin: “Is this your face? Reallyclean, isn’t it?”
“Cleaner than your smelly small feet!” I replied, laughing. I didn’t know why I thought of Sung Ma’s feet;
most probably because Mama had said that her feet were bound so tight that it must be smelly inside. Sung Ma
also laughed, saying:
“You have a clever tongue, uh? When you can’t chew your Shao Ping,\fn{ A kind of bread.} don’t start crying
then!”
Trying to bite the Shao Ping at breakfast each morning was really a painful affair. My front teeth had already
fallen out and the new ones had not come in yet, so there was no way in which I could bite off Shao Ping and Ma
Hwa.\fn{A kind of pretzel, deep fried and crispy .} I was so slow in eating that I had been late to school several times, and
because my teeth hurt when I chewed, I had cried many times. So I would rather not eat anything and go hungry.
I slung my school bag over my shoulder and went off to school by myself. Coming out of Hsin Lien Tse Hu
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Tung, I went straight toward the city wall. Although Hsin Hwa Gate was already opened, it wasn’t finished and
there were layers of brick and mud piled up there so no vehicles could pass through, only pedestrians. The
morning sun shone on the mud slope and as I walked up there, it shone on me. Although I had not eaten any
breakfast, I felt good. I stood there looking at the passers-by and as I held my school bag., I felt the lump of the
ball in it. Immediately, my thoughts went to the vacant grass plot and the thick-lipped man. What was he really
doing?
I was lost in thought for a while; then I walked down the slope, through the Hsin Hwa Gate, to school.
The scouts from the fifth grade were standing guard at. the school gate. They looked so fierce! When could I
become a scout?
“What’s in your bag?” a scout asked, pointing at my bag. I jumped with fright.
“It’s a ball, I am going to give it back to Liu Ping.” I was stammering a little, I was so afraid of them.
The scout was good to me and didn’t search my bag but waved me on. I saw him going througj other
schoolmates’ pockets and confiscating salted lima beans and candies. We were not allowed to bring things to eat.
Then I entered my classroom. I pulled out the ball and gave it to Liu Ping. He looked at it stupidly. Most probably
he had forgotten it. I said:
“It’s the ball you two lost the other day!”
He remembered then and took it happily without even saying “thank you.”
Some of the students were talking and arguing. They said that the whole school was going to join in giving
performances at a meeting to send off the graduating class. As each class was to be responsible for one item of the
program, they were arguing as to what our class should do. I was really surprised ttat they seemed to know all the
news. Why didn’t I ever hear any of this?
It turned out as they had said. During class, our teacher said that the first and second graders could not put on
an entire play but that we would sing some songs and do a few dances. Teacher Han, our music and dance teacher,
would pick out a few students from the first, second and third grades to perform The Sparrows and The
Child.\fn{A favorite song and dance for children .} That was such a pretty act! Who would the teacher pick? Would I be
chosen? My heart was beating fast, for I liked Teacher Han. She was the daughter of our principal. In winter, she
would wear a lotus-root-yellow chi pao\db{The Chinese sheath-dress.} trimmed with white rabbit fur, and when she
taught us dancing in the auditorium and we joined hands in a circle, she was the one next to me. Her hands were
so warm and soft. I loved her so much. Did she like me?
“… then there is Lin Ying-tse as one of the sparrows.”
Oh! I was still in a dream and didn’t hear clearly. What was it? Was my name really called?
“Lin Ying-tse, beginning from tomorrow, you will stay late after school as Teacher Han will teach you then in
Classroom A of the third grade. Did you get it straight? Remember to tell your family.”
I felt my face grow hot, I was so happy. My classmates were so envious of me! I would go and dance with the
big students of the third grade, although I was to be only a sparrow; flying around and not having to sing a word.
I felt the time pass so slowly because I was in a hurry to go home and tell Mama. I didn’t want to tell smelly
small-footed Sung Ma as then she would bring Little Sister to the meeting. I didn’t want her to come! After class
was over, all my classmates crowded around me asking me what I would wear that day. Was I afraid? The girls all
came and hugged me as if I were their very best friend.
Finally, school was over and it was lunch time. I sped out of the room ahead of the others. I entered Hsin Hwa
Hu Tung after walking through Hsin Hwa Gate and passing over the uneven mud slope. The third house in the Hu
Tung was a huge one whose gates were usually closed tight. Today, it was wide open and many people were
crowded around. The police had also arrived. Something must have happened but as I had to go to school again in
the afternoon, I could not squeeze into the crowd to see what was going on. I ran home quickly.
Sung Ma was talking excitedly and Mama was listening bug-eyed, shaking her head and clicking her tongue.
“This time he really made it rich, stealing over thirty garments; mostly those which they had taken out
yesterday to sun in the garden.”
“How could he see from outside? Most probably attracted by the big black doors. When I pass by I hardly ever
see the doors open, always closed so tightly.”
“Today, with the doors opened wide, we could see everything. Truly, like an opened-up pomegranate or a
broken fish bow! The garden was clearly seen!”
“What is happening now?”
“The police are there investigating. Come, Little Pearl, let’s go and have another look.” Sung Ma was leading
Little Sister away when she saw me: “Little Ying-tse, do you want to go and see the excitment?”
“Excitement? They have lost so many things and are so upset and you talk about watching the excitement!” I
made a face at her.
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“Good heart has no good reward!” Sung Ma went away, carrying Little Sister.
At the lunch table, I told Mama about my being chosen for a part in the play The Sparrows and The Child.
Mama was delighted and said that she would sew the prettiest dance frock for me. I said:
“After you finish sewing it, lock it in the trunk so that the thief won’t steal it.” Ma said:
“That won’t happen. Don’t say such unlucky words.” I couldn’t hold back my question:
“Ma, when the thief steals, where does he put the things?”
“He sells them to the people who buy such stolen goods.”
“What does a stolen-goods collector look like?”
“People all look just like people. Nobody has anything carved on his forehead to show who is a thief and who
is not.”
“So I can’t understand this!” I was worrying.
“There are plenty of things that you don’t understand! Go to school, my Sa Ya Tou!”\fn{ A note reads: Sha Ya Tou
means, a foolish girl. The mother should have said Sha Ya Tou. In Mandarin, Sha means foolish but Sa is the word for “to sprinkle.”}
Mama’s Peking dialect was already very fluent but I laughed.
“Ma, it’s Sha, not Sa. My Sa Mama!” And I ran off to school.
Because I had to stay at school to practice, I came back later than usual. Usually, I stood for a while on the
mud slope by Hsin Hwa Gate. The sky above Hsin Hwa Gate was light red. Was the sea also this color at this
hour? I started to recite soundlessly, Let us go and see the sea, let us go and see the sea, the golden-red sun rises
up from the sea …” Couldn’t I now say that the golden-red sun falls from the sky? Yes, one day I will write a
book to distinguish the sea from the sky and tell the difference between the good people and the bad people,
between the crazy people and the thieves. But at that moment, I could not tell one thing from any other thing.
I walked down the mud slope, thoughtfully, and when I reached my door, I sat down stupidly on the doorstep
without knocking at the door, for I saw the carrying pole and baskets of the scrap collector in front of our
neighbor’s door again. How come? Where was the collector? Against my will, I stood up and walked toward the
vacant lot. At that moment, there was only one man far away in the empty courtyard in front of the gate, squatting
under the giant Hwai tree.\fn{A large tree which grows in North China: a kind of locust. The flowers are used for
yellow dye. The timber is useful.} He did not pay any attention to me. I strode over the broken wall, brushed aside
the tall grass and went forward step by step.
It was at the same place that I saw him!
“It’s you!” He was also squatting there with a blade of grass in his mouth. He peered beyond and then waved at
me to squat down beside him. As I crouched down, my school bag fell to the ground. He whispered to me:
“School just over?”
“Huh.”
“Why didn’t you go home?”
“I guessed you were here.”
“How could you guess that?” He slanted his head to look at me. I looked at his face, wondering how it was that
he looked so familiar.
“I …” I smiled without. finishing my sentence. I just felt that he would be here; I was not guessing at anything.
“I guessed that you should be coming here.”
“Should be coming? What do you mean by that?” he asked in surprise.
“I don’t mean anything!” I answered, also in surprise. “Didn’t you have some stories that you were going to
tell me?”
“Yes, yes, yes. We must keep our word.” He nodded smilingly. He leaned against the wall. There was a large
parcel beside him, wrapped with tarpaulin. He leaned against this huge parcel just as Sung Ma leaned against her
bedding on her kang.\fn{This is the name for the earthen bed the Northerners use. It is connected with a furnace in an adjoining room
(usually the kitchen) and when fire is started, it warms the whole bed .}
“What story do you want to hear?”
“Your brother’s, yours.”
“All right, but let me first ask you, I still don’t know your name?”
“Ying-tse.”
“Ying-tse, Ying-tse.” He repeated softly. “A very pretty name. What is your position in your class?”
“Number twelve.”
“Such a clever student and you only made twelfth in the class? You should be the first! It must be that you
have been distracted by playing too much.”
I laughed. How did he know that I liked to play? How could I stop playing! He went on:
“I used to want to play when was little; I didn’t get far in my studies and now it’s too late to be sorry. My
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brother is a good student; every year he is the first in his class. He is ambitious and always said that when he
grows up and finishes school, he will go over the seas to study abroad. My heavens, with such a useless brother
like me, how can I support him? My mother and us, the three of us often don’t even know where we will get our
next meal! Ai!” He sighed. “Taking this step was not what I wanted. Little sister, do you understand me?”
I seemed to understand, yet did not really understand. I just kept on staring at him. There was a clot of
secretion at the corner of his eyes, which were all red as if he had not slept the night before or as if he had just
been crying.
“My old mother became blind from crying over my worthlessness. Now she only knows that 1 have spent all
my inheritance and have changed for the good, settling down to a small business. She doesn’t know anything else
about me. My bookworm brother believes even more that I am his good brother. That’s right, I do support him in
his schooling and I want, with all my heart, to be able to support him to go abroad to study. Am I not a good man?
Little Ying-tse, do you think I am a good man? Or a bad man? Uh?”
Good man? Bad man? This was most difficult for me. Why did he ask me this? I shook my head.
“Not a good man?” He glared at me, pointing at his nose. I still shook my head.
“Not a bad man?” He laughed, the tears flowing out from the secretion at the corner of his eyes.
“I don’t understand what is a bad man or a good man. There are too many people. It’s too difficult to tell.” I
lifted my head to look at the sky, suddenly remembering:
“Can you tell the difference between the sea and the sky? We have a lesson, I will recite it to you.” I started to
recite Let Us Go and See the Sea. I repeated rach sentence slowly and he listened attentively with tilted head. As I
spoke a sentence, he nodded with an “Uh.” After I had finished, I said:
“The golden-red sun rises up from the blue sea, but it also rises up on the blue sky. I can’t tell the difference
between the sea ana sky. I can’t tell the difference between the good man and the bad.”
“Right.” He nodded his approval. “Little sister, you have a good mind. One day in the future you’ll be able to
tell the difference. When my brother goes on a large boat to study abroad, we’ll send him off. Then we’ll see the
ocean and see how it is different from the sky.”
“Let us go and see the sea! Let us go and see the sea!” I happily repeated.
“Right, let us go and see the sea, let us go and see the sea, on the blue sea are hoisted the white sails . . . what
kind of a sun is it?”
“The golden-red sun rises from the sea.”
I taught him, sentence by sentence. He also liked this lesson very much. He said:
“Little sister, I will never forget you. I’ve never talked to others about what is in my heart, not even to my own
brother.”
What was in his heart? What he had just said to me, was that what was in his heart? But I didn’t understand it
all, and was too lazy to ask. I only wondered how long it would be before his brother went abroad on a big
steamer? No matter what, we had come to an agreement, the agreement of let us go and see the sea.
Mama lent me her light blue veil to dance with. She tied a little bell on each of the four corners and I draped it
over my shoulders, tying one end to each little finger: so that it was like the wings of a sparrow. When I moved
my arms, the little bells tinkled. Such a pretty sound.
Graduation day was the day of the meeting. Papa and Mama came and sat on the guest seats. The graduates sat
in the front row with us performers behind them. The scouts were responsible for keeping order and they were
really proud as they stood guard at each of the doors of the hall, not letting this one in, not letting that one out.
The graduation exercises began. Principal Han gave out the diplomas, which were received by the student who
came first in the class. After the boy had gone up on the stage to receive the diploma, he bowed to Principal Han,
then turned to bow to everyone. Everyone clapped heartily. I thought this boy’s face was very familiar, as if I had
seen him before. Oh! I was real stupid! Every day in the same school; of course I had seen him before.
We sang the parting song for the graduating students:
“Beyond the pavilions, beside the old paths, the green grass meeting the sky, asking you as you go away when
you will come back again, do not hesitate in coming.”
I didn’t understand the meaning of the words but as I sang, I felt like crying. I didn’t like partings, although I
didn’t know one single student of the graduating class.
When it came to our turn to perform The Sparrows and The Child, I was happy and also afraid. This was my
first time on the stage and as we danced around, it was like a dream. I didn’t dare to look off stage to see what was
going on there. I only heard the murmuring of the crowd and the sound of clapping.
After I came off the stage, I went to where Mama was sitting. She had bought a big crabapple for me, also buns
and some Yu Chuen San soda pop. I ate all I wanted. The scouts could not bother me now! I wasn’t ready to sit
still there all the time, so I stood up, looking around to the left and the right, also to show off to the other people
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that I was the one who was the little sparrow on the stage.
Suddenly, I saw a familiar face, sitting on the right side in the guest seat. Yes—yes, yes, he turned around; it
was him! I didn’t know why but I quickly squatted down, hiding myself behind the people in front of me. My face
was burning as if something had happened.
I bent my head in thought. How come he was here? Was it to see me? In the midst of that grass, did I tell him
about this graduation exercise and that I was going to perform? If he hadn’t come to see me, then who did he
come to see?
I crouched too long at Mama’s feet; she kicked me gently, saying: ‘Get up! What are you looking for?”
I stood up from under the seat and sat down beside Mama, eating my crabapple with lowered head, not daring
to look to the front on my right. Mama smilingly said:
“Didn’t you say that the scouts would not interfere with eating today? Why are you so afraid?”
“Who said I was afraid?” I twisted around to sit up straight.
Because of my teeth, the big crabapple was very difficult for me to finish. As I bit into: the apple; I stared at
the stage and pondered. I remembered, I suddenly remembered, his brother! His brother who had come first in his
class! I almost cried out; luckily the crabapple was stuffed in my mouth and only an “Uh” came through my nose.
The performances were soon over and we all reluctantly left the school. After we got home, I kept on talking
about the day’s events; repeatedly, over and over again, as if I could never, never forget the day’s happiness. Papa
was very pleased and said that since I had improved and was now among the first ten in the class, he must buy a
gift to encourage me. Papa said:
“You must go on working hard! Improving every year until when you are graduated, you will be like that boy
who was first in his class and was the representative chosen to receive all the diplomas. Just think, how happy and
proud the father of that boy must be!”
“He doesn’t have a father!” I blurted, startling even myself. Was he actually the brother of that man? Fortunately, Papa did not ask any more questions. However, this made me want to go somewhere. After supper, it
wasn’t dark yet, so I slipped out the door.
Outside the gate, there were many people airing themselves; a group here, a group there. They would not
notice me. I pretended to walk nonchalantly over toward the vacant grass lot. The grass had grown even taller,
thicker, so that it took some strength to push it aside. It was very dark in the grass. I didn’t know why I had come
or if he were there. I just had this indescribable urge, so I came.
He wasn’t there but the tarpaulin parcel was still in the corner of the wall, two stones resting on top of it. I felt
like taking the stones off and opening the parcel to see exactly what was in it, but didn’t dare to do so. I stood
there gazing fixedly at it, thinking. My eyes were suddenly wet. I thought, summer will be over soon, then autumn
and winter will be here. Would he still come here very often? What will he do when it is cold? If, one day, his
brother went to study abroad, what about him? Would he come again to this grassy plot? I squatted down, letting
the tears drop on the ground, not knowing why I was so heartbroken. I used to have a friend who everyone said
was crazy, but I loved her. Now, this man, what would others call him? I was afraid of partings. Would I have to
part from him as I had parted from that crazy girl?
Something glinted on the ground. I picked it up, it was a brass buddha. I took it in my hand and walked out of
the grassy plot.
As I passed by the giant Hwai tree, a man dressed in a short jacket with matching trousers and wearing a straw
hat, came smilingly toward me:
“Little girl, what is that you have in your hands? May I have a look?”
Why not? I passed it over to him.
“Where did this come from? Is it from your home?”
No. I suddenly remembered this was not ours. How could I just take it! So I pointed to:ward the empty grass
plot saying:
“There, I picked it up over there.”
He nodded smilingly, giving it back to me, but I didn’t want it any more because if Papa knew that I had
picked up something from outside, he would scold me. So I pushed it aside, saying:
“Give it to you!”
“Thank you!” He was so gentle. He must be a good man!
It was depressingly hot and at night, mosquitoes bit terribly. It began to rain in the middle of the night and was
still raining at daybreak. After the graduation exercises, there was a three-day vacation. Then we were supposed to
go back to school for our summer vacation homework. So I didn’t have to go to school that day.
The rain had washed the garden, so clean! The morning glories climbing against the wall were especially
pretty in the morning sunlight. Walking toward the wall, I suddenly thought of another wall. Had the rain messed
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up the tarpaulin parcel? What about him?
As I thought of this, I could not but run out, not caring whether anybody saw me or not. The grass was still wet
and as I pushed my way through, the rain drops fell all over me, over my face.
He was actually there! But he didn’t look the same as he did at the graduation exercises. Yesterday he sat up so
straight in the school hall, waist stiff and neck straight. Now, his hands were covered with water and mud. there
were also some rain drops on his bald head. He was sitting on something with his two hands cupping his chin, his
thick upper lip biting his thick under lip. When he saw me, he didn’t smile. He must be thinking of something, not
paying me any attention.
After quite a while, he asked:
“Little Ying-tse, I ask you, did you touch this parcel yesterday?”
I shook my head. I slanted a look at the parcel. The stones on the parcel weren’t there any more and the parcel
itself didn’t look as neat as it had yesterday.
“I thought it wasn’t you.”
He bowed his head, muttering to himself.
“But it would have been better if it had been you.”
“It wasn’t me!” I wanted to swear to it: “I wouldn’t be able to move those stones.” After a short pause, I finally
got up my courage to say: “Our school had its graduation exercises yesterday. You also know about that.”
“Yes, I saw you.”
I smiled, hoping that he would praise me for doing a good job of being a sparrow but he seemed not to have
time for it. He pulled my hand into his, saying very sadly:
“I can’t stay here much longer, do you understand?”
I didn’t understand, so I just gazed at him, neither nodding nor shaking my head. He then said:
“Don’t come here to find me any more; we can meet somewhere in the future. Isn’t that right? Little sister, 1
will never be able to forget you, so intelligent, so quick, so kind. We have been good friends for a while. This is
for you, this time you must accept.”
He took out a string of beads from his pocket but I wouldn’t take it.
“Don’t you worry. This is my own. Grandmother gave me so many things which I wasted away, leaving only
this small string of ivory prayer beads. I don’t know why, but it hung on my mirror frame and I just never touched
it. I meant to bring it and give it to you today. This is because we have affinity for each other. Little Ying-tse,
remember, I am not a bad man!”
His speech was so sincere, so moving that 1 accepted the beads, winding them twice around my wrist. I had so
much more to say to him, for example, his brother, yesterday’s performances, but he held my shoulder, saying:
“Go back, Little Ying-tse, let me think carefully by myself. These past few days, it seems that … Ai, it seems
to be not too good!”
I could only back out and as I stepped over the broken wall, I pushed the beads further up on my arm, letting
my sleeve hide them. I was afraid that I would meet the strange man again and he would ask for them.
One day passed. Two days passed, and it was the day for me to go back to school for my homework.
Beautiful Teacher Han was practicing riding a bicycle in the school yard. This was a very fashionable thing to
do then and Teacher Han would always follow the fashions of the moment. When she rode up to me, she stopped
and smilingly asked:
“Come for your homework?” I nodded.
“You must spend your summer holidays happily. When school begins again you will have finished your
homework, your new teeth will have come out and Hsin Hwa Gate will be finished and opened to traffic.”
She was so amusing. I laughed. Remembering my teeth, I quickly covered my mouth with my hand but it was
too funny; even though my new teeth were not yet out, I still had to laugh so I laughed and laughed. Teacher Han
also laughed as she held on to her bicycle.
I walked home with several schoolmates who lived in the same direction. As we walked towards Hsin Hwa
Gate, we could see that the mud pile beside it was a little lower. Teacher Han was right. Next semester this would
be open to all kinds of cars. Teacher Han herself would ride her bicycle through here. Riding on the bicycle, she
would look like an angel, and when I met her on the road, I would certainly wave at her, calling:
“Good morning, Teacher Han!”
As we entered Hsin Lien Tse Hu Tung, it seemed to be especially crowded, people going back and forth as if
they were all very busy at something. There were also a few policemen walking into the Hu Tung. Had some other
family lost something? My heart leaped. Suddenly I felt that something bad would happen. The farther we went
intQ the Hu Tung, the more people there were. Everyone was saying: “Come, let’s see,” “Come, let’s see.” What
were they going to see? I quickened my footsteps and as I approached my door I saw that every door was opened.
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Everyone was standing by his door looking, as if waiting for something. Some people walked toward the empty
grass plot and there were even people standing under the giant Hwai tree.
Liu Ping and Fang Te-chen had already occupied the two stone blocks on each side of our door. Sung Ma with
Little Sister in her arms was also standing at the door. Mama was watching from behind the door; this was what
she called good manners.
“What is the matter, Sung Ma?” I tugged at her jacket.
“Thief, they have caught the thief!” Sung Ma didn’t look at me but stretched out her neck to see better.
“Thief?” My heart jumped. “Where?”
“Coming, coming. You wait and see!”
The people buzzed with talk, sticking out their heads:
“Coming, coming! They’re coming out now!”
The crowd obstructed my view; all I could see was a lot of heads moving. People surged over from the grass,
plot. I saw a uniformed policeman.
“Is that him? Isn’t he the scrap collector?”
A policeman walking in front had a. big parcel in his hands. Ah! It was that tarpaulin parcel! Then it must be
he, I held fast to the corner of Sung Ma’s jacket.
“Good!” someone said: “Damn it, that was too easy, hiding his stolen goods in the grass!”
A group of people came toward us. I was afraid, afraid to see him and yet I finally did see him. His head was
bent low, his eyes looking at the ground. His hands were tied with a white rope and he was led by a policeman.
My hands were cover.ed with sweat.
On the Qther side of him, I saw anothor man, that man who had stood under the Hwai tree and had asked me
for the brass buddha! He seemed to have two more brass buddhas in his hands. Somebody said:
“It was that plain-clothes man who broke the case. He had kept watch here for several days.”
“Which is the plain-clothes man?” someone asked.
“It’s that one with the straw hat! He has some stolen goods in his hands. It is said that it was a child who led
him on to break the case.”
I slowly crept inside the gate, leaned against Mama and felt like crying.
Sung Ma also came in with Little Sister. The crowd gradually dispersed although there were many who
followed after for another look.
Mama said:
“Little Ying-tse, did you see that bad man? You like to write, don’t you? When you grow up, you can write a
book about what happened today, telling how a bad man became a thief and how he came to such an ending.”
“No!” I rebelled against what Mama said.
When I grow up, I will write a book but it won’t be like what Mama said. What I will want to write about is let
us go and see the sea.
37.118 Unzen\fn{by Endo Shusaku (1923-1996)} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (M) 6
As he sat on the bus for Unzen, he drank a bottle of milk and gazed blankly at the rain-swept sea. The frosty
waves washed languidly against the shore just beneath the coastal highway.
The bus had not yet left the station. The scheduled hour of departure had long since passed, but a connecting
bus from Nagasaki still had not arrived, and their driver was chatting idly with the woman conductor and
displaying no inclination to switch on the engine. Even so the tolerant passengers uttered no word of complaint,
but merely pressed their faces against the window glass. A group of bathers from the hot springs walked by,
dressed in large, thickly-padded kimonos. They shielded themselves from the rain with umbrellas borrowed from
their inn. The counters of the gift shops were lined with all sorts of decorative shells and souvenir bean-jellies
from the local hot springs, but there were no customers around to buy their wares.
“This place reminds me of Atagawa in Izu,” Suguro grumbled to himself as he snapped the cardboard top back
onto the milk bottle. “What a disgusting landscape.”
He had to chuckle a bit at himself for coming all the way to this humdrum spot at the western edge of Kyushu.
In Tokyo he had not had the slightest notion that this village of Obama, home of many of the Christian martyrs
and some of the participants in the Shimabara Rebellion,\fn{ A uprising of Japanese Christians in 1637, marking the final state
of the Christian movement for several centuries, on the Shimabara poeninsula, east of Nagasaki (hence its name) .} would be so
commonplace a town.
From his studies of the Christian era in Japan, Suguro knew that around 1610 many of the faithful had made
the climb from Obama towards Unzen, which a Jesuit of the day had called “one of the tallest mountains in
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Japan.” The Valley of Hell high up on Unzen was an ideal place for torturing Christians. According to the records, after 1629, when the Nagasaki Magistrate Takenaka Shigetsugu hit upon the idea of abusing the Christians
in this hot spring inferno, sixty or seventy prisoners a day were roped together and herded from Obama to the top
of this mountain.
Now tourists strolled the streets of the village, and popular songs blared out from loudspeakers. Nothing
remained to remind one of that sanguinary history. But precisely three centuries before the present month of
January, on a day of misty rain, the man whose footsteps Suguro now hoped to retrace had undoubtedly climbed
up this mountain from Obama.
Finally the engine started up, and the bus made its way through the village. They passed through a district of
two- and three-storey Japanese inns, where men leaned with both hands on the railings of the balconies and
peered down into the bus. Even those windows which were deserted were draped with pink and white washcloths
and towels. When the bus finally passed beyond the hotel district, both sides of the mountain road were lined with
old stone walls and squat farmhouses with thatched roofs.
Suguro had no way of knowing whether these walls and farmhouses had existed in the Christian century. Nor
could he be sure that this road was the one traveled by the Christians, the officers, and the man he was pursuing.
The only certain thing was that, during their fitful stops along the path, they had looked up at this same Mount
Unzen wrapped in grey mist.
He had brought a number of books with him from Tokyo, but he now regretted not including a collection of
letters from Jesuits of the day who had reported on the Unzen martyrdoms to their superiors in Rome. He had
thoughtlessly tossed into his bag one book that would be of no use to him on this journey—Collado’s Christian
Confessions.
The air cooled as the bus climbed into the hills, and the passengers, peeling skins from the mikan they had
bought at Obama, listened half-heartedly to the sing-song travelogue provided by the conductor.
“Please look over this way,” she said with a waxy smile. “There are two large pine trees on top of the hill we
are about to circle. It’s said that at about this spot, the Christians of olden days would turn around and look
longingly back at the village of Obama. These trees later became known as the Looking-Back Pines.”
Collado’s Christian Confessions was published in Rome in 1632, just five years before the outbreak of the
Shimabara Rebellion. By that time the shogunate’s persecution of the Christians had grown fierce, but a few
Portuguese and Italian missionaries had still managed to steal into Japan from Macao or Manila. The Christian
Confessions were printed as a practical guide to Japanese grammar for the benefit of these missionaries. But what
Suguro found hard to understand was why Collado had made public the confessions of these Japanese Christians,
when a Catholic priest was under no circumstances permitted to reveal the innermost secrets of the soul shared
with him by members of his flock.
Yet the night he read the Confessions, Suguro felt as though a more responsive chord had been struck within
him than with any other history of the Christian era he had encountered. Every study he had read was little more
than a string of paeans to the noble acts of priests and martyrs and common believers inspired by faith. They were
without exception chronicles of those who had sustained their beliefs and their testimonies no matter what
sufferings or tortures they had to endure. And each time he read them, Suguro had to sigh:
“There’s no way I can emulate people like this.”
He had been baptized as a child, along with the rest of his family. Since then he had passed through many
vicissitudes and somehow managed to arrive in his forties without rejecting his religion. But that was not due to
firm resolve or unshakeable faith. He was more than adequately aware of his own spiritual slovenliness and
pusillanimity. He was certain that an unspannable gulf separated him from the ancient martyrs of Nagasaki, Edo,
and Unzen who had effected glorious martyrdoms. Why had they all been so indomitable?
Suguro diligently searched the Christian histories for someone like himself. But there was no one to be found.
Finally he had stumbled across the Christian Confessions one day in a second-hand bookshop, and as he flipped
indifferently through the pages of the book, he had been moved by the account of a man whose name Collado had
concealed.
The man had the same feeble will and tattered integrity as Suguro.
Gradually he had formed in his mind an image of this man—genuflecting like a camel before the priest nearly
three hundred years earlier, relishing the almost desperate experience of exposing his own filthiness to the eyes of
another.
I stayed for a long time with some heathens. I didn’t want the innkeeper to realize I was a Christian,
so I went with him often to the heathen temples and chanted along with them. Many times when they
praised the gods and buddhas, I sinned greatly by nodding and agreeing with them. I don’t remember
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how many times I did that. Maybe twenty or thirty times—more than twenty, anyway.
And when the heathens and the apostates got together to slander us Christians and blaspheme
against God, I was there with them. I didn’t try to stop them talking or to refute them.
Just recently, at the Shogun’s orders the Magistrate came to our fief from the capital, determined to
make all the Christians here apostatize. Everyone was interrogated and pressed to reject the Christian
codes, or at least to apostatize in form only. Finally, in order to save the lives of my wife and children, I
told them I would abandon my beliefs.

Suguro did not know where this man had been born, or what he had looked like. He had the impression he was
a samurai, but there was no way to determine who his master might have been. The man would have had no
inkling that his private confession would one day be published in a foreign land, and eventually fall into the hands
of one of his own countrymen again, to be read by a person like Suguro. Though he did not have a clear picture of
how the man looked, Suguro had some idea of the assortment of facial expressions he would have had to employ
in order to evade detection. If he had been born in that age, Suguro would have had no qualms about going along
with the Buddhist laymen to worship at their temples, if that meant he would not be exposed as a Christian. When
someone mocked the Christian faith, he would have lowered his eyes and tried to look unconcerned. If so ordered,
he might even have written out an oath of apostasy, if that would mean saving the lives of his family as well as his
own.
A faint ray of light tentatively penetrated the clouds that had gathered over the summit of Unzen. Maybe it will
clear up, he thought. In summer this paved road would no doubt be choked by a stream of cars out for a drive, but
now there was only the bus struggling up the mountain with intermittent groans. Groves of withered trees
shivered all around. A cluster of rain-soaked bungalows huddled silendy among the trees, their doors tightly shut.
“Listen, martyrdom is no more than a matter of pride.”
He had had this conversation in the corner of a bar in Shinjuku. A pot of Akita salted-fish broth simmered in
the centre of the sake-stained table. Seated around the pot, Suguro’s elders in the literary establishment had been
discussing the hero of a novel he had recently published. The work dealt with some Christian martyrs in the
1870s. The writers at the gathering claimed that they could not swallow the motivations behind those martyrdoms
the way Suguro had.
“At the very core of this desire to be a martyr you’ll find pride, pure and simple.”
“I’m sure pride plays a part in it. Along with the desire to become a hero, and even a touch of insanity, perhaps.
But—”
Suguro fell silent and clutched his glass. It was a simple task to pinpoint elements of heroism and pride among
the motives for martyrdom. But when those elements were obliterated residual motives still remained. Those
residual motives were of vital importance.
“Well, if you’re going to look at it that way, you can find pride and selfishness underlying virtually every
human endeavor, every single act of good faith.”
In the ten years he had been writing fiction, Suguro had grown increasingly impatient with those modern
novelists who tried to single out the egotism and pride in every act of man. To Suguro’s mind, such a view of
humanity entailed the loss of something of consummate value, like water poured through a sieve.
The road wound its way to the summit through dead grass and barren woods. In days past, lines of human
beings had struggled up this path. Both pride and madness had certainly been part of their make-up, but there
must have been something more to it.
“The right wing during the war, for instance, had a certain martyr mentality. I can’t help thinking there’s something impure going on when people are intoxicated by something like that. But perhaps I feel that way because I
experienced the war myself” one of his elders snorted as he drank down his cup of tepid sake. Sensing an
irreconcilable misunderstanding between hiniself and this man, Suguro could only grin acquiescently.
Before long he caught sight of a column of white smoke rising like steam from the belly of the mountain.
Though the windows of the bus were closed, he smelled a faintly sulphuric odor. Milky white crags and sand
came into clear focus.
“Is that the Valley of Hell?”
“No.” The conductor shook her head. “It’s a little further up.”
A tiny crack in the clouds afforded a glimpse of blue sky. The bus, which up until now had panted along,
grinding its gears, suddenly seemed to catch its breath and picked up speed. The road had leveled off, then begun
to drop. A series of arrows tacked to the leafless trees, apparently to guide hikers, read Valley of Hell . Just ahead was
the red roof of the rest-house.
Suguro did not know whether the man mentioned in the Confessions had come here to the Valley of Hell. But,
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as if before Suguro’s eyes, the image of another individual had overlapped with that of the first man and now
stumbled along with his head bowed. There was a little more detailed information about this second man. His
name was Kichijiro, and he first appeared in the historical records on the fifth day of December, 1631, when seven priests and Christians were tortured at the Valley of Hell. Kichijiro came here to witness the fate of the fathers
who had cared for him. He had apostatized much earlier, so he had been able to blend in with the crowd of
spectators. Standing on tiptoe, he had witnessed the cruel punishments which the officers inflicted on his spiritual
mentors.
Father Christovao Ferreira, who later broke under torture and left a filthy smudge on the pages of Japanese
Christian history, sent to his homeland a letter vividly describing the events of that day. The seven Christians
arrived at Obama on the evening of December the second, and were driven up the mountain all the following day.
There were several look-out huts on the slope, and that evening the seven captives were forced into one of them,
their feet and hands still shackled. There they awaited the corning of dawn.
The tortures commenced on the fifth of December in the following manner. One by one each of the
seven was taken to the brink of the seething pond. There they were shown the frothy spray from the
boiling water, and ordered to renounce their faith. The air was chilly and the hot water of the pond
churned so furiously that, had God not sustained them, a single look would have caused them to faint
away. They all shouted, “Torture us! We will not recant!’ At this response, the guards stripped the
garments from the prisoners’ bodies and bound their hands and feet. Four of them held down a single
captive as a ladle holding about a quarter of a litre was filled with the boiling water. Three ladlesful
were slowly pored over each body. One of the seven, a young girl called Maria, fainted from the
excruciating pain and fell to the ground. In the space of thirtythree days, each of them was subjected
to this torture a total of six times.

Suguro was the last one off when the bus came to a stop. The cold, taut mountain air blew a putrid odor into
his nostrils. White steam poured onto the highway from the tree-ringed valley.
“How about a photograph? Photographs, anyone?” a young man standing beside a large camera on a tripod
called out to Suguro. “I’ll pay the postage wherever you want to send it.”
At various spots along the road stood women proffering eggs in baskets and waving clumsily-lettered signs
that read Boiled Eggs . They too touted loudly for business.
Weaving their way among these hawkers, Suguro and the rest of the group from the bus walked towards the
valley. The earth, overgrown with shrubbery, was virtually white, almost the color of flesh stripped clean of its
layer of skin. The rotten-smelling steam gushed ceaselessly from amid the trees. The narrow path stitched its way
back and forth between springs of hot, bubbling water. Some parts of the white-speckled pools lay as calm and
flat as a wall of plaster; others eerily spewed up slender sprays of gurgling water. Here and there on the hillocks
formed from sulphur flows stood pine trees scorched red by the heat.
The bus passengers extracted boiled eggs from their paper sacks and stuffed them into their mouths. They
moved forward like a column of ants.
“Come and look over here. There’s a dead bird.”
“So there is. I suppose the gas fumes must have asphyxiated it.”
All he knew for certain was that Kichijiro had been a witness to those tortures. Why had he come? There was
no way of knowing whether he had joined the crowd of Buddhist spectators in the hope of rescuing the priests and
the faithful who were being tormented. The only tangible piece of information he had about Kichijiro was that he
had forsworn his religion to the officers, “so that his wife and children might live.” Nevertheless, he had followed
in the footsteps of those seven Christians, walking all the way from Nagasaki to Obama, then trudging to the top
of the bitterly cold peak of Unzen.
Suguro could almost see the look on Kichijiro’s face as he stood at the back of the crowd, furtively watching
his former companions with the tremulous gaze of a dog, then lowering his eyes in humiliation. That look was
very like Suguro’s own. In any case, there was no way Suguro could stand in chains before these loathsomely
bubbling pools and make any show of courage.
A momentary flash of white lit up the entire landscape; then a fierce eruption burst forth with the smell of
noxious gas. A mother standing near the surge quickly picked up her crouching child and retreated. A placard
reading Dangerous Beyond This Point was thrust firmly into the clay. Around it the carcasses of three dead swallows
were stretched out like mummies.
This must be the spot where the Christians were tortured, he thought. Through a crack in the misty, shifting
steam, Suguro saw the black outlines of a cross. Covering his nose and mouth with a handkerchief and balancing
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precariously near the warning sign, he peered below him. The mottled water churned and sloshed before his eyes.
The Christians must have stood just where he was standing now when they were tortured. And Kichijiro would
have stayed behind, standing about where the mother and her child now stood at a cautious distance, watching the
spectacle with the rest of the crowd. Inwardly, did he ask them to forgive him? Had Suguro been in his shoes, he
would have had no recourse but to repeat over and over again:
“Forgive me! I’m not strong enough to be a martyr like you. My heart melts just to think about this dreadful ,
torture.”
Of course, Kichijiro could justify his attitude. If he had lived in a time of religious freedom, he would never
have become an apostate. He might not have qualified for sainthood, but he could have been a man who tamely
maintained his faith. But to his regret, he had been born in an age of persecution, and out of fear he had tossed
away his beliefs. Not everyone can become a saint or a martyr. Yet must those who do not qualify as saints be
branded forever with the mark of the traitor?—perhaps he had made such a plea to the Christians who vilified
him. Yet, despite the logic of his argument, he surely suffered pangs of remorse and cursed his own faint resolve.
“The apostate endures a pain none of you can comprehend.”
Over the span of three centuries this cry, like the shriek of a wounded bird, reached Suguro’s ears. That single
line recorded in the Christian Confessions cut at Suguro’s chest like a sharp sword. Surely those were the words
Kichijiro must have shouted to himself here at Unzen as he looked upon his tormented friends.
They reboarded the bus. The ride from Unzen to Shimabara took less than an hour. A fistful of blue finally
appeared in the sky, but the air remained cold. The same conductor forced her usual smile and commented on the
surroundings in a sing-song voice.
The seven Christians, refusing to bend to the tortures at Unzen, had been taken down the mountain to
Shimabara, along the same route Suguro was now following. He could almost see them dragging their scalded
legs, leaning on walking-sticks and enduring lashes from the officers.
Leaving some distance between them Kichijiro had timorously followed behind. When the weary Christians
stopped to catch their breath, Kichijiro also halted, a safe distance behind. He hurriedly crouched down like a
rabbit in the overgrowth, lest the officers suspect him, and did not rise again until the group had resumed their
trek. He was like a jilted woman plodding along in pursuit of her lover.
Half-way down the mountain he had a glimpse of the dark sea. Milky clouds veiled the horizon; several wan
beams of sunlight flltered through the cracks, Suguro thought how blue the ocean would appear on a clear day.
“Look—you can see a blur out there that looks like an island. Unfortunately, you can’t see it very well today.
This is Dango Island, where Amakusa Shiro, the commander of the Christian forces, planned the Shimabara
Rebellion with his men.”
At this the passengers took a brief, apathetic glance towards the island. Before long the view of the distant sea
was blocked by a forest of trees.
What must those seven Christians have felt as they looked at this ocean? They knew they would soon be
executed at Shimabara. The corpses of martyrs were swiftly reduced to ashes and cast upon the seas. If that were
not done, the remaining Christians would surreptitiously worship the clothing and even locks of hair from the
martyrs as though they were holy objects. And so the seven, getting their first distant view of the ocean from this
spot, must have realized that it would be their grave. Kichijiro too would have looked at the sea, but with a
different kind of sorrow—with the knowledge that the strong ones in the world of faith were crowned with glory,
while the cowards had to carry their burdens with them throughout their lives.
When the group reached Shimabara, four of them were placed in a cell barely three feet tall and only wide
enough to accommodate one tatami. The other three were jammed into another room equally cramped. As they
awaited their punishment, they persistendy encouraged one another and went on praying. There is no record of
where Kichijiro stayed during this rime.
The village of Shimabara was dark and silent. The bus came to a stop by a tiny wharf where the rickety ferryboat to Amakusa was moored forlornly. Wood chips and flotsam bobbed on the small waves that lapped at the
breakwater. Among the debris floated an object that resembled a rolled-up newspaper; it was the corpse of a cat.
The town extended in a thin band along the seafront. The fences of local factories stretched far into the
distance, while the odor of chenucals wafted all the way to the highway.
Suguro set out towards the reconstructed Shimabara Castle. The only signs of life he encountered along the
way were a couple of high-school girls riding bicycles.
“Where is the execution ground where the Christians were killed?” he asked them.
“I didn’t know there was such a place,” said one of them, blushing.
She turned to her friend.
“Have you heard of anything like that? You don’t know, do you?”
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Her friend shook her head.
He came to a neighborhood identified as a former samurai residence. It had stood behind the castle, where
several narrow paths intersected. A crumbling mud wall wound its way between the paths. The drainage ditch was
as it had been in those days. Summer mikans poked their heads above the mud wall, which had already blocked
out the evening sun. All the buildings were old, dark and musty. They had probably been the residence of a lowranking samurai, built at the end of the Tokugawa period. Many Christians had been executed at the Shimabara
grounds, but Suguro had not come across any historical documents identifying the location of the prison.
He retraced his steps, and after a short walk came out on a street of shops where popular songs were playing.
The narrow street was packed with a variety of stores, including gift shops. The water in the drainage ditch was as
limpid as water from a spring.
“The execution ground? I know where that is.”
The owner of a tobacco shop directed Suguro to a pond just down the road.
“If you go straight on past the pond, you’ll come to a nursery school. The execution ground was just to the side
of the school.”
Though they say nothing of how he was able to do it, the records indicate that Kichijiro was allowed to visit
the seven prisoners on the day before their execution. Possibly he put some money into the hands of the officers.
Kichijiro offered a meagre plate of food to the prisoners, who were prostrate from their ordeal.
“Kichijiro, did you retract your oath?” one of the captives asked compassionately. He was eager to know if the
apostate had finally informed the officials that he could not deny his faith.
“Have you come here to see us because you have retracted?”
Kichijiro looked up at them timidly and shook his head.
“In any case, Kichijiro, we can’t accept this food.”
“Why not?”
“Why not?”
The prisoners were mournfully silent for a moment.
“Because we have already accepted the fact that we will die.”
Kichijiro could only lower his eyes and say nothing. He knew that he himself could never endure the sort of
agony he had witnessed at the Valley of Hell on Unzen.
Through his tears he whimpered:
“If I can’t suffer the same pain as you, will I be unable to enter Paradise? Will God forsake someone like me?”
He walked along the street of shops as he had been instructed and came to the pond. A floodgate blocked the
overflow from the pond, and the water poured underground and into the drainage ditch in the village. Suguro read
a sign declaring that the purity of the water in Shimabara village was due to the presence of this pond.
He heard the sounds of children at play. Four or five young children were tossing a ball back and forth in the
nursery school playground. The setting sun shone feebly on the swings and sandbox in the yard. He walked
around behind a drooping hedge of rose bushes and located the remains of the execution ground, now the only
barren patch within a grove of trees.
It was a deserted plot some three hundred square yards in size, grown rank with brown weeds; pines towered
over a heap of refuse. Suguro had come all way from Tokyo to have a look at this place. Or had he made the
journey out of a desire to understand better Kichijiro’s emotions as he stood in this spot?
The following morning the seven prisoners were hoisted onto the unsaddled horses and dragged through the
streets of Shimabara to this execution ground.
One of the witnesses to the scene has recorded the events of the day:
After they were paraded about, they arrived at the execution ground, which was surrounded by a
palisade. They were taken off their horses and made to stand in front of stakes set three metres apart.
Firewood was already piled at the base of the stakes, and straw roofs soaked in sea water had been
placed on top of them to prevent the flames from raging too quickly and allowing the martyrs to die
with little agony. The ropes that bound them to the stakes were tied as loosely as possible, to permit
them, up to the very moment of death, to twist their bodies and cry out that they would abandon their
faith.
When the officers began setting fire to the wood, a solitary man broke through the line of guards and
dashed towards the stakes. He was shouting something, but I could not hear what he said over the roar
of the fires. The fierce flames and smoke prevented the man from approaching the prisoners. The
guards swiftly apprehended him and asked if he was a Christian. At that, the man froze in fear, and
jabbering, “I am no Christian. I have nothing to do with these people! I just lost my head in all the
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excitement,” he skulked away. But some in the crowd had seen him at the rear of the assemblage, his
hands pressed together as he repeated over and over, “Forgive me! Forgive me!”
The seven victims sang a hymn until the flames enveloped their stakes. Their voices were
exuberant, totally out of keeping with the cruel punishment they were even then enduring. When those
voices suddenly ceased, the only sound was the dull crackling of wood. The man who had darted
forward could be seen walking lifelessly away from the execution ground. Rumours spread through the
crowd that he too had been a Christian.

Suguro noticed a dark patch at the very center of the execution ground. On closer inspection he discovered
several charred stones half buried beneath the black earth. Although he had no way of knowing whether these
stones had been used here three hundred years before, when seven Christians had been burned at the stake, he
hurriedly snatched up one of the stones and put it in his pocket. Then, his spine bent like Kichijiro’s, he walked
back towards the road.
130.536 Song Of A Dead Girl\fn{by Abe Kobo (1924-1993)} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (M) 6
“You fool, marriage now is out of the question!” said K. When he put it to me that way, I had to agree with
him.
“Why didn’t you write to me earlier?” K asked angrily. But it was K who had sent absolutely no response to
my first letter. I didn’t think that I was the one at fault.
Raising his voice, K finally shouted, “I wish you had run away!” This made me cry. K just didn’t understand.
If I had run away, I would have gotten lost.
“Go ahead and cry,” said K, circling around me. “You didn’t take care of yourself, so you can’t understand my
feelings one bit. I’ll tell you one thing, though; a dog can’t take his own life, but person can. If you can’t
understand that much, just keep on whimpering like a dog.”
I wondered if I really was whimpering like a dog, which worried me so much, I stopped automatically. After I
had stopped crying, I looked up and saw that K had left, and in the place he had been sitting was a small bottle of
sleeping pills.
I felt that K had turned into a bottle of sleeping pills and was telling me to go ahead and die. This thought
calmed me and suddenly I did want to die. I started by taking ten tablets, but three or four minutes later became
terribly frightened and gulped down the rest. Feeling as though I were a post being pounded by a mallet, I fell into
a deep sleep.
When I regained consciousness I realized that I had become a spirit and was sitting next to my body.
The room still seemed to be square; everything, though, including my body, seemed to have shrunk slightly in
size. I thought I looked rather endearing, with a troubled expression on my face, my left eye slightly open, and my
right index finger against my collar. I stroked my face lightly for a while, then suddenly feeling very sad, I began
to cry painfully. How I wished that K could hear my crying!
As I cried, I began to feel as if I were being watched. When I looked up, I noticed that there were four or five
dead people walking behind me, trying to get out of the room through the open window. There was a student in
uniform, a soldier with what seemed to be a piece of beef in place of a jaw, a man who was wearing a bloody shirt
and who had lost his legs from the knees down, a skeleton-like tramp, and what appeared to be another soldier
with his limbs connected to his body in random fashion, creating an ugly impression indeed. I wondered if these
people had always watched my actions in this way. I called out to them before I knew what I was doing. They
grew all the more flustered, however, and took off, pushing and shoving one another, without so much as a
backward glance.
The realization that death wasn’t the end of everything frightened me. Then I saw distant visions of my parents
and sisters, with pale faces and empty stomachs, shivering even though it wasn’t cold. They were waiting for the
money that I was supposed to have sent them.
You are going to pay for your suicide! But it wasn’t my fault, was it? I stroked the face of my dead body again.
As I did so, the corpse seemed to smile faintly.
I climbed onto the window blind and peeked outside. I felt as though K were waiting for me at the corner. K,
of course, wasn’t there. instead I saw cars and bicycles moving so quickly that they seemed to be flying. Not only
wee the vehicles moving abnormally fast, but people were moving at the speed cars usually traveled at. There
were people standing and talking; everything about them had a bouncy quality and each mouth was moving like
the lid on a pot of boiling water. I fell into despair. I couldn’t escape even when I was alive; now there was
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absolutely no way to leave the room. I became frightened and ran over to my dead body. I began to feel as though
I were in a small boat drifting out to sea.
The metropolis of Tokyo\fn{Pop. mid-1996: 7,967,614; in 2000 it was said that 27,000,000 people maid daily use of the Tokyo
metropolitan subway system.} was like an ocean; there were limitless numbers of towns. These people and towns all
looked identical, however, giving the impression that no matter how far you walked you remained where you had
begun, making no progress at all. Wherever they are in Tokyo, people always lose their way.
That was why I got lost three times upon arriving in Tokyo ten days ago. This happened even though I had
been walking according to the map. In looking endlessly for this bridge, I realized that it had houses beneath it
rather than a river. After boarding a train. I found it would start to move backwards. At times. A single house
would have two addresses. As a result of all the confusion, I succeeded in forgetting all the scenery I had passed
by en route.
The incidents that have occurred since I arrived at this store, however, I couldn’t forget even if I wanted to.
When I first stood before the store, I believed that the true Tokyo\fn{ The name means: Eastern Capital, in contradistinction
to Kyoto, now the Western Capital, which had served as the only Imperial Capital almost continuously from 794-1868 .} could be found
behind its doors. The store was quiet, as if it were uninhabited. The surrounding houses glittered, as if they were
made of colored glass. The store in front of me was no less beautiful, with its gate surrounded by shining silver
and a door painted blue. My chest was pounding, and I could feel tears of joy welling up in my eyes.
The owner of the shop was a tall, pale-faced man with bags under his eyes. He was like an old radio that
produced strange sounds between sentences. When I showed him my letter of introduction, he replied, “I
understand,” in a kindly voice. He wanted me to put my signature seal on an empty sheet of paper. I replied that I
didn’t own one, whereupon he answered that he had expected as much and produced a seal with my name on it.
“Now you are just like my own child. You have a round red face, therefore your name will be Umeko. So,
Umeko, what can you do?”
I answered politely that I could roller skate.
“Isn’t it true that all the girls from your factory are rollerskaters?”
“Yes.”
“However, we don’t need any rollerskaters here. So, what else can you do?”
“I can clean.”
“You can clean! Well … that’s good. Girls who are good at cleaning are honest. They are helpful especially in
early spring when the dry wind blows dust all over. Try and make the house as neat and tidy as possible.”
“Yes sir.”
“For some reason, all of your friends who came before you didn’t like cleaning. They were more concerned
with buying nice clothes or sending home money. So they all began to take customers. I never really got angry
with them though. It was a question of their own free will. I had to let them have this independence of their own
because, after listening to their reasons, I couldn’t say that I really blamed them. By the way, do you know what I
mean by taking customers?”
I looked down without replying.
“Don’t you understand?”
I closed my eyes without letting out a single breath of air.
“So, I suppose that you do understand. Good! Even though you realize what it means, you’d like to work as a
maid, and you don’t want to take customers, right?”
“Yes.”
“Very well, you like cleaning, so that is what you shall do. The best thing is always for a person to do what he
or she enjoys. You must come from a very rich family.”
“No, we are very poor.”
“What! Your parents are poor and they are letting you amuse yourself like this? I don’t understand it. They
must care a great deal for you then, since they’re willing to suffer for your happiness. Although they’re poor they
must not have to worry about where their next meal is coming from.”
“No, they do have to worry.”
“They do have to worry?! That make it even more of a mystery to me. If they’ve been in that sort of money
trouble, they must want you to send some money home. Or are they giving up eating to allow their daughter to
pursue her own cleaning hobby? If you work as a paid there’ll be little chance of your being able to send money
home. As soon as I got your reply I sent 10,000 yen. As I promised, your salary is 5,000 yen, from that 2,200 will
be deducted for food, 800 for space, 300 for your bed, and, as I couldn’t possibly allow you in the store with what
you Are wearing, there would be another 1,000 for clothes. The total comes to 4,300, leaving you only 700 for
yourself. If you use that for spending money, then you’ll have nothing extra. So what happens to the 10,000 that I
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lent you? Don’t I ever get that back? Even though I know I’ll be losing money, how would I … but no, I won’t
discuss that! I’m a man, I can’t refuse someone who asks me for a favor. Anyway, I don’t understand your
reasoning at all. Those girls who take customers send two or three thousand yen home each month. Those girls,
however, prefer playing around rather than cleaning. They end up spending their money on movies, games,
cosmetics, or saving it up for marriage. Even then, I lend them 3,000 yen and tell them to send it home. I tell them
that I can’t stand people who forget what they owe their parents, and that they should make more money next
month. I hate to think what their futures hold in store, when they get so lazy they can’t even send money home!
But they end up using all their money the next month again. Even so, I just keep on lending them money. I feel
bad if they take customers to send money home and then can’t do so. Life is so difficult.”
I started shaking and could hardly stay upright.
“Poor thing, the traveling has gotten to you.”
The master took hold of my arm and, as if I were hanging on to him, led me to a small windowless room
behind the kitchen.
That night, I considered running away and going back home. I wasn’t afraid of the master, but rather of “my
own free will.” But the city was like an ocean and I wold most likely get lost. No matter how much I swam, I
wouldn’t be able to reach the other shore. In the end, I would probably go under. Even if I did make it to the other
shore, it might prove to be just another ocean. The city was ocean, the platforms were ocean, the trains were
ocean, the factory was ocean, and probably even my house was ocean.
My father would most likely say, “That’s a problem.”
My mother would most likely say, “Shame on you!”
My father worked as a laborer and coughed from tuberculosis. But he only had work every four days or so. My
mother worked in a textile factory, taking the oldest of my younger sisters with her. Then there were my three
other younger sisters and brothers who, pale and swollen, squabbled continually. My father’s income was about
2,300 yen per month. My mother and sister made 4,0000 yen. That made a total of 6,300 yen. With the 2,0000 yen
I made from the factory work, that made it 8,300 yen for a family of seven to survive on.\fn{ A note reads: According
to an 1954 almanac, the average =monthly wage of a worker at a textile factory in March 1953 was 7,975 yen, as compared with 25,982
yen for an employee of a financial institution. An average Japanese household spent 20,544 yen for living expenses that same month . This
story was written in 1954.}

First, we had to have my two brothers drop out of school. Then we started selling the things in our house one
by one, but soon there was nothing left to be sold. When at last we had to sell even the sliding doors inside the
house, the view was very fine; our houses had become as open as an old woman’s toothless mouth.
I recalled then what the supervisor had told me as I was leaving for home: if I wanted, he could find me a good
job in Tokyo. This had prompted me to write to him. One week later, I received a letter of introduction from the
supervisor and a 10,000-yen money order. My mother had bowed to the money order, placed it on the handmade
family altar, and sat in front of it for an hour. When my father had reached out to touch the money order, my
mother slapped his hand and glared at him. She had then gone running out to show it off to the neighbors.
However, I was disappointed, for there was no reply to the letter I had written to K at the same time.
My father would probably ask, “Why couldn’t you stick it out?”
My mother would probably ask, “You want to watch your parents die?”
And my sisters would probably look at me with their tired, hungry eyes as if I were something to eat.
The sea had flowed into my room from the city. I drowned myself in it of my own free will.
“But I wasn’t the one to blame, was I?!” I continued stroking the face of my dead self.
“Umeko, Umeko,” called Yoshiko hurriedly. But I wasn’t able to answer.
“Umeko, aren’t you in there? I’m coming in.” Yoshiko seemed to open the door a crack, but in a flash she
disappeared as she ran down the stairs. The master had just started up the stairs at the same moment. He didn’t say
anything, but spat at random on the floor of the room. He appeared to be quite angry. Then came the doctor, the
police officer, and the undertaker. Despite his anger, the master was friendly to everyone, offering beer to all who
came. However, once alone he made a frightening face, swore at everyone, and groaned as if he had a fever.
“Hell, I won’t let any country girl make fun of me. Just wait, I’ll get to the truth of this matter …”
In spite of that, the master wrote a short note, printed in large letters, to my father and enclosed 50,000 yen.
“That bitch!” he said. He slapped his hand down on the letter and took it to the post office himself. I thought that
if I were to follow the letter, I would be able to find my way home, so I went along with the master to the post
office and parted with him there.
I traveled with the letter the whole way, and arrived home three days later.
My house seemed to have grown even smaller and more insubstantial. Although it was daytime, my jobless
father had been in bed. He was so thin that his paper-thin bedding seemed totally flat. His face was covered with
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wrinkles and if it hadn’t been for his breathing I wouldn’t have thought he was alive. “Father, I’ll be able to meet
you swoon, won’t I?” As I said this, he sighed and rolled over in bed.
Then the registered mail arrived. Without reading the letter, he first looked at the money order and began to
shake. Then, as if he were drunk, he went running around the house laughing. After laughing for some thirty
minutes, he at last read the letter. This time, still shaking, he fell onto his bed without attempting to rise again.
Around seven, my mother and sister, followed by my brothers, dame in—all with blank looks on their faces.
“50,000 yen … How many rolls would that be? … Count them, Yoshibō … how many is it … 5,000 … if we
each ate one a day … Kimie, divide …? 714 …. 714 days! Two years. Two each would make that one year.”
“How about money for my medicine?” my father asked weakly. Mother stopped laughing, and glared sternly at
him. Coughing my father said fretfully, “The poor thing, so she died … he must have been a hardhearted man …
only 50,000.”
“What, Father, you don’t have a penny to you name and you talk so big. … then why don’t you go out and
make 50,000? Well, go and make it! It’s easy to sway ‘What a pity!’ or to show how sorry you are. … that master
has more real feeling. 50,00000 yen is a lot of money. He is much kinder than her real parents. If you’re so
unhappy, bring 50,000 home sometime! Until you do, get lost! The grief you’ve put us through.”
Mother took out the money order and waved it in the light from the weak bulb. Then she quickly put it away
again and went running out of the house.
That night my mother and sister wrote a letter to the shop in Tokyo offering my sister’s services as a token of
their thanks. Father quietly cleaned his pipe with a twist of paper.
My mother reasoned that the sooner my sister left the better, so my sister prepared to leave the next morning.
For the first time in a very long time, a good meal was set out before the family. The soup actually had some
substance to it and there was enough for everyone. With a small bundle placed beside her, my little sister looked
uneasy. She seemed about to burst out crying at any minute.
“Don’t go!” I cried out, standing in front of her with my arms spread out. My sister, however, walked right
through me as if I were nothing but air.
I wanted to recall where it was we had all started going under; and, upon reflection, it seemed to have started at
the factory. I suddenly wanted to visit that factory.
It was night when I got there. The factory was at the bottom of a slope, and looked like a man curled up in a
deep sleep. Even without getting an admission stamp, I was able to walk through the entrance gate. When I went
to my dorm room all my former roommates were sound asleep. They were sleeping in such confined conditions
that there was almost no space between the bodies. I lay down on top of them.
Someone whispered in my ear. It was Tanaka who had died of tuberculosis. “Yotchan, Mitchan, Kanae,
Natchan—everyone is here!” said Tanaka. I was relieved.
*
In our room hung a loudspeaker as large as those used in sporting events. It started up at exactly four in the
morning. It was a kind of music I had never heard anywhere else, so awful that no matter how tired or sleepy you
were, you couldn’t help waking up. It was entitled “Zoo,” and people said it was something that the labor chief
brought back from an exhibition in Tokyo.
Dawn finally came.
The “Zoo” started to play.
My chest started to pound. Sliding along the pitch-black hallway, everyone tried to be the first one out. they
fumbled in the dark, struggling to get their roller skates on. Then they ran down a concrete road and lined up in
front of the work place. The ten that got there first received soup tickets. I never was able to make it.
The spindles had 8,000 revolutions. I pretended to thread while running back and forth between ten threaders. I
felt as though I were whirling about on roller skates myself, but after a while my back began to hurt. There we
indeed some who circled around too fast, colliding with the machines and hurting their hands.
At eight o’clock, the people in charge of our meals brought out boxed food for us to pass around and eat in
turns. As usual, our supervisor timed us with a stop watch as we ate. The supervisor would always be carrying a
stop watch, measuring even the time it took us to go to the bathroom, so he was thus given the nickname “Watch.”
The worst part was his timing how long we spent going to the toilet. If someone spent more than 28 seconds, he
would say before everyone, “What a small hole you’ve got!” For that reason, we rushed as much as possible.”
At two, our work was finished. We were soaked with sweat. Red-faced and breathing heavily we lined up and
returned to where we lived. When, after reaching the entrance to our dorms, we took off our roller skates and
placed one foot on the floor, the loudspeaker went off.
“Polish the halls, the mirror on your souls.”
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Then we had to bend over and, without touching our knees to the floor, proceed to the cafeteria while polishing
the floors with waxing rags. This was stupid, so I stood up and watched. At the entrance, we were given a large
plate with rice, and a small plate with boiled vegetables and a tiny bit of cuttlefish. We then walked to our seats.
Those of us who were dead mingled right in with the living. When we reached our seats, Watch opened the doors
of the alter,\fn{Some sort of portable or small, fixed Shinto shrine is meant .} rang the bell, and said loudly, “Thank you for
letting us save money while we work, and study while we work.” After Watch had said this, we all repeated it in
unison. It was still not time to eat, though. Watch had to write the menu for the day on the blackboard.
TODAY’S MENU
0.126 liters of rice
0.11 liters of wheat
50 grams of spinach in sesame oil
8 grams of dried cuttlefish in soy sauce
140 grams of sardine
TOTAL
820 calories
50 grams of protein

The above is 220% more nutritious than the average fare at other factories. …
*
Watch then turned to us and said, “Now, everyone, even though it says on your menu that you are being served
sardines, you will find no sardines on your plate. Now, to you it may look as if there are no sardines on your plate,
but there really are! That’s because today we have a guest who is very important to our company. This guest is
eating your sardines for you! For the guest to eat your sardines is the same as your eating the sardines. So, the
sardines are there. You understand, don’t you? So, then, Father and Mother, we thank you very much!”
“Father and Mother, we thank you very much!”
Watch started his stopwatch. Each of us who finished eating said, “Thank you for the food.” Even the slowest
finished in two and a half minutes.
While I pretended to be eating, I was thinking: Guests, guests and more guests! What kind of a guest would eat
eighty persons’ worth of sardines? Even if he took only two minutes per sardine, that would take about 150
minutes. I doubted that even a fisherman had ever eaten 80 sardines at one sitting. That guest must be a very fat
person. …
Once the aluminum plates were returned and everyone had lined up in the hall, the loudspeaker went off in a
sing-song tone: “It’s class time! Laziness is the seed of sorrow! Polish your personality! Proof rather than words!”
School then began immediately, but everything was exactly the same. Even though it was a school, all it meant
was that the dorm became a school. In the first hour we had home economics; everyone had to do their laundry.
The speaker went on: “Wash it away, the dirt of your character! Be especially careful with the company hats.”
The first half of the second hour was for cooking; we had to wash dishes and cut up the dinner vegetables. The
last half was sewing; we had to mend our bedding.
The third period was moral education; we had to clean our rooms, toilet, and the bath. During this time the
speaker announced a great number of maxims.
“Above all, perseverance. He who touches pitch shall be defiled therewith. Show respect toward your elders.
The fast way up. Honesty first and honesty second. Blessed are those who smile.”
The fourth period was physical education and we had to rollerskate in time to some music.
After dinner there was a free period. When I was alive, this was the time I always went to see K.
K was a movie technician at Kinema Theater and was the young man that I liked most. He had kept his hair
short, was long-faced, wore thick glasses, and hardly ever smiled. He was the masculine type. He had let me
watch movies for free, and because everyone longed for a white-collar boyfriend, they were all envious of me.
The bell rang and the speaker started up. “Everyone, this is your free time. Write to your parents back home.
Calculate how much money you have saved. Read books and magazines to increase our cultural level. It’s best not
to go out, but those who do go out don’t waste any money. Don’t talk to outsiders. Temptation has you in its
sights.”
That day, having received a pass from Watch, I was on my way to meet K and had stopped to be searched by
the guard. The loudspeaker was saying, “Those who are late after watching a movie will be fined. For those who
return 10 minutes later than eight o’clock, 20 yen; 20 minutes late, 30 yen; 30 minutes late, 50 yen.” Then all at
once, the loudspeaker changed its tone and began calling, “Miss M, Miss M, the factory manager wants to see
you!” Prevented from leaving, I thought to myself, “My turn has finally come!” That month, there had been one
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person called up every day in this manner. Almost all were let go, vanishing without even returning to their
rooms.
Disappointed, I turned back and found Watch waiting for me at the dorm entrance. He told me to hurry it up,
and pushed me into the office. The factory manager was talking to a guest. The guest was a skinny young man
wearing a fine suit of clothes. He was reading from a thick register, while the manager stood in front of him
smiling. When the manager saw me, he continued to smile and with his chin gestured toward a chair in the corner.
To the guest he said, “Well, the car has arrived and the president must be waiting.”
The manager laid his hand on the guest’s shoulder and went out with him. He didn’t return for quite some time.
Watch and I waited for some thirty minutes, and during that time Watch said, “That guest was from the bank.
Banks are really something. For one thing, bankers’ clothes are different. They just look like people from Tokyo.
M, have you ever been to Tokyo?”
“No, I haven’t.”
“You haven’t. … Yes, I can tell. You know at a glance a person who has washed his face with Tokyo water. Ha,
ha! would you like to go to Tokyo?”
“Yes, I’d like to, but I’m afraid of the delinquents.”
“Delinquents? … yes, you must watch out for them. But someone as dependable as yourself needn’t worry; I’ll
guarantee that. I’m positive about it.”
At that moment the factory manager walked in. As soon as he saw me, the expression on his face grew severe.
“Problems, problems! Thanks to overproduction, the price of our product keeps going down. The banks give
excuses and won’t lend us the money. At this rate, the company will go bankrupt!” He took a puff from his
cigarette and spat, puffed and spat once again. After looking at me for a while, he said, “Were you wearing
lipstick again, after you’ve been warned against it so many times?”
“I’m not wearing any.”
“You’re lying! Let’s see,” he said, and took out a piece of paper. “Wipe your lips with this!”
I rubbed my lips with the paper he gave me and handed it back to him. the manager held it up against the light
to inspect it, but he found no lipstick.
“Why,” he asked in a more natural tone of voice, “Did you take money out of your savings?”
“My father got tuberculosis.”
“Well, you seem to have bought some expensive shoes lately. Where did that money come from?”
“They’re cheap shoes, and I got them as a gift.”
“They were a gift? From whom? A guy, right? Well, is that something you should have done? Do you have
your father’s permission?” The manager spat. “No? Well, what’s this all about? And your father’s sick! What if
something bad happens to t you. How will I apologize to your parents? You’re a real problem child! I just don’t
know what to do with you.” He spat twice. “I hear that you talk too much at the committee meetings.”
“I’m sorry sir.”
“Since you’ve apologized like that, there is really nothing else for me to say. Ha, ha! I know very well that you
are a tenderhearted girl. They reason I had you come here today wasn’t to scold you. I know you’re sweet, so I
thought you would understand me and be on our side.” The manager spat again.
And so, I was forced to sign my resignation papers. When I came out, Watch said smilingly, “That’s great!
Now you’ll be able to look for work without worrying about anyone else—in Tokyo, for instance. You can get a
job as a maid, learn home economics, send a lot of money back home, and get ready for marriage. Ha, ha!
Looking back on it, factory work will seem foolish. Up until now you were in debt to the manager, so I didn’t
want to say this, but you’re free now! Don’t worry, just drop me a line. I’ll take care of you anytime. Ha, ha! I’m
the type that likes to take care of people. I really enjoy seeing the girls from the dorm, those I was in charge of,
get ahead in the world.”
You fool! You’re the one who pushed me under!
I went over to Kinema Theater with the other girls. K had already left, but I was one of the dead so I wasn’t
able to ask where he had gone to. I sat in the midst of the crowd and watched the movie. There were twice as
many dead as thee were living, which made the theater overcrowded. If they were all to come alive again, I
thought, the theater could really make a lot of money.
When I got back to the dorm, Hanae, who had worked in the factory four years, was sobbing. Tanaka said, “As
usual, they’re laying people off. They’re planning to keep it up until the end of the month.”
Oh, if only we were alive again! As this thought entered my mind, I suddenly felt like running around. When I
started running, Yotchan, Mitchan, Kanae-chan, Natchan, and other dead workers I didn’t even know came
running along behind me.
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There were twenty-two dead. We went bounding around the factory. We joined hands in a circle around the
scary guard, all of us dancing and singing about him as he dozed. In the manager’s room, we took turns leaping
over the hat that the manager had left behind on his desk. We played around like this until morning. Maybe in her
dream, Hanae could hear our voices.
130.529 The Priest And His Love\fn{by Yukio Mishima aka Kimitake Hiraoka (1925-1970)} Tokyo, Greaer Tokyo Area,
Japan (M) 7
According to Eshin’s Essentials of Salvation, the Ten Pleasures are but a drop in the ocean when compared to
the joys of the Pure Land. In that land the earth is made of emerald and the roads that lead across it are lined by
cordons of gold rope. The surface is endlessly level and there are no boundaries. Within each of the sacred
precincts are fifty thousand million halls and towers wrought of gold, silver, lapis lazuli, crystal, coral, agate, and
pearls; and wondrous garments are spread out on all the jeweled daises. Within the halls and above the towers a
multitude of angels is forever playing sacred music and singing paeans of praise to the Tathagata Buddha. In the
gardens that surround the halls and the towers and the cloisters are great gold and emerald ponds where the
faithful may perform their ablutions; the gold ponds are lined with silver sand, and the emerald ponds are lined
with crystal sand. The ponds are covered with lotus plants which sparkle in variegated colors and, as the breeze
wafts over the surface of the water, magnificent lights crisscross in all directions. Both day and night the air is
filled with the songs of cranes, geese, mandarin ducks, peacocks, parrots, and sweet-voiced Kalavinkas, who have
the faces of beautiful women. All these and the myriad other hundred-jeweled birds are raising their melodious
voices in praise of the Buddha. (However sweet their voices may sound, so immense a collection of birds must be
extremely noisy.)
The borders of the ponds and the banks of the rivers are lined with groves of sacred treasure trees. These trees
have golden stems and silver branches and coral blossoms, and their beauty is mirrored in the waters. The air is
full of jeweled cords, and from these cords hang the myriad treasure bells which forever ring out the Supreme
Law of Buddha; and strange musical instruments, which play by themselves without ever being touched, also
stretch far into the pellucid sky.
If one feels like having something to eat, there automatically appears before one’s eyes a seven-jeweled table
on whose shining surface rest seven-jeweled bowls heaped high with the choicest delicacies. But there is no need
to pick up these viands and put them in one’s mouth. All that is necessary is to look at their inviting colors and to
enjoy their aroma; thereby the stomach is filled and the body nourished, while one remains oneself spiritually and
physically pure. When one has thus finished one’s meal without any eating, the bowls and the table are instantly
wafted off..
Likewise, one’s body is automatically arrayed in clothes, without any need for sewing, laundering, dyeing, or
repairing. Lamps, too, are unnecessary, for the sky is illumined by an omnipresent light. Furthermore, the Pure
Land enjoys a moderate temperature all year round, so that neither heating nor cooling is required. A hundred
thousand subtle scents perfume the air, and lotus petals rain down constantly.
In the chapter on the Inspection Gate we are told that, since uninitiated sightseers cannot hope to penetrate
deep into the Pure Land, they must concentrate, first, on awakening their powers of “external imagination” and,
thereafter, on steadily expanding these powers. Imaginative power can provide a short cut for escaping from the
trammels of our mundane life and for seeing the Buddha. If we are endowed with a rich, turbulent imagination,
we can focus our attention on a single lotus flower and from there can spread out to infinite horizons.
By means of microscopic observation and astronomical projection the lotus flower can become the foundation
for an entire theory of the universe and an agent whereby we may perceive Truth. And first we must know that
each of the petals has eighty-four thousand veins and that each vein gives off eighty-four thousand lights.
Furthermore, the smallest of these flowers has a diameter of two hundred and fifty yojana. Thus, assuming that
the yojana of which we read in the Holy Writings correspond to seventy-five miles each, we may conclude that a
lotus flower with a diameter of nineteen thousand miles is on the small side.
Now such a flower has eighty-four thousand petals and between each of the petals there are one million jewels,
each emitting on thousand lights. Above the beautifully adorned calyx of the flower rise four bejeweled pillars
and each of these pillars is one hundred billion times as great as Mount Sumeru, which towers in the center of the
Buddhist universe. From the pillars hang great draperies and each drapery is adorned with fifty thousand million
jewels, and each jewel emits eighty-four thousand lights, and each light is composed of eighty-four thousand
different golden colors, and each of those golden colors in its turn is variously transmogrified.
To concentrate on such images is know as “thinking of the Lotus Seat on which Lord Buddha sits”; and the
conceptual world that hovers in the background of our story is a world imagined on such a scale.
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*
The Great Priest of Shiga Temple was a man of the most eminent virtue. His eyebrows were white, and it was
as much as he could do to move his old bones along as he hobbled on his stick from one part of the temple to
another.
In the eyes of this learned ascetic, the world was a mere pile of rubbish. He had lived away from it for many a
long year, and the little pine sapling that he had planted with his own hands on moving into his present cell had
grown into a great tree whose branches swelled in the wind. A monk who had succeeded in abandoning the
Floating World for so long a time must feel secure about his afterlife.
When the Great Priest saw the rich and the noble, he smiled with compassion and wondered how it was that
these people did not recognize their pleasures for the empty dreams that they were. When he noticed beautiful
women, his only reaction was to be moved with pity for men who still inhabited the world of delusion and who
were tossed about on the waves of carnal pleasure.
From the moment that a man no longer respond in the slightest to the motives that regulate the material world
that world appears to be at complete repose. In the eyes of the Great Priest the world showed only repose; it had
become a mere picture drawn on a piece of paper, a map of some foreign land. When on has attained a state of
mind from which the evil passions of the present world have been so utterly winnowed, fear too is forgotten. Thus
it was that the priest no longer could understand why Hell should exist. He knew beyond all peradventure that the
present world no longer had any power left over him; but, as he was completely devoid of conceit, it did not occur
to him that this was the effect of his own eminent virtue.
So far as his body was concerned, one might say that the priest had well nigh been deserted by his own flesh.
On such occasions as he observed it—when taking a bath, for instance—he would rejoice to see how his
protruding bones were precariously covered by his withered skin. Now that his body had reached this stage, he
felt that he could come to terms with it, as if it belonged to someone else. Such a body, it seemed, was already
more suited for the nourishment of the Pure Land than for terrestrial food and drink.
In his dreams he lived nightly in the Pure Land, and when he awoke he knew that to subsist in the present
world was to be tied to a sad and evanescent dream.
In the flower-viewing season large numbers of people came from the Capital to visit the village of Shiga. This
did not trouble the priest in the slightest, for he had long since transcended that state in which the clamors of the
world can irritate the mind. One spring evening he left his cell, leaning o his stick, and walked down to the lake. It
was the hour when dusky shadows slowly begin to thrust their way into the bright light of the afternoon. There
was not the slightest ripple to disturb the surface of the water. The priest stood by himself at the edge of the lake
and began to perform the holy rite of Water Contemplation.
At that moment an ox-drawn carriage, clearly belonging to a person of high rank, came round the lake and
stopped to where the priest was standing. The owner was a court lady from the Kyōgoku district of the Capital
who held the exalted title of Great Imperial Concubine. This lady had come to view the springtime scenery in
Shiga and now on her return she stopped the carriage and raised the blind in order to have a final look at the lake.
Unwittingly the Great Priest glanced in her direction and at once he was overwhelmed by her beauty. His eyes
met hers and, as he did nothing to avert his gaze, she did not take it upon herself to turn away. It was not that her
liberality of spirit was such as to allow men to gaze on her with brazen looks; but the motives of this austere old
ascetic could hardly, she felt, be those of ordinary men.
After a few moments the lady pulled down the blind. Her carriage started to move and, having gone through
the Shiga Pass, rolled slowly down the road that led to the Capital. Night fell and the carriage made its way
toward the city along the Road of the Silver Temple. Until the carriage had become a pinprick that disappeared
between the distant trees, the Great Priest stood rooted to the spot.
In the twinkling of an eye the present world had wreaked its revenge with terrible force on the priest. What he
had imagined to be completely safe had collapsed in ruins.
He returned to the temple, faced the main image of Buddha, and invoked the Sacred Name. But impure
thoughts now cast their opaque shadows about him. A woman’s beauty, he told himself, was but a fleeting
apparition, a temporary phenomenon composed of flesh—of flesh that was soon to be destroyed. Yet, try as he
might to ward it off, the ineffable beauty which had overpowered him at that instant by the lake now pressed on
his heart with the force of something that has come from an infinite distance. The Great Priest was not young
enough, either spiritually or physically, to believe that this new feeling was simply a trick that his flesh had played
on him. A man’s flesh, he knew full well, could not alter so rapidly. Rather, he seemed to have been immersed in
some swift, subtle poison which had abruptly transmuted his spirit.
The Great Priest had never broken his vow of chastity. The inner fight that he had waged I his youth against
the demands of the flesh had made him think of women as mere carnal beings. The only real flesh was the flesh
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that existed in his imagination. Since, therefore, he regarded the flesh as an ideal abstraction rather than as a
physical fact, he had relied on his spiritual strength to subjugate it. In this effort the priest had achieved success—
success, indeed, that no one who knew him could possibly doubt.
Yet the face of the woman who had raised the carriage blind and gazed across the lake was too harmonious, to
refulgent, to be designated as a mere object of flesh, and the priest did not know what name to give it. He could
only think that, in order to bring about that wondrous moment, something which had for a long time lurked
deceptively within him had finally revealed itself. That thing was nothing other than the present world, which
until then had been at repose, but which had now suddenly lifted itself out of the darkness and begun to stir.
It was as if he had been standing by the highway that led to the Capital, with his hands firmly covering both
ears, and had watched two great ox-carts rumble past each other. All of a sudden he had removed his hands and
the noise from outside had surged all about him.
To perceive the ebb and flow of passing phenomena, to have their noise roaring in one’s ears, was to enter into
the circle of the present world. For a man like the Great Priest who had severed his relations with all outside
things, this was to place himself once again into a state of relationship.
Even as he read the sutras he would time after time hear himself heaving great sighs of anguish. Perhaps
nature, he thought, might serve to distract his spirit, and he gazed out the window of his cell at the mountains that
towered in the distance under the evening sky. Yet his thoughts, instead of concentrating on the beauty, broke up
like tufts of cloud and drifted away. He fixed his gaze on the moon, but his thoughts continued to wander as
before; and when once again he went and stood before the main image in a desperate effort to regain his purity of
mind, the countenance of the Buddha was transformed and looked like the face of the lady in the carriage. His
universe had been imprisoned within the confines of a small circle: at one point was the Great Priest and opposite
him was the Great Imperial Concubine.
*
The Great Imperial Concubine of Kyōgoku had soon forgotten about the old priest whom she had noticed
gazing so intently at her by the lake of Shiga. After some time, however, a rumor came to her ears and she was
reminded of the incident. One of the villagers happened to have caught sight of the Great Priest as he had stood
watching the lady’s carriage disappear into the distance. He had mentioned the matter to a Court gentleman who
had come to Shiga for flower-viewing, and had added that since that day the priest had behaved like one crazed.
The Imperial Concubine pretended to disbelieve the rumor. The virtue of this particular priest, however, was
noted throughout the Capital, and the incident was bound to feed the lady’s vanity.
For she was utterly weary of the love that she received from the men of this world. The Imperial Concubine
was fully aware of her own beauty, and she tended to be attracted by any force, such as religion, that treated her
beauty and her high rank as things of no value. Being exceedingly bored with the present world, she believed in
the Pure Land. It was inevitable that Jōdo Buddhism, which rejected all the beauty and brilliance of the visual
world as being mere filth and defilement, should have a particular appeal for someone like the Imperial
Concubine who was thoroughly disillusioned with the superficial elegance of court life—an elegance that seemed
unmistakably to bespeak the Latter Days of the Law and their degeneracy.
Among those whose special interest was love, the Great Imperial Concubine was held I honor as the very
personification of courtly refinement. The fact that she was known never to have given her love to any man added
to this reputation. Though she performed her duties toward the Emperor with the most perfect decorum, no one
for a moment believed that she loved him from her heart. The Great Imperial Concubine dreamed of a passion that
lay on the boundary of the impossible.
The Great Priest of Shiga Temple was famous for his virtue, and everyone in the Capital knew how this aged
prelate had totally abandoned the present world. All the more startling, then, was the rumor that he had been
dazzled by the charms of the Imperial Concubine and that for her sake he had sacrificed the future world. To give
up the joys of the Pure Land which were so close at hand—there could be no greater sacrifice than this, no greater
gift.
The Great Imperial Concubine was utterly indifferent to the charm of the young rakes who flocked about the
court and of the handsome noblemen who came her way. The physical attributes of men no longer meant anything
to her. Her only concern was to find a man who could give her the strongest and deepest possible love. A woman
with such aspirations is a truly terrifying creature. If she is a mere courtesan, she will no doubt be satisfied with
worldly wealth. The Great Imperial Concubine, however, already enjoyed all those things that the wealth of the
world can provide. The man whom she awaited must offer her the wealth of the future world.
The rumors of the Great Priest’s infatuation spread throughout the court. In the end the story was even told
half-jokingly to the Emperor himself. The Great Concubine took no pleasure in this bantering gossip and
preserved a cool, indifferent mien. As she was well aware, there were two reasons that the people of the court
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could joke freely about a mater which would normally have been forbidden: first, by referring to the Great Priest’s
love they were paying a compliment to the beauty of the woman who could inspire even an ecclesiastic of such
great virtue to forsake his meditations; secondly, everyone fully realized that the old man’s love for the
noblewoman could never possibly be requited.
The Great Imperial Concubine called to mind the face of the old priest whom she had seen through her
carriage window. It did not bear the remotest resemblance to the face of any of the men who had loved her until
then. Strange it was that love should spring up in the heart of a man who did not have the slightest qualification
for being loved. The lady recalled such phrases as “my love forlorn and without hope” that were widely used by
poetasters in the palace when they wished to awaken some sympathy in the hearts of their indifferent paramours.
Compared to the hopeless situation in which the Great Priest now found himself, the state of the least fortunate of
these elegant lovers was almost enviable, and their poetic tags struck her now as mere trappings of worldly
dalliance, inspired by vanity and utterly devoid of pathos.
At this point it will be clear to the reader that the Great Imperial Concubine was not, as was so widely
believed, the personification of courtly elegance, but, rather, a person who found the real relish or life in the
knowledge of being loved. Despite her high rank, she was first of all a woman; and all the power and authority in
the world seemed to her empty things if they were bereft of this knowledge. The men about her might devote
themselves to struggles for political power; but she dreamed of subduing the world by different means, by purely
feminine means. Many of the women whom she had known had taken the tonsure and retired from the world.
Such women struck her as laughable. For, whatever a woman may say about abandoning the world, it is almost
impossible for her to give up the things that she possesses. Only men are really capable of giving up what they
possess.
That old priest by the lake had at a certain stage in his life given up the Floating World and all its pleasures. In
the eyes of the Imperial Concubine he was far more of a man than all the nobles whom she knew at court. And,
just as he had once abandoned this present Floating World, so now on her behalf he was about to give up the
future world as well.
The Imperial Concubine recalled the notion of the sacred lotus flower, which her own deep faith had vividly
imprinted upon her mind. She thought of the huge lotus with its width of two hundred and fifty yojana. That
preposterous plant was far more fitted to her tastes than those puny lotus flowers which floated on the ponds of
the Capital. At night when she listened to the wind soughing through the trees in her garden, the sound seemed to
her extremely insipid when compared to the delicate music in the Pure Land when the wind blew through the
sacred treasure trees. When she thought of the strange instruments that hung in the sky and that played by
themselves without ever being touched, the sound of the harp that echoed through the palace halls seemed to her a
paltry imitation.
*
The Great Priest of Shiga Temple was fighting. In the fight that he had waged against the flesh in his youth he
had always been buoyed up by the hope of inheriting the future world. But this desperate fight of his old age was
linked with a sense of irreparable loss.
The impossibility of consummating his love for the Great Imperial Concubine was as clear to him as the sun in
the sky. At the same time he was fully aware of the impossibility of advancing toward the Pure Land so long as he
remained in the thralls of this love. The Great Priest, who had lived in an incomparably free state of mind, had in
a twinkling been enclosed in darkness, and the future was totally obscure. It may have been that the courage
which had seen him through his youthful struggles had grown out of self-confidence and pride in the fact that he
was voluntarily depriving himself of pleasure that could have been his for the asking.
The Great Priest once more possessed himself of fear. Until that noble carriage had approached the side of
Lake Shiga, he had believed that what lay in wait for him, close at hand, was nothing less than the final release of
Nirvana. But now he had awakened into the darkness of the present world, where it is impossible to see what
lurks a single step ahead.
The various forms of religious meditation were all in vain. He tried the Contemplation of the Chrysanthemum,
the Contemplation of the total Aspect, and the Contemplation of the Parts; but each time that he started to
concentrate, the beautiful visage of the concubine appeared before his eyes. Water Contemplation, too, was
useless, for invariably her lovely face would float up shimmering from beneath the ripples of the lake.
This, no doubt, was a natural consequence of his infatuation. Concentration, the priest soon realized, did more
harm than good, and next he tried to dull his spirit by dispersal. It astonished him that spiritual concentration
should have the paradoxical effect of leading him still deeper into his delusions; but he soon realized that to try
the contrary method by dispersing his thoughts meant that he was, in effect, admitting these very delusions. As his
spirit began to yield under the weight, the priest decided that, rather than pursue a futile struggle, it were better to
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escape from the effort of escaping by deliberately concentrating his thoughts on the figure of the Great Imperial
Concubine.
The Great Priest found a new pleasure in adorning his vision of the lady in various ways, just as though he
were adorning a Buddhist statue with diadems and baldachins. In so doing, he turned the object to his love into an
increasingly resplendent, distant, impossible being; and this afforded him particular joy. But why? Surely it would
be more natural for him to envisage the Great Imperial Concubine as an ordinary female, close at hand and
possessing normal human frailties. Thus he could better turn her to advantage, at least in his imagination.
As he pondered this question, the truth dawned on him. What he was depicting in the Great Imperial
Concubine was not a creature of flesh, nor was it a mere vision; rather, it was a symbol of reality, a symbol of the
essence of things. It was strange, indeed, to pursue that essence in the figure of a woman. Yet the reason was not
far to seek. Even when falling in love, the Great Priest of Shiga had not discarded the habit, to which he had
trained himself during his long years of contemplation, of striving to approach the essence of things by means of
constant abstraction. The Great Imperial Concubine of Kyōgu had now become uniform with his vision of the
immense lotus of two hundred and fifty yojana. As she reclined on the water supported by all the lotus flowers,
she had become vaster than Mount Semeru, vaster than an entire realm.
The more the Great Priest turned his love into something impossible, the more deeply was he betraying the
Buddha. For the impossibility of this love had become bound up with the impossibility of attaining enlightenment.
The more he thought of his love as hopeless, the firmer grew the fantasy that supported it and the deeper rooted
became his impure thoughts. So long as he regarded his love as being even remotely feasible, it was paradoxically
possible for him to resign himself; but now that the Great Concubine had grown into a fabulous and utterly
unattainable creature, the priest’s love became motionless like a great, stagnant lake which firmly, obdurately,
covers the earth’s surface.
He hoped that somehow he might see the lady’s face once more, yet he feared that when he met her that figure,
which had now become like a giant lotus, would crumble away without a trace. If that were to happen, he would
without doubt be saved. Yes, this time he was bound to attain enlightenment. And the very prospect filled the
Great Priest with fear and awe.
The priest’s lonely love had begun to devise strange, self-deceiving guiles, and when at length he reached the
decision to go and see the lady, he was under the delusion that he had almost recovered from the illness that was
searing his body. The bemused priest even mistook the joy that accompanied his decision for relief at having
finally escaped from the trammels of his love.
*
None of the Great Concubine’s people found anything especially strange in the sight of an old priest standing
silently in the corner of the garden, leaning on a stick and gazing somberly at the residence. Ascetics and beggars
frequently stood outside the great houses of the Capital and waited for alms. One of the ladies in attendance
mentioned the matter to her mistress. The Great Imperial Concubine casually glanced through the blind that
separated her from the garden. There in the shadow of the fresh green foliage stood a withered old priest with
faded black robes and bowed head. For some time the lady looked at him. When she realized that this was without
any question the priest whom she had seen by the lake at Shiga, her pale face turned paler still.
After a few moments of indecision, she gave orders that the priest’s presence in her garden should be ignored.
Her attendants bowed and withdrew.
Now for the first time the lady fell prey to uneasiness. In her lifetime she had seen many people who had
abandoned the world, but never before had she laid eyes on someone who had abandoned the future world. The
sight was ominous and inexpressibly fearful. All the pleasure that her imagination had conjured up from the idea
of the priest’s love disappeared in a flash. Much as he might have surrendered the future world on her behalf, that
world, she now realized, would never pass into her own hands.
The Great Imperial Concubine looked down at here elegant clothes and at her beautiful hands, and then she
looked across the garden at the uncomely features of the old priest and at his shabby robes. There was a horrible
fascination in the fact that a connection should exist between them.
How different it all was from the splendid vision! The Great Priest seemed now like a person who had hobbled
out of Hell itself. Nothing remained of that man of virtuous presence who had trailed the brightness of the Pure
Land behind him. The brilliance which had resided within him and which had called to mind the glory of the Pure
Land had vanished utterly. Though this was certainly the man who had stood by Shiga Lake, it was at the same
time a totally different person.
Like most people of the court, the Great Imperial Concubine tended to be on her guard against her own
emotions, especially when she was confronted with something that could be expected to affect her deeply. Now
on seeing this evidence of the Great Priest’s love, she felt disheartened at the thought that the consummate passion
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of which she had dreamed during all these years should assume so colorless a form.
When the priest had finally limped into the Capital leaning on his stick, he had almost forgotten his exhaustion.
Secretly he made his way into the grounds of the Great Imperial Concubine’s residence at Kyōgoku and looked
across the garden. Behind those blinds, he thought, was sitting none other than the lady whom he loved.
Now that his adoration had assumed an immaculate form, the future world once again began to exert its charm
on the Great Priest. Never before had he envisaged the Pure Land in so immaculate, so poignant an aspect. His
yearning for it became almost sensual. Nothing remained for him but the formality of meeting the Great
Concubine, of declaring his love, and of thus ridding himself once for all of the impure thoughts that tied him to
this world and prevented him from attaining the Pure Land. That was all that remained to be done.
It was painful for him to stand there supporting his old body on his stick. The bright rays of the May sun
poured through the leaves and beat down on his shaven head. Time after time he felt himself losing consciousness
and without his stick he would certainly have collapsed. If only the lady would realize the situation and invite him
into her presence, so that the formality might be over with! The Great Priest waited. He waited He waited and
supported his ever-growing weariness on his stick. At length the sun was covered with the evening clouds. Dusk
gathered. Yet still no word came from the Great Imperial Concubine.
She, of course, had no way of knowing that the priest was looking through her, beyond her, into the Pure Land.
Time after time she glanced out through the blinds. He was standing there immobile. The evening light thrust its
way into the garden. Still he continued standing there.
The Great imperial Concubine became frightened. She felt that what she saw in the garden was an incarnation
of that “deep-rooted delusion” of which she had read in the sutras. She was overcome by the fear of tumbling into
Hell. Now that she had led astray a priest of such high virtue, it was not the Pure Land to which she could look
forward, but Hell itself, whose terrors she and those about her knew in such detail. The supreme love of which she
had dreamed had already been shattered. To be loved as she was—that in itself represented damnation. Whereas
the Great Priest looked beyond her into the Pure Land, she now looked beyond the priest into the horrid realms of
Hell.
Yet this haughty noblewoman of Kyōgoku was too proud to succumb to her fears without a fight, and she now
summoned forth all the resources of her inbred ruthlessness. The Great Priest, she told herself, was bound to
collapse sooner or later. She looked through the blind, thinking that by now he must be lying on the ground. To
her annoyance, the silent figure stood there motionless.
Night fell and in the moonlight the figure of the priest looked like a pile of chalk-white bones.
The lady could not sleep for fear. She no longer looked through the blind and she turned her back to the
garden. Yet all the time she seemed to feel the piercing gaze of the Great Priest on her back.
This, she knew, was no commonplace love. From fear of being loved, from fear of falling into Hell, the Great
Imperial Concubine prayed more earnestly than ever for the Pure Land. It was for her own private Pure Land that
she prayed—a Pure Land which she tried to preserve invulnerable within her heart. This was a different Pure Land
from the priest’s and it had no connection with his love. She felt sure that if she were ever to mention it to him, it
would instantly disintegrate.
The priest’s love, she told herself, had nothing to do with her. It was a one-sided affair, in which her own
feelings had no part, and there was no reason that it should disqualify her from being received into her Pure Land.
Even if the Great Priest were to collapse and die, she would remain unscathed. Yet, as the night advanced and the
air became colder, this confidence began to desert her.
The priest remained standing in the garden. When the moon was hidden by the clouds, he looked like a
strange, gnarled old tree.
“That form out there has nothing to do with me,” thought the lady, almost beside herself with anguish, and the
words seemed to boom within her heart. “Why in Heaven’s name should this have happened?”
At that moment, strangely, the Great Imperial Concubine completely forgot her own beauty. Or perhaps it
would be more correct to say that she had made herself forget it.
Finally, faint traces of white began to break through the dark sky and the priest’s figure emerged in the dawn
twilight. He was still standing. The Great Imperial Concubine had been defeated. She summoned a maid and told
her to invite the priest to come in from the garden and to kneel outside her blind.
The Great Priest was at the very boundary of oblivion when the flesh is on the verge of crumbling away. He no
longer knew whether it was for the Great Imperial Concubine that he was waiting or for the future world. Though
he saw the figure of the maid approaching from the residence into the dusky garden, it did not occur to him that
what he had been awaiting was finally at hand.
The maid delivered her mistress’ message. When she had finished, the priest uttered a dreadful, almost
inhuman, cry. The maid tried to lead him by the hand, but he pulled away and walked by himself toward the house
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with fantastically swift, firm steps.
Then in the dawn darkness, a white hand gently emerged from behind the lowered blind. The priest of the
Shiga Temple took it in his own hands and pressed it to his forehead and cheek.
The Great Imperial Concubine of Kyōgoku felt a strange, cold hand touching her hand. At the same time she
was aware of a warm moisture. Her hand was being bedewed by someone else’s tears. Yet when the pallid shafts
of morning light began to reach her through the blind, the lady’s fervent faith imbued her with a wonderful
inspiration: she became convinced that the unknown hand which touched her belonged to none other than the
Buddha.
Then the great vision sprang up anew in the lady’s heart: the emerald earth of the Pure Land, the millions of
seven-jeweled towers, the angels playing music, the golden ponds strewn with silver sand, the resplendent lotus,
and the sweet voices of the Kalavinkas—all this was born afresh. If this was the Pure Land that she was to inherit
—and so she now believed—why should she not accept the Great Priest’s love?
She waited for the man with the hands of Buddha to ask her to raise the blind that separated her from him.
Presently he would ask her; and then she would remove the barrier and her incomparably beautiful body would
appear before him as it had on that day by the edge of the lake at Shiga; and she would invite him to come in.
The Great Imperial Concubine waited.
But the priest of Shiga Temple did not utter a word. He asked her for nothing. After a while his old hands
relaxed their grip and the lady’s snow-white hand was left alone in the dawn light. The priest departed. The heart
of the Great Imperial Concubine turned cold.
A few days later a rumor reached the Court that the Great Priest’s spirit had achieved its final liberation in his
cell at Shiga. At this news the lady of Kyōgoku set to copying the sutras in roll after roll of beautiful writing.
37.31 Ants Swarm\fn{by Kono Taeko (1926-

)}

Osaka City, Osaka Prefecture, Japan (F) 8

For a moment Fumiko had the feeling that she could return to the deep, free world in which she had been until
a moment before, but after all she could not go back to sleep any longer. Wanting to get up, she pushed away the
light cover with one hand. But she could not shift her position further. She was concerned with the change her
body might feel when she moved. Pressed by the warm darkness, she stayed in the same position, lying on her
side, bending her body slighdy like a bow, and keeping her legs together completely all the way to her toes.
Her husband, Matsuda, continued to breathe strongly in his sleep. The pendulum on the wall clock swayed
busily but did not tell the time at all. Lying down in the same position as if forced to do so, she gradually came to
feel a sense of pressure on her chest, as if her breathing was being controlled. After remaining immobile in this
way out of laziness and hesitation, she finally raised the upper part of her body, supporting herself with one hand.
She did not feel any change. Untying her tighly pressed legs and raising her knee, she moved one leg to a cold
tatami mat. This time too there was no special feeling. She stepped on the tatami.
Opening the paper door, she found to her surprise that it was not midnight. In the quiet corridor, she could see
the shapes of things. The clouded-glass door looked weakly whitened. Since Fumiko’s sleep seemed to become
deeper toward dawn, it was very rare for her to wake up at this time. Thinking that she must have been worried
even in her sleep, she touched the doorknob of the bathroom.
Fumiko’s menstruation was already about a week late. This had seldom happened. From her girlhood, her
menstruation had been very punctual, to the point of being amusing. Even the time it started, usually in the
evening, was the same. Since her marriage to Matsuda, a man a year younger than she, its punctuality had never
changed. The two had meant to avoid having a child and had had no trouble at all.
When it was three days overdue, she told Matsuda about it.
“Hmm” was Matsuda’s first word.
“Just as I said—I felt sure that time,” Fumiko said. In their married life, they depended on nothing but the
punctuality of Fumiko’s menstruation to avoid having a child. Fumiko was working for an American law firm; she
left the office promptly and had Saturdays off. Matsuda, on the other hand, was a journalist responsible for
political affairs, and his work schedule was irregular. When he was busy there were days when he came home at
dawn or did not return home for two days. He was sometimes busy for weeks at a stretch. When he could finally
take a breather, it sometimes happened that Fumiko was in a danger period. When that happened, Fumiko felt
concerned and had suggested taking some measures other than their usual one. But Matsuda never considered it.
He said no and avoided the subject.
“Lions eat at one time and they are free from appetite the rest of the time. I am like them. I don’t develop a
lingering attachment,” he added.
Fumiko thought she could understand.
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When Matsuda's caresses started, Fumiko’s body immediately desired pain. And seeing her desire pain,
Matsuda, as if he had been waiting for it, became excited. He tortured her hands and feet, eventually using some
tools. Finally, without being aware of it, she would whisper in a hoarse voice, “You love me as much as this.”
Then responding to the still further heightened effect that was evoked, she would blurt out, demanding crazily yet
begging, “Please forgive me, forgive me.” Finally, Matsuda finished loving while torturing. It was not unusual for
him to want to share the following night in the same way. But when they entered the unsafe period, Matsuda was
unbelievably clean. During that time he sometimes made a few scars on Fumiko’s body, but he never bothered her
more than that. And she loved this aspect of him mixed with his passionate aspect.
One morning, about half a month ago, she was dragged back to bed when she was about to get up. When she
reminded him of the unsafe period, he answered irritatedly that he knew. Fumiko frowned. Even on the safe days,
Matsuda would awaken with the sound of many newspapers being placed above his pillow, and after absorbing
himself in them, he would fall asleep again. The reason why Fumiko felt miserable may have been because she
was used to his usual clean behavior; since it was very rare for him to act in that way, however, she could not
refuse him. Seeing him getting excited hastily and unable to rid himself of his desire, she finally urged him on.
Yet Fumiko’s unpleasant feeling remained. Although that fleeting feeling she had of not caring gave her a
sense of release, the fear of pregnancy was always with her. She had to leave for the office soon. Besides, it was
love-making which omitted pain, and all the more for that reason she could not be immersed in it.
Getting up and making herself ready quickly, Fumiko felt even worse. Turning back she saw Matsuda under
the covers, only his head showing.
“I feel I conceived a child. It felt different from usual,” she said to him deliberately.
“Is that right?” Matsuda answered from under the quilt.
She smiled bitterly. But at the time she was struck by the feeling that her words were true. She stopped her
hand while drawing up the zipper of her skirt. When she had gathered all her impressions, she felt sure that there
was a special feeling, despite the fact that she had been unable to lose herself.
When the usual time for her menstruation approached, she became more restless. And finally when the day
came and it did not start then or on the day after, she was annoyed and nodded to herself, yes it was true. It may
be true that there cannot be a feeling of conception. But she thought she must have felt it as if by some
presentiment. She thought it was not only because of her fear that she had felt sure at the time.
It was not that there was no tone of resentment in her telling him about the lateness of her menstruation and
touching upon that day.
“What are we going to do?” she said.
“What shall we do? We’re in trouble.” So saying, Matsuda held his knees in his arms.
“Yes, we’re truly in trouble.”
“But it’s funny to say I’m sorry between husband and wife.”
Fumiko felt that she was being scolded for her tone of voice. “Yes, that time, I too felt as if I were under some
evil influence,” she said. “But we must think about it. The time is the problem.”
They were supposed to go to the United States in July to study for a year. Matsuda had received a Fulbright
fellowship and was to attend C University. Since Matsuda had applied early, she too was to enter the university.
She had already completed the necessary entrance procedures. Since they had to attend the orientation program
there before the start of school, they had only about a month before they were to leave for the United States.
Fumiko, who had not experienced this before, did not know for certain, but she felt it would be impossible to
take care of the fetus and return to her normal self within a month. She had heard that it would be very difficult to
take care of it in the United States. Even if it were not, it would not be possible to do such a thing soon after they
arrived. Matsuda listened to Fumiko’s words silently and finally said:
“But it doesn’t mean that it’s certain.”
“It’s been three days. It’s never happened before.”
“Relax.”"
“Yes, but if I wasn’t mistaken—”
“Yes, that’s right.” After thinking for a while, Matsuda, raising his face, said:
“Can you give up studying in the U.S.?”
“If it proves difficult to take care of before we leave.”
“Will you do that?”
“Although regretfully, I will stay.”Then Matsuda said:
“Then you will have the child.”
“Do you mean what you said?” It took some time before she asked that.
“Yes. It’s not bad to have one.”
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“What! When did you start thinking like that?" Fumiko gazed at Matsuda. “That morning, was that intention-al
—?”
“No, it was not. Absolutely not.”
“Yes, I think so too. I believe you. But since when have you been thinking …?”
Matsuda did not answer.
“It was because I told you about it. Right? Isn’t that right?”
“Of course partly because of that—”
“Is that right—I understand.” Sighing, she averted her eyes.
Getting married while both were working, they had naturally avoided having a child. But when they gradually
realized that they clearly did not like children, they promised each other that they would not have a child.
“There are very few men who want to have children badly. The reason why they make them, after all, while
declaring that they will not have any, is because they are begged by their wives. I know at least two couples
among my friends. If it’s okay with you, it’s fine with me.”
When Matsuda said so repeatedly, she felt no resistance and would even take the initiative in swearing that she
would not have a child. Recently they had become so used to their plan that they did not have to remind
themselves of it.
Fumiko loved to hear Matsuda talk of his childhood days.
“When my grandmother was dying, I couldn’t be found anywhere. I was up on the roof shooting pigeons with
an air gun. People in the house did not hear the sound of the gun, for they were out of their minds in that situation.” He recounted:
“Now I am middle-sized, but I was very small when I was in elementary school. When I entered school, I was
the second from the front. Line up, the teacher would say and there was only one in front of me. I was very sad. I
hated line-up.”
Saying this, he would stand up and stretch his arms straight out in front of him as the children were taught to
do when lining up. At these moments she was attracted to him very strongly. When he was anxious to take off her
dress in bed, he would suddenly become obedient, and putting his head on her chest like a child, put the button
ripped forcibly off her dress next to her pillow, saying:
“Hai!” [here].\fn{As in “Present!”}
She could not help bursting out laughing with happiness.
Yet Fumiko had never wanted to have a child. Just to think of bearing the child and having to raise it disgusted
her. This time too, when her menstruation was late, she was fearful, held a grudge against Matsuda, and was
concerned only with finding a solution; she never had any real hope. Therefore she found Matsuda’s words
extremely shocking. She felt betrayed and jealous when she thought that Matsuda, while she remained oblivious,
had come to think of a child and experience a parental emotion which she would never have, despite the fact that
they had promised each other so emphatically. She also thought of Matsuda’s childlike character which used to
please her so much. Then, together with the feeling of betrayal, she felt that he was not grown-up enough to have
a child of his own, forgetting the fact that although a year younger than she, he was thirty years old. This made
her even more irritated.
Despite all this, when she said “not yet” after laying the mattress as he told her to and returning from the
bathroom, she was surprised by her own obedient tone. Besides, since the day when she told Matsuda about being
overdue, she went to the bathroom more frequently. It was not much different at work, but at home she felt like
going to the bathroom quite often. Coming back from the bathroom she always reported to Matsuda whenever he
was at home. He had never asked, but she knew well his tension when resisting the desire to ask her. She reported
to him tenderly.
This did not mean, however, that she had already made up her mind to have a child in case she was pregnant.
In her mind, she was thinking that if it did not start within a few days, she would investigate ways to take care of
it. If everything could be taken care of before the beginning of the term, then of course she would go abroad. In
that case, even Matsuda would agree to give up the child. But what if it could not be taken care of before that
time? Then she would have no choice but to remain here; even then she did not imagine that she could come to
want to bear the child. Despite these thoughts, the way she reported to Matsuda became more tender each time. To
Matsuda, it meant that he had almost obtained her consent.
Fumiko came to notice that Matsuda’s face shone each time she told him that it had not yet started. Then he
would say:
“The tiny one is there, isn’t it? It must be like a dot now. Or is it like a sesame seed? The sesame child, we
must take good care of it.”
Influenced by his manner, the words which Fumiko used in reporting changed to “It’s still all right.”
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“Are you happy?” she even added sometimes, unconsciously.
“Of course I’m happy,” Matsuda answered.
“You want me to bear it,” Fumiko said as if appealing to him, but Matsuda only nodded two or three times,
burying his face in her chest. When Matsuda made such a gesture, like a child expressing a heartfelt desire with
constraint and worrying about her response, she felt that she could not win. Yet since it was covered up in
playfulness, it was easier for her to give him a response which was different from what she really felt.
“Do you want me to have the child?” she said. She wanted to see Matsuda’s childish gesture again. Each time
Matsuda would nod while burying his head.
“All right, then I will bear him for you,” she answered each time. It was only a matter of days, but Matsuda’s
fantasies about the child became inflated. Because Fumiko’s attitude was such, Matsuda did not hesitate to share
them with her.
Seeing Matsuda like this, Fumiko could not but wonder. Her wish that her period would start had never
completely vanished from her heart. It was not only because of their study abroad. It was because she did not
want to have a child. It was because she thought of the helpless feeling of conceiving a child which she did not
want, and having to bear and raise it. She was stunned when she thought of herself letting Matsuda dream of a
child and then letting his dream immediately become so overly inflated.
In spite of this, Fumiko did not dislike hearing Matsuda talk about a child. She even encouraged him to do so,
thereby compounding her crime.
“The child will have been born by this time next year,” she said.
“That’s right. But I feel really sorry that I can’t be with you when you are in labor. I wish I could pull it out
from between your fingers,” Matsuda said.
“I’ll be fine, you don’t have to worry. By the time you return—”
“A little one will be waiting for me. It really will be nice. I will love him. I will buy many things for him.”
“What kind of things?” Asking, she pulled out a cigarette. But noticing Matsuda’s worried face, she put it
down.
“Dolls, tricycles—then I will take the child to the zoo. Is there a book of tickets for the zoo?”
“A book of tickets?”
“I will buy a book of tickets to take him to the zoo. When he grows up, I will arrange it so that he can charge
all the drinks he wants anywhere. If he does not drink much I will be worried.”
“Oh dear! You really are an indulgent father.”
“Yes, indeed I am,” said Matsuda. “I will attend PTA meetings.”
“Yes, please do. It will save me the bother.”
“I may have to bow as deeply as this when I meet his teachers.” So saying, he bowed his head so deeply as to
hit the dining table. “But if a teacher complains about my child, I will beat him up.”
She could not stop laughing. While laughing she thought she would like to see Matsuda playa father’s role.
She did not want to bear a child. Nor did she have the broadmindedness to allow Matsuda to have a woman other
than herself. Yet a desire to see Matsuda play father welled up in her strongly.
Fumiko knew that her period had started. First she felt relieved. Then she thought it had been late because her
fear and tension had been so strong since that morning. She thought again that there was nothing to worry about
for a while. The matter of going to study abroad came back to her as before.
But when coming out of the bathroom to return to the bedroom, she stopped suddenly, looking down the quiet
corridor at dawn. She looked around. There was a wash basin at the side. On the shelfwere two or three razor
blades which Matsuda had used and left there. The door to the kitchen a \ew meters away was open and she could
see a cupboard there. At the end of the corridor was the entrance to the house. At the entrance, a short, dark,
japanese-style curtain was hung; it was for winter use, but had been left hanging for a few months now. The
platform where the stairs started, the paper door to the bedroom, and the door to the western room—more than a
year had passed since the two had moved to this rented house. They had already become accustomed to the place.
Yet their life there in the past week had been completely different from before. It was particularly so since Fumiko
confessed to Matsuda about the delay of her period.
Fumiko reflected deeply on the past several days. At night Matsuda’s footsteps had sounded different. While
she was preparing evening snacks for him, he had been eager to talk about the child. Since Matsuda usually had
fallen asleep again when she was ready to leave the house for the office, she was accustomed to saying good-bye
to him casually, but it had been different these days. Whenever I opened and closed this door—thinking of it she
looked back at the bathroom door. She realized that she could not dismiss this incident as a foolish experience.
She realized that the familiar curtain, corridor, wooden door, wall, and pillar had all been imbued with a certain
richness during these days, but that the richness was now diminishing rapidly.
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As she brought her body into the bed in the pitch dark, Fumiko thought of the disappointment Matsuda would
feel when he learned that it was a mistake, and thought she might keep it from him for a few days. Yet raising her
head which was almost sinking into her pillow, shc moved closer to Matsuda. His breathing in sleep stopped, and
murmuring something while half-asleep, he responded at last as if only his arms were awake. His cheek was
warm. She embraced his head again, pushing her nose strongly against it and inhaling the smell of his ears which
she deeply loved.
“It was a mistake,” she said away from his ear a little. Suddenly she started sobbing. Realizing that Matsuda
had raised his body sharply, she said again weeping:
“It was a mistake.”
“Is that right?” Matsuda's voice showed disappointment. “But it’s all right. It’s all right. Wait a second.” The
light was turned on, making a pachin sound.
“Oh, don’t turn the light on.”
“All right, I’ll turn it off.” So saying, he pulled the cord once again.
“I should have kept silent from the start. I talked too early," Fumiko said on the pillow which Matsuda let her
share and cried again. She felt that she was like a barren woman who had been longing for a child and who had to
face the bitter fact once again. Yet the tears flowed spontaneously.
“No, it was nice that you told me. It was good that we could have a rehearsal,” Matsuda said.
“You were so delighted.”
“Why not truly make me happy next time. First we will go to America together and then it will be fine when
we come back.”
“I will do it before it is very late,” Fumiko said, and it was a truthful voice. She felt that she would like to let
Matsuda have his child.
“Although I do not like children.”
“You will change. I too did not like children before.”
“What if I don’t change? What if the child is born and still I don’t like him?”
“It wouldn’t matter. I’d change the diapers.”
“You must be an indulgent father. But I’ll be different. It will not be so extreme if it’s a boy, but to a girl I will
be very strict. Since you will be exceptionally sweet and I will be extremely strict, other people will think I am a
stepmother.”
So saying, she felt a strong feeling toward her stepchild-like child arise in her heart. It was certain that the
incident had affected her. Yet she was released from the worry of the past several days. For this reason, the
feelings about the child they had experienced stimulated her imagination extravagantly.
“If it is a girl,” Fumiko said, “I will not let her have much education.”
“I agree,” Matsuda answered. “School education will surely do no good.”
“I might let her go through compulsory education.”
“No, that compulsory education is the worst. Let’s go with tutors.”
“Such a luxury! I’ll never agree to that,” Fumiko said. “It is more than enough for her to go to a local school.
After she graduates from junior high school I will make her stay at home and use her as a maid. Yes, by this time
of day she’d be forced to get up to prepare breakfast. I’ll be here with you like this.”
“That will be good.”
“Do you like it? Then I’ll make her do it when she enters elementary school.”
“Can a first-grader cook rice?”
“I’ll make her do it.”
“What a poor child our child will be.”
“But it will be good fot the child. It’s for the child.”
“That’s true too.”
“I hate a girl who thinks of all sorts of things. Let’s raise her to be a girl who never talks back. It won’t do if
she just restrains herself from talking back. She ought to be a child who is incapable of criticism, a child who has
no opinion of her own. A child who can automatically do what she is told—an idiot-like child—even her face
must look like an idiot’s.”
“You mean a child like a doll.”
“Yes, like a Chinese girl in olden times; we’ll let her learn only domestic matters from an early age, and soon
after she graduates from junior high school, I’ll marry her off.
“I’ll visit her often to see how she is. I’ll bring her some of the sugar we receive without your knowing.”
“No!”
“But you never cook with sugar. There’s lots of unused sugar.”
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“Is that so? Okay then, you can bring it.”
“I’ll go to her every Sunday.”
“You’ll be disliked by your son-in-law.”
“No matter. He’ll be a nice husband. I’ll find her a nice, gentle one.”
“It won’t work that way. I’ll urge him to be a bad husband, to be dissipated. You too must encourage him to be
dissipated. Even if you find beautiful women, I know you will give them up. Bring them to your daughter’s
husband, as many as possible, like you bring sugar.” Fumiko continued:
“I will not listen even if she comes to me to complain. I’ll show her my body and tell her that her father is such
a cruel man, but that her mother endures it. I’ll tell her that she must bear it too.”
The clock on the pillar struck. It had stopped after one.
“What time is it?” Matsuda asked.
“It must be six-thirty.”
“Go look. It must be seven-thirty. You’ll be late.”
“That’s all right.”Fumiko did not want their delightful conversation to be interrupted further. She was eager to
resume it as soon as possible.
But Matsuda got up, and making a noise as he unlocked the glass door, opened the outside rain door slightly.
“It is six-thirty, as I thought,” Fumiko said, looking at the clock from the pillow. Matsuda closed the glass
doors where the outer wooden doors were opened and drew the curtain again, just as Fumiko had often done for
Matsuda, who used to stay in bed until after breakfast. Then he walked out into the corridor.
Today Matsuda brought the newspapers in by himself, and sitting cross-legged on the tatami in his pajamas,
started to open them one after another. Fumiko could not complain, considering his profession. Yet seeing after a
while that his eyes were wandering, she called to him from the bed:
“There’s nothing, is there? It’s okay, isn’t it?”
It was all right. Matsuda left the newspapers and returned to the bed, asking,
“Do you have time—is it still all right?”
“Yes,” Fumiko answered, but already more than twenty minutes had passed. She certainly had to get up now.
“It is nice.”
“I am envious that you can go late.” While saying this she remembered suddenly that she had run out of butter
for breakfast. She said”
“Is it all right if we don’t have butter this morning? There isn’t any left. I forgot to buy some.”
“We have jam, don’t we?”
“Yes, and cheese too.”
“Then that’s enough,” said Matsuda.
Through the opening left where Matsuda had failed to close the door completely, Fumiko caught a glimpse of
the pleats of a skirt fluttering. It was the daughter she and Matsuda had created, a daughter whom strangers might
think a step-daughter.
“If our child forgets to buy butter, I will never forgive her,” Fumiko said to Matsuda. “I am very strict with
girls. Very strict. You will not be able to take it. Although you can do anything to me. You may hide in a closet and
hold your ears with your hands.”
The paper door opened. A short, pleated skirt came in. Fumiko pretended to be asleep.
“Mother,” said her daughter, who was around seven or eight.
Making the pause as long as possible, Fumiko said with her eyes closed, “I did not hear the sound of the door
closing. You were scolded before for not closing the door tightly.”
“But father does the same,” the daughter said.
“Are you the same as father?” So saying, she jumped up and attacked the daughter.
“Do you mean to talk back?" With all the strength in her fingers, Fumiko pinched both sides of her daughter’s
mouth. The daughter tried to escape, but since she was pinched tightly from the right and left she couldn’t move.
“Please forgive me, forgive me,” she begged. They were the same words which Fumiko uttered at night in her
frenzy when begging Matsuda for more pain.
“I cannot forgive you,” Fumiko said. “It’s not only talking back. Think of all the bad things you have done. To
talk to your mother standing—who taught you such a thing? Also, when you came in here, you came in without
saying anything. You must say something before you come in.”
At the same time, Fumiko’s fingers continued to torture her. Not only the short, pleated skirt, but also her
blouse and undergarments, she took off everything and pinched her all over her body. Still she could torture her
further about the butter. When she realized that, Fumiko brought the daughter to the kitchen, still torturing her.
“Is there butter?”
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“We ran out. I was going to buy some, so in order to receive money—”
“You forgot to buy butter.”
“Yes.”
As soon as she answered she crouched beside the gas range as if hiding and lowered her face. There were
several red scars on her back. They looked like scars left by cigarette burns.
“Go and buy butter,” Fumiko said.
Butter in a yellow paper box slid down from the ceiling and onto her palm, feeling cold and heavy. Fumiko
peeled off the thin, unwrinkled paper attached to it and scooping some out with a spoon, brought it to the gas
flame. If it melts completely it will be very hot. Looking down at the back of the daughter who was squatting at
her feet, Fumiko gazed at the butter in the spoon. A yellow lump melting smoothly from its edges …
“You’ll be late,” Matsuda said.
The hands of the clock had already passed seven and were hanging down.
“Yes, I’ll be late,” Fumiko said, as if it concerned someone else.
“You must have been tired out. Because of this, since that time,” Matsuda said. “Will you stay home? I’ll call
the office for you.”
“Since I have never stayed away from the office …” Fumiko showed her decision to stay ambiguously.
“It’s all right, now and then.”
Answering so, Matsuda’s hands groped for her breasts. Being excited herself, Fumiko could not, like the other
morning, think him despicable.
“When should I have a baby?”
“After we return from America.”
“When after?”
“Any time.”
“Isn’t earlier better for you? Really, I would like to let you have a baby. But …” Fumiko felt Matsuda's fingers
holding one nipple tighdy. It was being pulled inward and the little finger of the same hand groped for the other
nipple. The neck of the little finger missed the nipple two or three times. When it was finally caught, she felt
severe pain in both nipples, as if they were being tom out. Yet Matsuda pulled them harder, with all his might, as
if raising a heavy bucket. As they were pulled she gasped with pain and pushed her face against his shoulder, but
this withdrew her chest further, increasing the pain and the pleasure.
“I would like very much to bear a baby for you, but as you know I don’t like babies,” she said as soon as she
was able to breathe. “So please order me. Any time will be fine. If not, I will not—“
Just then, her breath was cut short. Trembling all over her body with the pleasure of the pain and scarcely able
to breathe, she said:
“Please, order me—please force me.”
“I will. At the right time I will order you. ‘Bear a baby even if you die,’” Matsuda said, strengthening his grip.
“I will bear a baby even if I die. So when I give birth to the baby stay with me darling,” she continued to say,
panting.
“Of course I’ll be with you.”
“To be with me is not enough. I may struggle because of the pain. You must tie me. That may not be enough. If
not, will you hit me? It will be so wonderful to bear a child while being tied and hit. If it is such a childbirth, I
would like to experience it soon—please be quick.”
Matsuda jumped up. Fumiko realized a strip of light was reflected on the curtain. But when she heard Matsuda
open the closet and take out the fishing rods which were placed there although neither of them ever fished, she
could not care about people knowing.
At the doorway, Matsuda, who had already put on his shoes, received the bottle of milk from Fumiko and
brought it to his mouth.
“Are you all right?” he asked, taking the bottle from his lips a little. Fumiko smiled silently.
“When you become pregnant we cannot do what we did this morning for a while. I’ll have to treat you with
discretion. Be prepared for it, all right?”
“But when you can do it for me again, there’ll be a child.”
“Don’t worry.” So saying, Matsuda emptied the bottle, pushing his head back. “I’ll make a soundproof room.
Even now we need one. If it’s going to be like this morning …” Handing the milk bottle to Fumiko, Matsuda said:
“I’ll call your office.”
He left.
The bed was not yet made. The outer rain doors were all open. There was a little pause in the rainy season and
the early summer sun was shining and the wind was blowing.
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Fumiko sat down near the open corridor. She indulged herself in the sense of her body. Everywhere on her
body, the hotness turned to pain and the pain turned to hotness while both gradually diminished. She liked the
feeling—as if her body were rippling under the touch of the early summer breeze. Since they had used up their
time and Matsuda had left without breakfast, she did not have breakfast. It was not that she was not hungry, but
she continued to sit in this way, and gradually she became sleepy. She lay down in her clothes on the unmade bed
and closed her eyes. She felt again that it was a pleasant, early-summer breeze.
When she realized what time it was, it was already close to two o’clock. I cannot let my child see me this way,
she suddenly felt. She made the bed and went to the kitchen.
When she was about to open the window, she saw something jet black about the size of her palm on the bay
window. It was wriggling. For a moment she could not tell what it was, but on closer examination it turned out to
be a chunk of beef on which numerous ants were swarming fiercely. It was in fact lying on the wooden board. It
was the meat which Fumiko had earlier put in the nearby refrigerator.
Matsuda had placed one of the pieces before they were infested with the ants on one of Fumiko’s scars this
morning. Fumiko had had him place them there several times before. Matsuda used to bring the pieces of meat
with chopsticks. Seeing them brought dangling to her hip or shoulder, she used to burst out laughing. This
morning Matsuda must have forgotten to put the wooden board holding the meat back into the refrigerator.
Numerous ants completely covered the meat. They all swarmed on it eagerly. There were a few ants which
were wandering around the wooden board. And strangely, since all the ants had come to the meat, there was no
line of ants leading up to it.
Nothing could be done with the meat now, even if she got upset. Since there was no need to chase the ants
away quickly, Fumiko looked at them swarming and wriggling as if they were one body. She had not realized that
so many ants lived in her house. She had never even seen them. Was it because her family had little to do with
sugar? The reason why this family had little to do with sugar was partly because Fumiko was not a domestic
woman. Besides the fact that neither husband nor wife liked coffee, and therefore did not need sugar for that, she
had never tried to have a baby who would drink milk or a child who would throw away candy wrappers. She
herself preferred smoking to eating snacks and she rarely spent time preparing dishes using sugar.
Yet there were so many ants living even in such a house. They must. be ants which had forgotten the taste of
sugar, or ants which did not know the taste of sugar. There must have been a taste of sweetness in the blood of the
beef which, not having been put back in the refrigerator, had become a little sour. It was as might be expected of
ants that they did not miss the meat, and came to swarm in such huge numbers.
Fumiko tried to observe the movement of individual ants. They appeared to be trembling rapidly and to be
rubbing their heads on the meat eagerly. After a while, however, she could not continue to look at them since there
were too many ants swarming too busily, too close to each other. As Fumiko watched them, the ants came to
appear to be one black, wriggling thing. The black lump of ants continued to wriggle as if laughing at her, as if
encouraging her.
130.542 Evening Bells\fn{by Harada Yasuko (1928-

)} Tokyo,

Greater Tokyo Area,, Japan (F) 11

I was just about to leave the house when Father called and asked me to put off going out for a while. Since
Father hardly ever telephones me, I was dying to find out what it was he wanted. He just laughed, though, and
said, “I’ll tell you when I get home,” before he hung up.
I felt a bit irritated at this, as I was supposed to be at the local broadcasting station by seven o’clock. As a
member of the station’s choral group, I rehearsed there in the studio twice a week. Of course, I loved to sing; but,
as I waited for Father, it seemed to me that missing just one rehearsal wouldn’t make that much difference. Part of
the reason I enjoyed going to the studio was that it was one of the few places where I could socialize.
It was past eight o’clock and still Father hadn’t returned. Not having the slightest idea what was on his mind, I
got tired of waiting around for him. I thought I might pick out a tune on the piano, and slipped quietly into the
parlor without bothering to turn on the lights. I was afraid that if I went striding across the carpet, I might send the
dust flying all over.
No guests had appeared at the Kuki residence in quite some time. That was why I had not been cleaning the
parlor as often as I should. I didn’t invite any friends to my house and they, for their part, never came to visit me
at home. Father also seemed to have made it a rule to receive guests only at his office. It wasn’t just the parlor I
neglected, but, giving myself up to laziness, I also left several unused rooms completely untouched. I limited my
cleaning to the living room, kitchen, bathroom, and the two bedrooms Father and I used. Since the two of us were
living alone in the house, there was no need to keep the other rooms tidy.
I drew open the heavy window drapes to let in the starlight and seated myself at the piano. The unkempt
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garden beyond the window lay in darkness. There were wild grape vines clinging as they do to the side of the
house; their withered leaves tapped lightly on the window pane.
In the dark, my fingers ran softly over the cold, faintly whitish keys of the piano. My tune was neither an
elegant etude, an enchanting chanson, nor a lively jazz piece. Rather, I played an impromptu which took as its
motifs everything around me: the withered leaves scattered across the garden, the cracked walls of the house, its
sagging floor, the smell of dust mixed with a faint odor of mold, forgotten books resting in the middle of the
bookcase, a one-armed Negro doll lying on its face in our display cabinet; also, those people who had died and
those who had simply disappeared; and last but not least, Father with his affectations and I myself, Father’s pet,
twenty-two-year-old homemaker and young lady of the Kuki family.
Father arrived home shortly after I had entered the parlor. I didn’t hear him come in and, while I was still
playing, he quietly approached me from behind, laying his hands on my shoulders. I whirled around in surprise.
There was Father, still wearing his white duster, smiling at me.
“Sorry to keep you waiting like this.”
“I won’t forgive you,” I replied, a little put out at having been taken by surprise.
“Let’s go into the other room,” Father said, pushing softly against my back.
The living room was bright and tranquil. Our cat, Clotilde, sat crouched beneath the dining table. Father drew
back the white cloth I had spread over the evening meal. Tiny plates and bowls heaped with dried fish and
Chinese cabbage glittered up at him.
“As usual, an unspectacular repast,” Father said, replacing the cover. “You haven’t eaten yet, either?”
“Well, I’ve been waiting for you.”
“That’s just perfect, then.”
“What do you mean?” I asked. Then I suddenly remembered Father’s telephone call. “What was it you wanted
to speak to me about, anyway?”
“Have there been any love letters for me?”
I decided to play along with him. “Why would you get any love letters?”
I noticed that Father was more voluble than usual, and very persistent. His words had the distinct aura of
alcohol about them. His brad forehead, still tanned from the summer sun, was faintly reddish. There was nothing
extraordinary about Father taking a few drinks on the way home, but at such time he was most apt to grow
reticent and sink into a kind of melancholy.
Without even taking off his coat, he sat down on the sofa and lit up a cigarette.
“Are you sure there haven’t been any love letters? I don’t mean today—maybe four or five days ago.”
“Ah!” At last I had remembered something.
Four days before, a special delivery letter addressed to Father had arrived. Far from being a woman’s letter, it
was no more than an undistinguished, brown paper envelope from the office of a local town magistrate. It was
also stamped with the name of the sender, a man I had never heard of. Since it certainly didn’t look like anything
important, I stuck it into the drawer of the cabinet and forgot about it. The only treason I had not mentioned it to
Father was that during the week since it had arrived, Father and I had hardly run into each other at all. He would
come back home after I had gone to bed, and, since I liked to sleep late in the morning, he would be gone before I
was up and about.
I hunted around in the cabinet for the letter and, as I handed it over to Father, I noticed for the first time that the
sender’s name bore the title of bailiff. Farther, cigarette still dangling from his mouth, carelessly cut open the
envelope. I sat down beside him and peeped over his shoulder at the letter which was typed on thin Japanese
paper. I was struck by the very first line:
Notification of Distress

“What is that?” I asked impatiently. I could feel my heart beating faster. “Has something happened?”
“I’ve tried everything I can. The debt’s too big. I just can’t handle it,” Father answered in a surprisingly calm
tone of voice, folding the letter back up. “This house, the land, and all the valuable furniture are going to be
seized.”
“When?”
“Probably tomorrow.”
Totally taken aback, I stared at Father. He smiled at me tenderly. I knew that Father’s company had fallen on
hard times, but I had never really taken any interest in its actual management. Since it hadn’t once occurred to me
that our very house might be seized as a result of Father’s business failure, it seemed incredible that we would be
forced to give up all our property within the next few days.
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“This house will be gone?” I asked, still watching Father nervously. “We can’t stay here after tomorrow?”
“Well, there is something of a grace period.”
“But we can’t go on living here, isn’t that right?”
“We can’t stay here, no.”
“But where will we go?”
“We’ll find a place somehow.”
“Oh, no!” Unwittingly, I let out a low cry. “No, I’m not moving! You go without me; I’ll stay here and kill
myself!”
I grew more and more excited as I spoke, until at last I burst into tears. Clotilde came over and jumped onto
my lap. As I stroked her cold nose, I pressed my face into the back of the sofa. The velvet was warm against my
tear-wet cheeks. I felt the bitter pain of being forced to part even with this sofa. So I would really have to leave
them—these chairs and old pieces of furniture so familiar to me that I had never bothered to handle them with
loving care. As the sadness grew more intense, I sobbed all the harder, while Father gently stroked my head.
“Come, dry your tears,” he said, smiling faintly. “Papa will take you out.”
Father had surprised me once again. I lifted my face and he looked down at me teasingly.
“I came back especially to take you out for a good time.”
“Do you have enough money?”
“Oh, sure,” Father laughed.
“Where shall we go?”
“Wherever your little heart desires.”
“I don’t want to go,” I said hoarsely. “How can you think about having a good time, when after tomorrow
everything will be gone!”
“Tonight, I want to have a nice time with my little girl. You can humor me once in a while, can’t you? You
must admit, you’ve pretty much neglected me lately.”
I silently bit my fingernail. I knew only too well how much affection for me lay behind Father’s words. I was
certain that he was genuinely sorry for me. Perhaps he wanted to be kind to me tonight, show me a good time, and
let the future take care of itself. Or perhaps he was hoping, if only for tonight, to bury his agony by doting on me.
Looking at things in that light, I felt my pain and sadness melt into something sweet and comforting. Of
course, my sitting in the house wouldn’t bring about any miracles. It seemed best simply to go out with him as he
had suggested and, forgetting about tomorrow, bask in his kindness like a little girl. I pushed Clotilde off my lap
and smiled at Father for the first time that evening.
“Wait for me, okay? I’ll just run and put on some makeup.”
As Father smiled back at me, I could make out deep crinkles at the outer corners of his eyes. Father was fortynine years old; the white hair at his temples, more than one might expect in a man of his age, gleamed silver.
I hurried over to my bedroom and changed into a wool dress I hadn’t yet worn since making it in the spring. It
was close-fitting and of a bluish-purple color. It seemed to me, as I put on my makeup and a pair of crystal
earrings, that the dress had been specially made for this very evening. So soon after tears, my eyes glittered
feverishly. Then I suddenly felt as though, just behind this stately three-way mirror in which they had so often
been reflected, stood Mother and her entourage, smiling at me. It made me want to start sobbing again.
Father and I went out into the street together. The dense, cold night air of mid-October was a reminder of the
approaching early winter.
Our family house stood on the edge of a rise. From between the trees of our garden, we could see fanning out
below us the downtown area, overflowing with lights. From deep within those lights, there arose the faint stirrings
of the town. The harbor, too, was bright with the lights of several ships at anchor. Yet the reality of what was
clustered all about me—the red-tinted evening sky, the dark and distant sea, the noise of automobile horns and
neighborhood radios—all these intimate traces seemed terribly far away, quite beyond my reach. I felt, rather, that
even now it was the distant days gone by which were my only reality.
As we stepped out through the front gate, I turned to look back at our house. Only the living room was lit. The
one-story, wooden Kuki home stood imposingly in the hushed darkness like a lovely medieval manor.
Only during Mother’s lifetime did lamps burn in nearly every room and guests pass back and forth over our
threshold. Father had never entertained his friends or business associates at home, so nearly all our guests had
been Mother’s.
However, despite the many visitors, our house was a quiet one, and we rarely held large, ostentatious
gatherings. Mother’s guests were not the sort to burst into unrestrained laughter or converse noisily. Most of them
were either elderly people or women near Mother’s own age. The elderly guests had been friends of my greatgrandparents and grandparents, all of whom had died before I was born. These old people talked about the
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ambition and flair for business which had marked the careers of my great-grandfather and grandfather, coming as
they had to settle in eastern Hokkaido at the beginning of the Meiji period in 1872.\fn{ It is customary for each Japanese
emperor to choose a name that distinguishes his reign, in the sense of defining its essential character. That of Emperor Mutsuhito (18671926) was called Meiji (“Enlightened Government”); that of Hirohito (1926-1989) was called Showa (“Enlightened Peace”); that of
Akihito (1989- ) is called Heisei (“Achieving Peace”) .} One could see on the faces of these guests a nostalgia for the

dramatic days of their youth, before the town had been developed, as well as the awe and respect they could
faintly detect in their tone a certain disapproval of what he had done. This was because Father, having abandoned
much of the work handed down to him by my grandfather, had become a civil engineer and devoted himself the
management of the Kuki family enterprises. Our family fortune, built up by the older generations, had gradually
begun to disappear after I was born. When the elderly guests had said all they wanted to say, they would go off
into the altar room and spend long hours chanting Buddhist sutras before returning home with the sense of
satisfaction. As for the ladies who came to visit Mother, they were our town’s well-to-do women, those who took
special care to conduct themselves according to the high-society manners of Tokyo. But the serenity which
prevailed in the parlor, despite this throng, was due above all to the composure of Mother’s character.
Mother was by nature a quiet person, always the listener rather than the talker. When she spoke with her
guests, a smile would play about her eyes and lips. When she laughed her quiet laugh, the corners of her soft,
lovely mouth always tilted upwards. Her hair and eyes were also beautiful, but I especially liked her hands. She
nearly always wore one particular ring on her smooth, delicate finger—a large, glittering jade ring, the deep green
of which set off the fairness of her hands. Her lady guests, with all their high-society affectations, invariably
stared at Mother with a mixture of admiration and animosity in their eyes. For that reason, I didn’t like them, I
often felt irritated at Mother for not brushing off these women who talked of nothing but the most tedious sort of
gossip.
There were, however, two young gusts whose arrival I always awaited: a young man called Komatsu Shūichi
and a girl, much younger than Mother, called Wajima Jun. They were the two callers who appeared most
frequently at the Kuki house while Mother was still alive.
Komatsu Shūichi was a young man who began giving me private piano lessons the spring after I turned eight
years old. At that time, the wars on the Chinese continent and in Europe were just escalating.
Komatsu Shūichi came to our house twice a week. However, giving lessons was only a side job for him;
perhaps he was really a music instructor at some junior high school or at a school for girls, or just an
unrecognized musician with nothing to show for himself but his ambitions. Even after I was a bit older, I couldn’t
find out from Mother anything more about Komatsu’s past.
This young piano teacher of mine had a defective leg. His face was narrow, his eyes and eyebrows betrayed a
certain intensity and his complexion was poor. Only his Cupid-like, softly curling hair gave his appearance a
touch of youthfulness.
Even walking along our hallway, Komatsu Shūichi never let go of his heavy, curved walking stick. At its tip,
this lustrous black stick was streaked with traces of dry white mud. Whenever I caught sight of that slender body
of his, leaning as always on the cane and moving among the garden trees, or heard the sound of his cane as he
came down the hallway, my heart began to throb as if something were just about to happen. To my ears, the sound
of that cane had the same uncanny, mysterious quality as a magician’s wand. Komatsu Shūichi’s deformity cast a
deeply romantic shadow over his whole person.
I awaited Komatsu’s coming not because I enjoyed my piano lessons, but because I was enchanted with his
very aura. In learning to play the piano from him, I was merely following Mother’s instructions. As a matter of
fact, I found piano lessons much more of a trial than a pleasure. At my young age, I found it difficult to memorize
the music, and my fingers never did manage to run freely over the keys. On top of that, Komatsu Shūichi was
very strict with me, refusing to indulge me at all. During all the time I had lessons with him, even toward the end,
I never did master the art of playing the piano. And I never felt anything but hostility toward Beyer’s exercises.
During our private lessons, we had the parlor all to ourselves, just this young man with the defective leg and I.
Under Komatsu’s merciless instruction, I was either so frightened or peevish that he, too, often lost his patience.
He would push me down off the piano bench and start to strike out a piece himself. With me, he never chose a
sweet melody from his repertory, but instead played only rigid, fast-paced tunes that demanded much technical
skill.
His playing sounded lovely to me, full of a tension which would leap out at anyone who might draw too near.
As he played, the bluish blood vessels that rose up along his forehead were in perfect keeping with the sounds he
drew forth from the piano. Resting my chin on the top of the piano, I watched in amazement the dizzying speed of
his fingers and the expression on his face. Although I despised the very existence of our parlor piano, I loved both
his music and Komatsu Shūichi as he played it.
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Each of my lessons ended with Komatsu Shūichi taking over at the piano. As soon as he began to play, Mother
would prepare some refreshments, which she carried in to us there in the parlor. I always ran and clung joyfully to
Mother, but Komatsu would not leave his place at the piano, even after Mother had entered the room.
As long as Mother was there, I felt no fear whatsoever of Komatsu Shūichi., dragging her over to the piano, I
would try everything to make him stop playing. As Mother approached him, the color gradually rose into his pale
cheeks. At that instant, the faintest shadow of fear would also pass across Mother’s face.
Komatsu Shūichi and my mother were in love. No doubt it was for the sake of their love that I was made to
take piano lessons for five long years. But I merely provided an impetus for their affair; what really drew them
together was in all probability Komatsu’s handicapped leg. There was never anything aggressive about my
mother. She was invariably gentle and graceful; discreet towards one and all. My mother certainly had much with
which to captivate this undoubtedly stubborn young man. It seemed to me that at first Mother displayed an
affectionate concern for Komatsu; then, by the time she realized he had fallen in love with her, she, in her
excessive gentleness, couldn’t bear to wound him. It was this very gentleness which led Mother into that perilous
liaison to begin with.
Of course, I was too young to realize all this at the time. All I was aware of then was that in the air between
Komatsu and my mother were intimations of something out of the ordinary. That this something was love I didn’t
know until much later.
I occasionally saw Komatsu and my mother alone. Except for the coldest winter days, I would go flying out
the front door right after my piano lesson, for all the world as if I had been uncaged. Sometimes even after I had
played about along the evening shore and in the garden, Komatsu Shūichi’s shoes were still set out on the veranda
when I returned.\fn{It is still customary in many Japanese households—as in many countries of the world—for those entering a house
—including guests—to remove their shoes before coming indoors, so as not to track into the house the filth of the street .} I would go
racing down the hallway and tghrow open the parlor door. Komatsu and Mother were invariably seated in
armchairs facing each other. Even when I entered the room, Komatsu did not so much as spare a glance for me,
his pupil. Instead, he was staring fretfully at, first, Mother’s chin, then her throat and ears in turn. Sometimes he
sat tapping the end of his stick against the floor or wall. Once he abruptly tossed his half-smoked cigarette onto
the carpet and rubbed it out with his foot. At such moments, the look in his eyes was just like that when he played
the piano. Watching the two of them together like that, I felt as if the parlor were overflowing with the sound of
Komatsu’s music. For her part, Mother would smile timidly, as if trying her best to pacify the tense, strained
Komatsu. Seeing me there, Mother'’ smile grew all the more gentle. Although dinner would be ready soon, she
would begin to peel some fruit, until I just didn’t know what to think.
Whenever I came upon these two together, I became strangely excited, for I saw that there was something
between Mother and Komatsu Shūichi which did not exist between Mother and me, Father and me, Father and
Mother, or between Komatsu and me. I realized gradually that Komatsu and Mother shared something which was
their alone.
My first clear perception that this relationship of their was somehow peculiar came about three years after I
had begun piano lessons with Komatsu, when I was eleven.
It was a day in early summer. As usual, I was off to play by the shore as soon as my lesson had finished. Heavy
and milk-white, the evening fog which hung over the sea seemed to bubble up from its very depths. I was
absorbed in gathering shells up and down the damp sand dunes until sunset, returning home at last with my
sweater quite drenched in fog. Passing through the front gate, I trotted across our front garden, where lilac flowers
gave off their fragrance into the fog. The lamps of our dining room, kitchen, and living room shone forth from
among the trees. I crossed in front of the parlor. It was dark as a cave, its windows left wide open.
It was the very first time I sensed Komatsu’s presence without having seen his shoes left by the door. What told
me that he was still in the house with Mother was, rather, the eerie darkness of the parlor.
As I entered the house and tiptoed along the corridor, my chest grew so tight I could hardly breathe. In my
sweaty palms the shells I had collected were wet and clammy. I came to a halt before the parlor door. Dead silence
within; the rough-grained door shut tight. In fear and trembling, I reached out my hand for the doorknob. Perhaps
because I was so frightened, the door seemed dreadfully heavy, almost like the great rock gateway to Ali Baba’s
cave. Biting my lip and pulling at the door with all my might, I was greeted by a rush of sea fog as it finally
opened.
The parlor was aswirl with a cold fog and sea wind, mixed with the smells of lilac flowers and seawater. A
noisy wind shook the wall hangings, the curtains, and the wide-open window. Mother and Komatsu stood side by
side near the windowsill, with that pitiless sea and wind blowing in on them. They stood close together, facing
each other in silence. Those motionless silhouettes of Mother and Komatsu loomed up in the faint white fog like a
rigid pair of statues. With my gaze still fixed upon them, I drew up short in the center of the room. There was a
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severity about their statue-like profiles which would allow no one else to approach. It was then that I felt that I
was nothing but a nuisance to them. Even so, I couldn’t turn back; were I to do so, I felt, Mother would be lost to
me forevermore. It was this vague terror which kept me rooted to the floor in the middle of that room.
“Mama,” I called out at last in a hoarse voice, “I brought you some seashells.”
Mother still did not move.
“Mama, don’t you want them? Mama, I’m asking you!” At the instant my sentence rose up into something like
a shriek, the statues by the window gave way. Mother rushed over to my side. I threw my arms tightly around her
soft body. At that moment Komatsu wrenched the shells from my hand, threw them onto the floor, and stalked
from the room without uttering a word. As the sound of his walking stick receded into the distance, Mother tried
to cradle my head firmly in her arms. I twisted out of her grasp and looked up at her. There were tears in her eyes.
From that time forward, Komatsu Shūichi grew harsher still during our piano lessons. Small as I was, he acted
with the sort of severity a master craftsman might use in training a gifted apprentice. No doubt his harshness grew
from the hopelessness of his love and from his hatred toward me, since I had guessed the nature of the secret he
shared with Mother.
Yet, being over eleven years old at that time, I learned how to deal with Komatsu’s merciless treatment. It
wasn’t that I came to enjoy piano any more than before; it was just that I was attracted to Komatsu’s face when he
was most severe with me. When he scolded me, he was not an ugly young man; his became a face lovely in both
its pain and fastidiousness. Darting a glance at that face of his, I often simply lost control of my fingers on the
keyboard. Although Komatsu took no notice of what had distracted me, he would hardly let my faulty playing
pass by unchastised. A few false notes, and he would make as if to strike me. I, giving a start, would instantly turn
my full attention back to the music sheet before me.
But I was a child, after all. While I was certainly charmed by Komatsu’s face, I couldn’t be entirely insensible
to his cruel manner. Once, to punish me for my poor memory, he even rapped me on the forehead with some
rolled-up sheet music. My hands faltered and, in a fit of anger, I slammed the piano shut. The humming of strings
reverberated out across the room.
“If you don’t want to play any more, that’s fine with me,” he hissed. “You can drop dead as far as I’m
concerned!”
I went pale at his words. It wasn’t a passing rage that drove him to say such things. No, rather, I saw that he
despised my very existence from the bottom of his heart. Yet there in his eyes as he glared at me was the same
lovely., yet indescribable suffering as before. Then I began to hat e him as he hated me, still downcast under that
clear, hard gaze of his. Growing more agitated, I glared up at him.
“Cripple!” I let out a low cry and retreated a step backward.
His fingers closed around the top of the waling stick that was leaning against a small table.
“Cripple!” I shrieked once more.
At that moment, someone flew like a small wind into the room, but it wasn’t Mother. It was Wajima Jun, the
young woman who was a special favorite of Mother’s.
“What do you think you’re doing? And to a little child like this!” she scolded Komatsu in her resonant voice.
Then she ran off down the corridor, dragging me along behind her.
*
To have appeared out of the blue at just the right moment. Wajima Jun must have been eavesdropping from
outside the door. In fact, she seemed to be always alert to what Komatsu Shūichi was up to. Whenever she caught
Komatsu in one of his nastier moods, she would chuckle softly, her large eyes sparkling with merriment.
Wajima Jun was the daughter of one of father’s business associates, so I suppose she was first introduced into
our family by either her own parents or my father. I can’t recall her very first appearance among us, but, in any
case, her visits began long after Komatsu Shūichi’s. At that time, she must have just graduated from a girl’s high
school. She was a lovely girl, with long hair and a neat, boyish figure.
Unlike Komatsu, she visited our house only irregularly. Around the time the war was drawing to an end, Jun
went to work at her father’s office, although it seems she took time off whenever it suited her. She might well
appear at our house without warning at any time of the day or night. Instead of entering through the front door,
Jun always crept stealthily in through either the kitchen door or the balcony of the sunroom. She would sneak up
behind Mother or me, startle us by covering our eyes, and proceed to chatter about something. Playing up to
Mother, Jun would toy with Mother’s white fingers as she spoke. Of course, I was put out by Jun’s manner of
playing up to Mother—Jun was, after all, a good deal older than I. But Mother, for her part, was also very sweet to
Jun. Mother always seemed to be watching over this young girl with a look of both tenderness and fatigue. I recall
certain moments when Jun, gazing at this expression of Mother’s, would suddenly go pale, the usual bloom fading
all at once from her cheeks.
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I knew exactly what Jun, cheerful and chatty as a little bird, was always afraid of: more than anything, she
dreaded meeting my father while she was at our house. Although the hour of her visit was totally unpredictable,
she never appeared when Father was at home. When she did come to visit, she would grow increasingly uneasy
toward nightfall, watching the front of the house, and even asking mer to keep a lookout for Father’s return.
Father had always come home late in the evening; he also traveled quite frequently on business. His trips to
distant factories might last for days, or even weeks. Even when he was home, he hadn’t much to say to his family,
but spent most of the time alone in his study. I can’t say we were very intimate. He seemed to me like a steep and
inaccessible mountain. That doesn’t mean I didn’t love him. I could feel the warmth in his eyes when he looked at
me. And I liked the way he was in his study—quiet, thoughtful, with a faint bitterness traced along his brow.
I was also fond of Wajima Jun. Her stories about al the different places around the world were so vivid, it
seemed she had visited all those places herself. When she played with me on the beach, she was as lively and
energetic as a boy. And she always took care of my unfinished homework for me. This was different from the
attraction I felt toward Komatsu Shūichi and his particular aura; Jun I valued as an elder companion.
I could not understand why Jun should be so frightened by my father. First of all, unlike Komatsu Shūichi and
my mother who were so often alone together, I had never once seen Jun with Father. I could hardly imagine mildmannered Father posing any threat to a young girl like Jun. Each time she had me stand guard for Father’s
possible return, I wanted to know just what it was she was afraid of. On those occasions when I did ask her,
though, she would grow very cross. Glaring at me, she warned that if I so much as breathed her name to Father,
she would make me pay dearly for it. At such times, should Mother and Komatsu Shūichi be within earshot,
Mother would look away and smile weakly, while Komatsu would have an icy smile on his face. Holding back
her tears, Jun would begin showering Komatsu with abuse. Flustered, Mother would try to calm Jun down, while
Komatsu’s teasing grew all the nastier. I was totally forgotten in the midst of all this.
I felt suffocated by this strange blend of tension and ennui that surrounded the trio. I detested them, I envied
them. In the end, I couldn’t help regretting my hasty, thoughtless question.
But it did not take me long to find out why Jun was so afraid of Father.
While Father was away on business trips, Jun was constantly at our house, sometimes even staying overnight.
It wasn’t that Mother encouraged her to stay; on the contrary, as soon as Mother, concerned about the hour,
suggested the Jun head for home, Jun would put up a fuss about having to leave.
I looked forward to those nights when Jun would stay over at our house. Instead of sleeping in the guest room,
she always slept in mine. We would nestle down together like two kittens in my narrow little bed. For me,
accustomed as I was to long and dreadfully dark nights, nights alive with witches, goblins, and reptiles, the
presence of Jun, whom I liked so well, was naturally quite a treat.
One particular night in early winter, while Father was away ona business trip that was to last three weeks, Jun
had come to sleep in my room. With our hair entangled and the tips of our noses nearly touching, we whispered
together far into the night. As we talked, Jun stroked my back and bottom with her cold hand. Through our
pajamas, my breasts which had at last begun to fell out and Jun’s own soft ones were touching each other. Unlike
Mother’s eau de cologne, the fresh scent given off by Jun’s body reminded me of gooseberries and almonds. I
drifted toward sleep, wrapped round in a faint sense of shame and a gentle joy.
When I awoke in the middle of the night, Jun was not at my side. And I heard a man and woman talking in low
voices in the next room. It was probably their voices that had awakened me. Listening hard, I realized that the
man’s voice indeed belonged to Father. At the same instant, I knew that the girl must be Jun. Startled, I
immediately sat upright in bed. It wasn’t Father’s unexpected return that surprised me so much; rather, I was
shocked that Jun, ordinarily so frightened of Father, should be in there talking to him.
The room next to mine was only used to store useless, worn-out furniture. Still in my pajamas, I slid down off
my bed, far too surprised and curious to sleep any longer. I could see that snow was just beginning to fall out
beyond the window, and the floor of our silent house felt cold under my feet. Pressing myself up against the wall,
I clenched my teeth to keep them from chattering in the cold. Try as I might, though, I couldn’t make out what the
two were talking about; I could only tell that Father was scolding Jun for something. As low as he was speaking, I
could still detect a certain sharpness in his tone. I was trembling as much from the severity of his voice as from
the cold. I wanted to go and call mother, but felt reluctant to tell her how very angry Father was. I was certain that
this harshness, a harshness I had never heard before from Father, was meant for Jun’s ears and hers alone. Deep
within Father’s scolding voice were sweet, dark hints that neither Mother nor I should by any means ever hear.
How striking was the resemblance, I thought, between the atmosphere escaping from that room piled with old
furniture and the air about Mother and Komatsu Shūichi as they stood together in the fog-white parlor. After a
little while, Jun managed to say a few words, followed by the sharp sound of something being struck.
Some twenty or thirty minutes later, Jun returned to my bed and, lying down, took me in her arms once again.
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She was chilled to the bone and trembling slightly. As she sobbed, I felt her wet cheek against my ear. Shocked as
I was, I was sorrowful at the same time; I knew that my lovely night had been spoiled. I felt the tears rising in me
and, in my confusion, thrust my face against Jun’s shoulder to prevent her from seeing I wasn’t asleep. I vowed to
myself that I would never divulge what I had heard that night.
Just as I grew weary of feigning sleep, I did in fact fall asleep. When I awoke early the next morning, Jun had
already gone home. The snow that had fallen during the night lay in a thin cover over the dead leaves in the
garden. I went running out into the yard to look at it. In the hard, cold air of early dawn, the Kuki home stood
utterly silent. Not even the maid was up and about, and each window was firmly shut. A heavy shade had been
drawn down over the window in Mother and Father’s room. It almost appeared that some tranquil, pre-dawn
slumber prevailed in Mother and Father’s room, quite as if nothing at all had happened. But this tranquility only
served to exude a menacing loveliness. Forming a snowball in my bare hands, I crept up beneath the window and
crushed my snowball against the wall.
*
Farther and I climbed the stairs to a restaurant on a busy downtown street. Burnt out during the war,\fn{ World
War II.} the restaurant had been rebuilt in such a clean, tidy style that a good deal of its former charm had been
lost.
This not being the dinner hour, the place had but a handful of customers—four or five small groups of men
talking about business and drinking beer. We chose a table by the window. Every bar on the street sent its own
music blaring out into the cold night air; perhaps because it was nearly winter, the crowd on the pavement just
below us was unusually large.
Father ordered a brandy and a high ball, saying, “We can eat something if you like, but let’s have a little drink
too.”
“Sure.”
“What would you like to have for dinner?”
I read over the menu. After I had gone ahead and ordered some shrimp and chicken dishes, I almost regretted
having done so.
“You don’t mind my being a little extravagant?”
“I invited you out, didn’t I?” Father laughed. “Don’t you worry about it.”
“I’m sorry, Papa.” Batting my eyes at him, I gave Father a clownish apology. Alone with him like this, I had
decided to enjoy myself to the full and spoke as I did quite without thinking. It wasn’t as if I were simply forcing
myself to have a good time; I was responding, rather, to an impetus from within my heart itself. It was rare for me
to either walk the streets alone with Father or go t dinner with him. The luxury of ordering such a dinner, the sort
of luxury I had nearly forgotten, also did much to lift my spirits.
In the old days, Mother’s home cooking had been very elaborate. Mother and I frequently went out for meals
together, too. On those occasions, Wajima Jun often came along. I never remember once going to a restaurant with
either Komatsu Shūichi or Father. Even when the war had entered its most critical phase, we knew a place which
would serve us French food on the sly. In a small back room of some restaurant, undisturbed by either music or
other people, Mother, Jun, and I would spend long, lazy afternoons chatting and laughing quietly together.
As I reflect on it now, it seems clear that the reason Mother was so kind to Jun was that she knew well that Jun
loved Father. By the same token, Jun would play up to Mother because, while aware of Mother’s affair with
Komatsu Shūichi, she herself was in love with Father. Of course, Father too must have been aware of the
relationship between Mother and Komatsu, and so turned his affections toward Jun.
One peculiar thing is that I never once witnessed a quarrel between Mother and Father. For that matter, I never
saw either of them even irritated or cross. Whatever their true emotional state might have been, once they were
face to face, they were as quiet as could be. I saw nothing to indicate that somewhere else, in some place known
only to them and forbidden to me, this tranquility was lost or violated. Mother was by nature reticent and Father
was certainly not what one could call frank or open. Perhaps their naturally restrained characters prevented them
from arguing. Or perhaps, because of their unconscious contempt for the reckless ways of my great-grandfather
and grandfather, both Mother and Father sought to preserve at least the outward appearance of gentility. It is also
possible that the only way left for each to apologize to the other was to leave the other’s love affair undisturbed.
After mother died, the memory of the peaceful days Mother and Father had spent together never failed to
amaze me. This amazement also had a certain sensual joy in it, of the sort one might feel when suddenly
embraced by a man with whom one has long been infatuated.
Mother died of angina in the autumn of the same year we lost the war.\fn{ Angina Pectoris is a symptom of reduced
oxygen supply to the heart muscle, usually caused by narrowing or obstruction of the coronary artery; but the attacks themselves cause no
damage. One dies from what causes them.} A small unit of American soldiers had just taken up quarters in our town at the
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time, and Mother’s funeral turned out to be a pitiful, poorly attended affair. Nearly tall the mourners consisted of
those affected middle-aged ladies who used to bore me so when I was a little girl. There were hardly any elderly
people present, as most of those old guests who used to visit our house had passed away during the war. Neither
Komatsu Shūichi nor Wajima Jun appeared at Mother’s funeral. As I looked about at the mourners in their dark
clothes that day, I kept thinking to myself that the only people to feel any real grief at Mother’s death were
probably just Father and I, Komatsu Shūichi, and Wajima Jun.
However, even after the funeral, neither Komatsu Shūichi nor Wajima Jun ever appeared at the Kuki home
again. Of course, it was natural for Komatsu to avoid our house, and after Mother’s death, he could not doubt see
no point in continuing to give me piano lessons. For my part, I had no desire to go on learning piano from him,
either. I knew that my role was finished. I never so much as opened my practice books again.
I didn’t expect to ever see Wajima Jun again, either. Perhaps her love affair came to an end with Mother’s
death as well. thinking it over afterwards, I wondered if perhaps Jun’s passion disappeared as soon as she lost her
rival in love. With the image of Mother fading from memory, Jun had no more hopes of finding happiness with
Father. Perhaps Father and Jun continued to see each other outside somewhere. Of course, it was hard for me to
really know what was going on between Father and Jun, but I couldn’t help feeling that after Mother’s death the
two simply followed each other quietly offstage. I made no attempt to ask Father what had become of either
Komatsu Shūichi or Wajima Jun, and I never ran into them around town.
Thus Father and I settled down into this quiet life of ours. When I finished my schooling, I let our maid go. I
felt that I could certainly look after Father’s needs by myself, and I had no desire to leave him to move out on my
own. Without any constraints, I wanted only to go on being good to Father and spoiled a little by him in return. He
was good to me, too—the gulf that had always separated us quite disappeared. We became so friendly that we
often laughed and joked together.
Even after we began to live alone like this, though, Father continued to spend a good deal of his time outside
the house. I was left alone, then, in this house which was far too big. Free from any and all prying eyes, I would
get up at whatever hour I pleased, neglect the housekeeping, nibble on whatever I felt like eating tease the cat, or
just lie in bed reading newspapers and books. If the mood should strike me, I might do a little pruning in the
garden; that was about the extent of my activities. Thee were many days when I spoke not a word to anyone, and I
became thoroughly lazy.
But I wasn’t totally confined to the house. I loved to have fun and enjoy myself as other girls my age. I joined
the choral group of our local broadcasting station. Shutting the door behind me, I would go out to movies or
coffee houses; I also enjoyed dressing up. I became friends with a number of young men, and thought some of
them especially attractive.
When I found myself with a young man I liked, though, I never go very serious. I was merry and talkative, and
loved to banter back and forth. My companions were as light-hearted and cheerful as I and they were goodnatured. I enjoyed going out with them to coffee shops or taking a stroll through town in the evening. At such
times, I was completely free of Mother and Komatsu Shūichi and Wajima Jun; then they had no chance to get hold
of me. At moments like that, should I happen to recall those three, they seemed to me like strangers living our
lives in some foreign city. Late at night, though, with only Clotilde for company, I felt these three coming back to
seek me out. I could hear the sound of Komatsu Shūichi’s walking stick and of Father’s hand striking Jun across
the face. Then, what had seemed real until just a few minutes before would in its turn seem but an exotic tale, and
my past would take over as my true, continually reality. Compared to these scenes from the past, my budding
feelings of love seemed unbearably silly.
I never felt any repulsion toward the everyday life I knew as a child. Yet I couldn’t but find hateful the sort of
lovely tension in the air about those now dead and their accomplices—a tension which both stimulated my
passions and stood in the way of my achieving real love.
I most longed for Father’s return in the evening when a certain love of mine ended before it could become real
love. Alone and dejected, full of fury, I felt that with the love between Father and Mother, and my own love,
having amounted to no more than a pack of lies, the only truth for me was in my life alone with Father. I waited
for his return from trips with the greatest anticipation. What a shame, I felt, that we had never begun the habit of
kissing one another on the cheek or forehead in greeting. But Father would pat me gently on the back and I would
welcome him home by linking my arm in his. I would act out in comical fashion the things that had happened
while he’d been away; Father, in turn, would tell me about the slow progress of his latest construction project. I
even told Father the sad story of my lost love. He gazed down at me, smiling—there was, after all, between
Father and me a certain tender feeling not unlike that between real lovers.
We grew closer not only because we had lost Mother, but also because we had so few chances to see each
other. After the war, Father was increasingly preoccupied with business matters. Perhaps the government and the
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big investors, having been deprived of their colonies, at last saw fit to turn their attention to the development of
Hokkaido. Father was constantly harried by the construction of roads, bridges, and factories.
I’m sure that Father’s bankruptcy resulted from one of these road-building projects. I knew that two years
before, Father had been awarded a contract to build a road through a remote area at a ridiculously low price that
did not even cover the construction costs. Once, when I was visiting his office, I had heard the young workers
there criticizing Father’s recklessness. I had no idea why Father involved himself in such a risky project. At heart,
he had always been an engineer, and his business sense didn’t come to one tenth of grandfather’s. That was why,
right from his youth, Father had always been much more keen on actual construction-site work than on managing
the company itself.
I couldn’t help thinking, though, that after Mother’s death, Father went out into remote areas because he really
wanted to. Even if it was partly attributable to a technical man’s contempt for business, it seems that Father also
longed to devote himself to some dangerous, challenging work. Perhaps he hoped to bury the memory of his wife
and his lover out in the far depths of the forest, or in the marshes, the gorges, and ravines. Or perhaps singleminded concentration on such work was the only way left to Father of confirming his own existence.
Perhaps my interpretation of Father’s behavior had been influenced too much by a daughter’s love. It does
seem to me, though, that Father, too, in some place unknown to me, was held in thrall by the events of the past. If
not, I can’t understand why he didn’t either remarry or interfere in the slightest with our household affairs. The
very fact that he was so overly kind to me seems proof that he wasn’t really thinking about me at all. I imagined
my father as he must have been on those trips of his: surrounded by wind and sunlight, rocks and tree stumps, the
smell of sweat from the laborers and the whirring of machines, Father so engrossed in his work that he hadn’t a
single thought for me. My eyes would fill with tears at that vision, and I found myself longing to cryout to Father
in my sorrow ands bring him back. When I discovered that he had embarked on that hopeless project of his, I gave
a secret name to his road. I called it “Dreamway.”
*
Father’s “Dreamway” was completed only recently. Perhaps in that drained sense of satisfaction which follows
the end of a work projects, Father wasn’t too unnerved even by the financial ruin facing him.
It was ten o’clock by the hourglass on the restaurant stove when Father and I left for home. Thee were now
more drunks on the street than earlier. We looked at the display windows of shops and walked by a little park.
“Just what will happen at this property seizure?” I asked, troubled anew by Father’s bankruptcy.
“They’ll put seals on all the furniture.”
“Seals?”
“They’ll put up pieces of paper saying ‘These things are no longer yours.’”
“What sort of paper?”
“I guess it’s red paper,” Father said, and began to laugh.\fn{ Red is considered a color of good luck in Japan .} “I want
you to be there for all that. I’ve been so busy lately.”
“No, I’m scared!” I shuddered, but I did want to witness that moment, so close now, when all the furniture of
the Kuki house was declared to be no longer mine. I imagined the scene in which the bailiff would go around to al
our furniture and, in a firm, business-like manner, hang each piece with a red sign. All the furniture I had loved so
well that I hadn’t even known I loved it—the furniture covered with the handprints of those I had loved! At the
moment the bailiff laid his hand upon those things, perhaps there would be a red seal on all the people I had loved
too. My lips began to tremble at the very thought of it, but the pain which rose up in me was strangely refreshing.
“Papa, why don’t we go somewhere and have a drink?” I invited him suddenly. “You said we could have fun in
whatever way I wanted.”
“Are you up to it? I think you’re a little tipsy as it is.”
Without answering, I trotted off toward the little back streets lined with bars. I was a bit unsteady on my feet,
but I could feel joy opening out inside me, a joy which was at one with my refreshing sense of pain. I opened one
bar door after another to have a look inside. I wanted to go someplace without too many customers. Dodging the
drunken men and bar girls, I went on opening door after door in high spirits. When I found just the sort of bar I
had been looking for, I motioned to Father, who had fallen way behind me, and went on in. It was a charming
little stand-up bar.
Father ordered a brandy for himself and a liqueur for me. The cold sweetness of the liqueur soaked into the tip
of my tongue.
“When things settle down a bit, how about going for a trip?” Father asked. I stared at him in surprise. Though
he had drunk a good deal more than I, he was certainly the steadier of the two. He wasn’t even much more flushed
in the face than when we had left the house.
“We’ve got to enjoy ourselves once in a while. When we come back from the trip, we can worry about what
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happens after this.”
“Where do you want to go?”
“You make three plans, Noriko.”
“Wonderful!” I clapped my hands together and started to laugh. Perhaps Father and I were just hopeless
romantics; in any event, we weren’t rationalists. We had lived without regard to social norms and decorum. And
now, even though we were coming to the end of the line, here we were planning a trip! In any case, the way we
had come as far lovelier than any norms and decorum.
“Well, Papa, cheers!” I said, raising my small glass. “To our yesterdays!”
“No, this is for our tomorrows!” said Father.
“What a big talker you are!” I said mischievously, and seized Father by the hand that held his glass, jarring him
so that the brandy spilled out over both our hands and onto the counter. We left that bar after about an hour.
We walked slowly along the now nearly deserted streets. The cold night air was so crisp and clear it almost
seemed to vibrate; I welcomed this cold which felt so good against my cheeks and neck, warm as they were from
drinking.
Uptown, all was dark, as if already deep in midnight slumber. As if to announce the end of choral practice, and
the end of the broadcasting day, the station tower stood straight and silent against the night sky.
Humming quietly, I drew closer to Father as we walked along. From time to time, Father would stop to light a
cigarette. I would then cup my hands skillfully around the flame to shield it from the wind. Looking up at the
crinkles at the outer corners of Father’s eyes, I would laugh lightly, as if I were Father’s young lover.
As we neared home, my steps grew a little shakier. Both my joy and that refreshing pain took on a heavy
quality.
As I passed through the gate, my legs felt weak underneath me and I took hold of Father’s arm. The dead
leaves that covered the path rustled about our feet. There was a faint smell of asters, and we heard the deep, eerie
sound of the sea.
“Papa, I love you,” I said, burying my face in the sleeve of Father’s coat. “Do you love me, too, Papa?”
“You really did have too much to drink. What a little pest!” Father laughed quietly and gave me a hug. With
Father’s arm lying heavily across my shoulders, I felt the strength drain slowly from my body. I suspected that
Father was drawing from my shoulders the same sensation he had drawn from those of the women he used to
love. At the same time, I felt course through my body a desire to be held this way by somebody else, someone
who was not my father.
Leaning still closer to Father, my mind raced on: perhaps Father would never rebuke or strike a woman again.
But I would have to love someone, love someone with all my might, in joy, in conflict, fear and sorrow—even
should I myself be struck, I would have to love. Set free from the languid days I had passed, I would have to
confirm and lay hold of my own existence. That’s what I would use my tomorrow for.
The sudden urgency of these thoughts and the dark building now visible among the trees made me uneasy. In
my wavering field of vision, the Kuki house looked as much the lovely, deep black medieval manor as ever. My
heart had begun to beat fast. I stood still and stared before me at our house.
“Are you all right? What happened?” Father’s voice sounded gentler to my ears than ever before.
“I love you.” I repeated it again in a low cry, these words I should have been saying to someone else. Then I
lay my forehead softly against Father’s shoulder and moved my head slowly from side to side.
36.141 The Rain At Rokudō Crossroad\fn{by Kazuko Saegusa (1929-

)}

Kobe, Hyōgo Prefecture, Japan (F) 5

In the surrounding darkness the rain was black. He couldn’t even see the tips of his fingers, yet there was a
peculiar light around his feet. Perhaps it was because of the rain splashing back as it hit the ground. Even darkness
like this must contain some light beams, he thought; water must reflect those beams.
Awhile ago there was a certain odor in the rainwater—a close, musty smell of wet soil. The smell of grasses
and bushes being washed away.
The man didn’t remember just when the rain had started, but he was sure it was after darkness had set in.
Shortly after nightfall the red, near-full moon had risen, but soon it had disappeared without casting its bluish
white light higher in the sky. Then deep blue clouds had spread over, covering both the western and the eastern
parts of the mountain. Lightning flashed, zigzagging down from the clouds. The lightning was faint, and the
thunder sounded far away. It won’t rain anymore, the man had thought. Then suddenly it had started pouring. The
rain closed in on all the streets of Kyoto; its force shook them.
“Will you let me in?”
When the man heard the woman’s voice, she was already under his umbrella. He stopped walking. Although he
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couldn’t see her face very well in the darkness, she seemed to be young. He nodded.
“Which way are you going?” the man asked.
The woman didn’t reply and continued walking.
The man kept up with her pace. He wondered how far she wanted him to take her, thinking she might be a
nuisance. But he wasn’t annoyed—perhaps he could invite her to a nearby bar while waiting for the rain to stop.
This thought cheered him up a bit.
A faint smell of the woman’s hair floated inside the umbrella, and in spite of his age he felt excited. As if she
knew the pace he usually walked, the woman walked along neither too fast nor too slow. Even his wife of nearly
twenty years couldn’t walk like this. His wife always complained that he walked too fast, that she always had to
hurry not to fall behind.
The man turned a comer and headed in the opposite direction of his house. He didn’t know if there were any
bars in that direction, but stopping at a bar in his own neighborhood wouldn’t be a good idea.
“Now wait a minute,” said the woman. “Isn’t this the wrong way?”
He was startled. This might be someone who knew him, one of his neighbors perhaps.
“I thought we’d have a drink or two somewhere. It’ll stop raining soon.” He stammered the words out. The
woman sneered.
“If you don’t want to, I won’t insist. I’ll take you back to your house.”
As he said this, he suddenly felt angry with himself What had he done to deserve this strange woman? He
should pull his umbrella back and just tell her to leave.
“I have no place to go,” the woman said. She sounded contemptuous, as if sneering wasn’t quite enough. “I
don’t have a house to go back to. But tell me, are you offended?”
“Did you leave your home?” the man asked, realizing that he’d picked up someone he shouldn’t have. He
flinched.
“Leave home?” the woman said, beginning to laugh. As she laughed loudly she moved away, placing herself
almost outside the umbrella. “Don’t be silly. How is that possible? I said I don’t have a house.”
“But, you …” The man didn't know what else to say.
“Why don’t we go to a hotel rather than a bar?” she said.
Taken aback at her words, he assured himself that his hunch was correct; there's a technique like this in their
trade.
“No thanks,” he said, flustered. He tried to sound as uninterested as possible. “I don’t buy prostitutes.”
“Prostitutes?” the woman shrieked. “Why should I be a prostitute? I simply suggested that we go to a hotel.”
When the man didn’t say anything, she added, “I feel lonely. I don’t like to be walking in the rain alone.” Then
she burst into tears.
He felt embarrassed. Luckily no one was around, but he still didn’t want a young woman crying under his
umbrella.
“But asking a stranger to go to a hotel is crazy. You say you are lonely, but we are all lonely, you see …”
The man felt he had to say something to console her, to soothe her.
“Going to a hotel because you/re lonely, that’s a bit …” When he repeated himself, she suddenly turned and
looked at him.
“What’s wrong with it? Are you a stuffy intellectual?” When he didn't respond, she went on:
“Don’t preach to me like a schoolteacher, please.”
Then she pressed ner face against his chest and started sobbing.
It seemed to him that the woman’s technique was rather commonplace, but he thought he shouldn’t be cruel.
He put his hand on her shoulder and stroked it gently. As he kept stroking, he started to realize that he wouldn’t
mind going to a hotel with her.
It was still raining. There was no one around. At the end of the empty street that stretched in front of him there
was a light, perhaps a street light, shining dimly. If he went to it, he knew he would be able to see better. But it
seemed quite far away.
He stood still, holding the woman’s shoulder in one hand and his umbrella in the other, until the woman finally
spoke. The man couldn’t hear her, so he held her face up to his.
“Kiss me.”
She said this in a very low voice.
“We don’t have to go to a hotel, so kiss me.”
The umbrella was in his way, and he thought of letting it drop out of his hand. He wasn’t a young man
anymore, he reminded himself. Instead he put his arm around her hip.
She touched his lips with hers, lightly at first; then she thrust her tongue into his mouth.
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“Let’s go,” the man said, as if he had made an important decision. His voice was surprisingly loud.
“Are you sure?” said the woman hoarsely. She looked up into his face, still leaning against him.
“I’m sure,” he nodded, as if trying to reassure himself. “Now I’m feeling lonely too.”
The woman sneered the way she had before.
“I bet you don’t know where the hotels are,” she said.
“No, I don’t.”
“You’d prefer not to go to one near your house, right?”
“Of course,” the man smiled wryly. “But I don’t think there are any hotels around here.”
“I’m not from this neighborhood.”
The man made no reply, and the woman continued.
“You haven’t asked where my house is.”
“Now that we’ve decided to go to a hotel, I don’t want to know.”
“You’re right. For us this is what they call ‘one-chance, one-meeting?’”
“That’s an old expression.”
“I don’t really know what it means, but it seems to fit an occasion like this.”
“I wonder who taught you that expression,” the man said, pulling the woman toward him. By the movement of
her shoulder he could tell she was laughing. Feeling ten, even twenty years younger, he walked with light steps.
The rain had stopped. Now he was able to see the faintly lit street ahead of him.
The man wondered where he was—perhaps he was lost. But he couldn’t be; he’d lived in this section of Kyoto
for many years. Had he started walking in the wrong direction when he’d left the hotel? Still, why was the street
this dark? He couldn’t see a single street light in front of him now.
It was also strange that he could walk along even though it was pitch dark. He had lost his way and yet he went
on walking. The street ahead of him appeared to be a dead end but he went on. It was like reading a story with an
endlessly postponed conclusion. There were willow trees on both sides of the street. As he tried to recall which
streets were lined with willows, he suddenly found himself on a much broader street. This must be either Dike
Street or Horikawa Street, he thought. However, it wasn’t clear whether the street ran south and north or east and
west.
He walked along the broad street for a while, and once again he came to a place where his field of vision
narrowed. He could tell this although it was quite dark. Perhaps now he was on a narrow street. The space surrounding him seemed to be pressing against him from each side. He thought he had been walking straight, but in
fact he had turned many corners blindly and had gotten lost. Just when he felt a strange sense of fatigue overtaking him he saw a light ahead, like the yellow light of a paper lantern.
“We’ve come to Rokudō Crossroad, haven’t we?” a soft voice suddenly said by his ear.
She was right next to him, but her voice seemed to have come from a distant place.
“Rokudō?”
At the moment he uttered this word, the man felt a heavy weight in his legs.
“If this is Rokudō Crossroad, we’re at a dead end,” he managed to say.
The woman was silent.
“It’s a dead end. I can’t see an inch ahead,” the man repeated as he peered into the darkness. The umbrella in
his hand tipped over, letting rain fall on the woman’s shoulder.
“I don’t think it’s a dead end,” she murmured, heaving a sigh. “I’m sure we can go on walking.”
“But I can’t see the way.”
“The way?” asked the woman, looking straight into nis face and shaking her head. “There isn’t any way. That’s
why we can go on walking forever.”
The man felt uneasy. Ever since they’d left the hotel, he had been thinking there was something odd about her.
He had tried to leave her in the hotel, but when she saw him preparing to go, she’d put her clothes on in a hurry,
like a pouting child.
“I’m coming with you,” she had said, rushing out of the room before him.
“Oh no you aren’t. I don’t want you to come with me,” the man had said. It was you who said “one-chance,
one-meeting,” he had wanted to tell her. Instead he had told her once again he didn’t want her to leave with him.
“Don’t worry, your wife can’t see me,” the woman said now, laughing as she walked alongside him. At that
moment the man realized something was definitely wrong.
He shook his head. It can’t be, he thought. It wasn’t possible.
“What’s the matter now? Why are you stopping?”
The woman had moved out from under his umbrella, but, in spite of the downpour, she wasn’t wet at all.
“It’s not raining on this side, you see,” she said enticingly, letting her long hair stream in the wind.
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The man couldn’t think of anything to say; he felt a chill running through his body. No one his age who lived
in Kyoto was ignorant of Rokudō Crossroad. The man recalled reading a description in a book:
Rokudō is on the south of Kennin Temple and it is a place from which Lord Ono Takamure used to depart for his
journeys to Hades; hence it is often called the Way to Hades.

It was just an ordinary place during the day. When he had passed by it ten or so years ago, he was struck by its
ordinariness. The temple called Rokudo Chinkoji didn’t look as if it had a remarkable history. In the days when
this was the road to the Toribeno burial ground, there might have been a forbidding atmosphere but now, with so
many new houses being built … He remembered feeling a bit disappointed at the time.
Flustered, the man tried to remember the route he’d taken since he first encountered the woman. He had been
on his way home when it had started raining. His house was at Karasuma Kuramaguchi. Now he was altogether in
the wrong place. Furthermore, the distance between his house and where he was now could not be covered on
foot. He remembered making a U-turn away from his house, and since then everything had grown strange. The
rain must have altered the appearance of the town. There was no other explanation. But no matter how long he
walked, he had the sensation that an endless black concrete wall loomed up on both sides of the street.
“They aren’t concrete walls. They are something the rain has made. Look, they’re still here," said the woman
from behind him, her hand on his shoulder. It was a heavy, cold hand, like ice.
He summoned his courage and grabbed the woman’s hand. Her fingers were wet and so was the back of her
hand. Then he touched her hair; it was wet, too. What he’d seen earlier, her dry, streaming hair, must have been an
illusion.
“What’s the matter?” asked the woman, pulling her hand away from him, smiling. “You thought I was a ghost,
didn’t you? If I were a ghost, I wouldn’t have legs, but look here, I’ve got my legs.”
What is it? he wondered; something is wrong. The woman’s speech had changed subtly, now her tone was
more familiar. Perhaps because he’d slept with her, but that was not all. As they approached Rokudō Crossroad,
she suddenly looked older.
“These are damp,” said the woman, trying to light one of his cigarettes. It wouldn’t light no matter how many
times she tried. The man shuddered, remembering a scene exactly like this.
“Why don’t you take mine?”
As he spoke, he shivered. He realized he’d said these exact words at another time.
“Thank you. You’re kind.”
The woman smiled. Again, these were the same words. He had to struggle to keep his teeth from chattering. If
this woman’s face also became that of his lover’s …
“You look pale,” the woman said, bringing the lighter close to his face after she’d used it to light her cigarette.
“You’re really pale. I wonder if you have a fever.”
“I’m fine,” said the man, heaving a deep sigh. The woman’s face wasn’t hers after all. It was a face with
single-edged heavy eyelids over slightly slanted eyes, the same one he had seen earlier in the hotel bed.
There was something swaying at the bottom of this darkness and rain, something he had pushed away in his
mind. He rarely thought about it now—not that he’d tried to forget, it was simply something that belonged to his
past.
“I had a lover once,” he said as if spitting out something that had been stuck in his throat.
“You have one now, too," the woman said disinterestedly, puffing her cigarette.
“No. I’ve got only my wife now.”
“Your wife made you leave her?”
“No. This was before I was married.”
“No problem in that case, is there?”
“She was much older than I was.”
“I see.”
The woman’s face returned to the earlier disinterested look, and she asked for another cigarette. Still, the way
the woman smoked was just like his lover had. Instead of stretching two fingers straight and up, she had used her
thumb and index finger to hold the cigarette, making a small circle, the way Jean Gabin did. The style might suit
men of a stout build, but when women used it they looked like high school students smoking behind the teacher’s
back.
He’d gotten into the affair capriciously, but she’d told him she’d kill him if he left her; she’d kill him first and
then herself. He didn’t take her threats seriously. She didn’t try to kill him, but she tried to kill herself with
sleeping pills. She’d been in the hospital for about a month afterward. She was treated for a nervous breakdown.
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When she was discharged, she got married.
“I’ll be the second wife of a man twenty years older than me, you see, and what went on between you and me
was a dream,” she had said, giving him a wry smile.
At that time he’d had an urge to hold her in his arms but decided against it; he knew that if he didn’t control
himself, he’d be back in the same mess.
“What’s the matter? You’ve gotten awfully quiet,” said the woman.
He pulled her cold hand toward him. He wanted the two of them to remain as they were for a while. The
yellow lantern light was still swaying in the distance. It was strange that even though they had walked for a long
time, they hadn’t gotten any closer to the light.
*
It was not clear how much time had passed. The rain had stopped once again, and the nearly full moon was in
the middle of the sky, casting its pale, silver-gray light on the landscape. The man and the woman were sitting on
a riverbank, exhausted from walking.
When the man roused himself, he saw the woman sleeping with her head on his shoulder. He was about to put
his jacket over her when she woke up.
“Oh, my …” She smiled, looking embarrassed. “I must have fallen asleep after crying.”
“You didn’t cry.”
“Don’t try to cheer me up,” she said, twisting her face as if she were in pain. “Suppose you go home now. Yes,
you go home and open the door. You find the rooms empty. There’s a telephone sitting all by itself. What would
you do then?”
The man did not immediately respond. He didn’t know what she was trying to say.
“It’s not possible that there would be only a telephone sitting there.”
“Why not?”
“Burglars wouldn’t do such a thing.”
“Not a burglar,” said the woman, and then she burst into tears. “I’m not talking about burglars. I’m asking what
you would do if your wife was gone.”
The man couldn’t imagine his wife leaving. He became perturbed. He had assumed that his wife would always
be there when he came home.
“You can’t assume she will be there, you know. I’ve just left, today.”
“You’re married then?”
“I said I left, didn’t I? I haven’t signed the papers yet but I’ve left him. It’s the first step anyway.”
“Did you have a fight? It’s easy to lose your temper sometimes.”
“It wasn’t like that. It was my conclusion after a long period of thinking.”
“A long period? But you’re not that old.”
“If you’ve gone through it for a whole year, it’s long enough,” she snapped.
“He used to say I should leave when he wasn’t around. So I did. He’s gone on a three-day business trip,
returning tonight. When he gets home, he won’t find a thing, nothing but a phone. I called a used furniture dealer
and sold all our furniture. I’ve got quite a lot of money from the sale. If we want to, we can afford to go to the
hotel again.”
This is extreme, the man thought, but he couldn’t think of what to say.
“Your husband will be shocked. It’s true you had a fight, but he wouldn’t imagine anything like this. When he
gets home and finds nothing there, that will be a bit—”
“You seem to know a stranger’s mind rather well.”
“Not a stranger. It’s about me!” the man cried out. The words came out unexpectedly, and at that moment he
felt the ground beneath his feet shake.
No, he hadn’t thought about his own situation until now. He saw the sickly face of his wife in his mind’s eye.
Her paleness had become more unappealing after marriage; she had stopped wearing makeup.
“I shouldn’t have married,” she’d said repeatedly, often right to his face.
She’d had a good job at the city kindergarten but when the child was born she quit. Other women she worked
with carried on, since the position of a city employee was a desirable one. But there was no one she could fall
back on for help. It became too much for her to keep her job.
“Not only do I look after the baby but another person as well,” she used to say, referring to him.
Now their daughter was in junior high school.
“Do you want to come with me when I get a job?” he’d heard his wife ask their daughter. “You can stay with
your father if that’’s what you want.”
His daughter shook her head and said, “No, I don’t want to because if I do, he’ll make me cook every day.”
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The two had laughed loudly.
She must be joking. It must be a joke. He imagined a phone sitting in the middle of an empty room. Ten years
ago he and his wife sold their old house in Anekoji Nishiwin and moved to a new condominium. When he arrived
at their new home before the furniture had been delivered, he saw a black phone sitting in a space where no life
could be felt, and it had unnerved him. An hour later his wife arrived with their daughter and all of their houehold
belongings. Until then, he remembered, the room had looked like a prison cell.
“Are you going back to your house, thinking that your house is well-lit, that your wife awaits you with a latenight snack?” asked the woman reproachfully.
The man hesitated a little but braced himself to respond.
“I have no other place to go.”
“You can stay here, then.”
Here? Do you mean at this Rokudō Crossroad? the man wanted to ask, but he was afraid to utter the name. He
remained silent. Having walked haphazardly in an unfamiliar part of the town, he’d lost his sense of direction.
“This must be the River Kamo,” he said.
“It might be the Katsura River,” said the woman.
“I was born here in Kyoto. I can tell the Kamo from the Katsura.”
“You can tell?” the woman said with contempt in her voice and shot a suspicious glance at him. “What good
does it do if you can tell?”
At that moment the man sensed that there was no way for him to ecape Rokudō Crossroad.
When it becomes morning, he thought, this enticement from Hades will vanish like a spell. He simply had to
wait until then. This strange woman, who had been crying and laughing beside him, would also disappear, he
reassured himself. And he’d be able to go back to his house where his wife and daughter waited. He wished the
time would pass quickly.
“What’s the matter? Can’t you walk anymore?”
“I’m exhausted.”
“The morning will be here soon,” she said as if reading his mind. “But unless you walk, morning won’t come.”
“To tell the truth,” she added when he didn't answer, “I want the morning to get here soon, too. But I don’t think
I’ll make it. It’s hopeless.”
There was a hint of tears in her voice.
Without waiting for him to respond she said:
“You can make it—you can go back to your house.”
The man and the woman sat there, staring at the flow of the river. Judging from the intensified clarity of the
moonlight, he thought it must be past midnight. Rays of moonlight fell on the surface of the river and drifted
about.
Neon lights on the other side of the river were still glowing. Are they on until morning? the man wondered.
The lights seemed to be close enough to grab with his hands. If he wanted, he could go over there; he could even
go now. He could cross the river. There was no bridge, however; somehow it had disappeared. He would have to
walk in the water. It’s not deep, he decided for no particular reason.
If I can go back and forth between this side and that side I’ll be like Lord Ono, he said to himself. Actually, one
doesn’t have to be Lord Ono, anyone can do it any time—people simply aren’t aware that they can.
The man looked again at the lights on the other side of the river. The colors were beginning to pale against the
brightening sky.
Is this still Rokudō Crossroad? he wondered, turning around to look at the woman. She wasn’t gone.
“You’ll make it; you can go back to your house.”
He heard her voice, echoing from the bottom of his torn-out consciousness. He took a deep breath, as if trying
to exhale the fatigue from his body. He heard the sound of a train in the distance. As he sat there, he thought it
must be the first train of the day, running along the river.
55.85 The Rite\fn{by Hiroko Takenishi (1929-
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To the riverside house with the tin roof on which several bunches of red chili peppers had been set out to dry
they brought at evening an injured man, stretched out on a wooden shutter. By the entrance to the small dirtfloored front area stood two pickling tubs with big stone weights on the lids, casting long shadows in the westerly
sun. The hill that pressed in on the house from behind was fully exposed to the late sunlight, so that even the
texture of its soil showed clearly. Holding the shutter front and rear were two sturdy young men with towels
around their necks and split-toed tabi sneakers on their feet. The doorway was so narrow there was no way they
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could get in. They appeared to be talking about it and trying to figure out what to do. The injured man’s head was
thickly bandaged and from under the thin quilt that covered his body, his gaitered legs stuck out, also shod with
tabi sneakers. The goings-on beyond the river were so unusual that Aki couldn’t tear herself away from the lattice
window. Her school satchel, flap open, lay there unheeded by her side.
A middle-aged woman emerged from the front room. It was the woman who washed rice and rinsed clothes
every day at the river. Crying in a shrill voice, she clutched at the injured man, and then throwing her arms in the
air and screaming something at the top of her voice, she ran to the next house some distance away. Between there
and the next house was a rough log cabin that looked like some sort of storage shed. At the foot of the hill the only
inhabited buildings were the woman’s house and the house next door that she had run to. Both were roofed with
tin, and judging by their size, other than the dirt-floored front area, there couldn’t be more than one room worth
calling a room.
Soon the woman hurried back from the next house, bringing an old woman with her. The door panel had been
removed and now, the makeshift stretcher slid easily inside. The injured man must be the husband who came
home drunk late every night, thought Aki. The woman who ran to the neighboring house must be the wife, and the
one she brought back with her must be the mother of one of them. The two young men leaned over the injured
man and peered into his face. Three small children had climbed on top of the quilt and seemed to be patting and
stroking the injured man. When one of the children slithered off the quilt and wandered away, the other two did
the same, and then all three left the house.
Already dusk was closing in. The three children each started picking up pebbles, and then together, facing the
stream, they began seeing who could throw the farthest.
That night, mingling with the river noises, there came to Aki’s ears a low sound of crying. But it grew steadily
louder and there was no sign that it would ever stop. And as Aki opened the shutters a little to try to see what was
happening beyond the river, the thought struck her that now, under that naked electric light over there, a man’s
death was drawing near. Was it through his own carelessness he got hurt, she wondered, or had he been attacked
by someone? And those people left behind, how would they be able to live now?
Aki remembered when that house was built. One day a man and a woman and three children came to the
riverside with a pushcart full of lumber and sheets of tin. They chose a site at the foot of the hill and drove stakes
into the ground. First of all, they built the little log cabin. Then they built one house with a tin roof. All day long
the man swung his hammer and wielded his saw; the children romped and raced around; the wife washed
vegetables in the river. Then, when the second house was finished, the old woman appeared from somewhere and
took up her abode there. It was shortly after this that the man started going out every day, dressed in a workman’s
happi coat, his legs in gaiters and tabi sneakers on his feet, and then, more and more often, he could be heard late
at night, singing off key in a loud voice. The man had a slurred pronunciation that jarred the ear, but this was not
simply because he was drunk. The woman’s speech too, and even the way the children talked, were quite different
from Aki’s own manner of speaking.
The day after the injured man was brought home and the day following that, the dried red peppers were left
where they were on the roof. The hearse that Aki thought must surely come to that house in the end did not come
after all. All she saw was a canvas covered pushcart, escorted by the two women and the three children and
several brawny looking men, going slowly along the road by the river.
From the far off days of her childhood, long before Aki had ever experienced such things as the sickness or
death of her own flesh and blood, that was a funeral that stayed like a weight on her mind.
*
There’s lightning flashing! Aki wakes up with the feeling she has just come out of a queer disturbing dream.
She seems to have woken up in the middle of her own scream. With her mind on this, Aki gropes for the switch of
the bedside lamp. Finds it. Presses it. There is the familiar ceiling of her four-and-a-half-mat rented room. It is just
after two in the morning. In the dusty vase, the fresh summer flowers she had put there only yesterday are already
wilted and drooping. By her bed a weekly magazine, a cigarette case, a lighter, an ashtray.
From time to time the wind rustles the branches of the trees and bushes. Aki turns over and lies face down,
lights a cigarette, inhales.
*
Pictured on the cover of the weekly that Aki had bought yesterday at the subway station entrance was the lid of
a jar. When she left the construction company where she worked, she walked along the pavement that her heels
always caught in, to the shop run by a German near the subway station. Often on Saturday afternoons Aki would
come to this shop for a late lunch of tea and pie. She had done so yesterday. And then, to buy a weekly, she had
gone to the station news-stand at the side of the ticket window. While she was looking for one with an interesting
cover, her hand, as though it were the natural thing to do, reached for the one with that lid.
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Except for the magazine’s title, the whole cover was taken up by the face of a young Egyptian nobleman,
drawn big against a vermillion background. When Aki learned that this was the lid of an urn used in ancient Egypt
as a container for the viscera of corpses to be mummified, a strange thrill ran through a corner of her heart. It was
as if she alone in the midst of a multitude was experiencing a secret joy, but this joy was overshadowed by a
heavy, helpless gloom.
“There’s someone watching me!”
Suddenly Aki had this uneasy feeling and looked up, shifting her gaze in the direction of the ticket gate.
A young man approaching and a woman, turning her back on him without a word, and going out to the
sidewalk. A man in a sudden outburst of anger at a woman who appeared to have come late for their date. A group
of girl students, each hand in hand with a friend, their free hands separately hailing a taxi. A plump middle-aged
woman approaching with rapid mincing steps. Every face looking totally intent on some immediate, intimate aim.
Relieved, Aki lifted up the handbag on her arm and went through the ticket gate onto the platform. She sat down
on an empty bench, and then resumed her examination of the urn lid.
The nobleman had a wig and his eyes were of obsidian and quartzite. According to the explanation, a glass
image of the sacred serpent had originally been attached to the forehead. His loved ones left behind would have
assembled before him to mourn this dead man. Some would have prayed, some would have waved incense
censers, some would have made funeral offerings of great price. The lid of the alabaster urn would then have been
removed and his internal organs gently placed within. What memories would have stirred then in those people as
lid met jar again?
There without a doubt was a fitting way to start out on death’s journey, with the dead well tended and watched
over by the living. Thinking of that man who had left behind a part of his own flesh, and his people who had taken
it into their keeping, in what was surely a most dignified and solemn ceremony, it seemed to Aki that there indeed
was a secure and reassuring way to die.
*
It was three days now since she had gone to the suburb where Tomiko lived in front of the station, carrying
Tomiko’s postcard asking for help in her handbag.
Tomiko’s house had a little shop in it that sold the latest books and magazines, along with cigarettes. Whenever a train stopped at the station, a couple of customers would drop in at the shop. Although it was a hot sticky
evening, Tomiko was there minding the shop, dressed in a maternity smock that was a little on the long side. The
moment she caught sight of Aki, she let out a sudden cry of joy and grabbed her by the arms. It had been four or
five years since they had last met. Watching Tomiko’s friendly, darting eyes, Aki thought, “She’s just the same as
ever!”
“I want to have the shop remodeled. I’ve been telling my husband all along that when it came time for that, I’d
call on your place.”
The husband in question did not put in an appearance. For Aki, it was not that Tomiko’s request was in any
way unusual, but willy-nilly she had to bear in mind the likely reaction of her section chief, who much preferred
new jobs to remodeling. Anyway, Aki got most of the necessary data for the estimate from her friend and briskly
wrote it down. There was nothing further she needed to be told. At this point Tomiko said:
“My husband is still on his rounds. Anyway, that’s what we want. Please do the best you can for us!”
Aki said she needed about a week.
“Sure! That’s fine!” Then Tomiko bowed formally from the waist and that was the end of the business talk.
A boy’s voice was saying the conventional “Excuse me for eating first! That was a good meal!” The boy had
come out from under the door curtain of a side door that seemed to communicate with tile kitchen, and now with
lowered head, was standing facing Tomiko.
Who does that remind me of, thought Aki. The moment of confusion, then the self-conscious look on the boy’s
face! That was the face that Noboru had often shown her when he was late for a date. With his nervous temperament, he was such a stickler for punctuality that whenever he was late, Aki used to wonder uneasily if she herself
hadn’t made a mistake. “I got caught by the prof.”—that’s all he would say as he sat down, so boyisly that
sometimes Aki found it hard to believe that Noboru was older than she. If Aki asked Noboru a question about the
university research laboratory where he worked, he would answer in great detail, but he never took the initiative
in talking about himself or his work.
Whenever Aki came late, Noboru would immediately start telling her about what he had been reading while
waiting, and before she could even apologize for being late she would be drawn into Noboru’s conversation, and
as often as not they would soon be deep in talk about something else altogether.
“Why don’t you eat supper here with me before you go?”
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Invited thus by Tomiko, Aki walked under the door curtain. More than ten years had gone by since they had
graduated together from the same girls’ school. Aki had never once met Tomiko’s husband. But seeing Tomiko so
little changed, and judging too from the fact that at this hour he was still out on his rounds, leaving the estimate
for the remodelling and all that up to Ius wife, Aki decided he must be a hard worker and a nice fellow but a
timid, ineffectual sort of man.
Every time a train pulled in or out of the station, a minor tremor shook the room, but by the time they were
drinking their after-dinner cup of tea, she didn’t mind it so much.
“How are you? Any change since I saw you last?”
Being suddenly questioned like this by Tomiko made Aki start.
“Me?” she rejoined quizzically. “Oh, nothing in particular” she said with a laugh, and then fell silent. Ever
since she had first noticed Tomiko’s smock, she had been thinking she must sooner or later broach the subject as
casually as she could and ask about Tomiko’s condition. Now’s the time, she thought.
“Let’s forget about me! What about you? When is it?” she asked in a low voice. Now, for a moment, it was
Tomiko’s turn to be taken aback, or so it appeared to Aki.
“If all goes according to schedule—January. No matter what, this time everything is going to be all right. My
husband says so too.
The light had gone out of Tomiko’s face. Her eyes had a fixed look about them. Aki searched for words to say,
but no word she came up with seemed to be the right one; anything she said would only make matters worse
“Look there!”
As she spoke, Tomiko pointed to a comer of the living room. When Aki had first been shown into the room,
she had seen a corner heaped with flowers and just thought, There’s the Buddha altar! But until they were now
called to her attention, she had stupidly failed to notice the two small jars, standing low there side by side and all
but buried under the flowers. The fetuses that had miscarried, as if this were determined by the waxing and the
waning of the moon, and then the mourning rites that had to be gone through, as though it were all a matter of
course. Tomiko talked about these things in a low voice, as if she were talking about someone else. She continued
staring fixedly at the edge of the table while her fingertips groped for tIle chopsticks.
“But never mind! This time, you’ll see! I’ll have my baby properly!”
And as she said this, Tomiko’s eyes grew warm and smiling again.
But to Aki, it seemed as if she had suddenly been thrown into the middle of a thicket of prickly cactus, and no
matter where she turned or how she looked about, she could see nothing like a path leading out of it. The
overlapping fleshy leaves were slowly but deliberately swelling, getting fatter and fatter. The way they stretched
upward, they seemed to be showing her how much they could grow. She felt a chill, as though convulsions had
seized her body here and there; only her cheeks were burning.
*
On the way back from Tomiko’s house, where a field of com lay along the station railing, Aki vomited twice.
She crouched there, steadying herself by holding on to several corn stalks bunched together, her back arched in
misery like some stray cat that might have wandered that way. She had a vision of all those miscarried babies,
clustered like so many grapes, gushing out over and over there before her eyes, feebly thrusting tiny hands and
feet, rubbing up against each other, and after wriggling for a while, coming to rest quietly at last, in a white jar no
bigger than a sake pourer.
*
Suddenly now, the end of her nightmare of a while ago comes back to Aki.
*
I seemed to be in a big room. Or maybe it wasn’t that big after all. Pitch blackness all around, except for one
single disc of light. I did not know what I was doing there, but as I stood there perfectly still, I thought, it’s cold!
Then that round brighmess, which was the shining surface of some thick, dark solution, began to congeal with the
cold and gave off a gleam that reminded me of blood. The surface of the liquid wavered. At first the gleam
undulated gently. Then gradually the undulation changed into a great swell, and the liquid surface began to spread
slowly. The liquid, fed from some unknown source, was surely increasing in volume, or so it appeared to me. In
the interval between one swell and the next, some terribly soft-looking pinkish thing would rise up out of the top
of the liquid and then sink back again, only to reappear from another part and sink back once more. Now the thick
fluid was whirling and overflowing all around. I was going to be sucked into the maelstrom of that viscous gleam!
Thinking only of how to escape from my rapidly mounting terror, I screamed, “Quick!” as if urging someone to
do something.
And then before I knew it, in a corner of the darkness, a pale face appeared, shining like a light. It did not
immediately come close to me. I was at the limit of my endurance, but the rate of approach of that pale face was
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excruciatingly slow. I wanted to beckon to it, but my hand seemed to be pulled down by a great weight and I
could not move it. When finally the face came close enough to see, I gave a start—
“Noboru!”
I do not know how many seconds later, how many hours later it was, but in the instant when his tenderness
tried to reach out to me, I shivered allover and pushed him away.
*
Aki takes a resolute puff of her cigarette, then stubs it out in the ashtray. She switches off the bedside lamp. In
the room below there is not a sound.
At this hour, when the cactuses and sago palms lift up their clustering limbs to the night sky, underneath the
leaves the sleeping breath of animals will be wafted forth. The earth is white. The little spring is surely shining
silver. Lazy but stubborn, that crowd of oh so very animal-like plants! A beating of the wings of unseen birds. A
wild beast suddenly will rise from sleep and come crashing through the thicket and then violently shake itself, its
eyes shining gold in the cool air of night.
Or again … in the heart of the city the buildings have at last recovered the coldness of the stone, while at the
foundry, flames enwrap the furnace. The blistering cries of things that leave the womb and the gossamer-weak
whimpers from the beds in the old people’s home must melt and run together somewhere in the sky at night. Good
fellowship and shame and boastfulness, the groans of the oppressed and long deep sighs like the receding tide;
perhaps these also come together somewhere, whirling, whirling round and round. In the shade of all sorts of
things are little sprouting lives making a secret gamble. But however secret the bet, however poor the chance, the
thing that once begins to breathe alive will go on living in the dark night of the womb, deep in the amniotic sea,
until the moon is full; untouched by doubt or hesitation, as if saying that the destiny laid down for it is simply this,
to live.
*
Soon now, there will be a death that I must face. Aki is thinking of Setsuko, who must be asleep at this hour in
her room at the university hospital. The day cannot be far off when all the malignancies spreading here and there
through Setsuko’s body, accompanied by unbearable pain, will plunge her senses into disorder.
“The end has come,” her doctor will say.
With downcast eyes the nurse will cover her with a white starched sheet brought in from the laundry room, and
they will gently carry her down to the morgue in the basement.
*
Just a week ago, I bought the eau de cologne that Setsuko always uses and went and knocked lightly on the
door of her sickroom. The woman attendant said, “Please,” as she showed me into the room, and went out looking
happy to get away for a while. Setsuko’s eyes were like two beads of glass that might have been set temporarily in
the bone sockets. Her meagre flesh hung around her bones as if it were some sort of thick wrapping paper
covering her temporarily. What I saw that day deep inside her were the thin burned-up bones; what I heard was
the brittle crumbling of their white calcinated remains.
Setsuko's hospitalization had been decided on just half a year after her marriage. Then Setsuko’s husband was
appointed to a foreign post very shortly after. According to her, just like the diplomat her husband now accompanied, he himself was destined in the future to become a distinguished diplomat. From a café terrace that had a
view of the Sphynx, from a brick-built city with rain-washed pavements, from the shores of a lake with a range of
snow-clad mountains behind, he frequently sent her picture postcards. As soon as she recovered from this illness,
he would come back and fetch her.
“When that is done, next thing I will invite you to come and visit us. How many days can you get off from
work?”
And it seemed that Setsuko was making these plans in all seriousness.
*
Yes, but soon now Setsuko will be enveloped in rites of great solemnity. Summoned back from his foreign
post, her husband will be reunited with his young wife in that dark room in the basement. His colleagues, Setsuko’s friends, and the relatives on both sides will gather around Setsuko, now a corpse, and then soon they will
hurry away again about their business. The husband will probably sit by Setsuko’s side for a night. There will be
the casket, the cremation, the solemn chanting of the sutras, the funeral flowers, the requiem music, the incense.
Then he will take his wife in his arms, or all that’s left of her—the calcinated bones and ashes—and he will leave,
with all the other mourners following. In the deserted place of mourning there will be no sign of life until the
garbageman appears, his hand towel round his head. He will come from the doorway and approach the altar and
begin to clear away the funeral flower-wreaths.
*
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There are caskets in hearses that glide gently forward, followed by the long chain of the funeral procession,
and there are coffins dragged along on screeching pushcarts, tied down roughly with a common rope. There are
people who gouge out the viscera of their dead and then wait upon the mountains for the birds, and there are
people who scale precipices, their dead stuffed into leather bags upon their backs. There are secluded tombs away
at the far end of well-kept avenues of approach flanked with statues of lions and of camels and of elephants, while
by the shores of northern seas, are graves marked only by the native rocks forever lashed by stormy waves.
There are all kinds of rites to go with death.
In the royal palace there are rites that well befit the palaces of kings. Under roofs of tin are other rites more
suited for a tin-roofed house. Sunlight, the stars, the trees, the honey in the flower, love … even lives that were
snuffed out before they could know any of these things have their own specialrites.
*
Aki has never seen Junko’s dead body.
That big tilled field at twilight under great columns of cloud … that had become the backdrop for Aki’s last
memory of Junko in that place. With the orange-colored book she had taken from Aki’s bookshelf under her arm,
she had stopped in front of the farm-tool shed at the entrance to the field and said, “See you tomorrow.”
“'Bye! Say hello to your big sister for me, won’t you!” Aki rejoined, to which Junko retorted, “And what about
my big brother?” and then she stuck out her tongue.
Their two laughing voices died away in the squeals of a child chasing dragonflies.
The little girl with the bucktoothed smile and hair in long plaits down her back never changed or grew an inch
in Aki’s mind from that time on. Even now, when the smell of hay comes to her, Aki will sometimes start. The
pile of hay by the toolshed in that big tilled field was always hollowed by the weight of the two of them. On top of
the hay Junko would go on and on talking about people she had never met as if they were acquaintances of long
years’ standing; even people who had been dead and buried for decades or even centuries, she would talk about in
the same familiar way. And that is why, whenever she had to go off somewhere in connection with her work, if the
wind happened to carry a whiff of new-mown hay through the window of the suburban train, Aki would find
herself thinking that her relations with Junko, severed so many years before, were about to be resumed. With an
upward glance she would scrutinize all the faces in the car she was riding in. But she never had any recollection
of having seen a single one of those faces before. And yet, surely there was a smell of hay! Or was she just
imagin-ing things? And so, deciding she had been nustaken and trying to think of something else, she would
lower her eyes again.
*
Aki has never seen Kiyoko’s dead body.
Kiyoko had left Aki’s house late that night. And that was the end of that. In the calm of the evening, the
incessant croaking of the frogs intensified the impression of sultriness. After dinner, the two of them started on
some beading work in Aki’s room. They took turns going out on the veranda every time they heard a splash to
chase away the night heron that stalked the carp in the garden pond. Then, while they were huddled together
looking at some gold dust fallen from a large moth, Kiyoko promised to come to Aki’s house again in two or three
days’ time. But that promise has yet to be kept. If Kiyoko were to walk into this room in a moment or two and
stand there right in front of her, Aki would find nothing particularly strange or startling about that. It would
merely be like a piece of movie film that had broken and was now patched together, restoring them to each other.
“What happened? What have you been up to?”
First of all they would look each other in the eye to make sure it was really the two of them, and then no doubt
they’d grab and poke each other to make doubly sure, and everything would be all right again. Yes, thinks Aki, I
am still waiting for Kiyoko!
*
Aki has never seen Kazue’s dead body.
Nor Emiko’s dead body.
No, nor Ikuko’s.
Nor has she ever come across anyone else who witnessed their end or verified tIle deaths of Junko or Kiyoko
or Kazue or Yayoi.
After that summer there were lots of people who for reasons of their own preferred to keep silent. Something
must have happened to her friends to make them feel they didn’t want Aki to see them. One of these days, surely,
she’d meet Junko. Maybe she’ll run into someone who has news of Kazue! And with these thoughts, Aki just went
on waiting.
Sometimes the thought strikes Aki, maybe Junko is living right here in this same town without knowing that I
am here too! Maybe she too is looking for me! Only, I am not in any of the places where she has looked. And she
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is not in any of the places where I have searched. Have we not perhaps gone on and on missing each other like
that? Maybe in the train we have stood close together any number of times, back to back, and then got off and
gone our separate ways. Maybe we have even sat in the same row at the theater, and then, unaware of each other’s
presence, left by different exits, one to the right, the other to the left. Maybe she was standing at the back of that
elevator whose doors closed just as I was about to get on.
A year or so after that time, one day I ran into Yayoi’s mother quite by chance, and she smiled and laughed at
me, and not only at me but at all the people going by, and didn’t seem the least bit embarrassed that she was in her
bare feet. A few years later, the bloated corpse of Ikuko’s younger sister was recovered from below the wharf
where the logs are left to season in the water. The evening papers carried her picture and gave the cause of death
as extreme nervous exhaustion. Tatsuo, who was to marry into Kazue’s family in two or three years, because
Kazue was missing, moved away and no longer lived in that place. An old established merchant family like that,
and now, unless Kazue some day reappears, their line is doomed to die out.
In the devastated schoolground a mound of black earth had been raised and on top of it was just one plain
wooden marker. Buried beneath in unglazed urns, indiscriminately gathered up with all those other deaths, must I
recognize the deaths of Junko and Kiyoko and Kazue as well? Even so, if the dead, as they say, are never truly
dead and will not rest in peace until the appropriate rites of mourning are performed for them, then the deaths of
Junko and of Kiyoko and Kazue are not yet, so to speak, fully accomplished.
*
Now it is just three o’clock in the morning. Aki gets up and opens the west window. She adjusts the collar of
her robe and sits in the window, surveying the garden below. All the other lights in the building seem to be out,
but the garden lamp casts a round of glimmering brightness on the ground. At the center of this circle of light is a
small potting shovel that someone threw aside. A tricycle sits astride the line of the circumference.
Still from time to time the lightning streaks in its erratic course across the night sky. After its light goes out, the
trees and houses seem to plunge into an even deeper blackness.
Spreading beyond the edge of the garden is a vegetable field. If you cross that you come to the river-beach.
Since we’ve had no rain for some time, the water level will have dropped. Maybe you can even see the pebbles in
the riverbed. Where the weir has dammed the water up, will the river fish be sleeping soundly?
*
Last evening, for the first time in days, tllere was a beautiful sunset. Intending to go to the public bath, she
began to put her toilet things together. Then with her washbasin under her arm, Aki leaned out of the window.
“Hands up!”
The block of apartments had a bend in the middle like a hook: from the downstairs apartment diagonally opposite, two little boys, brothers, barefoot and dressed only in swimming trunks, came dashing out together. Then, as
if they had planned it in advance, they suddenly darted apart, one to the right, the other to the left, and from
behind the trunks of the garden’s few trees they started shooting at each other.
Bang, Baanng! Bang, Baanng!
The young mother began scolding from inside the apartment.
“What’s happened to your shoes? And your caps?”
After a little bout of gunning, the boys raced into the house again, still making shooting noises. As they ran in,
they met a girl in a yellow dress coming out. She emptied the water out of a bucket with a boat floating in it and
collected the sneakers they had trampled and knocked every which way, and as she went around tidying everything up, she turned and shouted to the inside of the house,
“Uncle will be home early today, won’t he, Auntie?”
Because it is Saturday, of course. Soon now, “Uncle” will be honking the horn of his Publica and the boys will
go dashing out, yelling, “Papa’s home,” and the two will start tugging at the coattails of their father who will be
carrying a box of pastries for dessert and rattling his car keys as he comes. They will grab at the keys. Aki can see
it all as if it were already happening before her eyes. The window pane of the apartment the boys ran into now has
six palms spread against it like so many pressed flowers.
All of a sudden everything went quiet. The stillness was so deep it made you wonder that even a block of
apartments like this one could experience such an hour. Aki looked slowly about the place. A watering can abandoned in the sandbox; a plastic pool, blobs of sand on the bottom looking like a map; a patch of dried plaster;
under the eaves a lizard that seemed as if it had been pasted on; a clothes line already gone slack; trees bent low as
if their own weight had been too much for them to bear; a bucket only half full, left behind in the common laundry area; the rubbish dump with papers sticking out of it; an improvised garage that looked more like a box for
toys … the sound of the cicadas, penetrating as a brush stroke on paper, had now died away.
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Aki put the washbasin she had been holding on the table and then, leaning against the window frame, inhaled
her cigarette. She blew the first puff of smoke straight at the middle of the sky. Just then, the western sky was one
great blaze of splendor.
Yes, straight over there, at the far edge of the vegetable field that stretches out beyond the block of apartments,
yesterday’s setting sun went right down the chimney of that brick house. It was majestic, solemn. Moment by
moment the colors changed; it was like watching scenery in a series of hurriedly shifted slides. A quiet peaceful
Saturday. It was indeed a fitting end to a fine summer’s day.
*
But at the close of that other summer’s day, the bright evening glow was not caused simply by the setting sun.
The blue first faded from tile eastern sky and gradually it sank into black ink, but though the darkness grew and
deepened, the evening glow was not the least bit dimmed. On the contrary, as the other side of the sky darkened, it
burned all the more brightly, and seemed to be spreading and spreading. Aki crouched low in a hollow in a field
with people she had never seen before that day, and stared steadily up at that night sky.
The morning, the great flash, the big bang, the squall of wind, the fire … all these I can remember very clearly,
but what happened to me next? That was a blank in her memory tllat Aki was not able to fill in.
When she recovered her senses she found herself running in the direction of the sea, borne along in a rush of
total strangers. Shirts in shreds, scorched trousers, bloodsoaked blouses, yukatas with a sleeve missing, seared and
blistered skin, an old man just sitting there watclung the people rush by before his eyes, a woman with a child in
each arm, a barefoot university student, someone screaming:
“The fire is coming!”
When she looked back at the town it was engulfed in black smoke. As for what was happening inside it, at the
time Aki had no idea, and even to think of it was too horrifying.
Why did she have this thing with her?
Aki was crouching in the hollow she had managed to struggle to, an empty bucket in front of her. The eyes of
the people gathered there were abnormally bright and their voices strangely high-pitched. Whenever there was a
moment’s lull in the noise and confusion, the low roar of the sea could be heard. As evening wore on, the crowd
of grotesque figures in the hollow continued to grow.
It was already the hour of the after-glow, but the sky was blazing with the excess of heat from the earth, and all
through the night it continued to bum a fiery red, until at last, in the brightness slowly spreading from the east, it
lost its incandescent glow. Up to daybreak, ominous noises like an avalanche shook the hollow several times.
When the wind shifted, it carried a reek of burning fat. Now and then, a frog croaked somewhere.
*
Aki longed for the morning. With morning everything would be better. If she could just make it through this
night, things would be all right. That was the feeling that sustained her.
Ah, but that morning, so breathlessly awaited it had hurt, what did it have to show to Aki? Things that for so
long she had seen with her own eyes and touched with her own hands, and whose existence she had never even
thought to doubt, taking their being there so much for granted, she now could find no more, except in some far
corner of her memory, deep in her consciousness. With her lips slightly parted, Aki stood transfixed with horror.
Broken stumps of old trees were still smouldering. Molten metal ran along the pavement. A great geyser gushed
out where the lid of the water main had exploded. All around as far as eye could see, nothing but ruin and rubble,
and strewn on top of all, as if left behind there by mistake, strange objects of some whitish chalky substance.
The far-off llills, in some strange way, seemed to be closing in upon the town.
It is not an act of Heaven. It is not an act of Earth.
No! It can’t be that! But at the time, Aki had not an inkling of the real nature of this thing that set her knees
knocking together in sheer terror.
And Aki, standing petrified there, now became aware of an eery stillness that seemed to be about to envelop
her body. Presently it wrapped her round with a gentleness she had never known or felt before. Perhaps I am
going to be shut in for all eternity somewhere at the bottom of the earth, she thought. It was not long before she
felt herself being sucked down into a black abyss. Innumerable little yellow arrows flew before her eyes,
bewildering her, and she felt herself falling, falling down into a blank tllat had cut off the light. There was no
longer anything left of the great gentleness. Aki was now being manipulated by something hard and resistant.
Something was over; she could not but think that. Rather than question the existence of the thing that now sought
to gain control of her, she merely felt the pity of it all.
*
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Suddenly, something white jumped out of the rubbish dump and streaked across the garden in a straight line,
making for the vegetable field beyond. A cat, most likely. As if suddenly remembering to do so, the wind now
shook the branches of the trees.
It was not quite true for Aki to say that she had never experienced before that summer’s day the feeling of
being all at once enveloped in an eery stillness and then falling, falling down into the blank that cut the light off.
Why? Because although dim and far away, she now suddenly remembered a night long ago, when she had felt
herself slip all at once into a black abyss, a night she now was dredging up from the immeasurable depths of her
subconscious.
*
“Good night! Now go to sleep!” the nurse said, moving away from Aki’s side. After looking at the thermometer hung on a post, she left the room.
Aki stretched herself under the quilt. She was full of that feeling of well-being that comes when a high temperature returns to normal. Tonight too, no doubt, there will be lots of guests. Father and mother, but especially
mother, will be tired out attending to them. The maid too will be busily bustling about. From the main house on
the other side of the patio came the clatter of a late dinner. In the moonlight, the dwarfed pine lifted its twisted
trunk, and the white sand spread around it in the pot gleamed silvery white.
When all the shutters were put up in the main house, she felt how isolated was the little detached room where
she now slept.
How much time had passed she did not know, but after a while Aki thought she heard voices outside the earthen wall. They stopped for a while and then went on again in low tones. They were voices she did not remember
ever having heard before. They were certainly not the voices of the gatekeeper and his wife. Because a stream
from the hill had been diverted through their garden, sometimes people coming down the hill strayed in by mistake. Maybe the voices of a while ago belonged to some people like that. But no matter how much time went by,
there was no change in the location of the voices. After a while, they began to grow gradually louder. There was a
man’s voice, low but somehow angry. At long intervals the thin voice of a woman mingled with it. The hard-tocatch voice of the man grew louder and rougher. The woman’s voice presently changed to a low convulsive
sobbing. Then there was a dull thump, as though part of one body had struck a terrible blow at a part of the other
body. Aki instinctively hid her head under the quilt. She had heard what she was not supposed to hear, hadn’t she?
A ringing started deep within her ears. She had a strange feeling of being shot at with countless yellow arrows, all
coming straight at her.
Why was she upsetting herself over that unknown woman who was undoubtedly cowering on the other side of
the garden wall? Aki, still only a child, did not know, but in some obscure hurt way she felt a sense of identity
with the woman beyond the wall. Are all women doomed to weep like that when they grow up? Even women
whose tears I have never once seen; for example, that nurse so attentive and good with sick people and apparently
trusted by the doctor, or the teacher of my elementary school class who stands on her platform every day looking
as if she never gave a thought to anything but the government textbooks: do women like that too, late in the night,
go someplace we don’t know and cry their hearts out there in floods of tears? Aki felt that she was falling, falling
down into a black abyss, and then discovered that she herself was crying.
*
The day of her visit to Tomiko, just as they were settling down with the table between them, Tomiko had
looked Aki in the eye and asked:
“When did you last go back home?”
The place where Tomiko was born and which she calls her home she seems to think is naturally “home” for
Aki too. But when Tomiko questioned her like that, Aki found she could not answer right away. As she looked at
Tomiko, it seemed that already the words were breaking into fragments in her head, GO-BA-CK-HO-ME.
*
Since we two had not seen each other for four or five years, it was not inappropriate for Tomiko to start talking
about that place, thought Aki. It’s not just Tomiko. Lots of other people, either by way of greeting or because they
really want to know how things are now in that place, ask me the same question. They probably don’t mean
anything by it. But that place where Tomiko and I were born and raised and from which the fire drove us out—is
that a proper place for me to go back to, just like that, as Tomiko says, without the slightest hesitation? What
exactly in that place would I be going home to? If there is something there that’s fitting to return to, I want it to be
a something that endures unchanged and transcends time. Something of which it may be said, now that at least is
certain. People should return to something that, no matter what may happen, will endure and still be seen as the
true root and source of what they are.
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When the night of the Bon Lantern Festival came around, Tomiko and I would often go down to the pier
together. On several occasions we got on the same boat.
“Mr. Boatman, please row out that way; no! further out into the offing,” and the two of us side by side at the
gunwale would watch the other boats pass by.
“Ah! that one was the Masudaya’s boat, and the one coming from over there is surely the Sasaya’s boat!”
And chattering away like that, we would stay on until quite late, blown by the night winds. Scattered over the
waters, then brushing against each other again, those lanterns for the departed souls were as vivid in Aki’s mind as
something she might have seen just now on the riverbeach beyond the vegetable field.
Does Tomiko still remember? The thin little bones, the pale pink insides of the nearly transparent fish in their
shoals? The wharf bridge darkening the water below? The five-colored pinwheels stuck between the cotton candy
stall and the white mice cages, and that resonance of expectancy along the shrine path at the time of the clan god’s
festival? The window full of the Milky Way, and when you opened it that smell of oil from the armory that nearly
knocked you out? The castle tower, the parade ground, the napes of the young men’s necks, the hen-house, the
greenhouse, the shipyard, the schoolhouse, the warehouse, the heat shimmer, the carrying chest, the armor case?
The old men, gathered under the ornamental light that looked like a sea anemone, would soon be deep in talk.
Hiding behind her back, I would slip in with the maid who went to serve them their black tea. The first of them to
spot me would beckon with his hand and say:
“Aki, there’s a good little girl, come over here to grandpa!”
The wallpaper was pretty well faded but you could still clearly make out the picture pattern. The Pyramids
towered in the distance. A woman was washing a jar in the stream. The animals seemed to be asleep in the shade
of the trees while a man sat nearby. The old men talked on and on as if they were never going to stop.
“Salt-broiling is the only thing for ayu trout, eh!”
“What’s happened to all the women?”
“Now the difference between the treeleaf butterfly of the Ryukyus and the treeleaf butterfly of Taiwan is this
…”
*
That time when, in the bright sunshine, I gazed on the vast multitude of dead in all the chaos of that ruined
ground, laid waste and desolate by someone or by something yet unknown, with my knees knocking together out
of control, the thing I kept telling myself was this: it is only a temporary phenomenon! I kept on pursuing the
original appearance of that place as it had been before, and as I was sure it would be again. Maybe tomorrow I
will see Junko! Maybe I’ll come across someone who knows how Kiyoko is! When I was trying to sleep out
tinder the starry sky with such thoughts in my mind, the awareness that began to seep through the depths of my
consciousness, the thing I took to thinking as if it were most natural was this: Junko and Kiyoko, sometime,
somewhere, will surely appear before me once again!
At that time, what on earth did I consider the original appearance of that place? Was it the limpid flowing
stream, so clear that you could see the pebbles in the riverbed? Was it the trees along the roads with their load of
soft green buds? Was it the tilled field where the earth was neither hard nor black nor dry when turned over? Was
it the harmony that prevailed among all these? Or was it the dawn city when the fish peddlers went by? The sound
of rackets batting the ball back and forth until near twilight on the schoolyard tennis court? The white walled
castle? But all these, alas, are things doomed to change, now no longer fit to bear the weight of changelessness! I
felt I had been witness on that morning to a temporary phenomenon that later, sometime, must be overcome and
gone beyond.
But perhaps I was wrong. The term temporary phenomenon should not have referred only to the scene of
devastation; it should have covered, too, the great flash, the big bang, the squall of wind, and it should perhaps
also have included that place that dawned and darkened to the low roar of the sea. It struck me then that something certainly had ended there. I was perhaps one of the witnesses to the end of a particular phenomenon.
But that thought too may have been wrong. Its present condition, its broad paved streets, its tall buildings, its
airport, its foreign cars, its stadium, its cinemas, its bars … all those things are enough to make one doubt the reality of what once happened in that place. From now on, too, new schools will be put up. More and more trees will
line the city’s streets. There will be more and more roller coasters in more amusement parks.
But there are times, nevertheless, when I am struck with the dread premonition that suddenly one day all those
tall buildings will come tumbling down. I have visions of the pavements splitting open, of the foreign cars abandoned in the streets and turned to lumps of burnt-down metal. They will be like these other things in the world of
my memory, that in a twinkling were all changed and lost.
And this is true not only of that place as it is now. All these familiar things about me every day, this table, this
bookshelf, this mirror, this clock, these people boxed into their several compartments, and—standing here and
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holding all of that—this block of apartments, the street lights, the suspension bridge, the superhighway, the
lockers in the drafting room, the bones of kindly gentle people. It seems to me I hear the sound of all these things
crumbling down. And I myself am nothing more than another of these things doomed to crumble!
Aki thinks of her own self, her body blown to bits, reduced to chalky handfuls left exposed to every wind. But,
just like life, is not death, too, simply one of the many faces of existence?
*
Even if it has only a rin roof I don’t mind! I want to sleep somewhere that isn’t out on the bare ground!
I don’t mind if it isn’t in a glass! I want some clean water that you’re not afraid to drink!
Even a piece so small it fits into the hollow of my hand, I don’t mind! I want to see myself in something you
could call a mirror!
Even if it’s that mean, nasty Taeko, I don’t mind! I want to talk to someone that is not a grown-up stranger
wrapped in bandages!
But several nights were to pass in the hollow before even a single one of these simple wishes of Aki’s would
come true.
*
The great anger, the deep hate, come after the event. The thing that parted me from Junko, that kept Kiyoko
from me although she wanted to see me again, that made me cower all night in a hollow in the ground—if I could
catch the real nature of that thing and fling the fullness of my anger and hate at it, I would not be in torment to this
day, well over ten years after, tied to this fierce anger that still finds no proper outlet. I would not be tortured by
this nameless hate that yet finds no clear object. This is what Aki thinks.
*
Sometimes Aki, on her way to the office in the morning, would suddenly think she had found it, would see that
object clearly. At the midday break, opening the window of the drafting room and looking up at a cloudless sky,
there were times she felt she saw it float up quite clearly, with no further need for doubt. I must not let this out of
my sight! Now, how can I get my anger and indignation across to this, their object? Aki would begin to lay her
plan with meticulous care. But as she pursued that object, its contours would grow vague, and then some other
object more or less linked with it would intrude. The new object was always inevitably linked with the old. One
after another new objects would appear and then grow vague and blurred. And a further trouble: Aki began to
suspect uneasily that the hazy something that had lost its clear outlines might be her own self.
I am ashamed to say I still cannot see where I had best direct my hate and anger, but … and Aki went on
thinking. The rite that should have been performed and never was, and my unassuaged thirst for it, I must
recognize as the beginning of a questioning of “being” that I must now develop. Wherein lies the realness of
things? Can you say that a thing that’s really there and that you can be sure of is one your eyes can see, your
hands can touch, your skin can feel? The things in your consciousness, that you can neither see nor touch, are they
less truly there?
But what degree of realness is there in things your eyes can see, your hands can touch, or your skin can feel?
Setsuko’s husband was not by her side in that sickroom. But when Setsuko looked up at the map of the world
pasted on the wall beside her bed and thought about her husband in his foreign post, was he not truly there within
her mind? Surely then he was a more weighty presence in her consciousness than when he was beside her,
touching her, and she would waken with a sense that he was slipping far away from her like a draft of wind. And
can the senses grasp reality as well as she could with her consciousness, once she could cease to treat as an unreal
thing the presence in it?
*
“What do you think of it? Those people starting out simultaneously from the far ends of the Silk Road to meet
in the middle?”
Noboru put this question to Aki as they were having dinner in a restaurant that overlooked the night-time sea.
With a vivacity unusual for him, his eyes slightly clouded from the little whiskey he had drunk, he kept on talking
to Aki of one thing after another. He seemed to have a compulsion to talk. He even felt impelled to speak to the
waiter who came to clear the table, saying such things as, “The butter sauce with the fish- meuniere is very good
here” or “This coffee must be a blend of at least three varieties of beans.” There were not many customers. The air
conditioning in the room was too cold for Aki in her short sleeved blouse.
After dinner, Aki walked along the shore road with Noboru. As they walked, Aki, comforted by Noboru, had
her spirits restored but saw it all as too late. I want to go on walking for a long, long time, she thought. But that
same evening, when Noboru had reduced to nothing the distance that separated them, Aki found herself caught up
in the eery stillness. Feeling as if someone else had suddenly come up behind and laid a hand on her shoulder to
pull her back, she shuddered. She said:
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“Any moment now, I am going to fall into that black abyss!”
And then Noboru, anguish showing in his face, muttered in a low voice:
“I know; but you must forget all about that kind of thing. If you really loved me, you would be able to put that
sort of thing right out of your mind!”
What Aki, in the grip of that eery stillness, foresaw in dire premonition was Noboru, blind still himself to all
the signs, Noboru hideously changed beyond all recognition, as Aki herself must change! In the taxi on the way
back, the two of them hardly opened their mouths. Noboru looked out the window. In his rear view mirror, the
driver kept darting quizzical glances at the back seat.
*
Aki lit a fresh cigarette.
After that I didn’t meet him for quite a while, not until the winter. On that bookshelf there will be several
books lent to me by Noboru.
“If you want to study the houses of Granada, this one is good. If you are more interested in Madrid, this one
here is best.”
It seems to her she can hear his voice.
I still had his books and I should have returned them to him when I saw him for the last time in the winter, yet
I failed to do so! There is someting wrong with me …
*
Rejected, Noboru’s slightly twisted face drew slowly back. Aki had felt the reproach in his eyes as she turned
her cheek away. Gently she loosened his arm. The utter wretchedness of letting go of warmth and tenderness went
right through her. Her voice was very low and small when she said, “I’m sorry,” and it was swallowed up immediately in tlle dark sea before her eyes. The risen tide was beating steadily against the breakwater. The invisible
thread that had drawn Noboru and herself together had now snapped, thought Aki, while another Aki whispered to
her:
“But it is you yourself, isn’t it, who let go of the thread! It is you yourself, isn’t it, who refuse to see him any
more! You’re a fool, that’s what you are! Maybe so, but …”
It was snowing.
Far out a ship’s siren wailed.
Aki, who had lowered her gaze to the water’s surface, now raised it gradually and then turned her whole face
up. The snow was not coming from any very high place, but rather seemed to be gushing quietly out and falling
softly down from somewhere quite near.
Noboru must think I didn’t really love him. But I don’t have the strength to go on explaining about that dread
awareness that suddenly took hold of me.
Aki bit her lip. The snow was falling cold on her cheeks. Only the backs of her eyes were scalding hot. She
could feel his gaze on her from behind, so piercing that it hurt, as she said “Let’s go!” Taking the lead, she set off
walking ahead of him. Naturally, he must have been terribly hurt and have taken this to mean that his love was not
returned. Children hooded against the cold were running about the deck of one of the boats at anchor in the canal.
On the deck of another, a number of young sailors were warming themselves around a fire they had made in an oil
drum. They spotted Noboru and Aki and their individual spontaneous whistles came together in a chorus. That
was the end of the year before last.
*
It is a little after four in the morning. That small light beyond the vegetable garden—is it from the brick house?
Or maybe it’s some nearer light. The trees and houses are still plunged in darkness. Aki automatically smooths her
front hair with the palm of her left hand. Her eyes pick out a tree. When I think of Noboru, quite often I remember at the same time that night so long ago when I broke down and cried for an unknown woman. Of all past
nights, why do I have to pick out that one? Or is it perhaps that I am trying to relive it in the unconscious? All that
is very vague. The two things seem to be totally unconnected, yet in some obscure way you can also see that they
are profoundly linked. But that summer when I witnessed in that place the sudden loss of all I thought was mine
and the omission of the rite that should have been performed, something that lay dormant until then suddenly
colored me, and its dye deepened rapidly. I think I can say that.
Now, on the contrary, that thing is trying to gain control of me, and I am questioning anew the meaning of
existence. What we call dying, what we call living, things that are or that are not—what exactly are all these
things? No doubt I’ll go on groping, questioning, bearing the burden of this anger that I cannot vent, and this hate
that still finds no clear object. I want to live without wiping out the memory of that day! My ancestors were slaves
in Egypt … like the people of Israel, who at the Feast of the Passover, yearning to break free from bondage, woke
from sleep and resumed reading their dark records. At that time, their thoughts probably ran like this—Someone
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who can just casually wipe out the memory of his own history will not be fit, as history unfolds, to play the role of
a great hero.
*
That place of mine that was so beautiful—if it was truly mine, then that same place when hideously changed
by someone or some force unknown to me was surely also mine. To the question of which is really the true place,
I cannot answer now with any confidence. If one speaks in terms of a phenomenon, then both were that. If asked
which was reality, I am inclined to say that both were also that. But surely what I called unchanging, the abiding
source one can always go home to, must be something richer far than either, rejecting neither of them but transcending both. It must be something solidly sustained by an imperturbable order, although it may reveal itself
under the varying aspects of separate phenomena. Yes, I shall no doubt go to that place again, but I will not be
going home. What makes me think so is that host of things lost to my sight, no more reliable than fluff or down,
and the uncertainty of all the things I see before me every day. To my regret, that imperturbable order is now
known to me only within the world of wishful intimations. But I must know if it really exists. If I could know it,
even in a flash of intuition, then perhaps I would no longer be the prey of this eery stillness that takes hold of me.
I would be freed then from my terror of being sucked into that void that blocks out the light and of falling down,
down, down into that black abyss. I want to know.
Slowly, softly now, a whiteness starts to spread, beneath a sky that seems to be melting quietly away, and the
shapes of trees and houses at last stand out. A thick mist will be creeping along the river, brushing the wings of the
still sleeping crane flies on the dewy grasses of the river-beach. Any moment now, the alarm bell at the grade
crossing will start ringing. Soon the garden swing will be encircled by the joyous shrieks of children. A man still
in his night clothes will cut through the squeals of delight with a yell of “Breakfast!” A woman will come out to
fetch them, and the children, with a hand in each of hers, will disappear again inside the door. A deliveryman will
appear beyond the shrubbery. A bill collector, taking advantage of the holiday with everyone at home, will be
approaching from beyond the rubbish heap. In the make-shift garage, the engine of the Publica will soon be
starting up:
“Bye! See you later! Have a nice holiday!”
*
Soon the night will be over. Let me get some sleep! And Aki draws the window curtain shut.
37.126 Mr. Carp\fn{by Mukoda Kuniko (1929-1981)} Tokyo, Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (M) 5
“Someone’s here,” whispered Mayumi, Shiomura’s daughter. “The kitchen door just opened. I’m sure of it.”
Shiomura didn’t like this side of Mayumi. Her piano teacher had told her she had a good ear, so she had
decided to enter a conservatory the year after next. Now she unabashedly flaunted her talent, whether to report on
an alarm clock going off inside the house two doors away or on how the voice of a sweet potato vendor had
changed. Whenever Shiomura said he didn’t hear or couldn’t tell the difference, Mayumi was blatantly scornful.
Her attitude made him stubborn.
“No one’s here. You’re imagining things,” he insisted.
Surprisingly, Shiomura’s wife, Miwako, for once sided with him.
“If someone’s here, he’ll call out,” she said.
For Miwako this Sunday was special because Shiomura had stayed home, probably on account of the rain
shower; he usually played golf on Sunday. The farnily—Shiomura, Miwako, Mayumi, and eleven-year-old
Mamoru—had just finished brunch. Their conversation was not out of the ordinary, but they all laughed
frequently. Perhaps Miwako did not want to interrupt their merriment to go into the kitchen and check.
“Mayumi, your ears are out of tune,” Shiomura said.
“Me? No way. You’re the one with the bad ears. You’re out of tune even when you laugh,” she retorted.
“So laughter has a tune?”
“Sure, it does,” Mayumi declared. Her plump face had given her the nickname “Shumai,” after the Chinesestyle dumplings. When she was serious her eyes showed more of their whites, just like her mother’s.
“If you don’t believe me, go ahead and laugh, Daddy. You’re the only one out of tune.”
Shiomura began to laugh but then caught himself, saying he wouldn’t want to laugh when there was nothing
funny. Hearing this lame excuse, the other three burst into laughter. Even quiet Mamoru, who seldom laughed,
joined in. The loudest and merriest voice of all belonged to Miwako, Shiomura’s wife. Finally Shiomura laughed
too. Though he knew very little about music, the laughter of his family on Sunday afternoon sounded better than
the most splendid chorus.
There is an old saying in Japan that age forty-two is a man’s most crucial year. So far Shiomura had been
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fortunate: his immediate superior had been promoted to managing director in the annual springtime personnel
shifts; he was about to pay off the mortgage on their home; his blood pressure was normal and his stomach
condition good; he was a fine golfer.
“The snail’s on the thorn; God’s in his heaven—all’s right with the world!”
Was that Browning? Shiomura wondered. But he hadn’t seen snails in the backyard for years.
“It’s a thief,” Mayumi whispered again, insisting that someone was in the kitchen. “He’s just closed the door
and left.”
“You don’t give up, do you, Mayumi?” Shiomura said.
“Why not just go and have a look yourself?” Miwako joined in. “There’s nothing worth stealing in the kitchen.
He’ll be disappointed.” Laughing, she headed for the kitchen.
Peering inside, she uttered a cry of surprise and then looked back, puzzled.
“What’s the matter? Anything stolen?” Shiomura asked her.
“Not stolen—added,” she replied.
On the earthen floor of the kitchen was a plastic bucket with a six-inch gray crucian carp swimming inside it.
“What is this?” shouted Shiomura. “Mamoru, did you do this? Did you make a bet or something with a
friend?”
Mamoru looked at the fish and shook his head. Miwako and Mayumi had no idea why the fish was there either.
“Isn’t this strange? How did it get here when no one knows anything about it? Did it walk up here by itself?”
Shiomura’s voice rose.
Miwako, Mayumi, and Mamoru all looked blank.
“I know!” Miwako cried and turned to Shiomura.
“It’s you!”
Shiomura felt he had been hit by a hammer.
“What’s that supposed to mean?”
“Now just calm down. Put on your thinking cap a moment,” his wife said.
Shiomura knew he was trembling.
“Have you been picking on someone who likes to fish?” she continued. “Saying things like he could never
catch such a big fish or something? I bet that person got upset and deliberately left this big one he caught without
telling you.”
Shiomura was relieved. Good. She hasn’t got wind of it. But I shouldn’t relax yet, he thought. Making a long
face, he said:
“I don’t have any friends who fish.”
“No? So, you don’t know who did it?”
“How could I know? Don’t be silly.” Shiomura’s voice grew unusually loud.
“I sometimes hear about 10,000-yen notes being left in mailboxes, but I’ve never heard of a carp in a bucket,”
Miwako said. Looking at Shiomura with an eerie, cautious expression, she asked:
“Don’t you think we should report this to the police?”
“What could the police do? It’s not money, you know,” Shiomura said.
He did not want the matter to go to the police. He doubted it was the sort of thing to be reported in the
newspapers, but he certainly didn’t want the police involved.
“But Daddy, it’s a lost and found case, isn’t it? It’s not right to keep the fish for ourselves.” Mayumi had been
argumentative lately.
“It may be lost, but there’s been trespassing here.” Shiomura responded with another argument. No police, for
God’s sake, he thought.
“It’s only a fish. Don’t exaggerate, dear,” Miwako laughed.
His wife’s laughter gave Shiomura some relief.
“Go get rid of it somewhere,” he said to Mamoru.
Just as he was reaching in his pockets to offer him a tiny bribe, the boy, who had had his fingers in the bucket
and been playing with the fish, asked if he could keep it. Clinging to the bucket, he promised to give up on the
pair of roller skates he had been asking for. Normally a very quiet boy, once Mamoru spoke up he would not back
down. Shiomura had never permitted Mamoru to keep dogs, cats, or pigeons because he didn’t want the house to
get dirty, but he couldn’t think of any reason not to keep the fish. Mayumi didn’t want it because she didn’t like
the way it had gotten there. Miwako looked confused, not knowing what to say. Mamoru held the bucket tightly
and in the end won: he would keep the fish.
*
Left alone—the other three had gone to search the shed for a bigger container for the carp—Shiomura heaved a
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big sigh. No doubt about it. This one is Mr. Carp. Not that I remember its face, but I recognize the rear fin, the
way it’s torn in the center. Has he grown this big and fat in the year I haven’t seen him? But why would she do
this?
The woman’s name was Tsuyuko. Divorced, aged thirty-five, when Shiomura got to know her she was working
in the Ikebukuro section of Tokyo at a small Japanese-style restaurant owned by a relative. One night, after
drinking too much, Shiomura had vomited on the floor and she had cleaned up after him. To show his thanks he
bought her a handbag, and after seeing each other a few times, they became lovers. Gaunt and bony, Tsuyuko was
not a beautiful woman. But even small things filled her with pleasure. Her conversation was just chitchat, never
touching on sorrow or joy; these she was able to express in bed. Once she scratched Shiomura’s back with her
fingernails, and since it was summer he had had a hard time hiding the marks from his wife. Before he knew it,
Shiomura had begun to visit Tsuyuko’s apartment once a week. Around that time she began to keep the carp.
Tsuyuko had come across some children trying to throw a fish they had caught into a ditch full of dirty water.
Letting the fish loose in soapsuds would kill it, she told the children, and asked them to give it to her. Then she
bought a large tropical fish tank. She’d grown up in Kasumigaura in Chiba Prefecture, a fishing town, so she
knew how to look after fish.
“I feel like he is watching us,” Shiomura said.
In Tsuyuko’s cheap apartment with three- and six-mat rooms, the tank was just above their heads as they lay on
their futon.
“Don’t you worry. Fish are near-sighted,” Tsuyuko said.
Shiomura was not sure that was true.
“I didn’t mind living alone after my divorce,” Tsuyuko said, “but now you’ve reminded me of what it is like to
be with a man. When you don’t come, I can’t bear the loneliness unless I have something alive and moving in the
room.”
Tsuyuko clung to Shiomura, like a morning glory wrapping itself around a bamboo stalk.
She named the fish Mr. Carp and fed him grains of cooked rice from time to time.
It wasn’t that Shiomura came to dislike Tsuyuko or that even the small amounts of money he gave her seemed
too extravagant. The real reason he left her was that he did not want to break up his family. He was not unhappy
with his wife. At least, that was not why he had had the affair with Tsuyuko. When he went to Singapore on
business for a month and then spent the following month in bed with colitis, he took advantage of this natural
interruption to stop seeing her. A year had now passed. Shiomura told himself many times that he had never made
Tsuyuko any promises about the future, and that she had no reason to hate him for leaving. Now, just when the
memories were receding, Tsuyuko had left him Mr. Carp.
What was Tsuyuko’s message in this? Was it a sign that she was angry, or a kind of revenge? He knew he could
call her to ask, but he lacked the confidence that he would not fall into the abyss again. At any rate, Tsuyuko must
have heard them all laughing. A married couple and two children. Merrily laughing together. How had Tsuyuko
taken that? I don’t want to keep this fish, Shiomura thought. I should have made some excuse when Mamoru
started begging for it. But I can’t change my mind now; it will seem strange. It’s not good to make them
suspicious. Mamoru is just a boy. Boys get bored with things quickly. I’ll just wait and then let it go free the first
chance I get.
The fish had no facial expression. His round eyes looked as if they had been cut from black vinyl and pasted
in, like the eyes on the paper carp pennants used for Boys’ Day in May. The profile was dignified but from the
front the fish looked exactly like former Prime Minister Shigeru Yoshida.\fn{ Shigeru Yoshida (1878-1967), Japanese
Prime Minister (1946-1947; 1948-1954).} There was guile in the way the face revealed nothing. The fish’s mouth gulped
and closed. Shiomura stared at the fish from the front and thought he had actually caught its eye, but nowhere in
the black vinyl did it register, “Ah, it’s you” or “Oh, it’s been a long time.” Perhaps the fish had no memory of
Shiomura. There was no way to determine what Tsuyuko’s intention was.
That Sunday passed with a great fuss made over the carp. They could not find a container large enough for the
fish, so Mamoru got an advance on his allowance from his mother, ran to a goldfish shop in the neighborhood,
and bought a large, square water tank for 3,500 yen. The shopkeeper told him he should not use water right out of
the tap; either he had to let the tap water sit for at least a half- to a full day in the sun or he should add in some
chemical dechlorinator. As instructed, Mamoru ran water into the tank, threw in two bean-size tablets of
dechlorinator, stirred, and dropped in the fish. Once in the water, the carp relieved itself, producing a surprisingly
large stool—it was about the thickness of a pencil as it emerged.
“Mr. Carp, you’ve got some nerve,” Shiomura muttered, thinking no one was around.
“Oh, you’ve named it Mr. Carp?” his wife asked, standing behind him.
Shiomura was horrified.
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They put the tank with Mr. Carp on top of the shoe shelf in the entryway. The quiet middle-aged woman who
collected for the Asahi newspaper rang the front bell timidly and spoke in a small voice. In contrast, the collector
for the Yomiuri newspaper had a booming voice and would press the bell as if to break it. Mr. Carp had a bad
reaction to the loud Yomiuri collector, jumping violently and splashing water all over the entry-way. It was easy
enough to mop up the water, but spots remained on the teak-paneled door frame and walls, perhaps from the
dechlorinator. The contractor had suggested plywood when the house was being built, but Shiomura had insisted
on the importance of the entry-way and spent quite a lot of money for genuine teak wood. Although he knew this
was not Tsuyuko’s way of getting her revenge, he still couldn’t control his anger. He sensed his blood-pressure
rising.
The fish required looking after. An abundance of excrement and left-over particles of rotted fish food quickly
made the water murky and turbid. In the dirty water, Mr. Carp would pucker its lips and knock against the four
comers of the tank, inhaling and exhaling small bubbles, seemingly desperate for oxygen. And it didn’t like the
convenient ready-made food, preferring the kind you crushed in your fingers, but this soon dispersed and dirtied
up the water.
Mamoru studied a book he had bought entitled All About Carp Fishing.
“Mr. Carp is our relative,” he said, shocking Shiomura.
Listening to his son’s explanation, Shiomura realized it was so. Fish are vertebrates, with fins instead of legs.
From an evolutionary standpoint, humans are closer to fish than to some four-legged land creatures because the
roots of mankind lie in the ancestors of the vertebrates on land.
In light of this, the face of Mr. Carp seemed that of a very deep thinker.
“I know it all,” it seemed to say.
Mr. Carp knew, for example, that Shiomura had taken pains so as not to be embarrassed at karaoke bars: he
had bought a book of lyrics to popular songs and, with Tsuyuko as his teacher, had practiced Aki Yashiro’s
fabulous Boat Song. Mr Carp had also seen Shiomura stark naked after a bath, pretending to do Tai-chi to make
Tsuyuko laugh and then grabbing her and moving onto the bed.
What helped Shiomura was that his wife, Miwako, was so unruffled. At first, she had seemed preoccupied with
the fish, but after a few days, she didn’t talk about it much. She could just as easily have been taking care of a
plain goldfish bought at some festival.
Mayumi, however, detested Mr. Carp. She grumbled that the house had stunk of fish ever since it arrived.
Averting her face, she refused even to look at the fish. Instead, she stared insolently at Shiomura.
As long as Shiomura was away at work during the day he was fine, but at home, sitting in the family room, he
would succumb to nervous exhaustion. Mealtimes with the family were the worst. Inevitably his eyes would stray
to the fish tank, which was now right next to the TV. How could he possibly relax? It wasn’t simply like having a
pet; it was like having someone new added to the family. No wonder the right side of his neck—on the same side
as the tank in the room—had developed a cramp.
Massaging his neck, Miwako asked:
“Shall I move the tank?”
“No. It’s got nothing to do with the tank,” Shiomura said.
“Really? But you keep watching it all the time,” she said. She pressed the painful spot on his neck so hard that
he screamed and jumped up.
The beer had lost its flavor, and Shiomura didn’t much feel like going home. He still couldn’t read anything in
Mr. Carp’s black vinyl eyes. Nor was there anything he could tell from Miwako’s brown goggle-eyed expression.
As for Tsuyuko, watching from God knows where, he had absolutely no way of knowing what she was thinking.
The Sunday after Mr. Carp arrived, Shiomura asked Mamoru to go for a walk with him.
“You don’t mind just wandering around places you’ve never been to, do you?”
“No, that’s okay,” Mamoru replied.
Shiomura said nothing more, and in silence the two took a bus from Ikebukuro, getting off at Shiinamachi,
where Tsuyuko lived. Shiomura could not explain his actions, even to himself. He knew well enough what it
meant to take his own son to the neighborhood where his ex-mistress’s apartment was, but he couldn’t help
himsel£
Mamoru followed Shiomura, as usual without a word. They walked past the supennarket, the greengrocer’s,
and the fish shop. From the tea shop next to the kimono shop, the fragrance of roasting tea leaves floated in the
air, just as it had a year ago. Tonnented, Shiomura felt the salt being rubbed into his wounds. He moved down the
street to the lane where Tsuyuko’s apartment was located, the same place he had come some forty or fifty times
before. What would he say to Tsuyuko if she came out from the apartment and ran into them?
Some of the residents of Tsuyuko’s apartment house had gotten to know Shiomura during the year he had
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come visiting her. To avoid encountering them now, Shiomura walked around the side of the building. Tsuyuko’s
apartment was the second window from the end on the second floor. She must have moved out, for the clothes
hanging at the window were those of a young couple with a baby. Shiomura noticed that Mamoru too was staring
at Tsuyuko’s window with him. Realizing he had been caught, Mamoru quickly turned his face away, without
saying a word.
This is as far as I should go, Shiomura thought. But still he felt like torturing himself a bit more. He wanted to
take his son, who had taken over the care of Mr. Carp, to visit all of his and Tsuyuko’s old haunts—partly out of a
sense of duty to the boy but also to help atone for his poor treatment of Tsuyuko.
Shiomura entered a coffee shop two buildings down from the public bathhouse. He and Tsuyuko always used
to drop by the shop on their way back from the bathhouse. The owner of the shop, a man about sixty years old,
was sitting in his usual place and wearing his usual expression, a horse-racing newspaper spread in front of him.
When he saw Shiomura, he waved in welcome and began to speak, but noticing Mamoru behind he lowered his
hand and kept silent. Shiomura sat in the very place he had sat in with Tsuyuko and spoke to Mamoru loudly, so
the owner of the coffee shop could hear him:
“I’ll have coffee; what do you want, Mamoru?”
“A soda,” Mamoru said.
The startled shop owner looked sharply at Shiomura. This had been Tsuyuko’s usual order.
Father and son drank their coffee and soda in silence. Pretending to read his paper, the shop owner shot
occasional glances at them.
“I wonder how things are …” Shiomura said as he paid the bill. He omitted “with her,” but the shop owner
seemed to understand.
“Doing well, I guess,” he said.
How had Tsuyuko spent her days during the year since he had stopped coming to see her? Did she have a man
she could go to the bathhouse with, and did she then stop in at the coffee shop and have a soda? Shiomura wanted
to know, but the shop owner had lowered his eyes to his paper after returning Shiomura’s change. Shiomura could
guess from his expression that Tsuyuko didn’t hate him too much. So that was that. He couldn’t help how things
had turned out. When Tsuyuko had moved out of her apartment, she must have had a slight grudge, so she had
slipped in and dropped off Mr. Carp, the idea being that Shiomura should look after him for her from now on. A
self-serving interpretation to be sure, but Shiomura chose to believe it. A person good at keeping herself happy
should be good at managing her sorrows as well.
I will take good care of Mr. Carp, Shiomura vowed. I’ll treat him well so he lives a long long time, but if I
can’t I’ll take him to Kasumigaura and let him go. Kasumigaura was Tsuyuko’s hometown, and Shiomura thought
that if it did come time to let Mr Carp go, he would just take Mamoru with him and leave his wife and daughter
behind.
Mamoru did not speak at all on their way home. Once, when Mamoru was about five, Shiomura had taken him
to a baseball game. When they returned home, Miwako had asked:
“Mamoru, where did you go with Daddy?”
“Television,” he had replied.
This had become a family legend, but what would the boy say today? Shiomura wondered. When Mamoru
spoke, Shiomura expected his wound to smart again.
Lost in such thoughts Shiomura arrived home to find Mr. Carp floating belly up in the fish tank.
“Soon after you two left he stuck his mouth up above the water and started gasping for breath. Then he turned
on his side and just stopped moving his mouth,” Miwako said.
Not knowing what to do, she had left the fish there until they returned.
Mamoru stared at his mother in disbelief as she explained what had happened. Mr. Carp was floating with his
big round eyes open—the eyes of a paper carp pennant. He appeared to be doing a casual back float. His fanshaped scales still held the color of the sunset.
Just then Shiomura noticed that the sound of the piano had stopped. Mayumi was standing beside him.
“Carp don’t make any noise when they die, do they?” she said. “I thought it would suffer a lot, splashing water
all over, but it didn’t at all.”
“Well, he didn’t leave a will either, did he?” Shiomura said, trying to sound calm, and let out a giggle. He felt
sorry for Mr. Carp, but the feeling that at long last he was freed from Tsuyuko was stronger than his pity. For a
moment, he imagined that Tsuyuko had drowned herself and that her body was floating somewhere in the sea off
Kasumigaura. But this notion was just the product of his male conceit. He pushed it aside.
“Mom, you didn’t put detergent or anything in the tank, did you?” said Mamoru.
“What? What did you say? What makes you think I would do such a thing? Don’t be silly!” Miwako’s goggle628

eyes rolled up, revealing her triangular whites. Immediately her tone of voice returned to normal and she asked,
“Mamoru, where did you go with your dad?”
Mamoru did not reply to that. In silence, he put his hand into the tank and poked at the fish. The fish was no
longer a fish; it had become something else, floating and bobbing on its side.
“Mamoru, where did you go with your dad?” Miwako demanded.
Mamoru gently poked at the fish and pushed it down into the water again.
“Bow-wow!” he said, barking like a dog.
36.146 Candle Fish\fn{by Minako Ohba (1930-

)} Tokyo,

Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (F) 8

There is a woman who comes to me on sleepless nights, when I lie awake in bed imagining things. I call her
Tsukiko, the daughter of the moon, since she wears a robe that changes colors like the moon. Sometimes her robe
is pale rea, or the blurring color of milk; other times it is the sharp color of lemon.
She arrives on the back of the candle fish that come surging up on the shore of a moonlit cove; she flaps her
sleeves, which might be the color of rose of Sharon blooming in the rain, or fading evening glories, or the silvergray of pussy willows in early spring.
Candle fish are the small fish which appear suddenly on moonlit nights, covering the ocean shore with tiny
popping sounds, and causing the water to ripple in all directions. Like Tsukiko, they shine and change colors in
the moonlight. When you dry these fish and light them, they burn like candles.
Sometimes when I can’t sleep I am transformed into a yamanba, the old witch of the mountain. It is then that
Tsukiko comes to me. The yamanba runs through the mountains, letting her silver-gray hair flow in the breeze
like flowers of pampas grass. She crosses the mountains effortlessly, from one ridge to another, as if she’s flying,
and in front of her is a man running as fast as he can, trying to escape from her.
This man is always a young man. He takes his clothes off as he runs and throws them one by one toward her,
for he knows that the yamanba will pick up and devor anything that’s in her path, giving him the chance to run
further ahead.
The young man has stripped off most of his clothing and now has only his waist girdle against his naked skin.
He clutches his waist girdle tightly as he runs.
Regardless of what is beneath the waist girdle, this naked young man looks quite loveable to the yamanba. But
it is what is inside that is precisely what she must eat. It is this that sustains her life, and it is because of this need
that she has been chased away from the world of humans to live deep in the mountain.
Finally, the yamanba catches up with the young man. First she pulls away his waist girdle (which resembles
the ones Japanese tourists wear abroad, opening them in dark corners of stores or in bathrooms, taking out a
bundle of money to shop for a few brand-name items). But what she finds in the young man’s waist girdle when
she tears it away from him is something difficult to describe—it resembles the candle fish that have washed up on
the moonlit shore, limp and shriveled.
When she tears it to pieces and begins to eat, she finds it to be tasteless. It looks a bit like a dead clam lying on
the beach at night, but it tastes more like moist balls of dust.
After devouring it in one gulp, the yamanba feels sad. It hasn’t given her the satisfaction she gets from tasting
other foods, nor has it given her a sense of fulfillment. She sits on a cliff and starts to devour the lifeless body of
the man. It is also tasteless. Blood streams down both sides of her mouth, and the sound of the bones cracking
away, like the sound of a cat eating a mouse, echoes through the valley.
When the sound of cracking bones reaches the valley, Tsukiko comes without fail. And like a candle fish
glistening in the waves of the ocean, she undulates her hips and talks to me in a fish language, which resembles
the sound of rippling water. Looking down at me (this yamanba eating a man’s body on the edge of a cliff),
Tsukiko’s face is like a candle fish—one who swam through the ocean of sky, across the mountain ridges, to stop
and smile at me.
Tsukiko is a phantom who comes to me at night, but she was once a human female. She and I used to live by a
narrow inlet at the northernmost corner of the earth, where one is reminded of the Ice Age. This inlet looked more
like a river than a sea, and a cliff stood on its far side, covered by a dark coniferous forest that seemed suitable for
yamanbas. We lived there, Tsukiko and I, at a spot where the inlet curved and a wet field of grasses stretched
away from it. Situated on these lowlands by the sea, the place where we lived seemed like a mossy wasteland.
Once in a while I wonder how Tsukiko is doing now. The last time I saw her was some twenty years ago. We
haven’t written each other since then. Both of us know that we can’t say what we really want to in a letter. But she
visits me during the early hours of my many sleepless nights, when I turn into a yamanba.
At those times we sit face to face and talk in the language of candle fish. It’s exactly what we used to do in
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days long ago when, on some nights when I couldn’t sleep, I went to her house. Sometimes she would come to my
house unexpectedly, and we would chat about this and that for a while.
I call the language in which Tsukiko and I talk candle fish language because when we talk neither the names
we were given at our birth, nor our nationalities, nor the language we grew up speaking matters. We talk in a
language that can only be understood between those who have lost the names given them at birth, the nationalities
they were born to, and the language they have been raised to speak. Candle fish can swim to any shore of any
country.
Perhaps you think I’m making up a strange story. I will now confess that Tsukiko has a real name, a Russian
name, Olga.
I’ve read Chekhov\fn{Anton Pavlovich Chekhov (1860-1904), Russian writer.} a great deal since I was a teenager. Olga
is the name of one of the three sisters in a play of his which I like very much. And when I used to look beyond the
white clapboard house with the triangular roof where Olga, now Tsukiko, lived, I could see the mountain with the
three peaks, which is called the Three Sisters.
Although she had a Russian name—perhaps after someone in her family—Olga was an American, born and
raised in the United States. And I, of course, am Japanese. However, in these twenty years that Tsukiko has been
visiting me during my sleepless nights, she has stopped talking to me in English.
I had lived for a long time in a small town where only a dozen or so Japanese people lived and people around
me spoke English, so even after I came back to Japan, for some time my dreams were populated by people speaking English. Now I don’t hear English in my dreams, but when I hear people talk, I’m not sure if it’s Japanese,
either. To me it sounds more like the language of candle fish. And I’d rather call her Tsukiko than Olga.
Perhaps because we lived by the inlet at the northernmost point of the earth, where we could see the midnight
sun, Tsukiko now comes to visit me near dawn, in the half-light.
It was one of those summer nights when the midnight sun cast a pale light outside. In that pale light I was
dreaming of becoming a yamanba. I felt like abandoning everything in my life, and I was in a state of anxiety that
could only be calmed by running wild in the mountain and devouring everyone in my sight. Why would I run
after them? Those travelers who knocked at the door of my solitary abode in the mountain did not necessarily care
about me. They never told me what they really thought, plaguing my life with their politeness. Yet they expected
blessings from the yamanba. These people reminded me of the hypocrites I’d seen in my younger days down in
the village, and they made me angry.
Such deception, I thought, looking at my husband next to me, and at our child. They were sleeping peacefully
but I couldn’t. How could they sleep like that when I, his wife and her mother, longed to disappear? Maybe I
would sleep soundly, too, if either of them had such a wish.
Feeling miserable, I got out of bed. I stood by the window and saw a light emanating from Olga’s house.
Between our houses was a small stretch of damp, moss-covered land where some pine trees stood among the
buttercups and the cowberries with their small white flowers. I could get to Olga’s house if I walked twenty yards
or so. I called Olga, even though it was almost midnight, and she answered.
“Why don’t you come over,” she said.
I hesitated, knowing that she had to get up early in the morning. I’d only wanted to chat with her on the phone.
But she said she was going to take the next day off anyway.
“I’ve accumulated a week’s vacation time. I’ve got to take it by the end of this year, and I’ve decided to go
ahead and take a day off whenever I feel like it. I can’t afford to take a trip, so I’m going to stay home tomorrrow
and do nothing. I’ve just baked a loaf of pumpernickel bread. Why don’t you come and eat it while it’s still warm
and have some coffee with brandy?”
When I glanced in the mirror, I looked like a ghost. But the ghost changed her clothes and left her house, trying
not to make any noise.
A dog barked while I was crossing the desolate land; it sounded like a wolf. As I walked, the wet ground sank
under my feet, soaking my socks. Walking on the moss-covered ground in summer was always like that. In winter,
the frozen ground would resist the shoes walking over it and make a small, hard sound. I saw the Three Sisters
looming up beyond the roof of Olga’s house. The mountain was bare, with a few patches of snow here and there.
How many years have I lived here looking at this view, I wondered as I walked.
I was still in my twenties, but I felt like the old cedar tree that had been standing at the foot of the Three Sisters
for thousands of years. Dry moss hung from some of the branches of the cedar, looking like long white shrouds of
hair; higher up on the tree I sometimes saw a bald eagle perched in perfect composure. The eagles were near
extinction in most places but some still survived in the northern regions where we lived.
I was born and raised in Japan, an ancient country with a long history, but when I lived there I had never felt
like an old cedar. Yet when I separated from my country a strange part of me, which seemed to have been covered
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by moss before, revealed itself. I became aware of a power inside me, informing me of things I had no way of
knowing.
I was at the age when one tends to be easily discouraged by one’s own selfishness, and I was feeling uneasy
about my marriage. I had known I wasn’t the type who would easily adjust to marriage. I had agreed to come to
this remote foreign land because I wanted to see something new. But when I saw it, I began to yearn again for
something else, still not knowing what I actually desired.
We are the creatures who dream about things we cannot attain. Our dreams do not exist in reality. If I had told
my husband that I wanted to go back to Japan, where my search had originated, he might have agreed to return.
But that wouldn’t have been the solution for me. I would have repeated the same pattern of wishful dreaming
there, too. Perhaps I would have dreamt of something else, but would be dreaming nonetheless. I thought I might
be better off if I disappeared like smoke. Since I seemed to be drifting anyway, I would have preferred to actually
evaporate into the atmosphere, like steam coming in contact with cold air. Then I could become snow and fall on
the peak of the Three Sisters. In summer I could sink into the earth under the hot sun.
Yet I knew that, even then, I would crawl out from under the ground and look into the sky; I would sit with my
arms wrapped around my knees, and I would dream. And even if I could really disappear like vapour, leaving my
husband and child to sleep soundly like the earth itself, I would fall again somewhere, sometime. It is not possible
even for smoke to become nothing.
*
I am awake now as I was in those days, and I am thinking of the Three Sisters in that remote land. Someday I
shall go back there to see the mountain, and I will murmur those famous lines to myself:
There’s nothing I want to say to the mountain;
so precious is this mountain of my native place.

The time I spent in the shadow of the Three Sisters was the most precious period in my life, a time when I
searched for meaning beyond words. It was the time when I had no other choice but to try communicating with
people in my broken English. If conversation in Japanese had been possible, I would have enjoyed it, at least the
rhetorical aspect of it, but with my English such enjoyment was rare.
I am remembering a night twenty years ago. I visited Olga that night, having crossed the barren land in the pale
dusk. A desolate, colorless wind was blowing. Up in the ghostly sky, I saw the Three Sisters huddling. A dog
barked, sounding like a wolf in the distance.
When I arrived at Olga's house, the door opened as if she’’d been standing there waiting for me. The smell of
fresh pumpernickel bread streamed out.
“I made this with plenty of honey in it, just the way my grandmother taught me. When it rose, I kneaded it
again and let it rise one more time so that it’s nice and firm,” said Olga, looking proud of herself.
What made her bake pumpernickel late at night when her children had long been asleep, I wondered. Is it only
the sudden mood of a mother so busy she rarely has time to spare for her children?
*
Olga divorced her husband when her children were still small. She worked as a bookkeeper at a cannery. She
once told me that when she received her first paycheck and saw the amount written on it, she cried. It wasn’t an
amount she and her two children could live on. It was not much more than what her alcoholic husband now and
then gave her before their divorce.
“How could you do it? Divorcing your husband with two children to look after?” I once asked her.
I was impressed by her courage. Twenty years ago divorce was quite rare in Japan, and no one would hire a
single mother with small children.
“You can do it if you want it badly enough,” Olga told me. She took a few more jobs bookkeeping for small
shop owners in town and managed to make a living for herself and her children.
When she was young Olga had fallen in love with a musician. A stranger in a small town, he was selfish and
proud—like many artists. Her parents were naturally unhappy about the situation and sent Olga away to college in
the city, hoping she would forget about him. She was madly in love, though, and left school at the end of first term
to be with him.
Olga believed in her husband’s talent, which he revealed to her often, and she convinced herself that he was a
genius.
“Then he started drinking,” Olga told me. “He became abusive. But still I thought he was a genius, or at least I
tried to keep thinking so. He had a talent for bringing something special out of music, a kind of maddening
beauty. But he lost interest in the small town orchestra he had been conducting, and started to verbally abuse the
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people in it—he didn’t know what else to do.
“He was angry at not being invited to conduct a better orchestra, and so he found fault with the people around
him. He imagined invisible enemies, and he drank in order to stimulate his imagination.
“Soon he stopped giving me money to run the house. One day, when I saw the half-torn lace of my threadbare
underwear, I felt so sad.
“‘How can you let your wife wear underwear like this?’ I asked him.
“He threw a ten dollar bill at me.”
Olga’s face twisted in pain when she told me this. Ten dollars at that time would be thirty or fifty now, I
thought.
“I went shopping and walked the street, feeling like a beggar. I stopped at a display window where I saw a
mannequin showing off some pretty underwear; I looked for a moment, and then I walked away. I went into the
music store next door, and for a while I listened to the record the salesgirl played for me. When I left the store I
had two Bach records in my hand. Instead of underwear I bought records. I wore my old underwear until I
divorced my husband.
“By the way, after I bought the two Bach records, we were happy for awhile,” Olga added.
But it was not because of her miserable underwear that Olga had divorced her husband. He insulted her in a
way that hurt her deeply. Perhaps he said something he shouldn’t have, or maybe it was simply his openly
disrespectful attitude.
Olga’s husband felt his talent was wasting away, and naturally he blamed his wife and children. He became
abusive toward his children and started to swear at them as if they were his crooked, annoying fingers. He became
angry not only at them but also at Olga, who had agreed to have them.
One day he hit Olga, and the younger child attacked him with a broom. The father threw the child against the
wall like a ball. Olga decided then to take her children and leave her husband.
“When we signed the divorce papers he looked relieved, as if his burden was finally lifted. But still, the
expression on his face wasn’t that of a man who knew he could get his confidence back if he freed himself of his
wife and children. I felt sorry for him, and I nearly changed my mind. But then I remembered what he’d said to
me, that he’d almost killed me with those words. So I left. If you try to kill someone, you can’t complain about
being killed yourself, can you? By putting his hand around my neck, he slowly strangled himself. That’s what
happened.”
What were the words that would take the life out of a woman? I wondered at that time. I’ve been asking myself
this question ever since.
“I imagine his music is also dead now,” Olga said quietly but clearly, concluding her story. Her words sounded
like a curse. “There’s no doubt that a man who would kill a woman will be killed by her.” Shortly after Olga left
him, her husband was put in a hospital for alcohol treatment.
Olga didn’t tell me the details of her divorce except the story about her underwear, which I knew wasn’t the
real issue. And yet I felt I understood. I accepted her divorce.
In those days the curly hair covering Olga’s forehead was the color of a fire blazing in the sun, but her pubic
hair was darker. When we went swimming, it looked like seaweed floating in water along a snowy beach. She and
I often went swimming together in the city pool. She was taking lifesaving lessons. Perhaps she was trying to find
an extra job as a lifeguard.
Olga, like many women in her country, didn’t hesitate to show her nakedness to other women, but I felt
overwhelmed by all of the naked bodies standing around me in the locker room. Those women would even have
quite ordinary, cheerful conversations while they peed noisily.
When I was a young woman in japan I lived in a dormitory for nearly ten years; I was used to seeing naked
women. But I was still shocked by the atmosphere in the locker room. How different a mood women’s nudity
could create in different circumstances. It was at this time I realized that just as paintings of nudes in Western art
had a long history of their own, Japanese paintings had a different perspective unique to themselves. It seems we
discover the meaning of our unconscious behavior only when we are confronted with the unconscious behavior of
others.
In any event, Olga and I used to stand under the locker room shower together, each thinking about things that
were foreign to the other. We became friends through talking together, stopping here and there in the convoluted
process of getting to know one another.
It also helped that my daughter was the same age as her son. They played together often, and sometimes I
would absentmindedly listen to their chatter. For instance, one day as I was lying near the window reading my
book, I heard them sing a song while they played with sand:
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Dark bread, white bread,
Spread the butter, spread the jam,
Put in some honey, stick in the cheese,
Wrap an olive with some bacon,
Add a pear, grapes, and almond trees.

I looked over and saw they were pretending to be bakers. They were kneading mud, forming it into various
shapes, decorating these shapes with petals of buttercups and other flowers. When they finished, they put the mud
cakes on a large banana tree leaf.
The children had made such feasts for Christmas parties, for Easter, and once for Halloween. On that Halloween, Olga’s son and my daughter were outside acting out their respective roles, saying something to a pine tree
and a mountain ash. Judging from the way Olga’s son cried and kicked his legs, I thought he must be pretending
to be a baby; he crawled around and moved his lips like a baby sucking its mother’s breast. Then he stretched his
neck and moved like a ghost, and embraced the trunk of the pine tree.
Ghosts in Western stories usually look quite imposing; they challenge, even mock their opponents—not like
Japanese ghosts, which are legless and mournful and wave their arms in a dejected manner. Halloween ghosts are
usually cheerful and noisy.
Now Olga’s son was howling like a baby as he grabbed onto the pine tree; my daughter meanwhile was
holding a tree branch between her legs and pretending to be a witch, circling around the mountain ash.
“You’re bad, making my mom unhappy,” said Olga’s son to the pine.
“Look nice, Mommy. You look bad when you twist your mouth, and we step on bad faces,” shouted my
daughter, confronting the mountain ash.
When I heard this, I remembered the time my daughter stuck her fingers in the comers of my mouth to make
me look less glum. I realized then that I was a selfish mother who allowed her young child to see the mean face of
a yamanba.
I also remembered the time when I was shocked by the pictures the two children had drawn. Olg’'s son drew
the angry face of his father with a wide open mouth and hair standing up; and my daughter drew me with my
mouth and eyes sadly sagging.
The children’s Halloween play made me feel so uncomfortable that I wanted to look away. But I forced myself
to keep watching.
The baby ghost and the witch on her broomstick were in good spirits for a while as they circled round and
round the pine and the mountain ash like two honey bees. As they grew tired, however, their play took on the air
of a ritual, like a secret mass held in the basement of a church. Finally, they went back to their mud cakes, and
ceremoniously carried them to the trees. They started feeding the trees by pressing the cakes onto the trees’
imaginary mouths. They chanted:
Dark bread, white bread,
Spread the butter, spread the jam,
Put in some honey, stick in the cheese,
Wrap an olive with some bacon,
Add a pear, grapes, and almond trees.

On the moss-covered desolate land, over which the children’s song traveled, the ragged pine trees and
mountain ashes quietly cast their long shadows in the late afternoon sun.
After they finished their play, the children headed toward Olga’s house, where a woman looked after them
while Olga was at work. Since nothing stood between my house and Olga’s except the scattered trees, I was able
to see this woman moving about inside the house. According to Olga, she was an excellent, conscientious babysitter. I imagine she even managed to watch her charges from a distance when the children came to my house to
play. She was an Armenian in her fifties. Whenever I saw her in town she smiled at me, displaying two big rabbitlike teeth. This smile made me feel slightly uneasy every time we saw each other. I couldn’t help wondering what
was hidden behind her steel-blue gaze.
Olga’s babysitter must have watched the children's Halloween play from her window as I had from mine. Just
as Olga’s son came to my house to play, my daughter went to Olga’s; she had juice and cookies there. The
babysitter might have seen the same pictures the children had drawn of their father and mother; she might have
been impressed by their vividness. I pictured her giving the children cookies to reward them for their excellent
drawing.
Once a couple of fresh wreaths of flowers—which the children had evidently stolen from the cemetery—were
placed by the pine tree and the mountain ash. Startled by the children’s behavior, I immediately took them back to
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the cemetery. I let the children out of the car by the entry, and they lifted the chain and went inside.
“People who loved the dead person put these flowers on their grave, you see, and so they belong to the dead
person. If you remove them, you’re stealing. Do you understand?”
As I said this to the children, I sensed the banality of my words. I was ashamed of myself. But another thought
crossed my mind: the children might have placed those wreaths on the graves of their parents, whom they
imagined they had killed. This thought frightened me and I uttered some commonplace words in order to distract
myself.
I didn’t tell Olga about my frightening thoughts. Whenever I sat with her, I would keep looking down, my
mouth full of words that might describe what I had seen and what I had felt. However, when I saw Olga’s curly
hair shining red-gold in the sun, and the sweat on her forehead vaporizing into the air, I saw my words slip out of
my lips, freed of their entrapment, rising into the air to entwine themselves in Olga’s hair. On these occasions, I
thought Olga’s Armenian babysitter might appear from nowhere and flash her rabbit smile at me, showing her two
big front teeth.
Sometimes Olga’s son brought a sack lunch to my house.
As in the song he and my daughter sang, his bag was filled with such things as honey on cheese, almonds and
olives wrapped with bacon. Since my daughter looked envious, I had to fix something for her that would match
his lunch. Seeing what Olga was able to do in the morning before she went to work, I tried my best to make a nice
lunch for my daughter.
Olga’s son had freckles on his nose and his eyes were the color of a clear autumn sky.
“He’s becoming more and more like his father,” Olga told me once, “or maybe I should say his father must
have looked just like him when he was a kid.” Eating a slice of pumpernickel bread, she added, “He plays piano
even though no one has taught him; he can play by ear.”
In the days when she was in love with her husband, Olga had practiced her piano seven hours a day. It would
have been easy, then, for her to teach her children how to play, but she seemed to resist it and instead tried to
discourage them.
After a while Olga played occasionally when her children had gone to bed. Perhaps her son listened from his
bed, or maybe he listened to records during the day when his mother wasn’t around. At any rate, Olga’s son had a
good ear and played piano without being taught.
Olga’s daughter was a hot~tempered child. She had a deep voice and a habit of running her hand through her
long, straight, platinum-blond hair.
“Among the various things we inherit from our parents, emotion is more genetically determined than anything
else,” Olga once told me, reporting what she had read somewhere.
She seemed disturbed by this finding.
“They say what the parent has the power to do is to foster will power,” she added. She was worried that her
children would eventually show some of their father’s undesirable traits, and she was eager to find ways they
could develop their will power and curb their unruly emotions. When she examined her children she saw her exhusband, and when they felt their mother’s cold, detached stare, they flinched. Yet they were helpless. Having no
one else to turn to, they held on to their mother.
It’s only a matter of time until Olga’s children learn to stop depending on her, I thought. They would soon learn
to justify and live with the strong temperament they had inherited from their father. When that time came, they
would leave their mother behind.
When she left her husband, Olga decided that artists were not good for a happy family life. Whenever she met
a person with an artistic temperament, she would pull an imaginary seal marked “scoundrel” out of her pocket and
place it on that person. It seemed she had developed an unusually keen ability to spot individuals with artistic
temperaments. When I was getting acquainted with her she tried to put this seal on me, and she would have done
so if I hadn’t been careful.
I had been intimidated by Olga in the days of our early friendship. Every time I met her I thought about telling
her that I was a writer, but I hesitated. Since I hadn’t published any work yet, I had no reason to tell her; yet
keeping this from her made me feel uneasy. I knew I was a writer and nothing else, it was a fate I was powerless
against. So, by not telling her, I felt I was lying about myself.
This was why I felt awkward in front of Olga, and, sensing this, she looked for opportunities to affix her seal to
me. On such occasions she appeared to be enjoying herself.
Olga believed that all those who are drawn to art are scoundrels acting under the delusion that their shabby
egos are essential to their artistic creations. She felt she had to identify these people in order to protect herself
from their sweet charm, which they used to trap whoever came their way.
Despite such precautions, Olga tended to be hopelessly attracted to people with artistic tendencies. She seemed
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to spot them easily, and she considered it her special mission to put her seal on them. Like the secret police, who
feel thwarted when they have no offenders to ferret out, Olga felt disappointed if there was no one around her
with an artistic temperament. When she spotted such a person, she became deeply excited and approached them
with shining eyes, looking like a moon goddess.
I had no reason to resist Olga’s attempt to put her seal on me. I felt sorry for her and was afraid of disappointing her. A part of me wanted to prolong the game and let Olga enjoy it. Perhaps it was in this kind of game, I
thought, that I could produce work as a writer. I looked forward to the time when I would finally complete my
work and allow Olga to rightfully stick her seal on my forehead. Meanwhile I swam in front of her like a candle
fish, trying not to be caught in her hand.
I once told her about the yamanbas who chase men through the mountains and devour their bodies after
catching them. I pretended I was simply telling her an old Japanese legend.
“I’ll never lose my way the second time. I won’t knock on the door of a hut where a yamanba lives and be
eaten alive,” she said. Since I had told her it was “a person” rather than “a man” who ran from the yamanba, she
imagined herself fleeing from the yamanba.
“I ran away from my husband, naked, and I took with me only one thing, the sense of myself, you see,” she
said.
For whatever reason, Olga stopped trying to close in on me and place her seal on me after I told her the story
of the yamanba. She kept her distance from me and observed me with caution.
“I agree, yamanbas should live alone in the mountains,” Olga said. “A few people who ran fast must have
escaped and told the villagers about them, and that’s how the story has spread. But in my opinion mountains
would be totally uninteresting unless there were yamanbas,” she added. When she chuckled, I was a bit frightened
of her. “Let those people say whatever they like; it’s best to stay away from them.”
When Olga used the phrase “those people,” it seemed she was referring to both the yamanba and the people
she called “scoundrel.” On those occasions she looked like a person dreaming about something unattainable. I
thought she must have had the same expression on her face during the brief happy moments with her husband
after she had bought two records instead of new underwear.
On that night, sipping coffee with brandy at Olga’s house, the sound of music came down from the attic room.
It wasn’t Bach but a song that was popular among teenagers at the time.
When I’m sixteen, on my birthday I am going to run away …

“It’s one o’clock. Go to sleep,” shouted Olga, and the music stopped. The children might have wanted their
mother to hear that music.
“What I wanted when I was young, and what I’ve actually done! These kids are finally getting to that stage.
Even though there are lots of examples like me, people still make that kind of song, as if they don't know any
better,” she said and shrugged her shoulders.
“But we don’t learn from other people, I guess. If I were ten years younger, I’m sure I would do the same thing
all over again. That’s why I don’t want to be younger. Why do people want to bring their youth back? For my part,
I’m glad it’s gone for good.”
Olga, who was then only just past thirty, smiled.
That night was the last time we talked. She remarried and left town. Her new husband worked at a marine
biology institute somewhere. Later I heard news about her from a mutual friend. Her daughter, I heard, ran away
on the day she turned sixteen, and her son was with an orchestra somewhere, playing the drums. It was said he’d
decided not to get married or have children. No one knew what had happened to either Olga’s runaway daughter
or to the father of her children.
Olga came to me by my bed this morning. She wore a moon-colored robe and sat on the window sill with a
characteristically taunting smile on her face.
“Do you want to eat this?” she said as she took something out of the waist girdle she had tacked inside her
robe. It looked like dried candle fish. “Here, take it,” she said and threw it at me as if she were offering it to a
beggar.
She was no longer Olga but Tsukiko with her shiny skin reflecting the moonlight. The moon does not give light
of its own; it simply reflects other light to become either young or old, a full moon or a thin new moon.
Sometimes it disappears completely, making the night pitch dark.
The Olga I remembered, who had held onto her precious self even when she was stripped naked, has gone
somewhere forever.
“You are not putting your seals on people anymore?” I asked.
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“I’ve lost all my seals,” Tsukiko said in the voice of a candle fish. At that moment the candle fish flickered as
if it were a flame, and the curly hair on her forehead shone—the color of the moon.
37.60 Yellow Sand\fn{by Hayashi Kyoko (1930-

)}

Nagasaki, Nagasaki Prefecture, Japan (F) 5

As I opened the raindoors, the sky was a brown haze. The morning news explained this as yellow sand.
The dust that rose in the air in the interior of the Chinese continent, having crossed the Yellow Sea and the
Korean peninsula on the westerly wind, seems to be blowing over a wide area from Kyushu to the Kanto and
Hokuriku districts. The yellow sand borne by the forty kilometer per hour west wind takes one to two days before
arriving in japan. During the long two-day trip, heavier grains drop on the mountains of the Korean peninsula or
into the Yellow Sea, and only comparatively light grains reach the Japanese sky.
Even so, almost all the sky above the entire land of Japan, it is reported, is shrouded in smoke, covered by a
thick layer of sandy dust, as though wearing a cotton hat. On the day the yellow sand falls, however, there is an
odd brightness. The grass field in front of my house and the trees of the surrounding hills are both bright, vaguely
hazy like the light we see through frosted glass.
China is where I spent my girlhood. It was Shanghai, China, then called Shina. Part of the land which extends
from Shanghai rises in the air in a huge cloud of smoke and descends in the air of the interior of Japan. I wanted
the feeling of the dust directly on my skin and went out to the field. Stretching my arms wide, I inhaled deeply.
Facing the sky, I shook my head violently a few times like a dog after bathing in water. The moist wind moved
across my cheeks. There was the smell of the dirt of the continent reeking in the sun, though perhaps it was just an
illusion.
In March, the yellow sand often blew in Shanghai, too. Just like the saying, “Yellow dust of ten thousand
yards,” the yellow dust which starts around Taiyuan near the Gobi Desert sometimes turns the Shanghai sky the
color of the earth. Even the Huangpu turns muddy and fuller than usual, and its level starts to rise. In the fields of
the suburbs, rape flowers bloom. The sky, the river, and the earth merge in one yellow, and Shanghai enters spring
with no distinction between heaven and earth.
Though dust is in the air, the wind is moist and soft to the skin.
In the field, too, the moist warm wind characteristic of the yellow sand days was blowing, just as I expected. In
the misty wind that blurred the world, it seemed as though an event which should be called the original picture of
my thoughts remained in its pure shape without any finger grease, as it was first perceived in my childhood days.
Thinking of going where a richer yellow sand wind blew, I started to walk. The hills that surrounded me on three
sides came to an end, and I reached a gentle slope.
Below the slope, I saw the rows of houses in town. Since the town formed a valley, yellow sand, more deeply
hued than in the fields and hills, sank smokily to the eaves of the houses. I stopped in the middle of the road.
Knotted currents of wind blew from beneath the slope. I closed my eyes and listened to its sound. The wind,
slightly trembling as it passed my ears, brought back to me the hush of the rape flower field that I entered with
Okiyo-san when I was young.
I first met Okiyo-san in the spring of 1937, the year I entered primary school in Shanghai. She might have been
twenty-three or -four. On July 7 of that year, Chinese and Japanese armies clashed near the Marco Polo Bridge,
igniting the Sino-Japanese War.
Both Okiyo-san’s house and mine were located at the entrance of Hongkou, near the Garden Bridge. Hongkou
was in a Shanghai district then under Japanese control. With the Garden Bridge over the Huangpu as the
boundary, the international settlement lay across the bridge. It was controlled by England, the United States, and
France. This side of the bridge was Hongkou, the Japanese quarter. Okiyo-san’s house was a few minutes’ walk
from mine. In that area, red brick houses of the same style stood in rows. Perhaps because it faced the international settlement across the river, the appearance of the town reflected its influence. The houses were Englishstyle three-story buildings with brown slate roofs. A big rectangular chimney stuck out of each roof, connected to
the living room fireplace below. The roof had a bulge which resembled a horse’s saddle. Though narrow, there
was also an unfenced lawn that one could enter freely from the pavement.
Okiyo-sall lived in this house with several prostitutes. Her fellow prostitutes were White Russians, she being
the only Japanese. On the eve of the Sino-Japanese war, Shanghai brimmed with Japanese military men, and
accordingly, there were brothels all over town. Japanese prostitutes were rare, however. Japanese women entertainers worked at Japanese-owned restaurants under supervision. They were divided into army and navy categories. They were not of course called prostitutes, and I don’t know whether monetary transactions took place.
Anyway, nobody ever heard of a Japanese woman like Okiyo-san who openly became a prostitute and engaged
exclusively in the trade.
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In the front of the yard was a street lined with plane trees. Beyond the pavement, the Huangpu flowed in a big
curve around the Garden Bridge. Facing the river was a wooden bench for resting. Just across from Okiyo-san’s
house, too, was a bench. I was fond of sitting on this bench and watching steamers come and go on the river.
That day, after lunch, I sat on the bench watching the boats. People had gathered in front of Okiyo-san’s house,
which was usually quiet during the day. As I turned back attracted by the noise, I saw that they were coolies. They
had probably missed out on longshoreman jobs at the port. In four or five minutes, they formed a human fence of
nearly twenty people in front of the house. They were all shouting, looking at her yard.
In a corner of the yard away from the people was an acacia tree. It was the only tree in her yard. A man was
leaning against the trunk of that tree. He was the man with rather dark skin seen around this area from time to
time in the evening. He was twenty-three or -four, about the same age as Okiyo-san. He wore silken Chinese
clothes. The coolies pointed one or two fingers at the man, shouting, “one hundred,” “two hundred.” The man, his
anns crossed, shook his head in a lordly way, grinning. He did not respond. Finding the man adamant, the coolies
raised their voIces, the numbers increasing little by little by tens and fifteens.
The men seemed to be betting. In Shanghai this was hardly unusual. Whenever people gathered in a circle,
there was always a bet going on. Anything would do for a bet. Sometimes it was an ant crawling on the street. Or
some crickets in an unglazed pot, whose bottoms they tickled with the tip of a blade of pampas grass to see which
could be made to chirp better. Everything that caught their eye became the object of a bet.
It seemed that here too, in front of Okiyo-san’s house, betting had started. Interested, I crossed the tree-lined street
and, mingling in the crowd, looked for the object of the bet. In the center of the grass was a bamboo couch. The
betting seemed to center around that couch, but nothing like a betting object was seen on or near it. All I saw was
the spring sun covered with yellow dust shining on the amber skin of the bamboo.
A coolie loudly shouted, “Three hundred!” As if on cue, a few others, raising three fingers, shouted, “three
hundred” toward the third-floor window. Then they called:
“Okiyo!”
One window faced the Huangpu from the third floor. In our house, the third floor was the children’s play area.
If we jumped up with arms stretched in the garret, we could easily tap the beam, because the roof was low. The
room was the size of a ten-mat room, but there was only one window. It was gloomy even during the day. On a
fair day, however, it was pleasant: it felt like being inside a goldfish bowl, as the swaying reflection of the river
waves made rings on the walls and the roof beam.
Okiyo-san’s room was probably the third-floor garret. A blue curtain hung over the closed window. The coolies
kept calling, trying to entice her to come down from that window. The man in silk raised both hands to quiet the
coolies. The entrance doorknob turned slowly from inside. The door with a stained glass decoration opened
slightly, and Okiyo-san came out as lightly as a small silver carp swimming in and out of river weeds. The coolies
became quiet.
Okiyo-san wore a Chinese dress. On ordinary days, she wore a red Hakata-woven undersash over a summer
kimono. I saw her in a Chinese dress for the first time. Her hair, too, had a big bulge in front like a visor. She was
naked beneath the Chinese dress with a thigh-length slit on the sides. She wore satin Chinese shoes on her bare
feet. In comparison with her hairdo neatly finished with oil, her bare skin seemed disarmed. With her smooth,
pliant arms hanging naturally, Okiyo-san leaned against the door. The man in silk slowly approached the sofa.
Seeing him move, Okiyo-san, too, walked toward the couch. Then she sat on the edge of the couch, legs
decorously together. The man sat, too. The moment he sat, he drew her toward him, embracing her waist. He held
her with his left arm and pushed her down on the couch. Okiyo-san, pushed down, beat him on the sides with both
hands. Five fingers flitting apart, she beat him with an expression which seemed neither jocular nor serious. He
clasped one wrist and then the other. He put them together with his hands, then held them with his right hand.
After depriving her of the freedom of her hands, he held her legs between his.
Okiyo-san became still. The man also became still. Wei, wei, the coolies shouted. While shouting, one of them
beat the man on the back with all his strength. At this signal, the man sprang up from the couch. Okiyo-san also
sprang up with the same agility. Swiftly smoothing the wrinkles on her dress, Okiyo-san smiled to the man,
curling her red, daisy-colored lips. The man bowed to her, joining his hands in front of his chest.
The coolies clapped frantically. They threw the money, bid from one hundred to two hundred and up, clapping
repeatedly. Seeing the copper coins and bills scattered around his feet, the man laughed aloud. Okiyo-san, too,
laughed very loudly, beating her belly with her fists.
The bidding semed to have been on their union: whether the man would attack successfully, or the woman
would defend herself to the end. The match had ended quickly, with Okiyo-san the loser.
It was then that I first saw the union of man and woman. I only saw it, without understanding the meaning of
the act. The impression was not so strong as to haunt me, but the union accomplished in the sunlight was as
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refreshing as watching a pair of coupling dragonflies flying over the ears of rice.
The coolies had gone. The man in silk clothes was also no longer there. On the pavement devoid of people, I
stood watching Okiyo-san. She stood with her back toward me but apparently felt my eyes on her back, for she
turned around. She noticed me. Looking surprised, she asked:
“Are you a Japanese child?” I answered:
“Yes.”
“Were you watching?” she asked.
“Yes,” I answered clearly. Okiyo-san remained silent for a while. Then she said:
“I see.”
We started to walk toward the bridge. Okiyo-san sat on the bench. I, too, sat down, but not close by. A steamer
moved toward the mouth of the river. At high tide, the surface of the river was swelling, as the water rose in a dull
sheen. Okiyo-san watched the steamer going against the tide with her eyes narrowed; then she suddenly asked,
"Do you think you could reach home if you added bulwarks of hardwood to that boat, hard as oak?" It would be
dangerous, though it wouldn’t be impossible to go home that way. But why invite danger when five- or sixthousand-ton-class ferries like the Shanghai and the Nagasaki were plying back and forth between Shanghai and
Nagasaki? Once aboard the ferry, she could return to Japan as she wished, even the next day. Why did she think of
the near impossibility of secretly returning, purposely choosing a small boat with bulwarks of all the steamers on
the Huangpu River?
By setting up an impossible situation, Okiyo-san seemed to be trying to cut off her nostalgia for her country.
The reason she had to cut it off probably lay in her past. That past, which forced her to cross the sea to Shanghai
as a youth of twenty-three or -four to live away from her female compatriots and among foreigners who fled their
countries, was perhaps so harsh as to never again allow her to live in her homeland.
As the days went by, her union disappeared from my memory. However, because she had asked if I thought it
was possible to go home, before long I started to think of my country in connection with the end of the flow of the
Huangpu River. Yet I knew nothing concrete about how I related to my country or how people lived over there.
Someone seemed to have told my mother. She knew that I had watched the union of bodies. She asked:
“Were you watching?”
“Yes,” I answered. She stared straight into my eyes and asked:
“Were you watching till it was over?”
“Yes,” I answered again.
“Shame on her,” she said angrily. “Isn’t she a Japanese?—exposing herself in front of people; she is a disgrace
to our nation.” Then she told me that that kind of woman should be forcibly sent home.
This was the feeling of the Japanese adults in town toward Okiyo-san. When living in a foreign country, one
was apt to feel that each person represented his or her home country. Since at that time national prestige was
important, the Japanese residents especially were strongly self-conscious. Women were even forbidden to go out
without socks or stockings. It was thought that Japanese women’s skin should not be exposed to foreigners’ eyes.
My mother, too, went out wearing white tabi as thugh rich. Beggars, robbers, and even poverty were a disgrace to
the nation, and were considered grounds for repatriation.
This severity was not limited to thoughts about foreigners; they observed one another with an even severer eye.
Such words as “traitor” and “repatriation” often characterized their conversation. Even children, when they fought
with friends, said, “You’ll be repatriated.” However, the children did not necessarily realize that they were
shouldering the weigh of their country.
As extreme expressions became commonplace among adults, the clannishness among the Japanese intensified.
On the other hand, the public peace of Shanghai was increasingly threatened. A town association was formed for
self-defense. A vigilance committee was also organized. When compatriots live in a foreign country, the greatest
security is in flocking together.
Okiyo-san, though Japanese, was excluded from the group. She didn’t seem to mind too much.
In April, half a month after I saw the union of bodies, I entered primary school. One day, on the way home
from school, on the bridge over the creek, I met Okiyo-san. The bridge spanned the Hongkou Creek which
separated my house from the school. In the middle of the bridge stood two huts painted green, facing each other.
Marine sentinels stood guard there armed with bayonets. Behind one hut a long line of Chinese people had formed
on one side of the bridge.
In the summer, cholera raged in Shanghai. All residents, regardless of nationality, had to be immunized.
Japanese were supposed either to receive injections at hospitals especially designated for them or to call a doctor
to the town association to immunize the entire town. My mother was among those who had received a shot from a
doctor at the town association the day before.
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Only Chinese people got shots on the bridge or on a street corner. Okiyo-san was standing in the all-Chinese
line. In the same Chinese dress as on the day of the union of bodies, she moved one step forward each time the
line advanced. In her Chinese dress, she seemed no different from the others. The people before and after her
didn’t seem to notice any difference. They spoke to Okiyo-san. Yet, although her skin and bone structure were the
same as those of the Chinese people, somehow she was different. To me who knew her to be a Japanese, Okiyosan alone stood out Okiyo-san looked pitiable to me, shut out by her compatriots and joining the foreigners’ line.
Going near her, I sofdy called from behind:
“Okiyo-san.”
She turned back, and as she noticed me, said, “Go home quick,” with her hand on my school satchel.
“I’ll wait for you,” I said.
We waited nearly half an hour before it was finally her turn. The army surgeon who stood with his legs apart
like a Deva king grabbed her left arm and abrupdy stabbed it with a needle without even sterilizing it. Injecting
the liquid in a flash of a second, he hurriedly pulled out the needle. The point of the needle seemed to have been
worn, for a black drop of blood came out after it was pulled out
“Does it hurt?” I asked.
“Huh?” The surgeon inclined his head, and asked Okiyo-san, “Are you a Japanese, too?”
Okiyo-san didn’t answer. Rubbing the drop of blood into her arm with her palm in the same way as the
Chinese did, she started to walk in the opposite direction from home.
Across the bridge and past the primary school, we came to another bridge over the same creek. As we crossed
this bridge, we left the Japanese town of Hongkou. There were few houses, few people, and we came to an open
field. As we walked further, there were no more houses, only the field extending to the horizon. An asphalt road
divided the field. It had been made by the Japanese army in order to carry [war] materiel to the Chinese interior.
Okiyo-san walked in the middle of the wide road. Rape flowers bloomed all over the field, and here and there
amidst the flowers white-walled houses could be seen. These small houses were not for people; they were not
even as tall as children. They were only as large as one tatami. The roof of each hut was made of lusterless black
slate. Right under the slope, one window was open, the size of a postcard. The white-walled houses were said to
be Chinese people’s graves. To what class of people these graves belonged, and whether or not this house-like
style was limited to the Shanghai area, were unknown. The graves had neither the names of the dead nor the dates
of their deaths. All that were there were white-walled graves. They were not formed into clusters like Japanese
people's graves; one by one, they stood separately on the spacious earth.
“Come and see,” Okiyo-san said from among the rape flowers.
I went into the field of blooming rape. As told, I peered into the window of a grave. There were no wooden
pieces of a rotten coffin, no bones, no clothes-nothing attached to the dead. Weeds growing high enough to brush
the ceiling filled the grave, stretching, their heads together, toward the window opened for the dead. The grass
was deeper green than the green of the rape plants bathing in the sun.
“All I see is grass,” I said.
“That’s what man is,” said Okiyo-san. Pressing down the rape flowers with her hands, Okiyo-san sat on the
flowers with her legs outstretched. Then she lay back on the flowers, her hands pillowing her head.
“The sky’s pure yellow,” she said.
I stood in the flowers, watching the rape field stretching endlessly. The yellow of the flowers spread from
around my breast into the sky and blazed as it met the sky at the horizon. In the yellow color fused without break,
the scattered grave windows were black holes. The hollow where Okiyo-san lay also had opened a big black hole
in the earth.
The season of the yellow sand being over, Shanghai in July was in summer. Since parting in the field of rape
flowers, I hadn’t seen Okiyo-san. That we two had lined up in the column for immunization, and that we were in
the rape field, my mother knew.
A Japanese neighbor had seen us and alerted her. I had done nothing to be blamed for. But just because Okiyosan was a prostitute, my mother said:
“It’s your affair if you become a delinquent.”
She asked me what we had talked about in the rape flowers. I didn't answer. Suppose I told her, “She said
‘That's what man is,’ pointing at the weeds in a grave,” my mother wouldn’t understand, I thought only in the
light of the spring field where heaven and earth joined, the words made sense.
The activities of anti-Japanese elements increased day by day. In the bustling quarters of Hongkou, an army
lieutenant was shot with a pistol in broad daylight from across the street Since he was shot at close range, the
event shook up the Japanese all the more.
M Products, where my father worked, always ordered its employees’ families to leave before an area was
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exposed to the disasters of war, as was to be the case at the conclusion of the Pacific War. Thanks to their secret
information, about the time the family finished evacuating, war inevitably broke out in the area.
Before the skirmish at the Marco Polo Bridge on July 7, employees’ families had already been ordered to
leave. We were prepared to return to Japan as soon as we could obtain boat tickets. My mother said to me who
hadn’t seen our country:
“It’s safe at home; there we won’t have to flee as refugees.”
Partly owing to the threatening atmosphere, I was forbidden to go out of our yard. That day, too, I was playing
with my thumb on the mouth of the sprinkler in a corner of the yard, spraying the water to the street, when I saw
Okiyo-san walking. I stopped my water game and went to her. With a red undersash over her summer kimono, she
said in a low voice, eyeing the windows of my house:
“Would you come and play later? I’ll give you biscuits with sugar crystals.” Then she asked, “Are you going
home?” As I nodded, Okiyo-san, too, nodded a few times, saying, “I see.”
It was two hours later, about four o’clock in the afternoon. Okiyo-san hanged herself. Slipping away from my
mother, I went to her house on the tree-lined street. A bigger crowd of people than that on the day of the union had
formed in front of her house.
A black Municipal Police car was parked along the walkway. This car was, so to speak, a cleaning car: it
collected everything including corpses of human babies discarded on the street, sick people on the road, and dead
cats and dogs. I went among the coolies so as not to be seen by Japanese neighbors, and looked up at Okiyo-san’s
window.
“It seems she was found hanging from the beam,” I heard a Japanese woman say.
“I hear she hanged herself with her undersash,” I heard another female voice.
“How frightening—undersashes are strong, of course,” I heard my mother say from the crowd unexpectedly
nearby. I ducked down in the ring of people.
Okiyo-san, it was said, was found dead hanging from the beam of her garret. Its ceiling was low. Okiyo-san
was not large, but if she had hanged herself with an undersash dangling from the beam, her toes would have
reached the floor. How did she hang herself from the low beam? Listening to the talk of my mother and others, I
recalled Okiyosan’s voice when she said she would give me biscuits. Why Okiyo-san, who had made that promise
just a while ago, suddenly committed suicide, I couldn’t understand. At least when she made that promise, she
must have meant to be alive two hours later. If I went to her room, there would be biscuits with sugar crystals
ready for me.
I had to see the biscuits wrapped in tissue paper, placed on the table or stored away in the tea cabinet.
The knob of the door decorated with stained glass turned slowly, and a plump, red-haired prostitute opened the
door.
The staircase leading upstairs was visible from the entrance. A man in white came downstairs holding a
stretcher high. It seemed that his steps didn’t harmonize with those of the man behind who held the rear end of the
stretcher. The stretcher swayed right and left at each step on the staircase.
Okiyo-san lay with her head toward us. Her hair showed from behind the man in white. She came out on the
stretcher to the crowded yard. Neither a white cloth nor a blanket covered her body. Her arms powerless on the
stretcher and her head stretched, she was dead. Her body looked longer than when she was alive. On that long
body, she wore her familiar summer kimono, her usual undersash around it.
The men in white put Okiyo-san’s stretcher directly on the car floor. Then they noisily shut the folding doors.
The car with a small iron-grilled window drove off in the still bright summer city, carrying Okiyo-san. The car
presently became a black speck and disappeared.
Two days after she hanged herself, our family returned to Japan. There I heard the news of the outbreak of the
Sino-Japanese war.
The yellow sand that reached Japan covered the sky all day long. I was restless. I went outside many times and
walked to the slope. In the blowing wind, I felt peaceful. I stood on the slope a long while, looking at the sky and
the town. At the bottom of the slope in the gathering dusk, several girls were playing.
The yellow sand grew deeper as time passed. In time the sky, the town, and the girls all sank into the yellow sand,
dispersed as countless black specks. It resembled the rape flower landscape which I saw with Okiyo-san, but in
the landscape at the foot of the slope, the brightness of that day was missing.
37.131 The Duel\fn{by Kaiko Takeshi aka Ken (1930-1989)} Tenno-ji, Osaka Prefecture, Japan (M) 5
At the beach, two men were sitting on the coral reef. Beside them were two open lunch boxes on a spread
cloth. The younger man occasionally nibbled a piece of fried chicken, while sipping local sake made from black
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molasses. The older man hugged his long legs, gazing into the horizon across the sea. He drank tea from the
thermos bottle and ate sushi. The sky was filled with the characteristic tropical light that was clear, yet hazy at this
hour, and its luminosity spread over the entire sky. The vast expanse of the East China Sea, streaked with blues,
aquamarines, indigos, was at low ebb, smoothly sensuous, almost lascivious. The only sound was the water
caressing and lapping innumerable tiny pores of the reef below their hips. There was no human shadow, no house
on the spacious atoll. No cans, bottles, vinyl trash. No footprints, no fingerprints. The young man had been gently
rocked by the lapping sound in his body ever since he reached the edge of the water.
Sea water had settled in pools here and there in the dents of the reef. The young man cautiously bent over the
puddle, but the countless, tiny tropical fish fled in all directions, frightened by his shadow. Over the calcified bed
of fish and insect debris, some fish emitted gleaming light, some wiggled suggestively, some others disappeared,
spreading a tiny curtain of sand dust. The young man deliberately dropped a piece of chicken into the pool,
instantly causing a commotion in the water. As the white piece glided down the clear aquamarine water, the
yellow, the red, the violet flashed and vanished and the chicken was gone instantaneously. A tiny scorpion fish
appeared from behind a rock, swaying lazily, its tentacle fins fully spread like peacock feathers. Finding nothing,
the little creature swayed back to its rock, disappointed. The young man chuckled or burst out laughing each time
he dropped the chicken pieces. Intermittently he threw a jigger or two of sake after them.
The older had thick eyebrows, a strong jaw, and large eyes. From time to time, he pulled out a letter from his
coat pocket and read it in silence. A smile spread on his pale, hollow cheeks. His wife had written him a love
poem in ancient Manyo style.\fn{ After the title Manyô-shû (Anthology of a Myriad Leaves), the first great Japanese anthology,
compiled by Otomô no Yakamochi (after 759AD).} As he was leaving home with his visitor that morning, she had handed
each man a lacquered lunch box. In each she had enclosed a poem and instructed them not to open their lunch
until they reached the beach. It seemed his wife wrote poems in the kitchen, while frying chicken or making sushi.
The young nun had opened his box as soon as they reached the beach and discovered a sheet of letter paper above
the wrapped chicken pieces. The poem was written in antiquated but skillful calligraphy, as if challenging him. It
was about the queen of all South Sea fishes welcoming the visitor to the island. The older man’s lunch box
seemed to have contained a love poem for her husband.
“Don’t read it on the way,” his wife had said smiling. “You must wait until you get to the shore. Then you will
want to come straight home in the evening.”
She had stood at the gate, waving goodbye to the departing men.
The strong, luxuriant sun began to lose its sharp edge, and a soft haze spread over the late afternoon sky. A
harbinger of evening began to flow out of the lingering clouds and to permeate the atmosphere almost audibly like
mysterious whispering. The offshore aquamarine grew pale while the blues and indigos deepened. Still constantly
washing the reef, the sea was somehow growing desolate. The young man stopped playing with the fish and
sipped sake, gazing into the ocean. As the sunlight waned, the alcohol seemed to grow heavy, irritating. It was
time to stop. He had been able to maintain his freshness all afternoon, sitting on the ancient ree£ If he continued to
drink until evening, he would grow stale, troubled by words, sentences. But he rolled yet another drop or two of
sake on his already coarsened and swollen tongue as though forcing down bitter medicine.
The older man looked at his watch and said:
“It’s about time we went. The snakeman must be waiting. You’ve got to see it at least once for the experience.
The man said he would choose the best, both the snake and the mongoose. It’s like a cockfight. The battle is short
but ferocious.”
“Does the mongoose always win?”
“Not necessarily. Seven or eight out of ten, yes—but sometimes he loses. This is like a coup de main. The duel
is settled by the point of the sword. When the swords clash, the fight is already over. The mongoose targets the
upper jaw of the snake to make sure of his victory. His instinct tells him that the fangs are there. He’s never been
taught, but he knows where the right spot is. Once he bites into the jaw, he hangs on for dear life and chews it up
until the snake’s neck is broken. If he misses the jaw, the mongoose loses. If he bites into the body or tail of the
snake, the fangs will get him in a second.”
“It’s like the duel of Ganryujima!”
“Even if the mongoose wins, if his mouth is hurt while chewing the snake head, the poison will get to him and
he will die within twenty-four hours. So, you don’t know whether he is the real winner or not until the day after,
so says the snakeman.”
The older man continued his explanation, closing his lunch box. A habu snake is believed to be myopic and
astigmatic. Waving his tongue, he senses the delicate stir in the air as an enemy approaches, and his unique
apparatus detects the enemy’s heat radiation. He strikes suddenly. He contracts his body into an S, and, pivoting
on the third of his body on the ground, flies with the remaining two thirds. With his mouth open wide and baring
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scythelike fangs, he whips the air, half blind, yet with a deadly accuracy. He drives his fangs into the enemy, pours
out one gram of venom, and instandy backs away. One gram of the deadly poison is said to be sufficient to kill
thousands of rabbits. A habu can kill human beings and dogs; it can swallow eels, blue jays, frogs, black hares,
field rats, long-haired rats, rocks, and occasionally, his own kind.
A habu’s parents disappear promptly the minute an egg hatches. The baby snake must find his own food from
the day he is born, but he already possesses enough poison to kill a man. A solitary creature, a habu acts alone and
ubiquitously. He slithers through the night, swims noiselessly across a swamp, traverses a valley, and sneaks into
a town, creeps into a toilet, a boot, a kitchen, a charcoal sack, anything. Sometimes he creeps into a public bath
and into a woman’s clothes basket there, because he likes dark, warm, damp places. Once captured and put in a
locked box, he will refuse to eat or drink, his blind eyes wide open and gaping. He will ignore a rat thrown into
the box, keeping his mouth closed for six months or a year. With his eyes shining gold in the sun, or gleaming like
dull copper in the dark, he will hold his head high and die of starvation.
The young man exclaimed:
“What a magnificent creature!”
The older nun nodded.
“So, a habu is a desperado that can kill men and horses. As the saying goes: ‘If his teacher comes, he will stab
the teacher; if his father crosses his path, he will kill his father, too.’ But the mongoose is just as much of a scamp
and kills snakes and rats, chickens and hens. In Okinawa, a mongoose gouged out a sleeping baby’s eyes. Whether
he is starved or full, he will rip the throat of an opponent. So, you might say they are a good match. The funny
thing is that each one uses only one weapon. The mongoose attacks the jaw of a snake, and the snake can, if he
wants to, wrap himself around the mongoose and strangle him, but he won’t. A snake uses only his fangs. If the
mongoose bites first, he just writhes helplessly.”
The two men picked up their lunch boxes and stood. They began to trudge over the large reef toward the beach.
The sky and the ocean were utterly tranquil. Only the sound of the lapping water droned. The breeze was
tempered now by a few cold streaks of air. The acrid odors of seaweeds, some putrid, some fresh, hung heavily in
the lagoon. The two men climbed the slope, crept through a long, low, serpentine wall of dark banyan trees
entangled with a clump of pines, and entered the village. Looking back at the edge of the village toward the atoll,
they found the field of rocks sparkling green and white in the softening sun. Already everything had been erased.
Traces of two men eating, talking, and laughing there all afternoon were gone. The sky, sea, reef all stood silently
as they did two thousand years ago.
Walking through the forest, the older man called, “Hoot, hoot!” Soon there was a response. “Hoot, hoot!” The
birdcall followed the man, who continued to hoot while walking. Sometimes the hoots seemed to go astray,
probably blocked by trees; still they followed the two men.
The young man stopped and cried out:
“An owl! An owl is crying!”
The older man smiled.
“I have a genius for doing things that bring no money.”
He continued to hoot as he walked. The owl followed him, calling from tree branches, but it fmally stopped at
the border of the village and, hooting two or three grudging cries, flew away to the deeper part of the forest.
There was a vacant lot in the midst of closely built matchbox shacks. Boxes with metal screens like chicken
coops stood in the center of the lot, and a man in a white coat was waiting beside them, holding a stick in his
hand. As soon as the two men walked up to him, he began to talk. He was a man of medium height with a ruddy
face and sharp eyes. He spoke in a mellow, experienced voice, showing the differences of genitalia on several
male and female snakes preserved in alcohol jars. Then, from one of the boxes, he hooked a snake with the tip of
a wire and swiftly caught its narrow neck with his bare hand. The snake opened its wide mouth fully and the
white, translucent, sharp fangs jutted out from the sheath folds like hypodermic needles. The man put the snake’s
head against the edge of the wooden box, and the viper angrily bit into the wood, grating its surface. Instantly,
liquid shot from its mouth and trickled down the box. Incongruous with its gigantic, triangular head in the ugly
color of dirt, and inconsistent with its ferocious gold eyes, wet flesh like the inside of a little girl’s crotch suddenly
exposed itself under the sun. The mouth orifice was covered with gleaming pink-white membrane. Delicate red
and blue distal blood vessels ran through the virginal flesh folds inside. It was moist, clean, white, tender, and
fragile.
The young man was fascinated. He felt an urge to caress it with his fingers, feel the tension and wetness of the
white flesh, and trace the suction of the soft resilient folds into the deep interior. He wanted to fondle the
translucent, strong, sharp fangs, too.
What’s wrong with me? Am I exhausted? So run-down?
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The box was partitioned with a screen divider. In one section was a snake, in the other a mongoose. The snake
was slithering, scraping the wooden floor, ceaselessly forming and untangling the S shape. Her head erect and
darting swiftly to left and right, she flickered her black tongue continually. She crawled up the dividing metal
screen and groped about the screen mesh with her tongue. Her myopic eyes goggling toward the shining mist, she
seemed to wonder what this strange vibration and heat could be that came through the air. Her whiplike forebody
quivered, stretching and contracting, while her hind half, swinging aimlessly, stored up energy.
Beyond the shiny fog was a small quadruped with the body of a weasel and the face of a rat, making light
footstep noises as it scampered to right and left. Small red eyes shining, his soft, buff-colored back undulating, the
little animal pivoted on his thick tail and stood on his hind legs. Pulling his forelegs to his breast as if beckoning,
he squeaked sharply two, three times as though grinding teeth.
The young man bent forward in spite of himself, and the animal’s small threatening face looked up.
Malevolence and cruelty unimaginable from such a small, lovable body flashed in the red eyes. The singleminded bloodthirstiness made its head something mean and base. The young man involuntarily stepped back and
turned away.
“Are you ready?” The snakeman's voice was ominous.
“Let’s go!”
He pulled up the divider. A buff color flashed into the box. The mongoose had darted to the snake's head, dug
into it; already his small, white teeth were crunching. Wearing the mongoose on her head, the snake rolled and
wriggled and contracted her long body like a corkscrew, but she never tried to wrap around the mongoose. As the
older man had described, her only weapon was the fangs, and her defeat had become decisive at the first moment.
Silently, she writhed and thrashed about, trying to free herself from the animal. The mongoose’s eyes flared and
his small, angular, blood-covered head rolled with the snake, but he hung on fast to the slippery body of the snake
with his black claws while continuing chomping.
(Forestall, give all to the first moment. Once into the enemy’s vitals, never let go! Hang on to the end! Crush!
Chew!) The heavy but sharp crunching noise of breaking bones continued for a while. The triangle head lost its
shape and the eyes were smashed. Fresh blood spurted, and long fangs protruded helplessly from the upper jaw.
Turning his face sideways, the mongoose bit into the white flesh at the root of the fangs and continued to munch.
The fangs broke off and fell to the floor. They shined dully in the blood puddle in the evening sun. The mangled
head of the snake gaped like a dark vermilion hole. Her body stirred spasmodically, shrinking and stretching, but
finally lay long in the pool of blood. Once she lost her head, she was like a decorative cord with its tassle severed.
The mouth hung gaping, crushed shapelessly. The white, voluptuous body continued to bleed slowly. His body
shivering, the mongoose jutted out his angular face and began to lap up blood and munch noisily on the delicate
female body of the snake. He sipped, licked his paws, tore off a mouthful of flesh, chewed.
The two men left the area in silence, shoulder to shoulder. The poverty-stricken houses, like barnacle clusters,
stood in the resounding explosion of the setting subtropical sun, and the perfect moment of the day inflamed the
sky and the road.
The young man stopped and lit a cigarette. Although he had been drinking all afternoon, he felt no trace of the
blue flame of alcohol. A thirst slowly spread throughout his body.
“They don’t wrestle,” he commented, his voice a little hoarse.
The older man’s eyes were somber, virile. He smiled deeply.
“No mercy allowed.”
Trailing a long shadow on the barren road, the older man hung his head low and spoke again.
“No mercy allowed.”
At last, the young man thought, I have taken my first step on this island.
55.67 Human Ashes\fn{by Katsuzō Oda (1931-

)}

Osaka, Osaka Prefecture, Japan (M) 8

August 6th, 1945, morning:
On the streets going toward Eba from the Yokogawa Station in Hiroshima, the air was thick with dust. Houses
and shops, their occupants forced to evacuate, were being torn down to make a firebreak and there was such a
litter of broken tiles and chunks of plaster wall scattered over the street that it all but blocked the progress of the
streetcar. Disordered files of people passed ceaselessly back and forth along the street, probably a party of
volunteer workers who had been dispatched to help out with the demolition of the buildings.
The streetcar, forced to slow its pace, moved ahead almost at the same speed as the columns of people in the
street, running alongside them. Wholly by chance, I noticed one of my Hiroshima aunts among the jostling crowd.
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Though I had been introduced to all my Hiroshima relatives, I had never even spoken a word to this aunt—she
was really hardly more to me than a stranger. But when her listless-looking face suddenly came into view right
below the window of the streetcar, I was so startled I very nearly shouted out her name. In the end, though, seeing
her there among a group of people I didn’t even know, I couldn’t get up nerve enough to call to her.
Little by little the figure of my aunt, which had appeared so vividly and unexpectedly, receded into the
distance. I strained my eyes to keep sight of her dwindling form, but before long she disappeared from view in the
chalky air and the press of people. A cold sweat remained in my palms where I had clenched my hands into tense
fists.
My parents and I, forced to evacuate Osaka because of the bombings, had recently moved in with relatives
living in the countryside near Hiroshima, and the move had brought drastic changes in my life. I was now obliged
to spend about two hours every morning traveling into town to school, and every day was passed among
surroundings that were utterly new to me. And, as in the case of the aunt I had just caught sight of, I could not
seem to open up and make friends with any of my new-found Hiroshima relatives.
This morning the streetcar was more crowded than ever. It was shortly after I had seen my aunt that I first
noticed the soldier in khaki uniform standing off to one side behind me. Looking at his face, I could see beads of
glistening sweat running down his ruddy forehead and cheeks. Sweat not only bathed his face but soaked his shirt
from the collar insignia all the way down to the middle of his chest, turning it a dark color. I could tell at once he
was a student at the army prep school. He stood stiff as a pole in his uniform, not swaying an inch with the motion
of the trolley.
I turned away and then after a while looked back at his bright eyes. Outside of a faint sound made by his
breathing, he was utterly still and silent. The smell of my own sweat and the waves of heat I could feel coming to
me from the body of the young soldier suddenly roused in me a feeling of vague excitement.
My one dream at that time was to shoulder a gun and go off to battle. In particular, all during the past month,
the midmonth of summer, my head had been constantly filled with tragic thoughts of the kamikaze pilots going off
to their death. At the same time, since I was just entering puberty, quite different types of thoughts, the sudden
stirrings of sexual awakening, were beginning to seek an outlet. Both sets of thoughts, however, remained silent
and unexpressed in the inner depths of my being.
In Hiroshima, a place that was still strange to me, I was intensely lonely and isolated.
The incident that occurred next in the streetcar was simplicity itself. The cause was probably some happening
too trifling to warrant notice. But the little dispute that ensued quickly generated an atmosphere of ugly and
unrelenting belligerence.
Some students began punching a workman.
“Bastard! Do you want your face pushed in?”
The harsh, threatening voices of the students lashed out over the heads of the other passengers.
“What do you mean, dummy! I never pushed you!”
The argument was over who had stepped on whose foot. Then the mounting anger suddenly went to their heads
and one party or other began hitting out.
I knew the students by sight. We often rode the same trolley in the morning. I could tell from their collar
insignia that they were a class ahead of me. And I was also familiar with the kind of trouble that their bunch were
likely to stir up within the narrow confines of the streetcar. They regularly terrorized the meek conductor so that
he was too frightened to collect their fares, or shoved their way rudely into the crowd of passengers, shouting in
affected voices, “Look at the clams with their mouths hanging open!”, joking and carrying on as though they were
the only ones on the streetcar.
When the streetcar came to a stop, the students dragged the workman down onto the tracks and began grappling with him. But the workman was shrewd enough to know he had no chance against so many opponents. Then
all of a sudden someone in a khaki uniform was standing defiantly in the midst of the group. It was the student
from the army prep school. He made no sound at all, and that seemed to have a particularly potent effect. Then
with his heavy military boot he kicked the students in the stomach and sent them scattering. The workman stood
for a moment gaping at the sudden interloper, but when he saw it was a soldier in uniform, he fled in panic to the
other side of the tracks.
The students at first looked as though they would put up some resistance but, perhaps intimidated by the
peculiarly silent assault of the soldier, they spat angrily and turned on their heels.
The prep school student did not get back on the streetcar. And when he turned his back and began walking
away, as though to bring down the curtain on a scene from a play, a siren sounded. It was the usual warning of an
air raid.
*
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7:30 a.m.
The roll call of students assigned to work duty was held in the open ground in front of the factory. I don’t
remember exactly what the sky was like at the time. I’m certain there was no bright sunlight, but just what sort of
cloud formation covered the sky I couldn’t say.
After solemnly reciting the Imperial Rescript to Military Personnel, the students, with the upperclassmen in the
lead, proceeded to their respective workshops. I think it was at that time that I heard, somewhere behind my back,
the signal informing us that the air raid warning had been lifted.
I was assigned to duty in the Second Machine Shop. Inside the dimly lit workshop the students were subjected
to a second roll call. The man who carried this out was a foreman, a former worker who had something wrong
with his leg. Standing so that his wiry body bent over backwards, he invariably treated us to the same speech
every morning. The lenses of his glasses were so thick that it was impossible to tell which way his eyes were
looking. The effect brought to mind the big round compound eyes of an insect.
The students called him Dragonfly and made fun of him behind his back. When I first heard the nickname, I
couldn’t help admiring the person who thought it up. Because that’s exactly what he looked like, forever circling
round and round the workshop.
After the foreman had finished his customary admonitory address and the students were preparing to go to
their stations, I noticed someone hiding in the darkness beside the pool of water where logs were floated. I had to
pass right by there in order to get to my own station, and as I did so, I guessed in an instant who it must be.
“Oyamada !”
I could hear someone calling my name in a low, wavery voice. Just as I thought—it was Ichikawa. He was in
the same class as me but a little older.
“I’m going to my country place,” he said, his dark brown lips moving rapidly, and the meaningful stare he
gave me indicated that I was to take care of things afterward.
“All right,” I replied obediently. But Ichikawa, not even waiting to make sure of my answer, had already
scampered monkey-like across the floor and disappeared outside.
His “country place” was the warehouse. There there were numerous wooden barrels stacked in tall piles, each
one big enough for a person to crawl into.
Ichikawa was a bad character. But he had never bullied me out of money or belongings the way he did the
other students in the class. On the contrary, his attitude somehow suggested that he was trying to look out for me
because I was all alone. So if I had to choose, I’d say I felt more friendly toward Ichikawa, even though the bad
things he did scared me, than I did toward the other students in the class who pretended to be so good but at heart
were so mean.
Moving among the hum of motors, I stared at Ichikawa’s figure as he hurried in the direction of the warehouse.
Soon, in the darkness of a barrel, he would be sucking on an illicit piece of candy—its manufacture was
prohibited because of the sugar shortage—and masturbating happily.
I don’t know just how much time passed after that, but I was cleaning up some bits of sawed-off board from
the floor in the vicinity of one of the upperclassmen when he called my name.
“Oyamada!”
“Yes?”
“Have you seen Ichikawa?”
“Yes. Today is his turn to act as orderly.” The lie popped right out of my mouth.
“Huh?” said the upperclassman in a suspicious tone. Evidently unwilling to accept my explanation, he went on
to say something more, but his words were drowned by the hum of the motor and I couldn’t catch them. As a
matter of fact, I had already begun sidling away from him. If he should start cross-examining me, I was not sure I
could keep up the deception.
I went and sat down under the plate of the forging press, wedging myself into place under it. The cold musty
smell of machine oil struck my nostrils. Suddenly I thought of Ichikawa. I envied him his uninhibited approach to
sex. In a part of my own body too I could feel irrepressible sexual desires beginning to well up.
“Oyamada!”
I heard the upperclassman calling me. Apparently he had been calling my name for some time. Hurriedly I
started to move out from under the press.
*
To say that I saw it at that instant is not quite accurate. The phenomenon that occurred at that instant registered
on my eyeballs, but I had no way of knowing what it was. And whatever it was, it came and went with extraordinary speed. At first I thought it was something I had dreamed.
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The open space in front of the factory that was visible beyond the glass window was filled with flames. But it
was not that the ground was on fire and sending up flames. So I suppose I’d have to say that the flames were
spewed down from the sky and were licking at the earth.
But then with astonishing speed the instant came to an end and reality returned. Only it was a kind of stunned
reality, full of terrible contradictions.
Darkness was enveloping everything in front of my eyes, but at the same time I could perceive that the heavy
beam that supported the roof of the workshop was lying on the ground right by my feet. The upperclassman who
had been calling my name was standing in a stupor beside it. He was staring with a look of amazement at the
blood spurting out of his shoulder where the arm joined it. His arm dangled limply.
As I finally began to take in the scene around me, the first words that came to my mind were:
“Am I going to die in a place like this?”
As yet, though, there was no sense of fear in the thought. Only a kind of astonishment. The darkness that had
surrounded me probably lasted only for a moment, as did the roaring noise over my head, though I don’t actually
remember hearing the roar.
When the scene in front of me had brightened a little, I commenced instinctively to move around. I was
crawling and searching for some way out of the tangle of machinery, disengaged machine belts and debris of
smashed-in roof that covered me. Nearby I could see a triangular window. The window had originally been square
but it had been completely blown out, leaving only the twisted frame.
I managed to make my way outside. Everything was quiet and there was no one around. But as I started to run,
I saw someone’s head sticking out right beside the narrow entrance. It was Dragonfly. His wings and body had
been crushed under a thick beam and just his head, mixed with some kind of white substance, was poking out.
Bloody vomit had come out of his mouth and he was dead.
I ran without stopping till I reached the open space in front of the factory. There everyone was running around.
I noticed that the commotion was making little ripples on the stagnant gray pond where water was stored for fire
fighting. The door of the air-raid shelter had been blown off and I could see smoke, apparently from burning
paraffin, pouring out and ascending in a column. A hot wind was blowing from somewhere and a strange heaviness in the air seemed to envelop me. At that moment terror for the first time took violent hold of my mind.
Waves of nausea swept over me as I ran toward the factory gate. Here and there on the ground, orange flames
were leaping up from pieces of shattered buildings. There were so many fires I thought someone must have set
them deliberately. In the sky directly overhead, dark, low lying masses of air flowed by, but in the direction of the
harbor the sky was clear blue. Needless to say, neither I nor anyone else had the slightest idea what had brought
about this sudden freakish event.
As I came running out the factory gate, I saw that Second Lieutenant Yamane, the military officer attached to
our school, had jumped into the river that ran in front of the factory and was shouting something.
“Watch out! It’s a naval bombardment! Wet yourselves down!” I heard him calling.
Two or three students like frightened frogs had followed the lieutenant’s lead and jumped into the river. The
lieutenant was standing near the shore, pointing at me and shouting again. But I held back, not because I couldn’t
swim, but because it looked like such an absurd thing to do in the middle of the day.
Then I heard shouts like a cry for help from the direction of the factory office.
“The teacher’s dead!”
I didn’t know who the teacher was but, as though pulled on by the cries, I hurried toward the office. What I
saw there was almost too horrible to believe. The teacher was Mr. Nakayama, and he may still have been alive. A
big sliver of glass was sticking into his throat and blood was shooting out in great spurts and splashing down over
his chest.
I felt the ground open under me and my legs, suddenly numb, seemed to be sinking into it. What in the world
kind of day was this! We hadn’t heard a single bomb drop, we hadn’t seen a trace of an enemy plane. The sky had
been perfectly peaceful …
I was in love with Mr. Nakayama in a vague way., though I had never said or done the slightest thing to show
it. I had visited his house twice. His wife, like Mr. Nakayama himself, was a kindhearted person and she was also
very beautiful. But on those occasions too I had been as inarticulate as usual. From first to last, the love I felt for
Mr. Nakayama and his wife remained concealed by shyness and hesitation. Now, however, whatever mild feelings
of affection I may have felt were so abruptly altered by what I saw that it was all I could do to keep from trying to
spit them out in the violent waves of nausea that gripped me.
“Fall in!”
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It was Lieutenant Yamane, who had now climbed up on the embankment, waving his arms and bellowing. He
seemed somewhat deranged and his frenzied shouts resembled the outcries of a suddenly frightened animal.
Needless to say, they made no sense at all.
What happened next was wholly contrary to the lieutenant’s expectations. The students, far from obeying his
order to fall in, wheeled around and began running in the opposite direction. To the lieutenant, whose authority
until now had never for an instant been challenged, it must have seemed an incredible sight. This sudden change
in the attitude of the students was an insult not to be endured. More frantic than ever, he hopped up and down,
flailing his arms and shouting. But nobody looked in his direction.
I went back to the factory, not running this time. I had decided to go out the rear gate. The factory was totally
wrecked, some parts of it still burning, others by now burned out.
When I reached the warehouse, I could see that the barrels stacked inside were in total disorder, with some of
them crushed flat. Hardly any retained their original shape—the rest had lost their bottom or been broken apart.
Among the barrels there was something that looked like blood and a foot sticking out. I halted a minute and
looked at the dirty foot but didn’t try to find out if it was Ichikawa’s. At that point I knew it would be wasted
effort.
When I arrived at the rear entrance, the situation was quite different from that in the factory. Here the indistinct
buzz of living beings that I had heard from a distance shaped itself into actual human voices calling back and
forth. As yet there was no sense of panic. Among the people passing by me I even spotted smiling faces. Nearly
all the people had burned clothing and they walked along in files like ants.
Had they been burned by the flames from the sky? I wondered. I was convinced then that what I had seen in
that moment in the factory had indeed been some kind of “fire from heaven.”
Since I knew so little about the geography of the city, I decided to walk in the direction of the green hills I
could see in the distance.
*
The overhead wires that the trolley cars ran on were plastered all over tlle streets like cobwebs and pe9ple with
bare feet were stepping over them. Some brown-colored animals—whether dogs or cats I couldn’t tell—lay
tumbled by the road.
Everything has been burned! I thought. Everything had a brownish color. Even the asphalt on the street had
turned the color of an old frying pan.
“Which way is Ujina?” someone asked. But I didn’t know where Ujina was.
“Over that way?” asked the person, pointing to the sky. His eyes were hollow and unfocussed. It was one of
the group of rowdy students I had seen on the streetcar that morning. I was so startled at the coincidence I didn’t
think to answer.
“Stupid! Don’t you know?” the student exclaimed, his lips twisting in irritation. Then he began to walk on,
poised as though he were gazing at the sky. I was watching from behind when he abruptly fell over in the road.
Drops of dark blood dripped from the back of his head and gray brain matter was oozing out. I stared apathetically
and then, as though it were nothing, walked on.
When I came out along the Temma River, I saw many more people than I had before; they were lying down by
the river-side, terribly still. Their clothing too was charred and blackened and they had to hold it in place. I was
especially struck by the peculiar way the women’s hair had shriveled.
Hurriedly I began feeling allover my own body to make certain I was all right. I suddenly felt uneasy, wondering if perhaps all the time I had been fleeing this far my brains had been sticking out the back of my head like the
student’s, or if I had a hole in my back that I somehow hadn’t noticed.
Most of the people I saw did in fact have injuries somewhere on their bodies. And what was really odd, wherever their skin was exposed, it didn’t look like ordinary skin at all, but had a pale pink color. It was a long time
later I learned that the color was caused by burns.
The crowd gradually swelled in number. Under the circumstances, no one seemed to want to move on his own.
This was particularly evident with the women and children, who would fall in behind anyone, even a stranger, and
walk along. I fell into line and began walking with the others because I decided I wanted to cross the bridge that I
could see some distance up the river.
As we neared the approach to the bridge, however, the congestion began to get much worse. The narrow road
running along the embankment seethed with waves of people pushing now in one direction, now in another, the
air thick with the clamor of their voices and the foul smell of charred things.
Below the embankment I could see a woman holding a baby to her breast and covering her mouth with a dirty
towel. Clearly she was no longer in her right nund. She stared at me with frightening eyes and then, as though
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pleading for help, shook her head vigorously. Finally she picked up some small stones and threw them at the
people passing nearby.
We could hear a roar from the black smoke streaming up from the downtown area, and the voices coming from
the colunms of ragged people, continually calling out a babble of names to no one in particular, echoed across the
broad surface, of the river.
Rice paddies flanked both sides of the river, their green so intense it dazzled the eye. There I saw a naked
woman, so badly burned she had fallen to the ground, a small child standing close beside her, apparently calling to
its mother. No, it was not just one woman who had collapsed from burns. There were dozens of people there,
struggling painfully to reach the water of the river.
I could hear gasping voices calling out repeatedly, complaining of the heat or begging for water. The people
lying in the fields tried to grab hold of the feet of the unjured persons who were passing by, but no one stopped to
listen to them.
*
It was in that vicinity that the black rain fell on us. The big drops that all at once began pelting down utterly
dumbfounded the people on the road. There was nothing that looked like an ordinary cloud in the sky, and yet
from the black smoke streaming over our heads a heavy rain was falling. As we watched, the roads and fields
turned dark with it.
Now what’s happening! We thought. All eyes turned uneasily toward the sky, and then we looked at each other
in perplexity. There was no doubt about it—the rain was black with some sort of dirt or contamination.
At that moment, a kind of panic began to well up from somewhere in the crowd, and first one voice and then
anotller started passing along the message:
“It’s gasoline! The Americans are dumping gasoline on us!”
To the people who had managed to escape the earlier flames, this was enough to plunge them once more into
frenzies of terror. These people in recent months had been repeatedly subjected to stories of the enemy’s ruthless
cruelties, and there was probably not a soul among them who doubted the truth of what the voices were saying.
They were certain that at the touch of a match their bodies would be enveloped in gasoline flames and there
would be no way to escape.
A shudder of fear ran through the crowd. I felt a sharp blow from somewhere and fell to my knees. My heart
seemed about to stop beating and a terrible pressure bore down on me, as though something were clamped over
my ears.
But the rain let up almost immediately. I brought my arm up to my lips and tasted the drops of rain on it. They
had no particular taste. Though I didn’t know what gasoline tasted like, I went on tasting the drops again and
again. I couldn’t be sure, but it certainly didn’t seem to be gasoline.
The confusion around me, however, showed no signs of abating. Now and then I could hear women screaming
or children wailing.
Drawing aside a little, I looked at the scene and at that point decided to separate from the crowd. If I walked in
the direction of the hills, something would work out. To go on moving with a mass of people like this seemed
more dangerous than striking out on my own. Fortunately, the sense of isolation that was so constant a part of me
gave me the courage to do so. I noticed that by now the people lying by the river had become very still again.
Whether gasoline or real rain, the cool substance that had fallen from the sky had evidently given some relief to
their fevered bodies.
*
Passing through the mist that hung over the surface of the river, I crossed a bridge whose name I didn’t know.
After I had also crossed the main railway line running east and west and made my way to the foot of the green
hills, I turned and for the first time looked back at the city. I could see that the center of the fire was rather a long
way off. And I also realized that, after encountering that strange instant in the factory at Eba, the route by which I
had fled had fortunately made a wide detour around the fire. Quietly the realization came to me that I had
escaped.
I was not the only one with that thought. Here, where the road lifted up into the hills, a number of other people
were gazing far off at the burning city, doubtless thinking the same thing.
The narrow country road had been badly damaged, perhaps by the sudden downpour of rain that had fallen. It
looked as though something had just recently been dragged over it, leaving spots where the reddish earth was
newly exposed.
Going on a little farther, I spotted a red cross flag among a grove of trees. I could see some kind of tent
enclosure as well. In contrast to the chaos of the morning, this spot seemed to preserve something of the kind of
calm and order that had prevailed until today.
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I had no sooner set foot in the grove, however, when I saw that there were countless blackened, ash-covered
human forms lying about in the thickets of bamboo. For a second I doubted my eyes. I doubted my ears too, for
the low, droning voices were like none I had ever heard. If human flesh is burned through and through, will it
really fall apart like this? Oil and sweat, along with streams of fresh blood, flowed from the bodies, and the place
was black with swarming flies. How could I have been so mistaken as to take this for a place of calm and order?
“Excuse me—you’re a student, aren’t you?” said a woman’s voice.
The woman was sitting on the ground. She looked to be about my mother’s age.
“Are you a student in the First Middle School or the Second Middle School?” she asked.
Despite the disheveled hair and pale, trembling lips, she appeared, like me, to have escaped injury. But what
kind of turmoil was going on inside her? Her wide staring eyes seemed abnormally dry, her arms hung limply by
her side, and she pulled off tufts of grass and crushed them in her fist.
“I’m not at either,” I replied.
It was the first time I had spoken and my voice sounded hoarse.
“I’m at Sanyō Middle School.”
“Sanyō,” the woman parroted. “You see, you never know when or what kind of air raid there’s going to be. So
all the members of my family agreed that if we should ever get separated, we’d meet here at this hill,” she
continued.
“What school is your son in?” I asked.
“Second Middle.”
I made no comment.
“You didn’t see any students from Second Middle?”
I shook my head.
The woman’s shoulders slumped with disappointment. I suppose she had been going around asking everyone
the same sort of question.
“If only my boy got away all right the way you did …”
Her voice was tinged with despair and hopeless longing. The woman rose unsteadily to her feet and pointed at
the other people.
“Just look at that!” she said. “How could they do anything so ghastly! These people are all burned completely
black … you don’t know what a job I had bringing them
Though the woman was talking to me. She seemed to ignore my existence entirely. Turning her back, she went
on speaking.
“Still, those who got this far before they died are lucky. What about the ones who were pinned under their
houses and couldn’t get out at all!”
Suddenly the woman turned her head and stared at me. Her eyes were drawn tight with emotion.
“If they do dreadful things like this, God is going to get really angry!”
For an instant I flinched, as though her words had struck me in the chest. Up to that moment I hadn’t really
thought carefully about what had happened. Certainly the word “God” had not occurred to me. It just seemed as
though everything had become smothered in ashes and terror, that was all. Now if she was prepared to denounce it
as the tyranny of human beings who had no fear of God, then her understanding must be much more profound
than mine. I didn’t know what to make of her words or how to answer them. Summing up all my strength, I said:
“I think the people at Second Middle will be all right.”
The fact that the students of Second Middle had been assigned to duty at a factory much farther down near the
mouth of the river from us at Eba for the moment eluded my mind. But my words seemed to have no effect. The
woman’s eyes abruptly overflowed with tears and she sank down weeping. Her thin, long-drawn-out wails rose
from among the clumps of grass as though they would never end.
Then I noticed there was a white badge hanging from the cord of her mampe work trousers with the words
“volunteer worker” inked on it in black letters. The label “volunteer worker” was to be seen practically
everywhere in Japan at that time—there was certainly nothing unusual about it. Young or old, man or woman,
every day people were being pressed into service for some sort of work or other. This woman too had no doubt
been called out for volunteer duty and had had to leave her home.
At that moment an image flashed into my mind. It was the figure of the aunt I had seen that morning and had
completely forgotten about until now. She appeared as vividly as though she were passing right before my eyes.
She had covered her head with a light towel to keep off the sun and of course was
wearing mompe trousers, and on her feet were canvas shoes of the type elementary school children wear—details
such as these I could recall without difficulty. I even recalled that on her arm was a badge marked “volunteer
worker” like the one this woman had.
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Then it occurred to me that this woman might have been in the same jostling column of workers as my aunt
this morning. I laid my hand on her shoulder as she hunched over crying and shook her gently.
“Excuse me, lady,” I said, and leaned down to speak into her ear.
But in answer she only shook her head from side to side, and in the end never even looked up.
The thought came to me that just possibly my aunt had fled from the city and was right here on this hill. If she
had escaped, there was a possibility that here, among all this frantic, heated confusion, I might actually come face
to face with one of my own blood kin. The hope of such an encounter seized hold of my mind with uncanny vigor.
To meet my aunt—that would be to meet the most reliable wimess there could be to the reality of this day of
destruction that had suddenly come crashing down on us, someone who had gone through it all just as I had. I had
completely forgotten that I had never spoken a word to my aunt and was on anything but familiar terms with her.
I walked over the trampled stalks of summer grass and approached the tent. Inside, a soldier who looked like a
medical corpsman was busy conferring with representatives from town assemblies and neighborhood organizations and there seemed to be no chance to break in on the conversation. I decided instead to stop the first person I
happened to meet and ask if there was any news of the party of volunteer workers I had seen this morning.
Fortunately the first man I approached turned out to be of an obliging nature.
“Sir, there’s something I’d like to ask you,” I said, raising my hand in a salute, as was the custom at the time.
“Yes?”
“I wonder if that group of volunteer workers down around Dobashi are all right?”
“Oh—those people.” He was still in a state of agitation, it appeared, and spoke in a very loud voice. “Ah—I’m
afraid none of them got out of it. All dead. You see, they were right out in the street. Had no protection at all.”
After a moment, he asked, “Was there somebody you know in the party?”
“My aunt”
“Your aunt? Well now, I’m very sorry.”
The bridge of the man’s nose was covered with wrinkles as he spoke.
“What happened, you see—the enemy planes flew in a direct line right over Hiroshima. Dropped bombs all
over. And not the kind of bombs they’ve been dropping up to now. Bombs that exploded right in midair and
burned everything completely!”
He spoke in a tone that might almost have been called hearty, gesturing again and again with his hands to show
how the enemy planes had dropped their bombs.
That was the first time I had heard a coherent account of the enemy raid. I couldn’t tell whether this man had
actually witnessed the raid, but there seemed nothing to do but believe his words, particularly when he spoke with
such assurance. I wondered, however, if the Dobashi work party had in fact been entirely wiped out the way he
said. After all, I had just encountered a woman who might well have been a member of the party and she had
managed to survive. There was no proof one way or the other.
“Thank you very much,” I said, turning to go.
“You don’t seem to be hurt,” he called after me. “That’s splendid, just splendid! Now you better get along
home.”
*
I walked through the grove of trees, which sheltered a small, dilapidated Shinto shrine, and out into an open
space. There I could see a jumble of bodies lying on the ground. Life had not yet left them entirely, though most
were clearly on the verge of death. As though to wall them in, crowds of living persons had gathered around. I
stepped over the bodies of the dying—there was no other way to go about it—and, amid the sound of their moans,
searched carefully back and forth. I wondered at myself for behaving so brazenly, like a person possessed; and yet
I could not resist the impulse to go on hunting for my aunt.
The stench that hovered over the place seemed to drive out all thought and leave me with an indescribable
feeling of irritation. At some point one of my gaiters came undone, though apparently quite a time passed before I
noticed it.
I walked up the steps of the little shrine and gazed around. It looked as though Death had suddenly broken
through the dam and come wildly roaring down upon the living, leaving this scene of wreckage behind. And for
all I knew, my aunt might be among those who had been swept up and deposited here.
Somehow, however, the sight did not seem sad. I saw it as an opportunity to observe in detail the process by
which human beings die. It awoke in me a sense of great wonderment, even of curiosity.
I noticed that the grove was beginning to darken with the onset of evening. The trees, the shrine, the blackened
human beings seemed blurry and far away, as though a film had covered my eyes. I realized I had had nothing to
eat since early morning. But my stomach did not feel empty. It felt as though it were stuck up against my back,
held there by a dull nausea that refused to go away.
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I was tired. But I did not stop searching back and forth over the area. I kept thinking what it would be like to
come face to face with my aunt and find she was all right.
Sometime or other, I came out on a slope behind the shrine. Here too there was a tent with a mark identifying it
as a first-aid station. But there was no sign of a doctor administering relief—only a noisy, milling crowd of people
gathered around to receive rations of crackers.
I stood absently watching the proceedings. A number of soldiers pushed past me, jolting my shoulder and
barking at me to get out of the way. They were nearly naked and were daubing some uncommonly evil-smelling
oily substance on the spots where they were burned.
My eyes all at once came to rest on a woan who, like me, seemed to be standing in a daze. She was wearing
darkish mompe, and the upper part of her body was barely covered by a flimsy white chemise. A charred fireprotection hood hung from her neck, apparently just as she had tied it, and her thin fingers gripped its tattered
edge.. When she turned so I could see the profile of her face in the dim light under the trees, a cry of astonishment
rang through my head. My knees seemed to give way and I could feel the hot blood rushing to my head.
“It’s the wife of our teacher, Mr. Nakayama!” I exclaimed under my breath.
A feeling of confusion seized me. She was near enough so that if I called in a loud voice she would surely turn
and look in my direction. But in the brief instant while I hesitated whether to call her or not, she hurried off and
disappeared into the throng of people in front of the tent.
On the bare flesh of one shoulder, she had a blister from a burn that sagged as though it were about to burst at
any moment, and a bloodstained towel was wrapped around her narrow waist.
I set off after her. It was just as a new group of persons moved into place to receive their ration of crackers and
there was a certain amount of confusion. The shouts of the soldier doling out the crackers, which were intended to
restore order, had little effect. Shoved and jostled by one person after another, the woman wormed her way in
among the crowd.
I intended to keep following the woman, but I was caught among half naked people with painfully inflammed
skin and I could no longer move. Then someone shouted, “Children have to wait their turn!”, and began pulling
me by the back of the neck.
I started to say, “I’m not in line—I’m looking for someone!”, but at that moment the person yanked with all his
strength and I was dragged to one side and thrown down on the grass.
I hit my head against a pine tree, but although I felt a slight numbness and a dull ache, I got to my feet
immediately. In the end, though, I was never able to catch sight of the woman again. I wondered if was suffering
from some kind of illusion. For all I knew in my feverish search for my aunt I had seen someone who looked a
good deal like Mr. Nakayama’s wife and mistaken her for the real person.
By the time the tunnoil in front of the tent had died down, the long summer day was at last drawing to a close.
My leaden feet dragging, I left the spot.
*
When I returned to the front of the shrine, I could see, beyond the dark shapes of the trees, the gleam of fires
where corpses were being cremated. As time passed, the heartlessness of the sight began to press down like a
great weight on my mind and a choking loneliness gripped my chest.
Wedged in between people I did not know, I sat huddled under an awning that had been rigged among the
trees. The people around me stared at the flames of the burning pyres as they talked back and forth in low voices.
With nightfall many of the people had drifted away, but there were still quite a few remaining who apparently
intended to spend the night there.
Perhaps from sheer exhaustion, I no longer felt like doing anything at all. I tore off blades of grass and chewed
them up, tasting the sour, pungent juice, and thought how my mother and the others would be worrying about me
and waiting anxiously for my return. Soon after, I fell into a deep sleep.
Dim memories of nightmares I used to have as a child when I was running a high fever came to life again, and
pale human faces passed before my eyes, appearing and disappearing, disappearing and appearing in the midst of
flames, jets of spurting blood and black smoke.
I couldn’t remember how I happened to be sleeping there, but with morning I woke suddenly to find the
middle school uniform I was wearing damp and heavy with dew.
How short the night had been! I got to my feet as soon as I woke and, still surprised to think I could have spent
a whole night in such a place, looked around.
The dazzling rays of the summer morning sun poured through the grove of trees surrounding the shrine. It was
as though a huge zebra were bending its head and peering in at the shrine. Under the trees a scattering of people
still lay sleeping quietly.
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The funeral fires of the night before had gone out, and I could see that all that remained was white smoke and
white ashes—human ashes.
290.81 1. Nero (a beloved dog) 2. Two Billion Light-years Of Solitude 3. Scissors 4. Ball Of Yarn 5. Squash 6.
Family Portrait 7. Dad 8. Zoo 9. Growth 10. Listening To Mozart 11. Poem -1- 12. Poem -2- 13. Poem -3- 14. The
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1
Nero
another summer is coming soon
your tongue
your eyes
your napping in the afternoon
now clearly live again before me.
*
You knew but about two summers
I already know eighteen summers
and now I can remember various summers
both of my own and not my own:
the summer of Maisons-Lafitte
the summer of Yodo
the summer of the Williamsburg Bridge
the summer of Oran
so I am wondering
about the number of summers
that humanity has already known.
*
Nero
another summer is coming soon
but it's not a summer when you were here
a different summer
a completely different summer.
A new summer is coming
I'll be learning various new things
beautiful things ugly things
things to cheer me things to sadden me
and so I ask –
what is it?
why is it?
what must be done?
*
Nero
you have died
without anyone being aware
you have gone far away alone
your voice
your touch
and even your feelings
now clearly live again before me.
*
But Nero
another summer is coming soon
a new infinitely vast summer is coming
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and then
I'll probably be walking on
to meet the new summer
to meet autumn
to meet winter
to meet spring and
to expect a new summer again
in order to know all the new things
and
in order to answer
all my questions
myself.
2
Human beings on this small orb
sleep, waken and work, and sometimes
wish for friends on Mars.
*
I’ve no notion
what Martians do on their small orb
(neririing or kiruruing or hararaing)
But sometimes they like to have friends on Earth.
No doubt about that.
*
Universal gravitation is the power of solitudes
pulling each other.
*
Because the universe is distorted,
we all seek for one another.
*
Because the universe goes on expanding,
we are all uneasy.
*
With the chill of two billion light-years of solitude,
I suddenly sneezed.
3
This thing lying on the desk is now being seen by my eyes. I could
pick it up at this moment. I could cut out a human figure with it. I might
even cut off all my hair. Though it’s understood that murder is out of
the question.
*
Yet this thing also keeps getting rustier, blunter, and older. It’s still
useful but it’ll be thrown away before long. Although I have no way
of knowing whether it’s made of ore from Chile or whether Krupp’s
fingers have touched it, it’s not hard to imagine that it will finally return
to its indeterminate destiny, moving away from its human formality
back to its original state. This thing here on the desk is at this moment
talking about such a time, not to anyone in particular but coldly, silently,
as if it were not doing that. People manufactured this for practical
purposes and yet it has inevitably come to exist here in this way before
and apart from any practical purpose it might have. It’s something which
could be variously named—not just “scissors.” It already has countless
other names. Habit alone keeps me from using the other names. Or is
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it out of self-defence?
*
Because this thing, existing like this, has the power to extract words
from me so that I go on being unreeled in this string of words and am
always on the dangerous verge of being reduced to a far more thinner
and feebler existence than that of the scissors.
4
Plump and snug and feathery,
a ball of yarn
rolls gaily down the street
and turns the corner.
No map, no thermos bottle,
the knitting abandoned,
it’s already crossed the bridge
and passed the police station,
and now
turns another corner.
Three years ago
it was all five fingers
of a lovely glove.
5
As of yesterday I am a squash
and no longer think at all.
I grow gradually fatter
even if I don’t think.
And I aim to grow gradually tastier.
I feel just fine lying around
and rolling around in a field in a drizzle.
Last year I went over to Kiev
but now I can’t budge an inch.
Two years ago a woman had my baby;
now women eat me.
Fate surprises you.
Just lying in a grocer’s bin
is high adventure for a squash.
6
Filled with water
There’s a jar
Eating of gruel begins
Wooden spoons
Berry wine
All is supported
By a heavy table.
*
There’s a man
Wearing coarse cloth
Sitting
Strog arms
Fierce beard
Eyes fixed
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In a gaze
At a field still dark.
*
There’s a woman
Large breasts
Coiled-up hair
Hot hands
On the man’s shoulders.
*
There’s a child
His curved brow
Smeared with dirt
As if surprised
He turns around.
*
The old people
In a picture on the wall
Beside a calendar
Are gently waiting
A dog like a bear
Yawns by the door.
*
At a simple altar
A flame is glowing
The night is quietly
Beginning to dawn.
7
Dad’s eating, staring striaght ahead,
looking at no one.
My younger brother tells him
his glasses are all steamed up from the rice.
He says yes and wipes them on his sleeve.
I’m not sure
what's on his mind
but I’m pretty sure it’s not me,
or my brother or mother, either.
If I ask him what he’s thinking
He’ll just say, “Nothing special.”
Once I say a photo of dad as a boy.
He was standing in the middle of a big field
squinting hard from the sun.
He still has that expression sometimes.
He holds on to a bite of yam with his chopsticks.
A gold tooth shows when he opens his mouth.
Dad, I hope you live a long time.
8
Bathed by tree filtered sun,
my little girl rides a “monkey train”
when she comes closer I feel happy
when she goes away I feel sad
every third time around I failed pressing the shutter.
*
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There are lots of families just like us
I don’t feel happier than them
I don’t feel less happy than them
yet, my mood slowly darkens.
*
The elephant raises and lowers its trunk
the crocodile continues to quiestly exist
the deer leaps
what kind of animal can I be called?
9
age three
there was no past for me
*
age five
my past went back to yesterday
*
age seven
my past went back to topknotted samurai
*
age eleven
my past went back to dinosaurs
*
age fourteen
my past agreed with the texts at school
*
age sixteen
I look at the infinity of my past with fear
*
age eighteen
I know not a thing about time
10
The person listening to Mozart curls up like a child,
his eyes following the curled wallpaper as if it were the blue sky,
just as though his invisible sweetheart were whispering in his ear.
*
The melody annoys him in the shape of a question
which he cannot answer,
because it easily answers itself,
leaving him behind.
*
the lover’s words so vulnerably spoken to the whole world …
a caress too tender to survive this earth …
a prophecy too cruel to be realized …
the “Yes” which rejects every possible “No!”
*
the person listening to Mozart stands up.
He shakes off the caress of mother-music
and walks downstairs towrad the street, looked for an answerable question.
11
I won’t let words rest.
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At times they feel ashamed of themselves
and want to die, inside of me.
When that happens I’m in love.
In a world otherwise silent
people—only people—chatter away.
What’s more, sun and trees and clouds
are unconscious of their beauty.
A fast-flying plane flies in the shape of human passion.
Though the blue sky pretends to be a backdrop,
in fact there’s nothing there.
When I call out, in a small voice,
the world doesn’t answer.
My words are no different from those of the birds.
12
I grew unwittingly apart
from the world in which I was born
and can no longer walk again
among the things of the earth.
We know that even love is a possession,
but we can’t keep from praying
that life will go on.
And we accept the poverty of our prayers.
I can possess nothing,
though I love
trees, clouds, people.
I can only discard
my overflowing heart—
hesitant to call that an act of love.
13
It’s distance that makes
mountains mountains.
Looked at closely,
they start to resemble me.
Vast panoramas stop people in their tracks
and make them conscious of the engulfing distances.
Those very distances make people
the people they are.
Yet people can also contain distances
inside themselves,
which is why they go on yearning …
They soon find they’re just places violated by distances,
and no longer observed.
They have then become scenery.
14
Earth-colored water hesitates, flows
I realize it is a river
The descendant of formless underground dwellers,
the water is heading toward the sea, that much I know
but I don’t know when and how it welled up
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*
As the train crosses the river a young woman next to me yawns
There is something welling up, too, from the shadowy depth of her mouth
Suddenly I realize my brain is more dull-witted than my flesh
*
Feeling uneasy that I, the flesh, riding a train,
am made mostly of water
I, the brain, prop myself up with words
*
Sometime in a distant past, somewhere in a distant place
words were much less voluminous, but
their ties to the nether world were perhaps much stronger
*
Water remains on this planet
morphing into seas, clouds, rains and ice
Words, too, cling to this planet
morphing into speeches, poems, contracts and treaties
*
I, too, cling to this planet
15
First I stretch myself in bed
I rise up in one breath
I go take a pee
I fetch newspapers
I am a miniscule power plant
*
The power of dry leaves falling
The power of tears from a fussing child
The power of the resonance of a Jews’ harp moving away
The power of casually placed punctuation
The power of Good Morning!
*
An invisible matrix
unites miniscule powers
I am one of its joints, too
A globe is placed on the table
I try to stare down the Earth
*
I drink a glass of carrot juice
I turn on my desktop computer
I sit unfocused for a little while
Unexpected words come to me
like water bubbles, like now
16
My dear liver, it’s time to say Goodbye
It’s time to part with my dear kidneys and spleen as well
I am about to die
but no one is beside me
so I will say goodbye to all of you
*
You’ve worked for me for quite a while
you are going to be free now
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you may go wherever you wish
once I part from you I will also be free
I will be just my soul, naked
*
My dear heart, I caused you trouble and palpitations
My dear brain, I caused you to think of trivial matters
My dear eyes, ears, mouth and penis, you worked hard for me
Don’t, all, think ill of me,
I was what I was thanks to you all
*
Having said that, my future without you is bright
As I will feel free of myself
I will have no hesitation to lose myself
to dissolve into dirt, to disappear into the sky
to become part of those with no words
17
A train runs on a single line along the gorge
monkeys have given up on evolution
familiar bagpipe sounds are receding
and I have no choice but to continue writing poetry
*
A mother sits on a sofa, nursing her baby
a sudden explosion surprises a midday street corner
opinions are noisily voiced in a new morning
a youth is sulky, reading comics
*
so what do they matter?
An official history lines up only heroes
projecting old scarred images
and I have no choice but to continue writing poetry
*
I cannot find the end
because I don’t know the beginning
Day after day I live with doubts about believing
Only the sky is limitless, like salvation
*
I live with refuse that has no place to go to
forgetting the names of missing persons
pawning off offerings to the altar
unable to distinguish nanometers from light years
*
Asked about pros and cons in rapid succession
I dodge my swaying moods
I seek supreme bliss deeper than meaning
I have no choice but to continue writing poetry
18
It often takes a cylindrical shape with a base, but not a top. It is a depression that stands erect. It is a defined space
closed to face a center of gravity. It can hold a certain pre-defined amount of liquid without letting the liquid
disperse within the earth’s gravitation. When only the air fills it we say it is empty, but even then its outline
shown clearly by light, and the existence of its mass can be confirmed by a levelheaded glance, without relying on
instruments.
*
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When tapped by fingers, it vibrates to generate sound. At times the sound is used as a signal; at rare occasions, as
a unit in music. But the resonance has a sort of stubborn self-satisfaction beyond utility and assaults our ears. It is
placed on a dining table. Also it is grabbed by a person’s hand. It often slips out of a person’s hand. In fact it hides
a possibility of becoming a weapon, as it can easily be intentionally broken into pieces.
*
But after it is broken into pieces, it does not cease to exist. Even if, at that moment, all of its kind on earth were
broken to smithereens, we could not escape from it. Even though it is named in a different orthography in each
specific cultural confine, it already exists as a fixed idea shared among all. So, even if we were forbidden,
accompanied with extreme forms of punishment, to actually make it (with glass, wood, iron, or clay), we would
not be free from the nightmare that it does exist.
*
It is a tool used mainly to quench thirst. But in spite of the fact that, under some extreme circumstances, it
functions no better than two palms put together to create a depression, it undoubtedly exists silently as a thing of
beauty, in the context of current diversified human lives, at times under the morning sunlight, at times under
artificial lighting.
*
Our intelligence, our experience, and our technology gave birth to it on this earth and named it. We point to it by a
string of sounds as if that were a matter of course. Yet, as to what it really is, people may not necessarily have
accurate knowledge.
19
However white a white may be, it never is a true white. In a white without a single bit of cloudiness, invisibly
miniscule black is lurking, and that is always its constitution itself. A white does not regard a black with hostility,
but rather it is understood to contain a black, because a white by its nature fosters black. At the very moment of
coming into existence, a white is already beginning to move toward a black.
*
But in its long process toward a black, however many gradations of gray it passes through, a white does not cease
to be white until the very moment it is totally black. Even when it is infiltrated by what are not thought to be
attributes of white such as, for example, shadows, dullness, or absorption of light, a white is gleaming behind a
mask of gray. A white dies in a flash. In that instant a white disperses, leaving no traces, and a total black rises up.
But —
*
However black a black may be, it never is a true black. In a black without a single speck of gleam, an invisibly
miniscule white is lurking like a genome, and that is black’s constitution itself. At the very moment of coming
into existence, a black is already beginning to move toward a white . . .
20
A dear deceased friend is
again at a loss
in front of a travel bag
*
In the futile search for our souls
we stay behind
sitting in front of almond-flavored tofu desserts
*
The rain has stopped
the sky is made lighter by the sun behind thin clouds
stock quotes flicker in the town
*
Everything moves on
just the way it is
heading toward memories
21
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Crows cry
ahh,
ahh
*
At the news of a death
in the morning
I feel relieved
*
A friend is
Discreetly
Pregnant
*
I throw away
Crumbled
pressed-sugar candies, and
*
I wonder about
Myself
this afternoon
22
In a certain place there lived a young man
Who lived by writing poetry
He wrote a poem of celebration when someone got married
He wrote a poem to be carved on a tombstone when someone died
*
People offered many things to thank him
Some brought a basket full of eggs
Some sewed a shirt for him
Some just cleaned his room because they had nothing else to offer
*
He was happy for whatever was given to him
He thanked everyone just the same
An old woman for the gold ring she gave him
A little girl for the paper doll she made for him all by herself
*
He had a name but
People called him Poet. They did not use his name
He seemed embarrassed at first but
He got used to it by and by
*
His fame reached far and orders came in from distant places
Cat lovers asked for poems on cats
Gluttons asked for poems on food
Lovers asked for poems on love
*
He did not decline any requests however hard they were
He would sit at this rickety old table
Stare into space for a little while
Then somehow came up with a poem
*
His poems were admired by everybody
Poems that make you cry out loud
Poems that make you laugh until your stock hurts
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Poems that make you think long and hard
*
People asked him various questions
“How come you can write so well?”
“What should I study if I want to be a poet?”
“Where do you get such beautiful words?”
*
But he gave no answers.
He couldn’t, even if he wanted to.
All he could say was, “I don’t know either.”
People said he was a nice guy.
*
One day a young woman came to see him.
She had read his poems and wanted to meet him.
He fell in love with her at first sight
Effortlessly wrote a poem, and dedicated it to her.
*
When she read the poem she felt an emotion she could not describe.
She could not tell whether she was sad or happy
She felt like scratching out the stars in the night sky
She felt like going back to a time before she was born.
*
This is not a human feeling, she thought.
If this is not divine, this may be of the devil
He kissed her like a breeze
She was not certain if she was in love with him or his poetry.
*
From that day on she lived with him
When she made breakfast, he wrote a poem about breakfast
When she picked wild berries, he wrote a poem about wild berries
When she disrobed, he wrote a poem on her beauty
*
She was proud that he was a poet
She thought writing poetry was far more impressive
Than plowing the land, building machines,
Selling jewels, or being a king
*
But once in a while she felt lonely
When she broke a treasured plate
He did not get angry, but consoled her
She was glad, but felt something was missing
*
When she told him about the grandmother she left behind
Tears fell from his eyes
But next day he’d totally forgotten about it
She thought there was something odd about that
*
Yet she was happy
She wished to be with him for a long long time
As she told him so, he held her tight to his chest
His eyes were looking into space, not at her
*
He always wrote poetry alone
He had no friends
When he was not writing poetry
He looked utterly bored
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*
He didn’t know the names of flowers, not a single one
Yet he wrote many a poem about flowers
He was given many flower seeds for thanks
She grew flowers in the yard
*
One evening she was sad though she didn’t know why
She clung to him and cried out loud
On the spot he wrote a poem praising tears welling up
She tore up the poem and threw it away
*
He looked sad
Looking at his face, crying even harder, she screamed
“Tell me something that is not a poem—
Anything will do, just say it to me!”
*
He stayed silent, looking down
“You have nothing to say, do you?
You are just hollow
All things simply pass through you!”
“I live only now in this space,” he said
“I have no yesterday or tomorrow
I dream of a place void of everything
Because this world is too bountiful and too beautiful!”
*
She hit him with her fists
Many many times with all her might
Then his body grew limpid—
His heart, brain, bowels, all became invisible like air
*
Through him a town came into her view
She saw children playing hide and seek
She saw lovers in their firm embrace
She saw Mom stirring a cooking pot
*
A drunken official came into her view
She saw a carpenter sawing a piece of lumber
She saw an old man choking on his coughs
She saw a tombstone that seemed ready to fall apart
*
She came to and found herself standing all alone
By the tombstone
The blue sky was as vast as she had always seen it
Not a single word was carved on the tombstone
23
Someone
is singing
of me
*
in a tune of clouds
in a harmony of
trees
*
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someday the rhyming
rhythm of my heart
will cease
*
but the song will go on
celebrating
you
*
The melody of water
will flow
along the river bottom
*
The pause of night
will echo
in the ruins
24
I see Auntie crouching on the river bank. Behind her is a large chimney letting out smoke. I can’t tell Auntie to do
this or do that. Auntie takes a stand. She says she is going to cook devil-root cake tonight.
*
Auntie forgets what she just said and repeats the same story. One moment she is angry, but the next moment she is
very happy. She cooked such delicious rice before, but now she burns it black. But she doesn’t care, because she
quickly forgets that she burnt it. Oh what a waste, so burnt up, she says, nonchalantly blaming it on someone else.
Inside Auntie, so protean now, the conscientious Auntie of the past is playing hide and seek. Has Auntie gone
somewhere else? No, Auntie is here, still. She is alive, with her pretty silvery hair shining in the sun.
*
Oh, you shouldn’t, she said, Auntie tells me. A bent nail caught and tore her apron, she says to me. Then the guy
just pulled his arms away. A dumb fellow, Auntie says, and she is angry with him. It was some thirty years ago,
but Auntie, her nostrils flaring, is seriously angry for some time.
*
Of course what I see is not all of Auntie. Auntie invades me like a virus. Invisible Auntie is more dangerous than
Auntie I see, because I begin to lose distinction between her and me. In an effort to see the invisible Auntie I try to
describe her. Immunity?
A word like that is of no use
*
Auntie treasures an earthenware teapot with a chipped spout. When she pours casual tea from the teapot into a
teacup, she is most dignified. Then she deliberately begins to follow newspaper pages with her eyes. Captions for
a deserted child and for a coup d’état are printed in the same font size, so Auntie well understands that there is no
difference in importance between those incidents. She has lost three pairs of reading glasses, and she is now using
her fourth
*
There is nothing in this world that can be named clearly. Just as a cooking pot is an assemblage of parts that are
not pots, a sorrow is the ruinous end of countless fearsome burdens which are not sorrows. A single name, like a
black hole, is apt to suck in all other names. Names take root in anonymity. (For the moment I just leave it this
way.)
*
We are going to have a better world, Auntie says. But she says, the world is at best something of this sort. I have
seen Auntie crying facing the wall in the evening. All I can do is to keep an eye on her, nothing else. I am so
terribly powerless. Because of that, from time to time, Auntie looks to me so incomparably beautiful.
*
I’ve come to realize the terrifying fact that there is only poetry in this world. Every bit of matter in this world is
poetry. That has been the unchangeable fact from the moment words, as we call them, were born. How
desperately people have tried to escape from poetry. But that has been an impossible thing to do. How cruel.
*
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When she gets hungry, Auntie grabs what’s in the pot in her hand and pops it into her mouth. She might take a
bath for three consecutive days, then she might not take a bath for a month. She starts fussing saying someone
stole a tattered removable collar. Yet she completely forgets about the stock certificates she hid under her bedding.
Auntie is falling to pieces. But inside her is another Auntie. She is like the nesting wooden mosaic box she bought
me when I was a kid. I found a box inside the box, and I found another as I opened it, and yet another smaller box
inside that … Auntie exposes what she has been hiding one after another, but unlike a box, she never becomes
empty. It is silly to ask which the real Auntie is. Contradictions and confusions are Auntie herself. But I
sometimes find such an excessively honest Auntie terribly hateful. Because it’s me that she exposes.
*
I’m ready for them to come for me anytime, Auntie says. But I cannot die until they come for me, she says. She
cannot take care of herself, so she wants to take care of others all the more. You can just leave me alone, she says.
I cannot bring myself to tell her that she has no use for pride of that sort. Because I am barely managing to be me
just by being in front of her.
*
This world is a square of crazy quilt. Motley colors and cloths are connected in an illogical way, yet the four
edges are cut beautifully straight. On the Northern American continent one hundred years ago there must have
been aunties very much like Auntie, by a big river, in the shadows of a beech tree, and on the porch of a shack on
the fringes of a city.\
*
Someday I will become Auntie. I wonder if I am already. My name, my money, my future, or something else of
me, none of those can keep me from being Auntie. My hands, my hair, my words, my wandering mind, all I can
call my own are so much like Auntie’s.
*
Stroking its belly, Auntie is whispering to the dog. Auntie is really happy to see the dog pleased. I cannot keep
my eyes off her, wondering if Auntie will keep stroking the dog forever. But soon she slowly stands up, and goes
inside. I am left with a feeling that almost chokes me. I simply cannot name it.
130.568 Fuji\fn{by Sono Ayako aka Chizuko Miura (1931-

)} Tokyo,

Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (F) 3

“Is Daddy coming home today?” asked her three-year-old son, Masayoshi, a kindergartener in the younger-age
class, and Dna Tamiko answered:
“Yes, he’ll be back on the afternoon train.” Then she added, “When he comes home, you tell him all about
kindergarten.”
But as she said this, Tamiko was aware that her words lacked conviction. Her husband, Masami, worked for a
prominent steel company. The oldest son in a household that consisted only of his mother and two other siblings,
he had not been able to go to college. After completing high school, he had immediately taken the entrance
examination for J Company and started to work at its Komatsu plant in Ishikawa prefecture. Tamiko had been
working at the bank near J Company and eventually got acquainted with Masami.
They had been married for six years now. Since his youth, her husband had a built-in sense of being the head
of a household. In Tamiko’s eyes he was so firmly in control of himself that she could not believe there was only
two years’ difference in their ages. Tamiko used to spend almost all her salary from the bank on skiing trips.
Masami was quite different; he sent money back home to his family in Noto and had carefully put aside enough to
pay for their wedding ceremony at one of the company’s recreational facilities. And although he had set his heart
on taking their honeymoon way off in Kagoshima, he had, when his original plan proved impossible, settled quite
rationally for a place more within their budget. They took a tour around the Kii Peninsula.
Tamiko and her mother both admired Masami’s selfcontrol in the way he ordered his existence. Masami and
Tamiko gradually settled into married life in a tiny two-room apartment provided by the company at nominal rent.
They made do with amusing examples of accommodation, covering a tea crate with vinyl cloth and using it for a
television table. There were comical moments too, as when they found there was no room for a cushion that had
been made from an old blanket, and they ostentatiously placed it on top of the shoe cabinet in the front hall.
Nevertheless Tamiko was quite satisfied with the small pleasures which went into establishing her own household. And maybe the extra weight she put on proved how happy she was, as everyone said, although it was a
matter of deep anguish to her when she could no longer fit into her clothes.
Shortly after their marriage Tamiko came to see Masami as not merely worldly-wise in his reactions to all that
came his way, but also as rather unyielding in his way of thinking. It became apparent that Masami was taken
aback when someone—anyone—knew something he did not. If some item of general knowledge was involved,
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that was understandable, but he was even embarrassed when he did not know the latest snippet of gossip about
some entertainer or other.
“It really bothers me when Masami tells me in all seriousness that some actress is probably going to marry so
and so,” Tamiko grumbled to her mother. “Me, I know about those things because I read the gossip in the weekly
magazines, but I’ve always felt it was totally trivial.”
“But you shouldn’t criticize him for his eagerness to know. These days a lot of people seem to think that not
knowing anything is perfectly normal. When a person stops wanting to learn, that’s the end.”
Tamiko winced at her mother’s words. She had almost no interest in learning. During her last class in high
school, some of the students had cried, but Tamiko was so delighted she could barely control herself. All she
could think was that this was the end of studying and tests and that she would be able to take it easy for the rest of
her life.
Some wives were embarrassed that their husbands had gone no further than high school and even lied to the
children about their father’s education (“Papa is a college graduate, you know”), but Tamiko did not share those
feelings at all. Since she herself hated studying, it didn’t seem fair to expect much education in her husband.
When Masayoshi was born, Tamiko felt she was becoming too content for her own good. She was about ten
kilograms heavier than she had been as a girl; but this meant that her breasts never ran dry. Even after she had
weaned the baby, some milk, enough for a snack, still flowed. Every time Tamiko took a nap, the baby would take
her breast, and both mother and child would sleep soundly, deeply content.
“Be careful you don’t smother the baby with those breasts of yours,” her mother had warned her, but the baby
was clever enough to let go of the nipple when he went to sleep.
Around that time, her husband returned home one night with an intense look on his face.
“I wanted to tell you that I’m thinking about going to college. I’ve submitted an application,” he said.
Tamiko looked at him vacantly, but quickly understood what he meant. J Company had a special employee
training program which included a college-level curriculum. A worker with a good performance record (in lieu of
his high school transcript) and a superior showing on the written entrance exam (in lieu of his college entrance
exams) could enter the four-year program.
“I was going to consult with you first, but then I decided that it was my responsibility to make the decision.”
“If you get accepted, you’ll go to Fuji, won’t you?”
Tamiko had heard that the training institute was located near the foot of Mt. Fuji.
“Yes. If I make it, I’ll only be able to come home once a month. For four years we’ll just have to live apart.
There won’t be any change in my salary or in the company apartment here, so you don’t have to worry about any
of those things.”
“I see. Well, whatever you think is best,” Tamiko said, neither consenting nor opposing the plan. Dimly, a
thought had occurred to her at that moment, though she did not say so to her husband:
“He’ll probably fail, so it’s not worth worrying about yet.”
There were a great many applicants to the training center from each of the factories throughout Japan and
achieving the honor and privilege of acceptance was no easy task. But Masami carried through on plans he set for
himself. He was selected from a huge field of competing applicants and it was decided that he would go to Fuji.
There was actually nothing to worry about. Only men lodged together at the training center. Perhaps some women
worked in the office there, but the place was in the middle of an out-of-the-way mountain area, and the accommodations were just like a hotel.
Quiet and rather isolated, the center had a 10 P.M. curfew every day. There would be no time to go into town
for drinking. He was not being paid a salary to fool around for four years, and he had been advised that only those
employees who were willing to endure a monkish existence and apply themselves earnestly to their studies would
be given the opportunity to enter the school. All the men accepted these conditions.
“I feel as if I am sending you away to get married,” Tamiko had said two years before when she had seen her
husband off.
Although he had claimed that he didn’t need anything, she had bought him new pajamas and underwear. She
also sent him the best bedding they had and a new small pan so he could fix instant noodles at night.
In enthusiastic letters, her husband would write:
“This school really has everything.”
“Famous professors from many universities come and the foremost, top-notch technical people in the company
give lectures. The lectures are not big, maybe ten in a class. It must be the best university in Japan.”
“When I study, I can feel new knowledge seep into me like water sinking into sand. I can’t believe that I could
actually have lived this long without studying as I am now.”
“Men must really be something special,” Tamiko thought. As for herself, she could quite easily get through an
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entire lifetime without studying. Maybe reading the scandal sheets actually was one big waste of time, but she
couldn’t see what difference it made what she read as long as she read something. Even if she did not read anything, Tamiko did not feel herself at any disadvantage when it came to educating her child or helping out other
people.
Her husband came home faithfully once a month. Masayoshi, having completely forgotten his father’s face,
had run away when Masami tried to hug him, but that quickly passed. Tamiko had some vague inklings that, little
by little, her husband was turning into a different person. If someone had asked her what had changed in him, she
would have had trouble answering. During their monthly meeting, which took on aspects of a tryst, her husband
made ravenous demands on her. In that sense, the two days they spent together had a new, fresh sparkle to them.
But they had nothing to talk about. Tamiko spoke in great detail of all that had happened in her husband’s
absence, how Mrs. so-and-so had developed gallstones, or that some dog had gotten run over on the street in front,
or that she had found a better place to grow parsley than last year’s spot. Even before, Masami had not been
exactly overjoyed to hear her relate all these stories, but after he had started living in Fuji, the look on his face
showed clearly that her talk irritated him.
“Please stop talking about all that nonsense.”
“Then what should I talk about?” Tamiko answered back, offended. “I can’t make fancy conversation. I don’t
go to college like you do.”
Her husband was silent but Tamiko felt deeply wounded. She accepted whatever life meted out to her. Her life
might be foolish, but life was life.
In addition, her husband had only complaints about the inconvenience of their living accommodations.
“When I get up in the morning, the bathroom is freezing. I can’t stand it,” her husband said, having become
accustomed to central heating. “At least you could put a hot-water heater in the kitchen and bathroom. In the
morning, shaving with cold water, I feel so miserable.”
“It’s nothing to get excited about. There’s always a kettle on the heater. Why don’t you use that hot water?”
Today her husband was due to return home. The young Masayoshi was getting bigger day by day and had
learned to wait for his father’s arrival. But for Tamiko, the return of her husband was agony. She waited for him
with a sense of obligation, just as he too was probably only coming home out of duty, she thought. When her
husband came home, he longed to eat Tamiko’s pickles, although he never once told her directly how much he
liked them. He ate a whole bowlful of her pickled cabbage, radishes, and turnips.
“Education does strange things to people,” Tamiko muttered, carrying a basket and going out to get some
pickles from the small cement-block shed in the back of their apartment. The cabbage and the radishes were all
marinating to a natural amber color.
“What is this damn Fuji anyway,” she muttered again.
Before she knew it, tears welled up and fell into the pickling vat.
130.559 The Tomoshibi\fn{by Ariyoshi Sawako (1931-1984)} Wakayama City, Wakayama Prefecture, Japan (F) 9
It was almost incredible that a small, quiet bar like The Tomoshibi should exist in the Ginza. Although it was
located on an alley branching off a back street of Higashi Ginza, a noisy place where bars stood side by side in a
row, it was still part of the Ginza. To the right, there was a large coffee shop, and to the left thee was a well-known
men’s clothing store. The three shops across the street—a restaurant, a coffee shop, and an accessories store—
were famous, and so, this one corner overflowed, with a true Ginza-like atmosphere, almost as if it were on the
main street itself.
However, The Tomoshibi was inconspicuous in all respects. It was only natural that it wasn’t noticeable during
the day, since the bar opened at five in the afternoon; but in any case, since the frontage was narrow—only about
six feet wide—it was overwhelmed by the imposing appearance of the neighboring stores on both sides. It didn’t
seem likely that there would be such a bar in a place like this.
There was a small lantern placed outside, above the door, and on this
The Tomoshibi
was written in quaint lettering. In the evening, even when it became both in name and in reality a tomoshibi, it did
not shine very boldly.
When the night grew late and all the neighbors had closed shop, the street became silent. Even people looking
for a place to drink would go right past it, not noticing that the street even had a bar.
The fact was, then, that the patrons of The Tomoshibi were an exceedingly limited group of regular customers.
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However, The Tomoshibi hadn’t many of what one usually thinks of as “regular customers” the type of people
who gather together out of affection for the proprietress and barmaids.
There were few customers who came to The Tomoshibi every night; neither were there many stray customers
who wandered in. Nevertheless, the bar was always filed to capacity, and although the popularity of the
proprietress, who was called “Mama-san,” might have helped a little, the patrons and the barmaids all knew the
exact reason why.
It is true that the bar was small. In a space of about ninety square feet, there was a cramped restroom, a large
refrigerator, a tiny counter behind which Mama-san and one barmaid could stand, and just enough chairs and
tables for the other barmaid to entertain customers. Even with only the three of them, when none of the customers
had showed up yet, a dry wind did not blow in the bar. Thus anyone who casually entered The Tomoshibi alone
would be enveloped by a warm atmosphere, and immediately feel at home.
Here, no one felt like chasing away the blues by noisily badmouthing their superiors while under the influence;
nor were there any customers who told vulgar jokes to fit get into a state of mind sufficiently disillusioned to
bring on a quick drunk
“Hello there!” Mama-san greeted a customer who hadn’t come for several months. Speaking as if he had come
the day before yesterday, the customer asked, “It’s been a while since I’ve seen the girl who used to work here—
what’s happened to her?”
“She got married,” Mama-san replied quietly.
“Hmmm, got married, huh?” the customer spoke as if he were surprised and impressed, and he looked around
the bar once again.
“I see. … I guess if she were from this bar, a barmaid could really get married decently.” As if he were quite
convinced, he sipped his whiskey-on-the-rocks and sighed.
Mama-san and a barmaid known as Shizau-chan, who were seated quietly on chairs away from the counter,
exchanger furtive smiles.
The girl, Eiko, who had been helping Mama-san behind the counter, had committed suicide about three weeks
ago.
Any girl who decides to come to work in a bar has her own complex reasons. And, while she works, her life
usually becomes even more complicated. Although she had found employment in a quiet bar like this, Eiko
probably suffered from more hardships than the average person. It had looked as if she was confiding everything
to Mama-san, and had been seeking her advice. Yet there was probably something she had not been able to
confide, and maybe that had become unbearable. One night, she took some pills and died. Since she was a quiet
girl, perfectly suited for The Tomoshibi, there had not been anything out of the ordinary in her conduct, and even
the worldly-wise Mama-san had not noticed anything.
Since it was a whole day before the suicide was discovered, nothing could be done. There was o will, and her
humble one-room apartment was left neatly in order. There was a savings passbook left for her younger brother,
her only blood relative, but it certainly did not contain an extraordinary sum of money. That a young, nameless
barmaid had died one night was such a small happening that it wouldn’t even be mentioned in an obscure corner
of a newspaper.
That is why mama-san did not want to do anything that would cast a shadow on the memories of the customers
who remembered Eiko.
“Is that so? She got married? Hmmm. …” The customer, perhaps because the alcohol had begun to take its
effect, re-articulate his initial surprise, but Mama-san only commented gently, “Quite so, she got married.”
“What kind of guy was he? Was he a customer here?”
“There’s no use in being jealous. It’s already too late.” When mama-san laughed in her sweet voice, the
customer also gave a forced laugh, and at that point they ended the conversation.
“Another drink, please.”
“Coming! Coming! Isn’t it cold today?”
Although there were peanuts and smoked squid on the narrow counter, with the second glass of whiskey
mama-san provided some fresh cucumber with a dash of lemon, free of charge. The customer picked up a slice
with his fingers and while eating with a crunching sound, asked, “Did you choose all those paintings by
yourself?” He was examining the inside of the bar again.
“Yes, but they’re all reproductions!”
Several framed pictures, none of them any large than fifteen square inches, were hung on the wall. Among
these, two were Chagalls,\fn{Marc Chagall (1887-1985), Russian-born French painter and designer .} one was a Miró,\fn{Joan
Miró (1893-1983), Spanish painter.} one was an oil painting by Takaytama Uichi, and one was a woodblock print by
Minami Keiko.
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Those by Takayama and the Minami were originals, and those by Chagall and Miró were lithographs, but
Mama-san always said that they were replicas and didn’t care to elaborate further.
Mama-san had bought them only because they were pictures that she had liked, and not because they were the
works of famous artists. But if some customers didn’t like the pictures, that was that, no matter what she said.
A picture in which lovers embraced on the roof of a small house in the moonlight. And a sweet, dream-like
picture of a young girl singing, enveloped by a bird of fire. Next to the two Chagalls hung a surrealistic picture,
with bright colors like a child’s scribbles. It was the Miró. This was Mama-san’s greatest pride, for she had thrown
caution to the winds and bought it, although it was extremely expensive. Yet since the customers who came to the
bar could barely appreciate the Chagalls, the Miró seemed even more incomprehensible to them.
However, when one looked at all of them, including the Takayama painting of greenery and butterflies, and the
Minami woodblock print of autumn leaves and fish, even the Miró became part of a coherent whole which created
a fairy-tale-like, innocent, and happy atmosphere throughout the bar. Perhaps it was because of this atmosphere
that customers were convinced that barmaids from this bar could become brides after all.
“Last night I had such a beautiful dream.”
All of a sudden, Shizu-chan started to speak. Since it was a small bar, whatever anyone said could be
overheard by everyone else, so there was no need to turn their heads. The good thing about this bar was the fact
that both Mama-san and Shizu-chan had beautiful voices. Some customers said flatly that it was better just to
listen to their voices when they started to speak, rather than to look at their faces.
“What kind of dream?” Mama-san responded in a leisurely tone.
“In my dream, I met a boy whom I had been extremely fond of when I was a small.”
“How incriminating!”
Because Shizu-chan had started to tell her story in such a passionate manner, one of the customers tired to
tease her, but Mama-san waited patiently for her next words.
“This boy was the village headman’s son. Since we were the children of tenant farmers, in spite of being in the
same class at school, we didn’t dare go near him. Even so, all the girls liked the young master. When he came
close, I could hardly breathe!”
“It must have been your first love!”
“Yes, I guess it was. But it’s been over ten years since I left the village. I’ve never had such a dream in all these
years, so I wonder why I should have one now. Last night’s dream just came out of the blue. It really surprised
me!”
“Was the young master a child? Or had he grown up?”
“I’m not too sure. I’m not even sure whether I was a child or whether I was like I am now. …”
“Isn’t that nice!”
“In any case, it was incredibly beautiful. There were birds of fire flying around us.”
The Chagall painting had apparently made its way into Shizu-chan’s dream. Yet while she was talking, she
seemed to enter a dreamy state of mind once again. Even after she had finished talking, she remained staring into
space as if it entranced.
“I’ll go home after one more drink. I think I’ll go to sleep early tonight and dream of my first love, too.”
“I’ll go home after one more drink. I think I’ll go to sleep early tonight and dream of my first love, too.”
Customers would be engulfed by the mood of the bar before they knew it. Shizu-chan was skillful at telling her
life story in this fragmentary way, under the pretense of relating, for example, a story about her dreams. Since she
differed from the many barmaids who allure customers by going over their sad life stories in great detail, from
childhood to more recent hardships, there were quite a number of customers who came to the bar wanting to talk
to her.
“And so, Shizu-chan, you haven’t returned home ever since you came out to Tokyo?”
“No, even though my father and mother are there, and they’ve been asking me to come home soon.”
“Don’t you like the countryside?”
“that’s not the point. There are many reasons why I have to stay in Tokyo.”
“Is some man giving you a hard time, then?”
“No man would ever give me a hard time!”
Although she was replying seriously, it still sounded so funny that the customers would unexpectedly burst out
laughing. I was probably because of Shizu-chan’s natural virtue that nobody would think of teasing her by saying,
“Would you like me to give you a hard time?”
Only Mama-san knew that Shizu-chan’s parents had died when she was still a child, and that she was having a
rough time of it at her aunt’s, into whose family she had been adopted. When Shizu-chan said her parents were
awaiting her return, only Mama-san sensed the truth behind the lie.
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In the back streets of the Ginza, drunken men would usually spend their time speaking loudly and amorously
of women, and drunken women would speak similarly of men. Yet in this bar, even if conversations of that type
did get started, they never lasted very long. Strangely enough, though, conversations about pet dogs or cars would
continue on and on endlessly.
*
There was a Siamese cat at The Tomoshibi. It was Mama-san’s pet, and every day she carried it with her to
work. It had a light gray, slender body, and its legs and the tip of its tail were dark sepia. Since it had a straight,
shapely nose, Mama-san believed that it was a beautiful cat.
“Don’t be ridiculous! Don’t you know that the flatter a cat’s nose is, the more attractive it’s supposed to be?”
“Impossible! Cats or human beings, it’s the same. The higher the nose is, the better.”
“You’re wrong!”
“Well then, please look carefully. Use your aesthetic sense to judge this. Here. …”
Mama-san picked up her beloved cat and thrust it out in front of the customer’s nose.
“I still think it’s funny. …”
If the customer should persist in this manner, things would get serious. In high spirits, mama-san would refill
the glass of whiskey and say, “Here, pull yourself together with this, and look carefully once again. Here Chika,
Chika, make a nice face. …”
One might wonder whether the customer or mama-san would be the first to give in, but it was always the cat in
question who, hating to stay still got bored with trying to outstare the customer, yawned out loud, scratched
Mama-san’s hand, and jumped down. The area on top of the window Above the heater was Chika’s seat. And once
she retreated there, she would not come out, no matter how one called or invited her.
“Mama-san, don’t you like dogs?”
“I like them, but you can’t keep a dog in a bar.”
“I really like dogs. Even when I get home late after drinking, I always wake up at seven in the morning, since I
have to take Hachirō out for a walk.”
“Is his name Hachirō? How cute!”
“Is it an Akita?”\fn{A sturdy breed of (Japanese) working dog, used from antiquity both as a family guard dog and for hunting .}
Shizu-chyan interrupted.
“How did you know?” the customer asked in surprise.
“Oh, it’s just a lucky guess. I thought a name like Hachirō might be quite appropriate for an Akita.”
With this boost to his spirits, the customer drew out a billfold from the inside pocket of his suit and produced a
photograph from it
He was a customer who perfectly matched the proprietress and barmaids. The snapshot was of his dog.
“See, look, isn’t he a handsome one?”
His eyes and mouth were certainly those of an Akita, but the line between the ears and the neck was rather
questionable. Yet even so, Mama-san was charmed by the eyes and mouth and said, “How adorable! He looks like
a fine, lively dog.”
Her manner of praise was clever, but young Shizu-chan, who was peering over from the side, was too honest.
“Hmmm, is this really an Akita?” she questioned in a loud voice?
“It’s an Akita, all right. this dog’s father, you know, has quite a pedigree.”
“What about the mother?”
“Well, you see. …” he said regretfully, drinking up the remaining whiskey. “It’s a case of ‘a woman of humble
birth marrying into royalty.’”
In other words, Hachirō was a mutt. However, if lineage were to be determined patrilinneally, as in the
imperial family, then without doubt he would be a descendent of the noble Akita breed.
Being quick with her wits, mama-san said, “They were quite gallant parents, weren’t they?” and saved the
customer from his predicament.
With this, the customer regained his balance. Ordering a double-on-the-rocks, he began to speak in great detail
of how Hachirō was such a fine dog that he didn’t bring disgrace to his father’s name.
Birds of a feather flock together, and that night as many as four dog-lovers had gathered there. Since each of
them had to introduce the pedigree, name, personality, and distinguishing features of his pet, The Tomoshibi didn’t
close until quite late.
“Since it’s late, Shizu-chan, I’ll take you home,” Mama-san said to Shizu-chan, who was waiting with her
collar pulled up. Mama-san locked the door and stopped a taxi.
“Please take us to Higashi Nakano, then Sibuya.” No matter how tiring a night she might have had, her manner
of speaking was always kind.
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As the car along through the night streets, Shizu-chan started to giggle about something she remembered.
“What is it?”
“Oh, I was just thinking of the dog contest we had.”
“Wasn’t it funny—everyone thought his own was the best.”
“But they were all mongrels!”
“That’s why we didn’t get into a fight.”
Mama-san was smiling serenely, the purebred Siamese cat fast asleep on her lap. It was a conceited cat with a
picky appetite. .None of the customers who boasted about their half-breed dogs dared to show their antipathy
toward Chika, because she was protected by Mama-san’s goodness.
“You know, Shizu-chan. …”
“Yes?”
“If these late nights continue, we’ll surely need a replacement for Eiko.”
“I think so, too.”
“Unless we find someone who will take turns with you working late, you’ll get too tired. Do you know of
anyone who would be good?”
“Well, I don’t have too many friends, so. …”
After a while, mama-san, looking out of the window, murmured, “What a fool Eiko was to die!”
Almost ready to cry herself, Shizu-chan said hurriedly to the taxi driver, “Oh, please stop here. That corner will
be fine. Yes, right here.”
Although Mama-san had taken her home on several occasions in the past, Shizu-chan would always get off by
the main road and avoid being taken by car to the front of her house. Since there must have been some reason,
Mama-san didn’t insist on accompanying her any farther. She would quietly see Shizu-chan off, turning around in
the taxi which had started to move, and would watch her figure disappear into the darkness. Small dirty houses
stood clustered, side by side.
*
Position for barmaid.
A young person, with or without experience.
The Tomoshibi.
Mama-san wrote this with a brush on a small piece of paper. For three days her routine was to put up the sign
at night when leaving, and take it down before eight I the evening when the customers came. Three or four
applicants came knocking at the door, despite the fact that it was such a tiny advertisement and for such an
inconspicuous bar.
During the hours before her customers came, Mama-san held “interviews” in the bar, and when there were
customers, in the coffee shop next door.
One girl was so young she seemed like a firm plum still attached to a branch. It appeared that she had come to
the accessories store across the street and read the advertisement by chance. Her family was apparently well-off,
and she had been casually thinking that she wanted to work. Mama-san shuddered at her naïve boldness.
“When you discuss this matter with your parents, please make sure that you tell them I said this is not the sort
of place you should be coming to.”
“Oh, then there’s no use in discussing it with them. Am I unqualified?”
In the eyes tat asked, “Am I unqualified?” shone fearless, youthful, and yet unblemished pride. Hoping that
this child would be able to grow up just as she was, Mama-san gently smiled and nodded.
“Yes, you’re unqualified.”
“Oh, shucks!”
Since she stuck her tongue out and left without seeming too disappointed, Mama-san felt greatly relieved.
On another occasion, a sickly, tired woman came by.
“Why did you quit the other bar?”
“The proprietress scolded me too often. About not being lively and boisterous. She complained a lot, but how
could I help it? After all, that’s my nature!”
“That’s true.”
“But I have my own good customers. That’s why the proprietress didn’t want to let me go, but I don’t like
working under someone I have personality conflicts with.”
Realizing quite clearly that she wouldn’t get along with her either, Mama-san smiled and stood up.
“As you can see, our bar is rather small, isn’t it? We don’t need any more customers than we already have. If
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fate so ordains, I’ll see you again.”
It seemed as if the many layers o grime from the woman’s harsh daily life were smeared across her coarse skin.
Wishing she had the confidence to try and wash away this person’s unhappiness at The Tomoshibi, Mama-san was
sad that she couldn’t hire her.
However, even if Mama-sain invited this person to come and work at the bar, sooner or later she would leave
of her own accord.
Mama-san had always hired the type of barmaids who would stay only at The Tomoshibi.
*
“Good evening!” a voice called cheerfully.
A figure dressed in bright colors entered the door, and the bar became crowded at once. It was the madam of
one of the five largest bars in the Ginza.
“My, I haven’t seen you for such a long time!”
Mama-san, in her usual manner, invited her in warmly. Mama-san’s smile never changed according to whom
she was talking. Some ten years ago, Madam and Mama-san had worked in the same bar. They both became
independent in the same Ginza area around the same time. However Madame had become quite a
businesswoman. Therefore, after moving from place to place, her bar and her name had become so noted that any
person who dealt with the Ginza could not have failed to hear of them.
“This bar hasn’t changed at all!”
“I guess it’s been two years since you last came.”
“How I envy you! I suppose if you don’t have to make alterations in the interior of your bar for two whole
years, you don’t have to spend much money. As for my place, since the customers are so demanding, we
frequently have to change the wall hangings and the paintings. …”
It was probably because Madam had some good qualities that her constant complaining about her financial
situation, as well as her total envy of this small bar, were not intolerably offensive. Drinkers are very honest with
themselves, so unless the proprietress is somewhat good-natured, customers won’t be attracted to the bar.
“I have something to talk with you about,” Madam said suddenly in a low voice, pulling Mama-san out to the
coffee shop next door.
“Don’t you have an opening at your place?”
“Well, I am looking for someone right now, but there aren’t very many people who would come to work at a
bar like ours.”
Madam took Mama-san’s modesty seriously, and after firmly nodding, leaned forward.
“I know of a nice girl. … will you take a look at her?”
“But isn’t she one of the girls at your place?”
“That’s true, but she won’t last there. She’s just too nice. I don’t know what to do, because whenever a
customer teases her even a little bit, she starts to cry. I tell her over and over again that unless you strike back
when you’re teased you can’t survive in the Ginza, but it’s completely useless. The girl’s at my place are always
being offered positions at rival bars whenever I’m not paying close attention, except for that one. She’s fairly
popular with the customers, but she still has an inferiority complex. Touch upon that complex and she gets
depressed. I just haven’t any idea what to do!”
“What kind of inferiority complex?” Mama-san attempted to pursue the matter further but Madam waved her
hands dramatically and ignored the question.
“Well, in any case I’ll tell her to stop by and see you after work, so take a look at her. She’s the perfect girl for
your place. It would be easy for me to fire her, but she’s such a nice girl that I don’t have the heart to kick her out.
Do it for me, all right?”
Madam pulled out a one-thousand yen bill and picked up the check from the table in one swift move. Havig
finished her business, she hastily paid for the coffee and left.
Forced to accept the proposition, Mama-san returned to the bar. She didn’t feel so badly after she remembered
that Madam always behaved in the same way.
Since the two bars belonged to such different categories, they were not in competition with each other, and
even if madam tried to pass off a secondhand article that was of no use at her place, Mama-san would not be
offended. On the contrary, she rather enjoyed going over in her mind what Madam had said, “She’s such a nice
girl that she can’t work at my bar.” That she was such a nice girl she was not even appropriate for the very best
bar in the Ginza district certainly pleased Mama-san.
Therefore, when the night grew late and Momoko appeared—quietly opening the door and inquiring, “May I
come in?”—Mama-san said almost by reflex, “Oh, I’ve heard all about you. Everything’s all set. Please start
working here from five tomorrow evening.”
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Shizu-chan seemed to take in Momoko’s round face and lovely lips immediately, as well as the fact that her
dark blue overcoat was very becoming.
Just before leaving for home, Shizu-chan asked nonchalantly, “Is the person who came by a little while ago
working with us from tomorrow?” But mama-san, who was busy getting ready to close up and go home, answered
without going into great detail, “Yes, I’ll introduce her to you tomorrow.”
Mama-san was rather noisily occupied in the restroom.
“Shizu-chan.”
“Yes?”
“It’s quite late, so you can go home first.”
“Are you sure it’s all right?”
Shizu-chan wondered what mama-san could be up to, but anxious to head for home just as soon as she could,
she left straight away.
The next day, having been delayed by collecting bills, Shizu-chan arrived at the bar a little later than usual and
found Mama-san cleaning here and thee inside the bar with the new girl.
“Good morning!”
“Oh, good morning! This is Shizu-chan, and this is Momoko-chan.”
Mama-san introduced them in an intimate manner, as if she were bringing together two of her children.
Momoko bowed humbly, and Shizu-chan felt slightly embarrassed. Deep inside, she had received quite a shock.
Dimly aware of the fact that Madam, who was an old friend of Mama-san, had spoken to Mama-san about this
matter, Shizu-chan had been worried about what kind of person was going to come. Yet unlike last night’s
impression of her, the minute she looked at Shizu-chan today, Shizu-chan was taken aback.
She’s cross-eyed, Shizu-chan realized at once. To use a Japanese expression, her eyes were “London-Paris”—
her right eye was focused on London, while her left eye looked towards Paris. Furthermore, one of her eyes was a
bit too close to the other. Besides these, there were no other faults in her appearance.
When Momoko went to the restroom, and there were still no customers, Shizu-chan found her chance to speak.
“Mama-san,” she began.
Mama-san, in a low, yet sharp voice, said firmly, “Shizu-chan, the subject of her eyes is taboo.” Since Shizuchan was also a nice girl, she accepted this immediately. Something deep within moved her to tears.
Perhaps because there was one more person in the bar than before, thus making it more lively, many customers
turned up that night. The regular customers quickly took notice of Momoko. But since, unlike Eiko, she stood
further behind the counter than mama-san and was occupied with diligently opening and closing the refrigerator
door, they couldn’t talk to her very much.
Very few customers came to this bar simply for the barmaids, however, so no one was very dissatisfied with
her behavior. The Tomoshibi remained completely the same as it had been. The customers quietly sipped their
drinks, and when once in a while they did say something, Mama-san would take up the conversation, with Shizuchan in her carefree and easy-going manner joining in.
One customer did find something different from before. This man, who had been chugging his beer, returned
from the restroom with a strange expression on his face and asked, “What happened to the mirror?”
“Oh, someone broke it,” answered Mama-san.
“You must have had some rough customers!”
“We can get a new mirror, but it might be broken again. Besides, we really ought to be able to put up with the
inconvenience.”
Probably only Shizu-chan noticed that Mama-san, upon realizing the source of Momoko’s inferiority complex,
had taken her in only after removing the mirror from the restroom.
“Anyway, our customers aren’t the type that have to feel guilty when they look at their drunken faces in the
mirror,” Mama-san said in her mellow voice.
“Right! That’s right!”
This cheered the customers; there was no chance of them being put out by it. Although this type of customer
who got drunk and became boisterous rarely came to The Tomoshibi, there were, among the regular customers,
some young men who liked to sing quiet songs. However, once they started to get tipsy, they demanded that
Mama-san and the girls sing, too. Mama-swan would say, “No, I can’t because I’m tone-deaf,” and escape,
refusing to sing under any circumstances. If one flattered Shizu-chan, though, telling her that she was good, she
would sing a number of songs in her melodious voice.. since she made every popular song come out like an
elementary school tune, her specialty had become nursery songs. Everyone was impressed by her specialty. Her
singing was popular probably because it was most appropriate for the atmosphere of the bar. She could certainly
not have been called very talented.
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“Mama-san, wasn’t Eiko-chan pretty good, too? Wasn’t she?” With his eyes half closed as if trying to
remember, a customer asked, “Didn’t she go away to get married? Is she happy?”
“Yes, yes, she’s very happy.”
Shizu-chan began to sing:
When she was fifteen nanny got married
Letters from home
No longer came.

“In this present age, what do you think we lack the most and need the most?”
In one corner of the room there were customers discussing serious topics while drinking their whiskey.
“Hmmm, let’s see, … how about dreams? As far as I’m concerned, right now that’s what I lack the most and
need the most.”
“Well, I agree, but I don’t call them ‘dreams’.”
“Then what are they?”
“Fairy tales.”
“Hmmm, fairy tales. I guess you’re right.”
While that conversation was going on, Shizu-chan was singing away in front of customers in another corner.
“Well, what do you think about being able to listen to nursery rhymes in a Ginza bar?”
“Now I’m beginning to understand why you said you wanted to come here.”
Sometimes a dreadfully tone-deaf person in high spirits would sing along with Shizu-chan.
After four or five days, Momoko was in a state of total astonishment. She wondered if this, too, could possibly
be a bar.
Some types of people aren’t affected by hardships; Momoko was the type who wasn’t affected by past
experiences. Even though this was the fourth time she had found herself employed in a bar, she possessed naïve
qualities which made it seem as if she had only worked in a bar for the first time yesterday. Shizu-chan began to
act as if she were Momoko’s elder sister all the time, and on occasions when Mama-san wasn’t present, she would
ask, “Well, do you think you’ll be able to handle working here?” and peer into Momoko’s face.
“Yes, I look forward to coming to work. And also, it almost seems like this isn’t a bar, but some other kind of
place.”
“Well, if it’s not a bar, what is it?”
“A kindergarten!”
Shizu-san almost fell out of her chair, laughing. Before very long, Mama-swan returned and Shizu-chan
presented her with this masterpiece. Mama-chan was reminded of the fact that the Chagalls and the Miró, all
hanging on the wall, were also childlike. Even the small, low chair in the corner was appropriate for a
kindergarten, she thought.
Around Christmas and at the end of the year, The Tomoshibi was not affected by irregular waves of customers.
Just as there were never times when the bar was full and customers couldn’t come in, so there was never a day
when there were absolutely no customers. Momoko was most grateful for the fact that she wasn’t compelled to
wear a fancy kimono just because it was Christmas or New Year’s.
Mama-san casually wore lovely, unobtrusive things, but she did not force her pleasure in clothes on other
people.
“Happy New Year!”
“We value your patronage and hope to see you again this year.”
Early in the new Year, one customer dashed in as soon as they opened the bar crying, “Happy New Year!”
Mama-san politely repeated her new year’s greetings, and without waiting for any prompting from him, asked,
“Well?”
“They were born!”
“Well, that is an auspicious event indeed! How many of them?”
As usual, they were discussing dogs.
“Six. … I went out of my way to make sure that only purebreds got to her, but I failed again. Half of them are
spotted. Even their faces are quite different from their mother’s.”
“That’s probably the aftereffects of a previous mate.”
“I’ve heard that’s so … once you’ve made a mistake, you can’t breed purebreds.”
“But aren’t the puppies cute?”
“Cute things are cute, even if they’re mutts. There are too many of them, but I can’t bring myself to give them
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away. My son also says that they’re his children and loves them very much. It’s a nice feeling.”
As they spoke, another person who shared their interest wandered in, and leaning forward, commented, “Even
though you may think they’re mongrels, sometimes it happens that while you’re rearing them, they become
purebreds, just like one of their parents.”
“Isn’t that a miracle!”
“A miracle, indeed. I my experience, this is where the owner’s character plays a great part!”
“I see. …”
“Yes, it’s really true. Was it in Aesop that the ugly duckling became a white swan?”
“Wasn’t that Hans Christian Andersen?”
“Whichever! In any case, things like that happen.”
“So then, will you try to raise all six of them? A miracle might happen to at least one.”
For a while after that, miracles were the topic of conversation. After those customers had gone their merry
ways, and before the next wave of customers arrived, Momoko said, “Mama-san, miracles really do happen, don’t
they?” She started to speak very seriously.
When Shizu-chan asked “Have you ever seen one?” Momoko nodded in assent, saying, “My eyes are getting
better!”
Momoko continued in front of her two listeners who were holding their breath.
“From when I was small, I was always teased about my eyes. As I got older, it was even harder to bear, and I
was always crying. Since I cold make better money in as bar than at other jobs, I was able to help my family, but
the customers always mentioned my eyes. It was really painful.”
Looking up suddenly, Momoko’s eyes lost the correct balance between right and left, and one side inclined
outwards.
“Ever since I came to this bar, nobody has commented on my eyes. In the beginning, I thought that you were
purposely avoiding the subject. But even the customers didn’t say anything. When I came to think of it, nobody
seemed to even notice my eyes. On New Year’s Day, I went to the mirror and was almost too scared to look—
until then, I had always disliked large mirrors and had used a compact to do my makeup. Then, well,
miraculously, my eyes were cured! I don’t know why they got better, but I think that miracles do happen after all.”
Mama-san, who had been listening attentively to Momoko’s story, said, “Really? How wonderful!” She spoke
with great feeling, placing her hand on Momoko’s shoulder. Shizu-chan looked as if she were going to cry if she
spoke, so she quickly turned her back to Momoko and said in a deliberately dry tone, “How wonderful!”
To the two of them it did not seem as if the miracle Momoko had spoken about had taken place, but if that was
what Momoko believed, then a miracle had definitely occurred.
“Hello there!”
Once again familiar customers were coming through the door.
“Welcome! Happy New Year!” Momoko greeted them cheerfully.
37.45 Congruent Figures\fn{by Takahashi Takako (1932-

)}

Kyoto, Kyoto Prefecture, Japan (F) 15

I went out to get the mail. Numerous persimmon leaves were scattered on the long stone pavement leading
from the entrance of the house to the gate, covering it almost completely.
The autumn wind had blown all through the night, and the voice of the forest in back of the house, as if
weeping or panting hard, continued to stir the deep layers of darkness. In the evening, before the wind started,
many winged insects crept inside through the cracks in the windows and crawled across the yellowed tatami mats.
They kept coming in even though I killed them continuously. This morning, however, the dark, clear sky spread
out silently.
There are three old persimmon trees alongside the karatachi hedge.\fn{The “Chinese orange,” a thorny, trifoliate bush
producing small, five-petaled white blossoms in late spring and non-edible yellow fruit in autumn .} The fallen leaves had been
blown to the side of the building rather than to the side of the hedge. The leaves, clearly showing intricate combinations of yellow and red colors, were piled atop one another, each of their individual shapes clearly distinct.
They were so vivid as to appear to have taken on color even after falling to the ground, for they did not impress
me so much while they were on the trees. I stepped on them carefully. I felt they were too good to step on.
In the mailbox there were two letters for our son, one for my husband, and one for me—while I was checking
the letters like this, I found that the handwriting on one addressed to Mrs. Akiko Matsuyama evoked a strange
feeling in me. It was like the feeling evoked at the moment you receive an envelope addressed to you written by
yourself without realizing it is your own handwriting. I have experienced several times before the sense that
something with which I was already too familiar was emerging from the handwriting, and gradually come to the
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realization that it was indeed my own handwriting. But this was not a return envelope and the handwriting was
not mine. It was not necessary to turn over the envelope to find out the sender. The way the pen was used—the tip
of the pen pushed hard on the paper as if it were a thumb tack, the precise shape of the letters written with
unfailingly careful strokes, and then toward the end of each line, as though the tension were suddenly released, the
style becoming wild and carefree—it was a handwriting with the same characteristics as my own. What does
Hatsuko have to say, Hatsuko from whom I had not heard for a long time. I opened the envelope in front of the
gate.
Mother, how have you been? I imagine both father and brother are fine. I have not seen them for more than four
years. Not since you came to attend my wedding. I now have a child—an infant only a year and three months old. Will
you scold me for not letting you know about my pregnancy or the childbirth? No, I don’t think so. Even if I had let you
know, you would not have come.
Have you ever taken a Noh mask in your hands and looked at it? It is very strange. When I hold the mask in both
hands and gaze at it from the front, it does not have any expression. Yet shifting the mask a bit to look at it from a
slightly different angle makes some emotion appear vividly on it. But it soon becomes absorbed into the face and the
face returns to its original expressionless state. Upon shifting the angle again, some other emotion emerges on it, but it
too coagulates into a hard, motionless expression. Each time the angle is changed slightly something emerges, but its
existence is only hinted at and the mask returns to its former expressionlessness—indeed, the Noh mask is strange.
Do I offend you? Will you take it as the offensiveness of a daughter who was disliked by her mother without
knowing why?
It was a long time ago when I became aware of that face of yours. The whole family, all four of us, went to the
beach in the summer when I was in the fifth grade. My brother and I sat in the back of the boat and you sat in front
while father sat in the center, rowing. Do you remember father taking us for a boat ride? I came to realize that your
large eyes were fixed on me across father’s shoulders. I wondered why you gazed at me in such a way. Your face was
like that of a Noh mask. As the boat swayed, your face tilted slightly and a certain vivid emotion seemed to appear on
it, but your face kept its overall expressionlessness. I could not stand such a gaze and stood up suddenly. Because of it,
the boat almost turned over and I fell into the ocean.
Do you remember? I sat down again in the back of the boat after father and brother helped me back in. My eyes hurt
because the sea water got into them, and the tears continued to flow. This time I looked at my mother through a veil of
tears. Then you quietly looked aside, showing your pale profile, and from that time you continued to gaze vacantly far
away, looking into the open air.
From around that time, you did not talk to me frequently. What were you angry with me about? I wondered. Since
you were the same old mother to my brother, I thought for a moment that you were merely maintaining our
generations-old family custom of treating boys with respect but bringing up girls with strict discipline. Sometimes you
looked at me with a hard face devoid of emotion, and after that you always looked aside coldly.
Since I became disliked by you without any apparent reason, I could not help but move out of the house as soon as I
graduated from high school by choosing to attend a college far away from home. No, rather it was mother who strongly
suggested that I leave home.
I must have written something which will offend you. This may serve as my apology for having been absent from
home for so long. Next Thursday, October twenty-fourth, I will visit you after such a long absence. Since it was soon
after my graduation from college that I last went home, it’s been six years since I last returned. The soil which retains
the familiar smell—but you are standing on it as if to prevent me from feeling nostalgic. Since my husband must make
a business trip to that area, I will accompany him and will stop over, just me and my child.
Please take a look at your first grandchild.
October 18
To Matsuyama Akiko from Ino Hatsuko

I folded the letter and put it in my pocket. I returned to the house, slowly stepping on the persimmon leaves on
the stone pavement. The color of the fallen leaves, the delicate mixture of yellows and reds, did not impress me as
vividly as it had before. It was because something still more vivid, something like many colored pictures, came
sliding into my mind.
“I see. Hatsuko too had a child,” I said to myself in a low voice.
I wondered whether it was a girl.
Was it something special that I felt about Hatsuko? Was my feeling about her abnormal? No, I don’t think so. It
was an emotion which all the mothers of this world must have felt about their daughters. For most mothers that
emotion might have been like small white bubbles coming up every so often from the swamp that is called life,
where the corpses of their ancestors, related to them by blood, are lying about. Although mothers sometimes
recognize those bubbles, they will burst on reaching the surface of the swamp, disappearing in the open air. I must
have lived that emotion as if I had enlarged it through a magnifying glass.
*
I could imagine vividly in my mind’s eye the color of the sea’s surface on that summer’s day when the boat
was gliding smoothly along. It was a quiet sea after the tide had ebbed and before the new tide swelled. There
were no high, coiling waves, but flat thin ones, widely separated, which formed a stripe design. The waves were
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constantly moving toward the beach, but because their movement was slow, or because the same shapes were
repeated, I had the illusion that the sea was immobile with the stripe design shining on it. The dizzying profusion
of lights spread as far as the eye could reach, and when I looked into the depths of the water, I found only a dark
green stagnation hidden there. Although I was born in a small city away from the sea and married into a family
living at the edge of the same city, it was not my limited opportunities to see the sea that kept its color that day in
my memory, distinguished from the color of the ordinary sea. It is natural that Hatsuko remembers my face on
that day, as she wrote in her letter.
I recalled several old Noh masks which I had seen once at the temple of one of my relatives. They were
hanging on the wall of a dark room with a wooden floor, a room which was supposed to be a. treasure storeroom.
They seemed to be floating in midair in the dark room filled with the smell of dust and mold. I remember quite
well the Shakumi mask which expresses the middle-aged woman. A white, smooth mask. While the mask looked
as if it were smiling, sad, angry, afraid, or mad, it neither smiled, nor was sad, nor angry, nor afraid, nor mad. The
mask itself was expressionlessness. The reason why it had to be so expressionless is that it contained overflowing
emotions inside.
It is true that I was watching Hatsuko who was sitting in the back of the boat for a long time from the prow of
the boat. Yet I have to go back to earlier experiences to make myself understand the feeling I had in the boat.
*
On a spring evening when Hatsuko was a third-grader, Masao and Hatsuko went out the gate as usual. The
children called the time around six-twelve or -thirteen father’s time. My husband was working for the technical
division of a textile producer with a large factory; the company was located on the other side of the mountain
which borders this small, provincial city. Since the train ran every thirty minutes and the bus every twenty
minutes in those days, unless the transportation was delayed, he always returned home precisely at six-twelve or
-thirteen. I heard the voice of my husband mixed with the voices of the children coming from the direction of the
gate when I was preparing supper. I used to hear the sound of these three voices coming always at the same time
in the evening as if receiving a sign of the sureness of life, if calling it a sign of happiness would be an
exaggeration.
With their voices as a signal, I came out from the front to the stone pavement. The three persimmon trees had
spread their new green leaves alongside the karatachi hedge and the air around seemed to be tinted green. I
thought it must be because of this that my husband’s face looked dark, but even after he passed through the shade
of the new leaves and came in front of me his complexion looked somewhat different from usual. I tend to notice
any subtle changes of facial complexion whenever I look at anyone’s face. Yet it was not so bad as to make me
ask him why.
It was the habit of my husband to enjoy his supper, taking a long time. But that day his chopsticks moved
particularly slowly. He seemed to be very tired. I sat facing him across the square table, and Hatsuko and Masao
sat facing each other.
“Shall I give you a piece of cicada tempura?” So saying, Masao picked up a shrimp tempura from the large
plate with many pieces of tempura and put it on a small plate for Hatsuko.
“I will give you a piece of worm tempura.” Hatsuko picked up string beans from a large plate and put them on
Masao’s plate.
While eating I cast my eyes vacantly on the movements of my husband’s chopsticks. The black-lacquered
chopsticks approached the tempura platter, hovered uncertainly, approached the tsukudani\fn{Preserved small pieces
of seafood and other food prepared with soy sauce .} fish and picking up one small fish brought it slowly to his mouth. He
chewed it as if chewing a toothpick. Next the chopsticks were extended again, became uncertain, and finally
chose some vinegared spinach. As I was thinking that he did not have any appetite, he put down the chopsticks
together with his rice bowl, which still had unfinished rice in it. I tried to say that he did not look well, but I
seryed him tea first. Yet it looked as if he had not finished eating; he picked up the chopsticks again and
absentmindedly looked at the table filled with plates, bowls, and teacups as if looking for something. Thinking he
was looking for a pickled apricot, I stretched my hand toward a small bowl containing them. At the very same
moment, Hatsuko’s hand reached out to them.
“Father, isn’t this what you want?”
Hatsuko’s hand picked up the small bowl of umeboshi,\fn{Pickled plums.} leaving my hand dangling helplessly
in midair. I saw that her hand was exactly like mine in shape and color. If her hand were enlarged, it would have
become the same hand as mine.
“You don't look well today, Father,” Hatsuko said.
It was just what I had intended to say.
“That’s not true. Look at him carefully. He looks the same as usual.”
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I felt compelled to say it.
“Hatsuko may be right.”
My husband cast a weak smile at me. I should have rejoiced in the sensitivity that a daughter of only nine had
just displayed. But instead, some unexplainable feeling of minding it stayed in my mind. Hatsuko’s facial features
resembled mine rather than my husband’s. Eyelids that were clearly double-folded, a slightly upturned nose, and
hair and skin color were all the same as mine. I knew of this before, but these resemblances began to bear a
certain meaning because of this small incident. I felt that there was a miniature me beside me.
Sometime later, my sister-in-law came to visit me. I used to feel unpleasant over her use of the fact that she
had married into a big-city family and was living an urbane life as a weapon to compete with me. On that day, too,
some suggestive words soon came out of her before Hatsuko and me.
“Sister-in-law, you look as relaxed and carefree as usual,” said my sister-in-law, twisting her red-painted lips
up to the right. It must have been one way of putting on an affected air, a way which she must have learned from
somebody. I had noticed that each time I saw this sister-in-law after several months, some pretentious new mannerism was added to her expression or gesture or the way she talked, even while some of the previous ones
disappeared without any trace, possibly having become old-fashioned.
“Do I look relaxed and carefree?” I laughed, feigning innocence.
I have not lived in a carefree way; I have been managing this old house, which has been in the family for
several generations, according to the instructions of my mother-in-law. At present, with my mother-in-law gone,
everything in this house, all the old furniture and the shapeless old things, bears the stains of my fingerprints and
of my breath. I am confident that by this time I have tamed every visible and invisible thing which I inherited
from my mother-in-law.
“When I come back here sometimes, I feel one night is enough.”
“Since mother is no longer here.” Saying this I served the tea. Hatsuko was sitting sideways far away from the
table, watching my sister-in-law with one eye.
“I don’t mean that.”
“You don’t feel quite relaxed here?”
“No, just the opposite. I feel too much at home—so much so that I fear I would be left outside of the age.” My
sister-in-law looked around the room as if drawing a circle with her eyes.
“I do it in the way I like, since it’s my house. Although I inherited it, it’s my house now,” I said aggressively.
“That’s what it is. You lack imagination.”
“For example?”
“Come to see my house once, Hatsuko.”
Sister-in-law smiled at Hatsuko. Hatsuko turned her face and then stretching her legs on the tatami mats, began
exercising, touching her toes with her fingernails. On the wooden corridor beyond her a white moth was fluttering
its wings.
“Above everything, it is the color. The walls are white, and the curtains on the windows are in bright colors.
Do you, sister, have the courage to wear such original colors as yellow or green?”
I remained silent. When my sister-in-law started like that without restraint, I usually sank into silence. For me,
the game is decided by ignoring the opponent, but she seemed to take my silence as my defeat. Such one-sided
perceptions irritate me. I stood up, holding the box of cake which my sister-in-law had brought.
“You are just like my mother. The urbane style is to open the gift at once and enjoy it together with the guest.
In this house, it is immediately put back in the kitchen closet. Before we know it, it starts growing mold.”
At her words I sat down again. My sister-in-law began opening the package herself. I poured the tea again.
Hatsuko, my sister-in-law, and I began eating the cake silently.
“What do you think of my eyebrows?” sister-in-law said suddenly.
“They look the same.” In her made-up face, only the eyebrows were natural, forming a dark, rme-shaped bow.
“Aren’t they too thick?”
“Isn’t that fine?”
“I have not shaven; nor do I use pencils.”
“It was the same with mother-in-law.”
“I don’t look like anyone else.”
“On second thought, mother’s eyebrows were not so distinct as yours,” I was forced to say.
“Hatsuko-chan, what do you think?”
“About what?” Hatsuko opened her large eyes wide.
“Aren’t your aunty’s eyebrows too thick?”
“No, not at all.”
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“Is that right? I don’t think so. You really don’t think so?”
The moth which was fluttering its wings in the outside corridor had come into the room while I wasn’t watching. The moth crawled on the mat, scratching its white body against it and scattering powder as its thick wings
trembled.
“No matter what you say, they are too thick.”
Taking a small looking-glass out of her handbag, sister-in-law looked into it.
“Don’t worry, aunt.”
Hatsuko’s voice was cold.
“Are you saying my eyebrows are good ones?”
“It’s true.”
“Do you think so too, sister-in-law?”
“They are good eyebrows.”
“No, no, they can’t be.” I stood up, pretending that I was going to change the tea in the teapot. Hatsuko stood
up too, following me. I intended to kick the moth away. I thought that by that action, this scene would be
resolved. But Hatsuko did it before me. What my foot was trying to do, Hatsuko’s foot did. The moth, having
been kicked, fell outside on the open corridor. Hatsuko, putting on the wooden clog placed on the stepping stone,
crushed the moth with the bottom of the clog.
That time, too, I should have felt proud of Hatsuko’s response to my sister-in-law. Yet instead I felt the existence of a woman beside me, a woman who felt and acted exactly the same as I did. Because of this, my irritation
over my sister-in-law disappeared, but a new irritation came over me.
It was a trifling thing. The first time it was Hatsuko’s hand and the second time the action of her foot. But I felt
as if the contents of my body flowed out in large quantities from its external structure while my hands and feet
surely remained, or that my hands and feet were invaded by Hatsuko’s hands and feet. This feeling clung to me.
There are feelings which cling to you no matter how you try to shake them off. Under these circumstances,
Hatsuko’s behavior began to attract my attention further.
Hatsuko was subscribing to a series of novels for young girls. They were sent by parcel post, one volume each
month. With nervous, sensitive movements of her hands, Hatsuko used to try to untie the knots in the thin linen
string which bound the package over the wrapping paper but always she became so impatient that she cut them
with scissors. The extremely methodical manner with which she started would invariably break down all of a
sudden into a negligent manner. While watching her I was reminded of my own way when I tried to open
packages. Hatsuko liked to sharpen pencils with a knife. She patiently and neady shaved off the wooden part so
that the wood would show a long cut surface, and then she sharpened the lead as fine as possible. She threw away
without hesitation the pencils which became short, leaving only the long, matched pencils placed neady in her
pencil case. I couldn’t help noticing that they looked surprisingly like the pencils in my own pencil case, which I
kept nearby in order to keep the family books or my diary. I observed too her habit of throwing into the washing
machine the handkerchief she had taken with her whether or not it was dirty, her quick motion to occupy an empty
seat ahead of other passengers whenever she got on a train or bus, and the way she would flick a moth repeatedly
with her finger until it landed on the open corridor when she found one on the tatami mats instead of crushing it
with her fingers.
There were several differences, but the similarities particularly attracted my attention. As if Hatsuko were
made of pebbles and iron powder and only the iron powder was drawn to the magnet held in my hand, the details
of that part of her which resembled me gathered to my consciousness like distinct black spots.
So far as my visible habits are concerned, it could be that Hatsuko picked them up while watching me without
intentionally imitating me. One day, however, I was forced to realize that that was not always the case. It was
when I told Hatsuko to bring a large flower vase to the tokonoma alcove\fn{The alcove, or raised floor, sequestered in a
corner of a room for hanging a scroll and placing arranged flowers .} of the guest room, after having arranged the flowers
myself. I followed Hatsuko, worried that the vase might have been too heavy for her. Hatsuko was placing the
vase in the alcove, bending at the waist. Her shoulders looked square and hard, retaining the tension of carrying a
heavy thing. She soon came back across the room. But when she approached the doorsill, she hesitated somewhat
anxiously and looked back toward the alcove. Then returning to it again, she touched the vase with both her
hands. It was not to correct its position, but she was touching it as if she wanted to confirm its existence with her
hands. Then she came back.
“What were you doing just now?” I asked her at the doorsill.
“What do you mean?” Hatsuko looked up, wondering.
“Why did you go back to touch the vase again?”
“That is—” Hatsuko said smiling. Hatsuko laughed.
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“Are you imitating me?”
“Do you do that too mother?” Hatsuko asked in return.
“No,” I said in a hard voice.
“You see, I carried a heavy thing, then put it down and came back. I felt my hands were empty.”
“So?”
“I don’t know for sure, but—”
“Do you mean to say that if you touch it again then your hands relax?”
“You know, mother.”
“How would I know?” I negated her again. I felt secretly that Hatsuko had begun to follow me even in such
perceptions.
During this period when I was regarding Hatsuko with suspicion, an incident involving a broken bone took
place in Hatsuko’s school class. It was a day when a PTA meeting was scheduled, just before the start of summer
vacation. I was waiting near the stairway of the second floor, where I had gone together with a few others who
had also come early. The voices of the students who had stayed on after class were ascending in a melancholy
reverberation, so dispersed as to envelop the school buildings and yard together. A young woman insttuctor who
was popular among the girl students, including Hatsuko, although she was not Hatsuko’s classroom teacher,
passed the waiting parents and went down the stairs. Then there was a loud scream and seven or eight girl
students came running down the corridor. Sayoko was in front of these girls, and Hatsuko was visible among
them. It seemed that they were competing to catch up to the teacher for some reason I did not know. The fierce
group rushed down the stairway like an avalanche. The floor planks squeaked and the dust which flew up made
the rays of the summer afternoon sun, slanting in from the window, feel thicker still.
Just then a lame girl was climbing up the stairs, bending her leg step by step. She became caught up in the
group which was rushing down. While looking down from the banister of the stairway at the movements of the
bodies which became entangled with each other, I caught sight of a leg with a bandage on it hooked around the
leg of Sayoko, who was trying to be first. Sayoko fell down, turning twice and thrice, and animal-like screams of
surprise arose from the girl students. Sayoko lay with a face as flat as paper at the foot of the stairs.
“That girl did it,” a high-pitched voice said, and it was Hatsuko. She was pointing to the lame girl who stood in
the middle of the stairway with a worried look. At that moment I saw that there was a bandage on Hatsuko’s slim
ankle-perhaps she had sprained it at school that day. Something like a midwinter chill ran over my spine.
“It happened because that girl blocked us.”
Hatsuko, her eyes shining unnaturally, continued to look up at the lame girl.
“You bumped into her, is that right?” The young woman teacher went up the stairs two or three steps toward
the lame girl.
“Uun.” The deep, frightened eyes of the lame girl darkened.
“What is ‘uun’? Answer in proper language.”
The lame girl, without answering, looked vaguely around. The woman teacher raised her voice, looking around
her.
“Everybody, what’s the proper word for ‘uun’?”
Gay laughter arose from the girls. A nurse came and carried Sayoko in pain on her back to the school clinic.
The woman teacher had not released the lame girl.
“I’ve told you to hold on to the banister when you use the stairway.”
“I was holding on.”
“Then this should not have happened.”
“I haven’t done anything.”
“Your leg did it.”
Again the loud laughter of derision arose from the students.
I no longer felt like attending the PTA meeting which was about to start. The blood drained from my head and I
was captured by a feeling that the back of my head was about to float away, turning to vapor.
A few days later we went to the beach. It was my husband who planned a two nights’ trip for swimming at the
beach for Masao and Hatsuko, who had only had the experience of swimming in the river. We arrived at the beach
before noon and soon my husband and the children went swimming, leaving me alone. In the afternoon, all four
of us had a boat ride. As my husband, who had belonged to the boat club in college, rowed us quite far out to sea,
the land became blurred like a thin line drawn by pencil, and I felt that we were alone on the elevated surface of
the sea, just the four of us. In front of me, the thick back of my husband, already showing a pinkish touch of
sunburn, was moving regularly back and forth with the movement of his oars. The reflection of the sea’s surface
was like the glitter of thin steel plates, coming up one after another from the bottom, crushed before my eyes and
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dispersing into the powders of light. Even the voices of Masao and Hatsuko reverberated, glistening.
“Don’t move around so much.”
“I’m bored being still.”
“Since we’re going around the island, it will take another twenty minutes at least.”
“I’ll go to mother.”
“You can’t stand in the boat.”
“I don’t care.”
“I wouldn’t know even if you fell into the water.”
“I can swim.”
“You don’t know—there may be sharks.”
“Is that true?” Hatsuko’s voice glided toward me.
I raised my face from the surface of the sea. Hatsuko was facing my husband.
“Of course it’s true,” he answered with laughter in his voice.
“Have you ever seen one?”
“Father saw them in the South Seas when he was in the war.” Masao drew in the air the long, sharp shape of a
shark with his hands.
“They won’t be here.”
“When Hatsuko falls in, they will come from the South Seas,” my husband teased her, joining Masao.
Before me there was a picture of happiness framed by the melting lights of the sky and sea. Since it was before
me, it did not include me. What kept me away from it was Hatsuko. Over my husband’s left shoulder, there was
Masao in navy blue swimming trunks, and over his right shoulder was Hatsuko in a black bathing suit. I realized
that I was placed by accident in a position in which I faced Hatsuko. There was no way to change my position for
about thirty minutes, until the boat returned to the beach.
As if looking at the image of myself in a large mirror placed before me, I, sitting in the back, gazed at Hatsuko.
Her appearance resembled mine, her habits resembled mine, her feelings resembled mine—that was all still nothing. I had been hurt deeply by what Hatsuko had done a few days before. My memory of my own experience of
long ago corresponded to it completely. On that sea filled with lights, hearing the voices of the children and my
husband with no traces of shadow, it was not pleasant to be reminded so vividly of things that had happened more
than ten years ago.
My class teacher was an old man who was disliked by the students because he was cunning. He did not have
his own family, and he often volunteered to sleep over at school as a night watchman. He kept a goldfish in a large
fishbowl in the room kept for the night watchman. People said that between classes he used to go to the room and
talk to the goldfish, saying, “Goldfish, how are you?” One day after school, I offered uncalled for service;
together with Yoshiko I volunteered to clean the fishbowl. Although the old man had changed the water every day,
the exterior of the bowl was a greasy cloud from being handled. Yoshiko was a classmate who was slighted by her
friends but who always followed me. With the sound of his pleading voice asking us repeatedly to be careful at
our backs, we went out into the schoolyard, holding the bowl on both sides. I saw the face of the old man, who
was obviously anxious, looking out the window.
It was very difficult to carry the large bowl, for not only was it heavy but also the water swayed thickly inside.
The more tense I became, the more uncertain my hands felt, which frightened even me. I felt the distance to the
water faucet at the washing place to be extremely great. The persistent echo of the old man telling us to be careful
rang in my ears. The smell of the moss of the courtyard where the sunshine did not reach and the vinegary smell
of Yoshiko’s breath struck my nose especially strongly. I suddenly felt tired. One shoe slipped on the damp moss,
and for a moment I felt that the bowl, which slipped from my hands, was suspended in midair. Immediately the
sound of glass crashing was heard at my feet and the water exploded. The old man’s voice, which could have been
either a scream or a cry of condemnation, could be heard from the window at Yoshiko’s back. The red belly of the
goldfish was trembling among the broken pieces of glass. When the old man appeared, panting, unexpected words
came out with a smoothness which could only be called spontaneous.
“Yoshiko, what did you do? Because you let go, Yoshiko, it is your fault.”
Yoshiko at that time looked up at the old man witll a humiliated glance—I don’t know why. Bending forward,
the old man struck her head. Yoshiko fell down and fainted, hitting the back of her head on the concrete edge of
the courtyard.
When my husband’s back straightened with his rowing, I could see only the upper part of Hatsuko, and when it
bent forward, I could see her entire figure, with her slender waist wrapped tightly in the black bathing suit. Both
the suit and her hair had dried in the boat. Some of the sand which stuck to her arms when she lay on the beach
remained on her right arm. The same blood as mine was running through that body, I felt with a strong, sure
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feeling which I had not felt before.
Suddenly Hatsuko stood up. The boat tipped sharply to the right as Hatsuko stretched both hands up in the air
and fell into the sea. She choked with the salt water, but other than that she was not hurt. When Masao said, “I
told you not to stand up, didn’t I?” Hatsuko replied laughing, “There weren’t any sharks.”
I looked far away, taking my eyes off Hatsuko. Stretched waves marked the few stripes on the surface of the
sea. They were constantly moving, but as a whole the same striped shapes remained all the time. As I looked at it
vacantly, the sea appeared immobile, as if it were a shining steel sheet. The vision of a shark springing up to break
that surface crossed my sight bewitchingly. I could see before my eyes a vision of Hatsuko’s body, swallowed by
its sharp, wide-open mouth, shining more vividly red than in reality.
“I who was disliked by mother without knowing why,” Hatsuko had written.
She could not have known the reason, for I made it my task to hide it from her. Since Hatsuko was sensitive
like me, I had to be perfect in hiding it from her. Poor Hatsuko. But I was trying as hard as I could. As hard as I
could? Trying hard not to climb up the numbers of plus but to run down the numbers of minus—what does it
mean to try hard for something which leaves only a sterile wasteland inside me?
In the early years of my marriage, when I had just come to the house, I used to be aware of its peculiar smell.
After living here for some years, I was not conscious of it every day, but when I returned from outside or when I
stood up suddenly after being immersed in some; thought, the smell struck my nostrils with unexpected vividness.
Since the smell was particularly strong in a room closed for some time or in the storage room, it must have been
the smell of mold on the old tatami, paper doors, and other fixtures. It was a smell which had become ingrained in
them over a long period of time, and it made me think that the generation preceding me and the generation before
that must have lived and died smelling the same smell. When I came to the house, my sister-in- law was already
married and only my mother-in-law and my husband were living here. I felt that I had brought the smell of a
young woman into this house. After my mother-in-law died, my own thick, sweet body smell and my husband’s
body smell mixed with the smell of cigarettes and pomade were the only human smells I detected among the thick
layers of moldy smell. Outside of my own, the only other human smell I encountered was that of my husband, but
when Masao entered high school, I realized that another human smell had been added. It was a somewhat oily,
sticky, animal-like smell, stinging the nose sharply. I encountered the smell of my husband and of Masao several
times a day; it arose especially strongly not only when I passed them in the corridors, but also when I picked up
their pajamas or pillowcases. In this way I felt the existence of my husband and Masao in the house.
One summer morning, I think it was when Hatsuko was in the third year of junior high school, I was sitting
before the mirror to arrange my hair. It was soon after I sent my husband, Masao, and Hatsuko off. Usually I get
up first and after washing up and fixing my hair, I give them breakfast and send them off. On that day, however, I
got up later than usual, so I sat down before the mirror after they left. The minute I sat down I felt that the
cushion, usually cold-feeling, was warm and a sweet smell, seemingly mine, lingered there. It had to be the smell
of Hatsuko, who must have sat there before she left. While I was feeling that Hatsuko had come to resemble me
even in her smell, I heard her footsteps running back on the stone pavement, and Hatsuko called me in a highpitched voice. Thinking of the smell, I came to the entrance wondering if she had started her first menstruation.
But Hatsuko, saying that she had forgotten her bus pass, ran upstairs to her room.
“You are not hiding it, are you? You must tell mother when you have menstruation,” I said to Hatsuko, who
had come down the stairs. Hatsuko immediately dismissed my overserious tone with dry laughter.
“Don’t worry. It will come late with me.”
“How do you know it will come late with you?”
“You said it was late with you.”
“How can you say that it will be late with you if it was late with me? How do you know it will be the same
with you and me?” I said in a strong tone, feeling I was being too persistent even for me.
“I’ll miss the bus.” Hatsuko turned and ran out on the stone pavement. I watched her disappear outside the
gate, her shoulder-length hair, which had the same color as mine, swaying, and then I returned to the mirror.
I picked up a strand of hair which had fallen on the cushion. Then I plucked one strand of my own. Raising the
two before my eyes, I looked at them against the light. The black hairs had a bluish tint, and only the shine of the
blue appeared when they were looked at against the light. The two were indistinguishable. Taking a box of
matches from the kitchen, I went out to the open corridor. Holding the two strands slightly separated between my
thumb and index finger, I set fire to them from the bottom. I did so because I recalled that during the war I used to
distinguish silk fiber from rayon staple fiber, which looked the same, by examining the way they shrank and their
smell when burned. The two hairs shrank up from the bottom, forming the same shape, making a sound similar to
thin sticks of burning fireworks and shrinking into black dots similar to the remains of fireworks. Twice, three
times I brought the match flame to the hairs. They soon disappeared from the bottom, leaving only two coarse,
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black balls almost touching my fingers.
“What on earth are you doing?” some part of my conscious- ness asked me coldly.
A month later, Hatsuko had her first period. I came to smell still more strongly and distinctly the same odor
similar to mine that I had smelled before the mirror that day. It could be smelled at different places and different
times—on the living room tatami, on the wall of the corridor, in the corner of the bathroom, near the chest of
drawers at the foot of the stairway, and in Hatsuko’s room. Previously, the smell of others which I encountered in
this house were the body smell of my husband mixed with the smells of cigarettes and pomade, and the body
smell of Masao, a sticky, sharp stimulating smell particular to boys in puberty. My own body smell stayed with
me always and went wherever I went. Yet with Hatsuko’s growth, I was forced to smell my body smell even in
places where I had not gone. I was forced to have the strange feeling of encountering my body smell outside of
myself..
Hatsuko’s body became rounder. The skin on her arms, legs, neck, and cheeks began to take on a vivid shine.
There were times when I caught sight of her back when she came out of the bath and I was surprised by her welldeveloped muscles. Her waist was deeply curved and her buttocks were extended, making a slight curve. Hatsuko
suddenly became feminine and like me.
One day in early autumn I was staying in bed, having caught a cold. I was running a slight fever and my body
felt heavy and swollen, as if it contained lots of water. I put a mattress in the former maid’s room near the
entrance so that I could get up easily when someone came to the house. After entering the figures in the home
account book while lying on my stomach, I looked vacantly at the wood designs of the ceiling plates, which were
tarnished black. The shoji screens\fn{Sliding screendoors mounted with one layer of white paper .} were closed to prevent
the western sun from coming into the room. Since I rarely stayed in bed during the day, usually working hard
inside and outside the house, I realized for the first time that the light which came through the shoji screen was
curiously bright. It was a brightness one might call luxurious or abstract, a uniform brightness diffusing without
variations in the intensity of brightness. I felt it inducing sleep just as darkness does, and soon my consciousness
spread itself as wide as the room, floating in the brightness. It swayed half-asleep at the border.
“Oh, that’s all right.”
A bouncing voice could be heard. The impression that it came from outside immediately faded into an impression that it came from inside of me, and I wondered vacantly about the overlapping of the two.
“These are different from ordinary ones. Once you try them you’ll be able to tell right away.”
I heard the voice of a peasant woman who had come from far away a few days before to sell chestnuts, a voice
that hissed with the breath leaking through her teeth. I realized that the conversation I had exchanged with the
peasant woman at the entrance was being repeated in my dream.
“On our mountain we have lots of them. We don’t have to buy them,” I was saying in my dream.
A smile which could be understood either as good-natured or cunning spread across the peasant woman’s face.
She had a gesture of rubbing her right hand against her traditional, navy blue cotton slacks. She repeated this two
or three times without any apparent meaning.
“But young lady, I’ll make it real cheap. One hundred yen for all these. It is not the usual price.”
My consciousness, which was spread thin, began sinking. I began seeing the light come through the screen,
and the wood design of the ceiling plate appeared vividly again. But the voices in conversation continued at the
entrance.
“I told you we really don’t need them. Whether they are cheap or expensive, we have too many—we have to
throw them away. Ha, ha.”
The voice in the dream which I thought mine was the voice of Hatsuko. The slightly high-pitched voice and
the already grown-up tone were the same as mine. The conversation stopped. I heard the sound of the peasant
woman’s rubber slippers batting on the stone pavement gradually fading, and then Hatsuko’s spirited footsteps.
After that a vacuum-like stillness spread through the house. How eerie, I thought in bed, that while I am lying
here like this another me is walking around me and talking to the peasant woman.
Still lying down, I heard a voice from the woods and turned my head toward an eastern window. There I could
see the slope which climbs up from the house to the woods. The setting sun cast its rays there, and the space cut
out by the small window looked curiously beautiful. The yellowish maple leaves appeared to have been dyed with
a particularly vivid yellow. Soon Masao entered into this space. He had a ball in his hand. Then Hatsuko appeared. It seemed they had gone to get the ball which they had lost in the woods some days before. Hatsuko bent
forward as if she had stumbled on something. Her mouth was shaped as if she were shouting something to Masao,
who was no longer within my sight. Then she bent down on the slope. But soon she stood up, holding one sneaker
in her hand. Turning it upside down, she shook it with a swift movement of her hand. Maybe pebbles had gotten
into it. She then bent down again, and standing up after putting on her sneaker, stood in the same posture quietly
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facing the setting sun. In the space which was almost too bright—as if it were a screen singled out by spotlights—
Hatsuko’s figure was striking and vigorous. Red sweater, brown and gray checkered skirt, white, almost
translucent cheeks, bluish black hair—it seemed as if the colors of her clothes were brought out not by the setting
sun but by the life inside her.
The book of home economy into which I was entering the household expenses was lying next to the pillow; I
stretched my hand to it and picked up the pencil. I raised the upper half of my body from the mattress. The pencil
was cut so as to show the long wooden surface and the lead was thin and sharply pointed. Holding the middle part
between my thumb and index finger, I placed the end of the pencil before my right eye. Closing my left eye, I
aimed so that the tip of the pencil was pointed toward Hatsuko. I aimed the gun, so to speak. Hatsuko was still
standing in the brightness of the setting sun, looking in the air somewhere far away, showing her profIle to me.
Hatsuko, move away quickly. If you don’t, mother will shoot you. Hatsuko did not move. I held the pencil still.
Quickly retreat to some place where mother cannot see you. The pencil in my hand felt heavy and hateful. When
Hatsuko’s figure moved slowly from my sight and disappeared, I felt relieved and at the same time tired.
One day on my way back from shopping I met Hatsuko returning from school. When we came to the bridge
after passing through the shopping district, a chilly wind, coming from the upper river in wide waves, blew
against our cheeks. Blackish-purple ripples formed on the river as if numerous, jostling sardines were cutting the
surface with their dorsal fins. Across the bridge, the old residential district extended slowly up the hill. I asked
Hatsuko about school and she talked about her friends. It had become my custom to ask my husband, Masao, and
Hatsuko about their day and to listen attentively to everything they said, even though it did not necessarily interest
me.
When Hatsuko and I were coming back together talking about nothing in particular, an old woman with gray
hair appeared in front of us. She was coming toward us at a rapid pace, hitting the ground quickly with a cane.
The old woman came on, looking straight at me and Hatsuko. She had an air of arrogance which indicated she did
not consider such a gaze to be impolite.
“Ho, ho.”
The old woman stopped right in front of us, making a sound like a sigh.
“Are you mother and daughter?”
Her round, wide-open eyes looked crossed only when she spoke.
“You know us, don’t you? I am Matsuyama, the house with the karatachi hedge.”
As I hesitated to talk to the old woman directly, I spoke in a tone meant to cut the conversation short. She was
living separately from her family in a dilapidated house at the foot of the mountain. She was called a crazy old
woman, for she frequently upset people by saying strange things.
“Is that right?”
So saying, the old woman started walking again. As she passed, I caught the sound of her throat choked with
mucus.
“Ho,ho.”
Again I heard the voice at my back. When I turned back, the old woman had stopped and was looking at us.
“The figures are the same even from the back.”
“Because she is my daughter,” I said, feeling bitter.
“Yes, yes.” The old woman smiled. While her eyes did not smile at all, there was something which emerged
from the spaces among the wrinkles which creased her entire face that I took for a smile. The old woman
disappeared around the comer of the residential district, the hem of her dark clothes fluttering.
Half a year after that I met the old woman again. It was a damp, cold day in early spring, when the bare
branches of the deciduous trees appeared white like bones. Coming out from between the woods and a white wall,
the old woman appeared unexpectedly and approached me with her unsmiling smile.
“What happened to your daughter today?” she said, striking the ground sharply with the tip of her cane.
“I am not always with her.”
“Yes, yes. That’s best. It will be better for you to walk alone.”
She was annoying me and I tried to pass her, but she continued to pursue me.
“It’s better that two similar ones do not stay together. It’s inviting trouble.”
Suddenly a scream which might have tom the sky came out of her mouth. I stepped back, stunned. The old
woman stooped on the ground. She began trembling, bending her back like a ball. When the trembling ceased, the
voice came out elongated, turning from low to high. After this was repeated three or four times, the old woman
started to cough hard. It must have been a fit of asthma. I felt that that ugly, shrunken body contained an ominous
power to see through the mind of others. After wondering for some time whether I should help her, I fled, afraid
of having anything to do with that power.
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One summer evening I sat down before the mirror after hurriedly washing off the perspiration in the bath and
changing into a clean, well-starched yukata. The color of blood comes to the surface of the skin after a bath.
Although I was past forty, my skin did not show much decline. I took out of a drawer a lipstick I did not usually
use. The metal of the case was rusted here and there, and the lipstick inside was whitish on the surface as if some
mold had grown there. I put it on my lips carefully and thick. My face came to look still fairer because of the red.
The sweet smell of the perfume of the lipstick induced a gay feeling in me. I tried smiling. I saw the gay face of a
woman in the mirror. It was another face buried under the dark layers and layers of life. I thought I could have
lived with such a face. My sister-in-law was a woman who had chosen such a life. But I did not do so. I never
regretted it at all. Yet I did think about the gorgeous woman which had been crushed inside of me. If given a
chance it could have bloomed into a large flower spreading wide its pink petals and wafting around a sweet
fragrance. Such a flower which could not bloom existed inside of me. It existed inside of me without shrinking or
withering, no, containing a still richer fragrance precisely because it could not bloom fully.
Standing up before the mirror, I walked toward the guest room. I met Hatsuko coming down from the second
floor. Seeing that she was wearing a cream-colored dress for going out, I asked her:
“Where are you going?”
“I’m not going anywhere.”
“What’s that dress for?”
“Where are you going yourself, Mother?”
I realized that although I had applied the lipstick meaning to wipe it off immediately, I had come out carelessly
forgetting to do to.
“Since we have a guest …” I said, quite disconcerted. I returned to the mirror and wiped off my lipstick completely. In the guest room, my husband was playing chess with the guest. Our guest was the young master of the
bakery across the river, the most famous bakery in this small city. He left the busfness in the hands of the
employees and spent his days fishing and collecting antique art.
“Here is ayu,\fn{A river fish, which swims upstream toward the rapids in the spring .} freshly caught. I brought it for you
okusan.”\fn{A common address for a housewife.}
He used to bring sweetfish every year when the ban on fishing sweetfish was removed, saying, “Here is
sweetfish, I brought it for you madam.” He was four or five years younger than I, but looked even younger.
Although he was nonchalant, he was quite sensitive, and a look that surfaced sometimes when he smiled induced
a coquettish feeling in me. It was because of this guest that I had thought of putting on lipstick.
Seeing that my face had returned to its usual hard state after I wiped off the lipstick, I stood up saying “all
right” to myself. I went to the living room to fetch a fan. There were only three fans, although four were usually
piled there. These fans were commonplace ones with pictures of evening primroses, bellflowers, and daisies, and
they were used by my husband, Masao, and Hatsuko. I could not find a large fan on which a peacock was drawn
with golden powder on a red background. It was my own fan which a friend who was studying painting had made
for me. Taking therefore the fan with the bellflowers drawing, I went to the guest room.
I stopped short at the doorway, surprised.
Hatsuko, sitting beside the guest and my husband, who were playing chess silently, was fluttering that very
fan. She was making a breeze not for herself but for the guest.
“Uncle, it is humid, isn’t it? The breeze stops coming into this room in the evening, although I don’t know
why,” Hatsuko was saying.
“It will be bearable if you two fan for us,” my husband said, looking up at me still standing at the doorway.
Instead of taking the cue, I returned to the living room to put back the fan with the bell flowers drawing.
Bringing a soda bottle and two glasses from the kitchen on a tray, I returned to the guest room. When I put the
tray down, Hatsuko’s hands reached out quietly, opened the bottle, and began pouring soda into the glasses.
“Please.”
She extended the tray to the side of the chessboard with the gesture of a mistress. My role usurped, I was left
with my hands dangling helplessly in the air. The sand pebbles of irritation started making noise inside of me. I
went out to the open corridor silently. The surface of the wooden planks, exposed to the sun for long years, felt
coarse and sandy to the soles of my feet. A purplish line of smoke made by mosquito-repellent incense was rising
at the end of the corridor. For some reason its smell, which used to cling to my nose, did not strike me at all.
On hearing Hatsuko’s voice, I turned back to the room. My husband was trying to catch a cup which had
turned over. He used to upset cups when he was absorbed in playing chess. Hatsuko was wiping the hem of her
one-piece dress with a handkerchief with a hitting motion.
“It’s because you are wearing such a dress,” I said strictly and left the room in order to fetch a wiping cloth.
My eyes met Hatsuko’s.
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Hatsuko moved her eyes to the guest.
“Uncle, you met me at the bridge some time ago when I was wearing this dress. You said ‘Hatsuko-san, you
look pretty,’ didn’t you?”
“Is that right?”
The guest smiled ambiguously and looked at me.
“Will you go to uncle as a bride, how about it?” my husband said, making a hitting noise as he put down a
chess piece on a square on the board.
Hatsuko laughed with a lovely, chuckling voice. She started fanning herself. The fluttering red background and
golden design made either the red or the gold more vivid than the other according to the angle of the fan.
Hatsuko’s cheeks reflecting the colors, looked charming.
“We have an old electric fan but no one likes it. The breeze from a hand fan is softer,” I heard Hatsuko say at
my back in exactly the same tone as mine.
I remained immobile, in the kitchen, holding the wiping cloth and gazing into space. Hatsuko’s behavior was
completely unintentional. Yet all the more for that reason the erotic atmosphere of which she herself was unaware
flickered like a thin veil. What a ridiculous triangular relationship! I recognized in Hatsuko the charming woman
with lipstick I had seen in the mirror. The only difference was the one-piece dress instead of a yukata.\fn{A onelayered cotton summer kimono worn in the evening .} Hatsuko was acting the part of the woman I had seen momentarily in
my dream. This is what irritated me. It would have been nothing if a completely different woman had been there.
But Hatsuko had stolen from me the woman whom although longing for I had locked up, the woman who applied
lipstick but later wiped it off.
A few days later the young master of the Japanese bakery came wearing a straw hat to take Hatsuko fishing.
The incident did not disturb me much at the time. I sent Hatsuko out in light clothes, letting her wear sneakers so
that it would be easy to walk on the slippery slopes. When I sat down vacantly in the living room, another scene
glided into my vision with unexpected vividness.
From that moment I started seeing [that] Hatsuko and the man are going down the gradual slope in the old
residential district. Dry dust flies up, clinging to their perspiring legs. Turning at the temple, the road continues
alongside the yellowed low clay wall of the temple. As they come out to the paved road, the air expands free and
wide, and a bleached brightness floats on the river surface under the summer sun. The two sit down on the
romance seat in a bus. Going in the direction of uptown on the road along the river, Hatsuko inhales the smell of
the river breeze. Yet the body smell of the man next to her is retained in the bottom of the river breeze blowing
through. Hatsuko is puzzled by the mingling of the two smells. The river gradually becomes narrower and deeply
curved, and the dampness and shade of the mountain creep along its surface. Suddenly a strong gust of wind
blows in through the window and the man’s straw hat is almost blown off. “Oh uncle!” Hatsuko swiftly catches
the hat floating in the air. The man laughs. Because of this little incident the intimacy between them increases.
Getting off at the mountain and walking down the slope, they come to the riverbank. The pebbles at the riverbank
could be felt through the soles of the sneakers. On the near side of the river, layers of shining clear water meander
along, but at the far bank a cliff juts up and the blue-black water at its foot is stagnant. Hatsuko gazes at the
disparity between this darkness and light. The man walks further upstream. This side of the river too becomes
narrower and the slope rocky. They move carefully, feeling for the indented surface of the rock. The man stretches
his hand out to her. “I am all right uncle.” Hatsuko withdraws her hands. At that moment, she slips on the wet,
sloping rock. The man quickly grabs her arm. But the lower part of Hatsuko’s body has already fallen into the
water.
I remain still, for I feel it pleasant to have my body in the water. I look up at his eyes while he holds my arm.
The warmth of his body comes creeping through my arm. “What happened?” Hatsuko shakes her head. There is
no way to answer. I do not want to move. The warmth of the man’s body transmitted through my arm faintly
lights the candle of my body. My body begins melting, turning into wax. The river flows from the lower part of
my body. The river gradually becomes warm and my body and the river become a continuous, long flow of wax
floating, melting down the river. The man is smiling. The tempting, smiling gaze which I used to recognize
pierces my eyes. But the man is smiling as if unaware of my response. My body is melting drop by drop, and
since it continues flowing endlessly down the river, it stretches endlessly without knowing to which sea it will
flow. At the same time, it continues to flow warm and helplessly pleasant. “Hatsuko-san what happened?”
Hatsuko smiles dreamily.
Regaining myself, I stood up in the living room. It was not me who went with the man. It was Hatsuko who
went with him, leaving me. I went out the entrance-way and started walking quickly on the stone pavement. But it
was too late. Hatsuko and the man were already far away and I had no way of taking back my self which was
taken away by Hatsuko.
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Just as I came out of the gate, that old woman was passing before it. She seemed to have said something to me,
but I could not catch it. Her eyes, set as if crossed, gazed at me steadily. Those ominous eyes which pierce others’
minds. Turning her back swiftly with a sigh, she moved on, striking the ground quickly with her cane. I chased
her. No, I did not. I felt that the old woman had read my mind, and I retreated behind the gate immediately.
It was in my dream that night that I did chase her. The figure of the old woman walking with the cane in her
accustomed manner made her look from the back like she was walking with three legs. The thick fumes of
darkness swallowed the old woman, and soon I lost sight of her. The darkness was thick and sticky, like an oily
fume. When I reached the foot of the mountain, waving my arms as if swimming in order to wipe away the oily
fume of darkness, I found a large, dilapidated house, still darker than the darkness. Entering by the back door, I
stood at the thatched annex where the old woman was living alone, away from her family. Although I called out, it
did not seem that anyone was there. When I raised my eyes after sitting down in the open corridor, I could see
numerous birds perched on a huge tree whose leaves had fallen. Curiously spotlighted, only that space was bright,
and the birds stayed immobile without crying or flapping their wings.
“I have been waiting for you.”
The old woman appeared, something that looked like a smile floating out from among the wrinkles. She
carried a blackened, middle-sized box. Instead of coming close to me and sitting in the open corridor, she sat at
the edge of the room on the tatami mats. Untying the purple string with tassels, she took an old copper mirror out
of the box.
“Look into this.” She extended it to me.
“What is this?” I took the heavy, cold mirror in my hand.
“It’s my eyes. Reflect your face in my eyes.”
Hesitating, I looked at the old woman. Her gray hair hung down, dry like straw. Retaining no moisture, her
skin was like leather.
“You don’t know. Look into this mirror,” the old woman insisted stickily.
I looked into the mirror. My face was reflected in vague outline on the dull surface. While I stared at it the face
began gradually to change. Or I should say that from behind the blue-brown surface of the mirror a strange,
unfamiliar face emerged vaguely, and it overlapped my face. The face which revealed itself contained anger.
“It is the face of mother.”
At these words of the old woman, the image on the mirror’s surface disappeared.
“It was not my mother’s,” I said.
Then the copper mirror in my hand disappeared too, and looking up I saw that the old woman’s eyes were
gazing at me with the same color as the mirror’s surface.
“It is the face of mother itself in general.” The old woman laughed with a husky voice. Holding her right hand
straight as if it were a blade, she hit her left wrist with it. The artery was cut and the blood began spurting out. The
spray of blood made a veil between the old woman and me, and she began to fade away, only her despising
laughter resounding; the blood crept stickily over the tatami mats, the flow seeming to displace the darkness, and
the voice of the old woman could be heard from far away saying it was the blood of women, and the sky was
filled with a red-black sticky secretion, and the old woman stretched out her hands and scooped it up saying it was
the blood of women, look there is a limitless amount, scooped and scooped and it was still there; it is transmitted
to the woman who comes out of your stomach, then to another woman who comes out of that woman, and what is
transmitted is woman’s karma, here try to scoop it, where can you find maternal love? It is nothing but an illusion
manufactured by men. Look, look, there, there is only blood, why is there such a thing?
*
“On October twenty-fourth, I will visit you after a long absence,” Hatsuko wrote in her letter.
I felt from the morning something restlessly swaying in the corner of my mind. But it could not be something
significant after all these years. At breakfast, my husband spoke only about his first grandchild, whom he was
going to see for the first time, and Masao said that he would buy cakes which Hatsuko used to like at the
Matsukawaya Western bakery on his way home. You can get French cakes anywhere nowadays I said sternly.
After the two of them left for work, and I finished cleaning and shopping, I felt there was nothing to do. The time
in the afternoon which was usually occupied by constant working became empty as though waiting for Hatsuko to
glide into it. She had not mentioned when she would arrive. Taking the train schedule from the drawer, I tried to
see what time she would arrive if she took a certain train and what time if another. But since the schedule was an
old one, it was not very reliable. I was worried about facing Hatsuko one to one if she arrived before my husband
and Masao came home.
It was a cloudy day with soft sunshine pouring down vacantly. To the persimmon trees, all of whose leaves had
fallen off because of the typhoon a few days before, only the red persimmon fruit was clinging, and it looked as if
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numerous agate hair ornaments were stuck against the sky.
I changed into a kimono which had red stripes on gray cloth in order to welcome Hatsuko. Nowadays I usually
wear dresses in both summer and winter. The reason I deliberately wore a kimono was that I did not want to look
like Hatsuko. I laughed at myself for still being concerned about such a thing. After sending Hatsuko to a far-off
college, thus pushing her to a place where she could not reach me, my emotions dried up, and I became coldly
bright like the dried-up bottom of a swamp where the dirt remains. Hatsuko did not come home while in college
except for New Year’s day, not even during the summer and spring vacations, saying that she was busy working
part-time. She found a job there and married, finding her husband by herself. Now in what manner shall I receive
her?
I thought of picking persimmons to kill time. When I climbed up the ladder halfway to the top of the tree, an
expanse of sky opened dimly. The cloudy heavens became dyed red around the western mountains, the color
becoming thinner as it seeped gradually toward the middle of the sky. It looked as if the sky had a deep wound at
one end from which blood was seeping to cover the whole sky. Cutting them with scissors, I threw persimmons
one after another into a bamboo basket hanging on a branch. The evening wind blew against my cheeks with a
chilly pleasantness.
The soft sound of footsteps made by sandals walking on the pebbles of the stone pavement came from afar.
Still on the ladder, I stretched my neck to look over the karatachi hedge. I could not believe it, but the figure in a
kimono that appeared every so often among the trees must be Hatsuko’s. While picking the persimmons, I was
expecting to hear the sound of the shoes of Hatsuko clad in a dress. Hatsuko appeared distinctly. She came
walking without noticing me in the tree. A brown kimono, possibly made of meisen silk,\fn{A kind of thick unfigured
silk often of striped or splashed pattern .} a very red obi sash, a pink tie on her obi, holding a child with a cap in her left
arm and a large satchel bag in her right hand. I opened my awakened eyes feeling as if I were watching myself in
the past. I must have looked like that when over twenty years ago I walked this road holding Hatsuko.
Hatsuko raised her eyes and recognized me. Although she did not smile, her facial expression changed quickly.
“Here, I’ll throw a persimmon.”
In order to make the meeting gay, I tossed a persimmon gently at Hatsuko. Drawing a curved line, it fell
through the air. Then Hatsuko, swiftly putting her satchel on the ground, caught the persimmon easily in one hand
as it fell to eye-level while holding the child in the other hand.
“Am I not good?” Hatsuko laughed.
That kind of spontaneous skillfulness was just like my own, but it did not evoke any feeling in me now. I came
to the front of the gate.
“This is your grandmother.”
Hatsuko turned the child’s face to me.
“I don’t like to be called such.”
“You think you are still young?”
“I have aged all right.”
“Her name is Misako.” Raising the knit cap, she showed the child’s face.
“So it was a girl.”
So saying, I walked quickly on the pavement ahead of her. I would have felt much relieved if it had been a boy.
Filled with family joy, the supper, held in the guest room, lasted a long time. My husband already showed the
uncontrolably happy face of a grandfather when he held his grandchild or held her hand while she walked. Hatsuko and Masao talked garrulously, as they had in the past. I acted according to their mood, but I felt I was in an air
pocket in the joyous atmosphere of the family.
I went out to the open corridor alone. Darkness engulfed the garden. A corner of the sky looked milky perhaps
because the moon was hidden behind the clouds. The coldness rose, creeping from the surface of the ground. Outside there was a stillness as if everything was holding its breath in preparation for hibernation, but behind me, in
the guest room, the talk and laughter swelled, gay, noisy, and with the smell of life.
Hatsuko came out to the open corridor. She tried to extend her child to me.
“Take her in your arms once.”
I was forced to take that heavy, damp, warm thing in my arms. Because I happened to bear Hatsuko, my blood
ran in her, and since Hatsuko bore Misako, my blood continued to run even in Misako. I am not able to relax with
Masao either. When Masao marries soon and has a daughter, I will be transmitted there and will be relived in her.
In this way, from next to next, I will continue to expand limitlessly into the dark space of the future. The thought
gave me an ominous feeling.
The child whines. Its carp-like mouth opened and I noticed four little teeth on top and four below. The vivid
pink, of the mouth’s inner skin was exposed. I returned the child to Hatsuko’s arms.
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“She looks like me, doesn’t she?” Hatsuko said.
But there were no distinct features yet on the infant’s fat face. I imagined future days when gradually from a
certain time all of a sudden this face would come to resemble that of Hatsuko.
“You too bore a girl,” I said, smiling thinly.
I checked my impulse to say that it will begin with you now.
130.580 Lady Of The Evening Faces\fn{by Hiraiwa Yumie (1932-

)} Tokyo,

Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (F) 9

Yabe Meiko had decided to observe her mother’s hundredth-day-memorial service alone. As noon approached,
the light of the sun had reached the middle of her mother’s sitting room, which extended into a small garden on
the south side of the house. In a corner of the room unbrightened by the sun, Mieko had placed an altar stand. On
it she had arranged her mother’s memorial tablet and a photograph taken a year before she died. The photograph
showed her dressed for the New Year holiday in her finest clothes; she wore light makeup and, with her head
tilted slightly, appeared self-conscious. She looked much younger than her fifty-three years. When she died,
Mieko chose this photograph to place on the family altar because it had been taken by Matsumura Kazuo and also
because she liked the way it made her mother look.
At the time of the forty-ninth-day memorial service, Mieko had sent out two more altar stands and on them had
placed a basket of flowers, some cakes, and in the center the Remy Martin brandy her mother had enjoyed. In this
regard, the hundredth-day observance was more or less the same. The major difference was that on the forty-ninth
day a number of people who had been associated with her mother had come to pay their respects.
As if it were quite natural, Matsumura Kazuo had sat beside Mieko and greeted the guests as the “husband” of
the deceased. The guests, in turn, were aware that Yabe Kae had been his lover, and they accepted his filling this
role. Most of the guests, taking a common-sense view, had given their tacit consent to the couple’s immoral
relationship. They even looked with favor on the love between Matsumura and Kae because it had lasted for
nearly thirty years and because they knew that during her life, Kae had devoted herself to Matsumura far more
than his own wife had. They were reassured, as well, that Matsumura, except for not marrying her, had amply
rewarded Kae.
In fact, in the two years since Matsumura had retired from his position as an executive director of a large bank,
the two had been, in everyone’s eyes, a loving husband and wife entering their twilight years together. Every three
days, at least, Matsumura came from his own house near Seijō Gakuen to Kae’s house in Aoyama, cared for her
small garden, and looked ion as she instructed a few close friends in the art of Saga brocade weaving. The two
occasionally went for a walk as far as the area round Yoyogi Park. In general, they seemed to be following a quiet,
easy lifestyle appropriate for their later years.
People close to Kae, knowing that Matsumura Kazuo had a wife and children, took it for granted that his wife,
as well, recognized Kae’s position and sanctioned the relationship. Thus, they saw it as natural that, when Kae
died suddenly of heart disease, Matsumura, who was the first to arrive, made all the funeral arrangements.
Furthermore, they watched over him with concern, moved by the extent of his grief, which became more t]intense
with each seventy-day memorial service.
The incident occurred in the midst of the forty-ninth day service. Suddenly two women rushed in from the
garden and tried to drag Matsumura out.
“How dare you cheat on us this way!”
“You traitor!”
“You’re inhuman!”
Their shouts were heard by everyone present, and the younger of the two women struck the altar, breaking it.
In a daze, Mieko shielded her mother’s mortuary tablet and photograph with her body. The younger woman then
shoved her away from behind. The guests were in an uproar, and the priest fled without finishing his recitation of
the sutras.\fn{Scriptures.}
After this tempest had subsided, Mieko realized that the two women were Matsumura’s legal wife and his
daughter and that the man who had come in after them and led Matsumura away by force was his son. The fortyninth-day service had become a shambles, and after that Matsumura did not visit the house in Aoyama. Instead,
the son, Kunihiko, came with a lawyer and thoroughly cross-examined Mieko about the relations between her
deceased mother and Matsumura.
“Mr. Matsumura was a friend of my deceased father. After Father died, he was kind to us in many ways.”
Mieko said nothing more tot the two men. In her opinion, the way Matsumura and Kae had chosen to associate
with each other was not the concern of a third party. She had wanted to say that Matsumura had neither divorced
his legal wife nor abandoned his family for Kae, and yet it had been Kae, rather than his wife, who had been
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devoted to him. No matter what reasons she might have offered, however, the odds were against her.
Mieko waited meekly as the days passed. Not a word came from Matsumura, not a single phone call. The
hundredth-day service neared, and Mieko made up her mind. She wrote to each of her mother’s acquaintances
who had attended the earlier observances, asking them to refrain from coming on the hundredth day. She was sure
those who had witnessed Matsumura’s wife and children bursting in at the forty-ninth-day observance would
understand completely. She also declined the services of the priest. He was the chief priest of the temple where
the members of the Matsumura family were buried. Undoubtedly, he was relieved that his presence was not
required.
Mieko assumed that Matsumura Kazuo would not come either, but during the morning of the hundredth day, a
florist delivered a vase of flowers. No card was attached, but he said the order had come from Mr. Matsumura.
Mieko held onto the faint hope that he might by some chance arrive. Although she felt lonely, her main thought
was of how glad her mother would be if he were kind enough to pay a visit.
Mieko had decided on two in the afternoon as the time for the observance. Of course, she was not expecting
anyone to come, so that was merely her own schedule. When the hour arrived, Matsumura had not appeared, and
she realized that he would not, probably in deference to his family.
Mieko’s mother, whom Matsumura had loved, was dead. Mieko was fond of him, but she was not his daughter.
Matsumura was in his late sixties. It would be his wife and children who would look after him from now on, in his
old age. Naturally, whatever his inclination might have been, he could not treat his family unkindly.
Mieko slowly got up from her seat on the floor and knelt before her mother’s memorial tablet. She poured
some of the brandy her mother had liked into a glass and, after looking for a moment at the photograph, placed the
glass before it.
“It can’t be helped, Mother. Mr. Matsumura does have a wife and children.” Mieko was just thankful that his
relationship with her mother had not been disclosed to his family any earlier. It was fortunate, at least, that Kae,
while living, had not experienced any unpleasantness.
Three times Mieko lifted a pinch of powdered incense and dropped it in the burner; then she joined her hands
reverently. At that moment, she heard footsteps in the garden.
“Excuse me, but the front entrance was closed.” The young man lowered his head in apparent confusion as
Mieko turned to look at him. He was a tall man, about the same age as Matsumura’s son, but he was not the one
who had let Matsumura away by force.
“I’m afraid I don’t recall having met you,” Mieko got up and went out to the veranda, where she knelt down
again.
“My name is Ogata Hajime.” He offered his calling card. It seemed he worked in the research division of a
university pathology department.
“Are you a doctor?”
“Yes. Actually, I’m here at Mr. Matsumura’s request. He won’t be able to come today.”
“Is he ill?”
“Yes, well, he’s in the hospital.”
“Which hospital? What’s wrong with him?”
Ogata Hajime regarded Mieko with embarrassment and answered only her first question. He’s at a hospital in
Izusan. May I come in?”
“Mieko, who had been taken by surprise and had begun to stand, settled back down. “Please do,” she said.
Ogata removed his shoes, passed ion front of Mieko, and seated himself before the portrait of the deceased.
Out of habit Mieko straightened the shoes he had taken off. She thought it curious that they were large shoes.
Matsumura, who was of medium height, and build, had small feet for a man. She did not know the shoe size of
her father, who had died when she was a baby.
Coming to herself, Mieko went to the kitchen and made tea. When she returned, Ogata was still seated as
before, his eyes fixed on Kae’s photograph. Mieko offered him the cushion she had readied for Matsumura. He
held himself stiffly at first then changed position and sat cross-legged.
“Are you by yourself?” he asked, as he lifted his teacup.
“I thought I would keep today as a private remembrance. I didn’t know Mr. Matsumura had been hospitalized.”
She inquired about his condition.
“It’s come about gradually over the last month. First he injured his hip.” Ogata lowered his gaze to the teacup.
“When he returned home from the forty-ninth-day memorial service here, he apparently struck his hip in the
entryway.” His eyes as he looked at Mieko, betrayed complex feelings. He seemed to know about the events of
the forty-ninth-day.
“It happened as he was struggling with Kunihiko, and he didn’t think at the time that it was serious. It became
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quite painful later, though.,” Matsumura had seen a doctor, but afterward he became unable to stand on the hip.
“So he was hospitalized for that?”
The expression in Ogata’s eyes darkened further. “The hospital in Izusan where he is now specializes in
geriatric conditions.”
“Geriatric conditions?”
Ogata turned his gaze toward Kae’s photograph. “I think your mother’s dying came as a considerable shock to
Mr. Matsumura.” Falteringly, he explained the sudden aging of Matsumura Kazuo, “In years he’s still not that old,
but there are many examples of men in whom retirement or a death in the family leads to such aging. Something
which had been stretched tight until then suddenly loosens, and senility sets in.”
Mieko was astonished. She simply could not believe that Matsumura had become senile. When she thought
about it, though, she was reminded of his abstracted state immediately after her mother’s funeral. Again and again
she had seen him, his eyes filled with tears, gazing fixedly at Kae’s photograph. Even when he spoke to someone,
he seemed dazed, and he made no attempt to hide his beaten expression.
“Is his condition very bad?” Mieko asked, her voice unsteady.
“I can’t say it’s good, but it’s not as if he doesn’t understands anything at all. Actually, since several days ago,
he’s been obsessed with today’s service for your mother. So much so that he asked me to come here.”
“It was you who ordered the flowers, wasn’t it?” The likelihood occurred to Mieko, and she lowered her head.
“Is his family taking good care of him?”
“No, it seems none of them visits him.” As if he himself were a member of the Matsumura family, Ogata
added, “I just don’t know what to make of it.”
Mieko, however, could understand the family’s anger. When Kae’s existence had become known, Matsumura
had been denounced as a traitor by his wife and children. How unpleasant it must have been for them to learn that
he had sunk into senile confusion from the shock of his lover’s death. Mrs. Matsumura and the children must have
honestly felt that they did not even want to visit him, let alone care for him.
“Would it be all right for me to visit him?”
“Why not? I’m sure he’d be delighted.” Ogata told her where the Izusan hospital was located, and, soon
afterward, went home.
*
Mieko wanted to go to the hospital right away to see Matsumura, but because of her job, she had to wait until
the next Sunday. She worked in an office in a modern building in Toranomon, where for three years she had been
private secretary to the Tokyo branch manager of an American soft drink company. Her boss, Michael Brown, was
a native of Boston, once divorced and currently single, a young man much enamored of Japan. He was kind and
cheerful, and Mieko found it easy to work for him. He had come to both Kae’s wake and funeral, but Mieko had
purposely not notified him of the subsequent services. Occasionally, on weekends After he had returned from
business trips to New York, she would be kept busy with extra secretarial duties.
Saturday evening, on her way home, Mieko picked up the eel sushi she had ordered ahead of time from
Matsumura’s favorite sushi shop in Akasaka. She left home early on Sunday morning. Traveling by the local
Odakyū and Izukyū lines was less expensive than taking the bullet train. An only daughter raised by a single
mother is sensitive to such insignificant details.
From Atami, Mieko headed toward Izusan by bus. The hospital which Ogata Hajime had told her about was a
much smaller, shabbier, building than she had even imagined. All of the people being cared for there were elderly,
which probably accounted for the impression the place gave of being a home for the aged rather than a hospital.
Matsumura Kazuo was brought in a wheelchair. He had aged completely during the mere month and a half
during which they had not met. They vitality was gone from his eyes, and the strength had drained from every
inch of his body. Even so, his face lit up with joy when he recognized Mieko. His words, however, were uncertain
and rambling, as if he suffered a speech disorder. Just when Mieko thought he would call her by name, he cried
out, “Kae!”
“He often calls out your mother’s name, “Kae, Kae!” many times a day.” So the nurse taking care of
Matsumura, Okamoto by name, told Mieko when she learned Kae’s identity. She spoke as though she knew, in
general, about the affairs of the Matsumura family. When asked, she informed Mieko that neither Mrs. Matsumura
nor the children had even once come to the hospital since Matsumura had been admitted.
“The daughter’s fiancé—or, anyway, the man who will become Mr. Matsumura’s son-in-law—often comes and
spends the whole day trying to talk with him, even though he doesn’t understand much. Mr. Matsumura cheers up
a lot, too, when he comes.”
When noon came and Mieko set out the eel sushi she had brought, Matsumura wolfed it down. Watchingahis
manner of eating, which could not be called anything other than “wolfing,” she was unable to hold back her tears.
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The Matsumura she had known had been a well-groomed, respectable, reliable gentleman. He had possessed a
dignified bearing as a bank executive, and wherever he went he was respected as such. When she had been with
Matsumura, Mieko had overlooked the fact that she was his lover’s daughter and had felt completely confident,
accompanying him with a feeling of pride.
Now, however, he was dressed in a worn, dirty sweater and trousers that hung on him loosely, showing his
sudden loss of weight. His unkempt hair had lost its sheen, and sparse stubble covered his chin. Mieko could
hardly bear to look at him as he grasped his chopsticks with a hand like a withered tree branch and, mumbling,
stuffed his mouth with food. Looking down, she poured his tea and carefully picked up the grains of rice he had
dropped.
When he had finished his meal, Matsumura began napping like a child. Back in his bed, he wrapped himself up
in his blanket and immediately began to snore.
“Generally, the family looks after a patient if the care needed is no more than this,” the nurse said. Aside from
dealing with his recurring incontinence and his inability to move his legs, Matsumura was a patient requiring little
attention. The process of aging, however, was precipitate.
“Some men become confused when their wives die, but Mr. Matsumura is the first I’ve known to become
senile after his mistress died. He really did love her, didn’t he!” The nurse laughed coarsely even though she knew
that Mieko was the said mistress’s daughter.
While Matsumura was sleeping, Mieko thought she would pay her respects to the doctor who had visited her
house. She thought he might have the day off, because it was Sunday, but she asked Miss Okamoto to see if he
was in the hospital.
“Dr. Ogata?” The nurse puzzled over the question. “There’s no doctor by that name here.” She looked at the
calling card Mieko held out and began to laugh.
“Oh, him. He’s the one who’s going to marry Mr. Matsumura’s daughter.”
Mieko was taken aback. It had not occurred to her that Ogata Hajime was the fiancé of Matsumura’s daughter.
Although it was clearly written on the calling card that he worked in a university pathology department, Mieko
had jumped to conclusions and had taken for granted that he was a doctor connected with this hospital.
She found herself going into the hospital courtyard. Spring had come to Izusan earlier than to Tokyo, and the
plum blossoms had already passed their rime. The sun was bright, and the sea was blue. She was standing there
absentmindedly when footsteps Approached. Just as she was thinking, it’s those footsteps, Ogata said, “You
showed up after all.”
Mieko, not knowing what look she should assume, turned around reluctantly. Ogata wore a more relaxed
expression than he had the time before.
“Mr. Matsumura seemed to recognize you,” said Ogata. He ate a lot of eel sushi, didn’t he?” Recently he
added, he had been quite worried over Mr. Matsumura’s loss of appetite.
“I …” Mieko could not suppress what she was thinking, and continued, “I’m such a scatterbrain. I thought you
worked at this hospital.” Although she had intended to laugh as though it were a joke, a note of reproachfulness
could be heard in her words. She was flustered. “I had no idea you were Yōko’s fiancé.” Mieko knew the name of
Matsumura’s only daughter, who was two years older than Mieko. Matsumura had doted on this daughter.
“We became engaged in November of last year. It’s an arranged marriage.” Ogata spoke without reserve.
“There’s a danger of my being misunderstood if I say this, but it’s Mr. Matsumura I’m fond of.” His former
pathology professor was a close friend of Matsumura’s from high school and through that connection Ogata had
come to know him.
“The professions of physician and banker are different, but I always had a great admiration for his personal
character or, should I say, his attitude toward life. And I always was a bother to him in one way or another.”
Through this acquaintance he had met Matsumura’s daughter Yōko and had gone on to become engaged to her.
“Right after we got engaged, Mr. Matsumura confided in me about you.” Matsumura had told Ogata about Kae,
saying that he loved her more than his wife. He had entrusted his lover and her daughter if anything should
happen to him to the man who would become his son-in-law, and Ogata had accepted.
“It may seem odd, but I knew Mr. Matsumura’s character and understood that he couldn’t help being as he
was, so I assumed he was doing the only possible thing under the circumstances. In fact, when I asked him about
what had happened, I was touched by your mother’s love for him.”
Mieko thought that must have been the time when Matsumura was manager of the Osaka branch. He had left
his family in Tokyo and taken up his new appointment alone. the bullet train had not yet been constructed, and the
special express train between Osaka and Tokyo took seven hours. That was seventeen or eighteen years before
and, because of concern over the education of their son, who was in junior high school, and their daughter in
elementary school, Mrs. Matsumura did not more from Tokyo. Moreover, she did not even try to go to Osaka on
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weekends to look after her husband. Her primary concern was for her own delicate constitution.
In Osaka, Matsumura caught a cold and then developed pneumonia. Although complications arose and his
condition became quite serious, Mrs. Matsumura did not rush to his side. She too had caught cold and had a
kidney inflammation. It was Yabe Kae who hurried to nurse him. Mieko, who was in elementary school, stayed
home with her grandmother, who was then still living. Mieko wanted to see her mother, and sometimes her
grandmother took her to Osaka for the weekend. Her mother was completely worn out, but she looked deeply
fulfilled. She hugged Mieko tightly. “I’m sorry, forgive me.” She was in tears, but nevertheless she did not return
to Tokyo with Mieko. Mieko surmised that it was then that her mother and Matsumura had become lovers.
That was not the only time Kae had devoted herself to Matsumura. Also during his stay in Osaka, he was told
by a doctor that he had high blood pressure and possibly diabetes. Kae strove, using intensive diet therapy and
Chinese medicine, for the recovery of Matsumura’s health. The doctor was astounded by the results. From then
until the present, Matsumura had maintained almost perfect health.
Mrs. Matsumura seemed to know nothing at all about that. She always thought her own health of greater
importance than her husband’s. In addition, she seemed the sort of woman who was incapable of using her own
judgment in handling all the household affairs and anything having to do with the children, something about
which Matsumura had often complained to Kae. She was the sort of wife who called her husband when he was
involved in an important meeting to tell him that the maid had suddenly taken time off. When the children
received poor grades in school, she hysterically found fault with him.
“My wife is angry with me because, she says, I’m too caught up in my work and don’t help the children with
their studies as well, but who is it I’m working for? I work like a dog to make a living for my family, for their
future. Why can’t she understand that? Besides, there are always times when a man has to forget his family and do
his job. My wife, though, just doesn’t seem to understand, no matter what I do.”
Mieko also remembered Matsumura saying, as he relaxed in the living room of their house in Aoyama and ate
Kae’s home cooking, that he was sick and tired of it all. It occurred to her that if Mrs. Matsumura was the type
who made things difficult for her husband, then Kae was the type who did everything she could for a man. the
people around Matsumura, who knew both Kae and Mrs. Matsumura, also agreed on this point. Had Matsumura
spoken about such things with his future son-in-law?
“I was acquainted with Mr. Matsumura for quite some time, but until I became engaged to Yōko, I knew
nothing at all about his family. After our engagement, I gradually began to understand the significance of what he
said. Now, since he’s been afflicted by this aging phenomenon, I understand all the more.”
Matsumura’s wife and children did nothing but criticize him for having had another woman for so many years,
but, Ogata continued, “They had no interest in considering why Mr. Matsumura had come to do such a thing.
They didn’t even want to hear about how helpful the other woman had been to him. I know how emotional a
matter it must be for them, but it’s a shame that they’re so stubborn and disagreeable.”
Ogata said he intended to dissolve his engagement to Yōko. “But, if I bring it up right now, they’re likely to
interpret it as a reaction to Mr. Matsumura’s condition, and so I’m waiting for the right time. I don’t want to be
responsible for giving him any further shocks.” After Ogata finished speaking, he looked refreshed. “Why don’t
we go to Mr. Matsumura’s room? He’s probably up now.”
Studying Ogata’s back as he walked ahead of her, Mieko felt mixed emotions. His explanation for breaking the
engagement with Yōko seemed reasonable, but also selfish. However he might argue, in the end wasn’t his real
concern that marriage to the daughter of a man who had become senile would be burdensome?
Ogata’s behavior that afternoon, however, was sufficient to clear away Mieko’s doubts. Matsumura, having
awakened from his nap, was overjoyed to see Ogata. His words were incoherent, but his facial expression became
animated, and he listened to Ogata’s conversation with continuous pleasure. Ogata, for his part, went on chatting
about a wealth of topics, from one to the next, just as if he were talking to an ordinary person.
From the recent news he chose specialized economic and political topics, as well as talk of pro baseball, a
favorite of Matsumura’s, and the latest developments in his own field of pathology. Mieko, sitting with them, also
found the conversation of unflagging interest. Matsumura listened earnestly to Ogata’s conversation. He did not
respond, but it was obvious from his appearance that he was satisfied with simply listening.
The afternoon waned, and visiting hours ended at five o’clock. “Well, I’ll come again next week. You take care
of yourself until then.” When Ogata said good-bye, Matsumura appeared sad. He whispered something in a voice
too low to be understood and wheeled himself, alone, back to his hospital room.
It’s always like that when I leave. He seems so lonely. Even patients hospitalized with an illness from which
they’re expected to recover say the loneliness they feel when their visitors leave is unbearable. In Mr.
Matsumura’s case. …” Breaking off, Ogata was silent. This patient had no hope of leaving the hospital.
At Tokyo Station, Mieko parted from Ogata. They had returned by bullet train.
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*
Mieko went to Izusan every Sunday. Occasionally, the visits became a heavy burden. The company for which
she worked was foreign-owned, and consequently, the employees had a two-day weekend. For Mieko, however,
now that her mother had died and she lived alone, one day of the weekend was taken up with housecleaning,
laundry, and shopping for the week’s supply of food, as well as with various other chores.
The deed to the Aoyama property had been transferred to Mieko some time before, but the house was still in
her mother’s name. With the future in mind, Kae had saved a considerable amount of money, and the inheritance
from Mieko’s father had been skillfully managed by Mr. Matsumura and had withstood the ill effects of inflation.
The funds seemed sufficient for Mieko to pay the inheritance taxes without disposing of the house, but in settling
the matter she had to go again and again to the ward office and the tax office.
Of course there were times when she wanted to stay at home on Sunday, relaxing and simply doing nothing.
The trip to Izusan inevitably took the whole day, but even so, she would rouse herself and set off.
Just as Matsumura had loved Kae, he had cared for her daughter. It was as though he took the place of the
father Mieko had lost when she was young. She told herself that, in return for his kindness, she had to do all she
could for Matsumura in his old age.
Ogata also, without fail, went to the hospital on Sunday. Invariably they met there and returned to Tokyo
together on the bullet train. Mieko found this rather awkward. Apparently Ogata only had Sunday off, so Mieko
even considered changing her day for visiting Izusan to Saturday. A sudden change from Sunday to Saturday,
however, surely would have seemed contrive to him and in fact the errands she had to attend to on Saturday
mornings had increased. She could only visit public offices and the bank at that time.
As a result, Mieko went to Izusan every Sunday, met Ogata, and on the way home, in the bullet train, they
talked about themselves. Ogata’s family operated a prominent, large hospital in Sendai, with his father as
administrator and his brother as assistant administrator. He, the youngest child, had specialized in the
unglamorous field of pathology because it appealed to him. It had Also been decided that he would inherit all the
assets his mother had brought to her marriage as the daughter of a wealthy Sendai family. Thus he could devote
himself to his research, free of the worry of working for a living.
“Even though my monthly salary is enough for me to eat and live on, somehow my parents seem to think I’m
incapable of earning a living,” Ogata, as he said this, seemed just like the pampered son of a good family, a
pleasant-natured young man with a strong sense of fairness.
Spring passed and soon the rainy season began. Quite naturally, Mieko grew close to Ogata. From parting at
the station, they had gone to having dinner together and to visiting each other at home. Ogata lived in a small
apartment in Takadanobaba. He had lived there since his student days; when his marriage arrangements were
settled, he would receive money from Sendai and move to a proper apartment. His apartment building was fairly
old, and the rooms had no baths. The public bath was far from his place and inconvenient, so he did not go
frequently. Mieko would invite him to her house after they had returned and heat a bath for him. Then she began
to cook him dinner and would serve him beer. He could not handle alcohol well, and when he drank, he often fell
asleep. Before long, the two had become lovers.
That summer, Matsumura died quietly at the hospital in Izusan. “I’ve heard many cases of people who pass
away like that with amazing quickness. They begin to age severely and, with their family unable to care for them,
get put into that kind of hospital,” Ogata reflected. “I feel sorry for all of us. Don’t you? The way our health and
strength can fail so suddenly.”
In her position, Mieko could hardly attend Matsumura’s wake or funeral, and thus her connection with the
Matsumura family was completely severed. The same was true of Ogata. His engagement to Matsumura Yōko
was broken, and instead, preparations for his marriage to Mieko were begun. Her relationship with the
Matsumuras was kept secret from Ogata’s parents in Sendai. The Ogata family members, who were somewhat
disapproving of the match because Mieko had no close relatives, were not particularly opposed when they learned
that she was the daughter of a middle-class family, her deceased father having been a man of some means who
had been employed by the Ministry of Finance.
Most importantly, Ogata had already moved into Mieko’s Aoyama home, and they were living as husband and
wife. In the autumn, Mieko went to Sendai, where the marriage ceremony took place. The older brother of her
deceased father, who came from Fukuoka to attend the ceremony, was Mieko’s sole relative. In these days,
however, people are in fact happier to be unencumbered by relatives.
The ceremony had taken place, but the couple’s life hardly changed. They lived at Mieko’s house in Aoyama,
and Ogata commuted every day to his laboratory at the university. Mieko continued working as well. There was
no need for her to stop; she was earning a larger salary than Ogata. Even though he was a doctor, the size of his
salary as a pathologist working in a laboratory can well be imagined. He also had to buy books to use for his
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doctoral dissertation, and on many occasions he put some of his own money into his research. Mieko announced,
soon after they were married, that it was fine if he used his income in this way, since her earnings were sufficient
for them to live on. They had no housing expenses and could eat quite well on her salary. Ogata neither drank
much nor gambled. In giving her all for her husband, Mieko had a reason for living. They received no assistance
from Sendai, but as long as Mieko was working, they could get by financially.
An exhilarating year went by. Mieko got up at six in the morning, prepared breakfast, made their lunches, and
before waking Ogata, took care of the housecleaning and laundry. In the evening, when she finished work, she
rushed from the office, did her shopping at the supermarket, returned home, and made dinner. Except for one
night a week, when he worked late, Ogata usually returned home at seven.
Mieko became unsociable even at the office. She was no longer invited by her co-workers to go out to dinner
or tea, and she stopped accompanying the branch manager to movie previews on Friday evenings. When there
were parties, she would give some excuse and not attend. Her company being financed by foreign capital, lively
parties were held at every opportunity.
Before her marriage, Mieko used to attract much attention at these gatherings. The unmarried branch manager,
Michael Brown, invariably served as her escort, and her chic evening dresses, as she stood beside him—he would
be wearing a tuxedo or dinner jacket—were always admired. She dressed well, and she knew what flattered her.
When she went shopping for a new evening dress, she was always in the company of Matsumura Kazuo. The
exclusive Akasaka shops offered an assortment of the finest designer fashions from Europe. Matsumura took great
pleasure in choosing from among them a dress which suited Mieko and in giving it to her as a present.
Consequently, evening dresses in vogue that year were always hanging in her closet, and these, in fact, were
enough to make Mieko the belle of the party.
Once she had married Mieko had no choice but to reduce here clothing expenses. The cost of food was greater
than when she had lived with her mother. Then, they had been satisfied with green tea poured over rice, but that
would not do for Ogata. Although not on a regular basis, Matsumura used to give money to Kae quite frequently,
and that too had helped the Yabe household’s finances. Now that income had stopped.
Mieko was ashamed to go to a party in an old dress. Before her marriage she had thought nothing of wearing
the same dress many times over with a change of accessories, but after the marriage she could only see this as a
sorry alternative. When life had been comfortable, she had not noticed; now that she had to live on a budget, both
she and her surroundings appeared meager and left her feeling anxious. There were the savings and stocks her
mother had left her, but she did not want to live so extravagantly that she had to use them.
Mieko began to think that it would be good if Ogata occasionally showed some concern about this state of
affairs. She would have been delighted with insignificant things like his bringing home some top-quality beef on
payday or giving her special cakes or seasonal fruits, but he seemed to lack even that much thoughtfulness. Since
he did not give her his salary, she thought he at least ought to give her his semi-annual bonus, saying, “Here, us
this where you need it,” but he was completely indifferent on this score.
It was not that Ogata was stingy. At the hospital he was, in fact, easily parted from his money. This was
probably to be expected, since his entire salary became spending money. He boasted to his co-workers that his
wife told him to do with his salary as he pleased. “You’re lucky to have a good wife. Do you know what mine
does? Every month, after she’s snatched away my paycheck, she goes on and on about how little I make, how I’m
no good for anything.” Ogata listened in a fine humor to his co-workers’ envious words. It was his practice, when
the bonuses were distributed, to treat them at his own expense.
Ogata was imposing on Mieko the unmitigated spoiled nature of the youngest child in a family lacking for
nothing. He was delighted and content with her self-sacrifice, but he failed to notice that she was beginning to feel
dissatisfied. From his point of view, it was Mieko who had said it was all right if he did not give her his earnings
for living expenses, and her mother had, in fact, lived half her life in devotion to one man.
In her second year of marriage, Mieko’s birth control failed, and she had an abortion; afterward her health was
greatly impaired. Physically she recovered in no time, but mentally she was devastated. She lost the expectation
that she had cherished until then that some day she could stop working and have a baby. Their livelihood always
weighed heavily on her shoulders, and what with her work at the office and her chores As a housewife, she had
absolutely no free time.
Had she been single, she could have let the housework slide. She could easily have gone without doing the
cleaning and laundry every day. She could also have eaten out and saved herself the time of preparing a meal and
cleaning up afterward. She would also have been free, if she were single, to take time off, travel as she wished,
and recoup mentally or to go to parties with her co-workers and enjoy herself as much as she desired. But now her
life included something called “a husband,” and she could not do as she wished. She gradually became
exasperated, wondering just what that husband who had tied her down so was doing for her.
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And yet Mieko could not go so far as to make demands. Why didn’t she say the words, “We’re having a hard
time making ends meet, so please put in a little of your salary”? Her silence could only be ascribed to an
uneasiness that, were she to put her discontent into words, her pride in the thought that until then she had
sacrificed herself for her husband would be shattered.
In any event Mieko, in her second year of marriage, already felt worn out and driven into a corner, and began
to look on her husband with the greatest distrust.
In June Michael Brown, the branch manager, was transferred to New York. The succeeding branch manager
had already come to Japan, and a party was held both as a welcome for him and a farewell for Michael. Mieko
could not fail to attend. She selected and wore the newest of her dresses. She had bought it all of three years
before, but she had not had the energy to buy a new dress.
The party was a success, and Michael thanked her for her years as a most capable private secretary, danced
with her, and kissed her good-bye several times. He was an extremely handsome man, often said to resemble
Robert Redford,\fn{Robert Redford (1937- ), American actor, director and producer, known for his intelligence, striking appearance,
and commercial success.} and his athletic build, as he neared forty, was attractively masculine. In contrast, the new
branch manager was an extremely fat man who sported a short mustache. Inwardly Mieko was disappointed. Even
though the branch manager changed, the fact that she was the manager’s secretary did not.
One day after Michael had returned to New York, Henry, the new branch manager, called Mieko aside during
the lunch break for a rare private conversation. He had already spent ten or so years in Japan, and any native
whose speech was poor could have taken Japanese lessons from him.
“Yabe-san, when did you get married?”
“It will be two full years in autumn,” Mieko answered unconcernedly.
“I hear you got married soon after your mother passed away.”
“Yes, it must have been half a year later.”
“Had you been seeing the man you married before she passed away?”
“No, I hadn’t. …”
The corpulent branch manager, when he saw Mieko’s suspicious look, shook with laughter. “Do you know that
Michael was hopelessly in love with you?”
Mieko shook her head. “That’s a poor joke.”
“It’s no joke. He was seriously disappointed.” Henry said that in fact he had been asked for advice two years
before, when Michael had come to New York on business.
“He said he’d taken quite a fancy to his Japanese secretary and wanted to marry her, but she and her mother
had no one but each other, so he had hesitated to propose. Her mother had just died, though, and a chance had
arisen. So I told him that in Japan, for a year after someone in the family has died, there can be no talk of happy
events and that he should wait for a year. But, half a year later you got married.”
Mieko tried to brush aside the conversation as the new branch manager’s joke. Nevertheless, the idea that
Michael had been about to propose to her lodged deep in her heart. Before she knew it, she was comparing Ogata
and Michael. When she saw that in every respect—appearance, sex appeal, finances, status, and character—
Michael was superior, Meiko’s feeling toward Ogata became decisive. Perhaps because he love had cooled, she
could not bear to think what a fool she had been. In spite of the fact that she had been sacrificing herself for Ogata
because of love, because she loved him as her husband, how much thoughtfulness had he shown her in return?
“If you need money, why don’t you just ask me for my paycheck? How can I tell if you don’t say anything?”
That was Ogata’s reply when Mieko finally brought up the subject.
“Even if I don’t put it into words, as long as we’re husband and wife, you ought to know. You of all people,
living on my salary for everyday expenses, should know.” Mieko felt that a woman’s self-sacrifice and loving care
should be answered spontaneously by her man’s even greater thoughtfulness and concern. At least the relationship
between her mother and Matsumura, with which Mieko was most familiar, had been like that.
“That’s because you don’t know what marriage is,” Ogata said in amazement. “What you’re talking about is
the relationship of a man and a woman who aren’t married, at least a man and a woman who can’t marry. What I
mean is, a mistress or kept woman accepts ‘give and take’ as a matter of course.”
Having been informed that this did not hold true for married couples, Mieko said no more. The one-sided
service of a wife t her husband might be considered the natural course because love is there, but in Mieko’s case
that love had already disappeared. She now felt only the desire to be free.
“If you leave me, you’ll be all by yourself. Don’t you think you’ll be worry then, that you’ll be lonely?” Until
the end Ogata sought to change Mieko’s mind, but she thought only of leaving him.
In autumn, just before their second wedding anniversary, Mieko became single again. She was indeed lonely,
but she was free. From then on, she would be able to live just for herself.
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She noticed that the men and women walking about town thinking the same way were surprisingly numerous.
They all strutted triumphantly along the chasms of the city wearing the elegant expressions of the single nobility.
Meiko left in the evening, and lost herself in their throng.
130.571 A Crane That Cannot Come Back\fn{by Seto Nanako (1932-1959)} Japan (F) 9
August 25, 1958.\fn{These are segments of the diary of the author, who was a victim of the atomic bombing of Hiroshima. Seemingly
unscathed at the age of 13, she opened a beauty parlor at 18, and at 21 married one Seto Tsuyoshi, soon giving birth to a daughter, the
Mami of the diary. In July 1957 she suddenly became ill; the diary takes up from August 25 th of 1958 and continues on through February
22, 1959. She died on April 10, 1959. The diary was found by the translator among some books owned by a friend. A complete edition has
been produced in Japanese; this segment also exists in Russian .}

Profuse bleeding!
How painful I’ve felt in both mind and body.
Words simply fail me in expressing myself to others.
Thinking I’d be lost, I stoutly stood it, even while I cried. Gritting my teeth, I stoutly stood it, telling myself
that I must live. Then, at the very moment that I was feeling relieved, I burst into tears in the excess of my joy.
Soon after a feeling of anxiety grew in me, a fear lest I should shortly be attacked once more by that horror, and
again be lost.
I must think about it against my will. I do not belong to myself alone.
I must live as long as I can for the benefit of my daughter, my mother, husband, and brother, although I have
become weak and disabled.
Oh, God, let me live, and in peace.
November 12
I recall it was about this time …
Like terrible dreams … almost one year has passed already.
My throat has become swollen, it is clearly visible.
I have had a sore throat for several days.
November 14
The bloody phlegm continues, though I am careful still to keep quiet.
Impossible for me to rid myself of a feeling of fear.
Unthinkingly, gave a scolding to Mami, my child, for her mischief.
Now I repent.
November 15
Mother has made a large purchase for me.
I feel very sorry for her.
I hear she has stopped smoking … only because of me.
How hard it must have been for you, mother!
I must live at any cost, for the sake of my family, especially Mami … poor thing!
A verse suddenly came to me:
I that am now sick in bed
Do want to live as long as possible;
I am fighting
For my only daughter.

A poor verse … just a passing thought. I’d be ashamed if anyone else saw it.
November 16
Caught a slight cold. Mami also feels bad, being a little feverish.
November 17
It makes me very uneasy to take so much medicine.
Another new disease would be fatal to me.
How long will it be until we can joyfully look at each other again?
I am weeping …
November 18
Have a constant headache. My sore throat continues as usual.
Whenever I have a singing in my ears, I feel unable to endure it.
But I am trying to take as little medicine as possible.
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Another person has died of pernicious anemia, it is said … Recently, I get tired easily. Feel stiff in my
shoulders, despite being in bed.
November 21
I’m very surprised to hear that there is something abnormal about my chest.
Now I know the reason for the bloody phlegm, and also why I have been given streptomycin continually.
Out of the frying pan into the …
I have symptoms of Basedow’s disease. That gets on my nerves, too.
November 22
I’ve got a slight fever all the time. I am always in fear that something else is wrong with me.
Last night I was terribly confused, because a disgusting arthralgia began; however, it has now passed.
Feel relieved. May nothing be abnormal!
November 23
Tears after tears,
Looking at the town by night,
Seeing Mami off from the hospital,
Longing for the time I shall recover from illness,
Fear grows that I may never be well again.
How long will it be
Before the time I can lead a happy life
With Mami?
Listening to the sound of the peace bell
Traveling over the autumn night
Growing deeper and deeper.

November 26
Bleeding for five minutes …
Being caused by menses?\fn{Mensuration.}
November 27
Mother gives me so much food … I can’t eat it all.
Filled with much gratitude.
November 30
Feel so happy when Mami comes here.
Feel so bad when Mami goes home … unspeakable sorrow.
December 1
Time flies like an arrow. The last month of the year has stolen upon us!
It is likely that my beauty parlor will be reopened.
I am a constant source of anxiety to my mother.
December 2
Kikusada-san visits me. I speak too much about my illness and have hardly time to thank him for his kindness.
December 3
Feeling better these days. Because of my liver?
Hoping this good condition continues.
December 8
Begin to put my pictures in order. They bring back pleasant memories of when I was in good health.
December 10
We could manage to buy for my husband an overcoat which he had long wanted. Sorry for him having done
without it until now. I think that he will have to get the clothes he needs from now on … little by little.
Mami’s need for clothing is also pressing heavily on me; however, it seems to be hardly possible to do
anything about it.
December 11
The blood count of leukocytes\fn{White blood cell count.} is 4,500.
May everything go well, at least until the New Year, when I may visit home.
December 12
Receive a small package from Tokyo containing a pair of pretty gloves for Mami. I kiss them impulsively.
Get tired seeing TV again, after such a long time.
Stiffness in my shoulders and pain in my back makes me so gloomy.
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My only wish is that I may become healthy again, at least by the New Year holidays.
December 13
I can’t move my arms and neck today.
The doctor says that I may be out of the hospital in a few months if nothing abnormal interferes.
God, preserve me!
On hearing Shimizu-san is said to have cancer, I fall into low spirits as if it were my own disease.
December 14
Am sorry for giving a scolding to Mami, and think, Mami, please forgive my thoughtless heart.
When she grows ripe for marriage, I am afraid, she will have to face many obstacles. … Until that time, oh, I
wish I could live on …
Mami, please don’t think ill of me, since only your father’s uncontaminated blood runs in your veins. Thus,
you must never consider yourself unfortunate, Mami. And so, get married to a person like your papa, you know.
December 17
Feel many pains in the various joints of my body. My face appears to be a bit swollen … a reaction of
Amipylo?
December 21
My roommate has left the hospital.
Bedding and equipment have all been taken out of my room.
I’ll be alone from tonight.
In my loneliness, tears stream ceaselessly down my cheeks.
Although thinking that I shall get used to my vacant room soon, tears come at once.
Make up my mind to ask my nurse, Shigehiro-san, to explain to me my medical record.
She advises me to take it easy for a few months so that I will make no failure of my life. I grit my teeth …
The count of leukocytes is 6,400. The doctor says that all the parts of my body which have been abnormal
seem to be gradually returning to a normal condition.
Even with little or no blood transfusions, my condition should take no turn for the worse!
December 22
I felt so lonely that it took much time to get to sleep last night.
I never hear the voice of Mami through the phone, or news about Mami from my husband, without tears.
When my husband had to go home, it was very hard for me to keep back my tears.
December 24
The New Year is just around the corner. Many patients are leaving the hospital. I was at last moved into
another room yesterday, in which I’ve been left alone again. I cannot stand such utter loneliness. Whenever night
nears, my feeling of solitude grows more and more.
It is Christmas Eve tonight. Listening to gay Christmas carols sung under the windows, I become sad to tears,
wondering how soon I can return to good health and a happy life.
I hear that the patient who was operated on for his pancreas is dangerously ill. When the doctor inclines his
head as if in doubt at seeing me, I always fear that I might be in the same position as that patient.
How long has it been since I saw Mami last? All day I think about driving home without permission from the
doctors, to meet lovely Mami.
December 25
I did not expect anybody to come to celebrate the holy night, but my brother, Hiromi, and his friends dropped
in to say Merry Christmas, bringing a piece of Christmas cake they bought together down town. Weep for joy.
December 26
Became feverish from last night. I cannot quite feel comfortable about it when relapses seem to occur.
Am making efforts not to think about my illness going from bad to worse, but a feeling of uneasiness
inevitably attacks me.
Hoping that blood transfusions may not bring on fever, and that my temperature may not rise any more.
December 27
According to thermometer at 6:00 a.m., I have 99° though slept like a log last night by the help of an injection.
Slight drop to 98.4° at noon.
May I never develop a higher fever than tonight’s!
But, alas! I have an attack of fever of 100.4° although the pains have been gradually abating.
Must I give up all hope of visiting my home?
What an irony of fate!
Patent medicine for a cold is liable to reduce a higher feverish attack.
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Take medicine, Ilotycin\fn{Here appears the word erythromycin in brackets; probably an editorial insertion .} I know it has a
drastic action.
I am simply dying to go home, only so that I can see Mami play from my bed.
May I return home!
December 28
I have had quite a weak appetite for a couple of days.
Urine suddenly decreased to a small amount today.
Received a slight feverish attack, because I broke into a cold sweat when the doctors took the blood from my
chest.
I am not feeling much better.
Soon comes the hour of putting out the lights.
A sudden attack of unbearable solitude again.
Seem to be slightly feverish.
I catch at, and open every nerve to, any slight changes that happen.
I cannot possibly live long since I am a broken person.
I cannot know very well how things stand with Hiromi, however …
Poor fellow!
How can we help him find his life worth living?
Mother and I are being tormented by it.
January 2, 1959
Began a new year of life in the hospital.
As nobody else is yet here—after going home for New Year’s day—there is much quiet and loneliness …
Gather up my courage, looking forward to the day of leaving the hospital.
About half the blood transfusions I’ve already taken before—100cc.\fn{ Cubic centimeters.}
January 5
The highest fever is 98.6° for today.
Five days have already passed, too soon.
A patient in the next room has returned to the hospital.
Since the 27th of last month, my fever refuses to go down to a normal one.
It seems not to be serious enough to worry about, but it is always weighing heavily on me.
Spend lonely the long awaited New Year, in the hospital.
How hateful to be tried by God!
Feel like sinking through the earth.
My husband is very kind to me in every way possible.
One more has died this morning. The second victim this year.
January 6
Scarcely has the fever been reduced when it rose to 104° last night.
Lose the power of resistance and feel myself easily running down day by day.
My husband leaves nothing to desire in nursing me.
I am much indebted to him.
I haven’t seen Mami for quite a while. I hope she is fine. I cannot help feeling depressed.
102.2° in the evening.
January 7
One more has died. Third victim this year.
Am sorry for having wasted a lot of money on the medicine; about four thousand yen\fn{ Another editorial note
appears here in brackets: about $11.}
Besides, I made Mami happy by promising to return home.
Want very badly to be in bed together holding her tight in my arms if only for one night.
The count of leukocytes was 5,300 on the 27th of last December.
But erythrocyte\fn{Red blood cell count.} and color index is rather decreased.
January 10
Mami and I meet after a long separation.
Shed tears.
Knowing that I must not move, Mami never comes close to me.
Feeling of loneliness …
There are still white signs in my throat like diphtheria.\fn{ An acute, febrile, infectious and contagious disease in which the
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air passages become coated with a false membrane, produced by the death of the normal mucous membrane covering and the solidification
of an inflammatory exudation.}

We have been having troubles that are a bit different from before since the day before yesterday.
We are all black sheep, including me!
Hiromi has finally left home to go to Tokyo. I can’t help feeling uneasy about Hiromi. Speaking little, showing
his feelings hardly at all, but I suppose he must be filled with much suffering. I’m sorry I couldn’t meet him, for
all his coming, before he left for Tokyo.
I that am already disabled cannot possibly do everything as I want.
I can’t stand by myself.
Wish my earliest possible recovery not only for my sake but also for my lovely daughter, Mami.
Mami is now my only hope to get well.
January 12
Much menses after two months.
The count of leukocytes was 1,100 on the 30 th of last December, but fortunately returned to a normal 5,000 on
the 10th of this month. Yesterday Mami and I had a merry time together all day long after a long absence. She
says, “Mommy, shall we go with Pap to Fukuya Department Store, with its many facilities for play, in the day
after sleeping for one night together?” That makes me cry! May our happiest day come soon. I answered, “Mami,
I wonder of the day will be after a lot of nights.” Mami looked confused as she knew nothing about how long I
must stay. Feel sorry for her. Shed tears.
January 13
Spent the whole day all right without any sense of boredom.
Having a wonderful time with Mami makes me tired.
Bad headache. Feel very ill in my chest tonight.
I have never felt as sick as I do these days.
I am also out of sorts around my stomach.
Perhaps it might be my imagination.
Feel relieved to know that mother intends to come home and settle down.
I am anxious when I think about Hiromi; tears run down out of my eyes.
Hoping that I may have enough sleep tonight and get up happily tomorrow morning.
Shadow of restlessness.
Writing this diary while in bed five minutes before the lights are put out.
It is now raining. That makes me very sad.
January 14
The head consulting physician comes round to see me, and says, “Perhaps you may be able to leave the
hospital around the end of March.”
I was very glad to hear it. I wish I could pay a day visit, at least before March. But I fear that I may cause
much trouble by catching a cold, since I am too sensitive to that. Unwillingly, I control myself. May I feel quite
well by the day when Mami enters kindergarten.
Opinions about my blood test sound pretty good.
I know it is not good to be so gloomy about everything.
The doctor says that there is no reason to worry about my chest trouble.
My face seems to be a bit swollen now; I have been growing stouter.
The blood transfusions are reduced to twice a week from today. I am very happy to know that I am getting
better than ever.
I have not seen my husband for three days. Oh, yes, the temperature of my body has been returning to normal;
besides, there is no need to test the urine quantity any more; the examinations of urine and feces become reduced
to once a month from now on. I wonder if I am expected to go home around March. May everything pass off
quietly. And may I soon recover. …
January 15
My husband kindly called on me after a long absence. He seems to be tired out. I never miss two days without
seeing Mami.
I find her fascinatingly pretty hearing her voice through the phone “Mommy, see you again. …”
January 16
Permission for bathing.
Dr. Ishida said only in play that I am leaving the hospital by the end of this month. I know it is not true, but my
heart beats with joy. The doctor says leukocytes are normal. There seems to be nothing wrong.
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Tears for joy. Pleased with myself.
The blood transfusions will be only on Monday and Thursday every week.
Please God, I will not be long in getting well for the sake of Mami.
In the evening Sanae brings Mami to the hospital.
Mami’s little face looked very cold, but she didn’t seem to be catching a cold. I was reassured by that. But I
feel an unaccountable compassion for her …
I do not know, does Mami miss me and feel lonely?
I hope I may live long enough to protect my only daughter, as long as possible.
January 18
It has been awfully cold for a couple of days. Through the windows I see many people in good health, and
envy them very much.
Mami came in the afternoon.
Her hands were a bit swollen with the cold. I suppose she must have felt cold, but she did not mind at all. She
was very fine.
I notice there have been some changes about Mami that she never had before, in her way of reading a book or
doing something by herself.
Since she is now growing, she is eagerly asking me many questions. “Mommy, what is this? Well, how come
—”
I am afraid, may my family be so kind as to answer her questions, though it takes much trouble to do so. It is
now one of the most important times in her passage through life.
January 19
Only three drops of kenacort\fn{A note reads: triamcinolone).
I pray to be back safely in March. I’m feeling better.
Mami has become simply mad in asking about everything lately.
People say that the future\fn{Of the individual.} depends on\fn{On what happens between.} the ages between three
and four.
I hope everybody will kindly use easy language in teaching Mami.
May I be able to be back home around March as the doctor says. And may what he says contain absolute truth
for this one time. Shige-kun, Hiromi’s good friend, brought me a piece of pie yesterday. He dropped in today
again because he can’t come tomorrow. thanks to him I spent the whole day without any boredom. Remember
Hiromi suddenly and think about him. I hope he may not be discouraged by Miss Kuwada, who was one of his
best girl friends and killed herself, and make some mistakes.
January 21
The head physician—unexpected on Wednesday—come around to see me. It is a pleasure for me since he
shows me my medical record.
Leukocytes are 4,400. May this result be an error.
The test of my medulla taken yesterday appears to be not so bad.
Have a little too much fever in the afternoon. This is haunting me. Besides, I feel a headache every day. I am
worried because there still remain some white symptoms in my throat, which I hope will soon die away.
There is no use in thinking or in writing for the purpose of expressing myself. But mother and my husband
who know me best are so busy that they have little time to talk with me.
Nevertheless, I do want to talk and to make myself heard—too much.
That is why I use my pen like this. By doing so, I drown my anxiety to a degree. No, I try to force it away …
It is a holiday today for my family. They are all bright and happy. Their faces are full of the delights of
working. I envy them very much.
January 26
The day before yesterday I was so happy as to be moved to tears when I met Hiromi after a long absence. But I
was very surprised to hear Hiromi left home again yesterday; mother called on me unannounced and told me
about him, her face turning pale. What a foolish thing you have done, Hiromi!
I thought we had been leading our lives quietly and peacefully for these last few days …
What worries my mother has!
I don’t now know how I can keep mother in good spirits, but I hope she takes enough care of herself at least.
Mami is always reading our adult faces. Please be careful of the influence of your moods on the child.
Mami is my only child. I greatly appreciate having her.
January 27
I hope Hiromi may return home safely.
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I have been restless since yesterday as there are some problems left in my mind. I never feel refreshed unless I
work out my troubles. It might be enough to grow up spiritually for my age, though it will take a long time to be
matured psychologically.
I will be relieved on one count if only Hiromi gets married and becomes a good merchant. Our family cannot
afford even the time to say hello to each other every day since we are now living apart, individually.
But I firmly believe that we are, anytime and anywhere, always bound by the same spirit.
While I have been on the earth, I know mother, Hiromi, my husband, and Mami will have had some things to
complain of about me. And I about them.
But we have been too careful in our speech and behavior to each other. Mother is a woman born to be filled
with troubles.
Besides, she makes herself more miserable by making plenty of worries of her own. Mother was born and bred
in loveless circumstances. She has been striving extraordinarily to live, though being exposed herself to cold
treatment. That is because she is a person of strong affection, as it not seen in everybody. Her precious affection is
never closed to anyone, neither to her children, nor to those who have no connection with her.
To be frank, such a precious love can be considered at once her strong point and her weak point, because it is a
blind love.
I know it will be almost impossible for my mother to grant my request to her to be more selfish or less kind to
other persons. I wish she would not give her love so freely to everybody.
Perhaps I may express myself so poorly that nobody can follow me.
But I shall be quite satisfied if she alone understands me.
Don’t remain a miserable mother any more.
Mami has come three days running. I enjoy myself while she is with me, but after she leaves the hospital, I
become too lonely to bear it. “It is amazing that you should recover from your illness so fast,” said the head
physician.
My heart beats with joy.
I wonder when I shall be home?
January 28
Leukocytes were 4,400 on the 20th of this month.
Whenever I have taken a blood examination, leukocytes have been increasing, 200 each time, and became
4,800 in all by the 27th of this month.
I hope my leukocytes may increase like this. Then I will be able to leave the hospital temporarily round March.
Well, I should rather say “take a long stay out,” instead of “leaving the hospital.”
Anyway nothing can keep me in the hospital longer.
Mami, I’ll be very happy to take you along to Tenmaya Playland on the condition that I leave the hospital.
Even if people think their marriage for the best, it does not always succeed.
But ours is an exception.
Being young, we thought only of ourselves and at the same time, were passionate. Nevertheless, we made a
nice start.
As the time passed, our affection deepened, becoming more real. I sometimes believe there are few couples
who feel as happy as we. Our marriage is very wonderful.
But, too bad—this happiness is completely spoiled by my illness.
January 29
The weather being rainy since last night, I feel a bit gloomy when I get up this morning.
Hearing Mami speaking, I become a little bright and happy.
According to my mother, Mami was crying while my mother went out for thirty minutes—poor thing.
If I am only in good health … I always think about it one way or another. It is said that children’s character is
influenced by such circumstances to a great degree.
I think of the future of Mami; I do want Mami to be a well-educated woman despite being a girl. She is my
only child. And I do want Mami to be brought up with warm domestic affection. It reminds me that when my
brother and I were little children, our mother was in bed for a long time. I do not want Mami to have such
experiences as mine. I fear that family troubles are liable to complicate home life.
Being threatened with my illness, I am so sorry for not being able to give full play to my fondness for Mami.
Dotage? Blind love? Well, call it either, but in any event, I wish I could embrace Mami in my arms with all my
might. However, I am afraid that Mami forgets me when I do not see her often.
Thinking so, I feel lonely and miserable sometimes.
January 30
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No blood transfusion since Tuesday. This way, I may perhaps leave the hospital around the end of next month.
I am so sensitive as to easily catch a cold, but I will be all right as far as that goes.
May nothing abnormal happen, and have mercy on me to live one day longer on the earth. I exist not only for
the sake of myself, but—
February 3
I see visitor after visitor all day long: Shige-kun and Mrs. Morikazu, who have both come to see me four times,
and Mrs. Wada, and Sanae.
How happy I have been today without any boredom, thanks to them.
But when they must be going: left all alone, I feel all the more sad. I have not been up to the mark from the day
before yesterday.
Mami comes for the first time since we met nine days ago.
She has been so quick learning how to speak. I feel very sorry for Mami since I could not celebrate her
birthday at all. Hiromi has not come back yet. It is surprising that he should have changed like this; he was so
kind and meek when a little boy. I wonder if he has some trouble with being an A-bomb sufferer. Yes, he must
have, I am sure. It seems to be a great problem for us to gain a better understanding about him physically and
mentally. My home is full of black sheep! I feel like praying with folded hands to my mother and husband. My
stepfather and my aunt are taking good care of Mami. Much obliged.
I am a bit tired today. Blood transfusions were stopped yesterday.
February 4
There is still some fatigue left. Have a little high temperature this morning. Try to keep quiet today.
I will feel better again by tomorrow morning. My body seems to be growing weaker day by day.
February 7
Isolation becomes doubly acute. Tears stream down ceaselessly.
Receive an express package containing a style book from Hiromi.
You silly fool, Hiromi!
Weep.
At last, yesterday, I got permission to leave the hospital on February 27. I am simply mad with joy.
I think the twenty days left till I leave much longer than they are.
Hoping time flies fast.
May nothing abnormal happen!
I feel uneasy to receive a letter from Hiromi in Hirano.
February 9
I feel a bit feverish, but it is not much fever.
My top temperature has been 99° for today. So the more nervous I am the higher it gets. My pulse is pretty
high, too.
At any rate, I am dying to go home; I’ll stop thinking anything about my illness.
Time, fly, quickly, quickly!
Time, fly, quickly, quickly!
May nothing abnormal happen!
Shigeru-kun comes to see me.
A bit cold.
Send some money to Hiromi.
February 12
Maimi does not come.
February 22
My sweet home! I have not seen it for almost nine months.
I entirely drown memory of my illness for a while.
February 23\fn{The date is not recorded in the text, but is obvious from the following statement .}
Come back again to the hospital, after staying for one night at my home.
Chilliness of the passage in the hospital.
I act selfishly to my husband in loneliness. Sorry for him.
Time to put off lights soon—lonely.
Tears. Tears stream down—ceaselessly …
Unfortunately, one more has died tonight.
I don’t want to die.
Mami, my only daughter!
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Nanako, Mami’s only mother!
“Oh, this feeling …
“This lonely feeling …\fn{A note reads: These are her last written words during her second experience in the hospital. She died
at 10:45 A.M., April 10, 1959.}
36.182 Straw Dogs\fn{by Taeko Tomioka (1935-

)}

Osaka, Osaka Prefecture, Japan (F) 11

Eikichi was in the habit of saying, “To make it short.” I had no idea what he was making short, but he
certainly liked the expression.
My favorite question was, “What would you do if we had a baby?” I always asked this question after I’d had
sex with a young man, and I always looked forward to hearing their responses. This time Eikichi didn’t say “to
make it short;” he was silent.
“Well, what would you do? Shall I mail it to you through U.P.S.?”\fn{ United Parcel Service.} I said, smiling.
Eikichi looked relieved. But he still couldn’t come up with any response to my teasing. I didn’t pursue the
question. It was only the initial reaction I found interesting.
More than once Eikichi had said that his name reminded people of an old man’s name. He said it was his
grandad who had named him. Not “grandfather” nor “grandpa” but “grandad;” that’s what he called rum.\fn{ An
American brand of whiskey: “Old Grandad”.} Seventy-some years old now, he was a farmer in the countryside.
Ever since he’d entered the room I’d thought of nothing except what I could do to get Eikicru to have sex with
me. No actually, it wasn’t only since he’d entered the room, rather I’d been thinking of nothing but seducing rum
ever since the first time I saw him. This was not just the case with Eikichi. I’ve always wondered whether a
relationship can be established simply by the entry of part of a stranger’s body into mine.
Eikichi hadn’t said a word since he'd taken off his clothes. Our sex ended quickly. He didn’t look embarrassed.
He didn’t attempt to explain. After he dressed he talked for a while about his dormitory and the people he worked
with, frequently using the expression “to make it short.” He also talked about a cheap nightclub he went to once
with a guy from work.
“To make it short, I’ll say that the girls are better off. The popular ones at that club are only twenty-one or so,
the same age as I am, and they earn ten times what I make. They can make that much money simply because
they’re women.” He became more adamant about the topic as he went on.
Listening to him, I said to myself: He’ll tell his roommate at the dorm about this, our single encounter in our
physical “relationship.” He’ll make it into a funny story. “To make it short, those ladies, those middle-aged
women, aren’t actually bad at all,” he might say. Eikichi hadn’t held my hand, and he didn’t try to kiss me. When
I sat on the bed, he went ahead and took off his clothes as if he were about to take a bath.
I’ve always been amazed by how easily and quickly that part of the male body can enter the female body. It
seems almost comical the way it so smoothly slides inside me, and momentarily appears to achieve physical unity.
Although this unity happens quickly and with amazing ease, most people expect connection to continue on
through the dramatic stages of conflict, cooperation, ecstasy, and so on. I did not expect any of those dramatic
experiences with Eikichi or, for that matter, with any other young men.
Still, each time I find that I’m impressed, even moved, by the fact that this part of a total stranger’s body can
come inside me so easily. Eikichi, for instance, was a complete stranger until yesterday. Today he is not only here
with me, but for a while his body is inside me. I can’t help marveling at the fact that a man who’d been walking
outside on the boulevard in his suit came into a room and became naked. It was strange to see a naked man
standing in front of me wearing only a wrist watch. Once I saw a naked body wearing only socks, which I found
amusing. Another time I was struck by the sight of part of a man’s penis showing under the hem of a white cotton
undershirt. For some reason Eikichi didn’t take off his wrist watch when he removed his clothes, and he didn’t use
that commonplace technique of sliding it off against my skin. I liked him because of this. When he was done, he
stood up like a person who’d just finished moving his bowels and he put on his clothes, returning to his original
self.
I didn’t know why Eikichi had responded to my invitation and why he’d come without asking questions—I
didn’t care to find out. I only looked forward to the moment when a stranger, more specifically a young man I’d
taken a fancy to, would enter my body, slipping inside me. I had no interest in finding out whether he did so
because he was curious, or because he wanted to achieve ejaculation, or because he was attracted to me. As a rule
I do not see the same man twice. What I couldn’t help expecting was that a young man like Eikichi would be left
with a certain vile feeling, an awful after taste, when the act was over. A woman who was no longer young, a total
stranger, had made a pass at him and he had gone to bed with her without the involvement of either money or
love. Secretly I expected to see this create a small, inexplicable dark space in his mind. Eikichi didn’t satisfy this
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expectation. But his lack of response gave me a kind of sadistic pleasure.
“Sure, I’ve been to one of those places before, but the cafés with private booths were something else. With
those setups you can’t call it a café any more. When I used to go to them you could sometimes see a woman’s leg
sticking out from the bottom of a thin curtain, you know. To make it short, people went there because they didn’t
have money to go to a hotel, don’t you think so?”
Eikichi was chatting away as if he were talking to his buddy. According to him, these cafés had booths lined up
in a row, like train compartments, each with two small chairs and a table only big enough to hold two tea cups.
They were divided by a thin board. When a man and a woman sit next to each other in these booths, there’s no
space for them to move about. In these booths young couples kissed and caressed each other, even had
intercourse, Eikichi told me. No matter what people said, the space was too small for intercourse, so sometimes
the table was kicked over and cups fell and broke. At other times you might hear a male voice trying to suppress a
cry of excitement and see a woman’s leg flying out through the curtain.
“Guys who have money wouldn’t go to such a tacky place. To make it short, it’s us who came out of the sticks
with ninth-grade educations who would go there. If you’re one of those who has his own room and parents who
pay the rent, you wouldn’t go to such a place. But if you live in a dorm you’ve got no choice. It’s the same with
girls most of the time. They agree to come along because they’re interested in sex, right? But in the end most of
them don’t like it there. After letting you touch them a lot they say they won’t do it in a place like that. In those
days all I thought of was doing it. Thinking about it now, I was miserable, you know. All you’d see was a
woman’s leg sticking out from under a dirty curtain. You’d hear the noises from the next booth, you’d hear the
guy asking to be let in. It’s really cramped there, one square meter, that’s all. Guys who can take women wherever
they want in a car would never understand the feeling. To make it short, it reminds you of the night train carrying
groups of kids into the city to work.”
Eikichi finished talking. Then he drank his tea, apparently without enjoying it, and prepared to go. When he
returned to his dormitory, he would tell his roommates about his sexual encounter. As he was leaving, a gold
metal button fell off his black sport coat. He picked it up carefully and put it in his pocket.
*
Yoji Tomoda left the university without graduating from the drama department when he was accepted by a
theater group as a student actor. Soon he was given the lead in a play, a small studio production.
I saw Yoji for the first time on the day of the group’s initial script reading. The moment I saw him I began
fantasizing about having sex with him. He wasn’t particularly good-looking but his features were large, well
suited to a stage actor. He wore a black sweater and jeans, and carried his script in a dirty canvas bag.
“I saw a large mole on Yo’s chest,” said the middle-aged actress who played opposite him, smiling.
Yoji Tomoda was called Yo by the people in his theater group, who were all older than he was. When the
producer said something to him, he simply said “yes.” He wasn’t talkative; between rehearsals he rarely spoke
unless he had to.
I’d decided to wait until closing night. In the meantime I tried not to speak to him.
“Yoji isn’t bad, what do you think?” the producer said to me.
“He’s your type,” said the actress.
I felt that they were both trying to encourage me. It sounded as though the producer was asking my opinion of
Yoji as a young man rather than as an actor.
“Yo, come and sit next to this lady,” the actresses would say, pointing at me whenever we sat down to eat
between rehearsals. Since no one in the group was his age, Yoji was isolated most of the time.
However, once he started acting, Yoji’s voice was loud and powerful. He wasn’t intimidated by the two
middle-aged, experienced actresses. This attitude didn’t seem to stem from naïvete; rather he seemed to be
challenging someone, though not specifically the actress who played across from him. He was possessed by a
free-floating, inexplicable anger.
“Yo’s something else. During the second scene when he pushes me against the wall, trying to embrace me, you
know, he kept stroking my back with his left hand. He knew no one could see it,” said one of the actresses, the
shorter one. They all laughed a little.
“Maybe there’s a stage direction in his script,” said the other actress. She seemed to have something in mind.
They all laughed again. Yoji, who’d heard them as he came in carrying tea for everyone, didn’t laugh.
“Do men serve tea here?” I asked.
“Yo is a student actor, not yet a member, that’s why,” said one of the actresses.
Rehearsals are usually boring for those who aren’t involved in the play, but I went to the studio frequently in
order to see Yoji. During my visits I didn’t speak to him at all.
The two actresses are about the same age as I am, and I’ve known the tall one for many years. She is a large
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woman, but she has a voice and manner of speech too dainty for her role. However, when I heard her speak to
Yoji her voice sounded cruel. I empathized with Yoji and felt his humiliation.
The closing night party wasn’t very big. After all, it had only been a studio performance with three players. We
went to a bar nearby and had some beer and snacks. Still, there ended up being about twenty of us altogether,
including stage hands, friends of the players and a few other members of the group. Yoji, who had served tea
during rehearsals, refrained from serving drinks at the bar. He sat alone in the comer with his beer.
“I know you were looking at Yo all the time, I was watching you from on stage. It’s disgusting,” said the tall
actress. She repeated this many times.
“I think Tomoda played well,” said the producer, calling Yoji by his surname, with a hint of formality in his
voice.
“Yo, come here now. The main actor can’t be sitting in a corner,” someone said, inviting him to join the
producer and the actresses.
He came, glass in hand, and sat diagonally across from me. After a while the stage hands and the producer left.
Only a few of us remained in the bar.
“Please excuse me now. I have a rehearsal tomorrow,” said Yoji to the actresses.
“You’re in the next one, too?”
“Yes. A soldier,” said Yoji. Soldiers simply walk across the stage when they aren’t standing, so this meant he
was returning to his original status of student actor.
The actresses and their friends started talking about Yoji, making it difficult for him to leave. Again they’d
brought up the fact that I had been looking at him on stage.
“Mr. Tomoda, why don’t we go somewhere else to drink?” I said, keeping my eyes on him as I stood up.
The others were amazed at my brazenness and watched us leave without a word.
Outside the bar there was a narrow street with cars lined up on one side. It was a place where taxis often
waited for fares. When I realized I’d been grabbing Yoji’s upper arm, I let it go and held his hand instead.
“We were able to get rid of those middle-aged women, weren’t we?” I said. This was the first time I'd spoken
since we’d left the bar.
“Let’s go get a drink somewhere,” said Y6ji in a tone quite different from that I’d heard at rehearsals; he
sounded like a young man talking to a friend.
He soon went back, however, to being reticent, even gloomy. It was rather cold out, but instead of a coat he
wore a thin black sweater and pale blue jeans. He had on white hightop shoes, and carried his dirty canvas
shoulder bag. He could pass as a student, but perhaps not as an actor. While we walked I kept telling myself that I
had to make love to this man, as if I were on an important mission. I heard the loud voices of the actresses and the
others talking all at once inside my head. You guys don’t have to fuss and talk so loud, I answered them silently,
with peculiar confidence. I won’t fail to carry this out.
Yoji didn't attempt to pull his hand away from mine, and he didn’t say anything. Earlier he had said that he
wanted to drink more, but now he kept walking. He looked as glum as a student who’d just failed his entrance
exams.
“Was it nice after that?” the tall actress would ask a few days afterward.
“I’m not interested in kiddy menus,” I would say, to put a stop to her curiosity.
But now I started to feel depressed with Yōji next to me. When I realized that walking with his hand firmly in
mine meant that we already had a physical relationship, I felt as if my sweaty hand were a part of my sex organs. I
released his hand.
“Do you want to play pachinko?” Yoji asked when we came to a big pinball game parlor. Loud music blasted
from inside. I told him I disliked pachinko. However, I couldn’t think of a bar I could take Yoji to, and I disliked
being with people who drank anyway. What I wanted was to find some place, like a shady spot under a tree,
where we could sniff each other’s bodies as animals do. Cafés with private booths like the one Eikichi described
might exist for such purposes, but I couldn’t imagine going to one of them, it wasn’t my style. Now I didn’t know
what to do with my fussiness.
I kept walking, holding Yoji’s arm. I sensed in him the humiliation and anger of a youth who, though first
mentioning more drinking, had ended up inviting me to play pachinko. I felt like pouncing on his shame as if it
were some helpless prey. Yoji wasn’t glum just because a woman had made a pass at him, or because he was
broke, or, for that matter, because he lacked the smooth words to turn the situation around. There was something
else. I wanted to pull out the guts of his dark mood and devour them with my teeth. This desire was combined
with my strange sense that my mission was to make love to him. I wondered if Yoji was humiliated because he
sensed that he was being insulted by a woman. Perhaps his embarrassment was made all the more real because
there hadn’t been any sex between us. I continued to walk with Yoji, holding onto his arm. I must not do anything
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until he makes a move, I said to myself.
Before sex with Eikichi, I had fed him steak. Blood scattered from the steak as it cooked in the frying pan.
When the blood mixed with fat, it turned transparent as water and ran out from the meat. This is like feeding and
fattening an animal before slaughter, I’d thought as I watched Eikichi enjoying the food I offered. Now I wanted
this gloomy Yoji to do something entirely different, but I was too anxious to wait until his shame and anger were
neatly wrapped up, like tempura in batter, fried, and ready to eat.
We came across a takoyaki snack wagon. I bought a plateful and ate some as I walked. Yoji walked a few steps
ahead of me, and when I offered him the takoyaki, he pretended not to hear. I thought if I had been a friend or a
sweetheart his own age, he would eat. Or, perhaps if he didn’t want to eat while walking, he would have said
something like, “Don’t do that; it’s unsightly.”
“But it’s really good. People tease me for liking them so much, but these are my favorite snack. I can’t resist
the smell,” I told Yoji in a loud voice. He walked ahead of me, looking even more despondent. However, he didn’t
leave me.
“Wait, don’t walk so fast. My right leg’s stiff. I have neuralgia, and when I get chilled, it gets worse,” I said to
Yoji. Then I grabbed his arm, dragging my leg. The neuralgia bit was only partly true. It was a ploy I used
frequently to jar young men with the fact that they were going to have sex with an older woman.
I saw a telephone booth and went inside to check the yellow pages. Watching Yoji standing outside the booth, I
dialed the numbers of several hotels, none of which had vacancies. I was finally able to make reservations at the
last hotel, the furthest out and the most expensive. I stopped a taxi and told the driver to take us there. When we
got to the hotel, I paid for the room. Then I tapped Yoji on the shoulder with the plastic tag which the room key
was fastened to, and made him follow me.
He’d been standing in front of the elevator like an animal that had been drenched in rain. Don't make an issue
of your shame or anger now; you came with me because you wanted to, I said silently while we were in the elevator. I looked at him as if he were already my lover. There is really nothing two strangers, a male and a female, can
do but have sex.
Yoji didn’t undress as if he were about to take a bath, like Eikichi had done. He remained silent except when
he pulled open the curtain and said how beautiful the lighted streets were. When I turned around, there was this
man in brand new, white underpants instead of a black sweater and soiled jeans. For a fleeting moment the
whiteness of his underpants told me something about his life. Then he slid under the white sheet without taking
them off and lay there with his head sticking out.
“I’ve never been in an expensive hotel like this,” he said distantly.
While I’d been walking with Yoji, I’d spotted places beneath trees where an animal straying from its herd
could take refuge and rest. I thought such a place would make this young I man feel more comfortable and
natural. We were not like those rutting young lovers who went to cafés with private booths and let their legs stick
out from the curtains. What we actually did, however, was the same. It was obvious that Yoji disliked this
“expensive hotel,” but I was ready to attack his gloom. Never mind his mood, I said to myself, trying to suppress
a cruelty inside me.
His young, slender torso covered mine, and before I knew it, that part of him slipped into me. Somehow, from
that moment on, I began to feel how superb Yoji's body was. It wasn't because of his sexual experience; it was
something more subtle, as if his body actively sought physical contact with other bodies. This was a quality I’m
sure he was born with. I remembered how this tongue-tied, gloomy youth had talked on stage in such a strong,
sure voice. I felt at this moment that he was still on stage. His whole body seemed to reach every comer of mine.
And yet I didn’t think he was acting. There was an innate expressiveness to his body. He wasn’t experienced with
women and he didn’t try to conceal it, nor did he take his partner for granted. His body told all of this eloquently. I
was moved by this.
“You’ve done something naughty to Yo,” said the tall actress to me sometime later.
“I didn’t do anything naughty. I did something good,” I replied.
Women my age are interested in the details of sex. They are eager to hear about the stage setting and dialogue
which surrounded the act, and the techniques the male partner used to induce physical delight. I wasn’t interested
in giving out any details, and the actress’ curiosity remained unsatisfied.
“A good thing? Was it very good?” she kept asking.
“Yes, it was good, so good that I contemplated a double suicide.”
“How frightful! But I’m relieved. I thought you had some problem in that area. People tell me you’re seducing
young men right and left.”
“Thanks for your concern but I think I’m normal. I believe in getting what I need, no more. I don’t expect
more than I need. But what I did with Mr. Tomoda was beyond my needs, you see.”
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“Then you’re fickle.”
“If you call it fickle, life itself is fickle.”
“You’re disgusting, as always.”
Yoji spoke little and responded with his body to what I, a stranger, sought from him, and I understood
intuitively what type of person he was. He approached me as an equal. His body was not affected by my age or
my social status. I sensed some hostility, but he didn’t seem to be conscious of it. His withdrawn mood continued
and it excited me. By the bed I saw a pair of neatly placed white shoes. Yoji Tomoda told me he was twenty-two
years old.
I was surprised that he was still next to me when I woke up around six the next morning. Without opening his
eyes he thrust his knee between my legs, and instantly his body was united with mine. In a moment of confusion,
I thought we were lovers. He used his body as if he knew me well, and I couldn’t help noticing his tendency
toward a kind of commonplace male sincerity. I was slightly disappointed. I also felt peaceful, and lay there
awhile.
I left the hotel alone. Stepping outside, I was assaulted by the bright light of morning and the sight of people
on their way to work. The sight hit me like hard rain on concrete. In spite of such an assault, I did not let myself
fall to the ground.
*
Shunsuke seemed to enjoy talking to me, but he gave no hint that he had sexual interest in women. His body
didn’t give off the semen smell characteristic of most young men. His thin chest, skinny loins and childish face
made him look like a high school student. But he said he was twenty-four years old. He was the nephew of a
friend, and he’d been sent to my house by his uncle. When I met him, as usual I thought only of sex. I wouldn’t
have been interested if he had been one of those young men who seem to have semen stuck to their skin.
“You wear interesting clothes,” I said, running my hand down the back of his jacket to the jeans that tightly
covered his waist and loins. His jacket had a down lining, the kind that people wear for outdoor sports. It was
bright red.
“You’re warm from the waist up, but you must be cold down here. Tight jeans don’t have any space for air, you
know. Down is warm because it allows for a lot of air,” I said.
“I heard ostrich down is hard to come by nowadays so they use guinea hens. But I think this is ostrich,”
Shunsuke said, smiling.
“When I’m on the train and a boy like you wearing tight jeans comes and stands in front of me, I always stare
at him, you know. I wonder how that thing in there is doing in those tight jeans.”
Shunsuke laughed in a childish way.
“Would you mind having a date with me next Sunday?” I said. I held his hand as he laughed innocently.
“Sure, it’s okay.” He looked at me expectantly. “Then kiss me to show you've promised.”
Shunsuke clumsily held my head between his hands, and I touched his chest. I felt the thumping of his heart; it
made me think of ejaculation, not the pulsing of blood.
“Don’t tell your uncle,” I said, making him my accomplice.
The following Sunday, when I spotted him standing by the ticket booth, I was disappointed. Although I didn’t
expect him to come in a three-piece suit, I’d hoped to see him dressed in something other than such ordinary
clothes. There was nothing about his dress or manner to indicate he was taking an overnight trip with a woman.
He wore his usual jeans, an ordinary shirt and jacket, and carried a leather shoulder bag which he seemed to have
with him all the time. He was tall and skinny, and looked like a teenager. But he’d arranged for train tickets, a
hotel reservation and an itinerary without a hitch. And before he boarded the train he bought all the necessities: a
newspaper, a magazine, cigarettes, canned beer, some peanuts, chocolates and Kleenex.
At the hotel, which was the oldest and best known in the area, Shunsuke inquired about departure times for the
cable car and the pleasure boat. When we got to our room he immediately turned on the shower to check the water
pressure.
“This building was built in the old days,” he commented.
“The boat leaves at four. We can make it if we go now,” he said after a while.
“Let’s do it tomorrow,” I said, moving close to him.
The room was bright with strong sunlight leaking through the shutter of the western window. I was interested
in nothing but sex with this man who looked like a high school student. I wanted to find out if sex would make
some kind of connection between us.
Shunsuke started to take off his clothes and asked if I wanted him to undress. Then he placed his jeans, shirt
and underwear neatly on the back of a chair; even his socks were paired together. My clothes were scattered here
and there on the floor.
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“What would you do if we had a baby?”
“I’d put it on my back and go to school with a milk bottle,” he said.
Through sex I try to discover something metaphysical about my and my partner’s body. This is why I allow my
body to be completely exposed, like a bag being turned inside out, with my sex organ as the opening. I’m curious
to know if there are such things as spirituality and maliciousness hidden in the corners of this bag, waiting to be
revealed when the bag is turned inside out by a stranger’s sex organ. Shunsuke lifted one of my legs, and I
wondered what he saw in there.
“Is this good?” he asked, and I said, “More.”
“Look more carefully,” was what I meant to say. The fluid coming out of my body would instantly dry up if
my body were turned inside out.
The naked body of a man stepped across the stripes of sunlight made by the blinds. There was no trace of the
darkness I’d felt moments ago as I clung to this thin, naked body; it had disappeared the way mist blows away. I
felt comfortable, as if I’d just had a bath. Touching the shoulders of strangers always alarms me when I walk in
crowded places; my body tenses. People’s gazes often make me feel so uncomfortable that I look away. And yet I
held the naked body of this man, a stranger, simply because I felt like it. This woman, who is reluctant even to
shake hands with people when such a formality is required, connected her body to a stranger’s without hesitation.
This is a mystery, I thought, while absently gazing at Shunsuke’s naked back in the stripes of sunlight. He had
none of the heavy sullenness that I’d seen in Yoji.
“I find it erotic to do this at this time of the day, don’t you?” said Shunsuke.
“What? Erotic? Why?”
The word “erotic” repulsed me; it stuck in my throat. And I’d lost interest in him now that sex was over. A
man’s small buttock was in front of my eyes, looking like an alien thing. Now it was on the other side of a plastic
shower curtain, with hot water splashing over it. I sat on the toilet seat. The wet face of a stranger peered from the
plastic curtain. Shocked to find a woman on the toilet, he disappeared back inside.
“It’s all right, you can come out. Haven’t you ever seen a woman peeing before? You can see it now,” I said to
him. The stranger rushed out of the bathroom, all wet, trying not to see the woman. Inside the toilet bowl I noticed
some opaque fluid floating. The semen of this man-boy. Suddenly, I felt like laughing—the whole thing seemed
comical. There must be men who have wives at age twenty-four, some even have children. Shunsuke came here
with me like a boy being invited to a picnic. He showed he knew how to deal with a woman in bed. He wasn’t
even timid when he caressed me. Afterward, he took a shower, enjoying it like a child would after a play in the
pool..
“We should have our dinner somewhere else. I heard there are some well-known restaurants here that serve
fresh-water fish,” said the man-boy in tight jeans, cheerfully.
I opened the blinds and I saw a lake in the distance. I felt like staying in the room, alone.
“Doesn’t this view of the lake make you want to try double suicide?” I said. I wanted to provoke him.
Sightseeing wasn’t what I had in mind at all.
Shunsuke looked at me, bewildered. His slender torso and long, skinny legs were now in his clothes; his whitesocked feet inside his high-top shoes. When he talked, his canine teeth showed a bit. I thought a lover might find
this channing.
“Don’t you feel like going somewhere now, just disappearing?”
“Shall we? Let’s go somewhere far away,” he said. He called me by name for the first time. Then he looked
down with an intensity in his face, provoked by my words. I felt that my interest in him would last another day.
“Does your mother wear glasses?” I asked Shunsuke later as I took my glasses out to read the menu. This was
one of my usual schemes, like my neuralgia bit, although I actually did need glasses.
“I think she uses them when she reads.”
“I can’t read anything without my glasses, even if I go like this,” I said, holding the menu away from me.
“Have you had that problem since you were a child?”
“Don’t be silly. These are bifocals.”
Shunsuke just looked at me, not knowing what to say.
“There’s nothing strange about wearing these after forty, you know.”
“But you don’t look so …”
“Appearance and reality are two different things,” I said, staring at Shunsuke’s face through my glasses.
“I don’t believe you’re forty,” he said in an angry voice.
“But I am.”
“Still, I do want to go somewhere far and disappear,” I added after a while.
“You don’t mean abroad, do you? I know I can manage anywhere in Japan, but I’ve never been abroad. But
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let’s go anyway, somewhere far.”
“We’re not going for a picnic.”
“You want to live somewhere far away, don’t you? I can work and support us.”
“You can?”
“Since I decided to come here with you, I’ve been thinking of marrying you. It’s true.”
“You’re still in school.”
“I’ve finished college. I’m in graduate school because I don’t want to work. I’ll quit school if you marry me.”
It was hard to believe he was in graduate school, but I didn’t think he would lie. Just as I’d been eager to have
sex with him, I now felt a certain excitement in cornering him.
“You are still a dependent, so you have no idea how much money one needs to live on, even for a month. I
detest living in poverty,” I said.
“A dependent?”
I held Shunsuke's hand under the table while I kept my eyes on a young waiter in a white jacket and black tie.
The way he was standing indicated he was a temporary. He didn’t deal with the diners like the other waiters did.
As I continued staring at him, his white jacket and trousers disappeared, and he became a naked man, looking
down at his feet. I wanted to say something to him. I was already imagining having sex with him.
Shunsuke’s gloom, which until now had been hidden deep inside him, started to surface. Just a short while ago
his body had been on top of mine. He had looked like a gymnast on the horse, his legs and arms stretching and
bending; in the end he had collapsed with a low cry. Now he was in front of me, dressed in his clothes, eating and
talking about work. The time Shunsuke spent naked in bed with this woman was now forever sealed; it floated in
the air, untouched, while real time passed. No one else could see how Shunsuke had changed in this passage of
time. A male peacock spreads his feathers to show off before a female prior to copulation; the human male gives
gifts to a woman whom he is going to marry. Someone once told me these are parallel courtship rituals. It is only
humans who attempt to seal away what has come out of their sexual intercourse. The semen that came out of
Shunsuke, so boyish and not very sexual, was left floating in the toilet bowl; it got there after passing through a
woman’s body. Shunsuke entered a woman’s body without spreading his feathers. Now he had removed himself
from all smell of sex and had talked about supporting this woman. I enjoyed this contradiction. In Shunsuke,
whose outward appearance was asexual, I had nonetheless detected, like an animal with a keen nose, the smells of
maleness and sex—and these smells compelled me to seduce him.
“You don’t have to worry,” he was saying.
It was as if his voice came from a far distance. I was imagining that I was an animal quietly eating the food
brought to me in my cave by a young man called Shunsuke. At that moment I had a feeling which people might
call happiness, a sensation I hadn’t experienced before. It hovered in the air momentarily, then disappeared.
“In this faraway place what would I do all day while you work?” I asked. I intended to let myself fall into the
chasm of happiness, dragging Shunsuke along. I wanted to indulge myself for a while.
“You’ve lived forty years already. You can take it easy, sleep.”
“I’ll probably date another young man.”
“You won’t make me give up. I’m going to marry you. I don’t give up easily once I make up my mind.”
We bantered like this for a while before returning home. My anger had increased so much by then that I was
ready to kick Shunsuke and be rid of him.
The relationship established through sex with Shunsuke made it clear to me that I could hope to live as an
animal. I believed that the happiness I would gain then would surpass even the rapture of sexual climax, when we
momentarily forget everything else. Men who boast of their skill in giving women sexual pleasure have never
interested me because of this belief. To live, as an animal would mean to give up both physical relationships and
words. For this reason Shunsuke’s sexuality would have to be destroyed, just as straw dogs are burned after the
festivities.
I dialed the number printed on the matchbook I’d picked up at the hotel. I wanted to speak with that tall,
temporary waiter. I had managed to obtain his name from another waiter.
“That tall waiter is Mr. Yamamoto, isn’t he,” I asked. I got the response I wanted: “No. That’s Unno.” As I
dialed, I remembered my excitement at hearing his name.
Rinichi Unno probably came out of curiosity.
“You remember me having a dinner with a. young man, don’t you?” I said to him.
“People often approach me like that,” he responded.
“You’re approached by customers often, then?”
“I’d say so. But I usually say no. If the manager finds out, he’ll fire me,” said Rinichi.
“Even temporary employees?”
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“I’m not a temporary. I have another month of provisional status, though. I dropped out of high school so that’s
why I have to work hard.”
“Well, I appreciate that you’ve come then. I wanted to see you, you know.”
“What do you want by seeing me?”
“I want to go to bed with you.”
“You say things very bluntly,” said Rinichi, averting his eyes from me and looking down.
Rinichi glanced at his wrist watch, then he lit a cigarette. His fingers were unusually long. I imagined that
those fingers were going to touch my body. He ground out his half-smoked cigarette in the ashtray, took out
another and tapped it on the table. I watched the movements of his bony, slender fingers. He wore a blue jacket,
and perhaps because of it, his face looked a bit pale.
“When 1 approach a girl, I don’t say things as directly as you do,” he said, forcing a smile.
“Do you do it as they do in the old-fashioned love stories then?”
“Girls like that, you know.”
I felt my desire to have sex (which is not the same as sexual desire) quickly fading as 1 listened to this young
man sitting across the table.
“Why did you pick me?” he asked as he stretched his long legs under the table.
Why did I pick this man: a waiter who looked like a kid working as a temporary? He wore exactly the same
uniform as the rest of the waiters. My eyes had spotted him among several other men who looked the same. Why
indeed had my eyes settled on this particular man, Rinichi Unno? But they had, and that seemed enough. Yet
Rinichi asked me to explain. Does he want me to say that he looked particularly handsome among all those in
uniform, or that he made a good impression on me? Does he want us to go through those same lines: “Why do
you like me?” “Because I do.”
That my eyee went to Eikichi, Yoji, Shunsuke and then Rinichi, seemed to be the same as when some people
are always noticing strange-looking plants with large flowers, while others are absorbed by looking at dilapidated
houses, or the faces of old people. It wasn’t that my eyes simply fell on these young men. Rather I’d say that they
had seemed larger than life to me, as if I were looking at them through a magnifying glass. Eikichi came along
when I’d told him I’d treat him to a steak; he hadn’t asked why. When he’d finished eating his steak, he took off
his clothes as if he were about to take a bath. I didn’t have to say that I wanted to go to bed with him.
“I think women shouldn’t say those things so openly,” said Rinichi. “Of course women have sexual desire,
too,” he added.
“Sexual desire?” I said in a low voice, which came out of me in spite of myself, like vomit.
“Yes. I said women have sexual desire.”
“That’s obvious. But I don’t, you can bet on it.”
“But you said you wanted to go to bed with me.”
“Wanting to go to bed and feeling sexual desire are two different things.”
“How old are you really? Young women don’t say things like that. Men have pride, if you really want to
know,” said Rinichi, smiling at me.
“I feel a lot of sexual desire now, but I don’t feel like going to bed with you.” I smiled as I stood up.
Outside, the street was full of people sightseeing. There were small children everywhere. Because it’s a
holiday, I thought. I walked, trying to avoid them, thinking they looked like worms emerging from their holes all
at once. When I’d had dinner with Shunsuke, I had spotted Rinichi standing several feet away, rather than the
other waiter who was in charge of our table. But why? Rinichi had been holding a silver tray, yet he looked to me
as if he were standing there naked. Come to think of it, Yoji Tomoda, too, was there—a glass of beer in his hand,
naked. It was the same with Eikichi and Shunsuke.
Children were running around, raising dust from the pavement. I saw a roller coaster silhouetted against the
distant sky. It must have been moving slowly but from where I stood it looked like it was standing still. I walked,
drinking 7-Up from a bottle. How did I appear in men’s eyes, I wondered. I didn’t have a “look” to label me with
a certain job, to show I was a wife, or a mother. The sky was pale blue and flat as a photograph. I went toward the
amusement park, looking for a man I wanted to have sex with. If I found one, I wanted to do it on the spot. If I
caught a man looking at me, wouldn’t that mean that he wanted to have sex with me, too? Rinichi must have
come with such an intention, but my interest in having sex with him had left me before we began a physical
relationship. My humiliation passed through him without touching him. .
I sat on a bench by a large pond near the center of the amusement park. A drake was gliding on the water in
front of me, and a child was throwing bread. There was, as always, a parent nearby, and when the child uttered a
word or two, the parent responded. The drake was leaving silently. If mankind did not reproduce we’d get to the
end rather quickly, and that would be good, I thought. But the moment I entertained this thought, a shiver of fear
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came over me; I thought people might see through me. I crouched on the bench, trying to shut out the inquiring
eyes of passersby.
I saw an oden shop, which was covered in front with a reed screen.
“What time do you close?” I asked a young man, seventeen or eighteen perhaps, who brought me a beer. He
gazed at me intently for a moment and said that the shop closed at five. His eyes smiled faintly. Deja vü, I
thought: I’ve witnessed this scene before; I’ve been a part of a scene just like this. Although he was tall, the waiter
could have been as young as fourteen or fifteen. And yet his male splendor was shining in his eyes as he looked at
me.
“We close at five, isn’t that right?” he asked someone as he went to the back of the shop. He sounded guileless.
“A customer’s asking,” he said as he disappeared into the back room.
Then I heard a low male laugh seeping out of that room. I’m going to sit down on the bench outside and wait
until five, I thought. He’ll come out of that room sooner or later. He can’t die in there.
I am repeating the same behavior, I said to myself, as I stood in the warm wind which swirled dust around me.
I had patiently waited for Izumi Motofuji in a dry, cold wind. I would wait exactly as I had before and then I
would make love to this young man who would soon come out of that shop. There were some taxis waiting
outside the amusement park entrance. I would lead the young man into one of those taxis, like a kidnapper, and
take him somewhere. Between the shop and the taxis was only about a hundred feet. I could get him to the car
without difficulty. I would say something that would interest him. While I walked with him, I would take his hand
or hold his arm, acting like it was natural for me to do so. The shorter the process of getting to sex, the better.
Rinichi had wanted to enjoy not the intercourse itself, but the ritual surrounding it, an affair. Izumi Motofuji,
age seventeen, had taken a taxi with me to my house; he’d left immediately after having sex. And he had gone
forever. His face had been blank. He had twisted his lips stubbornly as if saying he would never confess under
torture. He won’t ever tell, I thought, remembering his expression. I believed he wouldn’t give in easily. A gentle
accomplice to a small crime, that’s what he’d been. He hadn’t asked why I was interested in him. He came to my
house with his school bag on his shoulder. When he took off his black school uniform, a plastic box full of
English vocabulary cards fell from the pocket. He hadn’t even asked my name. The intercourse had ended very
quickly, but I had felt a physical connection with him. Izumi’s sex organ had entered my body. Excited, it
functioned as if it had a separate life. Izumi hadn’t seemed to be aware of the possibility that his penis was there
to excite the woman and give her pleasure, that he could pierce the woman and her pleasure together like a skewer
for barbecuing chicken and onions.
What withers away after repeated sex that goes on and on like the rainy season is enthusiasm, but that isn’t all;
the relationship itself dies. Pleasure seekers often refuse to acknowlege the point at which the height of pleasure
reaches a plateau. With their bodies, they risk the extinction of their sense of self, and yet their bodies also assist
this same self as it tries to crawl out of its extinction. When one holds tightly to a sense of self during sexual
pleasure, one’s partner becomes a mere physical object. Such relationships soon give way to disillusionment. Two
people who lie side by side after orgasm are merely two bodies, breathing hard, emptied out, powerless and
incapable of anythjng, like large rotted fish washed up on a shore. Those who go after pleasure are forcing out
their bodily fluid. I’m not that type of pleasure seeker.
People were leaving the amusement park. The shop was still open, and I could see the young man moving
around in the shop. He seemed to be cleaning up before closing. He wore a short white apron, like a chef’s apron.
Would he come out at five o’clock? Would he say the same things as Rinichi had? Or, would he, like Izumi
Motofuji, come with me shamelessly?
A man who looked twenty-seven or twenty-eight sat on the bench across from me. He was smoking a cigarette
and staring at the pond. He wore pale trousers and a thin, light-green jacket, suitable attire for a holiday outing. A
lone woman was a rare sight in this recreation park, where most of the visitors were with families, and
occasionally in pairs. It was also unusual to see a man alone. The man in the light-green jacket appeared to be an
ordinary white-collar worker. He looked tired and seemed to be resting on the bench. He was smoking a cigarette.
I was attracted to his ordinariness.
“Does the park close at five, do you know?” I asked when he looked toward me.
“Since it’s a holiday today I think they close at six. That thing over there is still moving,” he said, pointing at
the ferris wheel.
“I see. But I don’t think they’ll let me on now.”
“I think they will. I bet they’ll operate it for even one passenger.”
The large reed screen in front of the shop had been removed now, and a middle-aged man was closing the glass
doors at the back. I couldn’t see the young man in the white apron. But he should have been coming out any
moment. He had no idea that he’d attracted a woman, and the other men in the shop probably didn’t think he was
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particularly attractive to women. Even among children, some will stand out as sexual beings in the eyes of adults
of the opposite sex. Women who look quite ordinary in other women’s eyes are sometimes attractive to men. It’s
the same with men. This mystery will never be solved.
“It’s five already, isn’t it?” I asked the man in the light-green jacket.
“What? Oh yes,” he said, looking at his watch.
“Why don’t we ride on that thing over there?” I said, keeping my eyes on the shop.
“What?” He turned his head to look at me.
“Do you want to ride it and then go somewhere?” I said again.
“That wheel?” He stood up.
“Yes, ride it and then go somewhere far …”
The man was about to leave, ignoring me, but he came back and stared at me.
“I think we’ll be able to see everything from there, all the people. And then, we can go somewhere far from
here and …” I trailed off, looking up the man. He looked away as if trying to avoid a light glaring in his eyes.
Then he looked at the ground like a child who didn’t know what to say.
At that moment I saw a boy, four or five years old, running toward us.
“Why don’t we go somewhere?” I repeated.
“What do you mean by that? What are you doing here anyway?”
“Daddy!” the child was nearing us, still running.
“What I mean is that we should go somewhere and have a good time.”
“You’re crazy, aren’t you? This is where kids have fun.”
The man raised his voice and several people walking with their children stopped. The man raised his voice
even more.
“You’re! insane, trying to pick up a man at a place like this. Something’s wrong with you.”
Now people were staring at us and beginning to crowd around us.
“Daddy,” the child called and ran to the man, who, still talking loudly, picked up his son. Then he put the child
down and hid him behind his back, as if to protect him from me.
“This is a place for children to have fun,” he repeated. “So don’t you say anything weird. I’ll call the police if
necessary.”
The man was standing with his feet slightly apart, shielding his son. He looked like a mother protecting her
child against an enemy. The number of spectators was increasing.
“Let’s go, Daddy, Mom wants you to come,” said the child, pulling the man’s hand.
I sat there stimy, both hands gripping the bench. I might have looked like a person with a terrible stomachache.
From an opening in the wall of people that surrounded me I stealthily watched the oden shop. Parents and
children stared at me; I heard voices from behind the wall of people, asking what was happening. The young
father left, holding his son’s hand and repeating words of reassurance: “It’s all right.” Other people began moving
on.
Absentmindedly, I tried to remember what I’d said to the man. He’d taken my words “have a good time” as an
attempt to lure him into a sexual encounter. I felt like a person who, after realizing he has been a victim of
extortion, still can’t help being impressed by the skill with which the scheme was pulled off. When I said “have a
good time,” I meant having sex. But I didn’t mean to “allure” him. And what did he mean by saying to his child,
“It’s all right”?
The oden shop was closed now, but no one came out. At the back of the shop was a high stone wall, so even if
the young man had left from the rear he would still have to come around to the front where I was watching. I
couldn’t have missed him. A middle-aged man had gone toward the back door earlier; he must have gone inside.
I’d seen a few men going into the shop, but none had come out. I heard a loudspeaker announcing that the park
was closing at six. I saw someone pulling a brown curtain across the glass door of the shop. Several long tables
and small plastic chairs that had been outside were all gone now. Without those tables and chairs and the reed
screen, the shop looked naked. Someone had been cooking oden in back, but no one had come out yet. It was a
small, shabby establishment with reed screens on three sides.
There have to be several men in that shop, I kept thinking. That young man who looked seventeen or eighteen
and another fellow were waiters, and it seemed there were two or three more in the back room of the shop.
Another man went in. He wore a gray shirt, like those worn by the men who worked in the flower garden. Now
many people were walking toward the gate but I sat on the bench in front of the oden shop, watching. There was
less than five feet between me and the shop. I couldn’t have missed …
Two more men in gray shirts went into the shop, this time through the front glass door. A gray shirt seemed to
be the uniform of the park employees.
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A man in a gray shirt came up to me and told me that the park was closing. There was no one around except
me. I stood up pretended to walk toward the gate, but when the man had gone, I sat on the bench again. The man
who’d told me the park was closing also went inside the shop. Then, a few minutes afterward, another four or five
men went in; they paid no attention to me. Yet no one had come out of the shop. The back of the shop was a high
wall of rocks over which tree branches hung heavily.
Even while the man with the child was loudly protesting my conduct, I’d kept a watch on the shop through the
cracks in the wall of spectators. I hadn’t seen that young man come out of the shop. I was no longer thinking of
him, however. Instead, I gazed at the shop, the cheaply assembled building. As I watched the building intently, it
seemed to swell. Since more men had gone inside, it had expanded. Now, two more went toward the back door. It
was getting dark, the twilight setting like mist. Two man in grey shirts came toward me, pulling a large metal trash
can. There was no doubt now that the shirt was a workmen’s uniform. They saw me but didn’t tell me to leave.
How many had gone into the shop? I’d lost count. Although it was now dark, there was no light inside. But I
kept watching the shop from the bench by the pond. I had lost interest in the young man—my interest was now
focused on the small shop where they sold oden. The small, cottage-like building had swelled up with so many
men inside. I was not interested in those men. I simply found it amazing that so many men could fit inside.
Another group of men went in but now it was impossible to tell whether they wore gray uniforms. There were at
least ten. Then, another black shadow appeared from the direction of the big wheel and disappeared into the shop.
I wondered if there might be a tunnel connecting the back door to somewhere outside. Otherwise it was a
complete mystery. Lights went on here and there in the park, and a lamp near the bench where I sat formed a
circle of bright light around me. People could see me well now. The shop just stood there, still dark inside. In the
darkness outside, it was swelling. From that building they should be able to see me well. But no one was coming
out to tell me to leave.
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My younger brother and I were at the temporary crematory at the bottom of the valley, the rudimentary
crematory that had been made, quite simply, by cutting a space in the dense shrubs and spading up a shallow layer
of earth. We were scratching about with pieces of wood in the soft surface earth that smelled of fat and ashes.
Already the bottom of the valley was submerged in sunset and a mist cold as underground water gushing out in a
wood. A light the color of grapes was pouring down on the small village, built along a cobbled road on the hillside
facing the valley, where we lived. I straightened my bent back and gave a capacious, languid yawn. My brother
stood up too, yawned briefly, and smiled at me.
We gave up our collecting and, hurling the pieces of wood into the depths of the lush summer grass, set off
with arms about each other’s shoulders up the path to the village. We had gone to the crematory to look for any
well-shaped bones still remaining that could be used for badges to wear on our chests, but they had all been
gathered already by the village children, and we found absolutely nothing. It seemed I should have to beat one of
my primary-school friends into handing over his. I remembered how, two days before, I had peered between a
black row of grown-up legs and seen a dead woman from the village being cremated, lying there in the light of the
flames with an expression full of sadness and her naked, rounded belly upturned to the sky. I felt scared. Grasping
my brother’s thin arm, I quickened my pace. Once more I seemed to smell in my nostrils the smell of the dead,
that smell that reminded me of the sticky excretion emitted by some beetles if we clenched them tight in our
fingers.
Our village had been forced into cremating its dead in the open by the protracted rainy season that had
preceded that summer, when the long, persistent rains had continued till floods were a daily occurrence. A
landslide had smashed down the suspension bridge that was a shortcut from our village to the town, closing our
village’s branch of the local primary school, bringing mail to a standstill, and obliging the village grown-ups who
must go to town to wind their way along the narrow, insecure path along the ridge of the hills. To carry dead to the
crematorium was out of the question.
Yet for our village, which had been built to open up new land in the area and was old without being fully
grown, to be completely cut off from the town was no serious hardship. The townsfolk despised us as if we were
unclean animals; as for us, all our daily needs were crammed within the small huddle of houses on the slope
looking down on the narrow valley. It was the beginning of summer, too, and we children were only too pleased
that our branch of the local school should be shut.
Where the cobbled road began at the entrance to the village, Harelip was standing with a dog in his arms. My
hand pressed on my brother’s shoulder, I ran through the deep shadow cast by the old apricot trees to peer at the
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dog in Harelip’s arms.
“Hey, look here!” said Harelip, jogging the puppy in his arms till it growled. The arm he thrust out towards me
was covered with bites crusted around with blood and dog hairs. On his chest and at the nape of his short, thick
neck, the bite marks stood out like buds. “Look!” he repeated solemnly.
“You broke your promise to go wild-dog catching with me,” I said, choking with surprise and mortification.
“You went alone, didn’t you?”
“I called for you,” said Harelip hastily, "but you weren’t in, so. ... ”
“You sure got bitten,” I said, tickling the puppy with the tip of my finger. Its nostrils were distended, and its
eyes savage as a wolf’s. “Did you crawl into the nest?”
“I wound a leather belt round my neck first, so they couldn’t get at my throat,” he said in a voice full of pride.
In the twilight purple of the hillsides and the cobbled roadway, I could clearly see Harelip, armed with the
leather belt around his throat, getting bitten all over by the wild dogs as he crawled out of the nest of dried grass
and shrubs with a puppy in his arms.
“It’s all right as long as they don’t get your throat,” he said self-confidently. “Besides, I waited till the
young’uns were left by themselves.”
“Gee!” said my young brother dreamily. “He’s real used to me already,” continued Harelip, overdoing the selfconfidence. “He’ll never go back to the other wild dogs now.”
I and my brother remained silent.
“You watch!" he said, setting the dog down on the road and taking away his hands. “Watch!”
But instead of looking down at the dog, we looked up at the sky that canopied the narrow valley. A plane of
unbelievable size was crossing it at terrifying speed. For a few moments, our whole beings were pervaded by the
mighty roar that filled and pulsed through the air. We stood, transfixed in the noise like winged insects trapped in
oil.
“It’s an enemy plane!” Harelip shouted. “The enemy’s come!”
We stared up at the sky and shouted till we were hoarse. “Enemy plane. …”
But there was nothing in the sky any more save the clouds brown-gleaming in the setting sun. When we came
to ourselves again, Harelip’s dog was bounding away yelping down the stony road. Scarcely had we noticed it
when it had leapt into the woods and vanished, leaving Harelip open-mouthed, his body poised for pursuit. My
brother and I laughed as though we were drunk, and Harelip himself, for all his mortification, could not repress a
smile.
We left Harelip and ran back to where the storehouse squatted like some great beast in the twilight air. Father
was in the dark, unfloored part, making preparations for our meal.
“We saw a plane!” my brother shouted at Father’s back. “A great, big enemy plane.” Father gave a grunt
without turning round. I took Father’s heavy shotgun down from the wooden wall, and putting it on my shoulder
went arm in arm with my brother up the dark stairs.
“Pity the dog got away,” I said. “And the plane too,” said my brother. We lived in a small room once used for
rearing silkworms, on the second floor of the communal storehouse in the center of the village. We had not a
single piece of furniture to our name. Father’s shotgun shone with a dull gleam, as though the wooden stock, with
its oily luster, had been transformed into iron like the barrel, so hard that it numbed one’s hand if one hit it. This
gun gave a kind of focus to our humble home. It, and the dried weasel skins hanging in bundles from the bare
beams, and traps of various kinds, were all we had. Father managed somehow to support us by shooting rabbits,
birds and—in snowy winters—wild boar, and by drying the skins of the weasels he caught in his traps and selling
them at the local town office.
As we polished the gun with an oily rag, my brother and I peered at the night sky through the gap in the
wooden door, half expecting to hear once more the roar of an airplane. But it was very uncommon for an airplane
to pass over our village. Putting the gun back on its wooden rack on the wall, we threw ourselves down on the
bed, pressing our bodies together, to wait with growing pangs of hunger for Father to bring the pot of rice gruel
with vegetables. In the town beyond the rolling hills, the war that had gone on too long had become something
vast and cumbersome, a legend that breathed its air of stagnation over everything. For us, however, the war meant
nothing more than the absence of the young men from the village and an occasional announcement of death in
battle delivered by the postman. Even the enemy planes that had begun of late to pass over the village were no
more than a kind of rare bird.
Close to dawn, we were awakened by a heavy rumbling and a terrifying crash. I saw Father start half out of the
blanket spread over his bed and crouch there, his eyes keen with desire, like a beast hidden in the night forest
waiting to pounce on its prey. He did not pounce, though, but flopped down on the bed again and sank straight
back into sleep.
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I waited for a long time with ears cocked, but the rumbling did not come again. I waited patiently, quietly
breathing the damp air with its smell of mildew and small animals, in the pale moonlight that crept through the
lofty skylight of the storehouse. A long time had passed when suddenly my brother, asleep with sweaty forehead
pressed against my side, gave a feeble sob. He, too, must have been waiting for the earth to rumble again, and the
suspense had become too much for him. His neck as he lay there was thin and delicate as the stem of some plant; I
pressed the palm of my hand against the nape, and gently rocked it to reassure him. Then, soothed by the gentle
motion of my own arm, I too fell asleep.
When I awoke, the opulent morning light was surging in through every chink in the boards and it was already
hot. Father was not there, nor was his gun on the wall. I shook my brother awake and we went out, still naked to
the waist, into the road before the storehouse. A fierce morning light was beating down on the cobbles and the
stone steps, dazzling the children out there in the open: children idly standing, children rolling their dogs over to
pick out the fleas, children shouting as they chased each other about—but no adults. My brother and I ran to the
blacksmith’s under the great camphor tree, but there was no charcoal fire shooting forth its bright flames over the
dusky earthen floor; there was no sound of the bellows, and there was no blacksmith, up to his waist in the earth,
picking up the red-hot iron with his abnormally sunburnt, dried-up arm. Never before had we known the
blacksmith not to be in his shop in the morning. Bare arms linked, we went back along the cobbled road in
silence. In the whole village not a single adult was to be seen. The women were surely lurking somewhere in the
gloomy depths of the houses. But here there were only the children, drowning in the flood of sunlight. A spasm of
apprehension gripped my chest.
Harelip, who had been sprawled on the stone steps leading down to the spring where the village drew its water,
caught sight of us and came running and waving. He was puffed up with self-importance, and sticky white flecks
of saliva were blowing through the split in his lip.
“Hey, have you heard?” he shouted, banging me on the shoulder. “Have you heard?”
“Mm?" I said noncommittally.
“That plane yesterday, it crashed in the hills during the night,” he said. “They’re looking for the enemy fliers
who were on board. All the grown-ups have gone to hunt them with shotguns.”
“Will they shoot ’em?” asked my young brother in a tense voice. “The enemy soldiers?”
“I don't expect they'll shoot them. What with the shortage of cartridges,” he explained gratuitously. “It’d be
better to catch them alive.”
“I wonder what happened to the plane,” I said.
“It went into the fir wood and smashed to bits,” replied Harelip. He spoke rapidly, his eyes flashing. “The
postman saw it. You know the place, don’t you?”
I knew it. Just now, the fir flowers would be in bloom, like feathery ears of grass. By the end of summer, cones
the shape of birds’ eggs would have formed in their stead, waiting for us to go and collect them for ammunition,
and at dusk and dawn in our storehouse the brown bullets would fly with sudden, sharp cracks.
“Well?” said Harelip, drawing his lips back to bare pinkly gleaming gums. “You know it, don’t you?”
“Of course I know it,” I said, pressing my lips together.
“Are you going?” Harelip peered at me with a cunning smile that wrinkled the skin round his eyes into
innumerable folds.
“If you’re going I’ll go and get my undershirt right away,” I said, scowling at him. “You go on alone, I’ll soon
catch up with you.”
Harelip’s face crumpled up with pleasure. “No you don’t,” he said in a voice that could scarcely contain his
satisfaction. “Children are forbidden to go into the hills. They might get shot by mistake for a foreign airman.”
I dropped my head and stared at my feet with their short, sturdy toes pressed against the cobbles that burned in
the morning sun. Disappointment welled up throughout my body as the sap wells up through a tree, bringing a
flush to my skin that was warm like the guts of a freshly-killed chicken.
“I wonder what the enemy soldiers look like” my brother said.
We left Harelip and went back along the road, my arm round my brother’s shoulders. Yes, I wondered, what
did they really look like, and in what postures would they be hiding in the fields or the woods? Suddenly, it
seemed that all the fields and woods about the village in the valley were filled with enemy soldiers, hiding with
bated breath, and that the low sound of their breathing would at any moment swell into a terrifying clamor. Their
sweaty skins and the pungent odor of their bodies lay heavy and inescapable over the whole valley.
“I hope they weren’t dead,” my young brother said dreamily. “I hope they bring them back alive.”
The spittle stuck in our throats in the all-pervading sunlight, and hunger gnawed at the pits of our stomachs. In
all likelihood Father would not be back till the evening: we should have to find food for ourselves. We went down
to the well with the broken bucket behind the storehouse and drank, supporting ourselves by pressing our hands
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against the cold-sweating inner wall that bulged outward like the belly of a chrysalis. We drew water in a shallow
iron basin, lit a fire, then thrust our arms into the chaff at the back of the storehouse and stole some potatoes. The
potatoes as we washed them in cold water were hard as stones against the palms of our hands.
The meal that followed our brief labors was simple, but abundant. My brother, eating away like a happy animal
at the potato clasped between his hands, was plunged in thought. “I wonder if the airmen are up fir trees,” he said.
“I saw a squirrel on a fir branch, you know.”
“Mm. … The flowers are out on the firs, so it’s a good place for hiding,” I said.
“The squirrel too, it hid as soon as it saw me!” he said, smiling.
At this very moment, I reflected, the foreign airmen were lurking in the high branches of the fir trees, in the
branches with flowers like fluffy heads of grass; and they were peering down through the clusters of fine green
needles at my father and the others. The fir flowers sticking to the airmen’s thick, padded flying suits made them
look like squirrels that had fattened themselves for hibernation.
“Even if they hide in the trees the dogs’ll find them and bark,” my brother said confidently.
I waited, till clouds the color of a prairie fire flitted throughout the sky, till our valley was completely
submerged in an ardent sunset, but still the grown-ups did not come back. I was beside myself with anticipation.
The sunset had faded, a cool breeze that was good to the newly-burnt skin had sprung up from the valley, and the
first shadows of evening had already crept into corners when, finally, the barking dogs and the grown-ups came
back to a hushed village, to a village half-crazed with uneasy expectation. Running to meet them in a crowd of
other children, I saw the great, black man who came surrounded by the grown-ups, and a sudden impact of fear
set my head spinning.
The grown-ups encircled their catch. Lips solemnly compressed as when they went boar-hunting in the winter,
they came walking towards us with bent backs, sadly almost. The catch himself wore, not the gray silk flying suit
and black, tanned, leather flying boots, but a dark green jacket and trousers and heavy, clumsy shoes. He came
dragging a lame leg, his large, gleaming black face turned up towards the last of the twilight. Around his ankles
was fastened an iron chain from a boar trap, which set up a loud rattle as he walked. We children walked in an
equally silent group, following the procession of grown-ups surrounding their catch. The procession proceeded
slowly as far as the open space in front of the branch school that served the village, then quietly came to a halt. I
pushed my way through to the front of the group of children, but the old man who was headman of the village
drove us away at the top of his voice. We retired beneath the clump of apricot trees in the comer of the open
space, where we ensconced ourselves to survey the council of grown-ups through the ever-deepening dusk. The
women stood in the entrances of the houses facing the open space, their arms folded beneath their white overalls.
Their men-folk had come back with their catch, from a dangerous expedition, and they strained to listen,
impatient at the low voices in which the men were talking. Harelip gave me a vigorous poke in the ribs and led me
apart from the other children, into the deep shadow beneath the camphor tree.
“He’s a nigger, isn’t he! I thought so from the start,” he said in a voice trembling with excitement. “A real
nigger!”
“Wonder what they’ll do with him. Shoot him maybe,” I said.
“Shoot him?” cried Harelip, his voice breathless with astonishment. “Shoot a real, live, genuine nigger?”
“But he’s an enemy,” I insisted without confidence.
“Enemy? Him an enemy?” he spluttered hoarsely, seizing me by the collar and spraying my whole face from
the gap in his lip. “He’s a nigger! Enemy, indeed!”
“Hey, hey!” My brother’s voice came excitedly from the group of children. “Look at that!”
Harelip and I turned round and stared at the Negro airman. With drooping shoulders, he was urinating a short
distance from the grown-ups, who looked on in embarrassment. His black body was gradually melting away into
the deepening dusk, leaving only the dark green jacket and the trousers that looked like a workman’s clothes.
Head bent, he urinated at enormous length; then, just as a cloud of sighs rose from the watching children, he
langorously shook his hips and finished.
The grown-ups once more encircled the Negro airman and slowly began to retrace their steps. We followed at a
distance, in silent procession. The procession halted before the door at the side of the storehouse through which
goods were loaded. Here, black as the entrance to some animal’s lair, yawned the entrance to the cellar where
every year we would store for the winter the best of the ripe autumn chestnuts, after killing the grubs under their
skins with carbon disulfide. Impressively, as if it were the beginning of some ceremony, the grownups with the
Negro in their midst sank into the opening, and a white flutter of grown-up arms shut the massive trapdoor from
within.
Ears cocked, we watched the orange light that gleamed behind the narrow strip of cellar skylight exposed
between the floor of the storehouse and the earth. We could not pluck up the courage actually to peep through the
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skylight, and the brief, uncertain period of waiting tired us immeasurably. Yet no shot rang out. Instead, the
village headman’s face peered out dimly from the half-opened trapdoor and bellowed at us, so that we were
obliged to give up watching the skylight, even at a distance. But there was no complaint, and the children ran
away along the cobbled road, their breasts swelling with the satisfying anticipation of night hours filled with bad
dreams; and fear, summoned by their own loud footsteps, chased after them as they ran.
My young brother and I left Harelip hidden in the shadows of the apricot trees by the storehouse, still
determined to observe the movements of the grown-ups and their catch, and went round to the front entrance of
the storehouse. We climbed up to our dwelling in the loft, supporting ourselves as we went on the perennially
damp handrail.
We were living, then, in the same house as the catch. However we pricked up our ears, of course, it was
unlikely that any cry from the cellar could be heard in the loft. Even so, to be able to sit on one’s bed on top of the
cellar into which the Negro airman had been put was something splendid, adventurous and, for us, almost
unbelievable. My teeth were chattering aloud with a mixture of excitement, terror, and pleasure, and my brother,
with the blanket over his head and his knees drawn up, was trembling as though he had caught a bad cold. As we
waited for Father to return, we smiled at each other in token of the good fortune that had suddenly befallen us.
We began to eat the hard, coldly sweating remains of the potatoes, not so much to soothe the pangs of hunger
as to quell, by the rise and fall of our arms and the careful motions of our jaws, the turmoil in our breasts. Just
then, Father came climbing up the stairs. Thrilling with anticipation, we watched him put his shotgun up on the
rack and seat himself on the blanket spread on the bare floor, but he remained silent, merely glancing at the pot
containing the potatoes we were eating. He’s tired to death and irritable, I thought to myself. We were children,
though, and could do nothing about it.
“Has the rice all gone?” Father asked. He stared at me, drawing his chin in till the stubble-covered skin
beneath bulged out like a bag.
“Mm,” I replied in a low voice.
“And the wheat, too?” He almost groaned with ill temper.
“Every bit gone,” I said, growing irritable myself.
“What happened to the airplane?” my brother asked timidly.
“It caught fire. Nearly started a forest fire.”
“Was it all burned up? Every bit?” asked my brother with a sigh.
“Only the tail left.”
“The tail …!” he repeated rapturously.
“What happened to the others?” I asked. “Was he the only one on board?”
“Two other airmen were killed. He came down by parachute.”
“Parachute …!” repeated my brother, increasingly enraptured.
I took the plunge. “What are they going to do with him?” I asked.
“Feed him till we find out what they want to do with him in town.”
“Feed him?” I asked, astonished. “Like an animal?”
“He’s no better than a beast,” Father declared solemnly.
“Smells all over like a cow.”
“I’d like to go and see him,” said my brother, peering into Father’s face, but Father went off down the stairs
with sullen, set lips. I hugged my body in glee. We were keeping a Negro soldier! I could have thrown off my
clothes and shouted it out loud. Keeping a Negro soldier like an animal. …
*
The next morning Father shook me awake without speaking. It was just dawn. A mixture of strong sunlight and
turbid gray mist crept in through every chink in the boards of the storehouse. I was still waking up as I busily
gulped down my cold breakfast. Father, his gun on his shoulder and his lunch bundle tied round his waist,
watched me eat my meal with eyes a muddy yellow from lack of sleep. Suddenly, I noticed that he was resting
between his knees a tight roll of weasel skins, wrapped in a torn jute sack. I caught my breath—so he was going
down to the town! He was almost certainly going to report to the office about the nigger.
A whirl of questions arose in my throat, threatening to delay my meal. But the way Father’s muscular chin
worked ceaselessly under its cover of coarse stubble told me that he was bad-tempered, his nerves on edge from
lack of sleep. After his meal the night before, he had loaded his gun with fresh cartridges and gone out on night
guard.
My brother was asleep, his head thrust beneath the blanket that smelled of moldy grass. Finishing my meal, I
moved swiftly about on tiptoe so as not to wake him. I pulled my thick, dark green undershirt over my bare top
half and put on the canvas running shoes that I never normally wore. Then I put the bundle from between Father’s
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knees on my back and ran down the stairs.
Mist crept low along the damp road, and the whole sleeping village was wrapped in haze. The cocks had
crowed themselves into silence, and not a dog barked. I saw a grown-up leaning against the apricot tree by the
side of the storehouse with a gun in his hand. Father exchanged a few words with the guard. I darted a glance full
of terror at the place, black as a wound, where the cellar skylight opened, half expecting the Negro’s arm to come
thrusting out to catch me. I wanted to get out of the village as quickly as possible. As we set out along the road,
walking silently, and carefully lest we slip on the stones, the sun pierced the thick layer of mist and shed on us its
warming, pertinacious rays.
“Are you going to the town to tell them about the nigger?” I inquired after my father’s sturdy back.
“Eh?” grunted Father. “Oh, yes.”
“Maybe a policeman’ll come from the town station?”
“I don’t know what will happen,” growled Father. “Not till the report goes to the prefectural office.”
“Why couldn’t we go on looking after him in the village?” I said. “Maybe he’s too dangerous?”
Father remained silent and unresponsive. I felt the surprise and fear which I had experienced the night before,
when they had brought the Negro airman to the village, reviving within my body. What was he doing now in the
cellar? He would get out of the cellar, I was sure, slaughter all the people and the hunting dogs, and set fire to the
houses. I trembled with fear, and did not want to think about it. I overtook Father and ran panting down the long
slope.
It was lunch time at the town office. We drank at the pump in the open square before the office, then seated
ourselves for a long wait on a bench by a window through which the hot rays of the sun were beating. At last an
old official, his lunch finished, came out and held a conversation in low tones with my father. Without more ado,
the two disappeared into the mayor’s office, whereupon I took the weasel skin to a counter where a number of
small weighing machines stood. Here, the number of skins was counted and entered in a ledger together with
Father’s name. I watched carefully as a shortsighted woman with thick-lensed spectacles wrote the number of furs
down in the book.
This job done, I was at a complete loss for something to do. Wait as I might, Father did not come out. So I set
off, shoes in hand, and accompanied by the sound of my bare feet sticking to the corridor floor, in search of my
only acquaintance in the town, the man who often came to the village with messages. He had an artificial leg, and
the village, adults and children alike, referred to him as “The Clerk,” though when we had medical examinations
at school he also acted as a kind of assistant to the doctor.
“Hullo, Frog! You here?” he cried, getting up from his chair beyond the partition. I was a trifle indignant, but I
went up to the Clerk’s desk. Since the village children called him “Clerk,” we could scarcely complain if he called
us “Frogs.” I was glad to have found him.
“So you’ve caught a Negro, have you, Frog?” He rattled his false leg beneath the desk.
“Mm,” I said, placing the palms of my hands on the Clerk’s desk. On it stood his lunch, wrapped in yellowstained newspaper.
“Quite a feat, uh?” he said. Gazing at the Clerk’s pallid lips, I nodded majestically, but though I wanted to tell
him about the Negro, I could find no words to explain the great black man who had been brought to our village at
dusk.
“The nigger—will they kill him?” I asked.
“No idea,” he replied, jerking his chin in the direction of the mayor’s office. “I expect theyll decide that now.”
“I wonder if they’ll bring him to the town,” I said.
“You seem pleased to have a holiday from school,” he said, evading the crucial question. “That woman
teacher, she’s a lazy bitch, does nothing but complain but makes no move to go. Says the village children are dirty
and smell. …”
I felt a spasm of shame at the dirt encrusted round my neck, but I shook my head and laughed defiantly. The
Clerk’s false leg protruded, artificial and twisted, from beneath the desk. I liked to see him when he came hopping
along the mountain road on his good leg, his false leg, and a single crutch, but when he sat in a chair his leg was
unpleasant and insidious, like the town children.
Emerging from the mayor’s office, my father called me in a low voice. The Clerk clapped me on the shoulder,
so I clapped him on the arm in exchange and ran out of the room.
“Don’t let the prisoner escape, Frog,” he called after me.
“What have you decided to do with him?” I asked Father as we went back through the town in the blazing
sunlight.
“Trying to get out of it all the time, the bastards,” he replied vehemently, as if it were my fault. Squashed by
this display of bad temper, I lapsed into silence and we walked on through the shade of the stunted, ugly trees that
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lined the town street. Even the trees of the town were insidious and unfriendly like its children.
When we got to the bridge on the outskirts of town, Father seated himself on the low railing and opened his
lunch-packet in silence. Still striving to stop myself asking questions, I stretched out a somewhat grubby finger to
the packet on Father’s lap. We ate our riceballs without exchanging a word.
At last, with stiff calves and the skin of our faces heavy with grease, sweat and grime, we left the path along
the ridge of the hills and went down through the cryptomeria woods\fn{ Japanese cedar woods, Cryptomeria japonici, a
genus of evergreen.} to the entrance to the village. Already twilight covered the whole valley, but the heat of the sun
still lingered in our bodies, and we were grateful for the thick mist that came blowing up.
Leaving my father, who went off to report to the village head’s house, I went up to the second floor of the
storehouse. My brother was sitting on the bed, fast asleep. I stretched out an arm and shook him, conscious of the
frailty of the bone in the shoulder bare beneath my hand. The skin under my warm palm shrank slightly, and
tiredness and fear ebbed away from his suddenly-opened eyes.
“How’s he been?” I asked.
“Just sleeping in the cellar,” replied my brother.
“Were you scared, all by yourself?” I asked gently. He shook his head with serious eyes.
“Has Harelip seen him?” I asked.
“They shout at any children that go near the cellar,” he said regretfully. “Are they coming to fetch him from
town?”
“I don’t know,” I said.
Father and the woman from the grocer’s came in downstairs, talking in loud voices. It was impossible, the
woman was insisting, for her to take the Negro’s food down to the cellar for him. She couldn’t, she was a woman;
why didn’t Father get his son to do it? I was bending down to take off my shoes, but I straightened myself up. My
young brother’s soft hand was pressed firmly against my back. Chewing my lip, I waited for Father’s voice. As
soon as I heard him shout—“Hey, come down here”—I flung my shoes under the bed and ran down the stairs;
The butt end of the gun clasped against his chest, Father motioned to the basket of food the woman from the
grocer’s had left. I nodded in reply, and picked it up in a firm grasp. In silence we went out of the storehouse and
walked through the chilly, misty outside air. The cobbles beneath the soles of our feet still held some of the
warmth of the day. At the side of the storehouse, there was no grown-up standing on guard. A pale light was
seeping through the skylight of the cellar; when I saw it, I felt the tiredness break out all over my body like a
poison. Yet I was so excited at my first chance of seeing the Negro at close quarters that my teeth were chattering.
Father unfastened the trapdoor’s ponderous padlock that distilled drops of water, then peered inside and began to
climb cautiously down with his gun at the ready. I squatted waiting, the night air with its mixture of mist drops
clinging insistently about my neck. My sturdy brown legs shook, shaming me before the innumerable eyes that I
could feel watching me behind my back.
“Hey,” Father called in a smothered voice.
I went down the short flight of stairs clasping the basket to my chest.
There, picked out in the light of a low-powered electric bulb, crouched the Negro. My gaze was drawn
irresistibly to the thick chain of the boar trap that linked his black leg to a pillar. His knees were clasped to his
chin, from which position he looked up at us with bloodshot eyes, with a gaze that was insistent and challenging.
All the blood in my body, it seemed, came gushing into my ears and beat in crimson waves through my face. I
averted my eyes and looked up at father, who leaned with his back against the wall, his gun trained on the Negro
airman. He motioned at me with his chin. I went forward, almost shutting my eyes, and placed the basket of food
before the Negro. As I withdrew, my guts writhed in a sudden spasm of fear, and I had to fight down a wave of
nausea. The Negro airman stared, my father stared, I stared at the basket of food. A dog barked in the distance.
The village square beyond the skylight was hushed in silence.
Suddenly, I felt my interest drawn to the food basket beneath the Negro’s gaze. I was seeing it now with his
starving eyes. A few large balls of rice, dried fish with all the fat toasted out of it, a mess of vegetables, and goat’s
milk in a wide-necked cut glass bottle. For a long while, until my own empty stomach began to complain, he
stared at the basket of food from the same position as when I had first entered. The Negro would certainly despise
the poor dinner we were offering, I thought, and would despise us, too, and would refuse to touch the food at all.
A feeling of shame assailed me. If the Negro continued to show no desire to start the meal, my shame would
infect Father. Father, overwhelmed by his grown-up’s shame, would be driven to frenzy, and soon the village
would be filled with the violence of grown-ups, faces blanched with shame. Whoever could have had the foolish
notion of giving the Negro food?
But, all at once, the Negro stretched out an unbelievably long arm. With thick dark fingers that sprouted
bristles along the back, he took up the bottle and, drawing it to him, smelled it. Then the bottle was tilted, the
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Negro’s thick, rubbery lips opened to expose great pearly teeth in two orderly rows like parts inside some
machine, and I watched the milk being poured into the Negro’s vast, pinkly gleaming mouth. A noise came from
his gullet like an air pocket in water running down a drain, and the milk overflowed the corners of his lips, lips
that were almost painfully swollen, like a ripe fruit bound round with a cord. It ran down his bare throat, wetting
his open shirt, and down his chest, where it formed shivering globules like oil on the tough, blackly gleaming
skin. With lips dry from excitement, I realized for the first time that goat’s milk was an extremely beautiful liquid.
With a loud clatter, the Negro returned the bottle to the basket. Henceforth, there was none of the original
hesitation in his movements. The rice-balls, cupped in his vast palms, looked like tiny candies; The dried fish was
crunched to pieces, head-bones and all, between his glistening teeth. Leaning by Father’s side against the wall, I
watched with a sense of wonder at the Negro airman’s powerful jaws at work. He was too absorbed in his meal to
pay any attention to us, so that as I struggled to quell my own hunger I had the leisure—albeit a rather choking
kind of leisure—to study this magnificent catch that Father and the other grown-ups had made.
The short, crinkly hair that covered the Negro’s well-shaped head formed small, tight curls rising like sooty
flames above ears pricked like a wolf’s. The skin at his throat and chest seemed to enfold within it a dark, grapecolored glow. His thick, greasy neck fascinated me each time it twisted to form tough folds in the skin. And the
odor of his body, persistent and pervasive as nausea welling up in the throat, seeping like some corrosive poison
into everything about it, brought a flush to my cheeks and awoke flashes of an emotion close to madness.
With blurred, hot eyes, I watched the rapacious way he attacked his food. As I did so, the crude provisions in
the basket were transformed into a ripe, rich, exotic feast. If, when I carried the basket away, there had been any
fragments of food left in it, I would have seized them with fingers that trembled with secret pleasure and gulped
them down. But the Negro soldier ate up every scrap, then wiped , the dish that had held the gruel clean with his
finger.
Father poked me in the side. With a mixture of shame and irritation, as if I had been indulging in lewd
daydreams, I went up to the Negro and took the basket. Protected by the muzzle of Father’s gun, I turned my back
to him and made to go up the stairs. Just then, I heard a low, thick cough from the Negro. My step faltered and the
flesh all over my body crept with terror.
At the top of the stairs to the second floor of the storehouse, a murky, distorting mirror swung to and fro in a
depression in the pillar. As I went up, there rose into the half-light the face of a Japanese boy, a boy with twitching
cheeks who chewed on pallid, bloodless lips, an utter nonentity of a boy. With arms that hung limp and heavy, my
emotions battered to the point of tears, I opened the door—unexpectedly shut—of our room.
My young brother was sitting plumped on the bed; his eyes were gleaming, hot with excitement and a little dry
from fear.
“It was you shut the door, wasn’t it!” I said, screwing my face into a haughty expression to distract attention
from my own quivering lips.
“Mm.” My brother lowered his eyes in shame at his own cowardice. “What’s he like, the nigger?”
An ever-mounting tiredness was enveloping me. “Oh, just smells awful, that’s all,” I replied.
The next morning I awoke late to hear a murmur of voices from the open space by the side of the storehouse.
Neither my brother nor Father was in the room. As I thought, Father’s shotgun was not in its place. Listening to
the murmur outside and gazing up at the empty gunrack, I felt my chest begin to pound furiously. I sprang up
from the bed and, grabbing my undershirt, ran down the stairs.
The grown-ups were gathered in a group, and the children were among them, peering up at them with small,
grubby faces petrified with apprehension.
Some distance apart from the rest, my brother and Harelip were crouching down beside the cellar skylight.
“They’ve been looking in!” I thought with anger, and was about to run towards them when I saw the Clerk,
leaning lightly on his crutch, emerge with bowed head from the cellar. An intense, dark feeling of prostration, a
wave of despair, seeped throughout my body. What came next, however, was not the expected procession bearing
the Negro airman’s body, but my father, who emerged talking in a low voice to the village head, the gun on his
shoulder still encased in its bag. I heaved a deep sigh, and the sweat poured from my armpits and crotch.
“Come and have a look!” Harelip shouted to me as I stood there. “Look!”
I lay on my belly on the hot stones and peered in through the narrow skylight just above the ground. At the
bottom of the black depths, the Negro airman lay struck down on the floor, his body bent and limp like that of a
domestic animal beaten into submission. I raised myself on my hands.
“Did they hit him?” I asked Harelip in a voice shaking with rage. “Did they hit him with his legs chained so he
couldn’t move?”
“Not them!” said Harelip regretfully. “They went in and had a look at him. Just looked at him, and that’s what
it did to the nigger.”
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My rage evaporated. I shook my head noncommittally. My young brother was staring at me. “It’s all right,” I
told him.
One of the village children who had tried to squeeze round me to peer through the skylight was kicked in the
side by Harelip and raised a wail. Harelip had already taken to himself the right to peer at the Negro through the
skylight, and was on tenterhooks lest anyone should violate that right.
I left Harelip and the others and went to where the Clerk was talking to the grown-ups who surrounded him.
He went on talking, damaging my self-respect and the warmth I felt towards him by ignoring me just as
completely as he ignored the ordinary village children with the snot dried on their upper lips. But there are times
when one cannot bother about pride or self-respect; I thrust my head between the grown-ups’ legs and listened to
what the Clerk and the village head were saying.
At the town office and the town police station—the Clerk was saying—it was impossible for them to do
anything about the disposal of the Negro prisoner. They would report the matter to the prefectural office, but until
a reply came he would have to be taken care of, and the responsibility for this rested with the village. The village
headman objected to this, and pointed out again and again that the village was not equipped to accommodate a
Negro soldier as a prisoner. It would be difficult, too, for the villagers to provide a sufficient escort for a
dangerous Negro along such a long mountain road. The long rainy season and the floods had made everything
complicated and difficult.
But the Clerk had only to adopt a peremptory tone, the pompous tone of the minor bureaucrat, for the village
grown-ups to give in feebly. As soon as it become clear that the Negro was to be kept in the village till the
prefecture decided on its policy, I left the group of adults, their faces stiff with discontent and embarrassment, and
ran to where my young brother and Harelip were sitting monopolizing the skylight. I was full of relief, and
expectation, and a creeping uneasiness with which the grown-ups had infected me.
“Well, they’re not killing him are they?” said Harelip triumphantly. “A nigger’s not an enemy, just as I said!”
“He’s too good to kill,” said my brother. And I and Harelip and my brother, foreheads pressed together, peered
through the skylight and sighed with satisfaction at the sight of the Negro still sprawled limply on the floor, his
chest heaving as he breathed. There were murmurs of discontent from the other children, who had come right up
to where we stretched our legs along the ground with the soles of the feet turned up to dry in the sun. Harelip
promptly raised himself and yelled at them, and they fled with cries of dismay.
Eventually, we grew tired of watching the Negro do nothing but lie sprawled in the same place, but we did not
abandon our privileged position. Instead, Harelip allowed the other children to peep through the skylight for brief
intervals, exacting from each of them some payment—in jujubes or in apricots, figs, or persimmons. They would
peer in, red to the backs of their necks with surprise and excitement, then stand up rubbing the dust off their chins
with the palms of their hands. As I stood with my back to the storehouse wall, watching the children baking their
little buttocks in the sun, so intent, despite Harelip’s harrying, on the first big experience of their lives, I felt a
strange satisfaction and fullness, a blithe upsurge of excitement. One of the hunting dogs had detached itself from
the group of adults and come over to us. Harelip put it over his bare knees to search for fleas, which he cracked
with yellowish nails as he delivered orders, mingled with lofty imprecations, at the children.
Even after the grown-ups had gone up to the path along the ridge to see the Clerk off, we still continued our
strange sport. Sometimes, ignoring the resentful voices behind our backs, we would ourselves peer long and
intently into the cellar. Still the Negro airman sprawled there with no sign of motion, as if the mere gaze of the
grown-ups had somehow injured him.
That night, accompanied by Father with his gun and carrying a heavy iron pot containing a coarse stew of rice
and vegetables, I went down to the cellar once more. The Negro peered at us from eyes thickly crusted at the
edges with yellow discharge, then thrust his hairy fingers into the hot food without further ado and began eating
enthusiastically. I was able to watch at my leisure, while Father leaned against the wall looking bored, without
training his gun on the Negro as before. Looking down at the slight tremors of the thick sinews in the Negro’s
neck, at the sudden tightening and relaxation of the muscles, I began to feel that he was docile and quiet, like
some gentle animal. I looked up at Harelip and my brother, who were gazing in with bated breath, and darted a
swift, crafty smile at their dusky, mistily gleaming eyes. I had begun to get used to the Negro; the fact sowed and
nurtured in me the seeds of an intensely pleasurable pride. Yet every time the Negro’s movements tilted the boar
trap and the chain gave out a hard, metallic noise, the original terror revived in me in one mighty rush, and poured
throughout my veins till I felt tehe skin all over my body covered with goose pimples.
From the next day, I took upon myself the privilege of carrying the Negro soldier his food, once every morning
and night. Each time I was accompanied by Father, who already omitted to take the gun from his shoulder and
train it on the Negro. Early in the morning and at the time between evening and night, when I appeared with
Father at the side of the storehouse carrying the basket of food, a great sigh that spread and rose up into the sky
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like a cloud would rise from the children who had been waiting eagerly in the open space, knitting my brows, I
crossed the open space without so much as a glance at the children, in the manner of the expert who, though he
has lost interest in his own work, still shows the same meticulous care in the actual performance. My young
brother and Harelip had to be content to walk with me, one close at each side, as far as the cellar entrance. As
soon as Father and I had gone down, they would race back to peer in through the skylight. Even if I had grown
tired of the task of carrying the Negro’s food, I would have continued solely for the pleasure of the fervent sighs
of envy—resentment, almost—that the children, Harelip included, directed at my back as I walked.
I got my Father, however, to give special permission to Harelip to come into the cellar once every afternoon to
help me with a task that was too heavy for me alone. In the cellar, a small, old tub had been placed in the shadow
of a post for the Negro’s use. Every afternoon, Harelip and I would go up the stair carrying it carefully, one on
each side, by a thick rope passed through its handles, and would go to the village manure heap to dispose of the
thick, evil-smelling liquid that made a slopping noise as we walked. Harelip showed an excessive enthusiasm for
the task; sometimes, before transferring it to the big tank by the manure heap, he would stir it with a piece of
wood, and explain the state of the Negro’s digestion, especially his diarrhea, which he asserted was caused by the
grains of corn in the rice-gruel.
Sometimes when we went, accompanied by my father, to get the tub, we would find the Negro with his
trousers down, straddling the small tub with his shiny black buttocks thrust out like a mating dog. At such times,
we would be kept waiting awhile behind the Negro’s buttocks, and Harelip, overcome with awe and wonder, his
eyes ecstatic, would hold on tightly to my arm as we listened to the furtive noise set up by the boar trap linking
the Negro’s legs on each side of the tub.
We children came to occupy ourselves exclusively with the Negro, who filled every corner of our lives,
spreading among us like an epidemic. But adults have their work; adults are immune to the epidemics of children.
The adults could not sit doing nothing until the belated directive came from the town office. When even my father
—who had taken on the task of guarding the Negro—began to go out hunting, the Negro was left to exist in the
cellar, solely for the purpose of fulfilling the children’s daily needs.
During the daytime, I and my brother and Harelip acquired the habit of shutting ourselves up in the cellar
where the Negro sat. At first, we did so with the entrancing throbbing of the breast that always accompanies the
breaking of regulations. Soon, though, we got used to it and became complacent, as if to keep watch on the Negro
was a sacred task entrusted to us while the adults were away in the hills and the valley. The skylight peephole,
abandoned by my brother and Harelip, was handed on to the village children. Flat on their bellies on the hot, dusty
ground, they would take turns peering enviously at the scene as we three sat round the Negro. Occasionally a
child, forgetting himself with envy, would try to follow us into the cellar, only to be punched by Harelip for his
mutiny and to fall to the ground with a bloody nose.
By now, we would carry the Negro’s bucket only as far as the top of the cellar steps. The smelly task of
carrying it to the communal manure heap under the blazing sun we entrusted to the children we deigned to appoint
to the task. The designated children, their cheeks glowing with pleasure, would keep it perfectly upright as they
carried it there, careful not to spill a single drop of the muddy, yellowish liquid that seemed so precious to them.
And every morning all the children, ourselves included, would look up at the path that came down through the
wood from the road along the ridge, almost praying that the Clerk would not come down it bearing the dreaded
order.
The Negro’s ankle where the boar trap was fastened was raw and inflamed, and the blood from it stuck
shrunken on his instep like dried blades of grass. The damaged skin with its pink sore was a constant worry to us.
When he straddled the tub, the Negro would bare his teeth like a grinning child in the effort to withstand the pain.
After long searching of each other’s eyes and long consultations, we determined to remove the trap from his
ankles. After all, he did nothing but sit in silence in the cellar, hands clasped round his knees, his eyes veiled with
some thick liquid that might be either tears or discharge—just like some black, dull-witted animal, in fact. What
harm could he possibly do us? He was only a nigger, after all.
Clasping the key I had fetched out of Father’s toolbox, Harelip bent down, almost touching the Negro’s knee
with his shoulder, and removed the trap. At once, with something like a moan, the Negro stood up and shook his
legs. Harelip flung the trap at the wall and fled up the stairs shedding tears of fright; my brother and I merely
clung to each other, unable even to stand up, paralyzed by a reawakened fear of the Negro. But he did not pounce
on us like a hawk: instead, he sat down again with his knees clasped in his hands, and fixed his eyes, damp and
bleary with tears and discharge, on the trap where it had fallen by the wall. When Harelip, bowed with shame,
came back to the cellar, my brother and I greeted him with gentle smiles. The Negro was as well-behaved as any
domestic animal. …
Late that night, when Father came to fasten the great padlock on the cellar trapdoor, he looked at the soldier’s
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freed ankles. I was suffocating with apprehension, but he did not scold me as expected. The Negro was as gentle
as a tame animal—by now the idea had seeped into the minds of all the villagers, children and adults alike.
The next morning when I and my brother and Harelip went to give him his breakfast, we found the Negro
fumbling with the boar trap, which he held on his lap. The part where the trap shut together had been broken when
Harelip had thrown it against the wall, and the Negro was examining the broken part with the same sure, expert
touch as the trap-mender who came to the village every spring. Suddenly, he raised his shining black forehead to
gaze at me and indicated by means of gestures what it was he wanted. I and Harelip looked at each other, unable
to suppress the delight that smoothed the tension from our cheeks. The Negro was talking to us, he was talking to
us just like the animals talked to us. …
We ran to the village head’s house and brought out on our shoulders the toolbox, one of the village’s
communal pieces of property, and carried it to the cellar. Though it contained things that might serve as weapons,
we did not hesitate to entrust it to the Negro soldier. For us, the idea that this Negro, so like a domestic animal,
had once been a fighting soldier was incredible. It defied all imagination.
The Negro stared first at the toolbox, then into our eyes. We watched him, our bodies thrilling with pleasure,
and when Harelip said to me in a low voice, “He’s just like a human!” I poked my young brother in the buttocks
and laughed myself almost sick, so happy and proud I felt. Through the skylight, a sigh of wonder wafted in like a
gust of mist from the children outside.
We took back the breakfast basket and ate our own breakfast. When we came back to the cellar the Negro had
got a wrench and a small hammer out of the toolbox and had set them out in orderly fashion on a sack spread on
the floor. He looked at us as we went and sat by him.
Suddenly, his great, rapidly yellowing teeth bared, and his cheeks relaxed into folds; with something like a
shock we learned for the first time that the Negro soldier laughed. And we found that we were bound to him by a
deep, fierce, almost “human” bond.
Late afternoon came. Harelip was taken home, amidst much foul abuse, by the woman from the blacksmith’s,
and our buttocks began to hurt where they rested directly on the bare floor—yet still the Negro went on, trying to
make the part where the trap sprang together fit properly. His fingers were dirty with the ancient, dust-laden
grease from the trap, and he set up a soft, metallic noise as he worked.
I watched untiringly the way the soft, pink flesh of his palms yielded under the pressure of the blade of the
trap, and the way the greasy dirt on his neck twisted together to form a dark line as he moved. It awoke in me a
not unpleasant nausea, a faint revulsion that was somehow linked with desire. The Negro was intent on his work,
puffing out the thick flesh of his cheeks as if he were singing softly to himself within his capacious mouth. My
brother leaned against my knee, watching the movements of his fingers with eyes that shone with admiration. A
swarm of flies flew about us, reverberating and persistent, the sound of their wings tangled with the heat deep in
our ears.
With a sound that grew more and more intense, shorter and more incisive, the trap bit into the rough straw rope
placed between it, until finally the Negro laid it carefully on the floor and looked at us with smiling, dull-witted,
liquid eyes. The sweat was running in trembling jewels down his black, gleaming forehead. My brother and I
smiled back at him. Still smiling, we gazed at length into his gentle eyes, just as we did with the goats or the
hounds. It was hot. We smiled at each other, soaked through and through in the heat, as though the heat were a
pleasure we and the Negro shared, binding us together.
One morning the Clerk was brought in all muddy and bleeding from his chin. He had fallen in the woods,
tumbled down a short bank and stayed there helpless till the village grown-ups, finding him there on their way to
work in the hills, had helped him up again. The part where the hard, thick leather of his false leg was attached by a
metal ring had bent, and it refused to fit on properly. The Clerk stared at it perplexedly while the village headman
was giving him treatment. He made no move to pass on any directive from the town. The grown-ups grew
irritable, while we children reflected that, if he had come to get the Negro soldier, he would have done better to
starve to death at the bottom of the bank. In fact, though, he had come to explain that still no directive had come
from the prefectural authorities. We promptly recovered our happiness and good spirits, and with them our
goodwill toward the Clerk. We took his false leg and the toolbox down to the cellar.
The Negro was sprawled on the clammy cellar floor singing in a deep, rich voice, singing a strangely vivid
song that fascinated us, a song in which both grief and triumph crouched ready to spring on us at any moment. We
showed him the broken false leg. He got up, stared at it for a moment, then set to work without more ado. A cry of
delight sprang through the skylight from the children peering in. Harelip, my brother and I laughed till we gasped
for breath.
By evening, when the Clerk came into the cellar, the false leg was as good as new. He fastened it on his short
stump and stood up, to a second cry of joy from the children. He hopped up the stairs and went out into the open
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space to see how his leg worked. Dragging the Negro by both arms, we pulled him to his feet and without the
slightest hesitation, as though it were a long-standing habit, took him out with us.
His broad nostrils distended to breathe in to the full, fresh air of the summer evening—the first air above
ground he had breathed since becoming a prisoner. Eagerly, he watched the Clerk’s trial steps. Everything was
perfect. The Clerk came back running, and took from his pocket one of the cigarettes he made himself from knot
weed leaves.
They were crudely made, with smoke that smarted when it got into your eyes and reminded you of a forest fire.
He lit it and handed it to the tall Negro. The Negro took one drag at it and doubled up, coughing desperately with
his hand clasped to his throat. The Clerk, embarrassed, gave a mournful kind of smile, but we children roared with
laughter. The Negro straightened up, wiped away the tears with his great hand, then drew from the linen trousers
that tightly encased his muscular hindquarters a black, shining pipe, and held it out to the Clerk. The Clerk
accepted the gift, the Negro nodded contentedly, and a shaft of sunlight poured down, casting on them the purple
shadows of evening. We crowded round them, shouting till our throats hurt and laughing crazily.
In the end, we would often invite the Negro soldier out of his cellar to walk with us along the cobbled road
through the village, and the grown-ups made no complaint. Just as they would step aside into the undergrowth out
of the way of the village bull that lived at the village headman’s house, so they would step to one side with
averted faces whenever they met the Negro soldier walking along the road surrounded by us children.
Even when the children were conscripted for work in their houses and were too busy to visit the Negro in his
cellar home, he would come up to the open space by the storehouse and doze in the shade of the trees, or walk
slowly, with rounded shoulders, along the village road. Children and grown-ups alike, we would notice him
without any feeling of astonishment. He was already becoming a component of village life, in the same way as the
hunting dogs, or the children, or the trees.
Sometimes, Father would come home at dawn carrying at his side a long, narrow trap, rudely made of nailed
boards, in which a weasel with a plump, improbably long body would be raging about. On these days, I and my
brother would have to spend the whole morning on the bare floor of the storehouse, helping with the skinning, and
we would pray that the Negro would come and watch us at work.
Whenever he came, we would kneel with bated breath on either side of Father as he grasped the bloodstained
skinning knife by its greasy handle; and we would hope for the sake of our spectator, the Negro, that the death of
the rebellious, agile weasel would be satisfactory and its skinning skillful. As it was strangled it would release a
fearsome stink, a last gesture of spite out of its death-throes. A slight splitting noise as its skin was sliced open by
the dully gleaming tip of Father’s knife, and finally its body would lie before us wrapped in flesh of a pearly
luster, small and obscene in its nakedness. By the time we had carried its insides to the manure heap, taking care
not to spill them, thrown them away, and come back wiping our hands on large tree leaves, the weasel skin was
already being nailed inside out to the wall, the fatty layer and the fine blood-vessels gleaming in the sun. Pursing
his lips and emitting a whistling noise, the Negro would gaze at the creases that formed in the skin as Father
scraped off the fat with his thick fingertips so that it would dry quickly. And when, at last, he saw the fur spread
out on the wall, dried hard as a fingernail, with the blood-colored marks running over it like railways on a map, he
would marvel at it till my brother and I were overcome with pride at Father’s skill. Even Father would sometimes
pause in his task of spraying water on the pelts to give a friendly glance at the Negro soldier. At such times, I and
my brother and the Negro and Father would be bound together as if we were one family centered around Father's
skill with the weasels.
He also liked to peer in at the blacksmith’s workshop. Sometimes, particularly when Harelip was helping the
smith make hoes, the bare upper half of his body gleaming in the light of the fire, we children would go to the
blacksmith’s hut with the Negro in our midst. When the blacksmith picked up a red-hot lump of iron with his
charcoal-begrimed fingers and thrust it into water, the Negro would cry out with wonder, while the children
applauded. The blacksmith himself grew proud, and would often take this dangerous method of displaying his
prowess.
Even the women lost their fear of the Negro, and would sometimes give him food directly from their own
hands.
*
Summer reached its height, and still no directive came from the prefectural government. There were rumors
that the town where the prefectural offices stood had been ruined in an air raid, but these rumors had no effect on
us. Hotter than any fire that might bum the town was the air that, day after day, enshrouded our village. About the
Negro’s person as we sat with him in the still, unventilated cellar, there began to press a dense, greasy, almost
overpowering smell, a smell that reminded one of the rotting weasel flesh on the village manure heap. It was a
constant source of amusement to us, and we would laugh about it till the tears came; but when his skin began to
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get sweaty it stank so that we were unable to stay near him.
One hot afternoon, Harelip proposed that we take the Negro airman to the spring that formed the village’s
communal source of water. Disgusted with ourselves for not thinking of it before, we grasped him by his filthy,
sticky hands and pulled him up the stairs. The children gathered in the open space outside surrounded us with
shouts, and we ran off along the road that lay burning in the sun.
We stripped naked as plucked fowls, peeled off the Negro’s clothes, and jumped in a crowd into the very center
of the spring, where we splashed water at each other and set up a great clamor, entranced at our latest idea. The
naked Negro was so large that even at the deepest part of the spring the water only just came up to his waist.
Every time we threw water at him, he would shriek like a strangled hen and thrust his head below the surface.
There he would remain till he was forced to stand up again, shouting and spouting water at the same time. His
naked, wet body, reflecting the strong rays of the sun, shone like the body of a black horse; it was perfect, and
beautiful. Suddenly, we noticed that the Negro had a splendid, a heroic, an unbelievably beautiful phallus. We
gathered around him clamoring, bumping our naked bodies against each other, and when he grasped it and, taking
up a fierce, threatening stance, gave a great bellow, we dashed water on him and laughed till the tears ran down
our cheeks.
We looked on him as on some rare, wonderful domestic animal, a genius of an animal. What words now can
express the love we felt for the Negro airman, or the richness and rhythm of the sunlight glittering on his wet,
heavy skin on that far-off, bright summer afternoon; of the deep shadows on the cobbles; of the smell of the
children’s and the Negro’s bodies; of the voices hoarse with delight?
To us, it began to seem that this summer of bared, gleaming muscles—this summer that like a suddenlygushing oil well sprayed, covered us, with a thick black oil of delight—would go on forever without end: could
never end.
On the evening of the day of our old-style ablutions, a thunderstorm wrapped the valley in mist, and rain fell
throughout the night. The next morning, as I and my brother and Harelip took the Negro his food, we had to cling
to the wall of the storehouse to avoid the unceasing downpour. After the meal, he sat in the dark cellar with his
hands clasped about his knees, singing in a low voice. We stood, spreading our fingers out to catch the spray of
the rain that splashed in through the skylight, washed by the swell of the Negro’s voice as he sang, by the songs
weighty and solemn as the sea.
By the time he had finished his singing, the rain had stopped spraying through the skylight. Tugging at his arm,
we took him, still smiling, out into the village square. The mist had suddenly cleared from the valley, and the trees
were fat and swollen like young pullets with the raindrops they had absorbed into their dense foliage. At each
slight breeze, they shook daintily, scattering wet leaves and rain drops to form momentary rainbows into which
the cicadas started. We sat on the stone slab at the entrance to the cellar, breathing in the scent of the wet trees
amidst the reviving heat of the day and a storm of cicada voices.
We were still in the same position when, past noon, the Clerk, his umbrella tinder his arm, came down the path
through the woods and went to the village head’s house. We stood up and leaned against the dripping old apricot
tree, waiting for the Clerk to come hopping out of the shadowy depths of the house so that we could wave a signal
to him. But wait as we might, he did not emerge again. Instead, the alarm bell on the building near the village
head’s house rang out to summon back the adults from the valley and woods where they were working, and the
women and children of the village emerged into the road from the rain-sodden houses.
Turning round to the Negro, I saw that the smile had gone from his brown-lustered face, and my chest
constricted with a sudden uneasiness. Leaving the Negro behind, I and my brother and Harelip ran to the entrance
of the village headman’s house.
The Clerk, who was standing silent in the entrance, ignored us. The village headman, who was sitting crosslegged on the raised, boarded portion of the floor, was sunk in thought. Impatiently, struggling to check hopes we
felt would be disappointed, we waited for the grown-ups to assemble. Gradually, they came back from the fields
and woods, still in their working clothes, their cheeks puffed out discontentedly. Father came in too, with several
small birds fastened to the barrel of his gun. .
No sooner had the conference begun than the Clerk dashed the children’s hopes by explaining, in the local
dialect, that it had been decided the Negro airman should be handed over to the prefectural authorities. Properly
speaking, he said, the army ought to come and get him, but the army was apparently in confusion and at
loggerheads with itself, so they had asked the village people to take him as far as the town. For the grown-ups, the
only inconvenience was the task of turning in the Negro, but we children were in the depths of alarm and
despondency. If they handed over the Negro, what would be left in the village afterwards? Nothing but the empty
shell of a summer. …
I had to give the Negro warning. I squeezed my way out between the grown-ups’ legs and ran back to where he
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was still sitting in the open space before the storehouse. As I stopped before him, gasping for breath, he slowly
turned his great, lackluster eyes up to look at me. I, who could convey nothing to him, could only gaze at him
with a mixture of sadness and frustration. His arms about his knees, he gazed searchingly into my eyes. His lips,
rounded like the belly of some pregnant freshwater fish, hung loosely open, and the saliva trickled white and
gleaming between his teeth. I turned and saw the grown-ups, led by the Clerk, emerge from the dark entrance of
the village head’s house and come towards the storehouse.
I shook the seated Negro by the shoulder and called to him in the local dialect. I was almost faint with
frustration. What could I do? Silent, he let himself be shaken by my arm, his great head rolling from side to side.
Drooping my head, I let go his shoulder.
Then suddenly, he rose to his feet and towered before me like a tree. Grasping my upper arm, he dragged me to
him and, pressing me tightly to his body, ran down the cellar steps. Dumbfounded, for awhile I could only watch
idly the movements of his firm thighs and the contractions of the flesh on his buttocks as he went swiftly about
the cellar. He lowered the trapdoor, then, taking the boar trap that still hung there as he had mended it, chained
together the ring intended for the bolt on the inside of the trapdoor and the trapdoor support that projected from
the wall. Hands clasped together, head bowed, he came down the stairs again. As I looked into his expressionless
eyes, the realization swept in on me that the Negro soldier had changed back into the black wild beast that defied
understanding, the dangerously poisonous substance that he had been when he was first brought back captive. I
looked up at his great form, then across at the boar trap fastening the trapdoor, then down at my own small, bare
feet. Fear and shock flooded and whirled through my guts. I sprang away from the Negro and pressed my back
against the wall, but he remained in the middle of the cellar, head bowed. I bit at my lip in the effort to quell the
trembling of my lower limbs.
The grown-ups came to the top of the trapdoor and began to shake the boar trap fastened to it—gently at first,
then with the frenzy of a fowl that has suddenly been attacked. But the thick oak lid, the lid that had once been so
reassuring to the grown-ups when they had used it to shut the Negro airman in the cellar, was now shutting them
all outside—the village grown-ups, and the children, and the trees, and the valley.
Through the skylight peered in panic-stricken grown-up faces, promptly to be replaced, with a clumsy
bumping of foreheads, by others, A sudden change in the approach of the grown-ups outside was apparent. At
first, they had shouted. Now they fell silent, and the menacing barrel of a gun was thrust through the skylight.
Like a nimble animal, the Negro leapt at me and clasped me tightly to his body to protect himself from the
muzzle. Groaning with the pain and wriggling in the Negro’s arms, I realized the cruel truth: I was a captive, and
a hostage. The Negro had been transformed into the “enemy,” while my own side were clamoring beyond the
trapdoor. Rage and humiliation, and the frustrating sorrow of betrayal, ran through my body, scorching it like fire.
Worst of all, fear swelled up in a vortex within me, threatening to choke me.
Caught in the Negro’s rough arms, I burned with rage and wept at the same time. The Negro soldier had taken
me prisoner. …
The gun barrel was withdrawn, the clamor from the grown-ups became louder, then a long conference started
on the other side of the skylight. The Negro, still gripping my arm so tightly it was numbed by the pain, retired
into a corner where there was no fear of sniping and sat down in silence. I was dragged towards him till, just as I
had done when we were friends, I knelt bare-kneed by him, surrounded by the close, oppressive odor of his body.
The grown-ups talked for a long while. From time to time, my father peered in through the skylight. Each time he
nodded to his hostage son, I wept.
The tide of evening came in, first to the cellar, then to the open space beyond the skylight. As darkness fell, the
adults went off home a few at a time, casting words of encouragement to me as they went. For long after, I heard
Father’s footsteps walking on the other side of the skylight, but suddenly the last trace of humanity disappeared
from the earth above, and night filled the cellar.
The Negro released my arm, and gazed at me as if suddenly gripped by the friendly, everyday feeling that had
welled between us till that morning. Shaking with anger, I averted my eyes and stayed with head down, shoulders
obstinately hunched, till he turned his back on me and squatted with his head between his knees. I was alone. Like
a weasel caught in a weasel trap, I was forlorn, solitary, utterly despairing. The Negro soldier was motionless in
the gloom.
I stood up, went to the stairs and touched the boar trap, but it was cold and hard, repelling my fingers and the
unformed buds of hope they harbored. I was like the baby hare that weakens and dies still staring at the iron
scissors clasping its wounded leg, unable to believe the depths into which it has fallen or the trap that has caught
it. I was tortured by my foolishness in trusting the Negro as a friend. And yet, could anyone have doubted that
great, smelly, ever-smiling black man?
A cold shivering gripped me and my teeth chattered. My belly had begun to hurt. I squatted down with my
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hands pressed against the lower part of it, and was struck by an acutely embarrassing realization: I was going to
have diarrhea. The raw state of the nerves all over my body was only helping to bring it on. Yet I could do nothing
about it in front of the Negro. I fought against it, clenching my teeth, the hard-wrung sweat dabbling my forehead.
I fought against it, suffering, till the effort of fighting it overcame even my fear.
In the end, however, I gave in. I went to the tub—the tub that had made us so hilarious when the Negro had
straddled it—and lowered my trousers. To me, my white, stripped buttocks seemed infinitely weak and
defenseless: shame, it seemed, would dye everything black inside me, from my throat, down my gullet and right
to the lining of my stomach. Finally, I stood up again and went back to the corner. I was broken, abject, in the
deepest depths of degradation. I pressed my grubby forehead against the wall—I could feel the warmth of the soil
through it—and cried unceasingly in a low voice. The night was long. In the woods, a pack of wild dogs barked.
The air had grown cold. Tiredness took heavy possession of me, and I slumped to the floor and slept.
When I awoke, the Negro’s palm was pressed down as before on my half-numbed arm. The breeze through the
skylight brought in a swirling mist, mingled with the voices of the grown-ups. I could hear the Clerk’s false leg,
too, creaking as he walked about. Soon, there came amidst the other noises the noise of a heavy hammer beating
at the trapdoor. The heavy, powerful sound echoed in my hungry belly, sending sharp pains through it.
The Negro gave a sudden shout and, seizing my shoulders, pulled me to my feet. Dragging me to the middle of
the cellar, he held me up to the gaze of the grown-ups beyond the skylight. Of the reason for his action, I had no
idea. Through the skylight, countless eyes gazed on my shame as I dangled there like a rabbit. If my young
brother’s moist black eyes had been among them, I would likely have bitten off my tongue with shame. But the
eyes that thronged the peephole, gazing at me, were all those of grown-ups.
The noise of the hammer grew fiercer. The Negro gave a shout, and his great hands grasped my throat from
behind. The nails dug painfully into the soft skin, and the pressure on my Adam’s apple made it difficult to
breathe. I threshed with my hands and feet, drew my head back and gave a moan. Filled with bitter shame at being
seen thus by the grown-ups beyond the skylight, I twisted in an effort to into the soft skin, staining it with blood;
and a confused, irritable enmity towards anything and everything. The Negro was baying like a dog. The sound
paralyzed my eardrums, and I felt myself, there in the cellar at the height of summer, sinking gradually into a
profound, satisfying insensibility that was close to pleasure. The Negro's fierce breath covered the back of my
neck.
From the cluster of grown-ups my father stepped forward, a hatchet in his hand. His eyes were ablaze with
anger, hot like those of a dog. The Negro’s nails bit deeper into my neck, and I moaned. Father rushed at us
brandishing the hatchet above his head. I shut my eyes. Grasping my left wrist, the Negro pulled my arm up to
protect his head. A howl rose from the crowd assembled in the cellar, and I heard the smashing of my left hand
and the Negro’s skull. On the oily, shiny skin of the Negro’s arm beneath my chin the blood splashed down in
thick globules. The grown-ups rushed towards us, and simultaneously I felt the slackening of the Negro’s arm and
a burning pain throughout my body.
*
Gradually, within a sticky, clinging bag, my hot eyelids, burning throat and scorching hand began to knit
together to give me shape once more. Yet still I could pot break through the sticky membrane and escape from the
bag. Like a prematurely born lamb, I was enveloped in a wrapping that clung clammily to the fingers. I could not
even move my body. It was night, and the grown-ups were talking round about me. Then it was morning, and I
could feel the light beyond my eyelids. Sometimes a heavy palm would press against my forehead and I would
moan and try to shake myself free, but my head would not move.
It was again morning when I first succeeded in opening my eyes. I was on my own bed in the storehouse. In
front of the door stood Harelip and my young brother, watching me. I opened my eyes wider and moved my lips.
Harelip and my brother rushed shouting down the stairs, and my father and the woman from the grocer’s came up.
I was famished, but as soon as Father put a feeding-cup of goat’s milk to my lips I was shaken by nausea. I
screamed and pressed my lips together so that drops of milk ran down my throat and neck. All grown-ups,
including my father, were intolerable to me. The grown-ups, who had set on me with bared teeth, brandishing
hatchets, were strange, past my understanding, and nauseating. I continued screaming until my father and the
others left the room.
Time passed, and I felt my brother’s soft arm quickly touch my body. Without speaking or opening my eyes, I
listened to him speak in a low voice. How he had helped collect brushwood to cremate the Negro soldier; how the
Clerk had brought in an order calling off the cremation. How the grown-ups had carried the body to a disused
mine in the valley to prevent putrefaction, and were making a barricade to keep off the wild dogs.
He had thought I was dead. My brother kept repeating it in an awestruck voice. For two days I had done
nothing but lie there without eating a thing, and he had thought I had died.
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In my brother’s hands I drifted off into the sleep that lured me strongly, pulled me down into it like death itself.
I woke again in the afternoon and noticed for the first time that a cloth was bound round my broken hand. I
stayed perfectly still for a long time, gazing at the unrecognizably swollen arm across my chest. There was no one
in the room. A disgusting smell crept in through the window. I knew what it meant, but no sadness welled up
inside me.
The room grew dusky and the air chilly. I raised myself on the bed and after a long hesitation tied together the
ends of the cloth around my smashed hand and looped it over my head. Then, leaning at the open window, I
looked down on the village. The air above the cobbled road, above the buildings, and above the valley in which
they rested was filled with the stench that welled up from the dead Negro’s heavy body, and with the voiceless cry
of the corpse that became ever more bloated, enveloping our bodies and spreading over our heads as in some
nightmare. It was dusk. The sky, a tearful gray tinged from within with orange, lay low and constricting over the
valley.
From behind the storehouse, piercing the smell of the Negro’s corpse, arose a fierce clamor of children’s
voices. Treading carefully, with legs that shook as after a long illness, I went down the dark stairs and walked
along the deserted road towards where the children were shouting.
The children were in a crowd on the grassy slope that ran down to the stream at the bottom of the valley, and
their dogs were rushing about them barking. The grown-ups were at the shrub-covered bottom of the valley below
the slope, still busy building a sturdy barrier to keep the dogs out of the mine where the Negro’s body was kept.
The dull noise of stakes being driven into the earth came up from where they were. The grown-ups were silent as
they worked, but the children were rushing about shouting gleefully.
Leaning against the trunk of an old paulownia tree, I watched the children playing. They were using the tail
from the Negro’s aircraft as a sled for sliding down the grassy slopes. Seated astride the sharp-edged, wonderfully
buoyant tail, they glided like young animals down over the grass. Whenever the sled was in danger of colliding
with one of the black rocks that stuck out of the grass here and there, the boy on board would stick a bare foot into
the grass and change its course. So light were the children and the sled that by the time one of them came pulling
it up again, the grass he had battered down on his descent was already slowly rising again to obscure the traces of
his intrepid passage. Down they would slide, shouting, the dogs barking in pursuit, and up they would come again
dragging the sled behind them. An irrepressible exhilaration seemed to crackle and dart about their bodies.
Harelip detached himself from the group of children and came running towards me, chewing a stalk of grass
stuck between his teeth. He leaned against the stump of an oak tree shaped like a deer’s foot and peered into my
face. I turned my face away from him and pretended to be absorbed in the sledding. Harelip stared fixedly at the
arm that hung in a sling from my neck and sniffed noisily.
“It stinks,” he said. “The hand you got smashed stinks awful, doesn’t it.”
I gazed back into Harelip’s eyes. They glittered with the light of battle, and he took up a belligerent stance, legs
apart, in readiness for an onslaught from me. But I ignored it, and instead of flying at his throat said in a hoarse,
energy-less voice, “It’s not me that smells. It’s the smell of the nigger.”
Harelip gazed at me aghast. Biting my lip, I averted my eyes from Harelip’s and looked down at the tiny,
narrow blades of grass that frothed over his bare ankles. He shrugged his shoulders in disdain, spat vigorously and
was off, running shouting back to his fellows with the sled.
I was no longer a child. … The thought filled me like a revelation. The bloody battles with Harelip, the birdcatching on moonlit nights, the sledding, the wild dog puppies—these were all things for children. Such means of
connecting oneself to the world were all remote from me now.
Exhausted, chilled and shaking, I sat down on the earth where the warmth of day still lingered. As I lowered
my body, the adults, silent at their work, disappeared behind the wild, lush, summer grass, while the children
suddenly reared up black against the sky like fauns.
“Hey! Your old self again, Frog?” A dry, hot hand pressed my head from behind, but I made no move to turn
and stand up. My face still turned towards the children playing on the slope, I looked out of the corner of my eye
at the Clerk’s black false leg planted by my bare knee. Even the Clerk’s presence made my throat go dry.
“No sledding for you, Frog?” he said. “I thought it was your idea in the first place.”
I was obstinately silent. Sitting down with a clatter of his false leg, the Clerk took from his jacket the pipe the
Negro had presented to him and filled it with his own tobacco. There rose from it a strong smell that irritated the
soft membranes of the nostrils, a scent like a forest of many different trees on fire that enveloped the Clerk and me
in the same pale blue haze.
“War’s a terrible thing when it comes to this,” he said. “Smashing a kid’s fingers …”
I took a deep breath and remained silent. The war, that vast, bloody struggle, must still be going on, the war
which, like the floods that wash away flocks of sheep and close-cropped lawns in distant lands, ought never to
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have reached our village. Yet it had come, smashing my fingers and hand to a pulp and making my father wield a
hatchet, drunk in the blood of war.
“It seems the end’s not far off, when all’s said and done,” said the Clerk solemnly, as if talking to another
grown-up. “When you try to contact the army in the town everything’s in such chaos you can't get through. Don’t
know what to do.”
The sound of the hammer still echoed from the bottom of the valley.
“They’re still hard at it, aren’t they,” said the Clerk, pricking up his ears at the sound. “Your father and the rest
of them, they don’t know what to do either, that’s why they’re wasting time knocking in stakes.”
We listened in silence to the heavy sound of the hammer that came through the lulls in the children's shouting
and laughter. After awhile, the Clerk began taking off his false leg with practiced fingers. I gazed at him.
“Hey,” he called out to the children. “Bring the sled to me.”
The children came up with a great clamor, dragging the sled with them.
Hopping on his one leg, the Clerk pushed his way through the children surrounding the sled, while I took up
the false leg and ran down the grassy slope clasping it to me. It was extremely heavy, and to hold it to me with
one arm was difficult and frustrating.
The first dew was already in the lush grass; it wetted my bare feet, which itched with the blades of grass that
stuck to them. I waited at the bottom of the slope, still holding the false leg in my arm. It was night already. Only
the voices of the children at the top of the slope shook the film of ever-thickening, almost opaque, dark air.
A louder burst of shouting and laughter, and the soft swish of grass, but no sled came gliding down towards
me, pushing its way through the sticky air. I seemed to hear a dull thud, but I stayed motionless, gazing into the
twilight air. A short silence, then I saw the plane tail gliding down unoccupied towards me, twisting round as it
came. I hurled the false leg from me and raced up the damp field.
By the side of an outcrop of rock that lay, damp and black with dew, bare amidst the surrounding grass, the
Clerk lay staring up at the sky, his arms stretched out limply at his sides. I bent over and saw the blood that ran
thick and muddy from the nostrils and ears of his smiling face. The murmur of children running down the dark
field came louder against the breeze that blew up from the valley.
Afraid of being surrounded by the children, I forsook the Clerk’s body and stood up in the grass. Quite quickly,
I had become familiar with sudden death and with the faces of death, now sad, now smiling—just as the grownups in the town were familiar with them. The Clerk, I imagined, would be burned with the wood they had
collected to burn the Negro.
With tear-filled eyes, I looked up at the narrow white stretch of sky where twilight still lingered, then set off
down the field in search of my brother.
76.142 The Net\fn{by Ou-yang Tzu aka Hung Chih-hui (1939-

)}

Hiroshima, Hiroshima Prefecture, Japan (F) 7

Her bag in one hand and a baby bottle in the other, Yü Wen-chin stepped out of a drugstore on Heng-yang
Road in downtown Taipei. A wave of hot air assaulted her as soon as she was outside the air-conditioned store.
It certainly was clumsy of the maid, she thought, to drop the bottle and break it while feeding Pao-pao.\fn{ A
note reads: Pao-apo literally means “precious,” a common form of address for Chinese babies. Here it is used as a proper name .} She
wished the maid would be more careful in the future. How she would have liked to stay home on a hot humid
afternoon like this, instead of coming downtown to buy a baby bottle!
Slowly she walked along the street toward the bus station. She stopped now and then to do some window shopping. Although Wen-chin never did enjoy coming to this part of the city, she found it not at all unpleasant now that
she was here to look around a little.
“Yü Wen-chin!”
Hearing her name called, she halted in the middle of a step. A look of surprise flitted across her face. Yet she
did not turn around at once. For a few seconds she stood completely still, not moving a muscle. Then suddenly
she flushed.
“Yü Wen-chin!”
She turned around. A young man about her age, twenty-five or so, in a clean white shirt and a pair of dark
brown pants, was elbowing his way through the crowd and coming toward her. He was tall and good looking,
although a little on the thin side.
“Ah, T’ang p’ei-chih!” she uttered. Joy appeared on her face. She literally beamed.
The man came up to her and stopped. He too was smiling happily. For a minute they just stood facing each
other on the crowded street, smiling, rejoicing, speechless with exultation.
“But when—when did you come to Taipei?” Wen-chin asked, looking at her friend tenderly.
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The man seemed surprised at her words. His smile faded somewhat, and he eyed her with an uncertain look
upon his face.
“About two weeks ago,” he said.
“Visiting your sister?”
“Yes.”
With watery eyes Wen-chin looked him up and down several times. She was beside herself with joy.
“It’s been three years,” she said, laughing a little, “and you haven’t changed a bit!”
“Neither have you,” T’ang p’ei-chih said.
At this moment Wen-chin remembered she was holding the baby bottle in her hand. She moved the hand a
little toward her back. As she was doing so, she had a feeling that T’ang p’ei-chih had already noticed the bottle.
“Why don’t we go to some place where we can sit down and talk,” he suggested.
“Yes, of course,” she said. They started to move on. Wen-chin slipped the bottle into her bag when she thought
T’ang p’ei-chih wasn’t looking. They entered an ice cream shop and each ordered a glass of fruit juice. Wen-chin
felt effervescent, bubbling over with happiness. She just couldn’t keep from smiling.
“You’ve been in Taipei for two weeks,” she said, “and you didn’t even let me know!”
“But I did!” he exclaimed.
“You did?” She was surprised. “How?”
Again, an uncertain expression came upon his face. Then he smiled, faintly, self-consciously.
“Why, don’t you remember?” he said, not looking at her. “I did write you a letter.”
“A letter? When?” she asked, puzzled. “Why, I didn’t—”
“And you answered my letter,” he cut in, hastily, as if for some reason he did not want her to finish her sentence. Then all of a sudden he reddened. “You did answer my letter, didn’t you? You told me you couldn’t make it
because it was—it was—your—”
He faltered, stopped, and looked down.
Wen-chin grew pale. For a few minutes they sat silent, stiffiy, awkwardly.
“Yes, maybe—” she said softly, as if murmuring to herself. “I did receive your letter—” Then words failed her.
She said no more.
All the while T'ang p'ei-chih kept his eyes lowered, a forced smile upon his face.
Five minutes later Wen-chin picked up her bag.
“It’s getting late,” she said and stood up. “I’d better go now.”
Suddenly T’ang p’ei-chih raised his eyes and looked at her, painfully, appealingly. It seemed as though he
wanted to say something, to plead with her about something. Yet he said nothing. Wen-chin saw suffering on his
face.
He did not offer to take her home.
*
Wen-chin was exhausted when she finally reached home. She closed the front door and leaned against it for a
while, resting, trying not to think. Then she went to the kitchen, took the bottle from her bag, and put it in the
cabinet where the maid stored Pao-pao’s things. She then left the kitchen and went to the bedroom.
At the bedroom door she paused, and stood eyeing the neatly made double bed as if seeing it for the first time
in her two years of marriage. But soon she looked away and stepped quietly to the far end of the room where a
crib was standing. Carefully she raised the mosquito net and peeked inside the crib. Pao-pao was sound asleep, his
tiny mouth half open.
Staring at the baby, Wen-chin wondered why she would much rather T’ang Pei-chih didn’t know she was now
a mother. She was almost sure though that he had seen the bottle. It was surprising that despite her marriage to
Ting Shih-chung, and the fact that they hadn’t seen each other for three years, things had remained the same
between her and T’ang p’ei-chih. The bond was still there, tying them together. And then, in spite of themselves,
they still couldn’t help hurting each other because both of them were so highly sensitive and understanding.
Wen-chin had often imagined what it would be like if instead of Ting Shih-chung she had married T’ang P’eichih. She did not think it would have worked, because they knew each other too well and they had too much in
common. Strange though it might sound, they were simply too close to be able to live together as husband and
wife.
With Ting Shih-chung it was quite different. He had really made her happy by taking her for granted, and by
willingly accepting all her sacrifices. She felt secure with him, and was sure of herself as long as she could cling
to him. Since their marriage two years ago, she had given herself up to him, offering him everything—her body,
her mind, her will. Ting Shih-chung had never hesitated to accept these offerings, taking them as though they
were his inborn right. Wen-chin found contentment in her surrender, and drew immense gratification from the
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realization that she had lost herself for the sake of someone she loved.
This kind of contentment and gratification was exactly what T’ang P’ei-chih was unable to give her. Never,
never could she be at ease with T’ang p’ei-chih, because each of them was so eager to sacrifice for the other but at
the same time would refuse to accept the slightest sacrifice in return. Wen-chin remembered how, because T’ang
p’ei-chih loved music, she would go on talking about Beethoven and Mozart. On the other hand, knowing she
loved literature, T’ang p’ei-chih would try hard to change the subject to Tolstoy or Romain Rolland. They just
could not quite fit together in this manner; the easiest way for them was to do or to talk about something that did
not really concern either of them. They would choose words carefully in conversation, and take great pains to
decide whether they should do this or do that.
“Would I hurt him by so doing?”
“Wouldn’t he feel bad if I said this?”
She remembered burdening herself with such questions all the time.
And yet, those had been in many ways the most wonderful days of her life—the days when they were together
as college students. On entering the classroom every morning, she would always meet his gentle smile. His eyes
would glow tenderly at the sight of her, as if saying to her:
“Oh, friend, my friend, here I am.”
And then she would feel happy all day long, even without exchanging a single word with him.
Her married life had gone smoothly enough. She loved Ting Shih- chung dearly and felt she could not live
without him. And yet the shadow of her intimacy with T’ang P’ei-chih was there, always there, deep down in her
soul. It had never occurred to her that she was being spiritually unfaithful to her husband. They were so different,
these two men; they could not be compared. Besides, she scarcely looked upon T’ang p’ei-chih as a man. It could
have been the same if he were a woman. Although it might not be honest to say that she never desired him, she
had sensed from the start that things would not turn out that way between them. And then he never had actually
asked her to marry him anyway.
Daylight was beginning to fade and the room grew darker. Wen-chin heard a mosquito buzzing around. She
closed the mosquito net over the crib. The clock struck half past six. It was time for Ting Shih-chung to return.
She was dimly conscious of something awakening within her. For two years she did not seem to have really
existed. She had not been living her own life, because Ting Shih-chung, ever full of energy and eager to protect
her, would consider and arrange everything for her. He loved her tenderly and possessed her completely. And she
had been pleased to give herself up like this, thinking it a great privilege to be so wanted by a man.
But now, after two years’ hibernation, her will was suddenly stirring, awakening. How T’ang p’ei-chih had
avoided looking at her! What a painful expression he had upon his face! She knew very well that he was suffering
from the realization that he had hurt her. Words had never been of much use between them; they understood each
other without the need for talk.
From outside the house came the noise of a motorcycle, and she knew that her husband was back. A minute
later the front door opened.
“Wen-chin!” His voice was clear and cheerful.
She did not move, nor did she reply.
“Wen-chin!”
Still she did not answer.
The steps drew nearer; Ting Shih-chung appeared at the bedroom door.
“Are you there?” he said, coming into the room. “It’s dark here. Why didn’t you turn on the light?” He
switched the light on. Wen-chin shielded her eyes against the dazzling light. She did not look in his direction.
“Oh, I wasn’t aware it was dark,” she said nonchalantly. “Pao-pao is asleep.”
She still did not look at him.
“How is our little one today?” he asked, toning down his voice so he would not wake the baby. “He has been a
good boy, hasn’t he?” He came over and put his arm around her. Then he walked with her closer to the crib, raised
the mosquito net, and peered complacently at the baby.
“Look how beautiful he is,” he said, squeezing her. “I have never seen a baby like him.”
She was silent.
“I mean it,” he said. “This baby is different. He is just different!”
Wen-chin felt like crying. She loved Ting Shih-chung so much. She would die without him. And yet, at the
same time, her newly awakened self was asserting itself, wanting to be set free.
After supper, they sat around as usual in the living room. Shih-chung was in his armchair, reading the evening
paper. Now and then, however, he would raise his head and talk to Wen-chin. He told her how he had outwitted a
colleague with whom he was competing for a promotion. He told her how his boss was impressed with the way he
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handled a fastidious client. Wen-chin sat quietly across from him on the sofa, not paying much attention to him.
Shih-chung either did not notice or thought nothing of her unusual silence.
“Shih-chung,” she said, at last.
“Yes?” He raised his head. ..
“I want to ask you something.”
“What is it?”
“I’ve been wondering if you opened a letter addressed to me.”
“Which letter?” he said, surprised. “You know I open your mail. I didn’t think you minded.”
“It was from a friend of mine, T’ang P’ei-chih.”
“Who is T’ang P’ei-chih?” Shih-chung asked. He made a face and pretended to be jealous. “Is it he, or she? A
secret admirer?”
Wen-chin took a hard look at him.
“And you answered the letter, didn’t you?” she said.
“Oh, that one!” he said. “Now I remember. Sure, the name was T’ang. It was last Saturday, I believe. You
weren’t home when the postman delivered the letter. So of course I opened it, and then answered it to spare you
some trouble.”
“You should at least have told me!” Wen-chin felt dryness coming into her voice. “Where is the letter?”
“The letter? What do you need it for?” he said. “Of course I threw it away.”
Threw it away! Of course he threw it away! Wen-chin was at once overcome with bitterness. How easy it is for
him to say so! And how light hearted he appears! Yet I have to suffer for it. T’ang p’ei-chih, too, has to suffer for
it …
“But don’t worry, I remember what it said,” Shih-chung assured her. “It wasn’t long, just a page, saying that he
had come to Taipei from Ping-tung, to visit a sister or a brother. By the way, why didn’t you ever tell me you have
friends living that far down in the south? Anyway, he asked if you would meet him on Monday, at his sisters or
brothers home. This friend of yours—he’s kind of rude, isn’t he? He should have come to see us at our home,
instead of ordering you around. Now, of course you remember last Monday happened to be our second
anniversary. So I answered in your name that you couldn’t make it, but just might drop in to see him some other
time.”
“And you signed my name,” she said, frostily.
“Certainly,” he said. “Why, anything wrong?”
She made no reply. Poor, poor friend, she thought. Surely T’ang P’ei-chih could tell it was not her handwriting; he must have guessed who had written the letter. What he hadn’t dreamed of was that after nearly a week she
could still be ignorant of the whole matter. If he had thought of such a possibility, she was sure he wouldn’t have
said a word about having written to her. It was too late when he realized she knew absolutely nothing, and he saw
that he had hurt her. And so, in desperation T’ang p’ei-chih tried to conceal his perception of the truth; he would
rather sacrifice himself by pretending not to understand her, not to have even noticed that the letter wasn’t written
by her, than let her know that he had guessed how her husband had been dominating her. Poor, poor P’ei-chih.
How he must be feeling sorry for her!
Wen-chin raised her eyes. Shih-chung was again absorbed in the evening paper. The cigarette in his hand was
burning close to its butt. Suddenly she felt he was strange to her, almost as if she had never had anything to do
with him. Yet in reality they were in love; she did not know how she could live without him. How very odd it was.
He was now leaning forward to reach the ashtray. He looked so handsome; big eyes, dark brows, firm lips. And he
had such self-assurance. Oh, how she would love to rest in his strong, protective arms. He was more precious than
life. She could always count on him to take good care of her. There was no need, no need whatso-ever, for her to
bother about anything at all. Whereas T’ang p’ei-chih could only make her suffer. She, too, could only make him
suffer. Always suffering, fearful that the other might be hurt. And they’d get hurt anyway.
“What else did he say?” she asked.
“What? Oh.” Shih-chung frowned a little. “Can’t remember any more.” Then he seemed to have thought of
something. “Oh, yes. He did ask if you are happy.”
“If—I am happy?”
“Yes. And so I answered him, ‘My dear friend, I am the happiest woman in the world. We just had our first
baby, a boy. He is so cute, looks just like my husband. If only you knew how happy we are!’”
Wen-chin winced. Oh my goodness, she thought, so P’ei-chih knew about Pao-pao all the time! She felt sick
and disgusted.
“Well, what do you think?” Shih-chung lifted his brows proudly and smiled. “Wouldn’t you have written the
same yourself? You see, I know you perfectly. I can read your mind.”
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Can you? she thought. An ironical smile came to her lips. For two years she had never once tried to analyze
herself. She had no thoughts of her own. She had come to rely on Shih-chung so much, and had let him do all the
thinking for her. Now she didn’t even know whether she herself was happy. Oh, how unfair, how very unfair it
was!
Poor dear P’ei-chih! she thought. How could you ask me if I am happy? How could you ask me a question so
difficult to answer? Wen-chin was sure, though, that she would have replied just the same, in the affirmative. But
what right had Shih-chung to speak for her? What right had he to decide for her whether she was happy or not?
Wen-chin leaned back in the sofa and closed her eyes. She felt very unhappy. Shih-chung was her support; she
certainly could not afford to lose him. But that other face, so strained with pain and full of sadness, haunted her.
She cared for P’ei-chih just as she cared for herself. Yet it was to Shih-chung that she owed all she had. For two
long years she had allowed Shih-chung to do anything he liked with her, and now it was as if she had also left
P’ei-chih at his mercy. Yet P’ei-chih was proud—he had always been. This was the essential cause of his
suffering.
Then it occurred to her that she was being very selfish, for to think about P’ei-chih was to think about herself.
How could I expect to be paid for my sacrifices? she thought with self-reproach. Then there was the fact that she
loved her husband. She loved Shih-chung very much indeed, and was eager to dedicate her whole self to him. But
I can’t help it, I just can’t help it, she thought in agony. Oh, dear P’ei-chih, my poor, poor friend …
In the ecstasy of their reunion, after three years’ separation, she had had to leave him abruptly without even
concealing the pain he had caused her. Oh, poor, poor friend! Shouldn’t I go see him? Yes, I must see him, I must.
But what’s the use? He’d just look at me, and I at him. Then I’d say, “Oh, my friend, I am awakened! Now I know
I love myself more than my husband!” And how would he take it? What would he think? “Here she comes again
to sacrifice herself, poor friend! But I won’t have it, I won’t have it!” What more could I do? What more could I
say?
“Wen-chin.”
She opened her eyes. Shih-chung was smiling at her. He had on his face the kind of tender look that she knew
only too well. He rose from the armchair and came to sit down with her. He put his arm around her, squeezed her,
and started to kiss her. Wen-chin jerked her body and tried to stand up.
“Wen-chin,” he whispered, “let’s go to bed.”
“No, not now,” she said, pushing him away a little. “It’s feeding time again.”
“But the maid just fed him,” he said, not letting her go. “I saw her feeding him.”
He pushed her down a little and started again to kiss her, passionately. He was holding her so tight she could
hardly breathe. Still she struggled.
“No, don’t, please, don’t, not tonight,” she protested. “I was just thinking—just thinking—”
Shih-chung pretended not to hear her. Still kissing her, he managed to unzip her gown, unclasp her brassiere,
and began to caress her breasts. Then suddenly he was up on his feet and, carrying her in his arms, he started for
the bedroom.
Wen-chin struggled harder.
“Let—me—go!” she screamed.
Shih-chung was taken aback. He loosened his grasp, let go of her, and looked at her in amazement. Tears were
streaming down her cheeks.
“I was just thinking—” she uttered sobbing, “it might be better for us to separate—for a few days, I mean—”
“What? To separate?” Shih-chung was astonished. “What do you mean, to separate?”
Wen-chin kept on sobbing, unable to say a word.
A look of annoyance came over his face. Suddenly he was cold toward her.
“I think I know what you mean, all right,” he said, shrugging. “You mean you don’t love me any more, right?
So you don’t love me any more. But what does that matter? It’s all right with me; you may do as you please.” He
turned away and strode heavily into the bedroom. A moment later he came out with a pillow and a blanket in his
arms. He unloaded them on the sofa without so much as a glance at her.
“Don’t worry,” he said, “I’ll sleep here on the sofa tonight. Lock the door if you like.”
No sooner had he finished these words than a frightened expression seized her face. She stopped sobbing at
once. For a minute she stared at him, mouth half open, eyes full of panic. Then she moaned. Holding out her
hands and rushing toward him, she fell all at once on her knees.
“Oh, Shih-chung," she cried, panting, clutching his legs. "Don’t—don’t forsake me, please, don’t—don’t leave
me—”
Again tears streamed down her face, and she was shuddering all over with sobs. Nearly on all fours on the
floor, she began to press her face desperately against his feet. Her body kept writhing inside her unzipped gown,
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and her hair, long and dishevelled, was all over the place.
For a moment Shih-chung stood petrified, then he bent down, took her gently in his arms and helped her to her
feet. She rested her full weight upon him and put her arms around his body.
“Don’t, please, don’t forsake me,” she repeated, again and again, and wept miserably.
Shih-chun patted her lovingly on the back.
“Now, Wen-chin, don’t be silly,” he said tenderly. “How could 1 ever forsake you, you silly child?” He put his
cheek against hers.
She felt very weak, and stayed paralyzed in his arms.
“It was rude of me, Wen-chin,” he said kindly. “Frankly, 1 am very ashamed of myself. You look so pale. Are
you sure you’re all right? Not sick or anything? You must be awfully tired. I’ll let you have a good night’s sleep,
this I can promise you. I should have been more considerate—”
“Oh, please, Shih-chung, please!”
Wen-chin hugged him with all her might, and burst out in another flood of tears.
“No, Shih-chung, I’m not sick at all. Not tired either. Don’t you see? I’m just fine, just fine. Please, Shihchung, please love me. It was selfish of me, please forgive me, please. But I do love you. Don’t you see? I really
do love you. Don’t leave me alone, please. Don’t forsake me. I was just testing myself. To find out if I could live
without you. No, I can’t. I can’t live without you. I knew it all along. So please don’t leave me, please. There is no
me, but you and me. I am nothing, I do not exist—”
She panted for breath, totally exhausted.
“Now, now, my love,” Shih-chung said, “of course 1 know you love me. 1 wouldn’t want to leave you for the
world.” He patted her on the back, as if comforting a little girl who had hurt herself by accident.
“What a child,” he murmured. By and by she calmed down. She ceased weeping, closed her eyes, and rested
her head on his shoulder.
“You know, Shih-chung,” she said feebly, “it’s just that I was a little jealous of you. I felt I love you more than
myself.”
Shih-chung seemed amused and laughed a little. Then he squeezed her and planted a kiss on her forehead. .
“But now, I don’t feel jealous of you any more,” she continued murmuring. “I am very happy. I am glad that I
love you more than myself.”
She was smiling; At the same time, one more tear fell down her cheek.
“Now, my dear wife,” he said, softly. “Why don’t we do the talking tomorrow. Let’s go to bed.”
Wen-chin opened her eyes wide. “And you, with me?” she asked.
“Certainly,” Shih-chung said, smiling. He held her by the waist and they went together to the bedroom. Wenchin was weak and could hardly stand on her feet.
But she had told him the truth.
She was truly happy.
130.607 1. Be It Ever So Humble 2. Spring Storm: Two Bedtime Stories\fn{by Mori Yōko (1940-1993)} Shizuoka
Prefecture, Japan (F) 7
1
It was slightly past lunchtime in the restaurant. Most of the customers had finished eating and were now sitting
cozily behind their cups of coffee.
Through the window facing the main street the leafless branches of a maple, the image of a tree on a Bernard
Buffet\fn{French painter (1928- ) .} canvas, pointed at a cloudy winter sky. Apparently there was wind outside, for
its naked twigs shifted uncomfortably in the chill of the afternoon.
Inside the restaurant, however, it was warm and restful. No music flowed; only the chimes of teaspoons on
china accompanied the low melody of female conversation. Vases of bright flowers stood around like colorful
islands among aromatic currents of espresso.
For some time now, Akiko had been gazing at the bare branches outside the window. The casual onlooker
might have guessed her to be absorbed in admiring the wintry view; but, in fact, her expression was molded not
from admiration but from bewilderment.
“Now I’ve told you the reasons,” Aono said to her, fiddling with an empty wineglass. “I’m sorry.”
He raised his eyes and stole a glance at her.
I’ll be perfectly all right without him, Akiko persuaded herself. Until two months ago, I didn’t even know this
man Aono existed. It didn’t inconvenience or depress me then, not knowing him. So I’m simply going back to the
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way it used to be—that’s all.
The way it used to be. The thought rushed in with a flood of insufferable anxiety. She flicked her eyes up at
Aono. No, she could never go back to the way it used to be. How could she return to the deathly boredom of that
daily routine?
“I’m going to die,” she groaned.
“Stop it! don’t make jokes like that,” Aono did not try to hide his irritation. “We had our agreement, didn’t
we?”
“I wasn’t serious. I only wanted to see how it would sound when I said it.”
Aono looked relieved. Akiko averted her eyes from him. He is not what I really need, she thought. All I need is
something to take me away from the kitchen and the TV once in as while. Anything that forces me out of the
stifling comforts of my home just for a couple of hours. It doesn’t have to be Aono. Heck, there isn’t a single
reason why it should be him. Except that he was interested in me.
An ache gripped Akiko’s chest whenever she wondered why she had agreed to follow this stranger who had
accosted her at a supermarket. Aono was precisely the type of man who would accost a housewife with a yellow
shopping basket on her arm. That was Akiko’s first impression of him.
In truth Akiko’s pride was hurt when it happened. The man’s once white shirt showed grubby cuffs from under
his suit, and his hair was mousy.
A mousy kind of man, she thought. However, when he said he would like to treat her to a cup of tea, she
accepted the invitation almost automatically because she was ashamed of herself for having been spoken to by
that kind of man. There were a number of other women shoppers around her.
If she turned him down, and if he still went on propositioning her, the two would surely attract attention. Her
only thought was to leave the spot as soon as she could.
Because she accepted his proposition so readily—already she was boiling inside—the man seemed
momentarily flustered. Looking as if he could not believe his ears, he followed Akiko toward the exit.
In the end, she went to bed with him on that same day. As to why she should have done anything of the sort,
she had no logical explanation. It was probably related to the same impulse that had made her act as she had at the
supermarket earlier.
In the coffee shop they entered the man looked uneasy, but unable to hide what he had in mind.
“Uh—ma’am—you’ll, er—come with me, won’t you?” he said falteringly, avoiding her eyes. “Won’t you
please?”
There was no reason why Akiko should go with him. Everything about him irritated and repelled her. She felt
insulted by his attentions; she could not forgive him for assuming her to be so cheap.
She couldn’t help noticing the suspicious glances being cast in her direction from tables nearby—from a
couple of housewives of about her own age, and from several girls, probably office secretaries taking extra-long
coffee breaks. The glances disturbed her, urged her into action and so she ended up whispering “All right” to the
man.
Even at that point, Akiko had no doubt there would be a chance to free herself from him once they left the
coffee shop. All she had to do was tell him she had changed her mind.
She stepped outside while the man was paying for their coffee. The sun was beginning to set. The evening
glow over the metropolis was filtered by dust. A piece of plastic whirled by her in an eddy of wind that also
carried with it the smell of sizzling beef from a nearby restaurant. Akiko wondered what she would prepare for
dinner.
She thought of the small kitchen at home, of the lunch dishes left unwashed in the sink. She could even
visualize the lipstick stain on the rim of her coffee cup above the dried coffee dregs.
As the last blur of the tired sunset struggled through the gritty haze the temperature seemed to plunge. Akiko
shivered. At that instant she was struck by the desperate feeling that nothing mattered any more. In that cozy
home of hers was there anything she really cherished? She was overcome by a terrible sense of futility.
The man came out of the coffee shop. When he saw Akiko, he blinked a few times and forced out a grin. “I
was afraid you might have left,” he explained almost apologetically. Obviously he had expected her to be gone by
now.
“Why a lady like you? I still can’t believe it. I’m mystified.” He kept shaking his head as they started to walk
together.
Despite his thin shoulders, he had a pair of stout hands. At least, they looked clean. Akikio knew she would not
recoil from those hands if they touched her. And, for that sole reason, she went to bed with this stranger, who said
he was a salesman.
She had not expected any fireworks in bed. And she was right. Aono was clumsy, and his palms were oddly
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warm. The elastic in his black socks was worn and they hung limply on his ankles. Afterwards he muttered that he
might be short of money to pay the hotel and with an embarrassed look accepted two thousand yen from Akiko.
“Well, then …,” Aono stammered as they were about to part. It was at that moment that Akiko clearly saw that
he had been taken unawares by the turn of events just as much as she, and had been just as scared. Her terseness
dissipated. For the first time she felt some warmth, something akin to a tender affection, beginning to rise within
her.
“Shall we meet again?” she suggested.
Aono’s eyes opened wide. Then a smile appeared and spared over his face. There was a touch of boyishness in
his expression.
“How?” he asked.
“Like today,” Akiko answered softly. “That is, by accident.”
They parted in front of the railway station. The sun was long gone. The wind of early winter chilled the gloom.
Akiko, however, had a comfortable refuge. After the bleakness of their clandestine lovemaking, it was a
pleasant thought to know a husband and home awaited her, no matter how small and humble that home was. She
even saw herself as a happy woman.
*
Despite her promise to Aono that day, Akiko was distressed over the prospect of his reappearing at the
supermarket. As she looked back, what she had done seemed incredibly imprudent. She tried to think of it all as
an accident. For the next three days, she did not go to the supermarket.
On the fourth day she went there to do her shopping, deliberately choosing a time different from the usual. To
her dismay, she found herself restlessly scanning around as soon as she had set foot inside the store. Aono was not
there. She felt relieved, yet somehow let down. From the following day, she began going to the supermarket at her
usual time—the time she had met Aono.
As days passed with no sight of him, her sense of relief gradually turned to disappointment; she felt as a
woman who had been jilted by her lover after a one-night stand, her relationship cut short before anything
worthwhile had developed.
On the ninth day, Aono showed up. He was standing behind a pillar near the cashier, looking as if he were
trying to hide himself. As she walked toward him, Akiko knew her face was breaking into a blissful smile and was
irritated with herself.
“What a coincidence!” he said.
“It certainly is,” she responded, her eyes instantly reconfirming the sad memory of a thin-shouldered, shabbylooking man.
As anticipated, Akiko once more went to bed with him and, also as she had anticipated, she was once again
disappointed. As before, he took two thousand yen from her—a transaction that was to be repeated in their
subsequent meetings.
As they parted, Akiko felt a relief that swelled from the bottom of her heart. She resolved never to see him
again. When she arrived back home she was so happy that she hopped around the rooms, lightly touching every
piece of furniture; the cushions, the sofa, the drapery—everything looked fresh. When her husband came home,
she was tempted to jump at him like a dog and lick his face all over. Of course she didn’t, but in comparison with
the frigid-looking hotel room she had entered with that wretched man, her home was a paradise. I must love my
husband more than ever, she thought. I must protect my home more than ever! She experienced an attachment to
her husband and home as never before.
Inexplicably, she continued to see Aono. He came to the supermarket once every five days or so, and whenever
Akiko pondered on the continuing affair she felt sick at heart. But she also knew she would be crushed with
despair if Aono should stop appearing.
She did not even know whether he was married. She did not care. Aono as a person did not interest her in the
least. Sometimes she would wonder why it was him she had responded to. A number of men had accosted her
before. Most were definitely more handsome and better dressed than Aono; some of them youthful college
students in blue jeans. But she had never entertained any idea of responding to a single one of them. With pride,
she had turned her back on them, assuring herself that she was not that kind of woman.
After she became acquainted with Aono, too, some men who saw her in the crowded street or at the railway
station tried to invite her out for a cup of tea. Each time she resolutely shook her head and ignored the invitation.
As time passed, Akiko’s irritation grew whenever she found Aono leaning against his usual pillar in the
supermarket. He seemed completely without shame.
But she became even more upset when he did not show up and several more days would pass, in which she
would repeatedly curse him for having such a nerve. Yet, as soon as he reappeared she felt her body grow heavy
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with a gentle numbness; her heart quietly surrendered to affection, and she was ready to follow him as if
manipulated by invisible strings. Not once did Aono wear a new pair of socks.
*
“Well, I’ll be going then,” mumbled Aono from the other side of the table.
Akiko started at his face, which looked more ashy than ever. I’ve learnt almost nothing about him, she thought.
Have I ever tried to study that pale face seriously?
Aono reached for the bill and started to rise from his chair. At that instant Akiko felt a choking sensation in her
throat.
“What will become of me?” The words spilled from her mouth involuntarily.
Startled, the man’s mouth dropped open. “What? What do you mean?”
“It’s intolerable,” she stuttered. “Without any discussion, you go ahead and announce that we’d better not meet
again. I won’t accept it!”
Behind him, the leafless branches were now swaying wildly. The lead sky had dropped into an even gloomier
mood. At any moment, it would begin to snow or sleet.
“I suggested it because I thought it would be better for both of us,” Aono meekly looked down.
“Don’t decide by yourself what’s best for us. How can you tell what’s on my mind?”
Like a man pained by the cold, he contracted his body further.
“There’ll be nothing left for me—absolutely nothing,” Akiko groaned in a small, pathetic voice. “If you walk
out on me like this, and if I can’t see you again, there’ll be nothing left for me.”
She was well aware of the utter falsity of all this, for she still had a husband and home. The like, however,
expressed precisely her feelings at that instant; reason had been confused, the circumstances out of her control by
the thought that this man was about to desert her.
“You say there’ll be nothing left, but …,” Aono searched desperately for the words to a way out. “You say
there’s nothing left, but you still have a husband, don’t you?”
Her answer was ready without preparation. “It’s because of you that I manage to get along with my husband.
Because I have you, I can go on living in my house.” Once again, truth and untruth became confused. Tears came
to her eyes. “I’m not making any big demand. I’m not asking you to marry me. If you can keep seeing me as
before—once every five days or so, even once every ten days—that’s all I ask.”
“You can say what you want, but …,” he paused, unconsciously crumpling the bill in his hand. “I don’t think I
can go on with it.”
“Why not? Am I being unreasonable?”
The restaurant was now a sea of empty tables. Its lunch period ended at two o’clock and the shop was to be
closed until five. It was a few minutes past two. Waiters were clearing away the last dishes.
“I feel uneasy,” Aono looked around the room as if seeking help, “Because I don’t understand all this. I’m sure
you’re a good person, but …”
Suddenly it was as if Akiko had awakened from a spell; something freed itself inside her. Gone was the numb
feeling she always had when she was with Aono it was replaced by an unaccountable impulse to burst out
laughing. Soundlessly she began to chuckle.
Dumbfounded, Aono stared at the giggling woman. His stupefied face was so funny that she laughed and
laughed, until her eyes were brimming over with tears.
As she continued to laugh, though, she felt a coldness growing in her chest. Deep inside her, she sensed the
opening of a dark abyss.
Aono rose hurriedly from a chair, an awkward twist on his face. “Well, I’ve got to go.” He hovered for a
second, his eyes still warily on Akiko. Her gaze was fixed, notion him, but on the barren branches outside the
window. He turned and started to walk away. From behind, Akiko’s low voice murmured something after him.
As soon as the man had disappeared from her sight, her face regained its normal composure.
A waiter came to tell her that the restaurant was closing for the afternoon. With a bright nod she stood up and
walked toward the door, the subdued sound of her heels echoing through the empty room. This is the way it
should be, she thought. What a relief! Good thing I was able to end the affair so easily. One little problem, and the
man might have kept pestering me until I had a marital crisis. I wasn’t in love with him anyway—I didn’t even
like him. thank goodness he’s gone, that’s a load off my mind! Akiko opened the glass door. A cold wind,
funneled up by the spiral stairway, blew right at her face. It swept away her sense of relief, and in its place left a
devastating loneliness.
Just as she had feared, she was overwhelmed with the prospect of having nothing left, that the man had taken
everything away with him. She felt abandoned by the entire human race.
With the greatest effort she climbed down the steel stairway, placing her feet with deliberate care. Her body
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seemed out of gear. Barely managing to steer herself, she at last stepped on the ground.
If she were to head for home right away, she would reach there at around three. She could visualize herself
seated in her usual corner of the sofa with a cup of coffee. She could even see the automatic movement of her
hand turning on the TV switch. No doubt she would gaze at the television screen as usual—with no enjoyment
whatsoever.
Akiko started to walk aimlessly in the opposite direction from home. Several people brushed past her. One of
them, a young woman, glared at he and said, “Watch where you’re going!” Akiko was taken aback—had she been
staggering?
The dark blanket of the sky was so low it seemed about to settle over the leafless branches. If it was going to
be a snowy end to the afternoon Akiko wanted it to start right away. With her chin buried into the collar of her
overcoat, she stopped at an intersection to wait for the traffic signal.
A number of other people were waiting there, some of the more impatient men already standing in the road.
Because Akiko had no reson to hurry, she lingered on the sidewalk after the signal had turned green.
Then it happened.
“Won’t you have a cup of tea with me?” A man’s voice breathed closely in her ear. It was so close, indeed, that
she could feel his warm breath on her neck.
Suppressing an impulse to jump back, she looked at the man. Her first impression of him was of the color gray.
Perhaps it was because of his gray suit. The next instant, her eyes were on his hands.
“All right,” she said with a faint nod.
By the time they had crossed the road, Akiko found herself intimately walking with him shoulder to shoulder.
2
The small orange light on the lobby wall showed the elevator was still at the seventh floor. Natsuo’s eyes were
fixed on it.
From time to time her heart pounded furiously, so furiously that it seemed to begin skipping beats. For some
time now she had been wild with excitement.
Intense joy is somewhat like pain, she thought. Or like a dizzy spell. Strangely, it was not unlike grief. The
suffocating feeling in her chest was almost unbearable.
The elevator still had not moved from the seventh floor.
The emergency stairway was located alongside the outer walls of the building, completely exposed to the
elements. Unfortunately for Natsuo, it was raining outside. There was a wind, too.
A spring storm. The words, perhaps romantic, well described the heavy, slanting rain, driven by a wind that
had retained the rawness of winter. If Natsuo were to climb the stairs to the sixth floor, she would be soaked to the
skin.
She took a cigarette from her handbag and lit it.
This is unusual for me, she thought. She had never smoked while waiting for the elevator. Indeed, she had not
smoked anywhere while standing up.
Exhaling the smoke from the depths of her throat, she fell to thinking. I’ll be experiencing all kinds of new
things from now on, I’ve just come a big step up the ladder. No, not just one, I’ve jumped as many as ten steps in
one leap. There were thirty-four rivals, and I beat them all.
All thirty-four people were well-experienced performers. There was a dancer with considerably more skill than
hers. Physically also the odds were against her: there were a sizable number of women with long, stylish legs and
tight, shapely waists. One Eurasian woman had such alluring looks that everyone admired her. There were
professional actresses currently active on the stage, too.
In spite of everything, Natsuo was the one selected for the role.
When the agency called to tell her the news, she at first thought she was being teased.
“You must be kidding me,” she said, a little irritated. She had indeed taken it for a bad joke. “You can’t trick
me like this. I don’t believe you.”
“Let me ask you a question, then,” responded the man who had been acting as her manager. In a teasing voice,
he continued, “Were you just kidding when you auditioned for that musical?”
“Of course not!” she retorted. She had been quite serious and, although she would not admit it, she had wanted
the role desperately. At the audition, she had done her very best.
“But I’m sure I didn’t make it,” she said to her manager. “At the interview, I blushed terribly.”
Whenever she tried to express herself in front of other people, blood would rush to her face, turning it scarlet.
“You’re a bashful person, aren’t you?” one of her examiners had commented to her at the interview. His tone
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carried an objective observation rather than sympathetic inquiry.
“Do you think you’re an introvert?” another examiner asked.
“I’m probably on the shy side,” Natsuo answered, painfully aware that her earlobes had turned embarrassingly
red and her palms were moist.
“The heroine of this drama,” added the third examiner, “is a spirited woman with strong willpower. Do you
know that?”
Natsuo had sensed the skepticism that was running through the panel of examiners. Without doubt she was
going to fail the test, unless she did something right now. She looked up.
“It’s true that I’m not very good at expressing myself, or speaking up for myself, in front of other people. But
playing a dramatic role is something different. It’s very different.” She was getting desperate. “I’m very bashful
about myself. But I’m perfectly all right when I play someone else.”
If I am to express someone else’s emotion, I have no reason to be shy, she confirmed to herself. I can calmly
go about doing the job.
Well, the, would you please play someone else!” the chief examiner said, with a nod toward the stage.
Natsuo retired to the wings of the stage and tried to calm herself. When she trotted out onto the stage and
confidently faced them, she was no longer a timid, blushing woman.
It was impossible to guess, though, how the examiners appraised her performance. They showed little, if any,
emotion. When the test was over there was a chorus of murmured “Thank you’s.” That was all.
Her manager was still speaking on the phone. “I don’t know about the third-raters. But I can tell you that most
good actors and actresses are introverted, naïve, and always feeling nervous inside.”
He then added, “If you don’t believe me, why don’t you go to the office of that production company and find
out for yourself?”
Natsuo decided to do just that.
At the end of a dimly lit hallway, a small group of men and women were looking at a large blackboard. Most
of the board was powdered with half-obliterated previous scribblings, but at the top was written the cast of the
new musical, with the names of the actors and actresses selected for the roles.
Natsuo’s name was second from the top. It was scrawled in a large, carefree hand. The name at the top was her
co-star, a well-known actor in musicals.
Natsuo stood immobile for ten seconds or so, staring at her name on the blackboard. It was her own name, but
she felt as if it belonged to someone else. Her eyes still fixed on the name, she moved a few steps backwards.
Then she turned around and hurried out of the building. It never occurred to her to stop by the office and thank the
staff.
Sheer joy hit her a little later.
It was raining, and there was wind, too. She had an umbrella with her, but she walked without opening it.
finally realizing the fact, she stopped to unfold the umbrella.
“I did it!” she cried aloud. That was the moment. An incomparable joy began to rise up inside her, like the
bubbles crowding to exit from a champagne bottle; and not just joy, pain as well, accompanied by the flow and
ebb of some new irritation. That was how she experienced her moment of victory.
When she came to, she found herself standing in the lobby of her apartment building. The first person she
wanted to tell the news to was, naturally, her husband Yūsuke.
The elevator seemed to be out of order. It was not moving at all. How long had she been waiting there? Ten
minutes? A couple of minutes? Natsuo had no idea. Her senses had been numbed. A round clock on th ewall
showed 9:25. Natsuo gave up and walked away.
The emergency stairway that zigzagged upwards was quite steep and barely wide enough for one person, so
Natsuo could not open her umbrella. She climbed up the stairs at a dash.
By the time she reached the sixth floor, her hair was dripping wet and, with no raincoat on, her dress, took, was
heavy with rain.
But Natsuo was smiling. Drenched and panting, she was still beaming with an excess of happiness when she
pushed the intercom buzzer of their apartment.
“Why are you grinning? You make me nervous,” Yūsuke said as he let her in. “You’re soaking wet, too.”
“The elevator never came.”
“Who would have considered using the emergency stairs in this rain!”
“This apartment is no good, with a stairway like that,” Natsuo said with a grin. “Let’s move to a better place.”
“You talk as if that were something very simple,” Yūsuke laughed wryly and tossed a terry robe to her.
“But it is simple.”
“Where would we find the money?”
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“Just be patient. We’ll get the money very soon,” Natsuo said cheerfully, taking off her wet clothes.
“You passed the audition, didn’t you?” Yūsuke asked, staring intently at her face. “Didn’t you?”
The young man had a strangely intense expression on his face. It was almost like despair.
Natsuo stared back at him. He looked nervous, holding his breath and waiting for her answer.
“Natsuo, did you pass the audition?” As he asked again, his face collapsed, his shoulders fell. He looked utterly
forlorn.
“How …,” she answered impulsively, “now could I have passed? I was just kidding.”
Yūsuke frowned. “You failed?”
“I was competing with professionals, you know—actresses with real stage experience. How could I have
beaten them?” Natsuo named several contending actresses.
“You didn’t pass?” Yūsuke repeated, his frown deepening. “Answer me clearly, please. You still haven’t told
me whether you passed.”
“What a mean person you are!” Natsuo stuttered. “You must have guessed by now, but you’re forcing me to
spell it out.” Her eyes met his for a moment. “I didn’t make it,” she said, averting her eyes. “I failed with flying
colors.”
There was silence. Wiping her wet hair with a towel, Natsuo was aghast and mystified at her lie.
“No kidding?” said Yūsuke, starting to walk toward the kitchen. “I was in a state of shock for a minute, really.”
“How come? Were you so sure I wouldn’t make it?” Natsuo spoke to him from behind, her tone a test of his
sincerity.
“You were competing with professionals.” There was now a trace of consolation in his voice. “It couldn’t be
helped. You’ll have another chance.”
Although Yūsuke was showing sympathy, happiness hung in the air about him.
“You sound as if you were pleased to see me fail and lose my chance.”
Combing her hair, Natsuo inspected her facial expression in the small mirror on the wall. You’re a liar, she told
her image. How are you going to unravel this mess you’ve got yourself into?
“How could I be happy to see you fail?” Yūsuke responded, placing a kettle on the gas range. His words
carried with them the tarnish of guilt. “But, you know, it’s not that great for you to get chosen for a major role all
of a sudden.”
“Why not?”
“Because you’d be a star. A big new star.”
“You are being a bit too dramatic.” Nmatsuo’s voice sank low.
“When that happens, your husband would become like a Mr. Judy Garland.\fn{ Judy Garland (1922-1969) American
motion-picture actress and singer; one of her husbands does seem to have committed suicide over just this exceptional sort of role
reversal.} Asai Yūsuke would disappear completely, and in his place there would be just the husband of Midori

Natsuo. I wouldn’t like that.”
“You’re inventing problems for yourself,” she said. “You are what you are. You are a script writer named Asai
Yūsuke.”
“A script writer who might soon be forced to write a musical.”
“But hasn’t that been our dream, to write a musical?” Natsuo’s voice was tender. “Suppose, just suppose, that I
make a successful debut as an actress in a musical. As soon as I become influential enough and people begin to
listen to what I say, I’ll let you write a script for a musical.”
“Let you write, huh?” Yūsuke picked on Natsuo’s phrasing. “If you talk like that even when you’re making it
up, I wonder how it’d be for real.”
The kettle began to erupt steam. Yūsuke flicked off the flame, dropped instant coffee into two cups, and
splashed in the hot water.
“Did you hear that story about Ingrid Bergman?”\fn{ Ingrid Bergman (1915-1982), Swedish actress.} Yūsuke asked, his
eyes looking into the distance. “Her third husband\fn{ Roberto Rossellini (1906-1977), Italian motion-picture director, leader of
the Neo-realist Movement in Italian cinema .} was a famous theatrical producer. A talented producer, too.” Passing one of
the cups to Natsuo, he continued. “One day Bergman asked her producer-husband, ‘Why don’t you ever try to get
me a good play to act in?’ He answered, ‘Because you’re a goose that lays golden eggs. Any play that features you
is going to be a success. It will be a sellout for sure. For me, that’s too easy.’” Yūsuke sipped the coffee slowly.
Then, across the rising steam, he added, “I perfectly understand how he felt.”
“Does this mean that I’ll have to be a minor actress all my life?” Natsuo mused.
“Who knows? I may become famous one of these days,” Yūsuke sighed. “Or maybe you first.”
“And what would you do in the latter case?”
“Well,” Yūsuke stared at the coffee. “If that happens, we’ll get a divorce. That will be the best solution. Then,
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neither of us will be bothered by all the petty problems.”
Natsuo walked toward the window. “Are you serious?” she asked.
“Yes.” Yūsuke came and stood next to her. “That’s the only way to handle the situation. That way, I’ll be able
to feel happy for you from the bottom of my heart.”
“Can’t a husband be happy for his wife’s success?”
“Ingrid Bergman’s second husband was Roberto Rosselini. Do you know the last words he said to her? He
said, ‘I’m tired of living as Mr. Ingrid Bergman.’ Even Rosselini felt that way.”
“You are not a Rosselini, nor I a Bergman.”
“Our situation would be even worse.”
From time to time, gusts of rain slapped at the window.
“When this spring storm is over, I expect the cherry blossoms will suddenly be bursting out,” Yūsuke
whispered.
“There’ll be another storm in no time. The blossoms will be gone, and summer will be here.” Brushing back
her still moist hair with her fingers, Natsuo turned and looked over the apartment she knew so well.
“You’ve been standing all this time. Aren’t you getting tired?” Her husband asked in a gentle voice. She shook
her head.
“You’re looking over the apartment as though it were for the first time,” Yūsuke said, gazing at his wife’s
profile. “Or, is it for the last time?”
Startled by his last words, Natsuo impulsively reached into her handbag for a cigarette and put it in her mouth.
Yūsuke produced a lighter from his pocket and lit it for her.
“Aren’t you going to continue with your work this evening?” she asked.
“No. No more work tonight.”
“What’s the matter?”
“I can’t concentrate when someone else is in the apartment. You know that, don’t you?”
Natsuo nodded.
“Won’t you sit down?” Yūsuke said.
“Why?”
“I have an uneasy feeling when you stand there and smoke like that.”
Natsuo cast her eyes on the cigarette held between her fingers. “This is the second time today I’ve been
smoking without sitting down.” The words seemed to flow from her mouth at their own volition. His back
towards her, Yūsuke was collecting some sheets of writing paper scattered on his desk.
“You passed the audition. Right?” he said. His voice was so low that the last word was almost inaudible.
‘How did you know?”
“I knew it from the beginning.”
“From the moment you came in. You were shouting with your whole body—‘I’ve made it, I’m the winner!’
You were trembling like a drenched cat, but your face was lit up like a Christmas tree.”
Natsuo did not respond.
“The clearest evidence is the way you’re smoking right now.”
“Did you notice it?”
“Yes.”
“Me, too. It first happened when I was waiting for the elevator down in the lobby. I was so impatient, I smoked
a cigarette while standing. I’ve got the strangest feeling about myself.”
“You feel like a celebrity?”
“I feel I’ve outreached myself.”
“But the way you look now, it’s not you.”
“No, it’s not me.”
“You’d better not smoke standing up.”
“Right. I won’t do it again.”
There was silence.
“You don’t at all feel like congratulating me?” Natsuo asked.
Yūsuke did not answer.
“Somehow I knew it might be like this,” Natsuo continued. “I knew this moment was coming.”
Now she knew why her joy had felt like pain, a pain almost indistinguishable from grief. Now she knew the
source of the suffocating presence in her chest.
“That Rosselini, you know …” Yūsuke began again.
“Can’t we drop the topic?”
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“Please listen to me, dear. Rosselini was a jealous person and didn’t want to see his wife working for any
director other than himself. He would say to her, ‘Don’t get yourself involved in that play. It’ll be a disaster.’ One
time, Bergman ignored the warning and took part in a play. It was a big success. Rosselini was watching the stage
from the wings. At the curtain call, Bergman glanced at him while bowing to the audience. Their eyes met. That
instant, they both knew their love was over, with the thundering applause of the audience ringing in their ears …”
Yūsuke pause, and then added, “I’ll go and see your musical on the opening day.”
Natsuo contemplated her husband’s face from the wings of the room. He looked across.
Their eyes met.
16.1 Seoul: Winter 1964\fn{by Kim Sungok (1941- )} Osaka, Osaka Prefecture, Japan (M) 8
Anyone who spent the winter of 1964 in Seoul is probably familiar with those wine shops that appeared on the
streets at nightfall, those stalls into which one stepped off a freezing, wind-swept street by pushing aside a
flapping curtain. Inside, the elongated flame of a carbide lantern danced in the wind, and a middle-aged man in a
dyed army jacket served up Japanese hotchpotch, roasted sparrow, and three kinds of wine. It was in one of these
wine shops that the three of us happened to meet that night: myself, Kim; a bespectacled graduate student named
Ahn; and a man who was about thirty-six years old and obviously poor, but about whom I could tell little else. In
fact, I didn’t care to know any more.
The graduate student and I began a conversation, and when the introductions were finished I knew that his
name was Ahn, that he was twenty-five, was majoring in a subject I had never heard of, and was the oldest son of
a rich family. He, in turn, learned that I was twenty-five and had been born in the country. After being graduated
from high school, I had applied to the Military Academy but had failed and so had enlisted in the army, where I
had caught gonorrhea once. I was now working in the military affairs section of a ward office.
With the introductions completed there was nothing else to talk about, so we quietly drank our wine for a short
time. Then, as I picked up a charred sparrow, an idea occurred to me. After silently thanking the sparrow,\fn{ For
relinquishing its life that he might live; a common Buddhist practice .} I began to talk.
“Do you like flies, Mr. Ahn?”
“No, I’ve never—” he began. “Do you like flies, Mr. Kim?”
“Yes,” I answered, “because they can fly. No, not just that. It’s because they can fly, and at the same time they
can be caught in one’s hand. Have you ever caught in your hand something that can fly?”
“Well—just a moment.” He gazed at me blankly from behind his glasses for a while, then screwed up his face
a bit and said, “No, nothing—except flies.”
Since the weather had been unusually warm that day, the frozen streets had turned into mud. But with nightfall
the temperature dropped again and the mud began to freeze beneath our feet. My black leather shoes couldn’t
block the chill that rose from the ground. A shop like this is all right for someone who thinks he wants to stop for
a quick drink on the way home, but it’s no place for leisurely drinking and chatting with the man standing beside
you.
Just as this thought was running through my mind, my bespectacled companion asked a commendable
question. “He’s quite a fellow,” I thought and urged my cold-benumbed feet to hold out a little longer.
“Do you like things that wriggle?” he asked me.
“Yes, indeed,” I answered with a sudden feeling of exultation. Reminiscences, whether sad or happy, can make
one exultant. When memories are sad, one feels a quiet and lonely kind of exultation; when they are happy, the
feeling is one of boisterous triumph.
“After I failed the examination for the Military Academy, I stayed for a while in a rooming house in Miari with
a friend who had failed his college entrance exams. Seoul was a strange city to me. My dream of becoming an
officer had been shattered, and I had fallen into deep despair. I felt I would never get over my disappointment. As
you probably know, the bigger the dream, the greater the despair when you fail.
“About that time, I became intrigued with crowded morning buses. My friend and I would hurry through
breakfast, then run, panting like dogs, to the bus stop at the top of Miari Ridge. Do you know the most exciting
and marvelous things to a country boy’s eyes when he first comes to Seoul? The most exciting thing, let me tell
you, is the lights that come on in the windows of buildings at night. No. Rather it’s the people moving about in the
lights. And the most marvelous thing is finding a pretty girl beside you, not a centimeter away, on a crowded bus.
Sometimes I would try to touch a girl’s wrist and rub against her thigh. Once I spent a whole day riding around,
transferring from one bus to another, trying to do just that. That night 1 was so tired I vomited.”
“Wait a minute,” Ahn interrupted. “What’s the point?”
“I was going to tell you a story about liking things that wriggle. Please listen.
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“My friend and I threaded our way like pickpockets into a crowded bus at rush hour and stood in front of a
young woman who had found a seat. I grabbed a strap and leaned my tired head on my arm, then slowly let my
eyes come to rest on the girl’s stomach. At first, I couldn’t see it, but in a few moments my eyes clearly detected
the quiet rising and falling of the girl’s stomach.”
“Rising and falling? Because of her breathing?”
“Yes, of course. The belly of a corpse doesn’t move. Anyway, I don’t know why seeing the movement of that
woman’s stomach on the bus that morning delighted me so much. I really loved that movement.
“That’s a very lewd story,” Ahn said in an odd voice.
That made me angry. I had memorized that story in case I should ever get on a radio quiz show and should be
asked, “What is the freshest thing in the world?” Others might say lettuce, or a May morning, or an angel’s brow.
But I would say that movement was the freshest thing.
“No, it’s not lewd,” I responded firmly. “It’s a true story.”
“What relationship is there between not being lewd and being true?”
“I don’t know. I don’t know anything about relationships.”
“But that movement is just a rising and falling, not wriggling. It still seems to me that you don’t love things
that wriggle.”
We both fell silent and just stood there toying with our glasses for a while.
“All right, you son of a bitch,” I thought, “if you don’t think that’s wriggling, it;s all right with me.”
A moment later, Ahn spoke again.
“I’ve been thinking it over, and I’ve come to the conclusion that your up-and-down movement is a kind of
wriggling after all,” he announced.
“Yes, it is, isn’t it?” I was pleased. “It’s undoubtedly wriggling. I love a woman’s stomach more than anything.
What kind of wriggling do you like?”
“Not a kind of wriggling. Just wriggling itself. For example—to demonstrate—”
“Demonstrate? A demonstration? Well, then—”
“Seoul is a concentration of every kind of desire. Understand?”
“No, I don’t,” I answered in a clear voice.
Our conversation broke off again. This time the silence continued for a long while. I lifted my glass to my lips
and when I had emptied it I saw Ahn, glass at his mouth, drinking with closed eyes. I thought, a little sadly, that it
was time to leave. So much for that! I was considering whether to say, “Well, see you again sometime,” or “It’s
been interesting,” when Ahn suddenly grabbed me by the hand and said,
“Don’t you think we’ve been telling lies?”
“No.” The idea annoyed me a little. “I don’t know about you, but everything I said was the truth.”
“Well, I have the feeling we’ve been lying to each other.”
He blinked his reddened eyes a couple of times inside his glasses.
“Whenever I meet a new friend about our age I always want to talk about wriggling. So, we talk, but the
conversation doesn’t last five minutes.”
I felt I could understand what he was talking about, but only vaguely.
“Let’s talk about something else,” he said.
But I wanted to give a hard time to this fellow who liked serious conversation so much, and I also wanted to
exercise the drunk’s privilege of listening to his own voice a bit. So I started to talk.
“Among the street lights in front of the P’yonghwa Market, the eighth one from the east end isn’t lit.”
I became excited as I saw that Ahn looked a bit stunned, so I went on.
“And among the windows on the sixth floor of the Hwashin Department Store, lights appear only in the middle
three.”
But this time I was taken aback, because Ahn’s face began to glow with a look of delight. He began to speak
quickly.
“There were thirty-two people at the West Gate bus stop. Seventeen of them were women and five were
children. There were wenty-one youths and six old people.”
“When was that?”
“At 7:15 this evening.”
“Ah,” I said. A feeling of desperation came over me for a moment, but I quickly recovered and plunged on.
“There were two candy wrappers in the first trash can in the alley beside the Tansong Theater.”
“When was that?”
“As of 9 P.M. on the fourteenth.”
“The walnut tree in front of the main gate of the Red Cross Hospital has one broken branch.”
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“At a certain tavern on Ülchiro Third Street there are five girls named Mija, and they’re known by the order in
which they came to stay there—Big Mija, Second Mija, Third Mija, Fourth Mija, and, Last Mija.”
“But other people know that, too, Kim. You’re not the only one who has been there.”
“Oh, yes. You’re right. I hadn’t thought of that. Well, I slept with Big Mija one night, and the next morning she
brought me a pair of shorts from a woman who came around selling things on credit. By the way, there was 110
won in the half-gallon wine bottle she uses for a bank.”
“That’s more like it. That fact belongs only to you.”
Our manner of speaking showed increasing respect for each other. “I—.” We would both begin speaking at the
same time, and each would yield to the other. This time it was his turn.
“In the West Gate area I saw a streetcar heading for Seoul station send sparks flying five times while it was
within my field of vision. That was the streetcar passing by at 7:25 this evening.”
“You were in the West Gate area tonight?”
“Yes, that’s right.”
“I was around Chongno Second Street. In the Yongbo Building, there’s a fingernail scratch about two
centimeters long just below the handle on the door to the toilet.”
Ahn laughed loudly.
“You made that mark yourself, didn’t you?”
I was ashamed, but I had to nod my head. It was true.
“How did you know?”
“I’ve had that experience, too,” he replied. “But it’s not a particularly pleasant memory. It’s better to stick to
things we happen to have discovered and secretly stored away in our memories. Manufacturing things like that
leaves an unpleasant aftertaste.”
“I’ve done many things like that and rather—” I was about to say I enjoyed it when a feeling of dislike for the
whole thing welled up inside me; I just stopped without ending the sentence and nodded agreement with his
opinion.
Then a strange thought occurred to me. If there had been no mistake about what I had heard some thirty
minutes earlier, the fellow in the shiny glasses standing beside me was surely the son of a rich family and was a
highly educated young man. Then why did he now seem so uncivilized?
“Ahn, it’s true that you came from a rich family, isn’t it? And that you’re a graduate student?” I asked.
“Well, you can call a man rich when he has about thirty million won in real estate alone, can’t you? But, of
course, that’s my father’s property. As for being a graduate student, I have a student ID card right here.” As he
spoke, he rummaged his pockets and pulled out a wallet.
“An ID card isn’t necessary. It’s just that there’s something a little strange. It just struck me a bit odd that
someone like you would be in a cheap wine shop on a cold night talking to someone like me about trivial things.”
“Well, that’s—that’s—,” he began in a heated voice. “That’s—but there’s something I want to ask you first.
Why do you roam the streets on such a cold night?”
“It’s not a habit. A poor man like me has to have a little money in his pocket before he can come out on the
streets at night.”
“Well, what’s the reason for coming out?”
“It’s better than sitting in a boarding house and staring at the wall.”
“When you come out at night don’t you have a feeling of richness?”
“A feeling of what?”
“Well—something. Perhaps we could call it ‘life.’ I think I understand why you asked your question. My
answer would be this: night falls, and I leave my house and come out on the streets. I feel like I’ve been liberated
from everything. It may not actually be so, but that’s the way I feel. Don’t you feel the same way?”
“Well—”
“I’m no longer among things; rather, I watch them from a distance. Isn’t that it?”
“Well, somewhat—”
“No, don’t say it's difficult. In a manner of speaking, it’s as if all the things that are constantly sweeping past
me during the day are stripped bare and completely exposed before my eyes at night. Don’t you think there is
some meaning in that? Looking at things like that and enjoying them, I mean.”
“Meaning? What meaning? I don’t count the bricks in buildings on Chongo Second Street because there is
meaning. I just—”
“You’re right. There is no meaning. No, maybe there actually is some significance, but I don’t know what it is
yet. Since you don’t know the significance either, let’s go out and search for it together sometime. And we won’t
intentionally create some significance for it, either.”
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“I’m a little confused. Is that your answer? I’m a bit puzzled. All of a sudden this word ‘meaning’ appears.”
“Oh, I’m sorry. Well, my answer would probably be that I came out on the streets at night because I feel a
sense of fullness.”
He lowered his voice and continued.
“You and I took different routes and came to the same point. If by chance it’s the wrong point, it’s not our
fault.”
Then he spoke in a jovial voice.
“Say, this isn’t the place for us. Let’s go somewhere warm and have a proper drink, then call it a night. I’m
going to walk around a while and then go to a hotel. Whenever I come out at night to wander around on the streets
I stay at a hotel. That’s my favorite plan.”
As we reached into our pockets for money to pay the bill, the man beside us—who had put down his glass and
was warming his hands over the coal fire—spoke. He seemed to have come in more to warm himself than to
drink. He wore a fairly clean coat, and his hair, neatly combed and oiled, glistened in the fluttering light of the
carbide lamp. Although I couldn’t tell much, he seemed around thirty-six and had an air of poverty about him.
Maybe it was because of his weak chin, or his unusually red eyelids. He just aimed his words in our direction,
addressing neither of us in particular.
“Excuse me, but would it be all right if I joined you? I have some money with me,” he said in a weak voice.
From that weak voice, he seemed to want sincerely to go, although he was not begging. Ahn and I looked at each
other for a moment.
“Well,” I said, “if you’ve got the price of the wine—”
“Let’s go together,” Ahn chimed in.
“Thank you,” the man said in the same weak voice and followed us out.
Ahn’s expression indicated he thought this a strange turn of events, and I, too, had an unpleasant premonition. I
knew from experience that one could have an interesting and enjoyable time with someone he met unexpectedly
over a glass of wine. These strangers virtually never came on with such weak voices, though. They were
boisterous and overflowing with joy.
We suddenly forgot what we were going to do. A pretty girl beamed a lonely smile from a medicine
advertisement stuck on a telephone pole and seemed to say, “It’s cold up here, but what can I do?” A neon sign
advertising liquor flashed incessantly on top of a building, and beside it another one advertising medicine would
light up for long periods and then, as if it had forgotten, hurriedly go off and back on again. Here and there
beggars lay like rocks on the hard-frozen street, and people walking hunched over intently passed swiftly by those
rocks. A piece of paper driven across the street by the wind landed at my feet. I picked it up and found it was an
ad for a beer hall touting Service by Beautiful Hostesses and Specially Reduced Prices .
“What time has it gotten to be?” the listless man asked Ahn.
“It’s ten till nine,” he answered after a moment’s pause.
“Have you had supper? I haven’t eaten yet, so why don’t we go together. I’ll treat you,” the man said, looking
at each of us in turn.
“I’ve already eaten,” Ahn and I replied at the same time.
“You can have yours,” I suggested.
“I’ll just skip it,” he said.
“Go ahead and eat. We’ll go with you,” Ahn said.
“Thank you. Well, then—”
We went into a nearby Chinese restaurant, and when we were seated in a room the man again politely urged us
to have something to eat. We declined again, but he suggested once more that we have something.
“Is it all right if I order something expensive?” I asked, trying to get him to withdraw his offer.
“Yes, by all means,” he said, his voice sounding strong for the first time. “I’ve made up my mind to spend all
the money I have with me.”
I thought the man must have some secret plan in mind and felt somewhat uneasy with him. Nevertheless, I
asked for chicken and some wine, and he gave the waiter our orders. Ahn looked at me in amazement.
At that moment, I heard a woman’s warm moans coming from the next room.
“Won’t you have something, too?” the man asked Ahn.
“No, thanks,” he declined abruptly in a voice that seemed sobered.
Silently, we turned our ears toward the moaning sound that was growing more urgent in the next room. The
faint rumble of streetcars and the sound of moving automobiles floated in like the rush of a flooding river, and
now and again a bell demanding service rang somewhere nearby. Our room, however, was wrapped in awkward
silence.
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“There is something I would like to tell you.”
The man began speaking, apparently in better spirits.
“I would be grateful if you would listen to what I want to say. During the day today, my wife died. She had
been admitted to Severance Hospital—” He looked at us searchingly as he spoke but there was no sadness in his
face.
“Oh, that’s too bad.”
“I’m sorry to hear that.”
Ahn and I expressed our sympathy.
“We were very happy together. Since she couldn’t have children, we had all our time to ourselves. We didn’t
have a lot of money, but when we did get a little we would travel around and enjoy ourselves. During strawberry
season we went to Suwon, and when the grapes were ripe we went to Anyang. During the summer we went to
Taech’on, and in the fall we visited Kyongju. We saw movies in the evenings and went to the theater whenever we
could.”
“What was wrong with her?” Ahn asked cautiously.
“The doctor said it was acute meningitis. She had had an operation for acute appendicitis once and had been
sick with pneumonia once and got over those all right. But the next bad attack killed her—she’s dead now.”
The man lowered his head and mumbled something. Ahn jabbed my knee with his finger and winked a
suggestion that we leave. I felt the same way, but just then the man raised his head and continued talking so we
had no choice but to stay.
“My wife and I were married year before last. I met her by accident. She mentioned once that her home was in
the Taegu area but she had no contact with her family. I don’t even know where her home is. So, there was
nothing I could do.”
He dropped his head and mumbled again.
“There was nothing you could do about what?” I asked. He didn’t seem to hear me. After a few moments,
though, he looked up again and, with eyes that seemed to be pleading, continued to talk.
“I sold my wife’s body to the hospital. I had no choice. I'm just a salesman, selling books on the installment
plan. There was nothing I could do. They gave me four thousand won. Until just before I met you, I stayed around
the wall outside Severance Hospital. I tried to figure out which building housed the morgue with her body in it but
I couldn’t. I just stood by the wall and watched the white smoke coming out of the chimney.
“What will become of her? Is it true that students will practice dissection on her, splitting her head with a saw
and cutting her stomach open with a knife?”
We could do nothing but keep quiet. The waiter brought dishes of pickled radishes and onions.
“I’m sorry to have told you such an unpleasant story, but I had to tell someone. There’s something I’d like to
discuss with you—what should I do with this money? I’d like to get rid of it tonight.”
“Spend it, then,” Ahn replied quickly.
“Will you stay with me until it’s all gone?”
We hesitated before answering.
“Please stay with me.”
We agreed.
“Let’s spend it in style,” the man said, smiling for the first time since we had met. His voice, however, was just
as enervated as before.
When we left the Chinese restaurant all three of us were drunk, one thousand won was gone, and the man was
crying in one eye while laughing in the other. Ahn was telling me that he was tired of trying to get away from the
man and I was muttering, “You put the accents in the wrong places! The accents!” The streets were as cold and
empty as those of colonial settlements in the movies, the liquor advertisement was flashing as relentlessly as
before, and the medicine sign glowed when it could overcome its indolence. The girl on the telephone pole was
smiling, “Nothing new here.”
“Where shall we go now?” the man asked.
“Where shall we go?” Ahn asked, too.
“here shall we go?”I echoed.
But we had no place to go. Beside the Chinese restaurant we had just left was the show window of a shop
selling imported goods. The man pointed toward it and pulled us inside.
“Choose some neckties. My wife is buying them,” he bellowed.
We picked out ties with motley designs, and six hundred won was used up. We left the shop.
“Where shall we go?” the man asked.
There was still no place to go.
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There was an orange peddler in front of the shop.
“My wife liked oranges,” the man exclaimed, rushing up to the cart where the oranges were laid out for sale.
Three hundred won was gone. We passed the area restlessly while peeling the oranges with our teeth.
“Taxi!” the man shouted.
A taxi stopped in front of us. As soon as we got in, the man said, “Severance Hospital!”
“No, don’t go there. It’s useless,” Ahn shouted quickly.
“No?” the man muttered. “Then where to?”
No one answered.
“Where are you going?” the driver asked with irritation in his voice. “If you don’t have any place to go, then
get out.”
We got out of the taxi. We still hadn’t gone more than twenty steps from the Chinese restaurant. The wail of a
siren drifted from the far end of the street and gradually drew nearer. Two fire engines roared past us at high
speed.
“Taxi!” the man shouted.
A taxi pulled up in front of us, and as soon as we got in the man said, “Follow those fire engines!”
I was peeling my third orange.
“Are we going to watch the fire?” Ahn asked the man.
“We can’t do that. There isn’t enough time. It’s already 10:30. We should find something more entertaining.
How much money is left?”
The man searched his pockets and pulled out all the money, which he handed to Ahn. Ahn and I counted it:
nineteen hundred won, with some coins and some ten won notes.
“That’s enough,” Ahn said, returning the money to the man. “Fortunately, there are women in this world who
specialize in showing off the particular characteristics that make them women.”
“Are you talking about my wife?” the man asked sadly. “My wife’s characteristic was that she laughed too
much.”
“Oh, no. I was suggesting that we go see the girls on Chongno Third Street.”
The man looked at Ahn with a smile that seemed filled with contempt and then turned away.
By then we had arrived at the scene of the fire. Another thirty won was gone.
The fire had begun in a ground-floor paint store, and flames were now leaping from the windows of a beauty
school on the second floor. I could hear police whistles, fire sirens, the crackling of flames, and streams of water
striking the walls of the building. But the people there made no sound. They stood like objects in a still life, the
flames giving their faces the appearance of being flushed with shame.
We each took one of the paint cans rolling around at our feet, set it upright, and sat down on it to watch the
blaze. I hoped it would go on burning for a long time. A sign saying, BeautySchool had caught fire, and the
flames had begun to burn the word “school.”
“Let’s continue our conversation, Kim,” Ahn said. “Fires are nothing. We’ve just seen in advance tonight what
we would have seen in tomorrow morning’s newspaper—that’s all. That fire isn’t yours or mine or his; it’s our
common property. But fires don’t go on forever, so I’m not interested in them. What do you think?”
“I agree,” I said, giving the first answer that came to mind and, all the while, watching the flames consuming
the word ‘school.’
“No, I was wrong just now,” Ahn said. “The fire isn’t ours; it belongs exclusively to itself. We’re nothing to the
fire. That’s why I’m not interested in fires. What do you think about that?”
“I agree.”
A stream of water leaped at the burning School, and grey smoke blossomed where the water landed. The
listless man suddenly jumped to his feet.
“It’s my wife!” he screamed, eyes bulging, and fingers pointing at the glowing flames. “She’s shaking her head
wildly. She’s tossing her head back and forth violently as if it were about to crack from the pain. Darling—”
“Head-splitting pain is a symptom of meningitis,” Ahn said, dragging the man back to his seat, “but that over
there is just fire being blown by the wind. Please sit down. How could your wife be in the fire?”
Then he turned to me and whispered, “This guy is giving us a good laugh.”
I noticed that School had caught fire again after I thought it had been put out. A stream of water was reaching
for that spot again, but the aim was off, and the torrent waved back and forth in the air. The flames licked
vigorously at the letter B. I was hoping the y would burst into flames, too, and that I alone among all the
spectators would have known the entire process of the signs burning. But then the fire became like a living thing
to me, and I took back the wish I had made moments earlier.
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From where we sat crouching, I saw a pure white object fly silently toward the burning building and drop into
the flames.
“Didn’t something just fly into the fire?” I turned and asked Ahn.
“Yes, it did,” he answered and then turned to the man and asked him, “Did you see it?”
The man was sitting silently. At that moment, a policeman ran toward us.
“You’re the one!" he said, grabbing the man with one hand. “Did you just throw something into the fire?”
“I didn’t throw anything.”
“What?” the policeman demanded, drawing back as if to hit the man. “I saw you throw something. What was
it?”
“Money.”
“Money?”
“I threw some money and a stone wrapped in a handerchief.”
“Is that true?” the policeman asked us.
“Yes, it was money. He has the idea that his business will prosper if he throws money into a fire,” Ahn
explained. “You might say he’s a little odd but he’s just a businessman who would never do anything wrong.”
“How much was it?”
“A one-won coin,” Ahn answered again.
After the policeman had left, Ahn asked the man,
“Did you really throw money?”
“Yes.”
“All of it?”
“Yes.”
We sat there for quite a while listening to the crackling of the flames. After a time, Ahn spoke to the man.
“You’ve finally used up all the money. I guess we’ve kept our promise, so we’ll be going now.”
“Goodnight,” I said, bidding the man farewell.
Ahn and I turned and started to walk away, but the man followed us and caught each of us by the arm.
“I’m afraid of being alone,” he said, trembling.
“It will soon be curfew time. I’m going to find a hotel,” Ahn said.
“I’m going home,” I said.
“Can’t we go together? Please stay with me just tonight. I beg you. Please come with me for just a little while,”
the man said, shaking my arm like a fan. He was probably doing the same to Ahn.
“Where do you want us to go?” I asked.
“I’ll get some money at a place near here, and then we can all stay together at a hotel.”
“At a hotel?” I asked as my fingers counted the money in my pocket.
“If you’re worried about the cost of the hotel, I’ll pay for all three of us,” Ahn said.
“So—shall we go together?”
“No, no. I don’t want to cause any trouble. Just follow me for a little while, please.”
“Are you going to borrow money?”
“No, it’s money that’s due me.”
“Near here?”
“Yesif this is the Namyong-dong area.”
“It certainly looks to me like Namyong-dong,” I said.
With the man leading the way and Ahn and I following, we moved away from the fire.
“It’s too late to be going around collecting debts,” Ahn told the man.
“But I have to get the money.”
We entered a dark alley and turned several corners before the man stopped in front of a house at which the
light at the front gate was lit. Ahn and I stopped about ten steps behind the man. He rang the bell. After a while,
the gate opened, and we could hear him talking with someone inside.
“I’d like to see the man of the house.”
“He’s sleeping.”
“The lady, then.”
“She’s sleeping, too.”
“I must see someone.”
“Wait a minute, then.”
The gate closed again. Abn ran over to the man and pulled him by the arm. "Forget about it. Let's go."
“I’ve got to collect this money.”
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Ahn came back to where he had been standing. The gate opened.
“Sorry to bother you so late at night.” The man stood facing the gate, head bowed.
“Who are you?” a woman’s sleepy voice inquired from the gate.
“I’m sorry to have come so late, but—”
“Who are you? You look like you’re drunk.”
“I’ve come to collect a payment on a book you bought.”
The man suddenly screamed. “I’ve come for a book payment.” Then he put his hands on the gatepost, buried
his face in his outstretched arms, and burst into tears.
“I’ve come for a book payment. A book payment—”
“Please come back tomorrow.” The gate slammed shut.
The man went on sobbing for a long while, occasionally muttering, “Darling.”
We remained ten steps away waiting for the crying to end. After some time, the man staggered over to us. The
three of us walked, heads lowered, through the dark alley and back out onto the main street. A cold, strong wind
was blowing through the lonely streets.
“It’s awfully cold,” the man said, sounding worried about us.
“Yes, it is cold. Let’s hurry to a hotel,” Ahn said.
“Shall we each get a separate room?” Ahn asked when we had arrived at the hotel. “That would be a good idea,
wouldn’t it?”
“I think it would be better if we all shared one room,” I said, thinking about the man.
The man was standing there blankly as if he didn’t know where he was and looking as if he just wanted us to
take care of things.
When we entered the hotel we experienced that same awkward feeling one gets when he leaves a theater after
the show is over and doesn’t know what to do next. Compared with this hotel, the streets seemed narrow and
confining. All those rooms separated by the walls, one after the other—that’s where we had to go.
“How about sharing a room?” I said again.
“I’m exhausted,” Ahn said. “Let’s each take a separate room and get some sleep.”
“I don’t want to be alone,” the man mumbled.
“You'll be more comfortable sleeping by yourself,” Ahn said.
We separated in the hallway and headed for the three adjacent rooms indicated by the bellboy.
“Let’s buy a pack of cards and play a hand,” I said before we parted.
“I’m completely exhausted. If you two want to play, please go ahead,” Ahn said and stepped into his room.
“I’m dead tired, too. Good night,” I said and went into my room. I wrote a false name, address, age, and
occupation on the register and drank the water the bellboy had left, then pulled the covers over myself. I slept a
sound and dreamless sleep.
*
Early the next morning, Ahn woke me.
“The man is dead,” he whispered, his mouth close to my ear.
“What?” I was suddenly wide awake.
“I went into his room just now, and he was dead.”
“Dead …” I said. “Does anyone else know?”
“No, it looks like no one knows yet. We had better get out of here quickly before someone notices.”
“Suicide?”
“No doubt about it.”
I dressed hurriedly. An ant was crawling along the floor toward my feet. I had the feeling the ant was going to
seize my foot, so I hastily stepped aside.
Outside, fine snow was falling in the early morning. Walking as quickly as we could, we left the hotel behind.
“I knew he was going to die,” Ahn said.
“I couldn’t have guessed it,” I said truthfully.
“I was expecting it,” he said, turning up the collar of his coat, “but what could I do?”
“There’s nothing we could have done. I had no idea—”
“If you had expected it, what would you have done?” he asked me.
“Damn! What could I have done? How were we to know what he wanted us to do?”
“That’s right. I thought that if we just left him alone he wouldn’t die. I thought I was trying my best and that
that was the only way to handle it.”
“I had no idea he was going to kill himself. Damn! He must have been carrying poison around in his pocket all
night.”
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Ahn stopped by a bare tree that stood beside the street gathering snow. I stopped with him. With a strange look
on his face, he asked me, “Kim, we’re distinctly twenty-five years old, aren’t we?”
“I certainly am.”
“I am, too. That’s certain.” He tilted his head slightly. “I’m frightened.”
“Of what?” I asked.
“That ‘something.’ That—” He spoke in a voice that was like a long sigh. “Doesn’t it seem like we’ve become
very old?”
“We’re just twenty-five,” I said.
“Anyway,” he said, extending his hand. “Let’s say goodbye here.”
“Enjoy yourself,” I said, as I took his hand.
We parted. I dashed across the street to a bus stop where a bus just pulled up. When I boarded it and looked out
a window, I could see Ahn, through the branch of the naked tree, standing in the falling snow, deep in thought.
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“Nisshinjiki.”
That’s how Michi pronounces the name of this town where she was born. At one end of the town’s cluster of
high-rise buildings a new twenty-story structure called the Planet Hotel has been completed. Its interiors—the
beds, the walls, the curtains—are all the color of ivory, but on the eighteenth floor there is a room with a black
interior. The floor is black, as are the walls and the frames of thescreens. By the window is a black rectangular
block with a gray telephone on it. Against one wall is a sofa bed with thin gray-and-white stripes. In the middle of
the room is a large, low table, and on the table is a vermilion lacquered tray. Yüji and his brother-in-law Hiroshi,
who is an architect, designed the interior, and I chose the throw pillows and the tray with the help of Kayoko.
My mother-in-law didn’t say anything while she sat in the room and looked around. I had been worried that
she wouldn’t like the room with the black interior.
“I hope you like it,” said Yüji. “Since we built the house in Yokohama in the traditional style to suit Dad’s
taste, we’ve designed this one differently.”
“This is a nice room. Don’t you think so, Michi?” said my mother-in-law to her granddaughter, rather than to
her son. Six-year-old Michi was jumping on the sofa, where she’d gone straight from the door.
“Uh-huh,” Michi replied.
I felt relieved. I opened the shoji screen by the window. From the height of the eighteenth floor I could see
West Shinjuku stretching out under the pale blue sky. Innumerable small houses crowded the entire view, and
along the store-lined main highway I could see an unceasing line of cars. I saw three- and four-story buildings
here and there, and a train was running between the houses. From this window, though, I couldn’t see any of the
high-rise buildings that towered up into the sky. I decided the room must be facing south. I remembered that from
the window on the south side of the two-story house we used to live in I hadn’t seen tall buildings either. Looking
down from this height, however, I couldn’t be sure about the actual direction.
I spotted a street on the right side that seemed to lead straight to our hotel. I turned around to ask if Kota would
come on this street and saw the faces of Yüji and Mother. I swallowed my words.
“I’ll go to the store now. Should I lock the other room, honey?” I asked instead, leaving the window.
Yüji nodded, and Michi jumped down from the sofa, saying, “I’ll come, too.”
Leaving room 1801 I crossed the corridor and entered 1851, the room we reserved for Yüji’s sister Kayoko,
her husband and their son Masaru, who would soon be thirteen. There was no luggage in this ivory room, but I
checked the inside anyway before I locked it.
Inside the descending elevator Michi made a sound as if she were blowing a feather, as if she herself were
falling. I remembered a time when Kota was three. He used to go into neighboring buildings and play inside the
elevators. One day, gripped by fear for his safety, I packed a lunch and took him to the Central Park to spend the
day. I repeated this routine until he entered kindergarten. On days when I woke up and heard the rain, I felt
relieved because that day I could keep Kota in the house.
In the lobby, there were several families with children who were taking advantage of the special price of 350
yen a night before the official opening. They were the stockholders, former landowners, and those involved in the
construction of the hotel who had been invited to try out the rooms and see if everything was satisfactory. There
were many children since school was out for spring break.
Outside the automatic door I stood looking around. The street seemed to have changed a great deal from the way I
remembered it. I tried to look at the top of the building, which was decorated with white tiles, tilting my head all
the way back until it started to ache. The building looked as if it was pushing into the sky. Michi also looked up,
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imitating me.
“Well, which way should we go?” I said, facing the street. “If we go right, we’ll be on the big street and we can
get to the station that way. If we go left, we’ll have to go through those tall buildings but it’ll also take us to the
station. That way winds around a bit and takes longer.”
Michi pointed toward the high rises. As I started walking with her, I thought about how, when the time came, I
might tell my grandchildren about the hotel and its room 1801.
“Kota was born in this town and we lived here until the beginning of his second year in school,” I’d tell them.
“When he was five, you see, people who wanted to build a hotel asked us to sell them the land where our house
was. Your great-grandpa didn’t want to do it because he’d inherited the land from his ancestors. He resisted until
the end. But when other people had decided to sell their land, your great-grandma and your grandpa decided to
sell, and then they persuaded your great-grandpa. But they made it a condition that our family would have the
right to use room 1801 as long as the hotel stands so that something would be passed down to you children. We
had the right to decorate the interior any way we liked and to keep it for our use. So, you see, that room is our
ancestral home in the sky, left for us by your great-grandpa.”
There had been about twenty houses standing on both sides of that narrow street. I used to ride my bike to go
shopping near the station. Coming back, I would cross the highway and take the road with small shops lining the
left side; then I would turn to the left in front of the greengrocer. It was both sides of this road that were later
turned into the building site of the Planet Hotel. A car scrapping plant stood on one comer, and our house was at
the other comer. It was a two-story house with plastered walls and a sign on the front door that said:
Manufacturing Cookie Molds
Beyond the opaque sliding glass doors was a small space paved with pebbles. There my father-in-law
discussed work with his customers, and on a raised level next to it were his work bench and tool shelves, wood
and some sheets of metal.
Next to us was a one-story wooden house where dry goods and cigarettes were sold; adjacent to this was a café
with a brick façade, and next was a Western-style house with a bay window, which belonged to a legal scholar. I
don’t remember if the exterior was stucco or clapboard, but the ivy which blanketed the front of the house is still
fresh in my memory. The land where these four houses stood, about 800 square yards, had belonged to the Tamiya
family. Someone once told me that before World War II only the Tamiya house and the Western-style house had
stood there among the trees and bushes.
The ground floor of the car scrapping plant had been a workshop and its steel structure was left bare; the owner
of the business lived upstairs. In the small empty lot next to it were piles of old tires and car hoods. Adjacent to
the lot was the Hori house, which was so old that removing one of its pillars would cause its total collapse. There
had been an old-fashioned two-story apartment building right next to the Horis’. When the front door was left
open, I used to be able to see the entryway with its shelves for shoes, the corridor, and a part of the stairway. The
rest of the neighborhood buildings were small houses interspersed with small businesses: a store which sold
comforters and blankets, a Chinese restaurant with at most six or seven chairs, a dry cleaner. They faced the street
like hastily arranged building blocks.
From the beginning, this neighborhood had never seen large houses with fences and landscaped yards like
those in the old residential area that had remained intact during World War II. This neighborhood had always
given an impression of being disorderly. And yet, I was always relieved whenever I returned to it from the jungle
of high-rise buildings. It had been a neighborhood where browns and grays melted nicely together, and the natural
colors were gentle on my skin. There was a reason this neighborhood had been left without any newer and more
modern-style houses: by the time such remodeling had become popular among the residents of Tokyo, the
invasion of high rises was already in progress here, making people reluctant to invest in their existing houses and
stores.
*
“Do you remember this street, Michi?” I asked my daughter. I used to walk her along this street in a stroller.
But I knew she’d been too young to remember. “We used to walk down this street a lot to go to Kota’s kindergarten.” I told her that Kota and I had given various tall buildings names such as “the hotel that reflects the sky,” or
“the hotel like a half-opened book.”
“What’s the name of that one?” Michi asked, pointing to a building with a wavy exterior. I didn’t remember
having given it a name; it must have been built after we moved three years ago.
“Well, it looks like an aurora, doesn’t it?” I said, thinking of the days when I had walked this street with Kota.
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He used to be able to tell exactly how many stories each building had.
I wondered to myself how Kota was doing, since it took us over an hour to get here by car from our house in
the suburbs of Yokohama. The traffic wasn’t so bad but he was riding his bike When Kota had said that he wanted
to ride his bike, I’d objected; it’s too dangerous, I told him. His father, however, told him he could. They studied
the map, marked the route with red pencil and measured the distance. And this morning at nine Kota left the house
on his bike with his lunch and water bottle. We left shortly after noon. According to the plan, he would arrive by
three-thirty, or four at the latest.
“I wonder if Kota’s okay?” I said to Michi.
“He’s okay,” she replied.
*
Kota was born a year after I’d moved to this part of town, and we lived here seven years. Yet I knew very little
about this place beyond the triangular zone connecting the department store in front of the station, another
shopping area, and the elementary school. But Kota ventured much further, riding his kiddy bike. In Yokohama,
too, he rides around the neighborhood to places I’ve never been. Once he told me he’d been to the industrial
compound built on reclaimed land in Kawasaki. When I was in junior high and lived in Suginami, this town was
at the boundary of my map. I eventually graduated from high school and started working here, but at that time I
knew only the busy shopping area on the other side of the station. And since my marriage I rarely go to that
section.
My mother-in-law first saw me at the bank where I worked as a teller. She’d been trying to find a wife for her
son, Yüji (he was over thirty then), and she asked someone to arrange the marriage. When I became her oldest
son’s wife and started living with her and her husband, she told me how much the town had changed. Yüji told me
he used to see weasels in the neighborhood when he was a child.
The changes that I saw started with the appearance of Mr. Sawada and the other real estate agents. I remember
it was on the day of Mrs. Hori’s funeral. I was on my way to the Horis; to help with the cooking, and I saw two
men in dark suits standing by the table under the tent where mourners were to be received. It was too early for the
mourners to come, and I thought these men were relatives of the deceased.
“Who has died, may I ask?” one of them asked as I approached.
Several days later the same two men came to the Tamiyas’. I was upstairs and didn’t know about it, but Mother
told me later. She said when they told Father of their plan to build a hotel, he curtly told them to leave, declaring
he had no intention of selling the land his grandfather had passed down to him. Later Mother showed me an old
account book with Echigoya written on its cover, and told me about the land the Tamiyas had owned.
Yüji’s great-grandfather came to Tokyo from Echigo, and after a few years of apprenticeship with a rice
merchant he was able to buy a store which he called “Echigoya,” and with the money he saved he bought some
land. When he died, the land in Nishi-Shinjuku was inherited by his daughter, and the store and the land in
Jingumae went to his son. Perhaps this daughter didn’t have too many expectations of the undeveloped land she
had been given, since one of her sons was trained as a tailor and the other as an artisan who made cookie molds.
The older son, the tailor, died in the war and his younger brother, my father- in-law, inherited the land. Though he
was able to come home at the end of the war and resume his business, there wasn’t enough flour and sugar to
produce cookies, and Western-style sweets were becoming so popular that there was little demand for the molds
he made to bake traditional-style cookies. Soon Yüji was born, but life was difficult. Black market stalls
proliferated near the train station, and even the shabbiest house was easily rented. Rumor had it that if an empty
lot was found people would go ahead and build a makeshift house overnight without bothering to get permission
from the landowner. The Tamiyas decided to lease their entire property.
The land which the real estate developer had mapped out for building a hotel belonged to three landowners: the
scrap dealer, the Tamiyas, and a man who owned several buildings near the train station. This man didn’t live in
the neighborhood, and he had already agreed to sell his land, leaving only the Tamiyas and the car demolitionist to
be persuaded.
The scrap dealer ran his business with his son, who was my age and being trained by his father. As soon as the
issue of selling the land was brought up it became apparent there were problems between the father, this son and
his three brothers.
“You should hear them carry on,” said the son’s wife when she and her husband came over to our house. “My
husband’s brothers left because they hated their father’s scrap dealing business, you know. Because of my
husband, the business and the land stayed with us. It’s unreasonable they insist on their rights now that—”
“I completely agree,” interrupted her husband. “We should spend the money to buy you a diamond ring and a
mink coat.”
The first neighborhood gossip I heard when I came to live with the Tamiyas was about this scrap dealer’s son.
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He was a short and ordinary-looking man, but his wife wore heavy make-up even early in the morning. I often
saw her when I took garbage to the pickup spot near her house. She always wore fashionable clothes. Her fatherin-law, who was unhappy about her spending so much time making up her face and so little time doing housework (she was careless about money too, it was said), once complained about her to his son and compared her to
the greengrocer’s young wife. The story goes that the son told his father:
“For my wife I’d rather have a good-looking woman who just sits there than an ugly one who works hard.”
Since I had never seen this woman without makeup on, it was difficult for me to tell if she was good-looking,
but I thought the son’s remark was interesting. The entire time I’d worked at ! the bank, I’d never encountered a
man as frank as this. Soon afterward, I became better acquainted with the wife. When I got pregnant she,
sounding envious, confided in me that she couldn’t have a baby herself. And she was very good to Kota.
*
“Mommy,” called Michi, looking up.
“Why are you mad and laughing?”
“What? I’m not mad.”
“But you are.”
“I was thinking, that’s all. Do you remember the auntie of the car wrecking place?”
Michi tilted her head, then shook it.
“You don’t? Then how about Misao, your piano teacher?”
“I know Misao.”
“She gave you a teddy bear when we said good-bye to her, didn’t she? We may be able to see her today. That’d
be nice, wouldn’t it?”
Shortly after I came to live with the Tamiyas, my mother-in-law told me to deliver rent increase notices to our
tenants. After living with my mother in a civil servants’ housing project until my marriage, I knew nothing of
these things, and when I went to see the tenants I apologized, saying:
“I’m really sorry about this.”
At the cigarette shop next door the old woman was tending the store. I felt guilty giving her the notice since the
store didn’t seem to be doing well. When I went to see Misao, who was still a music student at that time, her
grandfather, the jurist, took the notice. He carefully read it in front of me, making me feel uncomfortable, as if I’d
done something wrong. And Mr. Goto, who had opened a café after quitting his job at a firm because of some
personality conflicts, looked at me and said:
“You’ve married well, haven’t you?”
There was a forced openness in his voice and I felt uncomfortable; it made me distrust him afterward.
By the time I came here the price of land was already too high to consider selling, and none of the tenants really thought of moving. Many people who had rented land right after the war had married and made their homes
here, and it was here that their children were born. Most of the households were two or three generational, and I
was called “the young Mrs. Tamiya.” I quickly became involved in various neighborhood activities. I helped with
the cooking whenever there were funerals, and when work was done on the sewer I took turns serving workmen at
tea time. When it was our turn at the neighborhood association, I delivered poison to kill rats, collected contributions for the Red Cross, and distributed amulets of our neighborhood shrine, the Kumano Shrine.
On the day of the festival of the Kumano Shrine, which was at the far end of the Central Park, the empty space
adjacent to the car wrecking yard became a place to serve sake and to return the portable shrine after it went
around the neighborhood. Children wore black happi coats which the neighborhood association rented for them,
and Kota, with his nose powdered for the day, wore one too. Father, in the same yukata everyone wore, sat at the
sake booth. Unlike the greengrocer, who was talking loudly, and the scrap dealer, who was acting important,
Father sat in the comer smiling. He was one of the officers of the neighborhood association, in charge of the
community storehouse where they kept an old fire engine and funeral paraphernelia. Uninterested in being the
head of the association, he took the job of keeping the things in storage in good order.
Mother spent some of her time talking and drinking tea with the other women but Father didn’t do anything
except chat with his neighbors on the street. Not a man who enjoyed drinking, his favorite pastime was pachinko.
Once in a while he took Kota to one of those pinball game parlors in front of the station and they would come
back with chocolate, his prize and rice cakes from the department store.
“This is the school your dad went to,” I told Michi as we passed the fenced school grounds across from “the
hotel that reflected the sky.”
“Did my brother go there, too?”
“He was supposed to, but he didn’t. As the big buildings went up and people who had once lived around here
moved away, there weren’t enough children for the school. There were only three first graders the year your
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brother started school, and so he had to go to another one across the highway so he’d have friends, you see.
There’s no longer a school here.”
“But there’s a school,” disagreed Michi.
“It’s just the building but it’s not being used.”
“That’s wasteful,” Michi said.
“You’re right. That’s why they’re thinking of turning it into a school for the physically handicapped. Many
streetcars pass by here, so it’s a good location.”
*
The year before Kota was supposed to enter this school, its entire population was about the size of one class in
other primary schools, yet there were seventeen teachers plus the staff, which included a janitor and lunch service
personnel. This imbalance had been brought to the attention of the local assembly, and rumor spread that the
school would soon be closed. When Kota entered the school across the highway, the issue of selling our land had
already been discussed. I couldn’t admit this to the mother of Kota’s friend, Hiroshi, who had also chosen not to
enroll her son in the school which was soon to be closed. By then problems had arisen between those who would
receive a great deal of money if they moved out of the area, and those who were not landowners. This conflict destroyed the harmony among the mothers, who until then had felt they were equals in every respect. Unfortunately,
sometimes the children were embroiled in the problems of their mothers.
When we moved to Yokohama, I didn’t tell anyone there that we built our house from the money we were
given for selling the land. I knew all our new neighbors carried heavy mortgages for their houses, and I was sick
of hearing about owning and not owning land, the size of houses, and so on. Fortunately the mothers in my new
neighborhood were occupied with the activities that went along with living in a suburban development. They
founded a children’s club and a library, and started a street market where they could buy vegetables directly from
nearby farmers. All this was possible, I thought, because they were still young.
Most of our family gradually made friends in our new neighborhood, both with newcomers like us and with
those who had been there before us. My father-in-law, however, having left behind the environment in which he’d
lived for so many years, seemed lost. Knowing that he cared more about his work than his relationship with his
neighbors, we thought that as long as he could continue his work he would be happy. We were wrong. It was a
different situation with my mother-in-law. She often complained about my leaving home so much, but I thought it
was probably good for her to deal with such things as shopping on her own in a new neighborhood.
Father’s dementia started soon after we moved to Yokohama. He began loitering in the neighborhood. All of
the work around the house was just about done by then and the children became used to their new environment. I
told Father about my work with the other mothers organizing a children’s club, and I tried to spend time with him
taking walks. Between Mother and I we tried not to leave him alone in the house. He seemed to improve for a
while, and he started teaching the children how to make bamboo dragonflys and tops. Since he had regained his
spirits a bit, Mother and I let our guards drop.
Then one day he began walking aimlessly on the street that leads to the highway. He was hit by a car. He died
before he got to the hospital. Although we talked about his death as a consequence of his dementia, we knew he
had been feeling guilty for selling the land he had inherited from his ancestors. We hadn’t discussed it, but we
knew it in our hearts. Even so, what could we have done?
The streets in front of the department store on Saturday afternoon were full of people.
“There’re so many people in Tokyo,” I said.
“Are there a thousand?” Michi asked.
“There are more.”
We went into the basement of a department store where they sold food and bought sushi and pickled
vegetables, like we used to when we lived here.
Living in our new neighborhood I miss the convenience of shopping for food prepared by the well-known old
stores. Instead, in Yokohama, I have learned to enjoy picking edible grasses, like magwort, with Mother, and
making cakes or pickling them. Mother discovered magnolia and dog sorrels not far from the house. She makes
sushi wrapped with magnolia leaves and cooks young dog sorrel shoots. She started doing this six months after
Father’s death. Until then she had spent much of her time in a daze.
“He couldn’t do a thing for himself,” she had said. “I didn’t know anyone who needed more help than he did.
When he’s gone I’ll be able to do all kinds of things, I used to think, but now there’s nothing I feel like doing.”
When I saw her starting to pick grasses and leaves as if she were trying to forget about Father, I couldn’t help
worrying about her.
“Shall we go back the other way?” I asked Michi as we left the department store, where I’d bought the kind of
rice cakes that Father had liked so much.
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“Kota should be here soon,” I said to Michi. “How about Masaru and Auntie Kayoko?”
“They’ve probably arrived already.”
At the time everyone had said, “It would’ve been so much better if this issue of land hadn’t fall upon us.”
Although Father had declared at first that he wouldn’t sell his land, our fate seemed decided when the Chinese
restaurant owner agreed to sell.
“The agreement to sell by one of the owners who has the most land means that the sale is pretty much
decided,” Yüji had said. He had been doing a great deal of investigating about the sale of the land.
“It’s eighty and twenty, they say,” Mother reported to me that day, coming back from her shopping. She was
pale and couldn’t stop shaking.
“What do you mean eighty and twenty?” I asked her.
“You’ve heard about tenants’ rights, haven’t you? That means eighty per cent of the money goes to the tenant,
leaving the landowner the rest, twenty per cent. Mr. Goto and the cleaner told me just now. Even if we agree to
sell the land, we’ll get only twenty per cent of the money.”
That night when Yüji returned from work Mother repeated what she had heard.
Yüji said, “That seems to be the case.”
“Do you mean to say that what we thought, that we had land worth ten million yen, is wrong? We’ll get only
two million even if we sell the land?” Mother asked.
“It’ll be Father who decides,” Yüji finally said. It seemed painful for him to say this. “He has to have some
information in order to make the decision, and so I consulted with Hiroshi,” he added.
Father was listening without a word, with his head down.
“What’ll happen if we insist on not selling?” Mother asked anxiously.
“Apparently, the scrap dealer has agreed, too. Only there are some unresolved issues like the land he’d get in
replacement. It’ll take some time to get everything settled, but if he’s really made up his mind, we’ll be the only
ones left. And even if they change their plans and build around us, we’ll be right next to the high rise. I’ve heard
about cases where gangsters pressure people and give them a real bad time.”
“If such a thing happens, it’ll be bad for Kota and Michi,” said Mother, sighing.
Although Yüji told us we should think it through and take as much time as we needed, what was actually left
for us to do was to wait until Father decided. Kayoko and her husband Hiroshi came to join the family discussion,
but Hiroshi, an architect, made his position clear from the beginning.
“I’ve given all the information I have to Yüji,” he said and declined to participate. He probably didn’t want to
say anything that might give the impression he was in favor of selling. He and Kayoko had bought a condominium in Setagaya five years earlier and they were paying the mortgage on it. The elder Tamiyas had given them
money at that time, but not having much cash, what they were able to do was limited.
“I really don’t like this situation,” said Kayoko. “We’re doing fine on our own. If we say Dad shouldn’t sell,
then I feel we’re being irresponsible, but if we recommend that he sell, that’ll make us look like we’re expecting
our share. It’s so difficult for us, you see. I do think the four of you should decide yourselves. That’ll be fine with
us, really. You can see why Hiroshi doesn’t want to say anything, can’t you?” Kayoko said openly. I knew there’d
be no end to this mess if we started interpreting one another’s intentions maliciously, or if we tried to manipulate
each other.
Before we reached a decision, the tenants who leased the land from the largest landowner started moving. The
first to move were the Horis who lived next to the car yard. Mr. Hori had worked as a security guard for several
years after his retirement from a civil service job, but when I came to this town he wasn’t working anymore. He
had a square face and was generally unsociable. He wasn’t pompous though, and he impressed me as an honest
old man. The issue of the land sale began right after his wife’s sudden death from a stroke. His daughter and her
family had come to live with him but she and her husband worked and their only child, a son, was in high school.
They’d lived there less than a year before they moved away. I could understand why they left. The house was so
old that it looked as if it would fall apart any day. But Mr. Hori had lived in this house for a long time, carefully
repairing things here and there.
From one of our upstairs rooms I could see the roof of Mr. Hori’s house, which had several new slates among
the old ones. I used to get nervous whenever I’d see him on the roof or on a ladder, fixing the siding of the house.
But Mrs. Hori would always be down below, watching her husband attentively and talking to him. I would often
see them in the department store walking together through the food counters as if they were just taking a stroll.
They seemed to be a nice old couple who got along well.
A week or ten days after Mr. Hori moved away with his daughter’s family I saw someone by the entrance of
his house. When I looked more carefully, I discovered that it was Mr. Hori, standing on a plastic beer case,
stretching his arm up to reach the top of the sliding door, scraping at something. For a moment I wondered if he
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was repairing the house in which he no longer lived. I stood nearby and watched. He was trying to remove a small
bell installed on the sliding door, the type that rang when the door was pulled open. As he moved his hand, the
bell made a tiny sound. It was too old to install on another house; besides, sliding doors were rarely used in newer
houses. He was taking it as a memento, I thought. A small bell that used to ring whenever people came in and out
of his house seemed an appropriate item to remember old times with.
But Mr. Hori was there again the next day. In fact, he returned every day, people told me, removing old calendars from the walls and taking out light bulbs. People sensed something was a bit wrong but let it go, thinking he
intended to use those things again. Then he started removing glass sliding doors and shoji screens, even tatami
mats, which he piled up in the back yard. Each time I passed by the house, the pile of items was larger and higher,
until some things were hard to identify. One day I saw him by the faucet facing the street. He was scrubbing a
pale green toilet bowl with a brush. I thought then that although Mr. Hori’s daughter had a new house, she might
be remodeling part of it by using old material. Whoever knew how to get in touch with her must have had the
same idea, because no one bothered to tell her about the old man’s behavior.
One day a truck drove up. Directed by Mr. Hori, two men in gray uniforms hauled away the tatami mats, the
glass doors and the rest of the items. Michi and I watched the truck leave. The consensus among the neighbors
was that after all these years Mr. Hori had taken the final step in taking care of his house. Two days later,
however, Mr. Hori’s daughter and his grandson appeared. After examining the house, the daughter asked a few
neighbors what her father had been doing during the past several weeks. Since no one was at her house during the
day, the family hadn’t even known that the old man had been away. They were naturally astonished when one day
they saw all those things piled up in their small yard. When they had asked him what he intended to do with the
junk, he wouldn’t say anything. He simply stared at the pile, causing his family some alarm.
After this Mr. Hori didn’t appear in the neighborhood again. I Soon, other people who had lived at the end of
the street moved out one after another. In ordinary situations, people will take their furniture and clean their
houses when they leave, but these people, knowing the land developer would sooner or later demolish the entire
area, and having been given a great deal of money to move to their new homes, simply didn’t bother. They left old
furniture in their houses, piles of discarded items in their yards. An old comforter left by the owner of the quilt
shop was battered by rain and rapidly faded. The street was littered with old comic books and racing tickets, and
every morning I would find some trash in front of our house even though I’d swept the night before. Sweeping
again, I would begin to feel the trash was alive and attracted to the light; all of it seemed to come to our house.
Between the well-lit high-rise buildings on one end and the row of stores along the highway on the other, the
section in which we lived now formed a sparsely lit valley. Kota and his friends had fun playing in some of the
empty houses but Michi, who was then three years old, was adversely affected by the change. She often started
crying in the middle of the night, frightened by something.
Seeing this, Father finally decided to move. Summoning Kayoko and her husband one day, he said:
“I want you to decide what conditions we’ll settle for, and the distribution of the compensation will have to be
agreed upon between the four of you. As for me, I’d like to live with my grandchildren as we do now.” Then he
turned to me and asked:
“Is that all right with you, Mieko?”
Father always had a certain fortitude within him, while appearing gentle and polite on the surface. Now he
seemed to have lost his strength mentally and physically. I sensed it, for example, when I rubbed his legs. Unlike
Yüji’s, his muscles no longer had flexibility.
“That’s fine with me, Father,” I said.
“Yüji,” he then said, addressing his son, “you decide where we’re going to move after talking to your mother,
Mieko, and the children.”
“What is your wish, dear?” asked Mother, and he responded:
“To see everyone’s wish realized, what else?”
I learned that we would get a large sum of money; it was an amount I’d never dreamed of seeing in my entire
life. I was terrified. We decided to use it to pay off Kayoko and Hiroshi’s loan, to buy land and a house for us, and
the rest would be Father’s.
We started to look into the land Hiroshi and Mr. Sawada had recommended. My conditions were that it be
convenient for Yüji to commute to work, that it be an environment where Mother could feel comfortable and
where the children could play safely. I said I’d always wanted to live near the sea. Although I felt strongly about
the conditions for my husband and children, I didn’t consider Father. I thought it would satisfy him if all of us
were happy. It was only much later that I realized the newly developed suburb was good for the children but it had
no pachinko parlor for Father to walk to.
People in the neighborhood talked about various family problems that had grown obvious since the issue of the
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land sale was presented to them. It was as if the things that were hidden while families were in a structure called a
house suddenly became visible when they had to leave it.
Mr. Gota had obtained the right to open a café in the hotel building. He seemed to be proud of himself when he
told us about it, but I sensed the precariousness of his new venture. He, who had been a company employee for
many years, was not professional enough even in my eyes to pursue a successful café business. He was
knowledgeable about coffee and the coffee he made was good, but there was a haughtiness in his attitude, as if he
were someone grander than the owner of a café. He and his wife moved to a condominium they had rented within
walking distance of the hotel. They said they’d spend their compensation on their business since they could buy a
house any time if the business went well. He told us enthusiastically that he’d spend his time learning more about
running a café until the hotel opened.
The famous jurist still lived with his daughter and granddaughter, Misao, in the Western-style house. When I
came to this town, Misao’s father had already left, and when her grandfather died I helped with the cooking for
the funeral. After finishing two years of college with a major in music, she was now at home, so I asked her to
teach Kota piano once a week. Misao’s mother, who rarely left her house, was extremely shy and gave the
impression that she had grown older without changing over the years.
Misao invited me to go out with her right before she moved, and one night we went to the other side of the
train station to have a drink. Since my marriage, I had rarely gone out at night. There were many more stores
using glass in their decor than I had remembered, and the street was much lighter. It seemed to be filled with
young people, which probably indicated that I’d grown older. I wondered if I didn’t know the town Shinjuku
while I lived in the middle of it. Perhaps this section with its glass storefronts is merely its façade while the
section I live in is the real Shinjuku, I said to myself. Misao took me to a place with high tables and stools, where
loud jazz music was playing. We drank beer.
“I’m quite happy leaving that house. It always smelled musty,” Misao said. She must have been twenty-six or
seven then, but to me she looked the same as she had when she was in college.
“We’re actually saved, “ she continued. “We were about to face bankruptcy, you see. Mother has never worked
and I’m only teaching piano. How do you think we’ve been supporting ourselves? We’re still receiving child
support from my father. Can you believe that? Until now Mother and I haven’t been able to support ourselves. We
needed his money.”
“You’ve got a degree and can play piano. You could’ve done many things to support yourself,” I said, thinking
how old-fashioned Misao and her mother seemed.
“Mother didn’t want me to work. I couldn’t, either. And I think it was because we lived in that house,” Misao
replied. I wondered what she really meant, and told her my impression of her family.
“Your family has lived in that house since prewar times and so you’re different from those who came drifting
in after. You’re a part of the intellectual class who won’t toil for mere money. Is that it?” I asked her.
“I’m not sure. But there’s something else. If I get out of that house and live in a condominium where no one
knows me, things will be quite different. I know it. To tell you the truth, it’s been depressing to be with my mother
all the time. I don’t know if I can live with her in a new place. This is another reason I feel some change will
follow our move.”
“My mother’s really stubborn,” I said to Misao. I felt I could tell her things that I wouldn’t tell my husband’s
family. “My father was a teacher and he came back sick from the war. He died when I was nine years old. My
mother taught until last year, although she only substituted during the past few years. She retired last year and
decided to enter a nursing home at the foot of Mt. Fuji. There are many retired teachers there and she paid the fee
from her retirement money. The Tamiyas had this problem with their land, and so she did this to show she could
take care of herself without asking for anyone’s help. She didn’t say so but I know she was telling me to concern
myself only with the Tamiyas. But when she started talking about donating her body after her death, I found it a
bit extreme. If you’re a donor, she tells me, they’ll arrange the funeral and everything else.”
Another neighbor, the old woman who ran the dry goods and cigarette shop by herself after her husband died,
told us:
“I don’t know about getting this much money now. But I’ve already made up my mind. I’ll have the welfare
people find a nursing home for me when I get too old to move about. That’s what I’m going to do. I can use the
money to fix our graves, I suppose, but I don’t want to buy a condominium. I’m not going to live much longer. I
should save the rest to pay for the help I’ll need when I become bedridden,” she added. When my mother-in-law
reminded her that the local government would pay for that, she responded:
“Well, I’m sure they’ll let you pay while you can.”
She moved to an apartment not far from where she had lived for many years.
“I want you two to take care of my funeral,” the old woman used to tell my mother-in-law and me half759

jokingly. She was no longer our next-door neighbor.
Our neighbors moved out one by one. Only two houses, ours and the scrap dealer’s, were left. Besides these
two houses, there was one more house without light or gas service, where a squatter came to live. When more
than half of the houses were vacated, the neighborhood filled with a heavy, desolate mood, but when the signs of
living were almost completely gone, the mood became peculiarly light. Occasionally I smelled sweet daphne
drifting from somewhere.
On the day of our move my father-in-law came upstairs, something he rarely did, and stood on the rooftop
deck. From there, on a clear day, one can see Mt. Fuji above the houses and buildings, but on that day it was
cloudy. Yüji and I were doing some last minute packing, stuffing a few boxes with children’s pajamas and other
things, while at the same time trying to calm Kota down. Moving during school’s summer break made him worry
and he asked about homework he wouldn’t be able to turn in in the fall.
“I’m truly sorry that you two have had to attend to so much of this,” said Father, coming into the room and
sitting square on the tatami floor. “You must feel regret about leaving.”
Yüji and I stopped what we were doing and sat directly facing him. Kota, his school bag on his lap, watched
both his father and grandfather carefully.
*
Turning down the narrow street from the highway, I looked the other way to see if Kota might be coming. It
was nearly three o’clock. I started walking faster as I approached the greengrocer. I couldn’t help feeling guilty
that they hadn’t received any money from the land development while we, only one street away, had. I hoped they
wouldn’t see me.
“Oh hi, Mrs. Tamiya,” the greengrocer’s wife called out. “You’re here to try out the hotel today?” she asked.
“My, you’ve gotten big, Micchan,” she added, smiling broadly.
“Things have changed so much around here I can’t tell what’s what. But now standing in front of your store
like this, I remember,” I said.
Some bushes had been planted where our house had stood. I looked up at the face of the twenty-story white
rectangular hotel. It reminded me of a gigantic pack of cigarettes. It was hard to tell the depth of the building from
such an angle.
“You should stop by Mr. Goto’s cafe,” the greengrocer’s wife said. “I told Misao, too.”
“Is Misao here then?”
“Everybody came by here today. Trying to get to the hotel from the other direction was too confusing, they
told me. I saw a red foreign car go that way,” she said, pointing in the direction where the car scrapping plant had
been.
“Was the young Mrs. wearing her mink and diamond?” I asked.
“I didn’t see any mink or diamond,” the greengrocer’s wife replied. She didn’t seem to be as concerned about
this land business as I had feared. Is she happy just being healthy and able to work every day? I wondered. She
certainly seemed that way, but there’s no way to tell for sure. I’d learned that people were often not as they
seemed. I bought three boxes of strawberries and asked about her mother-in-law.
“She’s fine. But I’m sorry to hear about your father,” she said.
She knew about it then. I wondered if she considered his death Yüji's and my fault.
“Say hello to your grandma from me,” she said to Michi, handing her a bag of strawberries.
We walked to the front entrance of the hotel and went down the escalator two floors to the basement, to Mr.
Goto’s café. It smelled of paint and freshly cut wood. Some interior work was still being done inside restaurants
that already had their signs up. There were two cafés on that floor. As I pushed one of the doors open I heard Mr.
Goto’s voice greeting us from the other side of the counter. Misao, sitting on the stool, turned around and saw us.
“Hi, Micchan,” she cried out.
“Would you like to sit here, please?” Mr. Goto pointed to the seat next to Misao. I sensed some change in him,
and it wasn't only because he was wearing a black vest and ribbon tie instead of the ordinary clothes he used to
wear.
“Mother and I aren’t getting along well,” Misao said when Mr. Goto had left after taking our order. “Did you
make a lot of friends, Micchan?” she then asked Michi, who extended her hand in response and folded her fingers.
“Not getting along?” I asked Misao.
“About a year and half after we moved to the condominium I decided I didn’t want to live with her anymore.
It’s my own problem, but I just felt I didn’t want to talk to her, sometimes I didn’t even want to go home. So I
rented an apartment and left.”
“Did you find someone you want to be with?” I asked.
She shook her head.
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“Mother asked the same question. It wasn’t anything like that. I just wanted to live alone. I told her I’d visit her
once in a while, but Mother took it wrong and she left the condominium, too. So there’s no one living there now.
Isn’t that a bit strange?”
Mr. Goto brought coffee for me and orange juice for Michi, then left quietly without a word and disappeared to
the back of the counter.
“And how is your mother doing now?”
“She’s in a small cheap apartment,” Misao replied. “As if she’s competing with me. We divided the money left
over after we bought the condominium, and so I’ve got enough. It’s strange, but now that I have my own money, I
don’t feel like spending it on myself. I’m working now. I’m a nursery school teacher. I think Mother felt the same
way I did. She couldn’t change as easily, but it seems she’s trying to become more independent.”
What did money mean to Misao and her mother, I wondered. Whatever it was, it certainly had a strange effect
on them.
“I invited her today and reserved two rooms in case she didn’t want to share the same room. She hasn’t come
yet but I’m glad I invited her.”
I thought of my own mother who was now in a nursing home. I didn’t invite her since I knew she’d decline.
But I should have invited her anyway, I thought. We should feel free to ask more of each other.
“I hope your mother will come,” I said to Misao.
“Where’s Kota?” she asked Michi.
“He’s riding his bicycle from Yokohama. He should be here now. Why don’t you come and see him? We’re in
room 1801,” I told Misao.
Mr. Goto didn't talk to us and said nothing about himself. Three other customers were there, along with a waiter and a cashier. I wondered if Mr. Goto was trying to imply in his detached manner that the old relationship of
landowner and tenant no longer existed between us.
Entering room 1801, I looked for Kota among the people there. I. saw Kayoko and her husband, but not Kota.
“Where’s Kota?” I asked, before apologizing for taking so long to do the shopping.
“He called a few minutes ago. He’s more than an hour and a half behind schedule. He won’t be here before
five.”
“Masaru said he should’ve ridden his bike, too,” Kayoko said. “He’s making a tour of the hotel with Grandma
now.”
“How did Mother like the room?" I asked Yüji. I shouldn’t have asked this in front of Hiroshi but I wondered
if she liked the way its interior was done.
Yüji, like his father, was small-boned while Hiroshi had a large build and a quiet manner. They sat on the floor,
relaxed and drinking their whiskey.
The room’s black interior had been agreed upon between Yüji and Hiroshi before Father died. They thought of
changing it afterward; Yüji even considered abandoning the idea of keeping this room. He thought perhaps it
would be better to forget the old town entirely.
“This is fine. The way we’d planned it when Dad was still alive is fine,” Yüji said as if he was talking to
himself.
“Yes, I think so, too,” said Kayoko. “When Masaru said earlier that next time he’d come here riding his bike, I
realized we’d done the right thing by keeping this room for ourselves.”
I heard a knocking at the door and opened it, hoping it was Kota.
It was Mr. Sawada of the land development company.
“I’m really sorry about your father …” he said. Kayoko, who had heard the voice from the next room, craned
her neck.
“Ah, Mr. Sawada, please come in,” she said. It’s rare for Kayoko to be friendly like this to people she doesn’t
know well. Yüji and Hiroshi also invited him in.
Mr. Sawada took his shoes off and sat on the floor near the entryway, repeating his words of condolence as he
bowed deeply.
“Come this way, please,” I told him, inviting him to sit at the table. Then I stood up to wash the strawberries.
“We’ve had such trouble with the folks at the car scrapping place,” said Mr. Sawada, smiling wryly. “We’ve
arranged rooms today so that the brothers won’t see each other. I wish all the families I had to deal with were like
you Tamiyas.”
“Where should I wash these?” I wondered aloud holding the strawberries in my hand. “I don’t feel like using
the bathroom sink.”
“That’ll be all right. Here, I’ll wash,” said Kayoko, taking the strawberry boxes from me.
“We’ve just been talking about that. Hotels have many conveniences but they’re not so great as living spaces,”
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said Hiroshi as he put ice in a glass and poured whiskey into it for Mr. Sawada.
“I’m sorry the stores on the basement floors haven’t all opened yet," he said as if he represented the hotel. He
declined the whiskey.
“I’ve been thinking about this for a long time, Mr. Sawada,” said Kayoko from the bathroom. “So tell me, who
decides to build a bunch of high rises around here, or, for that matter, in any other place? Where are those decisions made? They certainly seem to be made while people who live there know nothing about them. I just don’t
understand.”
“I wondered about that, too,” I said, while thinking that there was no sense in asking Mr. Sawada. “Who
benefits from all this in the end?”
Mr. Sawada was silent and kept his head bowed.
“But the issue is beyond us individuals,” Hiroshi said. “It’s at a higher level, like the talk of making Tokyo a
truly international city before Hong Kong’s ninety-nine-year lease expires.”
“I heard this the other day from one of my colleagues,” Yüji said as if he were trying to appease Kayoko. “His
wife’s mother had a house in Daikanyama, which she rented out to a foreign family since it cost her too much to
keep up and pay the taxes. She’d had a small house built for herself at the corner of the lot. My collegue’s wife
had been unhappy that her family had ended up like that, but while visiting his grandmother his teenage son
became good friends with the tenant. My colleague says it’s probably just the older generation and us who are
hung up with extended families, hometowns and things like that.”
“I still want to hear the response that would satisfy people in situations similar to my father’s,” Kayoko
repeated.
Mr. Sawada, who had been looking down until then, suddenly stood up and walked toward the bathroom. All
of us watched him in surprise.
“I’ve wanted to have a good talk for once with a person like you,” he said in a different, rougher tone of voice,
slouching against the wall by the entrance to the bathroom. “Because I agree with what you say.”
“What do you mean?” Kayoko’s voice trembled.
Hiroshi stood up.
“You asked a good question. I want to take you to see where I’m from,” continued Mr. Sawada. As Hiroshi was
about to walk toward him, Mr. Sawada suddenly bowed once again and said:
“Well, thank you very much.” He put on his shoes deliberately and left. We stood there not knowing what had
happened. Something had happened, though, that was clear. Michi, sitting on the sofa, swung her legs back and
forth. Kayoko came out of the bathroom with the strawberries, her entire body shaking. She burst into tears. I
understood both Kayoko’s feelings and Mr. Sawada’s attitude. I felt like throwing down the glass in my hand and
having a good cry too.
“I wonder where my home is,” said Hiroshi. Kayoko was sobbing now. She went to the bathroom and washed
her face and when she came back she looked somewhat refreshed. Was that Mr. Sawada’s last job then, I
wondered, feeling a bit strange.
“Hasn’t Kota arrived yet?” asked Mother after a while.
“Don’t worry,” said Hiroshi. “I talked to him on the phone awhile ago; he sounded like he was doing fine.”
“The children here are getting hungry. We should start now,” suggested Yüji.
“No, we should wait,” Masaru said.
“Let’s have a toast then,” I said, suggesting that we toast again when Kota arrived. I poured whiskey into three
glasses, including one for Father, beer for us three women and Coca-cola for the children. I placed a glass on the
table and we all toasted.
“Quite a lot of people are here today, aren’t there?” said Mother. She must have seen the families I’d seen
earlier down in the lobby; perhaps it was sinking in that this was now a public place where anyone could come
whenever they wanted.
The sky was changing from pale to dark blue. The windows of the high-rise buildings might be lit up now but
all we could see from our windows were clusters of red and yellow lights along the streets. They weren’t very
clear yet, fading into the gray landscape of the town.
When the telephone rang, I thought it was Kota.
“Is that you, Kota?” I said and Masaru and Michi looked at me expectantly.
“Oh, hi. This is Misao. Is Kota not there yet?” It was Misao calling to say that she couldn’t come to visit us.
Her mother had arrived, she said. She sounded close to tears.
“So your mother’s come. I’m glad she did,” I said. I explained to Mother that we’d met Misao at Mr. Goto's
café.
“I hope Kota isn’t in trouble,” said Masaru. “If I had my bike here, I could go and meet him.”
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The idea that Father wasn’t the only one missing at this family gathering somehow made the adults feel less
anxious. Michi stood by the window watching the lights outside, which had become brighter.
“It’s getting quite dark,” someone said.
“I wonder if I could spot the bicycle’s headlight,” said Masaru. Everybody was quiet after that, waiting for the
telephone to ring. At six o’clock there was still no phone call.
“I’m worried about Kota,” said Mother, and at that moment the phone rang.
It was Kota. He was nearly in tears.
“Give it to me,” Yüji said, grabbing the phone from me.
“Kota, tell me where you are,” he said gently. “Tell me what you see around you. You have lots of ten-yen
coins, don’t you? Put two more in now so you won’t get disconnected.”
He turned toward us to tell us that Kota seemed to be lost somewhere among the high-rise buildings. Kota
couldn’t describe any of the nearby buildings. I remembered how I’d felt when I looked up at the hotel from
outside its entryway. It would be quite difficult to tell where you were inside the cluster of high rises. Besides,
Kota had never walked around this town at night.
“If we look out from the window of the other room, we could tell the shapes of various buildings in the
distance,” said Masaru.
“That’s true,” Yüji said to Masaru, and turned to the phone again.
“Listen, Kota,” he said slowly. “We’ve got a good idea. You’ll be fine. You’ve got the phone number of this
hotel, right? You dial that number and ask to be connected to room 1851. You’ve got that? That’s right. Then Dad
and Masaru will direct you from the window. We can tell where you are from there. Don’t worry, we can do it.
You hang up now and call again.”
Yüji and Masaru rushed out of the room. Following them, Michi, Kayoko and I all ran into the room across the
corridor. In room 1851 Yüji took the phone toward the window and waited. When it rang, he immediately picked
it up.
“Yes, go ahead please,” he said. “Look around you now,” he said slowly to his son, “and tell me what shape of
building you can see. What? A spaceship? The Yamato?”
He sounded perplexed.
“I don’t think you understand,” Masaru said. “Let me try.”
Masaru took the phone and faced the window.
“Hello, Kota, this is Masaru. I’ll guide you out of there now, okay? I’m here on the eighteenth floor control
room of the Planet Hotel. When you look around, it looks like a lot of space ships floating around in the dark,
doesn’t it? All right. Now, can you find any other buildings that remind you of anything?”
Masaru listened for awhile.
“Something like a ghost stretching its arms,” he then said to Michi.
Michi gazed outside intently.
“And what can you see behind you?” Masaru asked again.
“He says he sees something like a ruler,” he then told Michi.
“Keep looking in the same direction.” Masaru, talking now on the phone, looked outside with Michi. She
pointed with her index finger. Masaru followed her direction and nodded.
“Kota, go ahead and face the direction where you saw that, and put three more coins in. Now, turn your face to
where your shoulder is and face that direction. Did you do that? Then you’ll see a tall skinny building in front. It
should look like a sideways cassette tape case. Yes, we can see that from here also,” Masaru went on talking to
Kota.
Masaru then asked for a map, and when I handed him a map of the street around the hotel, he continued to give
directions on the phone.
“If you go on that street, curving to the left a little bit, you’ll see the building that looks like it’s falling on you
on your left. You pass that and go on further, and then you’ll see the building that looks like a ruler. You wait at
the entrance of the building. If you can’t find the entrance, just wait anywhere by the building. You understand?
You think you can do it? Don’t forget to collect the unused coins. If you have to call again, you’ll need them.
Don’t forget your phone number, too. Your dad’ll come meet you now. I’ll stay in the control room.”
“Kota’s coming from over there toward the other side of that building,” Masaru said to Yüji when he hung up
the phone. “If you find him, call me.”
Yüji left the room saying that he would go there by taxi although it was quite close by.
“It’s not so close, is it?” said Michi to Masaru.
Masaru and Michi were looking out the window, and Hiroshi also went to it, gazing out. Various windows
were now lit, some far and some near, floating in the darkness. What you saw out there now seemed quite
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different from what you’d see during the day.
The telephone rang again.
Masaru, who answered it, said, “Yes,” and gave a sign to Michi making a V shape with his fingers. “Roger,” he
said, putting down the telephone.
Kayoko asked her son if we could all go back to the other room.
When we returned to the room with the black interior, we found Mother sitting there alone. We all sat down
without a word. By the way he was breathing, I could tell that Marasu hadn’t recovered from his excitment.
Hiroshi was studying the map.
“Grandma,” Masaru said after awhile, “when Grandpa’s soul comes back here, it’ll get lost, won’t it?”
“Don’t worry,” Mother replied. “Your grandpa’s seen lots of things that have changed.”
“Does he know that we’re here now?”
“He might. He might find you if you close your eyes.” said Mother.
Masaru and Michi closed their eyes.
“He’s there, but not quite,” said Michi.
I was a bit frightened but Michi looked quite calm, sitting on the sofa and swinging her legs.
“Ah,” cried Michi in a low voice. “He’s here.”
Masaru and Michi opened their eyes and looked toward the door. The rest of us did the same, looking toward
the door expectantly.
130.614 In The Pot\fn{by Murata Kiyoko (1945-
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It was evening, when it was still light outside. As I sliced vegetables in the kitchen, Grandmother came in
through the back door with the things she had picked from the garden.
Grandmother’s garden was small, and so was everything produced there—strawberries, cherry tomatoes, black
corn … She would pick those dainty things, and at that just a little at a time.
“Take a look, Tami.”
In her palm were four or five deep green, thin peppers.
“If you slice these thin, real thin, and scatter them when the pot is just about ready, it’ll add color to the soup.”
I took the green peppers from Grandmother’s hand. They were warm, probably from the heat they had
absorbed all day under the summer sun. I put them on the cutting board and started to slice them.
As I moved the kitchen knife, music from the tape deck in a distant room reached my ear. My cousin Minako
had the bad habit of playing the stereo while studying—although she never played it when she was lying on the
floor reading comics and magazines.
Near me a big black iron pot was on the fire. In it, vegetables were boiling, trembling in the many little bubbles
that surrounded them. A white vapor with the aroma of chicken began to rise, and a look into the pot somehow
reminded me of the hot spring I had visited long ago on the sixth-graders’ field trip.
The stereo wasn’t the only sound that reached the kitchen. I could hear something else, too: the old pedal organ
from the gloomy room behind Minako’s. It was the organ Grandmother had used when she taught elementary
school long ago. Damaged by moisture, a few keys had stopped playing. So Wild Rose came wafting through,
missing notes here and there—a wild rose with holes.
At the organ was my cousin Tateo.
It was an uncommon name—Ta-te-o; it meant “vertical man.” While listening to his organ,.I dropped the sliced
green peppers into the pot. Coinciding with the final section of Wild Rose, played as it was on an organ missing
some keys, the green peppers fell onto the pieces of chicken in the pot as if full of sadness.
My brother Shinjiro returned through the kitchen door. Every day he took his school books and ran away from
the strange noises of the house to the yard of a nearby shrine, where he took a nap.
“Did you study?” I asked as I removed the pot from the fire.
“Yeah,” he answered innocently.
He must have gotten a good sleep today. There were traces of grass on one cheek; that must have been the
cheek he had slept on.
“I can study outdoors best,” he said, disappearing into a corner room.
This was at Grandmother’s house in the country.
The four of us, her grandchildren, came here in the last week of July when school was out for summer vacation. My little brother Shinjiro, myself, and our cousins Minako and Tateo.
Our grandmother was eighty. She was all skin and bones, but still very healthy.
Swaying in the green rice paddies that early afternoon, her small, white parasol immediately impressed us.
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Grandmother had waited a long time for us to come, standing on the path between the paddies. Wearing a skirt
and shoes, she held the parasol that had been stored for years at the bottom of her chest of drawers.
Grandmother led us through the rice fields to her house. Once we entered, she scurried back and forth for a
while between the kitchen and the dining room, now slicing cool watermelon, now offering cold wheat tea. Then
she handed us an airmail letter.
It was a foreign letter to Grandmother from Hawaii. To begin with, this was the reason for our stay with her out
in the country. Assuming an important air as if he were our representative, Tateo took the envelope with its bright
blue and orange edges. The moment he glanced at it, Tateo must have felt as excited as Shinjiro, Minako, and I
did. Contents aside, the blue and orange stripes alone thrilled us.
Opening the airletter, we saw a Japanese handwritten script that was even slightly clumsier than my brother
Shinjiro’s:
Greetings
Mrs. Hanayama Sanae
I am the son of your younger brother Haruno Suzujiro.
My father came to Hawaii from Japan in 1920 with a big dream. He lived with pineapples and he will give me a big
farm and will die soon. The runaway wishes to see you. Please come see my father I beg of you.
Sincerely,
Clark

Thanks to Grandmother’s long life, Clark’s letter had reached her as he had hoped.
Hanayama is Grandmother’s married name, Sanae her given name. She was not particularly pleased to find her
younger brother alive, or that he was probably a millionaire on a pineapple farm. He belonged more than sixty
years in the past.
Grandmother and Suzujiro might have been at odds, Tateo suggested.
“Women are vengeful. They won’t visit an enemy even if he’s dead.”
She was even less excited about discovering her brother’s whereabouts, than she was about the outcome of this
discovery: our parents, Minako’s parents, and Tateo’s parents had gone to Hawaii to see Suzujiro and Clark,
leaving Grandmother to care for us in their absence.
Our parents had already exchanged many phone calls all through july, talking long and hard about this Hawaii
thing; then they called Clark in Hawaii to establish their relationship as cousins. Our fathers told their employers
that a relative was ill in order to take vacations from work, and probably also added the ensuing funeral and all
kinds of other excuses, while our mothers asked neighbors and friends to keep an eye on our homes before they
sent us off to Grandmother’s.
Though indifferent to the fuss around her, Grandmother came to meet us in the rice field wearing a skirt and
shoes.
“Because things are this way,” she said, looking into our faces, “you should stay here through the summer.
Now’s the only chance for you all. When you grow up, you’ll be going separate ways. Enjoy living together for
now.”
Since our arrival at her house, that was the only thing Grandmother ever said concerning her younger brother
in Hawaii. But more important, she was now very busy.
In the late afternoon of the day we arrived, Grandmother started a major search for something, opening all the
cabinet doors in her spacious kitchen. She placed large, old pots in a row on the wooden floor. It seemed that there
was a pot that she could not find, no matter where she looked. She turned her neck and tilted her head, trying to
recall the time when she had used it every day.
“One big pot … one, two, three middle-size pots, and one, two woks … and …”
I sat on the floor next to those pitch black iron pots. The wooden floor was cool and damp as always.
“The steamer pot’s here, but, well, where’s its lid?”
She lifted every one of the piled-up pots and looked inside. She won’t find the steamer lid, I thought. That’s
because it—a substitute lid for an old miso vat—was on top of the cupboard where she had looked a while ago. As
long as I did not tell, that lid would not come down from there. I should not tell her, I thought, that her
grandchildren, already sixteen or seventeen, no longer cared for steamed sweet potatoes and pumpkin cakes.
“Well, I have my work cut out for me from today on,” said Grandmother, giving up her search. She stretched
her back. “The pots are here. The grandchildren are here. It’s time to begin.”
Grandmother carried one of the old pots to the sink. The small pot she had been using until yesterday was
stored away. Just then, the sound of the organ came from the inner room. Her hand still on the tap, Grandmother
sighed. Following the old pot, the old organ had begun to play.
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Tateo was fooling around, playing with only his right hand. He was nineteen, the oldest of us four. Having just
passed into college this spring, he was absolutely determined not to study for the rest of the year. So he had been
walking around the house just looking at things in a laid-back manner. The discovery of the organ seemed to bring
a feeling of contentment to both Tateo and Grandmother.
“Try playing Wild Rose,” Grandmother had asked.
But … but the food that she prepared to the sound of Tateo’s organ music was absolutely dreadful.
It was a dish of pumpkin, Koya-style tofu, and chicken, cooked together. The chicken and tofu were so black
that they were indistinguishable in the pot. As for the pumpkin, it was no longer to be seen. Melted out of shape, it
had served the unintended purpose of thickening the sauce.
Our tongues shriveled up from the saltiness of Grandmother’s over-use of soy sauce. In total silence, we
moved our mouths. Having carelessly thrown a big morsel into my mouth, I had nowhere else to put it. With the
awful-tasting food on it, my tongue seemed to wander around, lost.
Grandmother alone chewed busily.
“Delicious, delicious. It’s so special when we eat together, isn’t it?” she said, and quickly finished two small
bowls of rice.
Already on the first day of our stay out in the country, we despaired of Grandmother’s cooking. The second
day was worse; the third even more serious. The cause of the poor quality of Grandmother’s cooking, I thought,
was most certainly her false teeth. Probably she had always cooked soft food for herself and eaten it alone. And
since her false teeth covered as far as the roof of her upper jaw, she had no doubt lost the ability to sense even half
the taste.
In the middle of supper on the third day, Shinjiro suddenly faced her.
“Grandmother,” he said. “Let Tami do the cooking from tomorrow. I think that’ll be better for everyone. You’ll
be less busy, too.”
Minako, Tateo, and I lowered our heads and closed our eyes, holding onto our rice bowls. Grandmother looked
sad, her eyes falling on the pitch-black fish, overcooked and shapeless, on her plate.
And that was why, while I felt so sorry for her, Grandmother gave the kitchen over to me.
Grandmother loved stewed dishes flavored with soy sauce.
The menu I prepared in her place the following day was shrimp cooked with lotus root. With Shinjiro as my
porter, I went down to the town at the foot of the mountain to get the ingredients.
Holding the serving bowl containing my stewed shrimp in both her hands, Grandmother was pleased to tears.
“Look what Tami made,” she said, lowering her head toward the bowl as if in prayer.
The next day I fixed eggplant stewed with beef and konnyaku. The day after that was fried leek and pork, and
the day after that I prepared chicken liver with scallions and green peppers. The pot was emptied every day.
Tateo, who had passed the entrance exam hurdle in the spring, spent his time playing the organ, reading books,
and usually took a nap. Minako, a high school junior, was unable to study seriously; she spent her time curling her
hair, polishing her nails, or reading comics.
My younger brother Shinjiro, a junior high student, kept going out. At home, my parents always sent me to the
road at dusk to meet him when he was out later than he was supposed to be, but this was a rural area with nothing
but a temple, a pond, and bamboo groves and there was no need to worry that he might be picked up by
delinquents.
Yesterday I stewed carrots, lotus root, and taro. What combination should I prepare tomorrow?
*
This was the highlands, cool even in the summer. The heat rash that had broken out on Shinjiro’s back at the
beginning of the summer completely disappeared in the first four or five days after our arrival. The wind that blew
through the kitchen was dry and cool. Minako watched me sympathetically as I struggled every day with Grandmother’s big old pot.
“Coming all the way down here to be a cook,” she would say. “It’s your own fault, taking over for Grandmother so easily.”
But since my mother used to have me cook in a hot kitchen the moment school was out for summer vacation
every year, I didn’t find the kitchen chores in this cool house as bothersome as Minako imagined. From childhood
I was the type of girl who asked her mother to please let her slice potatoes.
Minako was my age, seventeen, but she wasn't as good at peeling potatoes. But then, I couldn’t curl my hair as
neatly as she could. In a sense, we were girls who could each do half of the important things. So we said to Tateo,
who rose every day only at meal times, and otherwise slept with a book on his belly in the living room, on the
verandah, in the shade of a tree in the yard, or anywhere else he could find a spot:
“Both of us will be your brides. So get up, or you’ll be a poor man if you just lie around like that.”
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“Marriage between cousins is dangerous,” he said, laughing, looking at us. Then he added, “If it’s all right that
it’s dangerous, I’ll take care of you.”
“Why?” I asked.
“How dumb can you be. Don’t you even know about Mendel and his cross-fertilization of peas?”
Cooled by the soft breeze under the blooming paulownia tree, Tateo, still lying on his back, started to lecture
us: purple pea flowers were dominant, the purple and white flowers separated in the second- generation hybrids, R
being the gene of the purple variety and r being the gene of the white …
Then he told us the frightening tale about one sick purple pea flower that mingled with Queen Victoria’s blood,
and finally planted purple poison in generations of princes and princesses.
Minako and I ran from Tateo’s lecture and walked home from tree shade to tree shade in the yard.
*
“If you help too much with the kitchen work,” Minako warned me, “you’ll be invited back next year, and the
year after, and forever. Be careful.” Minako was seriously worried fpr me.
“Do you think Grandmother’ll live that long?” I said in a low voice, looking around.
“Oh, yeah,” Minako answered with great confidence, “she’s definitely not going to die for quite a while.”
True, compared with other old people, Grandmother wasn’t yet getting forgetful, nor was she troubled by
neuralgia—which is rare for an eighty year old.
“I think it must be the result of the crossing of extra strong peas,” Minako said. I nodded in agreement.
When we entered the house, the humid, cool air was moving quietly. I felt as though I were in water. At the
bottom of that murky water where there was little light, Grandmother was stringing the snow pods that I was
going to fix for supper.
I planned to cook snow pods, Koya-style tofu, and chicken. With a pile of snow pods from the garden spread
out on the newspaper on her lap, Grandmother was carefully removing the strings, pod by pod. Between the tips
of her wrinkled thumb and forefinger, a green string stretched like a thin thread.
“Tami?” said Grandmother, still looking down. “These snow pods look very tender.”
I saw the crown of her head. Her hair was quite thin. Her thin hair sent me abruptly into a totally unrelated
vision: I saw a bamboo curtain hanging by a window on a summer night, swaying slightly. There was a light on,
and the inside of the room was clearly visible through the curtain. The top of Grandmother’s head was sort of like
that. It wasn’t that she had no hair but the hair she had no longer played the role of covering her scalp. More
ashen-white than flesh-colored, the lifeless skin visible beneath her hair reminded me of thin plastic bags. Her
fragile-looking hair, so worn that it looked about to break, was stroked over the scalp, in a clear pattern left by the
teeth of her comb.
Her hair was such a lonely sight. Inside the bamboo curtain, in my imagination, was a tatami room lit with an
electric lamp, but there was no sign of people or voices; even the air was hushed. The atmosphere suggested that
the light would go off in the time that I blinked. After that only the bamboo curtain of the empty house, now
reduced to a mere image of horizontal black stripes, would be swaying in the night wind. This was the sad scene
that appeared in my mind’s eye.
“Okay, Tami, carry this to the sink please,” Grandmother said, lifting her head. A mound of bright green
stringless snow pods transferred from her hands to mine.
I vigorously washed the pods, and sliced them in half with the kitchen knife. Then, I threw them in
Grandmother’s big, old pot, and fried them with chicken at a high temperature. When hot oil spattered in the pot
and the snow pods started to dance, my cousins came home—Tateo from beneath the flowering paulownia,
Minako with the laundry from the backyard, and my brother Shinjiro from his nap in the tree shade in the temple.
One night, after each of us had laid out the bedding in our rooms, we gathered in the dining room to say good
night. I suddenly realized that I had left my brother’s pajamas still hanging in the backyard. Darkness was deep in
the yard at night, and the clothes rack was near a big ginko tree. I knew that at night the branches of that tree hid
the sky, blocking off the moon and stars.
“If you bring the laundry after dark, it’s going to be wet with dew,” Grandmother said, bringing Grandfather’s
old yukata from her room for Shinjiro.
My brother shrank from the yukata at a glance, saying, “I’m sleeping in my underwear. I don’t need it.”
“Come on, don’t cop out on this,” Tateo said, delighted by the old yukata. Jumping at Shinjiro and holding him
down, he urged Grandmother, “Quick, quick,” and the two of them quickly forced the robe on him.
Shinjiro, tottering out from between Tateo’s and Grandmother’s arms, had turned into a funny boy we had
never seen before. The faded cotton yukata reached only to his knees. Hitting the tatami, Minako and I burst into
laughter, while Tateo fell on his back, laughing uproariously. Shinjiro just stood there stiffly, muttering, “Damn
you guys.”
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But there was one person in the room who didn’t laugh:
Grandmother.
She looked up at Shinjiro as if there were nothing funny about how he looked. Then shaking her head, she said
softly:
“I can’t believe how much you look like Jikuro!”
She made him walk around a circle in front of her.
We had never heard of a boy by that name.
“Jikuro was my youngest brother.”
That was how Grandmother started to tell us about this boy. Jikuro had gone insane before entering middle
school, and was confined to a room with wooden bars, she said. She talked of him with far more passion than she
ever showed for Suzujiro, who was perhaps now dying in Hawaii.
“Long ago, somehow there were cases of insane children all over the place, but Jikuro was a quiet, good boy,”
Grandmother said.
“A room with bars—so it’s like a jail, isn’t it?” Tateo asked.
“Yes. It was a proper room with a tatami floor, but without the bars he would have wandered away.”
“Poor boy,” Shinjiro muttered with a sigh.
I imagined a lonely boy about Shinjiro’s age sitting all alone in a corner of a barred tatami room. Everything,
including outdoor noises, human voices, and sunlight, must have floated past him like a pale film strip, at some
distance. We became strangely quiet, and looked at Shinjiro. Through his figure, we were gazing at this insane
boy named Jikuro.
“Did he spend the whole day in that room?” Minako asked.
“He was such a quiet boy.”
“What was he doing all day?” I asked.
“He was studying,” Grandmother answered proudly, straightening her bent back.
“What was he studying?”
“He was writing all sorts of characters on paper.”
“What kind of characters?” asked Shinjiro, who had seated himself in the center with his legs crossed.
“Chinese characters like hand or foot. He often wrote the character for neck, too.”
We looked at one another in silence.
“He was always fond of studying. Even after he went insane, he had fine penmanship.”
“What else did he write?” Shinjiro seemed interested.
Grandmother, searching her memory and counting off on her fingers, recited, “Eye, ear, mouth, nose … then
head, neck, chest, belly, back, bottom, leg, … hair, nail, bone.”
“Oooh,” Shinjiro groaned. “What a weirdo!”
Jikuro must have been obsessed with the names of the body parts.
“Didn’t he write names of flowers and animals?”
“No.” Grandmother shook her head.
“Did he write with brush and ink?” Tateo asked.
“It was a long time ago, so he wrote with a brush on paper. He’d sit in a dark space in a far corner of the room
with bars, leaning on a pillar, and raising both knees, place the paper on them. He’d write just one large character,
say, neck, on a sheet of paper. He’d spread the finished sheets all over the tatami mats. Paper was precious, but my
father always gave Jikuro plenty.”
Both Tateo and Minako fell silent. Shinjiro scratched his neck. What a strange relative we had. I recalled
Mendel’s purple and white pea flowers that Tateo had talked about. I thought how lucky we were that Jikuro’s
purple flower hadn’t come around to us.
As our conversation continued, the little bits of darkness that lurked in every shadow in the spacious house
began gradually to occupy the center of my mind. I thought of the shadows of the chest of drawers, the cupboard,
and even a tiny tea cup. Minako started to poke my foot. So, making the excuse that we were sleepy, we said good
night to Grandmother and Tateo, and fled from the story of the boy with the short kimono.
When we got out to the hall, which faced the yard, a large star like a pale blue eye was looking down at us
from the sky. The mere sight was enough to shrink my heart.
“Hey,” Shinjiro’s voice whispered behind me.
I tried not to let his voice tempt me to look back at him.
“Wait.” Shinjiro came after me.
“No!” I said walking faster. “Don’t follow me!”
He sounded worried. “But we’re next door to each other.”
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Catching up and walking with me despite my reluctance, he whispered in a low voice.
“Sis,” the boy in the yukata said insecurely, “let’s sleep with the sliding doors open between our rooms
tonight.”
That night, with the sound of my brother’s quiet breathing coming from the other side of the half-open sliding
doors, I felt somewhat strange. Shinjiro was asleep as the brother I was used to, having taken off the yukata and
put on an undershirt. I looked at his face through the opening of the screen doors.
I tried to superimpose on that face, like a mask, the imaginary face of the crazy boy. Then, those lips of
Shinjiro, which he pouted whenever he got angry, I felt, would be closed quietly so that no obnoxious words
would ever be uttered again. Those bright eyes, which sometimes glared askance at me, would always stay in a
wide open stare. He would be like a quiet doll. If he turned into that kind of little brother, I would be able to be a
gentle big sister to him, too. This was my thought as I watched my brother’s sleeping face. I would write lots of
Chinese characters for him: eye, ear, mouth, nose … eyebrow, eyelid, cheek, lip, chin … Yet—yet, before that,
shouldn’t I practice Chinese characters a little bit more?
At that point, I finally came back to reality. The report card I had brought home from school before summer
vacation flashed through my mind.
*
A letter came from our parents in Hawaii.
According to the letter, Suzujiro was overjoyed by the Japanese visitors and had started to recover remarkably.
Furthermore, when they showed him the photograph of Grandmother that they had brought with them, he was so
moved that he sat up in bed, got out his glasses, and gazed at it.
Thus, the plans of my father and my uncles to file the death report of a relative as a legitimate excuse for their
prolonged absence from work were spoiled. On the brighter side, Suzujiro, who owned a large pineapple farm,
was pleased to pick up all the expenses of their visit to Hawaii. His son Clark had also sent a letter, and it read as
follows:
Hello
Our Japanese aunt
Thank you for sending many of your children. My father is much better. He is talking about you every day. He is
asking them about you. We will keep them a little longer for my father’s sake. Stay well.
Respectfully
from Clark

Grandmother listened, with her head downcast, as Tateo read the letter. When he finished, he shook his head.
“Beats me,” he said. “Grandmother’s younger brother’s a millionaire. I’m definitely going to Hawaii next year.
I’ll just hang out for a month or so.”
Shinjiro looked away.
“I don’t want to go to such a place,” he said. “Hawaii’s a place where nerds go. Only nerds and honeymooners
go to Hawaii.”
“All right, you said it. Don’t forget those words. I’ll gladly be a nerd—I’ll go to Hawaii, and I’ll make friends
with Clark’s children before I come home. I’m sure Clark has children like us. I’ll make friends with those goldor red-haired cousins, then ask them to introduce me to their boyfriends and girlfriends.”
At Tateo’s vision, Shinjiro’s feelings instantly changed.
“You think there are such people?” he asked seriously.
“It’d be unnatural if there weren’t. Generally our family’s prolific.”
“Do you think I can have a conversation with those people with my kind of English?”
“That depends on your effort. As for me, there’s nothing to worry about.”
“I’m going to start studying English tomorrow.”
Shinjiro ended up readily agreeing with Tateo. But it was not just Shinjiro who was enthusiastic about Tateo’s
story. At the first mention of blond boyfriends, Minako had already put her hands on her chest and shouted, “Me
too, it’s going to be Hawaii next year!”
“How about you, Tami?” Minako asked, as if she were talking about going the next day.
“Of course, I’ll go too.”
“Right, we’ll all visit Hawaii next year,” Minako said in an excited voice.
After that, our discussion of Hawaii became quite lively.
“Do you know who discovered Hawaii?” Tateo said, looking at Shinjiro.
“Wasn’t it Captain Cook?”
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“What’s the capital?”
“Cut it out. I’m in junior high. Honolulu, of course.”
“The aboriginal tribe?”
“The Kanakas. Don’t you know I’m good at geography?”
Grandmother remained disinterested in the boys’ banter. It was as if she were determined that Hawaii should
have nothing to do with this house. But how strange, I thought. There was Jikuro in the barred tatami room. Then,
on the other side, there were blue-eyed children on a pineapple farm—or there probably were. Jikuro and the
Hawaiian children were separated by time and geography, but in fact the distance wasn’t all that great. It was just
as Jikuro had seemed right beside us when Shinjiro whispered to me that night:
“Let’s sleep in the same room, Sis, I’m scared.”
I thought about the wind that blew through me when I was walking through the sheaves of rice in the field. The
rough wind stung my neck and arms and made me itch. I wondered if the wind that blew across the pineapple
farm could sting like that.
Despite our excitement, Grandmother remained silent, her head cast down, looking oddly uncomfortable.
Then, she left us without any of us realizing it. We noticed her absence in the middle of our chat. Tateo looked
around and said quietly:
“I wonder if Grandmother doesn’t want to go to Hawaii.”
“Maybe she feels lonesome about being left alone after we all go to Hawaii next summer.”
“Let’s just take her, whether she wants to go or not,” said Shinjiro, who had first refused to be a nerd, swinging
his flexed arm. “I’ll carry her. Easy.”
“She probably only weighs thirty kilos,” Minako laughed.
“She can’t weigh that much,” said Tateo. “Twenty-five or -six, probably.” How could a human being weigh so
little and continue to live? Minako and I looked at each other while Shinjiro collapsed backwards in amazement.
Grandmother did not return until evening. Minako and I worried that she had run away from home, but Tateo,
saying it was all right, stretched out on the breezy verandah. But he was restless with worry, his raised leg,
crossed high over the other, bounced nervously up and down. Minako, Shinjiro, and I went without Tateo to
search places that Grandmother would normally go, such as the small garden behind the house and the clothes
drying area as well as the storeroom that we usually never went near. But she was nowhere to be seen.
On our first day here, we had seen Grandmother walking with a parasol on the path alongside the rice paddies.
Recalling that, I went to the path in the nearby rice field on my way back after picking scallions I planned to
mince and scatter over a tofu and ground beef sauce for supper. While I was walking along the road next to which
the green rice fields stretched far and wide, I heard a strange voice from somewhere. No, more than a voice, it was
a song. There was a melody to it. But since the melody was not long enough to be a song, I thought it was after all
better to call it a voice, as I looked around, puzzled.
Was a frog’s cry a voice, or a song? The frogs were performing a great chorus. I stood in the rice fields,
viewing the wide stretch of green all around me. In the voices that sailed over the thorny waves of the windblown green rice, I suddenly noticed that some human voices mingled.
Standing in the middle of waves of rice, I looked around curiously. Then I noticed a small house in the shade
of a big camphor tree nestled in the rice paddies on my right. The human voices seemed to float out from there.
There seemed to be several people chanting in unison. Their voices resembled the cry of the frogs. When I got
close to the house, I finally figured out what those funny voices really were. They were chanting a Buddhist
sutra.\fn{Holy scripture.} The sun was still high in the sky. The cicadas were also crying.
Wiping the sweat on my nose and forehead repeatedly with the back of my hand, I sneaked inside the hedge. I
went around the back and found a verandah wide open. As I approached it, the sutra grew louder and louder.
There was such resonance that the air seemed to tremble and vibrate. The cicada cries had disappeared, and only
the chanting of the sutra overwhelmed the place with its great power.
I stuck my head out from the shade of the tree and found five or six old women perspiring as they recited the
sutra. With their curved backs, they looked almost ridiculously tiny. Probably they sat with their bottoms flat on
the tatami and feet slightly out to each side, instead of sitting with the rear end resting on the ankles. On their
small bodies sat their little necks and wrinkled faces, and the mouths in those faces were opening and shutting
simultaneously. The old women’s faces were flushed and steaming, and swollen into ruddiness. The high-pitched
chanting had a strange rhythm. Their chorus sounded like this to me:\fn{ A note reads: A slightly corrupt version of an
incantation from Hannya Shingyij (The Heart Sutra).}
Gyaatei gyaatei grate grate
Sowa sowa sowa gyaatei gyaatei
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Sowa sowa sowaka.

Again and again I wiped the perspiration on my nose with my hand. From among the vortex of scarcely
human-sounding voices I picked out the voice of my grandmother. And from among the wrinkled heads that
seemed to belong to nonhuman creatures I spotted my grandmother’s head.
I felt very strange. Looking at my grandmother’s face, I felt so indescribably weird. Both the appearances and
the voices of those women were just like those of frogs.
Why did my grandmother chant in such a strange voice? Wasn’t she embarrassed about producing such an
inhuman voice?
But my grandmother was contributing her utmost to that vocalization. She was no longer her usual self. What
strange beings old people were, I thought.
I was standing under a big camphor tree. From time to time a cool breeze drifted over to the shade cast by the
tree and the eaves of the house. The perspiration seemed gradually to withdraw from my nose. Dropping my eyes
mindlessly on the moist black soil of the yard, I saw a colony of ants moving in a long line. The procession went
from my feet to the back entrance and around the broom that leaned near the door, and disappeared into the corner
of the house. A group of ants that had branched off at the broom from the rest of the procession were climbing a
rose plant near the hedge. The sight struck my eyes as somewhat startling. Between the thorns of the green rose
stalk, the zigzagging line of ants advanced slowly.
The chanting of the old women ranged over the zigzag pattern of the ants. A few of the topmost ants eventually
climbed all the way up the stalk and reached the center of a white rose.
*
That night—
This was the conversation of Shinjiro and Grandmother. The two were sitting on the verandah facing out,
eating watermelon.
“Tastes good, Grandmother,” said Shinjiro.
Grandmother nodded silently.
“I can’t eat watermelon if I die, can I?”
Grandmother still answered only by a nod of her head.
“It’s good that that Suzujiro person didn’t die, isn’t it?”
“He won’t even be able to eat pineapple if he dies.”
Shinjiro seemed to be leading Grandmother in a certain direction.
“Don’t you want to eat pineapple, Grandmother?”
Grandmother shook her head for the first time.
“I don’t want to eat any such thing.”
Shinjiro’s leading question was dodged very simply. He seemed indignant.
“But I want to eat pineapple, too.”
Inside the room, Minako and I looked at each other involuntarily. Why was food the only thing my brother
could talk about? Didn’t he know any other way to open a conversation? Minako covered her face with both
hands to avoid bursting into laughter, and looked down. Grandmother said nothing, washing down watermelon.
Shinjiro looked into her face.
“Grandmother, why do you dislike this Suzujiro person? Is there some reason? Like maybe you had a big fight
with him a long time ago? Please, can’t you tell me the reason?”
Stealing glances at him, I somehow started to feel sorry for Shinjiro. He really seemed to want to go to Hawaii.
I also felt sorry for Grandmother who was being pushed more and more toward Hawaii. In my eyes, the two
formed a depressing painting that almost made me sigh.
“Say something,” I heard Shinjiro say loudly.
“Shall we make him stop?” Minako whispered to me. The fact was that it was Minako who had asked Shinjiro
to persuade Grandmother.
“Too late now,” I said. Shinjiro might throw the watermelon slice in his hand. I kept nervously watching the
backs of my brother and Grandmother.
After returning from the sutra chanting in the field, Grandmother had entered her room, saying nothing to
Tateo when he asked where she had been. In her room, she seemed to be thinking intently about something,
lonesome and lost. Looking troubled, Tateo had said that this kind of family atmosphere was no good. In his view,
it would ruin our precious summer vacation; besides, in the first place Grandmother had to put a stop to this kind
of ambiguity before their parents came home. It was important because the parents would certainly try to decide
how to handle the relationship with Clark’s family, now that they had seen the situation over there. What Tateo
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had said was logical.
“Grandmother!” Shinjiro said in a loud voice. The watermelon was going to fly, I thought, and ducked my
head. But his hand did not move. My ear caught his voice, now low and almost trembling:
“I want to go to Hawaii …”
Minako and I bit our lips silently.
He may have been crying.
“I’m sorry,” Grandmother said, turning to Shinjiro. “I don’t dislike this Suzujiro person or anything.”
“Then why?”
“I can’t remember him,” Grandmother muttered, her head down. “I have no memory of such a person at all.”
Shinjiro’s back stiffened into silence. We waited and waited but he said nothing. He seemed to be staring at
Grandmother until his eyes nearly bored into her face.
Grandmother, too, became silent.
Minako and I exchanged looks silently, and shook our heads. Both on the verandah and on this side of the
sliding screens, there was a wordless hush.
Grandmother's brain showed no more symptoms of the illness that we had worried so much about after this
incident. We had suspected that she might be suffering from the forgetfulness of old people or something like that.
Considering her age, it had even seemed natural that she would succumb to such a condition.
After that, we gathered in the dining room as if we were aware of nothing, and, pretending that we were
begging her for tales of the old days, asked her about people we didn’t know. Grandmother came from a family of
thirteen children. She was one of only several still striving to live in their old age. Although Suzujiro had just been
added, that didn’t change the balance: there were still fewer survivors than dead.
Tateo counted with his fingers as Grandmother mentioned her brothers’ and sisters’ names. The number was
twelve. Since she counted herself, it followed that her memory skipped just Suzujiro.
“There were thirteen of them,” Tateo muttered. “It may be possible to forget one or two. Think of me: if I’m
told to recall all the neighborhood friends I played with in my childhood, it’d be impossible.”
It may be so, I thought. Siblings as they were, with as many as thirteen the age differences would be wide. A
very much younger or older sibling might have felt more distant than a neighborhood friend. Suppose an eightyyear-old grandmother recalled the days when she was fifteen or sixteen. That would mean recalling the past of
over sixty years ago. When we searched our memories, we could only trace back ten years. Even Tateo, the oldest
of us, could remember back fourteen or fifteen years at most. We had no idea what it was to trace sixty years into
the past.
What kind of structure were memories stored in once they were accumulated in the brain? Far in its recesses
that belonged to the past, and probably sunken at the bottom of something like mist, what shape did memories of
the world sixty years ago assume? Among Grandmother’s siblings bobbing and sinking in her memory, I thought,
was the boy Jikuro. The old man called Suzujiro, in other words, had sunk down with no knowing when he would
float to the surface again.
Grandmother listed the twelve names with unexpected firmness.
“Ryotaro, Kojiro, Koichiro, Tetsuro, Shosuke, Senji, Jikuro.”\ fn{A note reads: Each of the names of Grandmother’s
brothers, some of which are unusual, contains a kanji with mineral or geographical associations such as “diamond shape,” “mine,”
“balance,” and “to bore.” The name of the brother in Hawaii, Suzujiro, contains kanji for “tin;” Tetsuro the shoemaker has kanji for
“iron;” and Jikuro, who wrote kanji with ink and brush, has kanji for “axis” (which also means brush holder or calligraphy scroll). Their
sisters’ names have rural associations: Grandmother’s name, Sanae, means “rice sprouts” (her married name means “flower mountain”),
and her younger sister’s, “wheat.”}

Tateo counted: one, two, three, four. . .
“Impressive, Grandmother,” he exclaimed.
“Ginro, Shfiro, Tsumisuke. How many now?”
“It’s ten. Two more besides yourself.”
“Then, since the other two are girls, it’s me and my younger sister O-Mugi.”
“Great,” Tateo sighed. “You’d have passed into college at the first try.”
The number she came up with was twelve; the remaining one was poor Suzujiro.
Grandmother then told us about Tetsuro, the seventh boy, and Tsumisuke, the eighth.
“Tetsuro had a handsome face and carried himself well. Every time he went into town, he’d come home with a
letter in a female hand, folded small and tucked into his kimono sleeve. He couldn’t bring it home, so he went
round the wall of the estate to the bamboo grove in back. After opening and reading it there, he tore it up and
lighted it with a match. So, there used to be little, burnt pieces of paper, scattered here and there in the bamboo
grove.”
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“He was quite popular.” Tateo looked slightly envious.
“One day, somehow he suddenly said he wanted to be a shoemaker. He looked pathetic as he confided this
wish to our father, but his reasons weren’t clear. He said only that he wanted to become a shoemaker so please let
him leave home.”
Grandmother looked as if at a loss.
“Father was really surprised, and asked why again and again. But Tetsuro said nothing. All the other male
children in our family became teachers or priests, or farmed, and no one else said anything like that.”
“Did your father let him go?” Shinjiro asked.
“No. Tetsuro just left on his own, by-passing Father’s disapproval. He went down the mountain, and became
an apprentice at a shoe store called … something, in a nearby town.”
Having told us this much, Grandmother lowered her small shoulders and sighed.
“Once my father went into town and peered through the display window of that shoe store. Tetsuro was
apparently working by the side of the keg-shaped stove with someone who seemed to be the master. He was
busily tanning leather on a rag spread over his lap. Father kept staring at him. And then he came home, looking
terribly lonesome.”
“So he did become a shoemaker,” said Minako.
“He trained in the master’s shop for five years. Just when he seemed ready to start off on his own, he got into
trouble.”
“I know. A woman, right?”
“That’s it, that’s it.”
Facing Tateo, Grandmother nodded many times. I felt that the story was developing in a direction that was not
good for Shinjiro, who was leaning his back against a pillar as he listened.
“Why don’t you go to bed?” I said to him in a small voice.
“I’m not sleepy,” he answered, looking at me as if puzzled. Tateo and Grandmother after all were different in
this sort of thing from our parents.
“Tetsuro ran away holding hands with the master’s wife. It seems she was the object from the beginning.”
“Grandmother, wasn’t the master’s wife old?” Shinjiro suddenly asked. I gave up the idea of taking him off to
bed.
“She was his second wife, and still young. From what we heard later, the two ran away along the mountain
trail on a September night, without even a change of clothes. Running away with someone else’s wife would have
been awful enough, but he stole the wife of the master he owed so much. Torches were burned and the voices of
many people came up from the foot of the mountain. The woman collapsed on the way. They told me it was the
most frightening thing they ever experienced.”
“Did he run home?”
“He came close by, but he was afraid that they might get caught, so they went up another, even higher
mountain, and trekking along the ridge, they settled as a couple far away.”
“A terrific story,” Tateo said, shaking his head. He breathed a few times, repeatedly, then fell on his back on
the tatami. “How amazing that a man like that existed before us—such a great adventure of peas!” he said, with
his eyes closed.
“I had already married into this house around that time. Tetsuro and the woman went across the mountain just
above us,” Grandmother said, looking around at our silent faces. “And when they were walking along the trail
through the cedar grove stretching all the way to the mountain on the other side, they happened to see a reddish
brown spot in the middle of the beautiful deep green grove. The moment Tetsuro glanced at it, he realized that
some trees must have been burnt dry by the lightning. Two cedar trees were standing, reddish brown in the middle
of the green grove.”
We all gazed intently at Grandmother’s face.
“Then the woman walking by Tetsuro’s side, looking at those cedars, said, ‘Look, those cedars look as if they
commited love suicide.’”
Tateo remained flat on the tatami.
“So, the two crossed the mountains and set up house,” Grandmother said, concluding her tale.
After this came a sequel from Grandmother’s mouth that nearly glued Tateo to the floor.
“Maybe it was divine retribution. Over a dozen years later, when Tetsuro was now a master and had a young
disciple in his house, this evil fellow tried to run away with some money. Tetsuro caught him and the two
wrestled. And Tetsuro died, when his disciple hit him with a metal hammer.”
Tateo was silent. The romance of the peas ended with fearsome results.
The old master’s wife who had become Tetsuro’s wife died of illness soon afterwards. They left behind one
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pea, a boy.
“Tetsuro’s younger brother Tsumisuke, who had no children, adopted and raised this baby as his own.”
Grandmother’s father had as many as thirteen children, but no one else died the way Tetsuro did. Her father
never left home after that.
Grandmother’s story turned out to be long, and sounded like a distant tale, an indefinable wind in a dream
within a dream. Suddenly I noticed that Tateo, still on his back, had turned pale.
From his uncharacteristically serious expression, I recalled the story he had once told me:
“My old man apparently isn’t Grandmother’s son, but a child of her younger brother, the second youngest or so
in the family.”
Tareo had looked happy, though I didn’t know why, when he said this.
“Do you know the term lineage legend, Tami? When I heard about this I got really excited. I wonder what kind
of person my father’s father was.”
But now Tateo was pale. It would seem that Tetsuro was that very man.
Before my eyes, the pea that had proceeded from the second pea which, in its turn, had come from the original
pea, was lying completely lost on the tatami, seemingly unable to utter a word.
*
Once every three or four days, I went shopping in tile town at the foot of tile mountain, riding on tile rear rack
of my brother Shinjiro’s bicycle.
We went down the mountain on a road between cedar groves which were gloomy even during the day, and
looped around and around through a big bamboo grove. Except for occasionally passing a villager’s car, we
encountered no one.
Then how did Grandmother, living alone, get her food? A car would come up from the town below, loaded
with meat, fish, and daily miscellanies, and set up shop. It would go around vending door to door, but I preferred
to go shopping on the back of Shinjiro’s bicycle.
The bicycle, quite ancient and old-fashioned, hardly seemed of any use when I found it in the storeroom.
Shinjiro was an odd perfectionist. He set about putting air in the tires, changed the chain, went to buy wax for
taking off the rust, and polished the body. I went to the backyard every day to watch his progress.
From time to time the sound of Tateo’s organ came all the way to the backyard. Shinjiro was oiling the bicycle
using the machine oil he had taken from a drawer of Grandmother’s ancient black Happy Machine.\fn{ A note reads:
A brand of sewing machine.} Seeing me crouched down and peering closely at the bicycle, he solemnly promised:
“Tomorrow for sure, I’ll take you for a ride, I’m positive.”
When Tateo got bored of the organ and started taking a nap on the verandah, Shinjiro was taking the rust off
the front wheel of the bicycle. Having woken from his nap, Tateo was drinking tea in the kitchen, when Shinjiro
finally finished polishing both wheels and went on to the pedals. He remained squatting near the bicycle,
perspiring, until I went to announce that dinner was ready.
“Done!” he shouted, rising.
He immediately hopped on the bicycle and rode it from the morning glories in front of the clothes rack, and
back around the pond.
“Get on,” Shinjiro said as he put down one foot, tilting the bicycle.
The rack for me to sit on was sparkling from corner to corner, the dust and rust gone. The next morning, Tateo
took a look, and was saying something to Shinjiro. Tateo got on the bicycle, seeming to have gotten Shinjiro’s
permission.
“Hey, this is in pretty good shape. Not a bad job at all,” he commented from the bicycle as he pedaled
smoothly.
This was perhaps the first time I got annoyed at Tateo. Tateo was the kind of person who tried to get things
done, if possible, without any effort on his part; true to his nature, he was too easygoing and had no hangups. He
rarely got angry. I didn’t dislike this oddly shallow aspect of him. I got upset for Shinjiro.
“You fool,” I glared at Shinjiro, moving near him and commanded, “tell him to get off.”
Tateo laughed as he got off the bicycle. No one, including Tateo and Minako, got to ride the bicycle after that.
Shinjiro diligently carried me down the mountain. On the way back, we both walked: we put our purchases on
the front and back and pushed the bicycle up the hill. This was much easier than carrying things by hand.
Since we came home along the cedar path near the creek, this meant a half-day shopping trip. But we got home
late not only due to the distance, but also because of the fun we had on the way home.
Coming back from shopping one day, we decided that we might be able to find the waterfall if we traced the
creek to the upper stream. We recalled that Grandmother had from time to time mentioned going to the falls with
the laundry, partly for fun.
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“She went there with her laundry, it can’t be so far,” Shinjiro said. “I think it’s just that the shortcut got covered
with grass because no one passes that way now. So let’s try walking along the path, and listen real hard.”
We climbed back toward the village, Shinjiro pushing the bicycle, and I eyeing the tall grass on the side of the
path. About halfway up, I started walking the bicycle while Shinjiro pushed his way through the grass. The sun
was shining right overhead, whitish and almost melting, but it was not so hot because of the mountain air we were
steeped in. A bird’s chirp came from an unexpected place.
We had climbed a fair distance when Shinjiro shouted, “Yay!” He was buried in the tall grass, but I always
knew where he was because of the waves he made as he moved, like the periscope of a submarine. Soon he
popped out, noisily shoving aside the waves of grass.
“Listen hard, you can hear the fall,” he said, drawing me into the grass.
“I hear it.” I nodded.
“Right,” Shinjiro said.
In the grass we stayed very close. We would have lost sight of each other if we got separated.
“Stay where you are, Sis. I’ll be back after I arrange the things on the bike,” Shinjiro said, and bustled out to
the trail.
I was just beginning to feel helpless from staring up at the sky from the bottom of the waves of grass—it was
perhaps more than ten minutes—when he finally returned. Then he led the way, leading me by my hand. Though
we couldn’t see the ground, it felt like we were going further and further down a fairly steep hill.
After descending for a while, the grass ended and we came out to the old shortcut. By then we could hardly
hear each other, surrounded by the sound of the waterfall. At the bottom of the little path, we came face-to-face
with the fall. We had to crane our necks way up to see the top of the fall. It was a dark fall shaded from the sun.
“. . . .” Shinjiro said something. I brought my ear closer to him and yelled:
“WHA-A-T?”
“THERE’S A SNAKE, SO—”
Stay still, he was going to say, but before I heard him out, I jumped with a scream that nearly made him trip
over himself. Probably I kept screaming for a minute or so, then leapt, my eyes on the sky because I was too
scared to look down. In the meantime the snake went down to the water and swam away. By the time I looked
where Shinjiro pointed with his finger, it was already sliding in a long S shape on the surface of the dark water
near the base of the waterfall.
This was why I disgusted him by repeating, “Let’s get back, let’s get back,” when he suggested that we stay
longer. I kept looking restlessly at the ground, hardly even glancing at the fall. I heard it in its fullness, however,
for the rumbling tumbling noise of the water overwhelmed my shaking heart with even more power than before.
Cutting through the thicket, we came out to the village path, as the sound of the fall grew distant from our ears.
I finally recovered my spirits.
Shinjiro passed by me and climbed a chestnut tree in front of us. Lowering one shopping bag after another, he
handed each one down to me.
“Just in case a fox might come out and eat the food,” he said, to explain why he had hung the bags.
Tateo seemed strangely quiet, Minako observed. Every day he napped, whether on the verandah, in the little
back room where the organ sat, or in the shade of the flowering paulownia in the yard. On the surface, his attitude
had not at all changed. From time to time he offered two or three long yawns into the pages of the book he was
reading. Then, for example, if he was in the yard, he reached out to put a flower in his mouth.
When I was small, my mother scolded me for copying Tateo and eating an azalea blossom. The reason she
gave was this:
“Only bad boys eat such things.”
Although I didn’t understand what was so bad about eating flowers, I somehow felt she wasn’t entirely wrong.
Man that he was, Tateo’s lips were pale red and attractive. They were fit for eating flowers. On the other hand, I
seemed to be a girl whose lips never looked just right, even if I held a flower in my mouth.
It appeared to be a fact that something began to change in the mind of Tateo who, however, looked rather
unchanged on the surface. He might have been pondering the misfortune of his real grandfather whom he had
come to know about through Grandmother’s story.
That day Tateo lay on his back on the tatami floor of the organ room, feet propped high against the wall and
eyes open. On the wall hung framed pictures of school outings from the time when she taught at elementary
school, the award for working decades without a break, and so on. One of those framed documents that had turned
yellow was a speech for elementary school children of the old days. In the upper right comer of the paper was the
oval photograph of a man’s face. The caption read
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So-and-So
President of Tokyo Imperial University

That meant he was an important professor. The article carried the old, old words of this teacher of a university
Tateo could never ever enter even if he stood on his head.
“Have you read this, Tateo?” I asked, approaching the wall to take a look.
“Yes …” Tateo answered.
It ought to have caught his eye, the way he killed time there every day. I read out loud in front of the wall:
Form Good Habits
Although bad habits are easily acquired, it is quite difficult to cultivate good habits. It is praiseworthy to discipline
oneself in spite of this. Rise early in the morning, avoid likes and dislikes in food, help your parents at home and go on
errands for them, review your studies thoroughly every day—there are many other good habits.
From long ago, praiseworthy people, at your age, mustered their courage to cultivate good habits.
Children, if you strive to form good habits, even one by one, you will internalize them, and before you realize it, you
will become exemplary Japanese.

Tateo silendy listened to me read. Then he said, “That was so bad,” incredulous at my incompetence in
handling the kana spelling system no longer used.
“Fine with me,” I retorted.
At least I had formed the good habits described here. I might be the ideal girl the teacher of this article had
commended. Tateo was the opposite: a boy who was full of bad habits.
He should do some soul searching on the example of his grandfather who had been hit with a hammer.
“You know, Tami,” Tateo said suddenly raising his body. "The cedar trees Grandmother talked about the other
night are still supposed to be on the mountain above us.”
“Cedar trees?”
“The two cedars that committed love suicide when it thundered,” Tateo said, his eyes bright.
“Come on. How could dead trees from such a long time ago still be there?”
“But pine trees stay standing,” Tateo said. Then he peered into my face and whispered:
“Shall we go and see if it’s true?”
Something that had seemed a tale of a far, faraway dream was beside me even now. I fell silent for a moment.
Tateo stared at me as he waited for an answer.
“It’s a long walk, isn’t it?” I asked.
“There’s the bike.”
What crossed my mind at that moment was Shinjiro’s face. Somehow I felt sorry for him.
“Let’s go see. They say that lightning leaves zigzag scars on the trunk of trees, as if a cat clawed at it,” Tateo
said, rising.
What loomed next in my mind was the back of Shinjiro as he had gone out a while ago. Probably he had gone
to the temple to take a nap. If so, he wouldn’t return until suppertime.
“What about Mina?” I asked.
“Idiot. How on earth do you expect to get three people on one bicycle?”
Tateo was right.
We climbed along the mountain trail, passing not a soul.
The trail was wide, the slope mild, but as he pedaled, a map of sweat soon formed on Tateo’s back.
“Hold on tight,” Tateo said.
“You’re sweaty, so—”
“So what?”
“So it feels gross.”
“You’re getting a free ride, don’t be picky,” Tateo said gaily.
We curved slowly to the right, then again slowly to the left. The long slope of the cedar grove came in sight.
Beyond that the sky was like a blue depth.
Had Tetsuro and the shoemaker’s wife really passed such a place? Grandmother’s story had been frightening,
but this mountain wasn’t at all scary. We heard a cuckoo from the direction of the lake behind the mountain.
No matter how far we went, we saw nothing but deep green cone-shaped outline after outline of cedar, puffing
up and out into each other. The sky was still like a hollow; the mountain was soundless as though it were a paper
model. Shinjiro’s well-polished bike raced along.
About the time the slope gradually grew steeper, we suddenly spotted a strange color amid the cedar’s deep
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green on the right. Dry, reddish brown wood was stuck in the middle of green trees, as if a spot had faded in a
photograph. I strained my eyes and found that it was two cedars.
“That’s it,” Tateo said as he stopped the bicycle.
We got off and started to walk toward the grove. Close up, however, the thick cedar grove simply towered skyhigh, intercepting the sun’s light. We gave up the idea of entering the dark grove.
“It’s good enough to view it from here,” I said to the disappointed Tateo.
“Well, I guess we might lose sight of them if we go inside,” he responded.
Tateo and I sat on the edge of the trail. It was so quiet that my ears almost hurt. Chi, chi, chi, a bird flew by.
After the bird passed by, it was hushed again. In that stillness Tateo whispered:
“Those are different.”
“What’s different about them?”
“They aren’t the cedars in Grandmother’s story.”
“Why?” I asked, staring at the cedars on the slope. “The two of them are dead together, just as they are supposed to be.”
“Well, it thunders a lot in a high mountain like this. Occasionally two trees can get hit on the side and go at the
same time.”
Tateo shook his head, and pointed at the trees:
“Take a good look. How could cedars that died decades ago still have any needles? They should have fallen off
long ago and left skeletons behind.”
Tateo must be right, I thought. Like a woman’s hair, long brown branches and needles were hanging thinly
here and there on those cedars.
“I wonder if Grandmother thinks those are the trees that Tetsuro saw.”
“Probably. We don’t see any other cedars burnt by lightning.”
“What happens when these cedars rot?”
“Two other cedars will commit love suicide,” Tateo laughed. It wasn't his usual low voice.
My eyes focused on the brown cedar needles. The long needles of the two trees, or the strands of hair, looked
intertwined. Chi, chi, chi, chi, a bird passed again. The forest became quiet again. The silence brought back a vivid image of the dead. The interlocked strands of hair made the two dead trees look as if they were talking to each
other. I felt as if my ear caught a terrifying dialogue.
The wind blew. The branches of the live cedars, rich with green needles, trembled. It was as if they breathed in
the wind. The cedars of love suicide, however, only faintly shook their reddish brown strands of hanging hair.
Until then, I had portrayed death in my mind as wearing a garment that was light as a whiff of wind and free as
a butterfly. However, the cedars of love suicide appeared very heavy. They seemed to bear an invisible weight,
and I felt suffocated.
“I’m going home,” I said to Tateo.
“Why?” Tateo, who was standing close to me, looked searchingly into my face. He looked even deeper into my
eyes and into my trembling heart, as he asked once again:
“Why is it …?” It didn’t sound like his voice.
“Tami,” Tateo said with a strange emphasis in his voice. Then, abruptly, he hugged my shoulders tightly.
“Whoa,” I shouted loudly.
Surprised by the pitch of my voice, Tateo let go, but I was still in shock. I slapped his hands again and again
without reason. In my mind I saw the strands of hair on the love-suicide cedars slipping down toward me.
Behind me I heard Tateo calling. Without turning back, however, I ran frantically to the bicycle at the edge of
the trail, and jumping on it, biked down the mountain as fast as I could.
I went home, leaving the trees of the love suicide and my degenerate cousin.
It was very quiet that night.
Tateo seemed to have finally reached home on his exhausted feet late in the afternoon. Minako came by to tell
me as I was preparing supper. She said that as he washed his feet alone by the well, he kept sighing.
I prepared fish boiled with soy sauce and farm lotus marinated in vinegar and sugar. Tateo hated fish. He liked
sour things even less. Mixing the thinly sliced lotus in generous amounts of vinegar, I wondered if Tateo would
have a fit. I had purposely left out the sugar for his portion.
His expression as he ate was so ghastly, it seemed his face might collapse at any moment. He had to eat
because I had said to him in front of everybody:
“I don’t want to see any leftovers.”
Upon finishing his fish and the pickled lotus, he drank many cups of tea and withdrew to his room.
After dark, Grandmother asked Tateo to write a letter to Hawaii for her. It was to be addressed to Suzujiro.
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Tateo came to the dining room with letter paper and a fountain pen.
“Greetings,” Grandmother said in a formal manner, sitting in front of Tateo.
“Greetings,” Tateo repeated, his fountain pen racing.
“Since our last exchange, how has your physical condition been, if I may inquire.”
“Since our last exchange, how has your physical condition—physical condition? wow—been, if I may inquire.
Tami, how do you write the kanji for ‘inquire’ as in inquisition?”
With my back to Tateo, and eating pears with Shinjiro and Minako, I said I didn’t know. Shinjiro swallowed
the big chunk of pear in his mouth.
“Write yo in katakana, e and ro under that. Then write sun in kanji underneath,” he answered proudly.
“My, how smart Shinjiro is, what can I say?” Minako mimicked Grandmother’s tone.
“So that you will thoroughly recuperate as swiftly as possible, I am offering prayers day and night to Buddha
and the gods.”
“Grandmother’s a liar,” Shinjiro said.
“She’s praying for him in her heart,” I said.
“It’s too noisy, be quiet,” Tateo said. “Let’s see. So that you will thoroughly recuperate as swiftly as possible, I
am offering prayers day and night to Buddha and the gods.”
“Thanks to the sun,” Grandmother continued with a serious expres- sion.
“The kanji for ‘thanks’ is the grass radical and yin as in ‘yin and yang,’” she added in a tone she must have
used as an elementary teacher long ago.
I always found it strange that Grandmother’s memory was very uneven. She remembered specific details with
surprising clarity. However, this was always limited to a small part of the whole. In other words, her memory
demonstrated power only where it was not particularly helpful.
If she had forgotten the kanji for “thanks” and instead even vaguely remembered her Hawaiian brother called
Suzujiro, that would help people around her in so many more ways. Suzujiro might get better more quickly, too.
“Now let me beg of you,” Grandmother said.
“Let me beg of you.”
“Years and months having gone by through many a star and a frost as the brothers and sisters once of tender
ages have traveled far on the tide of time, today most of my memories have vanished like phantoms, and—”
Tateo became very busy. Moving his fountain pen quickly, he repeated after Grandmother.
“Your countenance and appearance, too, have gone to oblivion.”
“Your countenance and appearance, too, have gone to oblivion.”
“Sis, what’s Grandmother saying?” Shinjiro asked.
“Shhh. Be quiet,” I said.
“Please be so kind as to send me one or two photographs of yourself, I beg of you.”
“Please be so kind as to send me one or two photographs of yourself, I beg of you.”
“To Mr. Suzujiro Haruno, with respect.”
“To Mr. Suzujiro Haruno, with respect.”
Grandmother let out a sigh.
Sitting with her back bent, she tilted her deeply etched, small face downward. Somehow she looked lonesome.
When the letter was finished, it became quiet in the room. Shinjiro and Minako faced each other, eating pears.
Tateo and I sat back to back, ignoring each other. Outside, the pale moonlight came filtering down.
The cedar grove as it must be on a moonlit night surfaced in my mind’s eye.
The cone-shaped cedars stood, shining as though bathed in snow.
*
The menu for that day was rice pilaf with small clams. Since Grandmother had never heard of it, I renamed it
to sound more traditional:
“Western-style rice with shellfish.”
“Oh, oh, rice with clams in their shells,” Grandmother sounded as if startled out of her senses. “My, what can I
say, this looks like a meal for pirates!" Grandmother opened her mouth like a sea shell as she lifted the lid.
“The shells open up in the pot and release tasty juices,” I explained. “Then you’re supposed to eat the rice and
at the same time pick up a shell, so you enjoy both together, right?”
“My, this is going to be a busy feast,” Grandmother said. Then holding a spoon in her left hand and picking up
a shell in her right hand, she opened her wrinkled mouth like a coin pouch tied with a string, sucked the juice in
the shell, then sucked in the clam, and finally licked the grains of rice stuck to the inside of the shell.
“Delicious, delicious,” she said. “Thanks to my granddaughter I’m here enjoying such a meal, like digging
shellfish on the beach—it’s so lucky I’ve lived this long.”
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Amused by her words, we kept laughing, our spoons shaking. Dinner took longer than usual, with Grandmother slurping her way through the entire time.
Washing the dishes being her chore, Minako stood in front of the sink. The bath water was Shinjiro’s duty, so
he went to the bath on the other side of the kitchen. Tateo, who had no job, simply remained seated with Grandmother, supporting his belly with satisfaction.
The old plates with their mismatched dharma, eggplant, and cucumber designs were piled up in the sink, then
washed and stored away in the cupboard as before. In the meantime, the bath was heating up.
Grandmother and I took a bath. Tateo and Shinjiro had bathed first. It was Minako’s turn to clean the bath, so
she was bathing last that day.
The cries of crickets, reaching us through the screen window, were ringing in the tiled room. Grandmother’s
back was in front of my eyes. As I rubbed her skinny back with a towel, I recalled the Mt. Fuji game that I used to
play with Shinjiro when we were little.
Firmly pinch and pull up the skin of the back of your hand. Because the flesh is thin, the skin pulled up makes
a neatly defined mountain. Shinjiro’s mountain was small, and mine was a little bigger. While washing
Grandmother’s back, I recalled those mountains. Given her skin, a fine Fuji would form no matter where on her
body. All skin—when I saw her from this point of view, her body was a really pitiful sight. However, looked at
from the angle of making Fujis, her body strangely took on a special value.
As I was thinking of the flesh on her arm, then her leg, my eyes were suddenly attracted to her back. Given this
area, an extra large, spectacular Fuji could be formed, far better than the ones on the back of a hand.
I placed an imaginary Mt. Fuji on Grandmother's back. I could see the deep creases and their shadows that ran
from the mountain top down to the foot, as well as the silhouette of its wide, wide skirt. Under my pinching
fingers, the skin of Grandmother’s back would beautifully form into that grand piece of nature. Fighting against
the temptation to pull up the skin, I rubbed her back yet harder.
Grandmother turned to me in the steam. It was my turn to let her rub my back.
“Oh, so beautiful. How beautiful your back looks. It’s so glossy,” Grandmother said.
Since I didn't like my oily skin, I wasn't at all pleased by such words of praise.
“See, it repels the water. What a beautiful sight.” She always followed this with her habitual expression:
“Heavenly, heavenly.”
Above the glittering bath water, two heads floated, Grandmother’s and mine. From sitting in the hot tub, her
face was now red, and reminded me of a walnut soaked in warm water. And by the side of her head, her favorite
paradise was gently bobbing up and down. Looking at that paradise, I thought: Grandmother has perhaps always
lived together with paradise in this way. Then, half of her heart was already taken away to that side, and things
from dozens of years ago, to her, were like a dream. No, even this bath we were sitting in might be half in her
dream, and her granddaughter might be her newest dream … then … then, what did the world look like in the
eyes of a person when only half of her mind was awake and working?
I was thinking of such things as I faced Grandmother’s head, but in fact the waking half of her mind was
opening the door of an old memory, with me as its threshold. She was gazing happily at my face, but then she let a
grave matter slip:
“Oh, the way you carry yourself, Tami, you’re so much like your mother,” she sighed in the tub. “Really how
very much like Mugiko—”
“What did you say, Grandmother?” I asked. “Who’s Mugiko? Why do I have to look like Mugiko, or whatever
her name is?”
Grandmother’s expression changed visibly. She looked alien to me.
“Who’s Mugiko, Grandmother?”
Over the surface of the bath water, my head glided toward her.
Grandmother was at a loss for words. Then gradually her eyes, eyebrows, and mouth began to collapse. Behind
the skin of her face, too, it was clear to my eyes that something was collapsing in the same way. Slowly, and it
seemed at once long and short, tears filled her eyes, and she started to cry with her hands over her face.
“Is she …” I asked, pressing my beating chest, “can she be my real mother?”
Grandmother finally nodded.
“She’s different from Mom, isn’t she?”
By now Grandmother was simply nodding.
I was sitting in the water then, but abruptly felt a sensation of losing my balance. It was as though I had lost
my legs. My legs, the crucial roots that supported my body, were suddenly pulled away. It flashed through my
mind that parents and blood relatives were like legs. Without them, I thought, one swayed insecurely and became
helpless …
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I was deeply struck by this clear sense of reality. But I couldn’t just sit there and continue to be amazed by this
refreshing discovery. I realized that I had to ask Grandmother about Shinjiro.
“Shinjiro’s a child of your current parents,” Grandmother answered in a subdued manner.
To be sure, we were sister and brother who were totally different in face and physique. I became silent.
Dizzy from the long soak, Grandmother tottered out of the tub to the washing area. I followed her. Both of us
flopped onto the tile floor and just sat there.
In front of my eyes it grew alternately dark and clear. Grandmother’s face, so much like a walnut monster, now
emerged and now disappeared. Probably my face also looked that way to her. This symptom of dizziness was
caused by the bath, but my heart was in the same condition. In a word, it was all dark in front of my eyes.
At the lower end of the steam, Grandmother started to cry, a wet towel pressed to her face. Then she started to
talk:
“Mugiko was my younger sister’s daughter.”
Now I remembered: the name of Grandmother’s younger sister was O-Mugi. Mugiko must be O-Mugi’s
daughter.
“Mugiko died right after she gave birth to you.”
Grandmother cried for a while again.
“At our place my son Shosuke had just married Sumiko. We agreed that it was the only way for the baby, and
decided to ask them to take you.”
Shosuke was my present father.
“People cried with joy at my sister’s place—they were so grateful to Shosuke. So right after birth the baby
became his and we had her registered under his name at city hall.”
“So Mugiko died right after I was born?”
“I think it was a day or two later.”
“So the person who was my father didn’t say anything? He was giving his baby up to someone else. He said
nothing?”
“Your father …” Grandmother said. As if in answer to the question, tears trickled down again.
“He died, right?” I asked.
Grandmother nodded. People in the old days seemed to have died so easily.
I recalled having imagined a sad story like this once. It had been at night, and I had enjoyed seeing the fantasy
unfold in my mind’s eye as I lay in bed. It was not just me; most girls got thrills from that kind of imagination at
least once or twice. Minako, for example, even seemed to hope to become an orphan. We craved so much for the
romance of a green pea, the sad pea that Tateo talked about.
I thought that if it were possible, I would like to convey to Minako the feeling of a girl whose fantasy had
become reality. Embracing a feeling that was partly regretful, partly sad, partly patronizing, and partly lonesome, I
looked at Grandmother’s naked figure.
What unfortunate people there were in the world. I thought about my real mother, Mugiko, and a single tear
that felt false rolled down. There had also been, I thought, a married man who died before seeing his baby’s face
… Here another tear fell.
And … and then there had been a baby who, though lucky enough to be born, was without father or mother.
Yet another tear fell. That unlucky baby was myself.
How false this real story sounded. I was deeply moved by this thought as I cried.
“Reality … ” I thought, toweling my face that was wet with tears, “even if it doesn’t look like the truth, is after
all reality.”
I spent the following days in profound melancholy. Now, trading places with Tateo, I was the one who sighed
often under the shade of the paulownia. No matter what objects I observed around me, they were reflected in my
eyes as if through a sheet of pale glass. Did every orphan in the world, I wondered, wear the same glasses as
mine?
I want to talk about my mother’s ribbon knots. My mother, or my kind foster mother as I had now discovered
her to be, had from girlhood been unable to tie her hair ribbons properly. When she put her hair up in a ribbon, her
butterfly spread its wings vertically like a figure eight. Ordinarily a girl like that would ask her mother to tie it for
her, but her mother also made vertical butterflies.
So, who should tie her ribbon every day before going to work but her father.
And the daughter of this clumsy mother also had to have her father tie the strings of her apron.
“What a helpless pair,” my father would shake his head, looking at my mother and me alternately. Even
Shinjiro could tie apron strings, yet we, his mother and her daughter, couldn’t. In passing, since both mother and I
could decently sew either by machine or by hand, this didn’t seem to be a question of whether we were clumsy or
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deft.
Then, what did our vertical bow knot derive from?
When mother and I visited her parents’ home, there was the hilarious sight of three vertical apron knots behind
us as we stood side by side facing the sink—in other words it was impossible not to think that the vertical bows of
the grandmother, daughter, and granddaughter were nothing but a result of what Tateo had once called cross
fertilization of peas.
However, the peas were smashed by Grandmother’s story. They were not cross-fertilized. This was the fact.
I recalled with affection the face of my mother, who was in Hawaii and whom I had not seen for a while. Too
bad for Mugiko, my natural mother, but, thinking of my mother’s vertical bow knot, I shed nostalgic tears under
the paulownia.
Shinjiro noticed nothing about my change. Since I wished to remain his big sister even now after the fact had
come through to me, it soothed me to know that he sensed nothing.
Under the paulownia, I renewed in my mind’s eye the memory of the days when I had gotten him to correct the
knot of my apron. Not just the apron strings; in junior high school days he tied—no, I made him tie the ribbons
for my braids. I was the kind of big sister who had many devices for making him listen to me.
I recalled with keen nostalgia the scene in which his boyishly thin and somewhat bony fingers moved slowly
before my eyes. His eyes were on my hair, while my eyes were focused on his fingertips. The color of the ribbon
was navy, as dictated by school rules.
“Is this okay? It’s okay, isn’t it? Come on, let me go. I’ll be late for school.”
I leaned my back with a sigh against the trunk of the paulownia.
From now on I would become a gentle, loving big sister, I thought.
*
One afternoon, Shinjiro brought Minako to the shade of the paulownia.
“Let’s go to the waterfall,” he invited. “Mina says she wants to see it once.”
In a flash, I remembered the snake—that long S shape swimming on the surface of the water. The moment I
thought of it, I had goose bumps.
“Shin says he'll take us there.”
Minako wore a white hat to shade her face against the sun. I realized that Shinjiro and Minako would go, even
if I didn’t. I involuntarily stood up. And I said to Shinjiro who stood smiling at Minako’s side:
“Go get my hat!”
He clucked his tongue and ran toward the house. I had a tendency to ruin resolutions within minutes of making
them. Shinjiro came rushing back, the hat fluttering in his hand.
The three of us went down the mountain trail on foot. Minako and I walked side by side, Shinjiro leading us.
Our landmark was the tree on which he had hung the shopping bags last time. His eyes darting, examining the
shapes of trees, he finally spotted the right one.
“Not even one electric pole, only trees and grass grow here,” Shinjiro tried to excuse his slowness to Minako.
The three of us held hands and noisily made our way down through the grass. My mind was already full of
anxiety about snakes,
“Shinjiro, tell us quick if you see a snake.” The moment I unthinkingly said this, Minako started getting scared.
“Snakes come out here?”
“They do. Really long ones,” I said, with a thrill of pleasure.
“Shin didn’t tell me that,” Minako said, suddenly still in the grass.
“A little one wriggled out, that’sall.”
“So there was one! It really came out!”
As I watched Minako’s face, I felt better and better.
“It came wiggling out toward my feet. It was blue with grayish spots.”
“That’s a lie. There'’s no such thing as a spotted snake,” Shinjiro said.
“But I saw it. It came right near my feet.” Minako started to tremble.
“We’ve come all this way, we can’t go back just like that,” Shinjiro said.
“Let’s go on. It’s all right. If I find one, I’ll throw a rock,” I said. Strangely, I felt I really could do it. As long
as Minako was scared, I felt I could refrain from my own fear of snakes. I had become a rather mean girl.
Climbing all the way down the thicket, we came upon the fall. We seemed to have swerved as we went down,
for the fall that faced us last time was now a long way to our left.
Leading Minako by the hand, I crossed the rocks that were wet with the spray from the fall. Last time, due to
the fuss over the snake, we hadn’t even gotten near the fall. Minako and I crouched down on a big, flat rock.
“Where did the snake come out from?” Minako asked in a loud voice. She looked flustered.
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“Over there,” I pointed.
Minako followed my finger with her eyes wide open. I looked at her soft hair and her doll-like white profile
that never got tan. Then I thought about my own tough, black hair and dark face that wasn’t at all girlish. Probably that unlucky woman called Mugiko, like me, wasn’t at all beautiful. There was something unfair about it all.
We were in a big shady spot. Foliage hung over the fall from the cliff. The spray, turning into fog, danced
through the entire rocky area.
“It’s gotten a little cold,” said Shinjiro, who came near us hopping from rock to rock. The hair on our arms
rose.
It was on our way back that the snake appeared. We had left the fall, hopping on rocks to return to where we
had come down. The snake, slipping out from the grass, cut off Minako and me.
Minako did not scream. She just stiffened silently, grabbing on to my arm without a word.
“It’s all right,” I nodded. Yet, I don’t know what was all right, for we remained standing immobile. The snake
was of a color that could not be defined in one word. It looked blue, but sort of blackish, and also maybe gray.
There were no spots anywhere. That eerie compound color of blue, black, and gray moved slimily. I shuddered.
And I saw as if from afar that my foot kicked a small pebble, aiming at the snake. The letter S turned and again
turned as it hit the dirt with its tail and glided over a rock, until, shining and glistening, it disappeared into the
grass.
“What’s up?” Shinjiro’s head stretched above the grass.
“It’s Tami,” Minako shouted in an excited voice. "Tami threw a pebble at a snake. It hit the snake.”
Shinjiro burst into loud laughter.
“Give me a break,” he said and laughed again.
*
There was no change in Grandmother’s attitude after that. When I went near her, I would purposely sigh, my
face downcast and so forth, but she never responded. Having given me such heavy pain, did she never think about
it? Or, was she inwardly upset, and deliberately refraining from showing it in her face? Anyway, the story of
Mugiko would end up hurting Shinjiro, too, not just me. That might be why Grandmother pretended that nothing
had happened and smothered her feelings, though in fact she wanted to comfort me this way and that—I tried to
conjecture in this manner.
Today Grandmother went out again after lunch to visit her elderly friend, purse in hand and towel over her
head as usual. Towel over her head—what was happening to Grandmother? It probably played the same role as
our hats for shading from the sun, but it was alarming to see her walking through the rice fields, with a towel,
folded in half, on top of her thin hair. Since she was light, she walked hovering insecurely like a leaf. The towel
on her head marked Grandmother’s location in the rice field.
Naturally she’s gone again to that house near the big camphor tree, I thought. She must be chanting, drenched
in perspiration, “Gyaatei, gyaatei, sowa sowa gyaatei.”
On a whim I tried recalling the names of those close to Grandmother, those who had died early.
Jikuro, the one who was insane; Tetsuro, who fled through the mountains; the shoemaker’s wife, who had
pointed at the cedars of double suicide; then O-Mugi and her daughter Mugiko; and Grandfather who had died
early.
Many, many others of her siblings that I didn’t know would be among them.
It may be that Grandmother was sending up that “gyaatei, gyaatei” to these people. However, I could not
believe that weird voices like that, sent to Tetsuro and Mugiko, could console them.
The dead were so strange, I thought.
There were many things I didn't understand. I visualized the many frogs crying in the field on that “gyaatei,
gyaatei” day and the white rose in the yard with the line of ants crawling up along the stalk. I felt that those little
things were the ones conducting a real funeral.
The ants climbed the rose stalk steadily, moment by moment. Zigzag, zigzag … At the end of the climb was a
rose like a white evening sun.
Even if Grandmother did not chant the sutra, the frogs and ants did. Nature was like a deep container, I
thought.
In the late afternoon, Grandmother came home, swaying unsteadily, with the folded towel on her head and the
purse hanging from her arm. About the time she finished washing her sweaty clothes in the bath, a violent evening
shower began. Grandmother put her hand to her chest in relief, looking out the window at the outside that had
become all dark. If she had been delayed a little, she might by now be drowned in the rice field.
Tateo was playing the organ in the back room. One moment the sound was obscured by the rain, only to be
heard again the next minute.
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Shinjiro, who had been out, ran home soaked. The evening shower did not stop for a long time. Both Minako
and I heard the thunder in the kitchen and ran to the dining room, leaving the pot and dishes. Grandmother,
Shinjiro, Minako, and I found that we were all sitting straight without conscious effort. The thunder sounded as
though it was camped right above us in the ceiling.
“Tateo’s such a grown-up, I should have known it,” Grandmother said, impressed.
True, the sound of the defective organ he played continued slenderly amid the sound of the rain and thunder.
At night after the rain was up, there was a call for Grandmother from Tateo’s mother, reporting that all three of
our respective mothers had returned from Hawaii that day. It seemed that our fathers had returned earlier, since
they had to worry about their jobs.
Suzujiro, considerably better, had been switched from intravenous feeding to a liquid diet. He had remembered
all sorts of things about Grandmother and told them stories from the old days. Grandmother didn’t seem to like
that. It must be weird when a stranger knows you well.
“Did she say what Clark was like?” Tateo asked.
“She didn't talk about him,” Grandmother said.
“What kind of house do they live in?” Minako asked, leaning forward with interest.
“I didn’t hear,” Grandmother said.
“Did she say there were children in the family?” Shinjiro asked.
“I don’t know,” said Grandmother. “If you want to know so much, you should go back home and ask your
parents now that they are home.”
*
Red fruit was hanging between deep green leaves. Five tomatoes, each like a setting sun, grew in the garden.
“Come, Tami, give me the basket,” said Grandmother, and went into the vegetable garden, her back bent. Her
upper body was not visible; only her hips in a gray one-piece moved across the garden.
I handed her the basket I held in my hand. This morning Grandmother plucked three tomatoes. These were for
me to take home and slice up for breakfast.
“Why don’t you pick some farm lotus, too,” Grandmother said, so I added five or six of them to the basket.
Thin baby hair grew on the roots, which looked like long triangular hats. The hairs pricked any careless fingers
that touched them.
“Come, here’s an extra,” Grandmother threw in the basket a beautifully swollen eggplant. The basket in my
hand became that much heavier. Grandmother lifted her bent back, then stretched her body while holding the
towel on her head.
This was the signal for us to return.
Leaving the garden, we circled the wall of the house and came to the gate. Although our path was light in the
early dawn, insects from the night before were still crying. Since the voices welled up from the grass thicket and
rose directly into the sky, they sounded as though falling all over the place from heaven, having been sprinkled
generously. As if crossing a clear river, Grandmother and I walked quietly.
When we entered the gate and reached the door, Grandmother finally spoke one simple sentence:
“You don’t have to go home?”
“Not yet,” I said.
Grandmother’s face softened in relief.
In the kitchen Minako was washing some leafy greens.
“All you have to do is cut them up,” she said.
At Grandmother’s house Minako had developed the habit of rising early. We had decided that we would stay
longer after all, and had postponed our departure. I thought that Minako’s good habit would prove a nice gift to
take home when we did leave.
In passing, although we didn’t make much progress in our studies, everyone was able to find something to take
home.
Shinjiro went out and got tanned, shedding his habit of reading cartoons. This was an earth-shattering change.
Tateo learned to sit on the floor with correct posture when eating—he had grown up with chairs—and to play
the organ with both hands.
I learned to manage the meals of five people. I realized that helping was one thing, and managing quite
another. Even after I grew up, I thought, this would probably influence the way I looked at and thought about
things.
I stood facing the kitchen window.
A cock was crowing from the yard of a distant house.
I felt my heart becoming as clear as the wind. Cutting up the leafy vegetables Minako had washed, I scattered
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them over the miso soup\fn{Soup made with soy-bean paste.} in the pot.
The miso soup was unclear as if with mist. It was because the dregs of fermented wheat created a deep fog.
Each time I mixed the soup from the bottom of the fog, the dregs rose in swirls. Small pieces of eggplant, fried
tofu, and greens bobbed up and down in the muddy current.
As a thought occurred to me, I tried to enlarge in my mind the pot I was looking down at, to an area about the
size of the surface of a big pond, and I strained my eyes to gaze into it I found things in the miso-soup flood
moving in small flickering motions. From the soup’s surface, a yellow ochre as though earth from the farm had
been mixed in, a man’s head and hands stuck out. They must be Jikuro’s head and hands, I thought
Also surfacing and disappearing was the handle of the metal hammer with which Tetsuro pounded shoes,
tonkachi tonkachi.
Mugiko’s hair was streaming.
Two cedar trees were fast asleep. The mountains had sunk. The rice field had sunk. The house, the cattle, and
the cock floated.
They were like dust as I looked down. I stopped the fire and put the lid on. Grandmother’s pot was frightening.
Tateo, Shinjiro, Minako, and Grandmother all showed up at the table in the dining room. I carried the pot there.
“Treated to meals without doing a thing,” Grandmother bowed. Then, she said as if singing:
“Heavenly, heavenly.”
When breakfast was over, Shinjiro looked out the window.
“Let’s go to the pond behind the temple,” he suggested.
We had come here all this way, so we should see everything, he added. Grandmother agreed:
“Yes, yes, he’s right. Even I can walk there.”
We agreed that, as long as we were going, we should pack lunch and eat it there. Only Minako seemed a little
worried and asked, “Will there be any snakes?” She must have been really terrified by that snake at the fall.
*
It was fine that morning.
The five of us walked along the path in the rice field with Grandmother in the middle, with a towel on her
head.
“What happened to that parasol?” Shinjiro asked her.
“It’s carefully stored away,” Grandmother answered.
“Isn’t that how men looked in the old days, when they went to public bath houses? It looks funny,” Shinjiro
said.
“This is the country, so nobody ever looked like this,” Grandmother said.
“Why?”
“Because there weren’t any bath houses.”
“I see …”
“So I won’t be mistaken for a man.”
We came across someone on the way to the farm. Grandmother greeted him with a smile. When asked, she
looked back at us and said”
“Oh, no, these are just my disobedient grandchildren.”
Shinjiro looked unhappy.
“Why did you say such a thing?” he asked.
“You can’t praise members of your own family,” Grandmother said.
“But people who don’t know us may take you seriously.”
“They can tell by my face.”
“Then, what did you look like when you were talking to that person just now?” Shinjiro asked.
Grandmother twisted her face toward him, and reproducing her expression, said:
“Like this.”
Since we walked slowly, keeping pace with Grandmother, Shinjiro gradually became bored. Although he kept
looking down at his feet in sandals as he walked along, he finally went ahead by himself.
The pond was behind the wall of the temple where Shinjiro always took a nap. One side of the edge of the
pond was unapproachable, covered with thick foliage. The remaining half of the perimeter ran along a small trail,
and there seemed to be a spot for resting.
The pond was not so big. It was a size that allowed us, since it was round, to see its entirety. We could also
clearly see the birds that came flying to the trees on the opposite side. With murky dark green water, it was a pond
that one probably shouldn’t look at when feeling unwell. The sky was so bright, however, that pieces of the clouds
reflected on the water floated very white.
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“I wonder if it’s deep," Tateo said.
“Oh no, it’s only up to a man’s neck or so,” Grandmother said. "It's shallow around the edge. It looks deep, but
it doesn’t even reach the waist. Then there is a sudden dip, but it’s still only up to the chest.”
She was very informative.
“The water gets up to the neck around where those trees hang down. So even if you picked up a drowning
child, you couldn’t get him out of the water there, but would have to carry him to where it was shallow all the way
on this side of the pond.”
“Were you watching?”
“Was I watching! He was a student in my class,” Grandmother said staring at the pond.
“There were a lot of frogs,” she explained, “so children used to come here to catch them. It’s awful if you lose
your life instead of catching frogs.”
There didn't seem to have been any children who died there.
“There used to be lots of children here, so someone was bound to find you.”
Here Grandmother's tale turned to the young Jikuro. According to her he had once nearly drowned in this lake.
“‘I’m going to have some fun,’ he said as he went out. It was already near dusk, and he came to catch frogs.
There were lots of frogs in the shade of the trees over there. He caught a few, and on the way back to this side, he
drowned while swimming near the center of the pond. He often got leg cramps.”
“There’s no hope if you get cramps where the water is neck-deep,” Tateo said.
“Did anyone see him?” Shinjiro asked.
“It was so late in the afternoon that there wasn’t a single soul at the pond,” Grandmother shook her head.
“But something interesting happened,” Grandmother continued. “I was in the kitchen. A strange child poked
his head through the back door, and called me, ‘Hey Si-i-s, Big Si-i-s.’ In a whispering voice. I turned to the
voice, surprised, and found a thin, little boy. ‘Jikuro was drowning in the pond,’ he said, ‘so I pulled him out.’
Sure enough, the boy’s clothes were soaking wet, water dripping from his hair. He looked at me with an odd
expression and smiled. ‘I let him cough the water out and put him down on the grass, so go quickly.’”
“He really said that?” Shinjiro asked.
“Yes. Our big brothers ran to the pond right away and found Jikuro, lying drenched on his back on the grass,
just as the boy had said.”
We looked at one another in wonder.
“How did a child that small pull Jikuro out?” Tateo sounded half in disbelief.
“Later I heard some villagers talking with my father. They decided after a while that it was a kappa, a water
imp.”
Again we looked at one another.
“Those limbs, lean as cucumbers, and that grassy green face, could belong to no one else but a kappa,” Grandmother said.
We fell silent. We had been so engrossed in this tale, but when it ended like that, we couldn’t avoid feeling lost.
Like finding, while being guided along country roads, a long fox tail behind the trusted guide—it was that kind of
odd feeling.
“Better be wary of this guide,” read the insecure expression that vaguely surfaced on our faces.
“Grandmother, was that boy’s face really the color of grass?” Shinjiro asked again, looking doubtful.
“All green,” Grandmother rolled her eyes, showing the whites.
So Shinjiro joined us in our silence.
A wind started over the surface of the pond, and the sky grew overcast. Dark clouds streamed over our heads.
As the old woman’s tale was incomprehensible, so the water in the pond, too, had dulled before we realized it.
We opened the lunch packs of rice balls which we had brought. When we were halfway through our lunch, the
clouds left again, and the pond lightened up in one sweep. In the middle of our rice balls, Tateo asked Grandmother as if by whim:
“Well, uh, at about what age did this Jikuro person go insane?”
Minako, Shinjiro, and I, following Tateo’s example, looked at Grandmother all at once. Right, that was
something we needed to ask her about. For some reason, however, Grandmother lifted her eyes questioningly. She
inclined her head.
“Jikuro …?” she asked.
“You remember, you told us how he became insane and was confined to a room like in jail?”
“Such nonsense,” Grandmother looked puzzled. “He never became insane or anything. He went all the way
through to high school and became a teacher.”
We went momentarily blank.
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“In the end he became the schoolmaster of a middle school in the northeast, and on his way there he died of
cerebral hemorrhage in the train.”
“Grandmother, you’re lying!” Shinjiro said in a loud voice. “You said he died insane. Remember? He was
always writing all sorts of Chinese characters, you said.”
Grandmother was still inclining her head.
“Well, I guess I may have told you a story like that.”
“Are you kidding? Eye, mouth, nose, he wrote, you said.”
“But that’s probably not Jikuro. I have it in a document from back then that Jikuro collapsed in the train—”
“Then, who was the one who went insane?”
At Shinjiro’s loud voice, Grandmother looked startled and stared into a vacuum.
Folding her fingers over her lunch box, she listed once again the names of her thirteen siblings. It was the same
as the last time even to the detail of skipping Suzujiro’s name. She remembered the names so clearly, yet the
important connection between people and names did not match up correctly.
Eye, mouth, nose … Who was writing these characters on paper? What was the name of the boy who was
writing neck, chest, belly in a comer of a dark, barred tatami room? As it became questionable to what extent we
could believe the story of the boy rescued by the kappa, we also became unsure of the story about the boy who
wrote eye, mouth, nose.
Countless watery creases moved on the surface of the pond. A breeze came toward us. Like these ripples, did
everything flow away to a far-away place?
That noon, Tateo and I came home from the pond with a common, though independently formed, question.
Each of us spent the whole afternoon trying to draw an answer from the question. We reached the same
conclusion:
“Grandmother’s memory was a mess.”
After supper, I went to the inner room, where Tateo had started to play the organ. I confided in him about the
story of Mugiko that Grandmother had told me in the bath. I told him about the melancholy and helpless days that
had followed, when I felt as though my feet were hidden by a mist.
Sitting cross-legged and leaning against the organ, Tateo nodded:
“I know exactly how you feel, Tami.”
He too revealed his days of anxiety after hearing from Grandmother the story of Tetsuro and the love-suicide
cedars. If someone like Tetsuro were his grandfather—from the moment that thought occurred to him, he said, the
dry needles of the two cedars had constantly rustled behind his back, whispering to him.
“What kind of thing did they whisper?” I asked.
“I can’t tell you.”
Tateo looked embarrassed. Recalling his offensive behavior when we had gone to see the cedars, I closed my
mouth.
“We’re up in the air now,” Tateo said. “Since we’ve discovered that her memory’s that awful, we can’t keep
hanging like this. The first question to solve is to what extent her memory is accurate and to what extent it’s unreliable,” Tateo said resolutely, his usual lazy smile gone. His expression then was to me the most likable of all his
faces I had seen.
When we returned to the dining room, Shinjiro and Minako were studying face-to-face for a change.
The incident that day seemed to have made a strong impression on Grandmother. Opening an old album, she
was viewing it with a much more serious face than Shinjiro or Minako. She held a magnifying glass in her hand.
Tateo came and sat next to her with his usual expression.
“What are you looking at?” he asked.
Ahh—Grandmother exhaled a long breath and answered, lifting her tired eyes:
“I have many people to look for.”
“Who are you looking for?”
“First, Suzujiro, then Jikuro,” Grandmother said with deep feeling.
“I see,” Tateo nodded, looking as though that were a matter of course.
“Then, Mugiko and Tetsuro …”
Ahh—now I was the one to want to heave a deep sigh. For Grandmother, when she said this, turned the light of
very lonesome, sad eyes toward me.
“Also Sekisuke and Senji.”
The light of her eyes deepened into a sadder and sadder color. It seemed to me like the color of the eyes of a
human being who, lost on the way, could not return home.
“Shosuke and Ginro, then Ryotaro …” the names continued.
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But her words no longer registered in my ear. I was focusing in my mind on the conclusion I had reached
earlier:
“Grandmother’s memory’s a mess.”
That’s right, I thought, isn’t her memory in a terrible state? I gazed at her hopelessly as she, with the magnifier
in her right hand, started again to fold the fingers in her left hand. As if he had lost the energy to speak, Tateo, too,
eyed the motion of her fingers vacantly. There was no longer any way to connect her fragmented memory.
Grandmother’s hand caressed the old album. The magnifier kept on enlarging the yellowed faces of lots of
people. To me they looked nearly the same. Since they had been born one or two years apart, or in a row at the
beginning and end of the same year, it was difficult to recognize their characteristics in the faded photographs.
Once I had wanted to know in what form the memories of the past from decades ago were stored in Grandmother’s brain. I had thought, at that time, that something like fog or mist had perhaps filled the space above her
memory. However, now I was able to conjecture that old memories were, like these photographs, something like
fragmented film that had lost its proper nouns and was stripped of context.
The night got late. Shinjiro’s and Minako’s notebooks indicated fair amounts of progress. A cock’s night cry
streamed into the quiet room. It was an odd cock. It crowed morning, day, and night.
Tateo was lying on his back on the tatami floor, his eyes open. Who was his grandfather after all, I wondered?
Was it Tetsuro, who had seen the love-suicide cedars? Or was it all right to leave it as before?
Then my thoughts shifted to myself. Was my mother Mugiko, or my current mother? By now I knew that, no
matter how much I questioned my grandmother, I couldn’t get an answer that would be sufficiently convincing.
Even if we asked our parents, we would never be fully convinced, Tateo said to me. So, he had nothing else to do
but stare at the ceiling.
Suddenly I looked by my side at the fair-skinned, neat face of Minako who was racing her pencil across a
notebook. I felt that a pretty girl like Minako was more suitable as a daughter to the unfortunate Mugiko. Minako
and I were the same age, and both of us were Grandmother’s grandchildren. The possibility was the same for
Minako, too.
But I felt I would probably never tell anyone about Mugiko. Minako should remain as she was. I, too, wanted
to remain as I was. There was no need to clarify forcefully what was not clear. I would live as before, believing
my present mother to be my mother.
Arriving at this thought, a big, slow wave of sleepiness finally began to enclose my body.
Shinjiro yawned over his notebook. Minako, as if on cue, carried a hand to her mouth. My hand also moved
likewise.
In a corner of the room, Grandmother had long been swaying, as if rowing a boat. She must have rowed out
into that pond, I thought. It was the pond of the big, black iron pot. The fog must be thick tonight, like chaotic and
terrifying clouds. Grandmother was pushing her boat out there. She was starting to row. Creak, creak, creak—
even the sound of the oars could be heard.
Grandmother’s boat sped across the surface of the night pond. Many things were floating there. Tetsuro’s head
and hands—no, they might no longer be Tetsuro’s. Let me rephrase: someone’s head and hands. And someone’s
hair was flowing. A metal hammer with which someone pounded shoes was bobbing. The double suicide cedar’s
that somebody had seen were fast asleep. Making the mountains sink, making the rice fields sink, and making the
house, cattle, chicken, and dust sink, Grandmother would row the boat. There was no way anyone could match
her …
*
It had been hazy since morning, with mosquitoes whining around. In the afternoon a reply to Grandmother’s
letter came from Clark.
Opening the letter, Tateo started to turn his head in puzzlement. The contents were as follows:
Dear Mrs. Hanayama Sanae:
Thank you for your letter both my father and I read it. But we don’t understand the characters and we don’t
understand the sentences.
My father was very happy thank you. His illness will get better quickly. Please write. Everyone will be happy and
read.
Well now by way of reply.
Good-bye.
Clark

This would get us nowhere.
We decided that Tateo would rewrite Grandmother’s letter. Bringing to the verandah mosquito coils, station787

ery, and a fountain pen, Tateo lay on his stomach. It was difficult to compose a letter for someone else. For half an
hour, Tateo only stroked the tip of his nose with his fountain pen while he lay staring at the stationery, but
eventually he corrected his grip on the pen.
And he finished the letter in five minutes. His version read as follows:
Dear Clark:
Thank you for your letter. Everybody was happy to read it. I am fine, too. I hope Suzujiro will get better soon.
I want to see my younger brother’s face. Please send a couple of pictures. I shall be waiting.
Good-bye.
Hanayama Sanae

“You call this ghostwriting?” I rounded my eyes.
“It’s meaningless if they can’t read it,” Tateo responded.
“You pondered half an hour. What a waste.”
“Let’s seal it quickly before Grandmother demands to see it,” Tateo said.
Shinjiro came running.
“Let me do it,” he said, snatching the envelope.
He stuck out his tongue and licked the gluey flap.
“I like this kind of thing,” he said, then sealed the envelope by pounding it with his hand.
Supper was going to be a combination dish of kelp, Koya-style tofu, and beef, plus cucumber salad. Toward
the evening I went to the garden in back to pick cucumbers.
The atmosphere was heavy, and it felt as though I were inhaling thick air. Even as I was picking the
cucumbers, mosquitoes started an assault. I waved my arms and stamped my feet as I picked. Under the dense air,
the cucumbers looked deeper green than usual. The clouds in the sky looked as though they would release drops if
squeezed.
As I came out of the patch, a heavy evening shower started. I started to run pressing the basket with cucumbers
to my chest. The sky darkened gradually starting from the direction of the distant rice field, and the rain came
pressing toward me. I clearly saw the rain approach like a bamboo curtain, swallowing rice paddy after paddy. It
resembled the way human legs run.
When I turned the path, I spotted something in the distant dark rice fields: something white fluttering in the
fields almost as dark as night. I stopped. Straining my eyes, I saw a human body under the white thing.
Grandmother, I thought. She was running home with a white cotton cloth on her head.
The white flutter, however, came no nearer. No matter how her legs ran, they never got faster. Only her body
was dancing. It must be tiring.
The rice paddies, viewed from afar, were already flooded. They formed an ochre-colored pond. In their midst,
Grandmother’s white cloth kept dancing. For a while I looked at that white color. Then, placing the cucumber
basket in front of the gate, I took off the kitchen clogs I was wearing.
Then I started running to help Grandmother out.
36.105 Rabbits\fn{by Kanai Mieko (1947-

)}

Takasaki, Gumma Prefecture, Japan (F) 6

Writing (also not writing, since that is part of the whole process) means putting pen to paper and this I can no longer
escape. To write would seem to be my fate.

I wrote these words in my diary the day I pretty much forced myself to go out for a walk near my new house.
The doctor had been telling me how good a little exercise would be for me and so, even though I’m not the sort
who takes strolls willingly, I felt obliged to follow his advice. Outside, it was all sky, gray, threatening and
looming over the landscape. Such weath- er did little to increase my interest in my health. But moving myself
seemed a far more pleasant alternative than sitting inside and facing my diary, or all those pages of manuscript
paper in my depressing room, where the furniture still had to be put in place.
I was anyway in quite a foul mood. Even when wide awake, I felt as if I were in the midst of a bad dream. I
lived in dread of these gloomy days which would descend upon me always with no rhyme or reason. Something
undefinable, something like an illusion—an odor, one might say, for want of a better word—followed me wherever I went; an odor like that of an unseen bird that had flown right past my nose. I was aware of something about
the odor I could not quite put my finger on, and was absolutely certain I had experienced that something. But just
as an odor drifts away and dissipates without form in the air, so that elusive something would disappear. Then I
would feel vaguely deflated and upset, the same as when you’re finally able to read a message written in the sand
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at the same time that a careless breeze comes along and sweeps it all away into a wide, desolate stretch of gray.
With the smell, whose exact origin remained a puzzle, came also a sense of nausea. I want to make clear
though, that the smell came from a place deep inside me and did not cause the nausea, nor did the nausea lead me
to the smell.
In the course of my walk, I lost my way and found myself in the garden of a vacant house in the midst of a
grove of trees. Tired, I sat down on a rock and rested. Just then a big white rabbit ran by right in front of my eyes.
By big, I don’t mean big for a rabbit, since it was pretty much my size. But a rabbit without a doubt, nothing else
could have had those big, long ears and, for that matter, the rest of its body also looked every bit like a rabbit.
Springing up from the rock in an effort to pursue it, I was earnest in my chase until I suddenly fell down into a
hole and blacked out. When I came to, the big rabbit was sitting quite close by and was staring at me.
“Who are you?”
“I was taking a walk and got lost and came here. Are you a rabbit? Or is there a more formal way you want me
to address you?”
“I look just like one, don’t I?” the rabbit said, making a happy chuckling noise down in its throat. “But
actually, I am a human. Perhaps. These days, I really don’t care what I am.”
“It’s amazing, you look just like a rabbit,” I said, my voice full of wonder.
It was covered by a fluffy white fur coat, and when I observed the creature head on, I saw that it even had pink
eyes. Upon further examination, of course, I could immediately make out that the eyes were glass lenses expertly
attached to the rabbit mask and hood which it wore on its head. The white fur covering encased the whole body
like those pajamas with built-in feet which babies wear. But why had this young girl gone to all this trouble to get
herself up like a rabbit? She quickly sensed my question.
“You probably want to know why I go around like this, don’t you? Well, I’ll explain, though this is the first
time I have spoken to anyone except myself since my father died. I absolutely must speak to someone. If I don’t, I
won’t ever be able to calm down. So please, come in,” she said, inviting me into her rundown house.
The girl’s name was Lily, which she didn’t think particularly bad for a name, though Tiger Lily or Star Lily,
she explained, would have pleased her more.
“But of course, no one knows my name now and there is no one around who remembers it. So I wonder if you
would do me the favor of calling me Star Lily.”
I have no alternative but to say that the interior of the house was a rabbit hutch. The floor had a wall-to-wall
carpet of rabbit fur and on the walls were nailed fresh rabbit pelts with the limbs spread out to make the shape of
an X. Pervading the interior was a strange animal smell. Even after I had sat down on the rabbit fur floor, the vile
smell made my stomach turn over. The girl appeared unperturbed about my discomfort and kept moving her ears
or scratching the back of her ear with her hind leg. Not that she particularly itched there, rather she had done this
so many times that by now the reflex rabbit gesture was no doubt second nature to her.
“I have been wracking my brains for some time. There must be a logical reason why I have ended up like this.
But I never could quite figure it out. The first inkling of what would happen to me occurred, I think, on that
morning,” she said slowly, as if trying to get her recollections in order.
“In the morning, I woke up and walked around the house, but no one was there. I looked in the kitchen, dining
room, living room, bedrooms, closets, bathroom, toilet, and just to make sure, I opened the wardrobe and searched
there, but couldn’t find anyone. In the kitchen, the milk had been left on the stove with the gas on and the boiling
white cream overflowed like meringue from the pot. In the bathroom, there was still soap lather in the cup which
my brother used to shave with. In the dining room, the cup of chilled orange juice, apparently just taken out of the
refrigerator, still had droplets of condensation along the surface. Also, the newspaper looked as if it had been left
on the table by someone who had gotten up for a moment while reading it.
“In spite of this, there was no one in the house. I turned off the gas under the milk, drank the orange juice on
the table, and while I was reading the paper (that is, I merely passed my eyes over the news items and didn’t really
read the news about the great happenings announced in large print. In any case, the news, either of foreign wars or
the assassination of foreign prime ministers or foreign revolutions, had no connection with my life), I thought that
they would not return; and were they never to return, I did not care at all, nor did I try and figure out why they had
gone off. As a matter of fact, my family did not come home after that. Even if they had returned, I would have
looked at them and almost certainly would have denied knowing who they were.
“It is possible that the attitude I took in regard to my family’s sudden disappearance was strange, because I
wasn’t a bit surprised. Every morning, I had drunk a glass of orange juice while the rest of the family sat at the
table offering each other opinions about the weather and the relative viscosity of the orange juice. I would eat my
breakfast of toast and bacon and eggs and tea while my father gave a running commentary on the newspaper
items. Only when my father asked me about my progress at school did I speak.
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“‘What are you studying at school now?’ was one of his usual questions.
“‘Oh, this and that. Physics, chemistry, and math.’
“Our conversations would end there. Smacking his lips and cleaning the egg yolk from the plate with a piece
of bread, my father would mutter meaningless phrases. ‘What you study now will serve you well in the future,’ or
‘No matter how old people get, they should always have a thirst for knowledge,’ or ‘There is no easy path to
learning,’ he would say, sipping his tea from his large cup. My father remained perfectly oblivious to the bits of
yolk and drops of tea which had stuck to his curly mustache. Greedily downing his second helping of bacon and
eggs and toast, he would repeat the same things over and over in his loud voice. (My father always spoke in a
loud voice and even when he thought he was speaking softly, it always came out as if he were shouting at
everyone.)
“I can hear that booming voice of my father saying, ‘Eating a filling meal is sure to make you want to go
happily off to sleep. At least any healthy person would feel this way. There is no doubt in my mind that,
physiologically speaking, this is perfectly healthy and natural. Yet, the world makes us go out and work. After
eating breakfast, I feel like taking a little nap for an hour or two. I feel that way after each of my meals.’
“There was no response since everyone took what my father said with some measure of scorn. To the family,
my father was a ruddy-faced pig who did nothing but stuff himself and sleep. But I was different. Of them all, I
loved my father best, his panting after the sweet, lovely pleasures of overeating and sleep, and the undulating of
his fat stomach. At dinner, I sometimes kept my father company eating dishes which the other members of my
family would not touch until I was full and could hardly keep my eyes open. We would both burp unashamedly
afterwards. When we were so full that we could not eat any more, we did not stick our fingers down our throats in
the barbaric manner of the Roman aristocrats, but drank a laxative made from special medicinal plants. Then,
totally refreshed, we would commence eating again.
“My father raised rabbits for cooking and twice a month, on the first and the fifteenth, he would kill a rabbit
and prepare a dish. On the first and the fifteenth, he got up long before breakfast and selected a big fat rabbit from
the shed and killed it. The rabbit, who had no idea what was happening, drew up its legs and just waited there
with its ears firmly clutched in my father’s hairy fat fingers. In its coat of fluffy soft white fur, the animal drew
itself in rigidly and got strangled by my father’s huge hands. Again and again, from my second-floor bedroom, I
had peered down at a dead animal, placed on the ground in front of the shed, its feet sprawled out, its neck
broken. After that, my father, working in the garden storage shed, slashed open the rabbit’s neck, severed the
arteries, and hung it upside down. While the blood drained out completely, my father would slowly eat a bigger
breakfast than usual.
“After breakfast, my father would slit open the rabbit’s belly and remove the innards. Putting the carcass in a
wooden bucket totally brown from all the leftover blood, my father would skillfully set about stripping off the
skin. When my father’s thick bloody fingers moved, pink flesh encased with blood and fat came into view beneath
the pure white fur. When the rabbit was neatly skinned, the corpse was hung from a nail on the wall of the shed.
The fur, now completely clean of blood, was stretched out and nailed to the wall of the shed with its limbs spread
out in the shape of an X.
“In the evening, when my father came home from work, he would prepare a meal of the rabbit in the storage
shed. He stuffed the rabbit’s belly with a liver, kidney, and raw sausage stuffing, and after adding onions,
mushrooms, tomatoes, and various spices, he would simmer it. Sometimes he made stew, but my father and I both
preferred spiced stuffed rabbit.
“To a certain extent, the rest of the family could accept having the rabbits around as adorable little pets, but
they took a high-and-mighty attitude about using the fur or eating the meat. Moreover, they could not bear the
thought of killing a pet just so that we could make a gourmet meal from it. They always said they hated the idea of
strangling a small defenseless creature to death. It was despicable and shameful, they said, to then prepare the
animal for skinning. As if that were not enough, the mere sight of us consuming the rabbits was an abomination
that made them sick to their stomachs. My mother had no choice but to watch all these goings-on in silence (she
perhaps thought she was better off than if my father had kept a mistress and thus wrought havoc upon the
household), but she was absolutely opposed to making the rabbit dinner in her kitchen.
“‘Do you really expect me to stand by while you smell up the whole kitchen and house with rabbits? No decent
household I know of reeks of animal blood and mine certainly won’t be the first.’
“For these reasons, my father and I ate the twice-monthly supper on the small table in the storage shed.
Beautifully browned, fat glistening, and legs still attached, the rabbit was placed on a large oval platter with a blue
design of climbing roses. We used a dense assortment of limp tomatoes, onions, and mushrooms to garnish the
rabbit. The shed was permeated with the voluptuous odors of cooking vapors, spices, and rabbit’s blood, and the
jovial air was like that at a banquet of knights in the feudal age.
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“We also stuffed pigeons (which my father raised as well) with liver pate and wild grapes, made a wrapping of
grape leaves, poured on a bit of kirsch, and then roasted them. There was a pate in aspic made from the innards
and topped with sour cream as well as raw flat clams, round clams, and surf clams sprinkled with lemon, an
assortment of chilled fruits in a compote, red and white wine, and ice cream with whipped cream and almonds.
The climax of our dessert course demonstrated the heights of our gluttony, for we drank quantities of cocoa with
Jamaica rum. During the whole extended period while we were cooking and eating, we did not attempt to make
scintillating conversation. We concentrated only on our eating. Occasionally, we spoke to each other. My father
usually asked me about my relationships with other people.
“‘What's happening? Do you have a boyfriend? Did you meet any nice boys at school?’ he would ask timidly
in his booming voice.
“‘School is hardly the place,’ I would answer laughing. ‘Father, your mind’s wandering. There are only girls at
my school. It would be pretty hard for me to meet any boys there.’
“‘Oh, that’s right. I completely forgot about that. You really have no boyfriend?’
“‘No. I’m not interested in boys. I don’t like those young kids. Just let one come close to me, and I’ll take a
bite out of him.’
“‘But sometime, someplace, you’ll meet a boy. Then you’ll abandon me and go off with him somewhere.
That’s for sure.’
“We had this kind of conversation over and over again. When we drank our last cocoa with rum, we were both
full and very sleepy. My father would smoke a cigar, and while I took the time to slowly savor the taste of the
cocoa and rum which was spreading along my tongue, I felt completely satisfied and sleeping seemed a pleasant
idea. As I cut across the garden from the storage shed and returned to the house, the slightly cool outside air which
brushed against me all the way up to the second-floor bedroom felt wonderful and made the prospect of sleep
even more enjoyable. In the shed, the rabbits were all quietly asleep. From their coops, I could hear the pigeons’
low voices, which sounded as if they were clearing their throats. The sweet smell of the flowers gently inflated the
air.
“‘Good night,’ my father said in a sleepy voice in front of his bedroom. ‘Now off I go gently to my death, eh?’
It was his usual joke.
“Then I remembered that this day was the fifteenth—to be more precise, I read the date in the newspaper—and
I thought that my father must be in the storage shed making his usual preparations. But I didn’t know what had
happened to the rest of the family. I couldn’t believe that any of them would have gone out to the storage shed to
have a look at the bloody work they despised so much. But I couldn’t imagine that they had gone any other place
either. I settled on the thought that they had been spirited off somewhere and would not show up again, which was
fine with me. Repeatedly, I had the feeling that we had been waiting for this to happen for a long, long time.
“After I drank up all the orange juice, I remembered that there was no one to make breakfast and I thought that
I should prepare the meal for my father and me. I made ham and eggs, tea with milk, and toast. I wanted to cook
something like the ceremonial red rice which would be appropriate for a special breakfast, and the color, I realized, would be crucial to the analogy. We would have to eat something red. There were radishes and strawberries
in the refrigerator and I used those to decorate the table. I was delighted since I knew my father would immediately understand what the radishes and strawberries stood for.
“Still wearing the huge bloodstained apron which he used for preparing the rabbits, my father came in through
the kitchen door and spoke, laughing and in the very best of spirits:
“‘Let’s have breakfast. From this morning meal, let’s make special dishes for each meal. You might as well
stay home from school. A female student whose family suddenly disappears without leaving a trace is expected to
stay home from school since she is beside herself with worry.’
“‘So they’ve really gone off, have they?’ I said, growing more and more joyful.
“With my father’s entrance, a warm animal smell had begun to drift about the kitchen and I inhaled deeply of
that smell, thinking that from now on the house would always carry this aroma. From that time on, my father and
I were absolutely happy. Every day, we made a different specialty, ate until we were full, and then slept. To our
heart’s content and without anybody ruining our mood, we experienced what my father always used to describe at
every meal, that is, how natural and sweetly pleasant it was to sleep after eating.
“I stopped going to school altogether and my father left his work at the office for others to do. Since all he did
was eat and sleep, he got fatter and fatter and occasionally would collapse with heart spasms. Even so, we never
called for medical help, and when I did try to phone the doctor, my father got furious with me. All I could do was
hold my tongue and obey my father. He had become so fat that when he sat down on the dining table chair, it
made groaning noises as if it were about to collapse. The slightest exertion caused him to get out of breath, and he
panted noisily like a train engine starting up. So before I knew what was happening, the job of killing and cooking
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the rabbits became mine. I developed a knack for this right away and set about my task with great gusto.
“At first I was a bit disgusted by the job, but soon I came to understand that even killing was one of the
pleasures of life and I was happy when I stuck my hand into the still-warm belly of the rabbit and drew out the
insides. So absorbed was I in my work that I felt I was plunging my hand into sweet roses of flesh. When the
palpitations of the beating little heart were transmitted through the tips of my fingers, my heart also beat wildly.
Of course, when I held the rabbit and squeezed its neck, I felt a pleasure that differed from that when I plunged
my hand into its innards.
“To intensify the moment, I squeezed the neck trying various techniques. The rabbit was submissive as I held it
up by its ears, and I felt the cruelty of killing this chubby soft white creature with my own hands. But I discovered that, by degrees, my reluctance had changed into a sensuous pleasure replete with a sweet rapture. Because
the struggling rabbit would kick and hit me in the stomach when I slowly tightened my grip around its neck, my
excitement rose to a fever pitch. Soon my fingers could sense that they had broken the rabbit’s neck. At the same
time, I would feel against my stomach the violent spasm that wracked the rabbit’s body from one end to the other.
“At first, I would lay the rabbit on my knees and strangle it there, but I also tried killing it by putting it under
my arm and squeezing hard at the neck in a sidearm style. This technique felt moderately good to me, but if I got
a bit careless, the rabbit would escape by slipping out from under my arm, so I didn’t have much success with this
method. In the end, the technique that gave me the greatest satisfaction was to strangle the rabbit while I squeezed
it between my thighs. I rather liked this method and continued to use it for some time. Then I got the idea that
direct contact with the rabbit’s fur on my bare legs would feel even better, so I changed from the blue jeans I
always wore when killing and started wearing a skirt. I pulled up my skirt and placed the rabbit between my bare
thighs. It did not take long for me to begin performing the mysterious rite of the bloody rabbit slaughter
completely naked.
“Ever since my father took to bed almost continuously, I killed rabbits for the mere joy of it, not only on the
days when we were going to eat them. A pleasure suffused with cruelty makes you greedy for more, and this greed
called for more blood from the sacrificial rabbits but would not be satisfied. Next I decided to bathe myself in
rabbit blood while the animal was hanging upside down and the blood was dripping out of it. One rabbit’s blood
would not suffice to bathe my whole body. I would need three or four of them. Using both hands, I did a careful
job of rubbing the blood all over my body. Once well soaked with blood, I especially liked to arrange my pubic
hair neatly. I also enjoyed twisting my neck around and lapping up the blood from my shoulders, chest, and legs
with my tongue.
“Ultimately, I stitched together pieces of rabbit fur and lived in a rabbit costume with long ears attached to a
hood and a rabbit’s mask. The hood was especially well made. For the inner section of the ear, I used a bit of pink
satin, with wire and thread to hold it up inside. A length of thick knitting yarn went from the ear section down
through the neck and arm of the costume and could be pulled by a ring attached to the fingers of my left and right
hands. The same arrangement worked for the tail, which moved when I pulled the string tied to my fingertips.
Since I had mittens made of the rabbit’s fur on my hands, no one could tell from the outside that there were rings
on my fingers attached to the string. When I moved my fingers in the mittens, the ears moved freely—straight up
or lying flat on the back of the head. In the same way, I could freely manipulate the tail. \
“Of course, it took a long time to sew the rabbit costume together. The untanned skin was encrusted with
smooth and very hard red, brown, and violet matter. But I felt that if I tanned the skin, I would not get the real feel
of a rabbit, so first I bathed in rabbit blood and with my naked body still wet, I got completely into the rabbit fur
and went jumping about rabbit-style.
“At about this time, when I had come this far in my quest for rabbithood, my father would mostly only thrust
his bloated blue-black face and hands out from the sheets and simply lie there, absolutely still. To be sure, when
he was in a good mood, he got up and we did things together. I took care of my father every day, but I had no
desire anymore to have him examined by the doctor. In any case, both my father and I were adamantly opposed to
having an outsider enter the house. Because I didn’t know when my father would have an attack, I had to stay at
his side as much as possible.
“At that time the house was absolutely full of rabbits, and in every room rabbit dung and rabbit fodder made a
mess of things. I no longer had to make the trip all the way out to the storage shed in the garden to entertain
myself. Even when my father had his attacks, all I could do was give him some water. I had no other choice but to
wait patiently for the seizures to subside. And both my father and I knew that the final fit would end with his
death.
“Then the time finally came for my father to be released from his attacks. Each time my father had one, he
really seemed to be in agony and I felt I was going to die just looking at him. Since the rabbit costume I had
stitched together so assiduously was all finished, I intended to put it on and show it to my father. I wanted to give
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him some fun and thought he would surely enjoy seeing me. I carried a placard which said:
Stuff me and eat me please
and I tied a big pink ribbon around my neck like an Easter bunny. That day was my father’s birthday and I was
excited at the happy thought of giving myself to him as a birthday present.
“When I put on the rabbit fur and went into the room (I had thoroughly rehearsed my imitation of a rabbit’s
jump and gestures), my father was so surprised that he cried out. I had thought that his surprise would immediately turn to amusement and he would set about using the rabbit, which was actually me, in our rabbit strangling
ceremony. Of course, I would have to be properly submissive, but when my father would close his hands around
my neck, and pretend to wring it, I would thrash about a little, and at the end, I would send my whole body into a
spasm, finally going absolutely rigid and playing dead. After that would come the climax of the skinning ritual.
Before putting my fur on, I had bathed my whole body in blood to make it look as if I were really a rabbit with its
fur stripped off. It thrilled me to think of the moment when I would feel my father’s hand groping around inside
me.
“Unexpectedly, however, my father didn’t realize it was me.
“‘Witch!’ my father shouted. ‘You witch, go back to where you belong.’
“I was so shocked that I couldn’t move.
“‘Father,’ I called out.
“My father grew more and more panicky, and, in a rasping voice, he kept shouting, ‘Witch, witch!’ and threw
the cup and pitcher near his bed at me and everything else he could lay his hands on. The large enamelware
pitcher struck me squarely in the face and broke the pink glass stuck in the eyepiece of the fur mask. I fell over
and lost consciousness from the shock my whole face sustained and from the seering pain that shot from my face
to the back of my head after the broken glass had pierced my left eye.
“A crimson darkness spread within my eye as if a flaming fire dragon had burst in. An incandescent blaze
started to burn in my head and I plummetted into black depths. I don’t know for how long I lost consciousness,
but when I came to, I was still there, lying on the floor of my father’s bedroom. My head and face, covered with
the fur hood and mask, were completely soaked in blood. A fierce pain was making my face feverish. I got up
slowly, but reeled badly and felt nauseated.
“With great difficulty, I walked over to the mirror against the wall to check my injuries. The pink glass had
pierced my eyeball at an angle through the eyelid. The left eye seemed utterly destroyed. I took the hood and
mask off my face and resolutely picked out the bit of glass that was stuck in my eye. There was such a lot of
blood that I wondered whether the eyeball itself had not also come floating but. I looked exactly like a rabbit
being drained of its blood.
“I took out a towel from a dresser drawer and put it on my left eye, tying it tightly behind my head. But I soon
felt faint again and collapsed in front of the dresser. When I came to for the second time, I realized that my father
had died in his bed. My father’s face in death was, to put it simply, distorted with terror and hideously twisted. A
face terrifying to behold, but not because it was the face of a dead man. It was the preservation of the magnitude
of the horror which my father had felt before his final seizure that made the face so frightening. I base the deduction which follows on the way he had shouted ‘You witch!’ at me (he had, in other words, seen me as a rabbit),
but my father must surely have thought that the dead souls of the rabbits he had killed had taken shape before him
and the panic had hastened the onset of his last attack. Thus, you could say that I had murdered my own father.
“Every day since then I am haunted by the ghosts of the dead rabbits and have behaved like a large, one-eyed
rabbit. In short, I have clearly confirmed that I can never again return to the world of human beings. Looking back
on it, I see that I had lived like a normal human being until the fourteenth of that month several years back. Up to
that time, I had been like any normal school girl and had kept hidden from my classmates everything about my
father’s strange tastes—that he killed rabbits and cooked them.
“And I cannot say that I did not feel somewhat guilty about eating the cooked rabbits. If they had known I had
calmly eaten the rabbits I myself raised, my classmates would have surely nicknamed me Tiger Lily. They were
little better than blind idiots—yes, I still call them this even though I am blind now in one eye—and, just hearing
the word ‘kill’ would make the dull, vapid faces of those donkeys go pale. It went against my nature to care about
what people thought of me, but a girl doesn’t feel very good when she hears malicious gossip spread about her. Of
course, I am completely indifferent to such things now and don’t give a hill of beans about people’s approval.
“Yes. Now I am completely a rabbit. Lately, I have noticed that my eyesight in my right eye is growing weaker
and pretty soon I’ll probably lose my sight in that eye completely. When your eyesight gets weaker, invisible
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things begin to be visible. The power that makes invisible the things which you could see and that makes visible
invisible things develops naturally. I can always see the face of my father in death. I can see that bloated blueblack face with its eyes wide open, the nostrils flaring, and him screaming. Especially when I am in the midst of
strangling a rabbit, his face will suddenly appear before me. Then my hands grow limp and I can’t go ahead with
the strangling. It was a terrible face. It was a terrible experience.
“Also the time when I looked in the mirror and saw the sharp bit of pink glass piercing my eye (the rabbit’s eye
had pierced mine) was quite terrible, no doubt of that, but also beautiful. I never had been so startlingly pretty as
then—so pretty it sent shivers up my spine. My hair was stuck to my head with blood. The ghastly wound made
by the shard of pink glass deeply imbedded in my left eye sparkled brightly in the light of the lamp. What
gorgeous makeup it was! So struck was I that later, when I thought of that moment, the pleasure in killing the
rabbits lessened.
“You probably have noticed this already, but the reason that all the rabbits here have no eyes is because I have
gouged them all out. I do this because when I gouge out the rabbit’s eyes, which are like rose-colored glass with a
filter of transparent red light, I can see clearly how startlingly beautiful I was then.”
I met her a second time long afterward. Just about the time I had started to think that strange experience had all
been a dream (why? Because no matter how much I searched, I could not find that rundown house in the midst of
the grove of trees, and no one knew about a house with lots of rabbits), I went out for a walk one day and
suddenly I had immediate recall of the road. With an animal’s homing instinct, I walked, following the invisible
smell or signal. Then I found the rundown house and entered the room where I had talked with her. She had fallen
down in the middle of the room where white fur had been spread wall to wall, and, coming closer, I saw a sharp
piece of pink glass stuck in her right eye. Much blood had collected on the white fur beneath her head and a thin
film had formed on the surface of the blood. This thin film was glittering and rainbow colored, just like a
membrane of gasoline on the top of a puddle left on the road after a rainstorm.
This was the first time I had seen her unmasked face and I can’t say whether she was beautiful or not. There is
no way to describe the left eye except as a black hole hollowed out and pulled awry. From the right eye, which
had been pierced with pink glass, the eyeball, hanging down by its muscle, had slipped out, along with quantities
of blood. The right eyeball had come to rest like a pink pearl earring under a finely shaped transparent bluish ear.
Contradicting my vulgar expectation (that it would be like a rabbit’s), the mouth arched into a beautiful curve and
was stained with the faded color of blood.
I peeled off the white rabbit’s fur which had completely enveloped her body. Then I threw off what I had been
wearing and got into her costume. I put on the hood and mask which were by her side, held my breath in the
animal odor, and waited for a long time crouching there without moving. A group of blind rabbits gathered about
us. She and I, along with the rabbits, made no effort to stir and so we remained in that same spot, absolutely still.
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“It’s called the Round Marsh because it’s round. That’s all there is to its name,” he told me.
His explanation made me think of a marsh I remember called the Small Marsh. This marsh was on top of a hill,
right next to a larger marsh, which was naturally called the Big Marsh. I saw these two marshes years ago when I
was in middle school. It was summer, and I was spending a few days near the marshes with my friend and her
family.
Although I recall their names, I’ve forgotten what the Big Marsh looked like. I do remember the Small Marsh,
though I haven’t had any reason to think about it until now, when I suddenly find myself fascinated by the
memory of it as if I had never forgotten about it, not even for a day.
The Small Marsh was also round. It had dark, still water at the bottom of its cone-shaped landform and its rim
was slightly elevated. It was small enough for children to walk around easily; in fact it looked like a big puddle. I
learned that the water from the nearby Big Marsh seeped underground and welled up to form the Small Marsh.
Before this was discovered, people were mystified by the source of its water. Having grown up in the city, I
couldn’t understand what was so mysterious about water appearing in the middle of a mountain. At the time I
listened to the explanations absent-mindedly, but now I realize what an impression the marsh made on me.
My friend’s family told me that we were heading for the Small Marsh, but when I actually saw it from high up
on the mountain path, I felt something that I couldn’t explain. Even now I clearly remember the feeling that I had
seen something I shouldn’t have, something monstrous.
It was very quiet around the marsh and the scene was desolate. There were no trees or plants nearby, only
black mud and turbid water. The stillness of the water reminded me of mercury. For a moment I was overcome by
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the belief that the marsh had the power to suck things in and swallow them whole. I wanted to run in the other
direction.
Of course my fear was only momentary, and soon I was racing down the path toward the marsh with my
friend. We ran all around it. It was in fact a popular sightseeing spot and there were a lot of people there that day.
It wasn’t a place where one should feel scared. The water was calm with occasional ripples breaking its surface.
Still, because the bank was wet, there was some danger of slipping into the mud. Perhaps this was the main reason
there were no restaurants, not even benches for people to sit on, although it was a part of the sightseeing route. We
didn’t stay there very long. The marsh was too small to make me feel nervous for long, and I quickly grew
accustomed to its sight.
Probably because of the unknown origin of its water, there was a legend about the Small Marsh’s guardian
spirit. After all, it wasn’t the kind of place where one wants to swim, and it didn’t appear as though any fish or
shellfish lived there. It didn’t seem strange, therefore, that people imagined some mysterious creature living at the
bottom of this barren-looking marsh. Certainly there. might be one or two creatures which would grow to look
like monsters after living in such a place.
The legend I was told at the time was quite an ordinary one. It went like this: The guardian spirit of the marsh
fell in love with a man, and in order to live with him it changed its appearance to that of a woman. After the marsh
spirit gave birth to a child, her true identity was revealed to her husband, and she was forced to return to the
marsh, leaving her child behind. I thought at the time that it was an ordinary, uninteresting story, not unique to this
marsh. I was more fascinated by the possibility that some grotesque creature might live at the bottom of the water.
The Small Marsh that I recall now, however, cannot be separated in my mind from the legend. I cannot think of
it without hearing the suppressed breathing of a creature who longs for a human male.
I can see another marsh from the northern window of my apartment building. Since quite a few carp swim in
the water and a few large stepping stones are arranged for a decorative effect, one should perhaps call this a pond,
but I suspect it used to look more like a marsh before someone built it up. The pond is long and skinny, formed by
the accumulation of water in the V-shaped crack at the bottom of a cliff. It is hard to tell where the water comes
from, but it is probably the same source that feeds the other similar marshes in the neighborhood—those in the
park which was formerly someone’s estate, in the shrine’s compound, and on the University campus. These
marshes lie at the bottom of some cliffs which divide the hills and the lowlands.
One part of the marsh I see from my apartment is in the garden of a mansion where many generations of a
family have been living. The marsh’s center is in front of a newly built highrise condominium; the rest stretches
out like a tail along the land where a company dormitory stands. The cliff is at the south end of the marsh,
blocking the sun. The water doesn’t seem to be deep since even a small amount of rain makes it muddy. I can see
from my window only the tail-like part by the dormitory. Plastic bags, styrofoam cups and other pieces of trash
float on the surface of the water. Still, there are a few carp and crayfish in the water, and I often see the custodian
shouting at the neighborhood boys as they try to sneak onto the grounds to catch them.
My building is in a neighborhood where small houses and apartments line the narrow, winding streets. But if I
lean my head out while sitting on the sill of the north window of my room on the second floor, I can see the
marsh. Every time I see the water of the marsh shining with dull light, I find it surprising. Walking along the
streets, one would never suspect a marsh is hidden nearby. The high-rise condominium and the large estate face
the sunny side of the hill, which gives no hint of water. When I walk by this hill to go to the train station and the
neighborhood grocery stores, it’s hard to picture the marsh on the other side.
Perhaps it is because of the marsh that I feel uneasy in my room. I can’t get rid of the feeling that the building
might sink into the water. My children are also afraid of the marsh. When my six-year-old daughter refuses to
listen to me, I sometimes open the north window and call, “Mr. Kappal over there, do you want a little girl?” She
becomes frightened and cries, hiding behind my back. My two-year-old gets scared, too, and he retreats to the
corner of the room crying, “I don’t like kappas.”\fn{A note reads: A toad-like, imaninary creature which ofien appears in
Japanese folk tales.} Often an ominous feeling comes over me. Not just my children but I, too, cannot look down at
the marsh for long.
And yet it was because of the marsh that I rented this apartment. I was surprised at my decision. I had just
found out that I was pregnant with my second child. I knew that my lover’s wife, also pregnant at the time with
her second child, knew nothing of her husband’s affair with me. I was upset with myself for wanting to keep the
child, for trying to keep the child’s father from leaving me by getting pregnant. I decided to move away without
telling him. As long as I stayed where I was he would continue to come and see me, unable to resist his own
desire, and I, for my part, would dream of having his babies as soon as he held me in his arms again. I wanted to
live with him, to be in the same place and breathe the same air. But the more I became used to his body, the more
he became a stranger to me. I was divorced and raising my daughter. I thought that if he, who had a life with his
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wife and child elsewhere, was a normal human being then I, whose existence was unknown, unseen and
unacceptable to his family, had to be a creature without human form, like an evil spirit that inhabits the mountains
and rivers.
The thought that the man I loved didn’t belong to the world lived in filled me with despair. I couldn’t resist
thinking that if I bore his child, I would become one of his kind.
In my mind’s eye the man’s pregnant wife was my own mother. Just after I was born my mother learned that
there was another woman about to have a child by my father. Shortly after this discovery, my father died, leaving
my mother no chance to understand her relationship with him. Nonetheless, my mother didn’t forget anything. For
thirty years she has been obsessed with that other woman, whom she believes is the evil spirit of the mountains
and rivers. What could the child of this evil spirit and her husband be like, and how could she, the legitimate wife,
have given birth to his child as if nothing had happened? My mother has been endlessly haunted by these
questions.
As for myself, when I learned of my second pregnancy I pictured this scene: upon finding out about my
pregnancy, my lover’s wife throws herself in front of a moving train, or from the top of a tall building. I was filled
with fear that this scene would come true. I felt obsessed with this vision and began living my days as if in a
dream. I was looking for a new apartment in my dream, and one day I was shown a room facing a narrow alley. It
was a dark room with the neighbors’ wall blocking the sun, but the rent was cheap. When I opened the window on
the north side, I immediately wanted to live there. The marsh I saw from the window was the one I had once seen,
at another time.
Four years ago, there was no condominium or company dormitory there, just a large, empty lot. Because it was
surrounded by tall walls, one couldn’t tell that behind them was a wide open space.
I had just become friends with a woman. It was shortly after my husband and I had separated, and she and I
each had two-year-old daughters. The father of my friend’s daughter never appeared, but I didn’t ask what had
happened to him. She had apparently stopped seeing him before her daughter was born; it wasn’t clear if he even
knew about his child. Perhaps to him my friend was like the evil spirit of mountains and rivers, but to me she was
a valued ally who taught me that mourning the loss of my child’s father was silly. She was six years younger than
I was, only twenty-two.
My friend and I saw each other almost every day. Sometimes I went to stay with her; other times she came to
my apartment to spend the night. On weekends we went out with our daughters and walked around town. Then
one day we discovered the vacant lot where the marsh was. We were excited about our discovery and immediately
began exploring the place. Although we were a bit scared at the vastness of the space and the thick tangle of
grasses growing there, we were as thrilled as our daughters. We laughed as we saw hydrangeas in bloom and
laughed again as we took turns climbing up a large garden rock. Since there were overgrown shrubs all around,
we could explore only a small area of the place. But when we forced our way through some tall bushes and sorrel
vines, we found a long, skinny marsh. Beyond the bushes we saw a cliff, and at the bottom of the cliff was a body
of dark water. We saw something move in the water. Terrified, we fled, making sure we didn’t make any noise.
When we reached the other side of the concrete wall, we found ourselves on an ordinary street. We heaved big
sighs of relief, escaping what we had just seen. We thought that the marsh must be quite old and that the creature
must have lived there for a long time—so long that it now looked like a monster. How big could it be and what
did it look like? We talked about it for a while.
Our excitement lasted for some time. We promised each other we’d go back, but then I became involved with
the father of my second child and I had little chance to see my friend. Around that time she began feeling anxious
about her sexuality, and started acting strangely. She became afraid of the evil spirt of the mountains and rivers,
which she felt was stirred up inside her as various men came in and out of her life. She was put into the psychiatric ward of a hospital by people who were alarmed by her behavior. It was difficult to visit her but we frequently
talked on the phone. When I decided to move to my present apartment, I called her first.
“It’s true, I can see our marsh from the back window,” I told her. “A condominium and some company’s
dormitory stands on the lot now, and it looks quite different. But the marsh is still there. They probably wanted to
fill it in but they couldn’t. That’s my guess. No, it doesn’t look as if anything strange lives there; carp are swimming about instead. Compared to the time we saw it, it looks quite ordinary. But don’t you think it’s exciting that I
can see it from my window? I want you to come and see it as soon as you can get permission to go out. It’s no fun
looking at it by myself. Only you and I knew about it. Right?”
It wasn’t for quite a while, however, that she was able to come to my apartment. Even when she had
permission to go out, she was required to spend the night at her parents’ house.
Although I had managed to move away without telling the father of my baby, I couldn’t change my job, and so
within a week he found me and came to see me at my new apartment. Once he forced his way back into my life, I
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had no choice but to dream I could keep him as my own. His second child by his wife was born and, six months
later, I also had my second child. He came to see how I was getting on with this newborn, and when he saw that I
was becoming increasingly clinging and half-mad, he left me for good.
My baby has grown steadily. It’s been more than two years since I moved to this room. More than a few people
stopped being my friends when I had my second child, but I have made some new friends. I was a spirit of the
mountains and rivers when I gave birth to this child but the child turned out to be a normal human being.
About a year and a half ago my friend was released from the hospital and returned to her parents’ house. She
sold insurance for awhile and then took the exams to become a nutritionist and a hygienic technician. She failed
both exams. A few months ago she found work as a “lunch lady,” a temporary position cooking at a school
cafeteria. She seemed better suited to this job than anybody had expected. Her life became normal, and she began
visiting me on Saturdays. She would stay until evening and then she’d go back to her parents’ for supper. She
almost always came to visit without advance notice. Sometimes I was out, and her visit would be wasted; other
times her unexpected arrival would upset my plans. I found this irritating, but whenever I saw her plump face, I
found myself smiling at her.
“This job is great for me,” she told me the other day while she was playing with my younger child. “I’m
surprised how much I like it. The other lunch ladies are all older than me, and they pamper me. I get there an hour
earlier than the others. No, I don’t do anything in particular, I just wait for the rest to come. A big change for me,
don’t you think? Since I only work till four, my son doesn’t have to wait for me too long when he gets home from
school. I have no complaints now. I sometimes wonder if I should have some, though. I feel so comfortable. I
don’t seem to have a desire to change anything. No one will ever be seriously interested in me anyway. I can’t
think of marriage at this point, you know. My mother arranged for me to see this guy the other day. He’s almost
fifty years old, with three kids. His wife’s dead, he told me. He didn’t want to marry me though. ‘You’re young
and pretty, you must have plenty of offers,’ he said. A compliment perhaps. The age doesn’t matter to me, but I
don’t feel like having a relationship with a man now. I think about our days a lot, though.
“Nowadays, I guess I’m what people call an education mama. Don’t you think it’s funny? I make my son take
piano and swimming lessons. I nag him to study, although I myself watch television a lot. It somehow feels good
to shout at your kid, you know. But I attend P.T.A.\fn{ Parent-Teacher Association.} meetings regularly. I put makeup
on and dress nicely. It’s really interesting, because those mothers are so serious; they’re always putting on airs.
Most of the time I keep quiet, but once in a while I just have to let my true self out and say something. There was
a meeting the day before yesterday, and some woman started talking about how she didn’t know what to say when
her kid kept asking about babies, how they are born, and so on. Everybody talked about it for a while. One person
said it’s too early to give them any facts, and the others looked so uncomfortable.
“I felt like teasing them and so I spoke up without thinking. It’s an important issue, and we ought to give them
accurate information, I said. I should’ve stopped there. But they were nodding their heads, you know. So I went
ahead and told them how I would open my legs to let my kid see what’s between them. I let him see the hole and
told him that he came out of it, I told them. It’s the same hole where men stick their penises and pour in this thing
that makes babies. It’s the hole that blood comes out of when babies are not made. I said I told my son all these
things. They looked at me with shocked faces. Don’t you think it’s strange? I got a bit scared afterward and felt
depressed. I felt I had said something silly again …”
When she talked like this, I enjoyed listening. Ever since I heard about the Round Marsh, I’ve been wanting to
ask her something. I want to ask her about the spirit of the marsh who falls in love with a human male and changes her appearance to have his child. Why is it that the spirit’s true identity must be revealed? I don’t understand
why she has to leave. Besides, why does she have to leave her child behind? You and I keep our children, I want
to tell my friend.
It is no longer clear to me whether we are the evil spirits of the mountains and rivers, or if the spirits are our
lovers. Whichever they are, the children who were born are growing up normally, unconcerned with the questions
I keep asking.
I heard about the Round Marsh from a man who happened to find it while he was driving through the mountains. He told me he was surprised by his discovery. The marsh he spotted at a distance down from the road
looked quite desolate and forbidding. He had never heard that there was a marsh in that area, and because it
looked so quiet he felt a bit \lneasy. There is an old inn by the marsh, he said. It was quite dark around the inn,
even during the day, because it was deep in the forest. How would one feel staying overnight at such an inn? he
asked me. He also told me that he found out the name of the marsh afterward.
Since then I have been thinking about the Round Marsh, which lies even deeper in the mountain than the Small
Marsh.
*
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Somewhere high up in the mountain is a road, shining in the sun. I see a small dot on the road, a white car
driven by the man who told me about the Round Marsh. Perpendicular to the road is the mountain, which
stretches all the way up from the road and down. The surface of the mountain is smooth, and it looks as if the
slope is spiraling down into the marsh. The water of the marsh shines darkly. The surrounding virgin forest gives
off a sound like the moaning of a person in pain, and by the water’s edge is the creature of the marsh. From a
distance it looks like a house, and it crouches, longing for a human male.
I want to go to see the Round Marsh. My longing is getting stronger every day, but I haven’t been able to tell
the man who described it to me that I want to visit it with him. I am merely gazing at this man, with whom I
became acquainted on some unexpected occasion.
36.154 Sinking Ground\fn{by Mizuko Masuda (1948-

)} Tokyo,

Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (F) 10

Any person living in an apartment alone would be disturbed by someone banging so hard on their thin door.
Noriko had just returned from work and was changing, her clothes scattered on the floor. The room was small
enough to take in at a single glance, and there was no place to hide. Noriko stood still, held her breath and tried to
listen. She wasn’t expecting anyone, and she hadn’t done anything that might cause someone to come and
complain. She didn’t want to answer the knocking, which seemed unreasonably rough and loud. .
“Hello, it’s me, Sugio. Your neighbor. Are you home?” the visitor finally called out after banging for some
time.
Noriko, still in her underwear, couldn’t immediately respond. She hurriedly put on her clothes and opened the
door slightly. The strong smell of machine oil floated in.
“What is it?”
“You got the evening paper?”
“What about the evening paper?”
“I want to see it now. You’ve got it, don’t you,” Sugio said. Before Noriko could reply, he spotted the paper
lying near her feet, unopened. As he leaned over to pick it up, Noriko jumped aside a bit, and he spread out the
paper right there, eagerly and unabashedly.
Awhile ago Sugio had asked Noriko if she’d mind sharing her paper with him occasionally, declaring, “There’s
no need for all of us to subscribe to a newspaper. That’ll only make some rich guys even richer. If there’s
important news, you’ll hear about it anyway, and even if you don’t, it wouldn’t make any difference as far as your
own life’s concerned.” He had just moved into her building and by then she’d already said hello to him a few
times. Noriko didn’t pay much attention to this explanation; it sounded like a line he probably used to meet
women. But then he surprised her and said, “I’ll give you movie tickets instead. I can get them at a discount
price.” She thanked him and smiled, unable to resist entertaining faint expectations.
This conversation had taken place about a month ago, and since then Sugio had brought one ticket in exchange
for a bundle of newspapers, which he never returned. The ticket had been good only on weekdays, and Noriko
couldn’t use it. From then on, she decided to be cautious about Sugio’s charm.
Noriko sighed and looked down at Sugio, who was still trying to find the article he had supposedly come for.
He was on his hands and knees like an animal, paying no attention to the fact that his dirty work pants were
rubbing against the newspaper and her tatami floor.
Frankly, Noriko preferred not to have anyone touch her papers even after she had finished reading them.
Reading her paper while listening to the television news was one her few pleasures. So Sugio’s audacity was
beyond her. Next, he might say that living alone in an apartment was wasteful, only helping the landlord make
more money, and suggest that he move in with her.
“Please be careful with them. I hate having to read papers that have been handled a lot. What are you looking
for anyway?” Noriko said slowly, trying to stay as calm as she could. From her experience at work, she knew that
even the slightest display of irritation or anger might cause her to be labeled a hysterical woman.
“I found it!” Sugio cried out, clutching the paper up high. He paid no attention to Noriko. “It’s right here. That
accident was real after all,” he said, more to himself than to Noriko. Then he thrust the paper toward her, keeping
his finger on the article.
It was a small article printed in the lower corner of the page. A high school couple riding a motorcycle had
crashed into a house and died, the article said. They had evidently tried to avoid a car coming in the opposite
direction but failed.
“I saw the accident. When they hit that car, they flew up in the air at least three feet. They didn’t look like
human beings. Their arms and legs were all stretched out, as if they were swimming. It was like watching a silent
movie. There was no sound. We were in our car, and my buddy, who was driving, didn’t see it; he just went on
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driving as if nothing had happened. I didn’t think of telling him to stop, either. We were passing them just as it
happened, and I turned around and watched the whole thing. When we got back to our office, I started thinking
that maybe there hadn’t been any accident. Not a single car stopped; they just kept moving as if everything was
fine. Pedestrians, too. It was as if nobody saw anything. Really, it’s true.”
Sugio stared at the article, which was only a few lines long, for a long time. Then he burst out again:
“The woman flew to the wall and stuck there, flat. It took several seconds for her to fall to the ground. I’d been
watching the motorcycle before it happened, ’cause the girl was teasing the guy, putting her hand in front of him.
She was pulling down the zipper of his pants in the middle of the road. Can you believe that? The guy got
flustered and turned his head. He didn’t see the car coming in his direction. They flew in the air, one holding on to
the other. I think it served them right.”
While he talked, Sugio was fiddling with the zipper of his work pants.
“The girl was lighter, I guess, so they came apart as they flew. She went as far as the wall, but the guy didn’t.
Come to think of it, I must have seen the whole thing really well.”
Noriko turned her face away from Sugio and tried to envision a scene in which a boy and girl flew in the sky,
embracing each other. What came to mind, however, was the girl stuck awkwardly to the wall. Was she facing the
wall, or the other way? Was her head up or down? She imagined all of these possibilities, but none of them
seemed real.
“What a weird experience that was. I felt strange all day. It was a big accident but they’ve made it into such a
small article in this paper. I don’t get it. But my buddy, sitting right next to me, didn’t even know it happened.
Well, you can’t trust the newspapers, I’ll say that,” Sugio continued. Having taken his hand from his zipper, he
now crossed his legs and looked at the paper intently.
“Can I have the paper?” Noriko said, getting hold of herself. She took it from Sugio and tore out the article as
he watched in amazement.
“You can have this. That’ll do, won’t it?” she said. Sugio took the piece of paper thrust at him and held it
between two fingers, looking puzzled. Then he stood up as if he’d suddenly remembered something.
*
Noriko did not read that evening’s paper, and the accident was not reported on television. The news was
focused on a plane crash that day. A domestic flight from Fukuoka to Haneda had missed its landing and crashed
into the sea, where the water was only about a meter deep. Noriko had heard about a similar accident just days
before—a U.S. airplane had failed to take off and crashed into a frozen river. Only four or five people survived
this accident but the one near Haneda took twenty-four lives, leaving about one hundred and fifty injured.
People who fly in the sky fall down while those who run on the ground fly, and both cases excite the rest of us
who do neither, thought Noriko. She had never flown in an airplane or ridden a motorcycle. She couldn’t imagine
how it would feel to fly or to fall. Even though he had scrutinized the paper Sugio hadn’t even noticed the article
about the plane crash, which must have had a big headline. Noriko found him to be even more peculiar.
I don’t fly on airplanes, Noriko told herself, lifting the curtain and looking up at the dark, starless sky outside.
It seemed not altogether impossible that a plane could fall through the low hanging cloud in front of her eyes, or a
person on a motorcycle could crash through her window. Straining her ears, she heard her heart beating louder and
louder. There had never been an occasion, however, when Noriko had heard the sound of an airplane engine in her
room, and the streets surrounding her apartment building were too narrow and winding for a motorcycle to run at
full speed.
But life-and-death incidents, the kind that are reported in newspapers, had occurred to people close to Noriko
more than a few times. Each time she hadn’t learned of them until later, when someone had told her. They had
taken place and they were done with before she was made aware of them.
When she was in the tenth grade, one of her classmates committed suicide on the school playground by setting
himself on fire. This happened in the middle of the night, and by the time the students came to school someone
had sprinkled sand on the ground where the burning had taken place. They dug a hole and took some sand from
the sand box, and no one went near there until new sand was brought in. The student who died was a quiet type,
and no one knew he had been suffering.
The girl who died by crashing against the wall was sixteen, the newspaper article said. The same age as the
classmate who had burned himself to death, Noriko realized. The girl had cut her classes to take a motorgcle ride
with the boy; she had teased him with his pants zipper. She must have done all sorts of things Noriko had never
tried and couldn’t imagine. And now she’s no longer in this world. Did her parents know what she was thinking?
How many of her friends were aware of what she was doing?
Noriko pulled the newspaper toward her and touched the area around where the article had been torn. Violent
deaths and insensitive witnesses. She stared at the rough-edged hole in the paper, and felt a surge of distrust
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toward people in general. She didn’t think of herself as a misanthrope, though she was aware that people at work
talked behind her back, calling her sullen and mean. But she couldn’t understand why Sugio, for instance, who
was so eager to find the article, didn’t think of stopping at a newsstand and buying his own paper. She thought of
Tsukamoto, a new employee she worked with, and his sociable but often insolent attitude. She wondered why he
and Sugio seemed to be more lively than she was. It was somehow unfair.
Tsukamoto worked hard, no doubt; he was a cheerful young man with a bright future.
The established tea serving custom at Noriko’s workplace was self-service, with the exception of the top
executives. New employees had been informed of this, and yet when a female staff member stood up with her tea
cup, Tsukamoto would say, with a friendly smile and without a moment’s hesitation, "Can you make some for me,
too?” This had been repeated so many times that young female employees made a point of serving him whenever
they made tea for themselves. Since there were at least three women in Noriko’s section who were competing for
Tsukamoto’s attention, she didn’t feel like causing unnecessary tension by bringing up this violation of tea service
practice. But lately the situation had grown worse. Now Tsukamoto left his tea cup in the sink after using it, and
the woman who noticed it first would get up and wash it for him. He even expected Noriko, who was his senior
by ten years, to serve him. Once when she called his attention to the rules, he appeared genuinely puzzled. He said
he had never made tea in his life.
Tsukamoto looked perplexed, a tea cup in his hand. He had put it in the sink earlier, and when he was away
from his desk for a few minutes, it came back, unwashed. This was the second time this had happened that day.
He examined the inside of the cup carefully, and turned it upside down, frowning. Then he took it back to the
sink. Everyone in the room pretended to be absorbed in their work and wouldn’t lift their heads to watch him, but
when he turned on the faucet and stuck his cup under the running water with a sullen scowl, several people looked
toward Noriko. Tsukamoto put the clean cup into the basket next to Noriko’s desk. “Well, well,” he then said in a
low voice, apparently intended for her ears. He seemed to know it was Noriko who had returned his cup to his
desk.
“I don’t understand why anyone would harass me like this,” he continued in a voice that only Noriko could
hear. Then he went back to his seat. For a while silence fell across the room and Noriko felt everyone staring at
her, silently accusing her of once again giving someone a hard time.
The way Tsukamoto had washed his tea cup was awkward. He looked as if he’d stuck his hands into sulphuric
acid. It was obviously true that he neither knew how to make tea nor how to wash a cup.
Noriko watched Tsukamoto talking on the phone, and suddenly her head became so heavy it was hard to hold
it up straight. She didn’t know why she suddenly couldn’t stand looking at Tsukamoto’s tea cup. Like other
people, she’d ignored his behavior till then. Did it mean that she had come to the point where she couldn’t bear
seeing herself tied to her accounting books day in and day out without any chance of promotion? Was she
comparing herself to Tsukamoto, who was cheerful and full of confidence? She knew her inferiority complex was
surfacing again. She tried to tell herself she had a right to be more confident, but she couldn’t convince herself.
She kept staring at the drops of water on the bottom of Tsukamoto’s tea cup.
It was later that night that Sugio came to her door, looking a bit depressed.
“Are you free next Saturday?” he asked shyly, looking more serious than she had ever seen him before.
“Here,” he said, taking two tickets out of his breast pocket. “I bought more than I could use. They say it’s a
good movie, and I thought you’d like to see it.”
“Both of them?”
“Well, one is for me. I wondered if you could go with me.”
They were advance sale tickets of a movie Noriko had wanted to see.
“Thank you, but I have to work late some Saturdays. If I can’t go, it’ll go to waste. Perhaps you ought to give it
to someone else.”
“I don’t know anyone else I can give it to,” he said and pushed a ticket into her hand. “I had a dream that I had
an accident. I’m more cowardly than I thought. I had to laugh at myself in the middle of the night,” he said,
scratching his head.
Noriko wondered if he felt lonely because of his dream and wanted to see a movie with someone. She hadn’t
expected this weakness in Sugio.
“There was a time when I rode a motorcycle around, showing off how fast I could go. So I understand those
guys. That feeling of having a close call, like when I almost lost control steering and nearly hit a pedestrian. My
body remembers it, you know. Once a girl riding with me got hurt. It wasn’t a serious accident but I was scared. I
thought she might follow me around and nag me for as long as she lived.”
“Did she follow you around?”
“No. I wasn’t popular with girls. She told me she’d never ride with me again. I felt relieved, actually.”
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Somehow the time and place they’d meet before the movie on Saturday was decided. As she turned the ke y to
lock the door behind Sugio, Noriko heard him whistling. When she realized she was about to hum the melody
she’d just heard on the other side of the door, she hurriedly picked up the evening paper and spread it in front of
her.
Traffic accidents didn’t upset Noriko. They were just a part of daily life, she told herself. Even major incidents
or big accidents would stop being newsworthy if they happened every day. The newspaper articles reporting them
would then appear to be making news events out of nothing. The pages packed with tiny letters would start to
look wasteful.
It wasn’t fair for her to criticize Sugio or Tsukamoto for their audacity, Noriko thought. She realized that she
herself found accidents reported on the paper dull most of the time, and that she looked for those that seemed
more exciting and read them as a form of relaxation.
In her lifetime of thirty years, Noriko had never witnessed a scene in which blood was spilled. A few people
close to her had died in unusual ways, but by the time she’d arrived at the death scene the bodies had been taken
away and the aftermath of the accident had been cleaned up. Only various facts associated with the deaths, much
more than she could handle, were left with her.

An Escapade At High Noon:
Two Cows Arrested In Factory
read the headline of an article. Even though she wasn’t paying attention, it caught her eye. A comic caption, she
thought at first, but she soon realized that it had been the factory’s name and the district where it was located that
had caught her attention.
There was a slaughterhouse behind this particular factory, and two cows, having escaped from the truck on
their way to the slaughterhouse, had to be chased allover the grounds. No one knew how to calm the cows. The
cows didn’t know where to go. Factory workers chased the beasts around the grounds for three hours until finally
a policeman who knew how to deal with cows arrived. This was the content of the article.
Noriko imagined the cows running around inside the factory’s dark fence. When she was a little girl, cows and
horses were led into this slaughterhouse; as they moved slowly, they dropped their excrement. Neighborhood
children followed them, shouting such words as “dog killer,” “cow killer,” “horse killer.” Noriko folded the
section she’d been reading and threw it on top of a pile of old papers.
Most people have one or two memories they’d rather not think about; one of Noriko’s was related to the
neighborhood where this factory was located. Like a dark shadow that cuts across the light, this memory stood in
her way, blocking her ability to see herself as a perfectly normal, cheerful person.
The corner of the factory where the two cows had run, sensing their impending doom, was where Noriko’s
father had died. That had happened eighteen years ago. No sooner was this recollection brought to consciousness
than another, an offshoot of the main body, suddenly came back to her.
“My first and last kiss,” she said to herself.
The incident happened when she was in either fourth or fifth grade. It took place on the same road where the
two cows ran, in the darkness of the factory’s shadow.
One summer day near dusk Noriko was sent to the store for something needed to prepare dinner. On her way
back she was stopped under the railroad bridge by a young man. The man came toward her, wearing a white shirt
without a tie, slouching a little. The bridge was too low for an adult to walk under standing upright. Cars were
rarely seen in this neighborhood; seeing someone who didn’t live there was also rare.
“I wonder if you could tell me …” the man said to Noriko, smiling. “Do you know what baiser is?”
Noriko didn’t know what to say. She shook her head.
“If you don’t, I’ll teach you. “ A moment after she’d seen the smile on the man’s face, darkness spread over her
and she couldn’t see. Then something covered her mouth. She was overcome by a nasty, slimy sensation. The
man’s face was hanging over hers. She pushed him away as hard as she could and ran, hearing a loud laugh
behind her.
When she got home, she found that she was holding what she’d bought at the store tightly in her hand. She
washed her face and rinsed her mouth many times. And yet she didn’t know exactly what had happened. When
her mother asked if she had run all the way, Noriko nodded nervously without a word. Her heart went on
pounding hard for a long time.
Nowadays, any ten-year-old girl would know about kissing, but Noriko had never heard the word “kiss,” not to
mention baiser. There were no television sets or girls’ magazines in her house to teach her. For awhile after this
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incident, Noriko was overly conscious of her lips when she ate or talked; she was afraid they’d start to rot. Still
she didn’t tell her parents what had happened. She understood intuitively that the incident was something
shameful. Noriko wondered skeptically many years later if her difficulty in relating to men somehow had its roots
in this experience.
A bag of memories is not as sturdy as one might think. A small rip from an insignificant newspaper article
quickly becomes large enough to expose the bag’s contents.
When she was a child, Noriko lived in a company housing project near the factory where her father worked.
She lived there for eight years until his death, and for another three years after that in a smaller, uglier unit while
her mother worked. It was in a soot-filled neighborhood along the River Sumida. A slaughterhouse, a filtration
plant, a paper mill, and a factory that manufactured liquid ammonia lined the riverbank, with small houses
scattered here and there between them. Depending on the direction of the wind, a variety of bad odors filled the
air. In the spring, horsetails and other weeds covered the riverbank along the railroad tracks.
The chimney where yellow smoke escaped day in and day out was part of the factory. People used to say
touching this yellow smoke would make you sick. There was a sign with a picture of a skull that said No
swimming on the riverbank where children played. Watching people swim despite the sign was one of the ways
Noriko and other children passed their time. In six years three children had fallen into this river and drowned.
There was hardly any other place where children could play safely in the neighborhood crowded with
factories, shipyards and. coal stations. So they often went to the pier by the shipyard and played there, jumping
from one small boat to another. They’d play hide-and-seek in the coal bins, or put their ears to the rails and try to
hear trains approaching. Compared to these activities, an incident such as being kissed by a stranger, however
unpleasant, was far less dangerous.
It wasn’t only the children, however, who were close to danger. Her father was killed in an accident; his body
was torn in the kettle used to recycle papers. It happened the spring before Noriko entered junior high school.
Noriko didn’t get to see the body of her father. The closed casket was put into the oven and cremated without
her seeing the inside. The way the coffin bearers carried the casket made her wonder if they were just pretending;
perhaps her father was not inside, perhaps he had gone off somewhere by himself. She had wanted to try carrying
the casket herself, but she wasn’t able to leave her mother, who sat and stared at the casket wordlessly.
The low land along the River Sumida where Noriko had grown up was filled with mystery and danger, but
among the memories of her childhood she had pushed the manner of her father’s death back into the depths of her
mind.
Every day a huge amount of used paper was brought into the factory, where it was processed for recycling.
Among the piles of paper were railroad tickets and, once in a while, some coins. Small coins collected at the
railway gates were often discarded along with tickets, the total amount of which was not large enough to spend
extra time counting. The papers were all put into a big kettle, but at the end of the process the coins would remain
at the bottom. After the paper was liquidated and sent on to the next process, the kettle would stop for a while.
During those five minutes or so, the man in charge of the kettle would leave the room, and workmen would crawl
inside the kettle to clean; the “refuse” they tried to remove, of course, was coins. They knew the danger, but
nonetheless went inside where sharp blades formed the shape of a wheel.
One day this wheel started moving while Noriko’s father was still in the kettle. No one knew whether the
switch was turned on by mistake or something went wrong with the machine. The formal report of his death stated
that the accident was caused by his inattentiveness, that he was dragged into the machine. It would be too
embarrassing both for the company and for the other workers to reveal the true cause of his death. After Noriko
learned how it had happened, she had nightmares. In her dream her father screamed with his arms stretched up
high as he tumbled around in the kettle among pieces of old newspapers and ten- yen coins. Since she had never
seen the kettle she couldn’t envision the scene very clearly while she was awake, but at night her dreams were
vivid and clear.
Noriko had no idea that her father had been risking his life every day for coins that amounted to as little as one
hundred yen. She wasn’t aware that her family was poor. After all, there were children around her who collected
junk instead of going to school, and some of her classmates were absent for many days because their parents
couldn’t pay for school lunches.
The kids who lived in the same company housing as Noriko teased her.
“Your dad was a slowpoke,” they said. “He was slow but wouldn’t give up. My dad is mad at him. ’Cause of
him, other guys can’t have extra pocket money now. That’s what my dad says.”
By connecting bits of information, Noriko learned the truth about her father’s death. No one blamed him for
risking his life for small amounts of money, but they scorned and criticized him for being slow, for misjudging the
time it took to get out, and for exposing their secret activity.
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The children were even crueler to Noriko after her mother started working at the same factory in the section
where paper was sifted.
“Your ma picks all of the coins before she sends the paper to the kettle. Is she trying to revenge herself or
something?” the children said.
They were probably right. The men, who were now prohibited to clean the kettle, had lost a source of pocket
money.
“I don’t mind quitting school. I’ll go to work,” Noriko told her mother one day. It wasn’t necessarily out of
sympathy; she couldn’t bear the bad mood her mother always seemed to be in. Noriko was in the seventh grade
then, and her mother, who’d grown bitter toward the people living in the company housing, repeatedly told her
daughter that she wanted to save money and move.
“Junior high is a compulsory education. It’s my duty to make you go to school. I doubt there’s a single parent
who doesn’t feel the way I do. Besides, your father wanted you to go to college,” she said. She smiled as she
smoothed her lusterless hair. It was rare in those days to see her smile, and the way she talked reminded Noriko of
her father.
Noriko’s father had been different from most of the other men in the neighborhood, who went outside in their
underwear and abused their children. He was a quiet man, and when he was home he sat with his back straight,
reading mystery novels. He wouldn’t take his trousers off to relax even in summer.
As time went by, Noriko’s father slowly became a part of her past she didn’t want to remember, and
consequently, she and her mother had little to talk about. When Noriko graduated from junior high school her
mother quit her job, and they moved out of the company housing into an apartment. After that her mother worked
cleaning office buildings, until she died of cervical cancer. The last ten years of her life were more comfortable
since Noriko, having finished high school, worked as well.
Whenever Noriko tried to persuade her to quit working, her mother said, “When you get married, I’ll have to
go back to work anyway.” Her face, which by then had frozen into a look of stubborn stoicism, would soften
momentarily.
“If I work until I retire, I’ll get a pension and that’ll be enough to feed myself. There’s no reason I should quit
now. My body’s used to working.”
She died before she could retire.
Noriko’s mother was thirty-five or -six when her husband died, only a few years older than Noriko was now.
Her uterus slowly developed a cancerous lesion which eventually took her life. Was that female organ, which
must have seemed like an unclaimed lost object, only a nuisance to her mother? Noriko wondered.
Ever since she found herself left alone, Noriko experienced moments when she felt unconnected to the rest of
the world, swinging back and forth like a thread hanging in the air. The upper end of the string was hidden in the
clouds, making it impossible to see what it was tied to, while the other end hung in midair, left to the mercies of
the wind. Although she didn’t find this situation particularly uncomfortable, it made her feel unstable. She thought
the sky would be less cluttered if a gusty wind blew the hanging string away.
It wasn’t only her mother who had disappeared from Noriko’s world. The neighborhood where she had grown
up had also vanished without a trace, making it difficult for her to track her memories. She had heard that within a
year of her and her mother’s departure the company housing was remodeled into a concrete four-story building.
The apartment building where they had lived for ten years was also torn down; as soon as Noriko left it after her
mother’s death, it was rebuilt into a pale blue modern building, transforming itself from a cheap clapboard
apartment into a trendy condominium.
After her father’s death, Noriko and her mother were able to afford only an old, run-down apartment; it wasn’t
easy to find new apartments in those days. Most houses, hastily built and clustered together, quickly rotted, as if
trying to escape from human use. Except for the main road where the streetcars ran, the neighborhood was full of
narrow, winding roads; the alleys and eaves of the houses always looked dirty, not only because of the everpresent soot, but because they were so old. It was fortunate for the poor, nonetheless, that there were a few old,
half-rotted apartments left here and there.
Time passed and the clusters of shabby dwellings disappeared. Now the news of people suddenly dying or
being killed on a road was commonplace—a time when runaway cattle became a newspaper item and the death of
humans didn’t. Having worked in an office for over ten years, safe from life-threatening situations, Noriko felt she
was no longer the uncomplicated, unclouded being she had been as a child. Her dull-colored eyes looked
longingly for something, but she couldn’t see her reality clearly. There had been a time when she, too, felt
immune from physical danger, poverty and anxiety about the future. That time, however, was unfairly short. She
had learned to be suspicious early on: whenever she saw neighbors talking, she thought they might be laughing at
her father. Did that short stretch of time alter her personality? she wondered. She knew that her life now was
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ordinary and safe, and yet she feared something. The surrounding environment of noise and cheerful moods
seemed only to reinforce her sense of danger. She couldn’t see into the people around her because of the loud
colors assailing them from outside. Newspapers told her that some people lived dangerously, risking their lives,
and such people were full of mystery to her.
She tried to draw a mental picture of her father’s face, something she hadn’t done since her mother’s death.
She longed for him, a man with a faint smile on his face quietly sitting with downcast eyes, reading a book. When
she pictured his face he seemed to be telling her that he was happy about the way he had died.
Nowadays no one can die like he did, Noriko thought. She wanted to believe that through his ghastly and ugly
death her father obtained a right, as it were, not to let anyone else die in such a violent fashion. In contrast people
would die from motorcycle accidents, she thought; it would be impossible to eliminate motorcycles altogether
even though people died riding them.
Noriko’s father had stepped into the kettle after other more efficient workers had left, knowing that the wheels
could start any minute. He must have always been a few minutes behind other people. It wasn’t just that day. He
was naturally slow, but then again he confronted danger more bravely than other men. The suspense he had felt at
that moment was buried somewhere in the pile of dust, never to be experienced by anyone else, safe in an offlimits zone.
His daughter, however, was ashamed of the way her father had died, and she learned to say that it was just an
accident when people asked about him. When she got used to dealing with the question, she also learned to smile
a bit. She knew her smile would give the impression that she was bravely facing her cruel fate. Meanwhile, the
words she wanted to spit out were stuck inside her, and eventually rusted away. She thought her memory of her
father had also decayed and died along with them.
Noriko had always felt that her personality, particularly her shyness, was passed on to her by her father; she
had accepted it as part of her destiny. Not only his mediocrity but his shameful death was a part of her fate. But
now his face, emerging out of memories stirred by the newspaper article recounting the cows’ escapade, was filled
with radiance. Unlike the people around her who she didn’t care about, her father had such vivid coloring and
substance that she thought he might somehow respond if she spoke to him; he seemed to be smiling at his
mediocre, timid daughter. But Noriko felt frozen and hard, like a fossil. She couldn't find the words with which to
address her father.
When he arrived in the morning, Tsukamoto went directly to the place where the tea cups were kept. Finding
his own cup, he said in a loud, cheerful voice:
“Who wants tea?”
A few people raised their hands and Tsukamoto put several cups on the tray without bothering to find out
whose they were. When he’d done this much, his boss called and he trotted off, leaving the tea cups and the pot of
hot water behind.
“I wish I could relax once in awhile and have a nice cup of tea,” he muttered on returning. He poured tea into
his cup and, forgetting about the others, started drinking. Before he finished his tea there was a telephone call for
him and on his way back to his desk he put his tea cup in the sink. The moment she saw this Noriko stood up
abruptly as if by reflex; she went to the sink, grabbed the cup Tsukamoto had just left, and put it back on his desk.
Noriko suddenly saw her father’s wry smile and heard his voice addressing her.
“He’s a capable guy, isn’t he?” her father said.
“He is, and he’s got a large wing to fly with,” she answered.
“You’re jealous, then.”
“You might say that, Father, but that’s not all. What I want to do is to clip the tip of his wing and put it on my
shoulder. Just thinking of it makes me itch.”
“Don’t get too excited, or you’ll make a mistake. You’re not the type who can handle so many things at once.
Look at me. Being a stickler, I lost my life.”
“I know, but still I want to make that man wash his tea cup. You’ll see how stubborn I can be about trivial
things.”
Noriko tore a sheet from her pad and wrote down a few words:
Wash your own cup. That’s what everyone else does here.

She took the paper and put it under Tsukamoto’s tea cup on his desk.
“Well, I see you’ve been sort of …” began Tsukamoto. Noriko was getting ready to leave. He looked agreeable
and bowed a little, scratching his head.
“Do you think I’ve been harassing you?” Noriko asked, as she went on clearing her desk.
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“You must’ve thought I was stuck up or something. I appreciate what you’ve done for me,” he said, looking at
Noriko intently and making her uncomfortable. “Would you like to go for a drink with me sometime?” he
continued. “I’d like to treat you to show my gratitude.”
“I can’t drink alcohol.”
“I feel I have to do something to make it up to you, though,” Tsukamoto persisted, narrowing his eyes. “I know
an interesting spot, and there you’ll find out what women are really like. It’ll be good for you, I’m sure. You
shouldn’t be so square, you know. Do you feel inhibited?” he went on, murmuring and coming close to her, still
smiling. “How about next Saturday? I’ll keep that evening open.”
Noriko stared back at him for a moment; she couldn’t believe what she’d just heard.
“I have something to do next Saturday,” she said.
“Are you afraid? It’s a good opportunity for us. I didn’t think you were that timid,” Tsukamoto said, keeping
up his amiable and friendly manner.
“I think I’ll be free after ten,” said Noriko in a stiff voice, giving him the name of the coffee house where she
was to meet Sugio that day. She said to herself, I’ve no intention of being there, of course. But on the other hand, I
might show up with Sugio after the movie.
“It’s settled then. I hope you’ll keep your word. I’m the type who gets very upset when stood up by a woman,”said Tsukamoto.
As he walked back to his desk to finish his work, Noriko saw he’d returned to his usual self: an able, goodnatured staff member. Rather than being shocked at his quick transformation, she was impressed by his toughness.
That energy in men—who pursue wars, create orders and construct neon-filled cities, and who boast of their
accomplishments—must come from this toughness, a quality her father lacked, she mused. The reason she was
able to stomach Tsukamoto’s aggressiveness was because Sugio had asked her to go to a movie. No matter how
insignificant it was, his invitation bolstered her. Without it she probably wouldn’t have been able to control herself
and would have lost her temper with Tsukamoto. Yet she knew that the brazenness Sugio had shown when he
borrowed her newspapers stemmed from the same mentality Tsukamoto possessed. They’re all the same, she
thought. Her father’s quiet smile had no power to diminish the force of Tsukamoto’s rudeness.
Walking faster than usual down the darkening street afterward, she didn’t feel like going back to her apartment;
she felt a strange fear slowly mount inside her. If I refuse to let him read my newspaper, will he get upset? Noriko
wondered. What will Tsukamoto do when he finds out he has been stood up? Will he come to my apartment?
What will I do then? Will Sugio come out of his room to rescue me?
She suddenly felt shaky, as if there was no solid ground under her feet.
Blades of a big wheel quietly wait for the switch to be turned on. A kettle that eats a human. Unable to forget
the taste of a sacrificial lamb, it waits patiently for the next victim.
If I go back to my apartment now, she said to herself, I’ll have a hard time resisting going to Sugio’s room with
the excuse of bringing over some newspapers. She stood still for a moment in the midst of the crowded train
station, bewildered by the severe expressions on the faces surrounding her. I can’t let them see my weakness, at
least not until ten o’clock next Saturday, she thought. She put her rail pass back in her pocket and studied the map
above the ticket booth. With three transfers she could get to that sooty town along the river. It won’t take more
than two hours, but still it’ll be close to midnight when I get back to my apartment, she thought.
Yet she decided to go. She suddenly felt light on her feet, and they started moving of their own accord,
carrying her in the opposite direction of her apartment. She slid onto the train just before the door closed, inviting
a scolding from the conductor.
Although she’d lived her entire life in the same city, Noriko had gone further away from the river each time
she moved. Each time she felt the neighborhood where she had grown up disappearing, slowly disintegrating
behind the main streets. As she became used to seeing new buildings and modern houses going up, she found it
harder to believe that the dreary neighborhood with its maze-like alleys still existed.
It doesn’t matter whether it’s still there or not, thought Noriko. From the train she saw brightly lit streets that
seemed to stretch endlessly. But was there any way she could defeat Tsukamoto without help? she wondered,
putting thoughts of her old neighborhood away. Heading toward the place where she had left all of her troubling
memories she was reminded of her urgent, unsettled present reality. I’ve certainly accumulated more than a few
memories, she thought. As if she believed she could keep reinventing her life, she had allowed herself to make her
present life unbearable. As if she had plenty of time to start a new and different existence.
One way to get even with Tsukamoto would be to become a capable employee herself, to be even more able
than he was. Another way would be to make herself attractive to him as a woman so he’d feel intimidated. This
seemed a quicker solution. There was a third way: she could be a tough, hard-nosed career woman who would
harass younger colleagues to the point where people become disgusted with her. Or, she could simply be a good805

natured but totally insensitive type. This last approach was possible only on the condition that she didn’t mind
hurting herself in the process. But suppose Tsukamoto left his tea cup in the sink again tomorrow? What would
she do then? Just imagining that possibility made her so upset that she felt hot. She would probably throw the cup
and let it smash into pieces.
What about seducing Sugio into marrying her? Then she could quit her job. Noriko couldn’t help smiling at
this idea. I’m the one who’s taken in, she said to herself, thinking these silly thoughts. But if Tsukamoto and Sugio
got into a fight over me, could I remain aloof? What then? The scenarios she created all seemed unrealistic and
silly, and yet she dwelled on each of them quite seriously, imagining various strategies. She found she was
enjoying herself.
Suddenly a black shadow crossed her sight. The scene in front of her was now divided into two sections by a
black belt where there was no illumination. It was the river.
Noriko walked down the stairway, ready to see the dusty road which, in her memory, ran straight in front of the
station. However, her vision was blocked by two rows of shops lined up one after another. Only when she passed
the arcade with ten or so shops on each side did she find a familiar road. The space in front of the station, now
covered by the arcade, didn’t seem to be the same as she remembered. Certainly it had been much smaller. But
there was the Big Bridge on her left, hanging over the dark river, arched exactly the way it was in her memory.
And also the small police station by the bridge and the dilapidated restaurant with signs that said Tasty And
Nutritious .When Noriko saw this restaurant, which had looked run down twenty years before, her heart started
pounding.
A fishing boat glided slowly under the bridge, causing ripples of black water. There were several smaller boats
tied by the concrete bulwark. Since the railing was only as high as Noriko’s hip, it would be easy to jump from
there into the water. Three boys in their school unifonns were leaning against the railing looking into the water.
Noriko saw one of the boys climb up to the top of the railing and begin walking along its narrow ledge. The
other two ran to the middle of the bridge. She went up to the boy on the rail and walked along with him slowly so
she wouldn’t startle him.
“I want you to stop what you’re doing,” she said softly.
“How come? It’s none of your business,” replied the boy, stopping for a moment.
“It’s my business. I’m here, you see, and if you fall, I’ll have to go for help.”
“You don’t have to. I won’t fall,” boasted the boy.
Noriko wondered if this boy would act as Tsukamoto had the other day.
“Do you know there’s a police station at the end of this bridge?”
“Yeah, I know. But I’ll get off before they see me.”
“How about if I push you?” Noriko said, extending her arm toward the boy’s shoes.
He stopped walking and stood still. The other two boys who were walking ahead turned around and looked
back, wondering what was going on.
“Those two would run instead of helping you. I’ll push you, and I’ll run, too. What would you do, then?”
“Why do you want to push me?” The boy was nervous now.
“Get down, then. I don’t care either way, but I can’t stand wishy-washy attitudes. So, which way do you want
to go?”
“You’re crazy, you know that? Are you from the juvenile detention center or something?”
Noriko smiled and extended her hand toward him. He ignored her offer and jumped down in one agile
movement. “What a crazy lady I've got here,” the boy shouted as he ran toward his friends. They disappeared into
the nearby park. It was a small park where the poet Basho’s monument stood.\fn{ Bashô, aka Matsuo Munefusa (16441694), Japanese haiku master.}
*
When she crossed the bridge Noriko saw the road that would lead her to the neighborhood with the many
alleys running along the river. It was an area where several small lumber yards clustered along the winding alleys.
Boards were stacked against the walls on both sides of the narrow road, making it barely wide enough for one
person to walk along. The smell of freshly cut wood was the same as before. There had been a small shrine
somewhere to the left, Noriko remembered.\fn{ I remember finding one of these tiny shrines in such a neighborhood—I think it
was in Leeds, England; but it might have been in London. It consisted of a simple polished granite plaque set into an ornamental shell-like
stone frame at the bottom of which was a small (now disused) public fountain. It was erected on the spot where Charles Wesley (17071788) had once preached at a religious revival. The rough, irregular ground around it—oh, some hundred or so square feet—was
overgrown with weeds and interlaced by broken house foundations and other rubbish when I found it; but, of course, in Wesley’s day, it
would have been open to the air, and it wasn’t difficult to imagine throngs of attentive locals listening to the passionate sincerity of one of
the founders of Methodism pouring forth the glory of God as he understood it .} As soon as she thought of it, she found herself
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in front of the Kumano shrine. The shrine was said to house a guardian spirit of the Big Bridge, but its entryway,
which was even narrower than those of the nearby houses, was sealed off. Looking inside through a crack in a
sheet of wood, she was able to see a small, gray shrine. As she strained her eyes, Noriko felt her heart beating
irregularly. It was hard for her to believe that a district like this, where nothing seemed to have changed in twenty
years, existed in the middle of Tokyo.
It grew darker as she kept walking. Soon there were no more houses. She remembered a school, warehouses
and the factory at the end of the alley. Not a soul was around. Only people with specific business would be out
here in this alley at such an hour.
As she continued to walk, Noriko wondered why she hadn’t seen the river yet; she had expected to catch a
glimpse of it between the buildings. The steel factory and the coal storage building were gone, and the shipyard
wasn’t there either. Noriko turned into another alley that she knew would lead to the riverbank where the railroad
track ran. But the river seemed to have been completely blocked off by some sort of concrete wall, and where
there had been a row of shacks there was now a high-rise apartment building. Surrounded by the dark warehouses, the building was like a giant cluster of light. Noriko stared up at it, and a chill ran down her spine.
The apartment building had eleven or twelve stories. Well-lit, neatly lined-up windows with various colors of
curtains illuminated the surrounding darkness. The railroad tracks were supposed to be on the other side of the
building, but was there really a railroad here? Noriko’s memory seemed to be failing; it seemed to be fading into
the light in front of her. Nothing seemed to have changed around the factory, not the way the gates stood, not the
color of the fence, and yet …
A dog was barking somewhere. When Noriko was a child, dogs were set free at night. There were many stray
dogs then, and children didn’t want to go out alone at night.
Noriko looked at her watch. She felt frustrated not being able to find the river and the railroad tracks. Soon the
dogs would be set free. She walked quickly back toward the factory.
A floodlight by the storage door shone on the gray wall, which had once been white. As she approached the
spot where there was no light at all, her feet seemed to move faster and faster. The sound of her shoes echoed
loudly, and her long, skinny shadow made a strange pattern, chased by the light from behind. Noriko tried not to
make any sound, not to spread her shadow over the ground. This is a part of the neighborhood where intruders
feel uneasy, she thought. She didn’t feel the nostalgia of a person returning home. The mysterious mazes seemed
more perplexing than ever, as if they were surrounded by a fortress. This neighborhood had resisted the invasion
of outsiders; the trendy shops and modem houses were unable to penetrate it. Or rather, had it been impossible for
this neighborhood to change, to transform?
Did I really live in this ghostly neighborhood for over ten years and let it become a part of me? Noriko asked
herself. What did I come here for now, and why am I walking like this and becoming frightened?
When the row of warehouses ended suddenly and a cave-like dark space confronted her, Noriko felt she
couldn’t take another step. She could no longer hear the sound of water, and she couldn’t hear the dog. Whatever
she had longed for was either gone or hidden from her by fences, and things she would rather not see remained in
front of her, like the weed that stretched its roots deep in the ground. Frightened, she stood motionless for a while.
It was as if someone had splashed black ink in her eyes. She felt her body being sucked and melted into the
darkness. Turning around, she saw the storage walls reflecting the dim light. But the beam of light was not
spreading; it looked like something solid and hard.
If I go further, there’ll be no way back, she thought. Her feet seemed glued to the ground. The only thing I
haven’t seen yet is the factory, but I don’t have to see it, she said to herself. Her fear was persuading her not to go
forward, to retreat.
But what is this dark space? Noriko took a deliberate step with her eyes half-shut and her arms stretched in
front of her, searching. When her foot touched something hard and rough, she pulled away. Then she felt the thing
in front of her with her hands and kicked it with her foot. When she realized that she was touching a wooden
fence, she felt better. She started walking slowly, guided by the fence. It seemed to be a tall, dark fence built along
the winding alley. Unable to reach the top of it, Noriko couldn’t determine how high the fence was. She should
have come during the day or on a clear, starlit night, she thought.
But how is it possible that a dark cavernous space like this exists in the middle of Tokyo? Noriko wondered
again. It was as if all the darkness that had escaped the neon-lit city had converged here. Why do I feel I need to
reassure myself that my father died and I was born in this wretched place?
This darkness is flowing into the river, she thought. She tried to remember the color of the river but as she
stared at the darkness in front of her, it became the river, the black, muddy water. As she walked further, making
several turns along the fence, she felt the darkness around her lift slightly. At another turn, she spotted a light,
several meters ahead, coming from the front factory gate. .
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Noriko had been walking along the fence surrounding the large warehouse where used papers were stored. She
realized the map in her memory was wrong. In her memory’s cartography, the location of the front gate and the
fence was turned around—the key spot was reversed.
She turned around and peered into the stretch of shadows she had just passed through.
There she saw a space filled with darkness even more intense than before.
130.641 The Elephant Vanishes\fn{by Murakami Haruki (1949- )} Ashiya City, Hiyogo Prefecture, Japan (M) 8
When the elephant disappeared from our town’s elephant house, I read about it in the newspaper. My alarm
clock woke me that day, as always, at 6:13. I went to the kitchen, made coffee and toast, turned on the radio,
spread the paper out on the kitchen table, and proceeded to munch and read. I’m one of those people who read the
paper from beginning to end, in order, so it took me awhile to get to the article about the vanishing elephant. The
front page was filled with stories of Sol and the trade friction with America, after which I plowed through the
national news, international politics, economics, letters to the editor, book reviews, real-estate ads, sports reports,
and finally, the regional news.
The elephant article was the lead story in the regional section. The unusually large headline caught my eye:

ELEPHANT MISSING IN TOKYO SUBURB
and, beneath that, in type one size smaller,
CITIZENS' FEARS MOUNT. SOME CALL FOR PROBE

There was a photo of policemen inspecting the empty elephant house. Without the elephant, something about
the place seemed wrong. It looked bigger than it needed to be, blank and empty like some huge, dehydrated beast
from which the innards had been plucked.
Brushing away my toast crumbs, I studied every line of the article. The elephant’s absence had first been
noticed at two o’clock on the afternoon of May 18—the day before—when men from the school-lunch company
delivered their usual truckload of food (the elephant mostly ate leftovers from the lunches of children in the local
elementary school). On the ground, still locked, lay the steel shackle that had been fastened to the elephant’s hind
leg, as though the elephant had slipped out of it. Nor was the elephant the only one missing. Also gone was its
keeper, the man who had been in charge of the elephant’s care and feeding from the start.
According to the article, the elephant and keeper had last been seen sometime after five o’clock the previous
day (May 17) by a few pupils from the elementary school, who were visiting the elephant house, making crayon
sketches. These pupils must have been the last to see the elephant, said the paper, since the keeper always closed
the gate to the elephant enclosure when the six-o’clock siren blew.
There had been nothing unusual about either the elephant or its keeper at the time, according to the unanimous
testimony of the pupils. The elephant had been standing where it always stood, in the middle of the enclosure,
occasionally wagging its trunk from side to side or squinting its wrinkly eyes. It was such an awfully old elephant
that its every move seemed a tremendous effort—so much so that people seeing it for the first time feared it might
collapse at any moment and draw its final breath.
The elephant’s age had led to its adoption by our town a year earlier. When financial problems caused the little
private zoo on the edge of town to close its doors, a wildlife dealer found places for the other animals in zoos
throughout the country. But all the zoos had plenty of elephants, apparently, and not one of them was willing to
take in a feeble old thing that looked as if it might die of a heart attack at any moment. And so, after its
companions were gone, the elephant stayed alone in the decaying zoo for nearly four months with nothing to do—
not that it had had anything to do before.
This caused a lot of difficulty, both for the zoo and for the town. The zoo had sold its land to a developer, who
was planning to put up a high-rise condo building, and the town had already issued him a permit. The longer the
elephant problem remained unresolved, the more interest the developer had to pay for nothing. Still, simply
killing the thing would have been out of the question. If it had been a spider monkey or a bat, they might have
been able to get away with it, but the killing of an elephant would have been too hard to cover up, and if it ever
came out afterward, the repercussions would have been tremendous. And so the various parties had met to
deliberate on the matter, and they forn1ulated an agreement on the disposition of the old elephant:
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1. The town would take ownership of the elephant at no cost.
2. The developer would, without compensation, provide land for housing the elephant.
3. The zoo’s former owners would be responsible for paying the keeper’s wages.

I had had my own private interest in the elephant problem from the very outset, and I kept a scrapbook with
every clipping I could find on it. I had even gone to hear the town council’s debates on the matter, which is why I
am able to give such a full and accurate account of the course of events. And while my account may prove
somewhat lengthy, I have chosen to set it down here in case the handling of the elephant problem should bear
directly upon the elephant’s disappearance.
When the mayor finished negotiating the agreement—with its provision that the town would take charge of the
elephant—a movement opposing the measure boiled up from within the ranks of the opposition party (whose very
existence I had never imagined until then).
“Why must the town take ownership of the elephant?” they denunded of the mayor, and they raised the
following points (sorry for all these lists, but I use them to make things easier to understand):
1. The elephant problem was a question for private enterprise—the zoo and the developer; there was no reason for the town to become
involved.
2. Care and feeding costs would be too high.
3. What did the mayor intend to do about the security problem?
4. What merit would there be in the town’s having its own elephant?

“The town has any number of responsibilities it should be taking care of before it gets into the business of
keeping an elephant—sewer repair, the purchase of a new fire engine, etcetera,” the opposition group declared,
and while they did not say it in so many words, they hinted at the possibility of some secret deal between the
mayor and the developer.
In response, the mayor had this to say:
1. If the town permitted the construction of high-rise condos, its tax revenues would increase so dramatically that the cost of keeping an
elephant would be insignificant by comparison; thus it made sense for the town to take on the care of this elephant.
2. The elephant was so old that it neither ate very much nor was likely to pose a danger to anyone.
3. When the elephant died, the town would take full possession of the land donated by the developer.
4. The elephant could become the town’s symbol.

The long debate reached the conclusion that the town would take charge of the elephant after all. As an old,
well-established residential suburb, the town boasted a relatively affiuent citizenry, and its financial footing was
sound. The adoption of a homeless elephant was a move that people could look upon favorably. People like old
elephants better than sewers and fire engines.
I myself was all in favor of having the town care for the elephant. True, I was getting sick of high-rise condos,
but I liked the idea of my town’s owning an elephant.
A wooded area was cleared, and the elementary school’s aging gym was moved there as an elephant house.
The man who had served as the elephant’s keeper for many years would come to live in the house with the
elephant. The children’s lunch scraps would serve as the elephant’s feed. Finally, the elephant itself was carted in
a trailer to its new home, there to live out its remaining years.
I joined the crowd at the elephant-house dedication ceremonies. Standing before the elephant, the mayor
delivered a speech (on the town’s development and the enrichment of its cultural facilities); one elementaryschool pupil, representing the student body, stood up to read a composition (Please live a long and healthy life,
Mr. Elephant); there was a sketch contest (sketching the elephant thereafter became an integral component of the
pupils’ artistic education); and each of two young women in swaying dresses (neither of whom was especially
good-looking) fed the elephant a bunch of bananas. The elephant endured these virtually meaningless (for the
elephant, entirely meaningless) formalities with hardly a twitch, and it chomped on the bananas with a vacant
stare. When it finished eating the bananas, everyone applauded.
On its right rear leg, the elephant wore a solid, heavy-looking steel cuff from which there stretched a thick
chain perhaps thirty feet long, and this in turn was securely fastened to a concrete slab. Anyone could see what a
sturdy anchor held the beast in place: The elephant could have struggled with all its might for a hundred years and
never broken the thing.
I couldn’t tell if the elephant was bothered by its shackle. On the surface, at least, it seemed all but unconscious of the enormous chunk of metal wrapped around its leg. It kept its blank gaze fixed on some indeterminate
point in space, its ears and a few white hairs on its body waving gendy in the breeze.
The elephant’s keeper was a small, bony old man. It was hard to guess his age; he could have been in his early
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sixties or late seventies. He was one of those people whose appearance is no longer influenced by their age after
they pass a certain point in life. His skin had the same darkly ruddy, sunburned look both summer and winter, his
hair was stiff and short, his eyes were small. His face had no distinguishing characteristics, but his almost
perfectly circular ears stuck out on either side with disturbing prominence.
He was not an unfriendly man. If someone spoke to him, he would reply, and he expressed himself clearly. If
he wanted to he could be almost charming—though you always knew he was somewhat ill at ease. Generally, he
remained a reticent, lonely-looking old man. He seemed to like the children who visited the elephant house, and
he worked at being nice to them, but the children never really warmed to him.
The only one who did that was the elephant. The keeper lived in a small prefab room attached to the elephant
house, and all day long he stayed with the elephant, attending to its needs. They had been together for more than
ten years, and you could sense their closeness in every gesture and look. Whenever the elephant was standing
there blankly and the keeper wanted it to move, all he had to do was stand next to the elephant, tap it on a front
leg, and whisper something in its ear. Then, swaying its huge bulk, the elephant would go exacdy where the
keeper had indicated, take up its new position, and continue staring at a point in space.
On weekends, I would drop by the elephant house and study these operations, but I could never figure out the
principle on which the keeper-elephant communication was based. Maybe the elephant understood a few simple
words (it had certainly been living long enough), or perhaps it received its information through variations in the
taps on its leg. Or possibly it had some special power resembling mental telepathy and could read the keeper’s
mind. I once asked the keeper how he gave his orders to the elephant, but the old man just smiled and said:
“We’ve been together a long time.”
And so a year went by. Then, without warning, the elephant vanished. One day it was there, and the next it had
ceased to be.
I poured myself a second cup of coffee and read the story again from beginning to end. Actually, it was a pretty
strange article—the kind that might excite Sherlock Holmes.
“Look at this, Watson,” he’d say, tapping his pipe. “A very interesting article. Very interesting indeed.”
What gave the article its air of strangeness was the obvious confusion and bewildennent of the reporter. And
this confusion and bewildennent clearly came from the absurdity of the situation itself. You could see how the
reporter had struggled to find clever ways around the absurdity in order to write a “normal” article. But the
struggle had only driven his confusion and bewildennent to a hopeless extreme.
For example, the article used such expressions as “the elephant escaped,” but if you looked at the entire piece
it became obvious that the elephant had in no way “escaped.” It had vanished into thin air. The reporter revealed
his own conflicted state of mind by saying that a few “details” remained “unclear,” but this was not a
phenomenon that could be disposed of by using such ordinary terminology as “details” or “unclear,” I felt.
First, there was the problem of the steel cuff that had been fastened to the elephant’s leg. This had been found
still locked. The most reasonable explanation for this would be that the keeper had unlocked the ring, removed it
from the elephant’s leg, locked the ring again, and run off with the elephant—a hypothesis to which the paper
clung with desperate tenacity despite the fact that the keeper had no key! Only two keys existed, and they, for
security’s sake, were kept in locked safes, one in police headquarters and the other in the firehouse, both beyond
the reach of the keeper—or of anyone else who might attempt to steal them. And even if someone had succeeded
in stealing a key, there was no need whatever for that person to make a point of returning the key after using it.
Yet the following morning both keys were found in their respective safes at the police and fire stations. Which
brings us to the conclusion that the elephant pulled its leg out of that solid steel ring without the aid of a key—an
absolute impossibility unless someone had sawed the foot off.
The second problem was the route of escape. The elephant house and grounds were surrounded by a massive
fence nearly ten feet high. The question of security had been hody debated in the town council, and the town had
sewed upon a system that might be considered somewhat excessive for keeping one old elephant. Heavy iron bars
had been anchored in a thick concrete foundation (the cost of the fence was borne by the real-estate company),
and there was only a single entrance, which was found locked from the inside. There was no way the elephant
could have escaped from this fortresslike enclosure.
The third problem was elephant tracks. Directly behind the elephant enclosure was a steep hill, which the
animal could not possibly have climbed, so even if we suppose that the elephant had somehow managed to pull its
leg out of the steel ring and leap over the ten-foot-high fence, it would still have had to escape down the path to
the front of the enclosure, and there was not a single mark anywhere in the soft earth of that path that could be
seen as an elephant’s footprint.
Riddled as it was with such perplexities and labored circumlocutions, the newspaper article as a whole left but
one possible conclusion: The elephant had not escaped. It had vanished.
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Needless to say, however, neither the newspaper nor the police nor the mayor was willing to admit—openly, at
least—that the elephant had vanished. The police were continuing to investigate, their spokesman saying only that
the elephant either “was taken or was allowed to escape in a clever, deliberately calculated move. Because of the
difficulty involved in hiding an elephant, it is only a matter of time till we solve the case.” To this optimistic
assessment he added that they were planning to search the woods in the area with the aid of local hunters’ clubs
and sharpshooters from the national Self-Defense Force.
The mayor had held a news conference, in which he apologized for the inadequacy of the town’s police
resources. At the same time, he declared:
“Our elephant-security system is in no way inferior to similar facilities in any zoo in the country. Indeed, it is
far stronger and far more fail-safe than the standard cage.” He also observed, “This is a dangerous and senseless
anti-social act of the most malicious kind, and we cannot allow it to go unpunished.”
As they had the year before, the opposition-party members of the town council made accusations.
“We intend to look into the political responsibility of the mayor; he has colluded with private enterprise in
order to sell the townspeople a bill of goods on the solution of the elephant problem.”
One “worried-looking” mother, thirty-seven, was interviewed by the paper.
“Now I’m afraid to let my children out to play,” she said.
The coverage included a detailed summary of the steps leading to the town’s decision to adopt the elephant, an
aerial sketch of the elephant house and grounds, and brief histories of both the elephant and the keeper who had
vanished with it. The man, Noboru Watanabe, sixty-three, was from Tateyama, in Chiba Prefecture. He had
worked for many years as a keeper in the mammalian section of the zoo, and “had the complete trust of the zoo
authorities, both for his abundant knowledge of these animals and for his warm sincere personality.” The elephant
had been sent from East Africa twenty-two years earlier, but little was known about its exact age or its
“personality.” The report concluded with a request from the police for citizens of the town to come forward with
any information they might have regarding the elephant.
I thought about this request for a while as I drank my second cup of coffee, but I decided not to call the police
—both because I preferred not to come into contact with them if I could help it and because I felt the police would
not believe what I had to tell them. What good would it do to talk to people like that, who would not even
consider the possibility that the elephant had simply vanished?
I took my scrapbook down from the shelf, cut out the elephant article, and pasted it in. Then I washed the
dishes and left for the office.
I watched the search on the seven o’clock news. There were hunters carrying large-bore rifles loaded with
tranquilizer darts, Self-Defense Force troops,\fn{ Units of the Japanese Army.} policemen, and firemen combing every
square inch of the woods and hills in the immediate area as helicopters hovered overhead. Of course, we’re
talking about the kind of “woods” and “hills” you find in the suburbs outside Tokyo, so they didn’t have an
enormous area to cover. With that many people involved, a day should have been more than enough to do the job.
And they weren’t searching for some tiny homicidal maniac: They were after a huge African elephant. There was
a limit to the number of places a thing like that could hide. But still they had not managed to find it. The chief of
police appeared on the screen, saying:
“We intend to continue the search.” And the anchorman concluded the report:
“Who released the elephant, and how? Where have they hidden it? What was their motive? Everything remains
shrouded in mystery.”
The search went on for several days, but the authorities were unable to discover a single clue to the elephant’s
whereabouts. I studied the newspaper reports, clipped them all, and pasted them in my scrapbook-including
editorial cartoons on the subject. The album filled up quickly, and I had to buy another. Despite their enormous
volume, the clippings contained not one fact of the kind that I was looking for. The reports were either poindess or
off the mark:

ELEPHANT STILL MISSING
GLOOM THICK IN SEARCH HQ
MOB BEHIND DISAPPEARANCE?

And even articles like this became noticeably scarcer after a week had gone by, until there was virtually
nothing. A few of the weekly magazines carried sensational stories—one even hired a psychic—but they had
nothing to substantiate their wild headlines. It seemed that people were beginning to shove the elephant case into
the large category of “unsolvable mysteries.” The disappearance of one old elephant and one old elephant keeper
would have no impact on the course of society. The earth would continue its monotonous rotations, politicians
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would continue issuing unreliable proclamations, people would continue yawning on their way to the office,
children would continue studying for their college-entrance exams. Amid the endless surge and ebb of everyday
life, interest in a missing elephant could not last forever. And so a number of unremarkable months went by, like a
tired army marching past a window.
Whenever I had a spare moment, I would visit the house where the elephant no longer lived. A thick chain had
been wrapped round and round the bars of the yard’s iron gate, to keep people out. Peering inside, I could see that
the elephant-house door had also been chained and locked, as though the police were trying to make up for having
failed to find the elephant by multiplying the layers of security on the now-empty elephant house. The area was
deserted, the previous crowds having been replaced by a flock of pigeons resting on the roof. No one took care of
the grounds any longer, and thick green summer grass had sprung up there as if it had been waiting for this
opportunity. The chain coiled around the door of the elephant house reminded me of a huge snake set to guard a
ruined palace in a thick forest. A few short months without its elephant had given the place an air of doom and
desolation that hung there like a huge, oppressive rain cloud.
I met her near the end of September. It had been raining that day from morning to night—the kind of soft,
monotonous, misty rain that often falls at that time of year, washing away bit by bit the memories of summer
burned into the earth. Coursing down the gutters, all those memories flowed into the sewers and rivers, to be
carried to the deep, dark ocean.
We noticed each other at the party my company threw to launch its new advertising campaign. I work for the
PR\fn{Public Relations.} section of a major manufacturer of electrical appliances, and at the time I was in charge of
publicity for a co-ordinated line of kitchen equipment, which was scheduled to go on the market in time for the
autumn-wedding and winter-bonus seasons. My job was to negotiate with several women’s magazines for tie-in
articles—not the kind of work that takes a great deal of intelligence, but I had to see to it that the articles they
wrote didn’t smack of advertising. When magazines gave us publicity, we rewarded them by placing ads in their
pages. They scratched our backs, we scratched theirs.
As an editor of a magazine for young housewives, she had come to the party for material for one of these
“articles.” I happened to be in charge of showing her around, pointing out the features of the colorful refrigerators
and coffeenukers and microwave ovens and juicers that a famous Italian designer had done for us.
“The most important point is unity,” I explained. “Even the most beautifully designed item dies if it is out of
balance with its surroundings. Unity of design, unity of color, unity of function: This is what today’s kit-chin
needs above all else. Research tells us that a housewife spends the largest part of her day in the kit-chin. The kitchin is her workplace, her study, her living room. Which is why she does all she can to make the kit-chin a
pleasant place to be. It has nothing to do with size. Whether it’s large or small, one fundamental principle governs
every successful kit-chin, and that principle is unity. This is the concept underlying the design of our new series.
Look at this cooktop, for example …”
She nodded and scribbled things in a small notebook, but it was obvious that she had little interest in the
material, nor did I have any personal stake in our new cooktop. Both of us were doing our jobs.
“You know a lot about kitchens,” she said when I finished. She used the Japanese word, without picking up on
“kit-chin.”
“That’s what I do for a living,” I answered with a professional smile. “Aside from that, though, I do like to
cook. Nothing fancy, but I cook for myself every day.”
“Still, I wonder if unity is all that necessary for a kitchen.”
“We say ‘kit-chin,’ I advised her. “No big deal, but the company wants us to use the English.”
“Oh. Sorry. But still, I wonder. Is unity so important for a kit-chin? What do you think?”
“My personal opinion? That doesn’t come out until I take my necktie off,” I said with a grin. “But today I’ll
make an exception. A kitchen probably does need a few things more than it needs unity. But those other elements
are things you can’t sell. And in this pragmatic world of ours, things you can’t sell don’t count for much.”
“Is the world such a pragmatic place?”
I took out a cigarette and lit it with my lighter.
“I don’t know—the word just popped out,” I said. “But it explains a lot. It makes work easier, too. You can
play games with it, make up neat expressions: “essentially pragmatic,” or “pragmatic in essence.” If you look at
things that way, you avoid all kinds of complicated problems.”
“What an interesting view!”
“Not really. It’s what everybody thinks. Oh, by the way, we’ve got some pretty good champagne. Care to have
some?”
“Thanks. I’d love to.”
As we chatted over champagne, we realized we had several mutual acquaintances. Since our part of the
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business world was not a very big pond, if you tossed in a few pebbles, one or two were bound to hit a mutual
acquaintance. In addition, she and my kid sister happened to have graduated from the same university. With
markers like this to follow, our conversation went along smoothly.
She was unmarried, and so was I. She was twenty-six, and I was thirty-one. She wore contact lenses, and I
wore glasses. She praised my necktie, and I praised her jacket. We compared rents and complained about our jobs
and salaries. In other words, we were beginning to like each other. She was an attractive woman, and not at all
pushy. I stood there talking with her for a full twenty minutes, unable to discover a single reason not to think well
of her.
As the party was breaking up, I invited her to join me in the hotel’s cocktail lounge, where we settled in to
continue our conversation. A soundless rain went on falling outside the lounge’s panoramic window, the lights of
the city sending blurry messages through the mist. A damp hush held sway over the nearly empty cocktail lounge.
She ordered a frozen daiquiri and I had a Scotch on the rocks.
Sipping our drinks, we carried on the kind of conversation that a man and woman have in a bar when they have
just met and are beginning to like each other. We talked about our college days, our tastes in music, sports, our
daily routines.
Then I told her about the elephant. Exactly how this happened, I can’t recall. Maybe we were talking about
something having to do with animals, and that was the connection. Or maybe, unconsciously, I had been looking
for someone—a good listener—to whom I could present my own, unique view on the elephant’s disappearance.
Or, then again, it might have been the liquor that got me talking.
In any case, the second the words left my mouth, I knew that I had brought up one of the least suitable topics I
could have found for this occasion. No, I should never have mentioned the elephant. The topic was—what?—too
complete, too closed.
I tried to hurry on to something else, but as luck would have it she was more interested than most in the case of
the vanishing elephant, and once I admitted that I had seen the elephant many times she showered me with
questions—what kind of elephant was it, how did I think it had escaped, what did it eat, wasn’t it a danger to the
community, and so forth.
I told her nothing more than what everybody knew from the news, but she seemed to sense constraint in my
tone of voice. I had never been good at telling lies. As if she had not noticed anything strange about my behavior,
she sipped her second daiquiri and asked:
“Weren’t you shocked when the elephant disappeared? It’s not the kind of thing that somebody could have
predicted.”
“No, probably not,” I said.
I took a pretzel from the mound in the glass dish on our table, snapped it in two, and ate half. The waiter
replaced our ashtray with an empty one.
She looked at me expectandy. I took out another cigarette and lit it. I had quit smoking three years earlier but
had begun again when the elephant disappeared.
“Why ‘probably not?’ You mean you could have predicted it?”
“No, of course I couldn’t have predicted it,” I said with a smile.
“For an elephant to disappear all of a sudden one day—there’s no precedent, no need, for such a thing to
happen. It doesn’t make any logical sense.”
“But still, your answer was very strange. When I said, ‘It’s not the kind of thing that somebody could have
predicted,’ you said, ‘No, probably not.’ Most people would have said, ‘You’re right,’ or ‘Yeah, it’s weird,’ or
something. See what I mean?”
I sent a vague nod in her direction and raised my hand to call the waiter. A kind of tentative silence took hold
as I waited for him to bring me my next Scotch.
“I’m finding this a little hard to grasp,” she said softly. “You were carrying on a perfectly normal conversation
with me until a couple of minutes ago—at least until the subject of the elephant came up. Then something funny
happened. I can’t understand you anymore. Something’s wrong. Is it the elephant? Or are my ears playing tricks
on me?”
“There’s nothing wrong with your ears,” I said.
“So then it’s you. The problem’s with you.”
I stuck my finger in my glass and stirred the ice. I like the sound of ice in a whiskey glass.
“I wouldn’t call it a ‘problem,’ exactly. It’s not that big a deal. I’m not hiding anything. I’m just not sure I can
talk about it very well, so I’m trying not to say anything at all. But you’re right—it’s very strange.”
“What do you mean?”
It was no use: I’d have to tell her the story. I took one gulp of whiskey and started.
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“The thing is, I was probably the last one to see the elephant before it disappeared. I saw it after seven o’clock
on the evening of May seventeenth, and they noticed it was gone on the afternoon of the eighteenth. Nobody saw
it inbetween because they lock the elephant house at six.”
“I don’t get it. If they closed the house at six, how did you see it after seven?”
“There’s a kind of cliff behind the elephant house. A steep hill on private property, with no real roads. There’s
one spot, on the back of the hill, where you can see into the elephant house. I’m probably the only one who knows
about it.”
I had found the spot purely by chance. Strolling through the area one Sunday afternoon, I had lost my way and
come out at the top of the cliff: I found a little flat open patch, just big enough for a person to stretch out in, and
when I looked down through the bushes, there was the elephant-house roof. Below the edge of the roof was a
fairly large vent opening, and through it I had a clear view of the inside of the elephant house.
I made it a habit after that to visit the place every now and then to look at the elephant when it was inside the
house. If anyone had asked me why I bothered doing such a thing, I wouldn’t have had a decent answer. I simply
enjoyed watching the elephant during its private time. There was nothing more to it than that. I couldn’t see the
elephant when the house was dark inside, of course, but in the early hours of the evening the keeper would have
the lights on the whole time he was taking care of the elephant, which enabled me to study the scene in detail.
What struck me inunediately when I saw the elephant and keeper alone together was the obvious liking they
had for each other—something they never displayed when they were out before the public. Their affection was
evident in every gesture. It almost seemed as if they stored away their emotions during the day, taking care not to
let anyone notice them, and took them out at night when they could be alone. Which is not to say that they did
anything different when they were by themselves inside. The elephant just stood there, as blank as ever, and the
keeper would perform those tasks one would normally expect him to do as a keeper: scrubbing down the elephant
with a deck broom, picking up the elephant’s enormous droppings, cleaning up after the elephant ate. But there
was no way to mistake the special warmth, the sense of trust, between them. While the keeper swept the floor, the
elephant would wave its trunk and pat the keeper’s back. I liked to watch the elephant doing that.
“Have you always been fond of elephants?” she asked. “I mean, not just that particular elephant?”
“Hmm … come to think of it, I do like elephants,” I said. “There’s something about them that excites me. I
guess I’ve always liked them. I wonder why.”
“And that day, too after the sun went down, I suppose you were up on the hill by yourself, looking at the
elephant. May—what day was it?”
“The seventeenth. May seventeenth at seven p.m. The days were already very long by then, and the sky had a
reddish glow, but the lights were on in the elephant house.”
“And was there anything unusual about the elephant or the keeper?”
“Well, there was and there wasn’t. I can’t say exacdy. It’s not as if they were standing right in front of me. I’m
probably not the most reliable witness.”
“What did happen, exactly?”
I took a swallow of my now somewhat watery Scotch. The rain outside the windows was still coming down, no
stronger or weaker than before, a static element in a landscape that would never change.
“Nothing happened, really. The elephant and the keeper were doing what they always did—cleaning, eating,
playing around with each other in that friendly way of theirs. It wasn’t what they did that was different. It’s the
way they looked. Something about the balance between them.”
“The balance?”
“In size. Of their bodies. The elephant’s and the keeper’s. The balance seemed to have changed somewhat. I
had the feeling that to some extent the difference between them had shrunk.”
She kept her gaze fixed on her daiquiri glass for a time. I could see that the ice had melted and that the water
was working its way through the cocktail like a tiny ocean current.
“Meaning that the elephant had gotten smaller?”
“Or the keeper had gotten bigger. Or both simultaneously.”
“And you didn’t tell this to the police?”
“No, of course not,” I said. “I’m sure they wouldn’t have believed me. And if I had told them I was watching
the elephant from the cliff at a time like that, I’d have ended up as their number one suspect.”
“Still, are you certain that the balance between them had changed?”
“Probably. I can only say ‘probably.’ I don’t have any proof, and as I keep saying, I was looking at them
through the air vent. But I had looked at them like that I don’t know how many times before, so it’s hard for me to
believe that I could make a mistake about something as basic as the relation of their sizes.”
In fact, I had wondered at the time whether my eyes were playing tricks on me. I had tried closing and opening
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them and shaking my head, but the elephant’s size remained the same. It definitely looked as if it had shrunk—so
much so that at first I thought the town might have got hold of a new, smaller elephant. But I hadn’t heard
anything to that effect, and I would never have missed any news reports about elephants. If this was not a new
elephant, the only possible conclusion was that the old elephant had, for one reason or another, shrunk. As I
watched, it became obvious to me that this smaller elephant had all the same gestures as the old one. It would
stamp happily on the ground with its right foot while it was being washed, and with its now somewhat narrower
trunk it would pat the keeper on the back.
It was a mysterious sight. Looking through the vent, I had the feeling that a different, chilling kind of time was
flowing through the elephant house—but nowhere else. And it seemed to me, too, that the elephant and the keeper
were gladly giving themselves over to this new order that was trying to envelop them—or that had already
partially succeeded in enveloping them.
Altogether, I was probably watching the scene in the elephant house for less than a half hour. The lights went
out at seven-thirty—much earlier than usual—and from that point on, everything was wrapped in darkness. I
waited in my spot, hoping that the lights would go on again, but they never did. That was the last I saw of the
elephant.
“So, then, you believe that the elephant kept shrinking until it was small enough to escape through the bars, or
else that it simply dissolved into nothingness. Is that it?”
“I don’t know,” I said. “All I’m trying to do is recall what I saw with my own eyes, as accurately as possible.
I’m hardly thinking about what happened after that. The visual image I have is so strong that, to be honest, it’s
practically impossible for me to go beyond it.”
That was all I could say about the elephant’s disappearance. And just as I had feared, the story of the elephant
was too particular, too complete in itself, to work as a topic of conversation between a young man and woman
who had just met. A silence descended upon us after I had finished my tale. What subject could either of us bring
up after a story about an elephant that had vanished—a story that offered virtually no openings for further
discussion? She ran her finger around the edge of her cocktail glass, and I sat there reading and rereading the
words stamped on my coaster. I never should have told her about the elephant. It was not the kind of story you
could tell freely to anyone.
“When I was a little girl, our cat disappeared,” she offered after a long silence. “But still, for a cat to disappear
and for an elephant to disappear—those are two different stories.”
“Yeah, really. There’s no comparison. Think of the size difference.”
Thirty minutes later, we were saying good-bye outside the hotel. She suddenly remembered that she had left
her umbrella in the cocktail lounge, so I went up in the elevator and brought it down to her. It was a brick-red
umbrella with a large handle.
“Thanks,” she said.
“Good night,” I said. That was the last time I saw her. We talked once on the phone after that, about some
details in her tie-in article. While we spoke, I thought seriously about inviting her out for dinner, but I ended up
not doing it. It just didn’t seem to matter one way or the other.
I felt like this a lot after my experience with the vanishing elephant. I would begin to think I wanted to do
something, but then I would become incapable of distinguishing between the probable results of doing it and of
not doing it. I often get the feeling that things around me have lost their proper balance, though it could be that my
perceptions are playing tricks on me. Some kind of balance inside me has broken down since the elephant affair,
and maybe that causes external phenomena to strike my eye in a strange way. It’s probably something in me.
I continue to sell refrigerators and toaster ovens and coffeemakers in the pragmatic world, based on afterimages of memories I retain from that world. The more pragmatic I try to become, the more successfully I sell—
our campaign has succeeded beyond our most optimistic forecasts—and the more people I succeed in selling
myself to. That’s probably because people are looking for a kind of unity in this kit-chin we know as the world.
Unity of design. Unity of color. Unity of function.
The papers print almost nothing about the elephant anymore. People seem to have forgotten that their town
once owned an elephant. The grass that took over the elephant enclosure has withered now, and the area has the
feel of winter.
The elephant and keeper have vanished completely. They will never be coming back.
115.21 The Kamui Oina\fn{by an unnamed male “literate reciter” (before 1950Prefecture, Japan (M) 4

)}

Hidaka Province, Hokkaido

The sun image on the god-built fortress, the fortress in which I was raised, on the east end of the fortress, on
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the west end of the fortress, sends forth a myriad flashing, shining beams. Within the fortress my elder sister
raises me well; from my elder sister a myriad right beams shine forth. Being a shaman, she has a shaman’s headwrap about her hair. My elder sister stares intently at her sewing.
Thus I am raised amidst treasures, on a decorated throne, on my movable throne. At dawn my elder sister rises
and washes; like this deity, like this goddess, so do I. What pleasure, as she watches over me with respectful eye
and raises me well, with good cooking.
Then near and distant relatives bring many deer and fish, indeed nourishing us well. Thus I grow. This having
been, my elder sister speaks thus.
“God, whom I have raised, deity whom I have raised, go to the mountains and kill deer! Then we shall eat that
which you have killed.”
Then we embrace, and I pull on my jacket, fasten my belt about me in a single coil, sling my quiver with the
sling across my shoulders, grab up my cherry-wood bow by the handle, and set on my way.
*
Now I see the outside world for the first time. The golden tiles of the roof, put on as thatching, send a myriad
flashing beams shining forth, so beautiful that I am moved. The path upstream to the mountains is clear. Going far
upstream I come to a white cliff in the center of the stream that I much admire, for it seems to be the home of a
god. For this reason I gaze long on the plateau.
In the meanwhile, the bird known to the world of men as the spotted kingfisher comes upstream and settles on
the edge of the white cliff. From the opposite direction, the bird known as water ouzel to the world of men drops
down and lands on the cliff. The two girls who till now looked like birds each holds a small ornamented garment.
The garment made by the one from the beach is only a bit incomplete; the garment made by the one from the
mountains is made as far as the middle. The one from the beach says,
“Younger sister of the waterfall god! I wonder, among the gods from the mountains is there no scandal?”
“Nothing worth telling,” the one from the mountains answers. Again the one from the mountains speaks,
“Younger sister of the water god, I wonder, among the gods from your beach is there nothing to tell?” Then the
one from the beach says,
“Nothing worth telling.” Next the one from the mountains says,
“Tell me, and to whom do you propose giving the small decorated garment?” So the one from the beach says,
“I love Great Bowl, Shelf-scatterer, Pit of the Stomach, Scraper of the Cauldron, the Ainu-smelling One. Thus
it is to him that I expect to give what I am making.” Then the one from the beach further says,
“Younger sister of the waterfall god, to whom do you expect to give what you are making?”
“Among all the gods, the one I love is Great Bowl, Pit of the Stomach, Scraper of the Cauldron, Shelfscatterer, Ainu-smelling One; I have made it for him.”
This talk angers me: even should a young man speak in the manner of the parent-slandering evil girls, it would
be bad, think I. So angry am I at the chatter of the evil girls that my tears pour down on the base of the island like
a cloudburst. Performing this action, I wonder,
“You are a true chief: is your anger justified?”
After thus reflecting, I continue upstream toward the mountains.
*
Thence go I far inland to where the great river enters the land, where atop the precipice grazes a monstrous
stag, ranging wide. Over the near grass his antlers rise; stretching to the far grass his antlers flatten over his back.
Then, with the utmost stealth I start to leap close when I seem to recall the saying “Unlucky ones draw nigh,” so I
immediately jump back. Gauging my arrow I take aim at the upper twigs of a low tree and the base of a high tree.
Releasing the good little arrow which whistles forth to the tree trunk, I chase it closely; and spreading my mat I
stretch alongside it as though dead. After this, I now spring up and leap close.
The creature hearing my antics fixes his eyes on me. At this, anger shows on my face. I grab the upper part of
his leg and dash him against trees thick and trees thin, shattering him. Still his eyes fix on me. Again and again,
again and again I beat him. But because of his animal nature\fn{ I.e., because his eyes remained open after death.} I treat
him as though he were alive. This being the case, I stretch wide the reed mat; raising my sword, I skin the forelegs
and the hind legs. I string my tumpline with all the flesh, and with it joggling on my back, descend along the
riverbank. When I pass the cliff the little embroidered garments are dropped onto my burden.\fn{ By the girls.}
Whirling malevolently, I spill my burden; and ripping it apart, I cast it off. Then I descend to the house in which I
was raised and go down inside.
*
My elder sister claps her hands in adoration; my uncles, near and distant, praise me. Then my uncle cuts out
the liver, and we eat it. My elder sister tosses the lean meat and the fat into the cauldron and cooks it. After we
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have eaten, my elder sister goes away and takes down the grandmother’s treasure bag. From inside, images of the
sun on a sacred jacket glitter, making my beautiful elder sister difficult to see. A shaman’s cloth binding her hair,
she points a woman’s sword at her bosom; then, as though to be stabbed with a short-handled spear, she takes a
fierce step toward me and holds out the spear handle; and her words are these:
“God whom I raised, deity whom I raised, true chief, in giving the ancient teaching I deny armor; giving the
ancient teaching I am truly bad, so I arm you. I inform you of the ancestral tale, the tale of the gods. Though it
should call forth your anger, should call forth your wrath, do not let it. Telling you thus suddenly, I am truly bad;
so the purpose for which I sent you to the mountains and had those females talk together, I tell you.
“Essentially, the world of man was built by the god Village-builder. It was a desolate land; of trees there were
none, nor were there grasses. And for fire the goddess Fire-maker was first sent down. But in the meanwhile the
gods of High Heaven were two brothers, and the younger, desirous of Fire-maker, descended to the world of men.
And because of fire, in the sporting about that developed, it\fn{ The world.} became black. This was because Fire
Maker descended with fire. Thus there was faultfinding among the gods, and spears were cast at those previously
descended to the world of man; thus the younger god of High Heaven fought with the good gods and bad, as
follows.
“Both man and god alike for their own interests individually prepared food.\fn{ For the undertaking.} Because of
this hatred your parent was slandered by being called Great Bowl, Shelf-scatterer, Pit of the Stomach, and Scraper
of the Cauldron. The war over fire extended throughout the world of man, killing the bad gods. And because of
fire he was called the Village-burner, the Land-burner.
“As a result of the sporting,\fn{With Fire-maker.} finally Fire-maker became pregnant. Therefrom thus are you.
For this reason the goddess Fire-maker raised you at her breast; thereupon you grew. At this time the god of High
Heaven, your divine father, ascended to the world of the gods.
“Now the elder god of High Heaven has six daughters: the eldest is the goddess of the morning star; the next
eldest, the midnight star; the next eldest is the evening star; next is the goddess of the moon; and the youngest am
I. I am the goddess of the sun, and in the world of man, I bear the responsibility of the Shining Girdle; I am
governor of the skies. Thus to reverence you—child of so great a god—of the many gods to raise you, it was I
who descended for this purpose. The one who raised you well am I; and having raised you, I searched in villages
on the very borders of the world for a girl for you. In the village of Song River were bouldered heroes—six
brothers—and a girl; there was a girl whom I thought just right for you. Nonetheless, with you as the governor of
the world of man, truly bad it would be were I to give you an evil goddess, so the younger sister of the rivermouth goddess was raised there, finishing your infant clothing, your baby clothes.
“Thus it was, and since the\fn{Evil.} Song River woman is a shaman she saw by vision the absconding of the
younger sister of the river-mouth goddess.
“In an eternal stockade, six-fold stockade, golden stockade, six-fold stockade, bouldered stockade, six-fold
stockade, each one in another; in eternal cells, six cells, golden cells, six cells, bouldered cells, six cells, each one
in another, the younger sister of the river-mouth goddess was put.
*
“From that, war develops, for there is no kidnapper of the younger sister but you. Thus when you go into battle
it will appear thus: standing, back-to-tree slashing, back-to-tree cutting, back-to-tree knifing, you and the evil
gods; the goddess, because she is an evil goddess, whatever is beat, whatever is cut, with the sword she puts back
together. For this reason, since you are the brightest god, you do this full six times; then, after that, if you hack
slowly in your six-fold exhaustion; then, after that, if you are slow with your hands, it will be truly bad, but rather
should you strike quickly, swiftly should you use your sword.
“Briefly, if your war is severe, because your sacred father is a great god, self-respecting, he probably will not
come, but [instead there will be] small mist-people [who will] sit within a vehicle from the upper world, a godbuilt vehicle; within the vehicle, from their mouths the sound of woman songs, drinking songs, shall sound to the
world of man; the coming of the song sounds should help you in your war. The great god will thus drop to your
aid as sky birds; descending thus, he should deal favorably with your war.”
Saying this, she leaps to the side bench and hands down the golden armor for the whole body, the god-built
armor, and into this I enter, girding my loins with my metal belt in a single coil. As to the scorched robe,
“Anciently when you. father had a war he wore the robe; with that token I shelter you.”
With these words she gives me the scorched robe and a scorched helmet; then I put on the robe and tighten the
strings to the helmet; I stick the man-consuming sword in the scorched scabbard, filling it up to the hilt. Now I
appear as a heaven-ascending man, a heaven-ascending god.
*
Outside I go, outside. A twofold god-shadow, a threefold god-shadow, I draw my body toward the stockade.
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Furiously I go along as though subduing villages, subduing countries. Ascending the world, the world of man, I
go blazing to the edge of the world, the world of man. And the sounds of my going reach to the mountain ridge,
and the sounds of my going reach out to the sea. As a favorable wind I ascend to Song River village. Verily the
eternal stockade, the golden stockade, the bouldered stockade, a myriad-fold hides her completely. Nonetheless I
thrust my way through; into the stockade I spin. Inside the six heroes, bouldered heroes, sit together beside the
hearth. Even so, I hasten behind them as a favorable wind, and through the eternal container, the golden container,
the bouldered container, I thrust my way. Making the younger sister of the river-mouth goddess into a death gem,
I stick her into the mouth of my sleeve and rush outside. But the six chiefs, bouldered chiefs, do not apprehend
my action.
*
I go outside the fortress. To the right of the fortress there stands a good little house, a girl’s house, with the
sides of the house tight and the thatch neatly trimmed, a good little house. Then, as; a favorable wind, I pull away
the window shutter of the small house, and like the wind, enter. Onto the upper bench in front of the hearth I drop
down. On the right-hand bench there is a girl who shows a striking resemblance to my sister. Thus comparing face
and figure, she has the beauty of my sister as she spins and spins, spins and spins. Then she raises her eyes as
though to speak, raising them as she sees me. Her face blanches. She drops her eyes, hangs her head; wishing to
speak, she gulps. After we sit for awhile she speaks thus:
“Truly he who finds me inadequate and casts me down is the divine hero, Great Bowl, Pit of the Stomach,
Scraper of the Cauldron, Scatterer of the Shelf, the Land-burner, the Village-burner. Whom you pass but do not
see am I. However, you and I are about to match skill. Cooking, I shall serve you, and with each cup my six elder
brothers will secretly approach you. Because they are many, I shall know well that you are a true hero if you
master them with the sword.”
Saying this, she rises and fills the pretty little cauldron with water, then hangs it over the hearth. Fixing good
food with her own hands, she fills the handsome bowl and, putting it on a handsome tray, offers it to me. Taking
it, I break it. And fears lie in my heart. For this reason I am on my guard. The eldest one comes secretly spying me
out from under the wooden frame around the hearth. As he is doing this, with my hand I draw the brightly shining,
divine-hero-fierce sword and leap toward him; then he twists away, but twice, thrice I slash him, and his spirit
flies from his body.
After this the little woman cooks again. At each cup one of the six bouldered chiefs comes down to spy me out,
and each one I cut down. Finally the youngest one comes spying me out, and as he twists toward me I cut him
down. Then I swing the cup at the bad woman’s head.
“Bad woman, because you do as you wish, that which you said has come to pass. Thus, if I feed you well, and
you receive what I serve you, we shall see your heroism on meeting a chief!”
Saying this, I hurl the cup right at her head, and it shatters into a million pieces. Then I draw my fierce sword,
and she takes a leap and swirls before my sword like a faint wind. Then I rush out.
With a thundering at Song River, I rise to battle the evil gods. Twenty rows of chiefs peel off and we leap on
one another. These powerful ones go like stars, go wiped out, go sparkling, as I clear the ground with my sword.
Meanwhile, from the edge of heaven, the sky birds, the mighty god, swooshes down to my battle. Within the
nearby golden vehicle, the god-built vehicle, a small mist-Ainu and a small mist-Japanese are sitting. From the
vehicle can be heard two festive voices exchanging drinking songs. The Ainu sings Ainu songs, the Japanese sings
Japanese songs. Hundreds of swords flicker; what the sky birds, the mighty god, are cutting, are killing; what the
god-built vehicle is killing, is cutting, I can in no way know: but in this war of gods we fight mightily near and
far. Throwing caution to the winds, we mutually give vent to our anger. Thus I trample Song River village [into
the sea]. Wetly I go, crushingly I go.
Then that bad woman issues a twofold accusation, a threefold accusation:
“Well! Is that not an evil action, Wariunekuru?”
Saying this, she works hard and quickly repairs the village. After this the witch, in retaliation, tramples a
village white-hot on the edge of the world of man. Then I quickly mend the village with my left hand, working
hard. The evil woman rages because she is having such difficulty beating me.
“Ho, now! If we are each to check the heroism of chiefs, we must indeed stand up and fight,” she says, and I
agree. The bad woman I chop and cut a full six times, but even so the sound of reviving by the sword comes. Next
the bad woman beats me a full six times, and there comes the sound of my backbone being pulled together by the
sword.
Now, “That which you heard your elder sister saying was perhaps that you should be slow with your hand?”
think I. Thus I bend down toward the lower portion of the witch. I grab one leg with my hands; the other leg I
strongly trample. Right up the middle I tear her. One half I throw to the mountain top,
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“Mountain elf, I give you this woman; do not give her to another.” The other half of the witch I throw to the
sea elf,
“I give you this woman; do not give her to another.”
Saying this and having cast away both sides, I am satisfied. Now wielding my sword, I cut the chiefs mightily
for a long while. The recovered dead gods at the land of the east send sounds flying; coming back to the battle as
attacking gods, sounds fly. The sword flashes and moves along shining, making new gods. Into the true west the
completely dead gods sink, and being grief-stricken gods, they send sounds to the surface of this land as they
return home respectfully.
Then I raze Song River village until it looks like a hoed field. Then the nearby gods, being grief-stricken and
thus unable to join the war, make rumbling sounds. Distant gods help with the war; ordinary gods get halfway,
then become grief-stricken gods and make rumbling sounds. The truly fierce gods arrive at the [scene of the] war.
In the time it takes to cook, they become grieving gods and send back rumbling sounds. My war is swiftly
executed. For six woman’s years and six man’s years\fn{ I.e. six years.} we fight; even a dog that might live to pass
on the tale I kill; I kill even vermin on the dogs. Then the god-built vehicle withdraws to the heavens.
*
The heaven bird, the very great god, says thus:
“Within the golden vehicle, I leave among men Ainu songs and Japanese songs. Ainu songs shall spread
among the Ainu; Japanese songs shall spread among the Japanese. Mankind shall rely on you to make known to
the sky birds any trouble in the offing. Whatever trouble, whatever war may come, I shall offer divine protection.”
After so saying, he ascends to the heavens and passes from sight. Going in the opposite direction, I go back up
to my village. Passing over the house of the goddess of river mouths, I drop the death gem down the smoke hole.
Then I go on to my house.
*
My elder sister is amazed.
“Because you have done this I am proud. Both the men and the chiefs are proud of your fierce courage and
your conduct. As for me, since I am a true deity and an important one, I cannot be too long in the world of man.
For this reason I must ascend to the world of the gods. Because you are governor of the world of man, it behooves
you to serve it carefully and well.”
With these words she goes out and rises up to the heavens, passing from sight.
*
Subsequently, I announce my intention to kill the water and waterfall deities. My close uncle, my uncle,
explains that it will create an awkward situation in our presiding over man. It will be impossible to preserve man,
impossible to preserve the gods, without the deity of water. Thus there must be an indemnity.
Saying this, he goes outside. Then for the younger sisters of the water deity and the waterfall deity he
apologizes. My uncle brings many beautiful treasures. Now I am finally satisfied. My uncle cares for me well,
watches over me with care.
*
Then one day, as in a dream, I see this: within a fortress, a god-built fortress in the upper world, is my elder
sister, now looking as though dead, and she says this to me:
“A god such as you, a god of your standing, cannot be in the upper world. For this reason send up something
made with your hands. If you do this, we shall make it sacred.”
Can this have been a dream? Because of it, I rise and brew some sake, then offer six lacquered vessels at the
eastern end of the hearth. Then I make inau\fn{Fetishes.} and invite the gods, and offer elder fetishes at the side
bench. Because of the drinking song I heard the small mist-people singing in the golden vehicle, a like drinking
song I offer up and teach to men. And I am pleased, I am happy. Sending on the drink, I have a vision and see my
elder sister in the upper world drinking sake, and so I sprinkle the drinking space. And dreaming, I am satisfied.
*
Thus it was, and one day there comes the younger sister of the goddess of river mouths amidst treasures, with
her neck beautifully decorated. Although she is a beautiful woman, she cannot compare with my elder sister;
though she is an ordinary woman, what my elder sister had said so well I remember; so though I may dislike her, I
cannot refuse.
So I leave the preparation of my food to the little woman forever; and thus we live.
43.19 Wine\fn{by Hayashi Mariko (1954-

)} Yamanashi

Prefecture, Japan (F) 6

Our tour guide, Nicole, shrugged her shoulders slightly as she descended the stairs leading to the cellar. I knew
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that this was something she habitually did when she was feeling self-satisfied. Although it was only our second
day in Quebec, I wondered how many times we had already seen her do this. She was a plump, good-natured
woman of middle age. Similarly, whenever she was bored by the chateau or neighborhood through which she was
guiding us, she showed it plainly on her face. At such times, we felt obligated to keep up a running volley of tres
bien’s.
Suddenly she began to speak in rapid French. Our interpreter, Mrs. Endo, translated it into Japanese that had a
slightly odd intonation.
“I’m going to show you Canada’s best wine cellar. You rarely see a cellar this fine—even in France.”
Oh, wine. Just hearing, the word makes me feel tense. Being a freelance journalist, I think that I have a wider
smattering of miscellaneous knowledge than the average woman. But wine is my one weak area. Two years ago I
wrote an article about wine for a certain women’s magazine. The sommeliers and oenophiles I met at that time
thoroughly annoyed me. They were able to recite from memory tediously long names of wines that I wouldn’t
remember even if I heard them a hundred times, and they spoke in the secret language of vintages. And they had a
strange look in their eyes to begin with. After seeing the way they appeared to lick their lips when discussing the
better specimens, I vowed never to set foot in the territory of wine again.
But I also hate to be seen as an ignorant child. So I sometimes skim articles about wine before going to
restaurants and bars. Naturally, though, I tend to forget everything I’ve read by the time I reach my destination.
“This is a famous wine cellar,” Mrs. Endo said, pushing the wooden door open. “People come from as far
away as Montreal to buy wine here. Because the province of Quebec has a direct link with France, this cellar has
an extensive collection of wines that you can’t get elsewhere.”
The moment I set foot in the wine cellar, I was at a loss for words. I had never been in a place so authentic, and
I was overwhelmed by the sight. The low brick ceiling extended as far as the eye could see. Small lamps burned
here and there in the dim, chilly room. When my eyes became accustomed to the dimness, I could see dull light
reflecting from the round bottoms of thousands of bottles. It reminded me of a study lined with foreign books.
Apparently the wine cellar was part of Nicole’s standard tour. She guided us into the interior of the cellar with
a practiced air.
She suddenly turned around to face me in front of the racks and asked me in English if I liked wine. Her
English pronunciation was as poor as that of most Quebecois.
“I like to drink it, but I don’t know that much about it,” I replied, in equally halting English. As if he had
overheard, a man appeared before us. Tall and bearded, he looked like a scholar. Or at least like someone who
worked in a bookstore. Just as I was wondering why it is that men involved with wine so often have a scholarly
air, I surprisecd myself by murmuring:
“Maybe I should buy a bottle to take home as a souvenir.”
Nicole snapped her fingers happily. She said something in French that I couldn’t really understand, but I took it
to mean, “Just as I expected.” The bearded man was called over.
“This lady says she would like you to select a good bottle of wine for her,” Mrs. Endo murmured. Holding up
one finger, as if to say, “Leave it to me,” the man began selecting bottles of wine from a nearby rack.
“He says that he knows Japanese people like white wine and that he would suggest something like this.”
Mrs. Endo’s finger, the nail painted pink, pointed to the price tag. “Ten dollars: a little over two thousand yen.
Is this what you had in mind?”
“No,” I answered decisively. At that moment, I was afflicted with a sudden urge to confound these foreigners.
They were mocking me with their talk of a two-thousand-yen bottle of wine. Even in Japan I drink wine a bit
more expensive than that. I wondered if I looked that young and impoverished.
“Since this is such a good opportunity to do so, I want to try a good wine. I’d like to splurge and spend about
ten thousand yen and drink it at the hotel.”
“Ten thousand yen? Well.”
Mrs. Endo, eyes widened, was clearly not being sarcastic.
“I live here, and I’ve never had wine that expensive. You must be rich, Ms. Sone.”
“Not at all. But a wine of that price would cost five or six times that much in Japan, so experiencing one here
would give me something to remember back in Japan.”
Mrs. Endo communicated that to Nicole and the man, who were looking at me dubiously.
“He wants to know what kind of wine you like.”
I may have imagined it, but I felt that his attitude toward me had become a bit more polite. It was truly
regrettable that I couldn’t think of the name of any particular wine at that moment.
"Ten thousand yen. A wine of around that price.” As I said that I was sure that the man was laughing at me
inside. His expression didn’t change, however, and he began jingling the keys attached to his belt.
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“He says the expensive wines are over here.”
The racks were in an enclosure shaped like a cask. He unlocked it and beckoned to me. The area inside, which
measured about six feet by nine feet, seemed to be walled in with bottles of wine. You could tell at a glance that
they were old, because the labels had faded or peeled off altogether. To mask the confusion that had engulfed me,
I picked up one of the bottles.
“Oh, you have this one …”
Naturally I had no idea what wine it was. But under the circumstances I felt that I had to say something like
that.
Holding a bottle in each hand, he seemed to be asking my opinion. Rather than the labels, I looked at the price
tags below them, but I couldn’t make them out.
“Forty-five dollars. That’s just about right, isn’t it?”
At the sound of Mrs. Endo’s voice I said, “Yes, yes,” over and over. “This is a great wine. It would cost you the
equivalent of … ah, let’s see … eighty thousand yen, even to drink it in a Canadian restaurant.”
“Ah, that right—would it cost that much? Let’s all drink a toast with it tonight.”
“Great. I’d like to join you,” Omura, the photographer, said loudly. He hadn’t spoken up to that point.
The man was smiling at us and putting the wine into a box. He was trying to stuff packing in around it, so
awkwardly that I couldn’t bear to watch.
“Oh, never mind. Will you please tell him that we’re going to be drinking it soon, so he can just put it in a
paper bag.” Before I finished speaking, Mrs. Endo exclaimed:
“Oh, dear,” in a soft but piercing voice. “Ms. Sone, look. What should I do?”
She was pointing at the cash register, which was displaying the figure 145.
“I mistook the price. I thought something was strange. He kept saying that this wine would cost several
hundred thousand yen in Japan, and I kept wondering how something that cost only ten thousand yen could be
worth that much. What should I do?”
Mrs. Endo, the wife of a businessman, was only called upon as an interpreter during the busy season. She was
showing a surprising lack of sophistication by acting as flustered as if this were her own problem.
“It’s my fault. I didn’t see the number one in front of the price. What should I do? It seems absurd to pay a
hundred and forty-five dollars for a bottle of wine.”
That scarcely needed to be said. Because I was on a trip, I had decided to buy a bottle of wine in the tenthousand-yen class, more than I would usually spend. But I had had no intention of spending more than three
times that amount.
“What shall I do? Shall I have him exchange it for that two-thousand-yen bottle we were looking at earlier?”
Apparently noticing something odd about the way we were acting, the man stopped wrapping up the wine. He
looked at me with his blue-green eyes. At that moment I decided to bear the heavy expense rather than submit to
the humiliation of explaining what had happened.
“I can’t say I made a mistake about the prIce. It seems like I’m being given a punishment for showing off, but
that’s all right. I’ll take it.”
Two days later I was on a plane heading back to Tokyo. The box holding the wine was bulkier than I expected;
with it and my carry—on bag, my hands were full. I couldn’t get it all the way under the seat so it stuck out into
the aisle a bit.
“Miss?”
A Japanese flight attendant approached me with a smile that was rendered utterly insincere by the cold look in
her eyes.
“Let me take that paper bag for you.”
“No,” I shook my head. “This is a very expensive wine. I’m worried about turbulence, so I want to keep it
close by. 11 [was trying to put into practice the smattering of knowledge I had: IIHold wine when riding on a
plane. 11
“But it will be in the way of the other passengers, so I’ll take it for you,” she said, still smiling.
“All right. It won’t be a problem if I hold it in my lap, will it?”
With her lips resuming their normal position, she left without saying anything further. I held it like that for a
while, but it was tiring. I pulled my bag in front of me with my feet and put the wine on top.
Walking around carrying a bottle of wine was like walking around carrying china. At each hotel and airport
along the way, I said in English:
“This is a very expensive wine. Be careful, please.”
I ended up carrying it myself rather than entrust it to a porter. I realized that I had become more neurotic than I
would have thought possible. I couldn’t bear it—each time the plane shook, I felt as though the wine were
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emitting a little cry.
“I’m being ridiculous,” I smiled wryly to myself. I was acting just like those crazy oenophiles—the ones who
treat wine as though it were a baby, saying that it breathes. Wasn’t I the one who was supposed to have scorned
them? Then, the moment I happened to buy some expensive wine, I had gotten all flustered and could think of
nothing else.
“Hey, what are you going to do with that wine?” Omura asked from the seat next to mine.
I felt guilty that the part of the package I couldn’t let go into the aisle was infringing on his leg room, but I
didn’t mention it. I had asked him to hold the paper bag for me countless times, and each time I had begged his
pardon most humbly.
“I just wanted to try a thirty-thousand-yen wine.” Naturally I had cancelled the promised wine party at the
hotel. I had decided to take the wine back home with me, murmuring over and over to myself:
“When I get back to Tokyo I’m going to sell it to someone for a really outrageous price.”
“I’ll call you if I open it.”
“It’s also nice to give a party to pay homage to a bottle of wine. You know, with some cheese to go with it.”
“I didn’t realize. Do you know a lot about wine, Omura?”
“No, just what the average person knows. As it happens, before we went to Canada I was working on a project
involving wine.”
“I suspected as much.” I laughed softly with him.
“The best thing would probably be for you and your boyfriend to drink it together, wouldn’t it?” Omura
yawned as he spoke, as if he were sleepy.
“That would definitely be a waste. How could a child like him possibly understand wine?”
“What do you mean, a child? He’s the same age as I am, isn’t he?”
“Is that right? I thought you were older than he is.”
I thought of Kunihiko’s face, which looks like a child’s when he gets angry. Four years my junior, he was a
photographer like Omura.
“You’re terrible—just because you’re attached to him you treat the rest of us as if we were your uncles.”
Closing his eyes, Omura laughed.
Kunihiko was there to meet me at the airport. Because I had ordered him to be. I had contributed half the
money for our used Honda on the condition that he would be the driver. We dropped Omura off along the way and
headed to Yoyogi, where I was renting a two-bedroom apartment.
“What did you bring me?”
As soon as we were alone together, Kunihiko’s tone became flirtatious. He had a mustache, but it had the unintended effect of emphasizing the childishness of his face.
“I got you a book of photographs.”
“That’s kind of austere. Don’t you have anything more exciting?”
“When it was time to leave I didn’t have many dollars left, and I ended up buying something boring. I wasn’t
able to get much of anything for myself, either.”
“What do you mean, something boring?”
“A thirty-thousand-yen bottle of wine.
“I’ve drunk wine worth that much before. Last year when we finished that special edition, the chief editor
treated us to some in ~oppongi.”\fn{Imperfect scan.}
“Let me explaIn somethIng to you. When you buy wine at a restaurant, it cost three times the original price.
Furthermore, when it’s imported there are other added costs. So how much do you think a thirty-thousand-yen
bottle of wine would cost in Japan?”
“I see.” Kunihiko gave a whoop of joy. “Let’s drink that expensive wine together! To celebrate your
homecoming.”
“You’ve got to be kidding.” I sniffed. “That would be casting pearls before swine. I’m sure you have no idea of
the trouble I went through to bring this wine back here. I’m going to let someone who can really appreciate it
drink it.”
“You scare me.”
I was in a bad mood. Kunihiko was acting as though he wanted to stay over, but I chased him off early, saying
I was tired.
“What do you mean? I was looking forward to seeing you.”
It couldn’t quite be taken as a parting shot, but with those words he left, clutching the book and T-shirt I had
brought him. Hearing the Honda’s engine in the distance, I collapsed on the sofa. I had heard the gossip. A
twenty-year-old layout artist had fallen madly in love with Kunihiko. They had probably seen each other
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constantly while I was away. I hadn’t failed to notice the new decoration on the car window. Kunihiko may have
put it there deliberately for me to see. Maybe it was just my fatigue and the sentimentality that accompanies
coming home from a trip, but I was beginning to think that our relationship might be ending.
Stililying\fn{Imperfect scan.} down, I looked at the paper bag that was next to the suitcase and wondered where I
should keep the wine. I had heard that you’re supposed to keep it in a cool place where the temperature is stable,
but there was no such place in my apartment. The rainy season had ended while I was in Canada, and now I could
see the midsummer sun through the curtains. I knew the apartment was probably like a steam bath when I wasn’t
there. I had to hurry up and give the wine to someone.
But who? Among my acquaintances, Kishima, an illustrator, knew the most about wine. More of an artist than
an illustrator of late, Kishima was actually famous. He was also widely reputed to be a snob. I had heard that he
had pet snakes in his huge Japanese-style mansion in the Hongo section of the city and that he played with them
amid his art nouveau furniture. He had a weakness for good food and fine wine and often wrote essays on those
subjects. In fact, I had become acquainted with him after I had been to pick up a manuscript from him. Kishima
would understand the value of this wine and appreciate it more than anyone else, but I didn’t know him well
enough to give it to him as a gift. Besides, a thirty-thousand-yen item that represented the height of extravagance
to me might well seem commonplace to him. The thought of this rankled me, somehow.
I wanted to use this wine on someone who would really appreciate it. In that sense, Morita seemed to be my
only possibility. He was the assistant editor of a women’s magazine that gave me a lot of work. In fact, this
Canadian assignment was the type of thing that could have easily gone to someone else if it hadn’t been for his
strong backing of me. We were fairly close, too, perhaps because we were close in age. A rugby player in his
college days, Morita had a slightly rough way of dealing with people that I found refreshing. If anything, I prefer
men who are a little thick-skinned.
“Hi, it’s me.”
“So, yo’'re back safely.”
“I’ll come in to the office tomorrow.”
“There’s no hurry. You can wait until the photos have been developed.”
“I brought back some wine.”
“Oh, yeah? Is Canadian wine supposed to be good?”
“It’s not Canadian. I hadn’t known it, but a lot of good French wine is shipped to Quebec.”
“That’s great.”
Morita had a loud voice. And as often seems to be the case with loud-voiced men, he liked to drink. He also
loved to teach women things. I had gone with him to countless bars and listened to his lectures.
“Red should be chilled for just thirty minutes. Exactly thirty.” So he would order the bartender, tapping on his
watch. His greatest happiness was to put on an act of this sort, first becoming a regular customer and then a
valued patron who received special treatment.
“Is it Bordeaux or Burgundy?” I could picture his face as his voice came over the receiver. He was probably
talking loud deliberately, so the entire editorial department would be able to hear him.
“How should I know? I think it was Chateau something.”
“You don’t even know that ‘Chateau’ is part of the name of the really good Bordeaux wines?”
“I’m not the connoisseur you are, Mr. Morita.”
“You don’t have to be a connoisseur to know that much. Spell the name for me.”
“Right now?”
“Yes. Go on.”
I put my hand in the paper bag reluctantly. For some reason I felt really angry. Every woman hates to tear open
a package that has been wrapped so carefully.
“Let me see. S, A—”
“Wait a minute. I can’t understand it like that. Read it correctly, in French.”
“I can]’t. I forgot all my French after college. I studied it as my second foreign language.”
“Never mind, then.”
The sound of Morita clicking his tongue came clearly over the receiver. He was known for his impatience.”
“Okay, then, be sure to bring it tomorrow. Without fail.”
He hung up without waiting to hear my response. He had said he could wait for the manuscript, but when it
came to something he wanted, it had to be tomorrow.
“What are you talking about? The truth is, you don’t know anything, I said aloud.
Everyone knew that. Every person with any sense soon realized that although Morita put on a brave front he
was actually timid. As a native of rural Kyushuo who had come to work at a publishing company, he concentrated
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all his energy on not being made a fool of. He really did know a lot about music, fashion, new shops, and food.
But because he tried to show off his knowledge, the lengths to which he had gone to obtain it soon became obvious to people. The same was true of wine. I had seen this once. Morita had a small card with a table of vintages
printed on it. He carried it around with him and was always trying to memorize it.
“Thirty minutes. Chill it for exactly thirty minutes.”
Those words must have appeared in some magazine as well.
I seemed to have become malicious ever since I had bought the wine. I no longer wanted to give it to Morita. If
possible, I thought, I wanted this wine to be drunk by a man who was close to perfect. But was there such a
person in my life?
When I woke up it was dark. It was three o’clock in the morning. Unbelievably, I had been asleep on the sofa
for more than twelve hours. This was no way to get rid of my jet lag. As I feared, when I started to get up I felt
slightly nauseated. It wasn’t good that I had had to miss going to the doctor for a while.
About this time last year, I had lost consciousness and been taken to the hospital. They couldn’t determine the
cause, and I went around to a number of huspitals to have tests. Then the editor of a health magazine told me
about the Okamura Clinic on the Ginza.\fn{ A note reads: The major commercial district of Tokyo .} The Okamura Clinic is
for rich people, and when I heard the name I knew it wasn’t my kind of place. But the editor kindly wrote me a
letter of introduction, and I was able to get an appointment with Dr. Okamura himself. When he determined that
my blackout had been the result of autonomic ataxia caused by fatigue, I felt admiration for him and understood
why he had the reputation he did. I didn’t have to become an in-patient; instead I started going to the clinic every
ten days. Normally people treated by the head doctor at a clinic slip him tens of thousands of yen in addition to
the usual fee as a token of their appreciation, but Dr. Okamura understood that I was a single woman. I had never
given him so much as a bottle of whiskey.
I should give the wine to the doctor, I thought. Morita will probably complain a lot, but he’s a simple man, so
I’ll be able to get out of it somehow. Dr. Okamura is a far more appropriate recipient for my wine than Morita.
Not only was he a famous doctor, he was also reputed to be a man of refined tastes. He wrote haiku that were
sometimes published in magazines. He was also reputed to be the president of a sumo\fn{ A note reads: A form of
wrestling that many consider to be the national sport of Japan. The av- erage sumo wrestler weighs over 300 lbs .} fan club.
I prettied up the wine. I didn’t think the paper bag from Quebec would be appropriate, so I went to a specialty
shop and bought some high-quality rice paper. I thought that a ribbon would be overdoing it, so I attached a light
green seal. Wrapping it up in a kerchief, I headed over to the Okamura Clinic on the appointed day. In the three
days I had spent taking it easy at home, my jet lag and fatigue had completely disappeared. I had worn jeans the
entire time I was in Canada, but today I wore a white linen dress.
My heart raced when I imagined the expression on the doctor’s face when he received the wine. He would
appreciate its value more than anyone. A lot of his patients were the owners of the Ginza’s oldest shops. Surely
there would be someone to appreciate it with him.
But I couldn’t decide when to give the doctor the wine. There were many other doctors and nurses in the
examining room, and I usually wasn’t even with him for five minutes.
“You’re not having the headaches anymore. Let me check on you again in ten days.”
With those words, the doctor swiveled around in his chair to face his desk, and the beautiful gray hair on the
back of his head faced me. I hadn’t had a chance to give him the package that I had left by the door. I had no
choice but to leave it at the reception desk. Naturally, that wasn’t the way I would have liked to present it. I had
imagined the ripping of the paper and his exclaiming, “Oh, Chateau …” He would certainly have pronounced it
correctly. But apparently the doctor and I would not be playing out that scene after all.
“Uh, this is for Dr. Okamura.”
As I uttered the words, I realized that I had forgotten something important. My name wasn’t on the package.
As an emergency measure I decided to tape a piece of paper with my name on it to the package.
“Could you please lend me some tape?”
The receptionist seemed to understand what I was trying to do. Nodding pleasantly, she opened a drawer. But
the tape wasn’t there.
“It was over there.”
She got up, and, following her with my eyes, I got a clear view of the area she was referring to. There was a
huge pile of packages on the floor. Attached to each was a piece of white paper with bold black letters indicating
that it was a midyear present. Absentmindedly, I, who hadn’t engaged in the practice for many years, had completely forgotten about the custom of giving midyear gifts to one’s social superiors, and even when the season for
such giving was.
“Oh, no,” I thought immediately. My wine was definitely not a midyear gift. It was not something that could
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be reduced to that sort of formality. Besides, who knew what would happen to it once it got mixed up in that huge
pile. It would end up sharing a fate with the other, boring gifts, like golf balls, white shirts labeled with the name
of the tailor who made them, and imported whiskey. My wine had to be something special that existed only for its
own sake. It couldn’t possibly be left amid this crowd of other things.
Carrying my package, I started walking briskly.
“Here’s the tape!” the woman shouted.
“That’s all right. I forgot the card.”
The moment the automatic door opened, hot air seemed to come up from the ground and envelop me.
“Now what am I going to do?” In my arms, the wine was gasping for breath too. I could hear it saying that it
didn’t want to go back to that hot apartment.
“What am I going to do? What am I going to do?”
At almost exactly noon, the Ginza around me seemed to flatten into the background, the way things do in old
films. Walking along in my white clothes, I felt ludicrous, as if I myself were a present wandering around in
search of a recipient.
36.164 When A Man Loves A Woman\fn{by Eimi Yamada (1959-

)} Tokyo,

Greater Tokyo Area, Japan (F) 6

He won’t make love to me again, and I’m unhappy.
“Willy, we should do it when we’ve got a chance, otherwise we’ll be sorry later,” I say to him, sitting on the
edge of the bed. Here I am trying to seduce a younger man, and I'm dead serious. He smiles without taking his
eyes off the television, but there is no sign that he’ll change his mind. That part of his body, covered by the sheet,
won’t rise up. Even though it is night he is wearing dark glasses, and as he changes channels with the remote control, he says, nonchalantly, “The woman singing with Robby Neville has a good figure.” I feel hurt, but as a last
resort I tell him that I want him to make love to me. I know I sound like a gigolo pleading his patron. He lowers
his glasses and looks at me as if surprised to find me still there.
“Go and do your work. A woman who doesn’t do what she’s supposed to is not my type,” he says
unsympathetically.
It’s you who doesn’t do what you’re supposed to, I say to myself, biting my thumbnail. The taste of oil paint
embedded in it reminds me of what I’m supposed to be doing and makes me feel miserable. My role as “urban
artist” should have nothing to do with this comedy: begging a younger man to make love to me and being refused.
It’s true, right now I don’t look as sophisticated as when I go to a party, nor as sexy as when I lie on the beach.
The Haines T-shirt I’m wearing has paint marks on it and my hair, which I’ve just washed, is tied back with a
string. Are bare feet and blue jeans so unenticing? I ask myself. Since I’ve nothing on beneath my T-shirt, he can
slip his hand under and enjoy me easily if he wants to, and yet …
At first, I seduced him half-jokingly, but now I become exasperated at my own words.
“Fine, Willy Roy, don’t regret it later,” I say, standing up. “Fuck you,” I mumble as I open the door. Willy Roy
smiles and replies quietly, “You too, honey.” I slam the door, making a racket. Since he arrived, I’ve lost control
of myself and it pisses me off. I shove my hands in my jeans’ pockets and enter my studio, and there I see my
canvas, much of which is still unpainted, taunting me. I sit on the chair, still angry, and light a cigarette. A woman
who can’t forget about the body lying in the next room—people call this woman an artist. I laugh at this idea,
forgetting for a moment that I am angry.
Frankly, I wasn’t pleased when this young man, whom I’d met in Miami during my vacation, came to visit my
apartment. I had a lot of work to do to meet the deadline set by my agent. Furthermore, I had no intention of
getting involved with the dull boys one often finds on beaches. Willy Roy was one of those, and even though he,
being black, had no need to brown his skin, he had strutted up and down the beach enjoying himself. One day
when I sat at a bar at the edge of the beach, closing my eyes between sips of Gordon’s gin with lime, he came
over. Since I had just finished a canvas and sold it at my asking price, I was feeling good. I let him sit at my table.
He wore a white linen suit without a shirt underneath, tennis shoes without socks, and a Panama hat. He looked
exceptionally dandy, but I was neither so young that I’d fall for this type of man nor so old that I’d want to take
care of him. Not bad at all, but many resort beaches have this type, I said to myself as I watched him smoke a
cigarette out of the comer of my eye.
He talked about himself in a leisurely way. It wasn’t unpleasant to listen to his charming Southern accent. I
ended up buying him a drink. Instead of thanking me, he smiled and stared at me. Underneath his dark glasses his
eyes were very clear. A diamond in one of his ears flashed in the sun. A man like this is beautiful to look at, but
that’s all …
“Do you want me, if I may ask?” he said.
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I thought I knew what was coming, and I said to him silently: Don’t you dare take me for some small-town
girl, or one of those rich, society women who hang around here. I like real country people, but I despise hicks who
just can’t make it in the city.
“Not at all,” I told him and went back to concentrating on my own pleasures—the warmth of the sun outside
the beach umbrella, the white sand, a good drink. I went back to congratulating myself on my accomplishments.
To my surprise the man laughed happily.
“I like you,” he said, making me choke on my drink. “I may fall in love with you. Are you with your lover?”
he asked when I looked him straight in the face.
“No,” I said, hesitating. “And yet you handle yourself so elegantly … you are quite a woman, 1 can see.”
I opened my eyes wide and looked at him. He didn’t talk anymore but he kept smoking, his eyes fixed on the
sea. After a while he stood up and shook my hand.
“I’m so glad to have met you. Will you give me your address?” he said.
“What for?”
“It would be okay if I sent you a Christmas card, wouldn’t it?”
I gave him my New York address, feeling slightly deflated. He carefully placed the small piece of paper in his
wallet and made his departure. I gazed at the back of this beautiful young man, with whom I’d spent only an hour
or so. As if he knew I was watching, he turned around and announced:
“By the way, my name is Willy Roy Wilson. Don’t you forget.”
Then he crossed the bar quietly, and walked out onto the beach. He didn’t seem to be thinking about me
anymore. It was already beginning to get dark outside. His linen suit looked pale orange in the dusk.
Willy Roy had made an impression on me, but it wasn’t a strong one. Therefore when I answered the bell of
my apartment, thinking it was my friend Angela, I couldn’t tell who the man was standing in front of me, pulling
up his coat collar, and saying how cold the New York winter was. I stood there in confusion, not realizing that it
was the gigolo I’d met at the beach in Miami. Only when he removed his dark glasses in the same deliberate
manner, and when I saw the diamond in his ear, did it come back to me. I recalled that strange hour from my
vacation.
I invited him in. But as I was making coffee for the two of us, I couldn’t help feeling completely confused.
“Why did you come to see me?” I asked.
Willy Roy was putting large amounts of sugar and cream in his coffee; he looked quite comfortable in my
nicely heated room.
“I came to deliver a Christmas card like I told you. I’m a bit late for that, though.”
I couldn’t believe my ears. I don’t have time for this kind of impulsiveness, however perfect it might be for the
place he came from, a nice, warm and easy-going climate. I have a dead- line to make for a project which I’ve
been working on for some time. If my agent and my sponsor abandon me, that’ll be the end of me as a freelance
artist.
“That’s a nice painting. I didn’t know you were a painter.”
“It’s not finished at all. You can see that, can’t you? I don’t know what you have on your mind but I haven’t
got any time to be fooling around with you.”
“I didn’t come to fool around with you. I have to go back to Florida in a few days. You do what you have to do,
and I’ll be quiet in the other room.”
“The other room? You mean you’re going to stay here? What will I say if my boyfriend drops by?”
“If a relationship breaks up because one doesn’t see the other for a few days, it isn’t worth keeping. You’d
better break it off now. Tell him you've got to concentrate on your work and can’t see him.”
I didn’t know what to say. There was something about him that made his words convincing. I told him he could
stay for a few days on the condition that he leave as soon he began interfering with my work. I also told him I had
no intention of either looking after him or sleeping with him.
What would my friends think? Letting a guy you’ve met only once, practically a stranger, stay with you. But as
I was hanging his coat in the closet, I began to think that such a sudden intrusion wasn’t a bad thing. I needed
some distraction. My work wasn’t going very well, and the guy didn’t look like a thief or a murderer. Besides, he
was beautiful.
When I took up my brushes and palette knife, he disappeared into my bedroom with some magazines. He’s
quite reasonable, I thought. Feeling more accepting of him, I concentrated on my work, something I hadn’t been
able to do for quite awhile.
I worked hard for a few hours. Then, deciding to take a break and open a bottle of wine, I noticed a white
envelope on the table. He really brought a Christmas card. So funny, I thought. I opened the envelope and found
an ordinary greeting card. And then I read a line in his own writing which said:
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And I am in love with you.

“What in the world is he thinking?” I mumbled to myself.
I heard a knock at the door, and the very person who had delivered the Christmas card stuck his head in
without waiting for my response.
“I wonder if I can use this bathrobe. I want to take a show- er,” he said, already wearing a blue bathrobe that
belonged to my long-term boyfriend Mike. I threw the Christmas card at his feet.
“What’s the meaning of this? Why should I be loved by you?”
He carefully picked up the card and looked at it contentedly.
“Looks nice, doesn’t it? I’m not good at writing and so I did this very carefully.”
“You say you love me but you’ve got no right telling me that.”
“But I do have the right,” he said calmly, pouring the wine I’d just opened into a glass. He looked at me as he
sipped the wine. “I’ve told you I might fall in love with you—”
Don’t worry about me. I won’t interfere with your work, he said as I remained silent, not knowing what to say.
I’d forgotten I was about to take a break, and I picked up my palette, feeling annoyed. Why do this man’s words
sound so convincing when there’s no basis for them, I wondered, squeezing some paint from a tube.
“I like your painting.”
“Do you know anything about painting?”
“No. But this reminds me of the color of the sea we saw in Miami. This blue.”
“This is not a landscape painting. It’s an abstract, a person.”
“I see. Then this is me, I take it.”
I turned and stared at Willy Roy. He stood there smiling his cool, charming smile, the front of his robe drawn
open. I saw it there, and quickly averted my eyes. I tried, with difficulty, to ignore the fact that he was standing
there. I went back to my canvas.
I went on painting but my confidence was waning. Confidence and disillusionment are always warring inside
me when it comes to my talent. When people applaud my finished work, I find myself a likeable person; when I
paint in solitude, however, I often suffer from anxiety attacks and have to just sit on the floor, waiting for help.
What help? Help from a God who would make me paint, I suppose. I don’t think about God most of the time, but
when I feel such helplessness, I want to put myself in the hands of something absolute. It is at such moments that
I sincerely wish I were not an artist.
“You can’t paint. Is that right?”
Willy Roy was sitting next to me. I had no idea when he had come in. I had no energy left to say something
stinging to him. I simply nodded. When he ran his hand through the hair hanging in my face, I didn’t feel he was
doing it as a prelude to a seduction. Then he brought the wineglass to my mouth. The wine traveled down my
throat smoothly; it tasted good. But I still felt like a lost child.
“Poor kid,” murmured Willy Roy. “I wonder why you can’t paint? You’re loved very much.”
Willy Roy went on consoling me, and I realized that his words were what I wanted to hear. No one had ever
talked to me with such tenderness. All I’d heard was that I was a talented painter. Contented with those words, I
had never shown my loneliness to anyone until now.
When I came back to reality, I was underneath Willy Roy. Peeling my clothes off, he kissed me everywhere
and talked in his sweet voice. He didn’t offer the wonderful lies a man gives when making love to a woman. He
talked about the cotton fields of his native North Carolina, and about his mother who hugged him after scoldings
when he was a little boy.
“Why do you talk so much?” I asked him between sighs.
“Because we don’t know much about each other,” he said. Then he told me how charming the woman was who
he saw sipping gin and tonic in the approaching dusk at that bar by the beach. He surprised me by remembering
our encounter with such detail: how my silk scarf was blown by the wind around my neck, how my lipstick was
wet from my drink, and how he was aroused by my fingers when they squeezed a sliced lime.
We rolled on the floor, embracing and smearing our bodies with paint. And yet we were calm, and we made
love leisurely. I sighed now and then but never cried out. He held me down by forcing my hands against the floor
but was never rough. He kept talking and made me talk. Choking with pleasure, I told him how I sometimes
became frustrated and anxious about painting. I told him how lonely I grew at times. I had never dreamt that I
could talk like this to a stranger. I was making a confession, which until then my pride had always prevented.
Now I was expressing my inner self, while reveling in this man’s body.
There will be a painting on the floor, created by our bodies, I said to myself. It might be more beautiful than
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the one I’m putting on canvas because Willy Roy is making me feel this happy. My body, caressed by his words,
painting. There was the red of wine spilled from the glass, and the pure white fluid coming from his beautiful
body. As the two were mixed inside of me, it came out as hot rose, coloring my sighs. When I half-opened my
eyes, his eyes greeted me, smiling. I tried to talk but darkness descended on me from the pleasure.
“You can paint, I’m sure you can.”
I didn’t answer and all I could see now through my half-closed eyes was his one diamond.
Willy Roy kissed me, made the sign of the cross in front of him, and said he wished my painting would go
well. Then he left. I remained lying on the floor, with a cigarette in my mouth, lost in thought.
I couldn’t explain what had happened. He had made love to me, I said to myself, and the way he had loved me
came back with vivid clarity. How thoroughly he knew my body, I thought, blushing. How was it possible for him
to discover so easily the many shades of every comer of my body, even those that were unknown to Mike? I was
amazed at the fact that I had enjoyed such a pure sensation of pleasure, a sensation that I was able to reach only
when I loved my body myself. And his words, which healed my ailing mind … He had told me many times in the
most natural manner that he loved me. I had never known a man so talkative, but he talked to me with genuine
and smooth words. While we were making love, I learned about his family, his hobbies and friends, even the
name of the high school he had graduated from.
What did I tell him? Perhaps only the story of my anxiety about painting. He hadn’t learned anything about
me. When I realized this, many things that I wanted him to know came rising up within me; I couldn’t shut them
out, and I got up.
I wanted to tell him first of all how his body had satisfied me. Had he been able to tell by my signals? When I
dug my nails into his back, had he been able to tell how I adored his body, that it made me forget everything?
Why did I want to tell him these things? Perhaps I was grateful to him. And now I wanted to please him. Love
must begin like this, I thought, and felt a bit embarrassed. Since painting had been the first priority in my life, I
had chosen my boyfriends accordingly; they had to be mature, dispassionate types who would understand. In the
past men had accepted my self-indulgence, and I liked them for that. I had never been eager to please the men I
slept with, nor had I tried the common techniques most lovers use.
I peeked into the bedroom, not knowing what to do with myself. Willy Roy was sleeping, looking quite
innocent with a pillow in his arms. Seeing the paint on his shoulder made me feel as though my heart was being
squeezed. I stroked his cheek with the back of my hand, and he opened his eyes slightly, smiling at me.
“You go and work now. I’ll wait here for you,” he said. When I left the room, I felt like crying. As I picked the
things up from the floor of my work room, I murmured to myself:
“What should I do, I’m in love.”
Now I’m miserable. I work for a while, and then I long for Willy Roy. I go to the bedroom, and he asks:
“Have you finished your work?”
I shake my head, and he tells me to go and do my work, as though he’s my elder. I don’t know what to do or
say because I’ve never been turned down by men when I show an interest in going to bed. I go back to my work
room and to my canvas. After a while, I find myself unable to sit still, wanting to be close to his body. I go to the
bedroom again. He repeats the same question, and I give the same answer. He goes back to his newspaper or
magazine, or turns the television on instead of making love to me. Finally, I give up and spend the rest of the night
painting.
In the morning I’m totally exhausted but Willy Roy, who woke up early, brings breakfast to me. We eat it
together, looking at my painting, which has shown some progress. He knows that I need to sleep now, and opens a
bottle of wine.
The morning sun makes me feel so peaceful and comfortable that I no longer care for sex with Willy Roy. He
is wearing his dark glasses (he says it’s too bright), and sprinkles salt on my eggs. I sip my wine absent-mindedly,
gazing at him as he butters my toast and pours ketchup on my hash browns. He tells me that I have to eat well,
and I do as he says. He looks at me with satisfaction, and puffs his cigarette. He puts a record on, Percy Sledge,
which I think he’s too young to know. Then he assumes the air of a philosopher, and tells me that these precious
moments are what make up our lives. I remember that the song is called When A Man Loves A Woman. At the
same time I begin to feel the effects of the wine. I can hardly keep my eyes open. Seeing this, he takes me to the
bedroom. He peels my clothes off and I lie on the the bed, falling asleep with the feeling that, somehow, I’ve been
tricked into this situation.
Once I threaten him by telling him that I can’t paint unless he makes love to me. He ignores me and keeps on
reading his book. My pride is badly wounded, and I grab the book from him and throw it away. When I start
unbuttoning his shirt, however, he gives me a troubled look.
“If you go further than that, you won’t be able to stop,” he says, removing my hands from his naked chest,
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which I’d begun caressing.
I feel embarrassed and can’t do anything but stare at him. He, too, wants to make love. I know, because I feel
the sign between his legs when I touch him. Seeing I am about to cry, he tells me to come to him. I slip my body
next to his and stay there for a while, not moving.
“If we make love whenever we want to, our relationship will be a mere diversion,” he says as he gently strokes
my hair. He lifts my hand in front of his face and says with a smile:
“That,” nodding toward the canvas, “is more important than me when it has paint on it.”
“If I didn’t know your body, it would have been different. Why did you make love to me to start with?”
“I thought we needed some sort of beginning in order to love each other.”
I leave the bed, unable to argue with him further. “He uses the word love too lightly,” I murmur, going back to
my work room, biting my lips.
One afternoon a few days later, we are in bed, half-naked, eating yogurt and watching television when Mike
comes in without knocking. Dumbfounded, he stands there staring at us. I stare back at him, embarrassed. I don’t
even get out of bed, having decided in desperation that I don’t care. Without hesitation, Willy Roy extends his
hand to introduce himself, but Mike totally ignores this gesture and sits down on the edge of the bed, which shows
no signs of being used for lovemaking.
“I want you to explain this,” he says staring at me. He is angry but he is trying to be calm, perhaps because he
notices that Willy Roy is younger than him. “You told me you were busy working and couldn’t see anyone. And
now you’ve got this young guy in your bed.”
“We’re not making love. Well, we did once but—”
“If you did it once, you’ll do it again.”
“No, that’s not true,” I say, starting to cry. Mike keeps staring at me in disbelief.
“If you want to, you can lie down, too. I guarantee nothing’ll happen,” says Willy Roy.
Shocked at these words, Mike drops the cigarette he was about to put in his mouth.
“You … you’re gay?”
“No, I’m not. I’m interested only in women. But as I’ve told you, I won’t do a thing.”
“You won’t make love to her then? She likes sex, that I know. Or are you saying you can’t do it?”
“I’m ready any time.”
“He’s really good, Mike.”
“I love sex, too, but I also like to control myself.”
Mike becomes more confused, and it seems that although he wants to get rid of Willy Roy, he doesn’t know
how. I don’t know, either. What Willy Roy was saying was beyond us.
“I’m sorry, but I have to tell you this,” Mike says. “She and I have known each other for a long time, and I
believe I understand her very well. We also need each other.”
“I have no intention of interfering in your relationship. I simply love her.”
“Simply love her?”
“Is your dick big, may I ask?”
“Of course it is.”
“Mine isn’t bad at all. I can show you if you want to see it.”
I see cold sweat on Mike’s forehead. I do nothing but watch, feeling the tension grow between them. I feel like
laughing but at the same time I see that Mike is scared. It is Willy Roy who breaks the silence.
“Having sex doesn’t mean love. You can sleep with a woman just for fun, or to make money. You shouldn’t
worry about our having had sex once, but you should be concerned about the fact that we’re in bed without
making love.”
At Willy Roy’s words, Mike kicks a chair and opens the door, making a big noise.
“Go to hell,” he shouts as he leaves.
Both Willy Roy and I don’t know what to say for a moment, and then we burst out laughing.
“I made him mad, didn’t I,” says Willy Roy apologetically after we’ve laughed for a while.
“It doesn’t matter. We know each other well, so it’s okay.” I say and wipe the tears of laughter from the comers
of my eyes. When I look up, Willy Roy kisses me on the cheek. He seems genuinely pleased and happy.
“I really like you very much. I have no problem finding women to sleep with, but I’ve been out of luck falling
in love,” he says.
One day I’m awakened by a noise.
Willy Roy is packing.
I jump out of bed. He has already combed his hair and he is wearing his cashmere coat.
“Are you leaving me?” I ask.
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“Don’t look like that. We can see each other any time we want. I just came to deliver my Christmas card and
stayed a bit too long.” He smiles at me, sitting on the edge of my bed.
I go to the door with him, unable to decide whether I should beg him to stay. I am thinking many things at
once: that he is too good a guy to let go, that I don’t like to see myself act as if I haven’t had much experience
with men, and that there will be a chance to see him again. The thoughts swirl in my head. Willy Roy throws me a
kiss as he walks out the door.
“When we meet again, we’ll want to make love till we knock our brains out, won’t we, baby,” he says, looking
back and pointing at me. He closes the door behind him, leaving me with the memory of his penetrating smile.
I go back to my work room, yearning for him, thinking that I want to make love to him one more time. Then I
see my painting, which is finally finished. I can’t help laughing in delight.
55.54 Droplets\fn{by Medoruma Shun (1960-

)}

Nakijin, Okinawa Prefecture, Japan (M) 13

It was during a dry spell in mid-June, the rainy season. when Tokusho’s leg suddenly swelled up. He lay
napping on a steel-frame army cot in the back room, away from the scorching sun of the cloudless sky. The heat
had subsided now that it was past 5:00, and he was sleeping comfortably when he was awakened by a feverish
sensation in his right leg. He looked down and saw that the lower half of his leg had swelled up bigger than his
thigh. Frightened, he tried to sit up, but his body wouldn’t move, nor could he speak. Cold sweat trickled down
his neck. At first Tokusho thought he’d had a stroke, yet he felt alert and clearheaded. As he stared at the ceiling
wondering what to do, his leg swelled up even bigger, stretching his skin so tight that it became smooth and shiny.
Then his leg started to itch as if an army of ants were crawling across it, and although he was desperate to scratch,
he couldn’t move a muscle. For nearly half an hour he just lay there, cursing until his wife, Ushi, came in to wake
him. The sun’s rays were gentler now, and Ushi wanted him to go back to the fields with her.
Tokusho’s leg had already swelled to the size of an average gourd melon and turned pale green. His toes
reminded him of a family of poisonous hahu, the mother snake lying beside her offspring, spread out like a fan.
The sparse hair on his leg made it look lewd.
“Grandpa, time to git yourself up. C’mon now:”
When Ushi shook his shoulder, Tokusho’s head slid off the pillow and tears dripped from his eyes, wide open
and glazed, while saliva drooled from his mouth.
“Hurry up! Outta that bed, ya hear?”
Tokusho often feigned sleep to avoid work, so Ushi-thinking he was up to his usual tricks, grabbed him by the
nose and pulled it so hard she might have been trying to tear it right off his face. Still, he showed no reaction.
Sensing something wrong, Ushi looked him over and discovered what appeared to be a gourd melon left by a
neighbor. Then she realized that it was Tokusho’s right leg.
“Well. I’ll be … what on earth happened to this leg?”
Timidly, she reached out to touch it. The leg felt slightly feverish but firm. Then Ushi got angry when she
remembered that she’d have no one to help weed the fields or cut the grass to feed their goats.
“Damn! How come the lazy bum gotta go out and get some weird ailment durin’ the busy’ season!”
Ushi decided that the illness was a result of Tokusho’s care-free lifestyle—the late nights spent singing and
playing the sanshin, gambling and carousing with women—and she slapped his swollen shin with all her might.
Tokusho’s eyes rolled back into his head and he lost consciousness. The slap resounded pleasantly as the rip of
Tokusho’s big toe split open, spewing forth water. Ushi hurriedly moved his leg off the bed and put a pitcher on
the floor to catch the liquid dripping from his heel. The liquid, which seemed to be nothing more than water, had
stopped gushing, but it continued to drip steadily.
Mighty strange, thought Ushi, staring at the droplets of water that oozed forth and dripped down his foot from
the split in his toe. Curious, she moistened her fingertip with the liquid and took a taste. It had the mild sweetness
of the juice from an unripe hechima gourd. Ushi thought this odd since other bodily liquids such as blood, sweat,
and urine were pungent, so she slipped on her rubber sandals and went off to call the doctor.
The following morning rumors about Tokusho’s leg spread through the village. Curiosity seekers feigning
concern formed a line outside the house, and by noon it was nearly fifty meters long. There hadn’t been such a
long line in the village since the American troops started passing out food rations after the war, and even those
with little interest in the ruckus felt compelled to queue up. At first Ushi served tea and sweets to the visitors,
thanking them for their concern, but she finally lost her temper when an ice cream peddler showed up at the
scene.
“What do you think this is? Some kind of freak show?” she shouted. Then she went to the shed, grabbed a
machete, and began waving it around as she admonished the crowd.
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“Bunch of lazy good-for-nothin’s!”
The villagers knew how much Ushi relied on Tokusho; anyone who dared talk back risked serious injury, so
they quickly dispersed.
After Ushi disappeared into the house, the crowd began to regroup in shady spots throughout the village—
beneath the gajimaro tree in front of the farmers’ co-op, under the eaves of the community center, on the benches
shaded by the long branches of the kuwadisaa tree near the Japanese croquet field. Those who had actually seen
Tokusho’s leg dominated the conversations, describing its shape and smell, its luster and consistency, the
disfiguration of the toenails. Some villagers recounted earlier examples of swollen extremities and speculated
about whether this was a good or bad omen; others began placing bets on when the swelling would subside.
By the time they started to debate the impact of Tokusho’s leg on the village economy, evening had rolled
around and the liquor was flowing freely. Before long they were singing and playing the sanshin. Then the
dancing and karate performances began prompting a candidate in the upcoming village council election to go out
and slaughter a goat, which he offered as the evening’s feast. Meanwhile, the man rumored to be his likely
opponent sent his son off to buy liquor for the occasion. Unsold mangos and pineapples were peeled, their sweet
fragrance mixing with the smell of canned mackerel and dried squid. Women surrounded the pot of goat stew,
their faces glowing from the heat; children set off firecrackers; the young adults drifted down to the beach, where
their bodies were soon merging together and moving in unison with the waves; dogs ran wild through the village
with pig bones clutched between their jaws.
“Damn fools! Just don’t appreciate a person’s worries.”
Ushi stood at the window and shook her fist at the revelers in the distance. She then returned to Tokusho’s
bedside to change the ice on his leg. How come this gotta happen to us? she thought, lamenting her fate. After all
she had never failed to participate in the village religious rites and always looked after her family’s ancestral altar.
Tokusho had only a slight fever, and his pulse was normal. He was snoring lightly and seemed to be sound
asleep. His right leg was now the size of a large gourd melon. Ushi was tempted to take a razor blade and
puncture the leg, but even she, known to be fearless, panicked at the thought that Tokusho might never regain
consciousness. A droplet of water continued to ooze from his big toe at the rate of once every few seconds. Ushi
placed a new bucket under his bed and emptied the water from the old one into the garden behind the house.
Oshiro, the doctor at the local clinic, was a good-natured man in his mid-thirties. His gentle manner made him
popular with the elderly villagers. After checking Tokusho’s blood pressure, taking blood samples, and conducting an external exam, Oshiro made no effort to hide his perplexity. The doctor was unable to diagnose the illness
and recommended that Tokusho be admitted to a university hospital in the city where he could undergo a thorough
examination, but Ushi instantly rejected the idea.
“No sir! Not a chance!” she shouted, remembering how old villagers from the croquet field always said that
“no one leaves them university hospitals alive.”
Unable to persuade Ushi to follow his advice, Oshiro took out a small bottle and collected a sample of the
water dripping from Tokusho’s heel. As he put the bottle in his bag, the doctor once again urged Ushi to take
Tokusho for a complete examination the following day and promised to check on him regularly.
Ushi and Tokusho had no children. They had lived together for forty years farming a small plot of land, and
neither ever considered life without the other. Striving to convince herself that Tokusho was not in mortal danger,
Ushi decided to care for him at home, and she went out to the shed for the machete to scare off the noisy villagers.
Starting the next morning, Oshiro paid them house calls twice daily. Between his visits a nurse would come to
replace the I.V.\fn{Intravenous feed line.} and to help change Tokusho’s clothes. This gave Ushi a few minutes to go
out and check on the fields.
Four days after Tokusho’s leg first swelled up, Oshiro stopped by and announced that the test results were in.
The doctor explained that he had asked a friend at the university hospital to analyze the liquid from Tokusho’s leg.
Ushi had served the doctor her homemade daikon pickled in brown sugar, and he sat on the verandah munching
away while pointing to a sheet of paper lined with tiny numbers.
“Basically, it’s just water, although it appears to contain a slightly higher level of lime,” he reported.
Ushi asked why the water was dripping from Tokusho’s leg.
“Yes, that’s the mystery,” the doctor replied with a friendly smile. Ushi was tempted to ask how he could call
himself a doctor if he couldn’t even tell her what was wrong, but she restrained herself.
“The cause don’t matter, but can’t you hurry and stop that dripping?” she pleaded instead.
Oshiro simply repeated that this is why Tokusho must be admitted to the university hospital.
“That won’t do shit,” Ushi muttered under her breath, remembering a rumor that university hospitals use their
old patients as guinea pigs. Someone had mentioned this when the Village Senior Citizens Association took a bus
tour of the island’s war memorials.
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“Huh?” asked the doctor, but Ushi merely laughed and thanked him, deciding once and for all that the only
option was to cure Tokusho by herself.
At first Ushi thought that Tokusho had caught parasites. When she was a child. there were several men in the
village who walked with a limp, dragging behind them a bad leg that resembled the stump of a pine tree. Hanging
out from their loincloth would be a testicle the size of a boar’s. Especially famous was the Wheelbarrow Man, a
traveling repairman who made rounds of the local villages. His enormous testicle was as hard as a rock and
slightly flattened like a pumpkin. The village children delighted in watching him work, for he found countless
ways to deploy this special tool. It served him as a worktable when he repaired pots and pans; he used it to fix
umbrellas and even to sharpen knives. When he finished work, the man would load his testicle into the
wheelbarrow with his other tools and move on to the next village.
Ushi’s eyes filled with tears of nostalgia as she remembered the sight of the Wheelbarrow Man leaving the
village, his ragged kimono torn in back and his tiny figure retreating into the distance. Then it suddenly occurred
to her that Tokusho’s swelling might have reached his testicles, but she was relieved to find her fears unwarranted.
Tokusho’s legs had never been especially hairy. Now that the hair on his swollen shin had fallen out, the leg
was covered only with baby fluff. The greenish color had deepened, and if it weren’t for the snake-head toes,
Tokusho’s leg would have been indistinguishable from a gourd melon. The water continued to drip with clock-like
regularity.
One day some of Oshiro’s physician friends stopped by to examine the water, but Ushi didn’t even let them
through the door. Still, Oshiro continued to visit regularly and gave no sign of having been offended. Ushi never
mentioned the incident but did give the doctor a generous serving of her pickled daikon. Tokusho’s pulse and
temperature remained normal. and he continued to sleep well. snoring lightly during his afternoon naps, so Ushi
began to spend more time in the fields. At night she placed a large bucket under Tokusho’s foot and returned to
her own room to sleep, as she had in the past.
Then the soldiers began to appear at Tokusho’s bedside.
*
Tokusho had been alert and clearheaded ever since the day he was confined to bed. Even when he seemed to be
sleeping. he could hear what was going on around him and could understand Ushi’s conversations with Oshiro.
Yet he was unable to speak and couldn’t even use gestures or eye movements to communicate with Ushi. At first
Tokusho was depressed by the thought that, in addition to being paralyzed, he might be growing senile. As an
inveterate optimist, however, he convinced himself that he would soon be cured and instead of worrying he killed
time composing imaginary letters of apology to the women who he supposed by now must be feeling neglected.
Ushi left the room, and Tokusho was just nodding off when he was awakened by an itchy and vaguely painful
sensation in the big toe of his right foot. His eyelids opened and he was able to crane his neck forward. The room
was filled with the glare of the fluorescent light, which had been left on.
“Hey,” Tokusho managed to cry in a hoarse voice. “Ushi! Ushi!” he called but his voice didn’t reach the next
room. Even so, Tokusho was ecstatic that he could move at all, and he turned his head eyes panning the room.
until he noticed several men lined up at the foot of his bed. The men wore tattered army uniforms that looked as if
they had been drenched in muddy water. Each of them stared at Tokusho’s foot, seemingly lost in thought.
Tokusho again craned his neck forward and discovered another man, hair parted in the middle and head wrapped
in a discolored bandage. The man was crouched down on the floor, his hands grasping the swollen ankle so that
the water from Tokusho’s heel dripped into his mouth. The man swallowed loudly, and the throats of the soldiers
standing behind him contracted as they watched with envy.
There were five men in all. Of the four who were standing, two wore helmets and two had bandages wrapped
around their shaven heads. The bandages had turned a brownish color. The man standing in front had a splint on
his right arm, and the second man balanced on crutches, his right leg cut off at the knee. The third soldier seemed
to be a mere boy of fourteen or fifteen. The right half of his face was swollen and bruised, and three large gashes
ran diagonally across his bare chest. Dried drops of purplish blood adhered to the wound like tiny mulberries. The
fourth soldier was a handsome man with the facial features of a mainland Japanese. At first glance he seemed to
have no wounds whatsoever, but a closer look revealed that more than half of his neck had been severed from
behind.
The man who was crouching down put his mouth on Tokusho’s heel and began licking. Horror, combined with
the unbearable tickling sensation, made Tokusho cringe. Feeling as if he was about to lose his mind, he silently
began reciting the lyrics to the village harvest song. After a while the soldier who had been drinking stood up.
Without a moment’s hesitation, the next man in line crouched down and started drinking. The soldier who had just
finished paused and looked longingly down at Tokusho’s foot, but he soon stood at attention, saluted Tokusho,
and bowed. Slowly, he then turned away and vanished through the wall on Tokusho’s right. At nearly the same
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time, from the opposite wall another soldier appeared and took his place at the end of the line. The new soldier
seemed to be over forty. He looked around the room as if beholding some rare spectacle. When his eyes met
Tokusho’s, the man’s bearded face broke into a smile, and he bowed slightly. Tokusho had a vague recollection of
the man but couldn’t remember where he had first seen him.
The boy with the bandage around his head groaned as he brushed his hand over the wound on his chest. Huge
maggots fell to the floor one after another. The animated ivory-colored maggots instantly began crawling toward
the bed. A hoarse cry escaped from Tokusho’s throat. After creeping forward about twelve inches, the maggots
turned into dark blotches and vanished.
It was not long before the second soldier finished drinking. saluted bowed deeply, and disappeared into the
wall to the right. Just as before, a new soldier appeared out of the opposite wall and took his place in line. This
continued until dawn.
The soldiers were all well mannered and Tokusho soon got over the fear that they might harm him. Each man
was so seriously wounded that he could barely remain standing. Tokusho was moved to pity by their miserable
condition and polite bows as they disappeared one after another, into the wall. Among them were men so pathetic
that Tokusho was forced to avert his eyes. One soldier, about twenty years old had his flesh torn away from his
throat down to his collarbone, and with each breath. countless bubbles of blood floated out from his lungs. Yet
even soldiers in such a condition would drink desperately.
Tokusho looked at the clock on the wall. Each soldier took an average of two minutes. The water, which
dripped slowly, could not seem to quench the men’s thirst. Often they were rushed along by the next man in line,
and when their turn was up, they would look longingly at Tokusho’s foot. If the dripping slowed some men would
lick the sole of his foot; some even took his big toe into their mouths and tried to suck the water out. At first
Tokusho found the tickling sensation unbearable, but he eventually got used to it and would drop off into a light
slumber.
It was not until 5:00 A.M. that the soldiers stopped appearing out of one wall and disappearing into another. As
streaks of blue brushed the dawn sky, the last man finished drinking and leaning unsteadily on his cane, disappeared through the wall. Tokusho slowly shook his woozy head and looked at his leg. The swelling had noticeably subsided as had the dripping. He was ecstatic and would have shouted for joy, but he was too sleepy to utter
a word. He then mustered all his strength and tried to sit up, but a searing pain shot through his foot from his toes
to his groin. Water poured out from the tip of his big toe, and Tokusho, his mouth still open, lost consciousness.
*
The swelling that seemed to have subsided returned by noon the following day.
Ushi had tried every possible cure. She visited the female elders of the village and at their suggestion fed
Tokusho the extract from a brew of worms and paddy fish. When she heard that a butterfly on the brink of death
had been rejuvenated after imbibing the water from fuba grass, she gathered some of the seaweed from the rocky
shore and made Tokusho swallow the extract. After hearing that the meat of a sea turtle would surely cure
Tokusho’s ailment, Ushi procured the rare meat. She applied cold packs made of aloe and tried acupuncture and
moxibustion. She even tried bleeding the leg. She was afraid that blood or water would shoot out once she pierced
the smooth skin of Tokusho’s bloated leg, but when she gently applied the razor, only tiny beads of blood oozed
forth. Ushi collected the blood in a cup and studied it. She was relieved to find that the color and consistency
seemed perfectly normal, and there were no apparent impurities. Still, there was no sign that Tokusho’s condition
was improving.
At the urging of the old women of the village, Ushi called on a highly reputed yuta, but this only made her
more miserable. Besides charging an outrageous fee, the shaman scolded Ushi for neglecting her ancestral spirits,
and she ended up ashamed of herself for relying on a shaman in the first place.
“Poor Tokusho. I just can’t seem to cure you,” muttered Ushi, gently rubbing his leg. Hearing her words,
Tokusho was overcome with emotion.
*
Now the soldiers began to appear nightly. Around midnight, Ushi would change the bucket and return to her
room. Then they would emerge, one after another, from the wall to Tokusho’s left. During this time Tokusho was
able to move his head and eyes freely. The soldiers rarely looked at him except when they saluted before and after
drinking. Their wounds were so severe they could barely remain standing, and their eyes were always fixed on
Tokusho’s big toe.
Tokusho noted that the soldiers were members of the Japanese forces. All had suffered serious injuries, and
roughly 80 percent seemed to be from mainland Japan. Their ages varied widely. Among the Okinawans drafted
into the island’s Defense Force were men so old their hair had turned gray. The soldiers rarely spoke to one
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another. They simply stood in line, silently waiting their turn. Those unable to stand were supported by the others.
After a while Tokusho could no longer bear to look at them and closed his eyes, praying for sleep.
It happened on the third night after the soldiers first appeared. Toward dawn Tokusho awoke from a light nap
and gazed groggily as a soldier disappeared into the wall to his right. When the next soldier emerged, his eyes
downcast, Tokusho suddenly groaned:
“Ishimine!”
Tokusho and Ishimine were the only students from their cluster of villages who had gone on to the teachers
higher school in Shuri after graduation. They had both been recruited into the Blood and Iron Imperial Service
Corps and had stayed together throughout the battle. Now Ishimine stood before Tokusho, exactly as he had when
they parted. Wrapped around his stomach in place of a bandage was one cloth legging, soaked in dark blood. The
legging had been Tokusho’s, and he had used it to bind Ishimine’s wound. It was Tokusho who had made the
splint from a pine branch that supported Ishimine’s crushed ankle. As Tokusho stared at Ishimine’s downcast eyes
and delicate profile, he was at a loss for words.
Although Tokusho and Ishimine were from the same group of villages, they hadn’t met until entering the
teacher’s higher school Yet after less than half a year in the corps, they were sharing their innermost thoughts,
relying on jokes to disguise their growing intimacy. Ishimine rarely spoke and always had his nose in books, so it
was Tokusho who did most of the talking. But Ishimine’s replies were succinct and insightful and while Tokusho
tried to appear nonchalant, he would listen intensely to his friend’s remarks.
When the Battle of Okinawa began,\fn{ April 1, 1945.} Tokusho and Ishimine were placed in the same company
of the Blood and Iron Imperial Service Corps, where they were assigned to messenger duty and munitions
transport. The Americans landed in the central part of the island and worked their way south. Tokusho’s company
ended up facing them on the front line, and after the second fire-fight had been all but annihilated. Tokusho and
Ishimine fled south with a small group of yama-tonchu (mainland Japanese) soldiers, making their way from cave
to cave. Then on the night that Ishimine was hit in the stomach with shrapnel from a naval bombardment, they got
separated at the southern tip of the island.
Now the soldier who had been drinking stood up, saluted Tokusho, and disappeared. Ishimine, supporting
himself on the shoulders of the man in front of him, dragged his right leg and took two steps forward. No new
soldier appeared from the wall. It was nearly dawn. Gradually it became clear to Tokusho that Ishimine had
recognized him but was pretending not to.
These were the soldiers who had been left behind that night in the cave.
Now the pain returned to Tokusho’s right leg. When Ishimine’s turn came, Tokusho lifted his head in an effort
to speak, but Ishimine kept staring at the floor. Unable to utter a word. Tokusho let his head fall back on the
pillow and shut his eyes. two cold palms grasped his swollen ankle. The thin lips parted and engulfed his big toe.
When the tip of the tongue brushed across the wound on his toe, a tingling shot up from his foot through his thigh
to the root that had hardened in his groin. A small moan escaped from Tokusho’s mouth, and his aging body
emitted the scent of young grass.
*
“Hey, how’re you doin’? Long time!” said Seiyu, suddenly entering the room.
Ushi, who had been wiping Tokusho with a towel, glared at him.
“What in hell’s name you doin’ here?” she demanded.
Seiyu, his face flushed from liquor, responded to Ushi’s barb by forcing a smile and presenting a white plastic
bag from the supermarket.
“Just payin’ a visit to the invalid. Just a little visit. This here’s a gift.”
Ushi was sure that the papayas and goyaas Seiyti pulled out of the bag had been stolen.
“We ain’t takin’ nothin’ from you. Put that away and make yourself scarce!”
The papayas he had placed on the table were overripe and had begun to rot. A moldy odor wafted through the
room, and a drone beetle crawled out from one of them, splitting its orange skin. Seiyu caught the insect between
his fingers and threw it out the window. It then turned a luminous green and flew off into the blue sky.
“Where’d ya swipe it from?”
“C’mon, Ushi. You know I bought it”
“That’s a damn lie,” said Ushi, looking disgusted.
Seiyu leaned against the window frame, smiling obsequiously. Ushi hadn’t seen him for nearly six months, and
as he scratched his head she noticed how thin his hair had become. Surprised at how much Seiyu had aged, she
began to feel a bit sorry for him and decided not to throw him out after all.
Seiyu and Tokusho were cousins. Although they were the same age, Seiyu had never married. Sometimes he
would go off to mainland Japan to work, and oilier times he’d find work as a day laborer in Naha. When the tradi
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tional New Year’s celebration approached in February, he would always return to the house that his parents had
left to him in the village. There he would earn daily wages cutting sugarcane. Tokusho and Ushi had worried
about Seiyu this year, since he hadn’t returned for the New Year’s celebrations, but when Ushi actually set eyes on
him her first reaction was disgust. Seiylu’s scrawny body and impoverished features had earned him the nickname
“Rat,” although his big strong teeth looked more like those of a horse. He wore pants with a sharp crease
(obviously U.S. military surplus), and his gaudy T-shirt looked like those hawked to tourists at the beach. Seiyu
stared at Tokusho, mesmerized at the strange sight.
“Ya old fool—nearly seventy, and look at you,” Ushi said to Seiyu. She had always blamed him for her
husband’s obsession with drinking and gambling.
Seiyu approached Tokusho and was about to remove the towel covering his leg when Ushi grabbed a nearby
fly swatter and slapped his outstretched arm with all her might.
“Hey! What’s that for?”
“Keep them rotten hands off!”
“Ushi, I’m just worried about him.”
“Your worryin’ ain’t gonna change nothin’. Hands off!”
Ushi waved the fly swatter menacingly, and Seiyu fled to the opposite side of the bed. From there he had a
good view of the water dripping from Tokusho’s toe, which was white and swollen. Droplets formed at a small slit
in the toe, then rolled down the sole to his heel, where they fell into the bucket.
“Is it water?”
Ushi didn’t answer. Ripples spread across the colorless, transparent liquid, which seemed purer than water.
“Hey, what’re ya up to now?” Seiyu had leaned over to get a closer look when the fly swatter descended on his
head.
“Git the hell away from there. You’re gittin’ on my nerves!”
Ushi grumbled as she kicked him in the behind. Then with both hands, she took the bucket from under
Tokusho’s foot and carried it to the window, where she paused for a moment before lifting it. Seiyu stepped
forward to help, but Ushi rebuked him.
“Outta my way!”
Seiyu could do nothing but lean against the window frame and watch as the bucket was emptied into the
garden behind the house.
The weeds in the garden had grown thick, and even hard-working Ushi couldn’t keep them under control.
Branches jutted out every which way from the hedge of the Chinese hibiscus, its red flowers shining against the
blue sky. Entwined with the hedge was a vine from some type of gourd, perhaps a hechima or a pumpkin, and on
the vine bloomed two radiant yellow flowers. Seiyu stood absorbed at the sight of the enormous yellow flowers
until noticing that only those sections of the garden that sparkled with the water droplets from Ushi’s bucket had
grown irregularly. Weeds were sparse in those areas untouched by the water, and dry sections of the hedge
retained their shape as if they had recently been trimmed. Seiyu was still puzzling over the scene when a voice
assailed him from behind.
“Hey, if you ain’t got nothing to do, why don’t ya just hurry on home?”
Ushi sat in front of the fan beside the bed, glaring at Seiyu.
“Ushi, ya shouldn’t let the weeds grow like this.”
Ushi glared even more menacingly, and Seiyu noticed that she was blushing. He knew how ashamed Ushi felt
to have weeds growing in her garden, so he entered into negotiations delicately.
“Ushi, how’s about hirin’ me to help out with the garden and fieldwork? I’d also lend a hand in takin’ care of
old Tokusho here. Ya don’t need to pay me much, though I’d be mighty grateful if you could fix my meals.”
The glare still on her face, Ushi pondered Seiyu’s offer. In fact, she had wanted someone to help out, since she
couldn’t spend enough time in the fields, nor could she keep up with the weeding. Even when it came to caring
for Tokusho, she hadn’t been able to do everything she’d wanted, such as turning him over regularly to prevent
bedsores. The next-door neighbors had offered to help, but Ushi, not one to rely on outsiders, had turned them
down. While she hated the idea of relying on Seiyu, she agreed to hire him at one thousand yen and three meals
per day, adding the threat, “I’ll break every bone in your body if you slack off or try swypin’ anything from this
house.”
Ushi gave Seiyu his instructions for the day. He was to change the bucket whenever it filled up, turn Tokusho
over in bed every half hour, and cut the grass. If there was a problem, he was to call her immediately. Then she
got into her tiny, low-horsepower car and raced off to the fields, twice nearly hitting groups of children on their
way home from school.
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Seiyu sat near Tokusho’s pillow, scrutinizing his leg, and tried to strike up a conversation. He quickly grew
bored, however, since Tokusho couldn’t respond. So, after turning up the volume on the radio that was tuned to
the station playing Okinawan folk songs, he leaned against the wall and drifted off to sleep. After an hour or so,
Seiyu awoke with a chill in his lower body. When he looked down, he thought for a moment that he had wet his
pants while sleeping. Then he jumped up and hurried to change the bucket. The water from Tokusho’s big toe was
dripping more rapidly and had filled the bucket, which was overflowing onto the floor.
“Oh my god! What’s goin’ on here?” he shouted, throwing the water out the window and then rushing back to
wipe the floor. “Never saw nothin’ like this before.”
Seiyu gasped and stared at the water dripping from the split in Tokusho’s big toe. Not long before, the back of
Seiyu’s hands had begun to itch unbearably, and now they were covered with black marks. The marks looked like
tiny insects, and he had tried to brush them off but couldn’t get rid of them. Then he shuddered, realizing that the
marks were actually growing on his hands. Like Tokusho, Seiyu had always had sparse body hair. At one time
they both had tried shaving their arms and chests, hoping to make the hair grow thicker, but nothing came back in
its place except the same baby fluff. Now stiff roots of dark, lustrous hair covered Seiyu’s fingers and the backs of
his hands.
As Seiyu stared at his hands, a glint of light caught his eye. He went to the window and looked at the garden.
The water he had just thrown out sparkled in the sunlight, and the grass stood erect, emitting a peculiar scent. The
flowers growing on the hedge shone brilliantly in reds and yellows. Seiyu rushed back to the bucket, dipped in his
hands, and patted some water onto his balding forehead. It took less than five minutes to take effect. His forehead
began to itch as if tiny insects were crawling under the skin, and when he rubbed it, he felt the stiff roots of what
seemed to be soft. thin hairs. Barely containing his excitement, he cupped his hands and scooped up some of the
liquid from the bucket, yet it had no smell and seemed no different from plain water. Seiyu cupped his hands
again and caught some of the water dripping from Tokusho’s heel. Timidly, he stuck out his tongue. A mild
sweetness spread through his mouth; it was less bitter than he had expected. Now he tried more, swishing it
around with his tongue. Suddenly he felt a burning lump forming around his anus, and then his entire body felt
flushed. A pleasurable throb surged through his pelvis. The front of his pants bulged. Seiyu had been impotent for
the past few years. Whenever he found himself a woman,. his pathetic member assumed the shape and size of a
dead sparrow’s head; now it had grown to a good-sized pigeon’s head, its long neck throbbing back and forth.
“Hallelujah!” shouted Seiyu, piercing the air with three quick karate punches. Then he bounded out of the
room in search of a container for the water.
*
Tokusho awoke to the sound of laughter and to the sensation of his big toe being sucked. The soldiers were on
their third round. When he realized that these were the same men he had left behind in the cave, Tokusho thought
they might kill him. Yet it soon became apparent that he had nothing to fear, and he decided that relieving the
soldiers’ thirst was the only way to atone for his sins. Eventually, Tokusho even began to take pleasure in having
his toe sucked, but at this point he still found it utterly repulsive.
Starting with their third round, the soldiers began behaving differently. Whether they had regained some
energy or simply grown accustomed to being in the room, they were often engrossed in conversation while
awaiting their turn and at times laughed so loudly that Tokusho thought the neighbors might overhear. Tokusho
was both eager and anxious as he stared at the door, expecting Ushi to wake up, but there was no sign of her. The
soldiers seemed completely oblivious to Tokusho. They continued to salute him before and after drinking, and
they would look down in deference when approaching his leg, but otherwise they paid him no notice whatsoever.
Besides Ishimine, Tokusho had spoken to several of these soldiers in the cave, and he was not pleased that they
now ignored him.
“What did I do to deserve this?” Tokusho lamented dozens of times each day, yet he never sought the answer.
He was afraid that once he started to think about it, all the things he had kept buried deep within him over the past
fifty years would burst out like floodwaters. Tokusho remembered the elementary school students who,
accompanied by their teacher, paid him a sick call one afternoon. Over the past ten years, whenever June 23
approached and Okinawans prepared to commemorate those killed in the war, Tokusho was called on to speak at
the local elementary, middle, and high schools about his war experiences. Under normal circumstances at this
time of year, Tokusho would be busy making the rounds of the local schools. The students who visited him this
year were from the very first school where Tokusho had spoken ten years ago, and no matter how busy he was, he
always made time to visit their school.
It was a teacher from the village who originally proposed that Tokusho talk to students about his war
experiences. Until then, Tokusho had tried to forget about the war and had always turned down similar requests.
But the young teacher, a man named Kinjo, was persistent. He had just graduated from the university and never
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seemed to have doubted the righteousness of his intentions. Kinjo was accompanied by two female students who
had participated in the oral history project, and when the two girls bowed repeatedly, begging Tokusho to share
his war experiences with their class, he found himself unable to refuse.
The first time Tokusho stood in their sixth-grade classroom, he read from a paper he had prepared, not once
looking up. Unaccustomed to speaking in standard Japanese, he raced through the paper, finishing what was
scheduled to be a half-hour talk in just over fifteen minutes. After concluding, Tokusho timidly looked up at the
students. A brief moment passed, then the classroom burst into applause. Tears still streaming down their faces,
the students were clapping with all their might. Tokusho was bewildered; he couldn’t understand what had so
affected the children. Then he started receiving requests to speak at the village’s other elementary and junior high
schools, and he was even asked to speak at the high school in the next town.
At about the same time, the village’s board of education had begun compiling oral histories of the war, and this
brought Tokusho to the attention of newspaper reporters and university research teams, who soon began showing
up at his door. Tokusho was even interviewed several times by television stations and was asked to speak to
school groups visiting Okinawa from the Japanese mainland. At first he spoke with blind intensity, but eventually
he began to grasp what his audience wanted to hear and learned not to appear too glib. At those times when he did
forget himself, he would suddenly look up at the intent faces of the children and feel ashamed or even frightened.
Angered by this, Ushi would warn:
“You start fibbin’ and makin’ up sorry tales to profit off the war and you’ll get your fair punishment in the
end.”
Tokusho hardly needed her warnings, for as soon as he finished a lecture he always vowed to make it his last.
Yet after hearing the applause, being handed a bouquet of flowers, and getting showered with the children’s kind
words, Tokusho felt truly contented. This must be how it feels to have children or grandchildren, he thought, and
tears even filled his eyes. He took special pleasure in opening the envelope containing his honorarium after he got
home. Tokusho squandered most of the money on liquor and gambling, but he also managed to buy a new sanrhin
and an expensive fishing rod with his earnings.
The children visiting Tokusho kept peeking at his leg, which was draped with a large bath towel.
“Please get well soon,” they said, one after another, leaving him flowers and origami cranes, the folded paper
birds symbolizing restored health. For a moment Tokusho was ready to apologize for all of his lies, and he almost
confessed about what he actually did on the battlefield.
Almost, but not quite.
Ushi’s words came to mind:
“You’ll git your comeuppance for tryin’ to profit off people’s sufferin’ in the war!”
A soldier stared at Tokusho. The man’s frightened eyes seemed vaguely familiar. He appeared to be about
twenty years old. Unlike the others, who now had gentle expressions on their faces, this particular soldier still
looked tense. The young man bowed deeply, put his hand on his chest, and grimaced, then slowly knelt down and
began to drink.
After their company had been destroyed, Tokusho and the remaining troops kept moving and reassembled in a
cave on the southern part of the island. The cave served as a field hospital, and the wounded were cared for by
high school girls who had been conscripted as nurses. After they arrived at the field hospital, the girls, together
with their teachers, checked to confirm who among their acquaintances in the cave had survived In the days that
followed, they were kept busy with messenger duty, carrying water and food supplies, and transporting corpses.
Tokusho had encountered this particular soldier while carrying a trough of urine and feces out of the cave. As
he passed the wounded in their beds lined up against the wall Tokusho did his best to knock away their arms that
stretched toward him, but one hand managed to grab the edge of the trough, causing the contents to spill onto the
face of a wounded soldier. Tokusho cringed, expecting a harangue from the man. The soldier was near the
entrance to the cave, and a dim light revealed his face, drenched in urine and excrement. He stuck out his tongue
and licked the foul water that surrounded his lips. The bandage wrapped around his chest moved ceaselessly. His
head rotated slowly, and Tokusho saw the man staring at him from the very depths of his eyes. Surely this man
won't last until tomorrow, thought Tokusho.
“I’ll bring you water right away,” he said, stepping forward, but Tokusho never carried out his promise.
Now this man’s teeth rubbed against Tokusho’s toe as he sucked and it hurt. The dripping seemed to have
slowed. Perhaps now I have fulfilled my promise, thought Tokusho. But his sense of relief was outweighed by the
fear that the ghosts of these soldiers would haunt him forever.
A soldier with a dented skull pressed his knee against the shoulder of the man in front of him. Reluctantly, the
man stood up and with fear in his eyes, looked at Tokusho. Then he bowed and disappeared through the wall,
clutching his chest. The next soldier kneeled down and frantically began sucking on Tokusho’s toe. A fly zoomed
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off the wound on the man’s dented skull, buzzing around his head for a while before landing on the bed sheet and
disappearing. This soldier had also grabbed Tokusho in the cave that day, begging for water. The tall soldier
standing behind him, and the Okinawan soldier hidden behind him, and the one-eyed soldier who just now
appeared out of the wall—all had been in the cave, extending their arms as they pleaded for water. Tokusho felt as
if he was being dragged back into the cave’s shadows once again.
*
Sensing someone outside, Seiyu hurriedly gathered together the money he had spread out on the floor and hid
it under his floor cushion. Then, taking the flashlight, he peered through the window into the garden, closed the
shutters, checked the latch, and again counted the money.
The water proved even more effective than Seiyu had imagined. Within a mere five minutes, fine hairs began
growing on the freckled head of a man who had been bald for the past fifty years. A young high school teacher
with thinning hair, who had initially scoffed at Seiyu’s claims, tried the water and, within three minutes, handed
over nearly all of the money in his pockets. When applied to a person’s face, the rough epidermis would crack and
peel off, replaced by a smooth and lustrous layer of new skin. When imbibed, a certain part of the anatomy that
had dangled limply for years would now raise its head and reach for the abdomen. Skeptical customers had only
to witness the eighty-seven-year-old man who stood rubbing his crotch, eyes twinkling like a contented
elephant’s, before they, too, rushed off to purchase the water. Seiyu had originally thought that ten thousand yen
for a small bottle might seem unreasonable, but he sold out in less than an hour.
During the first couple of days, Seiyu stood at an intersection in the next town and sold the water out of small
sake serving bottles he had scrounged up. Starting on the third day, however, he ordered special brown bottles and
attached red labels with Miracle Water written in gold ink, so that the product resembled a Chinese herbal
medicine. He also moved to a new location, setting up shop at the corner of the town’s commercial district.
Although he intended to be open for business between 7:00 and 8:00 in the evening. he always sold out in less
than a half hour. Rumors spread quickly, and people began lining up at noontime. Even though Seiyu set a limit of
one bottle per customer, there were never enough to go around. Frustrated customers would shout at him and
refuse to leave, but he finally managed to assuage them by passing out “reserved” tickets for his next sale. Then
he tried doubling the price and reducing by half the volume per bottle, yet the number of customers kept growing.
A few customers claimed to have had the contents analyzed and found that it was nothing more than water.
Though they accused him of fraud, the product’s effectiveness was undeniable. One group of old men even began
to worship Seiyu as if he were a god.
Seiyu put the money he’d made in his bag and chuckled as he looked at his savings account passbook. Then he
began to think of what he should do next. There was no doubt that the yakuza would soon get wind of the
potential profits and demand a cut. The mass media had already been around twice to do stories on the water, and
it seemed prudent to think about skipping town for the mainland before the local tax office and health insurance
bureau caught on. The dripping from Tokusho’s toe had slowed recently and barely filled three buckets per day. If
Seiyu raised the price further, he could pull in ten thousand dollars in sales, but Rat smelled trouble around the
corner. While the yakuza and tax bureau scared him, he was even more afraid of what Ushi would do if she found
out, so he was careful about how much water he took each day.
Only a few more days, he decided. Having dispensed with that problem, Seiyu lay down, using his carrying
bag as a pillow. He drifted off to sleep imagining all the massage parlors he would visit as he traveled from
southern Kyushu all the way to Tokyo.
*
Two weeks had passed since Tokusho’s leg had swelled up. It was July, and the cries of giant cicadas showered down on the sweltering summer days. The villagers had grown accustomed to Tokusho’s condition and now
inquired about him as if asking about any bedridden elderly person. They seemed to have consigned his illness to
that category of tales about villagers who suffered strange fates: for example, there was the story of the man who
was blinded by a red habu snake hiding at a sacred site in the forest; and the old woman, Makato, who is said to
have grown horns on her head after turning 110 years old. Tokusho’s illness was unusual but not implausible, and
the villagers nearly forgot about him.
Ushi had returned to her usual morning routine-waking up before 6:00, sipping tea while sucking on a chunk
of brown sugar, and then setting out for the fields to work before it got too hot. Seiyu would show up while Ushi
was still drinking her morning tea and stay through the late afternoon. When he wasn’t taking care of Tokusho,
Seiyu did the shopping, cut grass for the goats, and cleaned the house. He worked so hard that Ushi began to think
he had lost his mind. It is true that the garden had become overgrown, and she warned him about it once, but he
answered that no matter how often he cut the grass it would grow back by the following morning. Although she
thought he was lying, Ushi let the matter drop, since he was working so hard at his other chores.
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Ushi would return home at 6:00 P.M. and relieve Seiyu. After washing Tokusho, changing his clothes, and taking a bath, she ate dinner. Then she would sit by his bed and listen to the radio while telling him what happened in
the village that day. Oshiro from the clinic stopped by regularly, alternating with the nurse. In addition to the I. V.,
they had placed Tokusho on a liquid diet, which was fed to him through a tube in his nose. Although he was
somewhat thin, his skin actually appeared healthier than before, and since Tokusho couldn’t smoke or drink, his
blood pressure had also improved. His leg was still swollen, but the dripping seemed to have slowed, especially
during the night, although no one was quite sure what to make of this.
Every time he visited, Oshiro recommended that Tokusho be admitted to the hospital. While she continued to
insist that “you can’t trust them big university hospitals,” Ushi privately began to waver. Tokusho’s condition
wasn’t worsening, but there was no sign of improvement either. When she considered the possibility of his current
condition lasting for the rest of his life, Ushi began to feel desperate and admitted to herself that she didn’t know
what to do. Even during the war Ushi had never shown any weakness.
That night, just as Ushi left the room to go to bed, the soldiers appeared. As if he had been waiting since the
last time, the first soldier rushed to place the toe in his mouth. The man’s mouth was so cold that it made Tokusho
shudder, and he was so acutely aware of the movement of the soldier’s lips and tongue that he couldn’t sleep.
Irritated at the banter of the other men, Tokusho tried yelling at them several times but could only squeeze out a
hoarse whisper, and the soldiers paid him no heed. If this goes on much longer I'll go crazy, he thought. He was
unable to cover his ears or bury himself under the blankets, and several times he was awakened just as he’d been
on the verge of sleep. When Tokusho thought he heard a distant bell ringing at 5:00 A.M., he noticed Ishimine
standing before him. Only the two of them were in the room. Until now, Ishimine had always averted his eyes,
staring down at the floor, but now he looked directly at Tokusho. Tokusho craned his neck forward and tried to
speak. but no words came. Ishimine looked down again. grabbed onto the metal bed frame to support his unsteady
body, and slowly crouched down. Gently, he took Tokusho’s toe into his mouth and licked it, though there was
little water coming out.
Tokusho recalled the night that he and Ishimine separated. They had left the cave to get water when a rocket
fired from a battleship exploded nearby. The three schoolgirls helping them were killed instantly. Ishimine’s
stomach was split open by shrapnel, and Tokusho was the only one left who could move. Ishimine was moaning
and gripping his stomach. Between his fingers oozed something that looked like the guts of a slaughtered pig or
goat. Tokusho untied his cloth leggings, wrapped them around Ishimine’s stomach. and dragged him back to the
cave. As soon as he set foot inside the cave, Tokusho was assailed by the soldiers’ demands for water and food, so
he left Ishimine lying near the entrance and hurried out to draw water.
That night the cave got noisier. The soldiers had been ordered to redeploy, and everyone able to walk was to
take whatever he could carry and head south.
Cries for help of soldiers afraid to be left behind and the angry reprimands of their officers mingled together in
the pale shadows. Sounds of men packing supplies mixed with the patter of the rain that had begun to fall.
echoing in Tokusho’s ears as he sat beside Ishimine. Tokusho was trying to think: he knew there was something
important he should do, but no matter how hard he tried, he could not figure out what it was.
The cave, formed by Ryukyu limestone, was located midway up a small, forested mountain. The pouring rain
fell on the tree leaves, where it turned into a fine mist and then seeped into Tokusho’s and Ishimine’s skin as they
hid behind a stone wall near the cave’s entrance.
Two sentries took their rifles and quickly moved down the hill through the forest. The redeployment had
begun. One after another, dark lumps would appear from the shadows and slowly assume a human form before
descending the slope. Tokusho held Ishimine in his arms and pressed against the wall. hardly daring to breathe as
he watched the soldiers go. Few of the men could walk normally, so they supported themselves on each other’s
shoulders or with canes. As they slid down the slope, they became entangled and cursed each other, then
exchanged muted cries of “Shut up!”
The girls from the Student Nurse Corps passed by carrying one of their wounded comrades on a stretcher, then
a shadow approached from the group. It was Miyagi Setsu. After learning that Tokusho and Ishimine were from
her own group of villages, she had always stopped by to say hello.
“How is Ishimine-san?” she asked.
Ishimine leaned against the stone wall. letting out shallow breaths. He looked as if he would fall to pieces if
not supported. Tokusho shook his head at Setsu, who asked nothing more. Coarse fingers gripped Tokusho’s wrist,
squeezing hard. A canteen and paper bag were forced into his palm. Tokusho tried to refuse, pushing her hand
away, but Setsu brought her face close and said:
“We’re heading for the field hospital in Itoman, so be sure to follow us!”
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She spoke forcefully, grabbing his shoulder. Then she reached out, gently touched Ishimine’s face, and said
good-bye. Tokusho watched her pigtailed figure slide down the hill and disappear into the forest shadows.
Tokusho wasn’t sure how long he had been sitting there. The shapes of the men passing before him had
flattened and twisted. Soldiers leaning on canes were now replaced by those crawling on all fours or dragging
themselves along on their stomachs, shadowy figures squirming forward on arms and legs like half-submerged
amphibians. Mixing with the sounds of men wriggling through mud were the curses, cries, and pleadings of those
left behind. Tokusho listened vacantly to the moaning of those soldiers who had slid off the cliff and couldn’t
climb back up.
“Tokusho,” someone called faintly. “Ishimine …?”
Tokusho spoke directly into his ear, but there was no reply. He brought his head closer and could hear shallow
breathing. Tokusho turned around and lay Ishimine on the ground. The makeshift bandage he had wrapped around
Ishimine’s stomach had become twisted and was making a slight sound. Tokusho took out a piece of dried bread
from the paper bag Setsu had given him and placed it in Ishimine’s hand. Tokusho then poured some water from
the canteen into his own palm and let it drip between the rows of white teeth that shone through Ishimine’s parted
lips. The moment Tokusho saw the water overflow and drip down Ishimine’s cheek, he could no longer restrain
himself. He put the canteen to his own mouth and gorged himself. When he caught his breath, the canteen was
empty. The droplets of water spread through his entire body, creating a searing pain as if they were tiny shards of
glass. Tokusho fell to his knees and stared at Ishimine, who lay on the ground where he was slowly absorbed by
the shadows and muddy water. He looked too heavy to carry. No voices could be heard in the shelter. Tokusho set
down the empty canteen beside Ishimine.
“Forgive me,” he said.
Tokusho slid down the slope, tree branches whipping him in the face, then took off running through the forest.
Moonlight shone on a white limestone path, and fallen soldiers lay humped over like dark shellfish. Across the
path he could see the tail of a black snake, its scales peeling off one by one. Tokusho ran after it and tripped over
the outstretched arm of a soldier who looked dead. But then the man began crawling toward Tokusho, who pushed
his arm away and stood up as a sharp pain shot through his ankle. Tokusho was now terrified that he would be left
behind. Dragging his leg, he took off running again. An explosion suddenly ripped through the air behind him.
Flashes of light pierced the middle of the forest. Afraid of being left behind, Tokusho continued to run, cursing
those Japanese soldiers along the way who had killed themselves with hand grenades.
Four days later, Tokusho was taken prisoner by the Americans at Mabuni on the southern tip of the island. He
had lain unconscious on the beach, waves lapping beside him, when he was rescued. During his time in the
internment camp and even after returning to the village, Tokusho worried that someone might suddenly appear
and accuse him of abandoning Ishimine in the cave.
Roughly one week after returning to the village, Ishimine’s mother came to visit. She brought potatoes and
canned goods saved from the rations issued by the Americans and rejoiced at Tokusho’s survival as if he were her
own kin. Tokusho found himself unable to look her in the eye. He lied, saying that he had lost sight of Ishimine as
they fled and didn’t know what had become of him afterward. In the hectic years that followed the war, Tokusho
tried to erase his memories of Ishimine.
No one knew the whereabouts of Tokusho’s father, Shutoku, after he first went off to serve in the Defense
Forces. Tokusho’s grandfather and two younger sisters all died following their release from an American
internment camp, so his only close relatives left were his mother, grandmother, and infant brother. His mother,
Tomi, had always been sickly. She could not produce enough milk to feed his brother, whose face was covered
with sores and was constantly surrounded by flies.
His brother died before reaching his first birthday. Tokusho relied on his grandmother to care for Tomj, who
could barely get out of bed. Claiming to be older than his eighteen years, Tokusho found work during the days
carrying freight on a U.S. military dock; in the early mornings and evenings he worked in the fields. Two years
later Tomi died, leaving Tokusho alone with his grandmother.
Several times Tokusho tried leaving the village. He tried working as a day laborer in the thriving base towns
concentrated in the center of the island, then as a house painter in Naha, but he never lasted long in these jobs. At
twenty-five he returned to the village and built a rowboat out of an empty U.S. military fuel tank, and when he
wasn’t working in the fields, he’d take the boat out for spear-fishing to make some extra money. At twenty-seven
he met and moved in with Ushi, who peddled fish from door to door in the village. His grandmother couldn’t have
been happier. Ushi was two years older than Tokusho, and although she was a strong-willed woman, she had a big
heart. During the next three years until Tokusho’s grandmother died, Ushi took even better care of her than she
did her own parents. After his grandmother’s death, Tokusho and Ushi lived alone. Tokusho began drinking more
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heavily and started gambling as well. Ushi attributed this to her infertility, and she secretly began visiting a clinic
for treatments.
Yet there was another reason for Tokusho’s heavy drinking. At the ceremony commemorating the forty-ninth
day after his grandmother’s death, he overhead a conversation among the old women of the village and inadvertently learned what happened to Miyagi Setsu.
By the time Tokusho reached the cave that served as an infirmary, it had already been bombed. The Aniericans
had used the “horse rider strategy,” in which they straddled the top of the cave and pitched explosives inside.
Tokusho could not discover Setsu’s whereabouts and was forced to flee to Mabuni Beach at the southernmost tip
of the island. The previous day, Setsu and her group had traveled nearly the same course and reached the cliffs at
Mabuni. Atop the rocks, less than 200 meters from where Tokusho would later lie unconscious from a bomb blast,
waves lapping at his body, Setsu and her five classmates took out a hand grenade and killed themselves.
After his relatives and the others returned home, Tokusho walked down to the shore alone. Setsu’s face
appeared before him. It was she who had given him the canteen and dried bread, she who had placed her hand on
his shoulder. Sadness and then rage welled up inside and he was suddenly overcome by a desire to kill those who
drove Setsu to her death. At the same time, he was forced to acknowledge a sense of relief that no one was left
who knew the truth about Ishimine. Tokusho wanted to sob, yet no tears would come. It was then that he began
drinking heavily. Since that time he thought he had succeeded in forcing the memories of Ishimine and Setsu from
his mind.
Ishimine wrapped his palms soothingly around Tokusho’s ankles and was drinking intently. A cool breeze blew
through the room. From outside the window and across the sea, Tokusho sensed a glimmer of dawn light.
Normally the soldiers would have disappeared by this time. Tokusho’s robe had fallen open, revealing a stomach
flabby from drink. He found the sight repulsive—the pale skin of his stomach, the sparse hairs surrounding his
navel, and his right leg swollen up like a gourd. Tokusho realized that he was growing old fast, and he feared
having to spend the rest of his life in bed, face-to-face with those memories he had repressed for over fifty years.
“Ishimine, forgive me!”
The color had begun to return to Ishimine’s pale face, and his lips regained their luster. Tokusho, despite his
fear and self-hatred, grew aroused. Ishimine’s tongue glided across the opening on his toe, and then Tokusho let
out a small cry with his sexual release.
The lips pulled away. Lightly wiping his mouth with his index finger, Ishimine stood up. He was still seventeen. A smile took shape around those eyes that stared out beneath the long lashes, on the spare cheeks, on the
vermilion lips.
Tokusho burst into anger.
“Don’t you know how much I’ve suffered these past fifty years?”
Ishimine merely continued to smile, nodding slightly at Tokusho, who flailed his arms in an effort to sit up.
“Thank you. At last the thirst is gone.” Speaking in well-accented, standard Japanese, Ishimine held back a
smile, saluted, and bowed deeply. He never turned to look back at Tokusho as he slowly vanished into the wall. A
newt scampered across the wall’s stained surface and caught an insect.
At dawn, Tokusho’s wail echoed throught the village.
*
Seiyu arrived at the house earlier than usual and was surprised to find Ushi sitting near Tokusho’s pillow and
crying. Seiyu had never expected to see tears from Ushi, and at first he thought that Tokusho might have died
during the night. He timidly took a peek and found Tokusho’s eyes wide open and turning toward him.
“All cured.” announced Tokusho, his unshaven face breaking into a grin. Then he said no more and closed his
eyes. Seiyu looked down at Tokusho’s leg to discover that the swelling had completely subsided and the dripping
had stopped. Roughly a centimeter of water covered the bottom of the bucket. In the water floated a few dead
insects. Seiyu tried to tiptoe out of the room but Ushi noticed and called him back in. Breaking into a cold sweat,
Seiyu turned around. Ushi stepped toward him. not even trying to wipe the tears that stained her face. Seiyu was
ready to bolt, but Ushi grabbed his hand and held on tight.
“I just wanna’ thank ya. It’s on account of your help that he’s all better.” Then she took an envelope out from
her bosom and bowed as she pressed it into Seiyu’s hand.
“He’s my cousin, ain’t he? Hey, anybody’d do the same thing,” said Seiyu, forcing a smile. Then he promised
to return later.
As soon as he left the room, he took off running for his house. Now that the water had stopped dripping, there
was no reason to stick around the village. He picked up the tote bag containing his money and a change of clothes
and went to the public phone in front of the village co-op to call a taxi. The cab was comfortably air conditioned,
and as Seiyu caught his breath he remembered the envelope in his pocket. He peeked inside and found three ten
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thousand-yen notes. For Ushi, this was quite an extravagant display. Although he felt a twinge of guilt, Seiyu
reminded himself that he had actually helped take care of Tokusho. He told the taxi driver to hurry. He had
reserved an airline ticket but still had one week before his flight and planned to spend the time at a hotel in Naha.
He rubbed the carrying bag on the seat beside him. In addition to the five hundred thousand yen in his carrying
bag. Seiyu had over ten million yen in a bank account. Yet his bag contained more than just cash and clothes. He
had also stored some of the “water” in four stainless-steel thermoses. Now he opened one of the thermoses and
took a sip, together with a swig of whiskey. Before he knew it, an itching began in his crotch. Seiyu thought about
his travel plans and laughed as the taxi headed for the next town. where he planned to close up his shop.
When Seiyu saw a rowdy crowd of several hundred gathered in front of his shop, he closed the taxi door. At
first he thought they were waiting to buy the water, but as he was deciding whether or not to get out of the taxi, he
saw something ominous about the crowd. Everyone was covered with hats, masks, or sunglasses, and some
people even carried steel bats and martial arts weapons. Just as Seiyu was urging the driver to leave, someone
noticed him. In an instant the taxi was surrounded, and Seiyu and his bag were dragged out into the street.
Someone held his head. He tried to crouch down, but several hands pulled him to his feet. A man yelled into his
ear:
“Git up, you rotten bastard!”
“Yeah, what’s really in this water, anyhow?”
A bottle was thrust in front of his eyes, and at the bottom a small amount of water sloshed back and forth.
“Yes, that’s the miracle water,” replied Seiyu, but before he could finish, a woman’s hand slapped him across
the face.
“Miracle water, my ass!”
The woman tried to grab Seiyu, but the others restrained her. The tip of a high-heeled shoe then struck Seiyu in
the shin. Groaning, he bent over to rub his shin. but a man standing directly in front of him pulled him up by the
collar.
“You son of a bitch! Take a look at what that rotten water did to me!”
The man removed his hat and mask, then took off his sunglasses. His head contained only a sparse covering of
a repulsive baby fluff that resembled moss. and his face was covered with splotches and wrinkles.
“What are you going to do about this?”
Half-crying, the man shouted at Seiyu. It was the high school teacher, Seiyu’s second customer to purchase the
water. One after another, those in the crowd removed their hats, masks, and sunglasses. Both the men and women
had lost their hair, and with their splotches and moss-covered faces they all looked like eighty-year-olds. Seiyu
quickly brought his hand up to his own head, and the hair fell out between his fingers.
“Oh, my God!”
Seiyu’s cry was cut short by a fist, and he was pressed up against the door of the taxi. His face, reflected in the
window glass, seemed to crumble before his eyes. His tote bag was torn open and money floated through the air.
Cars stopped, causing a pileup, and people on their way to work rushed to the scene. As horns blared and curses
flew back and forth, Seiyu, down on all fours, tried to crawl away, but someone grabbed him by the collar and
shoved him down on the sidewalk. Martial arts weapons, high heels, and fists as bony as bird’s feet continued to
assail Seiyu, who was crouched down like a frightened mouse. A woman who had lost nearly all of her hair and
whose wrinkles were so deep that her flesh dangled in multiple folds, took three of the canteens and climbed atop
the taxi, where she began sprinkling unsuspecting bystanders with the water and laughing at the top of her lungs.
While the mob went wild, overturning taxis and police cars that had rushed to the scene, one of the canteens
rolled away. It passed through the legs of the crowd and fell into the river, where it floated out to sea, sparkling in
the early morning sunlight.
*
Ten days had passed. Tokusho gazed out the window at the summer grass in the garden. The soldiers had
ceased to appear since the dripping stopped, yet Tokusho was afraid to sleep alone, so for the first few days he had
Ushi sleep beside his bed. And, though she protested, Ushi did not mind doing this one bit. Tokusho kept the light
on at all times and listened as Ushi told him everything that had happened in the village while he was bedridden.
Tokusho had trouble deciding whether to tell her about Ishimine and the other soldiers who came to drink each
night, but ultimately he couldn’t bring himself to talk about them. In fact, he realized that he would probably
never be able to tell her. Once his strength returned, however, he did want to visit the cave together with Ushi. He
would merely explain that he had hidden there during the war. They would offer flowers and look for any human
bones that still remained.
Having made this decision, however, Tokusho was afraid that he’d start putting things off and allow his
memories to fade—that he would again try to forget about Ishimine. He even began drinking again despite his
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repeated vows never to touch another drop. When he went to pay a sick call on Seiyu, who had been confined to
bed since his beating, Tokusho ran into some of his old drinking pals who had stopped by, and he ended up joining them. Seiyu had to drink the awamori through a straw, since both his arms were broken, but the party
continued even after he passed out. Then someone brought out the cards. The next morning Ushi found Tokusho
asleep outside the gate in front of their house. She gave him a sharp kick and headed for the fields without saying
a word.
"Starting tomorrow I’ll go out to the fields and work,” Tokusho told himself. He decided to cut the overgrown
grass in order to regain his strength, so he went to the shed, got out the sickle, and stepped down to the back
garden. The grass had grown as high as his waist. He was amazed at its vitality but also worried that a habu snake
might be hiding there. Taking a stick. he started beating around the roots. Then he hit something firm and the stick
rebounded. Sifting through the grass, beneath a hedge of Chinese hibiscus, lay an enormous gourd melon too big
for even Tokusho to carry.
Fine hairs glistened on the deep green skin. Tokusho gasped in surprise, then gave it a kick, but it wouldn’t
budge. A long vine, thick as a thumb, grew from the gourd to the hibiscus. At the end of the vine, a yellow flower
swayed against the blue sky. The flower was so bright it made Tokusho’s eyes brim with tears.
37.142 Desert Dolphin\fn{by Shimadea Masahiko (1961-
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A full moon, frigid and arousing. A night bright enough to outline every red drop of blood rain. The astral
clock marks midnight; I am fatigued, my spirit a dank, dark forest. I have no definite memory of what I have been
doing, where I have been wandering, or even which day or month it might be. I remember looking back up at the
moon, and the full orb of it sticking out a mauve, ashen tongue. I am without family or ancestry. My past is nearly
extinct. I recollect meeting someone for the first time though it feels as though I have known him forever, and on
we talk until my voice grows hoarse.
“It’s your turn to sing. Pick something.”
Crooning to the karaoke, one hand in his pocket until this moment, a middle-aged man now reaches over to tap
the shoulder of another man who perches alone on the next bar stool. The latter sits rigidly erect, wearing a gray
suit and a necktie with a pattern of blue roses. His pallor makes his age indiscernible; he looks bewildered, as
though he has been inadvertently snatched from a wonder-world beyond the looking-glass and plunked down
without warning in this fetid karaoke bar.
“I don’t know. It’s something about his eyes. Round like a puppy dog’s,” the middle-aged man’s lady friend
whispers, her voice as fidgety as her body. The man’s limpid eyes turn into flies, darting here and there, alighting
on nothing.
“By the way, how long have you been sitting here? I’m a little drunk. I didn’t even notice you. Sing. Come
on.” The words lolling on the tip of her tongue, the long-haired woman nestles seductively against the shoulder of
the man who might be her lover, or her boss, as though to make a pass at the unknown quantity with the puppydog eyes.
“I know you from somewhere, but where? It was dark. That’s all I remember.”
Her shrill voice so grates on my ears that I turn around, intending to yell something offensive in response. And
just then his big, round eyes meet mine. He seems somehow comfortable to me, familiar. His face is a strangely
fascinating male version of a former lover’s, which calls up feelings of anger, even embarrassment. At least this is
my first impression. In fact, he was beginning his life on Earth the same way I had almost ten years earlier, blundering into this unknown cipher of a place, not letting on that there was anything out of the ordinary. My senses
are so dulled by my long stretch of earth-bound existence that I am unable, at first glance, to penetrate his real
identity. Had it not been for his song, we could have parted forever without having realized that we were of the
same breed.
Puppy-dog Eyes suddenly looks ceiling-ward and begins to sing without a mike or recorded accompaniment.
The melody is totally unfamiliar, yet everyone is drawn to it. So sweet is his voice that it plays on our senses as
though plucking on the strings of a harp. Who would dream of hearing music fit for an opera house in a backwater
bar? Heads cocked, we sit there in a state of acute aphasia, stunned by the song, the language, by the unknown
nature of the singer. We have, without a doubt, had a wondrous aural experience, but I, for one, have no immediate realization of what has happened. I know only that my physical reaction precedes the mental. His voice
reverberates to the depths of my organs, mainlining from my joints through my arteries, arousing a sensation that I
have experienced before, but that now lies buried somewhere just beneath the deepest layer of my memory.
It has been ten years. Never would I have believed it! Not here! Instantly I am relieved of the tons of lead
weights stuffed into every nook and cranny of my body. Instinctively, I grip the counter top. Otherwise, I feel, my
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body will burst through the roof of the bar and dance up into the sky.
“Something the matter?” The madam behind the bar looks at me, smiling.
I wouldn’t expect you to understand, but, you see, I used to be able to fly. I circumnavigated Heaven with more
skill than a sparrow, outflew even an F-14. And then ten years ago I was tried in the high court and exiled to
Earth. Lead weights equivalent to the weight of ten trucks filled with gravel were forced down my throat until
they glued themselves to my flesh. Then I was summarily pushed over the edge of the executioner’s scaffold in
the cumuli. I suspect the same thing has happened to him. The proof lies in the bumbershoot he is carrying even
though there has been no rain. We are issued large umbrellas instead of parachutes, you see, and he had drifted
down this very day and landed at a random spot on Earth. These are the days of our births. And me, I came into
the world as a middle-aged man without a past.
“What a beauty of a voice! Never seen anyone here who can sing like that!”
The madam’s words bring us out of our reverie. We applaud amid murmurs of “Can’t beat that!” and “Is that
what they call a Gregorian chant?”
I sit next to the man and buy him a whisky, thinking of how to get to the point. I am so overwhelmed the words
stick in my throat.
“It hasn’t been long since the set-down, has it? I knew it right away from the way you sang.”
“Incredible. How did you know?”
“My appearance has changed completely in the ten years I’ve been here. Don’t let the way I look fool you.
We’re the same kind. You still have the aura of the other side about you.”
“I touched down just a while ago nearby, right in the middle of a bunch of people waiting in line.”
“You must mean the taxi-stand in front of the station. What brought you to this bar?”
“I walked due south until I just bumped into it. I mean, I still haven’t a clue what I’ve become. Lucky for me to
run into a veteran.”
From the moment we land, we take on the look of earthlings. In our original state, we are not put together in
what you call a shape, so what we look like has a great deal to do with the earthlings who happen to be at the
landing spot. We’re what you’d call a mixed bag. He, for example, took on the average size, age, and height of
those earthlings in the vicinity of the taxi-stand. His puppy-dog eyes are probably the by-product of a child or a
dog among the sampling. Then again, I had puppy-dog eyes even before I was tinged by life on Earth.
When we touch down on Earth, we exiles are given the language as well as the shape of earthlings. Thenceforth, with these attributes as our only lifeline, we are obliged, above all else, to accommodate to earthly culture.
Any special privileges we had in the other world are of no use here; our native intelligence dwindles until, in the
end, it dies: Our innate bad habits, however, do not fade as easily. Intensely curious, we stick our noses into other
people’s affairs, committing to memory what is false as well as what is true, wandering the face of the earth with
nothing better to do. And then, in a fleeting moment, we remember, you know, that once we were angels. It might
be easier if we could just forget and get on with our lives.
“I’m an old-timer, yes, but I don’t think I have any real advice to give you. That beautiful voice of yours may
crack and the melody you sing may go flat, I fear. What you must do, at all costs, while you still have faculties left
from the other life, is to decide on what you will do to stave off the eventual decay. At worst, you could end up
being an average mortal.”
From the other side of the bar the madam grins, no longer able to conceal her utter astonishment.
What’s the matter, dear, don’t you find our little joke amusing? I think to mysel£
“I’d like to have a word with you alone.”
As I make my wish clear, the woman to his side with the shrieking voice begins to sing in a manner somewhere between a scream and a yelp of selfish delight. As we leave the bar, the madam turns and teases:
“Birds of a feather.”
Outside, the sound of bottles smashing, the whirr of taxis racing in low gear along narrow streets, the chorus of
electronic beeps pouring from a video arcade, the laughter of a group of pub-crawlers, everyone making a noise,
everyone a street urchin making sounds nobody cares to listen to …
“Noisy place, isn’t it, the world?”
“Not necessarily. It was pretty much the same in Heaven.”
“I wonder. Surely Heaven has a better sense of harmony, nothing near the random racket of Earth.”
“My ears must be deceiving me. These earthly sounds of yours are like beautiful chords.”
The din of the streets, a beautiful chord? He must be hearing the sounds of Earth with his heavenly apparatus
intact, because in such ears even noise sounds like harmony. I had, without doubt, acquired a set of earthly ears.
Were I to be allowed the sweet sounds of Heaven in my current state, I would complain that I had heard nothing
of the ethereal melody. And why not? Heaven’s music must fall as noise on earthly ears.
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The line at the taxi-stand actively metabolizes and within five minutes we are in a car heading in the direction
of my roost.
“Let me put you up tonight. I’ve got a million things you need to hear.”
“Asking as a young man to his mentor, what sort of earthling have you become?”
“Well, you might say I’m a loafer.”
As it speeds away from the city center, the taxi crosses several suspension bridges that look like strips pinched
up from the Earth’s skin, swerving past the cars ahead as though beset with a case of hiccups. Twenty minutes
later, we stop just within the shadow of a huge wall.
“What’s that?”
“The local residents call it Battleship Condo. My roost is lashed to the uppermost level, the twenty-first story.”
Like a scorpion who lives in a hole of one centimeter in diameter bored into the sands of a vast desert, all
earthlings build boxes in which to live. At an appointed hour they leave the box, only to unfailingly return again. I
can’t help but feel sympathy for the likes of these creatures who toil without the slightest complaint about their
lack of freedom. But now I share their lot. I shall live to the end of my days in the midst of the boredom of things
repeating ad nauseam.
When I first arrived from Heaven, I thought repetition was a torture to which I had been sentenced. The life of
earthlings, from the standpoint of Heaven, seems like a factory grinding out suffering. A vicious, evil cycle! And
yet, for a brief moment asleep in their coops, earthlings get a taste of Heaven.
“Hidden away in a tiny spot like this?” he remarks as soon as we enter the room.
“It’s my home. In fact, it’s on the luxurious side. There was a time when I slept in cardboard boxes. Do you
know what a dream is? It’s a phenomenon that can happen only on Earth, but it’s the closest thing to Heaven
earthlings can experience. It is the one time they can escape the vicious cycle that is Earth. This room is a place
for dreaming. When earthlings dream, they are as free as air, yet with a purpose. Occasionally, they run into
trouble. What you must do is build up a reserve of energy to face your next day of life on Earth. From here on,
you will be subjected to the ordeal of grappling with gravity.”
“I can certainly see your point. You know, this gravity thing is very tiring. I’m amazed at how they stand up to
it.”
“They get tired too. It takes an awful lot of energy to go against gravity. This is why at night they return home
to sleep—to forget about the rules of the Earth, to be angels that live in dreams, to fly away.”
I change into a dressing-gown, and loan him a sweat-shirt and trousers. I take a bottle of champagne from the
refrigerator, open the window to the verandah, and pop the cork in an orgasmic burst. Filling the glasses to the
brim with the bubbly champagne, I offer one to him. I raise the stem of my glass with my hand and gaze at the
night sky through the effervescence.
“Look. The champagne bubbles turn into stars.”
“Strange effect this drink has. Ah, it’s a full moon tonight.”
“Is it? Can you see all our friends falling?”
As we laugh, we look at each other squarely, searching for whatever trace remains of our angel natures.
“How old are you?”
“Forty-one. I fell into a group of middle-aged men and that was it. How old are you? Do you have a name
yet?”
“No. I don’t have an age, a name, or a nationality.”
“Be very careful when you choose. Once you’ve decided, you can’t change it.”
“Do I have to decide for myself?”
“Of course. In most cases, no veteran is around to give advice. What sort of earthling do you want to be?”
“Anybody, as long as I have my music.”
“I might have known. You should make music your career. With your ear and your voice, you can’t fail. Didn’t
you see how they reacted to you in the bar? Music, and dreaming, are the ties that bind Heaven and Earth.”
“To tell you the truth, I arranged my own fall. I wanted to hear what sort of sounds there were on Earth with
my own ears.”
“Looking at the world through rose-colored glasses will get you nowhere.”
At heart I am half-frightened, half-astonished, that one of us would choose to come down to the planet to
pursue some secret agenda. So he hadn’t committed a crime, and his exile was his own idea of tourism and travel.
Times had changed. I felt discredited. After all, I had been reduced to an earthling even while I was in Heaven.
Once an angel without form, without a past, without age or name, is invested with a will and a memory and then
sets to mouthing off in rational terms, well then, his angeldom ceases. Angels don’t make pronouncements, they
sing; they don’t have regrets, they just are. The truth of the universe stems from a host of sounds, forms, lights,
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materials, and emanations, not to mention relativity. When one uses reason to discuss these things, their harmony
suddenly collapses and chaos ensues.
Evil spirits are the servants of chaos. An angel who, by his own will, lets those evil spirits in, will lose his
freedom and can no longer live in exact accordance with the truth of the universe. This truth is so complex that it
cannot be explained by angels or by God. That is why there is no other recourse than for angels and God to live as
one with the universe. There is no time to waste on will or memory. An angel with a will or a memory is sick.
Even God, in the same position, would go mad. God never makes pronouncements about truth; God is God
precisely because the divine’s position is to admonish those who make pronouncements. By the way, I have never
heard the voice nor seen the shape of God. I’ve no interest in such things. It’s fair to say that Heaven has a logic,
and that logic deals with the satanic; to wit, Heaven was carved from the bitter experience of exorcising cycles of
evil.
Earthlings sometimes ask, “What is Heaven, anyway?” A ridiculous question such as this requires an answer in
a language even they can understand:
“It’s like a sea. Angels are like dolphins who can’t swim.”
It has been more my nature to be a terrestrial specialist in heavenly matters than to be a heavenly dolphin. The
distance between Heaven and Earth is much shorter than it used to be, which may account for the appearance of
one like myself. I understand the number of recently fallen angels is twenty times that of the Middle Ages. There
are even some, I see, who take the plunge for the adventure of it.
From the moment I handed over my angelic abilities to the devil for cash, my life in Heaven became unbearably boring. I found myself wanting only to reformulate the truth of the universe through my own will and
experience. What did I care whether this might be a mistake or a false premise? Quite the contrary. I felt that God
and the angels would sit up and take notice of such a terrestrial, even demonic exegesis. I wanted to prove to them
that it was arrogant to believe that the truth of the universe was immutable. This was the only way I could repay
my debt to God. I did an excellent job of translating the truth of the universe using the terms of terrestrial logic.
What I mean is that in Heaven I did a great service to earthlings through my exemplary instruction. And when I
did make it down to Earth, I was finally able to come into my own as a teacher. In this sense, perhaps, I owe
thanks to the grace of God for having been thrown out of Heaven.
Yet, the more logical my pronouncements, the less I was able to break down the walls of misunderstanding.
Leading earthlings towards the truth was a hopeless task. The answer lay in identification, not in logic. Identification requires that one put oneself in the same position as the object of study. It took me five years to come to the
realization that a fallen angel’s work was not to enlighten, but to build a place where we could coexist—not
through logic or through shows of competitive strength, but by constructing an imitation Heaven on Earth.
He may have been driven by curiosity to descend to the Earth, but I had no less curiosity than he. And I had a
much more pronounced sense of mission. My many years involved in terrestrial research while in Heaven drew
me to a final conclusion.
Sooner or later, Heaven falls to Earth.
I drag the shackles of gravity for this treasonous conviction of mine. Needless to say, this is a life sentence.
The only way to lighten the sentence is to strive to become a superior earthling. The superior earthling is one who
will hasten Heaven’s fall.
“Are you okay?” he broke in. “You seem sunk in thought.”
“Drink up. Alcohol is a liquid the more of which you drink, the more changed you become.”
“I see. You mean I should drink whenever I want to change myself into some other type of earthling. Point
taken. I want to hear more about when you first landed on Earth.”
I close the window, sink deeply into the sofa, and shut my eyes.
I came down to Earth on a night of a crescent moon. I remember the two horns of the crescent being painfully
sharp.
“I didn’t fall as you did, into the midst of an urban crowd. I landed in a completely unpopulated and nondescript bunch of scraggy trees, and clung like a spider-web to a branch, waiting for the earthlings to appear. One
month and ten days passed. As you might imagine, I got cramps, but luckily I was not impatient. I found out later
that I had been on a deserted island inhabited only by wild deer and monkeys. I was on the verge of becoming
either a monkey or a deer. Had I fallen into the sea, I would have become one of the dolphins frolicking in the
vicinity.
“When I think I almost became a dolphin! Dolphins are anathema to fishermen in that area. You see, they eat
the same fish and squid as earthlings. With my luck, I would have been harpooned. Whereas dolphins in one
culture may be the messengers of God, in Japan they’re called “sea pigs.” What I did was to jump into a fishingboat that passed near the deserted island, and become a fisherman. There on the deck, mixed in with the freshly
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caught squid and sea bream, three dolphins lay covered in blood. It was horrible, like witnessing the remains of
angels fallen into the sea. And here I was turning into the type of earthling who harpooned my former buddies.”
“Pretty ironic.”
“Don’t be too smug. You were lucky, that’s all.”
The boat that had left port with only four men returned with five fishermen on board, but neither the townspeople nor the fishermen questioned my presence. I had become, all of a sudden, a middle-aged man whom the
village women called Umihiko, Prince of the Sea. I was forty-one then. Ten years later I am still forty-one. I shall
be forty-one until I die.
“My lot was to be a single fisherman who took his lodgings in a local boarding-house. It’s a stroke of luck you
happened to alight in a crowd of complete strangers, so you have no name or occupation. I’d say you had no time
to dawdle over what might be suitable. But you must be someone and the sooner the better.”
“I guess I’m very lucky.”
“Absolutely. You’re no one and, best of all, you’re young.”
I passed two months as Umihiko, renowned squid fisherman. I was, however, unable to slaughter dolphins. In
time, I left the fishing village and wandered in search of a place where more earthlings gather. I had nothing in
mind, no personal preferences. Had I been eighteen, it would have been a different matter, but how was an
eternally middle-aged man to play the role of a dream-besotted youth? I wandered the streets, the image incarnate
of either a homeless vagrant or an amnesiac. Policemen frequently questioned me about my occupation and I gave
them my usual cover, which was that I was a migrant fisherman seeking work in the off-season.
I soon ran out of money and went to work for a transport company. With a body forged like armor by the
fisherman’s life, I was able to take on the physical labor of two men. As luck would have it, the transport
company paid wages according to the number of packages carted. I was faithful to the earthly idea that laziness is
the worst of sins. A sense of earthly enlightenment had not yet dawned on me, and so, with a sense of empty
futility, I worked thirteen hours a day and made a hefty monthly salary. This was infinitely better than having to
make a living murdering dolphins who might have been other fallen angels.
“Do you know what I mean by the word ‘money?’ On Earth it is the most important thing after life itself.”
“You mean the printed paper with the faces and numbers that you can change for anything.”
“Correct. It has no value of its own, but it has the power to move earthlings to kill, to drive someone mad even.
And no one is free from its want. When you have money, people credit you with any number of values, and your
bonds to them are strong. What passes for a concept of love in Heaven is covered by the term ‘money’ on Earth. I
once thought that nothing could surpass becoming a wealthy man.”
I came to Tokyo a year later and investigated how money circulates. This is because I believed that understanding the money flow would instantly reveal the structure of the terrestrial world. I studied economics, sought
work in places where money was most likely to be made and spent, jumping from job to job in securities, insurance, advertising, and so on. My white-collar period continued for the next five years. I may be fallen, but I was
once an angel, so I far surpassed earthlings in the speed and sharpened response with which I adapted to the job.
Wherever I worked I was known for being shrewd. I began by appearing to be one of the chronically unemployed, just pecking away at my word-processor in a corner. While on temporary status, I got a handle on the
company’s operating mechanisms so that I could easily make detailed new policy proposals. Quietly, I would put
the first proposal on the section chief’s desk. Three days later, I would submit another; on the fourth day, another.
Usually, I became full-time after the first week.
My average monthly wage during this time was never less than five figures. Privately, I began to invest in
stocks which turned out to be a huge success, until soon I owned two foreign cars and a condo in the middle of the
city, and a listing in the high taxpayer bracket. On Earth, they call my kind of person a “success.” As a matter of
course, I began to be surrounded by women and other camp-followers. They believed that the world revolved
around a god called money. I was anxious to know what notions they had about Heaven. I thought of seeing what
sort of Heaven money could build. Well, almost invariably, they thought that being able to do nothing was what
Heaven meant, and that if being idle got boring, one could liven things up by engaging in gluttony, violence, sex,
drugs, and pretentious display. The pleasures they conceived were nothing but the cookie-cutter variety.
The self-made man is not all that different. He thinks idleness is the worst of sins, and that Heaven and Hell are
two sides of the same coin. For him, Heaven and Hell are manifest on Earth, and which one he’s living in depends
on his state of mind. This is the realization I have come to after ten years on Earth.
I closed the chapter on my salaried life in its seventh year. For an angel, repetitiveness is unlucky. Do the same
thing for too long, and people around you begin to suspect things. An angel must be in a constant process of
change. At the very least, I needed to retain a semblance of pride in my former angeldom. In the eyes of an angel,
then, life on Earth is an eternal nightmare. My pride and my memory as a former angel alone governed my
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conduct, I believed.
I turned to trying to explain to earthlings, in terms they could accept, what Heaven was like, and what sort of
life angels led. In this role, people called me a priest, a scholar of religion, and a poet. If, through my teaching,
most earthlings attained a clear image of Heaven, it would fall to Earth that much faster, I thought. And the more
fallen angels there were, the closer the distance would become between Earth and Heaven.
I can never return to Heaven. For that very reason, I must drag Heaven down to Earth. God will perhaps say
that it is only the revenge of a fallen angel. All I want, however, is to have my dream of a heavenly garden of
fallen angels in this nightmare which is earthly life. Any angel in Heaven who has no need of dreams while up
there would dream of the same ideal state as I do once he fell to Earth.
“What is going to happen when Heaven falls to Earth? What do you see in your dreams?” he asks, yawning.
I take three volumes from the shelf and hand them to him.
“I wrote these. The general information is there. Take them with you. But you needn’t read them, because
some day you will have the same dreams I do. It’s nearly daybreak. You must be tired of hearing my old stories.
I’ll lend you my bed. Try to see what a dream is like.”
“What do I do to dream?”
I take him by the shoulders and lead him to the bed. The sheets are fresh.
“Lie down and close your eyes. Forget yourself and become one with the air and the darkness around you. I’ll
stay with you until you fall asleep. This is your first night on Earth. Sweet dreams!”
Despite my talk that night of the trials of getting on in life, I feel quite happy, as though a chunk of Heaven has
fallen on my balcony. For the first time in a long while, I too want to take flight to a place beyond mere dreams.
Once he falls asleep, I swallow a drug-soaked piece of paper and lie down on the couch. I am slightly tired, but I
know I am not in for sleep.
Soon I feel a slight, sweetly scented breeze on my face. The force of the air grows steadily stronger, furling my
hair and furling the hem of my dressing-gown. The window is closed. For some strange reason, the wind is
coming from within the room. After a while, the air becomes tinged with pink until I can see it flow. It is coming
from the room where he sleeps. The colored and scented air ebbs and flows as though breathing, colliding with
the table and the walls to form complicated swirls. Suddenly, from under the couch a whirlwind twists up,
burrowing its way up to my crotch and spiraling around my penis. The whirlwind grows until it fattens into a
funnel which sucks the empty champagne bottle, the clock, books and lamps, cushions, and knick-knacks into its
grip, finally reaching the table and the couch on which I lie, which is lifted into the air. My body starts to spin like
a helicopter propeller, my penis as the pivot. I grab on to the flying curtains, make an attempt to open the window,
but like the lashing tail of a whip, I am slapped to the floor and then to the ceiling. As I desperately try to push my
hands towards the window, my body crashes through the glass and flies outside. I plummet down, still clutching a
shred of curtain; then, just before impact, I'm swept up again and blown about like a fly making strange tracks in
the night sky. Wait, I am not flying. It feels as though I am being sucked up somewhere by a giant straw drawn by
a huge haphazard hand in a single twisting line.
Tossed back and forth, bumped here and there, my flesh and bones are whittled away like a yam being shaved
in a grater. And then, when nothing is left but the two orbs of my eyes, I emerge from the straw into a vast, empty
space. It seems as though I have been led from the darkness to a place immediately next to the sun. The blinding
light feels as if it will melt my eyes.
“Hurry,” the sun cries.
I glance down and see a writhing sea. The white billows give birth to a succession of angels, angels too
numerous to count. What looks to be the sea is in fact the sky. The billowing waves are actually angels falling like
snow. I look up. I see a checkerboard pattern. It seems strangely like the grid of a congested metropolis. Countless
angels are falling upward, emitting a faint light like the shredded curtains of the aurora borealis. Soon, as my
transparent body is enveloped in the aurora’s many layers, the weight of gravity presses down on me and with a
monstrous speed I make my inverted descent.
A great boom, as though the entire world had turned into a drum, reverberates in the space around me. Autos,
buildings, dogs, and men alike are all pulverized to chaotic bits which stab my body, still cloaked in the aurora.
Emitting wan flashes of light, my body and the mysterious unnamed fragments dissolve into a mush, which is
transformed into grains of brightly iridescent sand that fall and collect on the Earth.
The wind turns to a gale. As it blows the accumulated sand, a river is formed. And there I find not angels, not
earthlings, not myself. A desert lies in every direction, and yet people and angels flow smoothly about as grains of
sand. Sand shifts with the wind, collides, progresses and retreats, sometimes blending together, sometimes
solidifying. And then the sound of flowing wind and sand turns into the ruckus of city streets and squares.
“Hey, man, have I got a woman for you!”
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“Let’s you and I go somewhere, baby, and make it together.”
“I’ll blow your brains out, punk.”
“Are you Animal Baby? I come from Jill. Sell me the stuff.”
“Madame, you’ve dropped something.”
“I used to be a lawyer, but since I fried my brains with drugs, I’ve switched to being a comedian.”
“Are you there?”
From somewhere a familiar music rides the wind to my ears. Which tune is it?
“Sir, wake up!”
His face is before my eyes. Suddenly I find myself on the couch. Yes, I remember taking the drug and dozing
off. It is already light outside.
“What time is it?”
“10:05. The music is on.”
I always set the radio timer for ten o’clock. At ten there is a re-broadcast of a program called The Universe of
Music.
“It’s a favorite program of mine. Did you sleep well?”
“Yes, but I didn’t find out what you mean by the word ‘dream.’ I seemed only to float in darkness.”
“I see. It’s because your consciousness is still in Heaven. I had a dream about Heaven falling.”
“That must have been nice. I must thank you. I have to leave , now.”
“You’re going? You should stay for a while in my apartment. You’re not a bother at all.”
“Thank you for offering. You’ve done it on your own. I ought to be able to do the same, trusting in my pride as
a fallen angel. I will take these books you have written.”
“Have you decided on a name?”
“No, not yet.”
“Will you allow me to choose one for you?”
“I’d be very pleased.”
I affix my signature to the books I have given him and, after a moment’s thought, write his name:
Mr.. Sandy River.
To his friends, the Dolphin.

“That’s it. It’s your stage name as a singer. How about eighteen?”
“Fine. Sandy River it is, age eighteen.”
“Wait a minute.”
I take a thick wad of cash from the desk drawer and give it to him along with four tabs of the drug I had taken
during the night.
“Money makes the world go round, so they say. Nothing goes further than a little cash. And then there’s this
drug. When you get nostalgic for Heaven or just want to forget everything you're doing on Earth, take it. Just
don’t use it when someone else is around.”
“I can’t thank you enough.”
“No need to thank me. I’m sure we'll meet again somewhere.”
His puppy-dog eyes filled with admiration, Dolphin leaves. I burrow into the bed where he has slept and inhale
with my entire body the lingering aroma of his freshly fallen angeldom from the pillow and sheets. The faint
perfume relaxes my whole body as nostalgia sweeps over me, and I think: Maybe Heaven is already falling to
Earth.
I open the window and look up into the sky. It is cloudy. I see Dolphin’s figure in the distance. Where is he
planning to go? Why must I know all these things he doesn’t? Better to be lost. Humanity finds its home in the
labyrinth. Humanity has no destination. Come to think of it, I have forgotten to teach him about love. But with a
face and voice like his, he will be pursued by women and gays. Being a rock star should suit him.
Somehow, the sounds of the neighborhood seem changed. What had resembled the rippled hissing of late-night
TV static, this morning sounds like a thousand pipe organs in massed unison, all stops pulled as per a master
score, now in chorus, now a cappella, creating a great symphony. Countless buildings visible from my balcony
are resonating, perhaps with a melody unique to each.
301.65 Excerpt from The Housekeeper And The Professor\fn{by Yoko Ogawa (1963- )} Okayama, Okayama
Prefecture, Japan (F) 14
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1
We called him the Professor. And he called my son Root, because, he said, the flat top of his head reminded
him of the square root sign.
“There’s a fine brain in there,” the Professor said, mussing my son’s hair. Root, who wore a cap to avoid being
teased by his friends, gave a wary shrug.
“With this one little sign we can come to know an infinite range of numbers, even those we can’t see.” He
traced the symbol in the thick layer of dust on his desk: √
*
Of all the countless things my son and I learned from the Professor, the meaning of the square root was among
the most important. No doubt he would have been bothered by my use of the word countless—too sloppy, for he
believed that the very origins of the universe could be explained in the exact language of numbers—but I don’t
know how else to put it.
He taught us about enormous prime numbers with more than a hundred thousand places, and the largest
number of all, which was used in mathematical proofs and was in the Guinness Book of Records, and about the
idea of something beyond infinity. As interesting as all this was, it could never match the experience of simply
spending time with the Professor. I remember when he taught us about the spell cast by placing numbers under
this square root sign.
It was a rainy evening in early April. My son’s schoolbag lay abandoned on the rug. The light in the
Professor’s study was dim. Outside the window, the blossoms on the apricot tree were heavy with rain.
The Professor never really seemed to care whether we figured out the right answer to a problem. He preferred
our wild, desperate guesses to silence, and he was even more delighted when those guesses led to new problems
that took us beyond the original one. He had a special feeling for what he called the “correct miscalcu lation,” for
he believed that mistakes were often as revealing as the right answers. This gave us confidence even when our
best efforts came to nothing.
“Then what happens if you take the square root of negative one?” he asked.
“So you’d need to get -1 by multiplying a number by itself?” Root asked. He had just learned fractions at
school, and it had taken a half-hour lecture from the Professor to convince him that numbers less than zero even
existed, so this was quite a leap.
We tried picturing the square root of negative one in our heads: √-1 The square root of 100 is 10; the square
root of 16 is 4; the square root of 1 is 1. So the square root of -1 is …
He didn’t press us. On the contrary, he fondly studied our expressions as we mulled over the problem.
“There is no such number,” I said at last, sounding rather tentative.
“Yes, there is,” he said, pointing at his chest. “It’s in here. It’s the most discreet sort of number, so it never
comes out where it can be seen. But it’s here.”
We fell silent for a moment, trying to picture the square root of minus one in some distant, unknown place. The
only sound was the rain falling outside the window. My son ran his hand over his head, as if to confirm the shape
of the square root symbol.
But the Professor didn’t always insist on being the teacher. He had enormous respect for matters about which
he had no knowledge, and he was as humble in such cases as the square root of negative one itself. Whenever he
needed my help, he would interrupt me in the most polite way. Even the simplest request—that I help him set the
timer on the toaster, for example—always began with “I’m terribly sorry to bother you, but …”
Once I’d set the dial, he would sit peering in as the toast browned. He was as fascinated by the toast as he was
by the mathematical proofs we did together, as if the truth of the toaster were no different from that of the Pythagorean theorem.
*
It was March of 1992 when the Akebono Housekeeping Agency first sent me to work for the Professor. At the
time, I was the youngest woman registered with the agency, which served a small city on the Inland Sea, although
I already had more than ten years of experience. I managed to get along with all sorts of employers, and even
when I cleaned for the most difficult clients, the ones no other housekeeper would touch, I never complained. I
prided myself on being a true professional.
In the Professor’s case, it only took a glance at his client card to know that he might be trouble. A blue star was
stamped on the back of the card each time a housekeeper had to be replaced, and there were already nine stars on
the Professor’s card, a record during my years with the agency.
When I went for my interview, I was greeted by a slender, elegant old woman with dyed brown hair swept up
in a bun. She wore a knit dress and walked with a cane.
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“You will be taking care of my brother-in-law,” she said. I tried to imagine why she would be responsible for
her husband’s brother.
“None of the others have lasted long,” she continued. “Which has been a terrible inconvenience for me and for
my brother-in-law. We have to start again every time a new housekeeper comes. … The job isn’t complicated. You
would come Monday through Friday at 11:00 A.M., fix him lunch, clean the house, do the shopping, make dinner,
and leave at 7:00 P.M. That’s the extent of it.”
There was something hesitant about the way she said the words brother-in-law. Her tone was polite enough,
but her left hand nervously fingered her cane. Her eyes avoided mine, but occasionally I caught her casting a wary
glance in my direction.
“The details are in the contract I signed with the agency. I’m simply looking for someone who can help him
live a normal life, like anyone else.”
“Is your brother-in-law here?” I asked.
She pointed with the cane to a cottage at the back of the garden behind the house. A red slate roof rose above a
neatly pruned hedge of scarlet hawthorn.
“I must ask you not to come and go between the main house and the cottage. Your job is to care for my
brother-in-law, and the cottage has a separate entrance on the north side of the property. I would prefer that you
resolve any difficulties without consulting me. That’s the one rule I ask you to respect.”
She gave a little tap with her cane.
I was used to absurd demands from my employers—that I wear a different color ribbon in my hair every day;
that the water for tea be precisely 165 degrees; that I recite a little prayer every evening when Venus rose in the
night sky—so the old woman’s request struck me as relatively straightforward.
“Could I meet your brother-in-law now?” I asked.
“That won’t be necessary.” She refused so flatly that I thought I had offended her. “If you met him today, he
wouldn’t remember you tomorrow.”
“I’m sorry, I don’t understand.”
“He has difficulties with his memory,” she said. “He’s not senile; his brain works well, but about seventeen
years ago he hit his head in an automobile accident. Since then, he has been un able to remember anything new.
His memory stops in 1975. He can remember a theorem he developed thirty years ago, but he has no idea what he
ate for dinner last night. In the simplest terms, it’s as if he has a single, eighty-minute videotape inside his head,
and when he records anything new, he has to record over the existing memories. His memory lasts precisely
eighty minutes—no more and no less.”
Perhaps because she had repeated this explanation so many times in the past, the old woman ran through it
without pause, and with almost no sign of emotion.
How exactly does a man live with only eighty minutes of memory? I had cared for ailing clients on more than
one occasion in the past, but none of that experience would be useful here. I could just picture a tenth blue star on
the Professor’s card.
From the main house, the cottage appeared deserted. An old-fashioned garden door was set into the hawthorn
hedge, but it was secured by a rusty lock that was covered in bird droppings.
“Well then, I’ll expect you to start on Monday,” the old woman said, putting an end to the conversation.
And that's how I came to work for the Professor.
*
Compared to the impressive main house, the cottage was modest to the point of being shabby: a small
bungalow that seemed to have been built hastily. Trees and shrubs had grown wild around it, and the doorway was
deep in shadows. When I tried the doorbell on Monday, it seemed to be broken.
“What’s your shoe size?”
This was the Professor’s first question, once I had announced myself as the new housekeeper. No bow, no
greeting. If there is one ironclad rule in my profession, it's that you always give the employer what he wants; and
so I told him.
“Twenty-four centimeters.”
“There’s a sturdy number,” he said. “It’s the factorial of four.” He folded his arms, closed his eyes, and was
silent for a moment.
“What’s a ‘factorial’?” I asked at last. I felt I should try to find out a bit more, since it seemed to be connected
to his interest in my shoe size.
“The product of all the natural numbers from one to four is twenty-four,” he said, without opening his eyes.
“What’s your telephone number?”
He nodded, as if deeply impressed.
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“That’s the total number of primes between one and one hundred million.”
It wasn’t immediately clear to me why my phone number was so interesting, but his enthusiasm seemed
genuine. And he wasn’t showing off; he struck me as straightforward and modest. It nearly convinced me that
there was something special about my phone number, and that I was somehow special for having it.
*
Soon after I began working for the Professor, I realized that he talked about numbers whenever he was unsure
of what to say or do. Numbers were also his way of reaching out to the world. They were safe, a source of
comfort.
Every morning, during the entire time I worked for the Professor, we repeated this numerical q and a at the
front door. To the Professor, whose memory lasted only eighty minutes, I was always a new housekeeper he was
meeting for the first time, and so every morning he was appropriately shy and reserved. He would ask my shoe
size or telephone number, or perhaps my zip code, the registration number on my bicycle, or the number of
brushstrokes in the characters of my name; and whatever the number, he invariably found some significance in it.
Talk of factorials and primes flowed effortlessly, seeming completely natural, never forced.
Later, even after I had learned the meanings of some of these terms, there was still something pleasant about
our daily introductions at the door. I found it reassuring to be reminded that my telephone number had some
significance (beyond its usual purpose), and the simple sound of the numbers helped me to start the day’s work
with a positive attitude.
He had once been an expert in number theory at a university. He was sixty-four, but he looked older and
somewhat haggard, as though he did not eat properly. He was barely more than five feet tall, and his back was so
badly hunched that he seemed even shorter. The wrinkles on his bony neck looked a little grimy, and his wispy,
snow-white hair fell in all directions, half-concealing his plump, Buddha-like ears.
His voice was feeble and his movements were slow. If you looked closely, though, you could see traces of a
face that had once been handsome. There was something in the sharp line of his jaw and his deeply carved
features that was still attractive.
Whether he was at home or going out—which he did very rarely—the Professor always wore a suit and tie. His
closet held three suits, one for winter, one for summer, and one that could be worn in spring or fall, three neckties,
six shirts, and an overcoat. He did not own a sweater or a pair of casual pants. From a house keeper's point of
view, it was the ideal closet.
I suspect that the Professor had no idea there were clothes other than suits. He had no interest in what people
wore, and even less in his own appearance. For him it was enough to get up in the morning, open the closet, and
put on whichever suit was’t wrapped in plastic from the cleaners. All three suits were dark and well-worn, much
like the Professor himself, and clung to him like a second skin.
By far the most curious thing about the Professor’s appearance was the fact that his suit was covered with
innumerable scraps of notepaper, each one attached to him by a tiny binder clip. Every conceivable surface—the
collar, cuffs, pockets, hems, belt loops, and buttonholes—was covered with notes, and the binder clips gathered
the fabric of his clothing in awkward bunches.
The notes were simply scraps of torn paper, some yellowing or crumbling. In order to read them, you had to
get close and squint, but it soon became clear that he was compensating for his lack of memory by writing down
the things he absolutely had to remember and pinning them where he couldn’t lose them—on his body. His odd
appearance was as distracting as his questions about my shoe size.
*
“Come in then,” he said. “I have to work, but you just do whatever it is you have to do.”
And with that he disappeared into his study. As he turned and walked away, the notes made a dry, rustling
sound.
From the bits and pieces of information I gleaned from the nine housekeepers who had come before me, it
seemed that the old woman in the main house was a widow, and that her husband had been the Professor’s older
brother. When their parents had died, his brother had taken over the family textile business, had en larged it
considerably, and willingly assumed the cost of educating a brother who was a dozen years younger. In this way,
the Professor had been able to pursue his study of mathematics at Cambridge University.
But soon after he had received his doctorate and had found a position at a research institute, his brother had
died suddenly of acute hepatitis. The widow, who had no children, decided to close down the factory, put up an
apartment building on the land, and live off the rents she collected.
In the years that followed, the Professor and his sister-in-law had settled peacefully into their respective lives
—until the accident. A truck driver had dozed off and struck the Professor’s car head-on. He had suffered
irreversible brain damage and had eventually lost his position at the university. He was forty-seven at the time,
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and since then he’d had no income except the prize money he earned from solving contest problems in the
mathematics journals. For seventeen years he had been completely dependent on the widow’s charity.
“You have to feel sorry for the old woman,” one of the former housekeepers had said. “Having that strange
brother-in-law eat through what her husband left her like some parasite.” She’d been sent packing after she
complained about the Professor’s incessant jabbering about numbers.
The inside of the cottage was as cold and uninviting as the outside. There were just two rooms, an eat-in
kitchen and a study that doubled as the Professor’s bedroom. It was small, and the wretched condition of the place
was striking. The furniture was cheap, the wallpaper was discolored, and the floor in the hall creaked miser ably.
The doorbell wasn’t the only thing that didn’t work: just about everything in the house was either broken or on its
last legs. The little window in the bathroom was cracked, the knob on the kitchen door was falling off, and the
radio that sat on top of the dish cupboard made no sound when I tried to turn it on.
The first two weeks were exhausting, since I had no idea what I was supposed to be doing. The work wasn’t
physically demanding, and yet at the end of each day my muscles were stiff and my whole body felt heavy. It was
always a struggle at each new assignment until I adapted to the rhythm of the work, but the adjustment was
especially difficult with the Professor.
In most cases, I figured out what sort of person I was dealing with from the things they told me to do, or not to
do. I determined where to focus my efforts, how to avoid getting into trouble—how to read the de mands of the
job.
But the Professor never gave me instruction of any kind, as though he did not mind what I did.
On that first day, it occurred to me that I should simply follow what the old woman had said, and start by
fixing the Professor’s lunch. I checked the refrigerator and the kitchen cupboards, but I found nothing edible
except for a box of damp oatmeal and some macaroni and cheese that was four years past its expiration date.
I knocked at the study door. There was no answer, so I knocked again. Still no answer. I knew I shouldn’t, but I
opened the door and spoke to the Professor’s back as he sat at his desk.
“I’m sorry to disturb you,” I said.
He gave no sign of having heard me. Perhaps he’s hard of hearing, or wearing earplugs, I thought.
“What would you like for lunch?” I continued. “Are there … things you like or dislike? Do you have any food
allergies?”
The study smelled of books. Half the windows were covered by bookshelves, and piles of books drifted up the
walls. A bed with a worn-out mattress was pressed against one wall. There was a single notebook lying open on
the desk, but no computer, and the Professor wasn’t holding a pen or pencil. He simply stared at a fixed point off
in space.
“If there’s nothing particular you want, I’ll just make something. But please don’t hesitate if there’s anything I
can get for you.”
I happened to glance at some of the notes pinned to his suit:
“… the failure of the analytic method …,” “… Hilbert’s thirteenth …,” “… the function of the
elliptical curve …”\fn{Hibert’s thirteenth is probably a reference to the thirteenth mathematical problem put
forward by David Hibert (1862-1943) in a list of 23 mathematical problems which he published in 1900. It states:
“Solve 7th degree equation using algebraic (variant: continuous) functions of two parameters” and (W says) was
partially solved in 1957:H}

Shuffled in among the fragments of obscure numbers and symbols and words was one scrap that even I could
understand. From the stains and bent corners of the paper and the rusted edges of the binder clip, I could tell that
this one had been attached to the Professor for a long time:
“My memory lasts only eighty minutes,” it read.
“I have nothing to say,” he said, turning suddenly and speaking in a loud voice. “I’m thinking at the moment.
Thinking. And to have my thoughts interrupted is like being strangled. Don’t you know that barging in here when
I’m with my numbers is as rude as interrupting someone in the bathroom?”
I bowed and apologized repeatedly, but I doubt he heard a word of what I said. He had already returned to his
fixed point somewhere off in space.
To be shouted at like that on the first day could be a serious problem, and I worried that I might become the
tenth star on his file card before I’d even started. I promised myself that I would never disturb him again while he
was “thinking.”
But the Professor was always thinking. When he came out of the study and sat at the table, when he was
gargling in the bathroom, or even when he did his strange stretching exercises, he continued thinking. He ate
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whatever was set in front of him, mechanically shoveling the food in his mouth and swallowing almost without
chewing. He had a distracted, unsteady way of walking.
I managed to find the right moment to ask him about things I needed to know—where he kept the wash bucket
or how to use the water heater. And I avoided making any unnecessary noise, even breathing too loudly, as I
moved about that unfamiliar house, waiting for him to take even a short break from his thinking.
I made a cream stew for dinner, something with vegetables and protein that he could eat with just a spoon—
and that he could eat without removing bones or shells. Perhaps it was because he’d lost his parents at such a
young age, but he had less than perfect table manners. He never said a word of thanks before he started eating,
and he spilled food with almost every bite. I even caught him cleaning his ears with his dirty napkin at the table.
He did not complain about my cooking, and he remained silent as he ate. Each time he plunged the spoon into the
stew, he looked as if he might lose it in the bowl.
“Would you like some more? I’ve made plenty.”
It was careless of me to speak up suddenly like that, to take such a familiar tone, and all I got by way of an
answer was a burp. Without so much as a glance in my direction, he got up and disappeared into his study. There
was a small pile of carrots at the bottom of his bowl.
At the end of my first day, I noticed a new note on the cuff of his jacket.
“The new housekeeper,” it said.
The words were written in tiny, delicate characters, and above them was a sketch of a woman’s face. It looked
like the work of a small child—short hair, round cheeks, and a mole next to the mouth—but I knew instantly that
it was a portrait of me. I imagined the Professor hurrying to draw this likeness before the memory had vanished.
The note was proof of something, that he had interrupted his thinking for my sake.
*
Over the next few days, I introduced myself by pointing to the note on his cuff. The Professor would be silent
for a moment, comparing my face with the picture on his sleeve, trying to recall what the note had meant. At last
he would make a little huffing sound and ask me my shoe size and telephone number. But I realized that something dramatic had changed when, at the end of my first week, he came to me with a bundle of papers covered
with formulas and numbers, and asked me to send it off to the Journal of Mathematics.
“I’m terribly sorry to bother you, but …”
His tone was polite, and completely unexpected after the way he had scolded me in his study on my first day. It
was the first request he had made of me, and he was no longer “thinking,” for the moment.
“It’s no trouble at all,” I told him. I carefully copied the mysterious foreign address onto the envelope and ran
off happily to the post office.
When I returned, the Professor wasn’t thinking anymore. He was stretched out in the easy chair by the kitchen
window, and as he rested I was finally able to clean the study. I opened the windows and took his quilt and pillow
out into the garden to air. And then I ran the vacuum cleaner at full throttle. The room was cluttered and chaotic,
but comfortable.
I was not surprised to find balls of hair and moldy Popsicle sticks behind the desk, or a chicken bone resting on
top of one of his bookshelves. And yet, the room was filled by a kind of stillness. Not simply an absence of noise,
but an accumulation of layers of silence, untouched by fallen hair or mold, silence that the Profes sor left behind as
he wandered through the numbers, silence like a clear lake hidden in the depths of the forest.
But despite its relative comfort, if you had asked me whether it was an interesting room, I would have had to
say no. There was not a single object to spark the imagination, no trinkets from the Professor’s past, no
mysterious photographs or decorations that might have amused a housekeeper.
I attacked the bookshelves with the duster. Group Theory. Algebraic Number Theory. Studies in Number
Theory … Chevalley, Hamilton, Turing, Hardy, Baker … so many books and not one I wanted to read. Half of
them were in foreign languages, and I couldn’t even make out the titles on the spines. A few notebooks were
stacked on the desk, along with a scattering of pencil stubs and binder clips. How could he think at such a characterless desk? The residue from an eraser was the only evidence of the work that he had done here.
As I wiped away the dust, arranged the notebooks, and gathered up the clips, it occurred to me that a
mathematician ought to have some sort of expensive compass you couldn’t find in an ordinary stationery shop, or
an elaborate slide rule. The seat of the chair was worn down where the Professor sat.
*
“When is your birthday?”
That evening after dinner, he did not disappear immediately into his study. Though I was busy cleaning up, he
seemed to be looking for a topic of conversation.
“February twentieth.”
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“Is that so?”
The Professor had picked the carrots out of his potato salad and had left them on the plate. I cleared and wiped
the table, noticing that he still seemed to spill a great deal, even when he wasn’t thinking. It was spring, but still
chilly once the sun set, so the oil heater was burning in the corner.
“Do you send a lot of articles to magazines?” I asked.
“I wouldn’t call them ‘articles.’ They’re just puzzles for amateur mathematicians. Sometimes there’s even a
prize. Wealthy men who love mathematics put up the money.” He looked down, checking his suit in various
places, and his gaze fell on a note clipped to his left pocket.
“Oh, I see. I sent a proof to the Journal of Mathematics today.” It had been much more than eighty minutes
since I’d made my trip to the post office.
“Oh, dear!” I said. “If it’s a contest, I should have sent it express mail. If it doesn’t get there first, I suppose
you don’t get the prize.”
“No, there was no need to send it express. Of course, it’s important to arrive at the correct answer before
anyone else, but it’s just as important that the proof is elegant.”
“I had no idea a proof could be beautiful—or ugly.”
“Of course it can,” he said. Getting up from the table, he came over to the sink where I was washing the dishes
and peered at me as he continued.
“The truly correct proof is one that strikes a harmonious balance between strength and flexibility. There are
plenty of proofs that are technically correct but are messy and inelegant or counterintuitive. But it’s not something
you can put into words—explaining why a formula is beautiful is like trying to explain why the stars are
beautiful.”
I stopped washing and nodded, not wanting to interrupt the Professor’s first real attempt at conversation.
“Your birthday is February twentieth. Two twenty. Can I show you something? This was a prize I won for my
thesis on transcendent number theory when I was at college.”
He took off his wristwatch and held it up for me to see. It was a stylish foreign brand, quite out of keeping with
the Professor’s rumpled appearance.
“It’s a wonderful prize,” I said.
“But can you see the number engraved here?” The inscription on the back of the case read President’s Prize
No. 284.
“Does that mean that it was the two hundred and eighty-fourth prize awarded?”
“I suppose so, but the interesting part is the number 284 itself. Take a break from the dishes for a moment and
think about these two numbers: 220 and 284. Do they mean anything to you?”
Pulling me by my apron strings, he sat me down at the table and produced a pencil stub from his pocket. On
the back of an advertising insert, he wrote the two numbers, separated strangely on the card.
220
284
“Well, what do you make of them?”
I wiped my hands on my apron, feeling awkward, as the Professor looked at me expectantly. I wanted to
respond, but had no idea what sort of answer would please a mathematician. To me, they were just numbers.
“Well,” I stammered. “I suppose you could say they’re both three-digit numbers. And that they’re fairly similar
in size—for example, if I were in the meat section at the supermarket, there’d be very little difference between a
package of sausage that weighed 220 grams and one that weighed 284 grams. They’re so close that I would just
buy the one that was fresher. They seem pretty much the same—they’re both in the two hundreds, and they’re
both even—“
“Good!” he almost shouted, shaking the leather strap of his watch. I didn’t know what to say.
“It’s important to use your intuition. You swoop down on the numbers, like a kingfisher catching the glint of
sunlight on the fish’s fin.”
He pulled up a chair, as if wanting to be closer to the numbers. The musty paper smell from the study clung to
the Professor.
“You know what a factor is, don’t you?”
“I think so. I’m sure I learned about them at some point—”
“For 220 is divisible by 1 and by 220 itself, with nothing leftover. So 1 and 220 are factors of 220. Natural
numbers always have 1 and the number itself as factors. But what else can you divide it by?”
“By 2, and 10—”
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“Exactly! So let’s try writing out the factors of 220 and 284, excluding the numbers themselves. Like this:”
220: 1 2 4 5 10 11 20 22 44 55 110
142 71 4 2 1 : 284
The Professor’s figures, rounded and slanting slightly to one side, were surrounded by black smears where the
pencil had smudged.
“Did you figure out all the factors in your head?” I asked.
“I don’t have to calculate them—they just come to me from the same kind of intuition you used. So then, let’s
move on to the next step,” he said, adding symbols to the lists of factors.
220: 1 + 2 + 4 + 5 + 10 + 11 + 20 + 22 + 44 + 55 + 110 =
= 142 + 71 + 4 + 2 + 1 = 284
“Add them up,” he said. “Take your time. There’s no hurry.”
He handed me the pencil, and I did the calculation in the space that was left on the advertisement. His tone was
kind and full of expectation, and it didn’t seem as though he were testing me. On the contrary, he made me feel as
though I were on an important mission, that I was the only one who could lead us out of this puzzle and find the
correct answer.
I checked my calculations three times to be sure I hadn’t made a mistake. At some point, while we’d been
talking, the sun had set and night was falling. From time to time I heard water dripping from the dishes I had left
in the sink. The Professor stood close by, watching me.
“There,” I said. “I’m done.”
220: 1 + 2 + 4 + 5 + 10 + 11 + 20 + 22 + 44 + 55 + 110 = 284
220 = 142 + 71 + 4 + 2 + 1 = 284
“That’s right! The sum of the factors of 220 is 284, and the sum of the factors of 284 is 220. They’re called
‘amicable numbers,’ and they’re extremely rare. Fermat and Descartes were only able to find one pair each.
They’re linked to each other by some divine scheme, and how incredible that your birthday and this number on
my watch should be just such a pair.”
We sat staring at the advertisement for a long time. With my finger I traced the trail of numbers from the ones
the Professor had written to the ones I’d added, and they all seemed to flow together, as if we’d been connecting
up the constellations in the night sky.
2
That evening, after I’d got home and put my son to bed, I decided to look for “amicable numbers” on my own.
I wanted to see whether they were really as rare as the Professor had said, and since it was just a matter of writing
out factors and adding them up, I was sure I could do it, even though ‘'d never graduated from high school.
But I soon realized what I was up against. Following the Professor’s suggestion, I tried using my intuition to
pick likely pairs, but I had no luck. I stuck to even numbers at first, thinking the factors would be easier to find,
and I tried every pair between ten and one hundred. Then I expanded my search to odd numbers, and then to
three-digit numbers as well, still to no effect. Far from being amicable, the numbers seemed to turn their backs on
each other, and I couldn’t find a pair with even the most tenuous connection—let alone this wonderfully intimate
one.
The Professor was right: my birthday and his watch had overcome great trials and tribulations to meet each
other in the vast sea of numbers.
Soon, every inch of the paper was filled with figures. My method was logical, if a little primitive—yet I ended
up with nothing to show for all my work.
I did make one small discovery: the sum of the factors of 28 equals 28.
28: 1 + 2 + 4 + 7 + 14 = 28
Though I wasn’t sure this amounted to anything. None of the other numbers I’d tried were the sum of their
own factors, but that didn’t mean there weren’t more out there. I knew it was an exaggeration to call it a
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“discovery,” but for me it was just that. This one line of numbers stretched across the page as if pulled taut by
some mysterious intention.
As I got into bed, I finally glanced at the clock. It had been much more than eighty minutes since we’d had our
talk about amicable numbers. By now he’d have forgotten all about our secret, and he’d have no idea where the
number 220 had come from. I found it difficult to fall asleep.
*
From a housekeeper’s perspective, working for the Professor was relatively easy: a small house, no visitors or
phone calls, and only light meals for one man who had little interest in food. At other jobs, I always had to do as
much as possible in a short amount of time; but now I was delighted to have so much time to do a truly thorough
job of cleaning, washing, and cooking.
I learned to recognize when the Professor was beginning a new contest, and how to avoid disturbing him. I
polished the kitchen table to my heart’s content with a special varnish and patched the mattress on his bed. I even
invented various ways to camouflage the carrots in his dinner.
The one thing about the job that was always a little tricky was understanding how the Professor’s memory
worked. According to the old woman, he remembered nothing after 1975; but I had no idea what yesterday meant
to him or whether he could think ahead to tomorrow, or how much he suffered.
It was clear that he didn’t remember me from one day to the next. The note clipped to his sleeve simply
informed him that it was not our first meeting, but it could not bring back the memory of the time we had spent
together.
When I went out shopping, I tried to return home within an hour and twenty minutes. As befit a mathematician, the device in his brain that measured those eighty minutes was more precise than any clock. If an hour and
eighteen minutes had passed from the time I walked out the door to the time I got back, I would re ceive a friendly
welcome; but after an hour and twenty-two minutes, we were back to
“What’s your shoe size?”
I was always afraid of making some careless remark that might upset him. I nearly bit my tongue once when I
started to mention something the newspaper had said about Prime Minister Miyazawa. (For the Professor, the
prime minister was still Takeo Miki.) And I felt awful about suggesting that we get a television to watch the
summer Olympics in Barcelona. (His last Olympics were in Munich.)
Still, the Professor gave no sign that this bothered him. When the conversation veered off in a direction he
couldn’t follow, he simply waited patiently until it returned to a topic he could handle. But, for his part, he never
asked me anything about myself, how long I’d been working as a housekeeper, where I came from, or whether I
had a family. Perhaps he was afraid of bothering me by repeating the same question again and again.
The one topic we could discuss without any worry was mathematics. Not that I was enthusiastic about it at
first. In school, I had hated math so much that the mere sight of the textbook made me feel ill. But the things the
Professor taught me seemed to find their way effortlessly into my brain—not because I was an employee anxious
to please her employer but because he was a such a gifted teacher.
There was something profound in his love for math. And it helped that he forgot what he’d taught me before,
so I was free to repeat the same question until I understood. Things that most people would get the first time
around might take me five, or even ten times, but I could go on asking the Professor to explain until I finally got
it.
“The person who discovered amicable numbers must have been a genius.”
“You might say that: it was Pythagoras, in the sixth century B.C.”
“Did they have numbers that long ago?”
“Of course! Did you think they were invented in the nineteenth century? There were numbers before human
beings—before the world itself was formed.”
We talked about numbers while I worked in the kitchen. The Professor would sit at the kitchen table or relax in
the easy chair by the window, while I stirred something on the stove or washed the dishes at the sink.
“Is that so? I’d always thought that human beings invented numbers.”
“No, not at all. If that were the case, they wouldn’t be so difficult to understand and there’d be no need for
mathematicians. No one actually witnessed the first numbers come into being—when we first became aware of
them, they’d already been around for a long time.”
“And that’s why so many smart people try so hard to figure out how they work?”
“Yes, and why human beings seem so foolish and frail compared to whoever or whatever created these
numbers.” The Professor sat back in his chair and opened one of his journals.
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“Well, hunger makes you even more foolish and frail, so we need to feed that brain of yours. Dinner will be
ready in a minute.” Having finished grating some carrots to mix into his hamburger, I carefully slipped the
peelings into the garbage pail.
“By the way,” I added, “I’ve been trying to find another pair of amicable numbers besides 220 and 284, but I
haven’t had any luck.”
“The next smallest pair is 1,184 and 1,210.”
“Four digits? No wonder I didn’t find them. I even had my son help me. I found the factors, and then he added
them up.”
“You have a son?” The Professor sat up in his chair; his magazine slipped to the floor.
“Yes.”
“How old is he?”
“Ten.”
“Ten? He’s just a little boy!”
The Professor’s expression had quickly darkened, he was becoming agitated. I stopped mixing the hamburger
and waited for what I was sure was coming: a lesson on the significance of the number 10.
“And where is your son now?” he said.
“Well, let’s see. He’s home from school by now, but he’s probably given up on his homework and gone to the
park to play baseball with his friends.”
“‘Well, let’s see’! How can you be so nonchalant? It’ll be dark soon!”
I was wrong, there would be no revelations about the number 10, it seemed. In this case, 10 was the age of a
small boy, and nothing more.
“It’s all right,” I said. “He does this every day.”
“Every day! You abandon your son every day so you can come here to make hamburgers?”
“I don’t abandon him, and it’s my job to come here.” I wasn’t sure why the Professor was so concerned about
my son, but I went back to my recipe, adding some pepper and nutmeg.
“Who takes care of him when you’re not home? Does your husband come home early from work? Does his
grandmother watch him?”
“No, unfortunately there’s no husband or grandmother. It’s just the two of us.”
“So he’s at home all alone? He sits and waits for his mother in a dark house while you’re here making dinner
for a stranger? Making my dinner!”
No longer able to control himself, the Professor jumped up from his chair and began circling the table. The
notes on his body trembled as he ran his hand nervously through his hair. Dandruff sprinkled on his shoulder. I
turned off the soup just as it began to boil.
“You really don’t need to worry,” I said, trying to sound calm. “We’ve been doing this since he was much
younger. Now that he’s ten, he can manage for himself. He has the phone number here, and if he needs help, he
knows to ask the landlord downstairs—”
“No, no, no!” The Professor cut me off as he paced around the table.
“You should never leave a child alone. What if the heater fell over and started a fire? What if he choked on a
candy? Who’d be there to help? Oh! I don’t want to think about it. Go home right now! You should make dinner
for your child. Go home!”
He grabbed my arm and tried to pull me toward the door.
“I’ll go,” I said, “but I just have to make these hamburgers for you.”
“Are you going to stand there frying hamburgers while your child could be dying in a fire? Now listen to me:
beginning tomorrow you’ll bring your son along with you. He can come straight here from school. He can do his
homework, and be near his mother. And don’t think you can fool me just because I’ll forget by tomorrow.”
He pulled off the tag that read “the new housekeeper” and fished a pencil from his pocket. Under the portrait,
he added the words “and her son, ten years old.”
I left that evening—or rather, I was chased out—without having time to wash my hands, let alone clean the
kitchen properly. The Professor appeared even angrier than when I had interrupted his thinking. But his anger
seemed to hide a deep fear, and I hurried home wondering what I would do if I found the apartment in flames.
*
Any reticence or wariness I felt for the Professor vanished the moment I saw him with my son, and from that
point on I trusted him completely. As I’d promised the evening before, I gave my son a map to the house and told
him to come directly from school. It was against agency rules to bring children to the workplace, but there was no
denying the Professor.
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When my son appeared at the door the next day with his schoolbag on his back, the Professor broke into a
wide grin and opened his arms to embrace him. I didn’t even have time to point at the line he’d added to his note
—“and her son, ten years old.” As a mother, it was a joy to see someone so completely embrace my child, and I
felt a slight twinge of jealousy that my welcome from the Professor was always much more reserved.
“I’m so glad you’ve come!” he said, without any of the questions he asked me every morning. Bewildered by
the unexpected greeting, my son stiffened, but managed a polite answer. The Professor took off my son’s Hanshin
Tigers baseball cap and rubbed his head. Then he gave him the nickname before he’d even learned his real one.
“I’m going to call you Root,” he said. “The square root sign is a generous symbol, it gives shelter to all the
numbers.” And he quickly took off the note on his sleeve and made the addition:
“The new housekeeper and her son, ten years old.”
*
At first I made us name tags, thinking that if the Professor weren’t the only one with notes clipped to him he
might feel less anxious. I told my son to change his school name tag for one I made that read “T.”
The experiment proved less successful than I'd hoped. No matter how much time passed, I was always the
young woman who made painfully slow progress with numbers, and my son would be the boy who simply
appeared, and was embraced.
My son soon grew accustomed to the Professor’s enthusiastic greeting and even came to enjoy it. He would
take off his cap at the door and present the flat top of his head, as if to show how proud he was to be worthy of the
name Root. And for his part, the Professor never missed his cue, he mentioned the square root whenever he met
my son.
My contract stipulated that I would make dinner for him at six o’clock and leave at seven after finishing the
dishes; but the Professor began objecting to this schedule as soon as my son arrived on the scene.
“I won’t stand for it! If you have to finish here and then make another meal once you get home, Root won’t get
his dinner until eight o’clock. That just won’t do. It’s inefficient; it’s illogical. Children should be in bed by eight
o’clock. You can’t deprive a child of his sleep—that’s when he does his growing.”
For a mathematician, his argument wasn’t very scientific, but I decided to ask the director of the agency if it
would be possible to deduct the cost of our dinner from my salary.
The Professor had never before thanked me for my efforts in the kitchen, but his attitude changed when the
three of us sat down to dinner together for the first time. His manners were exemplary. He sat up very straight and
ate quietly, without spilling so much as a drop of his soup on the table or his napkin—all of which seemed odd,
given how terrible his manners had been when it was just the two of us.
“What’s the name of your school?” he asked.
“Is your teacher nice?”
“How was lunch today?”
“What do you want to be when you grow up?”
As he squeezed lemon on his chicken or picked out the carrots from his soup, the Professor would ask Root
one question after another, without hesitating, even when the question concerned the past or the future. He was
determined to make our dinner hour as peaceful and pleasant as possible. Though Root’s answers to his questions
were mostly perfunctory, the Professor listened attentively, and it was thanks to his efforts that we ate together
without drifting into any awkward silences.
He was not simply humoring a child. Whenever Root would put his elbows on the table or clatter his dishes or
commit any other breach of etiquette (all things the Professor had done himself at his earlier solitary meals), the
Professor would gently correct him.
“You have to eat more,” he said one evening. “A child’s job is to grow.”
“I’m the shortest one in my class,” said Root.
‘Don’t let that bother you. You’re storing up energy, pretty soon you’ll have a growth spurt. One of these days,
you’re going to feel your bones begin to stretch out and grow.”
“Did that happen to you?” Root wanted to know.
“No, unfortunately, in my case, all that energy was wasted on other things.”
“What other things?”
“On my friends. I had some very close friends, but as it turned out they weren’t the sort you could play
baseball or kick-the-can with. In fact, playing with them didn’t involve moving at all.”
“Were your friends sick?”
“Just the opposite. They were big and strong as a rock. But since they lived in my head, I could only play with
them there. So I ended up growing a strong brain instead of a strong body.”
“I see,” said Root. “Your friends were numbers. My mom says you’re a great math teacher.”
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“You’re a bright boy. Very bright. That’s correct, numbers were my only friends. … But that’s why you need to
get lots of exercise while you’re young. Do you understand? And you have to eat everything on your plate, even
the things you don’t like. And if you’re still hungry, you can have anything on my plate, too.”
“Thanks!”
Root had never enjoyed dinner as much as he did when we ate with the Professor. He answered the Professor’s
questions and let him fill his plate to overflowing, and whenever he could, he looked curiously around the room or
stole a glance at the notes on the Professor’s suit.
*
Root was a child who had rarely been embraced. When I first saw him in the hospital nursery, I felt something
closer to fear than to joy. His eyelids and earlobes and even his feet were still swollen and damp from the
amniotic fluid. His eyes were half-closed, but he didn’t seem to be asleep. His tiny arms and legs, protruding
awkwardly from the oversized gown, flailed from time to time as if in protest at having been left here by mistake.
I was eighteen, ignorant, and alone. My cheeks were sunken from morning sickness that had continued right up
to the moment I lay down on the delivery table. My hair stank with sweat, and my pajamas were still stained
where my water had broken.
There were fifteen babies in the nursery and he was the only one awake. It was before dawn and the halls were
empty except for the women at the nurse’s station. His fists had been clenched tight, but at that moment he opened
them, and then awkwardly bent them closed again. The small fingernails were dark and dis colored with traces of
what I assumed was my blood.
“Excuse me,” I called, staggering down to the nurse’s station. “I’d like to cut my baby’s fingernails. He seems
to be moving his hands a lot and I’m afraid he’ll scratch himself.”
Perhaps I was trying to convince myself that I was a good mother.
*
From the time of my earliest memories, I had no father. My mother had fallen in love with a man she could
never marry, and she had raised me by herself. She worked at a reception hall that people hired for weddings. She
had started out helping wherever she was needed—bookkeeping, dressing the wedding parties, flower arranging,
table coordination—and ended up managing the whole place.
She was a strong woman who hated nothing more than having people think of her daughter as poor and
fatherless. Though we were, in fact, poor, she did her best to make us look and feel rich. She asked the women
who worked in the dressmaking department to give us scraps of material from which she made all my clothes. She
arranged for the organist at the hall to give me piano lessons at a discount. And she brought home the leftover
flowers and made pretty arrangements for the apartment.
I suppose I became a housekeeper because I kept house for my mother from the time I was a small child. When
I was barely two and not quite potty trained, I would wash out my own panties if I had an accident; and before I
was even in elementary school, I was using the knives in the kitchen and cutting up the ingredients to make fried
rice. By the time I was ten, I not only took care of the whole apartment, but I was even paying the electric bill and
attending meetings of the neighborhood association in my mother’s place.
My mother never said a word against my father and always insisted he was a fine man and terribly handsome.
He managed a restaurant somewhere, but the specifics were always kept from me. I was given to understand,
however, that he was tall, fluent in English, and a connoisseur of opera.
The image I have of my father is that of a statue in a museum. No matter how close I come to him, I can’t get
his attention, he continues to stare off into the distance without looking down, and he never reaches out his hand
to me.
It wasn’t until I entered adolescence that it occurred to me how odd it was that the wonderful man my mother
described had abandoned us and had never offered even the least bit of economic support. But by that time I had
no interest in learning more about him, and I accepted the role of silent accomplice when it came to my mother’s
illusions.
It was my pregnancy that utterly destroyed those illusions, along with the others she’d carefully stitched
together from fabric scraps, piano lessons, and leftover flowers. It happened not long after I’d started my junior
year of high school.
The boy was someone I’d met at my after-school job, a college student majoring in electrical engineering. He
was a quiet and cultured young man, but he lacked the decency to take responsibility for what had happened. The
mysterious knowledge of electricity that had attracted me to him in the first place proved useless, and he became
just another careless man who vanished from my world.
Once my pregnancy became obvious, there was nothing I could do to appease my mother’s anger, even though
we now shared the experience of giving birth to a fatherless child. It was a melodra matic sort of anger. Her
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feelings seemed to block out my own. I left home in the twenty-second week of my pregnancy and I lost all
contact with her.
When I brought my baby home from the hospital, it was to public housing that had been set up for single
mothers, and the only person who welcomed us was the woman who served as matron for the institution. I folded
up the one picture I had saved of the baby’s father and stuffed it into the little wooden box they had given me at
the hospital to hold the umbilical cord.
As soon as I’d managed to get the baby into a day care center, I went straight to the Akebono Housekeeping
Agency and arranged for an interview. It was the only job I could think of that matched my limited skills.
Shortly before Root entered elementary school, my mother and I reconciled: a fancy backpack arrived in the
mail for him. This happened at the same time that I had left the single mothers’ home and set up house for
ourselves. My mother was still managing the wedding hall.
But just as our troubles seemed to be over and I’d begun to see how comforting it could be to have a grand mother for my child, my mother suddenly died of a brain hemorrhage—which may be why I was even happier
than Root himself when I saw the Professor hug him.
*
The three of us soon fell into a pleasant routine. There was no change in my schedule or workload, other than
making more food for dinner. Fridays were the busiest, as I had to prepare food for the weekend and store it away
in the freezer. I would make meat loaf and mashed potatoes, or poached fish and vegetables, and ex plain repeatedly what went with what and how to defrost the food, although the Professor never quite figured out how to use
the microwave.
Nevertheless, when I arrived on Monday morning, all the food I’d prepared was gone. The meat loaf and fish
had somehow been thawed and eaten, and the dirty dishes had been washed and put away in the cupboard. I was
sure that the old woman took care of the Professor when I wasn’t there, but as long as I was around, she never
made an appearance. I had no idea why she had placed such a firm restriction on communication between her
house and the Professor’s, but I decided that my next challenge was to figure out how to get to know her.
The Professor’s problems, on the other hand, were all mathematical. He never seemed particularly proud of his
accomplishments, even when he had spent a long time solving an equation that had won both the prize money and
my praise.
“It was just a little puzzle,” he would say, “a game”; and his tone sounded more sad than modest.
“The person who made the problem already knew the answer. Solving a problem for which you know there’s
an answer is like climbing a mountain with a guide, along a trail someone else has laid. In mathematics, the truth
is somewhere out there in a place no one knows, beyond all the beaten paths. And it’s not always at the top of the
mountain. It might be in a crack on the smoothest cliff or somewhere deep in the valley.”
In the afternoon, when he heard Root’s voice at the door, the Professor came out of his study, no matter how
absorbed he was in his work. Though he had always hated to have his “thinking” interrupted, he now seemed
more than willing to give it up for my son.
Most days, however, Root simply delivered his backpack and went off to the park to play baseball with his
friends, and the Professor would retreat dejectedly to his study.
So the Professor seemed particularly cheerful when the weather turned rainy and he was able to help Root with
his math homework.
“I think I’m a little smarter when I’m in the Professor’s office,” Root told me.
There were no bookshelves in the little apartment where we lived, so the Professor’s study, with its stacks of
volumes lining the walls, seemed magical to him. The Professor would sweep aside the notebooks and clips and
eraser shavings on his desk to make space for Root, and then he would open the textbook.
How is it possible for a professor of advanced mathematics to teach a child in elementary school? The
Professor was especially gifted, he had the most wonderful way of teaching fractions and ratios and volume, and
it occurred to me that all parents should be giving this kind of help to their children.
Whether it was a word problem or just a simple calculation, the Professor made Root read it aloud first:
“353 x 840 = …”; “6239 + 23 = …”; “4.62 + 2.74 = …”; “5⅜ - 3⅛ = …”
“A problem has a rhythm of its own, just like a piece of music,” the Professor said. “Once you get the rhythm,
you get the sense of the problem as a whole, and you can see where the traps might be waiting.” And so Root read
in a loud, clear voice:
“I bought two handkerchiefs and two pairs of socks for ¥380. Two handkerchiefs and five pairs of socks cost
¥710. How much did each handkerchief and each pair of socks cost?”
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“So, where do we start?” asked the Professor.
“Well, it seems pretty hard.”
“You’re right. This is the trickiest one in your homework today, but you read it well. The problem consists of
three sentences. The handkerchiefs and socks appear three times each, and you had the rhythm just right: so many
handkerchiefs … so many socks … so many yen; handkerchiefs … socks … yen. You made a boring problem
sound just like a poem.”
The Professor was unstinting with his praise for Root. He never seemed to lose patience when time passed and
they were making little progress; and like a miner sifting a speck of gold from the muddy river bottom, he always
found some small virtue to compliment, even when Root was stuck.
“Well then, suppose we draw a picture of this little shopping trip. First, there are two handkerchiefs; then two
pairs of socks—”
“Those aren’t socks!” Root interrupted. “They look more like overweight caterpillars. Let me draw them.”
“I see what you mean. That does look more like a caterpillar.”
“He bought the same number of handkerchiefs the second time but more socks. Five pairs is a lot to draw.
Mine are starting to look like caterpillars, too.”
“No, they’re fine. And you’re right, only the number of socks increases, along with the price. Why don’t we
check to see how much the price went up?"
“So, you’d subtract ¥380 from ¥710 …”
“Always show your work, and do it neatly.”
“I usually just scribble on the back of scrap paper.”
“But every formula and every number has meaning, and you should treat them accordingly, don’t you think?”
*
I was sitting on the bed, doing some mending. Whenever they started Root’s homework, I tried to find
something to do in the study in order to be near them. I would iron the Professor’s shirts, or work on a stain in the
rug, or snip string beans for supper.
If I was working in the kitchen and heard their laughter drift in from the other room, I felt terribly excluded—
and I suppose I wanted to be there when anyone was showing kindness to my son.
The sound of the rain seemed louder in the study, as if the sky were actually lower there. The room was
completely private, thanks to the lush greenery that grew up around the house, and there was no need to close the
curtains even after dark. Their reflections appeared dimly in windowpanes, and on rainy days the musty smell in
the study was stronger than usual.
“That’s right! Then it’s just a matter of simple division and you’ve got it.”
“So, you get the price of the socks first: ¥110.”
“Okay, but you’ve got to be careful now. The handkerchiefs seem innocent, but they may turn out to be tricky.”
“Right. But it’s easier to do the sums when the numbers are small.”
The desk was a bit too high, and Root was forced to sit up very straight as he leaned over his problem, a wellchewed pencil clutched tightly in his hand. The Professor sat back, legs crossed and looking relaxed, and his hand
drifted to his unshaven chin from time to time as he watched Root work. He was no longer a frail old man, nor a
scholar lost in his thoughts, but the rightful protector of a child. Their profiles seemed to come together,
superimposed on one another, forming a single line. The gentle patter of the rain was punctuated by the scratching
of pencil on paper.
“Can I write out the equations separately like this? Our teacher gets mad if we don’t combine them all into one
big formula.”
“If you’re doing them carefully and correctly, he has no reason to get mad.”
“Okay, let’s see … 110 times 2 is 220. Subtract that from 380 … that’s 160 … 160 divided by 2 … is 80.
That’s it. One handkerchief costs ¥80.”
“That’s right! Well done!”
As the Professor rubbed Root’s head, Root glanced up into his face, not wanting to miss the look of approval
and pleasure.
“I’d like to give you a problem myself,” said the Professor. “Would you mind?”
“What?”
“No long faces now. Since we’re studying together, I feel like playing the teacher and giving you homework.”
“That’s not fair,” said Root.
“It’s just one little problem. All right? Here it is: What is the sum of all the numbers from 1 to 10?”
“Okay, I’ll let you give me homework if you’ll do something for me. I want you to get the radio fixed.”
“The radio?”
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“That’s right. I want to listen to the ball games. You don’t have a TV and the radio’s broken. And we’re coming
down to the pennant race.”
“Oh, I see … baseball.” The Professor let out a long, slow breath, his hand still resting on Root’s head.
“What team do you like?” he asked at last.
“Can’t you tell from my hat?” Root said, picking up the cap he’d left with his backpack and pulling it over his
head. “The Tigers!”
“The Tigers? Is that right? The Tigers,” the Professor murmured. “Enatsu! Yutaka Enatsu, best pitcher of all
time.”
“Yes! Good thing you don’t like the Giants. Okay, we’ve got to get the radio fixed,” Root insisted.
The Professor seemed to be muttering something to himself, but I closed the lid of the sewing box and stood
up to announce it was time for dinner. …
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Once, just once, I met the most incredible person on the train. That was a while ago, but I still remember it
vividly.
At the time, I was twenty-eight years old, and had been married to Arsuko for about one month.
I had spent the evening downing whisky at a bar with my buddies and was totally smashed by the time I got on
the train to head home. For some reason, when I heard them announce my stop, I stayed put, frozen in my seat.
It was very late, and I looked around and saw that there were only three other passengers in the car. I wasn’t so
far gone that I didn’t realize what I’d done. I had stayed on the train because I didn’t really feel like going home.
In my drunken haze, I watched as the familiar platform of my station drew near. The train slowed down, and
came to a stop. As the doors slid open, I could feel a blast of cool night air rush into the car, and then the doors
again closed so firmly that I thought they had been sealed for all eternity. The train started to move, and I could
see the neon signs of my neighborhood stores flash by outside the train window. I sat quietly and watched them
fade into the distance.
A few stations later, the man got on. He looked like an old homeless guy, with ragged clothes, long, matted
hair, and a beard—plus he smelled really strange. As if on cue, the other three passengers stood up and moved to
neighboring cars, but I missed my chance to escape, and instead stayed where I was, seated right in the middle of
the car. I didn’t have a problem with the guy anyway ,and even felt a trace of contempt for the other passengers,
who had been so obvious about avoiding him.
Oddly enough, the old man came and sat right next to; me. I held my breath and resisted the urge to look in his
direction. I could see our reflection in the window facing us: the image of two men sitting side by side
superimposed over the dazzling city lights and the dark of the night. I almost felt like laughing when I saw how
anxious I looked there in the window.
“I suppose there’s some good reason why you don’t want to go home,” the man announced in a loud, scratchy
voice.
At first, I didn’t realize that he was talking to me, maybe because I was feeling so oppressed by the stench
emanating from his body. I closed my eyes and pretended to be asleep, and then I heard him whisper, directly into
my left year, “Would you like to tell me why you’re feeling so reluctant about going home?”
There was no longer any mystery about whom he was addressing, so I screwed my eyes shut even more firmly.
The rhythmical sound of the train’s wheels clicking along the tracks filled my ears.
“I wonder if you’ll change your mind when you see me like this,” he said.
Or I thought that’s what he said, but the voice changed radically, and zipped up into a much higher pitch, as if
someone had fast-forwarded a tape. This sent my head reeling, and everything around me seemed to rush into a
different space, as the stench of the man’s body disappeared, only to be replaced by the light, floral scent of
perfume. My eyes still closed, I recognized a range of new smells: the warm fragrance of a woman’s skin,
mingled with fresh summer blossoms.
I couldn’t resist; I had to take a look. Slowly, slowly, I opened my eyes, and what I saw almost gave me a heart
attack. Inexplicably, there was a woman seated where the homeless guy had been, and the man was nowhere to be
seen.
Frantic, I looked around to see if anyone else had witnessed this amazing transformation, but the passengers in
the neighboring cars seemed miles away, in a totally different space, separated by a transparent wall, all looking
just as tired as they had moments before, indifferent to my surprise. I glanced over at the woman again, and
wondered what exactly had happened. She sat primly beside me, staring straight ahead.
I couldn’t even tell what country she was from. She had long brown hair, gray eyes, gorgeous legs, and wore a
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black dress and black patent-leather heels. I definitely knew that face from somewhere—like maybe she was my
favorite actress, or my first girlfriend, or a cousin, or my mother, or an older woman I’d lusted after—her face
looked very familiar. And she wore a corsage of fresh flowers, right over her ample breasts.
I bet she’s on her way home from a party, I thought, but then it occurred to me again that the old guy had
disappeared. Where had he gone, anyway?
“You still don’t feel like going home, do you?” she said, so sweetly that I could almost smell it. I tried
convincing myself that this was nothing more than a drunken nightmare. That’s what it was, an ugly-duckling
dream, a transformation from bum to beauty. I didn’t understand what was happening, but I knew what I saw.
“I certainly don’t, with you by my side.”
I was surprised at my own boldness. I had let here know exactly what I had on my mind. Even though the train
had pulled in to another station and people were straggling on to the neighboring cars, not one single person
boarded ours. No one so much as glanced our way, probably because they were too tired and preoccupied. I
wondered if they wanted to keep riding and riding, as I did.
“You’re a strange one,” the woman said to me.
“Don’t jump to conclusions,” I replied.
“Why not?”
She looked me straight in the eye. The flowers on her breast trembled. She had incredibly thick eyelashes, and
big, round eyes, deep and distant, which reminded me of the ceiling of the first planetarium I ever saw as a child:
an entire universe enclosed in a small space.
*
“A minute ago, you were a filthy old bum.”
“But even when I look like this, I’m pretty scary, aren’t I?” she said. “Tell me about your wife.”
“She’s petite.”
I felt as if I were watching myself from far away. What are you doing, talking to a stranger on a train? What is
this, true confessions?
“She’s short, and slender, and has long hair. And her eyes are real narrow, so she looks like she’s smiling, even
when she’s angry.”
Then I’m sure she asked me, “What does she do when you get home at night?”
“She comes down to meet me with a nice smile, as if she were on a divine mission. She’ll have a vase of
flowers on the table, or some sweets, and the television is usually on. I can tell that she’s been knitting. She never
forgets to put a fresh bowl of rice on the family altar every day. When I wake up on Sunday mornings, she’ll be
doing laundry, or vacuuming, or chatting with the lady next door. Every day, she puts out food for the
neighborhood cats, and she cries when she watches mushy TV shows.
“let’s see, what else can I tell you about Atsuko? She sings in the bath, and she talks to her stuffed animals
when she’s dusting them. On the phone with her friends, she laughs hard at anything they say, and, if it’s one of
her old pals from high school, they’ll go on for hours. Thanks to Atsuko’s ways, we have a happy home. In fact,
sometimes it’s so much fun at home that it makes me want to puke.”
After this grand speech of mine, she turned and nodded compassionately.
“I can picture it,” she said.
I replied. “How could you? What do you know about these things?” at which she smiled broadly. Her smile
was nothing like Atsuko’s, but still it seemed awfully familiar to me. At that moment, a childhood memory flitted
through my head: I’m walking to school with a friend, and we’re still just little kids, so we’re wearing the kind of
school uniforms with shorts, instead of long pants. It’s the dead of winter, and our legs are absolutely freezing,
and we look at each other, about to complaining about the cold, but then we just start laughing instead, because
we both know that griping isn’t going to make us any warmer. Scenes like that—smiles of mutual understanding
—kept flashing through my mind, and I actually started having a good time on my little train bench.
Then I heard her saying, “How long have you been down here in Tokyo?”
Here question struck me as terribly odd. Why had she said it like that, “down here in Tokyo?”
I asked her, “Hey, are you speaking Japanese? What language are you using?”
She nodded again, and replied, “It’s not any language from any one country. They’re just words that only you
and I can understand. You know, like words you only use with certain people, like with your wife, or an old
girlfriend, or your dad, or a friend. You know what I mean, a special type of language that only you and they can
comprehend.”
“But what is more than two people are talking to one another?”
“Then there’ll be a language that just the three of you can understand, and the words will change again if
another person joins the conversation. I’ve been watching this city long enough to know that it’s full of people
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like you, who left their hometowns and came here by themselves. When I meet people who are transplants from
other places, I know that I have to use the language of people who never feel quite at home in this big city. Did
you know that people who’ve lived all their lives Tokyo can’t understand that special language? If I run into an
older woman who lives alone, and seems reserved, I speak to her in the language of solitude. For men who are out
whoring, I use the language of lust. Does that make sense to you?”
“I guess so, but what if the old lady, the horny guy, you, and I all tried to have a conversation?”
“You don’t miss anything, do you? If that were to happen, then the four of us would find the threads that tie us
together, a common register just for us.”
“I get the idea.”
“To get back to my original question, how long have you been in Tokyo?”
“I came here when I was eighteen, right after my mother died, and I’ve been here ever since.”
“And your life with Atsuko, how’s it been?”
“Well, actually, sometimes I feel like we live in totally different worlds, especially when she goes on and on
about the minutiae of our daily lives, anything and everything, and a lot of it’s meaningless to me. I mean, what’s
the big deal? Sometimes I feel like I’m living with the quintessential housewife. I mean, all she talks about is our
home.”
A cluster of sharply delineated images floated in my mind: the sound of my mother’s slippers pattering by my
bed when I was very young, the trembling shoulders of my little cousin, who sat sobbing after her favorite cat
died. I felt connected to them, despite their otherness, and found solace in the thought of their physical proximity.
“That’s how it feels?”
“And how about you? Where are you headed?” I asked.
“Oh, I just ride around and observe. To me, trains are like a straight line with no end, so I just go on and on,
you know. I’m sure that most people think of trains as safe little boxes that transport them back and forth between
their homes and offices. They’ve got their commuter passes, and they get on and get off each day, but not me.
That’s how you think of trains, right?”
“As a safe box that takes me where I need to go, and then home?” I said. “Sure I do, or I’d be to scared to get
on the train in the morning—I’d never know where I’d end up.”
She nodded, and said, “Of course, and I’m not saying that you should feel the way I do. If you—or anyone on
this train, for that matter—thought of life as a kind of train, instead of worrying only about your usual
destinations, you’d be surprised how far you could go, just with the money you have in your wallet right now.”
“I’m sure you’re right.”
“That’s the kind of thing I have on my mind when I’m on the train.”
“I wish I had that kind of time on my hands.”
“As long as you’re on this train, you’re sharing the same space with lots of different people. Some people
spend the time reading, others look at the ads, and still others listen to music. I myself contemplate the potential of
the train itself.”
But I still don’t understand what this transformation’s all about.”
“I decided to do it because you didn’t get off at your usual station and I wanted to find out why. What better
way to catch your eye?”
My head was swimming. Who was this being, anyway? What were we talking about? Our train kept stopping
and starting, slipping through the black of the night. And there I was, surrounded by the darkness, being carried
farther and farther from my home.
This being sitting next to me felt somehow familiar, like the scent of a place, before I was born, where all the
primal emotions, love and hate, blended in the air. I also could sense that I would be in danger if I got too close.
Deep inside, I felt timid, even scared, not about my own drunkenness or fear that my mind was playing tricks on
me, but the more basic sensation of encountering something much larger than myself, and feeling immeasurably
small and insignificant by comparison. Like a wild animal would when confronted by a larger beast, I felt the urge
to flee for my life.
*
In my stupor, I could hear her saying, “You never have to go back to that station again, if you don’t want to.
That’s one option.”
I guess she’s right, I thought, but continued to sit thee in silence. Rocked by the motion of the train and soothed
by the rhythm of the wheels below, I closed my eyes and pondered the situation. I tried to imagine the station near
my house and how it looked when I came home in the late afternoon. I recalled the masses of red and yellow
flowers whose names I didn’t know out of the plaza in front of the station. The bookstore across the way was
always packed with people flipping through paperbacks and magazines. All I could ever see was their backs—at
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lease, when I walked past from the direction of the station.
The delicious smell of soup wafted from the Chinese restaurant, and people lined up in front of the bakery,
waiting to buy the special cakes they make there. A group of high-school girls in their uniforms talk loudly and
giggle as they walk ever so slowly across the plaza. It’s weird that they’re moving at such a leisurely pace. A burst
of laughter rises from the group, and some teenage boys tense up as they walk past. One of the boys, though,
doesn’t even seem to notice the girls, and walks on calmly. He’s a nice-looking guy, and I’d guess that he’s
popular with the girls. A perfectly made-up secretary passes by, yawning as she walks. She isn’t carrying
anything, so I imagine that she’s o the way back to the office from an errand. I can tell that she doesn’t want to go
back to work; the weather’s too nice for that. Business man gulping down some vitamin beverage by the kiosk,
other people waiting for friends. Some of them are reading paperbacks, others are people watching as they wait.
One finally catches sight of the friend she’s been waiting for and runs to greet him. The elderly lady who walks
slowly into my field of vision; the line of yellow and green and white taxis at the taxi stand that roar away from
the station, one after another the solid, weathered buildings nearby and the areas flanking the broad avenue.
And when I began to wonder what would happen if I never went back to that station, the whole image in my
mind took on the quality of a haunting scene from an old movie, one fraught with meaning. All the living beings
there suddenly became objects of my affection. Some day when I die, and only my soul exists, and my spirit
comes home on a summer evening during the Bon Buddhist festival, that’s probably what the world will look like
to me.
And then Atsuko appears, walking slowly towards the station in the summer heat. She has he hair pulled back
in a tight bun, even though I’ve told her that it makes her look dowdy. Her eyelids are so heavy that I wonder
whether she can actually see anything, plus she’s squinting now because of the glaring sun and her eyes have
narrowed down to practically nothing. She’s carrying a big bag instead of a shopping basket. She looks hungrily
at the stuffed waffles in the little stall by the station, and even pauses for a moment as if she were going to stop
and buy one, but then she changes her mind and walks into the drugstore instead. She stands for a long while in
front of the shampoo section.
Come on, Atsuko, they’re all the same. Just pick one. You look so serious! Shampoo is not something worth
wasting time on. But she can’t decide and keeps standing there, until a man rushing through the store bumps into
her. Atsuko stumbles and then says she’s sorry to the man. He bumped into you! You’re not the one who should
apologize. You should be as hard on him as you are on me.
Finally, Atsuko finds the perfect shampoo, and she takes it up to the cash register, where she starts chatting
with the cashier. She’s smiling sweetly. She leaves the store, a slender figure of a woman, becoming a mere black
line as she recedes into the distance. A tiny black line. But I can tell that she’s walking lightly, though slowly, and
drinking in the air of this small town.
Our house is Atsuko’s universe, and she fills it with small objects, all of her own choosing. She picks each of
them as carefully as she did that bottle of shampoo. And then Atsuko comes to be someone who is neither a
mother nor a wife, but an entirely different being.
For me, the beautiful, all-encompassing web spun by this creature is at once so polluted yet so pure that I feel
compelled to grab on to it. I am terrified by it but find myself unable to hide from it. At some point I have been
caught up in the magical power she has.
“That’s the way it is when you first get married.” Her words brought me back to my senses. “It’s scary to think
of the day when you’ll move beyond the honeymoon stage.”
“Yeah, but there’s no point dwelling on it now. I’m still young. Thinking about it just makes me nervous. I’m
going home. I’ll get off at the next station. At least I’ve sobered up a bit.”
“I had a good time,” she said.
“Me too,” I replied, nodding.
The train sped forward, unstoppable, like the grains of sand in an hourglass timing some precious event. A
voice came booming out of the loudspeaker, announcing the next stop. We both sat there, not saying a word. It
was hard for me to leave her. I felt as if we’d been together a very long time.
I t seemed as if we had toured Tokyo from every possible angle, visiting each building, observing every
person, and every situation. It was the incredible sensation of encountering a life force that enveloped everything,
including the station near my house, the slight feeling of alienation I feel towards my marriage and work and life
in general, and Atsuko’s lovely profile. This town breathes in all the universes that people in this city have in their
heads.
Intending to say a few more words, I turned in her direction, only to find the dirty bum sleeping peacefully by
my side. Our conversation had come to an end. The train sailed into the station, slowly, quietly, like a ship. I heard
the door slide open, and I stood up.
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Incredible man, farewell.
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1

Welcome to peaceful land of ease
And sleep in depression also tonight
2
Cherry blossoms breezes from the window as always
Slowly slowly slowly slowly flutter in the air
Losing my consciousness also today
Everything reminds me of nothing
Taking my hands Holding them tight
Tears fell down upon your hands
Who are you?
Melting into tears without stopping Your eyes were telling me
familiar scent was carried off by breeze of a spring
Maybe I’m going to pass away alone in this room
The flower nobody can find but, you………
Flowers rush into falling swung by the wind White sickroom blown by the wind
*
I remembered my precious one at last
Am I going to become ash and return into sand tomorrow?
Cherry blossoms outside the window I want to sleep under that cherry tree at the end
From now on I’m going to remember you swung by the wind with cherry blossoms
Slowly slowly slowly slowly flutter in the air
3
With a smile in the face With tears running A knife on the wrist
The voice I believed A lie giggles Morbid victim
Looking at and crying Red Liquid Running through the vessel
Unable to cut off even this life Morbid victim
Let this wound be deeper deeper deeper colouring this white room red
The victim has no tongue
No lights Closed One morning of twelve-year-old
I tend to be A vegetarian Kitten tend to be rare
Father Mother Let this wound be deeper deeper deeper colouring red
Bound In a crowd Feeling isolation Could do nothing
Tomorrow will not Come again Night of sixteen-year-old
Afraid of the night The night is cold A crowd of night Drowned in the night
Tomorrow will not Come again Spring of sixteen-year-old
Be quiet Close eyes Thinking about the face of Mother and Father
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Even how many times I laugh I cry ever comes back
Good-bye to the cold night of tears dried-up Slashing the wrist
Tomorrow will not Come again Spring of sixteen-yeas-old
4
Say the last goodbye to The feelings that Begun sinking
Crying, not being able to hear Son’s voice Even the buzzing in the ears
Getting angry at the Scar Branded on the eyes
Crying, not being able to smile anymore, the Son closed his eyes
*
The victim has no voice
Carried away from the ward The eyes will not open
Can you hear me? The love that never reaches
The scar that can not bear is so deep Go fall cherry blossoms, Spring is too short
You were smiling Until yesterday Lily by the window is withering up
Tomorrow will not Come again Night of sixteen-year-old
Whether you cry or smile Lily by the window is withering up
Tomorrow will not Come again Spring of sixteen-year-old
Holding the son who was cremated The dream which has become so different, is withering up
Being unable to bear under the cherry blossoms Blooming at KAMO river
It will bloom more beautiful next year Bloom in much more full blossom
Being unable to bear night of seventeen-year-old Blooming at KAMO river
5
“darkness is a darkness inside dark dark mind
Eye is an eye that looks bitter bitter reality
Sense is a sense that feels non-love by own body
Treachery Is a treachery of outer and inner mind”
Weakness is a weakness toward oneself that everybody has
A boy sense them from someone keep them in mind
Living everyday hurting someone and also be hurt
All the things I have lost because of the love
6
Wall of understanding is not necessary Because it has very beautiful garden there
If there are any freedom Bury them water them and let them hear the song everyday
Rubbish heap ear hang from a dead tree
Dear mantis Dear mantis let’s copulate with hung me
Red silk and double bed
A sigh of a female and a breath of an ovum
I am looking up the never ending golden sky
A life spurting out with smile on it’s face
Bless the human being that can not still realize that this is a liberation…
I stepped on the leftovers of the female
I hang the leftover body from a dead tree and shout to the sky
“I am the god”
7
If you are tired of walking you can rest
This is the city of ease and compromise
Fantasy filled with liquor and foods
It has already become a dark garden after you notice
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This small kid is also in the closet
Nobody will help
Also today I can hear you scream
Just as same as your complaint you told me very night
Just a sound
I just shut up and pretend not to see
8
nobody but me
not for anybody else
nobody else’s way
nobody else’s dream
9
When I cried over the fact that I was getting closer to them, which I didn’t want to become
Something dropped inside without a sound…
Love which I did not wanted to know
Because if I did not know the love, there will be no pain either
10
Darkness of the heart
confronting millions of audience
hanging down
The fact that I almost cannot stand
The fact scarlet spatter on black
Accept
Tomorrow…
My good bye
My waving hands ain’t crying
11
Is that your dream to talk about love in romantic mood?
Does it feel good to dream covered all over with big-name brands?
Are you happy when you are talking a meaningful thing but nobody is really listening?
Can you see things that you really need?
Does escape from a reality save everything?
Is it really necessary to believe someone?
Do you feel the truth used for good?
Does your kids love such you?
How many People exist? who cry from their heart when you are gone
The one who has courage always are justice?
Is there no wall that can not be overcome?
Does love really save earth?
What is, to live for parents, to live for kids?
I do not know because I am what you call, stupid
Human being just exists, Nothing more
12
Live smart
Tend to be autistic boys and girls-in front of the Duet Building-mass suicide-club
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13
I deleted him last night
At a lonely sun set park too far away from the word dramatic, after the rain
Also today, the ain ask me You have nothing to protect
It makes me laugh because I do not care He who was soaked to the skin, is also laughing
December ornament Childish ornament
The city infected so quickly looking like colourful drug
A brainwashed disabled country which do not recognize that they are already swallowed up by
England
250km, kill the merry prostitute in full throttle
This is my educational guidance
Free choice?
Stupid couples which do not recognize that the choice itself is already not free
If you are vaguely just living
I will sing in the name of an iron hammer of judgement
Shouting a lullaby from beginning to the end
Everybody is happy if we could kill each other in the name of Maria
Also today the spacious sky is grey
Water-logged sand castle
Now just a dirt castle
So starved for love…I am
I will sleep tomorrow before he wakes up
Which is more worn out?
My precious castle is so called days of youthfulness
14
Sex orgy with a keen knife
You dream tonight, too
Dream in a suite with a pool
Your mommy is floating, too
The mouth wetted by the yogurt
Rewinding the second hand of removing stitches
You should kill the words sometime
The voice if longing is gasping
Restriction anniversary party goes on everyday
Your daddy is at the other side of the TV
bird little bird, you have no freedom
15
I am a caterpillar
I am eating green words that I do not even want to eat
And that every single day
Nobody would notice
The dreams will die as you keep on eating dirty feed
And becomes a russet-coloured huge moth, someone said long time ago
But I did not believe
Because I still have a dream
I am holding it carefully and carefully with both of my hands and sleeping with, every night
Sliced skin between the fingernails and the noise of an ear chopped off
Just a tiny moment in the afternoon to meet myself
I do not feel empty
Because I do not want to forget
What coloured butterfly am I right now?
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I hope I look like a beautiful butterfly as you do
I open my russet-coloured wing so wide
And talk to you butterfly
What colour is your wing?
*
White sky, Falling Red Sun
The skin of human being suits you
Crybaby is your role
Greeting today and tomorrow
The tears of Christ has evaporated, too
My back is infinite target
I stopper to smile ingratiatingly
Go ahead and look down on me as you like
Beautiful stars smiling also today
*
Good Night
*
Dissection dissection Laughed at
I am buried with millions of dead frogs
Sacrificing-mind sacrificing-mind Where is it?
Moral-sense moral-sense Good bye
Moral-sense moral-sense Forever…
16
The city we two walked hiding our faces with pink plastic umbrella
Just not to wet your shoulder…
You are still a little bit warm and sitting in that chair
I do want to touch but I also want to cry
A half-drunk milk is showing the table somewhat lonely
I’m loving you as much as the numbers of the cigarette stub I have smoked
Under the street lamp of an electric light pole
Let us go and pick up the umbrella dripping-wet which we have left
depressed man talking to himself
to the depressed sky
of the depressed days
17
Indistinct coexistence
Almost a pig
18
The love now died in the bed where we lie back to back
Please hate cruel me I am sure that will make you feel better
Do I look evil to you?
Nobody really can save me I knew
Please forgive me
Please forgive me
Please forgive me
Please…
Please…
Please…
Die
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19
Wrapped in a newspaper holding a model of the human body that has mother’s name
on it feeling alive breathing looking and smiling at the reflection of myself also
smiling and eating my brother spending days like this these days crying Miyako’s
voice could be heard distinctly from the other side of the paper sliding door and
I may have felt that voice very painful spreading a curry of the school lunch on a roll bread seems to be a daily
Work
I am not that bad at a recitation but because of my father’s discipline I seem to
hate but may love THE Stalin’s “electric KOKESHI doll” so I started to listen and I
thanked and thanked for the fact that I was in a huge ecstasy candy rice porridge
was very sweet I made a promise never to forget your envious love on thursday which
was a holiday in seventeen summer the day when the beetle’s head came off
One morning a prostitute was forcing me to buy Miyako’s genitals at the check-out
counter of the grocery store so when I tried them right there bunch of maggots
fell out looked like dirty grains of rice of the early SHOWA period was the
beginning of the detective merchandise, and I made use of my great erudition to the prostitute using my great
erudition
It was yesterday evening that I found out that there is sperm of a gay inside the
cigar ordered from foreign countries I was angry the way of making a child was not
written on the text book for the young people the reason why I shed a large drop
of a sperm and a small drop of tears was since Miyako was masturbating laying next
to me when I saw Kazuko’s genitals without a revision shown on the CRT screen of
the 12 inch Nationali TV
20
Yes, I still cannot figure out the meaning of the existence
So I nick meanings on this body more more more and more
Just a smile and trample on i
*
Ominous repeating voice is still stinging
Someday it will echo and nick inside this heart surely surely surely and surely
Just a smile and through it
*
It’s much better than not being able to notice the value
21
I’m free You have died
couldn’t do anything you have died
Right and Left are same faces
Die until you are killed
“Lost lost kitty cat, hang yourself at your home”
Turning turning turning turning around swallowed up in the tide of the world
Talking talking talking talking searching for the tree that bear money
Rolling rolling rilling rolling up red bud which I am violating
22
I let myself
into the tide of you guys
Applause are so inconsistent
You guys do not seem to know at all
Hanging bare light bulb of life Feel the end
An open suicide stuffed in the bag, pulled up on the stage
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The worn-out voice are stepped on like a dead leaf
The way that the numbers of rusty safety pins shows
A cross under the sky of sorrow
Human beings who forgot to forgive, laugh yourself
The sky of sorrow
The sky of sorrow
Dead singing voice, Laughing dead body, Dead next year
23
I am having communication with love
I will kill you with emotion
Do you remember the days you could laugh just as you like
The garden of fear approaching in madness
In other words it is outside of the cage
I am getting used to it but will this scar disappear someday?
Human-hunt with a bat in our hands
Let’s play more with me
I bet you bless the generalizations just to make them hang together which I cannot go around with, anymore
The un-happiness that you can stay
Has no differences with the hang-together thing shown there
Am I laughing quite well in your society?
Which is more miserable?
I guess you are more serious…
I bet you can laugh again and again if you get more hurt, ragged and more broken
And someday the cry of a grief will lead you guys to the god
24
The string was cut
So easily it was cut
I will sing your song tomorrow
Just an ordinary love song
I was too awkward to say…
Good bye
25
Even how happy or unhappy somebody cries or yells, to me it
won’t reach won’t reach won’t reach won’t reach won’t reach won’t reach won’t reach won’t reach won’t reach
So that there are no time for sorrow
hatred is coiled up and tighten drawing a smooth curve
You surely understand if you lick this red eye ball by the tip of the tongue
about me…
26
Why am I dying?
I guess there is no answer anywhere
This is an ordinary story but I am smiling again and again
Just a meat half rotten tied with attempted string
Cry for me Only you are enough
I am no Christ
As a matter of fact there is no Maria either
I want to be buried under a love only you have got
Because I want to keep on smiling just for you
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If I could die in such graveyard buried under your love
I will happily die without fail
Let me forget my regret
Someone… let me
27
The smile of a mother who is tied to a huge tree and violated, hurts me
I shall smile softly, too
Rain and hail of antidepressant drug
A window glass with a hand print left
Black mannequin that has a mouth wide opened
Being free Respecting own soul All of these are deception
How high is the wall of understanding
I will cry but only at the very end
I’m a caterpillar
What are you?
28
Cursed four-and-a-half-mat room dancing for a joy
Canned inside is your genitals which you are so much in love
Yes, you are a narcissist
A despotic state is C-class horror and also a screaming horror
Unlawful erotic animation blooming day by day
Four-and-a-half-mat room with sexual shower dancing for a joy
29
So many kind of marbles red and blue are scattered all over the burned sandbox
The heart of a girl who is collecting around carefully is still blind
Both little hands will not reach Noah
Bottomless seabed changes into conviction and sink
So many shooting stars shining and disappearing Slowly slowly changes ocean into the huge sky
The place where nobody knows the destination and does not feel the flow of time, either
Someday the colours and memories will be pulled by gravity and all grows a leaf of none
The Angels who wore a scale welcomes in by the silent funeral procession
Little sandals will not move automatically
As much as the number of marbles the little girl had in both jands full
The beautiful flowers will bloom here soon
So many kind of flowers of sorrow, red and blue
30
Without nothing is my dream
Just just cold season
I just just like such just just cold season
Such just just cold season
One day I heard a sound that something is falling down
Around me, only you with a bunch of white flowers are there
From when are you there
From when are crying?
Your ****** lips are, dried up like a crying moon
Eyes are sinking like a dead goldfish
Ears are drowning in the blood streaming from the eyes
It is just just beautiful as ********
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I just want to stare at you foreverUntil the red red thread shall be snapped
I am going to sleep from now on.
*******
********
************
With your head which cannot tell who’s head it is
I’m getting back to a dream so called reality
*
A dream is an ephemeral dream inside a dream
31
Walking down the street at night under an umbrella
Sometimes very sad and lonely night falls
I want to disappear like this into a darkness that nobody knows
I bet this is what everybody thinks at least once
Walking down the street under an umbrella
I am crying because I hear your voice every night
all the time…
Insomnia night thinking about many things that I do not want to think
Thoughts keep on falling and is red
I can not be ash
Insensitively strong human being
Will not hurt if I became insensitive human being?
Also today under an umbrella I…
32
Smiling and feeling that it is tough not to have a place where I belong
What should I do if I get tired of myself living with a smile?
Like the people rotten and lying around, am I going to rot?
I don’t know I surely can’t help
I wonder where does it come from, the idea writing and performing by oneself
To tell the truth, it is miserable, huh?
Won’t go away Won’t fade away I can’t help smiling
after one minute, the face turns blue and the heart beating so hard, the word death is in my mind
shouting 1000 times, it’s already a ten seconds left until after one minute
In that way, I keep on betrayed every day and smiling foolishly
Foolishly
I am a “DARUMA” doll with an air hole in my breast
It is matter of sex and death but after they get bored with me it’s a show tent
Spat on and got tired of looking, there will be no body peek-a-boo
I can’t smile
33
I don’t understand the importance of a life
One way to feel the freedom
Human beings are naturally an evil
Human beings which are covered with number of films is what human beings call human beings
The only thing you people who are too much used to forget, made up
That is god
What did the sky of a false image gave you?
A guilty feeling that comes from regret?
To wish happiness given to every single person?
Because you take a regret as a regret it is a regret and because you take happiness as a
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happiness it is happiness
There are no naturally-happy or naturally-unhappy
By breaking all of your environment that was naturally made
Take back the naturally form
Let the so-to-say evil which everybody has, bloom
Get the word freedom in your hand
There…
34
Commit a sin on instinct
Also shave their futures off
The law of the jungle The loop of the death
Love is merciless word association game
The way they fade
I can not stop laughing
35
I want to put “”on my hand and crush it with all my might
Right now
The reality that I had this same feeling when I was little
They punched a hole in my back with their white eye
I remember even now
Somebody plain chain saw with me before I die
I bite “” neck and smile at it’s life bleeding
Fill the champagne glass with the love juice of “”
This is what crazy is all about
I will love all the sweat and tears and blood and juice of “”
Let’s dance till dawn in a white dress
Till it will be coloured in red
It must be beautiful …
36
“I want to touch there”
A slight curiosity Made me rotten
How many in two month Played with me and left me That’s how people falls
A picture Pasted in the shop
Attend with a smile In so-what attitude
That’s the way how I lived until now
I can’t cry even though I want to cry
No tears are bursting even though I want to cry
When you noticed the miserable fact…
Do tears really trickle down?
37
Dark dark dark sky and soil
Bitter dark bitter deep inside the throat
Also today I just climb up a narrow blind stairs
… just climb up
I am the weed grew on the street inside the nud
Even what I wish, I am just a weed
Stabbing with a concrete thorn I just climb up a blind stairs
… just climb up
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Hoping… To the park that you are pointing at
39
A piece of myself flowing to a drain
Treating with bunch of useless piece
My both hands are too small
I can grab nothing
Adrenaline Adrenaline masochism awaken Adrenaline
Smile smile red lips Smile
Treating with bunch of useless piece
My both hands are too dirty-sweaty-tearly-bloody.
I have not grabbed anything
Hate it…
Really hate it…
I want it to die…
Counting songs of a petal game
39
All the things, people, objects seen from the window
Do you love them?
I still enjoy looking at you from the isolated non-stopping ferris wheel
Human being is an existence who doesn’t understand that it is A human being
God… Tears of blade…
Evolution is certainly moving on to degeneration
A girl playing with a cloud on mother’s lap
A wind-bell calmly swing their tone in the wind
A boy playing with the sand hiding in the shade
A wind-bell calmly burn their tone in a fault
Crybaby-sky is crying also today
If the patience makes only the pain
Around and round a ferris wheel with dismembered body now go round and round
40
Future too close
Things we build up
“Fake smile”
“Mentality of a betray”
“Silence of anger”
“Trauma of wrist”
“Hatred of brain”
“Un-sadness”
“Sexual feelings”
Every single things
For ever
Has to be white
Cannot avoid to be dyed in black
The reason it has to be coloured In dappled colours
The scar that cannot be cured
Everybody
is saddled with it
the weight which looks like pain
Everybody
cannot ever be saddled with
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all of the weight which looks like pain
Too simple reason to
lose their life
Is human being the most weakest being
among any other being
Life is short Fall in love, girls
41
Too much message
Ordinary message
Too much noisy sound right, left and in front of my face? Out of the question?
Today
What can we hear from the other side if the speaker?
The other side of the speaker is just the concrete wall
We can hear nothing
42
Awful future is waiting for you
Acquaintances below the navel You’d better engage among lower part of the bodies
Or should we be rather sold to England?
Doll… Yes, doll
Make blood splash and be happy
Bright future is waiting for you
Princess will wake up
Western clothes are not suitable for the Japanese dolls
falling down falling down… Mr. “DARUMA” doll
43
As a matter of fact, you are not there
As a matter of fact, I exist upon a pile of dead body laid on victims
I dyed black to see you
The way of the feeling is different, as a matter of fact
As a matter of fact, My singing voice is certainly dying as I go through these flattered feasts
44
We were still on the way at this never-ending brick road
Now I am going ahead alone
I recall your temperature every time I feel the cool breeze
It will not be long before I reach that park
The park where the cold benches are
A boy feeding a pigeon
I guess someday He will die too
Melted snow washes the season away everyday
Drops colours into the eye from the sky to the ground
And welcome cruelly beautiful death
This is the first time I looked upon the sky since I became alone
Since when was the sky this cruel?
It will not be long before I reach that park
The park where the cold benches are
Infinite blue sky
45
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If I could only swallow up the pain of the heart
Can I live plausible?
I, categorize of growth
I guess I have noticed that the life is so stupid
A forgotten dream Played so bad with the destiny
No wonder beyond that door is a land of a bright light
As a matter of a fact, Must have not noticed
My existence
Even though you give your life to the future, just cry than try to cry
All you have to do is break the door
There must be nothing but the things that will not go away
There must be nothing but the things that will not fade away
Why nothing but the things that will not go away?
Irritating days with no doubt will open it’s mouth
The reality will never welcome me
I think, if this place is the bloody prison beyond that door is a land of light
Shall I make a wish for myself-tomorrow
*
Die Three Times
Slash my wrist in the room
Hang myself in the room
Slash my wrist under the light
Please laugh at me it will not be a joke unless you do so
46
Looks as if they are laughing under the sun Disclosed red river flowing peacefully
You people are walking and laughing on the mountain road that are made of dead bodies
Reaching to the lily to which the ants swarm
To the hands of the people who can not save anything Let them have Ash and Tears and Silence…
Cruelly, The Moon and The Sun go across Even Tomorrow closed their eyes Asking the red sun
silence and…Peace
47
All over the body is paralysed and crying like water drops n the window glass
Tonight
I dream a dream
A dream that is not used to be born
It is a very strange dream
Me in pieces are falling down from mammy sitting down on a toilet
Goldfish is drowning inside the white toilet with it’s fin taken off
The genitals waving good bye with cold eyes
I do not know why but I am crying
I am crying
A dream of mid summer will not be awaken
A spider with twelve legs is staying on my arms
Because the electric fan is stopping
48
Stepping on the shadow with burning coloured sky on my back
Open the arms and recognize now
If it will be covered with darkness sooner or later
Crouching body and dead singing voice
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“Now sleep tight with the good night kiss”
Noticing that this was all meant to be in the morning after the rainy season
The mind who asked kept silence…
Millions of the bright sky is right
Will not forgive millions of sins
Millions of the bright sky is right
Will not forgive millions of punishments
“Silver knife and silver folk Your medium-rare tongue”
Playing an exposure of a film A piece of tragedy
Showing again and again
Asking sweet-smelling peach skin
The heart which is not going to be born starts to scream
49
Sight from a cliff
There is ocean and sky lay in deep blue
Everything is white one step ahead
Ever lasting never ending white
Deep inside my chest is an ripen red dripping apple
Since the day I leaned against the apple tree
How many apples has dropped?
Tragic apples squashed on the asphalt
Countless apples colouring the ground
Crying a fly’s tears
This is not a delusion but never ending reality
To the freedom that never has been drowned
I cut and drop the last apple
Under the deep blue
The tree with apples not being able to ripe
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Senso-ji Gateway and Temple, Tokyo, Japan
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A sharp, unnamed temple, but associated with temples of known Tokyo provenance, Tokyo, Japan

The Tsuku-ji Hongan-ji Temple, Tokyo, Japan

884

The Tenno-ji Tendai Temple (1274), Tokyo, Japan

The Kotoku-ji Temple (c.1400), Tokyo, Japan
885

The Shofuku-ji Temple (1407), Tokyo, Japan

Zojo-ji Chinzei Temple , Tokyo, Japan, and (fancifully) its protecting pagoda-structure, the Tokyo Tower,

886

The Senshu Koem Temple, Akita, Akita Prefecture, Japan

The Seriu Temple, Aomori, Aomori Prefecture, Japan

887

The Naritasan Temple, Chiba, Chiba Prefecture, Japan

The Shinsho-ji Temple, Narita, Chiba Prefecture, Japan

888

The Chujakumon Gate, Eiheiji Temple, Fukui Prefecture, Japan

The Shofukuji Temple, Fukuoka Prefecture, Japan
889

The Shiramizu Amida-dō, Fukushima Prefecture, Japan

The Enmeiji Jizodo Temple, Fukushima Prefecture, Japan

890

The Eiho-ji Temple, Gifu Prefecture, Japan

The Itsukushima Shrine, Miyajima Island, Hiroshima Prefecture, Japan

891

The Todai-ji Temple (completed in the early 8th century), Nara, Nara Prefecture, Japan: two views

892

The Horyu-ji Temple and its protecting pagoda (constructed 538-710), Nara, Nara Prefecture, Japan

A shrine in the Isoteien Garden (1658), Sengan-en Villa, Kagoshima, Kagoshima Prefecture, Japan

893

The Ninja-dera Temple, Kanazawa, Ishikawa Prefecture, Japan

The Minatogawa Shrine, Kobe, Hyōgo Prefecture, Japan
894

The Kongofuku-ji Temple (822), Cape Ashizuri, Kōchi Prefecture, Japan

The Erin-ji Temple, Kōshū, Yamanashi Prefecture, Japan

895

The Kumano Shrine, Kumamoto Prefecture, Japan

The Daigo-ji Temple, Kyoto, Kyoto Prefecture, Japan

896

The Shineiji Temple, Sapporo, Hokkaidō Prefecture, Japan

The Byodo-in Temple, nr. Kyoto, Kyoto Prefecture, Japan
897

An old temple at Enryaku-ji, Mt. Hiei, Kyoto, Kyoto Prefecture, Japan

The Kogan Temple, Maebashi, Gunma Prefecture, Japan

898

The entrance to the Futago-ji Temple, Kunisaki, Oita Prefecture, Japan

The Burakuji Temple, Nagano Prefecture, Japan
899

The Dairen-ji Temple, Matsuyama, Ehime Prefecture, Japan

The gateway to the Nikko Shrine, Tochigi Prefecture, Japan: view of the shrine below

900

Caption: “It is a true mountaintop temple located just below a 450 meter high peak in the mountains
between Matsue and Mihonoseki” [both in Shimane Prefecture, Japan]
901

The Kasama Inari-jina Shrine, Mito, Ibariki Prefecture, Japan

The Gion-ji Temple, Mito, Ibariki Prefecture, Japan
902

The Udo Shrine, Miyazaki, Miyazaki Prefecture, Japan

903

The Choson-ji Temple (1124), Iwate Prefecture, Japan: two details of the interior below

904

Capation: “The Thousand Kanon (the Buddha of Compassion) in the Sanjusangendo Hall in Kyoto”: two
ends of the same hall

905

The Kofuku-ji Temple, Nagasaki, Nagasaki Prefecture, Japan

The Nitta-ji Temple, Nagoya, Aichi Prefecture, Japan

906

The Harimizu Shrine for Communication with Ancestors, Miyakojima, Okinawa Prefecture, Japan

The Saijo Inari Temple, Okayama, Okayama Prefecture, Japan
907

The Oppo-ji Temple, Niigata, Niigata Prefecture, Japan

908

The Enryaku-ji Temple, Ōtsu, Shiga Prefecture, Japan

The Shitennoji Temple, Osaka (1880s), Osaka Prefecture, Japan

909

The Co-Azuchi-dori Confucian Temple (1708), Taku City, Saga Prefecture, Japan

The gateway to the Seitenkyu Taoist Temple, Saitama, Saitama Prefecture, Japan

910

The mausoleum of Date Masamune (1567-1636), founding daimyō of the Sendai Domain; Sendai, Miyagi
Prefecture, Japan: two views

911

The Kunozan Toshogu Shinto Shrine (1617), Mt. Kuno, Shizuoka, Shizuoka Prefecture, Japan: two details

912

The Kai Zenjo-ji Temple, Kofu, Yamanashi Prefecture, Japan

The Yashima-ji Shingon Temple, nr. Takamatsu, Kagawa Prefecture, Japan
913

The Kannon-in Tendai Temple, Tottori, Tottori Prefecture, Japan

The Zuiryu-ji Temple (1650s), Takaokja, Toyama Prefecture, Japan
914

The Senju-ji Temple, Tsu City, Mie Prefecture, Japan

The Seiganto-ji Temple, Nachi Falls, Wakayama Prefecture, Japan
915

The Yamadara Mountain Temple (above) Haguro Mountain Pagoda (below); Yamagata Prefecture, Japan

916

The Ruriko-ji Temple Pagoda, Yamaguchi Pond, Yamaguchi Prefecture, Japan: three views

917

918

The Kwan Tai Temple, Yokohama, Kanagawa Prefecture, Japan: exterior and interior views

919

The main hall of the Joroku-ji Temple, Tokushima, Tokushima Prefecture Japan

The main gate to the Kumadiji Temple (1687), Tokushima Prefecture, Japan
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